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To my mother and my father,
who taught me the value o[ knowledge

History is always written wrong, and so always needs to be rewritten.
--_eorge

Santayana

You can't cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.
--Rabindranath

Tagore
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programs after World War II and find that our understanding of that singular occurrence has
changed irrevocably?
The recent disclosures have relevance far beyond the limited purview of Soviet space history. In the 1950s and 1960s, U,S. space policy to a large degree was a series of responses to
what the Soviets were doing--or at least what policymakers thought the Soviets were doing.
But despite its key role in shaping American space policy, there continues to be an abundance
of ignorance or misinformation on the Soviet program. Many erroneous conjectures on Soviet
space motives advanced by Western analysts during the Cold War have remained unquestioned by more recent scholars. Ultimately, any effort to make sense of the dynamics of space
exploration during the Cold War, no matter how well-intentioned, will fall short without taking account of the recent revelations from the Russian side. What may be possible now is to
take a second look not only at the Soviet space program, but also the LI.S. space program-that is, to reconsider again humanity's first attempts to take leave of this planet.
Writing on a topic that has two dynamic parallel histories--one from the Cold War era and
one from the post-Cold War era--is, for obvious reasons, a difficult problem. First, there is the
challenge of creating context. One could easily lose the main thread of the story by annotating
every episode with interpretations from two different time periods--that is, this is how the event
was reported in the 1960s, and this is what really happened. I have tried as much as possible to
avoid the pitfalls of such an approach, but at the same time, I have also not tried to shirk from
the opportunity to contrast these two voices when they have served to embellish my story.
A second problem is one of identifying the right sources for the story. As much as possible, I have relied exclusively on Russian-language archival sources available in the post-1988
era. There are, however, several episodes in the narrative that warrant a wider historiographical
context. Because of the dual nature of the history of the Soviet space program, different players in the effort have continued to promote contradictory accounts of the same event. For
instance, Russian historians have never adequately addressed the use of German expertise in
the immediate postwar period. They have generally minimized the German role as extremely
peripheral. On the other side, the popular press in the West has had a tradition of dismissing
early Soviet successes as merely an extension of German work. Can these two positions be reconciled in a scholarly treatise? In this case, the writing of history as an exercise in impartiality
is caught between what is a somewhat dubiously established paradigm of history in the West
and what is at best a history with missing chapters on the Soviet side. What I have tried to do
is to use recently declassified information to provide a newer perspective, but one that is not
necessarily divorced from the existing paradigms of yesteryears.
There are many such other cases in which Soviet space history has been artificially constrained between propaganda and speculation. This is one reason, I believe, that Soviet space
achievements have generally been marginalized in the West and mythologized at home. For
American historians, there is little debate on the holy grail of space history: it is the first landing of American astronauts on the surface of the Moon in 1969. On that July night in 1969,
two men represented humanity's thirst for exploration, serving as ambassadors of the human

2,
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race in our first visit to another celestial body, For most American historians, everything before
was simply a prelude and everything after has been a disappointment. Historians in Russia see
things much differently. It was, after all, the Soviet Union that launched the first handiwork of
humankind into orbit around Earth in 1957--Sputnik, or "fellow traveler." Only four years later
came the second big milestone: the Soviet Union sent the first human into space, Yuriy
Gagarin. Here was another huge moment, like that of the Apollo landing eight years later: for
the first time since human life emerged on this planet, one of us had broken through the atmosphere that surrounds us and sped into the cosmos. But history has remembered Gagarin's short
flight much differently. With the race to the Moon won, the American view of the Soviet space
program changed dramatically: American historians remembered Sputnik and Gagarin not for
their importance in human history, but only as catalysts for the decision to send humans to the
Moon. There are works, too numerous to mention, on the repercussions of both Sputnik and
Gagarin in the United States, but few on the historical meaning of these events divorced from
geopolitics--as there was on Apollo. It is not surprising that this is so. With little film footage,
paranoid secrecy, and no advance warning, the Soviets themselves were mostly responsible for
consigning these events into that blurry historical limbo between propaganda and speculation.
They eventually lost any claim to resonance that they might have had otherwise.
The Soviet space program was, of course, not simply propaganda nor speculation. It
emerged from the ashes of World War II, when with Stalin's blessing, a group of ambitious
engineers began testing old German missiles from the desert near the Aral Sea. With the onset
of the Cold War and the explosion of the first Soviet atomic bomb in 1949, these experiments
with rockets gained a new urgency. Many considered rockets, especially long-range ballistic missiles, an ideal way to deliver deadly atomic bombs across continents. Throughout the 1950s,
as missile designers made vast advances in rocket design, it became possible to consider
options that had little direct military utility--ideas
such as space travel. Spurred by a small
handful of visionary engineers devoted to the cause of space exploration, the Soviets diverted
a strand of their military rocketry program into a single project to launch a satellite into orbit.
Conceived as an exercise in scientific research, Sputnik was meant to be a modest contribution
to an international effort to study Earth and its surroundings. While its scientific dividends
might have been anticipated, no one could have predicted its political repercussions. After the
launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, in the public image, the Soviet Union moved from being
a nation of obsolete agricultural machines to a great technological superpower. Gagarin's flight
less than four years later eliminated any remaining doubts about Soviet prowess in space exploration. In both cases, the Americans had lagged behind badly. These two pivotal achievements
led eventually to the race to the Moon--a race of epic proportions that culminated in the
Apollo landing in 1969. A span of only eight years separated the resounding victory of Gagarin
and the crushing humiliation by Apollo. So what happened? What kind of effort did the Soviets
mount to compete with Apollo? And why did it fail? I have tried to answer these questions by
weaving together a record of the technical, political, and personal histories behind these three
endeavors: the launch of Sputnik, the flight of Gagarin, and the challenge to Apollo.
My goal was not to write a history simply because it had never been written before.
Certainly, recording the facts is an important exercise, but that would limit the job to a simple
chronology, There are several major questions of interpretation that still have to be answered. I
have only tackled a few of these.
The first major question has to do with discerning the institutional underpinnings of the
Soviet space program, Given the new evidence, can we identify the primary constituencies that
drove the effort? What kind of patterns of decision-making did they display? What interests
were they serving? The record seems to indicate the importance of both individuals and institutions, all of whom emerged to power not because of the space program, but because of its
antecedent ballistic missile development effort.
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AN SSSR
BOR
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CIA
CSAGI
DLB
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DOS
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EKR
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EPOS
EVA
FIAN
FOBS
GAU
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GeoFIAN
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GKAT
GKB
GKNPTs
GKO
GKOT
GKRE
GMT
GNII AiKM
GOGU
Gosplan
GR
GSKB
GSMZ
GTsP
GU
GUKOS
GULag
GU RVO
IAE
IAKM
ICBM
IGY
IKI
IMBP

USSRAcademy of Sciences
Unpiloted Orbital Rocket-Glider
lateral stabilization
(U.S.) Central Intelligence Agency
Special Committee for the International Geophysical Year
Long-Duration Lunar Base
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Origins
The rocketry and space programs of the Soviet Union had their origins in the late 1800s
with the farsighted and at times farfetched writings of a deaf, self-taught school teacher named
Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovskiy. Born in 1857, Tsiolkovskiy had produced a series of thirty small monographs in the late 1800s, culminating in his classic work "Exploration of the
Universe with Rocket-Propelled Vehicles," published in the May 1903 issue of the St.
Petersburg journal Nauchnoye obozreniye (Scientific Review).' In this and later works,
Tsiolkovskiy elucidated his complex ideas on rocketry and space exploration, supporting most
of his conceptions with complex mathematical analyses. In his most revolutionary idea, he
proposed that humans could hope to fly to very high altitudes and ultimately into outer space
only by using liquid-propellant rockets. One of his most important conclusions was that a rocket would be capable of carrying up a cargo of any size, and develop any speed desired, as long
as the rocket was sufficiently large and the ratio of the mass of the propellant to the mass of
the entire rocket was large enough--a relationship that is known as the Tsiolkovskiy Equation:'
While some of his work was clearly in the realm of fantasy, the breadth of his contribution to astronautics is astounding. In his early work, he wrote eloquently on such topics as
multistage rockets, high-energy liquid propellants such as liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen,
giant space stations in Earth's orbit with food regeneration systems, and the dangers of high
temperatures on an object returning to Earth. He even investigated the idea of a spacesuit for
activity in open space. Tsiolkovskiy was a generation older than two other equally famous
founders of theoretical and practical astronautics: the American Robert H. Goddard and the
Rumanian Hermann Oberth. All three, quite independently, pursued their extraordinary ideas
on rocketry and space exploration, but 1-siolkovskiy was perhaps a bit more pessimistic than
his peers. Unlike Goddard, who launched the world's first liquid propellant rocket in 1926,
Tsiolkovskiy was unable to build even a small rocket. He apparently believed that few of his
conceptions of the future would ever be brought to fruition.

I.

V.P. Glushko,

Development

of Rocketry

and Space Technology

in the USSR (Moscow:

Novosti

Press

Publishing House, 1973). p. 9; Evgeny Riabchikov, Russians in Space (Moscow: Novosti Press Publishing House.
1971 ), p. 98: Nicholas Daniloff, The Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York: Alfred _. Knopf, 1972), p. I 7, The 1903
publication was only the first part of the article. When the journal was closed down with the May issue, Tsiolkovskiy
had to wait until 1911 to see the second part published in Vestnik vozdukhoplaucmiya
2.
For an English language summary of Tsiolkovskiy's work. see P_. A Blagonravov, et al., Soviet Rocketry
Some Contributions
to its History (Jerusalem: Israel Program for Scientific Translations.
1966), pp. 68-126: Daniloff,
The Krem(m and the Cosmos, pp, 13-17.

In the early part of the 1900s, Tsiolkovskiy's ideas received little if any attention as a result
of both the extreme mathematical nature of his work and a general disinterest from the Czarist
government. The Bolshevik Revolution in 1911 seems to have aroused a modicum of interest
in his ideas from the new Soviet leadership. This was partly to illustrate the Czarist government's lack of foresight, but also tied to new ideology: "In Communist theory, technological
progress was virtually equivalent to the march of history. ''_ The year after the Revolution.
Tsiolkovskiy was elected a full member of the prestigious Russian Socialist Academy. Later in
1921, he was granted a lifetime pension in honor of his groundbreaking scientific contributions
on space exploration and rocketry. 4Given his strong support for the Revolution, the Soviet government was only too eager to promote his writings.
In the Western historiography of the early history of astronautics, Tsiolkovskiy's name is
the best known. But within Russia and later the Soviet Union, there were two other remarkable
visionaries who played as great a role in inspiring a new generation of young amateurs as the
great Tsiolkovskiy himself, One of these was Yuriy Vasilyevich Kondratyuk, a man who had a
life as amazing as any figure in the history of Soviet rocketry. He was born Aleksandr
Ignatyevich Shargey in 1897 in the Ukraine. Brilliant even in his childhood, he published his
seminal works in his twenties and thirties, the first, Tyem, kto budet chitat ehtoby stroyit (To
Those Who Will Read in Order to Build), in 1919 and the second, Zauoyeuaniye mezhplanetnykh prostranstu (The Conquest at Interplanetary Space), in 1929. In these works, Shargey
showed a remarkable grasp of problems in rocket dynamics and engineering. Unaware of
Tsiolkovskiy, he came to many of the same conclusions and extended the field of astronautics
to new areas. Among the topics he described were minimum-energy spaceflight trajectories to
other planets, the theory of multistage rockets, intermediate interplanetary ship refueling bases.
and the landing of probes on planets using atmospheric drag. One of his most famous contributions to the literature was the formulation of a mission profile for a lunar landing using two
separate vehicles, a mother ship in lunar orbit, and a lander on the surface. When American
astronauts landed on the Moon in 1969, they used very much the same idea2
Shargey's career was cut short by the strangest of circumstances. In 1916, he had been
conscripted into the Army to fight on the Caucasus front in Turkey. After the Bolsheviks came
to power in October 1917, Shargey decided to leave the Army, but on his journey back home,
he was conscripted by the rebel White Army to fight the communists, He eventually deserted
but was found by the White Army again in Kiev, where he joined their ranks briefly before
deserting again, l_fter the Revolution, he was in a difficult position. To the Whites, he was a
habitual deserter, and to the Reds, he was an officer in the White Army--both
sides wanted
him shot. To save his life, his stepmother sent him some documents of a man named Yuriy
Vasilyevich Kondratyuk, who was born in 1900 and died on March I, 192I, of tuberculosis. On
August 15 of the same year, Shargey assumed his new identity and tried to lead an inconspicuous life, far from the public eye. Terrified of being found out, he did not join the amateur rocketry groups of the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s despite his lifelong passion for rocketry.
He died sometime in late February 1942 defending Moscow against the Nazis. His grave was
never found?

3.
Walter McDougall.... the Heavensand the Eclrth:A PoliticalHistoryof the Apacetlge (New York:Basic
Books, 1985),p. 27.
4.
Daniloff,TheKremlinandthe Cosmos.1972,p. 19:William P,Barry."TheMissileDesignBureauxand
SovietPilotedSpacePolicy,1953-1910,"Ph.D.thesisin Politics,Facultyof SocialStudies,Universityof Oxford.1996.
5.
G V.Petrovich,ed., The SovietEncyclopediaat Space Flight(Moscow:MirPublishers,1969),pp. 209-10.
6.
ValeriyRodikov,"Who Are You,EngineerKondratyuk?"(Englishtitle), inV. Shcherbakov,ed.. Zagadki
zuezdnykh astrauov:kniga pyataya (Moscow: Molodayagvardiya, 1989).pp. 36-53.
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The third major figure of the period was Fridrikh Arturovich Tsander, born in 1887 in Riga,
the capital of Latvia. By his late twenties, Tsander had but one aim: to acquire the necessary
knowledge to make a journey into space. In 192I, he gave a report at an inventors' conference
on his pet project for an interplanetary aircraft. Three years later, he published his landmark work
in the journal Tekhnika i zhizn (Technology and Life) titled "Flight to Other Planets," in which
he expounded on the design of rocket engines, calculations for interplanetary trajectories, and
conceptions of safety systems. One of his favorite ideas was of a combined rocket-aircraft for
takeoff from Earth, which would consume its own metallic wings as propellants after flight
through the atmosphere. He amplified this and several other concepts in another book published
in 1932 titled Problema poleta pri pomoshehi reaktiunykh apparatou (The Problem of Flight by
Means of Reactiue Vehicles). Perhaps Tsander's most famous contribution was his untiring popularization of spaceflight in the late 1920s by lecturing on the topic across the Soviet Union/
The increased visibility of rocketry and space exploration in the public eye in the late 1920s,
through exhibitions and special publications, were crucial to inspiring a new, younger generation of Soviet engineers--those born this century, who would eventually direct the course of
the world's first space program. This group of individuals came to prominence in the 1930s
with the formation of small rocketry societies in Moscow and Leningrad dedicated to the design
and construction of short-range liquid-fueled rockets. In many ways, the influence and power
that these men wielded in their later years was far more imposing than the same possessed by
their counterparts in the concurrent rocketry societies in the United States and Germany. This
is, perhaps, one of the key distinctions in historical perspective in looking at the space programs
of the United States and the Soviet Union. In the former, the pioneers were defined by their
institutions, and in the latter, the pioneers were the institutions.
In the Soviet Union, the most important of these individuals was Sergey Pavlovich Korolev,
a former mechanical engineer who was to become the de facto head of the Soviet space program and remained so until his untimely death in 1966. It would not be an overstatement to
say that without his guidance, administrative powers, and vision, the Soviet Union would not
have become the foremost space-faring nation in the world in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
Korolev was born on December 30, 1906, in the town of Zhitomir in the Ukraine. 8 His natural
parents were divorced when he was three years old, and the young Korolev was shuffled from
city to city until his mother remarried. He did not attend school until he was fourteen, studying only at home with tutors.
Korolev's first passionate interest was aeronautics, and from an early age, he read voraciously on the exploits of aviation pioneers throughout the world, sqt the age of seventeen, he joined
a glider club in the town of Odessa and eventually became the leader of the aeronautics club
there. In 1926, he enrolled in the Moscow Higher Technical School in the Department of
Aerodynamics as an advanced student and for the first time came into contact with famous Soviet
aeronautical designers such as t_ndrey N. Tupolev, who was a professor at the university. As part
of his thesis work at the school, Korolev designed and built a full-scale glider that he later flighttested: this and other glider projects were brought to fruition by 1930, and Korolev graduated in
February of that year as an "aeromechanical engineer."9 Immediately following graduation, he was
asked to begin work as an engineer at the V. E Menzhinskiy Central Design Bureau headed by
Chief Designer Dmitriy E Grigorovich, where the work was far more ambitious than his modest

7.
Petrovich,ed.,TheSouietEncyclopedia
of SpaceFlight,p. 468.
8.
A.P. RomanovandV. S.Gubarev,Konstruktory(Moscow:Politicheskoy
literatury,1989),p. 16;Yaroslav
Golovanov,SergeiKoroleu:TheApprenticeshipo/a SpacePioneer(Moscow:Mir Publishers,1975),p. 23.The date
of hisbirth in the "new" Gregoriancalendaradoptedfollowingthe GreatOctoberRevolutionisJanuary12, 1907.
9.
Golovanov,SergeiKoroleu,pp. 135-36, 110:RomanovandGubarev,I<onstruktory.
pp. 3I-3Y Among
hisgraduatingclasswasthe laterchief designerof aircraftandmissiles,SemyonA. Lavochkin.
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The original members of the GIRD team are shown here in 1932 Top center is Yuriy Pobedonostseu,
while bottom center is Sergey Korolev. On the extreme right is Fridrikh Tsander,
the space visionary who founded the group. (files of _sif Siddiqi)
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on the morning of March 28, 1933. '0 In one sense, Tsander's death presaged the end of an era
of amateur Soviet rocketry. Within
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The main work at GIRD prior to March 1932was the development of the OR I and OR-2 rocket engines
an experimental glider named the BICH-I I. SeeVetrov, 5. P Koroleu i kosmonautika, p. 46.
Ibid., pp 50, 70.
Ibid., p. 69: Golovanov, 5ergeiKorolev, pp. 273-74
Golovanov, Sergei Koroleu, pp. 274-75.
Riabchikov. Russians in Space. p. 109: Golovanov. Koroleu, pp. 147-48.
Glushko, The Development of Rocketry and Space Technology, p. 6.
Ibid., p. 12: Riabchikov, Russians m Space, p. 86.
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early through his voracious readings of the
works of Jules Verne--so much so that at the
age of fifteen, he had written a letter to
Tsiolkovskiy. _ Just three years later in July 1924,
only eighteen years old, he had published an
article in the popular press titled "Conquest of
the Moon by the Earth." Even more impressively, in 1926, Glushko authored a work titled
"Extraterrestrial Station" in the journal Nauka i
tekhnika (Science and Technology). _4A soft-spoken individual with somewhat of a stern disposition, Glushko no doubt saw a chance at realizing
his dream of space exploration as an engineer for
GDL. Recognizing his exceptional technical capabilities, the leaders of GDL had redirected
Glushko in 1931 to start work on liquid-propellant rocket engines for military applications.
By 193 I, there were two major independent
rocketry organizations in the Soviet Union-one active in the design of rockets (GIRD) and
the other focused on rocket engines (GDL).
The GIRD team is shown here in 1933 feeding liquid
Around this time, the two groups began develoxygen to the "09." the first Soviet liquid-propeltont
oping informal contacts with each other and
rocket From left to right ore Sergey Koroleu, Nikolay
began negotiations to explore the possibility of
Yefremou, and Yuriy Pobedonostsev
(files of _si[ Siddiqi)
coordinating their work. Following a long and
elaborate series of discussions, aided by strong
lobbying from Marshal Mikhail I. Tukhachevskiy, the Deputy People's Commissar for the Army
and Navy, GIRD and GDL were consolidated into one organization in the fall of 1933. The official decree (no. O113) from the Revolutionary Military Council was issued on September 2 I,
1933, and called for the formation of the Reactive Scientific-Research Institute (RNII)? '
Tukhachevskiy appointed Ivan T. Kleymenov, the former head of the now defunct GDL, to serve
as the new RNII's first director. Korolev, no longer an amateur rocketeer, was appointed
Kleymenov's deputy.
Tukhachevskiy had originally envisioned RNII as a breeding ground for advanced liquidand solid-propellant missiles for use by the artillery sector, but this idea faced some resistance
from higher placed military leaders. Uninterested in the future prospects of rockets, the military
refused to let Tukhachevskiy have jurisdiction over the new institute. Instead, a little over a
month after its formation, on October 31, RNII placed under the jurisdiction of the People's
Commissariat of Heavy Industry, the "ministry" responsible for production of several major
ground-based weapons. 2_At the same time, there was a clash between Kleymenov and Korolev

23.

Romanov

and Gubarev. Konstruktory,

p. 274, The letter was dated September 26, 1923 Tsiolkovskiy

replied within a month.
24.
Col. M. Rebrov, "Specific Impulse" (English title). Krusnuyu zuezdu, August 26, 1989, p, 4. The 1926
article was published as V. P. Glushko. "Extraterrestrial Station" (English title), Nuuku i tekhniku 40 (October 8,
1926): 3-4.
25.

Vetrov. S R Koroleu i kosmonavtiko,

p. 76: Glushko,

The Deuelopment

of Rocketry

and 5pace

Technology,

p17.
26.
Glushko, The Deuelopment of Rocketry end Space Technology,
second decree (no. 104) from the Council of Labor and Defense on October

pp. 17-18. This was formalized
3 I, 1933.
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Vetrov, S P Koroleu i kosmonautika,
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death in 1935,

p. 77.

28
Yu. Biryukov. "Life. Aspiring to Higher Goals (on the 90th Birthday of S. P. Korolev)" (English title),
Nouosti kosmonautiki I (January I- 12, 1997): 63-67.
29. Lardier.L71stronuutiqueSouietique, pp 31-34.
30. Glushko, Deuelopmentof Rocketry and Space Technology, p. 19: Barry, "The Missile Design Bureaux"
Design BureauNo. 7 (KB-7) was primarilycomposed of engineerswho had "defected" from RNtl. Later historiesof the
early Sovietrocketryprogram dismissedthe efforts of KB-7asa failure, but in truth, the activities at this bureauwere quite
successful given the circumstances. Led by former RNII engineers L K. Korneyev and A. h Polyamiy,
KB-7 developed a series of increasingly complex rockets for exploring high altitudes. One of these, although never
launched,was the R-05. one of the first Sovietrocketsdesignedexclusively for investigationsof the upper atmosphere.
Specialinstruments were developedby the Optics Institute and the Chief GeophysicalObservatory for this rocket. KB-7
also designedseveralcomplex guidance and gyroscope systems, some of them as sophisticatedas those developedat
RNII. A secondindependent effort was continued by amateurengineersof the former GIRDwho had elected not to be
part of the governmental RNII. Solid-propellantmissilessuch as the VR-3 and the TR-3were developedunder the leadership of I. A. Merkulovin the ReactionSectionof the StratosphericCommittee of Osoaviakhim.The latter organization
also developedsome of the first ramjet engines for rocket applications. Both these efforts, however,were discontinued
by the late 1930s KB-7 itself was dissolved in 1939.following a decision by the Artillery Directorate that liquid-propellant missile researchwas not a useful avenueof military research.SeeGlushko, The DeuelopmentolRoeketry and Space
Technology, p. 19: the author writes that KB-7 "failed to produce the desired results." See also I. A Merkulov,
"Organization and Resultsof the Work of the FirstScientific Centersfor RocketTechnology in the USSR," in Frederick
I. Ordway III. ed., History of Rocketryand Astronautics. Vol. 9 (San Diego, CA: American Astronautical Society, I989),
pp. 70, 72 73; Lardier.L7_stronautiqueSovietique,pp. 39, 41-43: Riabchikov,Russiansin Space,pp. 128-29.
31. For an excellent summary and analysis of the events at RNII in the 1930s, see Barry. "The Missile
Design Bureaux."
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32. Vasili Mishin and Boris Raushenbakh. "The Scientific Legacy of Academician Sergei Korolyov." in
History of the USSR:New Research5: Yuri_agarin: To Mark the 25th Anniversary of the First Manned Space Flight
(Moscow: Institute of the History of Natural Science and Technology of the LISSRP,cademy of Sciences, 1986), p.
106: Vetrov. S t_ Koroleu i kosmonavtika, p. 80.
33. Peter Stache. Soviet Rockets, Foreign Technology Division Translation, FTD-ID(RS)T-O619-88 (from
unnamed source). Wright Patterson Air force Base,Ohio. November 29, 1988. p. 206. This is a translation of Peter
Stache, Sowjetiseher Raketen (Berlin: Militarverlad der DDR, 1987). See also Mishin and Raushenbakh. "The
Scientific Legacy," p. 106: Vetrov, S. F_Koroleu i kosmonautika, p. 89.
34. Lardier, L'ZtstronautiqueSovi_tique, pp. 35-39. The high-altitude missiles included Objects 209,609-h
RDD-604, and RAS-521,The winged missiles included Objects 48,201,212,216,217,
and 218.
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36. Valeriy Zharkov, "Pobedonostsev's Criteria" (English title), in Shcherbakov, ed., Za2,adki zvezdnykh
ostrouov, p. 73.
37. /_leksey Khorev, "How Tukhachevskiy k,VasCondemned: The LISSR State Security Committee Has
Declassified MaterialsRelated to the Conviction of Marshal of the SovietUnion Tukhachevskiy and the Other Military
Leaders in 1937.The /_rchives Have Revealedthe Documents on Their Execution and Cremation" (English title),
Krasnaya zuezda, April 17, 1991,p. 4.
38. N.L. Anisimov and V. G. Oppokov, "Incident at NII-3" (English title), Voyenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal
no. I0 (October 1989): 81-87. Kleymenov had been removed from his post on August 30, 1937.
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39. The new director of NII-3, B. N. Slonimer,and the new deputy director, Kostikov, were [ormally appointed to their new positions lessthan two weeks after Kleymenov's arrest. SeeGolovanov, Koroleu, p. 235.
40. Rebrov, "Specific Impulse."
41. Vetrov, S R Koroleu i kosrnonautika, pp. 121-22: Mikhail Rudenko, "O chem dymal zhyul veto," Trud,
September I, 1993, p. 3.
42. Korolev had been the senior engineer of Group No. 2 at NII-3 since January 1938.
43. Zharkov, "Pobedonostsev's Criteria," p. 16: Vetrov, S. P Koroleu i kosmonautika, p. 122.
44. Romanov and Gubarev, Konstruktory, pp. 48-49. Further biased evidence was supplied investigators
Bykov and Shestakov.
45. Rebrov, "Specific Impulse." Fora detailed explanation of the charges against Korolev, see G. Vetrov, "In
Difficult Years" (English title), Ztuiatsiya i kosmonautika no. I (January 1989): 36-37.
46. /_nisimov and Oppokov, "Incident at NIl-3." The order for Korolev's arrest was issued by the Chief
Economic Directorate of the NKVD on the directive of First Deputy Chief Military Procurator G. K. Raginskiy, who
himself was arrested in 1939 SeeB. P,.Viktorov, "Restoration of Name" (English title). Nauka i zhizn no. 5 (May
1988): 78-82. Korolev was arrested under stipulation of article 58 o[ the RSFSRcriminal code, points 7 and II,
which included chargesof being "a member of an anti-Soviet underground counter-revolutionary organization."
47. The first two letters are reproduced in full in/_nisimov and Oppokov, "Incident at NIl-3," and were
dated July 15 and July 22, 1938. An excerpt from the third, dated gugust t9, 1938. was published in Viktorov,
"Restoration of Name."
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for hard labor at one of the many slave labor camps located throughout
Siberia/'_ Korolev

in

from

did not have to wait very long. On September

of the USSR Supreme Court, under Vasiliy V. Ulrikh,

of all personal

During

and signed a document

not prove

o[ the word.

not

imagine

or explain
bluntly

accused

a more

absurd

and

technology

was

Korolev

continued

Prison in southern

anything

I was

the cause

because

there

o[ sabotaging

incredible

charge

of my li[e and the work

to make efforts

to obtain

I

a retrial.

Russia, he wrote to Stalin himself in February

against the false charges? _

These letters most likely never reached Stalin's eyes and not surprisingly
had little effect on
Korolev's fate. There were, however, two factors that intersected in 1938-39 that saved Korolev's
life.

Soon

after

Grizodubova,
Korolev's

own

requesting

his
mother

his successor,
Soviet Union,
Ulrikh

to author

a close

friend

another

famous

Korolev's,

of the NKVD.

Although

make his reputation

but when

Committee

apparently

ing of Supreme Soviet members
was a good example to display

Grizodubova

Korolev's

of an anti-Soviet

official

charge from a "member
of military

technology"

I.

1938,

of state terror

in the

1939, he was more interested

in cul-

sentence.

Prompted

Beriya was convinced

Thus, at a special meeting

agreed to Ulrikh's

Party

arrested in November

perpetrators

original

and Gromov,

his "humanity."

S.
and

of the Communist

and fair person. After Beriya's appointment,

to protest Korolev's

Valentina

M. Gromov,

interest in the Korolev case. Beriya

as one of the cruelest

High Court on June 13, 1939, the NKVD
the less serious "saboteur

pilot

Mikhail

reached the office of Nikolay

Yezhov was abruptly

he assumed his new role in January

wrote to the NKVD

famed

Soviet aviator,

a letter to the Central

case. 5_The statement

an image of himself as a humane
himself

of

Lavrentiy P. Beriya, happened to have a particular

eventually

tivating

forces with

a review of Korolev's

Yezhov, the chairman
would

imprisonment,

had joined

prosecutor
by the lobbythat

of the Plenum

Korolev
of the

protest and signed an order changing
counter-revolutionary

and requested

organization"

to

a new trial? _

48. Vetrov. s P Korolev i kosmonavtika, p. 122: Col. M, Rebrov, "The Leader:Little-Known PagesFromthe
Life of S. P Korolev" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, July I, 1989, p. 4.
49. Romanov and Gubarev, Konstruktory, pp. 48-49.
50
Mariya Pastukhova, "Brighter Than Any Legend" (English title), Ogonek 49 (December 1987): 18-23:
N. Kidger, "Arrests 'Limited' Rocket Development," letter to the editor, Spaceflight 30 (1988): 169.
SI. Anisimov and Oppokov, "Incident at NII-3." Other letters were also allegedly written in August and
October 1938 and April 1939. SeeRomanov, Korolev, p. 158. Korolev was moved to Novocherkasskiy on October
I0, 1938
52. Viktorov, "Restoration of Name." At the time, it was the All-Union Communist Party (VKP). Gromov's
status in the Soviet Union then was in many ways comparable to that of Charles Lindbergh's in the United States
Gromov, along with A. B Yumashev,had completed the first nonstop airplane [light from the Soviet Union to the
United Statesin 1937.
53. Ibid: Romanov, Koroleu, p, 159.
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Unfortunately

for Korolev,

it was too late. Less than two weeks

June I, he had already started
crowded

his journey

at Kolyma

in August

he ever believed
Kolyma

months,

overwork,
Korolev

winters

Korolev

continued

Soviet

famine,

Union's

scurvy.

thousands

to their deaths,

unaware

that Kleymenov
meanwhile

from

Korolev

sons

unclear,

escaped

"ministry"

responsible

for the

presaged

a major

change
Kostikov

also

was appointed

NIl-3 were focused
the

artillery

forces.

RP-318 rocket-plane,

Some

at NIl-3,

production
thematic

work

was allowed

in research at the institute--one

meaning

Glushko.

of

to

responsible

for

by the institute

He was

TM

apparently

behind
of

artillery

equipment

projects,

such

a word

based on bluff

and Pobedonostsev.

to work

in the

held the sci-

as sharashka,

enterprise

at a revamped

and solid-fuel
as Korolev's

NIl-3.

systems?'

of work

212

many years of fruitful

This

missile

as

efforts

at

for use by
and

but it is clear that there was a significant
stilted

In
the

at NIl-3

missiles

or

for rea-

for t_mmunitions,

weapons

direction

15,

and engi-

in late 1939. Most of the post-purge

of launch

that effectively

a "sinister

a variety

of the institute

to continue,

that specifically

to the Commissariat

restructuring

on earlier

of prisons

both Tikhonravov

and they remained

on the development

was personally

referred to such prisons

had been transferred

director

15, he wrote to the

to Moscow3 _/_ddressed

in absentia to eight years in prison on August

expression

hardship,

1937, the institute

who

engineer

part of a larger network

November

return

one of the
at Kolyma,

They sent him to a prison for scientists

of the country. _9The inmates

deceit. ''6° Of the other major individuals

during

conditions

"1 have been foully slandered

and

In the first

had been executed. _

of the NKVD.

slang

climate.

In a letter dated October

wrote,

Langemak,

throughout

Most of the deaths

at Kolyma

the inhuman

his immediate

had been sentenced

the Russian

operations

people.

a huge scar on his head and lost

of arriving

Despite

lawyer and diplomat

and Langemak

near Moscow,

intelligentsia

deriving

deputy,

a special session

neers in Tushino
entific

his

2 and 3 million

the guards, and the harsh Arctic

demanding

if

in a gold mine off the

even at the time that of all labor camps

that he was left with

of operations.

in the

Korolev arrived

have been surprising

and cruel. _ During

He also had the misfortune
history

the powerful

Kleymenov,

Glushko

from

treated

procurator

director,

1939, during

brutal

to make efforts to deny his guilt.

chief

/_ndrey Yu. Vyshinskiy,
sending

cruelty

it would

as an Earth digger

the lives of between

was so brutally

in its entire

at the camp,

It was well known

was the most

II, the camp claimed

half his teeth from
worst

months.

Kolyma

by rail in an over-

ranges before being transported

across the Sea of Okhotsk.

leave it alive. He worked

River for the ensuing

were from

prisoners

1939. Given the conditions

he would

of the GULag system,
War

of other

prior to the new order, on

camp. _4 He traveled

cattle car across the Ural and Baykal mountain

hold of a ship along with hundreds

World

to the Kolyma

the
turn

work.

54. Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 264.
55. GULag is the Russian acronym for Chief Directorate of Camps.
56. Vetrov, S. R Koroleu i kosmonautikm, pp. 126 30: Pastukhova, "Brighter Than Any Legend." An earlier
letter to Stalin was dated August 13, 1939.
57. German Nazarov, "You Cannot Paper Space With Rubies: How to Save Billions" (English title),
Molodaya guardiya no. 5 (April 1990): 192-207.
58. In fact, as late asJuly 1940, Korolev was still in the dark about their fate.
59. This was Plant No. 82. Initially, Glushko worked under a section headed by the noted aeronautical engineer B. S. Stechkin. See Boris Katorgin and Leonid Sternin, "Pushing Back the Missile Technology Frontiers,"
,Zlerospaee]oumal no. 5 (September-October 1997): 88-90: N. L. Anisimov and V. G. Oppokov, "Incident at NIl-3:
I1" (English title), Voyenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal no. II (November 1989): 65-7 I.
60
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, The First ¢3ircle(New York: Harper & Row, 1958), p. ix, referenced in James
Harford, Koroleu. How One Man Masterminded the SouietDriue to Beat,Ztmericato the Moon (New York:John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 1997), p. 57.
61. Lardier,L_stronautique Soui_tique, p. 44. Another source suggests that this transfer occurred in 1940.
See B. Ye.Chertok, Raketyilyudi (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1994), p. 35,
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Beriya's
change-of-heart
in 1939
prompted
officials
tosearch
outKorolev
inthecamps,

l_fter

what must certainly have been the most torturous period of his life, in December 1939, the
starved Korolev was located at Kolyma and put on a train back to Moscow. Of the 600 individuals who had been at the camp when Korolev had arrived, only 200 remained alive when he left.
In Khabarovsk in the Soviet far east, he received medical attention for the first time and eventually ended
Butyrskiy

up in Moscow
Prison,

on March

one of the

2, 1940, incarcerated

more

physically

GULag system. 6: Soon after, the NKVD,
into Korolev's

case, which

concluded

tence more than a month
official

sentence

stated

years? _ l_Ithough

and

under

Beriya's watchful

66 at the notorious

degrading

facilities

eye, undertook

of the

an investigation

on May 28, 1940. The secret police handed down

later on July I0, effectively
the Korolev

the verdict

in cell number

psychologically

would

sealing Korolev's

be "deprived

saved him from

another

its sen-

fate for several years: the

of his freedoms"

for the next eight

trip to the death camps,

it was another

cruel blow for Korolev. Once again, he wrote several letters to Stalin, Beriya, and the chief procurator in the following
While

months. _ It was clear that he was not willing

his lobbying

efforts

event at the time would

to give up on his plight.

may not have had an effect on his imprisonment,

eventually

save Korolev

an unrelated

from the trials of the Butyrskiy

Soviet aircraft designer _ndrey
N. Tupolev had also been incarcerated
October 193/'. He had been sent off first to Moscow's dreaded Lubyanka

Prison.

Famous

during the purges in
Prison and then soon

to the slightly
"better"
Butyrskiy facility also in Moscow. 6_Perhaps because of the impending
war effort, Stalin apparently took a personal interest in those who had worked or studied under
Tupolev.

Stalin ordered Tupolev

support

of the aeronautical

had studied
transferred

under Tupolev
from

Butyrskiy

lage near Moscow
control
nated

of the 4th

in a special
incarcerated
We

as a young
to a newly

under Tupolev's
Special

the Central

system, with

to prepare a list of individuals

industries.

Design

all the engineers

college student. 66Thus in September

1940, Korolev

was

in Stakhanov

vil-

formed

nominal

aviation

design

command.

bureau

The facility

(for new technology)

No. 29 (TsKB-29),

serving as prisoners

to the dining

in

who

room..,

heads

located
remained

of the NKVDf

the plant

was another

under

the direct

Officially

desig-

of the sharashka

of the Soviet state. The inmates were housed

prison with barracks and were guarded at all times.
at TsKB-29 recalled his own arrival at the sharashka:

were taken

be useful for work
was Korolev,

Department
Bureau

who could

One of those on the list of twenty-five

turned

One of those who

to our direction,

sudden

was also

exclama-

tions, people ran to us. There were so many well-known,
friendly faces. ,ztt the tables we
can see ,zt. N. Tupolev,
V. M. Petliakov.
'_ M. Myasishehev.
I. _. Neman. S. I_ Koroleu.
,_. I Putilou,

V. ,zt. Chizhevskiy.

the elite, the cream

of Russian

they had all been arrested,
Souiet aviation! _8

,z]. M. Cheremukhin,
aircraft

and

they

technology....
were

D. S. Makarou.
It was

all prisoners--this

impossible
meant

N. I. Vazenkou-to conceiue

that

a catastrophe

for

62. Vetrov. S. P Koroleu i kosmonautika, p 123.
63. l_nisimov and Oppokov, "Incident at NII-3: II."
64
The letter dated July 13, 1940,to Stalin and the documents dated July 23 to the chief procurator and
Beriya and September 13 to the chief procurator are reproduced in full in ibid.
65. Robert Conquest, The Great Terror.A Reassessment(New York:Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 295
66. There are differing accounts as to how many names were actually on this alleged list. Forexample, one
fellow prisoner whose name was also on the same list, L. L. Kerber, recounted in 1991 that there were 200 names
on Tupolev's list. SeeHarford, Koroleu, p. 59. Seealso _,. Romanov, "Force of Spirit" (English title), Trud, February
26, 1988, p 3, in which S. M. Yeger.another prisoner, claims that twenty-five people were on the list.
67
Vetrov, S. P Koroleu i kosmonautika, p. 125; Romanov and Gubarev. Konstruktory, pp. 50-51:
Romanov, Koroleu. p. 160.
68. I_. Sharagin, Tupolevskaya Sharaga (Frankfurt: Georgi _leksandrovich Ozerov, 19Zl), pp
slightly different translation is used in McDougall.... the Heauensand the Earth, p. 38.
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Prisoners

The beginning
invaders

of World

advanced

rapidly

of War

War II was an unexpected

over Soviet territory

blow for the Soviet Union.

toward

Great Purges had been a tragic setback for Soviet rocketry,
ting for the organization

of sporadic

rience to a new generation

and disparate

of engineers

weaned

the war, none of the efforts

were directed

ets for use on either aircraft

or as short-range

For Korolev,
work

Tu-2. _ The bomber
NKVD

eventually

acted on Korolev's

November,
Kazan/°

rocketry

went

repeated

efforts

anything

artillery

This facility

requests

several subordinate

period of

solid-fuel

his earlier goals. The primary

in October

rock-

bomber

to work

Plant No.

on different

operated

problems.

by the

By coinci-

Design Bureau No. 2, was headed by none other than Korolev's

mer NIl-3

The latter had spent the immediate

for ramjet specialist
the design bureau
the takeoff

Boris S. Stechkin

phases of a variety of propeller-driven

Group No. 5 in charge of reactive units
Korolev eventually
While

prison

impressions

of those

encouraging.

Another

details are available
and at Plant

who

Korolev himself was appointed

terrible.

He was

rocket engines, although

Or maybe you're

reports

that

was

making

time at the Kolyma

have been better

after he first

arrived

to work

mines,

his years

documented.

The first

for Tupolev

were not

and

Tupolev

showed

a lot of

their

solutions."
hold on Korolev.

sharashka,

that

rockets for an attempt

"absolutely

exhausted.

which we could not understand.
Apparently.
he
did not notice at the time. He was industrious,

in creative

never really relinquished

works.

of Korolev's

emaciated

upon arrival at the Tupolev
Korolev

chief of

five years after his arrest,

recalled:

and had an interest

The NKVD
told Korolev,

goal at

rocket engines to assist in

1943. 7' Thus, about

16 in Kazan

saw Korolev

prisoner

looked

No.

care in his relationship
with Korolev
valued qualities
of Korolev that we
responsible,

aircraft,

in January

for-

working

the same goals in mind as RNII or GIRD had proposed years before.

few personal

He [Korolev]

liquid-propellant

found his way back into the design of liquid-propellant

clearly it was not with
at the Tupolev

prewar years in Tushino

before being moved to Kazan in 1940. The primary

in Kazan was to develop auxiliary

In

16 in

dence, one of these groups,
associate Glushko.

the

on rocket engines.

at Aviation

prison system and effectively

teams working

thematic

designated

1942, and it was then that the

to be transferred

was also part of the NKVD

It comprised

modest

of project IO3 to build a military

into operation

the
set-

and gave expe-

In the initial

more than

Korolev was moved to a special design bureau working

secret police.

that trained

conditions.

While

an unexpected

weapons.

the work at TsKB-29 was a far cry from

of the group was the quick fruition

the war provided

on wartime

toward

The German

the major cities of the nation.

firm,

Legend has it that their agents

"our country

doesn't

need your fire-

on the life on our leader?" '' There are

never disguising

his contempt

for the

regime. ''7°

69, Yuriy Biryukov and Vikentiy Komarov, "S. R Korolev in the 'Sharashka'" (English title), in Shcherbakov,
ed,, Zagadki zuezdnykh ostrouou, p. 103, The airplane flew its first flight in January 1941. Because of the rapid
advance of Germans into Soviet territory, TsKB-29 itself was moved in July of that yearto a different location at Plant
No_ 166 in Irtysh, near Kulomzino in the Omsk region. SeeBiryukov and Komarov, "S. E Korolev in the 'Sharashka'."
p, 103: Lardier,LTtstronaudque Sov_etique,p. 46.
70. Biryukov and Komarov, %. R Korolev in the 'Sharashka'," p. 104: Romanov and Gubarev, l<onstruktory,
p. 53.
71. Biryukov and Komarov, "S. P.Korolev in the 'Sharashka'." p. t05
72
Rebrov,"The Leader," The associatewas S M Yeger
73. Conquest, The @eat Terror. p. 294.
74. James E Oberg, "Korolev and Khrushchev and Sputnik," Spaceflight 20 (April 1978): 144-50
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Professor
Georgiy
A Ozerov,
him as "a cynic
deputies

a Soviet engineer

and a pessimist

who

also recalled later that Korolev's

out a trace.":_

Apparently,

who

knew Korolev

took the gloomiest
favorite

never doubted

of the regime and fully expected

the "honesty

and sense of justice"

is partly borne out by his letters addressed to Stalin from both Kolyma
It seems that only after the denunciations
nitude

of Stalin's

prison,

Esfir M

ruthlessness

during

Rachevskaya,

I felt homesick.
ran down

I wanted

my cheeks,

by Khrushchev

Aram Khachaturyan's

to be back
and

I looked

prisoner

touching
violin

to be

of Stalin.'6 This

and the Butyrskiy

in 1956 did Korolev

the purges. A fellow

relayed one particularly

one day the radio was playing

described

One of Tupolev's

phrase in prison was "we will all vanish with-

he was very contemptuous

shot. Others say that Korolev

in the sharashka,

view of the future."

of Korolev's

anecdote.

Prison.

realize the magat the NKVD

She recalled later how

concerto:

home,

in Moscow,

round

to see Korolev

with ray family
standing

and friends.

beside

Tears

me with

tears

in his eyes too. Zifter looking at him, I began to cry most bitterly. He went back into the
office, and when I returned, he was sitting at his desk absorbed in his work.""
The Presidium

of the Supreme Soviet,

cial order (protocol
confinement/_

no. 18) onjuly

They were among

their "contribution

in building

no doubt

on orders from

27, 1944, officially
a group

releasing

of thirty-five

aircraft jet boosters."

the NKVD,

both Glushko

engineers

signed

an offi-

and Korolev

freed at the time,

_ The effects of the decree went

from

cited

for

into effect

on August I0, but it is clear that given the wartime conditions
and the continuing
threatening
nature of the NKVD, little changed in either of their lives. In fact, both Korolev and Glushko
still officially
overturned.

remained
With

convicts

of the Soviet state because

their release, Glushko's

cially moved from under the jurisdiction
Special Design
er and Korolev

group,

Still focused

of the NKVD

had been effectively

more on aviation

tion was dedicated

planes designed

and as the deputy

attempt

the leaders of the aviation

to interest
over two

of Aviation

missiles

winged

guided

than

fueled

months

rocket engines,

chief designer

industry

and renamed

the

D-2, used elements

and Yakovlev2

Korolev

a report

on the possibility

missile

named

tn his new

apparently

missiles.

of developing
ballistic

the 217, which

made an

On October

to First Deputy

Both of these, the unguided

of a prewar

1930s.
at this loca-

such as the RD-I KhZ, RD-2,

in long-range

he submitted

Petr V. Dementyev
propellants.

all of the work

Sukhoy,

of OKB-SD,

industry

after his release,

Industry
by solid

pure rocketry,

by Lavochkin,

state of "freedom"

range

to the aviation

were not

16, was offi-

reversed from the days of RNII in the

applications

to the use of liquid-propellant

and RD-3, on Soviet fighter

Commissar

sentences

Bureau for Special Engines (OKB-SD). _ Glushko was appointed the chief designhis deputy. The irony of Korolev's position as Glushko's deputy was not lost on

either as their positions

1944. just

their original

Design Bureau No. 2 of Plant No.

two
D-I

14,

People's
long-

and the

had been the

75
Leonid Vladimirov. The Russian Space Btu[[ (New York: The Dial Press. 1973). p. 146: Vetrov, S P
Korolev i kosmonavtika, p 135. The deputy was L. L. Kerber.
76
Pastukhova. "Brighter Than ,_ny Legend."
77. V Lysenko, ed, Three PacesBeyond the Horizon (Moscow: Mir Publishers. I989). pp. 33-34 Seealso
A. Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed...,qkademik S P Koroleu: ueheniy, inzhenec chetouek(Moscow: Nauka, 1986), p. 14I
78. Romanov, Koroteu pp. 192-93.
79
Katorgin and Sternin, "Pushing Back the Missile Technology Frontiers"
80
Biryukov and Komarov, "S P Korolev in the 'Sharashka'." pp 106-07. When Nll-I was [ormed in May
1944.G]ushko's design bureau may have been subsumed aspart of the Nil I system asa sector in the institute See
C. Wachtel. "The Chref Designerso[ the Soviet Space Program," Journal o[ the British Interplanetary Society 38
(1985): 56t-63: Lardier, LZtstronautique Souieticlue.p. 62
81.
157-74.

g good summary of the work at OKB-SD is provided in Vetrov, S P Koroteu i kosmonavtika pp.
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focus of work
kilometers

at NIl-3.

and

but were obviously
dormant

The proposed

115 kilometers.

dreams,

derived

timetable

Korolev

did not understate
adding

that:

the required

draft,

rocket accelerators
interest

and teachers

although
itself

put the early postwar
artillery

rocketry

Jn 1944 by combining

siles for the famous
mythical

same time that

which

was suddenly

on

had little

that eventually
group

of

for Reactive Technology,

This second entity
bureau under

years later, the group settled

of Viktor

the BI-I,

group were Aleksandr

M. Isayev, Mikhail
all eventually

play critical

1960s. To consolidate

of young

Vasiliy

designated

with

of NIt-3

innumerable

at the

honors

in

a rocket plane project. _ By this
NIl-3,

now

in the mid-1930s

talented

After

renamed

the State

during

had developed

the war, the aviation
No.

one of the first

designs. '_ Among

Boris Ye. Chertok,

V. Patio--individuals

of the Soviet space program

Institute

two

Bureau of Plant No. 293. By

D. Bushuyev,

and Arvid

design

in 1937 to Kazan,

on to more advanced

united the old NIl-3

Research

as a small aircraft

relocating

engineers,

Konstantin

P. Mishin,

effectively

Scientific

mis-

to refer in

15, 1944, on charges of deceiving

as the Special Design

roles in the emergence

scarce resources

institute

organizations.

continue

took control
gained

a plan to merge

in Moscow

Ya. Bereznyak,

on May 29, 1944, which
institute

industry

on March

and they were moving

V. Melnikov,

historians

Having

F, Bolkhovitinov.

down at Khimki

1944, the team, made up mostly

in a new

and rocketry

a second organization.

had been formed

the leadership

Soviet rocket planes,

with

but the most impor-

elsewhere,

the early part of the war developed

in connection

had formulated
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Fedorov, the former deputy director of a major research institute in the Soviet Air Force, was
appointed the first director of Nil-I, with Bolkhovitinov as his deputy. Fedorov established at
least five sections in the new institute, three of which were exclusively dedicated to the development of liquid-propellant rocket engines for use on military aircraft. Although the thematic
direction of the work at the new NII-I was little different from that of its component organizations, the unification served as a means to bring some order into the somewhat chaotic rocketry efforts during World War II.
Raketa
The Soviet leadership in 1944 had no interest in creating a program for the development of
ballistic missiles in support of the war effort. Despite this lack of enthusiasm for indigenous
efforts, there was considerable interest in acquiring and studying concurrent German rocket
technology. Without a doubt, the most technologically sophisticated and advanced rocketry
program during the war existed in neither the United States nor the Soviet Union, but at
Peenem0nde in Germany under the administrative leadership of General Walter Dornberger.
With the young Wernher yon Braun as the technical head of operations, Dornberger's group of
highly talented individuals had, by the end of the war, developed one of the most feared
weapons of World War II, the A-4 ballistic missile. More commonly known as the V-2, or
"vengeance weapon," in German, the A-4 performed its first successful launch on October 3,
1942, after three failures in March, June, and August of the same year. With a maximum range
of about 300 kilometers and a capability to reach altitudes of close to ninety kilometers, the
A-4 was produced in the thousands by slave labor in the latter part of the war as almost a lastgasp attempt by the Nazis to turn the inevitable course of the war. A second weapon, the
Fieseler Fi-103 "flying bomb," also known as the V-I, was part of this intense German campaign to numb Great Britain into submission. Although casualties were relatively low compared
to aerial bombing, the specter of the two missiles produced an unimaginable sense of terror
among the mostly civilian victims.
In a letter dated July 13, 1944, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill personally
requested Stalin's cooperation in locating and retrieving A-4 and Fi-103 production materials
that the Germans were leaving behind with their retreat._ Churchill's prime concern was that
British intelligence officers be allowed to inspect and examine any captured A-4 components
from the experimental missile station at Debica near Krakow in Poland, which, by July 1944,
was only about fifty kilometers from the Soviet frontlines. As they began their retreat in mid1944, the Germans had, however, done a fairly good job of destroying all possible remnants
of their research.
Stalin ordered the formation of a secret expeditionary group of Soviet specialists to investigate the remains at Debica. People's Commissar of Aviation Industry Aleksey I. Shakhurin tapped
the Nil-I organization to help set up an advance team. Under the watchful eye of the NKVD,
on August 5, Maj. General Fedorov led a small group of Nil-I engineers, including Korolev's old
RNII associates Tikhonravov and Pobedonostsev, to Debica?_ Initially, the Soviet team collected
some interesting parts, such as an A-4 combustion chamber and parts of propellant tanks, before
allowing British teams to enter a week later to conduct their own investigations. Highly accurate
aerial maps prepared by the latter were instrumental in locating more fallen A-4 debris from test
firings that the Germans had conducted. Recovered parts from the missile were soon loaded into

88. Thecompletetext of this letteris reproducedin Chertok,Raketyi lyudL pp. 86-87
89 Ibid., pp. 87-88: Yu. P.Semenov.ed., Roketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporcztsiya
"fnergiya" imeni S P
Koroleua(Korolev:RKKEnergiya.namedafter S. R Korolev,1996).p. 18,Others going to DebicawereN. G
Chernyshov,R.Ye,Sorkin,M, Ye.Shekhtman,andYu ,q. Fedosyuk,
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Li-2 transport aircraft and returned to Moscow under tight NKVD security. Upon return to
Moscow, with the exception of NIl-I Director Fedorov and Deputy Director Bolkhovitinov, almost
all the employees of NII-I were kept in the dark about the entire operation. Eventually, the NKVD
loosened some of their restrictions, and Bolkhovitinov was ordered to establish a very small
group of talented engineers to study the engineering aspects of the A-4. This section of A-4
researchers was given the top-secret designation Raketa. the Russian word for "missile," and
included RNII veterans Tikhonravov and Pobedonostsev. Plant No. 293 alumni Bereznyak,
Bushuyev, Chertok, Isayev, and Mishin, and newcomers Nikolay A. Pilyugin and Leonid A.
Voskresenskiy?°
Possibly the youngest of the group was Vasiliy Pavlovich Mishin, a specialist in control systems who, twenty years later, would lead the Soviet program to land a cosmonaut on the
Moon. He was born on January 5, 1917, in the village of Byualino not far from Moscow. His
brother and sister died in childhood, and his family disintegrated soon after. The young Mishin
was raised by his grandfather because his father had been jailed for several years for not informing on a person who had told a joke about Stalin. After his father's release, Mishin moved to
Moscow and qualified as one of the lucky entrants into the prestigious Moscow Aviation
Institute Jn 193_5.He was 18 at the time and apparently considered a very bright student. There,
Mishin did his prediploma work under the aircraft designer Bolkhovitinov. Passionately in love
with flying, Mishin was also well known as one of the first pilots in the Soviet Union to master a "self-starting" piloting technique without outside assistance. Later in 1940, he was called
up for work at Bolkhovitinov's Plant No. :293 and took part in the development of the one of
the world's first rocket-powered airplanes, the BI-I, which flew successfully in 1942._' Mishin
was one of many of Bolkhovitinov's engineers transferred to Nil-I in early 1944, and after the
A-4 fragments were recovered in August, he became one of the leading members of the group.
Equipped with a very assertive personality, he was instrumental in extracting important information on the workings of the German missile from the few scraps that were recovered.
Because of his father's "suspect" background, Mishin was apparently considered somewhat of
a state risk and was not allowed to travel anywhere without permission.
The primary goals of the 1944 recovery operations were to determine whether the possibility existed of creating an analog of the A-4 weapon in Soviet industry. It seems that the evaluation team was actually organized on two different levels. While the Raketa group at NII-I
was kept busy with a technical investigation of the recovered remains, a second group was
tapped to advise Stalin and the Soviet leadership on the possible uses of such weapons--that
is, their utility in wartime conditions. This process was the catalyst for introducing a second
group of individuals, the artillery officers, who would play a very significant role in the future
development and operation of the Soviet space program.
In the late summer of 1944, the Chief of Staff of the Third Army's Katyusha Rocket
Launcher Unit Operations Group, Major Georgiy A. Tyulin, was recalled from his duties for a
top secret assignment? 2A thirty-year-old officer serving in the Chief Artillery Directorate. Tyulin
had studied at the aerodynamics laboratory at Moscow State University in the late 1930s and,
since 1941, had been one of the leading experts in handling rocket operations. His reassignment led him to a top secret scientific and technical division headed by a Lt. Colonel Anatoliy

90. RomanovandGubarev,Konstruktory,p. 57: Romanov,Koroleu,pp. 203-04; Cher/ok,Rakety[ lyudL
p, 88. Othersin the RaketagroupwereBordachev,
A, A. Borovkov,I. F.Florov,andYu.A. Konovalov.
91. A. Tarasov,"Missionsin Dreamsand Reality"(Englishtitle), Prauda,October20. 1989,p. 4: Mikhail
Rebrov,"The LastArgument:A Studyof the Designerin Blackand White" (Englishtitle), Krasnayazuezda.
March25, 1995,p. 6,
92. Lt. Gen (Ret.) G. Tyulin, "The 'Seven':Years,Accomplishments,People"(Englishtitle), Krasnaya
zuezda,April I, 1989,pp. 3-4.
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the decision blindly. He apparently called together a meeting of the most prominent Soviet aviation designers, such as Tupolev, Yakovlev, Mikoyan, and Lavochkin, to hear their recommendations on the issue. Not surprisingly, none believed that rockets had any utility as military
weapons in the near future; fighters and bombers would do fine for now. 99Shakhurin dissolved
the Raketa team in November and put them back into their earlier worL This decision was
apparently taken very hard by Bolkhovitinov's team, and he, "at his own risk," instructed
Mishin to continue calculations on the A-4 missile based on the analysis of recovered parts. '°°
There was a short resurgence of interest in early 1945, when information was received at
the institute that additional pieces had been located at Debica. To investigate, a second team,
this one headed by NII-I Director Maj. General Fedorov, left Moscow on February 7, 1945.
Unfortunately, over Kiev, the aircraft lost control and crashed, killing all twelve crew members
and passengers on board. Mishin was supposed to be on the flight, but at the last minute Soviet
security officials did not allow him to board the aircraft, replacing him with engineer Aleksey
A. Borovkov. The secret police believed that he would be a security risk because his father had
an unfavorable prison record '°'
Shakhurin's rejection of the possible uses of the A-4 missile in late 1944 eventually had significant repercussions for the institutional backdrop of the Soviet space program. Twenty years
in the future, the Soviet Air Force would pay the price for Shakhurin and Dementyev's decision
to stay out of missiles. While not interested in the A-4, Shakhurin was, however, much more
attracted to the capabilities of the Fi-103 cruise missile. Perhaps because of its physical similarity to aircraft, Shakhurin and Dementyev believed that this weapon held greater promise. This
interest in the cruise missile helped start the third wartime rocketry effort, other than Glushko's
OKB-SD and Bolkhovitinov's Nil-I--one
to reproduce the German Fi-103. The job went to a
brilliant thirty-year-old mathematician named Vladimir Nikolayevich Chelomey, whose later role
as one of the powerhouses of the Soviet space program would be the stuff of legends.
Born on June 30, 19t4, in the small Ukrainian town of Sedlets, Chelomey graduated from
the Kiev Aviation Institute in t937--the same institute at which Korolev had studied in the
mid-1920s. He was an exceptionally gifted student. As an undergraduate, Chelomey published
his first textbook on vector analysis, and in 1938 alone, he published fourteen articles on mathematics in the official journal of the Kiev Aviation Institute. In 1939, he defended his master's
dissertation at the Institute of Mathematics at Kiev. Based on his remarkable intellectual gifts,
Chelomey was selected as one of fifty of the most promising students in the Soviet Union and
entered a special postgraduate program soon after. By 1941, he was a sector chief at the P. I.
Baranov Central Institute of Aviation Engine Building and began some fairly important work on
the development of pulse-jet engines--research that in many ways paralleled that of the
Germans on the Fi-103 missile. Unaware of the German work, Chelomey had proposed the
development of a pulse-jet cruise missile in 1943, but his idea had been rejected at the time.
Later in 1944, Stalin had called in Shakhurin and Air Force Commander-in-Chief Marshal
Aleksandr A. Novikov and ordered them to start a crash program to develop an analog of the
German missile. On the night of June 13, 1944, at a meeting of the State Committee for War

99. Mikhail Rebrov,"PlansThat Failedto Liveup to Hopes,or No Prophetsin Our Fatherland"(English
title), Krasnc_ya
zuezda,December27. 1997,p. 6.
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CHAPTER Two

FIRST

STEPS

At the end of World War II in May 1945, the Soviet Union was in almost total ruins. No
other nation in the world was as devastated and crippled by the war. Approximately 27 million
Soviet people lay dead by the end of 1945.' In addition, with as many as 1,700 of the nation's
cities destroyed, the industrial infrastructure was stretched to the limit. Half the housing in the
country that had existed at the beginning of the war was no longer standing, and the productivity of the agricultural sector was close to famine proportions. To add hardship to the lives
of ordinary Soviet citizens, the internal repression that had reached its peak in the late 1930s
did not disappear after the end of the war. The millions who expected the end of hostilities
with Germany to presage an era of societal order were to be very disappointed. In the immediate postwar years, the combined cruelty of Stalin and Beriya reached inhuman proportions,
as wave after wave of Soviet citizens continued to disappear into the depths of the GULag
system.
Given these distressing conditions, one would expect that an interest in such an esoteric
idea as rocketry would have receded from the minds of engineers. In most Soviet accounts of
postwar rocketry, however, descriptions abound in a peculiar sense of patriotism and sense of
purpose that are difficult to explain. Filtering out what is obvious propagandistic prose, there
is a clear subtext of "the mission," not among the bureaucrats and Communist Party officials,
but among the young engineers themselves, most, if not all, of whom had already passed
through immense hardships at the hands of both Hitler and Stalin. Some of this feeling is clearly attributable to the nature of the relentless aggression of the Nazis against Soviet citizens and
the obvious wish to preclude such attacks on the Soviet Union ever again. But this patriotism,
if it can be termed such, was also steeped in contradiction for the military scientist in the
postwar Soviet Union. While one was actively pursuing science in the name of defending one's
native land from attack, one was also implicitly maintaining the status quo of societal oppression that kept the country's paranoid leaders safe in their offices in the Kremlin. And compounding all else was fear. As there is a subtext of patriotism in descriptions of postwar
rocketry, there is also a sense of almost mortal fear of the activities of Stalin and Beriya. It was
this combined fear of the country's leaders and love of the country itself that provided the context within which the young aeronautical engineers of the 1930s and 1940s began slowly to
regroup and start anew in 1945.

I.

The post-gMsnost

official count was set at 27 million

dead, although

there is reason to beqieve that the

actual count was as high as 34 million, See Fyodor Setin, "How Many Did We Lose in the War?." NeuJ Times no. 7
(1990): 46-47; Steven Zaloga, Target _meriea:
The Souiet Union and the Strategic/_rms
Race: 1945-1964
(Novato,
CA: Presidio, 1993), pp. 30. 280.
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Walter A. McDougall .... the Heavensand the Earth: .,qPolitical History of the Space ):lge(New York:
Basic Books, Inc.. 1985). pp, 42-43: Frederick I. Ordway III and Mitchell R Sharpe, The Rocket Team (New York:
Thomas Y Crowell, 1979). p. 261. The actual events leading to the capture of Peenemimde by the Soviet,qrmy still
remain somewhat unclear. ,quthoritative sourcesstate that the site first came under Soviet control as early as March
9 or I0, 194,5.SeeOrdway and Sharpe'stext on page I I (for March 9) and B. Ye.Chertok, Rakety i lyudi (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye. 1994). p. 98 (for March 10). However, it is clear that when Vavilov's unit first entered
PeenemiJndeon May 5. there were still SStroopers at the site who had been awaiting the arrivat ol Soviet soldiers,
3.
The Mittelwerk plant [or the A-4 missiles was actually closer to the town of Niedersachswerfen rather
than Nordhausen, although Soviet teams used the latter name more commonly than the former.
4
Ordway and Sharpe, The Rocket Team, pp. 254-55.
5.
McDougall .... the Heauens and the Earth, pp. 44-45.
6.
Dr. G. g Tokaty. "Soviet Space Technology," Spaceflight 5 (March 1963): 58-64. This quote is also
excerpted in McDougall .... the Heavensand the Earth. p. 44, but referencedto a different source.
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10. Tyulin, "The 'Seven'."
I I.
Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 66. Chertok had actually arrivedearlier in Germany. He had been on one o(
the first inspection teams to arrive in late April as part of an Air Forcegroup interested in German radar and precision instrument research.
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Chertok took a leading role in making impartial assessments of leftover German remains. The
preliminary impressions resulting from the combined inspection of the artillery and Air Force
groups at Peenem0nde in May and June had repercussions not only on the perceived level of
German missile technology, but they also reflected poorly on the accomplishments of the
Soviets themselves. By the end of the war, the most powerful operational Soviet rocket engine
had a thrust of one and a half tons. The A-4, meanwhile, had used an engine with a thrust of
twenty-seven tons--a staggering gap, especially when one considers the roughly comparable
activities of the rocketry groups in the t930s in both Germany and the Soviet Union. The
Soviets did not have a single program for the development of a long-range ballistic missile.
Tyulin had no doubt as to the reasons for the lag:
In Germany we realized that i[ there were no arrests,
high technical level as early as the late thirties. Zts a
and the scientific community, the development o[ our
rockets, and only when our leaders learned about the
est in rocketry.'2

we would have reached a very
result of repressions in the army
rocketry had stopped at powder
"V" rockets, Stalin took an inter-

Despite the apparent weaknesses in Soviet expertise, officials were quick to emphasize that
there was also reason to feel somewhat positive• Following the initial survey of German technology, a member of the Air Forceevaluation team recalled that:
•.. so Jar as theories and projects were concerned, the Soviet rocket scientists and engineers appeared to be. basically, as advanced,
as inventive and as clever as their
_erman counterparts. but in putting these theories into practical technology we turned
out to be miles behind the _ermans. '_
Among the more curious finds at Peenem0nde was a German edition of a book by
Tsiolkovskiy on rocketry and spaceflight• To the surprise of the Soviets, almost every page of
the monograph was embellished by von Braun's comments and notes• Elsewhere in the
archives of the Nazi Air Ministry, the Soviets were even more surprised to find detailed drawings of a missile designed by Tikhonravov during the late 1930s at NIl-3, during a time when
all such work was classifiedY There was no apparent explanation of how the information made
its way into German hands•
Chertok and the others arrived at the Mittelwerk plant in Nordhausen on July 14 and immediately began to create some sense of order out of the chaotic state at the factory. The visiting
Soviets were without doubt much more impressed by the facilities at Mittelwerk than those at
Peenem0nde. The plant was built into the side of a mountain, with two three-and-a-halfkilometer-length galleries, allowing entire trains to enter the facility• Here, the Soviet team discovered several A-4s in various stages of assembly, and team members carefully documented
all available findings for later analysis and study• German technicians who had remained behind
at Mittelwerk shocked the Soviet occupiers by stating that production levels at the facility had
remained at peak levels until almost the end of May. Approximately thirty-five complete missiles were apparently being turned out every day that month. '_ Having collated the preliminary

12. MariyaPastukhova,
"BrighterThanAny Legend"(Englishtitle), Ogonek49 (December1987):18-23.
13. Tokaty."Foundationsof SovietCosmonautics."
14. RoaldZ. Sagdeev,
TheMakingo[ a .Soviet
Scientist:MyAdventuresin NuclearFusionandSpaceFrom
Stalinto StarWars (New York:JohnWiley & Sons.1993),p. 5. fn. 2: MichaelStoiko,SovietRocketry,Past,Present
and Future(New York:Holt,RinehartandWinston. 1970),p, 64.
15. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p 108,
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significant

chambers

and propellant
by German

Led by Institute

engineers

they did not shirk from

In addition,

the possibility

Rabe

head

to various

that the best and brightest
every effort

In the early fall of 1945, the Soviets

Ost, to explore

the

Soviets

a plethora of equipment,

of adding

Chertok,

these

some
sites.

and techfrom the

using the ser-

was made to "capstarted a dedicated

more capable
efforts

were

Germans
partially

20. Chertok, Rakety i tyudi, pp. 121-22, 124.The assigned military ranks of some of these engineerswere:
Barmin (Colonel), Chertok (Major). Isayev (Lt. Colonel), Kuznetsov (Colonel), Mishin (Lt, Colonel), Polio (Major),
Pilyugin (Colonel), Pobedonostsev (Colonel), Ryazanskiy (Colonel), and Voskresenskiy (Lt, Colonel).
2 I.
Ibid., pp. 123-24: Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: II. pp 75-76,
22. Mozzhonn, et at., eds, Dorogi u kosmos: L p. 137.
23. Chertok. Rakety i lyudi, pp. 155-56
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successful.
Hecoordinated

several trips by the Burgomeister of Bleicherode,

VCerra River into US.-captured

territory

those who responded

was Helmut

Guidance,

Control,

favorably

and Telemetry

trips into Soviet-controlled
and his family
significant

finally

less to do with

eventually

put their

engineer
specialist

specialist

had played

developed

Dr. Kurt

propellants

and ballistics

team, their

by two further

operations

in Germany,

in the

1945, Grottrup
adding
Others

Dr. Vv'erner Albring.

of the A-4

Wolff/_

had
who

design

and theoreti-

Dr. Franz Mathes,

Dr. 'vValdemar

a very

the Soviets

Hoch, gyroscope

chemist

expert

and certainly

propulsion

While

or any of the other
to the Soviets

more important

Party's representative

was apparently

to participate

pened to be aware of the rich history

of

none of
missiles
in mas-

operations.

the Communist

to be in Germany

secret

services were indispensable

and testing

Gaydukov,

of the

to leave Germany.

Dr. Johannes

the

One of

to the director

Rabe at Bleicherode,

aerodynamicist

expert

Magnus,

Umpfenbach,

OTK was augmented

GIRD and NII-3

included

crossed

made at least two

reasons for siding with

than his reluctance

and control

production,

1945. Maj. General
recovery

affiliations

who

In mid-September

to the Institute

the Soviets

by the Peenem_nde

fied engineers

his future.

any major roles in the development

construction,

all A-4

to discuss

who

at Witzenhausen.

the former assistant

at Peenem0nde,

of OTK24 Grottrup's

political

lot with

Dr. Joachim

Grottrup,

Laboratory

permanently

Josef Blass, guidance

cal mechanics

tering

moved

asset to the capabilities

evidently

them

territory

to make offers to Germans

very conscious

in the work

of rocketry

of

in September

of the need for quali-

of the commission.

in the Soviet Union,

1930s. In the late summer

additions

for OTK and the head of
He also hap-

including

1945, Gaydukov

the activities

prepared

at

a list of aero-

nautical engineers who he believed would be great assets to the OTK effort in Germany but
who had all been incarcerated in the late 1930s as a result of the Great Purges/_ It was a calculated

move on Gaydukov's

himself

were Sergey P. Korolev

Korolev
engines

part, but it worked.
and Valentin

had been working

to assist fighter

planes

range missiles did not produce
work

at OKB-SD
in taking
fruit/_

since July

In late/qugust,

Kseniya

and daughter

freedom

in more than seven years. The holiday with

informed
duction:

Korolev

of the work
Korolev

whom

of scientists
flew

immediately

returning

he had not seen since

was summoned

he was immediately

Lt. Colonel,

the latter

in Germany

Warsaw

into

Berlin

on

of rocket
in long-

and Korolev were finally
to Moscow

dis-

to see his wife

1940. It was his first real taste of
of Armaments
working

assigned to join that effort. 2_Summarily
via

industry

his family proved to be unusually

to the Commissariat

and engineers

on a variety

the aviation

both Glushko

from

Natalya,

1944 in Khimki

off. An effort to interest

charged

early September,

at OKB-SD,

Two of the names on the list given to Stalin

P. Glushko.

September

on restoring

given the military
8 and

short.

in Moscow

was

In
and

i_-4 prorank of

received

by

24. Ibid, p 126: PeterSmolders, "I Meet the Man Who Brought the V 2 to Russia," Spaceflight 37 (July
1995): 218-20: Ordway and Sharpe,The Rocket Team, p. 319.
25. Christian Lardier. L'.,qstronauticlueSouietique (Paris: Armand Colin, 1992), pp 72-73: Ordway and
Sharpe, The Rocket Team. p. 335; Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp 125-26.
26. Chertok. Rakety _tyudL pp. 137-38.
27. On June 30. 1945, Korolev submitted a second draft of his D-lID-2 missile proposal to the leaders of
the Commissariat of the Aviation Industry As in his prior report, Korolev advocated the establishment of a special
design bureau attached to NII-I to focus on bringing the D-2 project to fruition. In addition to a list of engineers
that he believed should be transferred to this new bureau, he also set out a timetable for work on the missile, to
begin on November I, 1945. Perhapsmost significantly, Korolev emphasized the need to study not only captured
German missile technology, but also U.S. and British efforts in the field. SeeYuriy Biryukov and Vikentiy Komarov,
"S P Korolev in the 'Sharashka'" (English title), in Shcherbakov,ed., Zagadki zuezdnykh ostrouou, pp. 108-09: G
S. Vetrov. 5 P Koroleu i kosmonautika: peruyeshagi (Moscow: Nauka, 1994), p. 184.
28. PdeksandrRomanov. Koroleu (Moscow: Molodaya Gvardiya, 1996), pp. 200-05. First Deputy People's
Commissar of Armaments V. M. Ryabikov informed Korolev of his new assignment.
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Lt. Colonel

Tyulin.

By this time,

the latter, in addition

was also the head of the new Institute
documentation

on German

missiles

in Berlin at this time, although
The addition
most experienced
other

members

September,
Institute

Berlin,

did not waste
OTK.

and Glushko

the

team

Korolev

were

well

nated Vystrel ("Shot"),

with
with

their

work

subgroup

and learning

to the exper-

and the majority
in the

and
of the

1930s.

In

of operations

Rabe in Bleicherode.

a special

for studying

arrived

of the brightest

the nerve center

days, he began to take a leading

was to establish

specifically

two

in the Soviet Union,

himself

all available

given the rank of colonel,

were undoubtedly

was taken to the Institute

much time, and within

head of OTK,

and analyze

Korolev.

acquainted

familiarizing

One of his first actions

to gather

to OTK added very significantly

They

in the field of rocketry

after a few weeks

to his duties as a deputy

established

in one place. 2_Glushko,

team in Germany.

engineers
of

Berlin,

he did not fly in with

of both Korolev

tise of the investigation
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late

at the

Characteristically,

he

part in the operations

of the commission,

the preparations

of

desig-

for launching

the

A-4. He appointed
two of the former Nil-I veterans, Voskresenskiy
and Rudnitskiy,
as leading
members of the team to gather and sift through all available documentation.
Glushko meanwhile was sent to Lehesten to oversee work on A-4 engines. Isayev and Pallo, both of whom
had been instrumental
in laying a solid base for future work at the site, were ordered to return
back to Moscow, and all the work at the plant was taken over by Glushko
L. Shabranskiy2 °
The actual search for documentation
For example,
with

in the fall of

missile

captured

drawings

turned

1945, rumor

out to be somewhat

reached the Institute

insurgents

near

Prague.

harder than anticipated.

Berlin that a railway

that were to have been sent to Austria

by Czechoslovak

and his deputy Vitally

by the fleeing

Mishin,

being

truck loaded

Germans

one

of

the

had been
most

well

acquainted with the design of the A-4 rocket, immediately
left for Prague to investigate the matter. In the Czech capital, he was able to locate an A-4 production
coordination
office, which
had directed
Czechoslovakia

the supply

of parts from

during

the war. Despite

locate the mysterious

train.

scores of companies
this obviously

After pleas to the British

ears, he was able to use some "unorthodox
sile documentation.
imprisoned
the find2'

It seems

in a concentration

that

OTK

camp by the Germans,

Poland,

and

he was still unable

officials

to finally

Bereznyak's

Hungary,

prize,

administration

measures"
engineer

in Austria,

significant

to

nearby fell on deaf

locate and secure all the missister

played a major

Mariya,

who

had

but still unknown

been
role in

Korolev and Glushko both assumed relatively important
roles in the work of OTK by late
1945, and there clearly seems to have been an implicit recognition
in the abilities of both individuals

by the leadership.

ble theoretical
Korolev

and

had a tremendous

stages of cooperation,

Both were highly talented

practical

backgrounds

ability

and professional

in missile

for administrative

he was very cooperative

and

aviation

and managerial

and insisted

on being involved

in every last detail

with

formida-

In addition,

tasks. At least in the initial

with all the German engineers,

by his fluency in the German language. Glushko, on the other
engineer, was less successful in dealing with either the Germans
perfectionist

engineers
technology.

no doubt

helped

hand, while probably a better
or his subordinates.
He was a
of the work

of his assistants.

In

29. Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Dorogi u kosmos II, p 76: Chertok, Rakety i lyudL p. 141.The original head of
the Institute Berlin was D. G. Dyatlov.
30. Konovalov. "From Germany--To Kapustin Yar": Chertok, Rakety i tyudi, pp. 144, 147, 157.The Vystrel
group was originally headed by Korolev, but after his appointment as chief engineer of the Institute Nordhausen,
Voskresenskiy replaced him.
31. Konovalov, "From Germany--To Kapustin Yar": Geust, Under the Red Star. pp. 116-17: Boris
Konovalov, "Soviets Rocket Triumphs Started in Germany" (English title), Izuestiya. March 5, 1992, p. 5.
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addition,
it seems
thathehadlittleappreciation
ortolerance
foranyoftheGerman
workfrom
thePeenem0nde
team/2
It wasperhaps
thecumulative
effectoftheirdifferent
approaches
to
theworkinGermany
thateventually
resulted
intheeffective
reversal
oftheirrolesduringthe
war.It wasincreasingly
clearbytheendof 1945thatofalltheengineers
working
forOTE,
Korolev
wastheonetowatch.
During
theirtimein Germany,
ononlyoneoccasion
dideitherKorolev
orGlushko
come
intocontact
withU.S.orBritish
forces,
InearlyOctober 1945, the three Western powers conducted

a series of preliminary

firings of the A-4 from Cuxhaven

on the North

Sea shore. For the

third launching on October 15, Soviet representatives were invited to witness the launch. Five
officials were sent on behalf of the Soviet side, Lt. General Sokolov, who led the initial teams
into

PeenemiJnde.

"arm waving
General
Allied

Alexander

and

with

checkout

plained

Glushko,

and

Korolev.

into the launch-viewing
Defense

outside

Division,

angry

Supreme

the compound

observers,

complaints.

a Lieutenant

from Mittelwerk

that was supposed

"a hell of a time"

Headquarters,

from

part,

telling

because

the

spoke

him that he

Sands in New

Mexico--

to be top secret at the time. Pobedonostsev

at Nordhausen

the

viewing

for his

casually

was going to White

much

and had to view

Pobedonostsev,
Hochmuth,

Despite

area by U.S. Maj.

Later that day, he was also prohibited

area despite

one of the German

of having

of the Air

was escorted

distance.

was aware that the A-4 material
a piece of information

Pobedonostsev,

chief

Force. Korolev

from a much farther

assembly

Tyulin,

Korolev was not allowed

M. Cameron,

Expeditionary

launch
briefly

Lt. Colonel

and shouting,"

also com-

the U.S. side had "cleaned

the

place out." He offered the Allies a tour of Nordhausen
if the LI.S. side would reciprocate with
a similar offer to show White Sands to the Soviets. The LI.S. Army refused the offer, although
it seems that the Allies
White

would

definitely

have been in a position

Sands at the time was essentially

their side of Germany
ing the groundwork

with

little concrete

for their own

portion
technology,

groups

working

Schmetterling,
tigation

was focused

such as fighters,

on

acquiring

Typhoon,

was a theoretical

information.

bombers,

knowledge

and Wasserfall.
study

from

on

Fernbomber"

The Nazis had evidently
use of a IO0-ton
transcontinental
launched
mum

from

altitude

("On

published

single-stage

only

ranges. The vehicle,
a sled, reaching
of more than

and tanks.
such

of the engineers

capturing

a myriad

Cuxhaven

to

for lay-

firm Deutsche

German

Engine

100 copies of the study.
rocket-aircraft

also called the

a maximum

160 kilometers.

velocity

"antipodal

OTK

missiles

engineers
titled

for Long-Range

had

as the

Dr. Eugen

"Uber

Einen

Bombers").

S_inger and Bredt foresaw

for dropping

300-kilogram

bomber,"

of six kilometers

Sgnger and Bredt theorized

A

types of

of these areas of inves-

by Viennese

Luftfahrtforschung,

Propulsion

in Germany.
of other

In the case of missiles,

surface-to-air

1944 authored

a Rocket

piloted

work

toward

Perhaps the most interesting

August

S_inger and Dr. Irene Bredt of the Ainbring
Raketenantriebe

more, because

from

The time ahead was to be critical

a part of the overall

of the occupation

military

to gain much

The Soviet team returned

launchings.

Research on the A-4 was only
significant

barren."

bombs

was designed

per second

the
over

to be

and a maxi-

that following

launch,

the spaceship would dip into the atmosphere at a shallow angle and skip once again back into
space--a
process that would be repeated several times until, during one of the dips, the ship
would

drop a bomb over the desired

target. _ The Luftwaffe

had initially

supported

the project,

32. Zaloga, Target 74merica,p. 119
33
Ordway and Sharpe. The Rocket Team, pp. 306-071Tyulin, "The 'Seven'."
34. Irene S_ingerBredt, "The Silver Bird, ,q Memoir," History of Rocketry and 74stronautics, Vol 7. part I
(San Diego. CA: American Astronautical Society, 1986): Kenneth Garland. ed., The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Space
Techr_otogy:74Comprehensive History of Space Exploration (New York:Harmony Books, 1984), pp. 199,204: Henry
Matthews. The SecretStory of the Soviet SpaceShuttle (Beirut. Leb: Henry Matthews, 1994). p. 22: Ordway and
Sharpe,The Rocket Team, p. 327.
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document
ently

work

at Peenem0nde

startled

enough

The months
long-range

of Soviet engineers

the Central

missiles

of the Communist

Germany

cease in early 1946, until

Kuznetsov,

who

appointment

position

from

with

of

ears. It seems that

his interest

1945, a representative

in Berlin to inform

the leaders of

the work of the commission,
on which

announced
replacing
accident

industrial
that

the

Maj.

General

indisposed

Gaydukov

inherited

the honor

responsibility

of selecting

three choices:

the Commissariat

or the Commissariat
the Aviation
lier decisions

a "ministry"

Aleksey

rocket-powered

because

most of the engineers

aviation

sector) _ People's

For Gaydukov,

this

thirty-seven-year-old
Llstinov
Military

Institute

of the Bolzhevik

Arms

Union.

his quick

toll

Certainly,

effort

in Germany.

and continued

Boris

administrative

choice,

Factory, one of the most
rise to this

of Armaments,

Fedorovich

of the Purges in the late 1930s, which

resulted

bomb

but

project.

headed

by a

Ustinov/_
from the Leningrad

in 1934. By 1938, he was the director

important

prominent

of the

go on to play one of the most cru-

Dmitriy

engineer

for OTK

was interested,

aspects of the atom

would

of

Similar to his ear-

under the employ

30, 1908, in Samara, and he graduated

as a mechanical

There were

of Ammunitions,

implications

L. Vannikov

the Commissariat

engineer who

deci-

him the

to believe in the pos-

had grave

were still officially

of Ammunitions

policy

the role to People's Commissar

rejection

of the Soviet space program,

was born on October

Mechanical

in missiles

Shakhurin's

him to oversee

former mechanical

important

of the

Korolev's

Stalin had given

the Commissariat

first offered

of the commission

Commissar

missile

General

Gaydukov's

supporters

but the latter was not impressed.

saw no future

left one remaining

cial roles in the history

the

Industry,

3_Gaydukov

aircraft.

tapped

and space programs.

to oversee

I. Shakhurin,

in 1944, Shakhurin

of

unexpectedly

perhaps one of the most

of the/qviation

of Armaments.

Industry

sibilities

Stalin

of making

of the Soviet rocketry

in

Gaydukov

Maj.

in late September.

one of the most vigorous

efforts

sector to allocate

valuable work in Germany, but he had also personally given Stalin the list including
name that had added the latter's valuable talents to the work of OTK.

sions in the early history

the

sector o,i the issue of developing

OTK,

for he was not only

the

had appar-

the Air Force to investigate

also

an automobile

to a halt.

discovered

bomber

In November

a final decision

as chairman

was recovering

was propitious

from

Party arrived

had been made) ° The representative

take over the

Isayev had initially

Stalin's

group

was satisfied

New York City. Little

as the war ground

of the antipodal

came to a resolution.

the Party leadership

would

in Germany,

a special

OTK that while
the work

however,

on the part of the aviation

finally

Committee

would

be capable of reaching

and news had even reached

for him to appoint

of indecision

ballistic

would

by the Germans,

in May 1945. The capabilities

the Soviets,

was serious
issue) 5

from

that the bomber

was carried out

During the exploratory

STEPS

position

armaments
was partly

in much

facilities

in the Soviet

because of the massive

of the original

and more

experi-

enced industrial hierarchy being decimated.
The lack of qualified individuals
at the beginning
of the war prompted Stalin to pick the thirty-two-year-old
Ustinov as the People's Commissar

35. Zaloga, Turget7_mericu,p. 122: Chertok. Rakety i lyudi, p. 9 I. The chief of the/_ir Forcedepartment of
the Soviet Military Administration in Germany, Lt. General T. F. Kutsevalov, was the most enthusiastic and vigorous
advocate of the prolect See D. A. Sobolev, Nemetskiy sted u istorii souetskoy auiatsii (Moscow: RtTs Avianbik,
1996),pp 83-85
36. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 137.
37. Ibid, p 138
38. Ibid, p. i60 In late 1945, all Nil I employees who were part of the commission in Germany were
immediately ordered to return to the Soviet Union to resumework on aircraft. A second attempt to reduce the rock
etry recove:y effort in Germany occurred in early 1946. Both of these potentially disastrous orders seem to have been
stalled by Gaydukov as he looked for a more acceptable alternative.
39. Ibid. p. 140

33

34
oftheArmaments
in 194I. Theinexperienced
industrialist
wasresponsible
forthedesign
and
production
ofahostofSoviet
ground
andtacticalweaponry.
Ustinovdid not disappoint
Stalin,
andit wasclearbytheendof thewar
thathehaddoneanoutstanding
jobmarshalingtheresources
ofthestatetoproduce
huge
amounts
of ammunitions.
Younger
thanboth
Korolevand Glushko,Ustinovwaswell
respected
in the government
andseems
to
havemanaged
to somehow
remain
outside
of
ongoing
political
intrigues
thatinevitably
landedmanya bureaucrat
in theGULag. Prior to
finalizing
Soviet

the arrangement
ballistic
missile

Commissariat
Gaydukov

of

of transferring
efforts
to

Armaments,

had Ustinov

Stalin

all
the
and

send his deputy,

Vasiliy

Minister of ._rmaments Dmitriy Ustinov, shown here
in the 1940s. was the principal industrial areMtecl of
the Soviet ballistic missile program. In various posts.
he remained the manager o[ the missile and space
programs during a period spanning almost lorry
years. (copyright StevenZaloga)

M. Ryabikov, to Germany to personally
assess
the level of work
at Berlin,
Nordhausen,
Lehesten,
but

and elsewhere.

it was pivotal

It was a short

for the

landmark

visit,

decisions

of 1946.
NII-88
The work

of OTK continued

in early 1946 with

two clear goals: the restoration

of wartime

production
of A-4 missiles and the accomplishment
of the first postwar launches of these missiles from German soil. As Korolev assumed more of a pivotal role in the work of the commission, plans were falling into place for testing a series of P,-4 vehicles in 1946 in coordination
with the scores of German engineers who had either been captured or voluntarily
aligned themselves with
lowing

the Soviets. These plans had evidently

his viewing

received

official

to Moscow

of the

recognition

and promoted

of OTK as Pobedonostsev,
M. Malenkov,
tions.
doubt

Stalin's

Allied

A-4

for his work

originated

Glushko,

right-hand

in Germany

in February,

in October
when

from Korolev

and reported

the visit,

fol-

194_5. He himself

he was briefly

same as such other prominent

and Pilyugin. 4° During

man,

from suggestions

at Cuxhaven

to the rank of colonel--the

recalled
engineers

he also met with

on the general state of OTK's

Georgiy
investiga-

Arriving back in Berlin in early March, Korolev was in an unusually cheerful mood, no
because he had been told back in Moscow that his name was one of those under con-

sideration as possible engineering
tic missiles/_ Soon after Korolev's
OTK's

launches

operations

would

head of a central organization
return to Germany, Gaydukov

now be further

coordinated

for the design of Soviet ballisofficially announced that all of

by the new Institute

Nordhausen,

which

would replace the old Institute Rabe. He also revealed that he himself had been appointed the
director of the institute
and that Korolev would now be the first deputy director and chief
engineer. _._

40.
41.
42.
tion was in

Ibid., p. 162; Tyulin, "The 'Seven'."
Mozzhorin. et al. eds, Dorogi v kosmos: I, p. I 18.
Ibid. p. 137: Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp. 162-63. Note that the first source states that the reorganizaMay and not in March 1946.
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The reorganization in March 1946 led to the formal establishment of the following divisions of OTK, all led by the Institute Nordhausen:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Plant No. I (also known as the Design Bureau Olimpiya) at Sommerda, about fifty kilometers east of Leipzig, set up at the premises of the Rheinmetall-Borzig firm and headed initially by Budnik and then by Mishin, for the collating of all technical documentation on the A-4
Plant No. 2 (also known as the Montania Plant) at Lehesten, designated for the assembly,
production, and testing of all rocket engines and headed by Glushko and Shabranskiy
Plant No. 3 (also known as Zentralwerke) at Klein Bodungen, for pilot production of A-4s
and headed by Kurilo
Plant No. 4 at Sonderhausen, for the preparation of A-4 guidance systems and other electrical equipment, staffed by those who were formerly at the Institute Rabe, including
Boguslavskiy, Chertok, Pilyugin, and Ryazanskiy
The Schparkasse group, headed initially by Mishin and then by Lt. Colonel Tyulin and
staffed by several artillery officers, for theoretical problems, including ballistics
A special Soviet-German bureau, headed by the German Grottrup, which was given the task
of preparing a detailed history of the A-4 development program with a focus on guidance
systems, radiotechnical elements, and the selection of propellants
The Vystrd group, headed by Voskresenskiy and Rudnitskiy and including Institute Berlin
Chief Engineer Barmin, for mastering launch and testing procedures 4;

The primary goal of the entire operation was to restore production of the A-4 missiles sufficiently to manufacture several dozen of the vehicles for flight testing. This goal gradually
became the primary objective for OTK in Germany as Korolev delegated the responsibility for
launch operations to Voskresenskiy. The German engineers under Grottrup were indispensable
in this effort, filling in gaps in the information whenever there were problems. In addition,
because of the geographically scattered nature of the original wartime German production facilities for the A-4s, many of the parts for the missiles were no longer available, because the manufacturing entities now resided in either British or U.S. territory. Resourceful Germans under
Grottrup were, however, able to obtain many components from the Allies by bartering with
food, tobacco, or alcohol. 44 The sights of abandon and wreckage at Peenem0nde and
Nordhausen in the early summer of 1945 had prompted feelings of pessimism among Soviet
officials and engineers. Yet, only a year later, the commission was close to assembling a limited number of full-scale A-4 missiles from Mittelwerk.
Cooperation between the Germans and the Soviets was for the most part harmonious and
to a degree a function of the Soviet engineer who had responsibility for a particular area. For
example, rocket engine firings at Lehesten were evidently conducted at first under the direction
of Dr. Umpfenbach, but were taken over by Glushko once the exact processes had been mastered. While the intensity of the joint activities between the Soviets and the Germans may have
varied, the work of OTK did for the first time bring together scores of Soviet engineers and military officers under a single umbrella organization, Almost all of the major chief designers of
the Soviet space program up until the late 1980s were members of this commission in Germany,
an astonishing historical precedent that has no parallel in the U,S. space program. Many of the
Soviet individuals in fact made their first acquaintance with each other in Germany in the immediate postwar period.

43. Chertok,Raketyi lyudi, pp. 163-64:Mozzhorin,et al, eds, Dorogiu kosmos:I, pp. 137-38;Ordway
andSharpe.TheRocketTeam,pp. 320-2I.
44. OrdwayandSharpe,TheRocketTeam,p. 32I.
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32-33: David Holloway, Stalin and the Bomb: The Souiet Union and Atomic Energy: I939-1956 (New Haven, CT:
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(Winter t996/I991): 410-16
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A. P,Romanov and V. S_Gubarev, Konstruktory (Moscow: Politicheskoy Literatury, 1989), p. 60.
48
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designer's first decisions was to appoint Mishin, then only twenty-nine years old, as his "first
deputy," a common Russian term for "first among the deputies." On the same day as Korolev's
new appointment, Mishin and several others from OTK flew back to Moscow to lay the groundwork for "transferring the set of scientific and technical documentation on the [A-4] rocket into
Russian."6' Mishin served as acting head of the ballistic missiles department at Kaliningrad until
Korolev's return from Germany.
For Korolev, his quick reemergence from obscurity and hardship was a vindication of sorts,
although it hardly compensated for the trials of the GULag. Most recent accounts do suggest,
however, that he had a very positive attitude about life during his stay in Germany. In May
1946, a few months prior to his new appointment, his wife and daughter had arrived in
Germany to visit him, staying through the summer. Korolev relished his newfound freedom,
and he tried to make his tour in Germany a holiday of sorts. Between work schedules, he would
take the time to drive around the countryside with his family in a state-sanctioned Opel automobile? _ By this time, his reputation and the idiosyncrasies of his personality had made a great
impression on the other members of the Soviet team. Later accounts from his subordinates and
peers consistently underline his excellent managerial skills and his insistent emphasis on personal responsibility. Over the years, the latter aspect of his character, while assuming almost
mythical proportions, also fostered a genuine feeling of professional workmanship among the
engineers in his department. His strong personality and stubborn character also generated fear,
not often unfounded. An engineer working under him later recalled that "Korolev was never
lenient. He was harsh and hot-tempered. All of us who worked at his design office knew that
he was merciless when he saw someone being careless or inattentive. ''6_At the same time, he
was also known as being extremely kind and giving. Most recollections suggest that he had no
hesitation in sharing or giving credit to those who actually deserved it--a precedent that he
established during these initial months in Germany during the postwar period. As the weeks
wore on, there was almost unanimous belief among Soviet engineers that Korolev was the best
man for the job.
New

Organizations

]-he efforts in Germany in 1946 eventually began to split into two different paths. The first
of these roads was the cooperative Soviet-German work to prepare several A-4s from parts that
had been recovered at Nordhausen and elsewhere. By mid-1946, it was clear that only about a
dozen _q-4 articles could be produced given the relatively meager leftovers discovered. To
extend the potential of using these vehicles both as training missiles and as formal armaments
of the armed forces, Korolev at the time was ordered to commence work on a Soviet copy of
the g-4, designated the R-I. 7° The primary difference between the two vehicles was a
redesigned tail and instrument compartment to increase the range of the Soviet version.
Engineers also used a modified guidance and control system designed not only to nominally
increase operational characteristics of the vehicle but also to adhere to production processes in
Soviet industry. It was clear, however, to Korolev and the other leading engineers of OTK that
creating a Soviet copy of the g-4 would only serve as an interim measure, In fact, Korolev had
very little enthusiasm for working on the R- I project, and this issue may have caused some friction with his superiors. Even at that early stage, he had some major reservations about the

61. Mozzhorin,et at. eds..Dorogiv kosmos:I, p I 18
68 Romanov,Koroleu,p, 213.
69. V. Lysenko,
ed,,ThreePacesBeyondthe Horizon(Moscow:Mir Publishers,1989),p. 45.
70. The "R" stoodfor "raketa,"the Russianwordfor "missile."
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This still from a late-1940s-era film shows the original members of the famous Council of Chie[ Designers.
Starting second from left are Chief DesignersVladimir Barmin. Mikhail Ryazanskiy, SergeyKorolev, Viktor
Kuznetsov, Nikotay Pilyugin (standing), and Valentin _lushko. At the far left is Boris Chertok, who was a
deputy chief engineer responsible [orguidance systems at Nil 88. (copyright Christian Lardier)
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The standard

over it. The new council,

approach

of the six lead-

was an informal

assumed

equipment),

bureau or institute

employed

and originality

consisting

was the chairman

and Ryazanskiy

it circumvented

and more efficient

ic ministry
elty

(who

Barmin

systems),

was that

con-

of the Soviet space program.

of Korolev

engines),

overall program

these informal

1941, the council

and design bureaus and eventually

consisted

(rocket

to coordinate

they continued

of Chief Designers"

in November

trol over much of the early development
The original

meetings

the pri-

in Germany

began to assume greater levels of complexity,

a "Council

sometime

each represented

By the last few months

in t946-47,

for missile development

the idea of forming

ing chief designers.
separate entity

changes

and Barmin

missiles.

new missile
to the specif-

to bring together

This was clearly a novand illustrated

Korolev's

work.

in the missile sector, there were at least

two other major entities that played very significant
roles in the formation of the space program.
The first was Nil-I, the institute that had served as a training ground for so many of the engineers who

had ended up under

Korolev.

On November

29, 1946, a major reorganization

in the

9o. Col. M. Rebrov,"Council of Chiefs" (Englishtitle), Krasnnya zuezda, April 8, 1989, p. 3. Pityugin was
technically a deputy chiefdesigner from 1946 until mid-1948, when he was appointed a chief designer.
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institute
wasenacted
asMstislav
Vsevolodovich
Keldysh,
athirty-five-year-old
mathematician,
wasappointed
thenewdirector.
Keldysh
wasbornonFebruary
I0, 191
I, inRiga,
Latvia.
Hispassion
formathematics
was
reinforced
byhismentor,
thefamous
Nikolay
Luzin,whoeducated
a generation
of brilliant
Soviet
mathematicians.
ToLuzin'sdisappointment,
Keldysh
wasmoreinterested
in applied
fieldsratherthantheoryandendedupwitha research
position
attheprestigious
N. Ye.
Zhukovskiy
Central
Aerohydrodynamics
Institute
(orTsAGI).
Hisrecord
wasoutstanding.
In
1938,
attheageoftwenty-seven,
hesingle-handedly
founda solution
to "flutter,"thesharp
increase
invibrations
beyond
criticalflightvelocity,
afterwhichaircraft
wouldtendto simply
fallapart.Later,
bytheendofthewar,Keldysh
tackled
another
difficultproblem
bydiscovering
awaytoavoid"shimmy,"
aphenomenon
discovered
byU.S.engineers
thatcaused
thefront
wheelofthree-wheeled
aircraft
tooscillate
fromleftto rightuponlanding.
Keldysh's
writings
encompassed
anastoundingly
vastrangeof scientific
areas,
including
aerodynamics,
pure
mathematical
theory,
hydromechanics,
vibrations
andoscillation,
andthermal
excitations
of
sounds.
Based
onthese
accomplishments,
in 1946,
theUSSR
Academy
ofSciences
elected
the
twenty-five-year-old
Keldysh
tobeanAcademician,
possibly
oneoftheyoungest
meneverto
have
suchanhonor2'
Theprimary
goalofthereorganized
Nil-I,stillunder
thejurisdiction
oftheMinistry
ofthe
Aviation
Industry,
wastoexamine
theS_nger-Bredt
antipodal
bomber
proposal
forpotential
use
asan"intercontinental
rocket-plane."°'_
Asecond
major
theme
attheinstitute
wasbasic
research
onaerodynamics,
ballistics,
rocket,
andramjet
engines.
Several
divisions
wereestablished
with
intheinstitute
tostudythese
problems,
including
anaeronautical
design
bureau
headed
byformerRaketa
headViktorF.Bolkhovitinov
andthreeengine
design
bureaus.
Aleksey
M.Isayev,
theengineer
whohadbeen
oneofthefirstSoviets
toenterPeenem0nde
inthespring
of 1945,
ledthefirstofthese
engine
design
bureaus.
Hehadreturned
fromGermany to the Soviet Union
in September

1945 to resume

plant. By all accounts,

his work

at NII-I

following

a productive

Isayev was one of the most talented

period

try at the time. and it is more than likely that there was some level of rivalry
and Isayev at this

early stage. Leonid S. Dushkin,

bureau,

also focused

bureau,

led the development

eventually

develop

on rocket

engines,

while

of ramjet engines

propulsion

systems

Besides NII-88 and Nil-l,

tapped
Mark

M. Bondaryuk,
strategic

NII-4 was the third organization

war rocketry sector. Unlike all the other research institutes
Ministry

of Armed

Forces, the primary

NII-88, one of those who

client

throughout

for ballistic

with

Nil-I,

on

cosmic

he established

a major role in the early post-

missiles.

Formed at the same time as

K Tikhonravov,

not deeply involved in its activities.

Soviet missile dedicated

posed the development
research

All three were to

Korolev's old collab-

rocket. Tikhonravov

the war and had spent a short time as part of the inspection
to scientific

In 1943, the P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute
of a rocket designed
rays.
a group

In April

of

the

had served

commission

in

Instead, he took part in research

purposes.

of the USSR Academy

to reach an altitude
following

design

to the third

and design bureaus, NII-4 was part of the

had ended up at NII-4 was Mikhail

Germany, but he was apparently
on the first postwar

appointed
bomber.

Glushko

engine

missiles.

orator from GIRD and the designer of the first Soviet liquid-propellant
at NII-I

in the coun-

between

to head the second

for the S_nger-Bredt

for long-range

at the Lehesten

rocket engine designers

of forty

year, while

under Pavel I. Ivanov to develop

of Sciences (FIAN)
kilometers

Tikhonravov

a missile to satisfy

pro-

to conduct
was

still

at

these require-

91
V. S Avduyevskiy and T. M. Eneyev, eds., M _/ Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy raketnaya tekhnika i kosmonautika (Moscow: Nauka, 1988). p. 7: John Turkevich, Souiel Men o/Science (Princeton, NJ: D. van Nostrand,
1963), pp. 152-53.
92. Yu V Biryukov and A. P,. Yeremenko,"50 Yearsfor the Native Rocket-SpaceIndustry. The Early Period
of Development" (English title). Nouosti kosmonautik_ I 0 (May 6-19, 1996): 54-64.
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ments. A plan for an eighty-seven-kilogram
sented

to

Katyusha
lifting

FIAN

in December

rockets together

design

into a four-meter-long

a mass of instruments

Interrupted

rocket was finished

1944. The

by Tikhonravov's

several
vehicle.

kilograms)

to an altitude

fifteen

short

in Germany,

the

and formally

RS-132

three-stage

(just under
stint

in two months

combined

pre-

solid-propellant

The rocket was capable of
of forty

plan to construct

kilometers;

the rocket

_

took

longer than expected, but finally in June 1946, Tikhonravov's
team and Sergey N. Vernov, a scientist at the Lebedev Physical Institute who had developed the experiments,
assembled in
Leningrad to launch the so-called VR-210. _ The first rocket exploded because of a faulty combustion chamber, the second also failed, and the third, although launched without
problems,
did not reach the desired

altitude.

The program

was canceled

tually took his experiments
to a more well-equipped
As for Tikhonravov,
when NII-I was reorganized
three

individuals

Bolshevo,
Ministry

of

Armed

Tikhonravov's

group

in aeronautical
Germany,

from

Branch

participating

No.

I was transferred

wholesale

in basic research on the application
Forces.

Staffed

and

headed

had been somewhat

engineering.

Tyulin,

ended

who

by artillery

military

missiles
officers,

at the institute

up at NIl-4

would

and Vernov

to the new

of long-range

mostly

of an anomaly

Others who

such as Lt. Colonel

at that point,

even-

team, one under Korolev at NII-88.
in November
1946, his group of twenty-

included

NIl-4

in

for the USSR
it seems

that

given their background
veterans

of operations

also play a very significant

in

role in the early

days of the Soviet space program.
The
Korolev

finally

returned

duties as chief designer

R-I

and the

to the

Soviet

Antipodal

Union

and chief of Department

Bomber

in February

1947, formally

taking

No, 3 at the NII-88 Specialized

over his

Design

Bureau.

By the time of his return, the investigations

in Germany

had yielded

a massive thirteen-volume

work

"Collection

of Materials

for the Study

authored

by engineers

Reactive Technology.

the level of advancements
plishments

at OTK titled

"_' The Soviet authors
achieved

by the Germans.

on the part of the Peenem0nde

the I_-4. These shortcomings
of the propellant

tanks,

were surprisingly

included

team, the study

the overall design

and the warhead

container.

they had much to learn in the field of guidance
Despite the limitations
launches of the native-built

While

cautious

acknowledging
also emphasized

significant

of

accom-

the limitations

did, however,

development.

of Captured

assessments

of the frame of the missile,

The authors

system

in their

of

the design

recognize

that

°6

of the A-4, the Soviet leadership was keen to move ahead with
version of the missile, the R-I, to acquaint Soviet industry with the

process of manufacturing
and operating
a long-range
missile. Korolev himself was looking
ahead to the much more powerful R-2 rocket based on the earlier work of Mishin and Budnik
in Germany. In January 1947, in an official request to the government,
he had proposed the
immediate commencement
of work on the latter vehicle. In response, the government
declined

93. YaroslavGolovanov, Koroleu: [akty i miD,,(Moscow: Nauka, 1994), p. 406; PeterStache,Souiet Rockets,
ForeignTechnology Division Translation. FTD-ID(RS)T0619-88 (from unnamed source), Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, November 29, 1988, p, 206. This is a translation of Peter Stache, Sotujetischer Raketen (Berlin:
Militarverlad der DDR, 1987).
94. There was an earlier test firing on March 19, 1946, to test the separation of the stages. See igor
Afanasyev, R 12 Sandalouoye dereuo (Moscow: EksPrint NV. 199/), p. 20; Lardier.LYqstronautiqueSouietique, p, Z1.
Another source suggests that the model actually launched was capableof lilting a mass of twenty kilograms to altitudes o[ fifteen to eighteen kilometers. See V N. Galkovskiy, "Activities of M. K Tikhonravov in the RNII
(1934 1944)" (English title), Iz istorii aviatsii i kosmonctutiki 42 (I 980): 23-26
95. Romanov, Koroleu. pp. 214: M. V. Keldysh, ed., Tvorcheskoyenaslediye akademika SergeyaPaulouicha
Korolevo: izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), p. 395.
96, Stache,Soviet Rockets, p. 168
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to approve

work

on the

R-2 and instead

R-I. 9' Much of the technical
and the project would
ment.

As for the

Technology,

ter] of copying

face a rather circuitous

R-I

Korolev

opted

for a conservative

details of the R-2 remained

itself,

in a letter

cautioned

route to formal approval

to the

overseeing

that the "creation

German technology

approach

Committee

for Reactive

R-I missile is not [simply

their materials with

[Soviet]

with

The letter from

Korolev

prompted

launches of the A-4 and then leading

ing the formal
In design

which

test site for flying the A-4 and R-I missiles.
was a near copy

vehicle

the

consisted

R-I

of four primary

of

elements:

the German

/_-4 missile.

the tail assembly,

The

the propellant

an equipment
section, and the warhead.
The maximum
body diameter was
The lower part of the propellant section incorporated
an oxidizer tank container,
five tons of liquid oxygen.

An insulated

Both containers

the outer shell of the missile,

by heat insulation

five-ton-thrust

RD-I00

and covered

engine

The equipment

the guidance

system with

was installed

feed line was routed from

were self-supporting,

at the base of the rocket with

section

was situated

control

and gyroscopic

separate from

made of glass wool.

on top of the propellant
instruments.

During

The twenty-

a large turbopump

tanks and contained

flight,

the system would

the air rudder at the rear of four large fins at the base of the rocket via servomotors.

explosive

warhead

was inserted

of the missile? _ The total
ly nine and two-tenths
270 kilometers, slightly
Although
extensively

Korolev

himself

No. 3 were Mishin,

tests.

closely

for missile

trajectories

addition,

a team of twenty

/_t this time,

While

developing

the first atomic

the Germans

German

in a month's

German

guidance

propulsion

Without

experts

experts

system

while

in the effort

Lavrov,

into the forefront
"hosts"

in any decision-

at Gorodomlya

built

at Kaliningrad.
their

a specific

a
In

to work

talents.

The

agenda for

was in fact focused

important,

for delivery,

the road

Island

to OKB-456

in using

industries

Okhapkin,
the opera-

in facilitating

had yet to formulate

to pursue

involved

Bushuyev,

was dispatched

in the defense

approximate-

range was about

he also contributed

closely

was sent to NII-88

uninterested

A means of delivery,

a clear idea of what

flight

were not involved
their

time, which

Much of the effort
bomb.

Budnik,

in assisting

in early 1947. the Soviet leadership
industry.

engineers

The

to the main body

and a half tons,

leader of the project,

Other

with
Glushko, although
the latter was evidently
Germans were forced to return to NII-88 soon) °°

the new missile

thirteen

The maximum

Abramov,

participate

For example,

simulator

itself was attached

of the missile also brought

of Chief Designers.

they did, however,

to the first Soviet

was the managerial

aspects of development.

The development

tions of the Council
making,

mass of the rocket was about

Department

and Voskresenskiy.

into the nose cone, which

tons of which was propellant.
higher than the A-4.

to technical

at Korolev's

ondary.

beginning

and appearance,

carried approximately

control

schedule,

of the R-I. Finally, he also called for start-

the top tank for four tons of ethyl alcohol.

assembly.

of specific

In

such a large
amount
of

process to create a launch

14.65-meter-long
compartment,
1.6.5 meters.

the establishment
into flights

a mat-

materials.'98

other words, it was a note of warning to Soviet leaders that the path to creating
missile, given existing conditions,
would take the marshaling
of a substantial
resources.

on the

at the time,

from the Soviet govern-

Special

of the native

and substituting

focused

in the realm of conjecture

was still clearly

Soviet Communist

on
sec-

Party

97. Yu. V Biryukov. "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles of SergeyPavlovich Korolev" (English title).
in B. V. Raushenbakh, ed,/z istorli sovetskoy kosmonavtiki: sbornik pamyati akademika S. P Koroleva (Moscow:
Nauka. 1983), p. 226,
98. Chertok. Rakety i lyudi, pp 205-06.
99. Stache,SovietRockets, p, 173: G. g. Sadovoy. "10 October--40 YearsAfter the FirstSuccessful Launch
of the First Soviet Guided Missile of Long Range R-I (1948)" (English title), /z istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 59
(1989): 94-101.
100 Ordway and Sharpe, The Rocket Team, p. 327: Sadovoy. "I0 October--40 YearsAfter."
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leaders--and

in

S_nger-Bredt

particular

idea. Nil-I

continental

bomber

Stalin

engineer

project

ties of the piloted

vehicle

engine in the vehicle

STEPS

himself--were

particularly

Isayev had discovered

in May 1945 at PeenemOnde:
had astounded

no doubt

interested

in the

some documents
at that time,

old

German

on this German
the projected

inter-

capabili-

the Soviets. '°_ The need for a IO0-ton-thrust

gave pause to any hopes of an early development

rocket

of the bomber,

But caught amid the period's appropriation
of German technology,
the Soviets were not willing
to discard even the most outlandish
ideas from their German opponents.
A copy of the report
was first turned
authored

over to Nll-I

a preliminary

in fact published

Deputy

Director

study of the vehicle

Bolkhovitinov

titled

"Survey

in a slim volume

by the Ministry

of Armed

of the plan were not encouraging:

Bolkhovitinov's

deputy

the proposal,

speculated

that it would

take another

in 1945. The following

of Captured

Technology,"

Forces. _°2Initial
Genrikh

year, he

which

was

Soviet assessments

N. Abramovich,

decade before the Soviet Union

evaluating
could

bring

the project to fruition. This pessimistic
view does not seem to have affected the aviation sector's interest, and soon after Academician
Keldysh's
appointment
as director
of NII-I
in
November

1946, much

In a document
technical

of the work

prepared

and industrial

As Keldysh

briefed

was unusually

enamored

as a delivery
tives

from

requirements

for creating

Stalin on the work

Air

Force, the

suggest

that there were guarded

design's

technical

was allegedly

weapons.

were on hand to discuss
details,

established

Stalin's
of the piloted

which

were not encouraging.

of the

to caution

bomber

problem.

the necessary

engine to power an aircraft. '°_
of 1947, scientists

By some accounts,

the Soviet leader

and he may have in fact been personal-

'°_ Several important

Ministry

discussed

in the spring

the intercontinental

officials,

Aviation

Industry,

Stalin in mid-April.
Stalin's

bomber

including

representa-

and the

Ministry

Unconfirmed

the Soviet leader about

did not change

under Col. General Serov, the first deputy

notwithstanding,

antipodal

concept,

the project with

attempts

had been renamed

support

a I O0-ton-thrust

on the bomber,

but that these attempts

rity apparatus, to seriously investigate
ed at all, may have been an adjunct
Technology,

to the S_inger-Bredt

for the first time

for an analog Soviet project to produce

for nuclear

Soviet

was devoted

on the vehicle.

of the S_inger-Bredt

in pushing
system

the

Armaments,

3, 1947, Keldysh

began research work at NII-I

and engineers
ly instrumental

at the institute

on April

of

reports

drawbacks

in the

mind. g commission

chairman

of the state secu-

the program. _°_The S_nger-Bredt commission,
if it existto the more important
Special Committee
for Reactive
Special Committee
Soviet scientists

plan. The initial

No. 2 by June 1947. '°_
were not too favorable

impressions

Both believed that the project could

of both

Keldysh

not be brought

in their opinion
and Abramovich

to fruition

in a short

101. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 91.
102
Ibidt
p. 93.
103. This document has been reproduced as M. V. Keldysh, "On the Development of ResearchWork on
Aircraft With ZhRDs" (English title), in Avduyevskiy and Eneyev,eds., M. V. Keldysh, p. 20. "ZhRD" is the acronym
in Russian for liquid-propellant rocket engine.
104. Zaloga, Target America, p, 122.
105, Tokaty, "Foundations of Soviet Cosmonautics": Tokaty, "Soviet Space Technology." The accuracy of
both these sources should be viewed with great doubt. Many of the details of the two meetings that the author discusses have serious inconsistencies and historical inaccuracies. The general nature of Stalin's policy on the S_]ngerBredt bomber and the overall tone of the meeting may. however, be fairly indicative of actual events in April 1947.
For a detailed Russian analysis and refutation of Tokaty-Tokayev's accounts, see Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 392-95,
Note that the date given in both the Tokaty sources is March 14, 1947. Based on information from recent Soviet
reports, it seems that the meeting was on April 14, 1947 See Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 396. Among those named by
TokaW-Tokayev as allegedly present were L P. Beriya, M. V. Keldysh, G. M. Malenkov. A, I. Mikoyan, V. M Molotov,
I. A. Serov, l, V. Stalin. G. A, Tokaty-Tokayev, D. F. Ustinov, K. Ye. Voroshilov. N. A. Voznesenskiy, and A. A.
Zhdanov,
106, Mozzhorin and Yeremenko, "From the History of Space Science: I1."
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Soviet Antipodal

Length
Wingspan
Propulsion
Sustalner
Weight
Range

Bomber

(1947)

28 meters(92 feet)
]
15meters(50feet)
RDKS-100100tonthrustliquidrocket
2 x RNIIwing-tipramjets
100tons
12,000km (7450miles)

J

The Soviet version of the Sdnger-Bredt antipodal bomber, shown here as it was conceived in 1947 by the
Nll-I institute headed by _cademician Mstislau Keldysh The rocket plane would have been launched from
a special catapult. (copyright Steven Zaloga)
time period

given

was. however,
titled

"On

necessary

the relatively

insistent

large leap in technology

enough

for Keldysh

Power Plants for a Stratospheric
requirements

under Keldysh's

for the creation

direction

to write

required.

a lengthy

High-Speed

Aircraft."

of an experimental

at Nil-1, described

The governmental

pressure

report on the bomber
which

examined

system. '°` The report,

a vehicle clearly reminiscent

in 1947,

in detail the
prepared

of the original

S_nger-

Bredt concept.
The I O0-ton winged
teen meters,
was equipped

spacecraft

was twenty-eight

and it had a full operational

meters long, with a total wingspan

range of

12,000 kilometers.

three engines,

two

al liquid-propellant

rocket engine

at the rear end of the fuselage.

report, the bomber

would

cockpit
would

with

flying

at the front of the vehicle.
be launched

propellant
seconds,

accelerating
kilometers,

to literally
would

"launch"

"catapult"

to impart

the vehicle

a total thrust
would

then the main
the bomber

equipped

to a velocity

at the wingtips

have the bomber

by a single crew member

In one of the more original

using a special

rocket engines

the huge ramjets
twenty

be piloted

ramjet units at the tips of the wings,

of about

into the upper

fly several "dip-and-skip"

schemes of the plan, the bomber

the vehicle

liquid-

ten to twelve
At this point,

reached an altitude

engine at the rear of the bomber
reaches of the atmosphere,
trajectories

1947
sealed

at least five IO0-ton-thrust

500 meters per second.
until

in the

hermetically

of 500 to 600 tons, for about

fire, working

IO0-ton-thrust

with

and one tradition-

As envisioned

in a special

of fif-

The basic vehicle

would

g nominal

into the atmosphere

of

ignite

mission

before reach-

ing the final target. '_'_

107. /_ chapter from the report has been published as M, V. Keldysh. "On Power Plants for a Stratospheric
High-Speed Aircraft" (English title), in gvduyevskiy and Eneyev.eds., M. V Keldysh, pp 22 34
I08 Ibid
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Active research on the ambitious project began in 1947 under Keldysh's guidance. Apart
from playing the overall role of coordinating work on the project, NII-I also contracted one of
its own subdepartments to develop the kerosene-liquid oxygen rocket engine for the catapult
and the bomber itself. Leonid S. Dushkin, an engineer who had been an associate of Korolev's
in the 1930s, was appointed to lead a team to develop the main engine, designated the
RDKS-IO0. Given the fact that the most powerful Soviet liquid-propellant engine in existence
at the time had a thrust of only twenty-five tons, it was quite an ambitious undertaking for
Dushkin. NII-I also at the time commenced an extensive series of experiments, having established laboratories for gas dynamics, combustion, heat exchange, physical methods of measurement, on-board automatic instruments, and a special ground test stand for very high-thrust
rocket engines. '°9 Researchon the two giant ramjet engines was tasked to the Central Institute
for Aviation Motor Building in Moscow--an institution that had perhaps the most extensive
experience in the Soviet Union in the design of such engines. The actual models would be built
in-house at NII-I under Bondaryuk.
Soviet officials also briefly attempted to involve the Germans in the work on the antipodal
bomber. In October 1947, NII-88 Chief Engineer Pobedonostsev forwarded a copy of the original S_inger-Bredt report to the Germans at Gorodomlya. Given the earlier negative assessments
from Keldysh and Abramovich, it is not surprising that the Germans had much the same
impressions of the proposal. Several major problems were found with the project, including
Singer's claim that the mass ratio of the vehicle would be 0.1. In addition, the Germans postulated that each "skip" into the atmosphere would result in unforeseen gravity loads on the
lone pilot and the wing structure, which were not accounted for in the design. They also found
problems with the required exhaust velocity, reentry, and choice of a catapult-sled for launching the vehicle. ''° Despite the German recommendations, Keldysh and his engineers continued
work on this project. In his 1947 report, Keldysh was remarkably optimistic, suggesting that
based on Nil-I's calculations, "it would be possible to create a combined propulsion unit with
liquid rocket engines and supersonic [ramjets] ensuring a range of 12 thousand kilometers for
the rocket plane.' .... Researchat the institute focused on those areas in which there were inherent weaknesses in Soviet technology, such as the development of high-temperature resistant
metals and high-thrust propulsion systems. Such was the interest in the bomber that Stalin
reportedly dispatched an Air Force officer name Grigoriy A. Tokaty-Tokayev in 1948 to kidnap
Dr. S_inger,who was at the time living in France. Unfortunately for the Soviet leader, TokatyTokayev took the opportunity to defect to the West, thus providing a key source for information on the Soviet antipodal bomber effort."'
Kapustin

Yar

Korolev's February 1947 letter to Special Committee No. 2 accelerated the process to select
a missile test site for testing the A-4 and R-I rockets. The committee, in cooperation with the
General Staff of the USSR Ministry of Armed Forces, had initially settled on a location on the
Azov shore, with launch routes taking the missiles over the Don steppes toward Stalingrad.
Ukrainian Communist Party First Secretary Nikita S. Khrushchev was evidently opposed to such
a move because of the possibility of "resettling '_ a large amount of people from the Ukraine.
Khrushchev took the matter directly to Stalin, who asked Beriya to look elsewhere. ''_ On July

109
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II 2.
113.

Lardier,L71stronautique
Soui_tique.
p. 69.
OrdwayandSharpe,TheRocketTeam.p. 329.
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between April 16, 1946,and September 19, 1952, from White Sands.
127. Biryukov, "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles of Sergey Pavlovich Korolev," p. 226: Tyulin, "The
'Seven'." This was the first-ever meeting of the Scientific Technical Council of NII-88. SeeYu A. Mozzhorin, "The
Central Scientific-Research Institute for Machine Building--The Chief Center of the Soviet Rocket-SpaceIndustry"
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was 17.65 meters, the maximum body diameter was the same as the R-I, 1.65 meters. The total
fueled mass was fifteen and a half tons.
The engineers froze the basic design elements of the R-2 plan by April 1947. Although the
technical improvements were theoretically sound, the engineers did face serious problems translating their plans into reality. Among the major factors were the severe lack of raw materials and
the absence of many important industries, such as advanced metallurgy, which had to be built
from scratch. The industrial infrastructure for manufacturing the myriad of parts was almost
nonexistent at the time, and engineers often had to scrounge through their own possessions for
items such as springs and screws. The issue of quality control would also become a very important issue given the expenses associated with losing complete missiles because of faulty assembly. Finally, the Soviets were forced for the first time to create ground testing infrastructure for
testing key elements of the missile prior to launches. One of the first dedicated engine testing
facilities was established in July t947 as Branch No. 2 of NII-88, about seventeen kilometers
north of Zagorsk near Moscow, initially under the leadership of Gleb M. Tabakov.'2_The R-I's
RD-I00 was the first engine fired on static stands at the branch, while units for surface-to-air
missiles developed at the NII-88 were also among those tested during 1947-48.
The development of the R-2 missile ran into serious problems soon after the April meeting. On June 4, 1947, NII-88 Director Maj. General Gonor hosted another meeting to discuss
the long-range goals of the German specialists affiliated with the institute. At the meeting,
Grottrup, the leading German rocketry specialist in the Soviet Union, proposed the development
of a new missile designated the G- t (later to be confusingly called the R-I0) as a successor project to the R- t, Not surprisingly, there was a much resistance on the part of Soviet engineers to
any German proposal that was competitive with their own plans. In this case, the G-I, with a
range of 600 kilometers, had capabilities and design elements very similar to Korolev's R-2. The
latter was particularly stubborn in his opposition to the G-I plan. One of his closest associates,
NII-88 Deputy Chief Engineer Chertok, later recalled that Korolev's resistance was based more
on personal reasons than any technical considerations. Having suffered through the humiliation
of the Great Purges, he had watched the Soviet rocketry effort crumble while the Germans had
advanced swiftly with their ambitious A-4s. His hostility to the Germans and their designs in
part contributed to his vigorous opposition to creating the R-I copy of the g-4, a matter that
resulted in significant friction with Minister of Armaments Ustinov. ''° The industrial leaders of
the missile industry, in the person of not only Llstinov, but also Ryabikov, Vetoshkin, and others, were evidently in favor of allowing the German engineers a free reign in their design projects. This high level of support was crucial in ensuring that Grottrup's team could accelerate
their work on the G-I after theJune meeting. To the dismay of Soviet engineers, relevant departments at the institute were subordinated to the Germans to assist them in their calculations in
the ensuing months. It is quite likely that Korolev's engineers investigated the design characteristics of many of the German design characteristics for the G-I for their relevance to the R-2
project, but ultimately the "German diversion" seems to have siphoned off resources for work
on the Soviet R-2 missile, delaying its overall progress.
g preliminary draft plan for the German G-I was discussed at a meeting of the ScientificTechnical Council of NII-88 on September 25, 1947. Present were the Germans Grottrup,
Llmpfenbach, Hoch, Albring, Anders, Wolff, and Sheller, along with Chief of the Seventh Chief
Directorate of the Ministry
of Armaments
Vetoshkin and NII-88 Chief Engineer

129. Mozzhorin,et aL, eds.,Dorogiu kosmos:II, pp. 64-65. Othersourcesstatethat first headof Branch
No. 2 wasV. S.Shachin.
130. Chertok.Raketyi lyudL pp. 199-200.
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portion
looked

similar

method
systems

launch

mass would

to

to the A-4,

to Grottrup,

shorter

and

to the for-

of such

According

a much

by

of about

use a then-sophisticated

a major

with the A-4. The payload

Mishin,

would

group

neers in their view

the new

preparation
also rise from

this was much

technology

harder. Korolev

technology

the council

available

of the existing

of the institute,

a full-scale

program

and complete

"draft

a means to delay decisive action

on the use of German

expertise

Ustinov

and Vetoshkin,

engineers

no doubt

to work

exclude Grottrup's

plan"

the G-I,

for the missile

on the German

program.

were reluctant

establishing

clearly not be expected

mentioning

pro-

industry

that the leadership

on the issue to accelerate
Formally

while

to develop

were at odds with

in the Soviet missile

most Soviet officials

to compromise

would

the

Soviet testing

in the rocketry

pleased no one and clearly indicated

could

that

a

in the Soviet Union.

the roles were reversed, Korolev

of the Soviet R-2, argued

a

present a formal

issue. While

to

of being created in a short time, or developing

to approve

on the use of German

be allowed

Many of the Soviet engineers
and developing

decision,

in particular

many were amenable
missile

and he asked for formal

the R-2 and the G-I

a radical restructuring

It was evidently

a very sensitive

leadership,

of each other.

the current

of the G-I, declined

The decision

NII-88
that both

one of the authors

necessitate

base. '_ In its final

of Armaments,

was obviously

proposing

had a real possibility

meeting.'_4

in the Soviet Union.

ballistic

mass of

independently

in an overall sense, a policy

the Ministry

expertise,

high-test

transferred

roads: exploiting

asking that Grottrup's

at a following
ject and,

to thirty-two

to turn the turbopumps.

case to the

shrewdly

put up resistance.
had two

instead

thrust

rates. A mass

at the base of the missile in contrast

targeting

as much range compared

tanks on

or steel, unlike the R-2, which

engine
flow

There were also

and ethyl alcohol

mass on the rocket itself. The missile
increased

the use of a separate

0.74 tons to a new peak of 0.95 tons. '_

approval

institute

the

system

essentially

14.3 meters and a total

allow

time, and twice
the A-4's

with
chamber

Finally, the guidance

thus saving

of

would

increased
propellant

for the G-I were also relocated

known
with

by dispensing

by two of his

to the leadership

range for the missile.

made of very thin aluminum

from the combustion

represented
presented

Both the liquid oxygen

for regulating

was achieved

using gases diverted

team

to the Soviet R-2, including

tank. The Germans

methods

but he was

the Grottrup

and the 600-kilometer

structure

monocoque

innovative

that

the two vehicles.

the G-I had a monocoque
only

not in attendance,
design

of similarities

for the warhead

major differences

was
The

STEPS

of

the engi-

The matter

to use German

the development

a mechanism
under

of

for doing

Grottrup,

while

group from all work.

alternative was equally unpromising:
allowing two parallel and independent
development
jects, which was well outside the capacity of funding at the Ministry of Armaments.

if

A third
pro-

131 Among the others present were V. I. Kuznetsov (NII-IO Chief Designer). M, S. Ryazanskiy (NII-885
Chief Designer), B. Ye. Chertok (NII-88 Deputy Chief Engineer), A. M. Isayev (NII-I Chief Designer), M K.
Tikhonravov (NIl-4 Deputy Director). V. A. Trapeznikov (Automation Institute of the USSRAcademy of Sciences
Director). A. A Kosmodemyanskiy (N. Ye.Zhukovskiy EngineeringAcademy Professorand Special Committee No.
2), and G, A. Nikolayev (Rector of the Bauman MVTU), Seeibid., p. 202.
132 ClA Office of Scientific Intelligence. Scientific Research Institute and Experimental Factory 88 for Guided
Missile Deuelopment. Moskua/Kalinin,grad. OSI C-RA/60-2, March 4, 1960, p. ?; Ordway and Sharpe. The Rocket
Team. pp. 329-3 I; Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp. 202-04; Bork and Sadovoj, "On the History of Rocketry."
133. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 204.
134. An excerpt from the original document is reproduced in ibid., p. 207.
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Immediately
aftertheSeptember
1947
meeting,
theGermans
weregivenatemporary
lift;
therewasa subtle
shiftinfavoroftheirG-I plan.It wastobea relatively
shorttimetocelebratevictory,
glthough
theGermans
spentthebetter
partof1948
working
ontheG-Iproject,
thereweresome
unexpected
institutional
changes.
Beginning
intheearlymonths
oftheyear,
theSoviets
began
relocating
alloftheremaining
Germans
toGorodomlya
Island
inLake
Seliger.
Grottrup
himself
leftMoscow
tojoinNII-88's
Branch
No.I in February.
ByMay,almost
allof
theGermans
haddeparted
themaininstitute
offices
atKatiningrad,
andfewwereever to visit
again. The Germans
tion,

Grottrup's

Soviet hostility
G-I

struggle

decreased

bosses, arguing

that their

in the German

and internal

dramatically

Soviet

also later reported

position

hierarchy

only

was called

among the Germans

in 1948, as Grottrup

that

pay rates were significantly
themselves.

decision

R-2 had actually
self. On April

between
begun

a year before

he was escorted

when

Korolev's

of

with

his

had been
a final

long battle over the

he had taken the matter

into the Kremlin

to Stalin

him-

to meet the Soviet leader in person

gave wildly

In a rare interview

in 1963, he remembered:

a Soviet journalist

complaints

on the project

but this did not accelerate
G-I.

for the first time. :-'_Over the years, Korolev
with

In addi-

The pace of work on the

experiments

the Soviet R-2 and the German

more than

14, t947,

reduced.

by a combination

began to raise formal

a few of the planned

allowed to proceed. '_
The Germans may have lost their access to Kaliningrad,
definitive

into doubt

contradictory

accounts

of that meeting.

I had been given the assignment
to report to Stalin about the development
of the new rocket ....
He listened silently at first, hardly taking his pipe out of his mouth. Sometimes he
interrupted

me, asking

synopsis report which

terse questions.

ing but did not oiler his hand.
approved
became

o[ what

I was

In a letter to his wife written
at the meeting,

Llstinov.

Stalin apparently

and pertinent
Korolev's

questions

first deputy,

which

or not.
These

Vasiliy

after Stalin's

outwardly

restrained.

[He] said

"no"

his office

during

who

I had a short..,

Stalin replied with a greetI could

enough

not tell whether

times

that

to[ the meeting].

death in 1953, Korolev
by many others,

the state of the missile
P. Mishin,

myself

were the conditions

was attended

paced around
about

to take with

Stalin was

saying

the law [or the moment.

nervous

I can't recount all the details ....

I was not allowed

including

these
'_

recalled that
Minister

he

"no's"

he was very

of Armaments

the entire hour, asking many pointed

program. '_8One of those attending

was

remembers:

135. Ibid. pp 210-1 t: Ordway and Sharpe, The Rocket Team. p. 335.
136. The actual date of Korolev's meeting with Stalin has been the subject of some speculation

An in-depth

analysis is included in Golovanov, Korolev. pp. 390-98, in which the author concludes that the meeting took place
,n 1949 The evidence [or 1947. 1948, and 1949is equally compelling. In an interview in 1963, Korolev mentioned
1941as the year. whereasTyulins recollections set it in 1948 SeeTyulin. "The 'Seven'." Finally. Golovanov argues.
based on the remembrances of Chief Designer Kuznetsov. that it was in 1949. In a letter to his wife [rom 1953.
Korolev remembered the exact date as March 9 without naming a year.
137. Romanov,Koroteu. pp. I0-I I. This interview was held on November 30, 1963,by T_SS correspondent
g. P Romanov. Many censored and alteredversions of the interview were published over the years in different pub
lications The complete unexpurgated text was finally allowed to be published in 1996 in Romanov, Korolev. pp
5-20. For one "censored" version of the interview, see Ivan Borisenko and Alexander Romanov, Where All Roads
Lead to SpaceBegin [Moscow: ProgressPublishers, 1982). pp. 40-43,
138. Golovanov. Korotev. p 391-92.
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I can remember

that [Stalin]

rosi [cigarettes]
shals,

the subject

The

U.S. had

IOBM.

They

around

and putting

tobacco

officials

o[ the Party.

ministers,

and

walked

was
naval

could

the room

in. There

liquid

rockets.

bases

in Europe,

reach

STEPS

It was

Stalin

a strong

in wartime

situations,

to which

former. After the end of the meeting,
report is still open to interpretation.
This meeting

played

to understand
things

could

in the future

One of Korolev's
move ahead with
strategy,
exactly

electing

its positive

role. Apparently

produce

to maintain

Stalin

far-reaching

really

need

uses of rockets ver-

recalled somewhat

and his military

positive

of Ministers

of Korolev's
ambiguously:

advisers

artillery

units,

seemed
and other

results.'4'

been to convince

Stalin of the need to

The Soviet leader declined
formally

of the

Stalin, wrote up a short report on

to approve

focus on the Soviet copy of the German A-4 missile.

a year before the Council

the

the possible advantages

jet aircraft,

had evidently

range R-2 missile.

didn't

on the comparative

himself

at designing

goals at the meeting

the longer

Committee

of their development.

and departed. ''_°The influence

The chief designer

that the first experiments

of the Oentral
They

Korolev summarized

discussion

papy-

there--mar-

'_9

Korolev, on request from

the spot on the rockets-versus-bombers

breaking

people

supporter

the _-bomb.

bombers.

The Soviet leader asked Korolev about his impressions
sus bombers

his pipe.

a hundred

in the building

was

owned

the USSR with

smoking

were about

adopted

such a

It would

a decree on the future

missile program. Dated April 14, 1948, the resolution called for the development,
testing,
use of the R-I missile in the Soviet Union. The same document
sanctioned
"scientific
experimental

work"

for the eventual

Stalin's decision
continuing

no doubt

battle between

creation

of the 600-kilometer-range

gave some impetus

the German

to Korolev's

and Soviet proposals

be

of the
and
and

R-2 missile. '4_

arguments

continued

against

the G-I. The

throughout

the year as

the Germans prepared a huge and detailed draft plan for the their missile. The conflict between
the R-2 and the G-I, however, took a hiatus in the fall of 1948 as Soviet engineers once again
trekked
ballistic

to the steppes at Kapustin Yar for the very first launches of a Soviet-made
missile. Unlike the earlier A-4 tests in 1947, this time none of the Germans

ed, a clear indication

of their isolation

for the R-1 envisaged

two separate series of launches,

cles primarily
turing
would

to verify the correctness

uct 8KI

the mainstream

of the newly

Soviet program.

the first consisting
introduced

The test program

of about a dozen vehi-

industrial

design

and manufac-

methods in the Soviet Union. The second series, to consist of about twenty missiles,
be flown to increase reliability
and eliminate
defects that would show up in the first

series. '43The construction
officially

from

long-range
were invit-

of the first flight

referred to as R-I, in all technical
I." a style of nomenclature,

tinued into the space era.
The State Commission
Chief Directorate
Maj. General

Sokolov.

documentation,

the vehicle

using a number-letter-number

for testing

of the Ministry

articles began in May 1948. While

the R-I missiles

of Armaments

Vetoshkin.

the head of the Fourth Directorate

system,

was chaired
His deputy

the missiles

was designated

were
"prod-

that would

be con-

by Chief of the

Seventh

on the commission

of the Chief Artillery

Directorate.

was
who

139. Harford. Korotev, p. 234.
140. Golovanov, Korolev, p, 396; Tyulin, "The 'Seven'."
141. Romanov, Korolev, p. I1: Nicholas Daniloff, The Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1972), p. 97; g. Romanov,Spacecra[t Designer The Storyo[ SergeiKorotev (Moscow: Novosti PressAgency, 1976).
p. 27.
142. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 310: Sadovoy, "10 October 40 YearsAfter."
143. Sadovoy, " 10 October--40 YearsAfter."
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wasresponsible
forthehundreds
ofartillery
personnel
involved
in theprogram.
Korolev
was
theonlyengineer
whowasa formal
member
ofthecommission,
although
thefiveotherindividuals
intheCouncil
ofChiefDesigners
served
astechnical
advisors.
'44Thefirsttwolaunch
attempts
inmid-September
hadtobepostponed
because
ofequipment
failures.
Thethirdvehicle,thefirsttogetoffthelaunch
pad,flewintotheskies
onSeptember
17,butsuffered
amajor
control
systems
failure.
'4_
Almostimmediately
following
liftoff,theR-Iveered
fifty-one
degrees
off itsmaintrajectory,
flewnearly
horizontal
to theground,
andlanded
onlytenkilometers
fromthelaunch
site.Theengineers
apparently
quickly
determined
thecause
ofthemalfunction,forasecond
R-Iwaslaunched
soonafter.
Thisonealso[ailed,
thistimebecause
ofamalfunction
inanoxygen
valveintheengine's
combustion
chamber.
TheR-Ifinallyliftedoffon
itsfirstsuccessful
flightonOctober
t0,1948,
traveling
afullrange
of288kilometers
andattainingatopvelocity
of 1,530
kilometers
persecond.
A second
partially
successful
launch
took
placethree
dayslater.
Afterthese
tests,Llstinov
andMarshals
Yakovlev and Voronov arrived at
Kapustin

Yar as observers,

launches

in 1947, agents from

hand

at the testing

Weather

ground,

was also a problem

lending

an unusual

the state security
providing

a general

importance
apparatus
feeling

to the tests. '46 As with

the

A-4

sent by Col. General Serov were on

of uneasiness

and at least one of the launches,

to all the proceedings.

on November

I, had to be post-

poned because of heavy fog. In addition,
a technician
was killed while checking a newly
designed gangway to the missile. The final R-1 vehicle was launched on November 5, the ninth
successful flight out of twelve launches. '4_
The nine launches that were deemed successful
range, about
be desired.

300 kilometers
Only

get area, raising

one of the vehicles
serious concerns

the launches

instigated

ing different

interests

eventually

a minor

in the production

relays and sensors,
the Ministry
protective

with

coatings

refueling

concurrently
equipment,

for the R-I

and Marshal
speaking

Yakovlev, representfor those

the Soviet missile

these launches

New techniques,
machinery

alloys,

outgrew

a critical

It
its

peri-

many new technologies
and new

types of cables,

for the R-I. In addition,

for the storage and transporting

and it also developed

warheads. '4_ These

finally

comprised

were developed

created assemblies

that would

of the launches.

such as those for the manufacture

steels and magnesium

and materials-handling

of Armaments

oxygen

process.

tar-

Ustinov

'4_ The latter,

In retrospect,

left much to

use in battle. The poor record of

Soviet missile and space industry:

magnesium

however,

sixteen-by-eight-kilometer

possible

for several years until

of the future

of large sheets of special

liquid

continue

on the basis of the achieved

was not pleased about the outcome

to the German P,-4 missile.

were introduced

between

of the Soviet government.

that would

od in the development

in the designated

about the missile's
altercation

were classified

The accuracy of the missiles,

impacted

use the missile as a weapon,

was a debate
connection

on each flight.

industries,

new

methods

a total

for welding

of thirty-five

of
and

Scientific

144 The other members of the State Commission for the R-I were: Lt, Colonel V. I. Voznyuk (Commander
of the GTsP-4), Maj General L. R. Gonor (Director of the NII-8B), and industrial representativesG, I. Muravyev,
V. N Tretyakov, S M. Vladimirskiy. and Yeremeyev.Additional technical advisors were G I. Degtyarenko and
M. I. Likhnitskiy. Seeibid.: Chertok. Rakety i lyudi, p. 313.
145. Biryukov. "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles of SergeyPavlovich Korolev." p. 227: G _q Kustova,
ed.. Ot peruogo Sputnika do "Energii"-"Burana" i "Mira" (Moscow: RKK Energiya. 1994), p. 6
146. Biryukov. "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles of Sergey Pavlovich Korotev," p. 227: Lardier,
L7%tronautique Souietique. p. 80: Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp. 317-19
147. Konovalov, "Soviets Rocket Triumphs Started in Germany: II." Note that another source suggeststhat
there were nine launches, of which only one (on October I0) reachedits target. SeeYu. E Semenov, ed, RaketnoKosmieheskayaKorporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S R Koroleua (Moscow: RKK Energiya, 1996), p. 32.
148. Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 402-03: Sadovoy, " I0 October 40 Yearst_fter."
149 Mozzhorin and Yeremenko, "From the History of Space Science": Mozzhorin and Yeremenko, "From
the History of Space Science:I1."
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Research Institutes, and eighteen manufacturing plants later facilitated the relatively quick and
efficient production of larger and more powerful missiles.
Korolev and his engineers returned from Kapustin Yar to Kaliningrad in time to hear the
revised report by the German engineers on their G-I study. On December 18, 1948, the members of the Scientific-Technical Council of NII-88 gathered to make a final decision on the
German proposal. Sitting in for the absent NII-88 director was Maj. General Aleksey S.
Spiridinov, an artillery officer who had hitherto served as a liaison contact between the
Germans and the Soviets. The entire German "high command," including Grottrup, Albring,
Blass, Hoch, Muller, Rudolf, Umpfenbach, and Wolff, were in attendance. Representing the
Soviet assessment team were Bushuyev, Isayev, and Lapshin from NII-88 and Chief Designer
Glushko from OKB-456. Once again, Korolev was absent, perhaps to preclude the Germans
from acquiring information on the real power behind the ballistic missile program. In his report,
Grottrup announced that his group, over the course of the past year, had managed to increase
the design range of the G-I from 600 kilometers to 810 kilometers and had also dramatically
increased targeting accuracy. Dr. Hoch, the author of the new guidance system, also expounded on the advantages of the new redesigned missile. After a long and sometimes acrimonious
session, punctuated for the first time by a discussion of the political implications of using
German expertise, the council formally terminated the parallel approach of work on the R-2 and
the G-I, which had been continuing for close to two years by then. Instead, taking what was
considered "decisive" action, the institute leadership did not approve creation of the G-I,
although Spiridinov explained that the Germans would be allowed to continue work on their
coveted missile. ''°
It was an extremely significant decision that had a profound effect on the role of the German
group on the further development of long-range ballistic missiles in the Soviet Union. The
Germans continued to work on several more major rocketry projects, but none played as major
a role in Soviet planning as the G-I. Work on that effort was continued into 1949 as Grottrup's
group focused on structural aspects and the Doppler radio system of the missile. '_' By then, however, it was increasingly clear that the future did not hold much promise. As the Germans settled into studying further missile projects in the ensuing years, each one raised hopes that the
Soviet side would finally give them the green light to create their first rocket in metal.
Stratonauts

and Multistage

Rockets

Mikhail K. Tikhonravov, the man who had designed the first Soviet liquid-propellant rocket, the 09, had, as with many of the other engineers of NIl-3, moved from project to project,
first because of the Purges and then as a result of the war. After Korolev's arrest in 1938, the
two did not work together in any capacity, and their efforts moved in different paths. The older
of the two--he was forty-five years old at the end of the war--Tikhonravov
had established a
group at Nil-I's Branch No. 2 during the last years of the war to develop a solid-propellant rocket for scientific experiments. When this project, the VR-2 I0, failed to yield any positive results,
he threw his lot into a much more ambitious plan, one with which he had been toying since
at least the late 1930s.
In early 1945, Tikhonravov brought together a group of engineers at the institute to work
on a design for developing a high-altitude rocket for carrying two passengers to an altitude of

150. Chertok,Raketyi lyudi, pp. 212,218: CIAOfficeof ScientificIntelligence,ScientificResearch
Institute,
p,

7.

15I. OrdwayandSharpe,TheRocketTeam.p. 335.
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190 kilometers,

'_ Designated

Soviet Union
modified
two

_-4 rocket with

"stratonauts."

launch

the VR-190

for launching

until

humans

a recoverable

'" The passengers

touchdown

in two

proposal,

into space.

it was the very first concrete project
Tikhonravov's

nose cone containing
would

remain

custom-made

plan envisioned
a pressurized

in an upright

couches,

cockpit

position

Tikhonravov

the

in the

use of a

for carrying

in the capsule

formulated

from

four primary

goals for the project:
•
•

To conduct
fall

research on the effects of the temporary

To carry out investigations

on shifts in the center of gravity

of the center of gravity subsequent
•
•

To acquire information
To test the operational
landing

Tikhonravov
the

to the separation

even went
Soviet

so far as to contract
to a designer,

aviation

system for the recovery

capsule

designer

of the spacecraft,
system

out

Aleksandr

began simultaneously

Tikhonravov

rocket engine for soft landing

•

A system

using explosive

bolts to separate the cabin from

•

A special

probe extended

downward

a

led

parachute

advanced

for the time. In his

to Earth
the cabin

beneath

on the ground

the cabin

the launcher

to serve as a sensor to trigger the

cockpit with

fully equipped

life-support

systems, thus bypassing

the need for a

or ejection seats

g system of low-thrust
trajectory

beyond

attitude

all six of these design
a design

Not wanting
from authorities

control

engines to maneuver

the vehicle

during

its vertical

the atmosphere

the early 1960s. More

Nikolay

on

engines

A pressurized

heat shield,

Work

two-

the use of the following:

A braking

Remarkably,

special

an organization

in May 1946.

A parachute

soft-landing

for returning

S. Yakovlev.

were remarkably

proposed

of the

at OKB-115,

•

•

in the cabin and the movement

the development

•

catapult

free-

of the nose cone from the main rocket

g. V. gfanasyev,

Many of the design aspects of the VR-190

•

during

on the density, pressure, and temperature of the upper atmosphere
reliability of instruments
for separation, descent, stabilization,
and

for the VR-190

famous

conception

on humans

of the cockpit

passenger cabin
by

weightlessness

elements

impressively,

would

Tikhonravov

be adopted
proposed

for Soviet piloted

spacecraft

the use of an "arched"

by

protective

not unlike the one used today on the Soyuz spacecraft. '_

his idea to languish

from a lack of interest,

all the way at the top of the Soviet leadership.

G. Chernyshov,

authored

Tikhonravov

tried to elicit

interest

In June 1946, he and his deputy,

a letter to Stalin on the VR-190:

152. This group included N. G. Chernyshov, V, N, Galkovskiy,P. I. Ivanov, A. F Krutov, G. M Moskalenko,
and V. A. Shtokolov.
153 V N. Galkovskiy and G. M. Moskalenko. "The VR-190 Project--g Stepin the Road to the Creation of
Space Ships" (English title). /z istorii aulatsii i kosmonautiki 42 (1980): 28-30: Yevgeniy Ryabchikov, "A Russian
Story. In One Moment Sputnik Became Part of the Vocabulary of Mankind. The Beginning of the Space Era
Revealed" (English title), Ogonek 40 (October 3-I0, 1987): I-3; Stache,3ouiet Rockets. pp. 251-58.
154. Ibid.
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Dear Comrade Stalin! We have developed a plan for
a high-altitude
and

Soviet

scientific

ters. The plan
captured

time..,

bearing

parachutes,

of [liquid
er with

on using

for returning,

The practical

At the

and

Ministry

of the

the

Aviation

Reactions

remarkably

positive.

mendation,"

Industry,

from

both

interesting--please

and

views

ly Tikhonravov's

on

long-range

with

were

approval

for

its

realization.

gridlock

difficulties,"

never set about
ended

up
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( 1980): 31-38. An English title of this is availableas I. M. Yatsunsky, "The Role of Mikhail Klavdiyevich Tikhonravov
in Creating Stage Rockets, 1947-1953," in John Becklake,ed., History o[ Rocketry and ,Zistronautics: Vol. I I (San
Diego: American Astronautical Society, 1995), pp. 451-56. Seealso Stache, Soviet Rockets, pp. 258-59.
161. B. N. Kantemirov, "15 July--40 Years From the Report of M. K. Tikhonravov on the Possibility of
Achieving Cosmic Velocity Using the Current Levelof Technology" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosrnonautiki
59 (1989): 65-76: Yu. V. Biryukov, "Memorable Dates" (English title), Novosti kosmonnvtiki 13 (June 16-29. 1997):
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in the coming years. Second, the extra length of a tandem arrangement of stages would also
pose complicated manufacturing problems. These factors prompted Ivanov's group to focus on
duster-staged rockets in which all the stages would fire at liftoff. In such a design, the length
of the missile would be much less than a tandem variant, in fact being equal to the longest
rocket forming the cluster. Several variations of the cluster arrangement were studied, including
one with identical boosters linked together and one with differently sized rockets connected
together in parallel./_ further design, called "missile complexes," envisioned the use of several boosters connected together in parallel, each of them being a multistage vehicle itself. _6_
Because of the absence of electronic computers, the team performed all the mathematical calculations by hand, although this apparently did not slow down the group's work.
In December 1947, Tikhonravov produced a preliminary report on the topic, which specified configurations and capabilities of both tandem- and cluster-type long-range missiles. In the
following months, Shtokolov and Yatsunskiy carried out hundreds of calculations that began to
show the advantages of the cluster scheme, which by this time was given the name "packet."
In their work, the two engineers examined a broad range of topics, including the means to link
up the various rockets in parallel, possible ways to separate the strap-ons, and also ballistics for
the active part of the trajectory. In their formal documentation, the researchers made no mention of a satellite launch vehicle, although the work was clearly aimed at achieving orbital velocity. Tikhonravov's engineers were not the only individuals at Nil-4 involved in space-related
themes. The institute's deputy director for science, Maj. General Yakov B. Shot, focused on a
traditional successively staged missile, while institute Director Maj. General Nesterenko,
Chernyshov, and others were also participants in "discussions" on space themes. '_3
In early 1948, despite the fact that the results of the study on packets were still somewhat
preliminary, Tikhonravov orally presented a summary of the investigations to the ScientificTechnical Council of the institute. '_4The reception of his proposal was divided. The less than
supportive response did not deter Tikhonravov, and he decided to present the paper, now titled
"Paths to Accomplishing Great Ranges by Firing Missiles," at the annual meeting of the
/_cademy of grtillery Sciences, the overseeing authority over NIl-4. Despite Nesterenko's apparent support, Academy President Blagonravov was not easily convinced of the propitiousness of
allowing a presentation of the paper. Fully aware of Tikhonravov's ideas of a satellite launch
vehicle, Blagonravov told Tikhonravov: "The topic is interesting. But we cannot include your
report. Nobody would understand why .... They would accuse us of getting involved in things
we do not need to get involved in .... "'_ Tikhonravov was not easily discouraged and requested a follow-up meeting with Blagonravov the next day. This time, the Blagonravov agreed to
the request, warning Tikhonravov: "Be prepared--we will blush together.' ....
On July 14, 1948, Tikhonravov read his report at the Academy of Artillery Sciences in the
presence of a large group of prominent dignitaries from the military/_7 Apart from Blagonravov
and Nesterenko, Chief Designer Korolev was also present, on visit from NII-88. The audience
listened in pin-drop silence to Tikhonravov's speech "with tremendous attention" as he argued
persuasively that the design of rockets capable of reaching very high altitudes and velocities was
technologically feasible. Not surprisingly, the reaction of most of the audience was negative.
One high-ranking military official reportedly said, "The institute must not have [had] much to
162,

Kantemirov,

163.
164.
165.
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do and decided to switch to the realm of fantasy? ..... Korolev was one of the very few who
reacted positively, telling Tikhonravov after his presentation: "We have some serious things to
talk about ....
"'_ For Korolev, it was a small opening for his own nascent dreams of space
exploration. As plans for new longer range missiles to follow the R-2 were beginning to emerge
at NII-88, Tikhonravov's bold report clearly served as a catalyst for combining the disparate
efforts at the two different institutions.
The political climate, and especially the fear of the secret police in the late Stalin era, no
doubt also played a major role in any decision on the part of Tikhonravov or Korolev. Given the
job of creating a long-range ballistic missile for the Soviet armed forces, Korolev was not about
to jeopardize his job and perhaps even his life by making hasty diversions into what the secret
police no doubt considered a pointless endeavor. In Tikhonravov's case, his work on packetbased tong-range rockets was continued into the following year only to face near cancellation.
For reasons still unclear, the leadership of NII-4 disbanded Ivanov's subdivision in early 1949.
Put into a difficult position, Tikhonravov entrusted one member of his team, Yatsunskiy, to persevere with this theme, '_ The latter by this time was employed in a different sector of the institute, thus considerably slowing down work on Tikhonravov's project because of institutional
barriers.
Despite the sudden shutdown of this important work, Tikhonravov's landmark July 1948
speech served as a catalyst for intensive cooperation between himself and Korolev. The two had
known each other since 1927, when they had met as young glider pilots, working together
through the 1930s at GIRD and NIl-3. In the postwar years, although officially at two different
organizations, they reestablished an informal but pivotal communication between each other.
Prompted by the initial satellite launch vehicle studies at NIl-4, it seems that Korolev had decided to take the matter in his own hands and approach the Soviet leadership with a proposal to
fund the launch of an artificial satellite in the near future. It was probably clear to him that neither Blagonravov nor Nesterenko had the political clout to handle such a request, and he opted
to instead appeal to Soviet leader Stalin himself. It was a risky decision to take, but clearly
underlines Korolev's true interests. His group at NII-88 may have been officially working on military rockets, but it is apparent from the many descriptions of Korolev's life in those years that
he never lost sight of the ultimate objective of space exploration. /qs it turned out,
Tikhonravov's early but ambitious studies at NIl-4 on launch vehicles, artificial satellites, and
human spaceflight laid the basis for unexpected opportunities of which Korolev would soon
take advantage to realize his dream of space exploration.

168 Golovanov."TheBeginningof the SpaceEra."
169. Ibid
(70. Yatsunskiy."On the Activitiesof M. K. Tikhonravov."
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The first long-range ballistic missile launches during 1947-48 served as watershed events in
the early history of the Soviet rocketry program. Within three years of the end of the war, the
Soviets had managed to establish a level of capability at least equivalent to wartime German
accomplishments, while at the same time initiating ambitious studies on artificial satellites,
launch vehicles, and even a short-lived program to lob humans on vertical trajectories. The problems, both technical and institutional, remained paramount, but allowed the engineering faction,
led primarily by NII-88, to identify several useful avenues for further investigation. The ensuing
years, between 1949 and 19_53,would prove to be even more critical: research was focused on a
number of important studies dedicated to advancing the capabilities of the A-4-derived Soviet
missiles. The rate of progress in the rocketry program was astonishing: by the end of that fouryear period, the Soviets had almost completely left behind the German antecedents of their missile program and moved into the realm of intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) development,
effectively laying the foundation for the birth of the Soviet space program.
Testing

at Kapustin

Yar

The overriding motivation for the new Soviet ballistic missile program was obviously military, but over the years, a small but vigorous scientific element of high-altitude rocketry research
began to emerge. Primarily because of the efforts of nuclear physicist Sergey N. Vernov, Deputy
Director of the Scientific Research Institute for Nuclear Physics, the work of the Commission
for the Study of the Stratosphere had been revived in the postwar years. To facilitate the design
and development
of
instruments
for
flight
on
board
A-4-derived
missiles,
NII-88 Chief Designer Korolev met with USSR Academy of Sciences President Sergey I. Vavilov
in 1949 to coordinate this effort. Following their consultations, Vavilov entrusted the organizational problems of this field of research to Academician Keldysh, who, in turn, used the existing Stratosphere Commission to establish in late 1949 the new Commission for the
Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere.' He appointed Academician Blagonravov, the President
of the USSR Academy of Artillery Sciences, as this commission's chair and assigned to him all

I.
yu. v. Biryukov,"Materialsin the Biographical
Chroniclesof SergeyPavlovichKorolev"(Englishtitle),
in B.V. Raushenbakh,
ed.,Iz istoriisovetskoykosmonautiki:sbornikpamyatiakademikaS.P Koroleua(Moscow:
Nauka,1983),p. 229.Accordingto onesource,the Commissionforthe Coordinationof Work for the Research
of
the UpperLayersof the Atmospherewasestablishedon February18, 1953.SeeL.A, Vedeshin," 18 February--25
YearsFromthe Dayof Creationof the Commissionof the USSRAcademyof Sciences
for the Coordinationof Work
on Research
on the UpperAtmosphere(1953)" (Englishtitle), Iz istorii aviatsiii kosmonavtiki35 (1978):24-26.
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industrial and engineering efforts before a final order was issued on November 28, 1950, formally
adopting the R-I missile as armament of the Soviet armed forces. '_ The following month, a new
division of soldiers, the 23rd Special Purpose Engineer Brigade of the Rocket Troops of the High
Command,
was formed at Kapustin Yar to receive the first operational batch of R-I missiles as
effective components

of Soviet military

power. '_ The brigade, headed by Col. Mikhail

served as the original core of what would

G. Grigoryev,

later become the famous USSR Strategic Missile Forces.

Like many of the other artillery officers of the period, Grigoryev would go on to play a leading role
in the Soviet space program as the first commander-in-chief
of the Plesetsk launch site.
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1991.p 2.
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Unlike draft plans for other missiles, Korolev structured this particular work in such a way
that it would serve as a reference work for future efforts in the design of long-range missiles.
The first volume, titled "Principles and Methods of Designing a Missile of Great Range," was a
282-page type-written document that was a detailed theoretical treatise on missile design that
went far beyond the modest German-derived R-I and R-2 missiles. 2°While focusing loosely on
the new R-3, it was also in essence a "how-to manual" for very long-range missiles--that is, a
solid reference work for future efforts that would eventually lead to the creation of the first
Soviet ICBM. The report examined six specific areas of investigation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research on flight characteristics of three variants of single and multistage long-range ballistic missiles
Preliminary research on flight characteristics of winged (or cruise) missiles with various
types of separable winged warheads
Research into the principles of separable warheads for long-range missiles
Research on standard cruise missiles with separable winged warheads both with and without sustainer rocket engines
Preliminary research on the aerodynamic characteristics of cruise missiles
The problems of dynamic flight of long-range cruise missiles 2_

P, major portion of the study was clearly focused on cruise missile concepts, perhaps
indicative of Korolev's personal vision of rocketry, which for most of his life had been connected
to winged rather than ballistic missiles. Stalin's own interest in cruise missiles may have also
played a factor in the relative emphasis of the two competing roads, as evidenced by his continuing support for the S_nger-Bredt concept.
In terms of the future of Soviet rocketry, it was the portion dedicated to the ballistic missile that had the most relevance. In examining the possible ballistic configurations, Korolev
advanced three possible ballistic "composite" (BS) or multistage schemes for the next generation of Soviet missiles:
•
•
•

BS no. I envisioned a classic multistage vehicle with several stages connected together in
tandem, each stage falling off as its propellant was exhausted.
BS no. 2 examined the use of exterior fuel tanks, which would serve the engine on the core
stage and be jettisoned following propellant depletion.
BS no. 3, harking back to Tsiotkovskiy's theories, used a parallel arrangement of all the
stages, all firing at liftoff, followed by discarding the strap-ons, after which the core would
continue to fire as the "second stage. ''_

Although the study was focused primarily on the creation of a 3,000-kilometer range missile, throughout the document at key points, Korolev mentioned the possibility of designing an
even more powerful rocket with an intercontinental range. In his introduction, he stated:

20
akademika
See p. 396.
21.
22.

An edited version
3ergeya Paulouicha

of this first volume

has been published

Koroleua. pp. 291-318.

Kofolev himself

Ibid., pp. 291-92,
Ibid., pp. 298-99.
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range equal to 3,000 km can be viewed only as the first stage that makes it possible
to solve certain problems envisaged in the requirement for the R-3. The costs and the
whole complex of technical measures necessary for attaining the range of 3,000 km are
so great that it would be unacceptable to isolate this work from the prospects of further
development, Therefore, [or the following stage, for solving significantly greater tasks, a
range on the order of 8,000 km was projected with an increased payload. 23
In looking at future intercontinental range missiles, Korolev argued that the "most prospective choice" was the cluster concept of BS no. 3, a decision that was to a great degree based
on his friend Tikhonravov's studies on a satellite launch vehicle at NII-4. Tikhonravov's work in
1947-48 clearly pointed in the direction of what he called the "packet" scheme, a euphemism
for using clusters of stages linked together in a parallel arrangement at liftoff. For many of the
same reasons that Tikhonravov had rejected a successive-staged vehicle for the present time,
Korolev himself had begun to accept that a packet scheme would allow for an easier creation
of an ICBM. In conducting his studies, Korolev had also studied the German A-9/A-I0 concept
proposed initially at Peenemfinde during the war. That design used the A-I0 rocket as a first
stage, which would boost the g-9 second stage, essentially a modified A-4, into an intercontinental trajectory. The range was about 5,200 kilometers. _4Tikhonravov's original recommendations for using a packet scheme precluded any serious work on the German plan.
Assessing the level of Soviet technology, and in particular the envelope of high-thrust
engine development, Korolev settled on a standard single-stage ballistic design scheme for the
R-3, its classic cylindrical shape a distinct step away from the German g-4. On December 7,
1949, Korolev formally presented the R-3 draft plan at a meeting of the Scientific-Technical
Council of NII-88. A specially established council of experts enthusiastically approved the fullscale development of the missile, emphasizing the "extraordinary" scale of the effort. 2_
The R-3 program was without doubt the largest and most expensive ballistic missile effort
in the Soviet Union to date. The lead organization for the missile's design was Department No.
3 of Nll-88's Specialized Design Bureau under Korolev. For the first time, there was significant
cooperation with other organizations, including the Department of Applied Mathematics in the
V. A. Steklov Mathematics Institute of the LISSR Academy of Sciences. Led by the ubiquitous
Keldysh, this small department had been established in 1944, and in 1948, it began serious scientific research into such areas as rocket dynamics and applied celestial mechanics. 2_
There were two primary design features of the R-3 that represented deviations from
A-4-derived Soviet ballistic missiles, such as the R-I and R-2. To reduce the lifting mass of
postwar rockets, Korolev had partially incorporated the concept of load-bearing tanks into the
R-2 missile, a configuration that allowed the propellant tanks themselves to serve as the main
frame of the missile. On the R-2, only one tank, the one carrying ethyl alcohol was load bearing. With the R-3, engineers worked to develop a new missile in which both propellant tanks
were load bearing. Second, engineers dispensed with the heavy and large stabilizing fins made

23.
Ibid. p. 292. See also David Holloway, Stalin and the Bomb: The Soviet Union and Atomic Energy:
t939-1956
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994), p. 249. for a similar English translation of the same passage.
24.
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1979), pp. 56-57.
25.
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AS with the engines, Korolev initially contracted the development of the R-3's guidance
system to two competitive groups. P, traditional autonomous system would be developed by
NII-885 under Chief Designers Ryazanskiy and Pilyugin, both of whom had worked on the
R-I and R-2. _ second team, under an ambitious and talented guidance specialist named Boris
M. Konoplev at NII-20 (for radio systems) and P,. I. Charin at NII-49 (for gyroscope units), was
invited to participate for the first time in the ballistic missile program?°
The guidance system for the R-3 missile was selected using the extensive experience from
the German designs on the P,-4 and the successor Soviet modifications on the R-I and R-2 vehicles. The results of the P,-4 flight test program had, in particular, allowed the testing of several
different guidance systems, including an autonomous system developed by Chief Designer
Pilyugin, a German system for lateral radio control designated Hawaii-Viktoria, improved by
Deputy Chief Designer Mikhail I. Borisenko, and a second German telemetry system called
Messina-I, reproduced by the Soviets under Deputy Chief Designer Yevgeniy Ya. Boguslavskiy.
All three individuals were prominent members of NII-885, the leading missile guidance organization in the Soviet Union at the time. The tests with the P,-4 and the R-I had also, however,
showed some limitations. Given the need to achieve increased accuracy in a very short time
period, it had become clear to some engineers that autonomous guidance and control systems
did not offer a quick solution. With this in mind, Korolev turned to the short-term solution of
using active guidance by remote control from the ground--that
is, a purely radio-controlled
guidance system. The Germans had already conducted research in this area (on the HawaiiViktoria system), and Chief Designer Konoplev at NII-20 was contracted to develop a new
radio-controlled system for the R-3 designated Topaz. 3_The Topaz project using "variable system architecture" was important for the Soviet missile industry in general because it established
the groundwork for a new engineering discipline called radio ballistics. The decision to use the
Topaz design was also significant for it was opposed by Chief Designer Pilyugin, who by then
had not only become Korolev's most important associate on guidance issues, but who was also
firmly in favor of an autonomous system for the R-3.
The R-3 missile, as envisioned in the December 1949 plan, was a single-stage rocket that
was just over twenty-seven meters long with a base diameter just under three meters and made
of a new aluminum-magnesium alloy. The total fueled launch mass was seventy-one tons,
while sea-level launch thrust was about 120 tons. The vehicle was designed to lob a three-ton
separable warhead a distance of 3,000 kilometers? _ Launches would be conducted from mobile
platforms, much like those of the R-I and the R-2. Given its proposed range, the R-3 would be
the first Soviet ballistic missile capable of reaching Great Britain and Japan, giving the Soviets
their first true strategic missile. I_ stunning qualitative and quantitative leap over any previous
missile in the Soviet Union, the new rocket project was a watershed milestone in the development of Soviet rocketry. To give some indication of Korolev's ambition, it may be instructive to
note that in 1949, the Soviet copy of the German/_-4 had yet to be declared operational by the
Soviet armed forces, while the R-3 had a flight range ten times more than that missile.
Because the R-3 represented such a leap in capabilities for the new Soviet rocketry industry, the Scientific-Technical Council of NII-88 recommended that some of the new technologies
adopted for the R-3 be tested on a smaller experimental rocket known as the R-31_.The latter
rocket, based in design on the much smaller R-2, used an integral oxygen tank as well as a finless rearsection. Models of the experimental missile would also be used to prove out such innovations as high boiling oxidizers, high calorific fuel, and test technologies earmarked for future

30. Chertok.Raketyi lyudL p. 220,
31. Mozzhorin,et aL. eds.,Nachalokosrnicheskoy
ery,p. 278-80.
32. Stache.SouietRockets,p. I?9: Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,p. 40.
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The work on the S_inger-Bredt antipodal bomber in 1946 and 1950, and the subsequent
research on ramjet engines and high-speed aerodynamics, had a profound impact on the future
thematic direction of the Soviet efforts to develop a transatlantic missile. The 1947 directive to
develop such a vehicle led to two different but parallel options: a ballistic missile that would travel above the atmosphere for part of its trajectory and a winged cruise missile that would fly within the atmosphere during its entire flight. There was a considerable amount of emphasis on both
fronts, and confidence in one road was often inversely proportional to the level of difficulties
faced in the alternate path. By the turn of the decade, with the advent of the R-3, the overseers
of the Soviet missile program, the omnipotent Special Committee No. 2, seem to have been
favoring the ballistic missile option. Difficulties with the development of ramjet engines no doubt
contributed to such a climate. At the same time, the ballistic R-3 was itself a risky endeavor.
Looking to reduce risk, the Special Committee was unable to firmly decide in favor of one particular approach for an intercontinental delivery system. For almost another decade, engineers
and policy makerswould continue to debate over the propitiousness of one option over the other.
The End of the Road for the Germans
The abortive G-I missile effort did not instill much hope for the Germans at Gorodomlya.
As far as they were concerned, the months of intensive effort on the project effectively turned
out to be a waste of time when the program was terminated in 1949. By then. almost all the
Germans had been transferred to NII-88's Branch No. I at Gorodomlya in LakeSeliger, where the
living conditions continued to be a major obstacle to fruitful engineering work. More than two
years after the formation of the branch, the Germans were still, for the most part, living in huts,
with no effective sewage or sanitation systems, Morale was a serious problem among the group,
compounded by bitter infighting among the Germans and problems of alcoholism and marital
infidelity/_ Only on rare occasions were they allowed to leave the island to visit Moscow. Under
these conditions, the group worked on a series of successor missile projects to the G-I, all of
which were viewed very favorably by Grottrup's men as ways to divert their attentions from their
more earthly problems, This work was performed on request by their Soviet bosses: at no point
were the Germans informed of the ultimate fate of their efforts.
The winding down of work on the G I was followed by work on the more capable G-2 (or
R-12) missile. In 1948-49, a preliminary draft plan for the vehicle was developed that envisioned the use of a missile with a range of 2,500 kilometers--far in excess of the G-I and in
fact much closer to the Soviet R-3. The Germans designed a booster that incorporated a variation of the so-called cluster scheme, in which three engines would fire at liftoff and two of the
engines would be jettisoned. A similar one-and-a-half-stage configuration was used many years
later in the U.S. Atlas ICBM. The total launch thrust of the missile was 100 tons, achieved by
using engines from the abandoned G-I missile. Some of the design elements incorporated into
the vehicle elicited much interest from the Soviet side. For example, the G-2 was the first
post-A-4 missile that rejected the traditional use of gas vanes to steer the rocket, Such a concept was still a novelty for Korolev's engineers, and the Soviets themselves would not in fact
completely dispense with the concept until development of their first ICBM in the mid-1950s.
Furthermore. the Germans introduced a means of regulating total thrust by using a peripheral
group of three engines at the base of the rocket 120 degrees apart. A similar concept would later
be used in the Soviet N I lunar booster in the 1960s._ Despite its technical advancements, work
on the G-2 was shut down in 1949,
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A third project during the same period served to marginally raise the spirits of the
Germans. On April 4, 1949, Minister of Armaments Ustinov personally visited the
Gorodomlya facility with a proposal to the Germans to design a missile that could carry a
three-ton warhead a distance of 3,000 kilometers. _ The specifications were identical to those
for the Soviet R-3 missile, and Ustinov's proposal was quite likely a means to augment the
R-3 effort by absorbing as many technical innovations as possible from all sources. This new
German missile project, called the G-4 (or R-14), reinvigorated the energies of Grottrup's team,
which was given only three months to complete a preliminary draft plan on the missile. Given
the circumstances, what they came up with was no less than astounding.
The G-4 was a single-stage, cone-shaped, twenty-five-meter-long
vehicle with a single
IO0-ton-thrust engine. The Germans completely dispensed with fins and aerodynamic control
surfaces and also incorporated a full monocoque structure, much like the Soviets did with the
R-3. Perhaps the major difference with the R-3 was the G-4's use of the traditional combination of liquid oxygen and alcohol--a combination that the Germans, both in the Soviet Union
and the United States had favored over other mixtures. The main engine would have its combustion chamber cooled by circulating alcohol through its walls, while the turbopumps for the
propellants would be driven by hot gases "bootstrapped" from the combustion chamber of
the main engine. For roll control, the Germans introduced the idea of using exhaust gases from
the turbopumps diverted through a nozzle that could be swiveled. A similar scheme was in
fact used in the 1950s on the U.S. Jupiter missile by von Braun's team. As was standard in all
post-A-4 missiles, the warhead was to fly separately from the main body of the missile after
a certain point in the trajectory. One of the most impressive elements of the G-4 design was
the plan for a massive underground factory, designed by Heinz Jaffke and Anton Narr, from
which the missiles could be built and launched. Systems were designed that could also extract
oxygen from the air to manufacture liquid oxygen.
On October I, 1949, Ustinov sent NII-88 Director Maj. General Gonor, Chief Engineer
Pobedonostsev, and Chief Designer Korolev to Gorodomlya to be briefed on the G-4 missile.
It was a rare interaction between the latter and the Germans, and it was probably Korolev's
last visit to the island. The Soviets returned to Kaliningrad with the product of the German
team's work: the Germans themselves were given no explanation and heard little about the
project ever again. Some minor redesign effort on the G-4 was continued until February
1950, but by that time, a formal decision on the R-3 had already been taken by N11-88, and
presumably the Soviets saw little use in having the Germans continue with their parallel project. It was another case of German expertise compromised by a variety of factors, including perhaps most importantly an unwillingness to properly make use of their contributions.
Several more abortive projects came the way of the Gorodomlya group during the same
period. The G-IM (or R-13) in the summer of 1949 involved a 1,100-kilometer-range missile
using the same frame as the G-I but with improved A-4-type engines. The G-5 (or R-15) effort
led by Werner Albring was essentially a winged competitor to the ballistic G-4, at a time when
the Soviets themselves were involved in intense debate over the utility of winged versus ballistic configurations. A final project, designated the G-3, with an intercontinental range of
8,000 to 10,000 kilometers and a payload of three to five tons, was also studied in 1949 and
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Wolf, one of the few who remained behind in the Soviet Union after 1953, lived in Moscow
for many years before also returning to Germany. In his remaining years in the Soviet Union, he
had no contact with the ballistic missile program.
The almost eight years of involvement of the German scientists in the Soviet rocketry program clearly proved to be an essential catalyst to its further advancement. During the existence
of the USSR, Soviet historians rarely, if ever, mentioned the use of German expertise in the postwar years, but the collaboration was real and extremely pivotal in furthering Soviet goals.
German expertise was invaluable in 1945 and 1946 in setting up and restoring i_-4 production
in the Soviet Union in the form of the R-I. Without the help of the Germans, the Soviets--and
in particular Nll-88--would
have clearly lagged in their efforts, and it might even be argued that
the twelve years from 1945 to the launch of the first Soviet artificial satellite would have been
far longer. This is not to take away from the intrinsic talents and dedication of the Soviet
Union's own scientists. In fact, a similar argument might be made for the launch of the
American Explorer I in 1958. For the Soviets, their missile programs were in a state of total disarray by the end of World War II. Decimated by the Purges and then World War II, Soviet
achievements in missile building paled in comparison to the products of the Peenem_nde
group. Grottrup's team was indispensable in quickly transferring the database of German
achievements to the Soviets, thus providing a strong foundation from which to proceed. Even
in more specific areas, the Germans were instrumental in reducing the amount of time needed
to attain an _-4 capability. For example, Grottrup was responsible for building the mobile
launch trains for the P,-4s, while HeinzJaffke helped set up Nll-88's Branch No. 2 testing stands
at Zagorsk.
There are, however, key differences in the role of Germans in the United States versus that
of those in the Soviet Union. The Germans in the Soviet Union never participated in the mainstream rocketry program. In fact, after the restoration of P,-4 production and the G-I debacle,
they worked completely independently and without much influence on Soviet plans. Not a single one of the German missiles designed in 1947 through 1950 was ever built. Following the
significant events of 1946-47, the Germans essentially played a peripheral role, proposing a
number of important technical innovations, only some of which were adopted by the Soviets.
Compounding Korolev's personal resistance toward cooperation with the Germans was a much
more imposing political imperative--one that was grounded in xenophobia and distrust. While
some Soviet engineers may have realized the extremely important value of potential German
contributions to the rocketry program, there was never any concerted effort to make maximum
use of Grottrup's team.
Western historians have debated much on the role of the "German factor" in the postwar
development of ballistic missiles in the Soviet Union. The most common interpretation has
been one very generous to the Germans--that is, that they had a significant influence over
early Soviet developments. One author, writing in 1995, argued:
For years Soviet space leaders put down the contribution that captured Germans and
their V-2 technology made to the Soviet ballistic missile and space programs. "Not signi[icant, " they would say, "we got mostly the technicians. The ,Ztmericans got yon Braun
and his top team. We sent our Germans back after a Jew years." That explanation is
no longer the Party line. In [act, it is now acknowledged
that German rocket technology was bedrock to the LISSR, just as it was to the LIS.44

44. JamesHarford,"What the RussiansLearnedfrom GermanV-2 Technology,"presentedat the 46th
InternationalAstronauticalCongress,Oslo,Norway,October2-6, 1995.SeealsoJamesHarford,Koroleu:How One
Man Mastermindedthe Soviet Driveto BeatAmerica to the Moon (New York:John Wiley & Sons, 1991). p. 64.
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47. I.M. Yatsunskiy, "On the Activities of M. K. Tikhonravov in the Period From 1947 to 1953 on
Substantiating the Possibility of Creation of Composite Missiles" (English title),/z istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 42
( 1980): 31-38. An English translation of this article is availableas h M. Yatsunsky, "The Roleo1 Mikhail Kfavdiyevich
Tikhonravov in Creating Stage Rockets, 1947-1953, n in John Becklake,ed., History or Rocketry and ,Ztstronautics
VoJ 17 (San Diego, CA: American Astronautical Society, 1993), pp. 451-56.
48. Biryukov, "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles," p 228.
49. Lardier,LT]stronoutique Souietique, p 79: Yatsunskiy, "On The Activities of M. K. Tikhonravov."
50. B.N. Kantemirov, " 15 July--40 Years From the Report of M. K. Tikhonravov on the Possibility of
Achieving Cosmic Velocity Using the Current Level of Technology" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki
59 ( 1989): 65-76. With the phrase "first cosmic velocity," the Russiansreferto the velocity required to attain orbit
around Earth. The title of the paper has also been reported as "Rocket Packsand Their Development Prospects." See
Yatsunskiy, "On the Activities of M. K Tikhonravov."
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smallartificial
satellite,
l_Ithough
hedidnotspecifically
mention
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oflaunching
asatellite
bythemid-1950s
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51. Yu.A. Mozzhorinetat.eds,Dorogiukosmos:ll(Moscow:MAI,
1992),pp. 9t, 103:B N. Kantemirov,
"From the History of Science: Flight--His Dreams and Affairs" (English title), Zemlya i uselennaya no 6
(November-December 1991): 54-56.
52
Kantemirov, "From the History of Science."
53. Kantemirov, "IS July--40 Years From the Report": Yatsunskiy, "On the Activities of M. K.
Tikhonravov."
54. Yu. R Maksimov, Raketnyye voyska strategicheskogo naznaeheniya voyenno-istorieheskiy trud
(Moscow: RVSN, 1992). p 34
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even its 3,000-kilometer
what

the Soviets
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range was insufficient

considered
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to cross the Atlantic

their number-one
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sile industry
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Kurchatov,
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Representing
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forces. Also
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nuclear
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prior

to the first nuclear

to the Kremlin

the new rocketry

and the

and reach the shores of

enemy.

the top leaders of the missile industry

missile delivery

ROCKET

present

industry

Designer

test, Stalin

on the state of

were men from

were Chief

and scientific

for a briefing

both the mis-

Korolev

and Igor V.

leader of the Soviet nuclear weapons

pro-

gram? S As the meeting dragged on into the evening, Col. General Mitrofan
I. Nedelin, who
headed the Chief Artillery
Directorate,
and Marshal Nikolay N. Voronov, the chief of Artillery
Forces, gave brief reports on the status of efforts
Army.

They

Korolev

were followed

was apparently

by Kurchatov,

a little nervous
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the vehicle

over the original
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long,
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he fears

ic war.

distances.
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With
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progress,
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pointment,
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minute,
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That

that

is why
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number

stench.
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threaten

Kurchatov.

speed

things

of the meet-

one.
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his notes on the subject,
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atom-
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not

happy

with
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rate of

it was a double disap-
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And
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of

something
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together
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political
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to Stalin that the

that Stalin desired
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you, comrade

development.
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the following

well
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In a perhaps

for the Soviet

weapons

emphasized

knowing

report with
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and you as well [turning

questionsP

no doubt

land as the devil's

But we are not Japan.

Ustinov.

nuclear

He specifically
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peace.

the Soviet

on
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designs,
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who

capable

on board.

for fear that Stalin would

of

At the last
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in it. Assuming
that Nedelin would be more receptive to it, Korolev briefly told him about
Tikhonravov's
work at NIl-4 and about the level of resistance it was facing from the general scientific
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Korolev
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'
not too
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Sciences.
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that no doubt
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ideas,
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The history
know

of Tikhonravov's

In the end, Nedelin

o[ all this has been well known
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o/Blagonravov
from his post as the President
Your name has also not been left out? 8

Generals

to me for

have called

of the .Ztcademy

for the
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55. P,leksandr Romanov, Korolev (Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, 1996), p. 228. P,mong those present were
Minister of grmaments D. F. Llstinov (who was also the deputy chair of the policy-making Special Committee No.
2), Commander-in-Chief of grtillery Forces Marshal N N. Voronov, Deputy Minister of t_rmed Forcesand former
Commander of the Chief Artillery Directorate Marshal N. D. Yakovlev,and recently appointed Commander of the
Chief Artillery Directorate Col. General M. I. Nedelin. Note that while Romanov states that Korolev was present at
this meeting, another biographer of the chief designer, Ya. K. Gofovanov, does not mention this meeting.
56. Ibid., p. 229.
5?" Ibid., p. 230.
58. Ibid., p. 231.
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Korolev
immediately
grewgloomy,
andthetwoeventually
parted
onanunresolved
note.
Nedelin's
wordswerenotonlyawarning
aboutKorolev's
position
aschiefdesigner,
butalso
hislifeitself.Thereign
ofBeriya's
secret
police
hadafewmore
years
lefttogo,andit waswith
greatcareandtactthatmostof theengineers
hadto negotiate
theiractivities
through
the
innards
ofthemilitarydefense
industry.
SuchwasBeriya's
logicthatif onewasnotactively
working
toincrease
thedefensive
mightoftheSoviet
Union,
thenonemustbeactively
engaged
insabotaging
it.
Clearly,
Korolev's
plansforasatellite
launch
vehicle
werenotintheinterests
ofeither
the
military
ortheCommunist
Party
atthispoint.Thetenuousness
ofKorolev's
ownposition
was
demonstrated
mostacutely
byadocument
authored
byNIl-4Director
Maj.General
Nesterenko
sometime
in 1950.
Although
hehadsupported
Tikhonravov's
earlystudies,
forreasons
still
unknown,
Nesterenko
sentaletterdirectly
totheCentral
Committee
suggesting
thatthework
being
carried out by Korolev and his engineers at NII-88 on developing/_-4-based
missiles was
essentially

a waste

the Germans,
absolutely

no difference

of the _-4
position,

a time and resources.

using untold

missile

itself,

including

it was a grudge

of their

including

role in developing

on Korolev's

missile

Nesterenko,

a system

using parachutes. '° Korolev
when

his own

institute

he was able to significantly

was apparently

at that

director,

was demoted

Whether

Nedelin's

Korolev's

own

while
warnings

offensive

combination

NIl-4

the

Korolev's

dislike

of

that NIl-4

toward

NIl-4

is

The same year, sevfrom

a high-altitude

had received such an

of Artillery

the

By pulling

strings,
between

over

in December

Blagonravov's

in these dismissals

Given Blagonravov's

seem completely
Nesterenko

Sciences, Academician

same time

displeasure

It is more likely that the changes
of

institute.

were dramatically
curtailed.
Several
Nesterenko was dismissed from his

was a bigger factor

studies, it would

to the end of his days.

for its achievements.

at about

military's

efforts to

At the same time, cooperation

of the Academy

president

still remain obscure,

launch vehicle

ly lobby for his removal.
peculiar

about

against

of the details of the incident
Tikhonravov's

the president

important

out about the let-

cool attitude

apparatus

displeased

had yet to be recognized

to vice

Nesterenko's
found

making

of criticisms

the USSR State Prize in recognition

scientific

the institute and other institutions
in the military industry
important
people lost their jobs in this massive reshuffle.
Blagonravov,

somehow
Nesterenko

were awarded

for soft-landing

Given

curiously

changes

reduce such work at NIl-4.

post as NIl-4

missiles,

had it not been for Ustinov's

he held against

but in 1950, there were some dramatic

eral scholars at NIl-4,

accuracy.

59For Korolev, who

this event had any influence

based on the fact that

1,500 of the A-4

of the war. He added a number

its poor targeting

the effects of the document.

Whether

honor

outcome

his accusations

about

have had dire consequences,

ter, this was unforgivable:
unclear,

He supported

had produced

to the ultimate

the letter might

"neutralize"

materials,

at the institute
and

the

is unclear.

visibly strong

irrational

1950. °'
work

for Korolev

support

for

to active-

were an unlikely

military's

or

Many

displeasure

and
of

Blagonravov.

59
Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I p. 113. ,q. A. Maksimov, who gives this account, recalls
that the incident occurred sometime in "1951 or perhaps 1949." Curiously, Nesterenko, in his own account of the
same period, does not mention the letter. Instead, he writes. "" Looking back, I would suggestthat if I had not offered
Mikhail Klavdiyevich [Tikhonravov] a place to work at my institute, and if I had not supported his favorite theme,
the launch of the first artificial satellite of the Earth may have been delayed for some years." See Mozzhorin. el a/.
eds., Naehalo kosmicheskoy ery, p. 14.5.
60
Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: II, p. 9 I.
61. K.V. Frolov,/_. A. Parkhomenko, and M. K. Usokov, ,Ztnatoli _rkadyeuich Blagonrauou: Outstanding
Souiet Scientists (Moscow: Mir Publishers, 1986), p. 71. Blagonravov was replaced by Commander-in-Chief of
Artillery ForcesMarshal N. N. Voronov.
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Tikhonravov
check,"

was the third

the Chief Inspectorate

involving

itself in "wholly

mended

that Tikhonravov's

as deputy

director

ued to conduct

group

to that

was lost because

In a curious
authored

departure

base from

from

pravda

in October

Tikhonravov

adeptly

described

industrial

and technological

for young

readers, with

which

become

unprecedented

titled

Tikhonravov's

article

1951Y

Dr. Tikhonrauov
sion

and

Union

was

had reached

allowed

to write

viewed

the article

of the future:

and maturity
in

1946,

Korolev

Armaments.

continually

ministers,

themselves

Kaliningrad,
prising

had

however,

in

"We

within

home

his

institute,

which

can

write-up

that:

this science

in the Soviet

that in Western

countries?

°

The fact that Tikhonravov
topic

indicates

was

that the censors

security.
NII-88,

of a broader evolution
was also the center

of long-range

powerlessness
chief designers

assertive

come face to face with

several layers in the chains-of-command,

explained

ballistic

in the

of the state commissions,

and other

incredibly

written

in as yet

of a prominent

Symptomatic

sense of

director

chiefs of directorates,

he would

sensitive

as chief designer

a certain

and the

article,

in the field of jet propul-

that

if not exceeding

Korolev's

face of

of Tsiolkovskiy,

of the future

which

or relevance to national

felt

works

the next I0 to 15 years. All

development

to NIl-4.

an

in the West of Soviet space plans,

He suggested

was not unique

efforts,

in the newspaper

may even be participants

of Soviet rocketry.

Yar, as the technical
the

on the creation

do not have long to wait. We

publication,

scientific

Since his appointment

At Kapustin

law, and deputy
ordinate

world

as of no importance

changes.

the

spaceship

and some of you

rapidly.

industry,

1950

did, however,

high-technology

was published

mentioning

be realized

the level at least equaling

in the missile

some dramatic

will

that Soviet

advancing

restructuring

and tra-

1949 to

to create it. He ended the short

under his own name on a potentially

Organizational

embarked

caused quite a stir. It was the subject

It was a rare peek into the shrouded

recalls as

missiles
from

of the group

regarding

interplanetary

days after the original

left no doubt

rockets

of multistage

the Soviet Union

Prominently

required

to this,

apparently

recom-

his position

one of his associates

variations

In perhaps the very first reporting

in The New York Times two

from

years, he and his old staff contin-

to the Moon"

a two-person

a clear forecast

witnesses

The inspectors

had driven the group

security

"Flight

processes

journeys."°_

"a routine

velocity.

assume that the bold dream of [Tsiolkovskiy]
of you will

two

During

to find that NII-4 was

was demoted

The early efforts

the pervasive

by Tikhonravov
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that

changes.

orbital

changes.

fashion."

a position

on different

but the impetus

important

of the

Tikhonravov

consultant,

investigations

of reaching

brunt

of Defense was surprised

"_ In the ensuing

of these institutional

of an ICBM capable

feel the
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affairs in an initiatory

of a scientific

satellites,

serve as an extremely

article

to

be disbanded?:

banishment.

numerical

of artificial

person

THE

of the Ministry

non-military

being like an "honorary
jectories

AND

personality.

an overtly

complex

would
On

of

missiles

Ministry

of

his word was
literally
his

sub-

return

bureaucracy

to

com-

gave him very little in terms of legal and

62. Anatoliy Shifyayev and Valeriy Baberdin, "Before the First Leap into Space" (English title), Krasnaya
zvezda, ,qpril 27, 1996. p. 5.
63. Kantemirov, "From the History of Science"; Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Dorogi v kosrnos: II, p. 94:
Kantemirov, " 15July--40 YearsFromthe Report."
64. M, K. Tikhonravov, "Flight to the Moon" (English title), Pionerskayapravda, October 2, 195I, p. 2. An
English translation of the article can be found in F J. Krieger.7t Casebook on Soviet Astronautics (Santa Monica,
CA: RAND. 1956), pp. 45-48.
65. Ibid.
66.
"Flights to PlanetsForecastin Soviet," The New York Times, October 4, 195I.
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institutional authority. He became another one of several chief designers, often with less ministerial capacity than his other colleagues because he was officially the head of a department
within a design bureau, while his contemporaries on the Council of Chief Designers all headed their own bureaus.
For the most part, Korolev's predicament was a result of the institutional peculiarities of the
armaments industry, which had essentially been modeled along the lines of the aviation sector.
There was a four-step process in project implementation in the creation of aircraft: the scientific research institutes conducted the basic research on a weapon: the design bureaus carried
out the engineering work: departments in the military subjected the particular vehicle through
a thorough testing regime; and then the product would be declared operational and be formally handed over to the Air Force. In the case of rockets, Korolev believed that such a chain-ofcommand was not optimal. On many occasions, he had attempted to convince Minister of
grmaments Ustinov on the need for total control of the entire process from one centralized
entity--that
is, his own organization. During one heated conversation, Korolev was particularly explicit:
Dmitriy Fedorouieh, you and your deputies are trying to make me a designer o[ just a
missile. Not euen a missile, but a uery large automated cannon shell, to be more precise.
Listen, if I work as the airera[t designers do, our whole business would collapse uery
soon. You need to understand: I haue to be Ohie[ Designer of the whole system .... _'_
The disillusionment expressed by both Korolev and his first deputy Mishin was compounded by the fact that the primary thematic direction at the institute was represented by
Korolev's department, although its powers were officially limited to the level of that of the several other minor departments at Nll-88's Specialized Design Bureau. The bureau's Department
No. 3 had clearly outgrown its original mandate by 1950.
The first major change at the institute was precipitated by the departure in the autumn of
1949 of NII-88 Chief Engineer Yuriy A. Pobedonostsev. Ending his extremely fruitful participation in the formation of the postwar ballistic missile programs, in May 1950, he was appointed the rector at the Academy of Armaments Industry? _ It was the effective end of a twenty-year
career, during which he had played major roles in GIRD, in NII-3, on the recovery teams in
Germany, and finally in NII-88. In later years, he participated in the development of early Soviet
solid-propellant ICBMs at Nil-125. He was a professor at the Moscow Aviation Institute at the
time of his death in 1973 at the age of 66. Following Pobedonostsev's resignation, in 1950, at
the behest of Korolev, Minister Llstinov agreed to hold a meeting to discuss a complete restructuring of the institute. Attended by Korolev, Llstinov, institute Director Gonor, Chief Engineer
Tritko (who had temporarily replaced Pobedonostsev), and his Deputy Chertok, the session was
held at an all-night restaurant in Moscow, during which the men hammered out the details of
the changes. Llstinov agreed to merge several sectors at NII-88 that were dedicated to antiaircraft missiles, partly because of their poor performance in the postwar years. At the same
time, on April 26, 1950, a number of other departments at the institute were consolidated to
create the new Special Design Bureau No. I (more commonly known as OKB-I) of NII-88.

67. Golovanov,Koroleu,pp. 376-7?'
68 ValeriyZharkov,"Pobedonostsev's
Criteria"(Englishtitle),in V.Shcherbakov,
Zagadkizuezdnykh ostrouou(Moscow:Molodayagvardiya,1989),p. 95: Chertok,Raketyi lyudi,p. 344.
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Petrovsko-Razumovskiy Park near the Institute of Aviation Medicine. Korolev was direct with
the young physician, informing him that:
Andrey Nikolayevich [Tupoleu] suggested I contact you about leading a biomedical program in preparation [or future [lights of spaceships. I would like you to lead this effort,
since I don't know what's being done in this area nowadays and what has already been
done .... ts
Yazdovskiy was resistant at first, but Korolev would not take no for an answer: "Oh, come
on now Volodya .... What's in it for you in all that aviation medicine business? What I'm offering you is far more challenging." Hearing that Yazdovskiy had never seen a launch of a rocket,
Korolev replied, "Well, then, if you've seen it once, it'll stay with you for the rest of your life. "_
Within a few days, Korolev personally arranged with the USSR Minister of Defense Aleksandr
M. Vasiliyevskiy to have Yazdovskiy's current work transferred to others, and the physician was
given a mandate to begin dedicated biomedical studies in preparation for putting a human into
space at an unspecified time in the future. The short-term goals were to use small animals as
test beds for gathering medical data on the effects of rocket flight on living organisms.
The director of the Institute of Aviation Medicine, Maj. General Aleksey V. Pokrovskiy, initially assigned a small group of physicians to work under Yazdovskiy, including Boris G, Buylov,
Vitally I. Popov, and Aleksandr D. Seryapin. At the time, the literature in the Soviet Union on
space medicine was almost nonexistent. Thus, the group began its efforts by studying translations of American texts on the subject in detail and identifying the major areas of focus, In
designing a payload module for a small animal to fly aboard a modified R-I missile, Yazdovskiy
narrowed down three factors that would play important roles: the environment of vacuum, radiation, extreme temperatures, and meteorites in near-Earth space: the presence of parameters
such as vibration, noise, and weightlessness during dynamic flight: and issues associated with
the confinement of organisms in a very small space."
In studying these factors, the group also addressed the question of what type of animal to
use on the launches. The candidates most appropriate for medical use were initially narrowed
down to apes and dogs, but by late 1950, the group began to lean more toward the use of the
latter. Apes were considered to be more difficult to dress and were more likely to get colds and
other diseases. Furthermore, because they were more excitable than dogs, the doctors believed
that they might, for example, bite off important sensors from their bodies. The decision to use
dogs was formally approved at a meeting of important scientists and physicians at a special session organized by the Academy of Medical Sciences and the Academy of Sciences in December
1950/_ Academician Blagonravov, who had just been relieved of his post as president of the
Academy of Artillery Sciences, was nominated and appointed chair of a state commission to
oversee the actual biological launches. Several famous Soviet biomedicine specialists, such as
Vladimir N. Chernigovskiy, Vasiliy V. Parin, and Norair M, Sisakyan, were also inducted as advisors to the commission, emphasizing the importance with which the scientific community
viewed the program.
The selection of dogs as test subjects commenced a search to establish criteria for particular types of dogs. Starting with the rationale that the choice had to be satisfactory to both the
rocketeers and the biologists, Yazdovskiy's group had to negotiate a number of major obstacles.
At the outset, the doctors agreed that at least two dogs would have to be launched in a
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scientific modules that were attached longitudinally to the sides of the main body of the missile. These were designed by the Geophysical Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, and
they contained a number of instruments for studying the upper atmosphere. The R-IV, identical in all other respects, carried a large parachute system in place of the science modules to
enable engineers to recover the 4,160-kilogram main body of the rocket.
In mid-summer of 195I, the state commission, headed by Blagonravov, Yazdovskiy, and
other representatives from the Institute of Aviation Medicine, and engineers from OKB-I, led
by Korolev, converged at Kapustin Yar for the first Soviet attempt at launching a living organism into space. A total of nine dogs were selected to form the core pool, including Albina
(Russian for White), Bobik, Dezik, Kozyavka (Gnat), Lisa, Malyshka (Little One), Smelaya
(Bold), and Tsygan (Gypsy). 8_Yazdovskiy chose Dezik and Tsygan for the first flight, set forJuly
22, 1951. The launch, using an R-IV, was held during the early morning hours so the rocket
would be illuminated by the Sun during the ascent portion. Preparations for the launch were
conducted in a mood of unconcealed excitement and anxiety, and following Blagonravov's formal approval, the rocket finally lifted off in a roar amid the dust of Kapustin Yar, carrying its two
canine passengers. During their flight, the animals reached a velocity of 4,200 kilometers per
hour and an altitude of I01 kilometers, and they experienced four minutes of weightlessness.
Approximately 188 seconds following launch, the payload section separated from the main
booster and went into freefall until it dropped to an altitude of six kilometers, at which time the
parachute successfully deployed. Yazdovskiy had personally asked all the members of the state
commission to remain at their viewing positions until the dogs had landed, but about twenty
minutes following launch, a white parachute was visible in the sky, and everyone at the launch
site rushed to their cars, driving off into the desert in a cloud of sand. At the landing site, the
cabin hatch was hurriedly unscrewed, and both dogs were found barking and wagging their
tails. Although Dezik was in perfect condition, Tsygan had apparently sustained a minor injury
on her belly when the inner compartment had curved in upon impact. _4The dogs were the first
living organisms successfully recovered after a flight into space, coming two months before the
United States achieved a similar feat.
This first historical launch was followed by an unevenly successful program. The second
of six total missiles, this one an R-I B, carried Dezik on her second flight with a new dog, Lisa,
on July 29. Unfortunately, the pressure sensor used to trigger the parachute system had been
damaged by vibration, and both dogs were killed upon impact on the steppes of Kapustin Yar.
The on-board data recorders were, however, successfully salvaged._ Korolev himself was apparently greatly grieved by the loss. The third launch almost did not go off. One of the dogs chosen for the flight, Smelaya, unexpectedly ran loose the day before launch, causing great
consternation among the specialists that she had met her fate at the jaws of jackals, which were
known to roam the area. Fortunately, the next morning, Smelaya returned to the launch site,
quite safe, and the launch went off on time. Both dogs survived and were recovered successfully. One of the dogs slated to fly on the sixth and final flight once again disappeared during
a walk prior to launch. Yazdovskiy ordered Seryapin to search for a replacement, and the latter
went to the local canteen and picked up one of the dogs that were known to frequent the place,
making sure that she was suitable in size and temperament. With no previous documentation,
Korolev opted to give her the name ZIB, the Russian acronym for "Substitute for Missing Dog
Bobik." With
minimal training, she and another dog were successfully launched on
September 3 on a completely successful mission, reaching an altitude of I00 kilometers and
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for Researchon SoiarShort-wave Radiation," in FrederickI Ordway II!, ed.. Hislory of Rocketry and ,,qstronautics.
Vol 9 (San Diego: American Astronautical Society, 1989), p 19I,
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Golovanov. Koroleu. p. 547: Stache,Soviet Rockets. p. 216,
90. Stache.Souiet Rockets, p. 21 I.
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Visits to the Kapustin
es of the R-IB
sive effort

had

were no doubt

was the testing

been expended

R-2 missile. P, second

THE

Yar range were frequent

and the R-IV

greater significance

AND

ROCKET

for engineers

important

in support

of the military

in late 1950 during

series, again directed

at OKB-I.

Although

for the scientific
the

by Korolev,

ballistic

the launch-

communib,,

of much

missile program.

An inten-

first series of

launches

of the

new

was carried out between July 2 and 27,

1951, at the same time that dogs were being lofted into space from the same site. 9' Of the total
of thirteen launches in the series, a remarkable twelve successfully
reached their targets, finally
allowing engineers to put the results of the dismal first series behind them. The Soviet armed
forces formally
27, 195 I--a

adopted

decision

ready long-range
R-I--in

ballistic

particular,

ance system.
although

the R-2 missile as operational

that emphasized
missile

a range of 600 kilometers,

it was still incapable

With

the adoption

ing Special Committee
manufacturing

9, 195 I, to transfer

of carrying

of both

and operation
it could

November

to operate

a battle-

in quantity.

a large factory

in the Ukraine,

in existence

in the armed

the need for establishing

of its guid-

as far as its predecessor,

the heavy nuclear weapons

After much discussion,

over the

and the capabilities

reach twice

the R-I and the R-2 missiles

No. 2 addressed

the vehicles

by an order dated

needs of the military

system? _ The R-2 was, in fact, a vast improvement

in areas such as ease of training

With

armament

the overriding

at the time.

forces, the oversee-

a new production
the committee

the Dnepropetrovsk

facility

decided

Automobile

for

on May

Plant, to the

jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Armaments.
Since July 1944, the plant had been manufacturing
automobiles,
tractors, and other heavy machinery--at
first in support of the war effort, but later
for civilian
No.

purposes.

After

its transfer,

586 in 1952. In the interest

transferred

one of his leading

assistants,

nized plant on July 6, 195 I. Budnik,
designers

in their own right,

facturing
become

the facility

of coordinating

was formally

named

all manufacturing

Deputy

Chief

Designer

the R-I and R-2 missiles. 9_Within

in leading
twenty

with

Budnik,

the very first of many of Korolev's

was instrumental

the State Union

work

OKB-I,

to the newly

Plant

Korolev
reorga-

proteges to become

all the engineering

chief

aspects of manu-

years, the plant at Dnepropetrovsk

was to

manufacturing

world.

the largest missile and space launch vehicle

facility

in the entire

Themes
The R-3 project,
sible configurations

begun in 1949, served as the starting

point for preliminary

for the first Soviet ICBM

emphasized

R-3, the 3,000-kilometer-range
Concurrent
engaged

with

the early work

in formulating

missile was seen as a stepping
on the R-3 during

a long-range

strategic

general nature of work on Soviet long-range
this plan encompassed

As Korolev

1949-50,

stone to more ambitious
engineers

plan for the institute--one

missiles

at NII-88

rockets.

were, in fact,

that would

dictate

the

for some time to come. By the end of 1950,

three specific areas of focus or "themes,"

•

Theme

N I called for the design of a new one-stage

•

Theme

N2 called for the creation

•

Theme

N3 focused

on exploratory

studies into pos-

in his draft plan for the

as Soviet engineers

missile with

of a missile using storable
research in developing

called them:

a range of 3,000 kilometers.

propellant

components.

a Soviet tCBM.

91. Biryukov, "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles," pp. 230-31.
92
Sergeyev,ed., Khronika osnounykh sobytiy, p. 34. A final series of fourteen R-2 missiles was launched
between August 8 and September 18, 1952.of which only two failed to reach their targets. By this time, the vehi
cle had a success rating of 86 percent.
93. V. Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov, and V. Pashchenko, Dneprouskiy raketno-kosmicheskiy tsentr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZ/KBYu. 1994), pp. 52-53. Production for the R-I and R-2 missiles was transferred to the
plant by personal order of Minister of Armaments D F. Ustinov on June I and November 30, 195I, respectively
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The

USSR Council

"Complex

of Ministers

Research

Range Ballistic

Missiles]"

Designer Korolev

formally

approved

and Determination

of the

by an official

this

governmental

was the overall scientific

geared toward two design innovations:

the elimination
mental
With

of graphite

R-3g missile•
an Improved

Yar in October

within

stumbling

that a range

have

"The Plan for the R-3P, Experimental

insurmountable

For his part,

document

Korolev,

create the RD-I10
Glushko's

put

engine

duo, resulted

the chamber

Korolev

was

bringing

lead

[or an unrealistic

squarely

a certain

with

on Glushko's

by trying

shoulders,

The new pairing,

in a higher

combustion
in cooling

had to resort to adopting

Aleksey

M. Isayev, who

during

while

to allow

believing,

chamber

being more efficient

pressure, which

make the engine

the engine,

with

some

engine to

an idea from
liquid

another

Laboratory

propellant
design,

to pass around

major cumulative
problems of operations
while generating
the required
high specific

for which

rocket engines•
which

Isayev's

at high pressures,
impulses?'

chamber
position,

Chief Designer
some ground-

idea, derived

from

S_inger in the 1930s, was to

had thin

the chamber•

for

were much

thin combustion
Put in a difficult

had performed

scientist

oxygen
the LOX-

that the walls of

noted engine designer,

and by the German

solder-welded"
coolant

meant

liquid
than

heavier• More damaging

the requirements

his stint at Nil- I in the mid-1940s

research on high-thrust
"integrated

had

_"

to scale up the old German/_-4

seems to have been due to the use of the new

combination•

Glushko

chamber

model

which

of modifications.

more stringent than [or the German /_-4 engine. Cooling required
walls, which would not stand up to the higher internal pressures.

bustion

the rocket

for the R-3.

problem

work at the Gas Dynamics

and

the prostatement.

the R-2 rocket,

number

in time--

delaying
objective

ta have been assigned,

through

to an impasse

of NII-88 recalled later that:

to enormously

as it had been

had to be thicker• This in turn would

use a so-called

draw-

that Soviet engineers

the effort

engines from being developed

blamed

evolved

the blame

the RD-I IO were the problems

breaking

Missile

the workshop

it is not surprising

historian

would

a[ 1,000 km aught

had erred seriously

primary

and kerosene

containing

however, proved to be overly optimistic.

problems,

the JR-3]

problems

to a preset standard

that Glushko

alcohol

prevented
these

been [progressively]

been advanced

validity,

blocks

clear that

of the R-3 missile,

Critics said

(LOX)

and

leap required for the R-3 program,

it became

should

Chief

Both of these were to be tested on the experi-

the final technical

into some seemingly

duction

4, 19507'

was

195 I. 9' The schedule for the R-3 program,

serious

when

title

R-3 missile, which

two years of the start of the project• One official

•.,

the

of [Long-

the rocket• The flight testing of the missile was set to begin from Kapustin

Given the technological
ran headlong

under

decree dated December

work on the ambitious

By 195 I, NII-88 had prepared

ings for manufacturing

program

Characteristics

the use of integral tanks for both propellants

rudders for guidance.

Range of Flight,"

research

leader.

The N I theme subsumed the already concurrent
specifically

new

Basic Flight-Tactical

"ribs"

around

Such a design

temperatures,

and

each com-

circumvented
heat fluxes.

94. gvduyevskiy and Eneyev,eds., M. _1Keldysh,p 139:Ishlinskiy,ed, ]tkademik S t? Koroleu.p 302:Semenov,
ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya.p. 630. The title of the overallprogram is given in Keldysh, ed, Tuomheskoye
naslediyeakademikaSergeyaPavlovicha Koroleua,p. 319./_n alternatetitle, "The Prospectsof the Developmentof LongRangeMissiles," is given on p. 328 of the same text. Fo[generaldescriptionsof the three themes,see Mozzhorin, et al.,
eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoycry, pp, 71,261: Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos:I. pp. 107-08.
95. Biriukov, "The R-3 Rocket Project Developedin the U.S.S.R.": Biryukov, "Materials in the Biographical
Chronicles," pp. 230-3 I; Semenov,ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya, p. 40.
96. Biriukov,"The R-3 RocketProjectDevelopedin the LI.S.S.R.,"p. 197.
97. M h Prishchepa,"History of Developmentof FirstSpaceRocketEnginesin the USSR,"in Ordway, ed., History
o[ Rocketryand ,"_stronauties,pp. 95-98,
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Glushko

had evidently

tested a technology
kilograms
thrust

cessfully

begun

work

demonstrator

kilograms.

design

bureau.

opment,

thrust

with various

chamber,
propellant

26 of the same year. °_While
the goal of designing

of 120 tons eventually

Vibration-related

by the late

explosions

1940s. In mid-194?,

of seven tons and an initial

I_ second experimental

step in Soviet rocket engine development,
a ground

ROCKET

on such a design

Used for testing

for the first time on April

engine with

THE

with a thrust

per square centimeter.

of fifty

RND

designated

the KS-50, had a

combinations,

it was fired suc-

the new design

was a positive

a single chamber

LOX-kerosene

proved to be "problematical"

during

testing

continually

and there were reasons to believe that the overall project
carried

out only

the gas generator,

hydraulic

and some subsystems.

the end of the year, Glushko
RD-II0.

Work

due to excessive

The problems
vide

anything

move,

with

more

not be possible

the continuing

(by Chief Designer

introduced

for the R-3 forced Korolev

the modest

of 195 I, Korolev
which

was close to flight

to marginally

1,200 kilometers?

600-kilometer-range
turned

augment

He set his engineers

testing.

Polyarniy

at Nil-I)

to completely
missile,

tests.

By

of the

"was

also

reassess his prior-

he was unable to proIn a typically

to the experimental

Using

shrewd

900-kilometer-

the latter as a prototype,

and create a "new"

to work

ground

development

R-2 rocket.

his attention

its systems

had suc-

the turbopump,

into the proJect. "_

the Soviet armed forces a 3,O00-kilometer
than

in the spring

range R-3A missile,
about

the engines

promised

engine

innovations

devel-

Glushko

chamber,

There had still been no integrated
suspended

RD-II0

might be delayed by as much

of its huge combustion

had temporarily

on the D-2 competitor

unsuccessful,
ities. Having

testing

for Glushko's

delayed

as two years. By 195 I, a full four years after work on the RD-I I0 had begun,
cessfully

he

gas pressure of sixty

missile with

on the problem,

and within

would

it

a range of
months,

by

October 30, 195 I, they completed
the draft plan for the new missile, designated
the R-5. It
would heretofore be known as the "first Soviet strategic rocket. ''°° Given that, unlike the R-3,
this strategic
ets, Korolev

missile was the result of incremental
and the military

than they did in the far too ambitious
as part of the original
government.

N I theme,

An official

time mentioned

rocket design.

there was no formal

engineers

servomotors

allowed
NII-88

improved
developed

Chief

Designer

precision

that specified
of many

developed

used

shielding

for its testing. '°'
earmarked

in the evolution

system for the missile,
acceleration

thus improving
which

for the

of Soviet

servo components

rudders to compensate

longitudinal

for the warhead,

from the Soviet

13, 1953, for the first

originally

a new set of reinforced

fins. The guidance

Pilyugin,

to time engine cutoff,

special thermal

new innovations

program

of the R-5 was performed

of the program

timetables

for the small aerodynamic

tion in the size of the main stabilizing
under

approval

Soviet rock-

in the new

decree on February

many of the design characteristics

served as a harbinger

For example,

speedier operating
NII-885

of Ministers

the rocket in a document

as such,

in already existing

more confidence

R-3. Because the development

USSR Council

The R-5 missile incorporated
R-3 and,

improvements

seemed to have had much

targeting

developed

integrators,
accuracy.

was expected

and

for the reducat

which

A team at

to reenter the

98. v.A. Volodin, "2 September--80 YearsSince the Birth of Academician V. P Glushko (1908)" (English
title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 59 (1989): 82-92. For a discussion of the KS-50 and the RD-II 0, although
neither are named, see V. I. Pfishchepa, "From the History of the Creation of the First Space Engines ( 1947-1957)"
(English title), in B, V. Raushenbakh, ed., Issledouaniya po istorii i teorii ruzuitiya uuiatsionnoy i raketno kosmieheskoy nauki i tekhniki (Moscow: Nauka, 1981 ), pp. 128-29.
99. Biriukov, "The R 3 Rocket Project Developed in the U.S.S.R.," p. 198: Prishchepa, "From the History of
the Creation," pp. 123, 129. For the D-2, see also V. Dav'/dov, "The Contribution of N. G. Chernyshev in the
Development of Rocket-SpaceTechnology" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 19(September9-22, 1996): 58-6 I.
I00. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiyo, pp. 40_ 46, 630: Biryukov and Yeremenko, "SO
Yearsfor the Native Rocket-SpaceIndustry."
I01. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 46. The testing would be performed in three
stages--the first two being experimental stages and the last being a targeting series
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IOO
upperlayers
oftheatmosphere
atavelocity
of3,000meters
persecond,
farinexcess
ofanythingpreviously
built.Because
bothofthepropellant
tankswereintegral
components
ofthe
missile
frame,
therocket
hada markedly
different
appearance
fromthepredecessor
R-Iand
R-2vehicles.
There
wasaone-ton
reduction
indesign
mass
compared
totheR-2,withaconcurrent
increase
of 60percent
inthepropellant
mass.
Thepropellant-to-mass
ratiowasthus
increased
from4.2to 6.6in thenewmissile.
Thepropulsion
unitfortheR-5wasthenew
RD-I03engine,
a modified
variant
oftheRD-IOIusedontheR-2.Developed
byOKB-456
underGlushko,
thenewsingle-chamber
engine
hada vacuum
thrustof fifty-one
tons,a
60-percent
increase
overtheearlier
model.
Theperformance
parameters
wereattheupperlimitsthenpossible
bytheSoviets
usingLOXandalcohol.
Unlike
boththeR-IandR-2vehicles,
theR-5hadasleek
completely
cylindrical
frameandahighaspect
ratioof 12.5(ascompared
with10.7fortheR-2).
'°_Allofthese
factors
aided
insignificant
improvements
intherange
of
themissile,
despite
agenerally
similar
overall
size.Themostadvanced
Soviet
missile
inexistenceatthetime.theR-5was20.74meters
inlengthand1.66meters
inbase
diameter.
Total
liftoffmass
was28.57
tons.Theinitialrequirements
specified
thatthemissile
beabletocarry
aone-ton
explosive
adistance
of 1,200
kilometers.
Inpreparation
forthefirstlaunch
oftheR-5missile,
Korolev
flewoutfromMoscow
on
March
5, 1953.
P,rrivingatKapustin
Yar,hewastoldthatafteralmost
thirtyyears
ofruthless
ruleovertheSoviet
Union,
Stalin
hadfinallypassed
away
intheKremlin.
Itwasacrushing
blow
formillions
ofSoviet
citizens
whosepersonal
feelings
ontheSoviet
leader
withstood
thetest
ofthedevastating
Purges,
theinnumerable
laborcamps,
andthebreakdown
ofcivilsociety.
Still
unaware
ofStalin's
personal
roleinthesecret
police's
reignofterror,
or perhaps
unwilling
to
believe
init,theensuing
days
werespentinshock
attheuncertain
prospects
forthefutureof
theSoviet
Union.
Asamanwhollyofhistimes,Korolev
wasoneofthose who mourned deeply
over the death. In a series of letters to his wife in early March from the launch site. he wrote
not only about his own personal loss, but also of the collective blow to the future of the Soviet
nation. _'>As the future of the ballistic missile program was threatened by uncertainty,
engineers
from the various design bureaus and institutes continued
to prepare for the first R-5 launch.
The

first

described
General

launch

the threat
Voznyuk,

ally turned

was

initially

to postpone

out to be wrong,

days after Stalin's

planned

of heavy cloud

the launch.

and Korolev

13, but

weather

the commander

As on other occasions,

directed

the launch

reports

the weather

attempt

for that

of Kapustin

reports eventu-

and the flight

ure. By this time, Korolev

had caught a bad cold, culminating

in a severe fever, which

question

further

to endure

of postponing
attempt

al medical

on March

treatment.

launches.

18, which

Korolev

also failed,

managed

day

Yar, Maj.

on Sunday, March

The rocket never reached its target,

launch

death.

for March

cover, prompting

15. ten

was deemed a fail-

through

raised the

to a second

but by then he was in dire need of profession-

He was put on the next train back for Moscow

and was visited

there

by

Minister of Armaments
Ustinov, who found him haggard and sickly looking. Spiritually,
he had
also been dealt a personal loss from Stalin's death. Eventually, his health returned to normal,
and Korolev
April

immediately

returned

to Kapustin

2. For the first time, the missile successfully

duction

of a new generation

of ballistic

the first series of R-5 launches

eventually

missiles
ended

Yar in time

for the third

flew a nominal

flight,

in the Soviet arsenal.
formally

on May 23,

launch

attempt

thus signaling
Despite

minor

1953, with

on

the introfailures,

the eighth

1o2. Stache,Souiet Rockets,pp. 180-82. The ballistic coefficient, the ratio of the mass of the rocket to the
cross-sectional surface area of the rocket in the direction of flight, was also increasedto 13,240kilograms per square
meter (as compared to 9,500 kilograms per squaremeter for the R-2).
103. Golovanov. Koroleu, p. 422: Mariya Pastukhova,"Brighter Than Any Legend" (English title). Ogonek49
(December 1987): 18 23.
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launch.

13 second

1953, also from
two

vehicles

series of seven

Kapustin

launches

accumulating

engineering

1953, a final test series, to debug
set for the middle of 1954.
The N I theme

initially

1940s, armed forces officials
ly cold

temperatures,

periods,

then

ly cumbersome
missiles.

and lengthy

tical rocket with
Chief

the problem,

Korolev

initiated

characteristics

theme

Isayev at Nil-I

originally

had studied

conducted

in 1946 in support

of the creation

premises

tests of the engine,

in February

1948 under

by an order datedJuly

the role of chief
(which

designer

controlled

Nil-I)

of Nll-88's

engine continued
composed
cessful

ground

the successful
modified

test firing. '°_ Although

version

BI-I

industry.

aircraft,

before

Work

developed

on developing

a copy of

of a Soviet copy of the Wasserfall,

in the beginning

unsuccessful,

Unhappy

with

them

sector (which

controlled

NII-88)

for work on the N2 theme.
arrangements

the U-2000.
the

9. The switch

was trans-

R-IOI

program
prompted

assumed

the aviation

sector

clearly put Korolev

Testing of the Wasserfall

as Isayev designed

In August

at

the state of support

from

No.

des-

had begun

department

a modified

unit

1950, he carried out its first suc-

was eventually

terminated

Korolev

forces to develop

to join

years old in 195 I, was one of the most talented

His original

rocket-planes,

which

set the

that job over to the more powerful
engines

had flown

standard

engineers

and had been instrumental

leader for storable

engineers

claim to fame had been as one of the co-designers

the war, he had continually

in Germany

handing

technical

missile.

field in the immediate

engine originally

Department

Later, Isayev had been one of the first qualified
A-4 facilities

used hypergolic

Isayev formally

of Isayev's engine

one of the first Soviet

1942. Through

tac-

in 1950,
a

as part of the N2 theme.

Isayev, forty-three
rocketry

uniting

designated

performance

the

a short-range

R-I, but which

his entire twenty-two-person

under the new institutional

of four motors

an extreme-

I, 1948. '°_ Based in Kaliningrad,

to the armaments

and Isayev into close contact,

pad for long

the missiles

research in this

Isayev's direction.

for rocket engine research at the institute,
ferred to NII-88

pro-

at extreme-

long time in maintaining

a small eight-ton-thrust

the engine had begun
NII-I

By the late

in using missiles

N2 to develop

of the modest

surface-to-air

Ground

propellants.

propellants.

for the Wasserfall

the R-IOI.

the R-5. The N2

Because LOX had to be maintained

spent an inordinately

was

in a new and revolutionary

over the limitations

engineers

ignated

resulted

as the R-I or R-2 were left on the launch

affair, as troops

years. Isayev's group

by German

such

9,

engineers. '°4 By the end of

as a result of the first launches,

the use of storable

concern

propellants.

and storable)

Designer

industry:

December

the two series, only

level of success and a tribute

begin to boil off. This made handling

the performance

(that is, self-igniting
postwar

rocketry

would

To circumvent

enacted

30 and

during

the R-3, then the R-3P,, and finally

were expressing

if rockets

propellant

unprecedented

modifications

or supercooled

October

launched

the very same period at OKB-I,

area of research for the Soviet
by cryogenic

between

missiles

prowess of Soviet rocketry

encompassed

carried out during

pelled

occurred

Yar. Of a total of fifteen

failed to reach their final targets--an

to the rapidly

theme,

RND THE ROCKET

Glushko.

was not a threat

its first test flight

for high-performance

to scour through

in setting

in the Soviet
of the famous

up initial

While

to Glushko,

in May
engines.

the remains

production

Isayev's appointment
it was clearly

of the

runs there,
as the

a sign

that

104. Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 424: Biryukov, "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles," pp. 232-33; Chertok,
Rakety i lyudi, p 374.
lOS. M K. Kupriyanov and M V. Chernyshev, I vechernyy start
: rasskaz o glaunom konstruktorye raketnykh duigateley Ztlekseye Mikhaylouiehye Isayeuye (Moscow: Moskovskiy rabochiy, 1988), p. 21£ Another source
says that the transfer occurred in May 1948. See Yu. A. Mozzhorin, "The Central Scientific-Research Institute of
Machine Building--The Chief Center for the Soviet Rocket-Space Industry" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i
kosmonautiki 60 (I 990): 20-40.
106. Kupriyanov and Chemyshev, I ueohernyy start, p. 219.
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industrial
leaders
didnotwanttoputtheirfaithinonedesigner
alone.
Soon
afterthet950reorganization
atNII-88,
inrecognition
ofIsayev's
work,hisdepartment
wasrestructured
intothe
Special
Design
Bureau
No.2 (OKB-2).
Therocket
thatKorolev
andIsayev
builtaspartoftheN2theme,
known
astheR-I1,was
builtinaremarkably
shorttimeperiod.
Itsmainengine
wasthe$2,253,
developed
onthebasis
oftheoldGerman
Wasserfall
engine, which used nitric acid and a kerosene derivative as propellants.

The missile

was flown

in three series of tests from

f 953 to

1955 and formally

adopt-

ed for operational
use by the military on July 13, 1955. _°_In time, the R-II completely
replaced
the use of the R-I missiles in the Soviet Union. More significantly,
for the first time, military
commanders
for combat
rience

were alerted to the value of using
applications

in using

these

Soviet space program.

hypergolic

instead

of more high-energy

propellants

also contributed

His OKB-2 would

and storable

components

propellants

significantly

to the future

be assigned to develop

in missiles

such as LOX. Isayev's expespacecraft

success

engines

of the

for the first

Soviet piloted spacecraft. The R-II missile itself had an interesting
future. It was extensively
used in several modified versions in war conditions
by many other nations, including Egypt during the

1913 war against

nations, it was given
Scud-B. '°8 For Korolev,

Israel and Iraq during

than anything

else. As one historian

that the Army

needed

force the positions
an ICBM--one
particular

the Persian Gulf war in 1991. In its later incar-

the general North l_tlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO)
designation
the development
of the R-II seems to have been more of a diversion
noted,

it and was waiting

"he regarded it with

of the OKB, but nothing

that could

reach orbital

a reserved coldness,

for it, and that he himself
more.' .... Korolev's

velocity--and

realizing

needed it in order to rein

real dream was the creation

it was theme

N3 that

focused

of

on this

issue.
Designing

All three of the themes--N
nizations:

NII-88's

later Chechulin,

OKB-I

the

ICBM

I, N2, and N3--were

under Korolev, the Ministry

and the Department

of Applied

carried out simultaneously
of Defense's

Mathematics

NIl-4

at three orga-

led by Nesterenko

of the V. g. Steklov

and

Mathematics

Institute (OPM MIAN) headed by Academician
Keldysh. The N3 theme was officially
called
"Research on the Prospects of Creating [Long-Range
Missiles] of Various Types With a Range
Flight of 5,000listic

I 0,000 km with

configurations
For the ballistic

geared
carrying

toward

creating

a payload

a Warhead

with

a Mass of I - I0 Tons."_'°

were examined in the study.
option, focused on the development
a multistage

missile

using

of an ICBM,

LOX and

of three to five tons over 7,000 kilometers.

Both winged
work

kerosene
The starting

with

and bal-

was specifically
a capability

point

of

for the ICBM

107. Sergeyev,ed., Khronika osnounykh sobytiy, p. 35. The tests occurred between April 18 and June 3,
1953.then between l_pril 20 and May 13. 1954,and finally between December 1954 and February 1955.
108. A nuclear tipped version named the R-I I M was also later developed by OKB-I Testing of this version
was conducted between December 30, 1955, and January 19, 1956,then between March 25 and/qpril I I, 1957,and
finally between August 8 and September 2, 1957.This vehicle was declared operational by an order dated April I,
1958 The lead designer of the R-I I M was M. F. Reshetnev,a young engineer at OKB- I who later served as head of
the one of the most prolific satellite building organizations in the world, the NPO Prikladnoy mekhaniki at
Krasnoyarsk-26.
109. YaroslavGolovanov, "Portrait Gallery: Underwater Thunder" (English title). Poisk 18 (May 1990): 6.
II0. This title is given in Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 73. A different title is given
in Biryukov, "Materials in the BiographicalChronicles," p. 230. Seealso Boris Nikolayevich Kantemirov, "The History
of the Selection of Design Principles for the First ICBM, the R-7" (English title), presented at the lOth International
Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics, Moscow StateUniversity, Moscow. Russia,June 20 27,
1995
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effort

was Tikhonravov's

"packet"

concept

scheme,

Tikhonravov's

ground-breaking

of clustering

and the "complex

packet."

connected

complex

be interconnected
General
despite
ment.

the boosters

its elegance, would
Korolev,

however,

continued

Mathematics

only

the

to support

mechanically.

boosters

packet"
systems

In the more

would

proved that

not

only

elements,

be

would

rift created

was evidently

optimization.

team

NIl-4

to optimize

for Korolev:

to the

he continued
research,

Department

This department

team

the design

so opposed

instead,

for further

at the

packet,

packet arrange-

and the

any attempt

an obstacle

Keldysh's

the simple

complex

configuration,

making

Tikhonravov

requested

to carry out the much-needed

the packet

"simple

and hydraulic

group

the simpler

without

The minor

Korolev

the

with one another.'"

by Tikhonravov's

to carry out this optimization

scheme.

deadlock,

the so-called

In examining

variants:

be connected

such as the propulsion

its mass characteristics.

the complex

seeing a possible

he developed

be much heavier than the more sophisticated

simple packet that he declined
to support

particular

by Tikhonravov,

in 1951 on the variant,

in search of improving

where

into one unit.

was favored by Korolev, had independent

in conjunction

calculations

two

would

supported

but all systems,

and function

prepared two reports

with

The former, which

mathematical

ROCKET

several missiles

had emerged

packet,

mechanically,

THE

research at NIl-4,

together

group

for each separate strap-on;
sophisticated

AND

and

of /qpplied

at the time was staffed

by a group of young, recently graduated mathematicians
who were only too eager to put their
skills to work. Known informally
as"Keldysh's
boys." they were led by twenty-eight-year-old
Dmitriy

Ye. Okhotsimskiy,

(TsAGI),

alumnus

and included,

Galina P. Taratynova,
relatively

of the N. Ye. Zhukovskiy

among others,
and Vsevolod

Timur

A. Yegorov, all of whom

new field of missile engineering.

The young team's
Kamynin,

titled

"Ballistic

including

In inspecting

simple one-stage

scheme, the scientists

as the basic block of each packet.

variant would

not satisfy

investigation

established

Subsequently,

those with

so-called

tank, and those consisting

payload

favored simple

out detailed

The calculations

packets,"

of independent

tanks.

different

whereby

indeed be the most efficient

minimal

modifications

required

of a already
as guidance

a

packet schemes.
using

proved

the R-2-based

that

On the other

the R-2
hand, in

of 7,500 meters per second,
configurations

propellants

In their synopsis,

packet would

of such elements

by Keldysh,
It examined

comparisons

and range requirements.

a simple

development

in the

packets of three or five R-3s, "Keldysh's

the men examined
"feeding

to work

Missiles."

and Tikhonravov's

that the latter could achieve the necessary velocity

to orbital velocity.
including

the necessary

of Korolev's

of Multistage

models

carried

or R-3 missile
their

had been recruited

in 1951 in a long report authored

Possibilities

variety of configurations,
the cluster

Institute

Vasiliy A. Sarychev,

''_

results were summarized

and Okhotsimskiy

Central eqerohydrodynamics

M. Eneyev, Sergey S. Kamynin,

boys"
close

of packets in detail,

would

pour from tank to

the authors

path of development,

concluded

given

existing

"standard"

missile

systems,

the authors

predicted,

that

the relatively

such as the R-3. The
would

be an easier

proposition,
While the report was mostly exploratory in nature, the scientists clearly stated that
the most favored variant for an ICBM would be a two-stage missile using two strap-on boosters
in the

simple

practically

packet

identical

configuration,

each based

to more sophisticated

on the

configurations.

R-3, whose

mass

happened

to

be

''_

l I I. Kantemirov. " 15July--40 YearsFrom the Report."
112. Golovanov, Korolev. pp. 468-69. /spart from the OKB-I. the OPM MI/SN, and the NIl-4, other organizations involved in the N3 theme were OKB 456 (V. R Glushko), NII-885 (M. S. Ryazanskiy and N. /5. Pilyugin),
NIl-3 (V. K. Shebanin), Tsl/SM (G P. Svishchev), Ts/SGI(/5. /5. Dorodnitsyn and V. V Struminskiy). NIl-6 (V. /5.
Sukhikh). NI1-125 (B. E Zhukov), NI1-137 (V. /5. Kostrov), NI1-504 (S. I. Karpov), NIl-10 (V. I. Kuznetsov). and
NII-49 (/5. I. Charin). SeeSemenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicfleskayaKorporatsiya, p. 73.
113. The complete report is reproduced in/svduyevskiy and Eneyev,eds., M _Z Kddysh. pp. 39-142. See
also Yatsunskiy. "On the/sctivities of M. K. Tikhonravov."
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TheN3studies
carried
outatKorotev's
ownOKB-Iproved
to haveessentially
similar
results.
OnDecember
27,1951,
heformally
presented
thepreliminary
conclusions
oftheeffort
to theScientific-Technical
Council
of NII-88aspartofa report
titled"Thesis
Report
onthe
Results
oftheInvestigation
of Prospective
Development
ofa Long-Range
Ballistic
Missile.'
....
Thescope
oftheinvestigation
wasextremely
wide,andengineers
atOKB-Iexplored
avariety
ofdifferent
concepts,
including
single-stage
andtwo-stage
missiles.
Thelatterincluded
looking
attandem
designs,
strap-on
or packet
designs
withtheengines
allfiringsimultaneously
or
sequentially,
andfeeding
packets.
Theyalsostudied
missiles
using
multichamber
engines,
afirst
forKorolev's
team,
underlining
aninterest
thatwouldeventually
playamajorroteindeterminingthefinallookoftheICBM.Ballistics
andperformance
characteristics
ofeachmissile
were
examined
indetailinthereport.Inmaking
hispresentation
in December
t95I, Korolev
was
abletonotethathisengineers
hadcompared
theflightcharacteristics
ofsixspecific
missile
designs
(Table
I).
Thefirstdesign
wouldrequire
averypowerful
engine,
whilethesecond
usedfluorinebased
technology,
bothofwhicheliminated
themasserious
contenders
forfurtherresearch.
Thethirdoption,a conventional
tandem
two-stage
design,
wasalsoexcluded
fromfurther
research
because
itwouldrequire
asecond-stage
engine
capable
offiringinavacuum.
Each
of
thethreepacket
variants
consisted
ofa coreandtwostrap-ons.
Thegeneric
packet
hadthe
strap-ons
firingatliftoff,withthecoreigniting
ataltitude
afterstrap-on
propellant
depletion.
Intheload-bearing
packet,
alltheengines
onthestrap-ons
andthecorefiredatliftoff.Inthe
finalconfiguration,
propellants
wouldbesupplied
tothecorefromtanksonthestrap-ons.
At
altitude,
thestrap-ons
wouldbejettisoned,
leaving
thecoretofireasasingle
unit.'_
Table

I. ICBM Design

Flight Characteristics
Stage

Type
I.

Range
Single-stage

Length

Mass

(t)

Thrust

I
(t)

Stage
Thrust

II
(t)

using

LOX
2.

(krn)

5,000-7,000

46

325

500 (sl)

Single-stage using
fluorine-based
oxidizer

7,000

3.

Two-stage

tandem

1.000

39,?

II0

110 (sl)

30 (v)

4.

Two-stage

packet

7,000

17.4

121

2 x 93 (sl)

38 (v)

5,

Two-stage

packet with
7,000

16.5

128

?.000

16.5

II ?

load-bearing
6.

tanks

Two-stage

packet with

propellant

feeding

70

2 x 115 (sl)
I x 34 (sl)

42 (v)

2 x Z0 (sl)
I x 40 (sl)

50 (v)

114. The report is reproduced in Keldysh, ed., Tuorcheskoye naslecfiye akadernika Sergeya Pavlovieha
Koroteua. pp. 319-27
115. Ibid.
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The fifth
two

variant--a

strap-ons,

favorite,
dation

central

each having

primarily

cautioned
missiles

to be followed
MIlaN's

work

atively

smaller

one ICBM.
from

boosters

Vasiliy

P. Mishin,

emerged

with

Officials

Instead

OPM

and his deputies
concept

into

Europe.

that

NII-88

should

R-3. Korolev,

engines

thrusts

would

Zubovich.

after "some

with

''_ Despite

a formidable

leading

officials

forces'

person

for managing

After

"some

on the R-3 program
The N3 theme

a leading

mode of delivering
and

combined

of l_rmed

elements
that had a
they

but with a highthan that of an

the bottleneck

manager

prob-

Korolev's

at the

Ministry

of

terminate

all work

on

to the ICBM was unchar-

a huge qualitative

and quantitative

Forces were, not surprisingly,
resistance,

to the ICBM

agreed. Korolev

of Armaments

array of doubters,
the procurement
Special Committee

was abandoned

on
into

of a new ICBM. ''_

managed

of wasting

and Mishin

Dmitriy

to

convince

prominent

and his Deputy

Zubovich,

and Korolev

Col. General

of new ballistic

to the

more time on the

had two

F. Ustinov

Ustinov,

resistant

missile capable of hitting

Mishin

instead

in the armed forces, in particular

hesitancy,"

Nedelin,

missiles,

No. 2 adopted

sup-

Ivan G.

were able
the armed

of the change

Korolev's

proposal.

in

Work

in 1952.

not only encompassed

continental
cruise missiles,
was still no firm consensus
disadvantages

finally

Minister

work,

five boosters

in the range of fifty to sixty

Soviet development:

overwhelming

doubts,"

to persuade
chief

MIAN's

of an ICBM

also eliminate

because it necessitated

proceed directly

in the government:

used rel-

such as the one for the R-3. As a result,

to the creation

Despite

that the

engineers

packaging

They had great hopes for the R-3 as the first Soviet strategic
deep

it from

was in deep trou-

Perhaps realizing

missiles.

preliminary

directions

of the R-3 as the basis for all the boosters,

in consultation

in the Ministry

Korolev

strategy.

Korolev

a new

engines

practices

targets

porters

down,

of ballistic

....

Korolev's

itself, the idea to jump from the R-3 directly

of Soviet military

proposal.

clustered

a revised plan for future

immediately

Like the R-3 proposal
leap in abilities.

overcome,

each having engines with

120-ton-thrust

the R-3 and proceed
acteristic

was winding

instead of two.

recommen-

engine devel-

that distinguished

work on the N3 theme.

of potential

rocket. The use of less powerful

Deputy

on the N3 theme

with

the early

of primary

analysis clearly showed that with less powerful strap-ons
a missile could have the same if not better characteristics

lems of developing
Armaments,

P, final

concerning

and proposals.'

in some cases they studied

is, they derived

much smaller boosters,

tons each. Ballistics
er number of them,

First

projects

work

in Korolev's

as components

core and four strap-ons

been

"It must be noted that these investigations
of definite

used the R-3, although

combined

had

packet configuration.

be too large a step to successfully

As the N3 theme

R-3-based

engine

I15 tons--apparently

because of the uncertainty

aspects of Nll-88's

both analyses--that

introduced

of

was over the R-3. By the end of 195 I, the R-3 program

R-3 might

the other hand,

a thirty-four-ton-thrust

serve as a basis for the establishment

elaborations

ble, and this was clearly reflected
ambitious

ROCKET

the simplest

in his report,

by detailed

One of the notable
OPM

with

apparently

may only

THE

thrust

because it was literally

Korolev

and long-range

booster

a sea-level

was left to the future,

opment.

AND

the development

of ballistic

missiles,

but also inter-

known by Soviet engineers as "winged missiles."
By 1952, there
on whether ballistic or cruise missiles would offer a more efficient

nuclear weapons
advantages,

across intercontinental

which

were

the subject

distances.
of intense

Each variant
scrutiny

had its own

during

the

N3

116. Ibid. p. 327: Stache, Souiet Rockets,p. 287.
117. Biryukov and Yeremenko, "50 Yearsfor the Native Rocket-SpaceIndustry"; Biriukov, "The R-3 Rocket
Project Developed in the US.S.R ": V_P_Mishin, *'Problemsof the First Flight of a Man into Space" (English title),
in Cagarinskiye nauehnyye ehteniya po kosmonavtike i aviatsii (Moscow: Nauka. 1991), p. 22: Romanov, Korotev,
pp. 373 74. The official at the Ministry of Armaments was t_. V. Zaytsev, an employee of the Seventh Chief
Directorate
118. Mishin, "Problems of the First Flight," p. 22.
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research
phase.
Inthecase
ofcruise
missiles,
thelessstringent
requirements
forstructural
elements
andpower
plants
forcruise
missiles
andtheextensive
experience
inaircraft
construction
prompted
aserious
lookintoa competitor
program
fortheICBM.
Dedicated
research
onthe
issue
hadcommenced
onOctober
30,19.50,
atNII-88.
''_Liketheballistic
missile,
Korolev
had
settled
onatwo-stage
configuration.
Unlike
theformer,
however,
thecruise
missile
wastouse
atraditional
rocket
engine
onthefirststage
andasupersonic
ramjet
engine
onthewinged
secondstage.
Thelatterhadanadvantage
overtraditional
rocket
engines
byhaving
asimpler
technicalconstruction
anddecreased
mass,
although
itonlyoperated
withincertain
altitudes
and
velocities.
Likeconcurrent
P,merican
designs,
suchastheNavaho
XSM-64
cruisemissile,
the
Soviet
vehicle
wasdesigned
totravel
itsentire
flightintheatmosphere,
usingtheatmosphere
itselfasitsoxidizer.
Korolev
personally
summarized
Nll-88's
research
onintercontinental
cruise
missiles
aspart
oftheN3theme
atameeting
oftheScientific-Technical
Council
oftheinstitute
onJanuary
16,
1952,
about
twoweeks
following
thesimilar
presentation
onICBMs.
Thereport,
titled"Thesis
Report
ontheResults
of Research
ontheProspects
of Developing
a Long-Range
Winged
Missile,"
comprised
detailed
analysis
todetermine
theoptimal
configuration
foracruise
missile.
'_°Korolev's
engineers
believed
thatthebestdesign
wouldbea two-stage
cruisemissile
withamass
ofaboutninety
to 120tonsandarange
of8,000kilometers.
Thefirststage
would
accelerate
thesecond
stage
to analtitude
of fifteento twentykilometers
andavelocity
of
900meters
persecond--that
is,inthewindow
forignition
oftheramjet
engines.
Thesecond
stage
wouldthenflyataboutMach3 in horizontal
fashion
toitstargetanddeposit
itswarhead.
AswiththeICBMconceptions,
oneoftheprimary
problems
wasdeveloping
sufficientlypowerful
liquid-propellant
rocket
engines
forthefirststage.
Nll-88'sanalysis
indicated
that
engines
withthrusts
ontheorder
of I00to 16.5
tonswouldberequired.
Ramjet
engine
thrusts
wouldbelimited
toeighttotentons.Engineers
alsoexamined
threedifferent
launch
configurations
forthecruise
missile:
horizontal
launch,
airlaunch,
andvertical
launch.
Given
timeand
technological
limitations,
thelastconfiguration
proved
tobethebestoption.
Given
theleapintechnology
required
to buildanintercontinental
cruisemissile,
Korolev
proposed
thedevelopment
ofanintermediate
vehicle,
theExperimental
Winged
Missile
(EKR),
atwo-stage
vehicle
withanoverall
mass
ofjustunder
sixtons.Themissile
wouldhave
aflight
range
ofamodest
900to 1,300
kilometers.
Toreduce
thetimeofdevelopment,
engineers
electedtomaximize
already
tested
hardware
onthevehicle.
Forexample,
themainengine
ofthe
firststage
wouldbethe$2,253
engine
fromtheshort-range
R-II tactical
missile.
Thethrust
wasjustunder
eighttons.Thesecond
stage
woulduseasingle
ramjet
engine
witha thrustof
morethanthreetons.
'_'Thedevelopment
ofthisparticular
engine
benefited
greatly
fromthe
considerable
amount
ofresearch
expended
overtheabandoned
S_nger-Bredt
proposal,
aswell
assubsequent
conceptions
of intercontinental
cruisemissiles
proposed
atKeldysh's
departmentattheCentral
Institute
ofrqviation
MotorBuilding.
Theexpansion
ofthisdepartment's
role in the development

of intercontinental

to detach it from TslI_M

and reestablish

cruise missiles
the old NII-I

prompted

aviation

as a separate entity

industry

on March

officials
I0,

1952,

II 9. Biryukov. "Materials in the Biographical Chronicles," p. 230.
120. An edited version of the report has been published as S. P.Korolev.et el, "Thesis Report on the Results
of Research on the Prospects of Developing a Long-Range Winged Missile" (English title), in Keldysh, ed.,
Tvorcheskoyenaslediyeakademika SergeyaPaulouicffa Koroleva. pp. 328-4 I.
12I. These data are taken from Korolev. et el., "Thesis Report on the Resultsof Research." Other conflicting data on the EKR are given in Semenov. ed.. Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporats_ya, pp. 61-62. The latter may
referto a later version of the EKRwith a flight range of 730 kilometers, a first-stage thrust of more than eight tons.
and a second-stagethrust of 625 kilograms (at an altitude of eighteen kilometers and Mach 3). Seealso I. Afanasyev.
"Without the Secret 'Stamp: Halt the Work, Destroy the Materials" (English title), Auiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 6
(June 1993): 42-44.
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with

Keldysh

lishment
department
ramjet.

as its director.

of the

For Korolev's

1953, by Korolev,

Keldysh,

an intercontinental

the most prospective

intense discussions

directions

approach

the Ministry

of Aviation

require

the development

atmospheric

reentry,

In addition,

trol system to accurately

Industries,
would

the trajectory
tasks would

system

both

capable of operation
to defensive

during
measures

and speeds of almost
measures.

Ultimately,

Stalin himself

a personal

There were

other things,

it during

guidance

and con-

with

of a star-sensing

at altitudes

a cruise

navigation
of being

of approximately

per hour. The cruise missile would,
low altitude,

an

to protect

The ICBM had the advantage

the Soviet government

of

making

opted to pursue both

how-

it vulneraoptions,

at

the risk of failure if only one variant was pursued.

interest

in the matter.

On February

13, 1953, less than

a month

prior to his death, he signed an official

USSR Council

of Ministers'

decree that affected

work

all long-range

took

Among

a complex

be flying

its target, at a relatively

to mitigate

in 1952.

No. 2, the Ministry

On the other hand,

be the development

25,000 kilometers

ever, fly for several hours before reaching
least for the time, clearly hoping

and Nil-I.

have to design

it would

of

such as Korolev were unwilling

to a cruise missile option.

NII-88,

day and night.

because

31,

Director

set published

Special Committee

of the missile.

missile, one of the most challenging

on

on January

the Deputy

of a new heat shield for its warhead

engineers

control

ramJet. ':_ Work

research on the development

and engineers

as compared

a former

in the Soviet Union. ':_

for further

in late 1952 at various levels, within

ICBM would

ble to defensive

the RD-040

draft plan for the vehicle

scientists

officials

by the estab-

M. Bondaryuk,

and Sergey A. Khristianovich,

aeronautical

missile. Both industrial

1,000 kilometers

Mark

research to build the S_nger-Bredt

to build

of a five-volume

Bondaryuk,

to come out in favor of a ballistic

invulnerable

was also underscored

Designer

work on the N3 theme was collated into a three-volume

The results indicated

of Armaments,

engines

Chief

was contracted

the signing

was one of the leading

The complete

ROCKET

team had been conducting

EKR, Bondaryuk
with

"i-sAGI, who

in 1950 under

whose

the EKR culminated

THE

The focus on ramjet

new OKB-670

head at Nil-I,

AND

ballistic

and cruise missiles

work

on the R-3 missile

in the Soviet Union.

•

Terminated

•
•

Stipulated a timetable for testing the R-5 strategic
Terminated work on the NI, N2, and N3 themes

•

Approved

two new themes--the

The TI theme,
Stage Ballistic
opment
sanctioned

of a blueprint
initial

"Theoretical

for a Soviet

for both

to build
vehicles

missile

and Experimental
ICBM

Research on the Creation

Kilometers,"

based on

for the creation

prior

be Korolev's

OKB-I

formally

research.

of an intercontinental

the EKR to prove out new technologies
would

on

officially:

TI and T2

a Range of 7-8 Thousand

groundwork

gave full approval
contractor

called

Missile with

The decision

at NII-88

approved

of a Twothe devel-

The T2 theme
cruise

officially

missile--that

for the program.

is. it

The prime

based in Kaliningrad.

'_4 The

122. YevgeniyYerokhin, "The Missiles of Bondaryuk_ (English title), Kryha rodiny no. I I (November 1993):
33-37. OKB-670 traced its lineage back to EKB-I of Nil GVFestablished in 1940. EKB-I was absorbed by NII-I in
1944. Bondaryuk was appointed Chief Designer of a department at NII-I on August 30, 1947.This department
became the independent OKB-670 in 1950.OKB-610 also concurrently worked on ramjet engines for other missiles
and aircraft, such as the R I Shtorm and the Samolet 5.
123. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporalsiya, p. 61.
124. German Nazarov, "You Cannot Paper Space With Rubles: How to Save Billions" (English title).
Molodaya guardiya no. 4 (April 1990): 192-207; Golovanov. "The Beginning of the Space Era": Semenov, ed.,
Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 73, 630: Romanov, Koro(ev, p. 266. For a general description of the
themes T I and T2, see Mozzhorin, et aL, eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery. pp. 71,262. The February 1953 decree
also affected other missile programs. It approved the development of the short-range R-I I missile and approved the
transfer of work on a new missile, the R-12, from Nll-88's OKB-I to SKB-586 based in Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine.
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I08
detailed
designparameters
andconfiguration
of bothrockets
wouldbedetermined
in the
course
oftheensuing
twoyears.
BythetimethattheTt theme
began
inFebruary
1953,
Korolev's
engineers
hadsharpened
theirconception
oftheICBMtofitspecific
requirements.'2_
Themissile
wouldbeatwo-stage
vehicle--that
is.acorewithstrap-ons--capable
ofdelivering
athree-ton
warhead
toadistance
of 7,000
to 8,000kilometers.
Overall
launch
massandlaunch
thrustwouldbe190tonsand
270tons,respectively.
Thedesign
hada directlinkto themostpreferred
variant
thathad
emerged
fromtheN3studies
between
1950
and1953,
butit wasoptimized
tofit lesspowerfulengines
andmorestrap-ons.
TheICBMwashadbecome
a five-booster
clustered
missile
withacentral
sustainer
(called
"Blok/5")andfourstrap-on
boosters
(BloksB.V,G,andD).
/511
engines
wouldfiresimultaneously
atliftoff;theywouldbeseparated
ataltitude,
leaving
the
central
one,serving
asthesecond
stage,
firinguntilfinalcutoff.Each
oftheboosters
wouldbe
equipped
withonesingle-chamber
LOX-kerosene
engine
withathrustof aboutfiftyto sixty
tons./spart
fromthenumber
ofstrap-ons
andthepower
oftheengines,
athirdmajordesign
change
from1952to 1953wastheshape
ofeachbooster.
Theconfiguration
oftheICBMin
theoriginal
N3studies
owedmuchtotheshape
oftheabandoned
R-3missile,
whichwasa
classically
constructed
sleek
cylinder.
Thenewdesign
incorporated
tapered
boosters,
similar
to
elongated
cones
andsuperficially
similar
totheGerman/5-4.
Engineers
atOKB-Ievidently
gravitatedto a conical
shape
forthestrap-ons
primarily
because
of theaerodynamic
advantages
overa standard
cylindrical
design.
Furthermore,
thesizeof theengines,
thepossibility
of
imparting
additional
thrusttothecentral
sustainer,
andtheopportunity
ofdecreasing
tankwall
thickness
eventually
prompted
theengineers
to droptheclassic
cylinder
design.
':'_Theend
result
wasfourconical-shaped
boosters
attached
toacentral
element,
whichwidened
in its
diameter
tomeettheapexes
ofeach
ofthefourcones.
It wasadecision
thatfrozetheconfiguration
ofwhatwouldeventually
become
theworld's
mostusedlaunch
vehicle,
adesign
that
remains
instantly
recognizable
today.
Based
ontheN3studies,
Korolev's
engineers
hadexplored
thepossibility
ofincorporating
thecapability
ofpropellant
transfer
between
thestrap-on
blocks,
especially
incases
offailure
inoneor moreboosters,
buttheyrejected
thisdesign
based
onadded
complexities
fromthe
needforhydraulic
connections
between
eachstrap-on.
Instead,
OKB-Ideveloped
theSystem
forSynchronization
andSimultaneous
Emptying
ofTanks
toensure
thatpropellant
flowfrom
alltheboosters
wasregulated
onacommon
timeline.
Guidance
fortheICBMwouldbeeffectedbyaerodynamic
rudders
andgasvanes
placed
in theengine
outflow,
a throwback
to the
pre-R-3
days.'"
Thisfirstorderofbusiness
forworkonthenewICBM,called
theR-6,wastheengines.
Korolev
approached
ChiefDesigner
Glushko
forthejob,butheranheadlong
intoconflict.
As
oneRussian
historian
wrote:
qlushko
refused. He was bothered
boundaries
of his own professional
kind of engines
about
had not

first of all by the fact
competence.
_lushko

that Korolev was violating
the
[eli that he himself knew what

the new rocket needed.
The kind of engines
that Korolev was talking
been produced
yet. Clushko
was afraid of explosive
detonations
and

125 The senior engineersat NII-88's OKB-I who worked on the N3 and TI themes included R F.,qppazov.
K D Bushuyev,8. Ye Chertok, V F.Gladkiy, Ya. P.Kolyako, S. S. Kryukov, g. F Kulyabin, S. S.Lavrov.V P.Mishin,
t. S Prudnikov, V. t-. Roshchin. Ye F. Ryazanov, I. N. Sadovskiy, P. F. Shulgin, G. S. Vetrov, P I. Yermolayev. and
P g. Yershov.SeeSemenov, ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 73.
126. Timothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry," Spaceflight 37 (December 1995): 411. There were also several disadvantages to the conical design, which are outlined in the same source.
127 Mishin, "Problems of the FirstFlight." pp. 20-2 I.
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acoustic

vibrations--the

combustion
oxygen]

probability

chamber.

engine,

AND

But even

he didn't

engines,

In

chamber

The RD-105, with

the size
such

he could

began

developing

used Chief

had opened

Glushko

two

new

Designer

Isayev's idea of the

tons, was intended

the RD-I06.

with

a thrust

in the

Soviet

300-kilometer-range
ducing

with

ranges of 8,000

more by technological

of Soviet technology
as Korolev

advancing

and Ustinov,

mid-1950s,

Korolev

the rocketry

effort,

ICBM program

missile

R-I in 1948, within

weapons

acterized

long-range

kilometers.

incrementally

modest

which

allowed

to his own

tons

of a remarkable

beginnings

of the

headlong

into pro-

The rate of progress was tremendous,
contradicting

over decades.

program also benefited

the traditional

him to take advantage

char-

Western

view

Driven by strong personalities

such

from strong military

support.

have yet one more major factor on his side: institutional
of loopholes

By the

disarray

to divert a portion

in

of the

ends.
Korolev

When

From the

five years, the Soviets were moving

leaps in capability,

the missile

would

programs.

single-

as propulsion

of fifty-three

tons in a vacuum), was earmarked for the central block. '-'_
The initiation of work on the T I and T2 themes in 1953 was an indication

maturity

eventual-

LOX-kerosene

the door to more powerful

of fifty-five

while

of the

a [liquid

test it. ''_

but other chief designers,

a thrust

of the ICBM,

with

in producing

test rigs on which

Korolev,

which

increasing

succeeded

Both designs

configuration,

LOX engines.

occurrence

OKB-456,

and the RD-106.

solder-welded

for each of the four strap-ons
(65.8

bureau,

ROCKET

have

the necessary

not only

1952, his design

the RD-105

integrated

of their

if he would

have

Under severe pressure from
ly agreed.

THE

Stalin died in March

and the

1953, it instigated

Party

the first change

of leadership

in the Soviet

Union in more than thirty years. It seems that the major thrust of the rocketry program changed
little as the succession to Stalin stabilized over the next few months. There is evidence, however, to suggest that his successors
especially
Stalin,

in areas of policy,

often

Malenkov,

bypassing

appointed

uninvolved

with

had a less-than-clear

no doubt

high Communist
the chairman

details

Party officials.

of the Special

of the rocketry

in the griphold

of the Soviet intelligence

erated

his henchmen

in all layers of the Ministry

Policy decisions

adopted

le the task of managing
manufacturing
While

Ustinov

For example,
night,

of Armaments
personnel

Committee

services

No.

himself

Llstinov,

and activities

under

member

of the project

eventually

trickled

at the various

to
M.

remained

Beriya, who

and the Council

under the watchful

Georgiy

2 in 1946, was apparently

the dreaded

of Armaments

was in general 'a Party man,"

during

and Glushko
the overtly

life, several Jewish
Llstinov

in a nearby

Even Politburo

industry,
directly

down

prolif-

of Ministers.

via secret police

eye of Beriya, would

institutes,

design

bureaus,

tackand

plants.

neers such as Korolev
Stalin's

by Beriya or Stalin

before Minister

of the missile

of NI1-88 had reported

program. '_° The management

firmly

operatives

understanding

because the leadership

telephoned

park. Realizing

anti-Semitic

engineers
Chief

it seems that he was very protective

in cases in which

drive to arrest

in the rocketry

program

Designer Ryazanskiy

the absurdity

Beriya's people became

of such

intellectuals
found

of engi-

too threatening.

in the

last years of

their lives in jeopardy.

and asked him to go for a walk with

a request

from

a minister,

Ryazanskiy

One
him
was

128. Golovanov, Korolev, p. 709.
129. Timothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part I: From First ICBM to Sputnik
Launcher," Spaceflight 37 (August 1995): 260-63: Prishchepa_ "From the History of the Creation," p. 123:
Prishchepa. "History of Development of First SpaceRocket Engines," p. 99
130. Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 394

IO9

IIO

quick

to pick up that

immediately

send

Ryazanskiy

objected

Boguslavskiy
possibly

something

his

to

saving

his deputy

in

1950,

demoted

talented

Yevgeniy

such

be immediately

occasion

was amiss.

Deputy

unusual

from

being

that

dle managers,
echelons

systems

ones who

such as Ustinov

engineer

...

provides

while

even

alive
say

We were sometimes

allowed

to ask
the burden

In the weeks
appointed

solidated
entity,

Minister

his already

the Ministry

technology

Stalin's

immense

programs

port of high military

we

Our experience

with

Korolev

the first thaws

the formation
industry

in the post-Stalin
such

as nuclear

the initial
assumed

but weren't

really

prepared

is a case

executed

support

on June 26,

terror that

to take

P,. Bulganin,

the

of Malenkov.

security

personal

by gunshot

to

in point.'"

in the struggle

and Nikolay

the two national

ended up inheriting

months

of the nuclear

new Ministry

of Medium

Machine

of Ministers,

con-

services into one

control

over all highwith the sup-

1953. '_ Following

on December

had pervaded

to head the

Building

industry

Beriya's
who

program.

a quick

23. His arrest

Soviet society

since

of advanced

tech-

other

_. Malyshev,
the production

ministers

elimination

from

had served under

the

him, by

The process was set off on July
(later

that had managed

eye. Vyecheslav
Unlike

Despite

based on the top-secret

for his role in managing

ministry.

a major restructuring

the Presidium

the same entity

since 1946 under Beriya's watchful
road engineer, well known

weapons

major roles in the rocketry

days after Beriya's arrest--when

the USSR Council

prompted

and rocket weapons.

I. 1953--five

appointed

Malenkov,

had him arrested

in the indiscriminate

scene, many of the managers
default,

their delivery

of the USSR nearly forty years before.

The confusion
nology

our defenses.

his reign lasted only weeks, and Khrushchev,

leaders, eventually

Nikita

and

weren't

players emerged

Having effectively

trial later in the year, Beriya was summarily
precipitated

member

were discussed,

died.

four major

a vast institution-

about

weapons

Stalin

power by combining

in the country,

Ustinov
away from

were the mid-

Politburo

all decisions

Forces, Beriya, with

of Internal Affairs.

attention

program

from

nuclear

Beriya, Khrushchev,

of Armed

On another

problems:

such matters

when

death,

of the country:

that

out the order,

at NII-88.

to discover

An account

involving

when

Therefore

pogrom.

engineers

of the rocketry

monopolized

those

on our shoulders.

following

over the leadership
newly

questions.

anti-Semitic

bewildered

missiles.

present

demanded

carried

to deflect

to

When

and of course the secret police. Thus, the upper

he completely
especially

....

to assume their niches of power, it was

knowledge

were, by some accounts,

systems.
carry

members jockeyed

"anywhere.'

categorically

Jewish

a hint of the new leadership's

.Stalin was

including--I'd

of Beriya's

asked Ryazanskiy

a trip

Ryazanskiy

Boris Ye. Chertok

of ballistic

Ustinov

on

Ustinov

targeting

and Vetoshkin,

for the development

S. Khrushchev

was

had significant

in the government

al apparatus

order,

a victim

Beriya

him and thus preclude his arrest/_
Upon Stalin's death, as Politburo
clear that the only

the walk,

sent away on a new mission.

realizing
control

an

During

Ya. Boguslavskiy

the Politburo)
First Chief

the atomic

created

the

Directorate

of

weapons

program

a fifty-one-year-old

former rail-

of tanks during

the war, was

in the Soviet

government,

however,

31. Ibid, p. 439: Col. M. Rebrov. "The Whiteness of Martian Seas . : Pages Fromthe Life of the Chief
Designer of Radio Control Devices" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda. March I I. 1989, p. 4.
132, Instead of Boris Chertok. Minister Llstinov appointed Mikhail K Yangel as head of the department
becauseYangelwas a long-time member of the Communist Party.
133 Nikita S, Khrushchev. Khrushchev Remembers:The Last Testament (Boston: Little & Brown, 1974). pp.
45-46.
134. Holloway, Stalin and the Bomb, p. 320.
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Malyshev was also appointed a deputy chairman of the Council of Ministers. '_5P, man aligned
with the Malenkov axis in the Presidium, Malyshev was an extremely professional and intelligent individual
postwar
effectively

who

worked

closely

years. As the top

major top-secret

weapons

air defense weapons,
ated via three "Chief
the formation

Soviet defense

arbiter

Malyshev

development

of defense

was

weapons

development

industry,

Malyshev's

sector management

responsible

programs

of the Ministry

of Medium

Special

Building,

after 1953, Management

into one and subsumed

Committee

of day-to-day

of/_rmaments.

No. 2, which

bomb,

the

industry),

activities

remained

whose only goal was to produce weapons
and Malyshev

weapons),

the

and the Third

(for

under this one ministry.
had directed

the ballistic

'_ The precise
missile

pro-

there is no doubt that
over the missile effort

under the purview

of Ustinov

at the

'37

Malyshev was not a big supporter of Korolev.
one ear to Korolev's interests in space exploration,

pieced together

of all three

the atomic

the First (for atomic

base for the uranium

gram, is not clear--it
may have been disbanded as early as 1949--but
the new Ministry
of Medium Machine Building also had final oversight

Korolev

the

at the time.

for the management

in the Soviet Union:

Machine

of the raw material

were united

fate of the mysterious

Ministry

during

appointment

and the ballistic missile programs. The first two of these had been operDirectorates"
of the Council of Ministers reporting directly to Beriya. With

(for management

air defense missiles)

Beriya on nuclear

of the

made him the most influential

As head of the new ministry,

Second

with

manager

went

a perhaps

efficiently.

Unlike Ustinov, who may have listened with
Malyshev was a tried-and-true
administrator,
There were, in fact, several occasions

head to head. One Russian space historian,

apocryphal

account

of a spat between

R-3. At a high-level meeting to discuss the missile,
attendees that work on the R-3 should be terminated

gleksandr

when

R Romanov,

Korolev and Malyshev

over the

Korolev almost casually announced
to the
immediately to concentrate forces on going

135. John McDonnell, "The Soviet DefenseIndustry as a PressureGroup," in Michael McGwire, Ken Booth,
and John McDonnell, eds.. Souiet Naual Policy: Objeetiuesand Constraints (Halifax. NS.: Centre for Foreign Policy
Studies, 1975), p. 88. A more recent Russian source suggests that the order [or the formation of the Ministry of
Medium Machine Building was actually issued on April 2, 1953_more than two months before Beriya's arrest See
N. S. Simonov, Voyenno-promyshlennyy kompleks SSSR u 1920-1950-ye Body: tempy ekonomicheskogo rosta, struktura, organizatsiya proizvodstvaiupravleniye
(Moscow: ROSSPEN. I996), p. 246.
136. Simonov. Voyenno-promyshlennyy kompleks SSSR v 1920-1950-ye Body, p 246. See also Andrey
Sakharov, Memoirs (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990), p. 169: Grigoriy Kisunko, Sekretnaya zona (Moscow:
Sovremennik, 1996), p. 267. The FirstChief Directorate had been established on August 20, 1945(headed by B. L.
Vannikov), the Second on December 27, 1949 (headed by V. Ya. Antropov), and the Third on February 3, 1951
(headed by V. M. Ryabikov). SeeSimonov, Voyenno.promyshlennyy kompleks SSSRu 1920-1950-ye Body, pp. 216,
225, 236. A few sources have incorrectly continued to claim that the Second Chief Directorate was a successor to
the Special Committee No. 2--that is, it also oversaw the ballistic missile sector. See Vladislav Zubok and
Constantine Pleshakov. Inside The Kremlin's Cold War: From Stutin to Khrushcheu (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press. 1996), p. 172: B Ye. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1997), p. 19: Golovanov. Koroleu. p. 454.
137. There is some evidence to make an institutional connection between the old Special Committee No. 2,
which had overseen policy aspects of the ballistic missile program from 1946, and the new Ministry of Medium
Machine Building via a third government entity. This was the Third Chief Directorate of the USSR Council of
Ministers established on February3, 1951,under the leadership of V. M Ryabikov (who until then had been D F.
Usitnov's deputy in the Ministry of Armaments). This directorate's primary duties were to oversee all research and
development work on Soviet anti-aircraft and air defense missiles. When the new Ministry of Medium Machine
Building was established on July h 1953. the Third Chief Directorate was subordinated to the ministry and renamed
the Chief Directorate of Special Machine Building (GlavSpetsMash). Ryabikov remained the chief of GlavSpetsMash
with the dual rank of Deputy Minister, Less than a month later, on July 29, 1953, an official governmental decree
moved all ballistic missile work to the jurisdiction of GlavSpetsMash--that is, within the Ministry of Medium
Machine Building under Ryabikov (Deputy Minister) and Malyshev (Minister). SeeArkadiy Kruglov, Shtab atomproma (Moscow: TsNIlatominform, 1998), pp, 103, 106: Irina Bystrova, "The formation of the Soviet Military-Industrial
Complex," Center for International Security and Arms Control. Stanford University, September 1996, p 13.
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directly

to an

Ma[yshev
unable

ICBM.

looked

When

Korolev

at Koro[ev

finished,

in bewilderment,

to believe that the chief designer

would

dare to propose cancellation
of a missile that
was crucial to the needs of the Soviet armed
forces for the next few years. When
dees accused

Korolev

of using

gram as a means to advance
exploration,
down,

the

pleading

technological
advance,

Visibly

leap

rather

did

was
than

not

needed

back
was a

an incremental

true to his character,

severe-

Korolev

in front of everyone,

telling

his proposal

agitated,

Vyecheslav
this

designer
what

pro-

his ideas of space

Malyshev,

ly berated
him that

chief
that

some atten-

the ICBM

was out of the question.

Korolev

blurted

P,leksandrovich

is an anti-state

Malyshev,

out,

"1 refuse,

[Malyshev].

approach

I repeat:

to this

matter."

not one for being intimidated,

replied,

"No! Really? He refuses?...
People are not irreplaceable. Others can be found.' .... With this
implicit
long

threat on Korolev's
moment

adjourned
discussion

of

position,

silence.

there was a

Malyshev

the meeting, saying that
on the issue was useless.

The

R-3, of course,

was canceled

Korolev

had

proposed.

There

suggest

why

Malyshev

eventually

Perhaps Ustinov
Malyshev's

abruptly
any

is no

more

just

as

record

to

VyechestaaMalysheu, shouJnhere in the early I950s
was the first manager o[ the er_tireS,
ouiet militaryindustrial complex From I953 to 1955, as Minister of
Medium Machine Building he ouersauJ[he rise of the
hydrogen bomb and ICBM programs
(copyright Steuen Zatoga)

capitulated.

played a key role in convincing

boss

Malenkov.

arrest may have prompted
1953 was a pivotal

Certainly
Korolev

year in Korolev's

effects on the activities

Beriya's

to take risks he might
life.

of Soviet scientists.

Both Stalin's
Although

crimes in the 1930s had yet to occur, the persistently

not have previously.
and Beriya's

formal

ments of a totalitarian
The history

of Korolev's

in the ballistic
porting

missile

an individual

was often

system,

incarceration,
program,
while

important

neer by the name of Mikhail
designer

of strategic

ballistic

in fact, significantly

affected

Party officials

a criminal

less experienced

missiles

of the state. With

engineers

leapfrogged

Yangel, who

would

in the Soviet Union.

been

impressed

with

from

this handicap,

sup-

Korolev

ahead.
aeronautical
the

engi-

preeminent

Born in the Ukraine on October

Mikoyan,

such as Polikarpov,

of power

to refrain

go on to become

led by famous

had apparently

arrange-

his acquirement

continued

in several major wartime

designers

alleged

terror had begun

Still, given the institutional

191 I. Yangel had served his apprenticeship
er leadership"

for Korolev's

event in this respect was the rise of a talented
Kuzmich

however,

had profound

of the Beriya years took a long time to evaporate.

as Communist

who was still officially

forced to watch

One particularly

the mind-set

rehabilitation

dark cloud of unexpected

to move away, and this had a marked result on his mood.

Clearly,

departures

aeronautical

and Myasishchev.
Yangel's

activities

Someone
at the

25,

organizations
in the "highAcademy

of
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strategic ballistic missile named the R-12, or "product 8A63," which would use storable propellants, have an autonomous guidance system, and be capable of a range of about 2,000 kilometers. The military was evidently interested in a missile that would have the modern design
characteristics of the R-5 but be as easy to store for long periods as the short-range tactical
R-II. Budnik was lucky to have a collaborator: Chief Designer Dominik D. Sevruk at Nll-88's
OKB-3 had by this time begun work on high-thrust engines using red fuming nitric acid and
kerosene (storable components). Both Korolev and Glushko were lukewarm at best to the
whole idea of the R-12, but on the insistence of the military, they began to take it seriously. '_'
On February 13, 1953. in the same decree sanctioning the ICBM's development, the Soviet government formally transferred all draft plan work on the R-12 from NII-88 to Budnik's command
in the Ukraine. '4_
Because Budnik's design bureau was essentially an entity focused on manufacturing, however, it faced serious problems in funding and staffing. '44The problems at the factory opened
the way for a solution to the conflict between Korolev and Yangel. In early 1954, Khrushchev
instructed Minister Ustinov to draw up a plan to dilute Korolev's absolute monopoly in the
rocket-building business. Ustinov emerged with a plan to create two completely independent
groups, one in the Ukraine and one in the Urals. Korolev was called to a meeting to meet
Khrushchev. who was then the First Secretary of the Communist Party, to discuss the issue.
Korolev was naturally very resistant to competitors, and he suggested to Khrushchev that the
most optimum plan would be to have centrally located design bureaus in the Moscow area and
a number of branches spread across the Soviet Union. Khrushchev was adamantly opposed,
instead arguing that the two new groups would be completely independent from OKB-I. _
Thus, Korolev finally ceded his monopoly, and the foundation was laid for the expansion of the
missile and space industry.
The first enterprise was the Experimental Design Bureau (OKB-586) formed at the plant in
Dnepropetrovsk in the Ukraine by an order of the Council of Ministers dated April 10, 1954. Its
mandate was to create a new generation of military ballistic missiles. '4°Ustinov offered the chief
designer's job of the organization to Yangel, who accepted without any hesitation. The ambitious engineer had been interested for a while in heading his own design bureau and, like
Korolev, had been unhappy with the situation at NII-88. Yangel was officially named to head
OKB-586 on July 9 and brought with him to Dnepropetrovsk a number of able engineers from
NII-88. With Budnik as his new first deputy, Yangel immediately dove into work on the R-12
missile, considered by the Soviet leadership to be a successor rocket to Korolev's R-5 Originally.
Yangel's new missile would have used an engine designed by Sevruk, who had started this
research in the first place, but ended up collaborating with a much more powerful individual,
Chief Designer Glushko. Although Glushko had been uninterested at first in the
R- 12. once the program gathered steam, he had Sevruk's work on the engine transferred to his
own design bureau. Thus. along with the two engines for the ICBM, in 1952, he began work
on a third engine, the RD-21 I, for the R-12. In contrast to the other two engines, the RD-2I I
would have a multichamber design with four identical combustion chambers fed by one tur-
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Korolev was a brilliant engineer and organizer and a colorful personality who shared
many of Kurchatov's qualities .... Korolev dreamed of the cosmos, and he clung to that
dream throughout his youth and his stint with the [amous Jet Propulsion Research Group
[GIRD]. He never believed, as so many did, that the rocket pioneer Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky was simply an impractical dreamer Korolev also shared Kurchatov's rather
crude sense of humor Both took good care of their subordinates and colleagues and had
a sure grasp of the practical, but Korolev was possibly a bit more cunning, ruthless, and
cynical than Kurchatov.'_2
About the general work of NII-88, Sakharov added:
We had always thought our own work was conducted on a grand scale, but this was
something of a different order. I was struck by the level of technical culture, hundreds of
highly skilled professionals coordinated their work on fantastic objects they were producing, all in a quite matter-of-fact, efficient manner '_
Korolev's relationship with the post-Stalin leadership stabilized over time. Of the four major
players, he had had cursory relationships with Beriya, Bulganin, and Malenkov. The latter two
had headed the important Special Committee No. 2, but they had evidently remained outside
the de facto loop of command over the missile program. Thus, with Beriya gone, the new leadership was in the curious position of inheriting a massive and complex program of research that
had been completely concealed from them. The fourth major power player, Khrushchev, had
met the Korolev a few times during the Stalin regime, but they had never developed a personal relationship at the time. Khrushchev's description of Korolev's first meeting with the new
Party leadership is revealing:
Not too long after Stalin's death, Korolyou came to the Politbureau [sic] meeting to
report on his work. I don't want to exaggerate, but I'd say we gawked at what he
showed us as if we were a bunch of sheep seeing a new gate [or the first time. When he
showed us one o/his rockets, we thought it looked like nothing but a huge cigar-shaped
tube, and we didn't believe it could fly. Korolyov took us on a tour of the launching pad
and tried to explain to us how the rocket worked. We were like peasants in a marketplace. We walked around and around the rocket, touching it, tapping it to see if it was
sturdy enough--we
did everything but lick it to see how it tasted.'_4
Speaking of the new ICBM proposal, Khrushchev had unending praise for Korolev:
We had absolute confidence in Comrade Korolyov [sic]. We believed him when he told
us that his rocket would not fly, but that it would travel 7.000 kilometers, When he
expounded or defended ideas, you could see passion burning in his eyes. and his reports
were always models of clarity. He had unlimited energy and determination, and he was
a brilliant organizer '_
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Firsthand descriptions of his character describe someone who was capable of both outright
belligerence and unexpected generosity--a man single-mindedly driven by the dream of space
travel. Transcending any possible clich_ of the devoted scientist. Korolev was more than the
sum of his attributes, a surprisingly humane and emotionally explosive person with both
strengths and failings, but ultimately possessed of invaluable genius for managing his engineers. One military associate from the 1950s recalled that:
Korolev was not only a scientist and designer, but also a great organizer. He never hesitated to take risks, but his risk-taking was always calculated. Sometimes he would take
a decision which he intuitively knew to be wrong, but he still wanted to test it and try
it out as if he needed to convince himself that it was truly wrong. He would steamroll
anything and anybody that tried to prevent him from making a decision which he
deemed necessary and propen Indeed, his main character trait was his iron will. He was
very sell-disciplined, resolute, certain about what he wanted, and intent on achieving
his goals at any cost. _
Despite increased socialization with the upper leadership of the Kremlin, the cultured
Korolev never overcame the deleterious effects of his time in prison. Anatoliy P. #,bramov, an
engineer at the design bureau, recalled many years later that Korolev:
used to take his meals with his deputies and assistants, all sitting around in a big table
in the canteen ....
Korolev had a good sense of humor, and his presence never intimidated the others sitting around the table .... He ate very quickly, paying more attention
to answering questions than to the meal. _[ter finishing the food on his plate, he would
wipe it clean with a piece of bread which he subsequently put in his mouth. He even
scooped up crumbs and ate them. The people around him looked on with amazement
until someone volunteered that this was a habit he had developed during his years in
prison and in labor camps.'_7
The successes of the early Soviet ballistic missile program did not, obviously, belong only
to Korolev. Other engineers, artillery officers, and defense industry bureaucrats were instrumental in the creation of the vast infrastructure that supported the development of the R-I,
R-2, R-5. and R-I I missiles. But Korolev was the heart of that effort, the one who synthesized
the abilities and talents of thousands. By 1953, he was poised to begin the most important
phase of his life. P, man profoundly affected by the history of the Soviet Union, he began to
harness his own energies to affect the history of the world.
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Stalin's death in 1953 signaled the beginning of a new era in the history of the Soviet state•
As with every other arena of Soviet life, the effects on the rocketry sector were not clear immediately. Given that Stalin himself had an unusually important role in approving or canceling
weapons development projects, the new members of the Politburo were less than prepared to
handle the institutional and operational challenges of the emerging long-range ballistic missile
program. While Beriya, Bulganin, Khrushchev, and Malenkov had found themselves as the
major power brokers in the post-Stalin leadership, one by one, three of them were eliminated
from the picture in the ensuing years. Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev emerged as the most
powerful and influential Communist Party leader in the country. Of the four individuals,
Khrushchev was, however, the one person least familiar with the workings of the defense
industry. His inexperience with the sector, combined with the necessity of revamping an institutional structure set up in the Stalin days, seems to have set the stage for a great degree of
flux and ambiguity in the chain of command in the missile programs during the four-year period from 1953 to the first Sputnik launch in 1957. This amorphousness engendered a climate
for facilitating the decision to develop and launch the first artificial satellite.
Operation

Bayka!

Through the end of 1953 and the beginning of 1954, specific requirements for the first
Soviet ICBM were established at NII-88 during a series of important meetings, which finally
brought together nuclear weapons and rockets to create a potent combination. The first step
prior to using nuclear explosives on the ICBM was deployment of more modest rockets, such
as the short-range R-II and the medium-range R-5. It was during this period that Korolev's
enterprise and the rest of the rocketeers for the first time came into contact with bureaucrats in
the Ministry of Medium Machine Building, the individuals responsible for administrating the
top-secret nuclear weapons program. Following the end of the Stalin and Beriya era, Minister
Malyshev and his deputies from the Ministry of Medium Machine Building almost by default
inherited jurisdiction over the missile effort--an unusual state of affairs prompted in part by the
ignorance of many high Communist Party leaders on the nature of important military programs.
The collaboration with the nuclear scientists began with an exploratory visit to NII-88 on
October 19, 1953, by representatives of the Ministry of Medium Machine Building, who met
NII-88 Chief Engineer Yangel to inquire about the basic parameters of the R-5 missile. Korolev
was at the time in Kapustin Yar inaugurating the second series of R-5 testing, and upon hearing of the visit, he quickly flew back to Moscow in time for a formal visit by Malyshev to
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state economic planning organ. Ustinov, still the Minister of Defense Industries, which oversaw
NII-88 during this period, continued to maintain very close relationships with Korolev and
other chief designers. There is no evidence to suggest that there was any friction between
Ustinov and Ryabikov once their positions were reversed. An extremely valuable ally for
Korolev, Ustinov was crucial in shielding and protecting NII-88 from undesirable orders.
During the mid-1950s, Korolev also benefited from changes in the military--in
particular,
the transfer of the important NIl-4 organization from the Academy of Artillery Sciences to the
Fourth Directorate of the Chief Artillery Directorate, the latter being his primary client for missiles. Many military leaders saw this academy as a hostile environment, nurturing scientific
dreamers such as Tikhonravov, but ironically it had become too ineffectual for Korolev's liking.
After a tumultuous lifetime, the academy was eventually dissolved on April 23, 1953, and its
subordinate NIl-4, which included Tikhonravov's group, was transferred directly to the command of the Fourth Directorate, renamed the Directorate of the Deputy Commander of Artillery. '_
With direct access to a sympathetic directorate commander, Maj. General Andrey I. Sokoiov,
Tikhonravov was in a better position to reinforce the important work on artificial satellites carried out at NIl-4. There was a minor reshuffle during 1954-55, when Sokolov was fired from his
post because of a Party "witch-hunt," but the resourceful artillery general struggled his way back
and was appointed to personally head NIl-4 in late 1955/9 An employee of NIl-4 noted later that
"in connection with Sokolov's [appointment] there was a sharp reinforcement of work on space
themes" at the institute, adding that the relationship with NII-88 showed a significant improvement. 2°Furthermore, the number of people in Tikhonravov's satellite and launch vehicle group
increased dramatically following the change in NIl-4 leadership. Another change in favor of
Korolev and Tikhonravov was the appointment of Marshal Nedelin in March 1955 to the new
post of Deputy Minister of Defense for Special Armaments and Reactive Technology."' With a far
more favorable attitude toward Korolev after the success of the R-5M, Nedelin was a key factor
in Korolev's rise, given that the former had direct access to Khrushchev and the rest of the
Presidium. Nedelin's new role was to direct the acquisition and integration of new armaments,
including ballistic missiles, into the Soviet armed forces. If a satellite were to lift off from Soviet
soil, it would be Nedelin who would allow the use of a missile for such a project.
All these changes, seemingly unrelated, each served to reinforce Korolev's standing in key
areas. Without the support of these individuals, the first Soviet satellite would not have lifted
off when it did. The dismissal of Malyshev, the new appointments of Ryabikov, Sokolov, and
Nedelin. the transfer of NIl-4, and most of all the success of the R-SM were pivotal events,
which came at a very opportune moment in the history of the Soviet ballistic missile program.
While a decision on a space satellite was still months away. the pieces in the puzzle were finally beginning to fall into place, as the fortunes of Korolev's group of engineers began to take a
historic turn. The last and perhaps most important element of the picture, the ICBM, was
already in design. The doors were beginning to open up.
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Alternatives
The T I and T2 directives from February 1953 sanctioned design work to create intercontinental ballistic and cruise missiles, both to be created at Nll-88's OKB-I. Increasingly by late
1953, work on the T2 theme had begun to conflict with the heavy workload on ICBM development-that
is, the T I theme. Cruise missile development was effectively limited to the creation of the short-range experimental EKR vehicle, although it was understood that the EKR
would lead directly to a full-scale intercontinental project. By the end of 1953, NII-88 had
begun manufacturing various components of the EKR, while ground tests of OKB-6ZO's ramjet
engine were producing good results. A special commission formed to monitor the EKR progroin's progress, which included Academicians Keldysh and Khristianovich, recommended at
the time that the research results from the EKR had been so positive that they should move
directly to an intercontinental missile instead of building the interim missile." Similar to the
abandonment of the R-3 and the jump to an ICBM, it was the second time that Soviet engineers and scientists decided to forego an interim vehicle in favor of a direct leap to an intercontinental missile. Both Korolev and Keldysh were acutely aware that OKB-I alone would not
be able to handle both tasks, and after some "anguished discussions." Korolev decided to let
go of the cruise missile option and have it transferred to other design bureaus, specifically ones
in the aviation industry whose extensive experience in developing long-range bombers would
come in handy. ''_ For Korolev, this was in many ways the most visible manifestation that his
thinking had irrevocably moved from winged missiles, his dream in the 1930s, to ballistic missiles as a means to explore the upper atmosphere and outer space.
Keldysh's NII-I had retained overall scientific supervision over the intercontinental cruise
missile program, but the actual engineering tasks were distributed to two aviation design
bureaus, both of which would eventually become two of the most important organizations in
the Soviet space program. Each would design and build its own intercontinental cruise missile,
in effect competing against each other to deliver a working model to the Soviet armed forces.
In a uniquely Soviet version of "competitive markets," it was not odd for two design bureaus
to be assigned projects simultaneously--programs
that were geared toward roughly the same
requirements. Both proposals would often reach the point of flight testing under supervision of
the primary client, the Ministry of Armed Forces (later the Ministry of Defense). Based on the
results, the ministry would choose one for full-scale production and integration into the armed
forces. The decision to adopt not only was, of course, based on the performance of the given
systems in their testing regime, but also was often a function of the level of cordiality between
the given chief designers and the Soviet leadership. Because failure for a design bureau could
quite often mean the termination of its existence, engineers considered the development of
high-stakes weapons such as cruise missiles very seriously.
The organization picked to produce the first cruise missile was the Experimental Design
Bureau No. 301 (OKB-301), located at Khimki and headed by fifty-three-year-old Chief
Designer Semyon A. Lavochkin, one of the most famous airplane designers in the Soviet Union.
Established in July 1937, this design bureau had produced a number of fighter aircraft, such as
the LaGG-3, LaG, La-SF,La-5FN, and La-7, which were used extensively during World War II.
Later, Lavochkin led the development of several experimental jet aircraft, such as the La-160, the
first Soviet aircraft with swept-back wings, and the La-176, the first Soviet aircraft to break the
speed of sound. By the early 1950s, OKB-301 had branched out into missiles: its first

22. I. Afanasyev,"Without the SecretStamp:Halt the Work, Destroythe Materials"(Englishtitte),
,ztuiatsiyai kosrnonautikano. 6 (June1993):42-44
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missile.

from the Bondaryuk
was a little

while

$2.1 I00

Aviation

them

to the

Fill plant.

cruise missiles
the second
of two

engine

generating
cruise

bureau.

auto-

but better

(later

replaced

identical

tail surfaces.

of

meters

with

known

long rocket boosters,

by

which

by the

lighter

137.22 tons at

to the engine

used on

a large aircraft

with

The main ramjet was

This engine had an average thrust

twenty

fea-

The first stages

stages were equipped

stage resembled

angle and conventional
less than

produced

shared common

missiles.

a total thrust

bureau was almost

The second

design

Moscow

Center and is one of the pri-

were two-stage

used a cluster

four-chamber

gathered

the

called the La-350 (or V-350),

"storm"),

on

Perhaps seeing a

Stalin signed

from

a

son-in-law.

and later at the inde-

this plant had originally

intercontinental

EKR. Both vehicles

at a 70-degree

The missile

of the

Space Station. 2-'

on each of these boosters,
tactical

designer

as early as 1927. The same plant is today

of the International

rocket engines,

it

195 I, Stalin

M. Myasishchev,

for serial production.

engineers

23

bombers.

Tupolev's

to boast about.

transferring

production

This engine from the Isayev design

the R-II

be

first under Tupotev

weapons

No.

Instead,

to handle such a task. The

to

State Space Scientific-Production

propellant

stage.

advanced

the job to Vtadimir

aeronautical

and Myasishchev

(meaning

was installed

and chief
old airplane

a new organization,

old prison

The Lavochkin

"Burya"

as the

$2.1150)

Soviet

for aircraft

never-built

by liquid

ramjets.

its nickname

stubby

his

in the creation

Korolev's

the

happened

30, t 916, in the center of Moscow,

Both the Lavochkin

launch.

best

as the M. V. Khrunichev

tures with

In the spring of

intercontinental

bomber,

had been adopted

into strategic

code-

Bureau

missiles.

No. 23 in Fill. For his new team, the new chief designer

but was restructured

mary participants

served

blood"

1,500 of the

(TsAGI)

patriarch

of strategic

who

195 I, that gave Myasishchev

than

aviation

War II as a prisoner,

but none of them

State Aviation

more

design.

and assigned

network,

Design

in designing

bomber

up to 1951 had been nothing

World

chance to bring some "new
on March

Experimental

was insufficiently

engineer

air defense

drone. _4

experience

jet-powered

elsewhere

aeronautical

achievements

famous

the future

that Soviet technology

airplanes

pendent

the

Moscow

was the

on long-range

to discuss

Stalin took the matter

Myasishchev's

tapped

on a long-range

forty-eight-year-old
various

work

for the

air-launched

had no prior

A. Tupo[ev,

OKB-156,

furious

organization

important

missile

ramjet-powered

new firm that

Moscow-based

up

the V-300

Berkut, and the "201"

long and had an overall

of 7.65 to
mass of

24. For Lavochkin's early work, see A. N. Ponomarev, Sovetskiye auiatsionnyye kosntruktory (Moscow:
Voyennoye izdatelstvo, 1990), pp. 183-91: G. E Svishchev, ed., .,qviatsiya entsiklopediya (Moscow: Bolshaya
Rossiyskayaentsiklopediya, 1994), pp. 304-05. Forthe Berkut, see Anatoliy Pokrovskiy, "Three Episodes From the
Life of Our ABM Defense: There Is No More 'gerkut': What Kind of GeeseWill Save Moscow Now?" (English title),
Pravda. February 3. 1993, p. 4: Votintsev, "Unknown Troops of a Vanished Superpower," pp. 54-61: S. M. Ganin,
"The First National Anti-Aircraft Systemof the Moscow PVO--The S-25 'Berkut'" (English title), Neusk_ybastion
no 2 (February 1997): 25-32: StevenJ Zaloga, "Defending the Capitals: The First Generation of Soviet Strategic Air
Defense Systems 1950-1960," The Journal o[ Slauie Military Studies I0 (December 199?'): 30-43.
25. V A. [edotov, "The Scientific-Design Activities of V. M. Myasishchev" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii
i kosmonautiki 50 ( 1984): 3-13; Ponomarev,Souetskiyeauiatsionnyye kosntruktory, p. 233: Zaloga, Target.,qmerica,
pp. 81-82; O Shinkovich, "The Khrunichev Center--80 Years" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki no. 9 (April
22-May 5, 1996): 75-77; S. A, Zhiltsov, ed., _osudarstuennyy kosmicheskiy nauchno-proizuodstuennyy tsentr imeni
M V" Khrunicheua (Moscow: RUSSLIT,1997), pp. 12,20. D. N. Osipov was director of the plant from t952 to 196t.
The Ministry of Aviation Industry order for the establishment of OK8-23 was dated May 26, 1951
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ninety-six tons. The La-350 would be capable of delivering a conventional
a mass of 2.19 tons over a maximum distance of 8,500 kilometers. :6
The Myasishchev
lar conceptual

design,

configuration

stage like a cluster.
a tflermonudear

The M-40,

warhead

one and a half times
of a cluster

designated
however,

with

rockets,

design bureau. Glushko's

pellants

for Yangel's

to be fraught

concurrent

R-12 intermediate
began work

many setbacks.

because of changes
engineers

a third engine,
stage of the
Bondaryuk
original

cockpit

consisted
from

The work

testing

in 1953, however,

this requirement

on the cruise missiles

for the cruise

missile.

guidance

early stage of flight
stant corrections

Thus, Glushko

at liftoff.

The second

Aviation

high-strength
the technology
ic parameters
profiles.

using

gyroscopic

and the second

programs,

(VIAM)

is, one with

eject out of the vehicle

Nil-l--remnants

platforms

and double

investment

and the N. E. Bauman

to weld them.
for both

most Western

in truth Academician

of these important

of heat-resistant

integrating

navigation

systems,

structural

in particular

accelerometers

accounts
Keldysh

Higher

at Nil-I

designed

that

Technical

materials,

con-

both sysperfected

Institute

School

for

(MVTU)

such as titanium

missile operation,

TsAGI was responsible
imply

for the

system that introduced

for cruise

the delta wings

efforts

one based

under Izrael M. Lisovich, who

Moscow

were indispensable

The venerable

missiles,

The

in basic aero-

considerable

guidance

during the cruise phase. Scientists

steel, which

more

a specially

prior to impact.

of the

Each missile had two-part

based on a celestial

the development

stainless

Although

the first

stage used a single

system for use by both the Burya and Buran by 1953. The All-Union

were tasked with

for a

began developing

meters, and the mass was 125 tons. :_

at Keldysh's

bomber.

to the trajectory

Materials

1956,

calling

for the Buran. Using these engines,

of 220 tons

tems. The latter was based on years of research at NII-88
an operating

In August

for the first stage engine,

was backed up by an immense

primarily

on the SSnger-Bredt

on inertial

proved

of the RD-212 for the Buran was eventually

specifications.

for a single pilot. The pilot would

the

variant of the RD-21 I, specifically
RD-211

ramjet with thrust of about ten and a half tons. One of Myasishchev's

research focused

expended

engine

missile came in handy for work on the M-

the requirements

thrust

acid-kerosene

on the RD-211 engine using these same pro-

in the requirements

of the overall vehicle was twenty-four

nautical

carry
about

nitric

ideas was to use the M-40 as the basis for a rocket-plane--that

designed
length

than the La-350: it would

The first stage of the M-40

of the original

from their original

had a total

RD-OI8A

had a simiabove the first

a single

work

Testing

recalculated

the RD-213, to fulfill
M-40

with

design).

range ballistic

Ground

Myasishchev's

increase in thrust

"blizzard"),

stage mounted

mission

on the RD-212, a modified

never finished
22-percent

had a different

each with

new cruise missile.

with

(meaning

the second

warhead

a mass of three and a half tons (that is, it had a capacity

Glushko

40. In 1953, Glushko

or Buran

with

greater than the Lavochkin

of four booster

for Myasishchev's

the M-40

as its competitor,

atomic

and

as well as

for setting

the aerodynam-

and the vehicles'

thin supersonic

Lavochkin

and Myasishchev

served as the overall coordinator

headed

the

and manager for both

projects. _8

26
M. Aslanov, "'Soviet Shuttle' o[ the 50s" (English title), _po£ey 5 (June 1993): I: Yakov M. Natenzon,
"The First Cruise Missile 'Burya.'" 5pace Bulletin I (1993): 26-27; Boris V. Rauschenbach. "The 'Burya'
Intercontinental Cruise Missile," presented at the 43rd Congress of the International/_stronautical Federation.IAA92-0187. Washington. DC. August 2B-September 5, 199Z; Afanasyev, "Without the Secret Stamp"; Christian
Lardier, "70 Yearsof Soviet Ramjets," presented at the 48th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation.
IAA-9T-IAA.2.3.03. Turin, Italy, October 6-10. 1997: YevgeniyYerokhin, "The Missiles of Bondaryuk" (English title).
Krytia rodiny no. I I (November 1993): 33-37.
27. V. Petrakov and M. Chernyshov, "Without the Stamp 'Secret': The Unknown Buran" (English title),
Souetskayarossiya, April I0, 199I. p. 4; Afanasyev, "Without the SecretStamp"; Igor Afanasyev,R-12: Sandalouoye
dereuo (Moscow: EksPrint NV, 1997), p. 8; Lardier, "70 Years of Soviet Ramjets": Yerokhin, "The Missiles of
Bondaryuk."
28
Afanasyev, "Without the Secret Stamp"; Rauschenbach,"The 'Burya' intercontinental Cruise Missile."
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The cruise

missile

and ICBM options

search for an intercontinental
1940s and
exploring
United

1950s, it would
the possibility

States.

The

at Myasishchev's
two

years

bomber,

better

option

"Type

the airplane

The project

by which

weaponry.

advantages

of missiles

in the early

1950s

apt a symbol

and

widespread

Original
with

conceptions

a launch

mass

weighing

warhead

used on the

changed
Soviet
times

three

exploded

more than

bombers

bombs,

the hydrogen

bomb

the world's

R-7

ICBM

Building

(H-bomb)

that

of 8,500
over

was

weapons

device

ICBM

[thermonuclear]

position.

He later recalled:

device."_:

Under

technology
was

Korolev's

specifications
was eager to

described

a missile

of delivering

a nuclear

compared

physicist

with

12, 1953, the

use a thermonuclear
discussions

an unusual

of Medium

Sakharov

on using

did not occur

at KB-I I, played

and in a hurry,

twenty

had been set based

a brief report on the "conception

pressure

to the

dramatically

a power

of this position

In late 1953, Minister

no more

R-7,

sector. On August

but a cementing

the brilliant

overwhelming

specifications

at Semipalatinsk,

leadership

for the ICBM.

had asked Sakharov to write

generation

The

This was

These

long-

to a host of

era. There

capable

kilometers/_'

The original

D. Sakharov.

its original

propulsion

first ICBM.

one ton.

in the nuclear

on the ICBM,

role in the requirements

Malyshev

in rocket

ICBM as part of the TI theme

but later, the Soviet

Project 25.

began to face serious

system.

of a bygone

than

170 to 200 tons

bomb."

option

delivery

g

it was full of prob-

fulfilled

As early as May 1953, there had been preliminary

later in the year./_ndrey

and critical

Tu-95M

lim-

used turboprop

aircraft was already vulnerable

a memory

its first thermonuclear

its first atomic

device on the missile.

the modified

breakthroughs

was just

entered
the military,

which

1957 as the Tu-95,

weapons

over a distance

as a result of developments
Union

on earlier atomic

until

tons

R-SM that

less than
M-4 Molot

at the same time as Myasishchev's

in August

of the first Soviet

among

at OKB-156,

'_ By the mid- 1950s, the bomber

of approximately

explosive

disenchantment

by Tupolev

The

1953,

modified

the bomber

was approved

in generations

as January

into the

range) fell far short of air

for service

to make

contiguous
25, or "M,"

Although

the unprecedented

of this change

as early

emerged

the

Project

(primarily

intercontinental

threatened

was

"Bison-A."

time the slow-moving

as an effective

for reaching

a mission

of the

had not also been

characteristics

not be until the late 1950s when

air defense

competition

code-name

developed

was accepted

range requirements,
American

95,"

bombers

for such

and eventually

and, in fact, engendered

was

instead of jet engines.
lems. It would

strategic

for the Soviet

technologies

if the Soviet government

project

by late 1955, its operational

strategies

Given the existing

flew its first mission

initiation,

by its NATO

of three possible

system.

long-range
bomber

The aircraft

program's

force requirements

When

of using

OKB-23.
known

were two

delivery

have been surprising

first jet-engine

after the

ited production
backup

nuclear

was

Machine

of a second
in a difficult

2£
Bill Gunston, The Osprey Encyclopedia o[ Russian Ztircraft: 1875-I995 (London: Osprey Aerospace,
1996), pp 257-58, 424-25: Zaloga, Target America, pp. 81 88
30
Kantemirov. "The History of the Selection of the Design": Timothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketrythat
Conquered Space:Part I: From First ICBM to Sputnik Launcher," Spaceflight 3l (August 1995): 260-63.
3 I. David Holloway, Stalin and the Bomb (New Haven, CT: YaleUniversity Press, 1994), pp. 306-07. There
has been some disagreement on whether this particular test was a true hydrogen bomb or merely a "boosted fission" weapon, but the Soviets themselvesclearly viewed the test as a hydrogen bomb. As Holloway states. "It _s.
to some degree, a matter of taste whether one calls it a thermonuclear weapon or a boosted weapon."
32. Sakharov,Memoirs p. 180: Lardier,L'Nstronautique 5_ot:iOtique.
p. 90.
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I should
single

have

refused,

scientist.

moment

they

seemed

pointing
require

promising

ful).

I had

no one with

gave

it to Malyshev)

without
which

any assistants.

ing capability

Malyshev

OKB-I

by Korolev's

firmly
firmly

design of the missile,
a total overhaul

just

Armed

cheerful

a report

at the

nor success-

on the spot

and

for the mass and volume

with this information,
"future

his First Deputy
casually

of resistance

from

arriving

during

the meeting,

Mishm

The engineers
about

but Malyshev

simply

the rocketry

the lift-

announced

"about

at the very least

would

not be possible

engineers

alone

inquired

one of its designers,

Korolev,

that this would

he soon

work,"

and animated

Malyshev

Ser@y S. Kryukov,

of the Council

by all the members

Sakharov.
to develop

meetings

of Ministers,

of the Presidium

and explode

hear none of

given the current

capitulated,

and they began

(most

for the new ICBM so that
advice,

Malenkov

new

likely

an official

Ryabikov,

and

scientists,

Committee

to the redesign,

was

and set the
device.

of the new vehicle

that was completely

res-

meeting

Pashkov)

thermonuclear

mass capability
epilogue

weapons

Central

1955. The second

carry Sakharov's

by a concept

to increase

1953. The first one was attend-

by

Ustinov,

it could

In an ironic

and was replaced

adopted
device

set the payload

over five and a half and six tons.

bomb was never built

sealed the decision

but also the key nuclear

the attendees

Sakharov's

administrators

Malenkov,

in late November

of the Presidium,

At this meeting,

by missile

on Malyshev's

very original

wrote

1953 to discuss

was not well.

tn the end, of course,

ed not only

specifications

which

of the design.

at two

attended

payload.

inner circle, including

told Korolev

The new chairman

olution

to be neither

by a

in haste

an idea

replied that the rocket must be able to lift six tons,

the payload
including

not be decided

But I had

had the basic parameters

in October

that everything

five) _ There was a brief moment
it. Later. Kryukov

out

was unusually

of the ICBM, to which

Malyshev

could

I nevertheless

thermonuclear

Malyshev

were quick to suspect
3 tons."

report,

at NII-88's

was attended

to consult.

things

deliberation.

(it later turned

whom

for a next-generation

arranged a meeting

that such
serious

_

Based on Sakharov's
constraints

out

more

Based

between

the new Sakharov
different2 _ However,

Sakharov's quick and hasty report significantly
influenced
the design of the world's
first
ICBM--a
rocket that in its modern variants continued
to loft Russian cosmonauts
to the Mir
space station
Work

into the late t99Os.

on the revised

began in the fall of
major chief

and deputy

lenge for Korolev's
out

any

important
chamber
would

major

draft plan for the ICBM.

1953, culminating
chief

engineers

changes

designers
was

to discuss

LOX-kerosene

in layout,

selves were performing

RD-105

meeting

which

might

and RD-106

poorly during

ground

1954 attended

in the missile?

the lifting characteristics
delay

Preliminary

for the task of lifting

the R-7, or "product

in january

the changes

how to improve

factor was clearly propulsion.

prove inadequate

by then named

in a major

engines

the

program

calculations
with

thrust

a five-and-a-halflton
tests at OKB-456

even

showed

8K71,"
by all the

_ The biggest

chal-

of the missile

with-

further.

The

that Glushko's

ranges of fifty
payload.

to sixty

The engines

because of burning

most
singletons
them-

instabilities

33. Sakharov,Memoirs, p. 180.
34. Golovanov, Korolev. pp. 473-74.
35. Sakharov,Memoirs, pp. 180-81; Lardier,L'NstronauticlueSovi#tique. p. 90; Kantemirov, "The History of
the Selection of the Design."
36. Mozzhorin. et al. eds., Nachalo kosmieheskoyery, p. 71. The chief designersincluded S. E Korolev
(NII-88 OKB-I), V. E Barmin (GSKB SpetsMash), V. E Glushko (OKB-456), B. M. Konoplev (NII-885). V I.
Kuznetsov (Nil 10), and N. A, Pilyugin (NII-885). The deputy chief designersincluded M I. Borisenko (NII-885),
K. D. Bushuyev (NII-88 OKB-I ), S. S, Kryukov (Nil 88 OKB-I ), and V. E Mishin (Nil 88 OKB- I). SeeSemenov,ed..
Rclketno-Kosmieheskayc_ Korporatsiya, p, 73.
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in the combustion
ribbed
engines
by

chambers,

combustion

walls

had reached the physical

yet

another

idea

provided

thrust

could

Although

by

engine,

a cumulative

hand, Glushko

the unstable

because of the low thrust

vibrations.

for cooling

alleviate

Chief

helped

of thrust.

Glushko's
heating

Isayev

built

at

NII-88.

higher than its single component.
chambers

burning

remained,

together,

With

the

a

single-

engine that

Isayev's results in

all fed by the same turbop-

its effects

of each chamber. The advantages

of

but

was offered

Using

and tested a multichamber

four combustion
problem

introduction

problems,

A way out of this quandary

Designer

he had recently

much

combine

led to high-frequency

upper limits

tested

chamber forty-ton-thrust

ump.

which

chamber

were drastically

were numerous.

reduced

Not only were per-

formance values improved, but there also were considerable savings in engine mass compared
to the thrust levels achieved. Furthermore, given that the chambers were identical, research and
development,
emerged

construction,

from this

and testing

redesign

were simplified

were the RD-107

sea-level thrust of eighty-three
RD-108 with a sea-level thrust

A second

redesign

they

would

an engineer

was related to the problem

The engineers

such as those used on early missiles
that not only would

settled

(for example,

affect the

at his design

of steering

had originally

they not tolerate

deleteriously

The engines

One of each of the former,

that

with

a

tons, would be installed on the four lateral strap-ons. A single
of seventy-five tons was earmarked for the central core. In March

1954, Glushko named Yuriy D. Solovyev,
and construction of these engines?'
had been discarded.

to a great extent.

and RD-108.

to lead the design

flight

after the strap-ons

during

on using

graphite

the German A-4),

high velocities

bureau,

and temperatures

configuration

at the

steering

rudders,

but further research proved
for long periods

base of the

missile.

of time,

Korolev's

First

Deputy Mishin suggested the use of small steering engines firing off their own combustion
chambers, which would be integrated into the main engines and use propellants
diverted from
the main turbopumps.
outright,

not only

because

he believed

Mishin
from

instead
Keldysh's

resulted

had invited

facilitated
NIl-I

"it

would

the transfer

to OKB-I

ly asked Korolev

if he could

himself,

for this

project.

taking

the total

while
number

to control

Mishin's

changed

but he refused

on the main engines,
a rocket

engineers

by such

led by Mikhail

enthusiasm

but also

thrusters.

for the idea eventually

block, but the four lateral blocks

of combustion
performed

full credit for their early development29

chambers
flawlessly,

of the motors.
his thinking

Not only

firing

engines

for the Vostok,

a thrust

at liftoff

Glushko

to

apparent-

did Korolev

and began building

These vernier

history. They were used as the basis for upper stage engines
N I, and Proton launch vehicles.

''_

V. Melnikov

the central block had four, each with

these vernier thrusters
Glushko

these engines,

work

on not only the central

take over production

but he did not mind when

to develop

of a group of young

Each lateral block had two verniers,
In later years, when

Glushko

from his primary

be impossible

thrusters

and a half tons, bringing

thirty-two.
this,

that

in the use of steering

as well.
of two

Korolev

fearful of being diverted

allow

the verniers

had a remarkable
Soyuz,

The development
of an effective guidance system for the R-7 was a major problem
neers. Because the missile would fly over a larger distance than any previous vehicle,

Molniya,
for engian iner-

37
Peter Stache, Soviet Rockets, Foreign Technology Division Translation. FTD-ID(RS)T-0619-88 (from
unnamed source), Wright-Patterson Air ForceBase.Ohio, November 29, 1988, pp. 299-302. This is a translation of
PeterStache, SorujetiseherRaketen (Berlin: Militarverlad der DDR, 1981). Also see Var[olomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry
that Conquered Space:Part I": A Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed., Ftkademik S P Korolev: uchenyy, inzhener, ehelovek (Moscow:
Nauka, 1986). p. 2?0: V. E Mishin, "Problems of the First Flight of a Man into Space" (English title), in Oagarinskiye
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tial guidance system such as that installed on the German A-4 would be woefully inadequate
because of gross inaccuracies symptomatic of the technology of the time. Korolev proposed the
development of both radio and autonomous guidance systems for the first ICBM.4°Eventually,
the system chosen was a combination of both. P,fter liftoff, a complex set of inertial guidance
systems would maintain angular stability, apparent velocity, and synchronization of propellant
consumption at nominal levels, At about twenty to thirty seconds prior to core engine cutoff,
the four small verniers on the central block would be fired into operation, after which the radio
control system would be switched on to manually control deviations from the desired trajectory.4' Both guidance systems were developed by Nll-885--the
radio-controlled portions led by
Chief Designer Ryazanskiy and the inertial part led by Chief Designer Pilyugin. The development of precisely calibrated gyroscopes for the instrumentation was the responsibility of Chief
Designer Kuznetsov of NII-IO. All three were original members of the Council of Chief
Designers.
The missile itself looked unlike anything created before. At launch, the four conical strapons (Bloks B, V, G and D), eachjust over nineteen meters in length, surrounded the center hammerhead-shaped core (Blok I_), itself 26 meters long. The lateral boosters, each containing about
forty tons of propellant, tapered up to a point at the top and were connected by ball-andsocket joints to the core at the apex and secured by tension bands at the bottom. With the four
strap-ons, the total base diameter was more than ten meters, and the total length of the missile
was thirty-three meters. The launch mass was 270 tons, of which about 247 tons was propellant. At liftoff, the total thrust was 398 tons. After launch, at an altitude of fifty kilometers and
about I00 kilometers from the launch site, shortly prior to propellant cutoff, pyrotechnical
devices would loosen the tension bands at the base of the vehicle, which connected the four
exterior blocks to the core. With the four strap-ons still firing, albeit at much lower thrust by
then, the lateral blocks would by their natural force move away from the central block, rotating
upwards and away from the base, _qt a certain angle, the mountings at the apex of the four
blocks would automatically release. Oxygen valves would also automatically open to exert gentle pressure on the strap-ons to move them independently away from the core. The core stage
(called the second stage by the Soviets) would continue to operate until reaching an altitude of
170 kilometers and a range of 700 kilometers, at which point engine cutoff would occur. For the
remaining portion of the flight, the payload would coast on a ballistic trajectory until reentry. 4_
One of the most expensive and time-consuming aspects in the development of the R-? was
the design of a launch structure to accommodate the unwieldy looking missile. Originally, the
plan was to assemble the missile at the launch pad in a vertical position. At least three preliminary designs for the launch pad, based on this option, were prepared between September and
December 19.54.4__qllthree plans used a single load-carrying platform with four circumferential
and central supports for the five boosters on the missile, restrained by a variety of weights,
levers, and spring mechanisms. All the plans, however, proved unwieldy because of concerns
about damaging the missile itself at takeoff. It was at this point that Mishin emerged with an
original idea for a launch pad. The conception involved assembling the booster horizontally in
a hangar and then transporting the rocket to the launch pad, where it would be raised into a
vertical position. At the pad, the R-7 would be suspended at "the waist" above its center of

40. Mozzhorin.etal, eds.,i',lachalokosmieheskoy
ery,p. 282.
41. Var[olomeyev,"Soviet Rocketrythat ConqueredSpace:Part I"; Zalo@, TargetAmerica, p. 141:
B. Pokrovskiy,"ChiefDesignerof RadioControlSystems" (Englishtitle), Krylia rodinyno. 4 (April 1989):44-45.
42. Stache,SovietRockets,pp. 296-98, 30?':Mozzhorin,et al., eds.,Naehalokosmicheskoy
ery,p. 74:
G.A. Kustova.ed.,Ot pervogoSputnikado "Energii"-"Burana"i "Mira" (Kaliningrad:RKKEnergiya,1994),p. 35.
OKB-I engineerS. P.Parmuzininventedthe ingeniousseparationmechanismforthe exteriorblocksof the R-7.
43. Mozzhorin,et aL, eds.,Naehalokosmieheskoy
ery,pp. I 16-17.
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month, on July 24, Nll-88's OKB-I completed the draft plan for the rocket, which spanned a
total of fifteen volumes of technical documentation. Unwilling to commit to something that
might prove to be a colossal waste of money, the Soviet government established an "Expert
Commission" of independent scientists and engineers to study the draft plan and recommend
a course of action. Headed by Academician Keldysh, this commission consisted of aeronautical engineers, mathematicians, gas dynamics specialists, propulsion experts, and military officers. Their evaluations were overwhelmingly positive, clearing the way for full-scale industrial
work on the ICBM. On November 20, 1954, in an unusual move, the USSR Council of
Ministers officially approved the draft plan for the R-7 missile--a decision that normally would
have been left in the hands of engineers or scientistsJ 8
The individuals who worked on the Rq began to affectionately call the missile semerka, the
Russian expression roughly equivalent to "old number seven," and it was a nickname that has
remained with the vehicle for more than forty years. Although all of the leading engineers at
NII-88's OKB-I, such as Bushuyev, Voskresenskiy, Okhapkin, Chertok, and Kryukov, were
involved in its design, it was perhaps Mishin more than any other individual who shaped its
took. Many years later, when a noted Soviet journalist asked numerous veterans of the organization who besides Korolev contributed more to the emergence of the R-7, most replied, "This
was, of course, Mishin's rocket."_ Once the documentation and design had been completed,
Korolev assigned one of his middle-level engineers, thirty-five-year-old Dmitriy I. Kozlov, the
man who had encouraged Korolev to join the Communist Party a few years earlier, to oversee
its creation as the "lead designer" of the missile? ° Kozlov had already served in the same capacity for the R-5 missile, A total of 200 institutes and design bureaus within twenty-five ministries
were engaged in the project, which, save for the development of nuclear weapons, was perhaps
the largest military project undertaken in the Soviet Union up to that point.
The May 1954 decree also specified at least two other items, The first was the official
assignment to develop intercontinental winged cruise missiles to design bureaus within the
Ministry of Aviation Industry. Lavochkin's OKB-301 would design and develop the La-350
Burya, while Myasishchev's OKB-23 would do the same for the M-40 Buran. Finally, the decree
called for the selection of a new firing range for the R-7 ICBM. _'
At the outset, the planners realized that the location and facilities at the State Central
Range No. 4 at Kapustin Yar would be inadequate for the mammoth requirements of the new
rocket. A major concern was the proximity of the Kapustin Yar site to radar stations operated
by U.S. intelligence services in Turkey. In late 1953, Ustinov, Nedelin, Korolev, and other leaders of the rocketry industry had authored a letter to the USSR Council of Ministers containing
the requirements for such a site. The following year, Nedelin appointed Maj. General Vasiliy I.
Voznyuk, the commander of Kapustin Yar, to head a special commission to select an
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alternative
launch
site.Perhaps
to drawout an

impartial verdict, Nedelin told Voznyuk that
"you'll be the chief of the new test range, so make the selection to suit yourself "_ Chief
Designers Korolev, Barmin, and Ryazanskiy were the leading engineering representatives on the
commission. Barmin was to advise on launch complex requirements, and Ryazanskiy was on
hand to make recommendations on the placement of radio stations to control the R-F.
Tikhonravov's team at NII-4 also provided supplementary data for the selection At the end of
the year, the Voznyuk commission emerged with three competitive sites:
•
•
•

A location in the Yochkar-Orla region in Mordoviya (in the Marl region), where there were
large clear spaces and room for more because of a vigorous lumber industry
A location near Makhachkala (in Dagestan) on the shores of the Caspian Sea so discarded
lower stages could fall into the sea
The semi-arid Kzyl-Orda region (in the Kazakhstan Soviet Socialist Republic) near the Syr
Darya River5}

One of the major requirements for the new site was that radio tracking stations be located
on either side of the ICBM's trajectory, and this specification eventually eliminated the first two
choices, leaving the Kazakhstan site, which was formally selected by LISSRMinister of Defense
Georgiy K. Zhukov. Ironically, by the time that the Voznyuk commission finally decided on the
site, the criterion for radio station placement, which had supported the Kazakhstan choice, was
invalidated by some ground-breaking work by Chief Designers Ryazanskiy and Konoplev The
members of the commission were apparently too afraid of Zhukov to inform him that the reason for selecting Kazakhstan had been neutralized) _ In the end, the commission touted six
major advantages of the new site:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It was far enough from Soviet borders to conduct work in secret.
The weather was acceptable for launches during at least 300 days of the year.
The presence of vast areas of desert nearby was useful for dropping stages.
Radio guidance for the R-7 could be conducted by two stations, which could be constructed 500 kilometers from the launch pad.
The site was on the railway line between Moscow and Tashkent on the Syr-Darya River for
bringing materials to the range
The site had the advantage of being located close to the equator, thus imparting the highest possible velocity to airborne payloads? 5

Marshal Nedelin assigned the mammoth task of directing the design, layout, and construction of the new launch range to the Chief Directorate of Special Construction of the LISSR
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months

to complete

ers completed

The engineers
ably cautious
of effort

and used 30,000 cubic meters of concrete.

the road and railway
responsible

in their efforts,

to duplicate

defects.

for the design

the entire

cial lifting

pit in a special building

simulate

a liftoff

Abramov,

two

was used to raise the

engineers

from OKB-I

although,

reports.

for exploding

Notorious

sure that the work

ground

stress.

It was

of legend,

he was

words.

ple admitted

Nobody

was

to being afraid

For this and other work,
on to become

The tests at the Leningrad

at site I. Not far from

Testing

Building

it continues

to serve as the primary

Preparations

for the first launches

ons,

and two

A step-by-step
chamber

happened.

Korolev's

walking

flash,

between
offense.

him just

in January

between

point

of

were
would

the railway

tracks,

that

these

,Ztnd although

peo-

well, and both in fact later

in October

building
the

The initial

of experimental

R-7.

With

loading,
ground
chambers

seven months,

the RD-108 engine for periods

ulating

of flight.

of

at the time, and

launchers

to this day.

plant. The extensive

booster

of important
separation

tests of the engines

testtests

systems,
had begun

versions of the main engines.
and eventually

engineers

of twenty

occurred

dimensions

in the world

for

the Assembly-

for the core block, three for the strap-

single-chamber

full core block with

to Tyura-Tam

designated

to the Leningrad

tests of propellant

1956, and much

they were all uniformly

for many R-7-derived

three static test stands

A major accident

diatribes

us
our

his words

May and/qugust

and shipped

were not limited

1956. Within

to release

the same. _°

and GSKB SpetsMash.

assembly

R-7 at Zagorsk.

in the form

react-

at OKB-I.

disassembled

assembly

daily

to have

But we all knew

no one took

process led to the use of two combined

a full cycle

hysterically

Branch No. 2 at Zagorsk served as the site of a number

for the complete

versions

to laugh

and Shabarov were rewarded

for

he [Korolev]

and promised

it was one of the largest buildings

Engineers built

as early as mid-1955

you home

from OKB-I

of the R-7. These included

and engine firings.

on the job..,

this site, at site 2, a gigantic

by twenty

to head the

years later:

us imbeciles,

this had

and

by Korolev

did not spare any effort to make

or at the "wood-mill."

chief designers

100 by fifty

in support

wrote

of him, they respected

constructed

meters,

Korolev

at it, his eyes would

to send
shop

was then

assembly

ing stands at NII-88's

called

dismissed,

both

were tasked

he kept close tabs on the work with

As Abramov

plant were conducted

to the relief of the engineers,

was

P.

mid-thirties,

a master

both Abramov

key deputy

The structure

to

but then we began

threaten

but a spe-

and Anatoliy

had been committed

upset,

wind effects,

"launch

test

to sim-

of the launch. Yevgeniy V. Shabarov

not the first time that
and

yours, he would

successful.

Plant, and a full-scale

at the plant

us into dust.

tell you to go work at the boiler

went

Metallurgical

any potential
over a nineteen-

pad"

in their

that a mistake

verbally

a huge amount

to e[iminate

and assembled

rocket off the

into rages of censure,

,ztt first we were

were just

IO0-ton

on schedule.

pad were remark-

and loaded with water instead of propellant

as was usual for Korolev,

remained

Once we reported
ed furiously,

destroy

of the launch

they had expended

in Leningrad

at the Leningrad

in the facility

work at the plant,

the stuff

at a plant

and observe the dynamics

dismissed.

and construction

loads. _ Not only was the missile tested for potential

beam

pent-up

structure

5, the work-

I.

of the launch pad was constructed

version of the R-7 was installed
ulate the expected

Finally, on October

from Zarya to site

and prior to work at Tyura-Tam,

Every single element

meter-diameter

system

full-scale

were able to test-fire

seconds. This led up to firings

at Zagorsk

during

a refueling

fourthe
sim-

exercise

65. Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi v kosmos: I. p 175. On page 52 of this source, it is stated that Chief
Desisner Barmin recalls that potassium bichromate was used instead of water.
66. Mozzhorin et el, eds., Nachalo kosmieheskoy cry, p. 14
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when

a feeding

shock."

pipe supplying

An extensive

dangerous
OKB-I

engineers

also launched

to test a variety

of a radio control

es in January
nuclear

oxygen

a number

of systems

redesign

block

broke because

effort

of experimental

crucial

ensued

of

"hydro-

to preclude

such a

1955 ?8 Later tests used modifications

warhead

with

large instrumentation
were launched,

a series of ground

being constructed

at NIIP-5

effects of jet plumes

in support

stations,

on perfecting

of P,pparent

Velocity

missile, the M-5RD,

three major systems

(RKS),

a control

which

May

missiles

Yar durOriginal

The experiments

also a modification

system

for the Simultaneous

being a test for propellant

feeding

from

for stations

also studied

launches

and laying to rest a number

the

_

1956. '° These launch-

system

for the gdjustment

and Lateral Stabilization
Emptying

the lateral blocks

the

15, 1956,

of the R-SM, was launched

February and/3ugust

for Normal

launch-

using radio guid-

served as prototypes

in the R-7: a guidance

system

15 and June

All the launches were successful?

and an electro-mechanical
were successful,

Kapustin

R-SM missile by replacing

Between

of R-7 operations.

separate series of five launches each between

es focused

from

of the R-Z missile.

the very first Soviet ballistic

on radio wave propagation.

P, second experimental

of the original

containers.

ance. The flights

utilized

missiles

to the operation

system for the ICBM were used on the R-2R missile during

three of the R-5R missiles

in two

to the central

incident. °7

ing 1955-56
concepts

liquid

series of repairs and a major

(NS and BS),

of Tanks (SOBIS),

on the ICBM. 7' Once

of concerns

that

the last

again, all the

had troubled

the R-7

designers.
gs is true of any large-scale
ture and supplementary
itself./3part

from the construction

tal missiles

from Kapustin

ed

structure

launch

significantly
ground

missile

systems

program,

telemetry

Yar, the testing

at Leningrad,

system--a

ers to military
positions
work
that

artillery
officers

to industrial

to the creation
during

building

but within

in history

two

shifted

R-7 would

who
emerge

the focus of much of the work
satellites

by the military
in this

This thirparticular

From design-

made noteworthy
quickly

no hint of a space program

years, the state of affairs took

rockets to launching

contributed

of a nationwide

Soviet space program.;'

the individuals

of the

of a simulat-

Mozzhorin.

success

missile

of experimen-

that

that was directed
Yuriy/3.

infrastruc-

on the

the development

Director

role in the future

the space era. There was, of course,

for the first time
from

network

Deputy

elements

as a result of his remarkable

and development

of effort

the launches

other

These included

administrators,

on supporting

amount

at Zagorsk, and the creation

numerous

and command

forces colonel,

on the R-7 began,

zations

were

of institute

job, earned himself a bright and powerful
tributions

of engines

there

tracking

under the management

ty-five-year-old

the actual

of the launch site at Tyura-Tam,

to the success of the program.

NII-4 entity

the work expended

far outweighed

con-

in important
in 1954 when

a dramatic
of hundreds

turn--one
of organi-

into space.

67, Ibid., p. ,54:Vaffotomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part I,"
68, Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles." p. 234: Mozzhodn, et al., eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery. pp. 280-81. Details on the R-2Rare still lacking, although it is known that the radio control system
was designedby Chief Designer B, M. Konoplev. who was at NIl-20 until 1955,when he was transferredto NII-885
69. Mozzhorin. et al. eds,, Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, pp. 53,282: Chertok. Rakety i lyudi, p, 404. The
first launch date may have been May 3 I.
70. Mozzhorin, et al., eds.. Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, p 53. The first series was conducted between
February I6 and March 23, 1956,while the second series was carried out between July 20 and ,qugust I8. 1956.
71. Ibid, pp 76. 169_Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 406.
72. /_ ,_, Maksimov, "People of Science:_ Veteran of the SpaceProgram" (English title), Zemlya i uselen.
naya no. 6 (November-December. 1990): 30-31: Mozzhorin, et aL. eds.. Dorogi u kosmos I, p. 158,
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A Report
Mikhail

K. Tikhonravov's

on an Rrtificial

team at NIl-4

Satellite

laid the conceptual

on the first Soviet ICBM. At the same time, he had quietly
scientific

and technical

questions

of Earth

associated

with

foundation

the development

of artificial

By the time that work on the ICBM moved into high gear at NII-88
members

had already

focus exclusively
group

studied

abandoned

of dissipating

Later, the NIl-4 group

in general,

and it produced
a number

What

kind of satellites

•

What

kind of equipment

•

How
What

to

"official"

At Korolev's
Georgiy

required

be launched

could

prompting,

with

special

Tikhonravov

Armed

with

two

contained

tions

"plans"

of American

ings and

calculations

technology,

himself

phone

one/_

Marshal

a deputy

proving
Pashkov

Aleksandr

in the ministry,

of Korolev's

1954, which

R-Z?

not only

M. Vasiliyevskiy,

he made
from

was such
impressed

of Medium

a launch
would

but official

his work

within

Building.

press with

descrip-

detailed

the grasp

be ten times

draw-

of Soviet

more heavy than

presentation

of Defense who
support

to meet

Machine

contained

by Tikhonravov's

Subsequently,
a two-year dedicated scientific research program
satellite was approved on September
16, 1953, the first official

goals? 7}

role in moving

the Western

the former Minister

some modest

and military

an appointment

The other sketchbook

any Soviet satellite

was sufficiently

to permit

played an important

of clippings

satellites.

that

systems?
both scientific

chief at the Ministry

a huge number
for artificial

but that if given approval,

an American

orientation
including

large sketchbooks,

N. Pashkov, the missile department

One of the books

and early
of a satellite:

by the early version

could they solve, no doubt

status.

the

Earth's atmosphere

research into satellites

in 1952-53

for the creation

team

thematic

in 1952, when

reentering

"unofficial"

their

be placed in them?

were they to be controlled
problems

to conduct

Earth satellites.

shifting

was started

an object

memoranda

questions

work

in 1953, Tikhonravov's

instead

One of the earliest

important

could

rockets,

heat and cooling

had continued

three

of important

•

•

on multistage

to research on satellites,

methods

from orbit.
answered

work

for concrete

begun research work on many of the

to tele-

was at the time

for Tikhonravov's

work.

on the creation of an artificial
effort in the Soviet Union on

such a topic/_
Tikhonravov's

group,

earlier ICBM studies,
satellite

work closely with

nections.

Korolev

Department
young

Korolev,

also consulted

of Applied

scientists

composed

mostly of the same individuals

such as Bazhinov,

Maksimov,

although

at the department

of the V. g.
who

Keldysh

to undertake

Steklov

Mathematics

had provided

to solve the problems

a space

and

from

Earth

orbit

to show

in his

coordinated
institutional

the
con-

parallel studies at his
Institute.

The same

much of the brain power for the design

of the ICBM thus began a new effort
apparatus

who had participated

and Yatsunskiy,

the two did not have any formal

with Academician

Mathematics

Soldatova,

the

involved

possibility

in the "ballistic
of using

this

return of
method

of

73. I.M. Yatsunskiy, "On The Activities of M. K. Tikhoniavov in the Period From 1947 to 1953 on
Substantiating the Possibility of Creation of Composite Missiles" (English titte), Iz istorii a_iatsii i kosmonautiki 42
(1980): 31-38 An English translation of this can be found as I. M. Yatsunsky, "The Role of Mikhail Klavdiyevich
Tikhonravov in Creating Stage Rockets, 1947-1953," in John Becklake,ed. History o[ Rocketry and Astronautics,
Vol. 17 (San Diego: American Astronautical Association Publications, 1995), pp 451-56. Seealso Bazhinov, "The
Activities of M. K Tikhonravov in 1950-1956."
74
Nikolay Dombkovskiy. "October - April - Universe" (English title), Souetskayarossiya, April 12, 1989,
p. 3. Pashkovrecalls that the visit occurred in 1954, but it seemsmore likely that the meeting took place in late 1953.
75. Valeriy Baberdin, "The Once SecretSpace Nil Will Now Bearthe Name of Tikhonravov" (English title),
Krasnaya zuezda, January 18 1996, p. 6; Yatsunskiy, "On the Activities of M K. Tikhonravov": Ishlinskiy, ed.,
Akademik 5 R Koroleu, p 445.
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Mikhait Tikhonravou's famous "satellite team" shown here in a photo from I970 It was during 1950 54 that
these young men and women developed the f_rstengineering conceptions of a Soviet Earth satellite Basedon
this important research, Tikhonravou authored a landmark report on artificial satellites in t954 that laid the
groundwork [or the early Soviet space program Sitting ]rom left are: Vladimir qatkovskiy. C_lebMaksimov.
Lidiya Soldatova. Tikhonravou. and Igor Yatsunskiy Standing from left to right are: C#igoriy Moskatenko,
Oteg qurko, and Igor Bazhinou (files of _sif Siddiqi)
returning

on

launches,

they were giant steps forward

the climate

piloted

flights. ''_ Although

these studies
for Korolev

for space research was becoming

project consisted
The ten topics

of a ten-point

studied

program

more favorable,

to study the feasibility

Development
into orbit

•

Effects of external

•

Effects of incorrect

•

Analysis

of using solar energy on satellites

•

Analysis

of orienting

•

Preliminary

•

Research on observing
and later

of practical

methods

for computing

factors on lowering
orbital

insertion

satellites

conceptions

actual

Tikhonravov's

two-year

of launching

artificial

that

research
satellites,

Analysis

of regulating

Analysis

of the dangers

•

/5nalysis

on the possibility

trajectories

for inserting

satellites

of satellites
of satellites

in orbit

the motion

•

included

orbits

optimal

on the operation

of unoriented

•

which

to support

for they underscored

were:

•

orbit,

were not intended

and Tikhonravov,

heat within

and oriented

of launch

satellites

vehicles and satellites

during

orbital

insertion

satellites

of meteorite

impact

of returning

both

studies of trajectories,

on satellites
automated
thermal

in Earth orbit
and piloted

protection,

capsules

from

Earth

and so on"

?6
V.S. Avduyevskiy and T. M. [ncyev. eds.. M. V Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy: raketnaya tekhnika i kosmonautika (Moscow: Nauka, 1988). p 9: Ishlinskiy. ed, ,,ZtkademikS. R Koroleu, p. 445.
77. Bazhinov, "The Activities o[ M. K. Tikhanravov in 1950-1956 "
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Inlate1953,
Korolev
began
toconsolidate
allthecurrent
workonspace
issues.
Whilein
earlier
years
hemayhave
beenreluctant
toformally
request
theSoviet
government
tosanction
some
kindofspace
project,
three
factors
played
intohishands
bytheendoftheyear.First,
the
removal
ofStalinandBeriya
fromthepolitical
milieuearlier
in 1953allowed
himto thinkof
proposing
suchideas
tothehigher
leadership
withoutfearofreprisals.
Second,
hisICBMwas
finallybeginning
to takeshape,
andit wasallbutgiventhattheSoviet
government
would
enthusiastically
approve
thatprogram.
WithoutanICBM,
hewouldnotbeabletolaunch
any
satellite.
Finally,
themajorexpansion
ofworkonsatellites
underTikhonravov
wouldsupport
hiscause
withsolidscientific
research.
InDecember
1953,
whenhewaspreparing
thedecree
onapproving
workontheR-7,Korolev
inserted
thefollowing
linesintothetext:
We should

organize

on problems

at NII-88 a scientific-research

[together

with

more kin. and also work

the Academy

on questions

lite of the Earth and the study

department

o[ Sciences]

associated

with

of interplanetary

with

of flights
the creation

space with

In the seven years he had been a chief designer,

the goal

of working

to altitudes

of 500 or

of an artificial

satel-

the aid of the [R-7],7_

it was Korolev's

very first formal

request

to the government
on a matter related to spaceflight.
Clearly, he still had some doubts. As one
Russian historian recalled, while the draft of the decree "was making its way to the top," mention of the satellite was crossed out. _°
Knowing
shaled

that he could

a vast amount

Academy

of Sciences.

ule a meeting
coordinate

the entire

the scientists
effort.

the first time to Minister
on a formal

document

when

for his satellite

Ustinov

ments.

who

Chief

Designers,

also offered

The activity
the Academy
Mathematics

and NIl-4,

March,

before

Nesmeyanov

his principal
the

Keldysh

bolstering

telephoned

other

Mishin

"space

would

on

the

his

and asked
be based on

Tikhonravov

and Bushuyev,

to
for

review any

Tikhonravov

rolling,"

fanatic"

spoke

issue, "sounding

The document

the "ball

Mathematics,

that he would

prepared a rough draft, which

deputies,

only

23, 1954, to sched7, Korolev

on the satellite

mar-

the USSR

and two

was then passed
to make amendCouncil

of Chief

comments.
on March

In attendance

were

as well as renowned

physicistY'

on April

With

Korolev
from

of Applied

but promised

immediately

in 1953-54.

led to a major meeting

the nuclear

Ustinov

was restrained

and Maksimov,

Glushko,

of Sciences.

Kapitsa,

nificantly

consulted

onJanuary

later, on February

to launch a Soviet satellite.

research work

Designer

Keldysh

weeks

of Defense Industries

proposal.

aides, Yatsunskiy

on to Korolev,

two

months,

most significantly

and the Department

it was on his desk. Korolev

extensive

of his principal

at NIl-4

Approximately

him to prepare a formal proposal
his team's

in the following

proposal,

Korolev spoke with Academician

between

boss out"

not go alone on this matter,

of support

took

g draft version
the

matter

24. Nesmeyanov

Korolev's

to

16 at the offices
scientists

from

Soviet scientists,

of Academician
the

Department

including

of the report was then
Academy

promised

case. Final revisions

full

of

Sciences

academy

Keldysh

Academician
typed

of the typed document

Petr L.

up at the end of

President

support

at

of Applied

Aleksandr

N

for the proposal,

sig-

were carried

out on

78. Georgiy StepanovichVetrov, "The First Satellite: Historical Limits" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki
16 (july 28-August 10, 1997): 2-9: G S. Vetrov, "]-he World's First Artificial Earth Satellite Was Launched Forty
YearsAgo" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 10 (October 1997): 2-5.
79. James Harford, Koroteu. How One Man Masterminded the Souiet Drive to Beat.Z]merica to the Moon
(New York:John Wiley&Sons, 1997),p 123.
80. B.V. Raushenbakh, ed., Matenaly po istorii kosmicheskogo korabt "uostok" (Moscow: Nauka. 1991),
p. 209: Golovanov, Koroteu p. 519. Also present were S.E Khaykin, I. A. Kibel, astronomer B.V. Kukarin. and physi
cist S. N. Vernov. Vernov was closely involved in scientific suborbital launches in the 1940s and 1950s

14t

J42
May13during
a meeting
withKorolev,
Tikhonravov,
andtwoof "Ketdysh's
Eneyev and Vsevolod A. Yegorov. Having a final draft in their hands,
then attended a formal ceremony of the Presidium of the Academy
hosted

by President

meeting

ended with

Nesmeyanov

"All has been signed..,
Concurrently
satellite

approached

this activity

key officials

unless

the

NIl-4

official

military

Deputy

at the academy,

in the military
agreed

Director

an

Maj.

General

Georgiy

ed Tyulin

more when

at any

the academy.

wrote

he began to overtly

he successfully
back with

moment ....

secured
gusto:

M

The three-hour

later in his personal

Korolev

pressure

journal:

for the

A. Tyulin,
enthusiastic,

of Marshal

had been

all, there would
job.
his

had

first

old friend

from

the

and Korotev

only agitat-

Tikhonravov

Vasiliyevskiy,

who,

If you have any problems,

from

Korolev

prepared

had

having

Tikhonravov:
Tyulin,

be no

Korotev

him to give his consent.

the support

the rebuke

and Tikhonravov

idea. After

ICBM

particularly

"Comrade

"_: Despite

both

relinquish

days. The latter was not, however,

the report, wrote

from

of the satellite

to

Germany

more success:

support

plan. As Tikhonravov

Timur

one may say that the first stage is finished. "_'

with

busy convincing

to draw

a fully approved

boys,"

Korolev and Tikhonravov
of Sciences on May 25,

three

read

call me
copies

of

Tikhonravov's
report, each attached with a cover letter authored by himself and a set of translations of articles on satellites published in the West. He sent a set of each, two days after the
academy

meeting

Building),

Ustinov

on

May 27,

1954, to

(the Minister

Ryabikov

of Defense

(a Deputy

Industries),

Minister

and Pashkov

of Medium
(Ryabikov's

Machine

department

chief in charge of missiles)? _ Only seven days had passed since the R-7 ICBM project had been
formally approved
Tikhonravov's
sight

in the mid-195Os.

its original
titled

by the government.
Clearly, Korotev was not about to waste any time.
document,
remarkable even in the present day, was a tour de force of foreClassified

form in 1991, just

"A Report on an Artificial
7tt the present
ty with

Satellite

of automatic

carry out radio

which
with

tO kilometers

in

to achieve

of an artificial
will

have

of an artificial
scientific

the surface

Such

veloci-

of the Earth.
Earth satel-

apparatus

the Earth, and circle

from

sufficient

satellite

on

the

the Earth at a dis-

a capsule

will be the

Satellite? _

The complete
immediate

possibilities

time is the creation

communications

published

began:

[or the creation

instruments

tance on the order of 170-1,1
Simplest

of the Earth,"

and feasible in the shortest

lite composed
exterior,

rockets

years, it was finally

of the Soviet Union? 4 The memorandum,

time there are real technological
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INd
82. GoIovanov, g.orolev, p. 519.
83. Raushenbakh. ed.. Materialy po istorii kosmicheskogo, p. 209: Golovanov, Korolev. p 519: Ishlinskiy,
ed.. Ztkademik S. R Koroteu. p. 445; Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles," p. 233. Although
Ryabikov was officially a Deputy Minister of Special Machine Building, he was simultaneously the chief of
GlavSpetsMash("Chief Directorate of Special Machine Building") within the Ministry of Medium Machine Building,
which oversaw missile programs. Pashkov's official position was head of GlavTransMashwithin the Ministry of
Medium Machine Bulding. Note that sourcesdiffer on the date the document was sent to Ustinov, with both May
26 and May 27, 1954,quoted widely.
84. The entire document is reproduced as M. K Tikhonravov, "t_ Report on an Artificial Satellite of the
Earth" (English title), in Raushenbakh, ed., Materialy po istorii kosmicheskogo, pp. 5-15.
85. Ibid. p. 5.
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•
•
•

Create and launch the Simplest Satellite into Earth orbit
Launch a human on a "vertical" trajectory into space
Recover a portion of the Simplest Satellite from Earth orbit

These three goals were to be carried out in parallel with each other and with the development
of the R-7 ICBM, which would facilitate the implementation of the first objective.
Throughout the document, Tikhonravov goes into unusual detail for a report aimed at government bureaucrats, and one wonders, given the times, how much of it Ustinov or the others
truly comprehended. The description of the Simplest Satellite included explanations of its
launch trajectory, the characteristics of various potential orbits, its albedo in the night sky, three
different orientation systems, power sources, and on-board instrumentation. Interestingly, he
mentioned that a "special cassette" with scientific data would be recovered: this presumably
would be exposed film of Earth's surface. Furthermore, a 300-kilogram television system would
be installed on the satellite for transmitting images of Earth. t%knowledging that the creation
of an oriented satellite would be a complex task, Tikhonravov wrote that:
in the event of the impossibility of a speedy solution [to installing an orientation system],
it would be agreeable to have an unoriented [satellite], since aside from its scientific
importance, the launch of the first satellite in our country would also have vast political significance. 8_
The total mass of the vehicle was noted at 3,000 kilograms, composed of orientation systems, power sources, communications systems, a television unit, a recoverable cassette, film,
scientific apparatus, and a container for an animal. The animal container would be installed on
later Simplest Satellites.
The second section of the report addressed the launch of humans on vertical flights into
space. Although particular rockets were not mentioned, it is likely that the reference was not to
the R-7, but rather more modest missiles, such as the R-2 and R-5, in their scientific versions.
Tikhonravov noted that these vertical launches would progress to true suborbital missions
down range. Experience from the aviation industry would be used to design and construct
appropriate cockpits for the single passenger.
In the third section, Tikhonravov addressed the methods of returning either the complete
satellite or a portion of it to Earth Both ballistic return and reentry with the aid of wings were
detailed. The final section addressed future work:
•
•
•

Creation of an "experimental satellite with humans"
Creation of a "satellite-station"
"[P]roblems of reaching the Moon ....

It is clear throughout the entire document that Tikhonravov and Korolev's primary goal was
to put one to two humans into Earth orbit aboard a satellite, In fact, at one point, the Simplest
Satellite is described as "an apparatus without people." Orbital human spaceflight, according
to the writing in the document, would be possible to accomplish in the nearest future based
on the results of the three preliminary goals. The so-called "satellite-station" was merely an
extension of piloted spaceflight: orbital assembly would be used as a means to create a large
space station in Earth orbit crewed by specialists. The final long-term goal was the first-ever
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Ibid..p. 8.
Ibid.,pp 13-14.
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88. The text of this letter in a censored version has been published as S. P Korolev, "On the Possibility of
Work on an Artificial Satellite of the Earth" (English title), in Keldysh, ed., Tuorcheskoyenaslediye ,Z]kademika
Sergeya Pavtouicha Koroleua, p, 343 See also Raushenbakh. ed.. Materiafy po istorii kosmieheskogo, p. 209:
Yaroslav Golovanov, "The Beginning of the SpaceEra" (English title), Pravda, October 4, 1987,p. 3: A, P Romanov
and V. S Gubarev.Konstruktory (Moscow Politicheskoy literatury, 1989), p, 75.
89
Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 86. The co-authors of the proposal were B L
Vannikov (First Deputy Minister of Medium Machine Building). M V. Khrunichev (First Deputy Minister of Medium
Machine Building). and K. N Eudnev (Deputy Minister of Defense Industries).
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90. Edward Clinton Ezell and Linda Neuman Ezell, The Partnership: 71 History o/ the 71polloGoyuz Test
Project (Washington, DC: National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA) Special Publication (SP)-4209,
1918), p. 16: Nicholas Daniloff, The Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York:/hlfred A. Knopf, 1972), p. 54.
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Ishlinskiy, ed., 71kademik S. P. Koroleu, p. 453: U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), National
Intelligence Estimate I I-5 58: Souiet Capabilities in quided Missiles and Space Vehicles (Washington, DC: CIA,
August 19, t958), as declassified February 15, [995, by the CIA Historical Review Program, pp. 26-27: Boris
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(Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, 1989), p. II 5.
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93. Ibid
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101 Ishlinskiy, ed, ,,qkademik S P Koroteu p. 455: Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 523-24: Golovanov, "The
Beginning o[ the Space Era" Others present at this meeting were M A. Lavrentiyev and G A. Skuridin
102. Ishlinskiy, ed, .,qkademik S P Koroleu, pp. 455 56; Lardier, LZtstrortautique Souietictue, p. 107:
Golovanov. "The Beginning of the Space Era." Blagonravov's commission was at the time directing the scientific
investigations aboard suborbital rockets,while Sedov'scommission had recently beenestablished asa public forum
for Soviet scientists to discuss spaceexploration.
I03 These included: atmospheric specialists V. I. Krasovskiy, L. ',Z Kumosovaya, and S. N. Vernov: the
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I04. Keldysh. ed. Tuoreheskoyenaslediye £tkademika SergeyaPaulouicha Koroteua. p. 362: Ishlinskiy. ed_
Zlkademik S. P Koroleu, p. 445: Konovalov, "The Genealogy of Sputnikt" pp. 116 17: Gotovanov. Koroleu, p. 529:
Semenov, ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya, p. 87: B. Konovalov. "Dash to the Stars" (English title),
Izuestiya. October I, 1987,p. 3. The five industrial ministries were the Ministry of Defense Industries, the Ministry
of Radiotechnical Industry. the Ministry of Ship Building Industry. the Ministry of Machine Building, and the
Ministry of Defense
iO5 See, for example, Valery Menshikov, "Theory and Practice Go Together," .;qerospaeeJournat no 2
(March-Rpril 1997): 28-29. Referring specifically to the January 1956 decree, the author states, "The task of
researching possible applications of defensesatellites,., was entrusted to the country's Defense Ministry."
106. Sergey Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: krizisy i rakety: uzglyad iznutri: torn I (Moscow: Novosti,
1994). p 97.
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The visit, on the morning of February 27, was important for Khrushchev because it was his
first direct exposure to the top-secret ballistic missile program--an effort that had essentially
been run by a number of industrial bureaucrats since Stalin's death, out of view from Party leaders such as Khrushchev. '°_During the visit, the delegation was escorted by Korolev and NII-88
Director Ateksey S. Spiridinov on a tour that culminated with a presentation of a full-scale
model of the R-7 ICBM. The guests were apparently stunned into silence by the size of the vehicle. Like a good performer, Korolev waited a few seconds for the sight to sink in before giving
a brief presentation on the vehicle. Khrushchev simply beamed after the report, visibly
impressed with the capabilities of the missile.
Glushko then began an elaborate presentation, much different from Korolev's, filled with
extraneous technical details "like he was talking to first course students at the neighboring
forestry institute..,
rather than the higher leadership.' .... Recognizing the pointlessness of a
technical treatise, Korolev cut Glushko short, before summarizing with a succinct conclusion.
After a short discussion on the R-/'s capabilities, Korolev innocuously added, "Nikita
Sergeyevich [Khrushchev], we want to introduce you to an application of our rockets for
research into the upper layers of the atmosphere, and for experiments outside the atmosphere.' ..... The Soviet leader expressed polite interest, although it was clear by this time that
most of the guests were becoming tired and bored with the proceedings. Undeterred, Korolev
first showed them huge photographs of suborbital missiles that were used for biological and
geophysical investigations. Detecting that his guests were in a hurry to leave, he quickly moved
ahead and pointed everyone's attention to a display in a corner of the room of a model of an
artificial satellite that had been created as part of the satellite program of the Academy of
Sciences. Invoking the name of a legendary Soviet scientist, Korolev hurriedly explained that it
was possible to realize the dreams of Tsiolkovskiy with the use of the R-7 missile. Korolev
pointed out that the United States had stepped up its satellite program, but that compared to
the "skinny" U.S. launch vehicle, the Soviet R-/could significantly outdo that project in terms
of the mass of the satellite. In closing, he added that the costs for such a project would be meager, because the basic expense for the launcher was already allocated in the R-7 booster.
Khrushchev began to exhibit some interest, and he asked Korolev if such a plan might not
harm the R-7 weapons research program, given that was the primary focus of work at Korolev's
design bureau. Clearly oversimplifying the difficulties involved, Korolev shot back that unlike
the United States, which was spending millions of dollars to develop a special rocket to launch
a satellite, all the Soviets would have to do was replace the warhead with a satellite on the
R-7, Khrushchev hesitated for a second, perhaps suspicious of Korolev's intentions, but
answered back, "If the main task doesn't suffer, do it.' ....
After more than two years of explicit lobbying, the artificial satellite project was a reality.
And it owed its approval to Korolev more than anyone. Tikhonravov had provided the technical expertise, and Keldysh had helped with his political clout, but it was finally Korolev's repeated requests, letters, meetings, reports, and entreaties that finally forced the decision. Korolev
also had a climate conducive to his needs. His standing among the military and industrial community had evolved over the years from maverick engineer to genius manager. His successes
with the series of ballistic missiles pleased both the military and industry. Also, it did not hurt
that both of these sectors, by 1956, were populated by individuals who were sympathetic to
the Korolev's unquenchable thirst for space exploration. Clearly, Korolev alone could not have

107. Barry."The MissileDesignBureaux."
108. Khrushchev,
Nikita Khrushcheu:torn/. p. 106
109. Ibid., p. 109.
I IO. Ibid, pp. I I0- I I Forotherbriefdescriptionsof the February1956visit, seeIshlinskiy.ed.,7]kadernik
S P Koroleu.pp. 319-20,337-38.
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done it. Events outside his control--such
Sedov's press conference, the fall of the
Khrushchev's rise to power--were pivotal
gests that the Soviet space program was
would have never been conceived.
From Object

as the Eisenhower administration's announcement,
Beriya group in the nuclear weapons industry, and
events on the road to approval, But hindsight sugborn on January 30, 1956, and without Korolev, it

D to the Simple Satellite

Object D (or D-I ) was so named because it would be the fifth type of payload to be carried on an R-?. Objects A, B, V, and G were designations for different nuclear warhead containers."' The satellite was a complex scientific laboratory, far more sophisticated than anything
planned for launch in the world in 1956. While Kryukov's engineers depended greatly on
Tikhonravov's early work on satellites, much of the actual design was a journey into uncharted
territory for OKB-I. There was little precedent for creating pressurized containers and instrumentation for work in Earth orbit, while long-range communications systems had to be
designed without the benefit of prior experience. The engineers were aware of the trajectory
tracking and support capabilities for the R-Z missile, and this provided a context for determining the levels of contact with the vehicle. The fact that the object would be out of contact with
the ground for long periods of time (unlike sounding rockets) meant that new self-switching
automated systems would have to be used. The selection of metals to construct the satellite
also presented problems to the engineers because the effects of continuous exposure to the
space environment were still in the realm of conjecture. The experiments and experience from
sounding rocket tests provided a database for the final selection.
On February 25, 1956, the Keldysh commission issued the technical requirements for
building the satellite: detailed design work began on March 5. Tikhonravov's group at
NIl-4 and Korolev's OKB-I at NII-88 were the two most active participants in this process, but
numerous other organizations contributed to various elements of the complete satellite. By
June 14, Korolev had finalized the necessary changes to the basic 8K;'I version of the R-1 ICBM
to use it for a satellite launch. The new booster, designated "product 8A92," would incorporate a number of major changes, including the use of uprated main engines, the deletion of the
central radio package on the booster, and a new payload fairing replacing the one used for a
nuclear warhead. A month later, at a meeting of chief designers on July 24, 1956, Korolev formally signed the initial draft plan for Object D, The document was co-signed by his senior associates Tikhonravov, Bushuyev, Okhapkin, and Voskresenskiy. ''2
The intensive work on Object D was obviously not only project at OKB-I. In fact, officially at least, it was an effort with very low priority, far behind the plethora of military work that
Korolev oversaw during this period. These included the dozens of test launches of the strategic R-5M, the experimental M-5RD and R-5R missiles, and the world's first submarine-launched
ballistic missile, the R-I IFM. He also directed draft plan work on an improved version of the
nuclear R-5M, the experimental R-5R, the basic R-I I FM, and an underwater version of the same
missile. He was the scientific leader for the enormous R-7 ICBM effort and the work on the
short-range R-I t M, both yet to fly. This was in addition to work on scientific missiles such as
the R- IYe, the R-5P,, and of course Object D. There were also various conferences, meetings,
and functions to attend. Given the magnitude of work at OKB- I, it was becoming cumbersome

I I I Raushenbakh,
ed.,Materialypo istorii kosmlcheskogo,
p. 209._, B, V,G, andD arethe first five lettersol the Russiancyrillicalphabet.
112. Golovanov,Koroleu,p. 530: Ishlinskiy,ed., AkademikS. P Koroleu,p. 446: Varfolomeyev,"Soviet
Rocketrythat ConqueredSpace:PartI." Tikhonravovwasofficiallyan employeeof NIl-4, but he wastemporarily
workingas the chiefconsultantto NII-88'sOKB I.
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113 Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 356: Golovanov, Koroleu. p, 464; "TsNIIMash--One of the Leading Space
Branches";Ishlinskiy.ed.,7_kademikS.P Koroleu,p 446. Although the orderwas signedin August 1956,it seemsthat the
separation was not enacted until September-October 1956. See Yu ,q Mozzhorin. "The Central Scientific Research
Instituteof MachineBuilding--The ChiefCenter in the SovietRocket-SpaceIndustry" (English title),/z istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 60 (1990):20-40.
114 Chertok.Raketyi lyudi, p. 356.All had alreadybeenofficially appointeddeputy chief designers,but they had
been servingin that capacity in Nil 88s OKB-I, not the independentOKB-I Mishin had been appointed in April 1950,
Okhapkin in December 1952,Voskresenskiyin October 1953.and Bushuyevin 1954 Chertok also suggeststhat A. R
Abramov was one of those appointedaschief designersin August 1956.but by Abramov's own account,he was not pro
moted to such a post until 1966.By 1961.at leastnine other engineershad beenappointed deputy chief designers:B.Ye,
Chertok, D I. Kozlov, S S. Kryukov. P I Meleshin. M, V. Melnikov.M, F Reshetnev,Ye,V. Shabarov,M. K. Tikhonravov.
and P V. Tsybin.
II 5 S.S. Kryukov, "K. D. Bushuyev--Scholar.Planner,TechnicalDirectorof the Soyuz-Apollo' Program"(English
title), in B V Raushenbakh,ed., Iss[edouaniyetuorchestuaosnouopolozhnikoukosmonaut_kiiee souromennyyeproblemy
(Moscow: Nauka, 1989).p. 4 I: M. V. Keldysh.A. A. Dorodnitsyn, and S, R Korolev, "On the ScientificActivities of K D
Bushuyev" (Englishtitle), in Avduyevskiyand Eneyev.eds.. M. _ZKeldysh.pp. 197-98.
116 Ishlinskiy.ed.. ,,qkadernikS,P Koroleu.p. 447. Korolev'sfirst requestfor transferringTikhonravov'sdepartment
was during a meeting with Ustinov on December22, 1954,He repeatedthe requestto Nedelinon December27. 1955.
I 17 An edited versionof Keldyshs speechhas been published as M. V. Keldysh, "On Artificial Satellitesof the
Earth" {English title), in Avduyevskiyand Eneyev.eds.. M k,"Keldysh.pp. 235-40. Seealso Golovanov.Koroteu,p 530.
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pensate for the volume of work, Korolev finalized a plan ten days later to divide the work into
three variants of the basic Object D, each distinguished by the nature of its scientific apparatus. He then signed an amended draft plan for the satellite on September 25. Its eight scientific goals were listed as:
•

Measurement of atmospheric density, pressure, and ion composition
200 and 500 kilometers

at altitudes between

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research into solar corpuscular radiation
Measurement of ion concentrations in the chosen orbit
Measurement of inherent electrical charges
Measurement of Earth's magnetic fields at altitudes of 200 to 500 kilometers
Studies of cosmic rays
Research into ultraviolet and x-ray portions of the solar spectrum
Research into the possibility of ensuring the survival of an animal in orbit' '_

Although many of the specifics had changed, much of the basis for Object D was taken
from the historic proposal for the Simplest Satellite, which was submitted to the government in
1954. At a special meeting on September 28, 1956, the Keldysh commission fully approved the
draft plan, thus freezing the final design of the spacecraft. '`°
Tikhonravov's department had by this time emerged with three airtight designs of Object
D, each with a roughly conical shape and a mass between 1,000 and 1,400 kilograms. The most
favored version included a power supply system with solar and chemical batteries and used a
special system of louvers on the exterior and fans on the interior for thermal regulation. There
were also radio communications devices with multichannel capability for transmitting telemetric data and receiving ground commands. Three quarters of the mass of the object consisted of
scientific instruments. In one of the three versions of Object D, engineers ensured the possibility of installing a small cockpit to carry a dog into orbit. ':° This cabin was a direct modification of capsules launched aboard the upper atmosphere sounding rockets throughout the
1950s. Few details have been released on the biological version of Object D, although presumably the animal capsule inside the conical spacecraft was not recoverable, as specified in the
original 1954 document.
Events in the satellite program took an abrupt turn in the waning months of 1956. Actual
test models of Object D, expected to be ready by October, remained unfinished. By early
November. Korolev was suffering from great anxiety, no doubt compounded by his extraordinarily busy plans, as he traveled from Kaliningrad to Kapustin Yar to Tyura-Tam to Molotovsk
and back several times to oversee various projects. '2' Part of this anxiety was from serious concerns that his project would be suddenly preempted with a satellite launch from the United
States. In September 1956, the U.S. Army had launched aJupiter C missile from Patrick Air Force
Baseat Cape Canaveral, Florida, that could have launched a satellite into orbit if it had included
a live third stage. Korolev mistakenly believed that it had been a secret attempt to launch a

_18_The completetext of the draft plan hasbeenpublishedasS.R Korolev,et aL, "ThesisReporton the
Developmentof a DraftPlanlot an Artificial Satelliteof the Earth"(Englishtitle), in Keldysh.ed., Tuorcheskoye
naslediye.Ztkademika
SergeyaPavloviehaKoroleva.pp. 362-68.
tl9 Ishlinskiy,ed, ,qkademikS P Koroleu.p. 441.Thedraft plan wasapprovedby the SpecialCommittee
on September
30. 1956.
120. Yu. Biryukov."From the History of SpaceScienceThe Priceof Decision--FirstPlace(The First
Satellites)"(Englishtitle).,Zluiatsiyai kosmonaufikano. I0 (October1991): 3?-39.
121 Kaliningradwasthe locationof OKB I, whileseatrialsof the R-IIFMwerecarriedout nearMolotovsk
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Korolev
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all the rockets in the world,
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a satellite

The _mericans

as a national
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printed

with

plans fior launching
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for ten days' operation.

in plans:
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a mass
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change
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This flight
that

Soviet rockets.

to

of Florida
the payload
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U.S. rockets

and

then publican

fly
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From separate

in the nearest months
to pay any price

a new
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this priority.'"4

122. The launch about which Kofolev was informed was a Jupiter C missile (no. RTV-I), which flew a distance of 5,300 kilometers on September 20, 1956, during a _eentrytest. P_live third stage could have put a small
payload into orbit.
123. Golovanov. "The Beginning o| the SpaceEra": Golovanov, Koroleu. p. _532,
124, The complete text of Korolev's letter is reproduced asS. P,Korolev, "Proposal on the First Launch o[ an
Artificial Satellite of the Earth Beforethe Start of the International Geophysical Year" (English title), in Keldysh, ed.,
Tuorcheskoyenaslediye .,qkademiko SergeyaPaulouieha Koroleua, pp. 369-70.
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While

Korolev's

information

that far off. The United
tutional

and political

By January
ly designated
the specter

on U.S. plans may have been in error, his instincts

States could

have launched

obstacles precluded

25, 1957, Korolev
the Simple Satellite

of U.S. eminence

had approved

the initial

No.

It seems that his letter had adequately

I (PS-I).

Ryabikov

was evidently

February

I_5, the USSR Council

Measures

to Carry out in the International

The

two

new

launched
the Object
Korolev

satellites,

in April-May
D launch

wasted

was

of Ministers
and

pushed

launch

The
body

R-Z launch

program,

comprised

weigh

as with

approximately

Chairman

171-83ss) titled

IOO kilograms

R-7 ICBM launches.

1958. Focused on a more
specifications

the Experimental
F. Bogomolov

"On

Design

modified

and

be

Meanwhile,

modest

objective,

for the initial

satellite

Bureau of the Moscow
its Tral telemetry

system

sight at the

R-7 was on the launch

pad.

R-7 in Flight

any other

representatives

officialinvoked

proved to be crucial. On

a decree (no.

article of the magnificent

under the guidance

of various

Special Committee

launch. '_6 By this time, there was an impressive

base: the first flight

insti-

Year," agreeing to the new proposal. '_'

sent out technical

Chief Designer Aleksey

its test program

signed

fully successful

back to April

The

through

formally

In addition,

on the R-Z for use on the satellite
Tyura-Tam

technology;

Geophysical

PS-2, would

He quickly

subcontractors.
under

design details of the satellite

in favor of the new plan. His support

1957, after one or two

little time.

PS-I to the two
Power Institute

PS-I

were not

by early 1957, but various

such an attempt.

in the field of military

strongly

a satellite

important

weapons

project,

of a special State Commission,
of the

military,

industry,

was

a temporary

and the design

overseen
ad hoc
bureaus.

The State Commission for the Sputnik satellite shown in 1957 Seated left to right are: Ivan Butychev,
@igoriy Udarou, 7]leksandr Mrykin. Nikolay Pilyugin. Mstislav I<eldysh,Vasiliy Mishin, Leonid Voskresenskiy,
Vasiliy Ryabikov. Mitro[an Nedelin, SergeyI<oroleu.Konstantin Rudneu, V'alentin Glushko. and Vladimir Barmin.
Standing le[t to right are: ;qleksey Bogomolou. Pavel Trubaehev, Viktor Kuznetsov, ,,'qnatoliyVasilyeu.
Konstantin Bushuyeu,,.'qleksandrNosov, Ivan Borisenko, ,,qlekseyNes_erenko,_eorgiy Pashkov,
Mikhail Ryazanskiy, and Viktor Kurbatov. (files of ,Z]si[Siddiqi)

125. Semenov, ed., RaketnoKosmieheskaya Korporatsiya, pp. 88, 632; Ishlinskiy, ed., Akademik S P
Koroleu, p. 441, Other sources say that the decreewas issued on February 1, 1957.SeeVetrov, "The First Satellite."
126. Lardier, L'/qstronautiqueSoui_tique. p. 108; Ishlinskiy, ed., .gkademik S P Korotev, p. 441. Actual tests
of the instrument were conducted beginning May 5, 1951.in which a helicopter was used to track the satellite using
a 200-meter cable. The technical specifications for the PS-I's radio transmitter were approved on February 15, 1951.
the same day that the project was approved by the Soviet government.
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Unlikeformalandpermanent
institutions
suchastheSpecial
Committee
or theMilitaryIndustrial
Commission,
theState
Commission
wouldremain
inexistence
onlyduring
thetestingphase,
andit wouldserve
astheprimary
conduitforcommunication
withPartyleaders,
suchasKhrushchev,
onthestateoftheprogram.
TheUSSR
Council
of Ministers--that
is,
Khrushchev
andBulganin--established
afourteen-member
State
Commission
fortheR-7test
series
onAugust
3t, 19.56.
VasiliyM.Ryabikov,
thepowerful
industrial
bureaucrat
whooversawtheentiremissile
industry
aschairman
of theSpecial
Committee
forArmaments
of the
ArmyandNavy,
wasappointed
toleadthebody.Korolev
wasadeputy
chairman
and"techni
calleader."
Theremainder
consisted
ofthreemilitaryrepresentatives
(Mrykin,Nedelin,
and
Nesterenko),
fivechiefdesigners
(Barmin,
Glushko,
Kuznetsov,
Pilyugin,
andRyazanskiy),
and
fourmenfromthedefense
industry
(Pashkov,
Peresypkin,
Udarov,
andVladimirskiy).
Although
theywerenotofficialmembers
ofthecommission,
twoscientists,
Mstislav
V.Keldysh
and
Aleksandr
Yu.Ishlinskiy,
participated
initsproceedings.
'_7
TheR-7hadrunintosomemajor
delays
inlate19.56,
primarily
related
totheworkonthe
mainengines.
Although
thefirstlaunch
wasoriginally
planned
forearly19.57,
it hadbeenprogressively
shifted
toMarch
ofthatyear.Typical
oflarge-scale
endeavors,
therewerenumerous
subcontractor
andmanagement
problems,
all of whichwereaddressed
by the State
Commission
inlate1956.
AsKorolev
reported
ina lettertothegovernment,
"Thepreparatory
operations
forthefirstlaunch
oftherocket
areproceeding
withsignificant
difficulties
and
behind
schedule
.... '.... The static tests of complete first and second stages at Zagorsk finally
cleared the way for launch
was transported

from

planning,

Leningrad

and the first experimental

and assembled

at Tyura-Tam

model of the R-7, the 8K71SN,
in December

1956 for placement

on the launch pad and subsequent
captive tests. The operation of the ground segment of the
telemetry network was also given a thorough checkout at the time, with the first telemetric contact between

Tyura-Tam

and Moscow

established

on December

27. The tracking,

telemetry,

and

command
network,
officially called the Range Measurement
Complex, comprised
nine Tayga
stations located at various points between one and a half and 800 kilometers from the launch
pad at site

I, as well as six Kama stations

placed

between

thirty-two

and 120 kilometers

from

127. Semenov.ed. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 79. The official positions of the members of the
state commission for the R-7 were: V. M, Ryabikov (Chairman of the Special Committee). S. R Korolev (Chief
Designerof OKB-I ), A. G. Mrykin (First Deputy Chief of the Directorate of the Chief of ReactiveArmaments), M. I.
Nedelin (Deputy Minister of Defense for Reactive Armaments), A. I. Nesterenko (Commander of NIIP-5), V. P.
Barmin (Chief Designer of GKSB SpetsMash). V. R Glushko (Chief Designer of OKB-456). V I. Kuznetsov (Chief
Designer of Nil 10), N A Pilyugin (Chief Designer of NII-885), M. S. Ryazanskiy (Chief Designer and Director of
NII-885), G. N. Pashkov (Deputy Chairman of the Special Committee). I. T. Peresypkin (Minister of
Communications). G. R Udarov (Deputy Minister of Machine Building), and S. M Vladimirskiy (Deputy Minister of
Radio Technical Industry) M. V Keldysh was the Chief of the Department of Applied Mathematics of the V. A
Steklov Mathematics Institute of the Academy of Sciencesand Director of Nil-l, while A Yu. Ishlinskiy was the
Director of the Moscow Institute for Problemsof Mechanics and "Scientific Consultant" to Nil t0. By the time that
launches of the R-7 began in May 1957,several other men were involved with the work of the State Commission,
including I T. Bulychev (Chief of the Communications Directorate of the Ministry of Defense), h S Konev (First
Deputy Minister of Defense), A. A. Maksimov (from the Directorate of the Chief of Reactive Armaments), N. D.
Psurtsev (Minister of Communications), K. N. Rudnev (Deputy Minister of Defense Industries). and S. P Shishkin
(Chief Designer of KB II). SeeCouncil of Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, Proryu u kosmos, pp. I0 It:
A. A. Maksimov, "Heat. Water. and Red Buttons, or Rehearsalof the Historic Launch" (English title). Zemtya i uselennaya no. 5 (September-October 1990): 60-65: A A. Maksimov, "The First Launch From Baykonur" (English
title), Zemtya i usetennaya no. I (January-February 1991): 89 93.
128. Golovanov, "The Beginning of the Space Era,"
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the target area in the Kamchatka peninsula in the eastern Soviet Union, about 6,500 kilometers
from Tyura-Tam. 2_
On March 4, 1957, Korolev signed the Technical Assignment No. I document, formally
approving preparations for the launch. Through the remaining days of March and April, various
members of the State Commission flew into Tyura-Tam. Korolev, in the company of Chief
Designer Pilyugin, arrived on April 10, followed by Chairman Ryabikov six days later. On the
way to the launch range, Korolev had told Pilyugin that he would not return until the missile
had flown. The presence of high-ranking military officers Nedelin and Mrykin markedly
increased the tension at the launch site, partly because of Mrykin's reputation for terrifying reprimands for those that were not doing their job well. Others remember the atmosphere as being
festive as a result of local troops being relocated to new barracks from their previous homes in
railway cars. On Korolev's suggestion, officials carried out a complete dress rehearsal of the
transportation from the Assembly-Testing Building at site 2 to the launch pad at site I on May
4, '_°At the pad itself, the missile was uprighted over the launch structure and held down by the
pad's four "petals." After installation, engineers established electrical and pneumatic connections with ground equipment. The entire rehearsal was uneventful, save for a humorous incident involving Marshal Nedelin, who had decided to check whether the emergency alarm
system for the launch site was in working order. When the appropriate alarm button was
pressed, nothin8 happened. Fuming at the failure, Nedelin vented with full force at engineer Lt.
Colonel Aleksandr I. Nosov, the Deputy Commander of NIIP-5 for Experimental-Test Work.
Several members of the State Commission entered the command bunker, where they discovered that a young army sergeant on a cigarette break had left a particularly important switch in
the wrong position. Suddenly, the emergency alarm went off, and the fire squadron rushed to
the site as part of the rehearsal and completely doused the bunker with an extinguisher.
Needless to say, all the commission members, fully soaked by accident, were not too happy. '_'
On the afternoon of May 6, the R-7 (product 8K71 number M I-5) was moved once again
to the pad, this time escorted on foot by Ryabikov, Korolev, Nedelin, and others in a ceremonial and solemn act that would become common for future launches. '_2Two days later, the State
Commission formally met to set the first launch window between the 13th and 18th of the
month. The only major problems were some communications difficulties with the center at the
target site near the Klyuchevskhaya-Sopka volcano in Kamchatka. Controllers faced other major
problems in the following days: there was a guidance system problem as a result of a loose
screw on the I lth and a more serious electrical supply malfunction the following day during a
rehearsal launch. '_ Having rectified these problems, the State Commission met on the night of
the 14th to approve the first launch between 1400 and 1700 hours, Moscow Time, the following day. '_ There were several reasons for the time slot selection. The launch time had to be during daylight hours for local optical tracking. The reentry over Kamchatka peninsula of the

129. Councilof Veteransof the BaykonurCosmodrome,Proryuu kosmos,p. 90: Villain. ed, Baikonour.p.
55: Varlolomeyev,"SovietRocketrythat ConqueredSpace:PartI": Mozzhorin,el al., eds.,Naehatokosmieheskoy
ery,p, 57.Eachstationconsistedof asetof buildingsforequipmentandstaff accommodations.
Theequipmentwas
composedof telemetry,tracking,andtime codereceivers,whichwerepoweredbyan independentpowergenerator.
In the totaJRangeMeasureme,nt
Complexin earl),/957,thereweretweJveB,,nokJ
trackingdevices,eightIrtysb,inter
ferometers,
ten KT-50cinetelescopes,
two KST-80movietelescopes,threecinetheodolites,andvariousothersmaller instruments
130. Villain. ed., Baikonour,p. 2Z; Maksimov,"Heat, Water,and RedButtons": Romanov,Koroteu.pp
268-69: Lardier,LT_stronaufiqueSouietique p, 92.
13I. Mozzhorin,et at. eds.,Naehalokosmicheskoy
ery.pp 134-35.
132. Gotovanov,Koroteu,p. 503.ArticlesM I-I to MI-4 wereground-testversions.
133. Villain,ed..Baikoaour,p 27: Maksimov,"The FirstLaunchFromBaykonur."
134. Localtime wasthreehoursaheadof MoscowTime.
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A. Maksimov,
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to continually
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and launch
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when

incoming

engine
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telemetry

off at T+98 seconds.
that

the entire

Engineers

strap-on

integrated,

with

as 400

Chief

Designer

various

kilometers
Bogomolov,

Trai telemetry system
tinued to shout until

(Blok

which
parts
from

that

the

D) had cut

later discovered

had broken

the central core, following
away

indicated

away from

the missile dislanding
the

as far

launch

responsible

site.

for the

for the booster, had conalmost 300 seconds that

all was well because signals were still coming
in, but Korolev intuitively
knew that the rocket
was going nowhere.
"We wanted to surprise

The first R-7 ICBM shown on the single launch pad
at site I at Tyura-Tam in early 195Z Note the
"tulip" launch structure around the base o[the
rocket Later operational models of the rocket had a
different payload fairing (copyright .SteuenZatoga)

135 Zaloga. Target,Zimerica, p 144.
136 Mozzhorin, et al. eds., Dorogi v kosmos/, p. 114:Villain. ed, Baikonour, pp. 29-30.
137 The launch button for this first launch from Tyura-Tam was pressed by thirty-three-year-old Lt. Colonel
Ye. I Ostashev, the chief of the First Testing Directorate of NIIP-5. One source states that the launch was at
1905 hours Moscow Time SeeMaksimov. "The First Launch From Baykonur."
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the world, but the rocket is lying on the ground 300 kilometers from here," he was quoted as
saying. '_ An extensive investigation later revealed that a fuel leak in the Blok D engine's pump
outlet, combined with the heat from the neighboring engines, had led to a fire that had literally engulfed the booster almost from launch. _
Khrushchev was evidently disappointed by the result. Although he was keenly interested
in the proceedings at Tyura-Tam, he was careful enough to let Ryabikov, Korolev, and Nedelin
do their jobs without interference from the higher-ups. He only spoke to Korolev once prior to
the launch. He told his son: "If there is any need, Korolev will call me, that's how we arranged
it. '''4° On the evening of May 15, when the bad news was relayed to him, Khrushchev was
silent and pensive, recognizing that accidents were inevitable in such complex projects. The
failure took a more serious toll with the engineers back in Kazakhstan. Korolev's deputy
Voskresenskiy was severely ill immediately following the failure, and Korolev sent him back to
Moscow along with Chief Designers Barmin and Pilyugin. Most members of the State
Commission also returned to their duties in Moscow until preparations could be made for a second attempt, leaving Korolev to direct the accident investigation and preparations for a second
launch. The fifty-year-old Korolev was not in good health: he had a bad sore throat and had to
take penicillin shots several times. His letters to his wife at the time were punctuated with musings full of doubt and frustration:
When things are going badly, I have fewer "friends." . . . My frame of mind is bad. I
will not hide it. it is very difficult to get through our failures .... There is a state of alarm
and worry .... It is a hot 55 degrees here.'_'
The second R-7 vehicle, 8K71 number M 1-6, arrived at the pad in early June after new heatdeflecting shields had been installed in the tail section of the missile. During a launch attempt
on June 9, there was a sudden abort after the launch command--a problem traced to a nitrogen valve that had remained in the closed position instead of open. The exact same thing
occurred on another attempt the following day./q final attempt at launch on June I I also ended
in a launch abort. Just after the abort, the entire area was drenched in a tropical rainstorm,
which flooded the basement of several buildings, including the tqssembly-Testing Building at
site 2. Luckily, military personnel were able to save almost all of the valuable equipment, some
simply by drying out in the Sun. '42
As the engineers pored over telemetry, they determined one of the causes for the abort relatively quickly: yet another valve was left in a wrong position. It was clear that OKB-I was to
blame for the incorrect assembly, but Korolev tried every trick he could think of to obscure the
fact that it was one of his employees who had made the egregious error, Although Korolev was
magnanimous and fair in his technical evaluations, he was not, by any means, willing to take
the blame when it was a case of his design bureau over another. His usual strategy in such situations would be to either cloud the problem with double-talk or force Glushko or Pilyugin to
admit to errors. If an accident commission had to be established to address the issue, he always
sent either Mishin or Voskresenskiy to defend OKB-I, preferring to remain "above the

138 Mozzhorin,et at., eds,,Nachalokosmicheskoy
ery,pp. 20, 58, 77: Councilof Veteransof the Baykonur
Cosmodrome,
Proryvu kosmos,p. 173,
139. Mozzhorin,et al, eds.,Naehatokosmieheskoy
ery,p. 77.Somesourcessuggestthat the failurewas
causedby a rupturein a nitrogenpipeat T+103.6seconds.See_. A. Maksimov,"The Resultsof the FirstLaunch
FromBaykonur"(Englishtitle), ZemIyai uselennayano. 2 (March-April 199t): 63-62.
140. Khrushchev,Nikita Khrushehev:tom I, p. 287.
14I, Golovanov,"The Beginningof the SpaceEra."
142. Councilof Veteransof the BaykonurCosmodrome,Proryvv kosmos,pp 2I, 113.
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battle."

This time, none of those tactics worked.

Ryabikov was too smart for that, reading through

the technical jargon that Korolev had used to obfuscate OKB-l's role in the valve failure. Ryabikov
reportedly told Korolev, "What a cunning man you are, Sergey Pavlovich! So much stink about
what

might have been caused by others, and so much perfume
After

an in-depth

for launch

investigation,

a third

rocket, 8K71

for your own shit ....

number

at 1553 hours on July 12. This time, the missile

"'_'

M I-7, was moved to the pad

lifted

off into the sky to the cheers

of observers. The euphoria evaporated when at T+33 seconds, all four strap-ons spuriously
arated from the core because of a rapid rotation around the longitudinal
axis/_"
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and
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a note of optimism,

"Here,

right here and now, we must strive for the solution we need!" By July, things began to deteriorate. On the 8th, he wrote, "We are working very hard," but after the second launch failure,
he wrote

on the 23rd,

1987, "In
Pavlovich

all the

"Things

postwar

Korolev

are very, very bad. '''4_ One of Korolev's

years,

no days

were

more

than those of that hot summer

painful,

biographers

difficult,

or tense

of 1957. '''_° At this point,

wrote

in

for Sergey

it seems that

had

abandoned his old ways of pitting design bureau against design bureau and genuinely asked for
cooperation.
Anatoliy A. Abramov, the senior designer at OKB-I responsible for launch complexes, later recalled:
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144 Mozzhorin. et at, eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, p. 2l: Villain, ed.. Baikonour. p. 31.
145 Golovanov, "The Beginning of the Space Era."
146 Ibid
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ed at an altitude of ten kilometers because of excessive thermodynamic forces. Despite the
unfortunate end, the R-7 had finally flown, vindicating the hopes of thousands of engineers
who had invested so much in it. Korolev was so subsumed by euphoria that he stayed awake
until three in the morning, speaking to his deputies and aides about the great possibilities that
had opened up, about the future, and mostly about his artificial satellite. '_ As for the missile,
a quickly dispatched search party of approximately 500 men spent almost a whole week gathering the remains of the dummy warhead and its thermal coating.
It was only after the search party returned that the State Commission wrote up an official
communique on the launch--a statement that was published in the Soviet media. It was
extremely unusual for Soviet authorities to publicize successes in any military field, and this
particular anomaly can perhaps be explained by the fact that the press release was aimed as
much at the United States as it was at Khrushchev's own opponents after the dangerous "AntiParty Group" had nearly wrested power from him during the summer of 1957. The communiqu_ included the following:
.,'q few days ago a super-long-range, intercontinental
multistage ballistic missile was
launched, The tests of the missile were successful: they fully confirmed the correctness
of the calculations and the selected design. The flight of the missile took place at a very
great, hitherto unattained, attitude. Covering an enormous distance in a short time, the
missile hit the assigned region. The results obtained show that there is the possibility of
launching missiles into any region of the terrestrial globe. The solution of the problem
of creating intercontinental
ballistic missiles will make it possible to reach remote
regions without resorting to strategic aviation, which at the present time is vulnerable
to modern means of antiaircraft defense. '_
Clearly, it did not have the intended effect on the U.S. public or media, because, for the
most part, little attention was given it. Those who did pay attention spoke only to dismiss the
claim--a stance justified partly by the black hole of information on Soviet ballistic missiles in
the open press. It would take thirty-eight more days before the entire world would take notice
that a new age had arrived, heralded by that same ICBM.
Sputnik
Work on the Simple Satellite PS-I had continued at an uneven pace since the development
of the object began in November 1956. Between March and August 1957, engineers carried out
computations to select and refine the trajectory of the launch vehicle and the satellite during
launch. These enormously complicated computations for the R-7 program were initially done
by hand using electrical arithrometers and six-digit trigonometric tables. When more complex
calculations were required, the engineers at OKB-I were offered the use of a "real" computer
recently installed at the premises of the Department of Applied Mathematics at Keldysh's
request. The gigantic machine filled up a huge room and may have been the fastest computer
in the Soviet Union in the late 1950s: it could perform I0,000 operations per second, a remarkable capability for Soviet computing machines of the time. '_'

148. Go]ovanov,"TheBeginningof the SpaceEra":Golovanov,Koroleu,p. 514:Councilof Veteransof the
BaykonurCosmodrome,
Proryuv kosrnos,pp 25, 174:Villain,ed.,Baikonour,p 3I.
149. "Reporton IntercontinentalBallistic Missile"([ng[ish title), Prauda,August 27, 1957.A complete
Englishtranslationof the pressreleaseis includedin Krieger,BehindtheSputniks.pp. 233-34.
150 Ishlinskiy,ed., )qkadernik S. P Koroleu,p, 447: M Lysenko,ed., Three Paces Beyond the Horizon
(Moscow:Mir Publishers.1989). p. 58.
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ISI Mozzhorin, et aL, eds.. Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery. p. 266. The Soviet government issued an official
decreeon September3, 1956. for the creation of the ground tracking network.
152. Many of the major participants involved in the creation o[ KIK are named in B. A. Pokrovskiy,"Zaryo"-pozyunoye zemni (Moscow: Moskovskiy rabochiy, 1987), pp. 58, 10. They included numerous individuals who went
on to powerful positions in the Soviet space program: Pl. I, Sokolov (NII-4 Director), G A. ]-yulin
(Nil 4 First Deputy Director), R A. /_gadzhanov, I, A Artelshchikov, I. K. Bazhinov, A. V. Brykov,Yu V. Devyatkov,
P E, Eliasberg,V. T. Dolgov, G I. Levin, M. P Likhachev, G. S, Narimanov, Ye. V. Yakovlev,and I. M. Yatsunskiy.
Bazhinov, Brykov,and Yatsunskiywere members of Tikhonravov's original satellite researchgroup at NII-4, but they
were not transferredto OKB-I in 1956like most of their associates.The Pokrovskiytext is a detailedexposition on the
history of KIK. Some more details were added in Mozzhorin, et al.. eds., Nachalo kosmieheskoyery.
153. Pokrovskiy, "Zarya"--pozyunoye zemni, pp. 15-76; Maksimov. ed., Raketnyye uoyska strateDcheskogo
naznacheniya, p 49: Mozzhorin. et al. eds., Naehalo kosmicheskoyery, p. 310. The first commander or the KIK center (TsKIK) was Maj. GeneralA A. Vitruk.
i54, i Minyuk and G,Vetrov, "Fantasyand Reaiity" (English title), 74uiatsiyai kosmonautika no. 9 (September
1987): 46-47.
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The five primary scientific objectives of the mission were to:
•
•
•
•
•

Test the method of placing an artificial satellite into Earth orbit
Provide information on the density of the atmosphere by calculating its lifetime in orbit
Test radio and optical methods of orbital tracking
Determine the effects of radio wave propagation through the atmosphere
Check principles of pressurization used on the satellite _

The satellite as it eventually emerged was a pressurized sphere, fifty-eight centimeters in
diameter, made of an aluminum alloy. The sphere was constructed by combining two hemispherical casings together. The pressurized internal volume of the sphere was filled with nitrogen at 1.3 atmospheres, which maintained an electro-chemical source of power {three
silver-zinc batteries), two D-200 radio transmitters, a DTK-34 thermo-regulation system, a ventilation system, a communications system, temperature and pressure transmitters, and associated wiring. The two radio transmitters
operated at frequencies of 20,005 and
40.002 megacycles at wavelengths of one and a half and seven and a half meters, respectively,
The signals on both the frequencies were spurts lasting 0.2 to 0.6 seconds, and they carried
information on the pressure and temperature inside the satellite. They provided the famous
"beep-beep" sound to the transmissions, The antenna system comprised four rods, two with
a length of 2.4 meters each and the remaining two with a length of 2.9 meters each, all of which
would spring open into their unfurled position once the satellite was in orbit. Engineers had
conducted tests of this radio system as early as May 5, 1957, using a helicopter and a ground
station. The total mass of the satellite was 83.6 kilograms, of which fifty-one kilograms represented the power source. The "lead designer" for the PS-I was Mikhail S. Khomyakov: Oleg G.
Ivanovskiy served as his deputy. '_6
Korolev, of course, kept close tabs on the
development of the PS-I and continuously
made sure that the spherical satellite was kept
spotlessly clean and shiny, not only for its reflective qualities, but also for its overall aesthetic
beauty. On one occasion, he flew into a rage at
a junior assembly shop worker for doing a poor
job on the outer surface of a mock-up of the
satellite. "This ball will be exhibited in museurns!," he shouted. '5' Deputy Chief Designer
Bushuyev telephoned Korolev at Tyura-Tam on
June 24 to inform him that he had just signed
the document specifying the final configuration
of the satellite. Actual construction took place
in P,ugust. The launch vehicle earmarked for the
satellite was a slightly uprated version of the
basic 8K71 ICBM variant, renamed the 8K71PS.

ThePS-Isatelliteis shownhereon a riggingtruckin
the assemblyshopin thefall of 1957asa technician
puts finishing touches on it.

155. M. K. Tikhonravov,"The Creationof the FirstArtificial EarthSatellite:SomeHistoricalDetails,"Journal
of the BritishInterplanetarySociety47 (May 1994):191-94.
156. /bid: Kustova,ed., Ot peruogo Sputnika, p. 37: Villain.ed., Baikonour.p. 26: Golovanov,Koroleu,p.
537: O, G. Ivanovskiy,Naperekor zemnomy prityazhenyu (Moscow: Politicheskoyliteratury. 1988).pp. 167-69.
157. Mikhail Florianskiy,"October4--For the FirstTime in the World," MoscowNews Supplement40
(_98z)
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158. Varfotomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part I": Keidysh, ed.. Tuorcheskoyenaslediye
_kademika SergeyaPavlovicha Koroleva. p. 365: Mozzhorin. et aL. eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, pp. 60 61.
159 Ishlinskiy, ed., ,qkademik S. P Koroleu, p. 459. The scientist in question was V M. Vakhnin.
160. Pappo-Korystin, Platonov, and Pashchenko,Dnepropetrouskiy raketno-kosmieheskiy tsentr, p. 60: S. N.
Konyukhov and V. A, Pashchenko. "History o[ Space Launch Vehicles Development." presented at the 46th
International Astronautical Congress. IAA-95 IAA 2.2.09. Oslo. Norway, October 2-& 1995.The rangeof the mis
sile was about 2,000 kilometers.
161 Biryukov. "From the History of SpaceScience." Author's emphasis. Confusingly, Korolev's own OKB-I
had also examined the possibility of a "light" alternative satellite launch vehicle to the R-7. In late 1957.a department at OKB-I had begun studying the possibility of a two stage vehicle, the first using the R-SM and the second
using the R-II M, as a launcher. The study, finished on August 9, 1957,proved that this multistage booster would
not be abre to launch a forty- to fifty-kilogram payload into Earth orbit. OKB-I also studied a possible satellite launch
vehicte us,ng simply the core of the R-7. SeeSemenov,ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 61: Vetrov. "The
First Satellite": Afanasyev. R-I2: Sandatouoyedereuo, pp. 17-18.
162 Sergeyev.ed., Khronika osnounykh sobytiy istorii, p. 36, The seriesended in December 1958. and the
missile was declared operational on March 4, 19.59.The U,S. Department of Defense designation for the R-12 was
the SS-4.while the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) later named the missile "Sandal"
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I63 Council of Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, Proryu u kosmos, pp. 29-30
164. Semenov.ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 90. "ISZ" is the Russian acronym for "Artificial
Satellite of the Earth.r,
165. Biryukov, "Materials From the Biographical Chronicles," p. 238; Lardier,L_stronautique Soui_tique p
93: Golovanov. Koroleu, p. 517
166. S. P Korolev, "On the Practical Significance of K E Tsiolkovskiy's Proposals in the Field of Rocket
Technology" (English title), in B. V Raushenbakh, ed., [ss[edouan[yapo istonli teorii razuitiya aulatsionnoy i raketno-kosmicfleskoy nauki i tekhniki (Moscow: Nauka, 1981), p. 40. This is a complete version of his speech. An
abridged English translation has been reproduced in Institute of the History of Natural Sciencesand Technology.
History o[ the USSR:New Research 3: Turi _agarin: To Mark the 25th ,ztnniuersaryo/the First Manned SpaceFlight
(Moscow: Social SciencesToday. 1986), pp, 48-63. Note that the latter does not include the above quote.
167. The State Commission for the Launch of the First Satellite may have been slightly expanded from the
original R 7 State Commission. See Yu. A. Skopinskiy. "State Acceptance of the Space Program: Thirty Years of
Work" (English title), Zemlya i uselennaya no. 5 (September-October 1988): 73 79; Lardier. L,,'qstronautique
Souietique, p, 285.
168. Ishiinskiy, ed., Z]kademik S F_ Koroleu, p 447: LardJer,L'.Z]slronautique Soui_tique, pp. 108-09:
Konovalov, "The Genealogy of Sputnik," pp. 122-23.
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169. Golovanov, Korolev. pp. 537-38.
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The seconds counted down to zero, and Nosov shouted the command for liftoff.
Chekunov immediately pressed the launch button. At exactly 2228 hours, 34 seconds, Moscow
Time, the engines ignited, and the 272,830-kilogram booster lifted off the pad in a blaze of light
and smoke. The five engines of the R-7 generated about 398 tons of thrust at launch. Although
the rocket lifted off gracefully, there were problems. Delays in the firing of several engines could
have easily resulted in a launch abort. Second, at T+I6 seconds, the Tank Emptying System
malfunctioned, resulting in a higher than normal kerosene consumption. A turbine failure
because of this resulted in main engine cutoff one second prior to the planned moment. _7_
Separation from the core stage, however, occurred successfully at T+324.5 seconds, and the
83.6-kilogram PS-I successfully fell into a free-fall elliptical trajectory. The first human-made
object had entered orbit around Earth. g new era had begun.
With most State Commission members still in the bunker, engineers at Tyura-Tam awaited
confirmation of orbit insertion from the PS-I in a van set up about 800 meters from the launch
pad. As a huge crowd waited outside the van, radio operator Vyecheslav I. Lappo, from NII-885,
who had personally designed the on-board transmitters, sat expectantly for the first signal. There
was cheering once the Kamchatka station picked up signals from the satellite, but Koro]ev cut
everybody off: "Hold off on the celebrations. The station people could be mistaken. Let's judge
the signals for ourselves when the satellite comes back after its first orbit around the Earth." _
Eventually the distinct "beep-beep-beep" of the craft came in clearly over the radio waves, and
the crowd began to celebrate. Chief Designer Ryazanskiy, who was at the van, immediately telephoned Korolev in the bunker. The ballistics experts at the Coordination-Computation
Center
back in Moscow had determined that the satellite was in an orbit with a perigee of 228 kilometers and an apogee of 947 kilometers, the latter about eighty kilometers lower than planned
because of the early engine cutoff. The inclination of the orbit to Earth's equator was
65.6 degrees, while the orbital period was 96.17 minutes. '_ Experts at the center had also determined that the satellite was slowly losing altitude, but State Commission Chairman Ryabikov
waited until the second orbit was over prior to telephoning the Soviet leader.
According to conventional wisdom, Khrushchev's reaction to the launch was unusually
subdued for an event of such magnitude, indicating that he, like many others, did not immediately grasp the true propaganda effect of such a historic moment. He told the press:
When the satellite was launched, they phoned me that the rocket had taken the right
course and that the satellite was already revolving around the earth. I congratulated the
entire group of engineers and technicians on this outstanding achievement and calmly
went to bed. '_
Khrushchev's son, however, recalls that his father's reaction was a little more enthused.
The older Khrushchev at the time was on visit to Kiev to discuss economic issues with the
Ukrainian Party leadership. Around I I:00 p.m., these negotiations were interrupted by a telephone call. Khrushchev quietly took the call, then returned back to his discussions without saying anything. Eventually, as his son recalled, the news was too difficult to keep under wraps:
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As the media tumult over Sputnik began to mount in the West, the Soviet leadership began
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I ?'9. Khrushchev. Nikita Khrushehev tom I, pp 337-38
180. Golovanov. Korotev. pp 540-41.
181 "ftnnouncement of the FirstSatellite" (English title), Pravda, October 5, 1957.p. I. A complete English
translation of this announcement is included in Krieger.Behind lhe Sputniks, pp. 311-12.
182. "Report on the FirstSatellite" (English title), Pravda, October 9, 1957,p. I. A complete English translation of this article in included in Krieger.Behind the Sputniks, pp. 313-25. This particular article was authored joint
ly by A G Azizyan (Pravda), V P. GIushko (OKB-456), M V Keldysh (OPM MIAN and Nil-I). S. P. Korolev
(OKB-I), DYe. Okhotsimskiy (OPM MIAN), G. A. Skuridin (AN SSSR)_and others, although none were named
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been involved in the defense industry, the realjob titles of the members of the Council of Chief
Designers had always remained secret, although Tikhonravov and others had freely published
under their own names through the 1950s on topics of general interest. This suddenly changed
as their names disappeared from official histories. Beginning with the launch of Sputnik, of the
major contributors to the success of Sputnik, Korolev, Glushko, and Keldysh were referred in
the open press as the Chief Designer of Rocket-Space Systems, the Chief Designer of Rocket
Engines, and the Chief Theoretician of Cosmonautics, respectively. The fourth, Tikhonravov.
did not even have a pseudonym for himself.
The titles not only hid their identities, but also added an element of enigma to the men
behind the world's first space program. New editions of histories of Soviet rocketry published
prior to 1957 ceased to carry Korolev's name, and Soviet encyclopedias subsequently listed him
as heading a laboratory in an unspecified "machine building" institute in the Soviet Union.
Glushko, meanwhile, was said to be laboratory chief at the Moscow Institute of Mineral Fuels.'_
Korolev, certainly in recognition of the key role he played, was allowed to write in no less an
important newspaper as Pravda, but under the pseudonym "Professor K. Sergeyev." His first
article, titled "Research into Cosmic Space," was published on December 12, 1957.
Khrushchev claimed at the time that as the years went by, "the photographs and names of
these illustrious people will be made public," but that for the moment, "in order to ensure the
country's security and the lives of these scientists, engineers, technicians, and other specialists, we cannot yet make known their names or publish their photographs. '''_
As time went by, the publicity afforded the Soviet space program by its own media became
uniquely perverse. One could read countless books and articles on the effort and not learn anything new about the program. Pagesand pages would often be filled with supposedly amusing
anecdotes about anonymous people without once mentioning a name, a date, a place, or an
institution. Although this state of events marginally improved by the end of the 1960s, there
were four main elements of the veil of secrecy: plans for future space missions were never mentioned; failures were omitted from historical discussion: the names of engineers and administrators were not mentioned until they were deceased: and the military was never implicated in
the operation of the space program. There were, of course, other corollaries, such as the vagueness of details about spacecraft, missions, launching sites, funding, and administrative structure, but by and large, these four elements dominated the reportage of the Soviet space program
from its inception in 1957.
The chief designers toiling in anonymity not only had to have their work go unrecognized,
but they were often the subject of ironic twists of fate. For example, Academician Sedov, the
erstwhile chairman of the Commission for Interplanetary Communications, was allowed to
publicly travel and speak prominently concerning the Soviet space program, presumably
because he had no direct responsibility or connection with anything in the program. Korolev's
engineers would, in fact, joke about the time Korolev invited Sedov to the launch pad at TyuraTam to see an R-7 with a satellite on it. Sedov surprised everyone by asking where exactly the
satellite was on the rocket. Some, such as Academicians Blagonravov and Vernov, who had
peripheral knowledge about the space program were allowed to talk, but as one Russian journalist later wrote, they "were so ensnared by what they had signed about not disclosing governmental secrets, that they uttered only banalities, and thus differed only slightly from the
uninitiated [such as Sedov]. '''_''

183 Soviet Space Programs, 1952 65: Goals and Purposes. ,Z]chievements,Plans, and International
Implications, preparedfor the Committeeon Aeronauticaland SpaceSciences,U.S.Senate,89th Cong.,2d sess.
(Washington,D.C.:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice_December1966),pp. 149-50
184. Ibid, pp. 71-72.
185. Golovanov,Korolev,p. 553.
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On October 4, 1957, in an imperceptible way, the course of human history changed. In the
forty years following that singular event, it is easy to lose sight of the significance of Sputnik.
For the first time in history, humans had managed to break free of Earth's atmosphere and loft
a modest product of their handiwork into the heavens. There were, of course, more earthly considerations. The Soviet satellite served as a distinct milestone: it moved the Cold War into a
new phase--one characterized by the very real possibility of Soviet dominance in the new
a_enaof space, and thus, by extension, on Earth. With only a ball of metal, the Soviets had
managed to achieve what they were unable to convey with decades of rhetoric on the virtues
of socialism: that the USSRwas a power with which to be reckoned. In this climate, the Soviet
space program was much more than the sum of its parts. In reality, its parts were very far and
few in between. Barring a few isolated proposals, there was, in fact, no Soviet space program
in 1957. There were no long-range goals, no governing body for the space program, no financial planning, no agenda, and no direction. This suspension into limbo continued to exist for
the next few years, hidden, of course, beneath the pages and pages of Soviet propaganda hailing the glorious benefits of a nationwide effort.
The Immediate

Aftermath

The engineers at OKB-I could be forgiven for hoping for a respite from the relentless
months of hard work in support of both the R-7 and the first Sputnik. At the time, Korolev
allowed all his key deputies to take a short vacation--the first in many years--to rejuvenate
their energies. First Deputy Chief Designer Mishin, Deputy Chief Designer Voskresenskiy, their
assistants, and "a group of the main workers" from the Design Bureau were sent off to the seaside resort of Sochi. _ Korolev, who returned to Moscow on October 5, elected not to take
advantage of the break but instead began to play with an ambitious idea to sustain the successes of the new space program. After Korolev's return, Soviet leader Khrushchev immediately called him to find out all the details of the Sputnik launch. During the conversation.
Khrushchev asked casually whether Korolev could launch another satellite, possibly in time for
the fortieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution on November 7. Without any
hesitation, Korolev suggested that his team could launch a dog. Khrushchev was ecstatic about
the idea, stipulating only that the launch had to take place by the holiday. Korolev assured him

I

A. Tarasov."Missions in Dreamsand Reality"(English title), Prauda,October 20, 1989. p. 4.
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Korolev came up with the idea to put a dog in the satellite. Khrushchev had apparently told the six major chief
designers (Barmin, Glushko, Korotev. Kuznetsov, Pilyugin, and Ryazanskiy) at a meeting in early October, "On the
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for the existence

of a radiation

ground who studied the data were, however,
mation. ''_ In the end, the first U.S. satellite,
later, and the United
tence of a continuous
from

orbit on/April

line of "firsts"

States claimed

any problems

for a week and had

Earth. Soviet

scientists

on the

"circumspect
in their interpretations"
of the inforExplorer I, returned the same data a few months

one of the great discoveries

band of radiation
14, 1958. with

without
belt around

belts around

its deceased

of the early space age, the exis-

Earth. The PS-2 spacecraft

passenger,

having

contributed

finally

decayed

to another

long

in the Soviet space program

8.
Council of Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, Proryv v kosmos (Moscow: TOO "Veles," 1994),
p 176. Another source states that the launch was at 0722 hours Moscow Time SeeYu. P.Semenov, ed, RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S. P Koroleua (Korolev: RKK Energiya, named after S. P. Korolev.
1996), p 92_
9.
Yu A Mozzhorin. et el., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I (Moscow: MAI, 1992)_ p. 60: Golovanov, Korotev. p.
551 Some reports have suggestedthat the temperature rise was a result of the nonseparation of the central R-7 sus
tainer from the payload, See Biryukov, "From the History of Space Science": K. V. Gerchik, ed, Nezabyvayemyy
Baykonur (Moscow: Interregional Council of Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, 1998), p. 114.
10 Biryukov, "From the History of SpaceScience."
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As the PS-2 was finding
completing

preparations

Soviet satellite.
Object

Object

been usurped

D, which

from

D was the last Soviet space project

permission
become

to allow

work

on Object

all too apparent

the West

that

jects resulting
of scientific

the engineers

had originally

the suggestions

instruments

were finally

to be the first

its place by the smaller

PS-I and PS-2 spacecraft,
The fact that government

at the time.

D was not an endorsement

launches

at OKB-I

been slated

in existence

by early 1958. There was, of course,

all the Sputnik
from

SPACESHIP

its way into the atmosphere,

to launch

Having

FIRST

were either

one-off

of a few anonymous

on board the spacecraft

for further

space projects

little suspicion

efforts

or hastily

put-together

men. In fact, the breadth

was literally

a jolt

had

or knowledge

to Western

in
pro-

and number

scientists.

The

1,327-kilogram
observatory
made out of aluminum
alloy was the first Soviet spacecraft to carry
a "command
radio-link"
device for the control of instrumentation
in orbit. There were twelve
scientific

experiments

on board for the measurement

•

Primary

•
•

The nuclei of heavy elements
Micrometeorites

cosmic

radiation

in cosmic

rays

•

Atmospheric

Ion composition

•

The concentration

•

The magnitude

•

The intensity

of electrostatic

and magnetic

•

The intensity

of corpuscular

solar radiation

pressure
in the atmosphere
of positive
of electric

The Tral multichannel
on a spacecraft,

while

payload

telemetry

internal

Object

system

visibility.

in mission

planning

D was launched
however,

T+96.5

seconds

because of resonant

up into

of labor. '_ Luckily for the scientists,
same instrument

complement,

ical maneuvering

prior to launch.

Power

Institute.

show support

Korolev,

ble and opted to launch

R-? ICBM
pieces during

under

frequencies,

OKB-I

had constructed

built

pressure
verifying

by the
from

on gpril

portion
two

an identical

some doubt

Khrushchev

Party in the Italian
the operation

many of whom

had

21, 1958. The

of the trajectory

backup article

with the

of some polit-

about the functioning

Design

at

and a half years' worth

to have been the subject

Experimental

The

and its scientific

in early 1956."

named the 8A91

thus destroying

There was reportedly

Communist

without

disciplines,

the active

used

gaseous nitrogen.

was 968 kilograms,

from various

This craft was rumored

data recorder

for the Italian

via circulating

observatory

out

by the first solar batteries

since the project was approved

by a modified

broke

a data recorder to store measurements

was controlled

by a team of scientists

vehicle,

of the Tral-D

included

scientific

launch

bilities

fields

Power was supplied

temperature

of the sophisticated

was supported

been involved

ions

charges

of the zone of communications

program

of:

intensity

•

useful

and detection

Bureau of the

capaMoscow

to launch

the satellite

elections,

may have taken a gam-

of the device in question.

in time

to

'_

II.
Mishin and Raushenbakh, "The Scientific Legacyof Sergei Korolev," pp. 120-21: S. L. Nikolayev, "On
the Work of M. K. Tikhonravov on the Creation of the First ISZ" (English title), Iz istorii aviatsii i kosmonautiki 42
(1980): 51-6 I. The primary investigators included Sh. Sh. Dolginov, K. I. Gringauz, V. G Istomin, V. I. Krassovskiy,
L. V. Kurnosova, V. G. Kurt, Yu. I. Logachev,S. L. Mandelshcham, I. S. Shlovskiy, and S. N Vernov.
12. Mozzhorin, et aL, eds,, Naehalo kosmicheskoy cry, p. 65; Biryukov, "From the History of Space
Science." One source saysthat the failure occurred at T+88 seconds. SeeTimothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry
that Conquered Space: Part I: From First ICBM to Sputnik Launcher," Space[light 37 (August 1995): 260-63.
13. Roald Z. Sagdeev,The Making o/a Soviet Scientist: My Ztdventures in Nuclear fusion and Space From
Stalin to Star Wars (New York:John Wiley & Sons. 1994), pp. 156-58.
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Thelaunch
ofthesecond
Object
Dtookplace
successfully
onMay15,1958,
bymeans
of
another
8A91booster.
Thespacecraft
entered
aninitialorbitof 1,881
by226kilometers
at
65.2degrees
inclination.
TheSoviet
press
referred
to thespacecraft
asthe"ThirdArtificial
Satellite,"
laterretroactively
naming
it "Sputnik
3." During
itsmission,
ground
controllers
discovered
thatthedatarecorder
didindeed
fail,thusdepriving
scientists
ofinformation
during
periods
whenthesatellite
wasnotwithincommunications
viewofground
stations.
Thishada
repercussive
effect
onpreventing
scientists
fromconfirming
withoutdoubttheexistence
ofa
radiation
beltaround
Earth:
therewassimplynowayto prove
thatthebeltwascontinuous
because
ofgaps
indata.Despite
theserious
failure,
there
wereI00,000
telemetric
measurements
and40,000
optical
observations
conducted
untilcommunication
waslostwiththespacecraft
onJune
3,1958.
Themission
provided
asubstantial
amount
ofscientific
andtechnological
data
invarious
disciplines.
'_Object
Dfinallydecayed
fromorbitonApril6, 1960,
leaving
behind
the
record
ofhaving
been
thefirstadvanced
scientific
observatory
launched
intospace•
Thelaunch
ofthese
threesatellites,
although
isolated
fromanymacro-level
space
program,
helped
in many
wayscement
theimportant
rolesof thechiefdesigners
intheSoviet
defense
industry.
Although
allSoviet
press
reports
touted
theachievements
oftheSputniks
asthoseof
theCommunist
Party
oftheSoviet
Union.it wasincreasingly
clearwithintheleadership
that
theefforts
ofthese
designers
alsoserved
animportant
propaganda
andpublicrelations
rolefor
theSoviet
state.Allofthemajor
chiefdesigners
benefited
fromthisstateofaffairs,
bothina
tangible
andintangible
sense.
Korolev
andGlushko,
thetwomostpowerful
ChiefDesigners,
hadthedistinction
ofbeing
theonlyoneslabeled
criminals
ofthestateintheiryounger
years.
ThefallofBeriya
in 1953
andthesubsequent
denunciations
byKhrushchev
ofStalin's
ruthless
ruleeventually
setthestage
fortheformal"rehabilitation"
forboth.Glushko's
original
accusationshadbeencorrected
inOctober
1956.
butit tookmuchlonger
forKorolev,
whohadsuffered
muchmore.Hehadapplied
totheSoviet
government
ina letterdatedMay30,1955,
to
dropthefiveremaining
criminal
charges
thatstillmarred
hisrecord.
'_It wouldbethesummer
of 1957before
hewouldreceive
a replyfromtheUSSR
ChiefMilitaryProcurator.
Theletter
merely
stated
thatatameeting
oftheMilitary
Collegium
oftheUSSR
Supreme
CourtonApril
18,1951,
thecharges
against
himhadbeenformally
dropped,
"duetothelackofanycrimes."
'_
WhileKorolev
triedtoputthedarkchapters
inhislifebehind,
Glushko
wasnotasamenable.
Oneoftheirassociates
laterrecalled:
• • . Korolev

had convinced

the rest. blot it out from
remembered

everyone

himself

memory

that one should

forget about

and from the heart,

and everything.

He had saved

Glushko
many

Kolyma.

prison,

[on the other
interesting

hand]

documents

and all
always
....

"

H

M
H

Korolev
a Ph.D.,
honorary

was bestowed

on June 29,
title,

with

a doctor

1957, even though

it seems that

Korolev

of technical

sciences degree, the Soviet equivalent

he had not defended

did not use the title much

18 of the same year, as a result of the huge successes

a dissertation.
in his writings.

of the first two

Sputniks,

'_ Essentially

of
an

On December
he along with

H
H

[

14. Ibid. p. 158: Christian tardier. LTqstronautique.Sovietique(Paris: Armand Colin. 1992), p 113. For a
summary of the results from Sputnik 3, see Nikolayev, "On the Work of M K. Tikhonravov."

H

t5. This letter is reproduced in full in N. L gnisimov and V G. Oppokkov. "Incident at NIl-3" (English
title), Voyenno.istoricheskiy zhurnal no. II (November 1989): 65-71.
16. Romanov, Korolev, pp. 269-70.
17 Col M Rebrov."Specific Impulse" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda, August 26, 1989,p. 4.
18 Yu. V. Biryukov. "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles of SergeyPavlovich Korolev" (English title).
_n B V. Raushenbakh. ed, /z istorii souetskoy kosmonautiki (Moscow: Nauka. 1983), p. 238. He was officially
awarded the degree by the "High Certification Commission" on October 26, 1957,just twenty two days after the
launch of the first Sputnik

H
N
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several others,
Deputy

Chief

Prize.

bestowed

such as Chief
Designer

Three

THE

of

Designers

Mishin,

Korolev's

Academicians

Barmin,

key

deputies--Bushuyev,
Hero of Socialist

came to Korolev

community.

promotions,

Along

with

neither was a real scientist,

by the Soviet scientific

bemoaning

Korolev

community

Korolev
The entry

Ryazanskiy--were

Mishin

of the chief

slow

and the defense

but

outside

visible

proposals

Furthermore,

on the talented

mathematicians

Affair,"
Those

originally

a forty-four-year-old

a member

setting

of the defense

significant
from

which

industry/°

given the lack of a plan for

connections

to both

the

the scientific

in some respects,
skeptical

and Glushko.

community

Almost

of Sciences

all of Keldysh's

military

in his employ

leaders.

Party than
work in the

depended,

at both

sci-

the dreams

and the Communist

and even the

and scientists

program,

A consummate

legitimized

Academy

government

missile

It also

from

with

of the Secretariat
the Secretariat

responsibilities

to a great

the Department

shifted

from

Committee

of

of the Central

in Kazakhstan.

itself was typically
almost

Roughly
composed

the government

Committee

of about

Presidium

Party. Leonid

I.

in the Ukraine was appointed

every area of activity

the all-powerful

Group

to the Party.

No. 2 in the 1940s eventu-

analogous

In many cases, the recommendations

Party that

"Anti-Party

of the Communist

from Dnepropetrovsk

as a new Secretary

provided

and Communist

By 1957, after the so-called

by the old Special Committee

apparatchik

overseeing

of the Secretariat

sis and recommendations.

in the Soviet government

of the Central

served the Party in senior positions

members

institutional

program

projects,

changes

administered

Brezhnev,

specific

faith and

this honor.

indistinct

in the Soviet leadership

up in the Secretariat

of a cabinet,

Members.

space

eyes of

of the chief designers.

the locus of power
duties

Designers--

of the remarkable
bestowed

scoffed

expediency.

and NII-I.

the position

ally ended

of Chief

ally to the space designers,

Korolev

of defense

privately

political

somewhat

Keldysh,

in the

including

There were also institutional
entrenched

the

with

repute,

exploration

1950s had been in support
Mathematics

Keldysh,

had far more influence

any of the major designers,

Applied

conduit

was an indispensable

of space
Keldysh

of the conventional
of

clearly would

of Sciences was extremely

a formal

separation

full

level of stature in

to Corresponding

was the only deputy

it provided

of great

and

the Council

promoted

into the Academy

was admittedly

Academician
industry,

and mathematician

extent,

both were elected

of Sciences who

standards

their ranks, an indication

because

of the Lenin

Voskresenskiy--were

and the promotion

four from

man. Mishin

designers

in 1958 this division

space exploration.

and

also joined

space program

space projects

the

although

entist

the remaining

and

had in his right-hand

for the emerging

of selective

Pilyugin,

First Deputy

allowed

and

had it not been for the recent suc-

the Academy

the influence

and Glushko,

Kuznetsov,

to propose

Okhapkin,

and Ryazanskiy,

recipients

on June 20, 1958, when

cesses in space. There were in fact many within
at the

trust

Pilyugin,

were named

Labor for their efforts. _9Perhaps the most cov-

and Glushko

In truth,

not have been approved

Korolev's

Kuznetsov,

Keldysh,

of the LISSR _qcademy of Sciences and thus befit of the highest

the scientific

Barmin,

SPACESHIP

Glushko,

and Academician

the more prestigious

eted of all honors

FIRST

in June 1957, having

to the Western
a dozen

concept

individuals

with

on behalf of the Party. _' The
(later the Politburo)
of the Secretariat

with

analy-

member

in

19, Ibid., p, 239. The actual awards ceremony took place at the Kremlin on December 30, 195Z. See
Romanov, Koroieu. pp. 302'-08: Golovanov, Koro[eu, p. 55 I. Note that Korolev, the other chief designers, Mishin,
and Keldysh had already been awarded the Hero of Socialist Labor in 1956 for the R 5M nuclear program. According
to Mishin, Korolev had requested that he [Mishin] receivea second Hero o[ Socialist Labor in December 1957,but
was refused only at the "highest levet." SeeMozzhorin, et at. eds., Dorogi u kosmos I, pp.
20. William R Barry, "The Missile Design Bureaux and Soviet Piloted SpacePolicy, 1953-1974," draft of
University of Oxford Ph.D. diss., 1995.
21. Ibid.: Peter Almquist. Red Forge:Souiet Military Industry Since 1965 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1990], p. 20.
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question
wereoftenpivotal
inthefinaldecision
bythePresidium.
After1957,
Brezhnev's
portfolioin theSecretariat
included
"questions
of thedevelopment
of heavy
industry
andconstruction,
thedevelopment
andproduction
ofmodern
militarytechnology
andweapons,
the
equipment
oftheArmedForces
withthem,andthedevelopment
ofcosmonautics"
forthe
Central
Committee
andthePresidium.
:2Thisnewrolecarved
outin 1957
remained
inexistence
throughout
thenextthirtyyears,
andtheholder
ofthispostessentially
acted
asthedefacto
policy

head of the Soviet space program.

Curiously,

to this post, did not have a very prominent
important

decisions

that

Khrushchev

both

Khrushchev

were made by Khrushchev

in particular

ing a direct line from
As power shifted
missile chief
support
Dmitriy

and Brezhnev

for the new

to Khrushchev

gravitated

to higher

space program.

Korolev's

ganized

the Special Committee

ballistic

missile program

positions

from

with

for Armaments

Committee
turn,

but

because

to production.

employees

of

jurisdiction

made sure that the most important
who

owed their

positions

of the State Committee

seeing the ballistic

missile

a new

nationwide
a

name, the State Committee
reform spurred

command

Sounarkhozes)

system

whereby

were established

"regional

Sverdolsk. _4Research and development
such as NII-88

and OKB-I,

the defense

industry

1958, Konstantin

institutions

were transferred

cities

ministry

of Defense

over-

Industries

1958 as part of a larger

such as Moscow,

in the former

N, Rudnev became

(known
Ministry

at the time to the newly

in

were occupied

the Soviet economy.

councils"

Central

Ustinov,

the "new"

the old Ministry

to imple-

Party

within

in January

VPK, after

was limited

formulation."

economic

the

(VPK)

procurement

for drafting

to policy

goal to decentralize

in key industrial

industry,

extended

Essentially,

was
reor-

had overseen

Commission

process of military

responsible

had been created

by Khrushchev's

the changes

1957, Khrushchev

in charge of the new governmen-

for Defense TechnoloD,,

and space effort.

of the

thus cementing

and Navy, which

the entire

careers to him. In March

the new Chairman
with

from

in charge of the defense

were

and

thus creat-

supporters

industry,

On paper, its authority

VPK

was

industry,

policy.

in the defense

he put Ustinov

forces, managed

decrees, the commission's

by individuals

of future

of the Army

however,

of the Sputniks,

the first to benefit

group of ministers

the Soviet armed

research and development

mentation,

of the missile

from the 1940s, In December

to manage the entire Soviet defense industry;
negotiation

supporters

since 1955, and created the new Military-lndustrial

tal body. Staffed by the primary

because the most

was significant,

some of the most important

In particular,

old "patron"

What

on matters

the first appointee

space policy

by the early successes

into the Party apparatus,

designers

F. Ustinov,

himself.

were very strong

had been dazzled

Korolev

it seems that Brezhnev,

role in determining

in

Leningrad,

He set up
Russian

as

Gorky, and

of Defense Industry,

created State Committee.

22
Arthur J. Alexander. "Decision-Making in Soviet Weapons Procurement," ,_delphi Paper 14718(Winter
1978/9): 1-64. For a detailed discussion of the role of the Secretariat in the defense and space industry, see pp,
l I - 12 in the same source.
23. V Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov, and V Pashchenko, Dneprovskiy raketno kosmicheskiy tsentr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZ/KBYu, 1994), p. 61: Cl,q Directorate of Intelligence_ The Soviet Weapons Industry..7]n
Oueruie_u.DI 86 I0016 (Arlington, V_: Central Intelligence Agency, 1986), p. 14 VPK members in March 1958
included the following "ministers": K. N. Rudnev (Defense Technology), P.V. Dementyev (/_viation Technology),
V. D. Kalmykov (Radio-Technical Industry), and B. Ye. Butoma (Ship Building), In addition, V. M. Ryabikov (Deputy
Chairman, RSFSRCouncil of Ministers) and M. I. Nedelin (Deputy Minister of Defensefor Reactivel_rmaments) were
also members. The commission had one First Deputy Chairman (S. I Vetoshkin) and two Deputy Chairmen
(G. N. Pashkovand G _. Titov). Finally, P,. N Shchukin, a respectedradar expert, headed a "Scientific-Technical
Council." which, among other things, approved new members of the commission.
24 John McDonnell, "The SovietDefense Industry as a PressureGroup," in Michael McGwire, Ken Booth,
and John McDonnell, eds., Soviet Naval Policy Objectives and Constraints (Halifax, NS: Centre for Foreign Policy
Studies. 1975). p. 90;/_lexander G. Korol, Soviet Researchand Development Its Organization. Personnet.and Funds
(Cambridge, Mt¥ The MIT Press. 1965). p. 17
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The entire
repercussive
the

power

decentralization

process

effect of putting
over

production

THE

missile

FIRST

SPACESHIP

had a

a greater share of

and space

design

and

into the hands of a new generation

of bureaucrats,
nurtured
by Brezhnev
and
Ustinov, who were not located in Moscow.'_The
forty-seven-year-old
as director
could

of

Rudnev

NII-88

be counted

Ustinov

on

and Korolev

junctures.

himself

in the
to

lend

t950s

his

at critical

He was personally

had served

early

and

support

to

decision-making

acquainted

with all

designers such as Korolev and Glushko and had
also been a member of the State Commission
for the R-7 launches. In his new position as the
Chairman
of the State Committee
for Defense
Technology,

he

was

to

play

a

much

more

"hands-on"
role in the new space program,
exceeding that of his predecessors.
He was, in
effect, the first industrial
space program,
NASA

manager

of the Soviet

akin to perhaps the role played by

administrators.

was very educated,

By most recollections,
accomplished,

he

and sophistiKonstantin Rudneu was Chairman of the State
Committee [or Defense Technology between 1958
and 1961 In that post, he effectively served as the
first administrator of the emerging Soviet space
program He had served his apprenticeship in the
early 1950s as Director of the famous NII-88 institute
(files of Peter _orin)

cated, although little is known about his personal life. An associate later described him as:

Unpretentious
to

in his manner

people,

patience

he

listened

to the opinions

enviable

o[ opponents

out putting

them

framework.

In a difficult

he managed

to relieve the tension

with-

into a rigid provisional
moment...
with a

joke and he was witty, but short-spoken.

26

On

through

Defense
(Ustinov),
finally

paper

at least,

Technology

Korolev

reported

(Rudnev),

to the Secretariat

Following
Korolev
programs

proposals,

the first launches
himself.

The Council

commencements
albeit

the

the Chairman

Chairman

of

was

merely

a formality

unofficially,

of the State Committee

Military-lndustrial

industrial

By all accounts,

of Chief Designers

this chain

matters

(Brezhnev),

of command,

and rarely functioned
Khrushchev

In particular,

for

Commission

regularly

and

especial-

as intended.
consulted

seems not only to have exerted

by Khrushchev,

and approval.

the

in charge of defense

himself.

of the R-7 and the Sputniks,

that had been approved

that were binding,

to

member

to Soviet leader Khrushchev

ly in the case of new

gram

and attentive
with

influence

with
over

but also began to have some input into prothe council

would

often

pass resolutions

for all the design bureaus and scientific-research

institutes

25. McDonnell, "The Soviet Defense Industry asa PressureGroup," p. 116. One of those was an individual named S, A. Afanasyev,who was appointed to head the Leningrad Sovnarkhoz in May 1958, having served his
apprenticeship asa directorate chief in Ustinov's ministry in the 1950s,Afanasyev's careerwould rise with Ostinov's,
and he was to play an important role in the space program in the years to come.
26. Lt, Gen. Georgiy gleksandrovich Tyulin, "Taskfor the Future: Notes of the State Commission Chairman"
(English title), Krasnaya zvezda, April 2, 1988, p. 4.
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involved.
Butin theend,it wasalways
aquestion
ofKhrushchev's
general
assent
ordissent.
WhileUstinov
orRudnev
couldhammer
outthedetails,
Khrushchev
hadthelastword.
Fortunately
forKorolev,
theSovietleader
wasclearly
enamored
of Korolev
from1956
through1958.
Theremarkable
support
Khrushchev
extended
toKorolev
atthetimedepended
toagreat
extentonhisachievements
inbuilding
andsuccessfully
launching
theR-7ICBM.
But
the originsof the Khrushchev-Korolev
relationship
datebackto February
1956during
Khrushchev's
firstvisitto OKB-Iat Kaliningrad.
AsKhrushchev's
son,oneof thosewho
accompanied
theelderKhrushchev
onthatvisit,laterrecalled,
"Themeeting
withKorolev
decisivelyinfluenced
thethinking
ofmyfather
.... Afterthisvisitfathersimplyfellinlovewith
Korolev,
hewasprepared
to talk about him without end. ''_7There were special perks to this
change of heart, most notably demonstrated
by allowing Korolev to call Khrushchev
matters, without
having to go through "numerous
bureaucratic obstacles."_
While

the propaganda-type

the first and foremost

effects of Sputnik

goal on the Presidium's

directly

on

were clearly a boon to the Soviet leadership,

agenda was the achievement

of strategic

parity.

Korolev had used the R-1 as a "Trojan horse" for his more outlandish
dreams of space exploration, but he was also clever enough to know that the gains from the creation of the R-Z would
not be unlimited.
The next few years had Korolev toeing the fine line between appeasing those
who wanted newer and better ICBMs and those who wanted the world to shudder in the face
of Soviet accomplishments
his associates
sonalities

The Object

to take advantage

sense, 1958 was a watershed

of Chief Designers.

were in place for them

missile program.
intended

in space. In this

on the Council

to gradually

create a new space program

D, PS-I, and PS-2 projects
of the availability

of the

space. It was now time to create a plan and a vision
put the Red Star firmly into space.
"1 Favor
Two themes
At every juncture,
initial growth

both engineers

automated

of Aviation

the effort
OKB-I,

Medicine

out of pieces of the
one-off

program

into

designed

satellites sent to the government

to

Early Soviet conceptions

projects as fundamental
for piloted

in the

flight into space.
spaceflight

to the
dated

VR-190 project for launching a human on a vertical
Later. when Korolev tasked doctors at the Air Force's

the ultimate

to launch dogs into space, he viewed

goal of human

spaceflight/_

The first vertical

rockets were thus not isolated
direction

developed

projects for

of piloted space exploration.

flights were followed from 1954 to 1956 by launches on the uprated
missiles, further variants of the basic military R-I rocket.
profile that engineers

programs

to gain a foothold

missions to the Moon and piloted

but rather the first concrete step in a larger thematic

The flight

and

and per-

Flight!"

animals in 1951 on the R-I B and R-IV

These biological
R-lYe "scientific"

R-7 ICBM

of a comprehensive

in 1949 to develop systems

only as a step to achieving

launches with

new

foresaw the two complementary

of the Soviet space program.

back to 1945-48, to Tikhonravov's short-lived
flight to the upper reaches of the atmosphere.
Institute

Orbital

politics,

had been short-lived,

stand out in all the proposals for artificial

]950s by Korolev and Tikhonravov:

year for Korolev

The forces of institutions,

for the R-I D launches

R-ID and

was considerably

differ-

ent from that of the R-I B, and it clearly indicated a progression toward human as opposed to
biological spaceflight.
The rocket was launched to altitudes of I00 to I IO kilometers, at which

27. Sergey Khrushchev. Nikita Kflrusflefleu: krizisy i rakety: uzglyad iznutri: tom I (Moscow: Novosti.
1994).p 112
28. Ibid. p IO4
29. ,qs early as 195I. OKB I may have drawn up preliminary plans for a small capsule to carry a person on
a high altitude vertical flight using the R-IB missile, which itself was used for the early dog launches. Fora drawing
of one of these conceptions of the R I B see Lardier.LTistronautique Soui)tique. p, 244.
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point

THE

the dog cabin separated,

the right of the cabin ejected
parachute

for landing

going into a free-fall
at altitudes

of thirty-nine

to forty-five

for the dogs and instead

in the form
which

of a spacesuit.

included

retractable
chute

kilometers.

movie camera with
dog container,
including

the

carried

flight veterans

the second

rigorous

missile

lifted

was cast off

ducted

in the series, in July

cessful,

the engineers

R-lYe.
ment

of scientific
One

operated

at various

altitudes

et body was also equipped
frame.

Four huge parachutes

at forty-five

on January

1954, from

would

out

ahead with

smoke

direction,

ejectable

candles
Unlike

25, 1955, carrying

to train for

kilometers,
were con-

"new"

suc-

missile,

the

of a heavier complestrap-on

ignition

con-

mechanism

the R-lYe main rock-

the recovery of the entire 4,286-kilogram

reduce the rate of descent
The container

the R-ID,

the

dogs,

were completely

GeoFIAN

whose

to the

from

dogs Lisa and

launches

the use of another

a

var-

cabin.

of ninety

further

by the addition

during

of twelve

Yar with

of the launches

130-kilogram
five

two

the para-

In addition

was assembled

Kapustin

and a

launches,

packages

in the cramped

at an altitude

Only

none

a system for allowing

the same from the R-ID variant.

ing launch

two

to measure wind
with

and Tsyganka,

its predecessor

included

supply,

_ A group

suit,

system,

the dogs' reactions
experiments

spacesuits

kilometers.

moved

including

DK-2,

a bearable seven meters per second."
exactly

with

19.54, and although

experiments,
the

Kozyavka,

first dog ejected

from

supply

was 1,516 kilograms.

scientific

system

a mask-free

Like the previous

of Sciences (GeoFIAN))

off on July 2,
the

and physicians

of these,

of film recorded

with a pres-

life-support

developed

an oxygen

equipment.

130-kilogram

simulations

The latter was distinguished

tainers.

supply

P,lbina, Malyshka,

undergoing

dispensed

its own

The last item carried the oxygen

measurement

two

on board. 3_As planned,

while

trolley.

and used a

dog was ejected at altitudes

with

helmet,

The dog seated on

kilometers

engineers

each animal

plexiglass

of the USSR Academy

The first R-ID
Ryzhik

The second

The total mass of the payload

R-ID

trajectory.

to eighty-four

Plant No. 918 at Tomilino

a five- to six-minute

Institute

the launches,

equipped

The aviation

physiological

ious parts of the flight/°
Geophysical

six minutes.

the suit itself, a detachable
and the

unstabilized

Unlike the earlier flights,

tray on top of an ejection

system,

SPACESHIP

of seventy-eight

during the following

surized

cabin

FIRST

from

635 meters per second

to

for the dogs and the return profile remained

The R-lYe series was inaugurated
the dogs Albina

with

an early morn-

and Tsyganka. _' Engineers carried out

30. Yu. A. Mozzhorin et al eds, Dorogi u kosmos It (Moscow: M_ql, 1992), pp. 130 32, 137: M. V
Keldysh, ed., TuorcheskoyenasJediye_kademika Sergeya Pautouicha Koroteua. izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty
(Moscow: Nauka, 1980), p. 351: George E. Wukelic, ed., Handbook of Souiet Space-ScienceResearch (New York:
Gordon and BreachScience Publishers, 1968), pp. 18-19. The ejection system for the dog container was developed
by N. M Rudniy over a period of three years beginning in January 195I.
3 I. The primary scientific goals of these second seriesof vertical launches were: (I ) researchinto the physical and chemical characteristics of air, measurement o[ the aerodynamic characteristics at high velocities and altitudes, and development of methods of determining the direction and velocity of the wind in the upper layersof the
atmosphere: (2) determination of the physical processes in the ionosphere and the density of ionization at altitudes
of I00 kilometers and researchinto altitudes of the D ionization layer and the distribution of voltage at the poles:
and (3) researchinto the life activities of animals associated with the lifting of rockets to great altitudes and testing
of systems for the rescue of the animals and a system of rescue of a payload with instruments. In addition, the
R-t D rocket was said to be equipped with the STK apparatus and telemeasurement sensors for a special development program. See Keldysh, ed, Tuorefleskoyenas[ediye 71kademika,p. 542.
32. Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles," p. 233: Lardier. L71stronaufiqueSouietique, p.
81; Mozzhorin, et al. eds.. Dorogi u kosmos. II. pp. 135-36
33. Peter Stache, Souiet Rockets, Foreign Technology Division Translation, FTD-ID(RS)T-0619-88 (from
unnamed source). Wright-Patterson Air ForceBase.Dayton, Ohio, November 29, 1988. p. 219. This is a translation
of Peter Stache, Sowjetischer Raketen (Berlin: Militarverlad der DDR, 1987). Seealso Keldysh, ed,, Tuomheskoye
naslediye 71kademika,p. 538.
34. Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles," p. 234: EvgenyRiabchikov, Russians in Space
(Moscow: Novosti PressPublishing House. 1971), pp. 141-42
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atleastfivemore
launches
elements

of the systems

The physicians
changes

involved

in breathing

es of the flight.

with dogs byJune

for ensuring

in the program

and in their

The failures

of the total of fifteen

biological

launches

from

"valuable,

levied by our colleagues."
needed

satellite

was his first overriding

the second
exploration.

35Korolev,

positive

highly

results"

complex,

plans for human

goal, then the launch

step to what

It was during

satellites

clearly

the R-tD
detailed

200 kilometers

on existing

dated June 25.

1955. Korolev

launches

with

the proposal

of 100 kilometers

view

of a laboratory

the necessary
ated,

in 1956

In April

with

USSR's priority

we will be able
carried

to start
out very

1956. at the All-Union

cisms of human

If the launch

of an artificial

into space was without

Tsiolkovskiy's

original

dreams

doubt
of space

Tikhonravov's
vertical

landmark

launches

document

of humans

to

on

I00 to

of Sciences

laboratory

and the development
to the Earth.
point

in native

The

of view,
missile

importance

but

technology.

flights.

intensively

Conference

We ought

not

of

system

of such

also from

base for the accomplishment
such

for the lifting

of a special

an

the point

of

We know

that

of the goal

is cre-

to forget

that

work

i/
in

in the LLS.Zt. _7

on Rocket

Research into the Upper

of Sciences.

Korolev

Layers of

responded

to criti

spaceflight:

practicality
flight

He

requirements

dogs in 1954 that the Soviet government

held under the aegis of the Academy

There is the question

acceleration

its crew

and technological

is being

the Atmosphere.

rocket

the

in April

three major failures.

series of rockets were precisely what

to create a missile

only from a scientific

scientific

this direction

any

not

of maintaining

the results

wrote:

to altitudes

is huge

phas-

the res-

conference

rockets. A year later, in his annual report to the Academy

to consider]

experiment

with

summarized

despite

of a human

a plan for immediate

I-2

for the return

who

spaceflight.

spaceflight.

fit is necessary
researchers

all associated

often vaguely formulated

he saw as fulfilling

received its first request to engage in piloted
artificial

no major

the various

'°

to move ahead with

important

suffered

during

1951 to 1955, at a Moscow

The results from the R- I B. R- I D, and R- I Ye biological
Korolev

systems

to recover the rocket body failed because of the failures of

"The rockets met the numerous,

constantly

of the basic design

the test animals

were apparently

the shock of deployment.

1956, recalled that the series yielded
added,

that

and circulatory

in the R-lYe program

to withstand

the selection

and rescue of the dogs.

found

pulmonary

cue of the main body: all attempts
the parachutes

1956, confirming

the life support

as to whether

for research..,

or not vertical
the effects

would

not be for too long

would

vary

in terms

and would

of intensity

launches

of stress

upon

of a manned
the human

not be excessive

as well as the direction

rocket,.,
organism

even

have
during

if the effects

of effect during

of
van

35
Stache, Soviet Rockets. p. 219
36
g portion of the text of Korolev's speech has been published as S. R Korolev, "Researchinto the Upper
Layers of the Atmosphere With the Aid of Long-Range Missiles" (English title), in Keldysh, ed_ Tuorcffeskoye
naslediyeZlkademika, pp 348 61. One failure was relatedto a malfunction in the power supply to the launch facilit,/during a launch, while a second was caused by "a break in connection" that resulted in the "measuring head"
separating prematurely during the ascent phase of the rocket. Seethe same source, p_354. Of the three failures, two
were in the R-I Ye series,and one was in the R-I B series.
37
The complete text of Korolev's report to the Academy of Scienceshas been published as S R Korolev,
"Account of Scientific Activities in 1954" (English title), in Keldysh. ed, Tuorcheskoyenaslediye ,,qkademika. pp.
344-46.
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ions phases
be said

of the flight.

with some

flight ....

versions

session

of the

is to ensure

anywhere

first to fly

an immense

125th

had already
anniversary

forthright

that Soviet

else up until

rockets

now.

of the

fly higher

Our mission

vertical

Air Force's

of Aviation

Institute

the department
D. Seryapin,

chief

ment of the flight

in a scientific

reclining

for space missions?'

Although

of carrying

methods

triggered

at a low altitude

Following

of returning

separation

from

meters)

brakes. The second

requests

cabin

M, Genin,

to reduce deployment
within

at landing.

forty-eight

Special thermal

it seems that
engaged in

shots

deploy

sit in a
to flight

at least five

used a parachute
would

as the

would

reactions

used on the R-IB

insulation

ballistic

carry a pilot

Belov's team studied

of separation

for

in the develop-

a single-stage

The passenger

system
in

1951.

auxiliary

air

would

be

Velocity

from the rocket (forty

seconds and finally

means of return used a reverse method.

I. Yazdovskiy,

as test subjects

were primarily

shock for the parachutes.

at the moment

begin
at the

involved

design that would

as was

work

of doctors

1956, although

space on

was considered,

on the

Ivan I. Kasyan, gleksandr

been closely

missile.

1955 and May

to Vladimir

to be considered

into

R-2 ballistic

the same way

2,050 meters per second

accom-

dedicated

a group

the capsule to Earth. The first variant

to 185 meters per second

a half meters per second

that

the main body of the rocket, the payload

brakes as well as stabilizers
reduced from

proposed

these doctors

a human

April

and a camera to film the pilot's own

cabin design

in much

pilot-

in early 1956 to discuss the

in March

Having

a common

by instruments

a singular

different

Abram

for the dog flights,

capable

Higher

R Belov. Parallel work

in this effort,

had sent formal

variant of the military

seat surrounded

conditions.

to participate

M. Yuganov, was established

instrumentation

of a capsule

than has been

out between

Nikolay

At a meeting

of Space Medicine,

Belov's team at OKB-1 considered
payload

was carried

launches? ° A small team, including
and Yevgeniy

Moscow
for vertical

space of the cosmos. _

of engineer
at NIl-4.

Medicine

at the Institute

they did little actual training
the design
missile.

leadership

Enthusiastic

N. E. Bauman
his conceptions

and farther

of dogs into space, Korolev

humans.

the suborbital

on the project

by Tikhonravov

launches

on a pilot-

is to ensure that it is Soviet rockets and Soviet

exploratory

under the technical

work

is to ensure that a Souiet man be the

The initial

to replace dogs with

rock-

possibilities.

his intentions:

that are the first to master the limitless

continuing

of research

begun actual design

had presented
about

in a rocket. Ztnd our mission

theme was also undertaken

expansion

rocket

and manned

of the R-1 and R-2 missiles.

1955, Korolev

work

of, manned

can be overcome

spaceships

1956 at OKB-I

Still. it can now

in the way

of such flights. _'

He was remarkably

Our mission
plished

will mean

in September

still be very unpleasant.

will not stand

difficulties

were aware that OKB-I

At a restricted
ed spaceflight.

prevailing

This

using scientific

School,

of course,

ouerstress

the pure significance

Few in the audience
ed spaceship

that

today

implemented.

aside from

Technical

This would,

certainty

We feel that

et flight

THE FIRST SPACESHIP

would
The point

to just under
be developed
of separation

kilo-

one and
for the air
from

the

38. Korolev. "Researchinto the Upper Layersof the Atmosphere," pp. 359-61.
39. Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 598.
40. YaroslavGolovanov, "Cosmonaut No. I: Selection" (English title), Jzuestiya.April 2, 1986: Mozzhorin,
et al., eds_ Dorogi u kosmos: II, p, 142,:Lardier, L'/qstronautiqueSoui)tique, p. 120: V. P.Mishin, "Problems of the
First Flight of a Man into Space" (English title), in qagarinskiye naueflnyye cflteniya po kosmonaufike i aviatsii
(Moscow: Nauka, 1991), p. 22.
41. Lardier,L',Z)stronautiqueSoui)tique, p, 121: Golovanov, Koroteu, p. 598: Col, V. Gorkov, "History of the
SpaceProgram: Resident of Star Town" (English title), Auiatsiya i kosmonavt.ika no I (January 1990): 20-23.
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Beginning in I955, OKB-I studied flue different types of spacecraft for sending a pilot on short hops into space on
the R 2_ missile. From top left to rigM are: (_) capsule with return by parachute and air brakes, the tatter also [or
stabilization: (B) capsule with return by parachute and solid-propellant
rocket engines: (C) eapsute with return by
parachute, stabilization by rocket engines and air brakes, and braking by air brakes and by rocket engines during
terminal phase, (D) capsule equipped with helicopter-type rotors with rocket engines on the blade ends: and
(E) spacecraft
with wings for gliding return with the aid of stabilization
engines, Legend: ( I) capsule, (2) equipment,
(3) parachute system: (4) braking and stabilizing surfaces; (5) position stabilizing nozzles: (6) rotor; (?) wings: and
(8) braking engine (reproduced from Peter Stache, Sowjetischer Raketen (Berlin Militaruerlad
der DDR, t987))
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main rocket body would
similar

to the R-lYe

descent
built

to prevent

THE

be at a much higher

biological

rockets.

parachute

failures.

and used small rocket engines

The capsule would

FIRST

SPACESHIP

altitude,

Auxiliary
The third

conception

to ensure stable

also use improved

The fourth
innovative.

VR-190

piloted

and fifth variants

For the fourth

ic parachutes,

replacing

for landing

with

motion

descent

would

landing

be ensured

which

Korolev

himself

he considered
a directly

true ballistic
meters.

flight

reason

be accomplished

would

Stabilization

and position

aid during

the descent

of the pilot.

transport
would

the range of investigations

of the upper atmosphere

R-2 doubled

allowing

space."
two

meters long, would

sule itself had an internal
type

of the cabin

accommodation
generation
Instead,

capable

volume

of just

used on the second
was made

under

for the ingestion

of dog capsule dispensed

with

the dogs, dressed in spacesuits,

to carry

of food

were strapped

area in the nose cone. At the peak of the trajectory,
free fall. At five kilometers
chutes would

altitude,

an improved

deploy. '_'The design and development

A-4,

the

of the
"true

The rocket, which
1,340 kilograms

studies,

with

The dog cap-

and was in fact the proto-

Layka into orbit. 4; For the first time,

mechanism

during

the payload
system

flight.

This third

used in the previous

into separate chambers

recovery

to

had limited

be considered

about

by the animals

the catapult

of 3,500

The introduction

might

for scientific

half a cubic meter

with

as aerodynamic

of the R-2 missile,

in 1956 at OKB-I,
weighing

suborbital

also lay the basis for

of the German

in what

a

of 200 kilo-

was equipped

at velocities

to I00 kilometers.

of

time of weightless-

would

of flying

a copy

containers

Sputnik

to

what

envisioned

a ceiling

as well

on a modification

carry a payload

strap-on

in
the

for soft-

to abandon

the fifth

capsule

engines

Such a design

the first investigations

dogs as well as two 430-kilogram

Engines

believed that such a ballistic

The draft plan for the R-2A rocket was completed

was just under twenty

during

idea was a design

but also with

control

be launched

on the nose

Stabilization

was the increased

R-2A rocket. The old R-I rocket, essentially
this altitude,

fixed

and start moving

The rotor

if the return

vehicle

and

the problemat-

of return were based on the premise

Korolev

wings.

7,000 kilometers per hour. 42
All of these various models
scientific

approach

for the passenger.

of a supersonic

rotors
deploy

on the capsule.

about 600 to 1,000 kilometers,
this

with

up to 200 kilometers,

any problems

the development

portion.

of the space-

This was an idea

in the next few years, refusing

without

large delta-shaped

would

nozzles

the first four variants

for taking

dispensed

fixed to the tips.

control

many times

While

the descent
portion

yet

1940s.

helicopter

the rotors

into the upper atmosphere

fifteen minutes

could

rudders

returned

downrange

The primary

ness--about
flight

flight

completely

rocket engines

by additional

of

anything

the capsule were perhaps the most ambitious

at the base of the return capsule.

its elegance.

vertical

in the

seven-meter-diameter

by means of small

were also installed

during

is,

the velocity

from

shock for the passenger.

engineers

cone of the capsule, tqt the peak of its trajectory,
a circular

reduce

was different

positioning

rocket project

system, OKB-I
them

further

and larger air brakes in the upper

craft, as well as special brakes to reduce the landing
taken from Tikhonravov's

but at a much lower velocity--that

brakes would

would
with

series.

in a pressurized

separate and go into
a series of three

of the R-2A biological

para-

missile were carried

42. The details of all five designs were included in Korolev's speech at the N. E. Bauman Moscow Higher
Technical School in September 1955and are summarized in Stache, Sou[et Rockets, pp, 26t-71,
43.
Lardier,LT_stronautiqueSovi_tique, p 82.
44. Stache. Souiet Rockets, p 222. The following overall scientific goals were listed in the dra|t plan of the
R-2/q:( I ) research into the chemical composition of air and measurementof air pressureat altitudes of 150-2OOkilometers:(2) detection of solar ultraviolet radiation in the Lymankovskiy hydrogen seriesat 900-1.200 angstroms and
photographing the surrounding areas:(3) research into the possibilities of survival and life support for animals lifted on the rocketsto 200 kilometers: (4) testing of systems for rescuing the payload: and (5) determination of phys
ical processesin the ionosphere and ionization density at altitudes of t50-200 kilometers. In addition, asin the R-t D
program, the R 2& was said to be equipped with the S£K apparatus and telemeasurement sensorsfor a special devel
opment program. SeeKeldysh, ed, Tvorcheskoyenaslediye/qkudernika, p. 546.
185

186
out in parallel
with Korolev's
studies
on humanrocketflight
because
bothwereto usethecommon
R-2Arocket
asa launch
vehicle.
ThefirstR-2Rwaslaunched
successfully
on May16,1957,
fromKapustin
Yar,thedayafterthefirstlaunch
attempt
of the
R-7ICBM.
Thetwodogsonboard,
Ryzhaya
andDamka,
experienced
alongsixminutes
ofmicrogravity
before
returning
safely
to
Earthafterreaching
analtitudeof 212kilometers.
At leastfour
moresuccessful
launches
werecarried
outintheinitialseries,
the
lastonSeptember
9?_It waslessthantwomonths
laterthatthe
samecontainer
wasusedto carryLayka
intoEarthorbit.These
R-2Alaunches
laidthegroundwork
forthepilotedlobsintothe
atmosphere,
butbylate1957,
it seems
thatKorotev
hadbeen
lookingforotheroptions.
Oneoftheoriginal
reasons
forimmediately
commencing
a pilotedverticalprogram
wasthebeliefthatan
orbitalsatellite
witha human
onboard
wouldonlybepossible
as
lateast964-66.
4_Withtheadvent
oftheR-7ICBM,
theseprojectionsweredrastically
shortened
byaboutfiveyears.
As Belov's
group

at OKB-I

continued

phere, it was increasingly

work

on crewed

lobs into the atmos-

clear, at least to Korolev,

that the future

lay elsewhere.
As with
program,

many of the new directions

the most fruitful

in the early Soviet space

and groundbreaking

work emerged

from

Tikhonravov's
resourceful group, which had recently been transferred from NIl-4 to OKB-I.
On March 8, 1957, Korolev consolidated

the

work

Department
was

now

the

apparatus."

is, its focus

of OKB-I's

gravitation

In April,

Continuing
satellite

•
•

work:

facilitated

to space

signaled

missiles

D, with

work on a biological
for more than
a capsule

of 300-400

kilometers

same time,

for vertical

flights

identified

on which

expansion

I

of a piloted

lunar exploration

orbital

of work

of humans

future

spaceship

!

they could

on a

capable of carrying dogs

two

!

to design-

some discussions

a day

Tikhonravov

the development

ation of automated

satellite

I

the

emerged:

on Object

Developing

At the

from creating

It

of space

exclusively

in retrospect

objectives

new

capable of observation

Initiating
in orbit

work

that

about

the

young engineers.

for development

Tikhonravov

his team members

established

thirty

was narrowed

event

focus. Three basic directions
•

and

of about

department

significant

ing spacecraft.
among

Tikhonravov

"planning

That

exploration--a
beginning

under

No. 9, comprised

to altitudes

streams

of

and the cre-

spacecraft.

This is one of the R-2,q missiles, thirteen of which were
launched between 1957 and
1960 Many of them carried
biological containers with
dogs to altitudes as high as
200 kdometers ,':t similar
container was used to carry
Layka into orbit on Sputnik 2.
Far a brief period, Koroteu
also planned to use the R-2,,q
to launch humans on vertical
hops into space
(files of ,Z]slfSiddiqi)

1

1
i

i
i
!

i
1

!
45. Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles," p. 238: Wukelic, ed., Handbook of Sourer
Space.Science Research,p. I0.
46. /_1,YU.Ishlinskiy.ed. 7]kademik S.P Koroleu:Ueheniy,inzhene_chelouek(Moscow: Nauka, 1986),p. 506.
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Research on these topics
in a document
Satellites

had actually

issued in April

and _qutomatic

FIRST

begun

1957, titled

Spacecraft

SPACESHIP

in November

"A Project

1956, but

it was consolidated

Research Plan for the Creation

for Lunar Exploration."4'

Still classified,

of Manned

the report

groundwork
for the early piloted space programs in the Soviet Union.
This initial work in 1957 at OKB-I
helped limit the parameters of the future
piloted

orbital

three

spaceship.

Engineers

to four tons and possibly

stage. They
between

September

Finally, scientists
reentry

body returning
protection

at Keldysh's

with

if the R-Z was augmented

in methods

1951 and January

as the mass of thermal
listic

five tons

also made advances

the surface of "a simple"

found that the mass of such a satellite
for computing

into the atmosphere

and temperature

Department

zero lift, loads on a returning

body would

velocities.

in narrowing

Mathematics

of a

be as high as
upper

of the heat stream on

at hypersonic

ranges for various

of Applied

design

could

by an appropriate

parameters

1958 was instrumental

laid the

down

Research

such factors

types of reentry

confirmed

bodies.

that with

not exceed ten times

a bal-

the force of

gravity. 48
Korolev

and Tikhonravov

exploration,

but

Tikhonravov's
line with
ception

OKB-I

early work

still

on piloted

those formulated
for a satellite

may have been primarily

was

an

orbital

funded

spacecraft

by the military,

capable

interested

organization
a point

of "observation."

strongly
Using

in late 1956, Tikhonravov

had begun work on two

and the OD-2;

stood

tary reconnaissance

satellite

type of a biological

version

Like most other

Korolev

of Ministers

on accelerating

to the

Optical

Institute,

Geophysics

meanwhile,

itself consisted

film and a large cylindrical

for the OD-I

to develop

recoverable

of the Academy

was tasked to develop

of two modules:
instrumentation

had the unofficial

Later on july

was the proto-

support

of higher

approval

came not from

above but

12, 1957, to the Council

2, Korolev

apparently

sent anoth-

a photo-reconnaissance
cassettes,

the secret cameras

a recoverable
section

film

of Sciences.
conical

with conical

lead-

for the work.

has been revealed on this early proposal.

was to use special

of Applied

the OD-2

Objects
of a mili-

wstem? 9

signed a letter dated April

approval

information

of the satellite,

there was no formal

the momentum

had both

requesting

the satellite

Institute

satellite
although

work on the OD-I.

design? ° Little

by the

spacecraft

and Keldysh

government

using the OD-I
to the design,

of Defense,

early space projects,

from below.
er letter

reconnaissance

in the Ministry

early con-

D frame as a starting

was a prototype

system, while

an active orientation

Defense.

in Tikhonravov's

new variants

D." The OD-I

a passive orientation

for dogs with

It seems that the OD-I
ers, probably

with

for "oriented

of

tied to goals more in

the basic Object

OD-I

"OD"

reflected

ideal of space

Ministry

was in fact closely

point,

the

in Tsiolkovskiy's
by the

which

satellite
According

were designed

The S. I. Vavilov
for the spacecraft.

capsule carrying
or spherical

cameras

State
The
and

ends. '_

47
Ibid., p. 441: B. V. Raushenbakh, ed.. Materialy po istorii kosmicheskogo korablya "Vos/ok" (Moscow:
Nauka, 1991), p. 2 I0; S, S. Kostin, "Some Aspects of Planning the 'Vostok' SpaceShip" (English title),/z istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 42 ( 1980): 62-66: Timothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketrythat Conquered Space:Part 3: Lunar
kaunchings for Impact and Photography," Spocefl,ight 38 (June 1996): 206-08: Semenov, ed, RctketnoKosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 10S.
48.
Kostin. "Some ,qspects of Planning the 'Vostok' Space Ship": Semenov,ed., Roketno-Kosmieheskoya
Korporatsiya, p. 105,
49. Raushenbakh, ed., Motefioly po istorii, p. 2 IO
50. The text of the first letter has been published as S. P. Korolev, "Proposal far an Oriented Satellite of the
Earth" (English title), in Keldysh, ed,, Tuoreheskoyenaslediye7)kadernika, pp. 373-74. Seealso Georgiy Stepanovich
Vetrov, "The FirstSatellite: Historical Limits" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 16 (July 28-August I0, 1997): 2-9
5 I.
Yuriy Mikhaylovich Frumkin, "Without the "Secret'Stamp: The First ReconnaissanceSatellite" (English
title), 71uiatsiya i kosmonaufika no, 3 (March 1993): 41-42: Yu. M. Frumkin. "Development of First Soviet
PhotoreconnaissanceSatellite 'Zenit'" (English title). Prirodc_no, 4 (April 1993): 12-78.
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TheOD-2biological
variant
apparently
hadless
support,
even
among
theengineering
leaderswithinthespace
program.
Butit seems
thatresearch
onthisdogsatellite
hadgenerated
a
modicum
ofdiscussion
atvarious
levels
ontheutilityonhuman
spaceflight.
There
wereintensivediscussions
attheleveloftheCouncil
ofChiefDesigners
through1958
onwhether
toeven
attempt
humanorbitalspaceflight
orwhether
tosimplycontinue
themoremodest
program
aimed
atvertical
attempts.
Some
rejected
ideas
forpiloted
spaceflight
based
onconcerns
about
thedangers
ofstress,
weightlessness,
meteors,
reentry,
andeven
cost.Others,
including
anumberofchiefdesigners
onthecouncil,
believed
thattheoptimal
waywouldbetoproceed
atleast
initiallywithvertical
hopsto theupperatmosphere,
aswasbeingstudied
byTikhonravov's
team.A thirdfaction
withinKorolev's
OKB-Iproposed
truesuborbital
launches
withflights
about1,000
kilometers
downrange,
suchasthosestudied
byBelov's
group,
arguing
thatthe
experience
fromthese
modest
launches
wouldbeadequate
forthemoment.
Although
itseems
thatKorolev
hadvigorously
favored
thelattertwooptions
duringthemid-1950s,
by1958his
moodhadbecome
moreambitious
andperhaps
impatient.
Korolev's
ideas
wereopposed
byanumber
ofmajorfigures
inthenewspace
program
duringa meeting
at theAcademy
of Sciences
attended
by representatives
of various
design
bureaus,
scientific-research
institutes,the military,andthe aviationmedicine
sector.
Academician
NorairM.Sisakyan,
a leading
biomedicine
specialist
whohadbeeninvolved
in
thedogs-in-space
program,
cautioned
about
thepublicity
afforded
toapotentially
fatalattempt
to orbita pilot.Arkadiy
S.Tomilin,
theChiefof theSeventh
ChiefDirectorate
in theState
Committee
forDefense
Technology,
alsoopposed
anorbital
attempt,
calling
Korolev
a "science
fictionwriter.""Korolev
did,however,
have
thekeysupport
ofnotonlyKeldysh
andGlushko,
butalsoMaj.General
Ateksandr
G.Mrykin,
Marshal
Nedelin's
chiefspecialist
onspace
andmissileissues
andaverypowerful
figure
inthemilitary.
Throughout
1958,
thesekindsofdiscussions
wereapparently
quitecommon,
butKorolev's
headstrong
support
fororbitalflightslowly
emerged
asawinner.
Asinthetremendous
steps
intheearlyevolution
oftheICBMprogram,
hebelieved
thatwhatwasneeded
atthatpointwerenotincremental
advances,
buta significantleapincapabilities.
Referring
tothemoremodest
approaches
advocated
bysome
ofhis
associates,
hewasreported
tohave
saidatonemeeting:
These

are approaches

Although

gradual

spaceflight.

I favor

with

no [uture.

visits to space
orbital

We need

are effective,

flight--we

spacecraft

for flights

they are o[ no significance

can achieve

our goal

without

around

the Earth.

for science

and for

intermediate

stagesP _

The Object K
On

the morning

of February

tasked him to begin formal work
OD-2

designation

parallel with
talented

engineer

aspects of the effort.

making

Korolev
orbital

kept for launching

Belov's efforts to develop

thirty-two-year-old

engineering
already

originally

15, 1958,
on a piloted

dogs into orbit.

a suborbital

piloted

in his department,

A prot_g_

plans for exploring

called Tikhonravov
spaceship)

In

his office

would

Konstantin

and

inherit

This project would

spacecraft.

of Tikhonravov's,

the Moon.

into

4 The vehicle

the

continue

in

Tikhonravov

appointed

R Feoktistov,

to lead the

at the age of ten, Feoktistov

1942, as a sixteen-year-old

scout

a

was

for Soviet

52. Romanov, Korolev, pp. 326-32: A. R Romanov and V. S.Gubarev. Konstruktory (Moscow: Politicheskoy
literatury, 1989), pp. 312- I L Note that a completely garbledand censoredaccount of this meeting was reproducedin
A. Romanov,SpacecraftDesigner(Moscow: Novosti PressAgency Publishing House, 1976), pp 38-42. Not only were
the namesdisguised (Sisakyan becoming Stepnov and Tomiiin becoming Koptelev), but conversations were so twist
ed beyond recognition, that in some casesthe same personwas having a conversationwith himself in some passages!
53. Stache, Soviet Rockets, pp. 265-66.
54. Romanov, Korolev, p. 31 I.
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partisan

units

during

and left for dead.
waited

until

the Nazi

invasion

FIRST

Higher

Technical

Group

for Planning

School

who began work
orbit. >

luck,

region,

he had only

he had been captured,

been injured

away to safety. In later years, he graduated
before

Piloted

finding

work

under

Space Apparatus,

in early
group

SPACESHIP

of the Voronezh

By a stroke of incredible

dark to crawl

Feoktistov's

THE

Tikhonravov

he oversaw

1958 on the design

began in March-April

of a vehicle

from

at NIl-4.

twenty

1958 by addressing

cles. Eneyev's landmark
year by Keldysh,

work

Georgiy

was used, in combination

I. Petrov, Vsevolod

mal characteristics

of various

materials

the new spaceship

was reinforced

for heat protection.

plastic

of asbestos

ness of this layer, one of the engineers,
tor of two.
thickness
group

for the

be multiplied
were examined

Korolev

the problem

QKB-329

of four for total

the

this

process,

noted

don't

a couple

of loops around

his return

Soviet

want

to get mixed

to the Earth and

the whole

then--bang!

Something

Also

was a huge umbrella-type

considered
abandoned,
because

be taking

and by April

world

to return only a portion

of the spacecraft

The next major problem

was also resolved in April

dynamic

stability.

not require complicated

A sphere also offered

the

required

_ Feoktistov's

Many different
Mikhail

landing
rotor

L.

a man flies into space,

applauds,

and

happens

to him.

adopted

of

makes

the superstar
Who

begins

is to blame?

_
All these exotic

ideas were

a simple parachute

the engineers

decided

is, there would

system.

be a special

would

including

control

"descent

be attached

cones of different
chosen

in orbit
appalengths

for three major rea-

devices during reentry

volume

In

at an early stage

and May: the shape of the descent

increased internal

sys-

Mil

Mil told one of his deputies:

several designs,
attitude

millimeters))

Designer

and sizes, half spheres, and full spheres2 _ The last shape was finally
sons: a sphere would

for

erred by a fac-

that

Chief

from orbit--that

group examined

selected

for the thick-

helicopter

apparatus"
that would carry the lone passenger. This compartment
to an instrument
module.
ratus capsule. Feoktistov's

calculations

favorite

brake for landing.

of the large mass of heat protection,

on the ther-

eventually

surfaces.

part in this undertaking.

1958, the engineers

done the same

Korolev's

helicopter

we won't

addition,

no lifting

up in this. Just imagine:

the globe,

work

demanded

(to fifty

into

of safely return-

had mistakenly

earlier

safety

including

We will be! No,

eventually

had

a human

at Nil-I,

The material

on this issue, but he was less than enthusiastic,

I simply

theoretical

S. Shustin,

of the

at OKB-I

Department
of Applied
reentries of orbital vehi-

and others

fabric. _ During

Korolev

means of reentry with

during

contacted

Konstantin

spaceship,

by a factor

chose a simple ballistic

systems
tem.

Fortunately

with

S. Avduyevskiy,

engineers

of carrying

ing a capsule from orbit. In 1953, Timur M. Eneyev at Keldysh's
Mathematics
had conducted
some of the earliest research on ballistic

and

the N. E. Bauman
As the Chief

young

capable

shot,

by the gunfire

to maintain

relative to surface area. Finally,

55,
Rex Hall, "Soviet Civilian Cosmonauts,"
in Michaei Cassutt, ed., Who's Who in Space: The
Internalional Space "fear Edition (New York: MacmiLlan, 1992), p. 29 t. The others in Feoktistov's group were K S.
Shustin, O. V. Surguchev. M S. Florianskiy,G. Z Davletshin, V. P Kurayev,Ye. N. Lomonosova, V, G. Vartanyan
(computations), A. A. Alimov. N I. Beresnev,L I. Dulnyev. A k Kochkin, V. Ye.Lyubinskiy, Q. G Makarov, V. I
Petrov, N. M Tereshenkova,D M. Ego (layout scheme, design elements, and so on), V. G Suprun (life support systems), V. A. Yazdovskiy (measurement), P V. Herov. and Ye.N Tsererin (landing system, program of experimental
work). SeeRaushenbakh, ed., Materialy po istoriL p 212.
56
N Chentsov, "World Famous, But Secret in EveryWay" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no 2 (February
1991): 102-07: Lardier,L',qstronautique 5ovi)tique, p. 12I.
57. Lardier, LTtstronautique Soui_tique, p. 12t.
58. Golovanov, Korolev. p. 600.
59. One conception looked almost exactly like the Apollo Command Module
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spheres
wouldbesubject
tolowerthermal
stresses
because
oftheincreased
surface
area.
The
engineers
wereaware
thata more
complex
shape
suchasaconewouldreduce
g-loads
during
reentry
aswellasallowforsome
control
atlanding,
butKorolev
understood
thatthese
advantages
wererelatively
unimportant
inthefaceoftheprimary
limiting
factor--time.
Theselection
oftheshape
ofthedescent
apparatus,
whichwasassumed
tobethemostdifficult
task,was
evidently
abreakthrough
intheentire
design
process,
andit wasatthispointthatKorolev
privately
decided
topropose
andsupport
theentire
project
atagovernmental
level?
°
Inearly
June,
Tikhonravov
andFeoktistov
summarized
theresearch
donesofarforKorolev,
eliciting
thelatter's
fullapproval.
There
weresubsequent
discussions
inthenextmonths
with
leading
specialists
fromvarious
otherdivisions
atOKB-I.
Thenthefourmenprimarily
responsibleforthework--Korolev
(ChiefDesigner
ofOKB-I
), Bushuyev
(Deputy
ChiefDesigner
of
OKB-tforSpace
Technology),
Tikhonravov
(Chiefof OKB-I'sDepartment
No. 9), and
Feoktistov
(Group
ChiefforPiloted
Space
Apparatus)--prepared
andsigned
aformal
andpreliminary
report
ontheresearch
onAugust18,1958.
Thedocument,
titled"OKB-IReport.
Materials
onthePreliminary
WorkontheProblem
of theCreation
ofanEarthSatellite
with
Humans
onBoard
(Object
OD-2),"wasanine-part
thesis,
plusanintroduction
andaconclusion,whichincluded
sections
on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary
flightcharacteristics
Thelayout
scheme
forObJect
OD-2
Theshape
ofthedescent
apparatus
andproblems
ofstability
Thecomposition
ofequipment,
landing
systems,
andlayout
ofthedescent
apparatus
Heatprotection
ofthedescent
apparatus
Problems
ofheatcycles
inorbit
Control
andorientation
systems
Tracking
andcommunications
Theprogram
ofexperimental
work
_'

Thepaper
contained
fourdifferent
possible
variants
ofthepiloted
OD-2,
allwithasimilar
twocompartment
configuration:
theconical
"instrument
section"
andthespherical
"descent
apparatus."
Thelatter
wasaclassic
sphere
ofabout
twoandahalfmeters
diameter,
whichserved
asthecrew
compartment
aswellasthereentry
module
forthesingle
passenger.
Allthevariants
wereequipped
withalarge
ejection
seatforthecrewmember
touseduring
thedescent
toEarth's
surface.
Inthree
of
thevariants,
alarge
conical-shaped
pressurized
compartment,
theinstrument
section,
which
housed
alltheelectronics
andcontrol
systems
forthespacecraft,
crowned
thisdescent
apparatus
sphere.
The
conical
section
wasevidently
derived
fromthemainbody
oftheObject
Dscientific
satellite
launched
asSputnik
3.which
suggests
alineage
allthewayback
toTikhonravov's
original
1954
document
on
space
exploration.
Inthefourth
variant,
theinstrument
section
wasintheformofatorusatthebase
ofthesphere.
Allfourconceptions
hadalarge
engine--the
"braking
engine
unit"--attheapex
of
thecones,
toperform
reentry
burns.
Depending
onthevariant,
thelength
ofthesphere-cone
combination
wasabout
fourandahalftosixmeters.
Thediameter
ofthecombination
onthepadforall
theversions
wasjustovertwoandahalfmeters,
Themass
ofthedescent
apparatus
wasjustover
three
tons?:
60. Ishlinskiy, ed., .,Zikademik S P Koroleu, p. 506.
61
A slightly edited version of the document has been published as S. P,Korolev, K. D. Bushuyev. M. K.
Tikhonravov, and K P.Feoktistov, "OKB-I Report. Materialson the Preliminary Work on the Problem oi-the Creation
of an Earth Satellite With Humans on Board (Object OD-2)" {English title), in Raushenbakh, ed., Materialy po
islorii, p 20-I 19 Feotistov's "counterpart" for the reconnaissance satellite was Ye. L Ryazanov, a veteran from
Tikhonravov's group at NII-4.
62
Ibid,pp 41 49.71.
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Shown here are two conceptions of the Object OD-2 spacecraft, which was the first design for on orbiting piloted
ship in the Soviet Union. Dating from August 1958. the OD-2 design was changed by early 1959 into the ship
that was later named Vostok, Both of these conceptions incorporated a spherical return capsule [or the lone pilot,
a layout that was retained for Vostok. Note the conical instrument module on the right of each spacecraft,
very much similar to the Object D satellite launched as Sputnik 3 (reproduced from B V Raushenbakh, ed,
Materialy po istoriJ kosmicheskogo korablya "Vostok" (Moscow: Nauka, 199I))
From the writing

in the document,

it seems that variant

sion, a five- to five-and-a-half-ton

spacecraft

account

engine unit, the engineers

for a failure in the braking

at 250 kilometers

would

which

was the length

single

passenger

would

allow

eject out from

meters and land separately
of a water landing,

the descent

of safe operation
from

the descent

apparatus

one was the favored

the spherical

the main spacecraft.

had calculated

to reenter by normal

of the on-board

apparatus

number

capable of ten days crewed orbital

life support
Although

was designed

to touch

that a circular

provisions
down

verTo
orbit

decay after ten days,

system,

capsule at an altitude

spaceflight.

After

reentry,

the

of eight to ten kilowere taken in case
on land because

this

191

192
wouldprovide
amodicum
ofsecrecy
totheentire
operation
andalsosimplified
rescue
andsurvivalprocedures.
Korolev
hadastrong
dislike
ofparachute
recovery
systems,
hence
hispreference
forunusual
methods
ofdescent,
butheagreed
toaparachute
system
inthiscase
because
thatwouldensure
a quicker
design
process.
Ballistics
calculations,
however,
proved
thatto
ensure
asoft-landing
onEarth,
parachutes
ofhugesizeaswellasextralanding
engines
would
berequired,
adding
significant
mass
to thespacecraft.
To circumvent
the problem, the engineers decided to have the pilot eject at altitude. The descent apparatus
A seven-part program of testing was identified
in the document:

on the ground

Static testing

and the catapult

•

support system, the system of internal thermo-regulation,
Air testing of the catapult system in various conditions

•

Rocket testing of the catapult
R-2 and R-5 rockets

with

•

Verification

•

The development
130-150 kilometers

•
•

One or two launches of dogs into 250-300-kilometer
orbits
The launch of a human into a 250-300-kilometer
orbit

of

According

to the document,

spacecraft

following

quences

of such

envisioned

system in various

coating

the

actions

in natural

spacecraft

not

because

on a crewed

mission.

orbital

by December

launch

conditions

carrying

would

flights

protection,

the engine

unit,

the life

system

the aid of mannequins

on

reentry conditions

for

the engineers

the automated

a first piloted

the thermal

land separately.

•

of the thermal

for verifying

would

dogs

on

implement

it would

ballistic

any design

be difficult

If government

trajectories

approval

changes

to predict

to

in the

the conse-

was granted,

Korolev

1960 at the earliest. 'J_

Based on the August 1958 document,
Korolev prepared an information
package on the
course of work on the OD-2 and had it circulated on September
15, 1958, to the other members

of

the

Council

Kuznetsov--as
faced with
ship.

a dilemma:

Continuing

Chief

whether

Designers--Glushko,
senior officials
to focus

both programs

thus perhaps delaying
would

of

well as to other

that was paramount

both efforts.
to treason.

on for several months

on the reconnaissance

simultaneously

posit him in the precarious

Pilyugin,

in the government.
would

satellite

of ignoring

Feoktistov

Ryazanskiy,

recalls, "The

space-

of his organization.

spaceship

program,

the needs of the defense
battle in the OKB

and Chief Designers and other specialists

and

Korolev was

or the piloted

tax the resources

Clearly, he preferred the piloted
position

Barmin,

_4By this point,

but that

sector, a charge

(a fierce one!)

went

organizations

who

from leading

were to participate
in this work were called in. ''_ The real deciding factor, however, may have
not been any internal
consideration,
but rather events thousands
of kilometers
from
Kaliningrad,
spaceflight.

as the United

In August
National

Advisory

spaceflight.
mally

came

1958, President
Committee

"_ On October
into existence

T. Keith Glennan

States was beginning

approved

Eisenhower

to take its first concrete

assigned

for Aeronautics

the yet-to-exist

steps toward

formal

successor

to develop and carry out the "mission

I, the National

Aeronautics

and inherited

that

plans for a piloted

and Space Administration

goal. Just six days later,
satellite

project,

to the

of manned
(NASA)

NASA

and the primary

piloted

for-

Administrator

responsibility

of

63
Ibid. pp. 116-18: Mikhaii Rebrov, "A StarTraversingCape Horn" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, April
12, 1994.p 2.
64. Semenov.ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p 633 The source mentions "directive organs,"
which was usually a euphemism for the Communist Party and the government.
65
Ishlinskiy. ed../qkadem_k S P Koroleu. pp. 506-07.
66. [inda Neuman Ezetl. N,z]s,z] Historical Data Book Volume II Programs and Projects I938-t968
(Washington. D.C.: N,qS,qSpecial Publication (SP)-4012. 1988). p. 99.
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coordinating

the program

THE

was delegated

FIRST

SPACESHIP

on November

5 to the Space Task Group

Langley Research Center in Virginia,

headed by Robert R. Gilruth.

of this resourceful

A. Faget and Christopher

with

Gilruth,

group were Maxim

would

play some of the more pivotal

the vehicle

was accepted

These events in the United
Glennan's
Council
gram,

push
of Chief

Designers

the orbital

from a list of ten companies.

space

project

in November

spaceship,

C. Kraft, Jr., both of whom,

Presentations

and the reconnaissance

on
and

_7

notice.

The formation

may have been pivotal

t958.

along

was officially
designated
"Mercury"
Aircraft Corporation's
bid for designing

States did not pass without

for a piloted

based at the

the many luminaries

roles in the early years of the U.S. civilian

space program.
The "human
in space"
project
November 26, and by earlyJanuary
1959, McDonnell
producing

Among

during

of NASA and

a meeting

of the

were made on the suborbital

satellite.

The council

decided

pro-

to

move

ahead first with the development
of a piloted orbital spaceship. Work on the development
an automated
reconnaissance
satellite was moved to a secondary
priority, and all efforts

of
on

suborbital
piloted space programs ceased at this point after a full three years of research. _"
Armed with unanimous
recommendations
for orbital flight and no doubt using the events
in the Mercury

program

as added weight,

Korolev

took

his case to the Communist

Party and

the government.
On January 5, 1959, the Central Committee
of the Communist
Party and the
USSR Council of Ministers issued a decree (no. 22-lOss) officially calling for biomedical
preparations
ment

for a human

spaceflight

project. "9 This document,

decree issued in support

specific

development

(no.

569-264),

this

second

of a Soviet "human

of a piloted

which

spaceship

was adopted

program,

insert the following

was included

by the Soviet

secret decree was primarily

sance satellite

but Korolev,

focused

with

still classified,

in space"

program.

in a second,

leadership

on May 22,

on the approval

the help of Keldysh

line at the end of the document:

"...

was the first governActual

language

for the

more detailed

decree

1959/0

Interestingly,

of an automated
and Rudnev,

and also a satellite

reconnais-

had managed
designated

to

for a

flight

of a human. "7'
The work on the OD-2 piloted spaceship was significantly
accelerated as a result of these
decrees. There were, however, at least two major design decisions prior to the signing of the
final

technical

instrument
spherical
would

specifications

section
descent

apparatus.

be designed

in vacuum.

for the spaceship.

was a large cone-shaped

of the OD-2,

on the forward

end

the

of the

of maintaining

mass constraints,

instrumentation

be mounted

on the exterior

of the instrument

section

Feoktistov

for a more conservative

conception

fitted

In the interest

that could

Although

In the original

compartment

himself

path--one

supported

in which

this approach,

all the systems

by early t959,

on the instrument

for work

Korolev

opted

section

were

installed internally
in a pressurized compartment.
In his opinion, this would significantly
cut
down on the time needed to design and develop instruments
capable of working
in open
space.'"

The shape and configuration

instrument

section

now

becoming

of the spacecraft

a double-coned

object

also changed
fitted

dramatically,

with

the

at the aft end of the sphere.

67. Ibid, pp. 102, 139-40.
68. Raushenbakh, ed., Material), po istorii, p. 212.
69. Gorkov, "History of the Space Program: Resident of Star Town." Korolev had evidently first raised the
issueof "piloted" as a serious proposal to the government--that is, the Special Committee--in a memorandum in
May 1957 Later in _qugust1958, he also managed to extract a show of support from Nil 4 Director G. g. Tyulin. See
Rebrov,"g Star Traversing Cape Horn."
70
S. Shamsutdinov. "Sixty Years for Yu. g Gagarin" (English title), Nouosti kosmonavtiki 5 (Febmar),
26 March II, 1994): 5-7.
71. B. Ye.Chertok, Raket),i I),udi: fili Podlipki T),uratam (Moscow: Mashinostro),eni),e, 1996), p. 424.
72. Ishlinski),. ed,/tkademik S.l_ Korofeu, p. 508.
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This is the piloted variant of the Object K spacecrafl that later was called Vostok. The Vostok ship consisted
of two basic modules: a spherical reentry module ("descent apparatus") for launch and recovery of the
lone pilot and an instrument module ("instrument section ") to carry the systems necessary[or
flight implementation. (copyright David R Woods)

The second
limitations
design

for the

for military

aspects

bus would

system

satellite

and human

repercussions.

was abandoned.
Thus,

spaceflight,

Instead,

resources,
Korolev

the OD-2

became

a common

ancestry

of the early Soviet space program.

Both missions

as well as a high degree of reliable systems

dramatically

reduce the effort

The idea to merge the two disparate

part to gain approval

lite cover. The piloted

Partly because of the operational

and partly to conserve

for the spy satellite/3

of the satellite

dened OKB-I.
Korolev's

OD-2

reconnaissance

more famous
common

had more long-range

reconnaissance

of the biological

of portions

change

of a passive orientation

program

and time expended
programs

for the human spaceflight

the original
adopted

a dual-role

spacecraft

that was one of the
required

operation:

the recovery
the use of a

on an already

overbur-

may even have been a strategy

effort by using a reconnaissance

seems to have had little support

OD-I

the design

on

satel-

from higher leaders, and in early

1958, it was still a very low-priority
effort compared to the development
of military
ballistic
missiles such as the R-7, the R-I I M, the R-I I FM, and the orbital reconnaissance
satellite.

73. There are some inconsistencies as to exactly when the two designs were unified. In publishing the
famous August 1958 report on the OD-2. the editor notes: "Minimum cuts [in the publication of the report] relate
to the automated option of the satellite-ship, in which large-sizephoto-apparatus for survey of the Earth's surface
were to be placed instead of the pilot. Theseoptions were later used as the basis of a separate program of development of the 'Zenit' photographic researchsatellite." See Raushenbakh.ed., Materialy po istorii, p. 212, This implies
that the OD-2 design was alreadythe basis for a common bus for both the piloted and reconnaissance satellite versions by August 1958. The official history of OKI3-1, however, states that the unification occurred in 1959 See
Semenov, ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 99. The 1959 date may refer to the unification of the new
design for the piloted spaceship (eventually used on the Vostok). which was markedly different from the OD 2.
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instead

named
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Four different

as a common
fourth
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designed

the spacecraft
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for piloted

for both

month.

Comprising

"only

mock-ups

of the spacecraft.
to

age dawned

(TsNIt-58),

give

the

TsNII-58
with

drawings

Korolev

its

The Object
while

the instrument

The spherical

reentry.

wholesale

parachutes,

In addition,
person

to

as its "Second

overseeing

as it emerged

the

apparatus,

Union,

Central
but as the

past.

By the

Institute
nuclear

the

No.

58

reactors

for

old artillery

descent

apparatus

completely
coating

capsule

one for access to instrumentation,
refractory
two
volume

soon

giant

1959,
arrived

leap into the

was transferred
at Korolev's

spacecraft
apparatus

to

enter-

informally

with

a mass

was 2.46 tons,

called the descent

appa-

without

antennae

volume

of just over one and a half

with

heat-resistant

varied between

face the atmosphere

had three

agreed
3,

rolled off the lines the following

Of this, the descent

the latter on the side that would

the Sun's rays. The bulk of the internal

plant's

in 1959, was a two-section

had an internal

July

engineers

of all spacecraft

of the thermal

with

Korolev's

of new

Ustinov

On

the manufacture

which

observations,

designer.

chief at OKB-I.

capsule covered

there were three portholes

chief

on

on the other

of the

the space systems

was 2.27 tons. The engineers

The thickness

to carry out optical

in the Soviet
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Territory."

K, cementing
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recovery

layout

the new space-

its associated

remnant

on
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the

an old plant
and

of fast neutron

The overall length of the spacecraft
diameter
was 2.43 meters.

descent
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was

spaceship

it allowed

Scientific-Research

mass production

of the spherical

meters, was a single-seat

tect it during

and

third

needed an extra plant to focus on the development

Object

section

plant

an obsolete

Central

4.73 tons in its crewed variant.

ratus sharik ("ball").
while the maximum
cubic

for

I K the following

for producing

half the field guns
the

Designer Bushuyev,

K spacecraft,

II, this

as well as the production

to OKB-I

prise. The very first casings
month.

of approximately

to

personnel

at the plant,
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had started

of the

future. 7_Deputy Chief

almost

name
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and
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When

plant

manage operations
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to begin verifying

transferred

in Russia,

was attached

their

and

word

The second

while

on the piloted

of text and sketches,"

and test specialists

During

had produced

ballistic

work"

Commission

a change

the Soviet economy.
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variants.

missions,

facility
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solid-propellant

and piloted

;'_ Partly to have a dedicated

OKB-I.
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with

designation

the Russian

of the draft plan of the Object

of pages

electricians,

the Military-lndustrial
of Kaliningrad

mid-1950s,

OD-2
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photo-reconnaissance

plan for experimental

a few tens

subcontractors,

missile

to

the original
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the I K, 2K, 3K, and 4K. The first was earmarked

led to the completion

instrument

Artillery Design
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the reconnaissance

dedicated
the "complex

17, 1959, which

side

dropped

K." The

spaceflight.
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craft,

the designers
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variants were postulated,
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Korolev

THE FIRST SPACESHIP

was 4.4 meters,

coating

during

one-meter-diameter
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just over three and
reentry.

hatches,

one

The
for

and one for entry and exit by the pilot.
glass located

of which

on the module

had controllable

in the descent

apparatus

shutters

for the crewto block out

was taken by a large

/'4. For the "comNex plan for experimental work," see Biryukov, "Materials from the 6iographica¢
Chronicles," p. 241. There is some confusion asto the date of completion of the I K draft plan. One source says it
was completed in l_pri11959. SeeChertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 423./_nother source says late May 1959. SeeIshlinskiy,
ed.,/_kademik S. P Koroteu. p. 509. A third source says April 1960. See Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya, p. 108.
75.
Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya, pp. 67-68, 633: Chertok, Rakety i/yudi, p. 274:
Ishlinskiy, ed., .Zlkademik S. P Koroleu, pp 326-27, 342-44,348, 414; Sergey Khrushchev. Nikita Khrusheheu: krizisy
i rakety: vzglyad iznutri: tom 2 (Moscow: Novosti, 1994), p. 410. Note that Khrushchev incorrectly implies that the
absorption of the plant occurred in 1962.
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ejection seat weighing 800 kilograms placed at an angle to the horizontal: it contained a spacesuit ventilation system, a catapult system, pyrotechnical devices, and parachute systems. The
porthole directly forward of the pilot carried an optical device named Vzor ("view"), which
would allow manual control over attitude, gn instrument panel was located above the Vzor
device, while there was a Topaz TV camera below it to provide internal views of the capsule
during flight. The control panel had instrumentation for indicating air pressure, temperature,
humidity, and composition, as well as pressure in the attitude control propellant tanks. Controls
on the panel would also allow the pilot to carry out manual operation of the retrofire engine.
g small partially visible rotating globe named _lobus on the upper section of the instrument
panel showed the pilot the spacecraft's location over the surface of Earth. The pilot's control
stick, a food container, the air regeneration system, an electrical clock, a second Topaz TV camera for side views, a radio receiver, a sanitary system, and electrical supply sources were located on the right-hand side of the large ejection seat. Telemetry units and storage space for
secondary equipment were located underneath the seat.
Initially, Korolev had pressured Chief Designer Ivan I. Kartukov at OKB-81 in Moscow, the
leading designer of solid-propellant rocket accelerators for Soviet tactical missiles, to design a
full-scale launch escape system with a tower similar to Mercury's. Kartukov's design,
however, proved to be too heavy, and despite continuing pressure from Korolev, Kartukov
refused to lighten his tower system, fearful that a less robust system would put the lives of
pilots in danger. Korolev's engineers instead proposed using an ejection seat, which would
serve as a means of escape in case of an emergency during launch up to the first forty seconds.
In the event that the Haunchparameters deviated from accepted levels, a command from ground
controllers could blow the hatch on the descent apparatus and eject the pilot in his seat out of
the capsule. Although unable to produce a workable launch escape system, OKB-81 did participate in designing the complex hatch system for the ejection seat.
For internal atmosphere, Soviet biomedicine specialists selected a cabin pressure equivalent
to/55-775
millimeters of mercury (mm Hg), or about one atmosphere, and a 79/21 nitrogenoxygen composition (essentially the same as Earth's surface). This was in contrast to early U.S.
designs, which had a cabin pressure of 258 mm Hg, about one-third of an atmosphere, and a
pure oxygen environment. For Soviet engineers, the choice was driven by concerns for simplicity and shorter development time. While the oxygen-nitrogen system had the advantage of significantly lowering the danger from internal fires, unlike the American system, the pilot would,
however, be exposed to the possibility of suffering from decompression in case the crewmember had to switch life support from the spacecraft to his or her suit. For oxygen replenishment,
the Soviets chose a "chemical bed" system based on alkali metal superoxides, which would
release oxygen as it absorbed carbon dioxide. _q cooling and dessication unit consisting of a
heat exchanger would ensure the required temperature and humidity in the cabin. Much of the
technology for life support systems had come directly from the vertical flights of dogs into the
upper atmosphere via modifications of the R-2 and R-5 missiles.
Communications with the spacecraft would be maintained by several systems. These
included the Signal ("signal") system on 19,995 megahertz for the transmission of simple
telemetry. The carrier was on-off keyed, with the key rate equal to the pilot's pulse rate and the
off duration being proportional to the crew member's chest width for respiratory measurements. The system also multiplexed parameters for the retrofire burn, P, second system named
TraI-PI would provide supplementary radio-telemetry capacity. For two-way voice communications between the spaceship and the ground, the lone pilot would use the Zarya ("dawn") system on VHF and UHF. Ground controllers also wanted to have a relatively constant video feed
during the mission: this was the job of the Tral-T system, which would transmit images from
the two Topaz TV cameras aboard the ship. For the landing stages of the mission, there were
the Peleng ("bearing") system comprising a shortwave beacon for position determination
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76. V. P Glushko, ed.. Kosmonautika entsiklopediya (Moscow: Sovetskaya entsiklopediya, 1985), pp.
65-66: K P Feoktistov, "The Development of Soviet Piloted Space Ships (Until the Early ?0s)" (English title), in
B. V. Raushenbakh, ed., Issledouaniya po istorii i teorii razuitiya auiatsionnoy i raketno-kosmicheskoy nauki i tekhni
ki (Moscow: Nauka, 1981), pp. 94-122; G. V. Petrovich, ed, The Souiet Encyclopedia of Space Flight (Moscow: Mir
Publishers, 1969), p. 223: Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, pp. 272, 28?': Ponomarev, "2 June-75 Years From the Birth"; Lardier, L',ZtstronautiqueSovi_tique, pp. 122-23: R. F. Gibbons and R S. Clark, "The
Evolution o[ the Vostok and Voskhod Programmes," Journal of the British Interplanetary Society 38 (1985): 3-I0:
Edward Clinton Ezell and Linda Neuman Ezell. The Partnership 71 History o/ the ,Ztpoflo-Soyuz Test Project
(Washington, DC: NASA 5P-4209, 1978), pp. 64-67: Golovanov, Koroleu. p 62 I.
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cabins
fordogs.
Whileanumber
ofaviation
enterprises
made
verysignificant
contributions
to
theObjectKeffort,theyworked
assubcontractors
toOKB-I.Furthermore,
theheavy
emphasisonautomation
mayhave
alsobeenanissue
ofcontrol
andreliability--that
is,OKB-1
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design
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vehicles
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ofevents
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by the Scientific-Research

touchdown

failure when

modified

to a military

failed to open,
the touchdown

meters. The priof the

had a maximum

per second/_

An-12

at Saryshagan
Parachute
volume

of

Of the five drop tests,

thus preventing

seat ejection.

was successful,

the capsule

The
unex-

pectedly rolled down the hills out of sight of rescuers. After a long search, Flerov and Pallo finally found the dogs "worn out but in one piece. ''_9It was on April I0, 1960. that Flerov and Pallo
returned

from

for flight.
automated
The

space missions
spacesuit

Alekseyev's
flights.

with

of Object

K.

ejection

system

specialists,

believed

developed

and

significant

experience

the utility

believing
exactly

that the redundant

over three and a half kilograms.

ultimately

safety systems

designed

four hours

mass of the suit, the helmet

Tests of the new spacesuit

during

inclusion

bio-

of a suit
and in mid-

a suit. the SK- I Sokol

air regeneration

system.

support

for a

alone had a mass of just

1960 during

11-28 aircraft. One of the participants
was famous Soviet parachutist
ejected at an altitude of 7.000 meters from the ejection seat. 8°

dog

an orbital

in the spacecraft

of backup

and the ejection

were carried out in July-September

Designer

the vertical

by several prominent

the fact that

the spacecraft's

about

was ready
for the first

by Chief

during

agreed to their demands

eventually

from

provide

plans

spacesuit

supported

Despite

engineers

autonomous

the suit could

Of the eleven-and-a-half-kilogram

and built under Alekseyev,

the opposite.
Korolev

system

designed

of a pressurized

suit. Atekseyev,

a suit. Alekseyev's

was completely

that the parachute

him to make concrete

were

add more mass to the spacecraft,
which

allowed

had gathered
about

engineers

In case of depressurization,
pilot.

which

the need for a separate

1960 decided to include
(" falcon"),

back to Korolev

milestone,

No. 918, which

OKB-I

eliminate

medicine
would

Plant

and

and reported

There was much debate

mission,
would

Saryshagan

It was a critical

seat, both designed
eight drops from

Petr I. Dolgov,

who

an
was

77. Ishlinskiy, ed.. ;qkademik S. P Koroleu, p. 509.
78. Glushko, ed, Kosmonautika entsiklopediya, p. 66r The designer at the institute in charge of parachute
development was N. A. Lobanov,
79
Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 605.
80.
Lardier.L'.'VistronautiqueSouietique, p. 122: V. Svergunand V Ageyev, "The Road to 'Vostok" (English
title), Ziuiatiya i kosmonautika no. 2 (March-April 1994): 42-43. Dolgov,a pilot at the famous M. M Gromov FlightTesting Institute, died in an unfortunate accident on November I. 1962,during a parachute drop from 24,500 meters
as part of the Volga program. SeeYaroslav Golovanov. "Cosmonaut No. I: Slander" (English title), Iz.uestiya,April
3, 1986. p 6.
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The life support
was

developed

THE

system

headed

I. Voronin.

SPACESHIP

for the spacecraft

by OKB-t24,

Designer Grigoriy

FIRST

by Chief

At least fifteen full-

scale tests of the system were conducted
from
1960 to 1961 of durations between one and fifteen days, confirming

the basic design selection

of the system?'

Once again, the experience

the dog flights

proved

meeting

to be critical

the given timeframe.

Korolev
a powerful
retrorocket

had originally

envisioned

the use of

solid-propellant
rocket engine for the
burn. tqn initial
contract
for the

job had been assigned to Nil-12.5,
er of

with

in terms of

his

old

prewar

Pobedonostsev,

was

where anoth-

associates,

appointed

Yuriy

g.

to develop

the

engine. The contract stipulated a delivery by the
first quarter of 1960. There was, however, much
uncertainty

with

this effort,

no doubt

the poor state of advanced
lant rocketry
deputies
mended
would

at the time. As insurance,

Tikhonravov
a parallel

obvious

choice

and

was evidently

liquid-propellant

for designing

resourceful
the
with

such

trusted

ambition,
drive

Designer

g quiet

for work,

and

lacked
man

Isayev had stood

some of Isayev's original
designs

the

to one

Isayev, however,

unfettered

for preliminary

turned
Chief

Chief Designer;qleksey Isayeu was responsible for
the design of the majority of rocket engines for
spacecraft in the Souiet spaceprogram. His first big
contract in the space field u;as the design of the
Object K (or Vostok2 reentry firing engine, the
TDU-t His organization, OKB-2, also designed
many other engines for air defense and tong range
ballistic missiles (files of Peter _orin)

but he

Clearly as talented

an overwhelming

1950s, although

engine

As was often

associates,

as Glushko,

farmer's

an

organization,

not interested.

P,leksey Isayev of OKB-2.

recom-

effort? _ The

in such cases, Korolev

of his most

Korolev's

Bushuyev

have been Glushko's

precedent

related to

Soviet solid-propel-

design

of the R-7 ICBM engines.

had been the development

of an engine

in Glushko's

schemes

Isayev's crowning

for the Soviet

Union's

V-300, for which in 1956 he received the Hero of Socialist
est civilian award.
Isayev's design
an independent
when

Korolev

bureau

entrusted

posed that we quickly
space to the Earth.""
ing him detailed

on January

the retrorocket

bureau and calmly

Through

the ensuing

months,

entrusting

program
enormous

in the

1950s

missile,

the

the USSR's high-

but was separated

into
later,

K, Isayev was said to have

to his senior staff:

Korolev

the

by Glushko

16, 1959. _ Just one month

engine for Object

announced

on the development

thus implicitly

achievement

been part of the old NII-88

new OKB-2,

through

first air defense

Labor decoration,

carry out one small but very important

questions

changes,

the

Isayev with

come back to his design

ommended

had nominally

organization,

shadow

had been appropriated

work:

met with

for the TDU-I,

"[Korolev]

returning

has pro-

a human

Isayev several times,

from
ask-

but he never once rec-

faith in Isayev's abilities.

Within

just

81. Lardier.L'ZistronautiqueSoui_tique. p. 122.
82. V. K Kupriyanov and V. V. Chernyshev,I uechernyy start
.: rasskaz o gtaunom konstruktorye raket
nykh duigateley ,,qtekseyeMikhaylouichye Isayeuye(Moscow: Moskovskiy rabochiy. 1988). pp. 123-24.
83. Ibid.. p. 219. The independent OKB 2 was created by the merger of the old NII-88 OKB 2 and NII-88
OKB-3. The former had been headed by P,. M Isayev and the latter by D. D Sevruk.
84. Ibid.. p. 125. The lead designer of the _DU-I at OKB-2 was N. G. Skorobogatov.
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seven

months

TDU-I

of

receiving

the

task,

Isayev's Deputy Vladimir

G. Yefremov,

of a valve

After

mishaps,

design

error.

removing

than

a month

propellant

to the

fact, with

When
a team

vehicle.

This

of Korolev's

first

spacecraft

program
who
was also one
arrested

was

headed
had

by the

project

members

of

tests

were

without

was ready. It was less

that opened

K? _ The solid-

conducting

for the

pictures

of the

led a remarkably

vibrations

research

Raushenbakh's

Ye-2A

since
small

probe,

one

far side

of the

Moon.

life and was

secret
camp

police
where

simply
as many

for possessing
as ten

resourceful

not the least because

team

engine.

as a point
when

were

Discussions

of

team
reference

important

to orient

named

created
Luna

many

surname.

dying

the

first

3, became
a man
in the

on Object

decided

of

space

to posit

were
from

also potential

as the chosen

mode

for Object

system

in the correct
caused

1959, OKB-I

began

K. When

which

with

issued a report

the system operated,

to fire the

in early

attitude.

interfere

OKB-I

K spacecraft,

direction

by the different

finally

worked

to Korolev's

of the Object

Sun would

complications

Earth. By April-May

Nil-I

use the Luna 3 system,

the vehicle

survived

he later

returning
to Moscow
as a
with
Korolev's
projects,

in the correct

K's orientation

to simply

Having

per day,

from

elements

the vehicle

it became clear that the much brighter

There

as visible

orientation

of the necessity

Tikhonravov's

Moon.

had

of the

a German

prisoners

wholesale

through

In

"controlled

Raushenbakh,

one

was transferred

Originally,

on the

of which,

Raushenbakh's

on January 6, 1960. _7
Attitude
control was one of the most
deorbit

specialist

1955

team

lunar

interesting

Designers.

to take on the job, Korolev
attitude
control
system
for

by a forty-three-year-old

been

the door to cooperaof Chief

had a major role in the design of the

bureau
before
involvement

Moon

the

of Object

of the Council

famous
design
his
increased

the

firings

25, 1960, Isayev report-

spaceship
version

for a few years at Bolkhovitinov's
"free"
man
in
1948.
Given

Moon

of

the direction

had known Korolev during his apprenticeship
days at NIl-3 in the 1930s. He
of those who had been sent off to the GULag. In March
1942, he had been

at a labor

main

test

next ten

On April

orbital

automated

none of them

By 1959.

TM

system

to take

had

OKB-I.

who

apparatus.
control

talents,

time

the

Pilyugin's
department
at NII-885
refused
at NII-I to develop
the Chayka
("seagull")
team

of space
attitude

many

installed,

was the first large-scale

bureaus of the original

V. Raushenbakh,

Soviet

were

of the first

ground

27, 1959, under

in a major failure on the fifth test because

for the first piloted

launch

K program

the design

the exception

spacecraft.
contracted

motion

culminating
valves

had begun

of September

as to the design of the engine.

that the engine

prior

The Object

the

OKB-2

engine was never built.

tion outside

Boris

new

any doubts

ed back to Korolev

the

Isayev's

engine. The tests began on the evening

This

plan

the light
phases
selecting

it would

1959.

used the
fell
from
of the
solar

posit the

spacecraft
such that the axis of the main retrorocket's
nozzle would be toward the Sun-that is, the thrust would be directly in the direction
away from the Sun. The biggest advantage of using
celestial

body.

in the sunrise
systems

the Sun was that

optical

sensors

For a nominal

reentry,

phase,

its passage across

of orientation

before

would

the Sun would

on the spacecraft:

not

mistake

the local zenith.

an automatic

the

have to be "ahead"
system,

Sun for any other
of the spacecraft,

There were also two
which

responded

other

to Earth's

85. Goiovanov, Koroleu. p 614. In total, the TDU I engine underwent eighteen stripped-down firings.
followed by sixteen full-scale ground firings
86. V. P Legostayev. "t8 january--75 Years From the Birth of Soviet Scholar and Designer B. V.
Raushenbakh ( 1915)" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 64 ( 1990): 4-7.
87
Ibid,: Semenov. ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. p 633: Golovanov, Koroleu. pp. 572-74.
While Raushenbakh's department was responsible for overall design, the actual Grif sensors for the attitude control
system were manufactured by the Central Design Bureau No, 598 (TsKB 598).
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infrared

radiation

and
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used a complex

of sophisticated

gyroscopic

devices,

and a manual

system, which duplicated
the solar system. For the latter, the pilot would use the Vzor optical device and observe the Earth moving below the center of the instrument.
This would
allow

the pilot

also control
Given
developed

to control

pitch

horizontal

direction

or yaw. Using

precedent,

the

by Ryazanskiy

other organizations.

radio

and telemetry

at NII-885,

NII-695,

The
Glushko's

council

OKB-456

systems:

Barmin's

developed

system

members

provided

systems,
Designer

and the TraI-Pl
continued

engines:

GSKB SpetsMash

gyroscopes.

for the spacecraft

workload

necessitated

the pilot

could

NII-885

to

telemetry

provide

requirements

of launching

in several

the Signal, Peleng,

for the

and Pilyugin

the Launch complex:

of a launcher

have been

Design Bureau
developed
the

system/_

systems

of Ryazanskiy

modified

The creation

would
bringing

while the Experimental
Aleksey F. Bogomolov,

launch

designed

lunar probes and piloted

vehicle:

the control

and Kuznetsov's

NII-944

proved to be a long and complicated

for the CounciL of Chief Designers. By early 1958, the two-stage
8KTIPS and the 8A91, could at best lift 1,400 kilograms into
immediate

mirror,

under Chief Designer Yuriy S. Bykov, designed

measurement

original

systems

but his existing

Zarya, and Raduga telemetry-communications
of the Moscow Power Institute,
under Chief
Rubin trajectory

a circular

and roll. _

process

R-7 in its "space" variants,
low-Earth orbit. To satisfy
spacecraft,

the
the

an increase of three-

fold over that weight was required. Proposals for building a new third stage for the basic R-7
booster had been tabled in the summer of 1957, and soon after, designers began work on two
unrelated

upper

stage

engines,

one

at

Korolev's

OKB-I

and

one

at

Glushko's

OKB-456. 9_By the end of 1957, the Council of Chief Designers had finalized plans for two new
modifications
of the R-7, the 8K72 and the 8KZ3 boosters. Both were to use the basic 8K71
R-7 ICBM

augmented

sance satellites.

up by different

upper

The Soviet government

At the center

of the decision

to develop

between Chief Designers Korolev and
would evolve into the most acrimonious
When
Korolev

plans

for the upper

assumed

as the booster

two

stage engines

for the

different

launch

vehicles

and reconnaiswas a minor

R-7 were originally

drawn

rift

up in mid-1957,

be fueled by the same combination

is, liquid oxygen (LOX)
propellant

lunar probes

on March 20, 1958.

Glushko--an
altercation
that in less than five years
and infamous battle within the Soviet space program.

that any new engine would

proper--that

stages for launching

ratified the effort

impressed

by a new synthetic

named

developed

for the first time in the Soviet Union

and kerosene.

unsymmetrical

Glushko,
dimethyl

by the State Institute

of propellants

however,
hydrazine

for Applied

had been
(LIDMH)
Chemistry.

According
to the institute's
data, the new component
promised higher energy characteristics
than the traditional
LOX-kerosene combination.
In a clear indication of his interests, in 1958,

88. B.V. Rauschenbach, "From the Development History of the Vostok Spacecraft." in J. D Hunley, ed.,
History o[ Rocketry and .,qstronautics,Vol. 20 (San Diego. CA: American Astronautical Society. 1997), pp 156-57.
89
Mozzhorin, et aL, eds.. Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, pp. 272,287: Ponomarev."2 June--15 YearsFrom
the Birth": Semenov, ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 108. Others involved in the design of instru
ments for Object K included: NII-88 (the Mir-2 autonomous data recording device): TsKB-598 (the Vzor optical
device and the Grif photo-electric sensorsfor the solar attitude control system): the M. M. Gromov Flight-Research
Institute (the cockpit control panel): Nl1-137 (the explosive device for automated variants): NII-648 (the MRV-2M
"radio-link" command systems): the All-Union Scientific-Research Institute for Power Sources (the power sources):
NII-380 (the Topaz TV cameras); the Committee for State Security (KGB) and the Krasnogorsk Mechanical Plant
(jointly the movie cameras for photography of Earth): and the State Scientific-Research Institute of Aviation and
Space Medicine, the Biofizpribor Special Design Technology Bureau, the Scientific-Research Institute of Nuclear
Physics of Moscow State University. and the Institute of Biomedical Physiology of the USSRAcademy of Medical
Sciences(jointly medicine, radiation dosimetric instrumentation, and food serving systems).
90
Vasiliy P. Mishin, "... He Said, "Here We Go!" English title),/quiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 4 (April
1991): 13-14: Vadolomeyev. "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part 3."
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Glushko

began the development

nitrogen-derived
RD-109 with

oxidizers
a vacuum

of four new engines

and the fourth

thrust

bination,

Glushko

was not happy with

believed that Glushko

the first Soviet rocket engine
tion by the deadline,

which

for work

in vacuum

work on the RD-I09

The tests of the engine were not finished
Chief

Designers
Luckily

tons)

formally

V. Melnikov
engines,

at the OKB-I

whose

of a new

four-year-old
the aviation
orate with

the OKB-154,
had little

the delivery
cooperation

with

an "outsider"

a turbopump

two

bureaus

design

could

the

standing:
another

the

first

heavenly

Calculations,

program.
probe
body,

however,

half tons into low-Earth
ship.

Beginning

team to modify

and the

by Chief

swayed

in January
the launcher

stage engine was required.
tive venture,

but this

time,

would

those

be just

1959, l_leksandr

Kosberg

for an

at an aviation

eq. Kosberg. ''_ The fifty-

in general, content
persuasive

in vacuum.
on February

in his place in

arguments

Thus,

Korolev

in just

rocket engine designed
September

1958 and April

the

to take pictures
capacity
short

S. Kasho,

lifting

capacity

of the

of the 8K72,

of what

in Korolev's

the

ready for flight

by

for use in vacuum,
1960 for the auto-

object
far side

a senior engineer

were outimpact

of the

on

Moon.

four and a

for the piloted
at OKB-I,

by 200 extra kilograms,

upper stage engine

to

approximately

was required

favor.

group,

The three successes

first human-made

called for

attempts. 93The

from Melnikov's

nine months,

to collab-

and Kosberg

I0, 1958, which

face, but it worked

with thrusters

engine

the lifting

The original

Mikhail

needed

in Voronezh

Semyon

by Korolev's

organization

probe

to increase

(just over five
under

for the R-7 first-stage

match

developed

Designer

at Kaliningrad

solar orbit,

first

proved that
orbit,

engine

Engineers

thrusters

of

vehicle/'

by a report on the cre-

rocket engine

RD-OIO5

into

com-

In 1957. he had been impressed

Six of these launches were failures.

to fly

combina-

was saved by the help

1958. It was the first Soviet liquid-propellant
lunar probe

bureau.

be scaled to

to complete

The 8K72 rocket was fired nine times between
mated

a small thrust

design

was a slap in Glushko's

produced

new propellant

and test

to retain the LOX-kerosene

engine in time for the first lunar probe launch

from Kosberg's

concern

develop,

the 8K73 lunar launch

in space or rocketry

of understanding

of the new RD-OI05

Combining
P,ugust

interest

His primary

In this case, Korolev proved to be right.

option,

him on a new rocket engine capable of firing

signed a memorandum

a completely

the

to offer for

the engine,

headed

sector, but he was eventually

he intended

this decision.

entreaties

in his own

a turbopump

LOX-kerosene

with

in 1958, nor were they in 1959. Then the Council

characteristics

to the space program.

in combination

be unable to design,

any plans to develop

developed

still needing

Kosberg

three

LOX. It was the latter engine,

had already created the small steering

restartable

organization,

with

engine.

had been a second

performance

of a new entrant
design

there

the RD-OI05,

upper stage. Korolev,
ation

abandoned

for Korolev,

designated

would

was late 1958. Despite

pursued

UDMH.

with

of just under ten and a half tons, which

use on the 8K73 lunar rocket. Korolev
was time. and he strongly

using

in combination

thus

g new

spaceled a
upper

for the 8K72 had been a coopera-

took the lone responsibility

to improve

the performance

91. Igor Afanasyev, "Absolutely Secret: N-I" (English title), Krylya rodiny no. 9 (September 1993): 13-16:
T. Varfolomeyev, "Readers' Letters: On Rocket Engines from the KB of S. A. Kosberg, and Carriers on Which They
Were Installed" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 26 (December 18-31, 1993): 46-48: Varfolomeyev, "Soviet
Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part 3": "S. P, Korolev's Letter to the Deputy Chairman of the SSSRCouncil of
Ministers L. V. Smirnov" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 4 (April 1994): 79-80. The other three engines developed by Glushko using UDMH were the RD-216, the RD-218, and the RD-219. The RD-109 was also known as the
GDU-I0, or article 8D19.
92
The particular engine was the RD-OI02 for the Yak-27V aircraft. This was the first Soviet restartable liquid-propellant rocket engine running on LOX and kerosene. See Vladimir Rachuk, "Best Rocket Engines From
Voronezh," .,qerospaceJournal no. 6 (November-December 1996): 30-33.
93. Golovanov, Korolev, pp. 559-60: Biryukov, "Materials from the Biographical Chronicles," p. 240: V. N.
Ivanenko, "On the Life and Activities of S. A. Kosberg (on His 80th Birthday)" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i
kosmonautiki 49 (1984): 3-I0.
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characteristics of the engine, beginning work in September 1959. In the new version, the
RD-OI09 with a vacuum thrust of just over five and a half tons replaced the RD-OI05 with a
thrust of just over five tons. 94To denote the difference from the 8K72 booster, a "k" was added
to indicate use in the Object K program, thus becoming the 8K72K booster. This marginally
modified launch vehicle had shorter burn times for all its stages, but compensated with the
increased thrust of all engines, including the core. The total length with a new payload fairing
for the piloted spaceship was more than thirty-eight meters, about five meters longer than the
versions that launched the lunar spacecraft.
The piloted portion of the Object K program was one of three post-Sputnik space projects
to emerge in the Soviet Union. Along with the military reconnaissance satellite effort and the
lunar probe program, it allowed the LISSRto gain a foothold in the cosmos. The United States
also engaged in similar efforts, but by the end of the 1950s, the P,merican civilian space program had a singular organizational platform, NP,Sg, and a long-range vision that was far more
integrative than any in the Soviet space program. The chief designers, led by Korolev, endeavored to keep pace with the institutional changes in the United States, with a flurry of letters
and memos directed to the Soviet leadership. By 1960, change would come on the Soviet side,
but with mixed results.

94. Varfolomeyev.
"SovietRocketrythatConqueredSpace:Part3." It is possiblethat therewasacompetitorvariantto Kosberg'snewRD-0109engine.
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The piloted portion of Object K was afforded a modicum of priority by the Soviet defense
industry in 1959 and 1960, but the lion's share of funding in the sector was still focused on
the development of strategic offensive systems, primarily long-range ballistic missiles. The
Soviet space program, as distinct from the Soviet missile program, was still in its infancy, and
it was a difficult transition, which was unknown or misunderstood in the West. A top-secret
OR-sponsored intelligence report in August 1959 noted that:
There is no direct evidence on the priority assigned to the 5oviet space program. From
the launehings of the Sputniks, from statements by Soviet scientists and high government officials and from the fact that hardware was diverted from the high priority missite program, uJe betieue the inference can be drawn that the Soviet space exploration
program has been assigned a very high priority.'
In t 959. there was, in fact, no official macro-level policy or priority on the Soviet space program. The defense management enterprises and the Central Committee Defense Industries
Department, which had overseen ballistic missile development, were simply unprepared to
make the transition from one to the other.
Pleas for Order
Engineering and scientific leaders such as Korolev, Keldysh, and Tikhonravov were seriously concerned about the lack of a coordinated policy on the Soviet space program. The launch of
Sputnik in October 1957 prompted a flurry of discussions on the topic at the designer level,
which eventually led these men to send a number of important letters and documents to the
Soviet leadership. These appeals were formulated in two thematic directions--one
aimed at
establishing a management and industrial infrastructure to exclusively support a space program
and the second aimed at establishing specific short- and long-range goals of such a program.
The first salvo on the organization theme came less than two months after the launch of
Layka into space. In a letter titled "On the Establishment of New Powerful Industry for the
Investigation of Cosmic Space," dated December 30, 1957, Korolev and Keldysh addressed
both topics. Following the writings of Tsiolkovskiy very closely, the two listed the primary goals

I,
Intelligence
Historical

U.S Central Intelligence Agency, "Soviet Capabilities in Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles," National
Estimate 11-5 58, Washington,
DC, August 19, 1958, as declassified February 15, 1995, by the CIA
Review Program, p. 27
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]-his document has been reproduced in full as M. V. Keldysh and S. R Korolev, "On the Establishment
of New Powerful Industry for the Investigation of Cosmic Space" (English title), in V. S. gvduyevskiy and T. M.
Eneyev,eds.. M. _/ Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy: raketnaya tekhnika i kosmonautika (Moscow: Nauka, 1988), p, 241.
The letter was said to have been sent to "directive organs," usually a euphemism for the LISSRCouncil of Ministers
and the Central Committee.
3.
Yu. P. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S R Koroleva (Korolev:
RKK Energiya,named after S. P.Korolev, 1996). p. 93.
4.
This document has been reproduced in full in two difference Soviet sources. See S. Korolev and M.
Tikhonravov, "Preliminary Considerations on the Prospects of the Mastery of Cosmic Space" (English title), in B. V.
Raushenbakh, ed,, Materialy po istorii kosmicheskogokorabl "uostok" (Moscow: Nauka, 1991), pp. 16-19. Seealso
S. P Korolev and M. K Tikhonravov, "On the Prospects of Work on the Mastery of Cosmic Space" (English title).
in M. V Keldysh. ed., Tuoreheskoyenaslediye Ztkademika SergeyaPavlovicha Koroleva: izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), pp. 405-08.
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Creation of a piloted satellite with return via gliding (1959-65)
Research on opportunities for the exploration of Mars and Venus via automatic apparatus
and returning to Earth's vicinity with photographic and other data (1959-61)
Research on processes for bringing together two vehicles in orbit that would require pre
liminary scientific work (1962-66)

The second portion of the document addressed the development of new launch vehicles:
Creation of a space booster with a payload of fifteen to twenty tons lending in 1963 or 1964)
Creation of ion and other engines for interplanetary flight and human flight to the Moon
and nearest planets
In the third portion, Korolev and Tikhonravov addressed the use of the new launch vehicles
enunciated above:
Creation of a piloted satellite with one or two humans to develop conditions for extended
piloted spaceflight and the establishment of satellite stations ( 196l -65)
Creation of a spaceship using ion engines for piloted flight to the Moon and back to a station in Earth orbit (1961-65)
Creation of automated spacecraft for investigations of Mars and Venus and their return to
near-Earth space for research on the surface of the planets and testing long-distance radio
communications (1963-66)
Creation of "artificial settlements" in space with the following goals:
a. Creation of near-Earth stations, work starting in 1962, for:
(i) Studying prolonged weightlessness, artificial gravity, and effects on plants,
humans, and animals
(ii) Studying the effects of radiation on vegetation and living organisms
b. Creation of near-Earth stations, work starting in 1962, for:
(i) Assembly of "interorbital" vehicles
(ii) Creation of a space transportation system with Earth
[iii) Reception of "interorbJtal" vehicles
After accomplishing these objectives, the following two goals would be within reach:
•
•
•

Flight of humans to Mars and Venus
Flight of humans to the Moon and their return to Earth
Construction of a continuously operating "station colony" on the Moon, on which preliminary work would begin in t960

The fourth and final part of the document discussed exploratory work that scientists would
carry out as part of research and development programs:
Researchon rockets propelled by chemical and nuclear propellants for lofting large payloads
to Earth orbit and to the Earth orbital stations (1959-60)
Research on ion plasma and similar types of engines for use on interorbital transport
spacecraft (1959-60)
Research on rendezvous in orbit leading to experimental verification 1958-61)
Research on technologies for orbital assembly of a space station in Earth orbit, using rocket stages as components of the station (1959-63)
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•
•
•

Research on closed-cycle life support systems and spacesuits (1960-65)
Development of energy sources for Earth orbital stations and interorbital
(I 958-62)
Research on radio communications over very long distances (1959-65)

apparatus

In conclusion. Korolev and Tikhonravov added that the listed dates were preliminary and that
there would undoubtedly be many other fields of scientific-research work that would accompany the enumerated goals.
Several important thematic directions emerge from closer inspection of the document. By
early 1959, some of the more immediate goals were already part of ongoing programs, in particular the automated lunar probes, the human spaceflight effort, and the military photoreconnaissance program. As far as long-term objectives, Korolev and Tikhonravov clearly give a
nod to Tsiolkovskiy's early theories, with a continued emphasis on Earth-orbital space stations
acting as places of research as well as bases for the further exploration of space. In addition, in
their vision of the future, piloted exploration of the planets is one of the central objectives. This
particular theme would in fact dominate much of the long term research at OKB-I during the
following five years as the Soviet space program was in the midst of expansion, tt is noteworthy that for Korolev and Tikhonravov, who had been raised on a diet of Tsiolkovskiy and
Tsander, a piloted lunar landing was not deemed important enough for short-term consideration but instead was consigned to second place alter interplanetary missions.
Unlike many of Korolev's earlier letters to the government, there is nothing in the text in
the document to suggest that the attainment of these goals would reap political dividends in a
"space race" with the United States. The clear and well-thought out goals listed in the document were really the first concrete attempt by the designer faction to move ahead from isolated Sputniks and lunar probes to a rational and broad plan for the exploration of space.
Korolev and Tikhonravov signed the document and sent it to the Military-Industrial
Commission on July 5, 1958. It is now clear that a number of key proposals in the report were
discussed at a very high level over the course of the following year, although the specifics still
remain classified, Superficial details are available of a meeting in Moscow in February 1959 to
discuss nuclear propulsion for spacecraft, but the nature of debates on the larger issue of the
conception and policy of a civilian and military Soviet space program still remain shrouded in
mystery? What is apparent is that by the summer of 1959, one year after having sent their letter, there had not been a single decree on long-term goals from the Communist Party and government. This lack of response may have been a catalyst for more action on Korolev's part.
In the early summer of 1959, he put his resources together with Academician Keldysh, certainly much more influential and powerful than Tikhonravov, and fired off three documents in
succession to the Soviet leadership. The first one. dated May 20, 1959, was a letter proposing
the addition to current plans of a project for designing an "apparatus for returning from orbit
and landing on the Earth. ''_'This was clearly in relation to the Object K program and referred
primarily to the reconnaissance satellite with a few lines added on the piloted variant. Two days
later, a decree was passed on both projects.
The second letter, sent only a week later on May 27, was much more comprehensive and
exclusively addressed the immediacy of establishing formal institutional mechanisms for the
new Soviet space program. The central proposition of the ten-point plan was to separate the
ballistic missile effort from the space program:

5
The descriptionof the 1959meetingin Moscowcan be found in A P RomanovandV. S.Gubarev
Kons_ruktory
(Moscow:Izdatelstvopoliticheskoyliteratury.1989),pp, 308-10
6.
Yu V Biryukov."Materialsfromthe Biographical
Chroniclesof SergeyPavlovich
Korolev"(Englishtitle),in
B V. Raushenbakh,
ed,/z istonisouetskoy
kosmonautiki
(Moscow:Nauka,1983),p. 24I. Theletterremainsclassified
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shift, along with the advent of the R-7 ICBM and less powerful missiles from the Yangel design
bureau, such as the R-12 and the R-14, necessitated a revamping of the existing command
structure in the procurement and operation of ballistic missiles. Throughout the 1950s, the
Ministry of Defense's control and influence over ballistic missile development was effected
through its subordinate Chief Artillery Directorate in a department called the Directorate of the
Commander of Reactive Armaments. Early proposals from various factions in the summer of
1959 addressed the anachronistic nature of having new generations of ballistic missiles in the
control of artillery forces. Khrushchev elected not to follow the example set by the United
States, where the U.S. Air Force controlled strategic missiles. Despite some significant opposition from within the Ministry of Defense, Khrushchev pushed through the formation of a new
branch of the Soviet armed forces, the Missile Forces of Strategic Designation (RVSN), more
commonly known as the Strategic Missile Forces. Signed into existence by a decree of the
Communist Party and government on December 17, 1959, the Strategic Missile Forces inherited the control of all ballistic missiles in the Soviet Union. ''_
Marshal Nedelin, the fifty-seven-year-old military technocrat behind the successful missile
buildup in the Soviet Union in the 1950s, was appointed the first Commander in Chief of the
new service. Nedelin knew Korolev well. The latter regarded Nedelin very highly and was
reported to have said that when it came to
issues of quality control and delivery dates,
Nedelin was a very principled and demanding
customer. '_ All activities carried out by the Chief
Artillery Directorate that were related to longrange missiles were transferred to the Strategic
Missile Forces: by default, the Directorate of the
Commander
of Reactive Armaments
also
became a portion of the new Forces, thus bringing with it all its duties on operating space
launch vehicles. Confusingly renamed the Chief
Directorate of Reactive Armaments (GURVO),
this growing department continued to handle all
launch, tracking, and communications operations for Soviet spacecraft under the tutelage of
its chief, Lt. General Anatoliy I. Semenov. '_
This unprecedented degree of control over
the Soviet space program consolidated the position of the Ministry of Defense to affect space
policy for decades to come. In the late 1950s
and early 1960s, liaison with the space program
was handled neither by Nedelin nor Semenov,
but by two other officers in GURVO, both of
whom would go on to play significant roles in
policy formation and execution in the space
program: Lt. General Aleksandr G. Mrykin and

Marshal Mitrofan Nedelinwasthefirst commander
of the Souiet Strategic MissileForces.Through a long
and distinguished career in the 1940sand 1950s. he
had serued in uarlous capacities ouerseeingthe procurement of the firs(long-rangeballistic missilesinto
the Souiet armed forces (files of Peter _orin)

14 Thedecreeson the formationof the RVSNarereproducedin I. D Sergeyev,
ed.,Khronikaosnounykh
sobytiyistorii rGketnykhuoyskstrategicheskogo
naznacfieniya(Moscow:TslPK.1994).pp. 236-39. The Central
Committeedecreenumberwas "ProtocolNo. 254," whilethe Councilof Ministersdecreenumberwas 1384-615
15. V.Tolubko,Nedelin(Moscow:Molodayagvardiya.1979),p. 176
16. Sergeyev,
ed, KhronikGosnounykhsobytiyistorii,p. 8: Yu.,,q,Mozzhorinet al. eds.,Dorogiu kosmos
II (Moscow:MAI, 1992).p. 117.
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Yu, R Maksimov. ed.. Raketnyye uoyska strate£icheskogo naznaeheniya: uoyenno istorieheskiy trud
(Moscow: RVSN, 1992), p. 49. For a mention of the Third Directorate, see BYe Chertok. Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye
dni khotodnoy uoyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1997), p. 154. Seealso V. V. Favorskiyand I. V. Meshcheryakov.
eds, Voyenno-kosmieheskiyesily (uoyenno-istoricheskiytrud): kniga I: kosmonautika i uooruzhennyye 3ily (Moscow:
Sankt Peterburgskoytipografii no, I VO Nauka. 1997). pp. 56-57. According to Kerimov, he headed "the directorate
which handled the monitoring of the planning and manufacturing of space rockets and craft for flight in the autonratic operation versions" SeeK Issakov,"Breakthrough into the Unknown: Today is Cosmonautics Day" (English
title), Bakmskiy rabochiy, April 12, t988. p 3.
18. By late 1959. NIl-4 was headed by Maj, General A. I Sokolov and Nil 88 by Maj General G g Tyulin,
both artillery officers.
r9
Sergeyev,ed., Khronika osnounykh sobyfiy istoriL p. 36. The first silo launch of the R 12took place on
tqugust 31. 1959
20
V. Pappo Korystin, V Platonov, and V. Pashchenko. Dneprouskiy raketno.kosmicheskiy Isentr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZIKBYu. 1994), p. 61
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propellants, which had two major advantages over low-temperature cryogenic propellants such
as liquid oxygen (LOX): they allowed missiles to be kept battle ready for long periods, and they
permitted very quick preparations for launch. They also had some drawbacks; they were usually extremely toxic, dangerous to handle, and corrosive to traditional propellant tanks.
Historically, Korolev had always preferred cryogenic combinations, primarily because they
offered high specific impulse ratings and lifting efficiency, important factors for space launch
boosters but much less relevant for military missiles. The first Soviet ICBM, the R-7, used a LOXkerosene combination, a relatively efficient combination for space launch operations, but a poor
choice for battle-ready missiles. In the best case, the R-7s took eight to ten hours to fuel and
too much effort to keep ready. If a launch were canceled, a missile had to be emptied at the pad
within ten hours, a dangerous situation for a rocket designed to be the first element of a Soviet
strategic missile force. As early as August 1956, the all-powerful Council of Defense of the
Politburo had adopted a decision to accelerate work on ICBMs that did not use cryogenic
propellants/'
Concerns about propellants were compounded by the steep costs of building launch pads
for the bulky R-7. Originally, the Ministry of Defense had proposed approximately fifty pads all
over the Soviet Union, but the astronomical costs of such an endeavor quickly squelched any
such plans. The R-7 itself went through a troublesome test regime. The first series began on
May 15, 1957, and ended on July I0, 1958. Engineers incorporated improvements to the ICBM
over the following year and conducted a second series of eight launches between December 24,
1958, and December 27, 1959.:2 Problems with the R-7 were slowly eliminated during these
intensive tests, and the missile was officially declared an operational element of the Soviet
armed forces on January 20. 1960. An improved version, the R-TA, with a lighter warhead and
an all-inertial guidance system, became the standard version once it was declared operational
in September of the same year."' Although it was the world's first ICBM, the R-TA was at best
a very poor element of the strategic rocket forces, The costs of building launch pads, their visibility to overflying reconnaissance, the inordinate time to fuel the rocket, the use of cryogenic
propellants, and the poor accuracy of the warhead were all reasons that prompted Khrushchev
to drastically reduce plans to deploy the missile in large numbers. In the end, a total of four
launch complexes were built, three of which were used as sites by strategic forces and the
fourth for space launchesP

21. The Councilof Defensemeetingmay havebeenin responseto a proposalfrom ChiefDesignerV. P
Glushkoon a newICBM,the R8, whichwould haveusedstorablepropellantsinsteadof cryogenicpairings.Korolev
wasinformedof the Councilof Defensedecisionon October16,1956,byMarshalIM I. Nedelin.SeeRaushenbakh,
ed, 5 P Koroteui ego deto,pp. 25 I. 664-65.
22 Yu.A. Mozzhorinet al.. eds_Naehalokosmieheskoy
ery:vospominaniyaveteranovraketno-kosmieheskoytekhnikii kosmonavtiki:uypuskvtoroy(Moscow:RNITsKD,1994),p. 59. Of the eightlaunchesduringthe
secondseries,sevenweresuccessful.Thefirst series-produced
R-7waslaunchedon February17, 1959,while the
first fully fueled,operationalR-7waslaunchedto the PacificOceanon October22, 1959.SeeBiryukov."Materials
from the BiographicalChronicles,"pp. 241-42
23. Sergeyev,
ed. Khronikaosnounykhsobyt(yistor(i,p. 37.The R-7/_hada rangeof 12,000kilometers.
Authorizationfor the projectwasgrantedon July2, f958, the first launchwason December23. 1959.and flight
testingendedon July1, 1960SeeMaksimov,ed., Raketnyyeuoyskastrate,_ieheskogo,
p 47,
24 Of the fourpads,twowereat theScientific-Research
TestingRangeNo. 5 (NIIP-5)at Tyura-Tam
at sites
I and31. Site I wasforthe earlyspacelaunches,Constructionof the latterwascompletedin late 1958.alongwith
its own integrationbuildingat site32 Theremainingtwo padswereata new sitein northernRussianearthe town
of Mirnyyat NIIP53. Officiallycalledthe ObjectAngara,the basewasthe siteof two pads,the first of whichwas
finishedin 1959(site 16)andthe secondo[ whichwasfinishedin 1961(site 4I). It wasthesetwo latterpadsthat
constitutedthe mainbattle-readyR 7 pads.Thefirst padwent on an alertstatuson December15, 1959,a month
prior to the orderdeclaringthe R-I operational.SeealsoYe.B. Volkov,ed.. Mezhkontinentalnyye
ballistieheskiye
raketySSSR
(RF)i SSh,Zt
(Moscow:RVSN.1996),p. 269.
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Sergey Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: krizisy i rakety: uzgtyad iznutri torn I (Moscow: Novosti,
1994), pp. 382-83. Note that there are contradictory reports that Korolev first proposed the R-9 ICBM idea to
Khrushchev in September 1958.SeeChertok, Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny, p 23.
26. Pappo-Korystin, Platonov, and Pashchenko, Dneprouskiy raketno-kosmicheskly tsentr, p, 61. The
Council of Ministers decreein December 1956approved the development of the R-16 ICBM for a first launch by June
1961.Work on the theoretical aspects did not, however, begin until November 195Z,after the initial series o[ R-?
launches. The draft plan for the missile was approved in January 1958, but clearly, there was some unexplainable
delay in the program.
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I propose that you give this acid-fueled [that is. storable propellant] missile project to
me. Besides that, I will also make an oxygen-fueled missile that will be capable of nearly instantaneous action. This missile will not require any supplementary equipment, like
those guidance stations that have to be located every five hundred kilometers along the
missile's flight path. _7
Khrushchev was resistant to such an idea, but Korolev was insistent. Finally, the Soviet
leader cut Korolev off sharply, reminding him that he was dealing with the Chairman of the
USSR Council of Ministers. The meeting apparently had a profound effect on the close relationship between Korolev and Khrushchev, as their previous rapport gradually began to coo}.
Korolev had to increasingly resort to normal institutional mechanisms to get his big space plans
approved instead of taking them personally to Khrushchev, Thus he became more constrained
by the wishes of Llstinov, Brezhnev, Nedelin, and others whose primary concern was defense,
not space. Perhaps the only asset Korolev had on his side at the time was Khrushchev's interest in using the space program as a means to advance his prestige and power. This, of course,
put Korolev in the difficult position of having to justify his projects not only in terms of their
military utility, but also their appeal to the imagination of the people of the world.
There was a more damaging secondary effect. Some have speculated that when Korolev
heard that Glushko had decided to cooperate with Yangel on the new R-16 ICBM, it was a move
that Korolev could neither forgive nor forget. While Glushko had developed engines for Yangel's
modest R-12 and R-14 missiles, his support and involvement in a new competitive ICBM project of Yangel was apparently unforgivable. Glushko, having been in Korolev's shadow for
decades, had been longing for independence and a way out from the series of troubling LOX
engines he had been developing in difficulty for Korolev. tt has been suggested that it was also
perhaps jealousy that drove Glushko to switch sides to Yangel--jealousy at Korolev's unprecedented rise in twenty years, from GULag prisoner to preeminent space designer. It was Glushko,
after all, who had written to Tsiolkovskiy as a young child and who had dreamed of space
exploration when Korolev was still flying gliders at the local pilots club back in the Ukraine. '_
The break between Korolev and Glushko was neither sudden nor permanent, at least not
during the R-9 discussions. The first cracks had begun to appear as early as 1954, during design
work for the R-7, when Glushko had refused to design verniers for the missile. The acrimony
broke into open conflict in the summer of 1957 during the series of R-7 launches, when there
had been much finger-pointing about the causes of the failures. In one of his letters to his wife
back in Moscow during that summer, Korolev _rovided a window into the relationship between
the two giants of the Soviet space program:
[Clushko] arrived today and to everyone s amazement
(mine included.9, using the dirtiest language and the crudest phrases, began telling us all that our work was utterly
worthless--and
this, just half an hour after he arrived. This created a terrible impression
on everyone .... His tirade, unfortunately, could not be considered criticism, certainly not
friendly criticism, but simply mindless malice. I answered him calmly (you can imagine
the nerves that that cost me!) and only criticized him for his intemperance and arrogance. [Pilyugin] demanded that we sit down and analyze his behavior, but is that really possible? If a person behaves in such a way but considers his own opinions "more
intelligent than anyone else's in all issues without exception," then the only way that you
can fight is with facts which refute all that he had blurted out. '_
27. Nikita S.Khmshchev,KhrushcheuRemembers:
TheGlasnostTapes(Boston:Little& Brown.1990),p
185.Author'semphasis.
28. Forthisline of interpretation,seeKhrushchev,Nikita Khrushehev.pp. 382-83.
29. Yaroslav
Golovanov,Koroleu:[akty i mi[y (Moscow:Nauka,1994),p. 708.
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3 I.
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of Oxy@n Missiles," in Raushenbakh,ed., S.P Korotev i egodefo, pp. 249-51.
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Glushkosent Korolev clarificationson performance ratings tor his first-stageengineson December9. 1958.
Korolevsent a subsequentletterto the government and other chief designerson December19.In it, he proposeda launch
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34. I. Afanasyev,"The Mysterious'Nine'" (English title), ,,quiatsiyai kosmonautika no. 8 (August 1992): 34-35.
35. Fora summary o[ Mishin's role in the R-9 LOX debate,see Chertok, Raketyi lyudi: Fill Podlipki Tyuralum.
p. 217: Chertok. Rakdy [/yudl: ,goryachiyedni kfloiodaoy uoyny, pp. 27 28: James Harford. Korotev: HouJOne Man
Masterminded the Soviet Drive to Beat/qmeriea to the Moon (New York:john Wiley & Sons, 1997), pp 1t4 19.
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36. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi: goryochiye dni kholodnoy voyny, p. 33.
37. ,q. N Ponomarev,Souetskiyeauiotsionnyye kosntruktory (Moscow: Voyennoye izdatelstvo. 1990), pp.
292-95. Kuznetsov wasa Deputy Chief Designerat the M Ya Klimov Design Bureau(OKB-26) from 1943to 1946and
a Chef Designerat the sameorganization from 1946to 1949.Hewas appointed to his post as PlantNo. 2 Chief Designer
in 1949.SeeG P Svishchev,ed., Autatsiya entsiklopediya(Moscow: BolshayaRossiyskayaentsiklopediya,t 994). p. 299.
In June 1953,Plant No. 2 was renamedPlant No, 276. at which time the design bureauwas named OKI3-276.
38. Golovanov,Koroleu.pp. T13-14. Korolevhad beenacquaintedwith Kuznetsov sinceabout 1956-57,when
the latter had begun exploratory work on rocket enginesas part of the generalredirection of work at the firm SeeIgor
Afanasyev."N-I: Absolutely Secret"([nglish title), Krylia rodiny no. 9 (September1993): 13-16. Kuznetsov'searlywork
on rocket engineshad been in cooperationwith OKB- 165of Chief Designertt. M Lyulka, anotheraviation engine enterprise, which had redirectedits efforts to developing rocket enginesfor the ballistic missileand space programs.
39. This letter,dated November 25, 1959,has been reproducedin full as S. P Korolev, "Letter to L I. Brezhnev
on Reorganizationof Work on ZhRDs" (English title), in Raushenbakh.ed, S. P Koroleu i ego delo, pp. 284-85. By
October 14, 1959,Korolev and Kuznetsov had finished a draft plan for the new variant of the R-9, designatedthe R-gM
The four NK-9 first-stageengineswere from Kuznetsov'sOKB-276, while second stage engineswould be from Isayev's
OKB 2.
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program, and second, he wanted to proceed
using newcomer Kuznetsov's engines, Ustinov,
the chairman
of
the Military-Industrial
Commission, took a different view and supported Glushko's participation. Although Ustinov
had for the most part been Korolev's supporter
throughout the 1940s and 1950s, he was not.
by any means, a blind ally of the latter.
Ustinov's primary allegiance was to the militaryindustrial complex, not to any particular designer, and in 1959, Korolev's star in the missile
industry was no longer rising. Under "strong
pressure" from Glushko, Ustinov sided against
Korolev: the latter would have to continue with
Glushko's
trouble-prone
RD-III
engine.
Although ground tests for Kuznetsov's engines
continued for some time, this R-9 variant was
never developed. Glushko, at least for the time
being, maintained his monopoly
over the
design of high-thrust rocket engines in the
Soviet Union? °
The R-9/R-16 debacle in 1958 and 1959
brought four major issues to the forefront of the
Soviet
space
program.
The
first
was
Khrushchev's loss of faith in Korolev as the best

Nikotoy Kuznetsou
in Kuybysheu
who

was the aviation designer based
joined [orees with 5ergey Korotev

in 1958 to begin research on high-thrust eryogemc
rocket engines [or/CBMs.
In later years, Kuznetsou
would play a critical role in designing engines [or
the NI,

the 5ouiet Moon rocket,

(/lies o/Peter

_orin)

rocket builder in the Soviet Union: Yangel had
taken that place. The second was Korolev and Mishin's full-fledged support of cryogenic propellants over storable propellants for both ICBMs and space launch vehicles. The third was the
split between Glushko and Korolev over propellant selection. The fourth was the entrance of
the Kuznetsov organization into the fray as a possible alternative to Glushko's monopoly in
high-thrust rocket engine development. These four factors set the stage for the catastrophic dissension among the leading designers of the Soviet space program during the 1960s. In 1959,
of course, the cumulative consequences of these factors could not be known. Korolev was at
the peak of his influence. He had a strong support system within the Communist Party, the
government, the military, and the Academy of Sciences. And he was building the first Soviet
spaceship designed to carry humans into orbit. But as Korolev's monopoly in the missile business began to erode, his leading role in the piloted space program was also challenged in the
late 1950s by three additional organizations led by prominent aeronautical engineers. All of
these chief designers were "outsiders" from the aviation industry, and they entered the foray
without a history in the armaments sector like Korolev. One of these men would compete
fiercely with Korolev for the next decade.

40
Afanasyev, "]-he Mysterious 'Nine'": Semenov. ed., Raketno-K, osmicheskaya Korporatsiya, pp. 121-23:
Harford, Koroleu, p. 114. /_s early as January 18, 1960, State Committee for Defense Technology Chairman K N.
Rudnev sent a letter to Korolev (with a copy to D. F. Llstinov) ordering Koroiev to proceed only with the Glushko
variant of the R-9.
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The
Most histories

Spaceplanes

of the early Soviet space program

the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Vostok
Declassifications
er effort

also interested

spaceflight.

ness of missiles,

was facing

Khrushchev

curtailed

for Aviation

of their

for example,

a number

design

joined

with

The Soviet Air Force, cognizant

of aviation

and engineers

bureaus,

Korolev

in an article in its own daily

flights

at speeds of

a V. Aleksandrov.

15,000 kilometers

at 6,000

aircraft

to I00 kilometers

flying

in the Soviet Union.

of chief

the leaders

designers

of the State

to

in such vehicles was
capable

thematic
their

of the first

of suborbital

of 200 kilometers?
things,

vehicles.

its priorities

soon after the launch

to 7,000 kilometers

for research into aerodynamic

and Kosberg's

also shifted

a "rocket-plane"

other

from the aviation

OKB-276

and space launch

funding,

the primary

•

eighty

bureaus

Kuznetsov's

per hour and altitudes
years. Among

An early stage with

1957 to 1960, which

design,

published

described

take during the following
twenty-five
two areas of further research:

to the effective-

from

of the Air Force's interest

a secret Air Force panel in late 1958 examined

had
indus-

of their actions a decade later?' To

of the state of its reduced
newspaper,

time,

from

space proposals

time, the aviation

A recent convert

to work on his missiles

illustrated

The author,

piloted

design

a number

showing

Sputniks.

project

Project Mercury.

were forced to look for work elsewhere.

related to missiles.

space issues at the time. A rare public
two

NASA's

this

of reforms

faced the consequences

were forced to offer proposals

OKB-154.

military

1946 not to engage in missile

Technology

the well-being

industry

through

for the majority
in

States,

its most severe challenge.

were even dissolved,

made the decision

sustain

one human-in-space
paralleled

by the late 1950s. During

pushed

contracts

Some organizations
Having

As in the United

the Soviet government

try in the Soviet Union

Committee

which

in the early 1990s clearly show that Vostok was only one side of a much larg-

in human

effectively

mention

program,

_'At the same

directions
report

it should

recommended

per hour and altitudes

heating

and flight

dynamics

of

at high

speeds and altitudes
•

_

later stage with

150 kilometers,
In its interest

velocity

respectively

in spaceplanes,

The latter had been conducting
mal program,
the launch
orbital

the Dyna-Soar
of Sputnik.

weapons

alyst for similar
year-old
oratories"

altitude

project,

A three-step

projects

on hypersonic

was approved
program

more

Tsybin,

vehicles

was outlined,

than

Mach

for almost

I0 and

I00

to

leading

program

by solid-propellant

engineer

a decade,

and a for-

10, 1957, less than a week after

the first of which

an aeronautical

In the late 1940s, Tsybin

that were powered

to

on October

in the Dyna-Soar

in the Soviet Union,

Korolev.

increased

the Soviet Air Force also had help from the U.S. Air Force.

studies

system. 4_The progress

Pavel Vladimirovich

late 1920s with

and
'_'

to the deployment

was undertaken
who

had designed
rocket engines.

of an

may have been the final catunder

had designed

several high-speed

fifty-two-

gliders

in the

"flying

Based on this experience,

labon

41
Fora summary of the aviation versus rocketry debate in the Soviet government in the late 1950s, see
Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu, pp 292-94.
42
V Aleksandrov. "Rocket-Plane, the Aircraft of the Future" (English title). Souetskaya auiatsiya,
December I. 1957.An English translation ot the article can be found in Soviet V*/ritiRgSon Earth Satellitesand Space
Trauel (Ereepo_t.NY: Books fo_ Libraries Press, t95g), pp. 196-99.
43
V M. Petrakov,"Two Projects of V. M. Myasishchev," journal o[ the British Interplanetary Society 47'
(September 1994): 347-54.
44. For a detailed exposition on the events leading to the decision on the Dyna Soar program, see Roy F.
Houchin II, "Why the Air ForceProposedthe Dyna SoarX-20 Program,' _uest The History of Spczce[lightMagazine
3 (Winter 1994): 5-12
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1955, the Ministry

Dubna),

with Tsybin

THE

of Aviation

SPACE

Industry

as its Chief Designer,

PROGRAM

established

to design

OKB-256

and develop

at Podberiozye

a supersonic

(later

ramjet-powered

strategic bomber named RS. By 1956, this ambitious
undertaking
had split into two variants,
one an air-launched bomber, named 2RS, and the other a reconnaissance
variant, called 3RS.
Construction

and managerial

supersonic
SR-71A

reconnaissance

("Blackbird").

1956. Within
OKB-I

The Soviet

interested

Tsybin

if he would

return

to Earth from
something

in his design

documentation,
ed upwards

be interested
could

Temperatures

(at launch)

spacecraft,

certain portions
with

horizontal
at these points

shroud.

used

in 1958, Korolev
spacecraft

Tsybin,

asked

that

Korolev

would

specifically

aware of the Air
a group

ultra-fine

and a compartment

stress--the

and additional

upward,

below

booster,

unfold

systems

required

its wings,

an organic

silicon

that were expected

cooled

a "shadow"

by

liquid

lithium.

purposes.

through

the pilot

could

trajectory,

cabin for the single pilot
thermal

Object

K spacecraft,

abandon

compartment

different

The
a con-

positions.

and one for rest. The

two side-mounted
the vehicle

the PKA would

protection.

K spacecraft,

seat had three
one for work,

As in the Object

while

were pro-

region.

had additional

The ejection

one for launch,

and land. The instrument
flight

be fold-

of the shield and the leading

compartments--a

of which

systems.

I0 kilometers,

in official

could

to only 400 degrees. The two large wings

access to the exterior

for orbital

portion

rudders--were

thus entering

seat. If a failure came later in the launch

one with

of the vehicle

seat much like the LL-I and Korolev's

one for astro-navigation

failure at altitudes

insulation,

forward

of two pressurized

support

(PKA)

which

to reach as high as 1,200 degrees Centigrade,

be exposed

on the phase of the mission:
have viewing

Space Apparatus

two large wings,

was

of research. The

The fuselage itself was three meters wide and

and

for instrumentation--both

had an ejection

with

fiber. The portions

surfaces

in the Soviet space program,

at least a year's worth

called the Gliding

were expected

The main fuselage consisted

would

payload

3 I,

and was

Tsybin

in the idea. agreed and established

of two layers of thermal

tected from heat stress by folding

a smaller

on August

which

is, a spaceplane.

from

of the mission.

control

other parts of the vehicle would

panel,

R-Ts

on the

the American

of the RSR/_

meetings

the first true spaceplane

to the greatest thermal

the

depending

the

interested

17, 1959, and resulted

and the second

cabin

the project

models

research on a reusable

surfaces--that

fit under

to

seat for the pilot,

the LL-I. At one of their
lifting

exclusively

was aware of the latter's work

of the catapulted

and personally

by a shield composed

of

still close to Tsybin.

in conducting

space using
that

experimental

was nine meters long and equipped

to be exposed

pilot

approved

laboratories,"

on May

during

compound

trol

formally

plan for this vehicle,

by Tsybin

three-and-a-half-ton

pilot's

government
were flying

to focus
comparable

bureau to study the problem/_

The predraft

edges

was

in the dynamics

Force's recommendations

protected

Tsybin

RSR, which

Chief Designer Korolev,

on one of his "flying

signed

prompted

renamed

three years, test pilots

particularly

wanted

delays eventually
aircraft,

large windows
with

separate

contained

and

in case of a launch
the ejection

from

the 8K72

the equipment

and

and reentry.

45. Piotr Butowski. "Steps Towards 'Blackjack': Soviet supersonic intercontinental bombers before the Tu
160," .,qirEnthusiast 73 (January-February 1998): 36 49: Bill Gunston. The OspreyEncyclopedia o[ Russian ,'qtrera[_
1873 t995 (London: Osprey Aerospace. 1996), pp. 376-78: G Amiryants. "lvensen's 'Chayka'" (Fnglish title),
71uiatsiyai kosrnonautika no. 4 (April 1990): 36-38 The RSRwas eventually known as the R-020.
46. Mikhafl Rebrov, "Recounted for the FirstTime: PKA, or Simply 'Lapotok'" (English title), Krasnaya zuezdo. June 17, 1995, p. 4: Golovanov. Koroteu. p 765 Qn May 18, 1959,Korolev sent a letter to the State Committee
for Defense Technology in which he formally proposed inviting OKB-256 to develop a "gliding apparatus" This let
ter has been reproduced as S, P. Korolev, "On Gliding Return from Orbit" (English title), in Raushenbakh. ed.,
S. P Koroteu i ego deto, pp, 271-72.
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Propulsion
system.

was provided

A suspended

fairing and adjacent
ing used two

primary

the other

for orbital

a bi-level

system

in the

to the main fuselage shieldengines,

2.35 tons each, working
kerosene. One of these
while

through

propulsion

with

on
was

a thrust

was the "vernier,"

corrections.

of

nitric acid and
the retrorocket,

The entire

presumably
main propul-

sion system with a mass of about 180 kilograms
would be discarded once retrofire had occurred
at an altitude

of ninety

system of propulsion

kilometers.

Pavel Tsybin's Gliding Space Apparatus (PKA) was
the Soviet Union's first effort at designing a
spaceplane, Its hinged wings were capable of
attaining different angles for different phases of
reentry. (copyright Igor ,'qfanasyev)

A second

was a set of three-kilogram

thrust engines working
on hydrogen peroxide
for attitude control in orbit and for the descent.
The
was

nominal

only

Following
twenty

mission

twenty-four
reentry,

length

to

it would

kilometers

for the

twenty-seven

PKA
hours,

use its uniquely

and a velocity

after

shaped

which

the

fuselage

spacecraft

to provide

of 500 to 600 meters per second,
control

oxide

a one-and-a-half-hour-long

throughout

this

phase. After

would

be provided

spacecraft would disembark on a runway at 180 to 200 kilometers
ski landing gear, with the rear skis landing first. 4_
Tsybin's

engineers

built

models

of the spacecraft,

sandal made of bark) because it resembled
tunnel

tests at the Central

Soviet aeronautics
undertaken

Aerohydrodynamics

research institution.

at the Moscow-based

aerodynamicist

mechanics

Sergey A.

specialist

the large amount
Soviet

Vladimir

of work,

Party or government,

search of a solution
Tsybin's engineers
been anticipated.
ing would

All-Union

Furthermore,

Khristianovich,

the program

to difficult

times.

Tests in wind
sections

problems

(TsAGI)

showed

materials
Materials.

of the wings
the effort's

was to endure

Tsybin

was also

A.

includ-

Kirillin,

and

sanction

of the

by the Air Force, then in
By late 1959,

was far more complex

than had

of the special thermal
thermal

stress during

were prone to retain heat within
termination,

the premier

in the country. 4_ Despite

the official

pushed

(a

for the PKA was

to the program,
Viadimir

academicians

that the material

if the spacecraft

Lapotok

them to wind

at Zhukovskiy,

of Aviation

problem

per-

the 2.6-ton

nicknamed

and subjected

never received

protection

of

unfurl

by the hydrogen

The Air Force never did see the PKA fly.

tunnels

prompted

Korolev

thermodynamicist

apparently

would

reentry,

into contributing

all famous

de-orbit.

per hour using bicycle-type

of special

and it may have been an effort

realized that the thermal

the hinged

Institute
engineers

V. Struminskiy,

have to be changed

These and other

Institute

The development

able to enlist several key Soviet aeronautical
ing

which

the shape of a sandal,

would

At an altitude

the two wings

to their full span of seven and a half meters:
thrusters

lift.

shieldreentry.

a "dead zone."

4_

There may have been institutional
problems, too. The downturn
in the aviation industry
led industrial leaders of the sector to close down a number of design bureaus; one of those was
Tsybin's

OKB-256.

It is quite likely that

man of the State Committee
the RSR (later

for Aviation

poor research results in 1959 also prompted
Technology,

renamed the R-020) high-altitude

Petr V. Dementyev,

reconnaissance

to suspend

plane, as military

the chairwork on

strategy

was

47. Valentin Bobkov, "Space'Sandal'" (English title). Krylyarodiny no. I I (November 1991): 25: I. B Afanasyev,
"Unknown Spacecraft(Fromthe History of the SovietSpaceProgram)" (English title). Nouoye u zhizni Nauke. tekhnike
Senyakosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12 (December 1991): 1-64; Rebrov,"Recountedfor the FirstTime."
48
Golovanov, Korolev. p. ?'65. Khristianovich was the director of the Institute of Theoretical and /qpplied
Mechanicsor the Academy of Sciences.while Struminskiywas affiliated with TsAGI
49
/_fanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft."
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evolving

more

existence

also disappeared.

much

toward

FOR

more famous

agreement

with

space-based
design

OKB-23

database

grtem

I. Mikoyan's

caught

in the center of this maze of changes.

design

bureau as a deputy

The specialty
design
first

bureaus,

forays

Semyon

into

the

an early

AN-2Sh

system

lar sensors were transmitted
craft to automatically
The following

year, Lavochkin's

the two-stage

cruise missile

Launch

attempts

had

for the missile

to the plane's

bombers,

himself

but like other
stiff

model,

and tested

having

known

cruise

aviation
with

missile

officially

as the La-350 Burya,
model

Signals from

of the
the stel-

for more than four hours, enabling
construction

as

begun in

path to less than four kilometers

had finished

was

One of its

competition

an operational

aboard a Tu-I 6 bomber.

autopilot

engineers

Tsybin

By
firm,

space programs. J°

missile projects,

built

in its flight

(at Plant No.

over to a third

a place in 1961 at Korolev's

was as part of the

paces, with the Lavochkin

correct deviations

found

for

M. Myasishchev.

the first Soviet intercontinental

R-Z ICBM. The two cruise

at different

reason

to another

to the missile and space industry.

business

lead. By 1955, OKB-301

astro-navigation

piloted

was long-range

to develop

by Vladimir

MiG jet fighters.

He eventually

overseeing

primary

was subordinated

PKA was handed

of the famous

OKB-23

missile

OKB-301

to Korotev's

t 954, had progressed
taking

chief designer

long-range

the OKB-256's

headed

on the

it had begun to make overtures

A. Lavochkin's

an alternative

the builder

of Myasishchev's

Thus

PROGRAM

I, 1959, the enterprise

bureau,

the complete

OKB-155,

SPRCE

reconnaissance.

On October

aviation

Korolev,

THE

the airaccuracy.

of the first flight

models

of

18 at Kuybyshev)?'

of the Burya commenced

on August

I, 1957, from

range at Vladimirovka
in the Volga delta near Kapustin Yar, at exactly
Korolev was testing his R-/from
Tyura-Tam
The initial series consisted

the Air Force's test

the same time when
of launches of only a

live first stage and a ballast second cruise stage. The first three tests were complete failures: the
missile was, in fact, completely destroyed on the second attempt on September I. During a second phase of eight launch attempts

beginning

of the boost stage prior to the separation
cessful.

A subsequent

one of these launches,

phase of four launch
on April

in March

of the dummy
attempts

1958, engineers

studied

the parameters

second stage. Only one flight

was suc-

proved to be much more encouraging.

19, 1959, the Burya performed

without

problems

On

on a thirty-

three-minute
jaunt into the skies over a distance of nearly 1,800 kilometers. 5_
Despite the relatively encouraging
results, the La-350 Burya was a victim of its times. With
the advent of the ICBM, this cruise missile was an anachronism.
Because of its low flight altitude,

eighteen

to twenty-three

kilometers,

it was extremely

It also took far too long, more than two hours,

vulnerable

to reach its target.

to defensive

By comparison,

do the same job in minutes. The Soviet government
was also concerned
would divert resources from OKB-3OI's
primary project, the long-range

measures.

ICBMs

could

that work on the Burya
Dal anti-aircraft
missile

50. The actual Plant No. 256, the location of one of the main design departments of OKB-256, was subordinated to the OKB-2-155 headedby Chief DesignerA. Ya Bereznyak, an organization with no connection to the
ballistic missile or spaceindustry. SeeButowski, "Steps Towards 'Blackjack'": Bobkov. "Space 'Sandal'"; Afanasyev,
"Unknown Spacecraft": Amiryants, "Ivensen's 'Chayka'"; JacquesVillain. ed.. Baikonour: In porte des _toiles (Paris:
Armand Colin. 1994), p. 236: Rebrov,"Recounted for the First Time." As part of the researchon the R-020, Tsybin
had developed the NM-I high-speed vehicle, which was flown thirty-two times starting in April 1959, albeit with
poor results.
5 I.
Boris V. Rauschenbach, "The 'Burya' Intercontinental Cruise Missile." presented at the 43rd Congress
of the International Astronautical Federation, IAA-92-OI8E Washington, DC, August 28-September 5, 1992: I.
Afanasyev, "Without the Secret Stamp: Halt the Work, Destroy the Materials" (English title), Z_uiatsi),ai kosmonautika no. 6 (June 1993): 42-44.
52. V. Aslanov. "'Soviet Shuttle' of the 50s" (English title), ..Z]pogeyS (June 1993): I: Christian Lardier.
"70 Years of Soviet Ramjets," presented at the 48th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation.
IAA-97-IAA.2.3.03, Turin, Italy, October 6-I0. 1997: Rauschenbach. "The 'Burya' Intercontinental Cruise Missile,"
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system for the city of Leningrad.

On February 5, 1960, the Council

Committee

138-48) formally

issued a decree (no.

this time,

nineteen

examples

unflown.

The fate of OKB-301

Designer

Lavochkin,

Sary-Shagan.

models
flights

M. Pashinin,

1960 were complete

to Kamchatka.

five of which

dive on July 9, 1960, when

of a heart attack

during

retained

the right

successes.

All the remaining

testing

General

of the Dal at

to launch

the remaining

were spectacular.

The last

Both missiles flew complete

groundwork

on the

By

remained

its patriarch,

missile

attempts

and the Central

on the Burya missile.

had been manufactured,

a further

Mikhail

of Ministers

all work

of the Burya. Three of the four launch

two in March and December
kilometer

took

died unexpectedly

His successor,

flightworthy

of the missile

terminating

missile

6,500-

was, however,

destroyed."
Myasishchev's

competitive

slated to begin in August

M-40

Buran fared even worse.

t957, but there were innumerable

Flight tests of the missile

delays in the project,

were

most appar-

ently because of Glushko's engines for the first stage. Two models of the Buran were apparently
manufactured
at the giant Plant No, 23 at Fill, but the spectacular success of R-7 ICBM sealed
its fate. One month after the launch of the first Sputnik, the Soviet government
canceled the
Buran project without a single launch) 4 It seems that the cancellation
of the Buran did not deter
Myasishchev.

Although

the late t950s,
and missile

unlike

programs."

in fact worked
of World

he had a plethora
many other
Myasishchev

together

of advanced

aviation

designers,

and Korolev

projects

had known

in the very same incarceration

War II, Myasishchev
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53. _slanov, "'Soviet Shuttle' of the 50s": Lardier. "70 Yearsof Soviet Ramjets": Afanasyev. "Without the
Secret Stamp": S. M. Ganin and V I Ivanovskiy, "The Multi-channel 'Dal' /_nti-,qircraft Missile System of Great
Range" (English title), Neuskiy bastion no. I (I998): 7-15.
54. V. Petrakovand M. Chernyshov, "Without the Stamp 'Secret': The Unknown Buranr' (English title),
Souetskaya rossiya. April I0, 1991, p 4: L. L. Selyakov,Maloizuestnyye stranitsy tvorcheskoy deyatelnosti auiatsionnogo konstruktora Vtadimira Mikhaylouich Myasisheheua (Moscow: AO ANTK im. Tupoleva, 1997), pp.
109-12 The actual termination decree was issued on November 28. 1951.
55. Much of the OKB 23's resourceswere focused on the design of supersonic bombers, such asthe M-30.
M-3t. M 32 M 33, and M 34, none of which were ever built His most famous creation of the period was the M50. a technology demonstrator for the M 52 supersonic bomber, whose first prototype flew on October 27, t959
Other projects included the M-53 and M 55 (both supersonic airliners), the M 56 and M-57 (supersonic strategic
bombers), the M-60 (a nuclear-powered bomber), and the M 70 (a flying-boat strategic bomber) See Butowski,
"Steps Towards 'Blackjack'"
56
Petrakov,"Two Projects of V. M. Myasishchev."
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Myasishchev's engineers, who determined the mass of a spaceplane (four and a half tons) as
well as the optimal orbit (400 kilometers). Like Tsybin's PKA, OKB-23 project was also supported by the Soviet Air Force as a counterpart to the American Dyna-Soar, and for a brief period,
there were actually two spaceplane projects in the USSR. Unlike Tsybin's brief stab at developing a hypersonic lifting body, it seems that Myasishchev's project was far more serious.
Designated the M-48, the project was approved by the Soviet government and Communist Party
in the same December 1959 resolution, which was the first macro-level policy statement on the
Soviet space program. It thus became only the second fully sanctioned human spaceflight project in the Soviet Union. As with other efforts of such a scale, OKB-23 cooperated to a great
degree with both OKB-I and other research institutions, such as Keldysh's Nil-I, which had pioneered research on high-altitude and high-speed aeronautics during the 1940s and 1950s, beginning with work on a Soviet version of the S_nger-Bredt antipodal bomber. OKB-23 also used its
own rich database from the experience in designing the M-40 intercontinental cruise missile,
especially in the area of thermal shielding. In March 1960, a delegation from OKB-23 visited
Korolev's facility in Kaliningrad to acquaint themselves with progress on the Object K program
as well as to facilitate the transfer of important technological innovations:':
A governmental commission attached to the State Committee for Aviation Technology, the
"ministry" overseeing the aviation industry, held a formal review of the project on April 8, 1960.
Present were many leading experts from various aeronautics disciplines, who presented recommendations on the design of the M-48 spacecraft. Among the competing proposals was the
use of a helicopter-landing scheme for the vehicle with a rotor diameter of eight meters. Other
more traditional ideas revolved around using retractable or fixed wings, the use of liquid metal
cooling, and the possibility of ballistic reentry. There was apparently much dissension on the
issue of selecting a singular variant for the spaceplane, given that different aerodynamicists and
aeronautical engineers argued for the benefits of their respective schemes. In a move clearly
emphasizing the program's political importance, Deputy Chairman of the State Committee
Aleksandr A. Kobzarev underscored the necessity of quickly developing an effective counterpart to the Dyna-Soar.
In the ensuing months, engineers proposed at least two major innovations in the development of the M-48. The thermal protection chosen for the vehicle was made of ultra-lightweight
(for the time) ceramic foam characterized by its great fragility. Because it was necessary to have
rigid wing surfaces, OKB-23 engineers chose to use thermal shielding in the form of tiles placed
in layers with special adhesives. To ensure the safety of the shielding, they designed the ends
of the tiles as conics and filled the spaces between them with quartz wadding impregnated
with silicon resin. Tests of this configuration proved the soundness of this unusual design. A
second innovation was the use of "electrodynamic analogs" to simulate behavior of the vehicle under different conditions. Thus the heat conductivity and thermal heat capacity of the construction was replaced by resistors, capacitors, and other electrical components. Resistances
and potential differences at various points in the circuit simulated flight conditions, providing
key information without resorting to actual flight testing. Engineers expended the most effort
on the heat shielding, and they received several patents for the unique materials for different
portions of the vehicle and the leading edge of the wings. At least 40 percent of the spacecraft
was covered in special thermal protection.
Between March and September 1960, Myasishchev's engineers carried out intensive
research on the final configuration of the M-48, leading to two final variants--one with a single fin at the rear (mass of 3.5 to 4. I tons) and one with two fins at the tips of the wings (mass
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German 'V' There Was the Russian 'Tenth X'" (English title), Zluiatsiya-kosmonautika 19(8) (August 1996): 27-40.
See also Valeriy Rodikov, "The 'X's' of Vladimir Chelomey" (English title), Krylia rodiny (August 1989): 6-7; G.
Yefremov, N. Bogolyubov, and P. Kotov, "From War to Space: Notes on General Designer V. Chelomey" (English
title), Krasnaya zuezda, September 7, 1991,p, 5.
61. Angelskiy, "Like the German 'V'"; Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu, pp. 368-70: Valeriy Rodikov, "Im
vremya dest tainstvennuyu znatnost .... " in V. Shcherbakov, ed., Zagadki zvezdnykh ostrouou kniga pyataya
(Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, 1989), pp. 13-14; Mikhail Rebrov,"'Akula' and Others: Fromthe History of Winged
Missiles" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, February 5, 1994,p. 5: YevgeniyYerokhin, "When the 'Storm' Ended as
the 'Still'" (English title), Krylia rodiny no. 10 (October 1995). The same order also terminated work on the R-I
Shtorm missile (at OKB-293 headed by M. R. Bisnovat) and the RAMT-1400 Shchuka missile (at GSNII 642 headed by M V. Orlov).
62. Aleksandr Shirokorad, "Rakety nad morem" (English title), Tekhnika i uooruzheniye no. 11-12
(November-December 1997): 1-80: Gerbert gleksandrovich Yefremov, "NPO Mashinostroyeniya Is Moving Into the
High-Technology Market" (English title), Vooruzheniye, politika, konuersiya 3 (1995): 31-37: M. Tarasenko,
"35 Yearsfor the OKB 'Vympel" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 8 (1998): 43-44. The Ministry of Aviation
Industry signed an order dated May 19,1954, ordering the Plant No. 475 to resumethe manufacture of I00 10XN
missiles. This number was later reduced to fifty. Seegngelskiy, "Like the German 'V'."
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Nikita S. Khrushchev,Khrushchev Remembers The Last Tesl,amenl,(Boston: Little & Brown. 1974). p 44.
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Rodikov, "The 'X's' of Vladimir Chelomey," p 14: Khrushchev, Nikil,a Khrushcheu. pp_ 37t 72: Nina
Chugunova, "V. N. Chelomey. Highlights of His Biography" (English title), Ogonek 4-5 (January I6-30, 1993):
24-29: Rebrov, "'Akula' and Others." The review panel for Chelomey's missile inc}uded M V Keldysh, A g
Dorodnilsyn, and A Yu. Ishlinskiy. For a short history of the Chelomey organization, see Rakel,no-kosmieheskaya
ol,rasl rossi (Moscow: Assotsiatsiya sodeystviya kosmicheskoy nauke i tekhnike, 1996), p b 134
65. Not all of the Special Design Group relocated to the Reutov Mechanical Plant in August 1955. It was
only after minor plant renovation in 1956that all of Chelomey's team moved to Reutov from Tushino SeeYefremov,
"NPO Mashinosl,royeniya is Moving."
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66. Nadiradze's team had come from GSNII-642, This institute traced its lineage back to KB 2. which was
established on May 13, 1946, to work on the German Hs-293A missile and later the RAMT-1400 Shchuka airlaunched cruise missile. On December 15, 1951, KB-2 was combined with Plant No 67 and renamed the State
Union Scientific-Research Institute No, 642 (GSNII-642). Although its work on the Shchuka was discontinued in
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SeeMikhail Rebrov, "When the Topoi Bloomed... The Most Secretot the Designers" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda, February25, 1995, p. 5: G. A. Yefremov, "Anniversary: V. N Chetomey--80 Years" (English title), Novosti kosmonavtiki 12 13 (June 4-July I. 1994): 68-10: Lardier. "70 Years of Soviet Ramjets": Christian Lardier, "Solid
Propellant Rockets in the Soviet Union," presented at the 49th International Astronautical Federation, IAA-98 IAA23.09, Melbourne, Australia, September28-October 2, 1998: R. Angelskiy, "Flying Shchuka" (English title), Tekhika
i oruzhiye no. 2 (1997): 9-16.
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Steven ]. Zaloga, Target Ztmerica The Soviet Union and the Strategic 71rms Race, 1945-1964 (Novato,
CA: Presidio. 1993), p. 185;Shirokorad. 'r Rakety nad morem."
68.
Roald Z Sagdeev, The Making o[ a Soviet Scientist: My ,,qdver_tures in Nuclear Fusion and Space From
Stalin to Star k.Vars(New York:John Wiley & Sons. 1993), p. 202.
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of theOperation
Bereza
Chelomey.

in September

As a participant

he spent

a large portion

recalled:

1958,

of his time--50

Chelomey's

ascendance

into

the

that when

designed
OKB-52.
upper

Having

spent the previous

siles for the Soviet
is. in designing

ICBMs

would

one crucial

four years engaged

Navy, Chelomey

overt

gestures

visited

Chelomey's

by Korolev,

echelon

or Yangel were it not for Chelomey's

horizons,

made

Khrushchev

minutes--studying

only devoted I0 minutes to the missiles
only six months after his son had joined

Korolev

Khrushchev

"I noticed

stands,

whereas

he

Yangel, and others. ''_ This was
not

be of any significance

decision

in 1958-59

in designing

for

to expand

short-range

was well aware that the real prestige

and spacecraft.

in favor of

our static display,

his

tactical

mis-

lay elsewhere--that

One of his early stabs at these themes was an ambitious

idea to extend the capabilities of his naval cruise missiles by combining the benefits of winged
and ballistic
rockets. The Central Committee
and the Council
of Ministers
issued a formal
decree on July 2, 1958, permitting
at OKB-52.

'° After

initial

launch on a ballistic

in a capsule and release the winged
guide its self-homing

warhead,

work

on the development

trajectory,

missile, which,

the research on this concept

siles into the space arena--specifically,

or nuclear,

Based on

the

experience

research,

that Chelomey

the development

of

developing

Chelomey's

cruise

engineers

Unlike Korolev's entry into the space program,
Khrushchev's
son later recalled:

[He] started

with

engines..,

a spaceship

untwisting

itself away

from

[and

resembled

a ship:

the most exotic:
it...

a winged

flight

first expanded

be able to fulfill
bombings.

missions

and

to study

Chelomey

around

in a container

his exploratory
a wide

wanted

or carry
piloted

overall entry into the Soviet space program began under two

1959. Admittedly,
engineers

He did not abandon

photography,

to build a winged

OKB-52's

Glider")

above

tear
idea

the atmos-

Glider").

engineers used these names somewhat
"space ships."

out space-targeted
ship.

That

would

the idea to the very last days of his life. _'

and Raketoplan ("Rocket

named their first creations

fell for plasma

into the stratosphere on wings and changing the
engines to direct itself back into orbit. It would

maneuverable.

("Space

problems.

big from the start. As

Chelomey

be highly

Kosmoplan

composite

range of

the Earth until it would
be carried

As

Defense

to Mars or Venus.._nother

would

mis-

and spacecraft.

to the powerful

began thinking

to the other planets.

of reconnaissance,

But most of all Cflelomey

would

The primary

his reach from

vehicles

concepts

missiles

then] lay on a trajectory
rocket

and a jet engine,

to its destination.

of launch

began

itself in a spiral

phere, do an intricate pirouette: diving
trajectory, it would use supplementary

missiles

reenter Earth's atmosphere

were evidently foreign battleships
around the
missile was about 8,000 to I0,000 kilometers.

early as July 19_59, he presented some initial space-related
Council of the Presidium of the Central Committee.

winged-ballistic

of winged-ballistic

would

using its own wings

either conventional

targets of these so-called "Aircraft Warheads"
world. The slated range of the winged-ballistic
It was during

the payload

broad themes

called

Research on both tacks began in

generically in the same way that Korolev's

In fact, Chelomey

used the Kosmoplan

Raketoplan names precisely because they were different from Korolev's "space ships,"
his own efforts from what he considered the pedestrian ways of Korolev's engineers.

and

to distinguish

69. Lt Gen. Aleksey Kalashnikov, "Archives o[ Russian Armaments': Operation 'Bereza': This Was the [irst
View of Our Missile Shield" (English title), Krasnoyo zuezda, December 17, 1994. p. 6: Mozzhorin, et aL, eds.
Doro,gi u kosmos II, p 27
70. E-mail correspondence, Igor Afanasyev to the author, November 23, 1997.
71. Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu. pp. 480-81.
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In its initial
to accomplish
tinct

FOR

conception,
missions

THE

the Kosmoplan

SPACE

was an automated

in deep space/-_ The spacecraft

winged

would

space vehicle

perform

its mission

designed

in three dis-

phases:

•

The Kosmoplan

would be launched into a low-Earth

•

The Kosmoplan

would

•

slowly accelerate
sufficient

After

the Kosmoplan

completing

It seems that
would

engineers

before reaching
la, would

Mars was a primary

use special

Chelomey's

cameras

from thermal
landing

strip/4

etary flight,

but confusingly,

space--that

is, specifically,

ters for military
Missions

reconnaissance

Kosmoplan,
would

one

originally

cially in the near-Earth orbit
dition

to Mars with
Functionally,

engine

missions.

begin with
variant.

a subsequent

the

Kosmoplan

low-Earth

orbit,

classes of Kosmoplans.
engines,

concluded

Ultimately,

however,

and

electric

rocket

goals

mechanisms

a nuclear

to convert

ators to dissipate
is, a narrow
dynamic

reentry

would

open

length

but sharply

barking

into

Earth's

After

reactor's

major

The electric

espeexpe-

Once
proper,

an aircraft

near the atmosphere
engine

units

sub-

nuclear

rock-

be optimal

a "braking

thermal

would

engineers
for achievconsist

folded

container"--that
the

delta wings,

turbojet

of

and radi-

shield for controlled

was discarded,

with

from

for both

Chelomey's

rocket engine

have its own

for

for acceler-

power, a plasma engine,

the umbrella

would

a compartment

rocket engines,

itself comprised

flight.

goal was a piloted

analysis,

heat into electrical

subclass-

orbital

the requirement

braking

intensive

two

missions,

sections:

possible

into the umbrella-shaped

atmosphere.

proposed

Chelomey's

liquid-propellant

in near-Earth
to 105 kilome-

for near-Earth

a nuclear power source would

swept back. The spaceplane

aero-

container
short

in

engine for disem-

runways,

to engineering

tages over standard

72,
73.
74,

engines.

lunar and interplan-

and then lead to piloted

several different
chemical

up to reveal the spaceplane

on conventional

According

one

two

of the Kosmoplan.

that unfurled

only

land at an airport

of eighty-five

Taking into consideration

heat. The return compartment

cylinder

would

and finally

back on Earth.

rocket engines with

ing all of the possible

of Mach 2, the Kosmoplan

was divided

into

at

proper

return and landing

examined

atmosphere

the spacecraft

Chelomey

and

flights

These included

that electric

ultimately,

missions

as well as the needs for aerodynamic

the engineers

the upper

shield

Just

like a folded umbrel-

also foresaw using the Kosmoplan

Thus,

the space-

phenomena.

for the spaceplane.

entered
would

at a velocity

automated

units and a return compartment.

ation out of Earth orbit

profile

in Earth orbit at altitudes

for deep space

to the Moon.

planetary

shaped somewhat

theme encompassed

engineers

for missions

the

swerve appropriately

the Kosmoplan

OKB-52

reentry

"umbrella"

reentry,

Earth using its own

At the Red Planet,

study

the Kosmoplan

and the plane would

From a general perspective,

es of the

Once

stresses. After atmospheric

the "umbrella,"

to

apparatus,

this unfurled

around

off" into a trajectory

return to Earth. '_

sensors

a very unique
a conical

out from the vehicle.

jettison

would

probing

conceptualized

angle to the horizontal,

speed to "shoot

goal for the Kosmoplan.

and

Earth's atmosphere,

extend

a slight

its mission,

orbit by existing or future launch vehicles.

into a spiral trajectory

engines, and then accumulate
Mars, or Venus.

craft

et

PROGRAM

ballistic

analyses,
spacecraft

the Kosmoplan
using chemical

design

offered

liquid-propellant

some significant

advan-

rocket engines,

such as

Interview, GerbertAleksandrovichYefremovby the author, March 3, 1997.
E-mailcorrespondence,Igor Afanasyevto the author. November 28, 1997.
Igor Afanasyev,"Kosmoplan: Chelomey's Project" (English title),/(rasnaya zuezda,August 26, 1995,p 6.
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those
designed
attheKorolev
design
bureau.
Forexample,
Chetomey
believed
thattheuseful
payload
oftheKosmoplan
foramission
toMarswouldbeashighas15percent
oftheinitial
spacecraft
massat low-Earth
orbit.Therewas,ofcourse,
alsothebenefit
of reusability
by
returning
themostvaluable
portionoftheentire
system
backtoEarth/_
TheRaketoplan
wasslightly
lessambitious
thantheKosmoplan,
butit wasstillafarleap
fromKorolev's
modest
ObjectKeffort.Theprimary
goaloftheRaketoplan
project
wastotransportpayloads
andpeople
overintercontinental
distances
byreusable
space
vehicles--that
is,it
wasmeant
exclusively
foruseinnear-Earth
space.
Unlike
theKosmoplan,
however,
Chelomey
believed
thattheRaketoptan
couldserve
assomekindoffuturistic
space
weapons
bomber.
something
muchakintotheS_nger-Bredt
concept
ofyears
before.
TheRaketoplans
wouldbe
launched
vertically
onconventional
rockets
andthenperform
suborbital
ballistic
flightswith
aerodynamic
braking,
maneuvering,
andthenlanding
atairports
withasetofturbojet
engines
andlanding
gear.
Intheirinitialstudies,
OKB-52
engineers
studied
two-stage
Raketoplan
systemswithbothtandem
andparallel
staging.
Thesecond
stage,
theactual
spaceplane,
would
flytheassigned
mission,
reaching
velocities
ashighaseightkilometers
persecond.
OKB-52
studied
twobasic
typesofRaketoplans
in 1959
and196
I,oneforarange
of8,000
kilometers
andonefora range
of40,OOO
kilometers.
Themodest
version
wouldbelaunched
frompadslocated
atlatitudes
close
toMoscow
andthen,byflyingovertheNorthPole,
would
beabletolandatairfields
atlatitudes
close
toWashington,
D.C.Ifthespacecraft
waslaunched
fromevenhigher
latitudes,
thenpoints
assouthasCape
Canaveral
wouldcomeintoitsrange
oflanding.
Thelonger
range
model
wouldbeabletolaunch
offanypointintheSoviet
Union
andflyovertheSouth
Pole
anduptoanypointintheUnited
States,
evading
theradar
systems
of theNorthAmerican
Air Defense
Command
(NORAD).
Afteritsmission,
theRaketoplan
wouldlandanywhere
intheSoviet
Union.
Thetwo-stage
design
oftheRaketoplan
consisted
ofa winged
firststage,
whichwould
return
toalanding
stripafteritimparted
sufficient
velocity
tothesecond
stage.
Inonescenario,
thesingle
pilotinthefirststage
woulduseturbojet
orramjet
engines
fixedtotheendsofthe
twowingstoreturntoanairfield
near
thelaunch
complex.
Thecarrier
aircraft
hadarange
of
600kilometers.
Inasecond
conception,
thefirststage
wouldsimplybea heavy
glider.
After
launching
thespaceplane
intotheupper
atmosphere,
thisglider
wouldlandatanairfield
about
600to800kilometers
fromthelaunch
pad.g special
suspended
jetengine
installation
would
allowthefirststage
to return
backtothelaunch
area
atsubsonic
speeds.
Thelanding
would
beperformed
onwheels.
Thespaceplane,
orsecond
stage,
oftheRaketoplan
represented
ahybridofa rocket
anda
supersonic
jetplane.
Thevehicle
included
propellant
tanksforthefuelandoxidizer,
intertank
compartments
withsystems
fortankpressurization,
anda tailcompartment
witha liquidpropellant
rocket
engine.
There
wasapressurized
sealed
cockpit
forthepilotattheforward
end
oftheship.Thesweptback
wingswereattached
tothemiddle
partofthemainfuselage.
The
aftpartofthespaceplane
included
acruciform
tailassembly
andaturbojet
engine
nexttothe
mainliquid-propellant
rocket
engine.
Overall,
givenitsprimary
mission
ofbombing
enemy
targets,
OKB-52
engineers
believed
thatit hadonemajoradvantage
overintermediate-range
ballisticmissiles,
suchas Yangei's
R-12andR-14:the Raketoplan
couldmaneuver
in the
atmosphere
unlikemissiles,
whichwerepreprogrammed
witha trajectory
priorto launch.
No
doubt,thefactthattheRaketoplan
system
wascompletely
reusable
added
toitsattractiveness
asanewweapon
oftheSoviet
armed
forces/°

75. Correspondence,
Igor
Afanasyev
totheauthor,
November
28,1997.
7& Ibid
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These
would

grand

proposals

probably

1959,

FOR THE SPACE PROGRAM

from

have sunk

into

Chelomey

obscurity,

had it not been for Chelomey's

system

within

ernment,

the

Communist

and the military.

with the Soviet
count
on Ivan

Party, the gov-

First and foremost,

had access to Khrushchev
lar basis, on a par with

by

support

personally

Korolev's

he

on a regu-

own

influence

leader. In the Party, he could
D. Serbin, the chief of the

Defense Industries
Committee,
who

Department
in the Central
served as somewhat
of a

watchdog

the

within

sure that

the

defense

Party's

official

sector,
policy

making

was

being

carried out in "proper"
ways. Serbin remains
one of the least talked about individuals
in the
history
that

of the Soviet space program,
is completely

remarkable
quarter
fying

power

he

of a century.
figure

name

little is known
phies merely

to

over

inheriting
during

the

nick-

sector.

his background:

a

a terri-

his tenure

for the defense

about

the

almost

He was apparently

the Terrible"

Party apparatchik

innards

wielded

to many, thus

"Ivan

a situation

disproportionate

Ivan Serbin was the chie[ o[ the Central Committee's
De[ense Industries Department [rom 1958 to t981
More commonly known as "Ivan the Terrible."
he was the doctrinal watchdog [or the Soviet missile
and space programs, wielding considerable
influence over not only personnel changes.
but also policy ([iles o[ Peter _orin)

as

Very

his biogra-

state that he began working

in the

of the Party in 1942, rising to his current

position

in February

1958.

He was forty-eight

years old at the time/'
Within

the government,

Dementyev

and/qleksandr

State Committee

for Aviation

ed in 1945 to relinquish
for missiles

son of Dmitriy
the missile

little

nurtured
Ustinov

under

Llstinov
do.

within

/qlthough

to Serbin and ultimately

aware of the "Ustinov

and usually

took

a fair look without

the

During
he

his proposals

straight

an outright

rejection

reach
that

enemies,

armaments

industry.

was

the

jobs

completely

in the per-

Llstinov's

from the aviation

by people such as Korolev

to Khrushchev,
from

primarily

Commission.

was coming

to Khrushchev.

problem,"

Chelomey's

of the

had decidstrong

Khrushchev's

one of the most powerful

very much

but with

of the Military-Industrial
Chelomey

of Petr V.

as a way out from the near-catastrophe

also had very powerful

had been dominated

into his affairs.

could

Commission--certainly

the chairman

which

intrusion

had to answer

sector. Chelomey

support

respectively,

had been one of those who

industry,

saw Chelomey

unequivocal

and deputy chairman,

Dementyev

to the armaments

was understandable:

business,

unacceptable
er,

missiles

F. Ustinov,

dislike of Chelomey

also had the strong
the chairman

Technology,

and space, he no doubt

was facing the aviation

had been

Chelomey

A. Kobzarev,

initial

industry

into

and Yangel who

For Ustinov,

this

was an

reign in power, there was, howev-

chairman

of

the

in the Soviet defense
It was a no-win
bypassed
thus ensuring

normal

Military-Industrial
industry--Llstinov

situation.

Chelomey,

institutional

that they would

means
be given

Ustinov/_

77. Edward L Crowley. Andrew L. Lebed,and Dr. Heinrich E. Schulz, eds., Prominent Personalities in the
USSR(Metuchen, NJ:The Scarecrow Press. 1968), p. 547.
18. Telephone interview, Sergey Nikitich Khrushchev by the author, October I0, 1996.
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Korolev
himself
waspredictably
protective
ofhisdomain.
AsChelomey
began
to make
inroads
intothearena
ofspace,
Korolev
wasdismissive
ofhisplans,
calling
them"acircus"of
ideas.
7"Sometime
in 1959,
soonafterKorolev's
successful
lunarmission
tothefarsideofthe
Moon,Chelomey
senttwo of hisleading
deputies,
Gerbert
A Yefremov and Valeriy Ye.
Samoylov,

to meet with

Korolev

Chelomey

was interested

in multiple-use

ations,

Korolev

was aghast.

need such a system

to discuss

According

to solve [more specific]

Moon."_'

By Yefremov's

designers

started

Chelomey,
straight
with

to Yefremov,

Korolev

account,

goals, for example
it was apparently

to degenerate

undeterred
to

discuss

his

took the opportunity

ers involved

in the development

the agenda:

the next

plans

instead

time.

During

not only Chelomey,

naval cruise

came prepared with

ing on a plan for a large-scale

expounded

satellites,

nuclear

which

for a military
projectiles

point by this overtly
est plans--in

ambitious

particular,

intercepting

captured

on a strategic

defense

1980s. Chelomey
Chelomey
op his own
that

finished

launch

ICBM.
vehicles

program

paralleling

such systems

changed

the American

would

Khrushchev's

be designed

designer

and ICBMs

at this

to more mod-

from

orbit

for inspection.

with

a large payload

space-based

at a high

operational

(such as the A-200)

program

for

of the

anti-satellite

capability

and

by 1962-63. _

for authority

perked up when
had explored

system

level in the Soviet

"Star Wars"
space-based

in such a way that it could

1958, the general

as the A-300)

interest

equipped

bored

vehicle

another

discussion

getting

the subject

be ade-

was followed

was a battle station

satellites

allow

reusable

would

This first segment

of new automated

the kind that would

winged

and Chelomey

he described

the first-ever

conceptions

vehicle.

Since about
(such

on,

and began expound-

his prepared speech and then asked Khrushchev

space launch

his space launcher

efficient

systems,

Moving

probably

also presented

ocean reconnaissance

hostile

on

in naval

to present his plans for

was apparently

quickly

for recovering

gyroscopes

of his presentation,

tenets of his plans was a winged

satellites.

ICBMs,

with

play-

space factories.

at the core of which
Khrushchev

in Crimea,

and huge orbital

of developing

plan, and Chelomey

a system

incoming

turrets.

the

main problems

made of space stations,

take years to perfect.

space complex

in revolving

Once again, one of the central
bay for stowing

would

vacation

but also several important

Chelomey

cargo spacecraft,

between

had been eager to meet

a short

problems

idea was at the crux of much

protection,

by his offering

Union

complex

it's

plan for space exploration

of charts and diagrams

clearly that one of the major problems

quate thermal
with

Earth-orbital

ships, communications

The Raketoplan-Kosmoptan

a plethora

do we
now

the far-side of the

There were three

missiles,

that

of cooperation.

took his complex

of Soviet naval missiles/_

generation of

"Why

In space right

1960. The general designer

for some

to invite

explained

system of orbital oper-

photographing

missiles, and the question of future anti-satellite
systems.
After discussions on naval missiles, Khrushchev allowed

transport

the two

at that point that the discourse

criticisms,

in early April

Khrushchev

space. Chelomey

When

replied at one point:

like..,

into competition

by Korolev's

to the top at a meeting

Khrushchev

plans.

as part of a complex

at the present time? Right now all this is fantastic.

necessary
two

his future

spacecraft

Chelomey

to develexplained

also be used as a new
several conceptions
in preparation

of

for this

79
Khrushchev, Nikito Khrushcheu, p. 480.
80
G.A. Yefremov. "Where Salyut Started" (English translation), in Khrapovitskiy, ed, _eneratnyy
Konstruktor Zikademik V N Chelomey. p. 8.
81. Those present included: B. Ye Butoma (Chairman of the State Committee for Ship Building), V. N.
Cheiomey (General Designer of OKB 52). R V. Dementyev (Chairman of the State Committee for Aviation
Technology). Admiral S. G. Gorshkov (Commander in Chief of the Military-Naval Fleet), N. S. Khrushchev (First
Secretary of the Central Committee), S N Khrushchev (Deputy Chief of an OKB-52 Department), and V. I.
Kuznetsov (Chief Designer of NII-944). SeeKhrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu, pp. 484-85.
82
Ibid. pp. 485-89.
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moment.

The/5-200

FOR

ICBM,

THE

later renamed

the LIR-200,

als. The rocket, in its space launch version,
to low-Earth
Korolev's
elected

orbit,

putting

it in a lighter

8K72 and 8K12K

boosters

not to use the traditional

missiles,

but introduced

a direct

reference

and ICBMs.

Chelomey
automated

wanted

military

approval

systems,

attendees

vehicles

fashion,

reserved for all previous

would

missile"

launch

named

named

Soviet long-range

in Russian. This was

"US"

vehicles

mass of the new rocket.

the Kosmoplan,

system

such as

Chelomey

have dual use as space launch

of the total

system

Soviet launch

for "universal

propos-

of three to four tons

the UR-200,

"IS"

("Satellite

("Guided

as well as two

Destroyer")

Satellite").

and a

There was also

of the huge battle stations
in orbit, but all of this no doubt overwhelmed
His son recalls that after hearing Chelomey's
prognosis about war in space, all the

sat there

to approve

missiles

of Chelomey's

capability

K program, g_ In typical

for the Raketoplan,

satellite

was the center

concurrent

normally

index, standing

an anti-satellite

radar ocean reconnaissance
the question
Khrushchev,

class than

was a rough estimate

PROGRAM

have a payload

for the Object

to his idea that such

The "200"

would

"R" index

the "UR"

SPACE

"looking

depressed

the more ambitious

ing ahead with

work

[and] made no comment."_4

and outlandish

on the LIR-200

While

Khrushchev

declined

plans, the Soviet leader did see a point

ICBM as a competitor

to new missiles

from

in forg-

the Korolev

and Yangel design bureaus. He also evidently found the IS anti-satellite
proposal worthy of further consideration.
His son later wrote that at the end of the meeting, "Father began talking
about

how

thought

important

the proposed

Chelomey's

caught

arguments

unprepared.

program

seemed

"_ Chelomey's

boss,

Chairman

porting Chelomey's
grand plans.
All Chelomey needed were the resources
move, he took advantage
such large-scale
production
worked.

he would

that

Myasishchev's

bombers.

had

been

a

cursory

After

1960 meeting

In 1958 and

of missiles,

Chelomey

ation designer,
Missile

1960,

flaws

stage. Chelomey
ballistics

in the design

reviews

a preliminary

deputies

were critical

As one

of Myasishchev's

initial

the

on

poor

results

in a project to design

agreement

with

build the first stage, while

would

build

the warhead

by Chelomey.

engineers

ploy
It was

performance
of

of

some

of

bombers,

designers

recalled:

proved

At a meeting

as a whole,

which
"After

Myasishchev

be responsible

At some point
that

avi-

there

for

in the autumn

were fundamental

to discuss the issue, Myasishchev's

no doubt
that

and another

ICBM for the Strategic

Sukhoy would

container.

a new ICBM with

studies for a new generation

a new two-stage

would

of the proposal

this

in Fili with

for Chelomey.

with

exploratory

to develop

by Myasishchev's

submitted

design bureau

death knell not only for Myasishchev's

the latter's

Pavel O. Sukhoy of OKB-51,

Forces. Myasishchev

the second
of

had signed

bureau or a

aviation,

a while
the

shrewd

the M-48.

had been involved

1959, during

excellent

sup-

told Dementyev
to draw up the appropriate governmendesign bureau and his plant, wholesale,
to Chelomey.

design,

In a strange irony, Myasishchev

to be

that to carry out
design

strategic

be very useful

for

discussion

was the effective

but also his radical spaceplane
Chelomey.

toward

could

unhappy

space--he

ourselves

In an incredibly

and explained

help, maybe another

anathema

Plant No, 23, which

Myasishchev's
products, Khrushchev
tal decree to transfer Myasishchev's
Thus, the April

impressions

that there was Myasishchev's

factory,

into

also piped in, cautiously

to carry out his program.

favorable

Khrushchev's

Khrushchev

If war reached

we must not allow

Dementyev,

need some additional

on

suggested

production

known

of Khrushchev's

Playing

Dementyev

its adjacent
well

work,

plant.

to him.

were very convincing--then

angered the proud

meeting

the

Chelomey.

fate of OKB-23,

and

83. Dmitriy Khrapovitskiy. "Absolutely Unclassified: The Ground Waves of Space Politics" (English title),
Soyuz 15 (,qpril 1990): 15.
84. Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu, p. 490
85. Ibid, p. 492.
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personally

of V. M. Myasishchev

was a jet expert

In Chelomey's
him. On October
Myasishchev's

was determined.

but now, of necessity,
view,

Moreover,

[suddenly]

Myasishchev

had stepped

3, 1960, by Central

Committee

design

bureau was formally

jects were terminated.

His space projects,

it was stated that

Myasishchev

a rocket expert. ''8_
over the line. It was, however,

and Council

renamed

OKB-52

such as the M-48

too

late for

of Ministers

decree no. 1057-434,

Branch No.

I: all his bomber

spaceplane,

the crew return cap-

pro-

sule, and the M-I launch vehicle, fared no better. Myasishchev
was forced to stand by and
witness as his entire database of research, accumulated
over almost a decade, was handed out
part and parcel to two other
His personnel
Chelomey?'

remained
Myasishchev

as head of Branch No.
into

pure science

as the

in the Soviet

the USSR, Myasishchev's

new

Chelomey

had left no doubt

heaw-lift

had circulated
Industries
two

launch

a proposal

Ustinov

about

IO0-ton-thrust

liminary

about the breadth

September

the unanimous

figuration

a new booster
thus having

through

large-scale

higher

specific

at the time,

OKB-I

plans

impulse

serious

that
than

of

also mentioned

but with

1,000 tons.

a launch

a similar

project,

on

of Defense

each block having
a pre-

of the following

year,

had also inaugurated

such

in OKB-1 archives is dated

Commission
boosters

propellants2
further

studies

mass of 1,000 tons. The question

heavy-lift

approved

plans
of huge

He had expected

by November

agreed that LOX should
storable

in

space pro-

of that year, Glushko

and to then-Minister

of such a vehicle

future

Preliminary

in 1956. In August

inquiry, g° Korolev

with

new

facilities

the development

space operations.

of the Military-Industrial

but the commission

for 1959-60

a completely

stab at the piloted

1959 required

a total thrust

a vehicle

at a meeting

business

aeronautics

big at the time. All of the several long-range

bureau. The first mention

recommendation

mature

inherited

based on the R-Z design,

used on the R-7. The designers

it provided

design

important

from

Chelomey

Plan

to all the other major chief designers

14, 1956, and describes

was once again discussed
with

to support

on the R-7 ICBM had precluded

studies at his own design

under

of his ambitions.

Big Space

began in the Soviet Union

engines,

most

meanwhile

paper project on the issue to have been completed

but work

the

OKB-156.

for new orders

moved out of the whole

of TsAGI,

yet to make a concrete

to the government

vehicles

vehicles

and Tupolev's

to wait

staff, as well as one of the largest production

was not the only one thinking

launch

OKB-51

haunts

the luckless job of working

director

Fill plant. While

had submitted

and powerful

offered

Union? 8 Chelomey

engineering

The

that Korolev

Sukhoy's
bureau

I, but he refused and instead

its excellent

gram, Chelomey

organizations,

at the old design

was apparently

research

research institution
organization,

design

behind

on July

15, 1957,

not use the cluster

be used as oxidizer

° The issue was considered

preliminary

con-

because
pre-

research on the topic.

and in December

1959, the gov-

86. Petrakov,"Two Projects of V. M. Myasishchev": Petrakov, "From the History of the Development of
Carrier Rockets."
87
S ,q. Zhiltsov, ed, _osudarstuennyy
kosmicheskiy nauehno-proizuodstuennyy
tsentr imenl M. V
Khrunieheva. 80 let {Moscow: GKNPTs Khrunichev, 1997), p. 52: Petrakovand Chernyshov, "Without the Stamp
'Secret'": Selyakov, Maloizuestnyye stranitsy tuorchesko, pp. 114-15.
88
V.g. Fedotov, "The Scientific Research,qctivities of V M Myasishchev" (English title),/z istorii auiat
sii i kosmonautiki 50 ( 1984): 3-13: Christian Lardier,L71stronautique5oui_t_que(Paris: ,qrmand Colin, 1992), p 152
89. Vetrov. "Development of Heavy Launch Vehicles"
90. Ibid., Vetrov, "The Difficult Fateof the N I Rocket." There was also a meeting of the Council of Chief
Designers on the same day addressing similar topics. One source states that the specifications for the new booster
were a launch mass of 1,000 to 2,000 tons and payload values of forty to ninety tons. See R Dolgopyatov, B
Dorofeyev. and S Kryukov, "At the Readers' Request: The N I ProjecC (English title), ,z:lulatsiyai kosmonautika
no 9 (September 1992): 34-37
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ORGRNIZING

ernmental

FOR

decree on the space

program

THE

included

OKB-I on the topic of heavy-lift boosters.
The effort to determine the specifications
was, in more than one way, intrinsically
the Soviet space program.

SPRCE

a clause authorizing

with

M

exploratory

for the next generation

connected

The December

PROGRP,

studies

of Soviet launch

the qualitative

nature

1959 decree on space had hesitantly

at

vehicles

of the future
approved

of

a num-

ber of projects, but far less than what Korolev had been lobbying for. But between December
1959 and mid-1960, there was a remarkable turnaround
in the manner in which the Soviet leadership viewed

their

clearly explain

the abrupt

space program.
shift.

suggested

that the about-turn

individual

in the United

johnson

Soviet

space historians

One respected
was prompted

States, Democratic

primarily

ineffectual

As chairman

actions

of the Eisenhower

of the Senate Aeronautical

memorandum

by actions

Senate Majority

had played a major role in the formation

seemingly

themselves

In a statement

Georgiy

of NASA,

B. Johnson

and he continued

administration

through

has

the

he had authored

of national

of the period, Johnson

of Texas.

to criticize

the years after Sputnik.

and Space Sciences Committee,

typical

to

S. Vetrov,

not in the USSR, but by one

Leader Lyndon

on the use of the arena of space in the interest

alarmed the Soviets.

have been unable

Russian space historian,

defense,

which

told the Democratic

a
had

Caucus

in 1958 that:
Control

of space

than

the ultimate

over

Earth

national

that

goal

means

request

and

cating

a strong

the goal

There

is the ultimate

position--the

. . . and

i[ there

o[ all [ree men must

is something

is an ultimate

had been primarily

responsible

that

control
then

our

position."

for increasing
Statements

at the Department

to the U,S. space program,

important

of total

position,

be to rain and hold

Research and Engineering

component

more

position

1961 fiscal year by a figure of $168 million.

of Defense

military

of the world ....

space

1960, Johnson

for the

York, the Director

That

lies in outer

Later, in February
budget

control

weapon.

the NASA

by Herbert

of Defense,

were also evidently

viewed

F.

advowith

much alarm by the Soviets2'
Prompted by NASA's long-range plans for space exploration,
Khrushchev
found a sudden
interest in the Soviet space program. On January 2, t 960, he summoned the primary motivators
of the space program--Korolev,
Glushko, Keldysh, and Pilyugin--and
that Soviet successes in space were no less important
than military
Khrushchev's

exact words

all his principal

deputies:

broad and all-out
During

levels of work

the following

space program

the next day when

he met with

"Your affairs are not well.
month,

in the U.S.A.

other

quickly

[in this field] and they'll

it was clear that

was going to be military.

Keldysh,

You should

unexpectedly
asserted
rockets. Korolev quoted

Believing

be able to outstrip

the basic thematic
that

chief designers,

pronouncements

direction

of Johnson

and York

of the military

nature of the LI.S, space program,

the Soviet leadership

ed to compensate

for the overtly

"civilian"

1959 space plan. Thus,

posals were floated
space program,
launch vehicle.

in early

1960 for a plethora

of different

military

projects.

us."°_

of the Soviet

were symptomatic

nature of the December

and

aim for space. There's

As with

wantpro-

the U.S.

most of the proposals were centered around the development
of a heavy-lift
In a rush to receive approval in this window
of opportunity,
both Korolev and

91
Lyndon ]ohnson & The ,'qmeriean Dream (New York: Harper & Row. 1976). p. 145. referenced in
Harford. Koroteu, p. 252.
92. David Baker, The History of Manned Spaceflight (New York: Crown Publishers, 1985), pp 50-51:
Vetrov, "The Difficult Fateo[ the N I Rocket": interview, Georgiy StepanovichVetrov by the author, January 9, 1997
In July 1960,York had threatened the Saturn program with cancellation becausehe believed that the project had no
military utility.
93
Chertok. Rakety i lyudi Fiti Podtipki Tyuratum. p. 318.
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Glushko

offered

a qualitative

up wildly

differing

leap in design,

proposals

Glushko,

the R-9 ICBM as the basis for a heavy-lift
ter together

would

engines

with

be 1,500 tons.
more powerful

ter to Korolev

deputy

to hammer
booster

to conquer

letter the following

For almost two
leading

months

about

Defense-related

•

The creation
satellites

•

The exploration
Although

OKB-I

nuclear

projects

the launch vehicle
more conventional

Mishin,

and with

to participate

OKB-276.

who

scheme

objections

had made a failed
produced

ships with

and he sent back

ensconced

himself

with

his

and Boris Ye. Chertok--

the four explored
tempting,

a 1,600-ton
was tempered

at the time? _ As a result of these studvehicle:

communications

and weather-forecasting

at OKB-I,
chief

and operational

characteristics

using LOX propellants
hydrogen

engines

and missions

for the upper stages.

staging. The designers

launch

as in the R-7 ICBM and proposed
to low-Earth
Kryukov.

the booster--in

bid to develop
an extensive

range

of specifications:

vehicle,

explored

finally

decid-

a tandem

three-

launch

mass of

orbit of forty to eighty tons. Under presKorolev

agreed

to invite

other

particular,

Chief

Designer

Kuznetsov

engines

for Korolev's

R-9 ICBM.

list of plans for the piloted

and systems

that

for all stages of

and transverse
broad

of

in March stating

of a new

from

electric engines

the final recommendations

designers

configurations

agreed on a very

in developing

the designers

as developing

decision
and pres-

proposal.

goals for the new launch

electric, and liquid

the old cluster

designers
boosters,

Initially,

recommended

different

1.000 to 2,000 tons and payload capability
sure from

any other

orbit

requirements

proposal

for assessing

they

"...

was not impressed,

to all the principal

as well as nuclear,

Initially.

note:

Glushko's

technology

ideas of both longitudinal

ed to dispense with

RD-I I I
1960 let-

and the inner planets "_

all the primary

responsible

mass of the

replace the R-9's standard

stage. This idea, although

of space-based

circulated

This initial

was to clus-

Sergey S. Kryukov,

all the studies were carried out internally

had finalized

approach

strike a blow to the priority

rejecting

operational

in low-Earth

of the Moon

were apparently

stage design.

propulsion

system

will

favored
of using

mass of 2,000 tons. 94In an April

space plan."

three preliminary

of a global

of the new booster.
Kryukov,

"big

who

stage. The launch

early February 1960, Korolev

engine as the second

ies, the men enumerated
•

of a new

would

""_ Korolev

R Mishin,

Korolev,

the possibility

His conservative

on a dramatic

launcher]

evidently

beginning

out the details

by the uncertainty

ended

space ....

month

chief designers--Vasiliy

with a nuclear

the group

Glushko

with the R-9-based

tige of Soviet attempts

version

ones and have a launch

on the proposal,

than proceeding

an official

launch vehicle.

A subsequent

Unlike

1960, had explored

seven R-9s as the first stage and four as the second

booster

[other

for heavy boosters.

in 1959 and

for orbital

engine
of

Apart

from

space program,

such

assembly.

94. Vetrov. "Development of Heavy Launch Vehicles": M. Rudenko, "The Moon Slips Away: Chronicles of
an Unknown Race" (English title), Ekonomikaizhizn 45 (November 1991): 19.The latter source has a slightly different description of Glushko's new booster. According to one of Glushko's deputies, M I. Osokin, GIushko proposed that "the first stage, . . would comprise of [sic] six blocks of the same diameter arranged in a circle, of the
R-7 or the R-9, but augmented in length and having the RD-I I I engine from the R-9 installed in each block. The
central block, also augmented, would have one RD-I I I engine installed, but for high altitude use and high altitude
firing .... " The two Glushko proposals were known as the R-IO and the R-20, respectively, and both used the
LOX-unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine propellant combination.
95. Rudenko, "/he Moon Slips Away,"
96
Chertok. Rakety i lyudL Fili Podlipki Tyuratam, pp. 344-45.
97. Dolgopyatov. Dorofeyev, and Kryukov, "At the Readers'Request:The N I Project."
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When

Glushko

developing
petitive

first saw the

the booster

proposal.

FOR

SPACE

plan, he immediately

and evidently

Eventually,

THE

made an aborted

he changed

his mind

PROGRAM

rejected
attempt

Kuznetsov's

at getting

and sided with

participation

in

'/angel to offer a com-

the remaining

council

mem-

bers2 _ By early April, Korolev prepared a draft of his proposal in the form of an official Central
Committee
and Council
of Ministers
decree, which
he sent to the Military-Industrial
Commission
pletely

with

the agreement

revise his conceptions

of eight chief

when

designers.

he realized that

Within

his future

days.

he decided

in space would

depend

to comheavily

on Chelomey's
rising ambitions. 99 Perhaps with knowledge of Chelomey's
recent meeting with
Khrushchev
in Crimea, Korotev ceded some of his monopoly
over the new Soviet space program.

In a revamped version

ed Chelomey's
griphold

design

of his draft decree, dated May 30, 1960, Korolev

bureau as a leading

on the development

of a super heavy-lift

in early June 1960 to explain
well as more grandiose
capability

would

booster would

the booster

launch

proposal.

plans for the exploration

be ten times

more than

The Central

Committee

law on June 23,

Carrier-Rockets,

his new

projected

Satellites.

Korolev
both

"N,"

of Ministers
Titled

promised

of Cosmic

the

its

Khrushchev
utility

as

The payload
that the

from common

denoting

signed
"On

includ-

retained

its military

In a departure

boosters,

Space Ships and the Mastery

met with

and Korolev

resources.

/15-296.

OKB-I

Mars, and Venus.

booster,

series of

and the USSR Council

1960. as decree number

vehicle.

He emphasized

any existing

grudgingly

space effort.

of the Moon,

be ready by 1963, if given the necessary

practices, Korolev named
Russian word for "carrier."
into

player in the piloted

nosityeL

the

"big

space plan"

the Creation

of Powerful

Space in 1960-67."

it was

the blueprint for the Soviet space program in the 1960sY _ Although
the actual decree remains
classified,
Korolev's original draft for the "big space plan" has been published:
it seems that
many. if not all, of the original points from Korolev's
Soviet Communist
Party and government
following
space program.

The draft

early Soviet space program.
•
•

Enumeration
Enumeration

•
•

Robotic exploration
Earth satellites '°'

itself

remains

a remarkable

The eleven-point

military

and civilian

programs.

proposal

to develop

Tailored

payload limit of seventy to I00 tons to a 300-kilometer
mass would
out initial

vary between

planning

record

of the stunning

ambition

of the

a series of heavy boosters

to sup-

decree had four major sections:

of the major thematic directions
of work
of timeframes for future activities

The core of the plan was the OKB-I
port various

plan were enthusiastically
approved by the
Khrushchev's
sudden about-turn
on the

to fit a variety of missions,
orbit was specified

1,000 to 2,000 tons, depending

and design work for the boosters

on the variant.

during

1960-62,

a general upper

in the decree. Launch
Engineers would

concurrent

with

carry

research

98.
Chertok, Rakety i lyudi: Fili Podlipki Tyuratam, p. 345.
99. The text of the first version of the plan, dated April 12, 1960, has been reproduced in full as "Planning
Decree of TsK KPSS and the Council of Ministers for the Future Mastery of Cosmic Space" (English title), in
Raushenbakh, ed., S. R Korotev i ego delo, pp. 289-93. Korolev's attached cover letter, dated April 7, 1960, is also
reproduced in the same source on pp, 287-89. The eight chief designers were V. P. Barmin. A. F. Bogomolov, V. R
Glushko, N. D. Kuznetsov, V. I Kuznetsov, A M, Lyulka, N. A. Pilyugin. and M. S. Ryazanskiy.
I00. Vetrov, "The Difficult Fate of the NI Rocket": N P. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: kniga peruaya.
1960-1963gg (Moscow: Infortekst IF. 1995). p 19.
I01. The Korolev proposal for the decree, dated May 30, 1960. has been published as "Planning Decreefor
TsK KPSSand Council of Ministers" (English title), in Raushenbakh, ed., S. P Koroteu i ego delo, pp 295-301.
Korolev's cover letter with the decree, published as "Letter to S. I. Vetoshkin and K N. Rudnev" (English title), is in
the same source on pp. 294 95.
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24O
on a newgeneration
of chemical,
nuclear,
liquidhydrogen,
andlow-thrust
electricrocket
engines.
Inaddition,
thedecree
called
forthedevelopment
ofnewcontrol,
guidance,
andcommunications
systems,
newlaunch
complexes,
ground
command
andcontrol
systems,
anti-satellitebattlesystems,
long-duration
pilotedspacecraft,
and"systems
forsolving
defense-related
goals"
byusing
navigation,
geophysical,
communications,
andweather
satellite
systems.
Iqlarge
portion
ofthedecree
wasclearly
dedicated
tomilitary
goals,
reflecting
theSoviet
government's
newfound
interest
inmilitarizing
thisnewfrontier.
Thedecree
called
forthecreation
ofa"militaryspace
station"notonlyforspace-based
reconnaissance
butalsofull-fledged
battles
in
space.
Smaller
"military
satellite-ships"
wouldconduct
radar
reconnaissance
andhave
thecapabilityto inflictdamage
to bothearthly
andspace-based
targets.
Korolev
added
a paragraph
proposing
thatthese
newrocket
boosters
couldalsobeused
to"significantly
promote
thedevelopment
ofpeaceful
science
andculture,"
including
thecreation
ofradioandtelevision
broadcasting,
weather,
navigation,
astronomy,
andgeophysical
satellite
systems.
Thesecond
portionofthedocument
addressed
specific
projects.
OKB-Ilistedspecificationsforitsnewgeneration
ofheavy-lift
boosters.
There
wouldbetwolaunch
vehicles:
Booster

Timeframe

Payload

to Low-Earth

Orbit

Payload

to the

Moon

N I (or I I P,51 )

1960-62

40-50

tons

10-20

tons

N2 (or 11/552)

1963-67

60-80

tons

20-40

tons

The N2 vehicle

would

use liquid

stages. These rockets would
oped by OKB-I:
Project

Designation

hydrogen,

allow

heavy

Object

KL (piloted

Object

KMV (piloted

Among
of robotic

to be implemented,

Goals

ship)

interplanetary

and nuclear

projects

Period

KS (piloted

satellite

plasma,

and

Description
Object

ions.

three new piloted

lunar ship)

ship)
the projects

R-7 and R-9 ICBMs.

would

have

crews

Reconnaissance and anti-satellite
also have a "civilian"
variant

1961-64

Circumlunar

1962-65

Circumplanetary

in the second

Mars, and Venus

Draft plans for both

and lunar orbital

portion

missions

of

missions:

would

missions

to Mars and Venus

of the decree were the development

and new uprated

new launch

in its upper
all also devel-

cosmonauts)

1961-63

addressed

probes to the Moon,

(all

two to three

engines

vehicles

launch

would

vehicles

using

the

be ready by 196 I, with

flights initiated the following
year. The third part called for the further development
of the existing Object K spacecraft in four versions: for piloted missions in 1960 and 1961, for automated
photo

reconnaissance

rendezvous

from

and docking

launch

vehicles.

Korolev

named

Elektron

to study

in small Earth orbiting

1961 to t963,

in orbit
also

included

Earth's radiation

satellites

for scientific

in 1961 through
a point

on

TO

be launched

the development

belts. Three subsections

for communications,

CHALLENGE

research in 1960 through

1963. All would

meteorology,

APOLLO

t962,

of a scientific

detailed

and for

by R-7-based
satellite

new developments

and scientific

research given

ORGANIZING

to other organizations,
to

1967, with

pletely
ers.

it is clear that

recommended

was

of

particular

by Korolev

intertwined

more earthly

planets,

which

financiers

had

Thus,

proposed
resources

because

in their

wildly

obvious

of the space program,

utility,

few

the Ministry

and

a macro-level

plan that com-

of

the

institutional

zero

barrichanges

were addressed

and its future

whose

goals as piloted

generated

ambitious

as well as organizational

1959 letter to the government,

grandiose

military

960

that existed for

and actions of individuals

such

from

conditions

remained an arm of the defense industry,

in the needs, policies,
no

put together,

of the favorable

economic

importance

and Keldysh,

in nature.

'_2All this was to be accomplished

of Chief Designers

of national

PROGRAM

for most of the projects.

to take advantage

in the decree. The space program
much

SPACE

the decree was hastily

Attempting

the limitations

latter

remained

contractor

in 1960, the Council

ignored

The

as the primary

unrealistic.

a few months

THE

such as Yangel's OKB-586.

OKB-I

In retrospect,
remarkably

FOR

flight

interest

course

first priority

was

to the Moon

and

from

the

primary

of Defense.

Like Korolev, Chelomey had also proposed a mix of "civilian"
and military space programs,
Government officials had evidently worked on the details of Chelomey's
specific programs after
the important
•

April

An automated
and Venus.

•

(Object

of returning

Khrushchev

in Crimea:

K) would

be developed

to Earth on a conventional

use high-energy

liquid

a mass of ten to twelve

one with

propellant,

nuclear, plasma,

g draft plan would

be completed

the Kosmoplan.

A naval reconnaissance

satellite

A Raketoplan

Chelomey's
(Object

on any conventional

R) would
airfield.

range o[ 2,500

(Object

These and other projects

be developed

to 3,O00 kilometers.

the creation

of the piloted

be developed

Two variants

Mars,
would

were pro-

twenty-five-ton

model

vehicle

with

a mass of

in 1962 through
flights,

capable

of landing

have a mass of ten to twelve

The robotic

1964 to

U.S. naval assets.

for Earth-orbital

would

1963 and

from Chelomey

space launch

missile against

The spacecraft

on the very same day as Korolev's

decree approved

US) would

P-6 anti-ship

1961, the piloted variant between
between
1962 and 1964. '''_

issued

and ion engines.

to the Moon,
The spacecraft

tons and a more advanced

by 1962 for a new

600 tons for launching

a flight

for flight
runway.

in 1965 or 1966.

aid in targeting
•

Kosmoplan

capable

with

jected,
for flight
•

1960 meeting

variant would

1965, and the military

tons and

be ready by 1960 or
anti-satellite

variant

were the subject of a second decree (no. 715-295)
"big

space plan."

spaceplane,

In Chelomey's

the Raketoplan,

whose

case, the actual
primary

mission

102. "Planning Decree for ]-sK KPSS and Council of Ministers," op cir. Boris Arkadyevich Dorofeyev,
"History of the Development of the N I-L3 Moon Program," presented at the 10th International Symposium on the
History of Astronautics and Aeronautics. Moscow State University, Moscow. Russia, June 20-27, t995: M.
Chernyshov. "Why Were Soviet Cosmonauts Not on the Moon?" (English title), Leninskoyeznamya August h
1990,p. 3, There is one source that purports to contain descriptions from the actual decree.SeeGolovanov,Koroteu,
pp. 710-II. According to this source, the details of the decreewere slightly more ambitious, including the development of an Earth o_bJtaJ
spaceship fo_c_ewsof two to three peopJe,automatic JunarsatelJJtes,and automatic Juna_
landers that would return to Earth. Also listed were research on carrying out piloted expeditions to the Moon to
investigate its terrain, the selection of sites for establishing lunar settlements, and, after construction of such a base,
the creation ol a transport system for the Earth Moon-Earth route At the same time, a spaceship would be developed [or crews of two to three people to carry out orbital missions to Mars and Venus, which among other things
would select locations for future research bases on the surface. After these bases were established, regular interplanetary flight of crews woutd begin. A separate paragraph was allegedly also dedicated to launching automatic
spaceships to the outer planets--in particular. Jupiter.
103. "Planning Decreefor TsK KPSSand Council of Ministers," op. oil
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was to conduct
March
mally

anti-satellite

1961 dramatically
initiating

his works

reconnaissance

system,

Chelomey's
of less than

missions

bolstered

in Earth orbit. '°4 Additional

Chelomey's

on the "IS"

robotic

and the UR-200

overt pandering

a year, Chelomey

presence
anti-satellite

ICBMlspace

to military

interests

had entered

decrees in October

spacecraft

system,

clearly played in his favor. Within

as a serious competitor

to Korolev

ICBMs to piloted

probes to military

new empire was not limited

also to

OKB-23,

space systems.

more earthly

Chelomey's

assets, such

and its associated

decree also allocated huge amounts
premises at Reutov. '°°
The climate

as the absorption

Plant No. 23, in October
of funds

of the Soviet space program

years after the launch

of the first Sputnik.

spacecraft,

of the

naval

dramatically

From a few isolated

every

from interplanetary
to future

Myasishchev

large-scale

a span

in almost

creations

design

1960. At the same time,

to begin
changed

by for-

the "US"

launch vehicle. '°_

area of the space and missile programs--from
but

1960 and

in the Soviet space program

bureau,

the June

1960

construction

at OKB-52's

in the course

of the three

projects

in 1957, by 1960 it was

poised to expand into a large-scale undertaking far in excess of what was planned in the United
States at the time. The internal nature of power and influence had also evolved. Where Korolev
once

was

Western

the only

player

in the

game,

sense of the word, competition

there

was fragmentation

had the connotation

and competition.

of a proactive

In the

plurality

of opin-

ions, which fostered creativity and efficiency. In the centralized
and socialist Soviet system,
with resources restricted by the needs of the defense sector, it gave rise to chaos.
In 1957, Korolev
expanse.
which

vision

friend.

Glushko,

opposed

had arrived as a powerful

Finally, Yangel had taken Korolev's

allegiances

in the military,

pened behind

of a Soviet space program

had made his entry with a plethora

in some cases were diametrically

designer.

that

had a singular

By 1960, Chelomey

the primary

to those of Korolev.

force of his own,
place as the favorite

financiers

achievement

of the public

across the great

Korolev's

but estranged
missile

of the space program.

a wall of secrecy. Only the best and the brightest

respect, the crowning

moving

of competitive

proposals,

favored engine
from

designer,

his former

thus

shifting

All this, of course,

were shown

hap-

to the public.

In

Soviet space program was still to come.

1o4. ibid
105. There is evidenceto suggestthat the Sovietgovernment may have approved preliminary researchon the
IS, US. and UR 200 systems in the same June 1960 decree SeeSergey Khrushchev, Nikito Khrusheheu: krizisy i
fakery: vzgtyad iznutri: tom 2 (Moscow: Novosti. 1994), p. 50 Note that the author states that the decree in support of these programs was in July 1960. not June 1960. This seems to be a typographical error. The robotic "IS"
satellite program was officially initiated by a Communist Party and government decree on October 3, 1960. See
Raushenbakh, ed, S P Koroleu i ego delo, p. 680; N, S. Simonov. Voyenno-promyshlennyy kompleks SSSRu
1920-1950-ye gody: tempy ekonomicheskogo rosta, struktura, organizatsiya proizvodstva i uprauleniye (Moscow:
ROSSPEN,1996), p. 301. The "US" program was approved by two decrees, on March 16, 1961(no. 420-174), and
on June 3, 1962. SeeMikhail Rudenko. "Designer Chelomey's Raketoplans" (English title), Vozdushniy trGnsport
48 49 (1995): 8-9. The development of the UR-200 ICBM/launch vehicle was officially approved by decrees on
March 16. 1961. and August h 1961.SeeI. Afanasyev, "35 Yearsfor the "Proton' RN" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki ]-2 (1998): 45-48.
106 Yefremov, "NPO Mashinostroyeniya is Moving."
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In the three years from 1958 to 1960, a continuous series of proposals and counterproposals set the stage for establishing policy directions for the new Soviet space program. If, at
the time of the first Sputnik, the space program was a minor offshoot of the ballistic missile
effort, then by 1960 it began to emerge as a separate field ready for exploitation and support.
Because of its origins in the rocketry program, the military's involvement in the space effort
continued to be pervasive. The piloted component of the Soviet space program had in fact risen
hand-in-hand with the development of the first Soviet reconnaissance satellite. And when it
came time to select volunteers for the first outbound voyages into space, it was once again the
armed forces that served as a pool for qualified individuals.
The Cosmonauts
Discussions on the type of passengers to be used for the first orbital space missions began
concurrently with the January 1959 decree calling for biomedical preparations for human spaceflight. Four months later, representatives from the military, the science sector, and the design
bureaus met at the offices of the tqcademy of Sciences, under Vice-President Keldysh's supervision, to discuss means and standards for selecting volunteers for the space missions. The
attendees considered individuals from a variety of professional backgrounds, such as aviation.
the Soviet Navy, rocketry, and car racing. It was at the insistence of Air Force physicians that
Keldysh approved a plan to narrow the pool to only qualified Air Forcepilots. The doctors convincingly argued that Air Force training, which included exposure to hypoxia, high pressure, gloads along various axes, and ejection seat experience, would all be relevant to training for
space missions: One other factor may have also affected the decision to choose pilots. In April
1959, NASA selected its first astronauts, all seven coming from aviation backgrounds in the
American armed forces.
The Soviet Air Force issued a document at the time, titled "Directive of the General Staff
of the [Air Force] for the Selection of Cosmonauts," which entrusted a Deputy Commander-inChief of the Air Force, Col. Gen. Filipp eq.ggaltsov, with the administrative duties to carry out
the task./qgaltsov's job was made easier by the fact that the space medicine group at the Air
Force's Institute of Aviation Medicine had had a long history of involvement in the rocketry
business. Led by the ubiquitous Lt. Col. Yazdovskiy, this team developed basic and initial
requirements for the candidates in coordination with OKB-I engineers./_t an early meeting to

I.

Yu. A

Mozzhorin

eta/.,

eds.,

Dorogi

u kosmos.

II (Moscow:

MAI,

1992),

p. 144.
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discuss these specifications,
be "cosmonauts."
and thirty

Chief Designer Korolev

The men, and only

years of age. no taller than

enty to seventy-two

kilograms--all

small 3KA capsule, the piloted
would-be
cosmonauts:

As has been

requirements

repeatedly

demonstrated
is such

ject

that

nauts

must help control

While

this was strictly

an intrinsic
Korolev

cosmonauts

and those

not true, it was an indication

repeatedly

much less control

Hospital.

Academy

a variety

that

one of the primary

programmed

The .;qmerican

During

criteria

functions--a

than they would

and the Central

with

and

actual
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Yevgeniy
Groups

sections

A. Karpov.
of doctors

Soviet Union.
tion

for general
two

for Aviation

of Aviation

physiology,

for the

pilots

candidates.

Air

Force physicians,

Yazdovskiy

be the

left the can-

inspections

approved by three
Scientific-Research
well as the USSR

being a large group
departments

life support

appointed

to oversee

at the bases were also consulted
with

would

that in truth

Medicine--as

different

psychology,

of

process had commenced

was
phase,

Sciences.'

Medicine,
into

in pairs were then sent to a number

Doctors

automation

the entire selection

requirement

of Medical

had been organized

selection

proastro-

have had flying a simple aircraft. The final spec-

Commission

team at the Institute
of interests,

process,

animals

Mercury

of the depth to which

space program.

of Sciences and the USSR Academy

Yazdovskiy's
with

with

as the American
engineers.

in the

about the skills of these

ifications for the future cosmonauts
were frozen by June 1959 in a document
Air Force institutions--the
Institute
of Aviation
Medicine.
the Central
Aviation

twenty-five

no more than sev-

the rocket systems at every stage of the flight."

to carry out precisely

didates with

flights

skilled

for the would-

for accommodation

was candid

we do not require,
be highly

a weight

to allow

K. Korolev

in our automated

that

factor in the early Soviet piloted

emphasized
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sufficient

variant of Object

our technology
our early

the specifications
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on board,
does,

presented
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Nikolay

the candidate

of major/_ir

of physicians
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N.

and hygiene,
Gurovskiy

selection

Force bases in the western

on the issue, and by August.

through

and

process?
the selec-

the records of more than 3,000

pilots.

Most were eliminated at an early stage because of height, weight, and medical history. Grounds
for exclusion,
based on the last criterion, included certain diseases such as chronic bronchitis,
angina,
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cardiac activity.
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to gastritis

The remaining

on their health,
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and colitis,

renal and heptic

pilots were then interviewed
moods,
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and quality

volunteers

were aware of the nature of the mission,

of "special
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The conversation

Gurovskiy
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colic,

and pathological

beginning
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of life. Even at this point,
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shifts in

3 with
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none of the

under the euphemism
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no idea what
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to do with space.

why we had
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come.
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while
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Some

others

offi-

on the

their family.

2.
Yevgeni Karpov, "Beginnings," in Viktor Mitroshenkov, ed, Pioneers o] Space (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, t989), p 18
3
Mozzhorin, et aL, eds. Dorogi v kosmos: II, p. 147
4
Eachdoctor at the institute was assigned a specialty in the field of space biomedicine in preparation for
piloted missions They were: V I. Yazdovskiy (chief), O. G. Gazenko (physiology). A M Genin and A. D. Seryapin
(hygiene and life support systems), F D. Gorbov (psychology)_ and N. N Gurovskiy and Ye.A Karpov (selection
and preparation of cosmonauts, which was the Department 7 at the institute) Apart from the Air Forces Institute
of Aviation Medicine, the Central Scientific-ResearchAviation Hospital (TsNIAG) and the Central Commission for
Aviation Medicine (TsVLK) were also involved in the preliminary stagesof cosmonaut selection.
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of the Soviet space program.
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this number
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the control
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an honor
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title,
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Soviet human
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II,
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from
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Hospital

Apart
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pilots,

the prospectus

of the young Air Force pilots

tests.

the volunteers
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approved

Aviation
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the face of the extremely
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Scientific-Research
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project,
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at the Central

out of the race at this point
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top-secret
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in any signifi-

in his entire career. He was relieved of his previous

duties

at

5.
Col. v. Gorkov, "History of the Space Program: Resident of Startown" (English title), ,qviatsiya i kosmonoutika no, I (January 1990): 20-23.
6.
Mozzhorin, et al, eds, Dorogi u kosmos: II, pp 147-148: Christian Lardier,LYtstronautique gouietique
(Paris: Armand Colin, 1992), pp, 125-26. The selection commission included V I Yazdovskiy, N N. Gurovskiy,
Ye. A, Karpov, and F, D. Gorbov [tom the Institute of Aviation Medicine and K F. Borodin, I. I. Bryanov. Ye. A.
Fedorov,and M. D, Vyadro from TsNIAG and TsVLK,
7.
Gorkov, "History o[ the Space Program": V Ponomarenko and I. Alpatov, "Our Contemporaries: The
Source o[ Cosmonautics" (English title), ,z]viatsiya i kosmonavtika no.12 (December 1990): 38-39 Karpov's
deputies at TsPKwere Air Force officers N F. Nikersayov (political worker). Ye.Ye. Tselikin (director of flight training), V. V. Kovalev (head of the training section), and A. I. Susuyev (head of the logistics section) TsPK's "real"
designation was the military unit no. 26266.
8.
Pavel Popovich and Alexander Nemov, "Galactic Secrets." in Mitroshenkov. ed, Pioneers of Space,
pp. 200-01
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thetimeandofficially
appointed
theDeputy
ChiefoftheSirForce's,
General
StaffforCombat
Preparations.
Hisduties
included
supervising
theselection,
training,
andadministration
ofthe
newcosmonauts
andreporting
directlyto thehighcommand
of theAirForce,
including
Commander-in-Chief
Marshal
Vershinin/
Although
thejuniorKarpov
officiallyheaded
the
Cosmonaut
Training Center, it was effectively the fifty-one-year-old
Kamanin who controlled
its
most important
ground without

activities. For the following
his blessing.

On February 2.5, Kamanin

formally

ten years, no Soviet cosmonaut

approved the final short list of twenty

nauts selected by the end of 1959. These young
represented

men, along with

Senior Lieutenant

•

Major

•

Senior Lieutenant

Valentin

•

Senior Lieutenant

Valeriy

•

Senior Lieutenant

Valentin

•

Senior Lieutenant

Yuriy g. Gagarin

•

Senior Lieutenant

Viktor

•

Captain

Y. Kartashov

candidate

Ivan N Anikeyev

(twenty-seven

cosmo-

seven others across the world,
were:

years old)

Pavel I. Belyayev (thirty-four)

Anatoliy

V. Bondarenko
F. Bykovskiy

(twenty-three)

(twenty-five)

I. Filatev (thirty)
(twenty-five)

V. Gorbatko

(twenty-five)

(twenty-seven)

•

Senior Lieutenant

•

Captain

•

Lieutenant

•

Senior Lieutenant

Grigoriy

G. Nelyubov

(twenty-five)

•

Senior Lieutenant

Andrian

G. Nikolayev

(thirty)

•

Captain

Pavel R. Popovich

(twenty-nine)

•

Senior Lieutenant

Mars Z. Rafikov (twenty-six)

•

Senior Lieutenant

Georgiy

S. Shonin

•

Senior Lieutenant

German

S. Titov

•

Senior Lieutenant

Valentin

S. Varlamov

•

Senior Lieutenant

Boris V. Volynov

•

Senior Lieutenant

Dmitriy

Aleksey

was waived

lar, Belyayev

Yevgeniy V. Khrunov

Engineer Vladimir

Of the group,

having

get off the

the first group of people to prepare for voyages into outer space. The twenty

•

dition

would

M. Komarov

A. Leonov

(twenty-six)
(thirty-two)

(twenty-five)

(twenty-four)
(twenty-four)
(twenty-five)

(twenty-five)

g. Zaykin

(twenty-seven)

five had not met the age criteria
because of their

and Komarov,

already graduated

performances

of being between
in the selection

were the most educated

from

'°

Air Force academies.

and experienced

unlike some of their U.S. colleagues.

as a test engineer

flying

new aircraft,

but the most

only

900 hours

of flying

time. Others

such as Gagarin

pilot,

Popovich,

had flown

To a large extent,

was then considered

this was a direct

Two in particu-

members

of the team,

Because of the age restriction,

selected were test pilots,

what

25 and 30, but this con-

procedures.

Komarov

experienced
had flown

pilot,
only

a high-performance

none of the

had some experience
Belyayev,

had accrued

230 hours.

Only

one

aircraft, the MiG-19."

result of the high degree of automation

in Soviet

piloted

9
Kamanin nominally reported to four Air Forceofficers: his immediate superior/%ir Force General Staff
Chief Col Gen. P h Brayko, Air Force Deputy Commander-in-Chief Col. Gen. F./q. Agaltsov. Air Force First Deputy
Commander in-Chief Marshal S. h Rudenko, and Vershinin.
IO
"At the Request of the Readers:Detachment of Air Force's Cosmonauts" (English title), Auiatsiya i
kosmonautika no 5 (May 1990): 46-47
II
Yaroslav Golovanov, Koroleu Fakty i mi[y (Moscow: Nauka, 1994). p. 605: Rex Hall, "Soviet Air Force
Cosmonauts." in Michael Cassutt. ed., Who's Who in Space The International Space Year Edition (New York:
Macmillan, 1993), p. 210.
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The original

1960 group

of cosmonauts

is shown

in a photo

,from May

t961

at the seaside

port

of SochL

The

names of many of these men were considered
state secrets for more than twenty-flue
years Sitting in front from
lelt to right: Pave/Popouich,
Viktor _orbatko,
Yeugeniy Khrunou, Yuny _agarin,
Chief Designer Serge/Koroleu,
his wife Nina Koroleva with Popovich's daughter
Natasha,
Cosmonaut
Training Center Director Yevgeniy
Karpov, parachute
trainer Nikolay Nikitin. and physician
Yevgeniy Fedorov. Standing the second row from left to
right: ,q[eksey Leonou, ,qndrian Nikolayev,
Mars 17,aflkou. Dmitriy Zaykin, Boris Votynov,
Cierman Tdov. _rigoriy
Nelyubov,
Valeriy Bykovskiy.
and _eorgiy Shonin. In the back from left to right: Valentin Filatyev, Ivan ,:qnikeyev,
and Pavel Belyayev. Four cosmonauts
were missing ,from this photograph
_natoliy
Kartashov
and Valentin
Varlamov
had both been dropped from training because of injuries Valentin Bondarenko
died in a training
accident a few months before. Vladimir Komarov was indisposed
The original photo was taken by I Snegirev
(files of _si[ Siddiqi)

spaceships: there was simply no requirement for significant piloting experience or skill at that
point. The candidates had to be intelligent, comfortable with high-stress situations, and most
of all physically fit.
In late February 1960, twelve of the twenty selected cosmonaut candidates arrived for final
medical tests at the Central Scientific-Research Aviation Hospital. It was there on March 7 that
Marshal Vershinin gave a welcome speech, which one witness characterized as "parting words
prior to departure on a long, difficult journey." '_The same day, Kamanin signed final orders officially inducting them into the cosmonaut team and instructing them to return to their Air Force
units, settle all pending matters, and then arrive at the new training center. Orders for the
remaining eight trainees were signed between March 9 and June 17, 1960, after which all twenty were permanently stationed at the center. '_ Training classes for the candidates began at
0900 hours Moscow Time on March 14 with an introductory lecture from physician Yazdovskiy.
During the initial four months, the training was evenly divided between a heavy emphasis on
academic disciplines and general daily physical fitness regimes. The latter included two hours

12,

Gorkov. "History

of the Space Program/'

13,
The first twelve to officially join the team on March 7. 1960, were Anikeyev, Bykovskiy, Gagarin,
Gorbatko, Komarov, Leonov, Nelyubov. Nikolayev, Popovich, Shonin, Titov, and Volynov Khrunov joined on March
9, Zaykin and Filatyev joined on March 25, Belyayev, Bandarenko, Rafikov, and Varlamov joined on April 28 and
Kartashov joined on June 17 Their official orders were signed by Commander in-Chief of the Soviet Air Force Marshal
K. A. Vershinin. See V. Semenov. I Marinin, and S, Shamsutdinov, Iz istorii kosmonautiki:
kosmonavtov
i astronautov (Moscow: AO Videokosmos,
1995), p. 12
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14. In the initial stages, lecturers from OKB-1 included K D Bushuyev, K P Feoktistov,M. K Tikhonravov.
B. V Raushenbakh, V I. Sevastyanov. and Ts. V Solovyev. Biomedicine lectures were initially given by O G
Gazenko, V V. Parin. and V. I Yazdovskiy. See Mozzhorin, et at. eds., Dorogi u kosmos II, p 150: Golovanov,
Koroteu, p 610: _q.Yu Ishlinskiy. ed.. ,'qkademik S P Korotev Ueheniy,lnzhener, chetouek (Moscow: Nauka, 1986),
p471
15 Lardier. LT:tstronautiqueSoui#tique, p. 126: Golovanov, Koroteu, p. 610 The parachute training was
directed by TsPK instructors I. M. Dzyuba, M. I. Maksimov, N. K. Nikitin, ,q. K Starikov, and K D Tayurskiy
16. Vladimir Yazdovsky, "They Were the First," Aerospace journal no. 2 (March-,qpril 1996): 69-71:
Lardier.L)qstronautique Soui#tique, pp. 122, 126-27.
17
Gorkov, "History of the Space Program."
18 The location was renamed Zvezdniy Gorodok on October 28, f968
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19. The simulator was designed and built by the State Experimental Design Bureau of the Flight-Research
Institute (SOKB LII). headed by Chief Designer S. G. Darevskiy.
20. Rex Half, "The Soviet Cosmonaut Team 1956-i967, j'ournaf of _hegrzdsh fnterp(anetary Society 41
(1988): 107-10. A brief description of this first meeting can be found in Ishlinskiy. ed., ,qkademik S P Koroteu,
pp 49O-9 I.
2 I.
Kartashov officiafly resigned from the cosmonaut team on April 7. 1962, following which he becamea
test pilot for the Ministry of Defense. He worked [or many years at GSOKB-473 of O. K Antonov before retinng
Varlamov officially resigned from the cosmonaut team on March 6, 1961.After his resignation, he served asa deputy
chief of the center's spaceflight control post and later as a chief instructor He died on October 2, 1980. the result
of a brain hemorrhage
22
Golovanov. Koroteu, pp. 616-t 7: Yazdovskiy,"They Were the First"
'¢'
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Yu. P Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S. P Koroleua (Korotev:
RKK Energiya, named after S. P Korolev, 1996). p. 109.
24
This second serieswas inaugurated on July 2, 1959, and ended on September 22. 1960.SeeGeorge E.
Wukelic. ed., Handbook of SouietSpace-ScienceResearch(New York: Gordon and BreachScience Publishers. 1968),
p 17.There were two additional failures in the program out of a total of thirteen launches.
25.
BYe. Chertok, Rakety i tyudi: Fili Podtipki Tyuratam (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1996), p 319
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relatively unsure of the requirement of space-based reconnaissance. That position had
drastically changed in less than two years, possibly exacerbated by the launches of the U.S. spy
satellite CORONA under the cover-name Discoverer.
The Vostok program as a whole achieved a significant milestone in the early summer of
1960, as the first flight-ready article was transported to Tyura-Tam for launch. Supervising the
test program for Vostok was yet another ad hoc "State Commission," this one originally established to oversee the series of ongoing R-ZA ICBM launches. Marshal Nedelin, the Commanderin-Chief of the Strategic Missile Forces, served as commission chairman, his presence
underlining the unbridled influence of the military over a "civilian" project.
The first Vostok I article readied for launch was a subvariant designated the I KP (or Vostok
I P), with the "p" denoting that it was a simple ("prostoy") spacecraft not designed to be
recovered from orbit. The spacecraft had no thermal shielding for the spherical descent apparatus and no life support system. Instead of the large ejection seat that would carry a pilot, the
spacecraft carried a mock-up of the contraption to simulate the correct loads. Unlike later
Vostok spacecraft, two solar panels shaped like semicircles were installed on a boom heading
out forward from the descent apparatus. This system, designated Luch ("ray"), would provide
power to the spacecraft as an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of solar power over
chemical batteries. _ The primary goal of the mission was to test the basic elements of the vessel, in particular the complex Chayka orientation system, which would put the spacecraft in
the proper attitude for reentry. Although the vehicle would burn up on reentry, telemetry data
would indicate whether the spacecraft had been properly angled. Total spacecraft mass was
4,540 kilograms.
Engineers began arriving at Tyura-Tam on April 28, 1960, in preparation for the flight,
which was planned for early May. There were numerous problems with the Chayka system that
threatened to delay the mission. Engineers delivered a flight-ready system several days late and
installed it on the spacecraft only on May 5. Continuing anomalies with the system forced
Marshal Nedelin to reschedule the launch on May 15, exactly three years after the first R-7
launch. It was an early morning launch with the Sun shining brightly in the sky when the 8K72
launch vehicle raced toward orbit with its Vostok IP payload. The vehicle successfully entered
a 312- by 369-kilometer orbit at an inclination of sixty-five degrees. As soon as they received
news of successful orbital insertion, the senior members of the State Commission gathered to
draw up a communique for the Soviet press. There was some indecisiveness over what to call
the vehicle in the open media: Korolev livened the discussion by suggesting the use of the word
korabl (ship): "There are sea ships, river ships, air ships, and now there'll be space ships! ....
Although the term "space ship" was used for the first time in the official TASS news agency
announcement on the mission, the craft itself was simply designated Korabl-Sputnik ("satellite-ship" ). There was no indication that the mission had any relevance to a piloted space effort.
The flight, planned to last three or four days, proceeded without incident, with successful
tests of the electrical and power source systems. Reentry, the most critical juncture of the mission, was scheduled for the early morning of May 19. Prior to the scheduled firing of the
TDU-I engine, the control group at Tyura-Tam (Group T) had detected anomalies in the primary system of attitude control, which used the infrared sensor. Although the system as a
whole seemed to be functioning fine, the sensor itself was not responding correctly. The TyuraTam team reported the problem to the control group at Moscow (Group M), but the designer

26. The solarpanelsystemwasdesignedbythe All-UnionScientific-Research
Instituteof CurrentSources
(VNIIT) headedby N S.Lidorenko.SeeLardier,L','qstror_autique
Soui#tique,
p. 123.
22'. Chertok.Raketyi lyudL p. 385.The otherattendeeswereL. A. Grishin,A. Yu Ishlinskiy.and M V.
Keldysh.
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28. Ibid.. pp 386-87: "The Program of ResearchSuccessfully Completed. TASS Communique on the
Movements of the KorabI-Sputnik" (English title), Prauda. May 21 1960: Ishlinskiy. ed.,/qkademik S P KoroIeu p
513 The burn time of the engine was about twenty-six seconds, implying that the TDU-I was shut down be[ore a
full burn, or it was also the victim of a malfunction.
29. Semenov, ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p II I: Chertok, Rokety i tyudi, p 389: S
Shamsutdinov, "Sixty Years [or Yu A, Gagarin" (English title), Novosfl kosrnonavtiki S (February 26-March 11,
1994): 5--7: Timothy Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketrythat Conquered Space:Part 3: Lunar Launchings for Impact and
Photography'." Spacelhght 38 (June 1996): 206 08: S P. Korolev, "On the State of the Experimental Work on
'Vostok' Ship" (English title), in B. V. Raushenbakh, ed.. Materialy po istorii kosmieheskogokorablya "Vostok"
(Moscow: Nauka, 1991). pp. 136-45. Note that the last source states that the failure occurred on July 23, 1960
30
Semenov,ed., RaketnoKosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 113. Note that in Korolev's 1961 document
summarizing the Korabl Sputnik launches, he stated that the system was installed on all Vostok flights following the
july 1960 accident, which implies that such a system was used on the August 1960 launch. SeeKorolev, "On the
Stateof the Experimental Work," p 136.
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strips of human

and two
TV

mice,

white

cameras,

developed

parachutes.

the ejection

by NII-380,
originally

oxygen

valve in the booster,

launch

at 1144 hours

KorabI-Sputnik."

mass

for American

in orbit

was

about

not

mission,

stream on their
they

became

the reactions

Initially,

the

doctors

more

longer.

There were

human

organism2

animated,

including

simply

Telemetry

way with
successfully

entering

its

was named the "Second
News

of the launch

when judges

was shot down

was

were considering

by a Soviet S-75 missile

appeared

in flight,

deathly

have been impossible

but their

movements

monitored

the medical

condition

system were given a rigorous workout.
Yazdovskiy's biomedical
support group
still,

The pictures
and

without

coming
the

back were

incoming

data

to tell if they were alive or not, later

seemed

convulsive.

Belka squirmed

and

too

_ g number

many

unknowns

of scientific
of cosmic

about

experiments

the effects

of weightlessness

were carried

rays and the monitoring

out during

on the

the

of high-energy

mission,
emissions

and x-ray wave lengths.
showed

and the descent

that the infrared

apparatus

system operated

the ejection

an

a successful

orientation

system had failed once again. After

a busy

night verifying its capabilities,
engineers recommended
using the backup solar orientation
tem. The latter system performed without
any anomalies on the spacecraft's eighteenth
catapult

and

with

orbit. Yazdovskiy silently watched the video and gloomily reportthat a flight with a cosmonaut
be limited to one orbit and no

those for the detection

in the ultraviolet

kilograms.

continuously

of the dogs while

dogs

life signs, it would

finally vomited on the fourth
ed to the State Commission

system,

year.

the one-day

encouraging.

the spaceflight.

because of problems

19. Upon

mice

Two internal

a life support

sent on their

the minutes

of the clogs while various parameters of the life support
Because there were two cameras aboard the spacecraft,
was able to observe

catapult,

the spacecraft

4,600

during

cabin

peas, onions,

apparatus.

of the dogs during

Time on August
inclination,

wheat,

there were twenty-eight

15, was delayed

Francis Gary Powers, who

in May of the previous

Throughout

views

into orbit.

The pressurized

the descent

a functioning

but the dogs were finally
Moscow

Belka and Strelka.

specimens.

In addition,

provide

with

relayed to the Hall of Columns

the sentence
system

would

over the peri-

set in part by plans

seeds of corn,

seat, but within

orbit at 64.%-degree

Total

new dogs.

biological

cultures,

set for August

6 seconds

306- by 339-kilometer
immediately

fungi,

itself was fully equipped

The launch,

other

skin, and other specimens.

rats outside

The spacecraft

plants,

evolved

to the time constraints

was set to carry two

the dogs, there were numerous

contained
microbes,

mission

its design--continually

attributable

successfully
on schedule

seat. The cabin

entered

Earth's atmosphere

and ejected

the cabin with

landed safely by parachute

only

at the correct

sysorbit,

angle. The

the dogs in the mock-up

ten kilometers

of

from the designat-

ed point of touchdown
in the Orsk region in Kazakhstan after a one-day, two-hour
spaceflight.
Belka and Strelka thus became the first living beings recovered from orbit. The spacecraft itself
was only

the second

KorabI-Sputnik

object

retrieved

from

2 by nine days. _ Doctors

orbit:
found

the American
both

dogs

Discoverer
in good

13 had preempted

condition

despite

the

3 I. The draft plan for the Vostok 3A spacecraft (the piloted variant) was officially completed on july 3 I,
196h well after the first piloted orbital spaceflight.
32
Golovanov, Koroleu. p. 622.
33. Discover 13 was a CORONA reconnaissance satellite diagnostic mission without on board cameras
Note also that one source suggests that the descent apparatus o[ the KoraN-Sputnik 2 spacecraft landed as much
as 200 kilometers from its target site. SeeMozzhorin, et at., eds.. Dorogi u kosmos II, p_46.
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concerns during
damental

the mission.

changes

This

particular

flight

all the

gugust

28 to hear reports

done,

primary

Korolev,

(Glushko,

elements
from

of the design

Ryazanskiy,

of the Object

I spaceship
Chief

of the Vostok
with

Pilyugin,

Barmin,

leading

The importance

of the document,

dancies and safety measures
tation

systems

to the tiny

have been Korolev's
tices in the missile
unacceptable

industry

concern

One section

would

the authors

more than

6,000 transistors,

connected

by about

to 850 contacts
Here Korolev

fifteen

fifty-six
kilometers

per connector.

Vostok

operations

emphasized

electric motors,

technique

of the document

thirty-six

defense

industry

(led by Ustinov)

Committee

first time formally
The successful
sheds

of the Communist

set a timetable
launch,

space

new light on the dates

depended

to the lowest

indirectly

launch

plant direc-

ranked worker

for a state-level

and sent a document

in the

123 organiza-

finally

intervention

the six original

core mem-

on the Vostok

program

to

in 1991, the letter for the

the first piloted

spaceflight.

It began:

[light, and landing

of the spacecraft

(the object

"Vostok-I

[light

in

leaders in the Soviet

for accomplishing

a piloted

up

on his or her part

represented

I0, the ten most powerful

Party. Declassified

[or performing

inter-

having

in the project. _

proved to be the catalyst

signed

three-stage

not be regarded as failure-proof.

and the armed forces, along with

of Chief Designers,

must
prac-

project because failure was an
of a six-unit

to each chief designer,

down

that were participating

Three days later, on September

bers of the Council
the Central

plants,

of this document

orien-

management

to 880 plug connectors

to emphasize

was delegated

including

through

the redun-

and about 800 relays and switches

in addition

assembly

The preparation

with

and dynamically
loaded systems, such
itself consisted of 241 vacuum tubes,

of the work. The chain of responsibility
signatories

flight

from the critical

that previous

manager that the life of a cosmonaut

shop. The eleven

to enumerating

major systems,

system consisted

of cable,

and descrip-

on the ejection hatch. Finally, in what

Clearly, the entire system could

used his managerial

tor, and military

devoted

no longer hold for the Vostok

The complete

listings

for a nominal

7, 1960. was not so much for its tech-

is completely

cartridges

P,lekseyev,

and Preparation

for safety of the pilot that comes

for each of the spacecraft's
touch,

included

the work

in the program

Isayev, Kosberg,

which

on

Feoktistov

with

involved

as well as a cyclogram

dated September

pyrotechnical

personal

outcome.

the program.

Very satisfied

Bogomolov,

vehicle with as many as thirty-three
thermally, statically,
as turbopumps,
for the rocket engines, The spacecraft

tions,

variant.

and verified

to Moscow
Chief

"Basic Status of the Development

but because of the remarkable
of the report.

moment

returned

chief designers

Kuznetsov.

titled

Korolev

and Group

3KP, (The Piloted Space Ship 'Vostok-3@'),"

in each section

had been no fun-

Bushuyev

3/q piloted

the other

prepared a document

was a watershed
design.

Designer

tions of all the major systems on the spaceship
contingency
plans for all possible failuresM
nical details,

tests proved that there

of the spacecraft
Deputy

in coordination

and Yazdovskiy),

physiological

of the Vostok

almost

on the progress

Extensive

in their health.

into cosmic

space.

")

An analy-

34
This document has been reproduced in its entirety as S. R Korolev. V. P Glushko, M S. Ryazanskiy,
N. tq PilyuDn. V R Barmin, V. h Kuznetsov, A. F. Bogomolov, _q.M. Isayev. S. A. Kosberg. S. M glekseyev, and
V. I Yazdovskiy, "Basic Status of the Development and Preparation of the Object 3K,q (The Piloted Space Ship
"Vostok 3P,')" (English title), in Raushenbakh, eck. Materialy po istorii kosmieheskogo, pp. 125-28
35
Raushenbakh, ed., Materialy po istorii kosmicheskogo, p, 213. There was also another document titled
"Regulations for the 3Ktt," which was issued in December 1960 and specified production and design responsibilities for each chief designer, plant director, and so on See Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya,
p 565
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sis of the telemetric

measurement

gests the possibility

of creating

The

authors

recommended

October-November

to beat a Mercury

living

piloted

launch.

by ministerial

could

further

automated

Vostok

I, the cosmonauts

the standard

the Soviet leadership

viewed

during

1 flights

missions

be accomplished

rather than

of the "Vostok-I"

for a human

the program.

sugflight. _

be carried

out

in

3A variant

for their mission

in a Vostok

deputy

space

of the Vostok

training

Unlike all earlier Soviet space projects,

heads

with which

flight

the flights

conditions

one or two
by two

1960. By December

ready, and a full-scale

importance

that

1960, followed

November-December

signed

data received during

normal

in

would

3A in December,

be

in time

the fact that this document

was

ministers

the

clearly

underlines

If in 1959 there was some hes-

itation on the part of the government
to fully commit to a piloted space program, by the end of
1960, those concerns had no doubt been overridden by the imminent threat of Project Mercury.
Having

consistently

taken the lead in the early space race, the Soviet Union

efforts to continuously
siles, space

maintain

had become

that preeminence.

an arena not only

pride. In a sense, the chest-beating
of Sputniks
advanced

and Lunas pushed

Committee

of the Communist

Party--that

Defense.
Council
Sciences,

that had followed

into maintaining

is, by Nikita

in strategic

but also simply

the launches

the image of the new

and were in no position

to call off.

was received in the Central

S. Khrushchev

reply dated October

mis-

national

II,

and Frol R. Kozlov.

listing

Both

each of the minister-

of the signatories:

I. The proposal
the

of the USSR Council
of Ministers

USSR

Council

of Ministers
which

approved,

of Ministers

State Committee

of Ministers
(the object

because

of Ministers

State Committee

has been examined

the USSR Council
of a spacecraft

the USSR Ministry

State

Committee

timetable.

with

Issues,

Building.

the

of

USSR

the USSR /qcudemy

of

of the Presidium

of

on the preparation

a man on board

and launch

in December

of 1960, is

7

of the first human

There was no precedent
three launch

and

by the Commission

importance)

have to be almost

for Ship

Technology.

for Military-Industrial
"Vostok-3_")

had managed to conduct
rate would

of Defense Technology,

for ,Ztviation

the stage was set for the launch

and that

State Committee
on Radio-Electronics,

and approved

it is a task of great

960. It was an ambitious
t960,

euphoria

was forced to make

priority

applications

by the sixteen leaders of the Soviet space program

the LISSR Council

ule--OKB-I

self-congratulatory

the Soviet government

the plan and issued a top-secret

ial jurisdictions

Thus

for military

Soviet state. It was a race that they had started

The petition
approved

Despite the national

attempts

doubled.

into space in the last month

of

for the rapid pace of the schedin three months

The decision

in the summer

was clearly

of

made after

36. An edited version of this letter was published in V. Belyanov. L. Moshkov, Yu. Murin, N. Sobolev,
A. Stepanov. and B. Stroganov, "Yuriy Gagarin's Star Voyage: Documents from the First Flight of a Human into
Space" (English title), Izuestiyu TsKKPSS5 ( 1991): I01-29. The signatories to the document were {in order of their
signatures): D. F. Ustinov (Chairman of the Military-lndustriaf Commission), R. Ya. Malinovskiy (Minister of
Defense), K. N. Rudnev (Chairman of the StateCommittee for Defense Technology), V. D. Kalmykov (Chairman of
the State Committee for Radio-Electronics), R V. Dementyev (Chairman of the State Committee for Aviation
Technology). B. Ye. Butoma (Chairman of the State Committee for Ship-Building). M. I. Nedelin (Commander in
Chief of the Stratesic Missile Forces),S. I, Rudenko (Deputy Commander in Chief of the Air Force), V M Ryabikov
(Deputy Chairman of the RSFSRCouncil of Ministers). M. V. Keldysh (Vice-President of the USSRAcademy of
Sciences), S R Korolev (Chief Designer of OKB-I). V. R Glushko (Chief Designer of OKB-456). M. S. Ryazanskiy
(Chief Designer and Director of NII-885), N. A. Pilyugin (Chief Designer of NII-885), V R Barmin (Chief Designer
of GSKB SpetsMash): and V. I. Kuznetsov (Chief Designer of Nil 944).
37. This decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the USSRCouncil of Ministers has
been reproduced in full in ibid., p. 103.The title of the document was "On the Object 'Vostok-3A'."
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exhaustive

discussion,

such a timetable

and there

is no evidence

if he did not think

however,

suddenly

and tragically

rocketry,

a dark reminder

thwarted

On the evening

of the perils of the new technology

of October

24, Korolev

on restricted

would

have approved

disasters

were,

in the history

of

at its disposal.

and Delays
called OKB-I

to give him some important

call from Tyura-Tam

Korolev

The plans of the Soviet government

by one of the worst-ever

Disaster

into his office

to suggest that

it was realistic.

information.

communications

senior engineer

Arkadiy

The chief designer

lines from

his Deputy

I. Ostashev

had just received

Yevgeniy

a

V. Shabarov

concerning
a major accident at the launch range in which Ostashev's
older brother, Yevgeniy,
had been involved? _ Still unaware of the scale of the accident, Korolev immediately
permitted
the younger
accident

Ostashev

to fly to the launch

only became clear to Korolev

both Tyura-Tam

and indirect

of even the most darkest

site. The magnitude

through

sources

in Moscow.

nightmares,

and catastrophic

nature of the

the night as more and more reports
The disaster was beyond

and it involved

a rocket designed

arrived from

the comprehension

not by Korolev,

but by

his rival. Chief Designer Yangel.
Offering

up stiff competition

to Korolev

to design

a new generation

of ICBMs,

Yangel had

brought his first offering, the R-16, to the launch pad in mid-October
for its first launch. After
the relative failure of Korolev's R-7 as an operational ICBM, there was a tremendous
amount of
import

focused

on bringing

Yangel's new

Soviet Union

an active and large-scale

and bragging

about Soviet might.

at the United
Soviet Union

Nations,
"like

ICBMs. _ Numerous
Strategic

Missile

deterrent

stated that

strategic

from a machine,"

important

officials

status.

It would

launch,

the Soviet leader, in a speech

rockets

were

were at Tyura-Tam to witness
Nedelin,

give the

up the Khrushchev's

who

bluster

being produced

a claim that was clearly

Forces Commander-in-Chief

finally

backing

Days before the planned

had boldly

sausages

R-16 to operational

strategic

in the

not true in the case of

the first launch,

also chaired

including

the State Commission

for the R-16.
Fueled by storable,
prior to launch,

hypergolic,

especially

The first launch was originally
a postponement

and highly toxic propellants,

in fueling

procedures,

set for October

which

there

caused

23, but a major propellant

sile were carried out in a fully fueled state, creating

a remarkably

completed

the night,

ceeded as planned

minutes

were still

Marshal

until thirty

approximately

Nedelin,

who

scoffed

200 officers,

I not an officer?,"

Yangel himself

was convinced

G. Mrykin.

ing of quitting
moment,

Nedelin's

smoking,

exactly thirty

minutes

that

he was reported
point

situation

and

soldiers

man for missiles

and space, Mrykin

to smoke his last cigarette

inferno

pad,

around

including

there to be

stroke of luck,
by Maj. General

was apparently

right then.

think-

It was at that

launch, that the missile suddenly

of destruction

pro-

24. At this point,

near the

to smoke a last cigarette

at the pad.

operations

to have asked. _' By a fateful

prior to the scheduled

an expanding

dangerous

and all prelaunch

he leave the pad area. "What's

to enter a safe bunker

and he had decided

ed on the pad, releasing

engineers,

forced

all repairs to the mis-

prior to the set launch time on October

at suggestions

afraid of? Am
Aleksandr

through

at the site.

leak that evening

to the next day. On the orders of the State Commission,

The repairs were successfully
there

had been much difficulty

great consternation

explod-

the pad area.

38. Chertok. Rakety i tyudi, p. 396
39
Steven Zaloga. Target _meriea: The 5ouiet Urrior_arid the Strategic .,qrmsRace, 1945 I964 (Novato,
C/_: Presidio. 1993). p 195_
40
S Averkov. "Top Secret: Explosionat 8aykonur Cosmodrome: Only After 30 YearsAre We Learning the
Truth About the Death of Marshall Nedeti_ and a LargeGroup of Rocket Specialists" (English title). Rabochaya tribur_a_December 6, 1990, p. 4
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This stitl from a [dmo[ the R-16 explosion shows the expandin£ fireball around the missile as pad workers
desperately tried to flee the scene of the catastrophe Approximately I30 people perished as a result of the
explosion, many of whom were identified only by medals on their jackets or rings on their fingers
(copyright Rudy, Inc, via Quest magazine)
Within

seconds,

the rocket broke in half and fell on the pad, crushing

have still been left alive. At that point,
peflants

ignited

managed

in a crescendo.

to run in a burning
from

Some people were simply
state succumbed

remained

hanging

Chairman

of the State Committee

ing next to Nedelin,
jump

the fire and the heat increased

their

managed

harness

from

special

to jump

Through

ure had evidently

days, workers

occurred

when

the pad because of a control
control

system,

ous commands

he succumbed

developed
from

to his burns

immediately

the second

task of identifying

to investigate

0KB-692,

the propellants

tarmac,
both

hours

simply

and
legs

melted

bodies./q

the accident.
started

spe-

The failfiring on

in the first stage. This

had lacked a circuit

stage. It took fourteen

Deputy

soon after he was taken

the second stage of the R-16 had spuriously

by the Kharkov-based

burned.

who had been stand-

3,000 degrees, people just

system failure, thus igniting

reaching

bodies

others who
Technicians

run across the molten

began the gruesome

headed by Yangel was formed

minutes.

of three and a half meters, breaking

P,s the temperature raged to around
many being reduced to ashes.

the ensuing

as their

Lev A. Grishin,

over a high railing,

in the process to reach safety. Tragically,

cial commission

cranes

of Defense Technology

might

as all the pro-

in the fire, while

to the toxic gases within

to the high gate of the ramp from a height

to the hospital/'
in the firestorm,

engulfed

any one who

in intensity

to block spuri-

of torment

before the

41. Grishin was still alive four days after the disaster,on October 28. At the time. his injuries were listed as
"2nd, 3rd, and 4th degreeburns on the face, head, neck. left half o| the thorax. Open fracture in both bones oI right
and left shins. Left lower extremity amputated from the middle third of the shin."
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young

Ostashev

medal attached

identified

his brother.

to his uniform.

Nedelin

OKB-692

himself

was identified

Chief Designer

only

by his Gold

Boris M. Konoplev,

the talented

Star
guid-

ance systems engineer who was among the rising stars in the Soviet missile and space program,
was identified
viduals

by his height,

having

been one of the tallest

died in the blast,

including

senior military

ous soldiers. 42The entire

incident

was kept under tight

to have died in an aircraft accident,

a piece of fiction

early 1989. The prohibition

on discussing

1990, thirty

the tragedy. 4_

years following

The R-16 disaster
on the Vostok
NII-944

program.

(Kuznetsov),

blow

to the piloted

wraps,

and Marshal

to the Soviet missile

NII-88 (Tyulin),

and NII-229

Marshal

Nedelin,

the Strategic

Missile

Forces, had also chaired

Vostok,

capping

his fifteen-year-long

126 indi-

and numer-

Nedelin

was said

maintained

until

was not lifted until

program.

Although

it did

there was clearly a repercussive

Many of the same design organizations,

projects.

chief designers,

among the survivors

space effort,

the R-16 and Vostok
thus

men at the pad. All told,
deputy

that the Soviets officially

the disaster

was a devastating

not have any direct connection

officials,

(Tabakov),

apart from

such as OKB-456

delay

(Glushko),

had major contributions

to both

his role as Commander-in-Chief

several important
role as one of the

State Commissions,
most

important

of

including

figures

in the

growth of the Soviet missile and space programs. Kirill S. Moskalenko,
the fifty-eight-year-old
Commander
of the Moscow Military District, was brought in as the new commander
of the
Strategic

Missile

in NKVD

Forces. He had the unusual

Chairman

the industrial

the top industrial

Vostok
flight

effort

for Vostok24
NII-88

two Vostok

program,

resumed

again. By this time,

two

weeks

scenario,

ten-year

forty-nine,

place as the chair of the
rise to influence
effort

the R-16 disaster

that

active

it was clear that the original

schedule

In a letter

I0,

asked the Central

as one of

had been as

dated

November

Committee

for formal

Ustinov,

permission

Keldysh,
to launch

testing

not be carried out before late February

could

at the first suborbital

flight

with the R-16 disaster and other technical

Vostok

on the

for a piloted

craft prior to commencing
flight

of the piloted

work

a first piloted

By this time, NP, S_ was also looking
the delays associated

N. Rudnev,

Nedelin's

His first job in the rocketry

following

1960 was unrealistic.

I precursor

took

in the early 1950s.

than

Rudnev, and Moskalenko

the best-case

of being one of the men to participate
1953. Konstantin

It was the peak of Rudnev's

be more

in December

Korolev,

distinction

in December

managers in the Soviet Union.

of the famous

It would

execution

leader of the space and missile

State Commission
director

Beriya's

in early spring.
problems,

3P, variantJ _ In
Thus,

1961.
despite

there was still a slim

margin of safety in the new schedule.

42. Chertok, Rakety i lyudL p 397. There are still many discrepancies in reports of the fina[ human toll of
the R-16 disaster, ranging from a lower limit of ninety two to an upper limit of 165. By October 28, seventy-four people had been identified as dead. t_ number of previously classified important documents related to the disasterwere
published in 1994.These included the original communiqu_ sent by Yangelto Moscow minutes after the disaster, a
preliminary accident report by the technical commission on the day after the accident, and lists of those who had
been identihed (both deceasedand injured) by October 28, SeeI. D Sergeyev,ed, Khronika osnounykh sobytiye
iston'i raketnykh uoysk strategicheskogo naznacheniya (Moscow: TsIPK, 1994), pp. 240-63.
43
There are numerous Russian languagesourcesthat describethe incident. The ones primarily used in the
above narrative were: Averkov, "Top Secret: Explosionat Baykonur Cosmodrome": Col. A. Radionov, "The Time Has
Come to Tell: It Happened at Baykonur: At the First Launch of the New Rocket. How Marshall Nedelin Died. The
Memory o[ the Living" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, October 24, 1990, p. 2: ,q. Bolotin, "Site Ten" (English
title), Ogonek 16 (/_pril 15-22, 1989): I0 14. For a recent English language account of the R 16 disaster, see &sir
_. Siddiqi, "Mourning Star," 9,uest 3 (Winter 1994): 38-47.
44
Zaloga, Target .,Zimerica.p. 99: Chertok, Rakety I lyudL p. 41 I.
45. This letter is reproducedin full, but with disguised designations, as D F. Ustinov, M. V. Keldysh, S. P.
Korolev, K. N Rudnev, and K. S. Moskalenko, "On Launchesof the 'Vostok-P/ Korabl-Sputnik" (English title), in
V. S g_vduyevskiyand T M. Eneyev. eds_ M _/ Keldysh: izbrannyye trudi: raketnaya tekhniku i kosmonczutika
(Moscow: Nauka. t988), pp. 355-56.
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Permission
granted

to launch

almost

OKB-I

plant

launched

the two

immediately

and at Tyura-Tam

in August,

Vostok

by the

I spacecraft,

Central

to pick up speed.

save for the omission

the fourth

Committee,

and fifth in the series, was

which

allowed

Both spacecraft

of the infrared

processing

were identical

orientation

at the

to the ship

system that had been the

source of so many problems on the previous missions. 4_The first one was launched without
incident on December I, 1960, into an orbit exactly mimicking
the one planned at the time for
an actual piloted

mission:

lite, called the Third

180 by 249 kilometers

KoraN-Sputnik

Total mass in orbit was 4,563 kilograms.
mentation
on board, as well as a different
The

flight

telemetry
TDU-I

went

well,

reception.

and there

After about

system

Although

the spacecraft

shoot

of the engine:

Soviet territory.

would

inclination.

were

twelve

successful

communications

hours in orbit, on the seventeenth

reentry.

Unfortunately,

the resulting

firing

the satel-

sessions
orbit,

there was a malfunction

was far shorter

still reenter, computations

The spacecraft

Aboard

Pchelka and Mushka.

There was apparently improved biomedical
instruset of instruments
for cosmic and radiation studies.

twenty-four

engine was to fire to initiate

bilization

at a 64.95-degree

in the Soviet press, were two dogs,

showed

than

in the sta-

had been planned.

that the landing

made one and a half more orbits,

for

the main

would

after which

over-

the descent

apparatus with the dogs separated from the rest of the vehicle. An additional communications
session with the craft confirmed the failure of the TDU-I. At this point, a special and unusual
system

was

During

earlier mission

called

a spacecraft
phobia

of the missile
system

parties.

Designed

designed

the vehicle

by NII-137,

the only

to destroy

the

system

if the on-board

craft.

the Soviet

and destroyed

press merely

had burned

The problem

with

of the Braking

pad at site

the

for the

g-sensor

that

this

option

for designers

"evidence"

before

emergency

along with

because

of having

was to install

recovery

of the

missions

went

a self-

by non-Soviet
object

at the assigned

precursor

3, the system

situation.

secrecy and xeno-

explosion
reentry

precise

the possibility

Given the extreme

for the Vostok

the spacecraft

announced

about

was

moment.

and not for any

into operation

at the

its hapless passengers. 4_At the

of the incorrect

attitude,

the descent

up on reentry.
TDU-I

was identified

Engine Unit,"

I in the

to address

did not detect

In the case of Korabl-Sputnik

of reentry

apparatus

was installed
territory."

such a system was only earmarked

piloted

beginning

work

that

there had been much concern

and space programs,

aboard

to detonate

Mercifully,

time,

operation--one

planning,

land off course and on "foreign

destruct

actual

into

third

week

quickly

by "adopting

and the next Vostok

I spacecraft

of

was

December.

There

means for ensuring
was brought

a slight

change

normal

to the launch
in the

booster-

spacecraft stack for this flight. All earlier KorabI-Sputnik
missions had used the 8K72 launch
vehicle also used for the Luna launches. This particular flight would be the first to use a slightly modified
half tons)

variant designated
for the RD-OI05

inally increased
the fifth

Vostok

104.5 hours

thrust

would

I spacecraft,

Moscow

the 8K72K,

which

(just over five tons)
allow a slightly
carrying

Time on December

substituted
as the third

the RD-OI09
orbital

higher mass planned

the dogs

Kometa

insertion

stage. 4_The nom-

for the piloted

and Shutka,

22, 1960. 49The first two

(just over five and a
variant,

Thus,

was sent on its way at

stages of the 8K72K

booster

46. Korolev, "On the State of the Experimental Work."
4/.
Ibid.: Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp. 411-12. Although the system was not used on any piloted Vostok
mission, it was standard on all variants of the Vostok spacecraft for reconnaissancemissions
48. Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketrythat Conquered Space:Part 3." The first tests of the 8K-12Kvariant may
have occurred earlier.There were two suborbital launches related to the R--1(or R-7A) on July 5 and -1, 1960,during
which the payloads were deposited in the Pacific. SeeLardier,LYqstronautiqueSouietique. p. 122: 7] Chronology o[
Missile and Ztstronauticczl Events. prepared for the Committee on Science and Astronautics, US. House of
Representatives.87th Cony,, Ist sess (Washington, DC: LI.S.Government Printing Office. March 1961), p. I 19.
49. N.P. Kamanin. Skrytiy kosmos: kniga peruaya, 1960-1963gg (Moscow: Infortekst IF. 1995), p. 9. Note
that this source suggeststhat the names of the dogs were Zhemchuzhnaya and Zhulka.
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performed

without

fault, but the new third

because of the destruction
went

into operation,

and the spacecraft

an arc across the Soviet Union.
about

3,500

kilometers

stage engine prematurely

of the gas generator

successfully

The payload

downrange

in the engine.

from

separated

point of the famed Tunguska
Arvid

signals

from

meteorite.

the descent

V. Pallo, was dispatched
The rescue mission

direction

turned

of the object,

they had to approach
matically

detonate

it had already been sixty
cabling

found

themselves

22, rescue forces began

hours,

in waist-deep

episodes of the time. Once

snow. By having aircraft

hours after landing.

capsule

ejection,

the seat had slammed

Centigrade

had burned

hatches on the descent apparatus
spherical

explosive

temperatures.

through,

had been discarded,

instead of ejecting

out with

fly in the

the spacecraft,

system was to auto-

By the time they reached the spacecraft,

but the capsule had still not exploded,

system

craft. Pallo and his deputy

old friend,

site two days late on December

extreme care because the emergency

in minus-forty-degree

in the explosive

and inac-

led by Korolev's

out to be one of the most harrowing
at the general area of the landing

the vehicle sixty

gage the explosive

and a search party

remote

they managed to reach the capsule. Once the team found
it with

described
and landed

River close to the impact

By the late hours of December

apparatus,

trajectory

to try and locate the capsule.

the rescue group was dropped
24, Pallo and his associates

Tunguska

seconds

escape system

of 214 kilometers

site in one of the most

cessible areas of Siberia, in the region of the Podkamennaya
to detect

as its flight

reached an altitude

the launch

cut off at T+425

The emergency

forcing

them

to disen-

They later discovered

neutralizing

the bomb.

the ejection seat had remained

the dogs. Later investigation

into the side of the exit porthole

that the

/qlthough

both

within

showed

the

that during

and remained within

the space-

returned to the site the next day, and the dogs were finally

taken out

of the capsule, a little cold but alive, and flown to safety, arriving in Moscow on December 26.
Bringing the descent apparatus itself back to Moscow proved to be much more difficult as they
used a variety of strategies

to literally

Pallo's team had to terminate

drag the capsule through

all rescue operations

and snow when

the temperature

week of January

1961 before the vehicle

that the failure be announced

dropped

on the mission.

separate

into

its component

reentering

the atmosphere.

two

and a half seconds

simultaneously,

arrived in Moscow)

° Despite

Korolev's

that there were a number

third-stage

failure, the Vostok

apparatus

and instrument

severed their connections
Furthermore,

the ejection

the craft to deform

from

section

modules.

on this

mission,

both events

system. All of these, for obvious

program

now

had two

date of February

t961

for a piloted

provisional

schedule

for the forthcoming

were to be automated

flights

on February 5 and the second
mission

would

on January
months,

5, 1961, Deputy

major

failures

flight

Chief

on

occurred

piloted

variant,

on February

15-20Y

Contingent

reasons, were not

in a row. The State

was no longer viable, gt a

Designer

tqs per earlier plans, the next two

of the actual

approve a piloted

never

heating

the shock of the failed ejection. _' Then there

KorabI-Sputnik

of the commission

This

seat was to have shot out of the capsule

failure in the self-destruct

meeting

of major

I craft was to

only because of the thermal

encouraging.
Commission's

entreaties

vetoed the idea.

was the fortuitous
The

of the ice

It was the first

22 showed

after the hatch was jettisoned:

causing

degrees Centigrade.

the booster

descent

The two capsules

sixty-two

on December

Following

happened.

of snow. At one point,

in the Soviet press, the State Commission

An analysis of the launch abort
anomalies

to minus
finally

kilometers

and spend the night in the middle

the Vostok

Bushuyev
launches

laid out a
in the series

3A. The first would

upon their successes,

fly

the com-

mission.

50. Mozzhorin. et al.. eds_ Dorogi u kosmos: II, pp. 47-5 I: M. Rebrov, "But Things Were Like that--Top
Secret: The Painful Fortune of the N I Project" (English title). Krasnaya Zuezda, January 13, 1990. p. 4.
51
Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, p. I0
52. Ibid. p II
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The

The training
piloted

mission

regimes
Over

of the core group
reached a turning

in simulators

two

days

Nelyubov,

Captain

Nikolayev,

for the very first mission)

the TDU-I
previous

review

asked specific

engine

questions.

and spacecraft

KorabI-Sputnik

received grades of "excellent,"

Titov--took

Institute

phases of a mission,
Particular

attention

both of which

Bykovskiy

first

training.
Lieutenant

their final exams
under

Lt. General

the most likely

spent forty to fifty

min-

the operation

after which

the members

of

to the operation

of

had failed at various

and Nelyubov

final

describing

was devoted

On the first day, Nikolayev,

while

Gagarin,

commission

17, each candidate

Flight-Research

orientation,

missions.

and Lieutenant

interdepartmental

_ On January

and various

for the

and recovery

Lieutenant

the results of the tests and recommend

at the M. M. Gromov

its instruments,

as a pool

parachute

Bykovskiy,

Popovich,

A special

candidates

the commission

six--Captain

Captain

supervision

the spacecraft,

selected

t961. By that time, all six had finished

days, as well as full-scale

Kamanin's

utes in a simulator

of six cosmonaut-trainees

the

to assess their degree of readiness.
would

to Vostok

point in January

lasting three

in mid-January,

Road

Popovich,
were given

times

Gagarin,
"very

of

in the

and Titov

good"

scores.

The following
day, the candidates took a written exam, which completed
the program. The
results were collated soon after, and the commission
recommended
the following
order for
using

the trainees

particular
the three

in flights:

Gagarin,

as psychological

characteristics

Even at this
uating

Nelyubov,

and ideological

one for the very first mission,
favorite.

Titov,

Nikolayev,

Bykovskiy,

Popovich)

_ This

series of tests helped narrow down the pool of cosmonauts
for the first mission to
best candidates: Gagarin, Titov, and Nelyubov. Although
nontechnical
factors such
all three would

early stage,

the twenty-six-year-old

He had come from working-class
from

secondary

issues would

school

narrow

travel to Tyura-Tam

origins

Yuriy

Gagarin

in the Smolensk

in 1949. He spent the following

the three

men down

to

in a few months.
seemed

to

be the

region west of Moscow,
few years in various

clear
grad-

technical

institutes before joining the Orenburg Higher Air Force School in 1955. Until his selection as a
cosmonaut-trainee,
he had served as an active duty pilot at Zapolyarniy,
north of the Arctic
Circle.

By all accounts,

made an extremely
chief

designer

he was a very likable and intelligent

favorable

in mid-1960.

impression
Although

on Korolev

there has been a tendency

man, even those less prone to hyperbole had nothing
Cosmonaut
Khrunov later remembered that:

Gagarin

was

extraordinarily

individual,

[ocused.

and

when

and he had fortuitously

the first time the cosmonauts
but

to hero-worship

positive

necessary,

things

had met the
the young

to say about

very demanding

him.

o[ himself

and of others. Which is why I think that concentrating
on that [amous smile o[ his might
miss the mark entirely and might even diminish
the image of who he really was? S

53
The members of the commission were: Maj. General A. N Babiychuk (Chief of the Soviet Air Force
Medical Service), Lt General M Ya.Klokov (Institute of Aviation and Space Medicine), V. I. Yazdovskiy (Institute of
Aviation and Space Medicine), Colonel Ye.A. Karpov (Director of TsPK),Academician N. M. Sisakyan(Department
of Biological Sciencesof the LISSRAcademy of Sciences),K R Feoktistov (OKB-I), S. M. Alekseyev (Chief Designer
of Plant No 918), and M L Gallay (test pilot at the M. M. Gromov Flight-ResearchInstitute) In addition, FlightResearchInstitute Director N S Stroyev was present during the tests. See Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, p 12; L. N
Kamanin, "A Minute's ReadinessHas Been Announced ..." (English title}, Znamya no. 4 (April 1989): 134-46.
54. The remaining eleven active cosmonauts--Anikeyev, Belyayev,Filatyev, Gorbatko, Khrunov, Komarov.
Leonov, Rahkov, Shonin, Volynov, and Zaykin--took their test on April 4, 1961.Out of a total possible of "5/'
Komarov and Leonov received 5+, Anikeyev, Filatyev. Shonin. and Volynov received 5, and Belyayev,Gorbatko,
Khrunov, and Rafikov received4 SeeGolovanov, Koroleu, p. 633.
55. Ibid. pp 628-29.
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OKB-I engineer Raushenbakh recalls that "Gagarin would never try to ingratiate himself,
nor was he ever insolent. He was born with an innate sense of tact." In an early evaluation of
his personality dating from/qugust 1960, when he was simply one of twenty men in training
for a flight, a commission of Air Force doctors wrote with remarkable unambiguity of Gagarin's
positive attributes:
[M]odest: embarrasses when his humor gets a little too racy: high degree of intellectual
development evident in Yuriy; fantastic memory; distinguishes
himself from his colleagues by his sharp and far-ranging sense of attention to his surroundings: a welldeveloped imagination: quick reactions: persevering, prepares himself painstakingly for
his activities and training exercises, handles celestial mechanics and mathematical formulae with ease as well as excels in higher mathematics: does not feel constrained
when he has to defend his point of view if he considers himself right: appears that he
understands life better than a lot of his friends? _
When the cosmonaut group had carried out an informal and anonymous survey to see
whom among the cosmonaut group they would like to see fly first, all but three of the twenty
named Gagarin. Apart from his high qualifications, he also satisfied the Communist Party's
unwritten criterion that the first Soviet person in space be from a completely Russian and working-class background.
German Titov, twenty-five years old at the time, had grown up in the Kosikhinskiy District
in t_ltay Territory before entering the Kacha Higher Air Force School in 1953. Following his graduation in t957, he served as an active duty pilot in the Leningrad District. He struck many as
being the most worldly and well read of the six, and he was noted for rebelling against what
he called "silly questions" during the selection processes in 1959Y The youngest of the six. he
had performed excellently and without problems throughout the past year in training and was
a close competitor of Gagarin. The last of the three, the twenty-six-year-old Grigoriy Nelyubov,
was perhaps the most talented and qualified of the group of six. Raised in Crimea, he had graduated from the Yeisk Higher P,ir Force School in 1957 and served as a MiG-19 pilot with the
Black Sea Fleet. Soon after selection as a cosmonaut, he had consistently demonstrated his
expertise as one of the top members of the group of twenty. He also had influential supporters
at OKB-I: Department Chief Raushenbakh was said to have supported Nelyubov's candidacy
to be the first Soviet person in space. On the negative side, Netyubov was also extremely outspoken and individualistic. For P,ir Force overseer Kamanin, a diehard old-school Stalinist,
Nelyubov's otherwise remarkable record in training was neutralized by his direct and critical
nature. Gagarin, who was "quiet in character," was a far more suitable candidate from an ideological perspective? _
In terms of preparing for the first Vostok mission, the training of cosmonauts was only the
tip of the iceberg of a mammoth undertaking. Tracking requirements for a piloted mission were
a lot more stringent than for the modest Sputniks in the years before, and the military NII-4
institute was once again tasked with coordinating the establishment of a network to support
the new project. The original seven communications points spread out across the Soviet Union
(at Tyura-Tam, Makat, Sary-Shagan, Yeniseysk. Iskhup, Yelizovo, and Klyuchi) to support the
early satellite program were augmented by six new stations (at Leningrad, Simferopol, Tbilis,

56
57
58

Ibid..p. 629.
RexHall, "SovietAir ForceCosmonauts,"in Cassutt,ed, Who'sWho in Space,p. 266.
Ibid.,p, 25I: Golovanov,Korolev,p. 630.
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Kolpashevo,
a half times
monitoring

Ulan-Ude, and Moscow)/_
Although the Soviet Union stretched close to two and
more in width than the contiguous
United States, there were clear limitations
to
space missions

ments of a piloted
ing points

on foreign

vessels stationed

sioned

a single

all over the world.

instead

resorted

and Chukotka--were

as part of the officially
in August

especially

to negotiate

given

to fully equipped

stationed

named

Pacific Ocean

require-

self-contained

of Soviet overseas
originally

Hydrographic

generation

tracknaval

tracking

to monitor

events of the KorabI-Sputniks.

1960 by a newer second

the heightened

treaties as NASA did to station

The first generation

and later for mission-critical

augmented

landmass,

Perhaps reluctant

soil, the Soviets

Sibir, Suchan, Sakhalin,
impacts

from

mission.

ships--

ICBM nose cone

These ships were commisExpedition

stationed

No. 4. These were

in the Atlantic

that were

built specifically
for the Vostok,
lunar, and interplanetary
programs: Dolinsk,
Ilichevsk, and
Krasnodar. The duration of communications
contact between each surface point and the orbiting spacecraft

was limited

1,500 to 2,000

kilometers. _°

For the early piloted
at Cape Canaveral.

to five to ten minutes,

space missions,

While

NASA opted

the Soviets maintained

center for all the early piloted

with

an altitude

to use a control

such a control

Soviet spaceflights

envelope

reaching

to

center at the launch site

point at Tyura-Tam,

was in the Bolshevo

out

the nerve

suburb of Moscow

at the

premises of the military NIl-4. It was here that the so-called Command-Measurement
Complex
Center was located, under direct control of the Strategic Missile Forces. The center was staffed
primarily

with officers

from

eran of the early Kapustin
were provided
at NIl-4

NIl-4 and headed from July 1959 by Colonel
Yar launches.

by three different

and two

computation

in the Academy

entire Command-Measurement
Colonel

Amos

A. Bolshoy,

Ballistics

and computational

centers, each with

of Sciences. Although

Complex,
a military

the day-to-day

scientist

who would

Andrey
support

G. Karas, a vetduring

its own operations

Karas was nominally
technical

operations

play a prominent

missions

group--one

the head of the
were handled

by

role in controlling

all

early Soviet piloted missions by providing the State Commission
with recommendations
on mission-critical
events. _ The fact that this position, roughly analogous to the Western concept of a
flight

director,

was occupied

by a colonel

in the Strategic

Missile

Forces was merely

another

symptom of the outgrowth
of the Soviet space program from the ballistic missile effort. This was
one of the reasons that until the 1970s, the Soviets steadfastly refused to identify the location
of its primary

control

center for the early piloted

trol, the Soviet Air Force accepted
nauts. The huge armada
Tu-95s)

consisted

as well as ten helicopters.

to quickly

reach a returned

the burden

space program.
of organizing

of twenty-five
In addition,

cosmonaut

aircraft

Apart

recovery
(twenty

from command
forces for landing

11-4s, three An-12s,

seven separate parachute

to provide

firsthand

and concosmoand two

teams were established

medical support. _

50. Yu. A. Mozzhorin. et al, eds., Naehalo kosmicheskoy ery: vospominaniya veteranov raketno-kosmicheskoy tekhniki i kosmonavtiki vypusk utoroy (Moscow: RNITsKD. 1994). p. 272. Eachof these centers was called
a Scientific Measurement Point (NIP). and each had a separate number: NIP-I (Tyura Tam). NIP 2 (Makat). NIF4
(Yeniseysk).NIP 5 (abandoned in 1958), NIP-6 (Yelizovo). NIP 7 (Tyura-Tam), NIP-8 (not built), NIP-9 (Leningrad),
NiP-I0 (Simferopol), NIP-12 (Kolpashevo). NIP-13 (Ulan-Ude). and NIP-14 (Moscow).
60. Ibid, pp. 265,272-73. Seealso B. A. Pokrovskiy,Kosmos nachinayetsya na zernlye (Moscow: Patriot,
1996). pp. 34 I, 345-46. A fourth ship to the "second generation," 7_ksay,was added in September 1962. Seealso
Lardier,LT_stronautiqueSovi#tique, pp. 122 23.
61. Bolshoy was replaced by P A. Agadzhanov in the mid-1960s. See Pokrovskiy,Kosmos naehinayetsya
na zemlye, pp. 239,365: "On the Scientific-TechnicalActivities of Yu. A. Mozzhorin (On the 70th Yearof His Birth)"
(English title),/z istorii aviatsii i kosmonautiki 60 (1990): 4-II.
62. Lardier, L_stronautique Soui#Iigue, p. 123; Kamanin. Skrytiy kosmos, p 39 There were also apparent
ly three II- 18teams headedby V. M Pekin,M. A. Chernovskiy, and G. R Perminov. Among the physicians who were
part of the parachute teams was B. B. Y%orov. later to be the first physician in space. The commander of the search
and rescue service was Air ForceLt. General A. h Kutasin.
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Through

January

the remaining

the actual piloted

would

leading

into the main ejection

the State Commission
two preliminary
days of March

missions.

The first Vostok

Vostok

3/q would

with

3P, with

dog flights,

reach orbit

important

were limited

elements

would

after full-scale

flight.

in the first

testing

in the

was com-

in the life support

satellite. _ gt

of

for the

of all defects

ground

The

_qt a meeting

be launched

to anomalies

for a biological

be put in

were laid down

and the elimination

only

to

the missions

for the first human
by any means.

a mannequin

testing

the first spacecraft

certainly

the dog would

Unlike the previous

were not smooth

of ground

of

be identical

carry a single dog into orbit, g lifeseat, while

the same as planned

launch

for the launches
would

by Rudnev on February 22, schedules

to completion

pleted. The problems
systems,

is. exactly

presided

prior

the second

mechanism.

up to a piloted

preparations

Each of these spacecraft

save for the fact that each would

separate from the ejection

preparations

ejection

missions.

be strapped

were to last a single orbit--that

mode[;

1961, there were intensive

precursor

variant,

size mannequin
a container

and February

two Vostok

and

a meeting

on

February 27, Chief Designers Semyon A. /qlekseyev (Plant No. 918) and Grigoriy I. Voronin
(OKB-124),
responsible
for the ejection mechanism
and life support
systems, respectively,
approved
ticular,

a detailed

Voronin

plan for testing

had introduced

plete thirteen-day

these systems

test to simulate

On March 2, OKB-I
pilot of the first mission,
as well as a number
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out the benefit of full-scale ground testing was clear evidence that OKB-I was not only trying
to keep up with its own timetable, but aiming to outrun its chief rival thousands of kilometers
away. Back in the United States, in mid-February, NASA's Space Task Group had recommended moving ahead with a suborbital piloted mission on the next Mercury-Redstone attempt. In
a last-minute move that seems pivotal in retrospect, Wernher von Braun, on the advice of his
booster specialists, argued that an additional automated Redstone flight was necessary before
certification for a human launch. Von Braun's recommendation was accepted, thus pushing the
first launch of an astronaut from April 25 to early May?_
For Korolev, whose decades-old competition with yon Braun was only exceeded by his
intense urge to be first, this window proved propitious. Korolev proposed to First Secretary
Khrushchev that the first piloted mission could be launched in late April to coincide with the
celebrations for May Day. The Soviet leader was, however, categorically against timing such a
major space mission with a national holiday, no doubt concerned about the possibility of a catastrophic failure. Instead, Khrushchev asked Korolev to move the launch either forward or backward. Thus, the option was clear: the chief designer informally set the first piloted Vostok
launch for mid-April. In a curious twist, Khrushchev himself announced on March 14 during
an interview widely reported in the West: "The time is not far off when the first (Soviet) spaceship with a man on board will soar into space.''_
The first human-rated Vostok 3/3 spacecraft lifted off successfully at 0929 hours Moscow
Time on March 9, 1961, and entered a 1835- by 2488-kilometer orbit inclined at 64.93 degrees
to the equator. The spacecraft was called the Fourth KorabI-Sputnik in the Soviet press. A small
pressurized sphere in the spacecraft carried the dog Chernushka (" Blackie") together with forty
white and forty black mice, several guinea pigs, reptiles, plant seeds, human blood samples,
human cancer cells, micro-organisms, bacteria, and fermentation samples. Unlike the previous
dog flights, the main ejection seat was taken up by a life-sized mannequin (Ivan Ivanovich)
fully dressed in a functional SK-I Sokol spacesuit. Additional mice, guinea pigs, microbes, and
other biological specimens were placed in the mannequin's chest, stomach, thighs, and other
parts of the "body, .6, This virtual menagerie of animals and plants was the subject of intensive
biomedical experimentation during the single orbit flight. An unnamed designer of the Vostok
later revealed an interesting aside to the mission:
IT]he main purpose was to ensure reception o[ voice transmissions from [the ship]. We
rejected a numerical countdown, [earing Western radio stations would monitor the
human voice and raise a clamor throughout the world alleging that Russia has secretly
put a man into orbit. ZI song also aroused objections because it would be said in the
West that "the Russian" cosmonaut had lost his head and started singing! It was then
decided to tape a popular Piatnitsky Russian choir, and when the dummy, clothed [or
purposes of decency in a white smock, suddenly sang like a choir, it was very [unny. 6_
In rehearsal for the exact sequence of events on an actual piloted flight, the retrorocket
TDU-I engine fired on time for just under forty-two and a half seconds. Almost ten seconds
later, the instrument section separated from the descent apparatus, the latter making a ballistic
reentry into the atmosphere. The mannequin was safely ejected out of the descent apparatus

66. DavidBaker,TheHistoryo/MannedSpaceflight(New York:Crown Publishers,1985),p. 65.
67. The New York Times, March 15, 1961, p 8: Sergey Khrushchev,Nikita Khrushchev:krizisy i rakety
vzgtyad iznutri: torn2 (Moscow: Novosti. 1994),p. 97
68 Mozzhorin,et at, eds.,Dorogiv kosmos:II pp. 141-42.
69. R.F. GibbonsandP.S.Clark,"The Evolutionof the VostokandVoskhodProgrammes,"
Journalof the
British InterplanetarySociety38 (I 985): 3-10.
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exercises. The trainees completed a varieW of tests, including a question-and-answer problem
session with Korolev. There was a minor delay of the launch because of a problem with the onboard communications apparatus, but this proved to be unimportant. Launch operations were
also halted briefly because of a failure in a sensor on the third stage of the booster, and on orders
from Chief Designer Kosberg, workers rapidly replaced the unit. Prior to launch, controllers conducted communications tests between the blockhouse near the pad and the spacecraft to simulate conditions on a crewed mission. Kamanin, Korolev, and cosmonaut trainee Popovich took
turns testing the system. Popovich had been assigned to serve as the prime communicator during the launch, analogous to the "capcom" role in the U.S. space program. '4
The spacecraft, named the Fifth KorabI-Sputnik in the Soviet press, was successfully
launched at 0854 hours Moscow Time on March 25, just two days after Bondarenko's death.
The 4,695-kilogram vehicle carried another coterie of animals and biological samples, including
the dog Zvezdochka ("Starlet") on a single-orbit mission. Orbital parameters were 178.1 by
247 kilometers at a 64.9-degree inclination, close to what was slated for the piloted flight. The
mission was uneventful, and all reentry procedures were conducted without problems. As with
several of the previous missions, the recovery of the animals and the mannequin was delayed
by bad weather. The descent apparatus and the ejection seat landed during a heaw snowstorm,
causing difficulties in locating the exact touchdown point. By the time that a group of engineers from Plant No. 918 reached the site, it had been twenty-four hours since the landing.
After several hours traveling on horse-drawn sleighs over the one-and-a-half-meter-deep snow,
the rescuers finally reached the descent apparatus with the dog, and they eventually found the
mannequin in a nearby forest. The neighboring villagers were apparently very suspicious of the
recovery teams, suspecting that they might do some harm to the "man" that had landed by
parachute. The villagers finally retreated when they were shown conclusive proof that the
"man" was indeed just a mannequin/_ Academy of Sciences Vice-President Aleksandr V.
Topchiyev summarized the results of the five successful KorabI-Sputniks in a press conference
in Moscow on March 28. In attendance were not only Soviet and foreign journalists, but also
Gagarin, Titov, and other cosmonauts in the front row of the audience. No one, of course, had
any knowledge that one of them was slated to fly in a spacecraft within days. 7_
The safe landing of KorabI-Sputnik 5 effectively cleared the way for the launch of the first
piloted Vostok spacecraft. For Korolev and Tikhonravov, this would be the apex of their long
careers in rocketry, which began thirty years before with the amateur GIRD team in a basement
in Moscow. In a fitting move, Korolev invited some of the original GIRD veterans to his offices
at Kaliningrad in March 1961, a month prior to the first scheduled piloted launch. It was a surprise reunion for the guests, punctuated by much reminiscing, although they had little idea of
Korolev's real work because of its classified nature. Near the end of the conversation, Korolev,
speaking of the fruitful work at GIRD, added that "now we have come very far[" He invited the
guests to a nearby assembly shop. Nikotay I. Yefremov, one of the GIRD veterans, later
described the trip:
When we walked into the spacious, well-lit shop. we immediately saw our long time
dream. Sergey Pavlovich [Korolev] introduced it, literally introduced it as if it were a living thing, the beautiful rocket. Off to the side, on a special pedestal, we saw the cockpit of the spacecraft prepared for manned flight. It was the "Vostok" spaeecrafiY

74. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos,pp. 29-33, 34-35.
75 "VostokProgram,1961-1963,"RussianSpaceHistory(New York:Sotheby's,1993),descriptionfor lot I I.
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"Vostok-3, z]"

Issues.

were prepared

the leadership,

with..,

the event

to all governments,

had

transmitting

communiques

internationally.

[envelope]

The second

foreign

a signal

[which

first one was] brief--in

and

envelopes.

receive

orbital

and

these

Moskalenko.

with

[or Military-Industrial

were authored

not to lose time for writing

niques

the fol-

was issued

[or Launch

of institute Deputy Director Colonel Yuriy P,. Mozzhorin.
The preparation
was a strangely surreal process, as remembered by Mozzhorin
years later:
In order

Brezhnev,

memorandum,

of a satellite-ship

and grants

The actual T/qSS communiques

l_s

Committee:

is approved,

the Presidium
of the USSR Council
publicize
it. _8

Leonid

of the Space Satellite-Ship"

to announce
updates

policy

his word.

post.

satellite

to introduce

overrule

at best by his predecessor

of the Central

in July

for important

and space, he helped define and rein-

in a largely ceremonial

the Launch

the top

in the Secretariat

responsible

for T,zlss

an Earth

if necessary,

The latter had inherited

receipt of the State Commission

decree titled

proposal

for defense

himself

(later the Politburo)

The plans

aboard

of the Communist

only had one person who could

Vershinin.
Keldysh. Ivashutin,
and Korolev
with a cosmonaut
aboard is approved.
2.

Committee

and defense

of the Party "cabinet"

3, three days following

"Strictly

The

and Frol R. Kozlov.

that had been handled

after Kozlov's

I.

to the Central

for the space, missile,

on, as the member

the new Secretary

lowing

addressed

S. Khrushchev

Party position

decisions

who

was formally

on paper was composed
of a very large group of individuals.
In practice, howevin the case of such a high-priority
project, only two individuals
were involved in

landed

in

This contained
territory

the cos-

and returnY

87
Michael Tatu. Power in the Kremlin From Khrushchev's Decline to Collective Leadership (London:
Collins, 1969). pp 88-89. Note that Koztov's appointment into the Secretariat was announced on May 5. 1960.
although his predecessorBrezhnev was not formally releasedfrom his prior duties until July 1960.
88
Belyanov, et aL, "Yuriy Gagarin's Star Voyage." p. 105. Note the curious omission of Kamanin's name
from the Communist Party decree, although he was a signatory to the original request. The Commission of the
Presidium of the USSRCouncil of Ministers for Military-lndustrial Issueswas more commonly known as the MilitaryIndustrial Commission (VPK),
89.
Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery, p. 276.
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The official
in getting
thwart

Communist

a human

the possibility

port system,
in the
Institute

of a launch

reported

air drying

Party approval

forming

inside

Voronin

vehemently

a certain

with

from

amount

his system,

P, competitive

system on the vehicle

The problem

the

Moscow

the Vostok

that

claiming

proposal

on

continued

tests

impregnated
resulting

March

limitations

on location
lignin

in large amounts

Abram

system
of brine

Chief

chloride

doctor

at the

in the

28, OKB-124

that the lithium

by institute

to

for the life sup-

that there were serious

of moisture,
meeting

spaceship

responsible

Long-duration

had proved

At a second

defended

less to the cosmonaut.

Tyura-Tam

3/_ spaceship.

and Space Medicine

the spacecraft.

may have been the last de facto step

with

of the State Commission

of the Vostok

began to leak after absorbing

problems

on time. On March 24, OKB-124,

at a meeting

units

of Aviation

newer drying

for the launch

into space, but technical

Designer

would

be harm-

M. Genin

to use a

was the subject of much debate. 9°

life support

late on April

system

remained

unresolved

3. The six core cosmonauts

when

Korolev

flew

into

arrived on the afternoon

of

April 5 as part of a group of three chartered II-14 airplanes, followed
by State Commission
Chairmen Rudnev the following
day. Leaving behind their wives back in Moscow, the cosmonauts were instructed
than

actually

Tyura-Tam
point

reduce worry.

took place immediately

the primary

testing

to tell their spouses that the launch

intended--to

vincingly,

after Rudnev's

issue of discussion

of the spacesuit

and ejection

that the suspect drying

Because an actual

nominal

allayed: there would

flight

simply

mission

also approved

didates

conduct

was the life support

training,

trainer

on April 8. Lt. General

was a marginal

Gagarin

edging

favorite,

ing up to the launch.
Both
speak

are excellent
out

in favor

Kamanin

by then

as overseer of the cosmonaut
had performed

canone.

the pri-

[Titov]

Gagarin

Titov in the final days lead-

I hear

more

and

more

in him is growing

is the need to have

the stronger

may have been a key player in the selection,

that the final choice

fault during

/although

journal:

in the last few days
confidence

team, clearly

without

1961 examinations.

in his personal

my personal

himself

The com-

rather than a backup

by Gagarin and Titov,

began to lean toward

but

one clay flight. _2

in the West

apparently

me from picking

were somewhat

to have the cosmonaut

spacecraft

and Titov

in the January

candidates,

a [second]

Kamanin

Kamanin,

of Titov and

that keeps

While

incident

uncon-

ten-day mission.

the third candidate, was considered out of the running.
addressed the question of who would fly the first mis-

5, he wrote

only thing

speculation

somewhat

in the spacecraft?'

Mark L. Gallay's proposal

Both Gagarin

out Titov

On April

reported,

ready for a contingency

time for brine to form

7 without

at

Time, at which

system and the results of additional

sessions in the actual flight-ready

role in the selection.

with

14, three days later

State Commission

was to last only an hour and a half, concerns

mary contenders for the flight. Nelyubov,
The State Commission
conclusively
had a major

full

arrival, at I 130 hours Moscow

unit was completely

These tests were carried out on/_pril

sion at a meeting

of the

system. Chief Designer Voronin

not be enough

cosmonaut

training

was set for April

The first meeting

was in fact made by "higher

there
ups,"

people

too ....
person

The
for

has been much
as one would

expect in a highly centralized
society such as the Soviet Union.
Days before the scheduled
launch, photographs
and biographies
of Gagarin and Titov were evidently sent to the Defense

90. Kamanin, 5krytiy kosrnos, pp. 34 38: Yu. ,q Mozzhorin et ul., eds., Dorogi v kosmos: I (Moscow: MAI,
1992). pp. 61-62.
91. Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 637: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, pp. 43-45; Neville Kidger, "Yuri Gagarin's
Immortal Day," Spaceflight 33 (April 1991): 124-29.
92. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, pp. 44-45: Bart Hendrickx. "The Kamanin Diaries 1960-1963," Journal of
the British Interplanetary Society 50 (January 1997): 33-40
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Department
two

of the Central

photos,

ratchiks

mulled

Serbin

Khrushchev.

Upon

are excellent[

then

showed

the curator

of the space program.

and one in military

attire.

to

Kozlov,

who

for themselves!

the Party apparatchiks

had

of Party appa-

in turn showed

the Soviet leader was reported

them

to have said, "Both

..... A noted Russian aerospace

suggests that the only reason such a convoluted

to allow

Each candidate

Here a number

to Ivan D. Serbin, the feared head of the Defense

the photographs

seeing the photos,

Let them decide

K. Golovanov,
' highest

clothing

over their files and reported

Department.

simply

Committee,

one in civilian

procedure

to be able to say that the decision

historian,

to

pairs

Yaroslav

was carried out was
had been made at the

level."

In the end, at the State Commission
nominated

Gagarin as the primary

commission
assumed

approved

that

meeting

pilot

the proposal

on April

8, Kamanin

stood

and Titov as his backup. Without

and moved on to other

in the event Gagarin developed

last-minute

health problems

up and formally

much discussion,
logistical

prior to liftoff,

issues.

the
It was

Titov would

take

his place, with Nelyubov acting as his backup. The launch date was limited at the meeting to
April II or 12. Orbital parameters would be 180 by 230 kilometers, and the mission would last
a single orbit.

There was some discussion

world

In the interest

record.

commission,
involved.
launch

in particular

Moskalenko

decided

but to file documents

record. Although

the mission

would

the ever-pervasive

and Keldysh.

In the end, the commission
vehicle,

on the idea of registering

of maintaining

with

orientation

monaut.

In case of a failure of the automatic

envelope

and activate

session,

more as a formality,

The

following

announced
When

the manual

day,

to them

two

system.'"

8K72K booster
cipal deputies

continued
Mishin

OKB-I

invited

Gagarin

site overlooking
glimpse

and

Titov

"Why
Building,

nearby site 51. It was an extremely
as a whole,

this second

the banks of the majestic

Glushko,

In attendance

Pilyugin,

to the costhe sealed

to hold a last

Barmin,

or not--it

was at

procedures

for the

program

launch

how hectic operations

Syrdarya River. This session
workers

people,

at
took

site I.

of the State Commission

Kuznetsov,

of

for not only

196 I. '_ The first R-9 launch
from

and

Korotev and his prin-

high-priority

slated launch

were seventy

office

in the first critical

and one wonders

Ryazanskiy,

his

serve as his backup.

Remarkably,

week of April

day at I I00 hours, a large meeting

of the cosmonauts.

to

would

even ask! Painful

for the Soviet press, but it was open to many curious

as Korolev,

proposed

open

a decision

privately

were at the same time involved

9. just three days prior to Gagarin's

The following
primarily

replied,

at the Assembly-Testing

must have been during

place on April

would

ended with

a world

members

men relaxed the rest of the day as prelaunch

itself but also the Soviet Union

Tyura-Tam

site or the type of

in an envelope

the cosmonaut

of the

commissioners

to establish

commission

was going to fly and that Titov

and Chertok

the new R-9 ICBM from

the launch

system for reentry

The meeting

asked years later how he felt, Titov
The two

sports

organizations

automated,

system,

as an absolute

days later.

Kamanin

that Gagarin

least unpleasant.'"

having

not to disclose

be completely

giving the codes to unlock the manual

opposed

international

the mission

secrecy, some members

took place at a

was simply
who

including

a formality.

had not yet had a

chief designers

Isayev,

Kosberg,

(such

Alekseyev,

Voronin, Bykov, and Bogomolov),
ministers, Air Force officers, Strategic Missile Forces officers,
and representatives
from the Communist
Party and the Academy of Sciences, as well as the six
core

cosmonauts.

93,
94.
95.
96.
(November

Chief

Designer

Korolev,

State

Commission

Chairman

Rudnev,

Strategic

Golovanov. Koroleu pp. 634 35
Ibid. p 638: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosrnos, pp. 46 47: Lardier,L_stronautique Souietique, p. 129.
Golovanov, Koroleu. p 638
Vassily Mishin, "He Would Make You Work to the Best of Your Ability," ZierospaceJournal no. 6
December 1996): 2'6-78: Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp, 432-33.
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Missile Forces Commander Moskalenko, and Cosmonaut Training Center Director Karpov all
made short but dramatic presentations on the impending mission, followed by thank-you
speeches by Gagarin, Titov, and Nelyubov. At the end, Kamanin singled out Gagarin to become
the first human to go into space. The young cosmonaut gave an acceptance speech, which was
cut short in the middle when a movie cameraman let it be known that his film had inadvertently run out. Gagarin repeated his entire speech so that it could be recorded againY Earlier in
the morning, the 8K72K booster had been moved to the pad at site I. The launch was set for
the morning of April 12, 1961. Engineers had calculated the exact launch time, 0907 hours
Moscow Time, because it would afford the best solar illumination for the orientation system's
sensors somewhere over Africa right before retrofire.
The day before the launch, OKB-I engineers Raushenbakh and Feoktistov briefed Gagarin
and Titov for an hour and a half on various mission events. Raushenbakh recalled later that he
was still having trouble coming to terms with the magnitude of what was going on:
I looked at [qagarin] and in my mind I understood that tomorrow this kid was going to
awaken the whole world. But at the same time I just could not make myself believe that
tomorrow something would happen which the world had not yet seen--that
this First
Lieutenant sitting in front of us would tomorrow become the symbol of a new epoch. I
would start giving him instructions, such as, "Turn this on, don't forget to switch this
on."--all
these normal, pedestrian, even boring remarks, and then I would become
silent and some sort of internal imp would begin whispering to me, "This is all a bunch
of erap. You know that nothing of this sort is going to happen tomorrow. ,,9_
Being at the center of everything, the cosmonauts were perhaps less conscious of their
centrality in this vortex of events, Witnesses remember Gagarin smiling the whole day, happy
that he had been chosen for the mission. The cosmonauts also visited the pad to meet the
young soldiers, officers, and sergeants who had worked on the rocket the past few days. It was
a pragmatic managerial move--one that not only lifted morale among the lower rank workers,
but also played a role in instilling a sense of responsibility, both among the cosmonauts and
the work teams. Gagarin and Titov were assigned to a special cottage near the pad area, which
had previously been the late Marshal Nedelin's place of choice to stay at Tyura-Tam That night,
they had a light meal with Lt. General Kamanin and were asleep by 2130 hours when Korolev
quietly visited to check up on the two. Physicians attached sensors to both cosmonauts to
monitor their vital systems during the night. In addition, unbeknown to both, special strain
gauges were attached to their mattresses to monitor whether the trainees had had a fitful night
of tossing and turning. 9_As it turned out, both men slept remarkably peacefully.
Korolev did not sleep at all that night. Among the many worries on his mind, perhaps the
most troubling was the prospect that the rocket's third stage would fail during the ascent to
orbit, depositing the Vostok spacecraft in the ocean near Cape Horn on the southern tip of
Africa, an area infamous for its constant storms. The chief designer had demanded that there
be a telemetry system in the launch bunker at Tyura-Tam to confirm that the third stage had
worked as planned. If the engine worked nominally, the telemetry would print out a series of
"fives" on tape: otherwise, there would be a series of "twos." Despite all the precautions, all

97. KamaninSkrytiykosmos,pp. 48-49: Golovanov.Koroleu,p. 638
98. Golovanov,Koroleu,p. 640.
99. Ibid., p. 641.The primaryphysiciansin chargeof GagarinandTitovat the time werel. T. Akulinichev
andA. R KotovskayaThe straingaugesweredesignedbyengineersI. S.Shadrintsev
andF. D. Gorbov.
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the testing,

and all the preparations,

"For some reason, it was just

Korolev

still had his doubts.

Cape Horn that would

One military

not give Korolev

officer recalled,

a moment's

peace." '®

Prelaunch pad operations at site I began at 0300 hours on April 12, just before dawn, as
controllers began taking their stations not only at Tyura-Tam, but all over the Soviet Union. A
very brief readiness
prepared"

review meeting

conclusion,

themselves

had been woken

Karpov and presented
viously

owned

of the State Commission

after which
with

the members

dispersed

up half an hour earlier
After

a short

breakfast

duties.

by Cosmonaut

a bunch of early wild flowers,

the cottage.

at 0600 hours ended with an "all
to various

Gagarin

Training

Center

a gift from the woman

with

food

from

a tube

and Titov
Director

who had pre-

(meat

paste,

mar-

malade, and coffee), a group of doctors led by Yazdovskiy, almost ten years after he had led the
first historic flight of dogs from the deserts at Kapustin Yar, examined the cosmonauts.
Two
assistants

helped Gagarin

and Titov don their bulky Sokol spacesuits--first

a pale blue pressur-

ized suit, followed by a bright orange coverall.
from overheating because the suits depended

Titov was the first to suit up to prevent Gagarin
on external power sources for the cooling fans,

which

an hour of waking

were only on the transport

the bus,
Nikolayev

was apparently

much joking

ride show a sometimes
sive undertaking.
On arrival
Moskalenko.
clearly

bus. Within

up, both cosmonauts

were on

accompanied
by eleven other individuals,
including
cosmonauts
Nelyubov
and
and two cameramen who recorded the entire trip. ''_ The jaunt was short, and there
between

at the pad,

Gagarin

State Commission

looked

fatigued

Gagarin and the rest. Numerous

pensive Gagarin,

seemingly

and Titov

Chairman

and tired

unaffected

photos

were greeted

by Korolev,

Rudnev, and other officials.

as he quietly

watched

of that short bus

at being at the center of this mas-

Gagarin

Keldysh,

Kamanin,

By all accounts,

say his final

Korolev

goodbyes.

As

onlookers stood around, Gagarin turned to Rudnev and reported very briefly that he was ready
for the mission. One of the more enduring myths of the flight was that before he took the elevator up to the top of the rocket, Gagarin
outdid

each other

sugar-coated

melodramatic

al forces, with
often

by putting

together

flourishes,

utter a stream of banalities
Korolev,

before

by anonymous

were also taped. '°_ After

Gagarin was escorted

last time

to the assembled

much earlier, in Moscow,
prepared

the two-minute

ride to the top.
into history

crowd

from

when

" To this

embraces

for years

Gagarin

Gagarin
with

day, documentaries
but

was essentially

forced to

Similar speeches

by Titov

Rudnev,

Moskalenko,

where he halted and waved excitedly

Titov

with

of all my spiritu-

at the base of the booster,

speechwriters.

last-minute

to the service elevator,

futures of these two men--one

quotes

such as "I was seized by a total lifting

speaking

this speech was in fact taped

Soviet-era journalists

disjointed

all of my being I heard the music of nature ....

play a tape of Gagarin

and Nelyubov

made a farewell speech.
and embellishing

was left behind,

thus

separating

and
one
the

and one into posterity.

Vostok lead designer Oleg G. Ivanovskiy helped Gagarin into the spacecraft, who switched
on the radio communications
system at 07 I0 hours. For the next two hours, he chatted effusively with

Korolev

and "capcom"

cosmonaut

Popovich.

Kamanin,

Chief Designer

Bykov, and

100 Mikhail Rebrov, "/_ Star TraversingCape Horn" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, P,pril 12. 1994, p, 2,
101 Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 644-55. The individuals apart from Nelyubov and Nikolayev who were on the
bus were TsPKDirector Ye.P, Karpov. Plant No. 918 Chief Designer S.M, _lekseyev. F.g. Vostokov, V I. Svershchek.
G S Petrushm,Yu D Kilosanidze (all from Plant No. 918), physician L G. Golovkin, and cameramen V g. Suvorov
and/_. M Fdippov.
t02 Ibid. p. 649 The preparedspeech included the following passage:"Dear friends, you who are close to
me, and you whom I do not know, fellow Russians.and people of all countries and all continents: In a few minutes
a powerful space vehicle will carry me into the distant realm of space. What can I tell you in these last minutes
before the launch? My whole life appearsto me asone beautiful moment. All that I previously lived through and did,
was lived through and clone for the sake of this moment." SeeEvgenyRiabchikov, Russtans in Space (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday& Company, 1911), p. 19
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Commission

Chairman

Rudnev also took the mike

on occasion to wish him well. The main command
bunker,

comprising

several rooms,

was walking

distance from the actual launch pad. On the day of
the launch, officials had set up a small table with a
green tablecloth

specifically

for Korolev in the main

room. Here there would be a two-way

radio and a

single red telephone

for giving the password to cat-

apult the cosmonaut

in case of an emergency dur-

ing the first forty seconds of the launch. Only three
people knew

the password:

Leonid A. Voskresenskiy,

Korolev,

his Deputy

and Colonel

Anatoliy

S.

Kirillov, a Strategic Missile Forces officer who

had

recently

First

been

Directorate

appointed

to

at Tyura-Tam--that

head

the

is, the

A pensive Yuriy _agarin is in the bus on the way to
the launch pad on the morning o[,rlpril 12. 1961
Behind him. seated, is his backup, _erman T_tov.
Standing are cosmonauts Oigoriy Nelyubov and
]:lndrian Nikolayev. (files o[,,'3si[ Siddiqi)

division

responsible for launch operations. His predecessor
had been killed in the recent R-16 disaster. For
Voskresenskiy,

it was the culmination

career as Korolev's

deputy

of a long

for flight

testing.

His

exploits in testing the German A-4s at Kapustin Yar
in the 1940s were by then part of legend. Apart from Korolev, Voskresenskiy,
men primarily responsible
the renowned

for directing

and Kirillov, the three

the launch, others in the main room included

Soviet test pilot who had assisted cosmonaut

training.

Mark L. Gallay,

Korolev apparently

allowed him

to witness the launch, not for his piloting skills, but because Gallay was an accomplished author-one who could chronicle the events for those who did not have the fortune to actually be present.
Most of the members

of the State Commission,

as well as senior engineers such as Glushko

Feoktistov, were housed in a second room called the "guest room"
Chief Designer
("Cedar"),

Ryazanskiy

while the ground

served as head of telemetry
call sign was Zarya-I

systems. '°_ Gagarin's

(" Dawn-I"),

and

of the bunker. In the third room,
call sign was Kedr

most likely named as such because

of the same designation of the primary voice communications
system on Vostok.
At 0150 hours, the hatch was closed, but one of the contacts
indicated

that

it was not

pressed down properly. Three engineers at the top of the rocket removed all thirty screws in the
hatch and shut the hatch a second time when all the indicators were positive. This action took
almost
prior

an hour,

and the technicians

to the scheduled

shows

that despite

081,t

launch.

left the vicinity

excerpt

the risks involved,

from

of the Vostok

the communications

there were attempts

to alleviate

about
from

thirty

minutes

Kedr to Zarya-I

some of the tension:

hours

Popovich:

Yuriy.

Gagarin:

If there was
One minute.

Popovich:
0815

finally

An

you're

not getting
some

bored

music,

there, are you?

I could

stand

it a little

better

hours

Korolev:

Station
music,

Popovich:

Zarya,
give

this

Did you read that?
have

some

is Zarya

him some
music

I. Fulfill

Kedr's

request.

Give

him

some

music.

Zarya

answers:

We'll

try to fulfill your

request.

Let's

or I'1l get bored.

103. Others in the main room included OKB-I engineer B. A. Dorofeyev, Air Force officer N. P. Kamanin,
NII-885 Chief Designer N. A. Pityugin, cosmonaut "capcom" R R. Popovich, and NII-885 Deputy Chief Designer
V. R Finogenov.Seeibid, pp. 647-48.
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0811

hours

Popovicfl:

Well,

Cagarin:
Korolev:

No music

Cagarin:

Not yet.

0819

how is it? Is there music?
yet, but I hope

'Well, they gave

there'l[

be some

you music,

right?

the way

musicians

soon.

hours

Korolev:

O[ course,

that's

there,

they

but

don't

do anything

are: now
very fast.

they're

here,

now

as the saying

they're

goes.

Yuriy

7]lekseyevich.
Gagarin:

They

At T (launch)
his helmet.

gave

me love songs. _o4

minus fifteen

minutes,

Gagarin

put on his gloves and ten minutes

was clearly rising, and Korolev and Voskresenskiy
The record of the 8K72K booster

both took tranquilizer
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liftoff,

59.7 seconds

after launch, Gagarin reported feeling the g-loads on him rise, but he gave no indication
lack of comfort.
In fact, he maintained
his sense of humor:
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0909 hours
Korolev:
Gagarin:

T plus tO0. How do you feel?
I feel fine. How about you? '°_

At T+I 19 seconds, the four strap-on boosters of the base R-7 missile separated, allowing
the center sustainer to continue to fire. The payload shroud separated from the Vostok spaceship exactly fifty seconds later as planned. At about five g's, Gagarin reported some difficulty
in talking, saying that all the muscles in his face were drawn and strained. The g-load steadily
increased until the central core of the launcher ceased to operate and was detached at T+300
seconds, '°_ Following the separation of the spent core and strap-ons, the RD-OI09 upper stage
engine ignited to accelerate the craft to orbital velocity.
Korolev was literally shaking through all of this, having obsessed over the possible landing
in the ocean south of Cape Horn if the upper stage failed. The incoming telemetry began to
stream in a series of "fives," indicating all was fine. Then, suddenly, the numbers changed to
a series of "threes." There were brief seconds of terror--a "two" was a malfunction, but what
was a "three"? After a few agonizing seconds, the numbers reverted back to "fives." Engineer
Feoktistov remembers that "these interruptions, a few seconds in length, shortened the lives of
the designers.' ....
During the powered leg of the flight, Gagarin's pulse reached a maximum of 150 beats per
minute, Although Popovich was officially the "capcom" for the mission, Korolev's excitement
most likely got the better of him, and he took over communications personally for a good portion of the ascent to orbit, constantly asking Gagarin about his well being:
0910 hours
Korolev:
Gagarin:
Korolev:
_agarin:
Korolev:

The fairing has been jettisoned, everything is normal, How do you feel?
•.. Nose [airing jettisoned ....
I see the Earth• The g-load is increasing
somewhat. I feel excellent, in a good mood•
_ood boyf Excellent! Everything is going well.
I see the clouds. The landing site ....
It's beautiful. What beauty.r How
do you read me?
We read you well. continue the flight. _'

Orbital insertion occurred finally at T+676 seconds just after shutdown of the third-stage
RD-OI09 engine. For the first time in history, a human being had escaped the bonds of Earth's
gravity and entered outer space. Initial orbital parameters for the Vostok spaceship were 175 by
302 kilometers at a 65.07-degree inclination to the equator. The orbit was much higher than
had been planned for the flight; the apogee was about seventy kilometers over the planned altitude, indicating a less than stellar performance for the launch booster. When the parameters
were reported back to Tyura-Tam from the flight control center at NII-4 in Moscow, no doubt
there was some anxiety because the higher orbit could have resulted in a longer mission given
retrofire failure.
Immediately after entering orbit, Gagarin reported that he was feeling excellent and vividly described the images outside his porthole. In his secret postflight report, he recalled his feelings of being the first human being to experience prolonged microgravity:
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retrofire, the Vostok ship was
resulting in three commands
cessfully fired at 1025 hours,
comments on a tape recorder

oriented to the correct attitude using the solar sensor system,
to fire the small thrusters. The TDU-I retrorocket system sucand Gagarin noted the status of all the systems, recording his
because he was out of range of ground communications:

The braking rocket fired for exactly 40 seconds. During that period, the following
occurred..,Zts soon as the braking rocket shut off, there was a sharp jolt, and the craft
began to rotate around its axis at a very high velocity. The Earth passed in the "Vzor"
from top right to bottom left. The rate of rotation was about 30 degrees per second, at
least. I was an entire "corps de ballet": head. then feet, head, then feet, rotating rapidly. Everything was spinning around. Now I see .Ztfrica (this happened over Africa), next
the horizon, then the sky. I had barely enough time to cover myself to protect my eyes
from the Sun's rays. I put my legs to the porthole, but didn't close the blinds. ''_
Following the firing of the retrorocket engine, the large instrument section of the vehicle
was to separate from the spherical descent apparatus, with the latter descending into the upper
layers of the atmosphere. It was precisely at this point that the only major malfunction occurred
on the mission:
I wondered what was going on and waited for the separation. There was no separation,
I knew it was scheduled in I0 to 12 seconds after actuation of the retrorocket. When it
was actuated, all the lights of the control board went out. I felt that more time had
passed, but there was no separation. The light panel "Landing-I " failed to go out. ' 7
The separation mechanism, comprising four metal strips that came together in a single
lock. evidently released the two modules on time, but the compartments remained loosely connected by a few cables: the heavier descent apparatus remained below the lighter instrument
section as the combined spacecraft reentered the atmosphere. Although the situation was of
serious concern, it does not now seem that Gagarin's life was in jeopardy, as suggested by some
Western analysts when this incident was finally revealed in 199 I. Gagarin, who was clearly cognizant of the situation, remained remarkably calm:
. .. still no signs of separation. The "corps de ballet" continues. I thought that something had gone wrong. I checked the time on the watch. Ztbout two minutes had passed
but there was no separation. I reported through the [high-frequency[ communications
channel that the [retrorocket] had worked normally. I estimated that I would be able to
land normally anyway, because the distance to the Soviet Union was six thousand kilometers and the Soviet Union was about eight thousand kilometers long. That meant that
I could land before the Soviet far east. So I decided not to make much ado about that. I
used the telegraph key to transmit the "VN" message meaning "all goes well.' ....
Separation finally occurred at 1035 hours, approximately ten minutes later than intended,
saving the spacecraft from a dangerous tumbling reentry. Gagarin's description of a ballistic
reentry, the first such in history, was vivid and full of illuminating details:
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This is the mission profile[or YuriyGagarin's pioneering[Iighlinto space. (copyrightR F.Gibbons)
Suddenly a bright purple light appeared at the blind edges. The same purple light could
be observed in the small opening of the right-hand porthole. I felt oscillations of the
spaceship and burning of the coating. I don't know what caused the crackling sounds:
whether it was the structure or because of the heat-resistant casing expanding as a
result o[ the heat, but I heard crackling sounds. The frequency was approximately one
crackling per minute. Generally. I felt the temperature was high ....
Next the overloads
began to rise gradually. The ball was constantly oscillating along all axes. ,Ztsthe load
factor was reaching its peak, I could see the Sun. Its rays penetrated into the cabin
through the porthole of hatch I and the right-hand porthole. By the reflected rays o/the
.Sun I could tentatively determine how the spaceship was rotating. By the time the load
factor reached its peak, the spaceship oscillations reduced to 15 degrees ,zlt that
moment I felt that the load factor reached about lOg. There was a moment for about
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2 or 3 seconds when the instrument readings became blurred. My vision became
somewhat greyish. I strained myself again. This worked, and everything assumed their
proper places. ''9
At an altitude of 7,000 meters, the main descent apparatus parachutes opened, and then
hatch number one shot off from the capsule. Gagarin was shot out of the craft, still in his seat,
just two seconds later. Looking down at the land, he immediately recognized that the region
of landing was near the Volga River. He separated from his seat, and his personal parachute
then opened. He recalled }ater:
When I was parachute training, we had jumped many times over this very site. We had
flown much here. I recognized the railroad, a railroad bridge over the river, and a long
spit of land extending far into the Volga. I thought that was probably Saratov. I was
landing in Saratov. '_°
Ground control spent several minutes in tension following reentry, when communications
were cut off. Soon after the command for retrofire occurred, Korolev telephoned Khrushchev,
who was at the holiday resort at Pitsunda, telling him that "the parachute has opened, and he's
landing. The spacecraft seems to be OK!" Khrushchev asked excitedly, "is he alive? Is he sending signals? Is he alive? Is he alive?...' ....
GagarJn, very much alive, landed relatively softly in a field next to a deep ravine at
1055 hours, just one hour and forty-eight minutes following launch. The landing point was
twenty-six kilometers southwest of the town of Engels in the Saratov region, close to the village of Smelovka. Immediately after landing, he had some trouble opening up the air valve in
his spacesuit, and it took him six whole minutes of wrestling before he was able to breathe natural air. His first concern was reporting that he was safe:
I had to do something to send a message that I had landed normally. I climbed a small
hill and saw a woman with a girl approaching me. She was about 800 meters away from
me. I walked to her to ask where I could find a telephone. So I was walking to her, when
I saw that the woman was s/ouJing down and the girl uJas going away [tom her and running back. When I saw that, I began to wave my hands and shout. "I'm a friend, I'm
Soviet!" She told me that I could use the telephone in the field camp. I asked the woman
not to let anyone touch my parachute while I was going to the camp. ,Zlswe approached
the parachutes, we saw a group of men, about six all in all--tractor drivers and mechanics from the field camp. I got acquainted with them. I told them who I was. They said that
news of the space flight was being transmitted at that moment over the radio. '_
Eventually, rescue teams arrived and drove him to a military unit not far from Engels, where
he received a telegram of congratulations from Khrushchev and reported officially by telephone
to tqir Force Commander-in-Chief Vershinin on having completed his assigned mission.
Vershinin's deputy, Col. General Agaltsov, was the first high-ranking space official to meet the
cosmonaut, and after further cursory congratulatory phone calls from Khrushchev and Brezhnev,
Gagarin was quickly escorted out to seclusion at Kuybyshev in the Zhiguli Hills on the Volga.
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Back at Tyura-Tam, once news arrived that Gagarin was safe, the tensions that had pervaded the entire mission instantly dissipated. After a short meeting of the State Commission,
champagne was passed around amid much mutual congratulations. Korolev was completely
beside himself, laughing and smiling for the first time in days, excited and animated beyond
what many of this colleagues had ever seen from him. The members of the commission flew
to the landing site to inspect the descent apparatus; witnesses remember that Korolev could
simply not take his eyes off the capsule, touching it and checking it all over. After the inspection, they flew off to Kuybyshev to finally meet with Gagarin, who had just minutes before
been promoted from a senior lieutenant directly to major. Upon seeing the Korolev, Gagarin
reported quietly, "Ali's well, Sergey Pavlovich, things are just fine." According to one journalist, Korolev was so beside himself with the shock of euphoria that he was speechless: "[He]
had no clue what to say or how to reply [to Gagarin].' ....
During the next morning, there was an official and final meeting of the ad hoc State
Commission, during which Gagarin described his entire flight in great detail, a narrative that
was preserved on tape. Following the monologue, commission members asked him a series of
questions on various aspects of the flight. On April 19, Marshal Vershinin formally presented
the transcripts of both sessions to the Central Committee. Both were classified "Top Secret"
and unavailable to researchers until 1991, thirty years after the mission. '_4
Earlier on April 14, Gagarin returned to Vnukovo Airport in Moscow while thousands of
onlookers cheered him on. g procession of scores of automobiles finally led the way to Red
Square, where Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Kozlov, and other leaders of the Soviet state basked in
the unqualified success of the first mission into space by a human. It was a moment unlike any
other in Soviet history, quite possibly the absolute zenith of the more than forty years of Soviet
achievements in space. Derided for years by the West for its backwards technology and antiquated customs, the Soviet Union had abruptly taken one of the most important steps in the
history of humankind, the first voyage of a human into space. It was a day full of hyperbole
from thousands of people on the streets, but anything less would not have done justice to it.
Korolev, the chief architect of this achievement remained, as ever, anonymous among the multitudes. He traveled several cars behind the leading motorcade in a nondescript vehicle, prevented from wearing his previous state awards on his lapel for fear that Western agents would
suspect something. Such was the curious and perhaps sad legacy of a powerful and great
nation, unencumbered by notions of political freedom.
The flight of Yuriy A. Gagarin will undoubtedly remain one of the major milestones in not
only the history of space exploration, but also the history of the human race itself. The fact
that this accomplishment was successfully carried out by the Soviet Union, a country completely devastated by war just sixteen years prior, makes the achievement even more impressive. Unlike the United States, the USSR had to begin from a position of tremendous
disadvantage. Its industrial infrastructure had been ruined, and its technological capabilities
were outdated at best. A good portion of its land had been devastated by war, and it had lost
about 25 million citizens. Thus, comparisons of the uncannily close race between the two
superpowers in the early years after Sputnik are in some ways flawed by the absence of context. In the crudest of terms, it was a devastated totalitarian society with old-fashioned
machines competing against an intact and democratic one equipped with far better technology, Both exercised the political imperative to explore space, but it was the totalitarian state that
overwhelmingly took the lead.

I23. Golovanov,Koroleu,pp. 654-56.
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The Secret World
In attempting to maintain a tight shroud of
secrecy around the Vostok mission and the
space program as a whole, Soviet officials went
to great and sometimes ludicrous levels of effort.
Having told the full story of his flight to the
State Commission, Gagarin was later forced to
partake in a gross obfuscation of the truth. To
satisfy international standards for an aerospace
record for a piloted orbital flight, the passenger
was required to take off and land in the same
vehicle. Gagarin, of course, parachuted out of
his descent apparatus prior to touchdown.
Soviet authorities went to great lengths to conceal this fact, in many cases forcing Gagarin to
blatantly lie during various press conferences,
The first conclusive admission came ten years
later in 1971, by which time Gagarin's flight was
widely accepted as an international record. '_
The press conferences themselves were exercises in control and secrecy. A transcript from
Gagarin's first postflight press conference illustrates the sometimes comic aspects of Gagarin's
unenviable job:
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I was told in good time that I was the first cosmonaut.
You said yesterday that your fellow pilot-cosmonauts
are prepared [or
another cosmic flight. How many are there? ]:ire there more than a
dozen?
In accordance with the plan to conquer cosmic space, pilot-cosmonauts
are being trained in the country. I believe that there are more than
enough to undertake important flights ....

Gagarin:

When will the next spaceflight take place?
I think that our scientists and cosmonauts will undertake

_uestion:
Gagarin:

the next flight

when it is necessary. '_
As was typical during the aftermath of the first Sputnik launch, a number of important academicians were used for elucidating some of the technical aspects of the mission, thus implying that they were in some way connected to the facilitation of the mission. The most
prominent of these was Academician gnatoliy g. Blagonravov, whose official title was
Academic Secretary of the Department of Technical Sciences of the USSR Academy of
Sciences. The sixty-six-year-old machine sciences expert had some tenuous ties to the space
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establishment,
but his high-visibility
trips to various congresses
was in some manner one of the leaders of the entire effort.
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t27 Mozzhorin, etat, eds. Nachalokosmieheskoyery, pp 320-21. The others involved with Kerimovin
making the decision were Colonel A A. Maksimov (GURVO) and Major V D Yastrebov (NIF4). Seealso Jacques
Villain, ed. Baikonuor ta porte des eroiles (Paris: Armand Colin, 1994). p. 47.
128. Golovanov. Koroleu, p. 642.
I29. Of the ninety-five people who received their Hero of Socialist Labor awards for the first time were the
following chief designers or institute directors: S M. Alekseyev (Plant No. 918), Yu. S. Bykov (NII-695), L I. Gusev
(NII-695), G, Ya. Guskov (Nil MikroPribor), A. G. Iosifyan (NII-621), S. A. Kosberg (OKB-I54), N A. Krivoshein
(TsKB TyazhMash), V. P. Makeyev (SKB-385), I. g. Rosselevich (VNII-380). N A Semikhatov (Nil Rvtomatiki),
V G. Sergeyev(OKB 692), V. S Shpak (GIPKh), G. M. Tabakov{Nil 229), and G. I Voronin (OKB-124) Among
the major omissions from the list were Chief DesignersM. S. Ryazanskiy (Nil 885) and A. M. Isayev (OKB-2). Both
had, however, receivedthe Hero of Socialist Labor in 1956.although Ryazanskiywas the only member of the original Council of Chief Designerswho had not been bestowed the honor a second time in 1961.SeeChristian Lardier,
"Soviet Space DesignersWhen They Were Secrets," presented at the 47th International Astronautical Federation.
IAA-96-1AA.2 209 Beijing, China, October 7-t I, 1996: Albert Parry, The New Class Diuided Science arid
Technology Versus Communism (New York: Macmillan. 1966), p. I lO: Golovanov, Koroleu. p. 660.
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in the
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130 "Rudnev Heads Soviet SpaceDrive," The NezuYork Times,June It, 1961.
131 V Pappo-Korystin, V Platonov, and V. Pashchenko, Dneprouskiy raketno-kosmicheskiy tsentr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZlKBYu, 1994), p 67: John McDonnell, "The Soviet Defense Industry as a Pressure
Group," in Michael McGwire, Ken Booth, andJohn McDonnell, eds., SouietNaual Policy Objectiuesand Constraints
(Halifax. NS: Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, 1975), p 120: SergeyKhrushchev. Nikita Khrushcheu krizisy i rakety
uzgtyad iznutrL tom t (Moscow: Novosti. 1994), p. 433
132 I V. Kostryukov. "The Development in TsNIIMash of Branch Experimental Basesfor the Development
of Rocket-Carriersand Space Apparatus" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 60 (1990): 41-55.
133. "On the Scientific Technical Activities of Yu g. Mozzhorin": Yu. A. Mozzhorin. "The Central
Scientific Research Institute of Machine-Bui]ding--The Main Center for Soviet Rocket-Space Industry" (English
title), /z istorii auiatsil i kosmonautlki 60 {1990): 20-40: Letter. A. A. Yeremenko, Chief or the Public Affairs
Department of TsNIIMash, to the author, April 14. 1994.
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134. M.V. ]-arasenko,Voerrnyyeaspekty 5ovetskoi kosmonautiki (Moscow: Nikol, 1992), p. 17.
135. A A. Maksimov, "People of Science:A Veteran of the Space Program" (English title), Zemlya i vselarrnaya no. 6 (November-December, 1990): 30-3 I.
136. William E Barry. "The Missile Design Bureaux and Soviet Piloted Space Policy, 1953-1974," draft of
University olOxford PhD diss., 1995.
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In the case of the space program, it is now becoming clear that the second mode of operation was the most prevalent--that is, the most powerful chief designers, principally Korolev,
Chelomey, Glushko, and Yanget, essentially drove space policy with a plethora of proposals in
the form of predraft plans. At this poinL a number of similar bodies, called scientific-technical
councils, would come into play to review the plans and recommend a particular approach.
The number of scientific-technical councils was another indication of the way in which
checks and balances were instituted in the space program. There was usually such a council in
each design bureau to review proposals, there was one in NII-88, and there was one in the State
Committee for Defense Technology. Within the military itself, there were at least three councils with relevance to the space program--one in the Ministry of Defense General Staff headed at the time by artillery Col. General Nikolay N. glekseyev, one in the Strategic Missile Forces
headed during the 1960s by Maj. General Viktor P. Morozov, and one in NIl-4, which was
responsible for devising the tactical-technical requirements. Finally, as the space program began
to emerge as an independent entity from the ballistic missile effort, the government created a
unique body called the Interdepartmental Scientific-Technical Council for Space Researchwithin the USSR Academy of Sciences in 1958. '_' Headed by t3cademician Ke]dysh, who had
assumed the position of academy president on May 19, 196 I, soon after Gagarin's flight, the
council included representatives from the major space design bureaus and institutes, NIl-4, the
Strategic Missile Forces, and the Soviet Air Force. In the case of actual spacecraft proposals, it
was this council rather than the others that had the final say, usually after a review period by
the other bodies. The presence of military officers on the academy's council ensured a strong
military component in each "civilian" proposal.
The result of the council review process was only a recommendation, albeit one that had
the support of major players. The recommendation was then passed on to the ministry level,
and eventually to the powerful Military-Industrial Commission headed by the all-watching
Ustinov. Party support, indispensable for any program, was usually ensured by the appropriate
chief designer prior to this point, usually with a meeting with Khrushchev or Kozlov. Given the
sanction of Khrushchev or Kozlov, the project was formally approved by a joint decree of the
USSR Council of Ministers and the Central Committee of the Communist Party. The program
then would be managed under Ustinov, who was something of a genius in working through
the paper-logged Soviet system. A "draft plan" for the project--that
is, a detailed technical
document describing the vehicle and its characteristics--was
prepared during the process,
often before official approval, perhaps to elicit interest from the military. In many cases, the scientific-technical councils were used to screen draft plans from competing proposals before
being passed on to the top. The draft plan served as the final document from which the design
bureau, in cooperation with its plant, produced the first experimental models of the spacecraft
or launch vehicle.
The entire process of Soviet space policy was, of course, not derived from a formal hierarchical process. Unlike other defense industries, the space program was driven to grow by the powers of the leading chief designers. Thus, the approval or rejection of a project was often a function
of the relationship that the chief designer had with key members of the Communist Party and
government, in particular Khrushchev, Kozlov, and Ustinov. Even at that level, it was a complex
process influenced by the fortunes of certain individuals. For example, Khrushchev strongly supported both Chelomey and Korolev, while Ustinov was a "patron" of both Korolev and Glushko
and hated Chelomey: Kozlov meanwhile had a marked aversion to Korolev, The story of the

13L Ibid. Mozzhorin,et al., eds, Dorogiu kosmos:II, pp. 101,103:Sergeyev,
ed, Kflronikaosnounykh
sobytiye,pp. 85-86: V. S.,qvduyevskiyandM. Ya.Marov,"MstistavVsevolodovichKeldyshand SpaceResearch"
(Englishtitle), Zemlyai uselennayano. 3 (May-June1991):46-52.
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This photo of the Council of Chief Designers dates from 1959 during control of a Luna mission to the Moon. From
the left are/31eksey Bogomolov. Mikhail Ryazanskiy. Nikolay P@ugin. Serge), Korolev. Valentin _lushko.
Vladimir Barmin, and Viktor Kuznetsov. Most reproductions of this picture have Bogomolov on the left cropped
off because he was not one of the original members of the council _rom the 1940s. (files of/_sif Siddiqi)

138. B. Konovalov, "Dash to the Stars" (English title), Izvestiya, October I, 1987, p. 3: B, Konovalov.
"Lessons of the FirstSatellite" (English title). Izvestiya, September 29. 1987.p 3.
139. Konovalov, "Lessons of the FirstSatellite."
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140. The first OKB-I branch was located at Ostashkov-3 on the island of Gorodomlya, where the German
scientists captured after the war developedtheir own missile proposals. This subsidiary, called OKB-I Branch No. I,
was established in 1957 to design gyroscopes, SeeMargarita Shii, "Secrets of Island N: What Are They Doing on
the Island of Gorodomlya? Some Say They Are Producing Bacteriological Weapons, Others--Strategic Missiles"
(English title), Nouoye uremya 30 (july 1993): 16-17. A second subsidiary, OKB-I Branch No. 2, was established
on June 4, 1959, at Plant No. 1001 in Krasnoyarsk-26, under the leadership of Deputy Chief Designer M. F.
Reshetnev,to overseethe manufacturing of the R-9 ICBM. On December 18, 1961,the branch was formally sepa
rated from OKB-I and became the independent OKB-I0. Its initial focus was design and manufacturing oversight
over ICBMs. but in 1962, it began to design and develop its own satellites. In later years, as NPO Prikaldnoy
mekhaniki, it became one of the largest developers of satellites in the world, focusing primarily on communications
satellites. SeeS Golotyuk. "Anniversaries: After Thirty Yearsand a Thousand Satellites (On the Anniversary of the
Launch of the FirstSpacecraft Developedat the NPO Applied Mechanicsat Krasnoyarsk-26" (English title), Nouosti
kosmonautiki 17 (August 13-26, 1994): 42-43. The third subsidiary of OKB-t was establishedat Kuybyshev to pro
duce the R-7 ICBM On April 3. 1958, the manufacturing of the missile was moved to the StateAviation Plant No.
I. Lateron July 23. 1959.the Serial Design Department No. 25 was established on the premisesof the plant to over
see R 7 manufacturing and upgrades. On July 17. 1960,this department became OKB-I Branch No. 3 under the
leadership of Deputy Chief Designer D I. Kozlov. The latter had earlier served asthe "lead designer" of the R-5 and
R-7 missiles SeeV. M. Drebkova. "On the Anniversary of the TsSKB" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 15 (July
16-29. 1994): 43-44. An additional branch, although not designated as such, was established on July 3, 1959, at
Kaliningrad at the former Central Scientific-ResearchInstitute No. 58 (TsNII-58). It was headed by OKB-I Deputy
Chief Designer K. D. Bushuyev. SeeSemenov,ed, Raketno.KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 633.
I41. A. V. Ponomarev. "24 April--20 Years From the Launch of the First Chinese Rocket-Carrier 'Long
March t' with the Satellite China-I'" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 64 (1990): 30-33.
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142. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, p. 56: Golovanov, Korolev, p. 666.
143. Golovanov, Koroleu. pp. 667-68. Gagarin had been appointed commander of the military unit no.
26266 (the cosmonaut team) on May 25, 196I, SeeSergeyA. Voevodin. VS,Zt053.October 23, 1994, newsletter on
the Internet.
144. Golovanov, Koroleu. p. 666; William Shelton, _C,
oulet Space Exploration: The first Decade (New York:
Washington Square Press, 1968), pp. 102-04: iqleksandr Romanov, Koroleu (Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, 1996).
p. 420.
145. This document has been reproduced in full as M. V. Keldysh, S. P.Korolev, N. P.Kamanin, and Yu. A
Mozzhorin, "On the Flight of the 'Vostok-2' Space Ship" (English title), in _vduyevskiy and Eneyev, eds.. M _/
Keldysh: izbrannyye trudi, pp. 418-20.
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146. The cosmonaut would have the opportunity to make an independent decision to land by using the orientation system manually on the fourth, fifth, and seventeenth orbits. The spacecraft could be automatically
returned on the third or sixth orbit. If landing at the beginning of the eighteenth orbit failed, then the pilot would
have the opportunity to land by manual orientation on each of the nineteenth to twenty-second orbits.
147. Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: tom 2, pp. 124-25.
148. Korolev's FirstDepuW Mishin later also confirmed that the Vostok 2 mission was timed to coincide with
the construction of the Berlin Wall. SeeG. Salakhutdinov, "Once More About Space" (English title), Ogonek 34
(August 18-25, 1990): 4-5.
149 Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 672-73: Shelton, Soviet Space Exploration. p. II 7: Riabchikov, Russians in
Space. p. 163: Smolders. Soviets in Space.pp. 117-18.
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The State Commission
for the Vostok 2 mission is shown here before the launch of cosmonaut
_erman
Titov In
the front row from the left are .Ztcademy of Sciences President Mstislav Keldysh, State Commission Chairman
Leonid Smirnov. Chief Designer Serge), Korolev. and Chief Designer Vladimir Barmin. (copyright Christian Lardier)

moving sharply in his seat to clear his head, but the upside-down feelings remained. The
unpleasant sensations continued to grow, and by the second orbit, he even briefly contemplated asking permission to return to Earth. Aerospace medicine specialists had predicted such
sensations for several years, based on research on the inner ear. Doctors believed that otoliths,
minute bone concretions that press against the wall of the inner ear as a result of graviW and
pass on information on posture, would not provide the same indications to the brain in microgravity, thus causing spatial disorientation.
Doctors on the ground were aware of the situation on the spacecraft from pneumographic,
electrocardiographic, and kinetocardiographic sensors on Titov, and on the third orbit, they
inquired about his general physical and psychological condition. Titov, resistant to alarm people on the ground, reported, "Everything is in order." P,s per his preflight instructions, he decided to take his first meal in space at the time of his sixth orbit, a three-course lunch in paste
form delivered in tubes. Television pictures beamed to the ground showed Titov with his soup
puree, liver p_t_, and black currant jam in plastic dispensers. The cosmonaut, who was still reeling from feelings of nausea, elected not to eat much, and only squeezed some black currant
juice into his mouth, which eventually made him vomit. Later, he also ate a small piece of bread
and peas with added vitamins and drank some water. The meal was, however, extremely unappetizing to the still-suffering cosmonaut, and he took the opportunity to rest for a short while
before conducting experiments, manually firing the attitude control jets on the spacecraft. It
was the first such experiment on a Soviet space vehicle, and Titov encountered no problems
during the two occasions he took over manual control, on the first and seventh orbits of his
mission. He was scheduled to begin his sleep period at the end of the seventh orbit, but as he
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Shelton, Souiet Space Exploration, p. 12I.
L. Kamanin. "Work in the FirstTwo Years:Space Diary" (English title), Prauda. April 8, 1991,p. 2.
Riabchikov,Russians in Space,p. 168.
Golovanov,Korolev. pp 673-74.
Kamanin, Skryhy kosrnos, p 84.
Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 674.
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mg in great detail his experience with motion sickness. None of this was, of course, reported
publicly at the time. In later summaries of the mission, Soviet journalists downplayed the extent
to which Titov had suffered from discomfort during the flight. It was said that Korolev himself
had been greatly perturbed by Titov's experience. At the time, there was little unanimity in the
causes of his sickness. Some physicians were inclined to attribute the problems to the length
of the mission, others to Titov's particular physiological makeup. Clearly, it raised the concerns
of both engineers and physicians on proceeding with longer missions. Titov himself suffered
no permanent effects of his tribulations, and like Gagarin before him, he was sent off on a requisite world trip, a traveling advertisement for the Soviet Union. By the end of 1961, Gagarin
and Titov, escorted by Kamanin, had visited Afghanistan, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, India, Finland, Hungary, Iceland, and the United Kingdom, with many more
countries to come in 1962.
It seems that the trials o[ dealing with instant fame caught up with both these young men.
They were both severely disciplined at a Communist Party meeting on November 14 for
"acknowledged cases of excessive drinking, loose behavior towards women, and other offenses. "'_° In what seems to have been a case of womanizing, in mid-October, Gagarin jumped out
of a window of a young woman's room at a resort when his wife came knocking. He sustained
a severe injury on his forehead, which left him in a hospital for a while. All photos of the cosmonaut past that point show a deep scar over his left eye. Gagarin later explained to the Soviet
press that he had fallen down while playing with his daughter, adding "it will heal..,
before
my next space flight." '_
As the scars of the Soviet space program remained hidden, the public face was a massive
propaganda juggernaut aimed at consolidating the image of the Communist Party. In 1961, the
Soviets had reason to exult. They had launched two men into orbit, the second [or a full day,
opening the era of human spaceflight. On the other side, the United States had little reason to
celebrate. The first American in space, thirty-eight-year-old Navy Lt. Commander Alan B.
Shepard, Jr., was launched on May .5, 1961, in a Mercury spacecraft. '_ Whereas Gagarin had
flown a complete orbit, twenty-three days later, all NASA could manage was a fifteen-minute,
twenty-two-second suborbital hop into space. A second similar flight in July by Major Virgil I.
Grissom II was meager consolation. The Soviets had consistently preempted the United States
in every major endeavor in space, and Khrushchev continued to take personal credit for the
accomplishments. Soon after Titov's flight, and a week after the building of the Berlin Wall, the
official Communist Party newspaper Pravda reported:
[Khrushchev] participates in the discussion o] all the most vital experiments, directs the
development o[ the major directions o[ technical progress in the country, and the deter
ruination o[ the basic directions and establishment of genera@ planned growth o[ space
science and technology. In his able proposals, there is evidence again and again o[ the
great conviction in the triumph of Soviet rocket technology. '5_
In contrast, at least in the eyes of the world, the U,S. space program had been lacking in strong
leadership since the immediate aftermath of Sputnik.

156. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos,p, 66.
157. Ibid.
158. LinclaNeumannEzell.NZ]S_Historical Data Book:VolumeI1: ProgrGmsand Projects1958-1968
(Washington,DC:NASASpecialPublication(SP)-4012,1988),p 143.
159. Vladimir Orlov, Pravda(August26, 1961).referencedin NicholasDaniloff. The Kremlinand the
Cosmo3(New York:AlfredA. Knopf, 1972),p. 73.
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160 Office of Program Planning and Evaluation, "The Long Range Plan of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration," December 16, 1959, with excerpts published as Document III 2 in John M kogsdon, gen.
ed.. with Linda J. Lear.Jannelle Warren Findley,Ray A. Williamson, and Dwayne A Day, Exploring the Unknown:
Selected Documents in the History of the U.S Civil Space Program, Volume I Organizing [or Exploration
(Washington, DC: NASA SP-4407), pp 403-07.
161. John F.Kennedy. Memorandum for Vice President,April 20, 1961,published as Document III 6 in ibid,
I: 423-24.
162. James E. Webb, NAS_qAdministrator, and Robert S. McNamara. Secretary of Defense, to the Vice
President, May 8, 1961, with attached: "Recommendations for Our National Space Program: Changes, Policies,
Goals." published as Document III-I in ibid., I: 439-52.
163 U. S. Congress, Senate Committee on Aeronautical and SpaceSciences, Documents on International
_qspectsoI the Exploration and Useso/Outer Space, 1934-1962, 88th Cong.. Ist sess.. S. Doc. 18 (Washington.
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 202-04.
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Kennedy's speech on May 25, 196I, was a declaration of a national objective: there was
no explicit indication in the language that the United States would have to get to the Moon
first, only that an American should stand on the Moon before January I, 1970. But implicit in
his declaration was also a challenge--a challenge not only to "every scientist, every engineer,
every serviceman, every technician, contractor, and civil servant" to harness capabilities in this
great endeavor, but also a challenge to the Soviet Union itself.
From the Soviet perspective, this challenge was not perceived as such. From the beginning
of the space era, the Soviets had been in the position to make the challenges, with the spectacular launches of a plethora of Sputniks, Lunas, and Vostoks. Given the rigorous secrecy that pervaded their space efforts, it would have been unusual for them to announce these projects in
advance. Every challenge was manifested in hardware, in launches, and in accomplishments.
The speeches came afterwards. The United States, of course, also responded with hardware, but
all of them--Vanguard, Explorer, and Mercury--paled in the eyes of the public to Soviet accomplishments. Thus for the Soviet Union, on May 25, 196I, the dimensions of the space race
changed little. Kennedy's speech was in fact not even widely reported in the Soviet media, and
few in the space program took notice. 6'_There were no major reassessments of Soviet goals and
plans for space exploration. It was, after all, only a speech, and in the mind of the Soviet citizen, speeches were better left to celebrate victories, not plans for victories. What was a momentous occasion in US. space policy thus passed without a response in the Soviet Union. The
Soviets never guessed that regardless of Kennedy's own commitment to space exploration, the
wheels of a mammoth and well-oiled machine had been set into motion--one that would eventually humiliate the great Soviet space program of Sputnik and Vostok.

164 Interview,GeorgiyStepanovich
Vetrovwith the author.November15, 1996.
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There is a tendency in the Western discourse on the Soviet space program to make repeated allusions to "the Soviets." It was always the generic "Soviets" who decided on a particular
goal or the "Soviets" who launched a satellite, while in the United States, one could comfortably write about Nt3Sg or the Department of Defense. In the face of pervasive secrecy, the inner
workings of the program were as unknown as the secrets of the cosmos itself. It was as if there
was a monolithic structure located in some far away place, an almost mythological quantity,
which ran a program of gargantuan proportions. To a great degree, this myth has remained a
fundamental characteristic of the Western writing on the history of the Soviet space program,
some of it perhaps derived from the cultural divide in language, custom, and history that separated the Soviet Union from the rest of the world during the Cold War. What this myth did
was to obscure a story of fallible people seeped in battles that were all too human. It was never
"the Soviets" who made decisions or launched Sputniks, nor was it one single person either.
Like any other scientific endeavor, there were different individuals and institutions with varying
motivations and histories vying for the same resources. And having reached the absolute zenith
of its trajectory in 1961, the Soviet space program was now to face a different kind of batt]e-one among institutions and individuals. This battle irrevocably altered the course of the Soviet
space program.
Chelomey's

Reach for Space

The official government decrees in June 1960 were the green light for Vladimir Chelomey's
grand entrance into the space program. Khrushchev, perhaps dazzled by Chelomey's sophisticated ways, or simply favoring his son's employer, continued to maintain his unabated support
for OKB-52, which grew at an unprecedented pace. This expansion was also abetted by the
economic depression in the aviation sector, as numerous design bureaus had to postpone or
terminate projects. In fact, with the singular exception of OKB-52, all aviation design entities
were forced to curb their efforts. Taking advantage of such an unusual situation, Chelomey literally gobbled up organizations one after another.
The first to come under the Chelomey umbrella was Myasishchev's former OKB-23, which
had been attached to OKB-52 in October 1960 as the latter's Branch No. I. Production at its
associated giant factory, the M. V. Khrunichev Machine Building Plant (ZIKh) located in the Fill
suburb of Moscow, was now redirected toward manufacturing for Chelomey's various projects.
g second factory, Plant No. 642 in Moscow, which briefly series-produced Chelomey's naval
cruise missiles, was made the new Branch No. 2 in March 1963 under DepuW General Designer
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The Chief

of the Defense

in the Central

bureau.
became

These various

design

a well-known

bureau's

Industries

an incredibly

absorptions

wide

finally

fact, far larger than
Chelomey's
directions.

allowed

that

claims

continued

OKB-l,

the founder

on the space program

These were the development

to decline.

design
for the

in the Soviet
reusable

space

In 1962, the Soviet

network

to Chelomey's

for the city of
growing

a powerful

power.

Chelomey

request to take over the entire

18, 1962, the old Lavochkin

supdesign

bureau at Khimki

to spread out all of his work from the central
and more

facilities,

ran the gamut

By the end of 1962, in terms
Korolev's

flight

dreams of winged

Ivan D. Serbin,

of engineers
work

of high-speed

succumbed

Chelomey

from OKB-301

the lead designer

on the Dal air defense

agreed to Chelomey's

range of military

to spacecraft.

S. Chernyakov,

pioneer

Department,

a larger number

engineers

for him in Reutov at his own

burgeoning

fortunes
work

to go, OKB-301

Committee,

With

of the senior-most
work

an asset to Chelomey's

By an executive order dated December
the new OKB-52 Branch No. 3)

Reutov branch.
ICBMs

thirty

was Naum

the remaining

Leningrad.
porter

individuals

and N. A. Kheyfits,

Union, who was no doubt
vehicles/

military

death, he invited

of the organization--to

of personnel,

from

he was able to take on
naval

cruise

the OKB-52

missiles

to

empire was,

in

of the Soviet space program?
were to be effected

in five different

thematic

of:

I,
Plant No. 642 was the location of KB-2 between 1946 and 195t and GSNII 642 between 1951 and
1958. In 1958,GSNII 642 was closed down, and its plant was eventually tasked with producing Chelomey's P-25
naval cruise missile in 1961and 1962.The new OKB-52 Branch No. 2 was established at Plant No. 642 on the basis
of a department for ground equipment for missiles and spacecraft transferred from OKB 52s Branch No I This
department was transferred in March 1963. See M Tarasenko, "35 Years for the OKB Wympel'" (English title).
Nouosti kosmonautiki 8 (1998): 43-44: Aleksandr Shirokorad, "Rakety nad morem." Tekhnika i uooruzhemye no 6
(November-December 1997): I 80: Christian Lardier, "10 Years of Soviet Ramjets," presented at the 48th
International Astronautical Federation,IAg-97-bqA.2.3,03, Turin, Italy, October 6-10, 1997.
2
Sergey Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu krizisy i fakery uzglyad iznutri: tom 2 (Moscow: Novosti.
1994). pp. 42-44: YarostavGolovanov, "The 'Burya' Which Did Not Break Out" (English titie). Komsomotskaya
prauda, March 18, 1998, p. 3. Among the individuals transferred from OKB-301 were Acting General Designer N. S.
Chernyakov, Fedorov, Kheyfits, and Yefimov See also Mikhail Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes"
(English title). Vozdushniytransport 41 (1995): 8-9. Note that in the last source, the transfer is incorrectly said to
have taken place in May 1958.
3.
Christian Lardier. LT]stronautique Soui_tique (Paris: grmand Colin. 1992), p, 152, OKB 52 Deputy
General Designer A. I, Eidis was appointed to head Branch No, 3 at the time The branch was to aid in the development of the P-25 surface-launched anti-ship missile, the P-I0 Ametist submarine-launched anti-ship missile, the
"IS" anti-satellite, and the "US" ocean reconnaissancesatellite programs.SeeS. M. Ganin and V. I. Ivanovskiy, "The
Multi-channel 'Dal' Anti-Aircraft Missile Systemof Great Range" (English title), Neuskiy bastion no. I ( 1998): 7-15:
Shirokorad. "Rakety nad morem."
4.
There may have beena fourth addition to OKB-52 at the time. NIl-2, headed by V. A. Dzhaparidze, was
said to have been attached to Chelomey's design bureau sometime in the early 1960s Seegndrey Tarasov, "Space
Science of the Future: SeLectionof Paths and Orbits" (English title), Prauda. May 17, 1990, p 3. In addition, the
design bureau also had production affiliates at Dubna and Saratov. See Gerbert Ateksandrovich Yefremov. "NPO
Mashinostroyeniya is Moving Into the High-Technology Market" (English title). Vooruzheniye.politlka, konuersiya
3(10) (1995): 31-37.
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to serve as ICBMs

•

An automated

anti-satellite

•

An automated

•

Spaceplanes

for the exploration

•

Spaceplanes

for lunar and interplanetary

The centerpiece

which

ment in June 1960 The Central
decrees on its development
ensure full support
eration
tant

using

Strategic Missile
missile business

move into the space sector was the first "theme,"
approved

Committee

of Ministers

and the Council

16 and August

for the OR-200 project.

While

vehicles,

reach

propellants

expanded,

his leading

detailed

of the UR-200,

storable

design work

Chelomey

now

gone, the engineers

went

on to produce
to low-Earth

would

there

ranging

from

engines,

which

an aviation
new engines
whose
engines

of three

organization,

meters.

over

headed

It was another

contribution

(CIDMH).

to Chelomey's

making

the missile

new

and, in fact,

by Chief

Designer

step forward

would
missiles,

Semyon

nitrogen

of a light

launch

vehi-

meters with

carry a single warhead
° Instead

of Glushko's

Chelomey
Kosberg,

was to design
into orbit."
tetroxide

formerly

Payload capa-

contracted

to design

into the space business

the Lunas and Vostoks
specifically

projects

The UR-200,

was thirty-five

kilometers.

Soviet ballistic

In the case
Myasishchev

mass of 138 tons.
length

OKB-52

of particular

I at Fill: with

it somewhat

Overall

in the
into the

to the

supervision

at the branches•

Branch No.

to the Soviet space program

components,

projects

design

a total launch

powers

rapid encroachment

his own

10,000-12,000

for all long-range

pacifying

Soviet space vehicles.

had in mind.

that had launched
toxic

with

to

was also not resis-

thus

by engineers

In its ICBM version,

OKB-154

out

intended

unlike Korolev,

overall

to his new

to four tons,

megatons

for the rocket.

hydrazine

vehicle

Chelomey

were standard

used

farmed

themselves

issued supplementary
first as a new gen-

missile,

maintain

specifdevelop-

up the booster

by Chelomey's

be undertaken

resigned

was limited

what

first successful

UR-200

dimethyl

orbit

hve to fifteen

for boosters

Chelomey,

some of the most important

is exactly

a base diameter

would

gave the project

called the R-200, was a two-stage
cle, which

he also

deputies

offered

for the

alarmed

for preliminary

I, 1961. _ In a move no doubt

Chelomey

Forces who were initially
from the aviation sector

As Chelomey's
branches.

the

space

space

the Soviet space leadership

on March

hypergolic

vehicles

system

ICBM and then as a space launch vehicle

to

bility

and space launch

of near-Earth

of his expanding

ICBM,

FUTURE

system

ocean reconnaissance

ically the UR-200

THE

the

for Kosberg,

the upper

stage

All the engines
and

for

unsymmetrical

_

5.
I. Afanasyev, "33 Yearsfor the 'Proton' RN" (English title), No_osti kosrnonautiki I-2 (1998): 45-48
6.
Mikhail Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 48-49
( 1995): 8-9: A V, Karpenko, Rossiyskiyeraketnoye oryzhiye, 1943- t9938g (St. Petersburg: PIKA. 1993), p. 12: Ye.
B. Volkov, ed., Mezhkontinentalnyye baltisticheskiye rakety SSSR(RF) i SSh/q(Moscow: RVSN, 1996), p. 322
7.
The UR-200 was powered by the RD-0202engine on the first stage and the RD-0205 engine on the second stage. The RD 0202 itself was composed of three RD-0203 engines and one RD-0204 engine, while the
RD-0205 was composed of the RD-0206 sustainerand RD-0207 vernier.Total first-stage thrust was about 200 tons.
The development of these engines began in March 196I. SeeVladimir Rachuk. "Best RocketEngines from Voronezh,"
Z4erospacejournal no, 6 (November December 1996): 30-33: "Engines for Combat Missiles." RussianSpace Bultetin
4(3) ( 1997): 13-15: KB KhimZtutomatiki Stranitsy istorii tom I (Voronezh: KB Khim,qvtomatiki, 1995), pp 51-54
8,
Apart from use as a space launch vehicle and an ICBM the UR-200 was also the focus of two other
proposals. In July 196I, Chelomey offered up the missile asan orbital bombardment system that could drop nuclear
warheads on enemy targets from orbit, In this variant, the missile would be called the Global Missile No I (OR I).
Later in February 1962. a second proposal involved UR-200s equipped with guided ballistic warheads, which would
reenter from orbit and guide themselves with aerodynamic surfacesto US naval ships that were seen asa threat to
the Soviet Navy. While work on both these proposals were undertaken to a preliminary stage, like many of
Chelomey's projects, they were never tinished. SeeKhrushchev, Nikita ;<hrushcheu:tom 2. pp. 122, 155.
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TheUR-200
wasonlythe firststepin
Chelomey's
plans
foraseries
ofnewICBMs
and
space
launch
vehicles.
Planning
at hisdesign
bureau
showed
that to meet Chelomey's
more
grand plans for space exploration,
he would need
a second booster that could lift as much as twenty

tons

into

include

orbit.

piloted

Possible

spaceplanes,

payloads

would

space stations,

and

large military payloads. In late 1960, concurrent
with the addition of Branch No. I to OKB-52,
Chelomey's
work

deputies

began preliminary

on a new ICBM with

planning

a space booster

that

would have a capacity for launching heavy payloads into Earth's orbit. This vehicle would eventually

emerge

launch

as one

vehicles

program,
Pavel

the

A.

Korolev's

of

the

most

important

ever created in the Soviet space
Proton

Ivensen,

booster.

Chelomey

an

acquaintance

old

picked
of

from the late 1920s, to lead the project

to develop

the rocket, Ivensen, like Korolev,

had

been thrown into prison in the mid-193Os, and he
was rehabilitated
he initially

only in 1956. In the late 1950s,

worked

on high-speed

aircraft at the Tsybin design bureau,
fusing

series of changes

but the con-

in the aviation

led him first to the Myasishchev

Chief Designer Sernyon Kosberg designed numerous
upper stage engines for Soviet space launch vehicles
He closely cooperated with Vladirnir Chelomey in
developing the UR-IO0 UR-200, and UR-500 ICBMs
(files of PeIer Gorin)

reconnaissance
industry

organization

and

finally to work under Chelomey?
In Ivensen's

preliminary

use of technology
launch

vehicle.

from

The new

from the very beginning
time,

Chelomey's

ICBM:

ties and equivalent
a number

UR-200

rocket, designated
as a two-stage

engineers

in many ways,

studied

research on the possible

the smaller

the UR-500

possibilities

UR-500

in design

was posited

possible

it into a heavy-lift

together

CIR-2OO rockets

UR-200

second

stageJ ° What

emerged

drical propellant

tanks around

a central cylindrical

each strap-on

was a self-contained

oxidizer

the tanks

while

bled a strap-on-type
clustered

tanks.

There would

a third

stage, that

by 1963 was an unusual
tank. Unlike

unit, in the UR-500,

on the outside

booster,

with

launch

would

the vehicle

lqt the

similar

vehicle.

Titan

Ivensen's

grouping

I

capabiliteam

together

itself would

be a modified

plan to cluster

six long cylin-

the central cylinder

carry the fuel. Thus,

be a single powerful

vehicle,

with

parallel-staged

in fact had a standard

M-I

was planned

of the American

for the first stage, including

four two-stage

abandoned

space launch

the development

as a parallel development

designs

he made maximal

own

documentation,

and a three-stage

watching

for turning

of different

as Myasishchev's

ICBM

were closely

designs for the booster,

as well

although

tandem-type

vehicles
would

in which

carry all the

it visually

resem-

first stage with

engine at the base of each tank powered

by

9.
G. Amiryants, "Ivensen's 'Chayka'" (English title), ,Zlviatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 4 (April 1990): 36-38:
M. Yakovenko,"The Subterranean.Earthly. and Heavenly Creations of Ivensen" (English title), Nauka _zhizn no. 9
(September 1991): 20-2L
I0.
Fordescriptionsof variousearly conceptions of the UR-500, see/qfanasyev,"35 Yearsfor the 'Proton' RN"
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the same high-

as the smaller

UR-200."

The

diameter of the central tank was limited to just
above four meters:
this was the maximum
dimension

that the Soviet railway

accommodate
ufacturing
version,

plant to the launch

site. In its ICBM

UR-500

was

cylindrical

engines:

a third

projected

could

from the man-

the

standard

system

for transportation

designed

second

stage would

space

launch

to

stage

have a

with

four

be added

vehicle

in the

version.

Both

these
upper
stages
would
have
design
antecedents
in the smaller LIR-200 ICBM.
Chelomey's
was

clearly

UR-500

choice

related

as

an

believed, would
design

the

use

the

propellants,
simplify

he

engine

would
Having

be

decid-

scheme and the choice of

the next step was to choose

s

a sub-

In late 196 I, there was only one orga-

OKB-456.
ing

propellants
to

components

in the Soviet Union

high-thrust
itously

Such

is, self-igniting.

ed on the basic design

nization

plans

also significantly

because

contractor.

storable

his

ICBM.

hypergolic--that
propellants,

of

to

rocket engines
At

placed

acrimony

the

time,

designing

extremely

for ICBMs:

Glushko's

Chelomey

to take advantage
between

Korolev

was

fortu-

of the increasand

This shows the original variants o[ the UR-200 and
UR-500 ICBMs as conceived by Vladimir Chelomey
in the early 1960s_ (copyright Peter _orin)

Glushko,

which was beginning
to incapacitate
Korolev's
grander plans of space exploration.
As the bickering between

the two reached a critical

a group of three senior engineers
the possibility

of cooperating

point,

tional

the first-stage

insult to Korolev, Glushko

N 1 booster,

modified

simply

on the latter for anything,

took the engines

missile

in. In November

engines

firing at liftoff,

launch,

far in excess of any rocket in the world

would

to explore

perhaps

to prove to

and he signed an agree-

In what

may have been addi-

that he had offered

them to Chelomey.
develop

1961, he sent

enterprise

took the chance,

engines for the UR-500.

them a little bit, and offered
the UR-500

stepped

I on a visit to Glushko's

on the UR-500. '_ Glushko

Korolev once again that he was not dependent
ment to deliver to Chelomey

Chelomey

from Branch No.

With

a total thrust

for Korolev's
six similar

of about

giant

RD-253

900 tons at

at the time. '_

I I.
V. A Vyrodov, M. K Mishetyan, and V. M. Petrakov, " 16July--25 YearsFromthe Time of the Start of
Operations of the 'Proton' Rocket-Carrier" (English title), /z istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 64 (1993): 58-67: G.
Maksimov, "Space Flight Support: The Proton Launch Vehicle" (English title), Auiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 8
(August 1988): 40-41. In the early version of UR-500 missile, the first stage had four powerful Glushko engines on
the core and one gimbaled low-thrust Kosberg engine on each of four strap-ons.
12. V. Petrakovand I. Afanasyev, "'Proton' Passion" (English title),/quiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 4 (April
1993): 10-12: Vyrodov, Mishetyan. and Petrakov," 16 July--25 Years Fromthe Time of the Start." The individuals
who visited were D. A. Polukhin (Chief of the Complex for Engine Units). V A. Vyrodov (Lead Designerof the project), and G. D. Dermychev (Chief of the Planning Department).
13
Petrakovand Afanasyev. "'Proton' Passion"
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Glushko
engines

was taking

in the

combustion

Soviet

cycle"

a gamble
Union

engines,

in agreeing to produce

using

storable

Glushko

confidence

acteristics

that the task could

demanded

by Chelomey's

closed cycle scheme, which
out losses in specific
problem

by installing

be accomplished.

During

firing,

ber at a relatively

low temperature,

enter the main combustion
The

resulting

layout,

reaction

power

used to drive the turbines

could

of the

propellant

be reduced

ward:

of burning. '4 For Soviet engine design

Chelomey,

ever the ambitious

scientist,

For the upper stages, Chelomey

technology,

stages of the smaller

huge first stage with
become

of the UR-200

part of a more powerful

one,"

ple. who held the belief that incremental
idea in the face of technological
Thus, by extension,

this
com-

be a new step foron it.

to the ones earmarked

version

whereby

be added.

Kosberg once again. The engines slated for the

booster. '_ In effect, the larger UR-500

top of it. This sort of design decision,

cham-

gas would
With

his future

UR-200

a thinner

of oxidizer,

levels, while

this would

second and third stages of the UR-500 were, in fact, very similar
first two

this

losses of propellant.
Finally,
because of the extremely high

took the idea and banked

contracted

fuel would

components

to nonexistent

withcham-

combustion

Later, the combustion

where the remaining

burning

charof the

addressed

inside the combustion

bustion
pressure would
be dramatically
increased
without
Glushko's feared combustion
oscillations
would be eliminated
temperatures

Glushko

receive the full amount

the turbine.

instilled

pressures to be derived

then burn in the preliminary

of the engine,

be a total

would

in 1958-59

high-performance

to performance.

the fuel pumps

thus driving

chamber

would

would

cycle"

as "staged

because of the selection

high chamber

the chamber

but only a part of the fuel. This mixture

West

since the failure of

at NII-I

The relatively

significantly

for operating

the first "closed

in the

such motors
built

were principally

allow extremely

thus adding

the turbines

ber of the gas generator.

demonstrator

designers

would

impulse,

Known

had had little luck with

the RD-I IO in the early 1950s. P, technology
growing

these engines,

propellants.

(albeit with

modified

was simply
engines)

for the
a new

sitting

on

"each of [their] launch vehicles was supposed

was a conscious

design strategy

testing of components

and manufacturing

there were even preliminary

limitations

separately

of the Chelomey

to

peo-

was a more pragmatic

of the Soviet defense

industry. '_

plans at the time to use the UR-500 itself as the

upper stages of an even bigger booster, one to launch hundreds of tons into Earth's orbit.
The development
of the large UR-500 booster advanced very quickly along with work on
the UR_200 and Chelomey's
first automated satellite projects, the "IS" anti-satellite
system and
the "US" naval reconnaissance
system. During a meeting with Khrushchev
in February 1962 at
the vacation
the UR-500

resort of Pitsunda,
proposal.

space projects

Chelomey

In a perfect

example

to the Soviet leadership,

for the first time acquainted
of how

Chelomey

chief

designers

introduced

went

the UR-500

the Soviet leader with
about

"selling"

their

not as a space launch

14 Peter Stache, Souiet Rockets, Foreign Technology Division Translation, FTD-ID(RS)T0619-88 (from
unnamed source). Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,Dayton, Ohio, November 29. 1988, p. 405 This is a translation
of Peter Stache.5otujetischer Raketen (Berlin: Militarverlad der DDR, 1987)
15. In the initial variant of the UR-500. the second stage consisted of three RD-O208engines and one
RD-O209engine Each had a vacuum thrust of about sixty tons. When the three-stagevariant of the UR-SO0was
introduced, new engines were used on the second stage: three RD-0210 engines and one RD-O211engine. Forthe
three-stageUR-500 (called UR S00K), the third stage would be equipped with a single RD-0212 engine, which consisted o[ the primary RD-0213 engine and the RD-0214 verniers. Total vacuum thrust would be sixty-two tons. See
T Varfolomeyev, "Readers' Letters: On Rocket Engines from the KB of S. A Kosberg, and Carriers on Which They
Were installed" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 26 (December 18-31, 1993): 46-48: KB KhimZtutomatiki tom
I. pp 54-55
16. The quote is from Dmitriy Khrapovitskiy. ",qbsolutely Unclassified: The Ground Waves of Space
Politics" (English title), Soyuz 15 {_qpril1990): 15.
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vehicle,

but as a super-powerful

ty megatons
bited

at the

Ustinov,
haps

appropriate

who loathed

dazzled

time

reach the

be launched
target.

military

for moving

the UR-500

ICBM and space launch

ready in three years. While

the principal

would

was essentially

The UR-200
undertake

sized spacecraft
important
two

and UR-500

his assault into

different

boosters

vehicle.

thematic

Raketoplan-Kosmoplan

directions,
theme

and Dementyev

_ Within

a month.

would

later,

Chelomey's
models,

be focused

engi-

would

be

at Branch No.

Machine

the means by which

payloads

would

consist

Building

Chelomey
of a variety

own perspective,

Plant.

Kosmoplan

was evidently

and the

conducted

Raketoplan.

intended

to

of different

perhaps the most

the early t 960s were his spaceplanes,

the

to draw

issued a decree formal-

The rocket, in its various

were only

on during

per-

"minister"

by this time. '_

space. The actual

he worked

Ustinov
Committee

for a wide array of goals. From Chelomey's

projects

by aviation

at the giant M. V. Khrunichev

disposal

deor-

Chairman

the project. '7 Less than three months

design of the vehicle

be undertaken

at Chelomey's

Commission

persuaded

and the Central

scheme of the vehicle.

I, manufacturing

and

asking both

neers froze the final design

which

of thir-

against the idea. In the end. Khrushchev,

ahead with

of Ministers

warheads

into Earth orbit and eventually

Military-Industrial

applications

agreed to the proposal,

documents

29, 1962, the Council

ly approving

would

was categorically

booster's

arguments,

up the necessary

to

Chelomey.

by the

Dementyev's
on April

ICBM named the GR-2, capable of launching

at the enemy. The warhead

subsumed

under

The research on the

in a remarkably

haphazard

manner.

Sergey N. Khrushchev,
the Soviet leader's son who was the deputy chief of a department
OKB-52, recalled later Chelomey's
idiosyncratic
behavior regarding the Kosmoplan-Raketoplan

at

themes:
[He would
weeks
and

say] "let's

there

would

then he would

try plasma

[engines]

try to make
be another
say that,

the Kosmoplan
idea.

some

using nuclear

[more]

"No, this is crazy,

drawings,

it'll never

engines."
some

work,

and then in two

[more]

forget

calculations.

about

it...

let's

and this time we'll [I)1 to Mars! _

Irrespective of Chelomey's
own whims, the project was real, and hardware was built. It
would, in fact. not be an overstatement
to say that of all Chelomey's
space-related
projects
through
would

his long career, the spaceplane
pursue this dream almost

Funding

for preliminary

same June 1960 government
of thematic
open

directions/'

to interpretation,

Pashkov,

a Deputy

work

held the greatest emotional

continuously

unabated

research on the Kosmoplan-Raketoplan
decree that accelerated

resonance

theme was approved

the Soviet space program

The degree of state commitment

to these ambitious

but

that

Chairman

a few

recollections

suggest

of the Military-Industrial

for him. He

for close to a quarter of a century.

it was

Commission,

in the

on a wide
projects

significant.

range

remains

Georgiy

recalled in t989

N.

that:

17. Khrushchev, Hikita Khrushchev tom 2, pp. 157-58.
18. Vyrodov. Mishetyan, and Petrakov, "16 july--25 Years From the Time of the Start"; Petrakov and
Afanasyev, "'Proton' Passion."
19. Previously named the State Aviation Plant No. 23, the plant was renamed the M. V Khrunichev
Machine Building Plant in July 1961 soon after the death of M. V. Khrunichev, the former Minister of Aviation
Industry.
20. Telephone interview, Sergey Nikitich Khrushchev by the author, October 10, 1996
2 I. Anatoliy Kirpil and Olga Okara, "Designer of SpacePlanes Vladimir Chetomey Dreamed of Creating a
Space Fleetof Rocket Planes" {English title), Nezauisimaya gazeta. July 5, 1994, p. 6. The authors state in the article. "In 1960 the government of the USSRdecided to develop a rocket plane design at OKB 52."
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at the time [1960-61]

S. P Korolev
projects

and

which

M

a decision

K. )'angel

were given

the first apparatus

[the

and

Raketoplan],

the capability
taking

to

Sergeyeuich
which

the

work

had

flight

effort,

perhaps

Missile

allocated

already

been

were stripped

started

industry

seeing

began

in the program
most military

designs,

arguing

with

ing the early

1960s, the Soviet Air Force issued "tactical-technical

specifications

for orbital

vehicles

to support

with

of the Strategic

more traditional

spacecraft

others were reluctant
requirements,"
For example,

included

and

the Air Force on the

Chelomey. :4 At various

Air Force objectives.

1962, the final recommendations

the Soviet

on the success of the

within

Korolev's

conceptions

in January

which

from Tsybin

the dominance

that there was a greater chance of success, while

in

In short,

by confusion,

projects,

existed

go of winged

tary conference
ation of:

Nikita

large projects

of Defense, in particular

dissension

and thus put their support

under-

of

[o[ their support].

spaceplane

its means to counter

idea itself: some were more prone to ally themselves

Both
have

was

orders

and

The tqir Force was banking

endeavors,

space

the

the means,

from the Ministry

of the

in near-Earth

the author
on

to be subsumed

two of its most promising

to the author

and each would

astonished

Naturally,

of
two

[the Kosmoplan].

wings,

immediately

one after another/'

Forces. As with

I was

appeared

flight

to planet

shaped

years.

the "firms"

There

Zlecording

he was

had watched

canceled

planet

airport•
three

Funding for the research was coming
Myasishchev,

from

shifted

roles.

for ensuring

in

starting in 1961 our rocket-space
left us dearly stalled/_

/qir Force, which

in actuality,

project

Khrushchev,

major

planned

with appropriately

to land at any assigned
prepare

that,

to secondary

over all the others•
was

the second,

were to be [urnished

taken

primary

preference

idea [Chelomey].
apparatus

was

from

points
which

to let
durwere

at a secret mili-

the development

and cre-

•

An air-spaceplane with a flight altitude of sixty to 150 kilometers
with an altitude of 1,000 to 3,000 kilometers

and an orbital spaceplane

•

A carrier-aircraft

spacecraft

Chelomey
it is apparent

for launching

clearly catered
winged

followed

people considered
Staff could

in fact, what exactly
the Ministry
funding

issue that

would

factored

Chelomey's
point

on occasion.

senior military

Dyna-Soar

strategists

intentions:

spaceplane

States was conducting

the

also had

with

dwindled

funding.

the Soviet mili-

program.

While

fantasy,"

others in the

similar

As the fate of the Dyna-Soar

grand project periodically

although

not be a reality in the near future.

into the military's

less or more liberal

efforts filtered through

research to such proposals,

research some sort of "raging

out that the United

happened

for Chelomey's

Raketoplan

and rockets 25

on the issue at the time even within

were preferable,

the U.S. Air Force's X-20A

of Defense became

on US. hypersonic

vehicles

that such vehicles

There was an additional

General

his Raketoplan-Kosmoplan

reusable

to address the possibility
closely

and "space-to-air"

that there was never a clear consensus

P,ir Force. While

tary

"air-to-space"

research. This is,

shifted

According

up and down,

to some reports,

to zero as the wildly

to the General Staff in Moscow.

some

different

news

One participant

later

22
Nikolay Dombkovskiy, "October
April -- The Universe" (English title), Sovetskayarossiya, April 12,
1989, p. 3
23
Igor gfanasyev. "Kosmoplan: Chelomey's Project" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda, August 26, 1995,
p. 6
24
SeeN. P Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: knlga pervaya. 1960-1963gg (Moscow: Infortekst If. 1995), p. 27,
for a brief discussion over the Korolev versusChetomey issue from the Air Forceside.
25
Ibid, p. 87.
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observed
our work

the Pentagon.

indicated

observations

Chetomey,

evolved

Khrushchev's

the goals of the

and changed

almost

fast as the designs of the vehicles themselves.
January-February

1961, the Kosmoplan

encompassed

automated

to the Moon,

Mars, and Venus,

of extended

low-Earth

orbit.

and

This

its

1959-61,

selling

engineers

point

numerous

different

designs

but four of these offered

•

•

with

the possimissions

in

of mission

to

the

Air

had

was
Force.

worked

This is one conception o[ Vladimir Chelomeys idea
o[ a robotic Kosmoptan to visit Mars. The design
dates from the early 1960s. (copyright Asi[ Siddiqi.
based on a drawing by Igor _[anasyeu)

on

of the Kosmoplan,

the most promise:

The automated
AK-I-7 would be for flights to Mars or Venus. The spaceplane
launched into orbit by a three-stage variant of Korolev's R-7 ICBM.
The automated

AK-I-300

an early conception
•

theme
missions

last type

probably

as
By

piloted

reconnaissance

Through

•

FUTURE

''2_

in the younger

about

Soviet program

bility

THE

that "it created the impression
that
was directed not from Frunze Street,

but rather from
gs

TO

The automated

would

AK-3-300

would

Earth orbit.

Launch

would

The piloted

AK-4 spaceplane,
which

would

meters. The AK-4 would
Despite
running

heavy

plane for a flight
developing
issues,

studied

be discarded
then

flights

be designed

after atmospheric

glide 200 kilometers

any space vehicles,

such as ensuring

the reliability

missions

in conditions

of vacuum,

program,

problems

was developing

ensuring

its return back to Earth.

a nuclear

1961, OKB-52

cruise

prepared

in low-

a predraft

systems

were

lack of expe-

a winged

space-

sole experience

were also purely
for such

and so forth.

for the

engineers

was OKB-52's

given OKB-52's

its proximity

kilo-

on an airstrip/_

ones. A step to creating
There

in a special

of twenty

by 1961. Chelomey's

missiles,

plan

a single pilot

at an altitude

weightlessness,

power source,

for carrying

reentry

of the main spacecraft

radiation,

and missions

return from orbit

one of these obstacles

let alone piloted
naval

booster,

this spaceplane.

would

to a landing

to Mars proved to be a little too ambitious,
of short-range

The A-300

launch

to the planets

The spaceplane

Clearly.

would

be

rocket.

in 1961, would

research on the ambitious

a number

Through

to Mars or Venus.

at OKB-52,

be for both

booster.

into some major problems.

rience in operating

developed

be by the A-300

into Earth orbit on the A-300
container,

also be for flights

of a launcher

would

long-duration

One of the

major

to the rest of the vehicle,
Kosmoplan

project,

in

technical

and

which

may

have been examined
by an ad hoc commission
to assess its realistic prospects.
Chelomey,
apparently faced with the great technical and logistical difficulties
of the effort, decided in 1961
to redirect the resources
development
nuclear

power

of

the

expended

"US"

reactor during

ocean

on the effort to more realistic
reconnaissance

its missions

satellite

in Earth's orbit.

proposals.

system,

which

These included
would

also

At the same time, Chelomey

the

use a
did not

26
Sergey Khrushchev. Nikita Khrushcheu krizisy i rakety uzgtyad iznutrL tom t (Moscow: Novosti,
1994), p. 48 I.
27. E-mail correspondence. Igor Afanasyev to the author. November 28. 1997: Rudenko, "Designer
Chelomey's Rocket Planes," 48-49 Note that in the latter source, the AK-4 is referredto as the A-4.
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completely

abandon

Despite

a significant

theme,

engineers

data

the

Kosmoplan

idea.

in work

on this

reduction
used

the

base on the project,

extensive

research

all on paper

point, to explore various further options

at that
for pilot-

ed spacecraft to explore the Moon and Mars/"
Like the Kosmoplan
theme, work on the
Raketoplan
1959-61.

project

also

advanced

swiftly

The program was originally

as a suborbital

system

for

in

conceived

piloted

This is a model o[ Chelomey's air-launched piloted
Roketoplan for suborbital and orbital missions for
the Soviet ,rtir Force The model was displayed at an
exhibition in the 1990s (copyright Steuen Zaloga)

missions,

including
anti-satellite
missions,
photo-reconnaissance, the identification
of foreign satellites,
and even bombing runs over the United States/'
All the various models of the Raketoplan conceptualized

by the end of 1961 had common

"SR" (for Suborbital

Rocket-Glider).

features in design,

such as the presence

or absence of jet engines

having

for the second

folding

wings

the Raketoplans

had a launch

launch

mass, the most powerful

Soviet booster

studied

two

40,000

kilometers.

sat in the central

portion

conical

one with

oxidizer

another

cylindrical

only two tanks:
cylinder

with

of the Raketoplan,

at the

one with

version

oxidizer

of the omitted

second

own yet-to-be-developed

stage could

ballistic

UR-200

use two-stage

variants

third tank, the short-range

spaceplane

proposed

to a range

that halflscale

of 5,OO0 kilometers

ICBM. Actual

full-scale

of the R-7 for flights

to 40,000
ran into
elements

vehicles--an
whole

airplane

was

program,

too.

Because the system

and a rocket--it

extremely

complex

also inherited

and

was

very

by Chief

combined

the weaknesses

large,

requiring

by

models of the spaceplane

with

Raketoplan

models of

missile or to a range of 18,000 kilometers

models would have folded wings for the initial ascent.
Given its ambitious
nature, it is not surprising
that Chelomey
the

model had
and a short

be launched

Designer Yanget's R-14 intermediate-range

a

and

end of the spacecraft

the

on test flights

tanks:

fuel in the center,

in the aft part of the fuselage. The short-range

cabin for four to six seats. Engineers

Chelomey's

had three propellant

one with

for

similar. The pilot

oxidizer

in the forward

the R-7

range and the other

both models were relatively
a cylindrical

than

area.

Based on early research, OKB-52
kilometers

higher

one with

fuel in the aft end. Instead
could

back to the launch

of the period.
one for 8,000

end,

of

45 percent

The long-range

forward

it to return

had a small passenger
Raketoplan

of

or canard type configura-

mass of about

and appearance,

of the vehicle.

the conical

wing"

thus affected the overall takeoff mass
the SR with a tandem arrangement
of

stages, had an engine unit for the first stage that allowed

In dimensions

design components,

first stage, the possibility

design choice was closely tied to the stage arrangement

the Raketoplan--that
is, either tandem or parallel--and
of the various conceptions.
For example, one variant,

major models

in specific

for the returning

stage, or using a "flying

tion for both stages. Each particular

In general,

and they were given the name

There were only variations

the

kilometers.
serious
of two

These

problems
different

of both. The system as a
development

of

high-

performance
liquid-propellant
rocket engines, new construction
materials, and miniaturized
electronics--technologies
that posed great challenges for Soviet industry at the time. Like the
Kosmoplan,
in the field

28.
29.

the Raketoplan
of developing

project

also suffered

missile-space

from

the limitations

of OKB

52's experience

systems

,_fanasyev correspondence. November 28. 1997.
_fanasyev, "Kosmoplan: Chelomey's Project"; Kh[ushchev, Nikita Khrushchev: tom t, pp. 480-81
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An official

TO

decree of the Central

THE

Committee

FUTURE

and the Council

of Ministers,

dated

May

13,

1961, and titled "On the Revision of Plans for Space Objects Towards Accomplishment
Goals of a Defense Nature,"
had a direct effect on both the Raketoplan and Kosmoplan
jects/°

As a result of this governmental

decision,

nated. The news was not all bad. Apparently,

preliminary

work

on both themes

people in the government

of
pro-

was termi-

and Communist

Party

believed that the research carried out on the Raketoplan theme had great prospects for future
work. The decree authorized
OKB-52 to use the accumulated
research work to proceed on a
new piloted

variant

Chelomey's

fortunes

of the Raketoplan

ones in his career. A leading
In May

1961,

commitment

just

ten

It actually

OKB-I

and transferred

contractors

industry

the defense
ration,

Raketoplan
related
models
monauts

design

diately

at Zhukovskiy,

ertheless
world

30.

The

S P Koroleva

Afanasyev

32.

Boris
at the

University,

August

decree

(Korolev:

3 I.

presented

RKK

Rudenko,

34.

Mikhail

"Designer
Rudenko,

p

June

stage,

for the vehicle

named

after

to

on

in the

in the
for explo-

a Ministry

of

both

project,
the

Defense

despite

very favorably

with

mini-dimension

wind

tunnels

work

an

Kosmoplan

built

various

and
space-

ballistic

at the

Central

on spacesuits

for cos-

phases of the mission.

An engineer

20-27,
Chelomey's

ed.,

28,

"History

skipping
which

of the
on

the

even

with
even

feasibility.

involved

1996).

the initial

such

Other

in the pro-

a speed

today

has

drafts,
how

immewe nev-

no analog

in the

TM

Raketno-Kosmieheskaya

S. P. Korolev,

November

Symposium

"'Star

was now

space program

there were the needs of

on the Kosmoplan

and even

and practical

Dorofeyev,

International

Russia.

we tore ahead,

plans

in Yu, P. Semenov,

Energiya,

correspondence.

10th

33.

1993,

how

to reliability

is mentioned

to Korolev

immodestly:

heat shielding

Arkadyevich

Moscow,

26,

a little

thing was

respect

_

included Nil-I, NII-88, KB-I, NIl-2, the M. M. Gromov Flightof Aviation and Space Medicine,
and the Central Institute of

on to the working

created
with

Chelomey.

to space.

engineers

during

from
to sub-

played a role in this aston-

catered

and they performed

cosmonauts

U.S.

taken

that were predominantly

of work

testing

the

rise in prominence

and compared

OKB-52

were

far-reaching

Second,

The pace of work was breathtaking.

perhaps

amazing

going

bureau.

for rescuing

Building."

The most

to pursue work
The amount

for aerodynamic

Institute

For

on space

thing happened

to support

continuing

projects

on

decree

Funds

been allocated

Raketoplan,

was, in fact, unprecedented

and catapults

Motor

1960.

the overtly

of war expanding

efforts.

spaceplanes

gram later recalled,

the

speech

another

The same

Khrushchev.

was pursuing

continued

such

enterprises involved in the work
Research Institute, the Institute
Aviation

killed

clout with

the possibility

Korolev

Aerohydrodynamics

of June

bureau.

Chelomey*s

especially

Chelomey

at the

of their

decree

had originally

clearly

Korolev

suspending

in 1960-64

work

was

programs,

uneasy about

order

Kennedy's
issued

to shift their efforts

that

and deep space."

later recalled:

in the major June 1960 decree. Two factors

While

In this climate,
official

OKB-I

government

design

ordered

of funding

in Earth's orbit

to President

the previous

and his unmatched

Chelomey's

increasingly

prior

to the Chelomey

The first

sector.

Korolev's

the Soviet

were

missions

decree was perhaps one of the more important

The decree thus effectively

proposed

turnaround.

defense

reversed

amount

to Chelomey.

ishing

from

[sic] days

of OKB-I : they

A significant
that Korolev

designer

to go to the Moon,

matters.

shifted

for military

in general, this particular

Korporatsiya

"Energiya"

imeni

p. 248.

1997.
Development
History

of

of the

N I L3 Moon

Astronautics

and

Program"

Aeronautics,

(English

title),

Moscow

State

title),

Trud,

1995.
Rocket

Wars'--History

Planes,'*
of the

48-49.
'Death'

of a Unique

Spaceplane"

(English

6.

309

310
Allofthis,ofcourse,
produced
some
tangible
results.
Theworkinlate1960
andearly1961
culminated
inthecreation
ofthefirstautomated
testbedcalled
theMP-I(the"MP"standing
a littleprematurely
for"Maneuvering,
Piloted").
Although
engineers
never
finished
a formal
draftplanforthevehicle,
thespacecraft
wasmanufactured
andready
forflightbylate1961.
TheMP-I,developed
primarily
bythegroupofengineers
transferred
fromtheLavochkin
design
bureau,
wasasmalltwo-meter-length
winged
spacecraft
withamass
of1,750
kilograms.
Thevehicle
hadadjustable
braking
panels
intheformof anumbrella
mounted
attherearto
ensure
proper
braking
duringreentry
intotheatmosphere.
Engineers
alsoinstalled
graphite
ruddersonthevehicle
forguidance,
similar
tothoseonoutdated
ballistic
missiles.
Thetestprogramforthevehicle
included
a singlesuborbital
flightwithballisticmaneuvering
during
descentMaximum
altitude
wouldbe405kilometers.
Thespacecraft
wouldliftoff andfly
downrange
1,760
kilometers
before
entering
theatmosphere
atavelocity
of3,760
meters
per
second.
Afterthemaneuvering
phase,
thevehicle
wouldland1,880
kilometers
downrange
from
thelaunch
site.Recovery
wouldbeeffected
byathree-level
system
ofdrawing,
braking,
and
primary
parachutes
working
ataltitudes
ofeighttofourkilometers,
thusreducing
vertical
downwardvelocity
toabout
tenmeters
persecond.
''_Because
Chelomey
didnothaveanyboosters
ready
forlaunch
atthetime,hesigned
anagreement
withYangel
toobtainanR-12mediumrange
ballistic
missile
fortheMP-Itestflight.
Thedaybefore
thelaunch,
setforDecember
27,1961,
theyounger
Khrushchev
received
hisgraduate
degree,
andtherewasa private
dinnerpartygivenbyChelomey
ata Moscow
restaurant.
Khrushchev
recalls
thateveryone
wasquiteabitdrunkbythetimetheygotonthe
planethatnightandheaded
outtothelaunch
range
todirecttheflight.
S°Unlikeallprevious
space-related
launches,
thisonewasto takeplaceattheAirDefense
Forces
TestRange
at
Vladimirovka,
justa fewkilometers
southeast
oftheKapustin
Yarsite.Preparations
proceeded
without
trouble
thenextmorning
amidheavy
snowfall.
TheMP-Iwasmounted
ontopofthe
R-12,
anditwasclearly
visible
asaspaceplane
fromadistance,
The rocket lifted off successfully

from the pad at site

vehicle

I, and about

had passed through

was kept secret for more than thirty
ration.

It was the world's

completely
between

the following

minutes

later, controllers

and landed successfully

years, but it was a landmark

first hypersonic

forces were used to control
spacecraft

forty

the atmosphere

flight

the atmospheric

of a lifting

undamaged:

unexpected

burning

news that

in the history

body during

phase of reentry.

day, they were elated to discover

received

When

of space explo-

which

engineers

limited

aerodynamic
inspected

that the heat shielding

had been primarily

the

by parachute? 7The launch

the

was almost

to connection

points

the ailerons and the wings28

The relative

success of the MP-I

flight

they were on the right track in their work.
plan for the Raketoplan

project,

which

•

A single-seat

orbital

anti-satellite

•

A single-seat

orbital

bomber

•

A seven-seat

passenger

•

A two-seat

scientific

contained

spacecraft

added to the engineers'

confidence

had completed

the details of four variants

that

the draft

of such a vehicle:

spaceplane

of ground

ballistic

no doubt

By 1963, engineers at OKB-52

targets

spacecraft

for intercontinental

for circumlunar

ranges

flight '9

35. Kirpil and Okara, "Designer of Space Planes"; Mikhail Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Space Planes"
(English title). V'ozdushniy transport 51 (1995): 8-9: Khrushchev interview.
36
Khrushchev interview.
37.
38
39.

Rudenko, "'Star Wars'--History of the 'Death' of a Unique Spaceplane."
Khrushchev interview.
E mail correspondence, Igor Afanasyev with the author, November 23, 1997.
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The first, second,

TO

and fourth

vehicles

third would

be launched

by the UR-200.

Raketoplan

theme was the piloted

THE

would

be launched

from

circumlunar

as early as 1961. 40 Other

commitment/'

It is more

Raketoplan-Kosmoplan
ties, much
suggests

mission.

posals from
cumlunar

flight,
Ustinov,

hearing

of similar

capable

Despite
work

unclear,

of OKB-52's

sonic

vehicle,

Although
purpose

problems,

M-12,

the spacecraft
by continuing

ing months

in design

shaped

braking

also equipped
The only

the

although

panels and introduced
launch

on-board

control

of the M-12

the

obtained

for the military

model took

evidence
of procir-

flight

after

period.

Little

carry

a wing-

out a ballistic

also continued

work

the scope of the

for automated

flight

on Earth.

further

data applicable

to the

in the early 1960s. In the framedeveloped

reentry

warhead

into

was completed
finally

dispensed

graphite

rudders.

hyper-

atmosphere.

it served a dual

spaceplane

in October

far more complex

a second
the

program,

by the first MP-I

article at the design bureau's

systems

entire

authori-

was apparently

would

called "K"

the engineers

the engineers

the

Khrushchev,

1962-63

Chelomey

on a vehicle

begun

from

1964. Although

for guided

launched

in

1962, and the ensuplant/_ The M-12 was
with

the

umbrella-

The new vehicle

was

than its predecessor.

place on March 21, 1963, from the same pad at

had lifted

at 1440 hours Moscow

they received

the Moon/2

1961 through

new aerodynamic

where the MP-I

that

warheads,"

a flight-test

higher

It was one of the "scientific"

technology

of this vehicle

to the MP-I,

with

spacecraft.

engineers

was built specifically
design"

was successful

utes before

test

of

from

to carry out piloted

ratio. The vehicle

active experiment

the research program

I at Vladimirovka

missiles

to

were spent building

similar

Chelomey's

nature

on the idea of circumlunar

bureau during

pro-

no such

Overwhelming

spacecraft

cosmonauts,

work

was

there were a litany

by a return to a regular airport

from another

research on "aircraft

the

grasped

around

included

followed

interest

speech,

circumlunar

there

any serious consideration

one to two

it probably

that

plans of the period.

circumlunar

after flight

to a piloted

nonspecific

to develop

the

of this modified

of Russian sources have sug-

cursory

Kennedy's

design

at a low level from

theme

1961. The "conceptual

site

1963 vintage

Mars. and Venus,
continuing

the Korolev

of carrying

theme

Raketoplan-Kosmoplan

lunar

only

rocket, while

elements

are vehement

generally

and had a low lift-to-drag

Earth's atmosphere

research remains

piloted

Perhaps Chelomey

about Chelomey's

to the Moon,

the

years following

from

of the Raketoplan
into

given

none of these prompted

proposals

on the Kosmoplan

sources

and general designers

or Smirnov.

less spacecraft,
reentry

chief

but that

Kozlov,

versions

likely,

in the immediate
various

reliable

A number

commitment

that the idea elicited

like several of Korolev's

that

is known

than

effort,

by the UR-500

One of the more interesting

gested over the years that there was a firm state-level
ject

FUTURE

off. The launch

Time,

news that the spacecraft

on another

and the engineers

had been destroyed

of Yangel's

had to wait
upon

reentry

fifty

R-12
min-

into the

40. See,for example,S. Golotyuk. "First PeopIeon the Moon (A Quarter of a Century Later)" (English title),
Nouosti kosmonautiki 15 (July 16-29, 1994): 32 40: M. Chernyshov, "Why Were Soviet Cosmonauts Not on the
Moon?" (English title), Leninskoyeznamya, August I. 1990. p. 3; V. P Mishin. "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"
(English title), Znaniye tekhnike: seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya no 12 (December 1990): 3-43. In the last
source, Mishin writes that in " 1961V. N. Chelomey's firm was assigned to work on a rocket-space system intend
ed for circumlunar flight." One source hints that the circumlunar decision was a part of the major June 1960space
policy statement by the Soviet Communist Party and government. See Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket
Planes." 48-49
41. Interview, Georgiy Stepanovich Vetrov by the author, January 9, i991.
42. Interview, Gerbert Aleksandrovich Yefremov by the author, March 3. 1997.Note that one OKB-52 engineer, A. Petrov. recalled in 1995 that his diploma project in 1962 had been on a winged spacecraft for flight around
the Moon and return to Earth. The lift to drag ratio was 1.0-3.0 "with suppression of overloads during reentry in
the atmosphere up to 1.0." SeeRudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes."
43. Yefremov interview.
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atmosphere.
Thefailure
nodoubtdemoralized
thedesign
team,buttheyapparently
received
useful
dataviatelemetry,
whichallowed
themtomake
certain
refinements
tothespaceplane
research
anddevelopment
process.
Theengineers
laterascertained
thattheheatshield
hadnot
beensturdy
enough
toprotect
thevehicle
because
ofatechnical
defect.
44
It seems
thattheSoviet
AirForce,
thechiefsponsor
of Chelomey's
Raketoplan
project,
began
tocooloffontheeffortbythistime.Thischange
of heartmayhavehadmuchtodo
withthefateoftheX-20ADyna-Soar
program
intheUnitedStates.
Prompted
byavariety
of
reasons,
principally
Secretary
ofDefense
Robert
S.McNamara's
beliefthatthespaceplane
had
noeffective
military
use,theJohnson
administration
announced
thetermination
oftheproject
onDecember
I0, 1963.
4_
TheSoviets
themselves
mayhave
alsoseen
thepotential
political
and
publicrelations
costof pursuing
a space-based
system,
oneof whosegoalswasnuclear
weapons
delivery.
There
wereotherSoviet
Air Force
concerns,
primarily
thelonglead-time
expected
fortheoperational
capability
ofsuchasystem.
InJanuary
1963,
theAirForce
senta
number
of high-ranking
representatives
to visitOKB-52
to discuss
theRaketoplan
project.
Commenting
onreports
ontheproject's
progress,
Lt.General
Kamanin
wrote:
iF]or the present
[will be ready]

it's not even
by February.

on paper,

although

Chelomey

we've

has already

been assured

that

had a long two years

the Draft Plan
to work

on this

theme, and in ]anuary
1961 when we were there with the Gommander-in-Chief--then
he made many promises--but
nothing that _uas promised
has been carried out. The real
space ships in the future
unlikely

to advance

Ironically,
interest

3-5 years will

outside

two of Chelomey's

from

the military.

be Korolev's

the bounds
automated

Both the "IS"

space projects

anti-satellite

inclination
fortunes

of senior

military

of the Raketoplan

technical

and political,

more advanced
Despite

Chelomey

versions

continued

of single-seat

the setbacks,

Chelomey

to seal Korolev's

effectively

reversed

that

trend.

Soviet space program heading

of

stepped

outwards

military

the overwhelming

pursue

systems,

obstacles,

his pet project,

the
both

fielding

even

in space.

as the leading

In search

Party and government

versus piloted

Through

was still at his peak at the time.

preeminence

pro-

for many years, but given the strong

robotic

fighters

to the lack of

ocean reconnaissance

slated for the Raketoplan. Undoubtedly,
of whether one was more optimal than

to doggedly

military

may have contributed

answered

to support

did not look too bright.

was meant
Communist

not be adequately
personnel

the rest are

°

and the "US"

grams were geared toward many of the same objectives
automated
systems were much cheaper. The question
the other was one that would

ships, and only his--all

of experimentation?

If the June 1960 decree

space designer,

"revisions"

to

the

back from the original

the May

original
grandiose

into the solar system. The changed

decree,

1961 decree
the

Soviet

plans of a massive
tenor

of goals was

now explicitly redirected to "goals of a defensive"
nature--that
is, anti-satellite
weapons, reconnaissance satellites, and orbital bombers, tqnd who better to pick to lead these programs than
someone

who

had not only

been doing

whose

rising star was abetted

revised

decree was issued almost

would

work

and protected
exactly

on these topics

for some time,

by the Soviet leader himself?

a month

after Gagarin's

flight,

suspect was the peak of power for Korolev. There were, however,

but a designer

Oddly
a point

simply

enough,

the

in time one

too many forces

44.
Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Space Planes": Yefremovinterview: Kamanin. Skrytiy kosmos, p 239:
Afanasyev correspondence, November 23, 1991.
45. Roy F Houchin II, "Why the Dyna Soar X-20 ProgramWas Cancelled," _uest 3 (Winter t994): 35-37.
46. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos, p 21 I.
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This rare photo dating from the early t9FOs shows Vtadimir Chelomey with some of the leading scientists from
the USSRAcademy of Sciences In the foreground_ left to right, are TsNIIMash Deputy Director Vseuolod
,quduevskiy. political scientist Piotr Fedoseev, General Designer Chelomey, and Academy President _natoly
,qleksandrov. In the immediate background, the two men facing each other are Korolev's successor Vasitiy Mishin
and nuclear weapons scientist Yeugeniy Velikhou (files of Peter Gorin)

working

against

Korolev

and

compensate.
In 1963, the breadth
included
(GR-I
defense

system

two

few

of the projects

three new ICBMs

and GR-2),

too

(UR-200,

vehicles

an Earth-orbital

victories

at Chelomey's

LIR-500,

space launch

(Taran),

dramatic

OKB-52

and UR-I00),
(UR-200

spaceplane

such

as the

Gagarin

was staggering.

two

orbital

and UR-500),

(Raketoplan),

flight

to

The projects

bombardment

systems

a nationwide

strategic

a lunar

and interplanetary

spaceplane (Kosmoplan),
plans for an automated anti-satellite
project (IS), and an automated
naval reconnaissance
program (US). This was in addition to his old work on as many as ten different naval cruise
defense
elected

industry

missiles/'_ All this was from

a full Academician,

ence in seemingly

joining

cruise

the select ranks of Keldysh,

After

On April

Korolev,

precedent.

in an area near Moscow

29,

to the

1962, he was

and Glushko.

His influ-

In a perhaps apocryphal

recalled years later that in the early 1960s, Chelomey

for his family

where no buildings

first appealed to the chairman of the Moscow Party Council
waived in his case, but the chairman
refused. Chelomey
Khrushchev.

whose sole contribution

missile.

casual matters was also said to be without

story, a Soviet defector
dacha (a cottage)

an organization

by 1959 was a single short-range

wanted

to build

were allowed.

a
He

to have the standard regulations
took the matter personally
to

hearing his story, the Soviet leader telephoned

the chairman

understand you have turned down comrade Chelomey's
request. Aren't
an elected official?" Soon after, Chelomey was given his dacha. 4_

and told him,

you forgetting

"1

you are

47. The naval cruise missiles included the early P-5 and P 5D models, the P-6 and P-35 (both approved on
August 17, 1956). the P-70 Ametist (approved on April I_ 1959). the P-7 (approved on June 19, 1959), the P-35
Redut (approved on August 16, 1960), the P25 (approved on August 26 1960), and the P-120 Malakhit and
P-500 Bazalt (both approved on February 28, 1963). All were anti ship missiles, either launched from submarines or
surface ships. SeeShirokorad, "Rakety nad morem"
48. And[ew Cockburn, The Threat: Inside the Souiet Military Machine (New York: Vintage Books. 1984).
p 136.
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It is easy and far too simplistic to attribute this immense growth of the Chelomey empire to
the personal whims of Khrushchev. The Soviet leader was not deeply involved in much of the
decision-making in the space program, weighing in only for the most important projects or for
macro-level policy statements. He may not even have been partial to Chelomey simply because
his son worked for the general designer. It is clear, however, that those under Khrushchev who
were responsible for important decisions, well aware of the younger Khrushchev's location in the
space industry, would only be too happy to favor Chelomey. Thus, it was probably never a case
of direct gratuitous support as many historians have claimed. It was more likely a case of the
upper ranks in the space program, such as Serbin, Ustinov, Smirnov, and Dementyev, making
decisions that they believed would put them on the Soviet leader's good side.
In the two years since 196I, the entire climate of the Soviet space program had changed
immensely as Kennedy's challenge began to finally infiltrate the stratum of the secret Soviet
space program. The problem was no longer reaching the Moon, but reaching the Moon first.
Having been mired for two years in various spaceptane projects, Chelomey, now certainly the
most dominant designer in the Soviet space program, was not about lose out on this race. It
was a race not only with the Americans, but, in a far more deleterious way, with his primary
competitor and nemesis, Korolev.
Rocket

Engines on the Frontier

The central goal of the comprehensive space plan issued by the government in june 1960
was the development of a series of heaw-lift launch vehicles--specifically
the N I and N2--to
support a variety of future space projects. They were also to be OKB-I's means to maintain its
preeminent position as the dominant Soviet space organization. The post-Sputnik euphoric climate-when
OKB-I Chief Designer Korolev was the toast of Party, military, and government
leaders--was in its last breath. Despite the glowing successes of the Luna spacecraft and the
flights of Gagarin and Titov, there was trouble on the horizon for Korolev's design bureau. The
pressure was coming from all sides. Khrushchev had found in Yangel and Chelomey better alternatives to the strong-headed Korotev. Both Yangel and Chelomey were more interested in gearing their products toward military needs than some abstract youthful dream. Chelomey had
ascended literally from nowhere, threatening to run over any in his path. The military continued to have problems with Korolev over his pathological insistence on using cryogenic propellants over storable ones. Finally. Korolev had broken ranks with his closest collaborator,
Glushko. over a variety of technical issues related to engine design.
/qs astonishing as it seems, mid-1961, right after Gagarin's flight, was a time of great uncertainty for Korolev. In a revealing episode from the period, Korolev clearly let the stress show
through. In [ate July 1961, Korolev met secretly with another beleaguered Chief Designer,
Grigoriy V. Kisunko of the KB-I design bureau, which was responsible for designing the Soviet
Union's first anti-ballistic missile system, to discuss the "attack' from Chelomey. Kisunko later
recalled Korolev's words vividly: "This is the second time they have tried to cross me out of
life. '''° The two designers discussed writing a letter to other individuals in the Central
Committee about Khrushchev's favoritism, but they decided to abandon the idea, perhaps so
as not to risk their own careers, tn this climate, the N I and N2 boosters were not simply the
"next" of Korolev's projects, but his lifeline to maintaining singular domination of the space
program. Most of his grand plans from the June 1960 decree--the development of large piloted space stations, piloted lunar space vehicles, and interplanetary ships--all rested on the fate

49.

MikhailRebrov,"Project'Taran'"(Englishtitle), Krasnayazuezda,Junet8. 1994,p 6
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that
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symbolic

"the last love of his life"

The June 1960 decree specified
completed

THE

and mythological

date in mind,

OKB-t

All the engines

would

in his

have claimed.

the draft plan for the first vehicle,
this

I, 1960, to four rocket engine design

engines.

proportion

as some of his biographers
issued

the N I, would
a formal

bureaus for the development

be closed cycle with

be

"technical

high-pressure

of
com-

bustion chambers, high specific impulses, and relatively small mass. The subcontracting
organizations
were Glushko's
OKB-456
at Khimki,
Isayev's OKB-2 at Kaliningrad,
Kosberg's
OKB-154

at Voronezh,

and Kuznetsov's

Glushko,

Isayev, and Kosberg

While
tic missiles,

it would

be a relatively

in the missile business

When

R-9, under

from

work

on the N series boosters.

working with Korolev
storables. Kuznetsov's
turing

plant,

new field of work

Kuznetsov's
OKB-I

at Kuybyshev)

had been involved

in the late 1950s during

over the R-9 ICBM.
pressure

OKB-276

engines

The invitation

for Kuznetsov.

the open conflict

First Deputy

_

in rocket engine design
between

were eventually

Chief

Designer

for ballis-

He had become
Korolev

rejected

Mishin,

involved

and Glushko

for a variant

Korolev

was clearly related to Kuznetsov's

invited

of the
him to

preference

for

and Mishin's favored cryogenic combinations
as opposed to Glushko's
OKB-27'6 was also located very close to OKB-I's
subsidiary manufac-

the Progress Machine

Building

Plant

in Kuybyshev.

Despite

Korolev's

somewhat

desperate act of inviting Kuznetsov to participate,
Glushko was clearly far ahead of the game:
he was already in the midst of developing a powerful series of new engines for Yangel's ICBMs
with

storable

propellants.

At some point
because
design

of commitments
organization,

Lyulka, the design
for a variety

bureau,

Western

of Soviet military

boosters.
while

technical

concept

mendations

established

remaining

assignment

document

Lyulka and Isayev would

outside

industry

on March

on which

were assigned to develop

focus on high-energy

designed

(Glushko

to focus
engines

engine

Arkhip

turbojet

the mainstream
from

assignment

aviation

Designer

M.

engines

of the mis-

the aviation

industry

and Isayev)--signed

I, 1961) _ Somewhat

the technical

areas for each designer

and Kuznetsov

by another

designers--two

scratch)'

out from the running

General

had primarily

the armaments

of a request for proposals,

for particular
Glushko

t946,

aircraft,

have to start from
dropped

to be replaced

_ Thus the four remaining
from

OKB-154

by fifty-two-year-old

in March

and civilian

hand, would

Kosberg's

projects,

2 Headed

and Lyulka) and two

an amended

on the other

to Chelomey's

OKB-165)

sile and space programs)
(Kuznetsov

Kuznetsov,

soon after, it seems that

comparable

included
in creating

specific

to the
recom-

the N I and N2

for the first three stages,

upper stages, as follows:

50. Igor Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret" (English title), Krylya rodiny no 9 (September 1993): 13- t6.
51
B. Ye.Chertok, Raketyi lyudi: Fill Podlipki Tyuratam (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1996), pp 345-46.
52. Note that atthough Kosberg did not sign the adjusted technical assignment document, his design
bureau did produce a powerful 150 ton-thrust engine, the 8D415K, in support of the NI program. The propellants
were liquid oxygen and kerosene. SeeVarfolomeyev, "Readers' Letters:On Rocket Engines"
53_ Lt.-Coh S Vachayev, "From the Origins of the Reactive Era" (English title), ,Zluiatsiya _ kosmonavtika
no. 3 (March 1988): 31-32: S. P Kuvshinnikov, "23 March--75 Years From the Birth of A. M Lyulka (1908)"
(English title), /z istorii auiatsii _ kosmonautiki 48 (I 984): 87-95. Lyulka did, however, cooperate with Kuznetsov
during the development of the NK-9 rocket engine for the abandoned R-9M missile in 1958-59_
54. G. Vetrov, "The Difficult Fate of the NI: Part II" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 5 (May 1994):
20 28: Afanasyev. "N I: Absolutely Secret."
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Propellant
Designer

Combination

Glushko

LOX-UDMH

150 tons

Stage I

Glushko

NzO4-UDMH

150 tons

Stage I

Glushko

LOX-UDMH

t80 tons

Stage II

Glushko
Glushko

N204-UDMH
Fluorine, etc.

t50 tons
20-25 tons

Stage II
Stage III

Kuznetsov

LOX-kerosene

t 50 tons

Stage I

Kuznetsov

LOX-kerosene

45 tons

Stage II

Kuznetsov

LOX-kerosene

45 tons

Stage III

Lyulka

LOX-LH_

40 tons

Stage II

Lyulka

LOX-LH,

40 tons

Stage III

Isayev

LOX-kerosene

Not

Stage

II

Isayev

LOX-LH2

1.5 tons

Stage

lip

Key: LOX = liquid

oxygen:

ide: and LH, = liquid
The rationale
toward

UDMH

behind

Glushko's

dual use on military

favored

engines,

known

et engines
oxygen

(LOX)

because

focusing

development
for

of
the

N boosters

engines

would

be the

associated

first

stage

at OKB-I.

Kuznetsov's

OKB-I's

new upper

N I

N204 = nitrogen

his propellants

two

tetrox-

nitrogen

that makes per-

The fluorine-based

engineers

rocket

abandoned

to

stage engines27

engines
of

in designing

there was significant
a possibly
have full

difficult
access
simply

OKB-276's

had been

Korolev's

and the two
was

more of a

offer high specif-

R-9

cooperation

the

NK-9

named

the

was little use in this
the rocket engine

development,

research

was eventually

decided

ICBM,

with

in engine

to propulsion

first foray into the

developing

aircraft engines

time

The R-gM missile

and Kuznetsov

engine

rocket engines would

variant

experience

Foreseeing

oscillations,

rockliquid

in test conditions,

liquid-propellant
an

engines,

(N_O4)-UDMH

seems to have been his last stab at

engines were far more interesting.

of

tetroxide

had all but abandoned

high-frequency

fluorine-type

to be proved

extensive

severe pressure from Glushko,

were all geared

a strategy

These were the first closed-cycle

program

propellants.

else. Theoretically.

high-thrust

with

for the NI/N2

fully on storable

of Kuznetsov's

allowed

on the

exigencies of the day. Of the four first- and second-stage

and to hasten development,

department

was obvious:

as well as space launch vehicles,

of problems

R-gM. The organization's
project,

selection

ICBMs

but this remained

The origins

hydrazine:

by Glushko. 5° By the early 1960s, Glushko

than anything

ic impulses,

available

dimethyl

as the RD-253 and RD-254, respectively.

for LOX-based

LOX before

engine

for the

developed

proposals
curiosity

ones

= unsymmetrical

Stage

hydrogen.

fect sense given the economic
the

Thrust

Korolev

data

on one

of

never built

because

of

to use the same engine as a basis

55
Ibid.: Semenov,ed.. Raketno-Kosmieheskaya KorporaZsiya, p. 262.
56. The lesswell-known RD 254 is mentioned by journalist A. Bolotin in M Rudenko, "The Moon Slips
Away" (English title). Ekonomika i zhizn 48 {November 1991): 19.
57
Korolev's engine was the SI,5400, and it served as the fourth stage engine for the 8K78 (or Molniya)
booster used to launch the early Mars and Venus interplanetary spacecraft. See Semenov, ed., RaketnoKosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p 123.
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for different
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directions
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produce high-altitude
shorten development
upper

of development.
to produce
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single-chamber

NK-9 would

First, Kuznetsov's

engineers

an engine

with

a 150-ton

thrust;

serve as the founwould

scale up its

second,

they would

variants of the engine for use on the N l's second and third stages. To
periods, all three engines would retain basic design elements of Korolev's

stage engine.

High-energy
and LOX--were

engines

for the upper stages--in

assigned

for development

particular

those using

liquid

hydrogen

to Lyulka and Isayev. In 1961, manufacturing

(LH2)
of LH_

for rocketry purposes in the Soviet Union was almost nonexistent.
Neither the technology
nor
the resources were available. It was well-known
among most space enthusiasts,
as far back as
Tsiolkovskiy,

that of all the chemical

most efficient;

specific

impulses

storable

components

difficult

to manufacture,

-252.6

degrees Centigrade,

Soviet industry
Advanced

sources of propellants,

were significantly

or the R-Ts LOX-kerosene
maintain,

necessitating

One would

have expected

propellants

veered

Glushko's

him

opponents

1935, when

from

in fact like to quote

agent, while

ment."_'_ Korolev,
government

with

on April

liquid

it extremely

necessary

of hydrogen,

and

aggregates

and fixtures

for working

the

design

Energy?

Resistance

Lyulka design bureaus

from

Although

for

effort

in the Soviet Union.

of

part of the

dislike of cryogenic

a high-energy

LH_ stage.

exhortations,

"liquid

oxygen

authored
is far from

in
the

use in rocket equip-

of LH_, fired off a letter to the

with

on a wide front

hydrogen,

for work

of work

the creation

on methods

of its stor-

of its characteristics

and the operational

of recommendations

for the design

hydrogen?

the Possible

Glushko

Characteristics

may have played

preliminary

work

char-

of special

°
of Space Rockets Using

dated September 9, 1960, was also addressed to Keldysh, Glushko,
P,natoliy
E Aleksandrov,
the erstwhile
Director of the P,cademy's

the need for such work.

of

led the

became

never be of any practical
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The boiling

as early as May 19627'
the primary instigator for a similar

Glushko
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in late
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LH: than

Unfortunately,

in the U.S. Department

engine

Centaur upper stage, was flown
Korolev was without
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these difficulties,

Research Projects Agency
of a LH:-LOX
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and use as propellant.

at the time. Despite

the development

the LH:-LOX

higher with

a significant

on LH2 engines

in 1960, these efforts had very little funding.

Lyulka, and
Institute
of

part in downplaying

began at the Isayev and

In addition,

the military,

for

58
Linda Neuman Ezell, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume I1: Programs and Projects 1958-1968
(Washington, DC: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4012. 1988), p. 44 The May 1962 launch was a failure. The sec
ond launch in November 1963was successful.
59. A. Tarasov, "Missions in Dreamsand Reality" (English title), Prauda, October 20, 1989, p. 4. The quote
is from Glushko's monograph Khimicheskiye istochniki energii (Chemical Sources of Energy), which was published
in 1935while he was working at the RNII.
60
G Vetrov, "The Difficult Fateof the N I: Part I" (English title). Nauka i zhizn no. 4 (Aprii 1994): 78-80.
61. Ibid: Semenov. ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 248.
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obvious
reasons,
hadlittleinterest
inthem.It wasastrategic
mistake
thatcosttheSoviet
space
program
muchintermsofcapability
andefficiency,
butKorolev
alone
didnothave
theforce
to
single-handedly
create
a newindustry
intheSoviet
Union.Initialversions
of theNI andN2
rockets
wouldhave
torelyonlessefficient
combinations.
Another
area
ofadvanced
research
wasnuclear
engines,
apipe-dream
ofsortsthathadbeen
bandied
about
bydifferent
designers
through
thepostwar
years.
Nuclear
energy,
ofcourse,
could
theoretically
provideevenhigherspecificimpulsesthan LH_.While the best
LH2-LOX
rocket
engines
couldbeexpected
to havespecific
impulses
in therange
of 400to
450seconds,
nuclear
engines
couldpotentially
have
values
ashighas800to 1,000
seconds
(with
solidfuel)oreven
2,000
to5,000
seconds
(withuranium
compound
plasmas)?
2Even
priortothe
launch
ofthefirstSputnik,
in 1955
and1956,
theadvanced
projects
Nil-Iresearch
institute,
headedbytheubiquitous
Keldysh,
hadinitiated
preliminary
plans
fornuclear
propulsion
development.
Government
intervention
onthematter
occurred
onJune
30,1958,
withtheissuing
ofatop-level
decree
requesting
adraftplanonanuclear
engine/'_
Such
apreliminary
document
wasprepared
andapproved
byKorolev
onDecember
30,1959.
By1960,
atleast
sixdesign
bureaus
andfour
scientific-research
institutes
wereinvolved
intheeffort?
4Aswithnumerous
otheradvanced
technology
programs,
theUnited
States
andtheSoviet
Unionengaged
inresearch
almost
simultaneously.
Afterdiscussions
dating
backtothemid-1940s,
theU.S.Department
ofDefense
andthe
AtomicEnergy
Commission
began
suchresearch
efforts
asKiwiandNERVA
atthesame
time?
_
Applications
fortheuseofnuclear
engines
werealsostudied
vigorously
atthetime.In1959
and1960,
theOKB-Iproposed
threenewrockets--two
space
launch
vehicles
andanICBM-thatwouldusenuclear
engines
insome
capacity.
Engines
wouldbeprovided
byGlushko's
OKB456andanother
design
bureau,
theOKB-670
headed
byChiefDesigner
MarkM.Bondaryuk,
a
specialist
in thedevelopment
of ramjetengines.
Bondaryuk
hadpreviously
developed
the
engines
fortheabandoned
Burya
andBuran
intercontinental
cruise
missiles
inthe1950s.
One
ofthespace
launch
vehicles
proposed,
theYaKhR-2,
hadanunusual
configuration:
itlooked
just
likethestandard
R-7except
it hadsixinstead
of fourstrap-ons.
Thecoreitselfwouldbe
equipped
withthenuclear
engine.
Theotherlauncher
tabled
wasa "super-rocket' with a lifting
capacity

of 150 tons to Earth orbit

use a powerful

nuclear

after late 1960 as a result of intensive
ical sources of propulsion
gram also lost interest.
sufficient

support

and a launch

engine? _ None
would
It would

to commence

mass of 2,000 tons. The second

of these proposals

research, which

be more fruitful.
be the mid-1960s
dedicated

were pursued

with

proved that for immediate

stage would

any seriousness
purposes,

chem-

Many of the design bureaus in the nuclear probefore both nuclear

projects to develop

and LH2 engines

received

such engines.
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Joseph R. Wetch, Alexey Ya. Goldin, Anatoly A. Koroteev, Alexander D. Konopatov, Vladimir A.
Pavshook, Nikolai N Ponomarev-Stepnoy,Vitaly F. Semyonov, and Ivan Fedik, "Development of Nuclear Rocket
Engines in the USSR," AIAAINASAIOAI Conference on Advanced SEI Technologies,AIAA 91-3648, September4-6.
199I; A Koroteyev,"From the History of SpaceScience:The Scientific-ResearchInstitute of Jet Propulsion" (English
title). ,quiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 6 (November-December 1993): 39-41.
63. The title of the decreewas "On the Creation of Missiles with Engines on the Basis of Using Nuclear
Energy" SeeSemenov,ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 248: Leonid Kvasnikov. Anatoliy Kostylev. and
Vladimir Maksimovskiy, "Nuclear Rocket Engines" (English title). Vestnik uozdushniy [Iota no. 6 (June 1996): 53-55.
A high level meeting in February 1959 purportedly about nuclear propulsion research is described in Aleksandr
Romanov, Koroteu (Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, 1996), pp. 323-26
64. The design bureaus were OKB I (S. P Korolev), OKB-165 (A. M. Lyulka), OKB-301 (S. A Lavochkin),
OKB-23 (V. M Myasishchev), OKB-670 (M. M Bondaryuk). and OKB 456 (V. P Glushko). The institutes were
Nil-I (M V. Keldysh). the P I. Baranov Central Institute of Aviation Motor Building or TslAM, the I. V Kurchatov
Institute of Atomic Energy (A. P Aleksandrov), and VNII NM. SeeKvasnikov, Kostylev, and Maksimovskiy, "Nuclear
Rocket Engines."
65. Ezell, ;qAS,z:lHistoricat Data Book, Volume I1,pp 482-83.
66. Semenov.ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 248
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the entire
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of many more meetings

issue came to a head in December
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before Titov's
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a rocket that

affected

design
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propellants,
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for the R-3 program

program.

projects.

the timetable

no doubt
visit

designer
calmly
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engine

by the May

for the N I, including
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paid a personal

the engine

his ground

Soviet
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affected

of which

use the structurally

of the N I development

of subcontractors

in the program

Korolev

to convince
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The conversation
standing

of heavy-lift

in the space pro-

role in the space program.

authorization

over the issue of propellants.

2 mission,

on trying

propellants.

a dominant

1960 the dates for completion

and uncertainties

relationship

and defense

chief designers

of the R-7 and instead

(for the N2), the new decree pushed

(for the N I ) and 1963-70

officers,
the future

design of the N I and N2, both

was dramatically

gave Chelomey

to further

to discuss

The proceedings

on the principal

ment decree that effectively
engineer,

senior military

ostensibly

as one of the leading

would dispense with the old "cluster"
pler "tandem"
design?'
Progress on the

Compromise

of chief designers,

Glushko,

agreement

FUTURE

No

place at Tyura-Tam,

gram, served as the ad hoe chairman
remarkably

THE

couched

The
in

to come."
Glushko

decided

to take

action. In an official letter to Korolev, he demanded that the N I be redesigned to be equipped
with storable propellants,
with N204 instead of LOX. As one Soviet space historian recalled, it

67. Georgiy Stepanovich Vetrov. "Development of Heavy Launch Vehicles in the USSR," presented at the
IOth International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics. A serious conflict occurred only
when Glushko abruptly informed Korolev that contrary to their earlier agreed-on technical assignment, he would
develop engines of 100 tons thrust instead of 150 tons. Calling this a violation of their earlier agreement, Korolev
argued that this was unacceptable becauselower thrust engineswould require a higher number of engines. The matter was eventually left unresolved, as was the final choice of propellants for the boosters, which was a far more
thorny issue between the two designers.
68. Dorofeyev, "History of the Development of the N I-L3 Moon Program."
69. Mishin. "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"; Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya,
p 248.
70. Romanov. Koroleu, pp. 425 27.
7 I.
As early as 1960, Korolev had begun to attack what he considered Glushko's monopoly in the creation
of high thrust liquid-propellant rocket engines in the Soviet Union. In a letter dated July 4. 1960. written to
Commander in-Chief of the Strategic Missile ForcesMarshal M. I. Nedelin, Korolev wrote that "OKB-I has reason
to believe that there is a lag arising.., there are too few OKBs at the present time which are engaged in work on
rocket engines." SeeVetrov. "The Difficult Fateof the N I: Part I," p 80.
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was"asortof ultimatum.
''_ Glushko
claimed
thathehad"special
authority"
to make
sucha
demand,apparentlyat the behestof
Khrushchev
himself.
Inretrospect,
thetimingof
thelettergoes
a longwaytoexplain
Glushko's
apparent
"ultimatum."
In November
1961,a
monthbefore
thisletter,hehadmoreor less
committed
tobuilding
thet50-ton
storable
propellantengines
for Chelomey's
newUR-500
booster.
If heagreed
to Korolev's
demands
on
theNI engines,
hewouldnowhaveto design
yetanother
similar150-ton
engine,
onlywith
LaX-kerosene--an
effortthat he reasonably
considered
a duplication
anda wasteoftime.
Combined
withhisearlier
problems
withLax
andthemilitary's
fondness
forstorable
propellants,fromGlushko's
pointof view,therewas
simplynootherrational
choice:
hewouldstick
withhisRD-253
andRD-254
engines
andproare almost no photos o/Korolev and Glushko
posethemfor the NI andN2 boosters.There
together This is an extremely rare shot of the two
Glushko's
letterserved
tobringthedebate
to a giants of the Soviet space program dating from
standstill.
Withindays,theSoviet
government around 1959 and taken at Tyura Tam
(files of Peter Gorin)
established
acommission,
headed
byAcademy
of Sciences
President
Keldysh,
to specifically
look into the matter and make a formal recommendation

on the propellant

sion meetings

expect.

would

started out as acrimoniously

side with

Korolev,

Glushko,

had reason to be defensive:
in Kuybyshev,
The matter
between
Technology

and

Apart

needed each other

ed Glushko

21,
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"ministry"
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quarreled

of

from

nine months

purely

technical

Chairman

issues,

it was

far more than the reverse. It would

be a significant

Korolev.
meetings

for Defense

Smirnov,

who

having

to face a battle of gargan-

clear that

to move ahead on the N series boosters.

Glushko

engine design bureau

State Committee

earlier was having

Keldysh

Keldysh.

a series of intensive

the

Presiding was the State Committee
only

with

was indeed favoring

level with

premises

issue. The commis-

Perhaps sensing that

1962, after a visit to the Kuznetsov

clear that the commission

taken to the

to the position

proportions.

Glushko

I0

in the Kremlin.

been appointed
tuan

was finally

February

for the first time, openly

by January

it was becoming

as one would

both

If anything,

risk for Korolev

Korolev
Korolev

and
need-

to build the cen-

terpiece of the future Soviet space program without
the help of the most successful engine
builder in the Soviet Union. On the other hand, Glushko could possibly do without
Korolev's
N I: he had, after all, sided with
continuing

Chelomey

rise to power, he could

proved to be the breaking

point

continue

on his new UR-500

booster,

to ride on his coattails.

for the conflict.

On one particular

and given Chelomey's

The meetings
occasion,

at Smirnov's

the discussions

degenerated
into a shouting match of insults and personal attacks between the two. Korolev
was insistent that storable propellants
were far too toxic and explosive. When Korolev began
talking

about

"powder

kegs," Glushko

shot back, "Oh,

I understand,

you'd

ideally

like a steam

engine! . . . So you want to fly in space but remain Mr. Clean?! ..... Glushko began to invoke
"state interests"--that
is, the military's
preference for storables--but
Korolev would not hear

72.
73

Vetrov, "Development ol Heavy Launch Vehicles in the USSR."
YaroslavGolovanov, Koroteu fakty i miD" (Moscow: Nauka, 1994), p 712
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tt. Yelling by this time, Korolev cut him off: "Listen, if you don't want to, then don't do it! We'll
get by without you!"74 Dead silence followed as even Smirnov refrained from saying anything.
The deputies of both Korolev and Glushko quietly left the room, letting the two old men deal
with each other's demons.
The Propellant Commission, after these meetings, recommended the following pairs of propellant for the N boosters, in order of their preference: LOX-kerosene, LOX-UDMH, and nitric
acid-UDMH. For obvious reasons, Glushko was not happy with the decision, and as the intransigence of both designers came to the fore, "a number of high-ranking officials" found themselves trying to mediate the discord. 7_Buoyed by the commission's decision and unwilling to
compromise with Glushko, Korolev immediately began resorting to his contingency plans-that is, put his lot with the inexperienced Kuznetsov design bureau. Of the four engine designers contracted in the initial technical assignment, only Kuznetsov and Glushko had agreed to
design the first- and second-stage engines. With Glushko out, there was simply no other
choice. Despite the commission's decision, the future of his boosters was not guaranteed.
Korolev had a number of major opponents in powerful positions to overcome before the
N booster project was allowed to continue. His new R-9 ICBM had been performing poorly
since test flights began in gprit 1961: this had deleterious effect on OKB-I's relationship with
important individuals in both the Communist Party and the military. The ascendance of Frol R
Kozlov as the Party leader of the space program was also a big stumbling block to Korolev's
plans: Kozlov had consistently sided against Korolev at important junctures and may have been
responsible for the May 1961 decree favoring Chelomey. Given that Kozlov was the most
important decision-maker in the Soviet space program, the N program's fate depended to a
great extent on Kozlov's assessment of the situation.
In early 1962, immediately after the commission's recommendations, there was a major
design change in the conception of the N I and N2 boosters. Korolev's engineers scrapped the
original N I proposal (forty to fifty tons to low-Earth orbit) and renamed the more powerful N2
proposal (fifty to eighty tons to low-Earth orbit) the "new" N I launch vehicle. The nominal
payload capability was set at seventy-five tons, sufficient to allow the accomplishment of a variety of long-term goals, including military missions and a piloted mission to Mars (the latter
being one of the more favored future plans at OKB-1 at the time). 7_It was clear to Korolev that
a direct jump from the modest Vostok booster (about six tons) directly to the N I (seventy-five
tons) would be a tremendous leap and a significant risk. Before receiving further funding and
support to continue the project, he would not only have to justify the effort in terms of the
needs of the defense industry, but he would also have to provide some kind of guarantees to
the various reviewing scientific-technical councils that a leap from six tons to seventy-five tons
would be feasible given the current state of Soviet rocket technology. Any argument in support
of Korolev's position would no doubt also suffer from the fact that Glushko was no longer a
willing participant in the endeavor.
To ease the jump in payload capabilities, Korolev hatched a brilliant strategy. In 1961, when
discussions on orbital weapons systems had first been discussed at high-level government
meetings, OKB-I had also begun studying a similar project. Designated the Global Missile No.
I (GR-I), the rocket would launch a 2.2-megaton warhead into a 150-kilometer orbit around

74. Ibid
75. Vetrov."The DifficultFateof the NI: PartI1_
,r
76. SeeSemenov.ed, RaketnoKosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya.p. 249, where it states_"Computations
provedthe majorityof goalsof militaryandspacenaturecouldbe solvedby a [rocket-carrier]
with a payloadmass
ot 70-100 tons put into a circularorbit aroundthe Earthat an altitudeof 300kin" This massanalysismay have
beenundertakenincooperationwith the military,inparticularthe research
anddevelopmentinstituteof the Strategic
MissileForces,Nil 4.
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Ibid. pp. 128-30
78. Ibid. pp. 129.252: PeterA Gorin, "The Dark Side of the Moon Race," presented at the annual meflting of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, Boston, MA, November 14 17, 1996.
79. Korolev had already apprised the Sovietleadership of the GR I proposal. In September 1961, he sent a
letter on the issueto the government, and in November, one to Khrushchev himself The latter was signed by S. P
Korolev, N D. Kuznetsov. N. A Pilyugin, M. S. Ryazanskiy,and V. P. Mishin, implying that at least three of the "big
six" chief designers--Korolev, Pilyugin, and Ryazanskiy--were supportive of the idea.
80. Among those known to have been presentat the meeting were N. S. Khrushchev (First Secretaryof the
Central Committee). F R. Kozlov (Secretaryof the Central Committee for DefenseIndustries and Space), I. D Serbin
(Chief of the Defense Industries Department of the Central Committee), A. N Kosygin (First Deputy Chairman o[
the Council of Ministers), A. I. Mikoyan (First Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers), R. Ya. Malinovskiy
(Minister of Defense), A. A. Grechko (First Deputy Minister of Defense), M. V. Zakharov (Chief of the General Staff
of the Ministry of Defense), S. S. Biryuzov (Commander in-Chief of Air Defense Forces), S. G. Gorshkov
(Commander-in-Chief of the Navy), K S. Moskalenko (CommaNder-in-Chief of the Strategic Missile Forces), S P
Ivanov (Secretary of the Council of Defense). D. F. Llstinov (Chairman ol the Military-lndustrial Commission), L V.
Smirnov (Chairman of the State Committee for Defense Technology), P. V. Dementyev (Chairman of the State
Committee for l_viation Technology), B. Ye. Butoma (Chairman of the State Committee for Ship Building), Ye. P.
Slavskiy(Minister of Medium Machine Building), M. V. Keidysh (President of the Academy of Sciences),S. P.Korolev
(OKB I Chief Designer), V. P. Glushko (OKB-456 Chief Designer), V. N Chelomey (OKB-52 General Designer),
M K Yangel (OKB 586 Chief Designer). V. P. Makeyev (SKB-385Chief Designer), N. A. Pilyugin (NII-885 Chief
Designer), V h Kuznetsov (Nil 944 Chief Designer), and S. N. Khrushchev (OKB-52 Deputy Department Chief)
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81. Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu: tom 2, pp, 149-62. In another one of those curious contradictions of
the study of Soviet spacehistory, an account of this very important meeting at Pitsunda has been published that differs completely from the one given in the above source. SeeGolovanov, Koroleu, pp. 717-19. In the latter source,
the author suggeststhat it was Khrushchev himself who proposed the change in N I payload mass from forty tons
to seventy-five tons. invoking the need to develop a huge battle station that could not only keep a watch on the
U.S. mainland but also serve as a station point for nuclear warheads. Khrushchev was concerned about the differ
ences in times for a nuclear attack. U.S. missilescould reachthe Soviet mainland in eight to ten minutes, while Soviet
missiles would take twenty to thirty minutes. By Khrushchev's reasoning, such a battle station, to be launched on
the N I, would go a long way in redressingthis imbalance.
82. Fora detailed summary of the early Yangel satellite launches, see V. Agapov. "Marking the First ISZ of
the 'DS' Series"(English title). Nouosti kosmonautiki 6 (March 10-23, 1991): 54-64.
83. Khrushchev. Nikita Khrushcheu:tom 2, pp, 162-66, 169-70; S N. Konyukhov and V, A Pashchenko,
"History of Space Launch Vehicles Development." presented at the 46th Congress of the International Astronautical
Federation, IAA-95-1AA,2.2.09, Oslo, Norway, October 2-6, 1995 A fourth proposal, the R-46 ICBM, was also
apparently tabled at this time. This rocket was an ICBM capable of carrying a fifty-megaton warhead. The military,
evidently, had no interest in this proposal. Seealso Mikhail Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: 25 Years Fromthe Landing of
American Astronauts on the Moon" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 29 (1994): 8-9. for descriptions of the
Pitsunda meeting.
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84. Semenov,ed., Rakelno-KosrnicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 248.
85. V. Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov. and V, Pashchenko, Dr]eprovskiy raketno-kosmicheskiy tsentr
{Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZ/KBYu, 1994), pp. 68-69. Note that another source saysthat Yangel'splan was approved
on May 12. 1962 SeeKhrushchev, Nikita Khrushchev: torn 2. p. 165.
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This famous picture is of the so-called "Three K's" of the Soviet military-industrial complex Fromfar left are
SergeyKoroleu from the missile program. Igor Kurchatou from the atomic bomb program, and Mstislau Ketdysh
from the Academy of Sciences On the extreme right is Korolevs firsl Deputy Vasiliy Mishin The photograph
dates from July 1959, when Korotev_Ketdysh, and Mishin visited Kurchatou's institute. (files of Peter C_orin)
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The research and development effort leading to the preparation of the N I draft plan was not only
carried out at OKB-I. At Korolev's insistence, a large number of other design bureaus and scientificresearch institutes

were involved in the process "for reducing the number of critics we would

run up

against in subsequent work. That way, the component manufacturers would know that their ideas
had been taken into consideration from the very beginning of the design process."_ At OKB-t itself,
the complete effort was directly overseen by Korolev and his immediate deputy, Vasitiy E Mishin, both
perhaps seeing the future of their design bureau in the project. For someone who was primarily a manager rather than an engineer at this point in his life, Korolev's personal contribution
the N I was remarkably significant.

Korolev on February 5, 1962, detailed recommendations
ing launch mass, engines, payloads,
facilities,

and ground

to the design of

For example, a set of notes to a deputy chief designer authored
manufacturing,

testing. In addition,

and comments

assembly, welding

he had detailed suggestions

by

on a variety of issues, includof parts, propellants,
for how drawings

storage

of various

N I systems should be prepared, as well as standard managerial assignments on the project. °°

89. R. Dolgopyatov, B. Dorofeyev,and S. Kryukov, "At the Readers'Request:The N I Project" (English title),
..,quiatsiyai kosmonautika no. 9 (September 1992): 34-37.
90. _. Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed, Ztkademik S. P Korolev. ucheniy, inzhener, chelovek (Moscow: Nauka, 1986). pp.
195-97 Note that the N I is not actually mentioned anywhere in the source, becausethe existenceof the rocket was
still classified information at the time The deputy chief designer in question was S. S. Kryukov, one of the primary
designersof the N I rocket. A declassified version of these same notes has been published as S. E Korotev, "Notes
on the N I" (English title), in B. V. Raushenbakh, ed.. S. P Koroleu i ego delo: suet i teni u istorii kosmonavtiki
izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty (Moscow: Nauka, 1998). pp. 355-57.
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The forty-five-year-old Mishin, officially OKB-I's First Deputy Chief Designer for PlanningDesign Work, was one of the most aggressive individuals in the design bureau's "high command." gn outspoken and assertive engineer, he had served as Korolev's right-hand man since
the establishment of OKB-I as an entity in 1946. His particular engineering specialties were ballistics, dynamics, aero-gas dynamics, and stress, but he oversaw almost every single program
at the design bureau. By his own account, he was "groomed" by Korolev to be his successor.
In fact, at every point in the history of the design bureau, Mishin was promoted or given awards
together with Korolev. In 1961, after Gagarin's flight, Korolev had nominated Mishin for an
unprecedented second Hero of Socialist Labor award, reserved only for chief designers: the proposal was ultimately rejected "at the highest level," and instead Mishin was conferred the less
prestigious Order of Lenin2'
Mishin's own relationship with Korolev was dictated to a great extent by the idiosyncrasies of
both personalities. Mishin later recalled, "It should not be thought that just becauseI was Korolev's
first deputy, this meant that I was both a very close friend and counselor.., we would not speak
for weeks because of some disagreement. ''_' Both apparently agreed that they "would only sort out
[their] differences in private with no witnesses in attendance."_ While he was certainly one of the
most creative engineers at the design bureau, he was endowed with lessthan stellar diplomatic talents, putting him into confrontations on many occasions with various people. More passionate
about the use of LOX on missiles and rockets than even Korolev, Mishin had continuously and vigorously argued the oxidizer's use on the R-9 and the N I at every step of the way. Mishin's relationship with Glushko was even worse than Koroiev's, perhaps resulting from an incident in 1960
when Glushko had insulted Mishin to his face in front of a group of leading designers amid a discussion on the merits of closed cycle versus open cycle LOX engines24 If Korolev had any inclination to compromise with Glushko on the propellant issue, he was most likely swayed by Mishin,
who was adamantly against capitulating to the powerful engine designer.
Apart from Korolev and Mishin, the importance of the N I project in the framework of
OKB-I's long-range plans was demonstrated by the inclusion of no less than eight other deputy
chief designers at the design bureau. They were to oversee various aspects of the design work:
Konstantin D. Bushuyev and SergeyS. Kryukov (planning and computational-theoretical work),
Sergey O. Okhapkin (design and strength), Boris Ye, Chertok (guidance systems), Mikhail V.
Melnikov (rocket engines), Leonid g. Voskresenskiy and later Yakov I. Tregub (testing systems),
Rnatoliy R tqbramov (ground complexes), and the famous Mikhail K. Tikhonravov (general thematic research, continuing his pioneering work in the evolution of the Soviet space program)2-'
Korolev signed the initial hffeen-volume draft plan for the N I on May 16, 19622{ The draft
plan for the related GR-I missile had already been completed and signed a month earlier. The
N I draft plan, as prepared at the time, included a detailed step-by-step plan for the program,
encompassing different variants of the basic N I vehicle. In its basic configuration, the vehicle
would be a three-stage (each known as Blok A, Blok B, and Blok V) rocket augmented by two
upper stages (Blok G and Blok D). Perhaps responding to criticism on moving from the modest Vostok launcher to the giant N I, the May 1962 draft plan included proposals for three progressively powerful launch vehicles--the N I, N I I, and N I I I--all sharing common elements.
A fourth rocket, the GR- I, would test the remaining components of the N I.

9 I. Yu.A. Mozzhorin.et at., eds_Dorogiu kosrnos:I (Moscow:MAI, 1992).pp, 119-20.
92. Tarasov,"Missionsin DreamsandReality,"p. 4.
93. Vasiliy Mishin, "We Would MakeYouWork to the Bestof YourAbility," #erospaceJournalno. I
(January-February
1997):76-78.
94. Chertok,Raketyi lyudi: FiliPodlipkiTyuratomp. 343.
95. Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,p. 250
96. Golovanov,Korolev.p. 71I.
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97. Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev. and Kryukov, "At the Readers' Request: The NI Project": Semenov, ed.,
Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 250.
98. S Kryukov. "The Brilliance and Eclipseof the Lunar Program" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 4 (April
1994): 81-85.
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The creation of very powerful LOX-based engines would be the source of paramount problems because of such factors as intermittent combustion and the need to protect the combustion chamber and nozzle walls from overheating, His design bureau had faced these
problems in the development of several single-chamber LOX-kerosene engines (in particular the RD-I I0 and RD-I I I) during the 1950s and 1960s.
The creation of very powerful LOX-based engines would be plagued by high-frequency
oscillations, which had served as significant obstacles in the development of the RD-II0
andRD-lll.
The use of storable propellants, which produce steady combustion in the engine chamber
at temperatures 280 to 580 degrees Centigrade lower than those with LOX, would allow
for a quicker development phase.
The use of hypergolic or serf-igniting propellants would allow for a simpler engine design.
The development of storable propellant engines for the N I would not necessitate significant additional resources on his part--that is, take less time and money--because his
design bureau was already developing similar engines for Chelomey's boosters (in particular the RD-253).

Korolev countered each point based on the analysis conducted at his design bureau as well
as in other organizations. His belief was that:
Glushko's concerns about the problems associated with the development of the LOXkerosene engine were invalidated to a great degree because OKB-I was advocating the use
of a closed cycle scheme for the design of the engines--a design that circumvented most,
if not all, of the problems enumerated by Glushko. OKB-I and OKB-2Z6 already had significant experience in the design of closed cycle rocket engines (with the SI.54OO and
NK-9 engines). In his report, Korolev stressed that:
Ztll arguments about the di[ficulty o[ developing oxygen-kerosene engines were based
only on the experience of the OKB o[ Glushko of developing [liquid-propellant rocket
engines] with an open scheme, in which the oxidizer (oxygen or nitrogen tetroxide) is
delivered to the chamber in a liquid and cold state. It should be emphasized that the di[ficulties to which the OKB o[ _lushko re[er to have nothing to do with the engines having been adopted for the N I with a "closed" scheme, in which the oxidizing agent
(oxygen) is delivered to the chamber in a hot and gaseous state .... _
•
•
•

•

The use of storable propellants would significantly decrease the specific impulse of the
engines, thus lowering payload mass.
The use of storable propellants would significantly increase the mass of the propellant
tanks,
The use of cryogenic propellants would be significantly less expensive than storable propellants, In the case of the one-time capital expense for the development of the engines,
the former would be two times less expensive: in the case of the components themselves,
the cost of the former would be seven times less expensive.
The use of storable propellants would dramatically increase the danger in working with the
rocket not only because of the high toxicity of the propellants, but also because of their
hypergolic characteristics. On this point, Korolev cautioned:

99.

Vetrov,"The DifficultFateof the NI: PartII," p. 20.
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103. Vetrov. "The Difficult Fateof theNl: Partll"
104. The decreestated that ( I ) autonomous firing work on the engines of the third, second, and first stages
would be finished in 1964, 1965, and 1965, respectively; (2) cluster firing work on engineson the stagesand units
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ment at Tyura-Tam would be in 1964: (4) preparation in 1964 of launch and technical sites would ensure the first
launch of the rocket: (5) work on ground complexes together with the rocket would be in 1965:and (6) completion
of construction of the launch position and converting to operational activities wouid be in 1965. SeeSemenov,ed,
Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 251.
105. Roger E. Bilstein. Stages to Saturn. .,q Technological History of the Ztpollo/Saturn Launch Vehicles
(Washington, DC: NASA SP4206, 1996), pp. 58-59. The low-Earth orbit capability of the Saturn C-5 was prolected as 113 tons at the time
106. Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev, and Kryukov, "At the Readers' Request: The NI Project": Semenov, ed.,
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resistance to this idea because it involved the design and construction of a massive new building at Tyura-Tam dedicated exclusively for the N I. Studies in 1962-63 explored several alternatives, which included using a single dirigible with a lifting capacity of 250 tons or using two
Katamaran-type connected dirigibles. Land transportation in the form of a major highway was
also considered but dismissed by the Ministry of Defense because of the costs involved in
building a 1,300-kilometer road from Kuybyshev and Tyura-Tam. Eventually, by mid-1963, the
military conceded their position and agreed on the original OKB-I proposal to transport the
rocket part by part to the launch site and assemble it in a giant building. The giant spherical
propellant tanks themselves would be manufactured in the form of flower petals, which could
be assembled and disassembled as needed. '°_
When the N I rocket was originally conceived in 1960, the issue of suitable payloads for
the booster was left sufficiently vague so as to include a variety of missions. In fact, unlike
NP,SP,'s Saturn C-5 launch vehicle, the N I was never proposed as a rocket for a dedicated single mission such as a lunar landing project. Conceptualized as "a universal launch vehicle," the
series of decrees in 1960-62 was remarkably ambiguous as to its ultimate use, merely alluding
to unspecified military, scientific, and interplanetary missions of the future Soviet space program. Korolev, clearly cognizant that the Ministry of Defense would be the primary funding
conduit for the project, continually targeted the rocket for use on vague military projects. It was
a "Trojan horse" strategy that had worked well for the R-7 ICBM, and like the R-7 effort, he delicately phrased his requests so as not to alarm military officials into believing that funding the
N I would siphon off resources from the huge strategic arms buildup in the 1960s. This tradeoff between the scientific and military needs of the country, while symptomatic of the nuances
of civilian-military relations in many other countries, was accentuated in the Soviet Union to a
great extent by the inherent outgrowth of the space program from the ballistic missile effort.
The original June 1960 decree had tasked the Ministry of Defense, in cooperation with the
defense industry, to formulate a set of missions for the use of new spacecraft for exclusively
military purposes. But space as a component of strategic military policy had clearly not emerged
at such an early period: space simply did not "fit into then-existing notions of defense" in the
Soviet Union. The Ministry of Defense tactical-technical requirement document for the N I had
not been issued by 1961, prompting Korolev to action. In a letter dated January 15, 1961, to
Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic Missile Forces Marshal Moskalenko, Korolev reminded
Moskalenko that no such document had been received by OKB-I. In a second letter signed the
same day, he addressed then-Chairman of the State Committee of Defense Technology
Konstantin N. Rudnev:
The in-depth study o[ the project plan and the discussions that were carried out with the
leading chie[ designer-workers and a number of specialists and scholars leads to the conclusion that all the enumerated space objects have military importance. [There are a number o[ ways] to reach new standards in the sphere of rocket technology..,
necessary for
the successful solution of the problems the defense industry faces nowadays ....
The creation of the heavy carrier N I occupies a special place among these. '°_
Korolev added that the heavy booster could play important roles in the orbiting of heavy
space stations, which could provide ideal conditions
for conducting
space-based

107 Vetrov,"The DifficultFateof the N I: Part I1":Dorofeyev,"History o[ the Development
of the N I L3
Moon Program":Kryukov."The Brillianceand Eclipseof the LunarProgram":Afanasyev,"N I: AbsolutelySecret:
PartI1."
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reconnaissance, carrying out early warning missions for detecting launches of foreign strategic
missiles and nuclear explosions, and determining levels of solar radiation. The military
remained unusually uninterested in the N I through 1962, perhaps dazzled by concurrent proposals of Chelomey and Yangel, such as the UR-500 and the R-56. Perhaps the military simply
believed that the more modest payload capabilities of these latter two boosters would be sufficient to meet any possible demands of the Ministry of Defense.
The July 1962 decision in favor of the N I by the Academy of Sciences did not help either.
According to Korolev's First Deputy Mishin, the "decision of the Academy of Sciences was supposed to define the objectives and produce a proposal for the development of space vehicles to
be inserted into space by [the N I]. "'°_ The academy refrained from doing so, leaving the project
in somewhat of a lurch. The final governmental decree in September of the same year also did
not address the question of specific payloads for the booster, merely referring to the catch-all
"universal launcher" terminology. The dearth of suggestions from either the Ministry of Defense
or the academy did not prevent a plethora of internal OKB-I studies on possible N I payloads.
Much of these in the early 1960s were clearly focused on military applications and remain classified amid the still-secret archives of the design bureau. It is known, however, that thematically speaking, these military spacecraft were geared toward exotic goals, such as anti-satellite and
anti-ballistic missile defense, something of a precursor to the U.S. "Star Wars" program of twenty years later. According to one of the "fathers" of the NI, OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer
Kryukov, the N I was to launch into orbit multiple spacecraft as well as giant spacecraft "for
accomplishing inspection, control and ... means of destruction.' ......While the details still remain
obscure, it is clear that none of these studies of a military "Orbital Belt" were considered anything more than proposals: they remained consigned to paper, proposed only to ensure the survival of the N I project as an insurance policy to the primary financiers of the program.
To Mars
Beginning with Tsiolkovskiy in the early part of the century, Soviet space scientists had
consistently targeted the planet Mars as the singular most important objective in plans to
explore space. Piloted flight to Mars had figured prominently in the famous June 1960 decree
on the Soviet space program: Korolev's draft of the decree includes mention of an Object KMV
for sending cosmonauts around Mars and back to Earth again. Proposals for such missions
remained on the forefront of the Soviet space program's agenda after Sputnik and Vostok, seemingly unaffected by President Kennedy's 1961 pronouncement on the challenge to reach the
Moon prior to the end of the decade. To a great extent, it was Korolev's personal interest in
Mars. perhaps motivated by the dreams of his idealistic youth spent poring over the works of
Tsiolkovskiy. It had been a long thirty years since the late Fridrikh A. Tsander's "Onward to
Mars!" exclamation, and now Korolev was in a position to make that call for arms a reality.
Initial exploratory work on this issue began as early as 19.59, when a group under Gleb Yu,
Maksimov at OKB-I began toying with designs for a large interplanetary spaceship capable of
flight to the other planets. Maksimov, a veteran of Tikhonravov's studies on artificial satellites
in the early 1950s, was at the same time heading OKB-I's work on automated lunar and interplanetary stations. It was the research under Maksimov from 1959 to 1960 that may have been
the primary reason for freezing the N I payload mass at seventy-five tons, which was sufficient
for a piloted interplanetary spacecraft.
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descending to the Martian surface, (4) a return apparatus for carrying the crew from the surface back to the expedJ
tion ship, (5) a return rocket for sending the return apparatus from the surface of Mars either into Martian orbit or
on a trajectory back to Earth, and (6) a planetary station for piloted researchon the Martian surface, At least four
different mission profiles were considered for this ambitious proposal, all using the N I. Raushenbakh, ed., S P
Korolev i ego delo, pp. 633-34.
I I 5. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 409: G. V Petrovich_ed., The SovietEncyclopedia
o[ 5pace Flight (Moscow: Mir Publishers, 1969), 120.Among the other institutions involved in the researchon electric
rocket engineswere NII-I. NII-88, OKB-670, TsAGI.TslAM, IAE, VNIIEM. MAI, OKB-456, OKB-586. and OKB Zarya.
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118 Afanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft": Golovanov. Koroleu p. 768
119 Golovanov. Koroleu. p. 768,
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120. S E Korotev. "Notes on Heavy Interplanetary Ships and Heavy Orbital Stations (I 962)" (English title),
in M. V. Keldysh, ed, Tvorcheskoyenastediye Ztkademika SergeyaPavtovicha Koroleva: izbrannyye trudy i doku
menty (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), pp. 450-56.
121. Golovanov. Korotev, p 768. On several occasions, Korolev proposed the use of the TOS for military
applications. In a letter to the then-Chairman of the State Committee for Defense Technology K N. Rudnev dated
January 15, 1961, Korolev proposed launching the TOS into orbit to carry out military missions. A fifteen part treatise on the TOS was prepared by OK8-1 at the time. SeeS. P Korolev, "Letter to K. N. Rudnev on Planning Work
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undisclosed, it is highly likely that the relative simplicity of such an effort was what attracted
Korolev to begin work on this issue. In addition, cosmonauts successfully flying around the
Moon would not only provide the space designers with valuable experience in a variety of technical areas, but would also be a tremendously exciting public relations extravaganza prior to more
substantial missions to Mars. Rendezvous and docking on the other hand were considered logical extensions of Soviet plans to gain a permanent foothold in space. All of Tsiolkovskiy's early
plans clearly hint at orbital assembly in Earth orbit as a starting point to move further into the
cosmos. There was another more earthly reason for mastering rendezvous and docking: the lack
of powerful enough launch vehicles to accomplish the ambitious goals of OKB-I. By 1961, the
most powerful booster in the Soviet canon, the 8K78, could manage to send only a modest one
and a half tons toward the Moon, while the 8K?2K, which had launched Gagarin, could launch
about just over four and a half tons into Earth orbit. With the larger N I still years away from
flight, orbital assembly was the only avenue for piloted lunar exploration.
These two considerations--circumlunar
missions and orbital assembly--dominated
the
design of the first post-Vostok spacecraft. The choices and decisions engineers made from 1959
to 1963 based on these requirements had a profound impact on the shape and look of the
Soyuz spacecraft as it eventually emerged in the late 1960s. Initially, the engineers studied at
least two different spacecraft, both of which were geared to Earth orbit. Work on the first, the
Seuer ("North"),
began in P,pril 1959. Initial plans envisioned a large spacious vehicle with
room for three cosmonauts dressed in spacesuits. _ second proposal emerged from Pavel V.
Tsybin, the man who had worked on the unfulfilled PKt_ spaceplane project. Tsybin's new idea
encompassed a spacecraft capable of carrying seven cosmonauts, certainly a large leap from the
modest Vostok, _::His proposal was apparently rejected very early in the design process, and by
1959 and 1960, engineers were harnessing their energies in the development of the Sever
spacecraft, which became the focus of the second-generation Earth-orbital spacecraft. It was
slated to fly its first mission by the second half of 1962. '_ _ pitoted spacecraft capable of lunar
flight designated the " IL" was also studied concurrently, sharing numerous design characteristics with the Sever.
It was originally the famous Department No. 9 at OKB-I, with such luminaries as
Tikhonravov and Eeoktistov, that began studying the next generation of Soviet spacecraft. By
1960, it had issued a "scientific-technical prospectus," proving that rendezvous and docking in
orbit were realistic goals achievable in the near future. Based on this premise, in 1960 and 1961,
the department studied a number different variants of the Sever and IL ships, proposing that a
circumlunar flight could be achieved by linking up several booster stages in Earth orbit to reach
escape velocity in the direction of the Moon. By this time, the effort to a design new spaceship
essentially took on a competitive character within OKB-I itself. Departments No. 9 and It,
headed by Tikhonravov and Vladimir F. Roshchin, respectively, proposed parallel design concepts of the new vehicle, while the development of lunar spacecraft as a whole was subordinated to Department No. 3 under Yakov P. Kolyako. This peculiar sort of competition in such
a centralized command system was clearly contrary to all Western conceptions of the Soviet
defense industry at the time. Most outside analysis attributed a simpler monolithic scientific
infrastructure, which had no allowance for this almost Western notion of competitive ideas,
The overall research was overseen by Deputy Chief Designers Bushuyev and Kryukov.
The two most important areas of research during the design of the Sever and I L spacecraft
were the identification of an optimal reentry profile and the selection of the shape of the

122. Golovanov,Korofeu.p. Z20:S.S.Kostin."Some,qspectsof Planningthe Vostok' SpaceShip" (English
title), Iz istorii auiatsiii kosrnonuutiki42 (1980):62-66.
123. Karnanin.Skrytiykosrnos,p. 56 ByMay 1961,Korolevwasplanningthe first Severlaunchin the third
quarterof 1962.
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spacecraft--factors that were clearly interdependent. In terms of the reentry and landing on
Earth's surface, engineers considered two broad approaches: an aviation perspective using aerodynamic surfaces and a missile perspective using a ballistic reentry with landing by parachutes.
Beginning in 1960, the engineers under Bushuyev's supervision at the various departments
studied three specific variants of the reentry capsule of the new spacecraft:
•
•
•

One with large wings such as an aircraft from Department No 9 (called the "canard"
scheme)
One for a simple ballistic reentry such as the Vostok spacecraft
A hybrid version with a blunt nosecone such as NASA s Mercury capsule but with wings
(called the "tailless" configuration)

Comparative analysis on the three different variants included studying their aerodynamic
characteristics, types of trajectories, thermal protection, mass characteristics in relation to their
chosen methods of landing, and the layout of instrumentation. By t961, winged designs were
abandoned, because of the attendant problems with mass and heat protection, in favor of guided or what the Soviets termed "glancing" reentries, which would allow significant reductions
in stress as compared to direct ballistic profiles.
Having narrowed the possibilities down, Roshchin's department carried out more detailed
analysis on reentry profiles with special regard to reentry at high speeds following a flight
around the Moon. Because the spacecraft would return from the Moon. the engineers dispensed with a special orbital braking rocket such as the one used on Vostok, saving valuable
mass on the ship. Instead, they settled on a profile that called for a "double-dip" into the
atmosphere to reduce both velocity and gravitational loads on the crew. In the first stage, the
return capsule would graze off the upper atmosphere before entering again, by which time, the
g-loads would have decreased significantly. The requirements showed that the spacecraft
would have to have sufficient lift characteristics to allow the "double-dip" profile as well as permit a landing on Soviet soil following a travel down a 3,000- to 7,000-kilometer-long corridor
from the south to the north of the planet. Gravitational loads would be limited to three to four
g's, while landing could be achieved with a plus/minus fifty-kilometer error.
For obvious reasons, the concerns over reentry profiles significantly affected the decisions
over the shape of the reentry capsule. Apart from engineers within OKB-I, scientists at other
institutions, including Nil-I, the Central gerohydrodynamics
Institute, and NII-88, were
involved in this stage of research. They examined three different configurations:
•
•
•

g socalled "segmented sphere'
_ "sphere with a needle"
_ "sliced sphere"

Once again the investigations focused on a comparative analysis of aerodynamic charac
teristics determinations of optimal return trajectories the selection of the structure itself and
requirements for thermal protection The results of the research proved that from a technical
perspective the most rational choice from the criteria of mass and volume was Department No
I Is segmented sphere with a displaced center of gravity in the transverse direction By 1962
Roshchins group had modified this idea into an asymmetrical segmented sphere similar in
shape to an automobile headlight in which the length of the capsule was equal to the base
diameter Computations showed that such a design would increase lift during reentry thus
avoiding the pitfalls of direct ballistic return into the atmosphere The ScientificTechnical
Council of the OKB I rejected a competitive variant from Department No 9 of a
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semi-spherical capsule, and after approval by Korolev and Bushuyev, the "headlight" idea was
adopted formally for the Sever spacecraft by 1962,
Yet another important issue was the means of landing on Soviet soil. Water landings were
apparently not considered at all, and all research focused on hard landings on Soviet soil. P,
plethora of proposals crowded the research on this issue, so much so that even after a final decision on the landing was made in 1963, research on alternative versions continued up until 1966,
a full five years after this work had begun. Korolev himself was apparently reluctant to continue
using parachutes and instead tried to explore much more unusual approaches, as evidenced by
his interest in helicopter-type landings for the Vostok spacecraft. Numerous organizations were
involved in this stage of the research, including OKB-329 (on a subsonic rotor system), the
Mozhayskiy Academy (hypersonic rotors), OKB-300 (fanjet engines), OKB-2 (liquid-propellant
rocket engines), Plant No. 81 (solid-propellant rocket engines), NIEI PDS(controlled parachutes),
Plant No. 918 (an ejection system as a reserve method), and Nil RP (external inflatable shockabsorbing balloons). OKB-I itself studied the use of turbojet engines. The proposals from all
these organizations, to a great degree, affected the design of the spacecraft itself, and it was not
until 1963 that Korolev approved the recommendation of Department No. I I to use a combination parachute-reactive system with solid-propellant engines. The return capsule would deploy a
series of parachutes during descent, followed by the firing of powerful solid-propellant rocket
engines a few seconds prior to contact with the ground to lessen the shock of impact.
The issue of rendezvous and docking in space, critical to any mission goals foreseen for the near
future, was the subject of intensive researchat Department No. 27 headed by BorisV. Raushenbakh,
designer of the first Soviet space orientation systems. The overall work was supervised by Deputy
Chief Designer Boris Ye. Chertok, one of the most senior veterans at OKB-I. The research,conducted between 1960 and 1963, divided the rendezvous phase of two Earth-orbiting spacecraft into
two components: the long-range and the close-range portions. The former would depend to a great
extent on putting the spacecraft into an optimal trajectory at orbit insertion, based on composite
ground measurements and computational models. Ground stations would compensate for errors by
sending appropriate commands to the orbiting ship to perform the required orbital changes to bring
the active spacecraft to its target. Theoretical calculations by engineers showed that with the existing systems, the two spacecraft could be brought within a twenty five- by fifteen- by fifteenkilometer volume in spacewith a relative velocity of plus or minus forty meters per second.
For Raushenbakh's group, the more problematic portion of the rendezvous maneuver was the
close-range approach. The "free trajectory" from launch was clearly not sufficient to allow two
spacecraft to dock. In addition, ground measurements would not distinguish two vehicles at such
high altitudes to ensure the required precision. Shipboard measurements were also ruled out
because of the need for the presence of powerful and compact computing machines aboard the
spacecraft, which were simply beyond the limits of Soviet miniaturization technology for the time.
Raushenbakh's team developed a combination system using the so-called "parallel approach," in
which a line of sight extending from the active to the passive spacecraft would be established for
movement. A special on-board radar would then take over control of the spacecraft to bring the
two spacecraft to docking, Four different institutions offered competitive proposals to design and
build the radars. The two finalists were the Experimental Design Bureau of the Moscow Power
Institute and NII-648. After detailed analysis, the former's Kontakt ("Contact") was rejected in
favor of the latter's Igla (" Needle") in 1963. Raushenbakh's group at OKB-I developed the algorithms for the logic command instruments for the entire rendezvous and docking procedure. '4

124. Semenov, ecL, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,
pp. 162-65. The other two competitors
design wele TsNII-108. whose design was too heavy, and TsKI3 Geofizika, which proposed a laser-optical
See B Ye Chertok, Rakety i iyudi: goryachlye dni kho(odnoy uoyny (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye.
pp. 395 96.
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125. The Severhas not been described in any detail in any Russian sources The above description is based
on a drawing published in Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft."
126. There has been some speculation that the three-module design adopted for the IL spacecraft was
appropriated by OKB-I engineersfrom a publicly available study by U.S. defense contractor General Electric. During
1960, NASA, in planning for a post-Mercury spacecraft, had asked for proposals from severalmajor aerospacecom
panies.The concept submitted by General Electric on October 9. 1960, had a similar configuration to the I L, in particular with relation to the placement of the reentry module between the "mission module" and the "propulsion
module" SeeP S. Clark and R F. Gibbons, "The Evolution of the Soyuz Programme," The Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society 36 (1983): 434 52.
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This is the design of the Vostok-7/IL complex for a piloted circumlunar spacecraft. The legend is:
(1) [orward section of the It spacecraft: (2) tL living compartment: (3) I L descent apparatus:
(4) solar panel: (5) IL instrument compartment: (6, 7, and 8) three "rocket block" propulsion modules:
(9) jettisonable section o[ the final rocket stage: and (10) Vostok-7 spacecraft (copyright Igor _t[anasyeW
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1962. for a four-module
fifteen- to twenty-five-ton
"space train" ensuring circumlunar
flight. "_
The first results of the research on this theme were summarized
in a "scientific-technical
prospectus"

titled

"Complex

for the Assembly

of Space Vehicles

127 gfanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft."
128 Lardier,L_stronautique Sovietique, p. 155.
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•
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payload,
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use primary
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to the base of each rocket block containing

a I L spacecraft
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the spacecraft
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blocks,
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attached

instrumentation

was a modified
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compartment

and docking

Vostok-3A

spacecraft

vehicle would
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increase
in design

that had launched
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mass by 1,100 to
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A mission
Vostok-7

of the old 8K72K

to perfect

spacecraft

with

rendezvous

booster

a single cosmonaut,

attitude

cylindrical

modules

In contrast
gear, a multi-

control

engines. '_°

in all other

to the old Vostok-3A

equipped

and docking

and

Gagarin.

and docking

1,300 kilograms,

flight and equipped with engines for work in vacuum.
blocks, the I L vehicle, and the Sever spaceship would
improved

rendezvous

vehicle.

capable

respects,
The rocket

of independent

'_' The Vostok-7 spacecraft, the rocket
all be launched into orbit by means of
with

techniques

designated

a more powerful
would

start with

a "pilot-assembler."

third

stage. '_2

the launch

of a

At a designated

129. Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft." This document, in a censored version and with a different title, has
been published as S. P. Korolev, "Proposal for the Creation of Means for Orbitat Assembly" (English title), in
Ketdysh. ed.. Tuorcheskoye nasledlye ,qkademika. pp. 445-49 Note that Korolev sent a letter to the Military
Industrial Commission, dated March 5, 1962,requesting permission to develop this complex: he enumerated several military goals for the system, including reconnaissance and anti sateIlite operations An abridged version of this
letter has been reproduced as S P.Korolev, "Proposal for Complex for the Assembly of SpaceApparatus in an Earth
Satellite Orbit (Theme 'Soyuz')" (English title), in Raushenbakh, ed., S. P Koroleu i ego delo, pp. 359-60.
130. The Vostok-7 would include the following systemsin addition to the ones already existing on the Vostok3A: ( 1) apparatus for controlling rendezvous as part of the orientation and control system: (2) apparatus for search
and targeting: (3) on board radio systems: (4) the coordination engine system with eight engines and a reserveof
propellant: (5) optical systemsfor observing rendezvous and docking: (6) a docking node with mechanical locks and
electrical connections: (7) apparatus to control mechanical and electrical connections: (8) and additional power
sources The following systems would be modified from those on the original Vostok-3A: (I ) orientation and control
systems: (2) the cosmonaut's control panel: (3) the TV system: (4) the Zarya communications system: and (5) the
retrorocket engine. SeeKorolev, "Proposal for the Creation of Means for Orbital Assembly."
131 Each rocket block would have the following systems: (I) engines: (2) armature for firing, controlling,
and shutting down the engines: (3) propellant tanks: (4) systems for ensuring proper propellant flow: (5) guidance
systems: and (6) mechanical systems for connecting with other spacecraft. The jettisonable portion of each rocket
block would include: (I) systems for coordinating the engines; (2) orientation systems: (3) systems for measuring
orbital parameters: (4) communications systems: (5) systems for search and targeting: (6) communications systems
for work with other spaceships: (7) TV cameras:(8) lights for optical signals to other ships: (9) the Signal telemetry system: (I O) docking nodes: (11) apparatus for controlling mechanical and electrical connections between the
ships: (12) thermo-regulation systems for the propellants: and (I 3) power sources
132 This booster was the 8K11t,
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time when
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from the complex
ing sufficient
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ry payload
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to boost the

I L spacecraft

also described

the launch

of the complex.

of a small piloted
of two units:
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orbit
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booms
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objective
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with
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mathematical

study on the technical
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priority

capsule

was already
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resulted

Institute
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specifically

undock
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communica-

rocket stages
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in the same document
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itself would

unit. Four large disk-shaped

would
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travel to and from

the headlight-shaped

was apparently

mission,

guided

Earth observation,
be in conjunction

its own

resources

center,"

the

reentry

presumably
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the 5KM

of dockings

in Earth orbit.

the same period.
of Applied
had just

circumlunar

land on Soviet territory.
requesting

of eight

of a circumlunar

elements of the Vostok-711L

with

a detailed
a particular

dating

Vostok-7
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back to

spacecraft

timeframe."

mission

as early as possible

plan. Because there would
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The use of the Vostok

was

Furthermore.

completed

mission

most likely set for the 1963-64

of a pri-

OKB-52

Mathematics

'_'_In documents

the manufacture

profile,

the most impor-

somewhat

Designer Chelomey's

of Sciences,

aspects of a piloted

on the accomplishment

in many of the odd design

during

possibly

had become

at the Department

of the Academy

mission,

complex,

which

at the time. General

no heavy booster to carry out a single mission
titude

similar

would

for the Vostok-7

circumlunar

V. A. Steklov
focus

equipped with

of goals planned

was the piloted

1962. Academician

January

1,200-kilogram

by three cosmonauts.

for the complex

Soviet space organizations

also exploring

done. would

"space fighter.' ....

for Korolev

ority among

of the three

a crew

fire one by one, gain-

power. The crew would

of such a station

A final mission

with

rocket block by liter-

job

its

to

and a science-package
on-board

by means of the Sever spacecraft,
purposes,

I,I00-

mode proposed

crewed

station

for military

spacecraft,

the satellite

mission

performing

and its crew on a simple circumlunar

by means

orbital station

After

be launched

rocket stages would

of large

profile,

"space station."

the IL would

At this point, the Vostok-7

into geostationary

spacecraft.

then

separate from the first rocket block

at the end of the final

and return to Earth. The remaining

The prospectus

section of the rocket block would

revealing a docking node on the opposite end of the cylinder-shaped
continue
with further launches of at least two more rocket blocks

be

instead to carry out a mul-

spacecraft

for such an ambitious

133. ,_fanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft": Korolev, "Proposal for the Creationof Means for Orbital gssernbly "
134. This report has been published as M. V. Keldysh, M L Lidov, A. M. Mikish, and G. I. Taratynov. "Flight
Around the Moon With a Return to Earth and Landing on the Territory of the Soviet Union" (English title), in V. S
Avduyevskiy and T. M. Eneyev. eds., M _/ Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy: raketnaya tekhnika i kosmonautika (Moscow:
Nauka, 1988), pp 422-57.
I35. Kamanin, 5krytiy kosrnos_p. 88
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in fact, at one point

five of them,

was talked out of this idea by the combined

even explored

as propulsion

persuasive
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16, 1962, the Soviet Communist

Soyuz theme,

the circumlunar

apparently

efforts of Kryukov,

the subsequent
this

events,

period,

Despite

Korolev's

strategy

plans,

and Korolev's

ambivalent

of piloted

limited

spacecraft

there

was

the early summer

plan,

was completely

I L did, however,

of the

was the dominadir. Judging
with
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by

efforts
actual
shift

in

of

1962. The compli-

for major changes

in its weak points,

mission.

the center

In addition,

of Korolev's

abandoned.

have a lasting

The experience

influence

per-

Earth-orbital
in design-

on the shape of a famous

of the future.

of OKB-I

plans in mid-1962

of a more optimal

By taking elements

Soyuz

retained

resulted

second-generation

in at least one positive

spacecraft,

much more

from the I L and the Sever spaceships,

design bureau emerged with a new spacecraft,
which would become the basis of Soviet piloted
engineers

decree,

boards

possibly,

The timing

Like much of Korolev's

as part of a circumlunar

on the circumlunar

Sever spacecraft,

The redirection
Vostok-7.

around

prospectus

'_' Quite

Chelomey

to its literal

head of

signed a decree

to back up a commitment

of the

space exploration

The

development

failed

repercussions

resources

the Sever and the

Soviet spacecraft

a period when

star had dropped

L plan was put back on drawing

the innovative

ing both

applications.

it seems that the decree had little effect.

the use of the Vostok

haps to focus

by its military

the Party and government

the

cated Vostok-7/l
especially

L technical

Party and the government

it was issued during

nant figure in the space program,

action.

the nominal

nature of the project was an added bonus for the leadership.

decree was clearly an anomaly;

during

prompted

of

for the rocket stages, but he

the design project, and design engineer Feoktistov. '_
Regardless of the merits of the plan, a month after the Vostok-7/l
was issued, on April

that the plan

the possibility

the three-module

outcome:

advanced

the

than

the

by late 1962, engineers at the

simply called the Soyuz or "the product 7K,"
space exploration
for the next thirty years. The

configuration

of the

I L, but they adopted

the headlight-

shaped return capsule and the cylindrical instrument module from the Sever. _ significant alteration from both the I L and the Sever was the marked decrease in the size of the return capsule.
Originally,

Department

including

the thermal

proposed

reducing

within

the module.

No.

I I had adopted

protection),

the dimension
Upon

a capsule with

a diameter

of 2.2 meters (2.3 meters,

but to decrease the overall mass of the spacecraft,
down

to two

being told of this

meters, thus creating

proposal

at a meeting,

very cramped

Feoktistov
conditions

the unconvinced

Korolev

marked off an area in his office the size of the capsule and ordered one of the authors of the idea
to spend the remaining

time of the meeting

tinued to pursue the idea. Korolev
sule on the 7K/Soyuz
"irrational"

when,

finally

was reduced

in the area. Despite the discomfort,

the engineer con-

caved in, and by late 1962, the size of the return cap-

to two

meters.

by 1968, an extra 200 kilograms

In retrospect,

this

decision

proved

to be

had been shaved off the mass of the space-

craft, thus no longer requiring the smaller dimension.
But by that time, it was too late. The cosmonauts would have to endure the launch in relatively cramped conditions. '_

136. Golovanov, Korolev, pp. 720-21.
137. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 635. Note that this source saysthat the title of
the decreewas "On the Development o[ the 'Soyuz' Complex for Piloted Flight Around the Moon" This is probably an error Seealso Raushenbakh, ed, S. R Koroleu i ego delo, p 685.
t38 Ishlinskiy, ed, 7]kademik S R Koroleu, p. 96: Semenov, ed. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya,
p. 170.
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The use of multiple
of a circumlunar
reservations

rendezvous

mission

from key engineers

larly insistent

and docking as part

was not

opponent

abandoned,

at OKB-I.

despite

One particu-

of the plan was Deputy Chief

Designer Leonid P,. Voskresenskiy, one of Korolev's most
trusted aides who had worked with him since World
War II. tqlthough
cation,

he did not have any formal higher edu-

Voskresenskiy
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capability,
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orbit,

rightly
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simply

four dockings

bureau

docking
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seeing in the profile immense

for failure. The design

by a
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6
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the develop-

system only in the summer
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5
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4
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a moving
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either with
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of the future
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The delays in the development

clear:
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of a docking

3
sys-

2

tem, as well as the attendant
obstacles of designing
rendezvous systems, did not deter Korolev from adopting yet another
circumlunar
person
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multiple

mission.

7K/Soyuz

docking

_ "new"

spacecraft,

rocket stage, and the
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24,
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craft
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IlK

1962, only

plan signed
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tanker

after the abandocking

some of his deputies,

by Korolev
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7K/Soyuz
March

to forge ahead with

space7, 1963,
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of human
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multiple

draft plan for the
OKB-I

the two-

9K translunar
propellant

earlier Vostok-7/IL

itself was signed

opment

plan involving

draft

scheme. _4_Over opposition
the final technical

plan for his coveted

spaceflight.

goals

1
The 7K-gK-tIK pilotedcircumlunar complex
emerged in 1963 us a successor to the
Vustok-7/ll_ conception. The image hereshows
the7Kspacecraftdockedto the9K trunslunar
injectionstage,which has beenloadedwith
propellantby meansof severalIlK orbital
tankers. The legend ts:(1) and (7)jettisonable
compartments: (2) 7K aggregatecompartment;
(3) 7K instrument compartment: (4) 7Kdescent
apparatus: (5) 7K living compartment: and (6) 9K
rocket block Note the closeresemblance of the 7K
to the[uture5oyuz spacecra[t,(reproducedfrom
M V Ketdysh.ed. Tvorcheskoye
naslediye
AkademikaSerge,/aPavlovicha
Koroleva:
izbrannyyetrudy i dokumenty
(Moscow:Nauka. f980))

139. Ishlinskiy. ed.. ,ZlkademikS P Korolev. p_23 I. Author's emphasis.The author of the "pin-needle" docking mechanism was OKB I engineer L. B. Vilnitskiy.
140 Semenov,ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 163,
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141. Kamanin, Skrytiykosmos, pp. 191-92. Among those presentat the meeting on December6, 1962,wereS.
R Korolev(OKB-I), V. N. Chelomey (OKB-52), M. K. Yangel(OKB-586), A. F. Bogomolov (OKB MEI), V. I. Kuznetsov
(NII-944). M. V. Keldysh (,ZtNSSSR),A. Yu. Ishlinskiy (NII-944), N. M. Sisakyan(AN SSSR).P_.A. Blagonravov (,qN
SSSR).A I. Sokolov(RVSN). K. A Kerimov (RVSN). N P Kamanin (WS). and N N. Alekseyev(MO NTK).
142 One of the subsections was from the Air Forcetwhich recommended three changesto the Soyuz spacecraft: the use of spacesuits at all times for cosmonauts: the use of wings to provide aerodynamic lift: and the use of
catapults for launch escape. None of them were accepted by OKB I. Seeibid, p 21 I.
143. Ibid., pp. 23%40 Among those presentwere M. V. Keldysh (AN SSSR),S. R Korolev (OKB I), V. N.
Chelomey (OKB-52), A. Yu. Ishlinskiy (NIl 944), V. R Glushko (OKB-456), A. A. Kobzarev (GKAT), G I. Voronin
(OKB 124), N. S. Stroyev (LII), N. P.Kamanin (VVS). M R Odintsov (TsPK), V. I. Yazdovskiy (GNII AiKM), Ye.A.
Karpov (TsKP), Yu. A. Gagarin (TsPK). G S. Titov (TsPK), A. I. Sokolov (NIl-4), and N. N. Yuryshev (RVSN).
144. Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft." The document has been reproducedwith censored designations as
S. P. Korolev, "The 'Soyuz' Orbital Rocket Complex" (English title), in Keldysh, eeL. Tuoreheskoyenaslediye
,Zikademika. pp. 489 500
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The instrument-aggregate compartment had four components analogous to successive
"slices" down the cylinder, none of which would permit access by crewmembers. These subcompartments were from aft to fore:
•

•
•

•

The jettisonable orbital compartment in the form of a torus at the base of the spacecraft,
which contained rendezvous instrumentation, radio systems to control its orbit, apparatus
for transmitting guidance commands, thermo-regulation systems, automatic guidance systems, and tracking systems
The aggregate compartment, which carried the primary "approach-correction" engines of
the 7K vehicle, as well as attached solar batteries to serve as power sources
The instrument compartment, the largest section of the cylinder, which contained the
essential instrumentation of the vehicle to ensure extended flight in space, including longrange radio apparatus, orientation and attitude control systems, radio-telemetric systems,
primary thermo-regulation systems, power sources for the ship, programmable timer
devices, on-board switching systems for controlling the automatic guidance systems, and
sensors and "switchboard-relay apparatus" for tracking
The transfer compartment, which contained the attitude control engines on the exterior
and their propellant tanks in the interior

The descent apparatus was merely a smaller version of the headlight on the Sever, with life
support systems, thermo-regulation systems, optical and TV systems for observation and guidance. control panels for the crew, radio communications systems, systems to guide the capsule
in the atmosphere, and a parachute system for landing on Earth. Thermal protection at the base
of the capsule would provide sufficient defense during high-speed reentry from lunar distances.
The living compartment was the additional cylindrical module, with approximately the same
diameter as the instrument-aggregate compartment, a little more than two meters. This section
would contain life support systems, elements of the thermo-regulation system, microphones
and "dynamic" systems of communications, scientific instruments, and movie cameras. The
cosmonauts could also use the compartment as an airlock for extravehicular activity. In addition, the apex of the living compartment, and thus the whole spaceship, would have a large
docking system for linking up with other spacecraft. The total mass of the 7K/Soyuz ship was
5.500 to 5,800 kilograms.
The single rocket stage, designated the 9K, was designed to accelerate the 7K/Soyuz vehicle on a translunar trajectory. The 7.8-meter-long spaceship was shaped like a simple cylinder
divided into two primary sections, the large 9KM rocket block and the smaller 9KN jettisonable
compartment. The latter contained an orbit correction engine, control systems, and rendezvous
instrumentation, as well as a docking node on one side, which would allow the transfer of propellants from the tankers. The former carried the main translunar rocket engine with a thrust of
four and a half tons, as well as more instrumentation and a second docking node on the opposite end of the spacecraft. Launch mass was 5,700 kilograms.
The final element of the complex was the 4.2-meter-long cylindrical tanker named the I I K.
It had two major compartments, the I IKtq for the oxidizer and the I IKB for the fuel. The
remaining portion of the spacecraft consisted of attitude control engines, electronic instrumentation for guidance, and a docking node. The total fueled mass was 6,100 kilograms. All
the three components, the 7K, the 9K, and the II K, would be launched by new three-stage
versions of the R-7, designated the Iig55 and 11/556.
The primary mission of the Soyuz complex, a piloted circumlunar mission, would begin
with the launch of the 9K rocket stage. The automated spacecraft would carry out the necessary changes to its orbit by means of its small orbit correction engine until it had reached the
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desired orbital parameters. When the 9K passed over Tyura-Tam, the first I IK tanker would be
launched into orbit carrying 4,155 kilograms of extra propellant. The initial orbital trajectory
would posit the tanker within twenty kilometers of the 9K rocket block. If because of errors in
orbital insertion the I I K module did not approach its parry to within a twenty-kilometer range,
then the 9K block would carry out the necessary orbital adjustments to bring the two spacecraft within twenty kilometers. Automatic radars on both spacecraft would then complete the
final approach, and the 9K (active vehicle) would dock with the II K (passive vehicle). The
docking would be carried out on the aft end of the 9K (with the jettisonable compartment).
After the transfer of propellants through linked lines across the docking node, the IiK tanker
would separate and be discarded.
At least three more tankers would be launched until the 9K was fully loaded with twentyfive tons of propellant. At this point, the 7KISoyuz piloted ship would launch into orbit with
its crew of two to three cosmonauts. The crew could either try manual or automatic docking:
unlike the tankers, the 7K/Soyuz would dock on the 9K rocket stage's forward end. The jettisonable compartment on the 9K would continue to carry out necessary orbital maneuvers following docking. This compartment would then be discarded, finally revealing the powerful
main engine of the 9K rocket block, which would then fire to boost the 7K/Soyuz, rear end first,
toward the Moon. The 7KISoyuz propulsion system itself would be used for trajectory corrections during flight to and from the Moon. After return to the vicinity of Earth, the 7K/Soyuz
spacecraft would separate into its three component modules, with the descent apparatus making a controlled descent into the atmosphere, landing by parachute on Soviet territory. '4_
Mastering rendezvous and docking operations in Earth orbit may have been one of the primary objectives of the Soyuz complex, but the incorporation of five consecutive dockings in
Earth orbit to carry out a circumlunar mission was purely because of a lack of rocket-lifting
power in the Soviet space program. The May 1963 document on the Soyuz complex thus
emerged less as a technical exercise than from an inclination to promote a space project before
the advent of the N I. It was a risky gamble--and one that evidently had the support of most
of the major players in the space program, as evidenced by the Interdepartmental Council's
unanimous approval two months earlier. Contracts for the Soyuz complex were also handed
out in 1963. In a move motivated by limited resources at OKB-I, Korolev signed agreements
with two relatively new organizations that until then had zero involvement in the piloted space
business. Both of them were led by proteges of Korolev: SKB-385 at Miass under Chief Designer
Viktor P. Makeyev to produce the important 9K acceleration block and OKB-I0 at Krasnoyarsk26 under Chief Designer Mikhail F. Reshetnev to build the IlK tanker. '46Both Makeyev and
Reshetnev had been key engineers at OKB-I in the 1950s, rising to senior positions in management before being sent by Korolev to head independent organizations focusing on naval
missiles and automated spacecraft, respectively.
The agreements of Korolev with Makeyev and Reshetnev were symptomatic of the remarkable decentralization of the Soviet space industry that had taken place between 1960 and 1963.
At that point, no longer only competing with the Americans, Soviet space designers found
themselves in battles among themselves, with institutions rising and falling with the tides of
political favoritism. Chelomey's dramatic entrance and support from Khrushchev had clearly
put him in a much more powerful position than Korolev, but there was still one important factor on which Korolev could count within the confines of the Soviet defense industry, and that
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The Soviet space program was neither a high priority nor a central tool of Soviet state policy. The spectacular achievements of the late 1950s and early 1960s were pushed by the chief
designers, grudgingly approved by the Communist Party and government, and then used as
propaganda vehicles by Soviet leaders for selling the virtues of the socialist system. Thus, while
Communist Party functionaries eagerly extracted maximum political mileage from the Sputnik,
Luna, and Vostok missions post [aeto, the political utility of these launches did not figure significantly into the original formulation of the flights. On the odd occasions when political considerations did enter into the equation, they were also instigated not by higher-ups in the
decision chain, but rather the middle men involved in the space program. In the post-Gagarin
period, many chief designers in fact offered up a variety of proposals to the leadership, all
couched in terms of advancing the Soviet image across the world One immediate example of
such behavior was the launch of the first woman into space in 1963. Another was competing
with the United States in the "race to the Moon." Both had little to do with a rational program
of space exploration--and even less to do with scientific research. But both were symptomatic
of the chaotic nature of the Soviet piloted space program during the 1960s.
Twinsin

Space

Because the Vostok program did not have any formal long-range program of missions,
Soviet space officials planned flights based purely on the number of such vehicles that were
rolling off OKB-I's production plant in Kaliningrad. Immediately after Gagarin's flight, in May
1961, there were orders for eighteen Vostok-type spacecraft, half of which were for piloted flight
and the remainder being the reconnaissance satellite version.' To a great degree, future plans
for piloted missions depended on Korolev's unwritten rule that each mission be a significant
advance over the previous one. Thus, the two identical suborbital flights of astronauts Shepard
and Grissom in 1961 would have been unthinkable in Soviet mission planning. Based on this
somewhat unsound premise, in September 1961, one month after Titov's flight, Korolev proposed a triple-spacecraft joint flight in November: three Vostok spacecraft, each with a single
cosmonaut, would be launched on three successive days. The first pilot would conduct a threeday mission, while the two others would be in space for two to three days. There would be one
day during the joint mission when all three spacecraft would simultaneously be in space/
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from the government on piloted space exploration was given a sudden jolt by news from the
United States. Since January 23, NASA had been attempting to launch Major John H. Glenn,
Jr., on the first U.S. piloted orbital spaceflight. Although the launch was delayed several times
over the following weeks, all the preparations were carried out amid a torrent of media attention, contrasting sharply with the extreme secrecy of the Soviet program.
The publicity surrounding Glenn's Mercury launch had a dramatic effect. With curious
abruptness, Military-Industrial Commission Chairman Ustinov called Korolev on February t7,
just three days before the NASA launch, and ordered the Vostok launch in mid-March, no doubt
to take some of the steam out of the Mercury flight. Glenn's spectacular mission on February
20 began the ball rolling in the Soviet Union. The day after, Lt. General Kamanin short-listed a
group of seven cosmonauts to begin intensive training for the duat-Vostok flight, with two flying and two serving as backups. Kamanin himself captured the haphazardness of the decisionmaking in his diary:
I was unofficially notified (by Ustinov) that the next flight should take place around
March 10-12. ,Zipparently. after Glenn's [light, Khrushchev demanded that our next
piloted flight be brought forward. In order to fly around the lO-t2th, we'll have to fly
to the launch site on March 2-3. This is the style of our leadership. They've been doing
nothing for almost half-a-year and now they ask us to prepare an extremely complex
mission in just ten days time. the program of which has not even been agreed upon.'
The seven cosmonauts--Bykovskiy,
Komarov, Nelyubov, Nikolayev, Popovich, Shonin,
and Volynov--began
mission-specific training at the time, but the resources were simply
unavailable to mount a mission within thirty days. Month by month, the launch was again
delayed as resources were tied up in the Zenit-2 program. At least two launches of the reconnaissance satellite were planned before Korolev could focus on the Vostok mission. The first of
these finally occurred on April 26 with the successful orbital insertion of the first Soviet reconnaissance satellite. The second, using a slightly different model of the launch vehicle, was
delayed several weeks and did not take place until June I, 1962, from the launch pad at site I,
the same pad planned for use on the Vostok flights. In this case, the rocket landed 300 meters
from the launch site, while one of the strap-ons remained at the pad, seriously damaging the
structure as a result of a fire. '° The response to Glenn's flight was hopelessly delayed as engineers estimated a month of repair work to bring the pad back to operational status.
As with Titov's flight, the issue of the length of the two ensuing Vostok missions was the
source of arguments that lasted months. Korolev was absolutely insistent that the first mission
last three days and the second two days. This was in the face of the opinions from all the Air
Force physicians, the cosmonauts, Kamanin, Academy President Keldysh, Chairman of the
State Committee for Defense Technology Smirnov, and top Air Force leaders, all of whom
favored a more conservative one-day mission for each, prolonged to two days if everything went
well. Korolev, in typical fashion, bulldozed his opinions over a period of weeks and, by the end
of June, had persuaded almost all of the key leaders directing the Vostok program, including the
leading biomedicine specialist Vladimir I. Yazdovskiy. The latter capitulated despite a formal
document signed by the leading physicians on September 23, 1961, stating: "At the present
time there is no basis to plan the next space flight for more than one day. If during a day long
flight the cosmonaut is in good physical health, then the flight can be prolonged, but not to
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Bykovskiy, Komarov, Nikolayev, Popovich, and Volynov--began
flying into Tyura-Tam on
August 2. By the time Korolev and the other major chief designers arrived the following day,
cosmonaut overseer Lt. General Kamanin was leaning toward Nikolayev and Popovich as the
likely candidates for the two missions. One of the few bachelors in the cosmonaut team, the
thirty-two-year-old Nikolayev began his career as a lumberjack before later joining the Soviet Air
Force and receiving his pilot's wings in 1954. Possessed of a remarkably calm disposition, his
completely unflappable manner in potentially life-threatening situations as both a pilot and a
cosmonaut-trainee had guaranteed a place for him on such an early Vostok mission. The ebullient Popovich. also thirty-two, was Nikolayev's polar opposite in temperament. He had had a
distinguished career in the Soviet Air Force before receiving the Order of the Red Star for an
assignment in the Arctic. His wife Marina was one of the most accomplished women test pilots
in the USSR.'"
Training for Nikolayev, Popovich, and their three backup cosmonauts continued almost to
the day of their scheduled launch, which was set for August I0-1 I. On August 4, the cosmonauts received instructions on how to orient their spacecraft for observations as well as for
maintaining a smooth roll motion throughout the mission for equitable heating from the Sun's
rays across the entire spacecraft. Veteran cosmonauts Gagarin and Titov were intensively
involved in all premission operations, having jumped from being mere cosmonauts to being
important members of the State Commission participating in all the key decisions regarding the
flights. Gagarin arrived at Tyura-Tam on August 6, along with State Commission Chairman
Smirnov, who presided over a prelaunch technical review meeting the same night. The formal
"go-ahead" session of the commission was held on the night of August 7. It was at that point
that Kamanin formally nominated Nikolayev and Popovich to fly the missions. Cosmonauts
Bykovskiy and Komarov were named their backups, while Votynov was named "reserve."'"
Among the speakers at the meeting was First Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet Air
Force Marshal Sergey I. Rudenko, who in his two-minute speech twice referred to cosmonaut
Popovich as "Popov." The [aux pas, recorded on film at the time, was later excised no doubt
to save both Popovich and Rudenko from embarrassment. Remarkably. Rudenko repeated his
error at a subsequent commission meeting the following day.
There were no major anomalies during the remaining days leading up to the first launch.
On the morning of the liftoff, August II, all the leading chief designers--Korolev, Alekseyev
(ejection seat), Barmin (launch complex), Bogomolov (telemetry systems), Gusev (radio communications), Isayev (Vostok engine). Kosberg (upper stage engine), Kuznetsov (gyroscopes).
Pilyugin (guidance systems for the booster), Tkachev (parachutes), and Voronin (life support
systems)--met and declared their respective systems ready for flight. '6
At 1130 hours Moscow Time, exactly as scheduled, the 8K72K booster lifted off with
Captain Andrian G. Nikolayev aboard: his first words were "Full speed ahead! .... Perhaps aware
of the recent booster failures, Korolev was unusually nervous throughout the ascent phase of
the flight as he held on tight to the red telephone with which he would give the vocal order to
abort the mission in case of a booster failure. At T+687 seconds, ground controllers breathed
a sigh of relief as the spacecraft, renamed Vostok 3, was successfully inserted into orbit. Initial
orbital parameters were nominal: 180.7 by 234.6 kilometers at 64.98 degrees inclination to the
equator. Approximately two hours into the mission, at the end of Nikolayev's first orbit, news

14 Shelton,SovietSpaceExploration,pp, 134-35, 142.
15. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos:1960-1963,pp, 133,136-31,
16. The chief designerswereheadsof the followingorganizations:S. M. Alekseyev(PlantNo. 918), V. P
Barrnin(GSKBSpetsMash),
A, F.Bogomolov
(OKB MEI).L. I, Gusev(Nil 695).A. M. Isayev(OKB-2),S.A Kosberg
(OKB-154),V.I. Kuznetsov(NII-944),N. A. Pilyugin(NII-885),F.D. Tkachev(NIEIPDS),andG.I. Voronin(OKB-124).
17. EvgenyRiabchikov.
Russiansin Space(Moscow:NovostiPressPublishingHouse.1911),p 186
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of the launch was reported to Khrushchev, Kozlov, and Ustinov back at the Kremlin. Kozlov
called into launch control at Tyura-Tam, mistakenly promoting Nikolayev to lieutenant colonel
instead of major before correcting himself. Throughout the mission, physicians on the ground
kept a close watch on the cosmonaut's health to detect signs of the malaise that had afflicted
Titov. A battery of sensors and instruments were attached to the cosmonaut's body, bringing in
continuous telemetry; these included measurements for electrocardiograms, pneumograms, electroencephalograms, skin-galvanic reactions, and electro-oculograms. To measure movements of
the eyes, doctors had attached tiny silver electrodes at the outer corners of Nikolayev's eyes to
record the biocurrents of the muscles of the eyeballs. Electrodes placed on the front and lower
third of the cosmonaut's right shin detected skin-galvanic responses. As was standard, the
spacecraft also carried samples of drosophila, dry seeds, lysogenic bacteria, and microspores. '*
The telemetric information was augmented by a continuous stream of oral reports on appetite,
adaptability to noise, vibration, overstrain, and the ability to work and sleep.
Nikolayev reported none of the problems that Titov had experienced. For the first time on
a Vostok mission, a cosmonaut was allowed to unstrap himself from his seat to float freely in
the zero gravity inside the cabin. Air Force physician Yazdovskiy had warned Nikolayev that he
may experience nausea and drowsiness on his sixth and seventh orbits. '9 Nikolayev felt none
and completed the "floating" experiment without any problems, bolstering Korolev's idea to
have the mission last three days. During the mission, Nikolayev also had specially prepared
meals, which, for the first time, were not packed in tubes.
Soviet leader Khrushchev spoke to Nikolayev from the ground control station of Simferepol
about four hours into the mission, visibly excited as Nikolayev smiled on TV from outer space.
In a surprise move, on the spacecraft's seventh orbit, a little more than six hours after liftoff,
Soviet TV broadcast the first live pictures of Nikolayev. Viewers were able to see the cosmonaut move his arms and head via the two cameras mounted in the cabin. In a politically motivated move, the U.S. embassy was handed a document during the early part of the mission
stating: "The United States must refrain from carrying out any measures which could in any
degree hinder the exploration of outer space for peaceful purposes or endanger the cosmonaut's
life. ''_' It was an implicit reference to Project Starfish a month earlier, which had raised the possibility of delaying the Vostok 3 mission. U.S. officials assured the Soviet government that there
were no plans for such upper atmospheric explosions in the near future, wishing Nikolayev "a
safe flight and a happy landing,"
Except for minor communications problems with the ground, Nikolayev's first day in space
ended without incident: he went to sleep at 2200 hours. After a seven-hour nap, he awoke
refreshed, awaiting the dramatic events of the new day. Activity at Tyura-Tam had continued at
a feverish pitch following Nikolayev's launch. The pad at site I was cleaned out, and a new
8K72K booster with a Vostok spacecraft was wheeled in for launch. Major Pavel R. Popovich was
launched successfully at 1102 hours, 33 seconds Moscow Time on August 12 into a 179.8- by
236.7-kilometer orbit inclined at 64.95 degrees to the equator. His spacecraft was named
Vostok 4 upon orbital insertion. It was the first time in the history of spaceflight that more than
one piloted spacecraft, or indeed more than one human, had been in orbit. Vostok 3's ground
track had passed directly over Tyura-Tam at the time, and ten minutes prior to Vostok 4's launch,
Nikolayev had manually oriented his ship so as to observe the launch plumes on the ground. He

18. GeorgeWukelic,ed., Handbooko[ SouietSpace-Science
Research(New York:Gordonand Breach
SciencePublishers,1968). pp. 54-55: Kenneth Gatland.Manned Spacecraft(New York: Macmillan, 1976),
pp. 118-19:Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos:1960-1963.p_ 141.
19. Riabchikov,
Russiansin Space.p. 181.
20. Shelton,SouietSpaceExploration,p. 138.
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Such statements, backed up by the lack of detailed information on the Vostok missions,
helped foster a climate of awe about the Soviet space program: many Westerners believed that
the Soviets could have docked the two spacecraft with each other. Korolev's First Deputy Chief
Designer Mishin commented many years later on the building of myths:
The group flight..,
well. a day after launch, the first craft was over Baykonur. If the
second craft were launched now with great precision, then they would turn out to be
next to each other in space. ,Zind that's what was done ....
The craft turned out to be
3 kilometers from each other! Well, since, with all the secrecy, we didn't tell the whole
truth, the Western experts, who hadn't figured it out, thought that our Vostok was
already equipped with orbital approach equipment. ,Zis they say. a sleight of hand isn't
any kind of fraud. It was more like our competitors deceived themselves all by their lonesome. Of course, we didn't shatter their illusions. 3'
Woman

in Space

The program of flights in the Vostok program remained indistinct throughout the life of the
project. Proposals would be floated--many of them rejected, some considered for months-and then they were eventually laid to the wayside. A major reason for such disarray was partly
because of the military's cool attitude toward the missions, partly because of the fact that science played very little role in mission planning, but mostly because the Soviet leadership was
not very interested in establishing a coordinated plan. One additional factor may have been
Korolev's health. For years, he had been in poor shape, plagued by a variety of physical ailments
exacerbated to a great degree by his overstretched schedule. Working eighteen hours a day
straight for several weeks on end was not anathema to him: he was an incurable workaholic
with the need to have his hand in the most trivial of matters in his giant organization. Soon
after the Vostok 314 mission, he had been beset by intestinal bleeding, resulting in unbearable
pain that had landed him in a hospital. After a long stay in the hospital, he was released on
September 15 and was ordered to take a short vacation at the seaside resort of Sochi. True to
his nature, he took his work there and spent hours on the phone or with visitors such as
Kamanin and Yazdovskiy planning future Vostok missions. 3_
After the Nikolayev and Popovich missions, it was clear that the next Vostok mission
would include a woman, but the clutter of proposals from various factions made pursuing a
particular course of action impossible. Days after the successful Vostok 314 mission, Chairman
of the State Committee for Defense Technology Leonid V. Smirnov, the "ministerial" head of
the space program, was foreseeing a lone flight of a woman as early as late October 1962.
Kamanin, on the other hand, believed that it would be more prudent to carry out the flight in
March-April 1963 as part of a joint flight with men on one or two other spacecraft. The men
would perform seven- to eight-day missions, while the woman would be in space for two to
three days) _Given the delays associated with previous missions, the March-April 1963 date
proved to be much more realistic, although, by November, it was still not clear whether the
female mission would be a solo or a group flight.
The women themselves engaged in intensive training throughout 1962. The program
included time in centrifuges being subjected to loads as high as ten g's, weightlessness training in Tu-104 aircraft, regular physical exercises, flight training in MiG-15LITI trainers, water

3I. G, Salakhutdinov,
"Once MoreAbout Space"(Englishtitle), Ogonek34 (August18-25, 1990):4-5.
32. Riabchikov,Russiansin Space.pp. 198-99:Golovanov.Koroteu.p. 772.
33. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos:1960-1963,p. 158.
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The options available for the women's flights were discussed at a meeting at OKB-I in midJanuary 1963. Three options were given serious consideration for the flight, then set for
April-May:
•
•
•

A single flight of a woman on a Vostok ship lasting one to three days
A group flight of two ships with women one launched a day after the other and both land
ing on the same day
A group flight with one ship carrying a man for five to seven days and one ship carrying a
woman for three days

The Air Force seemed to be leaning toward a group flight of two women, but these plans were
thrown into flux by opposing institutional viewpoints. For example, at one point in late January,
State Committee for Defense Technology Chairman Smirnov had expressed the opinion that
only one spacecraft (3KA no. 7) be used for the women's flight, while the second one
(3KA no. 8) be consigned as a museum piece. The implication was clearly that the female flight
would be limited to a single ship and not a joint mission? 7
Apart from OKB-I, the primary motivator in supporting the Vostok program was the Air
Force. Having been completely kept out of the entire missile business by the armaments people
in the Strategic Missile Forces, the Air Force, as the overseer of the cosmonauts, was taking steps
to vigorously support piloted space activities. While it may have been purely an interservice rivalry issue, the lobbying did produce results. Top Air Force leaders, including Commander-in-Chief
Vershinin, were able to convince Ustinov and Smirnov of not sending a perfectly good spacecraft sent to a museum. On March 18, several leading Air Force generals along with Korolev met
with Secretary of the Central Committee for Defense and Space Frol R. Kozlov. On the question
of the female mission, Kozlov asked many questions, some pointed (Why is this necessary?)
and some simply ignorant (Who among you is deciding to prepare the women?). It seems that
the combined effort did produce results. On March 21, the Central Committee formally decided
to move ahead with a group flight with one woman and one man, thus quashing any plans for
a double-woman mission. The flight was tentatively set for "no earlier than" August 1963.
OKB- I also received formal approval to manufacture four additional Vostok spacecraft by the end
of 1963) 8Thus, a whole seven months following the Nikolayev-Popovich flight, the Soviet leadership finally committed itself to the next Soviet piloted space mission.
There was some adjustment to this plan when Korolev's engineers discovered that the
design lifetime of both the slated spacecraft was to expire in May-June 1963, well before the
August deadline. Korolev had asked his men to explore the possibility of extending "the shelf
life" of the vehicles, but he was informed that this would not be possible. Thus, OKB-I was
put in a bind: either launch the two spacecraft byJune 15 or throw them out. The revised plan
was passed up to the Military-lndustrial Commission and the Central Committee. The latter, on
April 29, formally approved carrying out the group flight earlier, in May-June of 1963. The first
spaceship would carry a man into orbit for a full eight days, while the second would carry the
first woman into space for two to three days.
Cosmonauts Bykovskiy, Khrunov, Leonov, and Volynov were the four candidates for the
male seat. Of the four, Bykovskiy and Volynov had been sporadically training for the possibility of such a mission since September 1962, but dedicated preparation for the joint flight did
not begin until mid-April 1963, just two months before the planned launch. Such an unusually short preparation period, impossible in the case of NASA astronauts, was possible in the
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40. lbid, p. 261: Hendrickx, "The Kamanin Diaries 1960 1963."
41. The Academy of Sciences document has been published as M V Keldysh, "On A Program of
Observation in the Launches of the 'Vostok Spaceship" (English title), in Avduyevskiy and Eneyev, eds., M V
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instrument in the Vostok capsule.
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42. Col. M Rebrov."Where the Cranes Fly" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, September 19, 1987,pp. 3-4:
Yu. ,q. Mozzhorin, "The Central Scientific-Research Institute of Machine Building--The Main Center in the Soviet
Rocket-SpaceIndustry" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 60 (1990): 20 40: Yu g. Mozzhorin, el al,
eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I (Moscow: MAI, 1992), p 168.
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On May 27, the members of the State Commission flew into Tyura-Tam to oversee the
launch preparations for the two 8K72K boosters and their respective payloads. Various chief
designers identified a number of significant failures during a meeting on May 3 I, including problems with communications
and TV systems, which prompted some heated exchanges. Tyulin
delayed the launches to June 7-10 to eliminate all the anomalies. The cosmonauts,
primary
members Bykovskiy and Tereshkova. as well as backups Votynov, Solovyeva, and Ponomareva,
arrived from Moscow the following day with about thirty other prominent space program leaders. The complete State Commission for Vostok assembled on the morning of June 4 to discuss
and finalize preparations for the historic missions. All systems were declared ready for launch,
although the possibility of launching on June 7 was put in doubt by the chance of high winds
at the launch site. ¢q "ceremonial" version of the State Commission meeting was later held for
the benefit of a small group of Soviet journalists who were flown into Tyura-Tam. Kamanin officially nominated Bykovskiy for the eight-day flight of the first spacecraft, Vostok 5. His backup
would be Volynov. Cosmonaut Tereshkova was nominated for the second mission, which would
last between one and three days, based on the state of the cosmonaut and her spacecraft,
Vostok 6. Solovyeva and Ponomareva would serve as backups for Tereshkova.4_
Once again, so as to fool the Western tracking stations that would monitor voice communications, the State Commission drew up a short list of coded messages the cosmonauts
could send to the ground. "Feeling excellent, the ship's equipment is working excellently"
would imply that there were no problems and that flight should continue. In place of "Feeling
excellent," "Feeling well" would indicate that the cosmonaut had doubts about being able to
fulfill the flight: "Feeling satisfactory" would mean that the flight had to be terminated immediately. The launch, set for June 8, had to be delayed by three to four days when a major problem with the remote radio command system arose. This and other malfunctions in the guidance
and communications systems were the subject of a long State Commission meeting on June 7,
during which the institute chief responsible for the offending radio system, Chief Designer
l_rmen S. Mnatsakanyan of NII-648, explained that the failure in the system had occurred
because of a single failed triode, a product of poor workmanship at the production plant? _The
first launch with Bykovskiy was rescheduled for June I I. Tereshkova would follow into orbit two
days later. ¢qn alternate variant was for Tereshkova to launch into space five days after
Bykovskiy. Thus, the two could return to Earth together after Bykovskiy's eight days in space.
The delay proved to be only the first of many. On the night of June I0, P,cademy of Sciences
President Keldysh, back in Moscow, sent a message to the State Commission in Tyura-Tam that
solar activiW had sharply increased, significantly raising radiation levels in the upper atmosphere.
The commission decided to postpone the launch again. On the night of June I I, the solar activity issue was discussed in depth: a solar storm had evidently broken out on June 8 and was
expected to last between five and perhaps up to eight days. Astronomers predicted a possible
peak the very next day. The launch was postponed again to June 14-I 5 at the earliest.
Continually delaying the flight contributed to increased tensions at the launch site. Korolev
had been seriously ill in recent weeks. He had a fever for several days and was diagnosed with
inflamed lungs. He looked "pale and wane" to everyone, his voice hoarse from talking. °_The
stress on not only Korolev but also the other chief designers reached a breaking point on
June 14, the day of the launch. At a last-minute, early-morning meeting of the State
Commission, the members recommended a launch at 0900 hours Moscow Time, based on
reduced solar activity. Trouble began soon after Bykovskiy arrived at the pad and was helped

45. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos:1960-1963.pp. 268,274,276-78.
46. Ibid.,p. 282.
47 PavelPopovichandAlexanderNemov,"GalacticSecrets/'in V. Mitroshenkov,ed., Pioneersof Space
(Moscow:Progress
Publishers,1989),p. 206.
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Time.

days

orbit.

During

and his own

ed the manual

about eight

ten-day

originally

his first two
Vostok

planned.

days,

missions,

and conducting

system,

finding

systems.

lifted

orbital

The orbit

achieved

predicted

moving

Bykovskiy

of ground

away from

During

that the pressure in the nitrogen

the

was also

him after orbital
exchange

inser-

of messages,
flight

and reporting

Earth observations.

decay.

controllers,

Bykovskiy

carried out the usual
checking

by

for the

not be able to stay in

insertion.

on a then-standard

in his

performance

lifetime

would

To the joy

including

off

parameters

days in space prior to natural

it was clear that Bykovskiy

spoke to Bykovskiy,

health

orientation

F. Bykovskiy
His initial

to the equator.

of the standard

the upper stage of the 8K72K booster

over the previous

parameters

Major
Moscow

came back on line soon after orbital

tion. Soviet leader Khrushchev
on the fourth

was given

In

the launch-

to on-board

because of the less-than-nominal

Instead

safety margins,

transmitters

able to observe

58 seconds
evidently

the entire

of panic.

Although

switched

to

and fell to the wayside. _

at 64.96 degrees inclination

lower than anticipated,

seemed

and Strategic

in a moment

to launch.

this

had not disengaged

Voskresenskiy,

at each other
decided

supply, power had evidently

at 1458 hours,

launch

to
the

in his capsule through

that the booster
Korolev,

finaltwo

to go with

sources that fed the rocket during

looked

of the drama,

To maintain
orbit

Kirillov

tore off its sockets

174.7 by 222.1 kilometers

the third

power

they unanimously

into the ground

5 spacecraft

was slightly
other

chief

remaining,

decided

the hopes for a successful
bunker

deputies

a new one within

and Ryazanskiy,

away to launch,

the cable simply

Unaware
Vostok

to liftoff,

in the ground

ticking

operations

of seconds

At ignition,

down

itself to the external
the seconds

Forces launch

the handful

clocked

by indications

have to be unfu-

the lifetime of the two Vostok spacecraft
had hours to make a decision that could

plan. State Commission
Chairman Tyulin opted to keep Bykovskiy
period as the repairs dragged on to a full six hours. _
be abruptly

for later

would

the offending

with

have to be postponed
opportunities

the 8K72K booster

space program for another

his engineers

would

the landing

program

on spacecraft

one orbit,
bottles

he test-

had reduced

to ten atmospheres
pressure. Because at least five atmospheres
was required in case of manual orienting for reentry, Bykovskiy put the spacecraft in a thermal roll mode at one revolution
per eight minutes.

Later on his eighteenth

and floated about

in the relatively

an endless stream of video
Through
gram,

Bykovskiy

the Moon.
he found
noting

the first two

of Bykovskiy's

the growth

he removed

used a special movie

himself

capsule. TV transmissions

from his restraining
continued

as part of his Earth observations

camera to take black-and-white
one of the film cartridges

cassette to be empty of film!
of peas and observing

straps

to send down

antics. _

days he spent alone in orbit,

and Earth. Unfortunately,
another

orbit,

spacious

remained

One of the few scientific

the behavior

of liquids

pictures

pro-

of the horizon,

stuck in his camera:
experiments

in microgravity.

included

The rest of his

52. Skopinskiy, "State Acceptance of the Space Program": Kamanin, Skryt(y kosmos: 1960-1963, p. 289:
Lt Gen. Georgy t_leksandrovich Tyulin, "Task For the Future: Notes of the State Commission Chairman" (English
title). Krasnaya zuezda, April 3. 1988, p. 4
53
Golovanov, Koroteu, p. 699.
54
Riabchikov. Russiansin Space. pp 200-01: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos 1960 1963, p. 298.
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between

research
or
observation.

The former program included modest calisthenics
and
noting

the

vision

change

in orbit

binoculars
found

of

with
(which

difficult

part of the
Bykovskiy

he

to use).

tqs

latter program,
used
optical

instruments

with

special

light filters to observe
and

his

special

Sun's

corona

Earth

Here are three women cosmonauts at Tyura-Tam prior to the launch of
Vostok 6 Left to right are Valentina Ponomareva, backup Irina 5olovyeva,
and prime crewmember Valentina Tereshkova Behind the women are State
Commission Chairman Georgiy Tyulin (left) and Strategic Missile Farces
Commander-m-Chief Sergey Biryuzov. (files of Ytsi[ Siddiqi)

(which

he was unable to see). gs
with

the

missions,

previous

Vostok

a large

comple-

ment of biological
mens accompanied

speciBykovskiy:

and sperm, drosophila
As Bykovskiy
preparing

finished

the following

Moscow
involved
ground

support

Tereshkova,
first

functions.

officer.

for the

prelaunch

On the day of the launch,

preparations

twenty-six,

6 spacecraft.

were

Within

in space.

64.95-degree

inclination

minutes,

Her initial

Tyulin
only

to the equator.

parameters

were

of Vostok

from

that she

Sotovyeva

was

of

Moscow

a message

announce
and

Ponomareva

was

group

consigned

were
to

arrived at the pad in the late

members of the State Commission.

52 seconds

The orbit

Tereshkova

uneventful.

she had successfully

orbital

had received

Tereshkova

more

Tereshkova

of the technical

TtqSS would

trainee

and other
far

lifted off at 1229 hours,

woman

time,
third

cells, frog ova

was set for 1230 hours

communique,

By this

mission:

meeting

launch

Chairman

launch

and was greeted by Korolev, Tyulin,

the

Vostok

preparing

15, a final

Tereshkova's

that in Tereshkova's

and not a military

and fibroblast

algae, and bacteria? _

day in space, back on the ground,

Late on June

day. Earlier, Commission

in actually

morning
time,

of fame.

had taken place:

announcing

was a civilian

cancer cells, amnion

plants, air dried seeds, chlorella

up his second

for her moment

the State Commission
Time

these included

insects,

Jr.

Lieutenant

Moscow
entered
180.9

Time on June
orbit,

This

Valentina

thus becoming

by 231.1

kilometers

6 was in an orbital

V.

16 in her
the
at a

plane about

thirty degrees apart from that of Vostok 5, in contrast to the Vostok 3/4 combination
when the
second vehicle had been launched
as the first was directly over Tyura-Tam. Because of the
slightly

different

few minutes

Throughout
flight

mission

profile,

the two

new vehicles

only

approached

each other

twice

for a

of rhetoric

linking

the

every orbit? _
the world,

to the inevitable

Soviet news services

progress of socialism.

poured

While

forth a plethora

there were some Westerners

who

correct-

ly identified
the flight as an exercise in pure propaganda,
most were further cowed by the
breadth and ambition of the Soviet space program. As Kamanin had predicted two years before,
the flight was a brilliant political success all over the world.
Vostok 5 and Vostok 6 flew closest to each other immediately
passed each other

at a range of about

five kilometers.

Bykovskiy

after launch,

later reported

when

they

that he had not

55. Wukelic, ed, Handbook of Soviet Space Science Research, pp. 346 48: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos:
1960 I963. pp. 298-99.
56. PhillipJ. Klass,"Vostok 5 May Have SeparatedToo Early," Aviation Week&SpaceTechnology. June
24, 1963, pp. 34-35.
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spotted

Vostok

6, while

she did, however,
communications
was showing

Tereshkova

view the third
contact

with

thought

each other

live shots of Tereshkova

suffered

from the same affliction

reported

that she:

she might have glimpsed

stage of the booster

by 1300 hours, and within

o/ ending

Tereshkoua

(that

Commission
would

was

that

Bykovskiy's

Unless

flight

The Soviets

had

during

Commission
orbit

record,
looking

with
out

"everything

decided

of

the

on landing

the longest

forty-fifth

it seems that

reentry, Tereshkova
ordered Gagarin,

and

assured

the program

of his

the State

called

for"

and

On

last the complete

the

coming

would

manual

she had attempted
would
Titov,

Nikolayev,

successfully

on June
when

orientation

would
world

State

return on
endurance
contin-

18 showed

her tired and

Tereshkova

failed to per-

of her spacecraft.
control

because

the

the

of the time. s°Tereshkova

on the ground

on manual

18

back on her forty-

set an absolute

to use the attitude

have to orient

orbit.

days. Both

the two vehi-

of June

Bykovskiy

Tereshkova

were very disappointed

anxiety

between

day, with

space mission

to cur-

the last communications

morning

but TV transmissions

much

three

for both cosmonauts:

day. The former

decided

lower-than-nominal

the day: communications

LI.S. piloted

to Tereshkova

orbit, Tereshkova

would

mission.

times

controllers

to do so. This caused

Kamanin

the

it over with

of the State Commission

flight

through

that she felt excellent,

send up instructions

group

at the end of his fifth

a Little weak. Ground

failed during

that

talked

later

said that she already

data),

in the first part of the day, apparently

one of the major goals of her mission:

unable

was euen discussing
[Tyulin]

not be interrupted,

the telemetry

Tereshkova's

at the end of her third

that are unclear,

The commission

to five to six days because

remainder

orbit

far surpassing

ued to report
form

only

finally

his eighty-second
ninth

down

feeling excellent

the

years before.

ahead o/ schedule.

of June 17, the technical

reported

two

as we were taught. ,,_7

mission

cles were maintained
two

orbits.

that the flight

carry

there was an emergency,

cosmonauts

TV

marred Titov's

verified

she would

do "everything

On the morning
tail

later

established

hours, Moscow

may have briefly

o/Vostok-6

by radio. She asked

/elt better

three

It seems that Tereshkova

that

the [light

5. Like Bykovskiy,

in her capsule.

was not feeling so well on the first/ew
possibility

Vostok

rocket. The two cosmonauts

For reasons

system

but was

if the automatic

system

the ship manually.

and OKB-I
orientation.

Department

Chief Raushenbakh

On the morning

carried out a twenty-minute

to

of June 19, on her

experiment

in manual

ori-

entation, keeping her vehicle in the correct attitude for reentry for a full fifteen minutes. Korolev
and the other members of the State Commission
were somewhat reassured by her performance,
mitigating

concern

try. 59Bykovskiy
Khabarovsk
knock."_'

that

she might

raised somewhat

ground
This report

station

not be able to orient

the craft

of a scare a day earlier when

manually

on short wave that "At 9 hours .5 minutes

was immediately

passed on to Korolev

if needed for reen-

he transmitted

a message to the

there was the first space

and Tyulin,

and there was lively

57
Skopinskiy. "State Acceptance of the Space Program." p. 76.
58
This was L. Gordon Cooper's Mercury Atlas 9 mission in May 1963, which had lasted one day, ten
hours, and twenty minutes.
59
There is still some confusion about Tereshkova'smanual orientation exercisesin orbit. Some otherwise
reliable sources suggest that she never completed any of these tests. SeeGolovanov. Korolev. pp. 700-01: B. Ye.
Chertok. Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni khotodnoy voyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1997), pp. 235-38. On the
other hand. N P Kamanin, in his personat diaries from the time of the mission, suggests otherwise. SeeKamanin,
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60. Chertok. Rakety i lyudL p. 236: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1960-1963, p. 295: Gatland. Manned
5pacecra/t pp 122-23.
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speculation on everything from meteor strikes to extraterrestrials. Soon, when ground control
directly asked Bykovskiy about the incident, he replied that what he had said was that "there
had been the first space stool," the Russian word for "stool" (stul) being mistaken for the word
for "knock .... (stuk). Either way, it was a historic moment because it was the first time a human
had had a bowel movement in space, another dubious first for the Soviet space program.
The postflight reports by both cosmonauts were illuminating. Bykovskiy commented that
he excitedly looked forward to the scheduled periods when he would float unstrapped inside
his ship (which he did on the eighteenth, thirty-fourth, fiftieth, and sixty-sixth orbits). On one
occasion, he floated for an entire orbit, although he found it difficult to orient himself when his
eyes were closed. He also had some comments about instrument placement inside the Vostok
cabin, suggesting that although the switches were accessible, the indicators were hard to read.
In addition, the food rations were placed in a difficult position to access, and the medicine cabinet was simply too far to reach without unfastening himself. His helmet also apparently
weighed him down. Problems with the waste management system also cropped up during the
last portion of his time in space. Despite these minor inconveniences, he claimed that he felt
excellent throughout the mission.
Tereshkova was more candid in her postflight report:
I took movie films of cities, clouds, and the Moon...
removing the film [from the camera] was very difficult. I didn't conduct any biological experiments--I
was not able to
reach the objects, The dosimeter remained at zero. The sanitary napkins moistened very
poorly and were too small. It's necessary to have something to clean teeth. I carried out
observations
with light-filters. The horizon was luminous over the poles. Over South
America I observed a storm, At night the cities were defined very sharply. The Moon
illuminated the Earth and the clouds very beautifully. It was difficult to determine the
constellations. I didn't observe the solar coronaY
She was very forthright about the conditions in the vehicle and the difficulties she had faced:
On the first day I didn't [.eel the spacesuit. On the second day there was a nagging pain
on my right knee and by the third day it had begun to worry me. The helmet bothered
me pressing against my shoulder...
[it also] pressed against my left ear The sensor belt
[around my head] did not disturb me. [However] the sensors themselves gave me itches
and headaches? 2
These experiences were more than likely a comment about the poor level of comfort afforded by the Vostok spacesuit than any bad experiences on Tereshkova's part. Throughout
her
reports from orbit and in her postflight report, she emphasized that she had felt well during her
mission:
Weightlessness did not arouse any unpleasant sensations ....
The bread was dry and
so I didn't eat it. The juice and the cutlet were pleasing. I threw up once but this was
due to the food. and not to any vestibular disorder? _

61.
62.
63.

Kamanin,Skrytiy kosmos: 1960-1963, p. 300.
Ibid., pp 300-01
Ibid., p 301.
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The order for firing the reentry
Moscow

Time

on June

because Tereshkova

had not

fact, for some inexplicable
the retrofiring

without

helmet,

further

620 kilometers

northeast

more eventful.

As with

modules.

the reentry,

She safely ejected

she was parachuting

and Titov,

descent apparatus
four-day,

from

her capsule
of the

on the nose# 4 She touched
mission

Bykovskiy's

compartment

failed

has been the subject

stories suggesting

required and did not conduct
given all the remaining

pletely contrary

to mission

mission

about

of much speculation

she was completely

any medical experiments.

led by Yazdovskiy

became defensive,

claiming

for many

sick when she landed/'_'

mental

and physical

jumped

to attribute

state during

eventually

the mission,

ond and forty-second

orbits, had vomited,

All of this eventually

reached Korolev's

speak one-on-one

about her flight.

ly displeased

her performance.

with

ing the Tereshkova
Korolev said: 'Ill
more extreme:

flight.

for doctors

that her flight..,

should

Part of this hostility
dards by which
completely
unable

performance

on her part, Tereshkova

wrote up a hypercritical
stating

Kamanin

wrote

on the thirty-sec-

and had "weak cardiac activity."

later: "1 remember
and when
Korolev's

have discredited

was clear-

Tereshkova

finally

dur-

landed,

First Deputy Mishin was even
stability.

It would

seem

Khrushchev."_

Tereshkova
physicians,

was clearly
and military

than for the men. Titov, who

to do many of the tasks assigned

on July II to

but Korolev

well all our troubles

out to be at the edge of psychological

Unlike Tereshkova,

she had suffered from
report on Tereshkova's

that she had felt poorly

with broads again...'."_

that she

her three days in space.

they spoke about is not known,

toward

pariah after his flighL

a pitiful

to verify her assertion

ears, and he invited the young cosmonaut

What

turned

control
she had

during

had a poor appetite,

all the engineers,

different

6 spaceship

There were many disruptions,

ever get involved

"Tereshkova

After touchdown,

that she had felt well during the flight, although

fatigue and lack of sleep. Yazdovskiy

three

food in her capsule to the villagers who greeted her, com-

rules. This made it difficult

had eaten 60 percent of the food aboard the Vostok
As physicians

later

him too much.

away. _

her mission

also apparently

was

to separate on
He recalled

seems not have perturbed
six-minute

about

reentry

There were clearly two factors that played against her: she was unable to test the attitude
system when

In
on

at the upper line of

fifty-minute

twenty-three-hour,

system.

not reporting

prior to reentry into the atmosphere.

but the problem

40 seconds

near Moscow

in violation

canopy

in Kazakhstan.

his instrument

and 800 kilometers

years, with the more sensationalist

down,

twenty-two-hour,

of Karaganda

hours,

at NIl-4

of the solar orientation

silent throughout

up to the side of the parachute

of the town

health during

center

a piece of metal hit her straight

He landed after a record-breaking
Tereshkova's

but while

was "disorderly,"

hours after Tereshkova

control

on the proper work

after a two-day,

Gagarin

time from the spherical
that the separation

when

incident

6 was sent at 0939

at the

of her spacecraft

altitude,

she had looked

the pressure suit's
down

reported

or the separation

procedures,

on Vostok

was high

reason, she remained

at six and a half kilometers
training

engine

19. Tension

because she was a woman.
officers

had suffered

to him during

judged

severe motion

his mission,

The stan-

her performance

were

sickness and was

was never considered

he was recycled into other space projects,

a

and neither

64. Tyulim "Task Forthe Future": Riabchikov. Russians in Space, pp. 204-05.
65. The times given are [or the landing of the cosmonaut in his or her parachute The mission durations for
the descent apparatus of the two vehicles were: four days, twenty-two hours, fifty six minutes_and [orty one sec
onds (for Vostok 5) and two days, twenty-two hours, forty minutes, and forty-eight seconds (for Vostok 6). See
Glushko. Kosmonavtika entsiktopediya, p. 66.
6& See, for example. Leonid Vladimirov, The Russian Space Btu[[ (New York: The Dial Press, i973), pp.
114-15
67
L N Kamanin. "In the Future His Name Will ProbablyBe.." (English title), Ogonek 7 (February9 16,
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68
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he had failed their

trust

in him. Thus,

of the Soviet space propaganda

machine.

mission

in space longer than all the six Mercury

tainly

was that she had flown
a fantastic

while

Tereshkova's

success, it was also by no means the complete
failure as that seen
At the time, of course, all this was talked about behind the curtain

achievement

One of the most

considering

the

publicized

political

aspects of Tereshkova's
flights

dimension

of

combined,

the

"space

cerrace,"

Bykovskiy, for his part, had also claimed
a total distance of 3,325,957
kilometers

a new victory for the Soviet space program. Traveling
during his flight, he had set an absolute world dura-

tion record, For a single-crew
after his mission.

it is a record that

spaceship,

At the time that Bykovskiy
plans for subsequent
the program
complex

and Tereshkova

missions

and instead

in the Vostok

concentrate
projects.

perhaps

the most historically

important

despite

growing

space,

conduct

the first daylong

space mission

The publicity
sational public

afforded

elor," Vostok 3 pilot
a public

Karpov

Tereshkova

Under

the

to Tereshkova's

historic

exercise,

and Tereshkova

lowing the
Khrushchev,

mission

Tereshkova's

perhaps
This

most accounts

and wiley

from

conduct

into

the longest
show

by many.

Eye

to the "most

have cynically
been

eligible

suggested

by Cosmonaut

have indeed

1963,

was capped off by an even more sen-

wedding

engineered

may

Training

true.

Center

Although

the time suggest

Russian bachthat their union

that the two

In the first state-hosted

were married to each other on November

wedding

Director

Nikolayev

and

were hardly

Regardless of their own feelings on the matter,

for marriage began to take a life of their own.
Nikolayev

Public

1961 and

It was a stunning

Cosmonauts

Kamanin.

to be husband

into orbit.

had been dismissed

were good friends,

close enough

first woman

Nikolayev. A few Russian historians

boss

I K Soyuz
the last in

the first human

flight,"

capacity

extravaganza:

relations

or his

the world's

7K-9K-I

Between

to launch

carry out the first "group

whose technological

relations

space project.

had managed

years

keen to discontinue

in June 1963 were thus effectively

Soviet piloted

the Soviets

thirty-five

there were no approved

was probably

on flying the more advanced

The flights

flight,

to date, and launch

of form for a nation

was

bickering,

today,

their flights,

series, Korolev

resources

and the N I booster
political

completed

still stands

the plans

in Soviet history,

3, 1963, just four months

fol-

latter's spaceflight.
Attendees
included all the top leaders of the space program:
Malinovskiy, Biryuzov, Smimov, Keldysh_ Rudenko, Serbin, and others. In what must

be considered

the rarest of opportunities,

both Korolev

and Glushko

were allowed

to attend this

most public of ceremonies at the Government
Reception House. The names of neither were, of
course, announced, nor were they allowed to sit close to Khrushchev or Tereshkova. Western correspondents

who were also invited evidently

"chief designers"

Times correspondent
Reports

in Moscow's

Western

in these jobs remain

have been pointing

to two

69.

R Korolyov.

sources.

informal

conversation

Within

academicians.

a mechanical

The leading

figures

that the

a week, a New York

report:

community

last week

have mentioned

as likely key figures in the Soviet space program./qlthough

of the top scientists

official

through

were in attendance.

was able to file the following

circulating

rocket pioneers

and Sergei

discovered

of the Soviet space program

an official

secret, a number

Valentin

engineer.
in the Soviet

R _lushko,

These
space

reports
effort

of unofficial

a combustion

cannot
have

two

the identities
reports
engineer.

be confirmed
been cloaked

from
behind

Golovanov. Korolev, pp. 703-04
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such

designations

as Chief Designer

the Soviet press with
With
nations

capitalized

the identification
of the enigmatic

even U.S. intelligence

of Korolev

services

itself. As late as April

space effort
under

was directed

the Astronomy

question

hero worship.

Behind

Rafikov

A much more serious
after dinner

an altercation

with

at the Cosmonaut
three,

officers
Training

and the latter

Although

Anikeyev

But
who

the pro-

that the Soviet

for their participa-

in space were the most

visible

system

as fallible

that

They

approaching

as any other

team on March

men and
24,

in Moscow

he be reinstated

1962,
restau-

into the team after
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Fighting in the Military
Supervision over biological research in the space program was only one facet of the control
that the Air Force relinquished during this period. As the space program gained strength in the
early t960s, there was a vigorous battle within different armed services within the Ministry of
Defense to gain operational control over the space program• The so-called "artillerymen" had
inherited the role of primary clients of the ballistic missile program in 1946, consolidating their
position through the 1950s with the strong arm of the late Marshal Nedelin. Their position was
entrenched in 1959 with tiqe formation of the Strategic Missile Forces, which through its Chief
Directorate of Reactive Armaments served as the primary financiers of all missile weapons• With
the emergence of the space program, the Strategic Missile Forceswidened their agenda to the new
area, forming new departments within the Chief Directorate dedicated to space• Key Strategic
Missile Forcespersonnel were also sprinkled throughout the space industry at various levels, influencing every aspect of the space program, including such key programs as the N I and Soyuz.
The early 1960s proved a difficult time for the Soviet military as a whole. As the famous
Soviet physicist Andrey D. Sakharov later wrote, "Khrushchev appeared anxious to limit the
resources invested in military technology and [wanted to] concentrate on the most effective
programs. "7_These attempts to "curb military expenditures and to demilitarize the economy
•.. provoked resistance in the armed forces•" The one service that benefited from the restructuring was the Strategic Missile Forces, which threw all their resources into the development of
new ICBMs. Space as a component of military policy was only barely emerging at the time, and
the Strategic Missile Forceswere remarkably uninterested in the piloted space program, seeing
the Vostok, Soyuz, and N I projects as a colossal waste of money• These programs were funded and supported only grudgingly by the two Strategic Missile Forces Commanders-in-Chief
during the 1960-63 period: Marshals Kirill S. Moskalenko and Sergey S. Biryuzov. Their opinions were bolstered significantly by USSR Minister of Defense Rodion Ya. Malinovskiy and his
Deputy Andrey g. Grechko, both of whom on more than one occasion took the opportunity to
rail at the "uselessness" of the piloted space program.
The Air Force stepped in and tried to take advantage of this vacuum• Through the early
1960s, it vigorously attempted to establish for itself what it saw as its rightful position as the
leader of Soviet piloted cosmonautics. All its proposals were aimed at the use of cosmonauts for
military purposes--ideas that were discussed at a number of conferences dedicated solely to the
military applications of pi!9ted spaceflight• Although Air Force leaders such as Commander-inChief Marshal Vershinin supported Chelomey's Kosmoplan-Raketoplan approach, they were also
of the opinion that immediate goals could be achieved by modifying the Vostok spacecraft•
Korolev was in a difficult position over this conflict. Until t960, OKB-I had almost no contact
with the Air Force•Through the development of various ballistic missiles in the 1940s and 1950s,
it had been the artillerymen who had worked closely with Korolev's engineers• They had developed close relationships, and among Korolev's engineers at least, there was a definite allegiance
with the Strategic Missile Forces stemming from these long friendships. But it was the Air Force
pushing piloted human spaceflight, while the Strategic Missile Forces were remarkably uninterested in spaceflight in general. Korolev clearly had to negotiate the matter delicately because he
did not want to alienate either side. On several occasions in 1962-63, he promised the Air Force
that he would convince Malinovskiy and even Khrushchev on the need to have the Air Force
fully take over the Vostok program. At the same time, he continued to promise the Strategic
Missile Forcesthat he could produce better ICBMs for them. s°
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The core of gir Force proposals, beginning in late 1961, addressed the issueof ordering the
construction of ten Vostok spacecraft specifically to fly military missions. In September 1962,
cosmonauts Nikolayev and Popovich, fresh off their joint flight during the summer, were asked
to report to the scientific-technical council of the Ministry of Defense's General Staff on the
possible uses of the Vostok spacecraft for military purposes. Issues such as reconnaissance,
interception, and attack--that is, those things analogous to maneuvers of a fighter aircraft-were on the agenda. The cosmonauts suggested that while the Vostok spacecraft could be used
for piloted reconnaissance, newer vehicles would be needed for interception and attack. But Air
Force leaders such as Vershinin had to ultimately clear their proposals with Malinovskiy,
Grechko, and General Staff Chief Marshal Matvey V. Zakharov, and none seemed to have any
inkling to pursue the idea. Lt. General Kamanin recalled:
After an hour...
I was once again convinced of the utter callousness of our military
leadership. Grechko, and then Malinovskiy twice refused to order the "Vostoks." The
General Staff's [Scientific-Technical Committee] and Zakharov. altered our document,
asking the Minister to order 4 "Vostoks. " Malinovskiy refused, declaring literally the following: "The _/ostok' ship does not have any military importance, and we will not
accept it into armaments or order it.... "_
Somewhat dramatically, Kamanin added:
History repeats itself." exactly 50 years ago, the Tsar generals evaluated the military
applications
of aircraft in the same exemplary fashion. Malinovskiy. Grechko, and
Zakharov let pass the possibility for the creation of the first military space power...._2
As was customary in the Soviet space program, this was not the final word on the issue.
It seems that Marshal Zakharov had a change of heart, and on November 9, 1962, the lqir Force
finally issued a proposal on new Vostok missions in support of the Air Force. These were to
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Ordering ten new Vostok spacecraft
Equipping the Vostok for military applications, such as reconnaissance, interception, and attack
Carrying out two military missions in 1963, one with a man irj orbit for eleven to twelve
days and another with a dog for thirty days
Launching ships with dogs to extremely high orbits
Carrying out special experiments, including landing by manual orientation, landing within
the ship, depressurization of the ship in space, and so on _

The persistent lobbying by highly placed P,ir Force representatives ' eventually produced a
compromise result. On February 8, 1963, the Military-Industrial Commission issued a formal
decree (no. 24), signed by its Chairman Ustinov, calling for future Vostok missions for biomedical research. As part of this plan, four Vostok spacecraft, dowr_ from the ten requested by
the gir Force, would be constructed by OKB-I within the first half of 1963. Ustinov also called
for a formal report in two weeks' time on the possibility of augmenting the fairly rudimentary
capabilities of the Vostok spacecraft. In a month's time, all the major players in the space pro-
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gram--the State Committee for Defense Technology, the Ministry of Defense, and the Academy
of Sciences--were to submit to the Military-Industrial Commission a report on "a program of
work on the mastery of cosmic space with the aid of piloted space objects in the next two
years, which would ensure the absolute primacy of the USSR in this direction. TM A Central
Committee decree the following day, February 9, gave the decision a forceful measureP Fighting
over limited resources, the Chelomey camp, in the person of State Committee for Aviation
Technology Chairman Dementyev, immediately protested the decision, invoking "other important goals"--those
presumably worked on by Chelomey--but
it seems the Air Force had
invested sufficient support into the decree to neutralize the opposition.
The approval of the plan to build four new Vostok spacecraft, supported by both OKB-I and
the Air Force, accelerated the planning for post-woman-flight missions during the t963-64 period. As Air Forceplans stood in February 1963, three of the new vehicles would be used for flights
of single cosmonauts on flights lasting up to six to ten days. The fourth would carry a dog on a
thirty-day mission. All four, Vostoks 7, 8, 9, and t0, would be equipped with experiments supplied by the Air Force.Korolev addressed the salient points of this plan in a report to the Central
Committee on March 21 as part of a larger discussion on the future of the Soviet piloted space
program. Knowing full well that he would find no allies within the Strategic Missile Forces,
Korolev tried to rush headlong into an alliance with the Air Forceby suggesting that all functions
related to the preparation and accomplishment of Vostok flights be transferred to the Air Force.
The Air Force's insistence on assuming a lead role in the piloted space program came at a
time when the Soviet space program finally began to assume an independent character,While
the Strategic Missile Forcesmay not have been particularly interested in financing human space
projects, they were not exactly amenable to giving up control over space program operations
inherited by default in the late 1950s. The question of who controls space program operations-that
is, launches, command, control, communications, military space forces, and most
importantly finances--was an issue that pit the Air Force and the Strategic Missile Forces in a
vicious interservice battle within the Ministry of Defense during 1963-64. At risk lay the future
of Korolev's grand vision of Soviet human exploration: the Strategic Missile Forces would halfheartedly support it and in most cases oppose it, while the Air Force could be counted on to
give its full support.
On March 28, 1963, Marshal Biryuzov, the new chief of the USSR Ministry of Defense
General Staff, signed a decree (no. 216888) calling for the formation of a commission to discuss the military future of the 3KA variant of the Vostok spacecraft, implicitly addressing the
issue of control between the Strategic Missile Forces and the Air Force. The odds were heavily
stacked against the Air Force: of the eight members, only one person was from the lqir Force
(Marshal Vershinin), while the rest were from the Strategic Missile Forces. Vershinin immediately proposed Air Forcecontrol over "orders, adoption, launch, and control," and just as quickly, the Strategic Missile Forces rejected it. Through the following months, the two services
continued to fight the matter out. Korolev visibly threw his full support behind the Air Force
and may have tried to influence high military officers. At one point in late 1963, Biryuzov and
new Strategic Missile Forces Commander-in-Chief Marshal Nikolay I. Krylov seemed to have
considered handing control over to the Air Force. This brief interlude was temporary. In
December 1963, the Ministry of Defense General Staff tabled a final proposal for the formation
of a "directorate" within the Ministry of Defense that would unite the various agencies in the
military engaged in space activities, with the exception of cosmonaut training and the search
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agenda was "modernization

space systems."_7

basis of

space operations

space program7 _ The first commander

prominent

whose

all assets created for the Soviet space program--that

in March

oversaw

1964, the

of Reactive Armaments

had to be approved

Space Armament
which

on the

TsUKOS

of the Strategic
for almost

remain with the Air Force, _ It seems that

new space complexes,

of multi-goal

Directorate

1960, had been overseeing
zation

and the creation

activities

established

Forces's Chief

would

In October

of Space Assets (TsUKOS),

[space complexes]

the constantly
Missile

the idea, but in vain.

missions
for piloted

during

1963-64.

spaceflight

the use of the 7K-9K-I

order

funds to build

These

four vehicles

in the near future.

I K Soyuz complex,

For the

whose

pri-

86. Ibid. pp. 245-46,398.
87
Yu. P Maksimov. ed.. Roketnyye uoyska slrategieheskogo naznacheniya (Moscow: RVSN, 1992), p. 49:
I D Sergeyev, ed., Khronika osnovnykh sobytiy istorii raketnykh voysk strategicheskogo nazrracheniya (Moscow:
TslPK, 1994), p. 17 N. P.Kamanin in his diariessuggests that Marshall S. S Biryuzov and ,q. A. Grechkowere strong
supporters ot putting TsCIKOSunder the control of the Air Force.Apparently, a commission createdby Biryuzov in
1964 had come to this conclusion. Kamanin implies that after Biryuzov's death in October 1964 in an air crash,
pro Strategic Missile Forcesofficers used the opportunity to put TsUKOS under the Strategic Missile Forces.See
N P. Kamanin. 5krytiy kosmos kmga u_oraya, I964-1966gg (Moscow: Infortekst IF, 1997). pp. 113,247
88
V V Favorskiy and I. V. Meshcheryakov, eds, Voyenno-kosmieheskiye sity (uoyenno-istorieheskiy trud):
kniga I. kosmonautika i uooruzhennyye sdy (Moscow: Sankt Peterburgskoy tipografii no I VO Nauka, 1997). pp
10t. II2.
89
Ibid, p. II 2: Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p.. 603. Kerimov's first deputy was
V I Shcheulov. His two other deputies were A. A Maksimov (also chief of the Center [or Leading the Development
and Production of SpaceArmament Assets) and A G. Karas (also chief o[ the Center of the Command-Measurement
Complex).
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mary goals were rendezvous
for the Soyuz complex
automated

Soyuz

and docking

in orbit,

were characteristically

mission

heavy to maintain

POLITICS

for May

such an ambitious

leading to circumlunar

far too optimistic.

1963. The work

burden

schedule.

from intensive

Apart

flight.

In August
at OKB-I

was,

of the Zenit-2

lite: the Molniya-I

scientific

Venusian,

and Martian

modifications

probes:

to the Vostok

satellite:

the Elektron

and new launch

booster.

Certainly

vehicles

RT-2 solid-propellant

the

Western

analysts

ballistic

missiles,

to suggest

the largest portion

that OKB-I

of its resources

The general direction

GR-I

1962. In attendance

was overburdened

continued

the Strategic

Missile

system.

space-related

projects.

By far,

programs.

at hand during

for Space Research

designers

While

on the part of

off for missile-related

was the subject

Council

chief

bombardment

with

to be siphoned

Scientific-Technical

were all the major

of Sciences,

orbital

in the early

for the Strategic
the RT-I and

it is a gross miscalculation

of the Soviet space program

ing of the Interdepartmental
Academy

and

may have been in space exploration,

satellunar,

also included

work at OKB-I

of long-range
ballistic missiles
ICBM
and its modifications,

heart

far too

engineers

automated

such as the N I. Work

the most important

plans

reconnaissance

satellite:

1960s was not space but the development
Missile
Forces. These
included
the R-9
Korolev's

however,

work on Vostok,

at the design bureau were also engaged in the development
communications

Korolev's

1962, he set the first

a meet-

on December

as well as representatives

6,

from

Forces, and the Air Force. The council

the

proposed

a

summary
list of goals in the 1963-64
period
for approval
by the Military-Industrial
Commission.
Besides the numerous automated
programs suggested, the council recommended the launch
human

of ten to twelve

Vostoks

and four to six Soyuz spacecraft

space program, d° These issues were discussed

1963, but as a result of the battle
the Vostok

were curtailed:

as poor resource
Korolev

about

After

was simply

the historic

moving

as part of the Soviet

Committee

the Air Force and the Missile

the Soyuz program

management.

was adamant

between

at the Central

full-speed

level in March

Forces, the orders for

delayed by technical

Bykovskiy-Tereshkova

ahead with

problems

mission

the Soyuz

program,

as well

in June t963,
leaving Vostok

to the Air Force. But delays in the former were significant
enough to revise that approach.
Instead, Korolev looked to the Air Force to use its four Vostok vehicles as a stopgap effort to
continue

piloted

exploration

in Earth orbit

Taking a cue from original
for near-term
day flight

Vostok

extended

on flights

Konstantin

variety

1,200 kilometers
the military,

to the future

almost

industry,

all these individuals,

continued

support

90.

the

physiology

the remaining

three Vostoks

huge gathering

five years after its original
could

carry out,

"old"

and various
clearly
Vostok.

design

cognizant
A

rational

of the dog in an
at high altitudes
would

themselves

a wide range of scientific

use of the Vostok

and Pavel V. Tsybin

the Vostok

not clear why
to

in February-March

the

the effects of radiation

at another

1963

1,000 kilometers

would

conception.

be

and military

of space program

spacecraft--a

on

carry

vehicle

OKB-I

lead-

that was

Deputy Chief

presented

reports that there remained

including

flight

for up to ten days with a single cosmonaut.

the defense

a plan in early july

be a ten- to eleven-

to study

to accommodate

were discussed

D. Bushuyev

of tasks that

produced

The first would

in orbit up to ten days each. The spacecraft

1963, dedicated

rapidly nearing obsolescence,
Designers

and to investigate

3KA variant

The new missions

ers on July 26,

of 600 to

be twofold:

Based on the results of the dog flight,

from the original

experiments.

Korolev

four missions.

at an altitude
would

period of weightlessness

single cosmonauts

wide

He proposed

of the mission

a living organism.
modified

missions.

of a dog in Earth orbit

1964. The goals

until the Soyuz came on line.

Air Force conceptions,

a

of 1,000 to

Most of the other speakers--from

bureaus--supported
of the limited
course

to altitudes

this conclusion.

capabilities

of action

would

It is

of the Vostok,
have been

to

Kamanin. Skryti¥ kosmos: 1960-1963. pp. 191-92

381

382

completely
craft--a

abandon
vehicle

the by-then

primitive

that was a significant

spacecraft

qualitative

and focus all resources on the Soyuz space-

leap in space operations.

One of the factors

may have been the delays in the Soyuz project itself and the need to maintain
ed presence
The

in space during

"Soyuz"

ship

will

the interim.
fly

"Vostok."

We have already

Zt program

o[ flight

significantly
carried

out.

no earlier

and

It will be necessary

plishment

of soft-landing,

[systems],

as well

than

military

to install

titled

have

improved

as to [increase]

is fully

breaking

1964 we should

the original

to build

[light

engine,

work

and

can

television

research?'

variant was emphasized

flights

Ship for Experimental

The eight primary

objectives

Research on the Prospective

of the series of missions were:

Extended

•

Flights in orbits with

•

The training

•

Earth and astronomical

•

Scientific

•

Biomedical

•

Manual landing of the descent apparatus, with the goal of achieving a more comfortable

•

The "exit"

following

of cosmonauts

up to

1,000-1,200

in realistic conditions

observations

studies of Earth's upper

kilometers
of spaceflight

as well as communications

experiments

atmosphere

investigations
of a test animal

these goals,

from the ship

engineers

would

return

into open space

modify

the

original

3KA Vostok

spacecraft

in the

ways:

Install a parachute-reactive

•

Expand biomedical
Install

up to ten days

apogees

•
•

be

on the accom-

•

To achieve

the

6-8 more.

and

of scientific

3K,q Vostok

fly

pilotthat:

to I0 days with

acceptable

communications

and capacity

concluded

at the design bureau at the time that resulted in the issuance of a document

of Cosmonautics."_2
piloted

in

with extended

research

long-range

the volume

"On the PossibiliW of Using the 'Vostok'

Problems

therefore

and it's necessary

a reserve

The serious intent of OKB-1 in modifying
by a study completed

1965,

of 1,200 kilometers

scientific

a significant

in his report at the meeting,

built four "Vostoks,"

to altitudes

broadened

Korolev,

equipment

izable special

for the Vykhod

container

•

Add new scientific

•

Add improved

system for landing

on Earth

instrumentation

experiment

guidance

The Air Force drew
included four missions:

("Exit")

experiment,

which

would

include

a depressur-

for an animal
instrumentation

and control systems, communications

up a final

manifest

for Vostok

missions

systems, and optical sensors °'
in December

1963, which

91
Ibid. p. 325.
92. This document, a scientific-technical "certificate," has been reproduced in full in as S. R Korolev, "On
the Possibility of Using the 'Vostok' Ship for Experimental Researchon the ProspectiveProblems of Cosmonautics"
(English title), in M V. Kddysh, ed. Tvorcheskoye naslediye akademika Sergeya Pavlouicha Koroleva: Izbrannyye
trudy i dokumenty (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), pp 457-60.
93
Ibid. Details of the goals and modifications can be found in Asif A. Siddiqi, "Cancelled Missions in the
Voskhod Program," Journal of the British Interplanetary Society 50 (January 1997): 25-32.
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• Vostok
7:aflightofananimal
forthirtydaysintoanorbitof600kilometers
• Vostok
8:aflightofacosmonaut
uptoeightdays
• Vostok
91Vostok
I0:agroupflightoftwocosmonauts
uptotendays
9°
Tosupport
thesemissions,
theCosmonaut
Training
Center
formed
a groupofeightcosmonautsonSeptember
17,1963,
consisting
ofalltheremaining
members
oftheoriginal
Gagarin
group
whohadstillnotflowninspace?
S
These
piloted
missions
weretimedtoconclude
theVostok
project
atatimewhenthefirst
Soyuz
spacecraft
wouldbeginflyinginearly1965.
Progress
onthe7K-9K-I
IKSoyuz
projects
hadbeenremarkably
slowsince
theInterdepartmental
Scientific-Technical
Council
onSpace
Research
hadapproved
thebasicgoalsandtechnical
aspects
oftheprogram
in May1963.
Originally,
Korolev
hadplanned
thefirstautomated
7K missions by mid-1964,
but because of
a combination
through

of

technical

the months.

ernment

decision

plaining

that

had plans

and

Money

financial

in favor of the project.

he "had no money"

to build

The

the first four Soyuz

Communist

Party

3, 1963, finally

piloted

circumlunar

would

be the Strategic

"take

part"

flights.

and

the

spacecraft

Missile

of tactical-technical

in the decree,

the first

simultaneously

spacecraft,

and the Soyuz, for the following

problems

the Vostok
in assigning

priority

by the end of 1964, a mantra
who

would

taining

of one over the other.

set timetables

necessary

last flight,

to maintain

plans

mally approved

a "Mercury

had been renamed
acquire

experience

1962, the project

guidelines
cessive

in advanced

for conducting

crews.

Spacecraft

proposed

extravehicular
project

Gemini.

activity

was clearly

(EVA)

different

that the Soyuz

year endlessly

in May

spacecraft

of time. Well

on the drawing

Robert C. Seamans for-

by the former Space Task Group,
in Earth orbit,

in the Apollo
operations

which

would

be capable

of

allowing

astronauts

to

program.

By

lunar

and in March

a qualitative

main-

away.

1963, thus verifying
period

were already

Administrator

fly

to all those

of kilometers

for a short

piloted

raised management

and it had less to do with

successfully

operations

required

had been renamed

The Gemini

in the posi-

Center2 _ This new spacecraft

and docking
operations

by August

put OKB-I

thousands

in Earth orbit

7, 1961, NASA Associate

rendezvous

January

mission

a human

Mark I1" vehicle

the Manned

extensive

to actions

only

and its test

be available

was insistent

the preceding

for a second-generation

boards. As early as December

conducting

than to respond

would

of two completely

Korolev

on

goal of

Forces would

for the Soyuz

year. The situation

he had repeated through

had carried out the last Mercury

the technology
before that

on the manufacture

decree

an ultimate

of Soviet space spacecraft

effectively

hear. There was clearly a reason for the insistence,

previously

NASA

model

This decision

tion of having to work

a joint

Defense

requirements

flight-ready

and third by September.

80 million

to 30 million. °_

issued

client of the new generation

com-

1963, OKB-I

consume

I K Soyuz project with

Forces. The Air Force and the Air

in the development

As specified

would

Ministers

timetable

was publicly

had only committed
of

this

by the lack of a gov-

By the end of

in 1964, which

Commission
to the 7K-9K-I

revised

1963, Korolev

to work on Soyuz.

USSR Council

committing

flight? 7 The primary

1964, with the second

he continually
factor, exacerbated

By early November

to continue

rubles: at the time, the Military-Industrial
December

difficulties,

was clearly a significant

landing

1963, NASA

in orbit

established

by the pilots of suc-

leap in abilities

over either

the

94. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1960-1963. p. 39 I. In an OKB-I report prepared in December 1963, Korolev
proposed four preliminary biological missions with dogs (instead of one), plus three human flights.
95. The eight cosmonauts were P. I. Belyayev,V. V. Gorbatko, Ye.V Khrunov, V. M Komarov, A. t_. Leonov,
G. S. Shonin, B. V Volynov, and D. g. Zaykin. Seeibid., p 382.
96. Ibid., p. 388
97
Semenov,ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 163.
98. Linda Neuman Ezell, NZ]SZ_Historical Data Book, Volume t1. Programs and Projects 1938 1968
(Washington, DC: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4012, 1988), p 155.
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Mercury
orVostok;
itwouldbecapable
ofchanging
orbits,itwouldcarrytwoastronauts,
and
itwouldallowflightslasting
aslongastwoweeks.
Theonlycompetitor
it hadwastheSoyuz
spacecraft,
butbyearly1964,
it wasclearto Korolev
thatSoyuz
wouldnotbeready
bylate
1964
orearly1965.
Bythattime,Gemini
wouldalready
beflying.
WithGemini
looming
overthehorizon,
Soviet
space
officials
wereina difficult
situation.
Theiroptions
wereslim:noneofthefourprojected
Vostok
missions
in 1964
wouldcompare
to
aGemini
flight.TheSoviet
flights
wereallwithasingle
cosmonaut,
noneofthemincluded
EVA,
andnoneofthemwouldhave
thecapability
tochange
orbits.Inthisclimate,
a mostunlikely
ideaemerged--one
whose
origins
remain
obfuscated
tothisdayamidclouded
memories.
Most
accounts
fromthisperiod
suggest
thatSoviet
leader
Khrushchev
contacted
Korolev
andordered
himtoconvert
theVostok
spacecraft
intoavehicle
capable
ofcarrying
nottwobutthree cosmonauts.

Such a mission,

if successfully

accomplished,

public

"Khrushchev

and ordered the launch

phoned

Korolev

Force Lt. General Kamanin's

yesterday

4 available
I. The Soyuz
2.

already

According

decision

to Kamanin,

Korolev

the first time that
at the relusal
on how

will be impossible
A respected

to launch

that the idea did not originate

On February 5, 1964, Kamanin
work on the "Vostoks."

accomplish

a flight

from
wrote:

and use the

o[ a three-person

crew

in

how

I had seen Korolev

"Gemini"

and

in complete

construction

"Zlpollo"

ships

one can refuse

space historian,
to a piloted

a short

to continue

into space,

Georgiy

He was

and could

time. Several

the building

ship into a three-seater

order to build a three-person

make a more firm commitment

bewilderment.

o[ the "Vostok"

the ship [or three in such

to turn a single-seater

Russian

the

was not pleased with the order:

to continue

to re-equip

understand

to Khrushchev's

1990 that

away. ''_' Air

us in 1964. '_"

tressed
"1 don't

specifically.

in

right

took place for two reasons:

preparing

overtake

It was
path

and

to retain the Soviet

recalled

of three cosmonauts

an order: no longer

to prepare

Mishin

will not fly in 1964.

The ,Zlmericans.

may

Khrushchev

Koroleu received
"Vostoks"

1964. This high-level

be guaranteed

First Deputy

personal diaries seem to confirm

Korolev, but he does not mention
lust

eye. Korolev's

would

lead in space, at least in the

times

. . It

in a few months ....

'.....

of the Vostok

lunar program.

he repeated:

o[ the 'Vostoks.'

S. Vetrov, later revealed that

version

very dis-

not see a clear

only

Vetrov added,

Korolev

if Khrushchev
"This

agreed
would

agreement

was

never spelled out openly, nor was the staff of OKB-I
ever told that 'Khrushchev
personally
ordered us to do this or that.' That was not the practice at the time. "_°2 Not surprisingly,
Khrushchev's
The three
idea...

son begs to differ.
people
Korolev.

In an interview

[in a spacecraft
he wanted

concept]..,

in 1996, he confided
it was

Korolev's

to be first as long as _ossible.

that:
idea.

It was

Korolev's

And he used everything.

,Zlnd

99. Salakhutdinov, "Once More About Space." One eng,neer at OKB-I claims to have actually been pre
sent during this phone call. A. S. Kasho, the "lead designer" of three stage variants of the R-I booster, told OKB I
Deputy Chief Designer B. Ye. Chertok that he was in Korolev's office when Khrushchev made this phone call. See
Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, pp. 181-82.
I00 "The SpaceDiariesof N P Kamanin" (English title), Nouosti kosmonavtiki I (January 1-12. 1997): 76.
IOI. Ibid
102. James Harford. Korolev: How One Man Masterminded the Soviet Drive to Beat 7tmeriea to the Moon
(New York:John Wiley & Sons. 1997), pp. 180 81.
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he knew about the American [plans] . . . Khrushchev had never heard about this
American program. ,Zlnd he didn't care too much about these things. It was very important for Korolev. but it was not so important for Khrushchev. ,Ztnd especially such a stupid thing [as] "If you'll do this. I'll give you permission to go to the Moon! "'°_
Other reliable sources also strongly suggest that it was Korolev and not Khrushchev who
had originally proposed the idea to modify the Vostok ship. '°4The record is more muddied by
evidence that suggests that Korolev was thinking of a three-seated Vostok as early as February
1963. '°_
This particular issue of who ordered the three-person Vostok effort has a crucial importance
from a historical perspective. This is not only because this new diversionary project essentially
derailed the Soviet piloted space effort for two years, but also because it serves as supporting
or contradictory evidence for one of the central tenets of historical inquiry into the Soviet space
program for the past thirty years: that Khrushchev was personally involved in distorting the
"normal" evolution of the Soviet space program to extract short-term political gain. While it
seems more than likely that someone in the Communist Party or government ordered Korolev
to convert the single-seated Vostok into a three-seated ship to beat Gemini, the evidence that
it was Khrushchev does not completely hold up to in-depth study. Perhaps it was Leonid I.
Brezhnev, the Secretary of the Central Committee for Defense Industries and Space, or perhaps
it was someone lower on the ladder of power. Ultimately, we may never probably know until
the minutes of Central Committee or Presidium meetings are declassified. _°_
From Kamanin's diaries, it is clear that Korolev was not too happy with the idea, at least in
the initial days after the decision. But it is easy to forget that Korolev himself had an almost
pathological desire to be first--to beat the Americans at all cost. It would not have been contradictory to his personality to pursue the three-cosmonaut-in-a-Vostok plan simply to upstage
the early Gemini missions. He was, after all, strongly committed to flying an additional four
Vostok spaceships in 1964, all of which would tenuously extend to the limit the capabilities of
a vehicle that was fast becoming obsolete. The three-cosmonaut-in-a-Vostok idea may have been
a challenging technical problem, but in terms of vision and planning, it was not so much different from some of the technological changes on his four "extended Vostok" missions planned
for 1964. Ultimately. the proposal to usurp Gemini proved to be one of the most deleterious decisions in the early Soviet piloted space program. It completely ignored the natural progression of
space vehicles and inserted a diversionary program that would ultimately result in little qualitative gain for Korolev's grand vision of an expansive space program. For the Soviets, the "space
race" had degenerated into a little more than a circus act of one-upmanship.
With the order to move ahead with the interim program, Korolev dropped his earlier plans
to fly four "extended Vostok" missions in 1964. Instead, OKB-I would use the same four vehicles for the new politically motivated effort. The Soyuz program was put on the backburner. To
present the image that the Soviet Union was engaging in a new and qualitative leap in space
exploration, Soviet officials named the new project Voskhod ("Sunrise"). If the publicity
machine in the LISSRworked as well as it had in previous years, no one would guess that the
Voskhod spacecraft was simply a modified Vostok packed with three cosmonauts. Officials

103. Telephoneinterview,SergeyNikitich Khrushchevwith the author,OctoberI0, 1996.
104. See.for example,Golovanov.Koroteu,p. 731 Interestinglyenough. Military-industrialCommission
ChairmanL.V.SmirnovhadrejectedKorolev'splanforthe seriesof "extendedVostok"missionson FebruaryI, 1964.
just threedaysbeforethe orderto build a three-manship.Quite likely,the two eventswereconnected.
105. See,forexample.Romanov.Koroleu,pp. 454-57.
106 Kamaninsuggests
in hisdiaryentryforMarch2I, 1964,thatthe "initiators"of the three-seated
Vostok
wereD. F.Ustinov,L.V Smirnov.S P Korolev_
and M.V. Keldysh.SeeKamanin,Skrytyykosmos:t964-1966,p 30
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discussed

the proposal

and Chairman

at a meeting

Smirnov

four three-seated

of the Military-Industrial

spaceships

for the first half of August

based on the Vostok.
1964, which

The decision

diversionary

mission

was again evidently

from racing ahead of the Soviets.
performing
Manned

spacewalks

Spacecraft

during

The commission

Commission

before moving

motivated

the Gemini

Center in Houston

program.

evaluated

13, 1964,
of

launch

time. '°`

decree, Korolev

added or was forced

on to Soyuz: a flight

to carry out an EVA.

by impulses

As early as March

on March

called for the creation
set the first piloted

was less than five months'

tn the weeks after the Military-Industrial
to add a second

Commission

signed a decree (no. 59) the same day, which

to prevent

the U.S. space program

1963, NASA had established
Through

various

the remaining

proposals

guidelines

for

part of the year, the

for an EVA life support

pack-

age. By January 1964, officials at the Houston center had completed the final details of the plan,
Gemini IV, then scheduled for February 1965, would have the crew pilot open the hatch and
stand up for a short
vehicle

The design would
nal "extended

mission

the

Voskhod program,
Soviet cosmonauts

new vehicles,

a decree fully
green light

would

decree on April

On January

of Ministers

Party and the USSR Council
and Vykhod

able experience
Saturn V would

the Voskhod

"new"

classes of spacecraft

and the 3KD spacecraft

missions.

in support

sanctioned

funding

and two

for the manufacture

for Vykhod.

of a dog into Earth orbit

13, 1964, Vostok

25, 1962, NASA formally

The
of the

to test out each model,

of five of the
be carried out

followed

by a sec-

remain as a spare. With

over, and Voskhod

approved

the

had begun.

the development

lunar landing

for the giant vehicle.

in the upper

itself would

cosmo-

Committee

to a Standstill

have a total length of III

propellants

the Central
and launch

The program

the fifth vehicle would

was irrevocably

had been awarded

for a crew of two

EVA in Earth orbit. '°9 Specifically,

the baseline version of the N I, engineers

orbit,

two

an actual crew. Presumably,

February 1963)would
energy cryogenic

in the origi-

of the Communist

the Saturn C-5, for use in the Apollo

mary contracts

on EVA by animals

both

Moving

designated

realistic
(" Exit").

Committee

(Voskhod)
allow

three for Voskhod

with

the most

as Vykhod

approving

to build

cosmonauts

which

stages: the launch

ond flight

studies

known

both derived from the old 3KA Vostok spacecraft that had carried all six
into orbit from 196t to 1963. The "new" ships were: the 3KV spacecraft

for a crew of three
and the Council

presented

variant

plans.

13, 1964, the Central

nauts (Vykhod),

spacecraft

in a modified

be based in part on the preliminary

issued

decree provided

again, the Vostok

a Soviet EVA mission,

Vostok"

On April
of Ministers

in two

period. '°8 Once

for performing

The Saturn

meters and a liftoff

at the Marshall

of a three-stage

missions.

''_By August,

booster,
all the pri-

V (as it was renamed

thrust

in

of 3,404 tons. Unlike

Space Flight Center opted to use high-

stages of the Saturn V, taking

advantage

of the valu-

gained from the development
of the Centaur high-energy
upper stage. The
have an eventual capability to orbit a 130-ton payload to a 195-kilometer
Earth

far in excess of the N I. The effort was supported

by a vast infrastructure

spread across the

107. I. Marinin, "The First Civilian Cosmonauts" (English title). Nouosti kosmonautiki 12 13 (June 3 30.
1996): 81-87: Kamanin, Skrytyy kosmos: 1964-1966, p 32. gccording to the VPK decree, the first ship would be
readyat the launch site by June 15. 1964, the second by June 1964, and the third and fourth by july 1964.The contents of this decreewere based on an OKB-I document dated February8, 1964, titled "On Preparationsfor a ThreeSeaterSatellite-Ship." In the document, Korolev noted that such a mission would "maintain the preeminenceof the
Soviet Union in the development of space and rocket technology."
I08 David Baker, The History of Manned Space[light (New York: Crown Publishers, 1985), p. I84
109. Semenov, ed, Raketno-Kosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. pp. 116, 636. Another source says that the
Voskhod decree was issued on June 14. 1964. See Chertok. Rakety i [yudi. p. 242.
I I0 Ezell, N,,qS,qHistorical Data Book, Volume II, p. 61.
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United

States, with

hundreds

alleled in producing
nology
creativity

of subcontractors

results. With

that was beyond

a budget

and responsibility,

the Saturn V program
program

in September
allowed

N I in preparation

for its manufacture.

battles,

the engines

was plagued

of designing

ized the layout

OKB-I

engineers

was the living
official

portion

by technical

obstacles.

With

fell on the shoulders

antithesis

of engines
Engine

tech-

that fostered

of the N I program.

by the Soviet

the design

Party and

documentation

boostfor the

at the time was focused

Designer

Nikolay

1962, Korolev

the onus

D. Kuznetsov,

and Kuznetsov

for the stages of the N I, as follows:
Type

Number

Thrust

(sea

level

of vacuum)
(sea level)

Stage I

NK-15

24

x

153.4 tons thrust

NK-15V

8

x

178.6 tons thrust

(vacuum)

Stage III

NK-21

4

x

41.0 tons thrust

(vacuum)

assignment

for designing

Korolev
experience
base of

with

clarifications

engines

developing

research

N I engines
bardment

had sent

and NK-21

into

which

had antecedents

system,

the

had final-

Stage II

NK-15V

on

earlier beset by personal

ejected from the program,

of General

By the end of

dream,

research on heavy-lift

of the work

Glushko

only

techniques

sanction

to put together

P, good

based at Kuybyshev.

Stage

and management

was bestowed

that was unpar-

could

for the first three stages of the N I. The effort,

the engines

head of OKB-276

philosophy

Soviet engineers

1962, after several years of preliminary

ers. That decision
developing

and a management

of which

the reach of Soviet industry,

The Soviet counterpart
government

POLITICS

as shown

for the

to Kuznetsov
liquid-propellant

technical
1962.'"

rocket engines,

his engineers
in the two

original

earlier in July
tapped.
engines

Kuznetsov

schemes

of all three

for Korolev's

GR-I

New

Use

the

had little

there was a fairly substantial

The design
developed

Although

orbital

dataof the
bom-

here:

Original

Use on

Engine

GR- I

Thrust

Changes

to:

Engine

on N I

Thrust

N K-9

Stage I

c. 40 tons

Scaled-up

version

NK-15

Stage I

c. 150 tons
(sea level)

NK-15V

Stage

II

c. 180 tons

Altitude
scaled-up
NK-9V

Stage II

c. 40 tons

Similar

version

of

version

(vacuum)
NK-21

Stage III

c. 40 tons

(vacuum)
Similar

NK-19

Stage IV

c. 40 tons
(vacuum)

''_

II I. Igor gfanasyev, "NI: P,bsoluteiy Secret: Part I1" (English title), Krylya rodiny no, 10 (October 1993):
I-4: V, P. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?" (English title), Znaniye: tekhnike, seriya kosmonautika,
astronomiya no. 12 (December 1990): 3-43: V. S. Anisimov, T, C. Lacefield, and J. t_ndrews. "Evolution of the
NK-33 and NK-43 ReusableLOXfKeroseneEngines," presented at the 33rd AIP,A/ASMEIS_qE#qSEE
Joint Propulsion
Conference & Exhibit, Seattle.Wg, July 6-9, 1997:Mikhail Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: 25 YearsFrom the Landing of
gmerican Astronauts on the Moon" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 29 (1994): 8-9
112. _nisimov, LaceIield, and _qndrews, "Evolution of the NK33 and NK-43,"
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The original

NK-9 and NK-9V

latter was merely a high-altitude
first-stage

engine

for an alternative

of a Glushko engine.
Technical problems
months

engines

version

plagued

version

lations,

and only

influence

eight were completely

and Korolev

The NK-9

of Korolev's

ground

were outright

on the improved

Kuznetsov

were distinguished

NK-t5

firings

failures,

engine,

in favor

engine with

displayed

a new gas gen-

high-frequency

oscil-

The results of these tests no doubt

although

were remarkably

as the

but it was rejected

the early years. During the first eleven
of the NK-9

twenty-three

successful.

by the fact that the

had also been offered

R-9 ICBM,

the program throughout

of 1962, there were fifty-seven

erator. Of these, twenty-six

themselves

of the former.

participants

resourceful

later claimed

in overcoming

had an

the engineers

of

obstacles:

Z_t the stage of design-related
research on the deuelopment
of sustainer engines in 1962
and 1963. despite the lack of any experience and despite its being, Jar removed from the
test stands.
tioning

N, Kuznetsov's

of the engines

Throughout
design,

1963,

engineers

during

from

design

Intriguingly
bureaus

in booster

enough,

of Kuznetsov

based at Khimki,

a period

Kuznetsov's

ensure that the changes
engines,

OKB solved problems

and their assemblies.

of intense

organization
design

there

associated

with the fundamental

"optimization"

remained

toward

permanently

were taken into account

was then developing

certainly

N I booster
at OKB-I

to

in the design of the NK-15
of sorts between

rival organizations

the RD-253 for Chelomey's

the

stationed

seems to have been a collaboration

and Glushko,

func-

_'_

at the time.

UR-500

missile--an

engine

that he had originally

offered to Korolev

design characteristics
basic documentation

with the NK-15, engineers under Kuznetsov
"were familiar with all the
on the Khimki engines and often traveled to Glushko's firm to exchange

information.""

By April

nonfunctional

mock-up

for the N I. Given that the RD-253

the

Glushko,

1964, Kuznetsov's
of the NK-15

engineers

were able to build and display

in their assembly

hydrogen

of

a full-size,

shop.''

The baseline design of the N I used only liquid oxygen (LOX)-kerosene
els were to use LOX-liquid

shared a number

and perhaps even nuclear

engines.

Later mod-

engines to significantly

increase

payload capability from the modest seventy-five tons in the first N I model. As per the original
tactical-technical
assignment
signed by engine designers in 196 I, Isayev's OKB-2 and Lyulka's
OKB- 165 were to develop
of the N I. Korolev
est launch

vehicles,

high-performance

also commenced

LOX-liquid

planning

such as the GR-I

hydrogen

engines

for the use of such engines

and the 8K18;

in short,

OKB-I

for the upper stages
on other

believed

more mod-

that the use of

such propellants would have to be an integral part of any future Soviet space program. By April
1964, Korolev had also invited Kuznetsov at Kuybyshev to begin developing
a series of LOXliquid

hydrogen

engines

based on the NK-9,

more traditional
N I engines. ''*
All this enthusiasm on Korolev's
Two factors
Soviet
engines.

Union

played deleterious
and the absence

Korolev's

despite the severe load of having to design

part could

not save the overall

roles: the lack of a liquid
of testing

almost-desperate

grounds

hydrogen

and facilities

effort

from

production
for the static

letters from the early 1960s to the military

all the

near oblivion.
industry
firing

in the
of these

and government

113. R. Dotgopyatov. B. Dorofeyev. and S Kryukov, "At the Reader's Request: The NI Project" (English
title), Aviatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 9 (September 1992): 34-31.
114. Igor Afanasyev,"N I: Absolutely Secret:Part II1" (in Russian),Krylya rodiny no. I I (November 1993):4-5.
115 Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret: Part I1": Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: 25 YearsFromthe Landing." The
building of the model had apparently begun in March 1963.
tl6. These OKB-216 engines would be developed in three stages, with progressively powerful engines of
forty five, sixty, and eighty tons.
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remained

more or less ignored

the time that

NASA's

ing static testing
construction

stands

electrical,

at OKB-I.

Commission

for LOX-liquid

and April

hosted discussions

Sciences)

from the

NIl-I,

thermo-emission

had significant
Melnikov

advantages

engines

the nuclear
engine,
watts.

thrust

with

designed

Automation

nuclear

a thrust

engine with

ther engine was expected
The funding

specifically

such engines.

Bureau of Chemical

and nuclear

V. Melnikov,
(which

different

was under

such as steam turbines

support

with

which

of forty tons. '2° With

on applications

the liquid

hydrogen

interplanetary

few plants were willing

compounded

the generally

slow pace of the research, nei-

by institutional

this completely

unrealistic

deadline

lukewarm

early on to the use of the GR-I, was even more

was the development
A similar
ground

OKB-I,

was pushed

delaying

of a third-stage

engine was also projected

cut across

By the end of

1962,

by the third quarter of 1963. Within

Missile

to

its design.

precursor,

back as a variety of factors all resulted

the Strategic

Armaments--refused

naturally

by OKB-I

record was any indication,
during

missile from Tyura-Tam

from

of Reactive

testbed

obstacles,

in delays. The military,

pressure

and its GR-I

and technical

weeks,

vacuum.

N I program

to fly the first GR-I

for the missile,

Design

began work in 1965 on a more powerful

planned

Directorate

kilo-

to take on

Kosberg's

OKB-I

assignment

The

2,200

to come on line before the end of the decade.

problem,

Chief

It was

electric-rocket

spaceships.

every aspect of the

1963. Despite

of

program,

development.
nuclear

almost

it by

was a sobelieved

One of those that did was Chief Designer
at Voronezh,

the

In 1962,

each block generating

and funding

of

of converting

or gas turbines.

for intensive

for use on piloted
scheme,

with

scientists

of a document

required

together

the Academy

they chose eventually
reactor, which

issuance

engines. ''8 By this

OKB-I,

approaches

spacecraft. ''9 As with

had a dual block

1965, when

and the Military-Industrial

signed the draft plan for a low-thrust

given the limited

to develop

on electric
Mikhail

energy. What

the

by

on build-

that led to the establishment

called thermionic)

never received the funding

engine

Unfortunately,

the work

studies

1965 that Korolev

the YaERD-2200,

Committee

several

over other schemes,

his initial

engine effort

8.3-kilogram

(often

for a heavy interplanetary

only in August

did not even begin until

at Obninsk

reactor into electrical

Work

for the N I were also the focus of much

Chief Designer

had examined

converter

completed

nuclear

engines

Institute

up designs

booster.

in Zagorsk. ''_

to oversee work

Physical-Power

and Keldysh's

engines

test facility

on such engines--consultations

of Deputy

heat energy from a nuclear
called

hydrogen

were still drawing

on top of the Atlas

1963, the Central

commission

time, under the leadership

and OKB-165

flying

and electrical-nuclear

In March

of an interdepartmental
researchers

OKB-2

was actually

began at the vast NII-229

Nuclear,
effort

as both

Centaur

POLITICS

Forces--more

agree to a common

indifferent
specifically

tactical-technical

One of the most challenging

engine that would

there was little to be optimistic

about:

problems

be capable of operating

for use on the N I, but

to
its

in

if its early development

there was failure after failure

tests in 1963.

I 17. NII-229 was the primary static testing facility for liquid-propellant engines in the Soviet Union. All high
thrust engines beginning with the RD-IO0 for the R-I in the late 1940s had been tested at this location. It was originally subordinate to NII-88, but it separated in August 1956 at the same time asOKB-I.
118. The commission, whose chairman was Yu. I. Danilov, included representatives from OKB-I, Nil-b.
NII-88, OKB-670, TsAGI, I-slAM, OKB-456. IAE, VNII EM, MAI, and OKB-586.
119. Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 409: S. E Umanskiy, "Manned Flight to Mars"
(English title), Zemlya i uselennayano. 6 (November-December 1994): 22-32. The document was entitled "Materials
for a YaERDfor Heavy Interplanetary Ships." "YaERD" is the Russianabbreviation for "nucleaselectric rocket engine."
120. The August 1965 draft plan, drawn up in coordination with the Physical-Power Institute at Obninsk,
also included a design for a forty-ton thrust nuclear electric-rocket engine. It was probably the same engine proposed
by the Design Bureau of Chemical Automation. See also Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya Korporatsiya,
pp. 408 09.
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Progress with the GR-I was critical to maintaining
the original N I schedule, but the problems with the N I were even more severe. The primary bottleneck was money--a
factor compounded

by economic

was carried

out:

Plant,

primary

the

depression

Kuybyshev,

in the region where the most intense

the location

manufacturing

of Kuznetsov's

site

for

the

N I.

OKB-276,
Partly

activity

on the booster

and the nearby

because

of

general

Progress
economic

mismanagement
and partly because of the downturn
Khrushchev's
abrupt about-turn
in favor of missiles,

in the aviation industry stemming
from
plants and subcontractors
in the region

were unable

to cope with

personally

Communist

Party administrators

result of their actions,

Korolev's

orders.

Korolev

at Kuybyshev

appealed

to several high-level

to offer all the assistance

as many as twenty-eight

different

industrial

they

could. ''_ P,s a

firms located

in and around

Kuybyshev
were brought
into the N I program. Most of these institutes,
plants, or design
bureaus had earlier been involved in producing parts for aircraft but had lost all their orders and
thus

means of existence

ties, with
doubt

certainly

in recent years. '_ OKB-276

nothing

to allow

an issue of concern

program.

An OKB-I

Kuznetsov

when

engineer

to

of

then-secretary

Dmitriyevich
That's

with

did not have the necessary
wrote

Council

Glushko.

[Kuznetsou].

of Ministers:
how

Sergey

the

poor engine

engines--a

better

Zt third

Pavlouich

strove

of exactly

or test stands.

letters to Kuznetsov

oblast

"The people

have been unaware

The management

his much

facilities

"stern"

committee

letter

testing

facili-

factor that was no

resources,

pulled

in Kuybyshev
to "press

This would

out of the

Vorotnikou.
went

are having

Mikolay

to V E. Dymshits

of the

Help

them!"

....

for the entire Kuybyshev
employee at a particular

where his or her particular

appealed

to help

a hard time.

all the buttons.'

of the N I program--certainly

result in great

and simultaneously

V. I.

immediately

The N I program literally became the provider
still remained a state secret. In fact, an individual
possibly

had extremely

150-ton-thrust

later remembered:

losses of time. Korolev
the

it to test-fire

region, although it
plant would quite

part was ultimately

the most ambitious

"civilian"

destined.

Soviet space

project of its time--was
mired in the gridlock symptomatic
of the poor performance of the Soviet
civilian economy. Thus, it never mattered whether a particular production
order was supposed
to be carried out; the job might never get done were it not for some personal
ventional"

input. Deadlines

a well-placed

individual,

rally resulted

in a chaotic

often depended

on a personal visit,

not on a signed and sealed document.
system

in which

parts were often

cases not at all. There was no "single plan of action"
research institutions.
Because the military was not
default,

many of the subcontractors

Designer Mishin,

call from

This type of management
delivered

months

natu-

later or in some

to coordinate the hundreds of plants and
particularly
interested in the project, by

were from the "civilian"

one of the leading architects

favor or "uncon-

a letter, or a telephone

economy.

of the entire program,

OKB-I
recalled

First Deputy Chief
later that:

121. Among those to whom Korolev appealed was V. Ya. Litvinov. the then-chairman of the Kuybyshev
Council of National Economy (Kuybyshev Sovnarkhoz), the local economic administration entity. Until 1962,
Litvinov had served as the director of the Progress Plant, and thus he was well acquainted with the rocketry and
space industry. The ProgressPlant (also known as Plant No. I) had been manufacturing R-7-based boosters since
1959,Others at Kuybyshev who were instrumental in offering help to Korolev were V. Orlov and V. I. Vorotnikov.
both secretaries of the Communist Party's Regional Committee. SeeSergey Leskov, "How We Didn't Get to the
Moon" (English title). Izuestiya. August 18, 1989,p. 3: Mishin. "Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?"
122. These "firms" included the Institute of Aviation, Plant Nos. 24. 207, 276. 305, 525, and 454, OKB-I
Branch No 3, the ProgressPlant. and OKB-276,
123, Col. M, Rebrov, "But Things Were Like That--Top
(English title), Krasnaya zuezda, January 13, 1990. p. 4.
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The N I was
within

being

made

the jurisdiction

[or. Resolutions

by 500 organizations

[rom the Council
and

minister

as they

after minister

The enormous
design

problems

engineers
welded

delivery

propellant

under

protection

and nonmetallic

large sections

established

the design

of

and thermal

load variances

pneumo-hydraulic
development

during

flight,

between

of armature--that

until

The luckless job of overseeing
NI

Chief

fell on the shoulders
Designer

fifty-five

of

umbilicals,

valves,

tempera-

of means for assembling
Specific

flight

groups

ballistics,

movement,

the

pneumo-

and the design of electrical
and so on--which

to the Soviet rocketry

were

the comand

areas was the
necessitat-

industry. '_5

the design of

was outwardly

had graduated

Deputy

who

was

Technical

4 recovery
expertise

School

after

the

projects

at OKB-I,

R-7. In 1961, Korolev

deputy

chief

the

designer,

so-called

bureau--that

on Korolev

in particular
him

guard"

the

him

a

in league

of the design

is, those at the top levels of deci-

sion-making.
Bushuyev,

to all ballis-

appointed

putting

"high

II

and managerial

impression

famous

War

as part of the P,-

the years as he contributed

tic missile

Moscow

World

teams. His technical
made a good

unemotion-

from

before being sent to Germany

with

at cryogenic

years old in t 963. t_ tall, bespectacled,

al, Kryukov

through

stability

His

of large-scale

of large and thick mate-

compartments.

ascent to orbit,

then unknown

of OKB-I

Sergey S. Kryukov,

and quiet man who
Higher

maintained

the stages. One of the most challenging

is, pipelines,

ed a very high degree of precision
the

the issue of
with

the primary

Sergey O. Okhapkin.

the welding

studies addressing

with
'_4

a remarkably

of 1964, when

and the development

bureau to complete

connections

did not hinder

Designer

for tanks

of the tail and payload

process associated

in checkmate.

related to the manufacture

materials,

of large-scale compartments,

hydraulic

Chief

problems

and disassembling

to be begged
were just out-

we Jailed to agree

it ended

and finances

Deputy

rials, the assembly

putation

often

1963 and up to the first quarter

thermal

metallic

not met..,

and

related to management

containers,

within

were

the rounds,

and resolved significant

tures, the use of new

O[ these, only nine Jell

The rest had

did not help at all: the tasks

schedules

made

was prepared

addressed

Oommission.

of Ministers

period of design through

documentation

in 26 departments.

of the Military-Industrial

side their competence

productive

POLITICS

Along
Okhapkin,

of the most

with

powerful

Mishin,

he was one

men in the organization,

as evidenced

by his leading

N I program,

but

R-9 ICBM effort,
military
programs.

Korolev,

and Chertok,

also in the

role not only
Soyuz

project,

in the
the

and a variety
of classified
His very existence,
not to

OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer Sergey Kryukov was
perhaps the leading architect o[ the N I Moon rocket.
He oversaw the initial design layout o[ the g_ant
booster during the early 1960s (files of Peter C_orin)

124. A. Tarasov, "Missions in Dreams and Reality" (English title). Prauda. October 20. 1989. p. 4
125. S. Kryukov, "The Brilliance and Eclipseof the Lunar Program" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no 4 0qpril
1994): 81-85: Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 25 I. The work on new precision criteria with
consideration to the specific loads on the rocket was headed by Deputy Chief Designer S. O, Okhapkin The work
on the armature was carried out under II. N. Voltsifer at Department No. 4 I. The ballistics work was led by S S.
Lavrov,and the computations of load variances was led by V. F. Gladkiy.
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126. Semenov, ed_ Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya, p. 252; Golovanov. Koroleu, pp. 474 75:
Mozzhorin, et at, eds, Dorogi v kosmos. I, pp. 101-09. Note that Kryukov himself claims that he was appointed a
deputy chief designer "in 1959-1960": Golovanov states that it was in 196I.
127. Rebrov, "But Things Were Like That--Top Secret."
128. Leskov, "How We Didn't Get to the Moon."
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of the KORD system, which was designed to shut off particular engines in the circle of twenty-four if the slightest malfunction was detected. The control system was highly complex, difficult to design, and pushed the limits of Soviet computer technology, but OKB-I, in
cooperation with Korolev's old friend Chief Designer Pilyugin. doggedly pursued the idea. That
the system was reactive rather then predictive does not seem to have given pause to either
Korolev or Pityugin, although there was criticism from many other quarters. The second compensatory measure was to "extrapolate" results from the static firings of the eight-engine second stage to the similar but larger first stage. There was a weak link even in these
"extrapolations." In a decision taken sometime later, OKB-I and OKB-276 agreed not to test
each and every NK-15 engine on the ground: instead, a statistical program was devised in
which a group of six engines would be selected randomly from a batch of manufactured units.
Of the six, two would be selected randomly and tested thoroughly at a static stand: if they
passed the tests, the remaining four would be cleared for flight. ''" Such was the price of the
lack of time and money.
Delays also plagued the design of the launch complex for the NI. In December 1962,
OKB-I and the GSKB SpetsMash signed "The Initial Data and Primary Technical Requirements
for Designing the Launch Complex for the N I Rocket" with the State Committee for Defense
Technology. Progress on this issue was bogged down, however, in an intense conflict between
Korolev and Chief Designer Barmin over launch complex design. It took a year to resolve the
matter: it was only on November 13, 1963, that the Supreme Council of the National Economy
formally approved the "interdepartmental" schedule for work on the design documentation for
construction of the complex, enumerating in detail the technical and material needs for the job.
A governmental resolution a month later, on December 24, was a promise to ensure that this
goal was indeed achieved on time. However, as was typical, the Ministry of Defense, the "owners" of the Tyura-Tam range, refused to follow up on the governmental decree: GSKB
SpetsMash, the primary launch complex design organization, was left with little money to do
anything. By this time, engineers and architects had marked out a vast area at the range, comprising sites 110, 112, and 113, for all N I operations. Two launch complexes would be built at
site I10, the giant assembly building and fueling area at site 112, and the residential zone and
welding facilities at site I 13. gctual construction at the sites began in 1964 under the direction
of Chief Designer Barmin, but it was at a snail's pace. The Ministry of Defense allocation for
launch complex construction for the year 1965 was one-third of what was requested. '_°
Funding for the space program had always fallen short of what was requested by the leading chief designers, but one factor in the severe crunch may have been Chelomey's rising dominance within the missile and space programs. Although his organization, OKB-52, had little
to show in terms of actual accomplishments by 1963 or 1964, the scope of work at the Reutovbased organization was breathtaking. With its several branches spread out across the Moscow
area, it was engaged in the development of ICBMs, orbital bombardment systems, space launch
vehicles, radar ocean reconnaissance satellites, anti-satellites, various models of piloted and
automated spaceplanes, naval anti-ship cruise missiles, and a nationwide ballistic missile
defense system.
Chelomey's first entry into the space program came in late 1963, although, in an ironic twist,
he needed Korolev's assistance to facilitate it. By the end of 1962, it was clear that the first launch
of his coveted UR-200 ICBM would be delayed past the original deadline. Tests to qualify it as a

129. Kryukov,"The BrillianceandEclipseof the LunarProgram."
130. Semenov.
ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,p. 251; I. g. Marininand S Kh Shamsutdinov,
"Soviet Programs[or Piloted Flightto the Moon" (English title), Zemtya i uselennaya no. 5 (September-October
1993): 77-85
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13I. A long description of this meeting between Korolev and Chelomey is covered in Sergey Khrushchev,
Nikita Khrushchev. krizisy i rakety: uz.glyad iznutri: tom 2 (Moscow: Novosti, 1994). pp. 441-43: See also Rudenko,
"Space Bulletin: 25 Years From the Landing."
132. A second such satellite, Polet-2, was launched in April 1964. For descriptions of the Polet-I and
Polet-2 missions, see V. Polyachenko, "In Orbit--'Polyot'"
(English title)..,qviatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 12
(December 1992): 36-3?: Mikhail Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes" (English title), Vozdushniy trans
port 51 (1995): 7-8: Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: tom 2, pp. 465-66: lqsif/_ Siddiqi. "The Soviet Co-Orbital
l_ntisatellite System: _ Synopsis," journal o[ the British Interplanetary Society 50 (June 1997): 225-40,
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133. G. Vetrov, "The Difficult Fateof the N I Rocket" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 5 (May 1994): 20-27.
134 Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret: Part I1," p. 3.
135. Kryukov, "The Brilliance and Eclipseof the Lunar Program"; Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev, and Kryukov, "At
the Reader'sRequest: The N I Project."
136. Interview, Gerbert Aleksandrovich Yefremov with the author. March 3, 1997
137. Khrushchev interview, October I0, 1996.
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138. The visit is described in Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: tom 2, pp 476-78.
139 E-mailcorrespondence, Igor/_fanasyev to the author. November 23. 1997: E-mail correspondence, Igor
_qfanasyevto the author_ November 28. 1997
140. In the document dating from July t962 defending the N I proJectto the KetdyshCommission, OKB t
listed five major goals for the N I rocket, presumably in order of their importance: (I) defense objectives: (2) scientific objectives: (3) "researchand mastery of human [flight] to the Moon and near planets of the solar system (Mars.
Venus): launches of automatic apparatus to the Sun and planets of the solar system with scientific goals": (4) "solu
tion of separate applied obJectivessuch as universal communications and radio broadcasting and television, weath
er service, solar service, etc."; and (5) problems involving ballistic flight. This document is reproduced in full as
"Report on the Powerful N-I Carrier Rocket at the Meeting of the Expert Commission" (English title), in 13.V.
Raushenbakh, ed, S. P Koroleu i ego delo: suet i teni u istorii kosmonautiki: izbrannyye trudy i dokument),, (Moscow:
Nauka, 1998),pp 363 82
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ing. Later Korolev broke all ties with
talented engine designer.'4_

couldn't

I wanted

to

to the

It seemed

came of our meet-

Kuz.netsov,

a young,

141. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 230. This meeting was held on April 28, 1963.
142 Ezell, N_STI Historical Data Book, Volume II, p. 56. The first four Saturn I launches were accomplished
on October 27, 1961.April 25, 1962, November 16, 1962,and March 28, 1963.
143 Ibid, p. 182. Seealso Roger D. Launius, )qpollo: _ Retrospective71nalysi_,Monographs in Aerospace
History, No. 3 (Washington, DC: NASA History Office, July 1994), pp. I0-12, which is an excellent account of the
battles over the decision to opt for the LOR profile [or the Apollo program. NASA Administrator JamesI: V/ebb offi
cially announced the LOR decision on November 7. 1962.
144. Ezell, NAS..ztHistorical Data Book, Volume II, pp. 172, 183.
145 Nikita Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers:The _tasnost Tapes(Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1990),
p. 186
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Khrushchev,
other things,
trated

Korolev,

drawings

explained

and Glushko

of

his

N I

the requirements

rocket

plans seem to have involved

launch

portions

the Moon carrying

was also present during

how

idea.

this project

would

computations.
necessary

Korolev
its launch
launch

Father wavered.
continued

site. Korolev

N I program

cost.

could

project

over

expressed

on imported

record of the agricultural
the development
attempts

with

consideration

confidence

and

son, Sergey,

was:

concerns.

He inquired

list stating

billion

number

[rubles]

of years.

that given the right amount

At the end of his monologue,

important

for national
weapons

conventional

all lhe

would

be

[Hearing

the

configuration,

the booster to the

of financial

Khrushchev

merely

support,

the

replied,

"111

We wilt discuss and decide this in the Presidium

factor

in space policy

planning

industrial

growth

and ballistic

missiles

on the lunar landing
after the high-level

levels of fund-

of money pouring

were clearly taking

their

toll,

into
and

did not alleviate the crisis. '49

may have given pause to Khrushchev's

whose political

utility was dubious

issue did little to deter Korolev's
meeting,

to rely

in the late 1950s, the poor

amounts

systems to compensate

of

particularly

the Soviet Union

for more conservative

defense. '_" The enormous

weapons

at the time,

1963 that prompted

for a highly expensive space extravaganza

ness. A little over a month

link together

of the N I, its emerging

sector may have served as a catalyst

wavering

Earthly

such as modes of transporting

and rising prices across the Soviet Union

Khrushchev's

would

had a separate

same

a display

problems,

grain. Despite phenomenal

of nuclear

to downsize

Food shortages

not forget

the

At the time.

to Khrushchev's

ten to twelve

crisis that peaked around

ing in areas not essential

project.

the elder Khrushchev

also

illus-

painstakingly

profile using three N I rockets to

crew. According

discussion,

think about it, you prepare your proposals.
the Central Committee.' ....

increasingly

Korolev

among

'_°

beat Apollo.

Cost was a particularly

a number

spacecraft,

rendezvous

approximately

and logistical

because of an agricultural

of beautifully

lunar

This time Korolev

his presentation

complexes,

discussing,

Using

Earth orbit. These components

But he could

the

of their meeting

profile of a Soviet lunar landing

its cosmonaut

By his estimation,
to accomplish

amount]

proposed

this private

by Korolev's

much

lunar landing.

an Earth-orbit

of the lunar ship into

then fly toward

enthralled

and

and mission

OKB-I

who

spent the morning

the N I and its role in a piloted

on July 27. 1963, Korolev

at best.

single-mindedsent a formal

146. Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu:tom 2, p 446. The o[ficiat conversion rate of the ruble to the dollar at
the time was one to one.
147. ibid. p. 448 This meeting in early June is said to have occurred on June 13, 1963, in another source
See Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: 25 Years Fromthe Landing." It seems, however, that Korolev was at Tyura Tam on
June 13 for the Vostok 5/6 launches. As for asthe personal conflict between Korolev and Glushko, the issuewas the
subject of a l,orty minute discussion among the three men behind closed doors No one knows what was said, but
all three emergedgloomy and obviously disturbed from the meeting. SergeyKhrushchev claims to have heard Korolev
mutter under his breath that Glushko was "a snakein the grass." There were no further attempts by the Sovietleader
to bring them together
148. For mentions of the agricultural crisis, see Daniloff, The Kremlin and the Cosmos. pp. 143-44: PeterA.
Gonn. "The Dark Side of the Moon: Political Decisions Behind the Soviet Lunar Programs." presented at the
American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Science. Boston. MA, November 14-17, 1996: Alexander A
Danilov, Michael M. Gorinov, SergeiV. Leonov, Ekaterina IR Lugovskaya,Alexander S. Senyavski, and Alexander P.
Naumov, The History of Russia: The Twentieth Century {North Sydney, Australia: Heron Press, 1996), pp. 288-89.
149 The new military doctrine of relying on ICBMs was outlined in a major policy speech by Khrushchev on
January 14, 1960 at the 4th Sessionof the SupremeSovietof the USSR.He ended his speechwith the following call:
"In modern times a nation's defensecapability depends on firepower, not on [the] number of men under arms. Hence,
due to possessionof nuclear weaponry, the manpower of the Sovietarmed forces would be reduced." SeeHarriet Fast
Scott and William F.Scott. The Armed Forcesof the USSR(Boulder, CO: Westview Press,1979), p. 42
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proposal
could

to key leaders in the defense

accomplish.

He listed three

Moon, exploration
exploration
The

industry

primary

that established

clear, specific

goals in order of their importance:

of the planets, and the launch of an Earth orbital station.

was consigned

as a secondary

accomplishment

of a [landing]

should

be considered

the primary

Moon.

All remaining

goals

the solution

objective,

of the primary

expedition

goal

goal--the

In the July 1963 document,

Korolev

of humans

here should

of the

Whereas

of the Moon

and familiarization

be concurrently

achieved

of a [landing]

eight specific

before lunar

in his strategy:

to the surface

of study

accomplishment
proposed

the N I

Korolev was unequivocal

in the program

enumerated

objectives
exploration

of the

to facilitate

expedition.'5°

projects,

the first of which

was

a piloted landing on the surface of the Moon. The preliminary conception
involved launching
three N I rockets to assemble a 200-ton complex in Earth orbit through rendezvous and docking.
A five-ton
plement

lander would

perform

the landing

masses of six to eight tons and piloted
five objectives
flights,

itself. To ensure safety, a reserve lander would

the main lander. The second and third goals were the creation
pertained

automated

to missions

of a family of spaceships

just as Korolev was beginning

ership of the need to respond to Apollo,
in a "race to the Moon"
ter from

British

concerning

with

masses of ten tons. The remaining

to Mars and Venus: the piloted

TMK-I

to marshal

the public

reached its apotheosis.

astronomer

Sir Bernard

for further
on whether

Deputy

the Academy

of Sciences.
President

Based on his experiences,
Mstislav V. Keldysh

of important

he informed

had informed

the Soviet lead-

was set off by a let-

Administrator

a number

Hugh

of prominent
Dryden

the Moon
certain

by itself. '_ The U.S. hoopla

whether

individuals

to quell suggestions

was not reported

such as Khrushchev,

Keldysh,

L. Dryden

aerospace

facil-

scientists

in a letter dated

him that the Soviet Union

rejected "(at least for the time being) . . . plans for the manned lunar landing.' ....
Lovell's assertion set off a remarkable level of parrying back and forth between
media and NASA as the space agency sought

land-

exploration.'2'

or not the Soviets were

Much of this near hysteria

Lovell to NASA

future Soviet plans in space. Lovell had toured

July 23 that Academy

planetary

all his skills to convince

discourse

ities in the USSR between June 25 and July 15, 1963, and met a number
from

for circumplanetary

spacecraft to orbit the planets, robotic vehicles to land on them, a piloted

ing on Mars, and the development
Ironically,

lunar spacecraft

sup-

of robotic lunar rovers with

the

had
U.S.

that it was in fact racing to

in the Soviet press, although
and Korolev

it is less

were kept abreast of the

150. This document, addressedto S A. Zverev (State Committee for Defense Technology). V. D Kalmykov
(State Committee for Radio-Electronics), and M V. Keldysh (USSR Academy of Sciences). has been reproduced in
full as S. R Korolev, "Report on the Use of the N-I ( I IA52) Carrierand the Creation of First-Order SpaceObjects on
Its Basis" (English title), in Raushenbakh. ed, S P Korolev i ego deto, pp. 410-16. An identical letter was sent on
july 30, 1963, to Chief Designers N. D. Kuznetsov (OKB-276), N. A. Pilyugin (Nil AP), and M. S. Ryazanskiy
(Nil 885). Seealso Kryukov, "The Brilliance and Eclipseof the Lunar Program."
151. Korolev, "Report on the Use of the N-I (I IA52) Carrier." The circum Martian TMK-I would have a
mass of- seventeen tons. The piloted Mars landing, on the other hand. would be accomplished by creating a mas
sire 330- to 660-ton complex in Earth orbit requiring between six and twelve N I launches. Among supplementary
goals mentioned in the document are robotic exploration of Mercury (six tons), Jupiter (three tons), Saturn (one and
a half tons), Uranus (one ton), and Neptune (eight-tenths of a ton). The orbital station, called an "Orbital Space
Institute." would be constructed in two stages. Initially, the N I would launch a seventy-ton station in a
50a-kilometer orbit, followed by a larger200- to 300-ton version assembled by using three to four N I launches. The
station would be serviced by 7K Soyuz spacecraft.
t52 Sir Bernard Lovell, letter to Hugh L. Dryden_July 23. 1963. file on Sir Bernard Lovell, NASA History
ReferenceCollection, NASA History Office, NASA Headquarters,Washington, DC.
153. For a detailed discussion of the repercussions of the LovelI letter, see Dodd L. Harvey and Linda C.
Ciccoritti, US-Soviet Cooperation in Space (Miami, FL: Center for Advanced International Studies. University of
Miami, 1974), pp. 114-19.
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discourse

in the United

States. The issue was further

announcement,

in front of a United

sion of "a joint

expedition

USSR was simply

not

with

another

World

of Journalists

Z]t the present
report

that

we will see

"moon"

will take

in Moscow

on October

how

fly there, and
important--how

into

thorough

to speculate

Previous overtures

result of the Soviet military's
seems that Khrushchev,
on the issue, certainly
in implementing

a difficult

such a joint

idea, the older Khrushchev
thing

they want

missiles

replied:

Surprised

Khrushchev

was already backtracking

fact that Khrushchev

of the Soviets'

occurring

within

lack of

the Soviet

But if we are to believe the
in his thinking

at Chelomey's

design

United

on the lunar

bureau,

Nations

with the United

recalls

speech,

his

States on a lunar

on this issue had been rejected outright
for a fight to change

understand

the military's

by Korolev's

intentions

estimated

be put at risk

can design

a bad
any-

and now that we have enough

were partly motivated

cost of a lunar

on his lukewarm

landing

support

speech. On November

by economic

at the meeting

from three months

was indeed having a change of heart is evidenced
I, a little over a month

with

due attention

to the proposal

useful if the USSR and the United States pooled
scientific

purposes,

fine if a Soviet

It

position

was simply

that the P,mericans

not be secrets forever..,

as a

space endeavor.

his son argued that cooperation

"You don't

We

people

con-

in June,

before. The

by his only public

com-

after the call for cooperation,

told the press:

We consider

t54.
I55.
156.
157.

back.

given the kind of secrets that would

When

that Khrushchev's

siderations.

Khrushchev

or to be more
come

know that we are strong.' ....

There is no doubt

ment on Kennedy's

an about-turn

a

suc-

be no benefit from

to engage in any major joint

undertaking

and our secrets will

they already

documents.

read

them

in sending

there would

of events actually

had been steeling

project.

there,

to compete

cooperating

from Kennedy

great reluctance

however,

land

will

will get up and

days after Kennedy's

spoke about jointly

added to
at the third

I have

they
wish

an engineer

just

made

to the Moon.

were taken as an indication

then

week of September,

Khrushchev

plans

Well, let's wish

they

was close to making

father for the first time openly
project.

how

access to still-classified

issue. Sergey N. Khrushchev,

in the Soviet press, the

by 1970.

It is obvious

on the true nature

at the time without

in the second

landing

preparation.

bold

the discus-

25:

We do not

pronouncements

Soviet leader's son, Khrushchev
that

account.

lunar

of cosmonauts

they

Once again, Khrushchev's
interest in the Moon.

landing

flights

Kennedy's

20, proposing

ignored.

on Soviet

wish to land on the Moon

their experience

It is difficult

by the response

there. ,Z]nd most

to the Moon without
competition.
_

leadership

Judging

offer was publicly

statement

do not plan

by President

on September

ambivalent

the .,Zlmericans

cess. Zlnd
correct

time we

Kennedy's

muddied

audience

to the moon."_4

interested;

the confusion
Meeting

Nations

specifically

man

for arranging

and an Zlmerican

woman

of the U.S. President.
their efforts in exploring

a joint
flew

flight

to the Moon.

to the Moony

that

it would

Would

Of course

it not be

if would.

Ibid.p. 123.
SovietSpace Programs. 1962-65, p. 360
Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushchev tom 2, pp. 459-61; Khrushchev interview, October I0, 1996.
Harvey and Ciccoritti, LIS.-Soviet Cooperation in Space, p 125.
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The

chance

respond,
of

to

President

Lyndon

address

a cooperative

Kennedy

B. Johnson

Khrushchev

venture

was assassinated

was

also dropped

POLITICS

significantly

the matter,

never

came.

on November

less interested

never officially

Before

Khrushchev

could

22, 1963. The new administration
in a joint

responding

lunar

landing

to Kennedy's

program.

United

Nations

speech.
Three factors--the
and the question

rising

Soviet space program
way

into the debate

Sciences
from

proposal

had excluded
future

its recommendation
explicitly

prompted

included

both

by the increased
by Khrushchev's
technical

Familiarization

Type
LI

program.

N I and

document
Moon.

With

lukewarm

on September
This document
Both

robotic

space

the academy

interest,

Korolev

23,

of

space expeditions
had the

proposal

plans.

recommendation

favor-

Probably

suggested

and his associates

space missions

responded

from the academy

in its

the academy

"Proposals

to the

of Sciences to revise

the academy

exploration

1963, titled

apparently

by this indifference

served as the first specific
and piloted

its

the Academy

program,

the

1962, an Academy

This suggestion

received a revamped
human

Apollo,

of the N I, found

piloted

officials. '_8 Alarmed

of the Apollo

from

large-scale

in hand,

and also

at OKB-I

produced

for the Research
response
to the

and

to Kennedy's
Moon

figured

in the report. '_'_

Korolev
a specific

the

and planets,

of the Moon."

to go to the

10, Korolev

visibility

of the Moon

prominently

industry

the N I in its plans: fortunately,

call. On August

encouraged

challenge

in December

the use of the N I and ambitious

of the Soviet space

to include

the challenge

in late 1963, prompting

The last issue, the utility

way. g year before,

placed defense

exploration
a detailed

leadership,
intersected

had fired off a letter on May 7, 1963, imploring

ably to Korolev's
that

the Soviet

to reassess its trajectory.

of some highly

N I, Korolev

from

to use the N I--all

in a roundabout

the immediate

support

interest

of how exactly

divided

his lunar plan into five major programs

goal, leading

to a lunar landing

Mission

Spacecraft

Circumlunar

or "themes,"

each encompassing

Launcher

No.

in 1967 or 1968:

7K crew vehicle

of Launches

Soyuz

6

Soyuz

6

Soyuz
N I

3 (NI)

N I

I

N I

I

9K upper stage
I I K tanker
L2

Lunar roving

9K upper stage
I I K tanker
13K rover

L3

Lunar landing

L4

Lunar orbit

L5

Advanced

lunar

7K crew vehicle
Lander

(modified)

7K crew vehicle

(modified)

Lunar rover

I (Soyuz)

roving

158. StateCommittee for Radio-ElectronicsChairman V. D Kalmykov apparently proposed delaying the conceptualization of payloads for the N I until a later time See Raushenbakh,ed., 5. P Komleu i ego delo, p. 424.
159. This document has been reproduced in full as S. R Korotev, "Proposal for the Research and
Familiarization of the Moon" {English title), in ibid, pp. 416-26.
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Theme
LI wasidentical
tothe7K-9K-I
IKSoyuz
circumlunar
complex
thathadbeenproposed
byKorolev
since about 1963. It involved launching a series of tankers into Earth orbit to
fuel a translunar-injection

stage, which

Theme

L2 was an initial

entific

research. This, too,

and acceleration

concept

would

send a 7K Soyuz

for a robotic

would

spacecraft

around

the Moon.

lunar rover to travel on the lunar surface

be assembled

in Earth orbit

with

a combination

for sci-

of tankers

stages.

L3 was clearly the center of Korolev's
considered,

engineers

the flight.

The primary

payload would

plan. glthough

chose the conservative
crew vehicle

be launched

would

several different

Earth-orbit

rendezvous

be a modified

mission

Soyuz spacecraft.

into Earth orbit by an N I, followed

profiles

approach

by two

were

to accomplish

The main landing

more N I rockets, which

would
carry extra propellant
for the translunar
injection
stage, A fourth
launch of
R-Z-derived
booster was to carry a crew to the complex. Total mass in Earth orbit would
200 tons: twenty-one
to conduct

piloted

er stage. Theme
could

tons would

actually

lunar orbital missions
LS's primary

goal was advanced

use these large five-and-a-half-ton
proposing

and outlining
cial troubles

the primary

goals piloted

missions

The September
Moon

in the

Korolev,
from

however,

within.

security

to Mars and Venus

Starting

The design
military

with

a primary

had slowly
bureau

payloads.

program

also

fielded

proposal

uation

vehicle

was

grams

given,

i_ draft

including

strategic

predicted

institutes,
auxiliary

plan for the vehicle

and

on Moon

possibly

At the beginning
no longer

existed,

rocket

exploration

its lunar

craft. His efforts were far behind the curve as compared
in such a project

variant,

the optimum

Mikhail

vehicles

for the

the

most

of 1964. the complacency

a

it seems that
described:

to [the] eval-

[or realization

of the pro-

'_'
complex

was prepared

to either Korolev

by

or Yangel. and his par-

way. at least not at the time.

that had marked the Soviet response

Yangel's

high-

space program

R-56, for which

and according
....

K.

of pur-

beloved N I. Chelomey,
not content to
of conceptions
of a lunar landing space-

did not figure in any significant

and notwithstanding

Designer

for a variety

named

spacecraft

Apollo.

satellites

1962. From the beginning,

1964. thus positing
it as a direct threat to Korolev's
watch his two rivals whiz past him, was also thinking
ticipation

Chief

launch

from

have any relevance to the piloted

in a monoblock

as future

but also competition

goal for the R-56. As one of his deputies

it was
tasks

even as his finan-

competition

ICBMs,

launcher

at

1975

for the Soviet reach for the

to

smaJl military

in April

1965 to

to include

from the outside,

for a heavy-lift

had been approved

of specialized

Curiously,

foundation

a series of new

Yangel had had his mind set on a particular
This launch

on

None of this would

had it not been for Yangel's
development

focus

moved into designing

the period

stations.

response

not only competition

cosmonauts

across the surface. '_°

He continued

and giant Earth-orbital

unambiguous

L4 was

sent a letter to senior officials

lunar landing.

old dreams.

laid the conceptual

clear and

had to address

YangeFs OKB-586
poses.

steps leading to a piloted

1960--a

Korolev

Theme

with a special boost-

on the Moon:

plan for space research during

he refused to abandon

1963 document

late

on the Moon.

Soyuz spacecraft

roving missions

his lunar plans,

an eleven-point

were rising,

the landing

rovers to travel long distances

On the same day that he signed
his ministry

accomplish

using a modified

an
be

R-56 idea, no one

more

than

to Apollo

Korolev

was

160. Ibid
16I. S.N. Konyukhov and V. A. Pashchenko."History of Space Launch Vehicles Development." presented
at the 46th International Astronautical Congress. Oslo, Norway, October 2-6, 1995 The R-S6 was a three stage
rocket with a launch mass of 1.400tons, capable of putting roughly fifty tons into orbit. The sixty-eight-meter-tall
booster was derived from an earlier proposal for a giant booster named the RK-100, which was studied by Yangel in
the early 1960s.
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responsible for this change. Yangel may have been the best individual
in the USSR to build missiles, but it was Korolev who had unbridled
passion

for space exploration.

He clearly had more to lose if the "space

race" was lost: he had bet his life on preeminence
to lose it to a government
grand
activity
visited

ideals•

By early

on the topic.

1964, there
On February

partially

Americans

already

his journal

the Central

expedition
capable

rockets

paper,
carrying

Khrushchev
about

the

robotic

to

process,

and

a mystery,
Korolev

nuclear

but

a full-scale

recent

lunar landing

as to why

months

before,

ly consider

have

done

on
for

by his

and Pilyugin,

the meeting

on

the agenda.

and Voskhod

several topics

was ostensibly

Korolev

from

that

piloted

hydrogen

rocket

communications

said at the meeting

suggests

notes
the use

lunar landing,

a global

and

land-

discussing

of discussion:

engines,

program

it was

still remains
that

day that

Khrushchev

to politically

commit

to compete

with

'_ It is still

_pollo.

leader agreed at this time,

considerations
with

a Moon

After

liquid

First

met with

programs,

of

the United

had prompted

when

just

to
six

him to serious-

States. His son's observations

views on the lunar landing

at the time:

three

much

accompanied

Kuznetsov

development

evidence

the Soviet

financial

cooperating

on Khrushchev's
thinking

Korolev,

was precisely

a promise

unclear

ships),

The plan is still only

of Defense, a piloted
the

rocket

What

extracted

is

and recovery

of the N I rocket. In his preparatory

he had outlined
missions,

and

(lunar

landing,

already

the Soyuz

of the future

system/_4

an

which

200 tons, i.e. it will require

foremost

of the N I for the Ministry

satellite

in

of 72 tons will be used

the systems

17, 1964. Although

have been

interplanetary

[or sending
rocket,

progress of the Soviet space program,

for the meeting,

"_°_

wrote

to the Moon. '_

the

exploration

landing.

Kamanin,

a plan

lunar

in orbit.

._Imericans

on March

raised the topic

engines

about

and Chief Designers

the general

ing seems

to the Moon,

out [lights

Mishin

in the Kremlin,

on a lunar

The NI

a payload

The mass o[ all

comprise

To accelerate
Deputy

Is approving

and two dockings

while

to his

of political

of a series of reports that

for work

in 1968-1970.

into orbit

[or [light

on Earth, will

Commission

_resent, Lt. General

Committee

of putting

computed

murmurs

day:

to the Moon

[or this purpose.

NI

finally

I1, 1964, Air Force representatives

have trainers

the following

and was not about

to be sympathetic

"by the appearance

One of the Air Force generals

•..

were

the offices of the Military-Industrial

a visit prompted
the

that was unwilling

allow some insight

into his

This is one conception of
Mikhail )'angel's R-56
booster at a museum in
Moscow. Yangel
proposed the R-56 as a
competitor to Korolev's
N/ Moon rocket in
1962-64. The modular
eonstruchon was based
on clustering several
heavy R-46 ICBMs The
R-46 was designed to
carry fifty-megaton
warheads.
(copyright Mark Wade)

162. N. Kamanin, "A Goat Worth Working for . : The Space Diaries of a General" (English title),
Vozdushniy transport 43 (1993): 8
163. Ibid.
164. Korolev's notes have been reproduced in lull as S. E Koroiev, "Plan of Notes to N S. Khrushchev"
(English title), in Raushenbakh, ed., 5 R Korolev i ego delo, pp 442-44.
165. Interview with Georgiy S. Vetrov, Historian, RKK Energiya.November 15. 1996.
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His feeling

[on

the

_qmericans,

but

for free.

lunar

landing]

was

So when

uncertain.

Kennedy

He wanted

announced

to be

the lunar

ahead

program

of

the

he did

not

accept Korolev's

pressure that we have to do the same. And in the end, all of them [the

chief

pressed

designers]

71mericans

and

that

So he approved
about

him

it. but

From Korolev's

perspective,

Earth-orbital

and

Consigned

too much

differing

Khrushchev

shift

strategy.
liquid

engines

Committee

included

in the original

program
industry

The draft of a fourth

of Ministers,
with

draft stands testament

to the complete

with

Through

after paragraph,

paragraph

It will

be sufficient

decided
nical

position

rubles

and

finance

to 4 million

all the money
o/the

have

not been supplied

sions

and orders

have

a whole

that

o/the

will

be used

M l will
with

funding

discretion
The

o/

in a

equipment
and

orders

and

years later, the
by 1964. It

few

in the N I program:

rubles,

o/the

unexpectedly
Ministry

which

launch

reduced

of Defense

was

and tech-

to Z million
has

refused

to

decrees. In May of the curand

days.

construction

Up to now

and materials,

out by the involved

of assignments

thirty

space program

I I million

up for this [program],
stop

'_=_

a lot of precious time on the N I."

N I despite the existing

the necessary

allocations.

for Defense Industries

for construction

overall.

been

money for

on May 25 and addressed

Committee

sum

it had not

wrote to the leading adminis-

the litany of problems

initial

completely

not been carried

number

the

o/Defense

at [their]

special

There was a

plan. As a result,

at the time. Declassified

have been wasting

rubles

the construction

[complex]

two years,

out

by the Ministry

with

was constantly

N I because

15, Korolev

Korolev mentioned

for the M I. was
now

further

rent year
launch

to point

on in 1964

of

signed off on a new

on the NI,

This, however,

the

disarray of the Soviet human

the phrase: "We

Apollo-ideas

commitment.

letter was prepared by Korolev

leader in the country

began auspiciously

with

were to have led to a formal

the N I as part of future

directly to Leonid I. Brezhnev. the Secretary of the Central
Space. the top space program

Korolev

of research for the next five-year

desperate

a reason

to an under-

is, to save the N I--was

1966, focused

unconcerned

to include

to

the project was

had defined

are crucial

The latter--that

discussions

tied up. In three letters dated May

in the defense

to the decision

Tsiolkovskiy-influenced

but it was still a verbal

were

States. '_

for the upper stages.

and the Council

Party and state officials

time thinking

is, to compete

the

five days of the meeting,

hydrogen

delayed.

the N I remained

flights.

to address. The February-March

decree of the Central

motivations

from

for 1964 through

had made the promise,

gridlock

of Defense,

The former--that

in vision

Within

bureau

motivations

the

this ....

as in the United

by the lack of funding,

Both these

to interplanetary

at his design

to advanced

it one.

of his own

priority

than

he accepted

and the second was to salvage the N I rock-

to oblivion

fate of the program.

leading

a management

bureaucratic

given

unprecedented

stations

plan of action

trators

with Apollo

less expensive

then that

a national

there were clearly two

He had just

of the eventual

attention

he spent

that
not such

be much

[it was]

in early 1964. No one, least of all the Ministry

was a major
simply

it would

think

one was to compete

for its existence.
standing

that

and

it. It was

et from the scrap heap of history.
at a standstill

said

to do this,

I don't

this and discussing

go to the Moon:

and

we have

and

organizations.

agreed

in decrees

of the
the plants

a lot of deciFor more than
has remained

166. Khrushchev interview, October I0, 1996.
167 S. R Korolev, "Report FromS. R Korolev to the Secretaryof the TsK KPSSL I. Brezhnev" (English title),
Nauka i zhizn no. 5 (May 1994): 21-23, commentary to the document. The letters were addressedto Chiel of the
Defense Department o[ the Central Committee I, D. Serbin. Chairman of the Military-Industrial Commission L V
Smirnov, and Chairman of the StateCommittee for DefenseTechnology S. ,q. Zverev.
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unfulfilled,
prepared
Korolev

and no one is questioned
for the Nil, many

is an absolutely

technology
difficult

motivated

intolerable

sphere,

space,
ideas

Nikita

Sergeyevich

ticular,

much

more

situation

and

once

nation

in the sphere

that

months

the proposal
have

passed

with

the N I ...

enough

attention

while

He then

mentioned

The scope

and

progress

Ztlready

in May

rocket

with

a full-scale

land American

nothing
clear

time is slipping

undoubtedly

takes a useful

initial

orbit around

that

away ....

LK-I

system.

science,

and

research,

and he has

point

again

where

listened

all

to and

on the N I. Two

accomplished

once

from

Sergeyevich

in par-

and

nothing

the N I hasn't

has

received

"_

of the work

on

"big space"

in the U.S.A.

o[ this year, the U.S.Zt. is preparing
model

of the

"Ztpollo"

on the Moon.

will

be followed

payload

of 11-12

ship

designated
is without

Soyuz,

for great

as part
people

"Saturn"

of the project

on board

to

now.

but

by others. Zit the present the U.S.Zt.'s "Saturn"
tons with

a total mass

the Earth. In this, the US.T]. has already

and Korolev's

is a reason

to fly the two-stage

This model

of the fact there was a real competition

Chelomey's

in the socialist

to speed up work

has been

and

of great

starting

Nikita

and

the birthplace

and space

is the hopeful

science

roost important

progressive

technology

of Designers

then and

the world

Very recently

it's evidently

researchers

rocket

Conscious

'_

the U.S. space program:

alarm.

this flight

in the world,

leading

of new

of a group

changed

and plans

them ....

of our state in that

supported

socialism--this

since

problems

examines

the N I. not only for Soviet

country

has always

our rockets and ships will be launched.
supported

with

the priority

a progressive

Khrushchev

regard to many

no one even

plea:

as the first socialist

new work

than

it. With

go by and

but also for maintaining

revolutionary

said

about

months

then made a politically

This

POLITICS

Korolev

in the piloted

reminded

17 tons into an

of around

surpassed

the Soviet

circumlunar

Brezhnev

Union. '_°

effort

of the pathetic

between

state of the

Soyuz program:
To fly around
double

tial orbit.
but

the Moon

We have

unfortunately,

work

on it] has not

ed on the "Soyuz"
Following

with

a crew

(without

this load iv[ 12 tons], for example,
been working
just

theme,

more complaints

try's favoritism
and specific

on such

a theme,

like the N I, it has

been fully

satisfactory.

the Soviet

about

in the use of toxic

landing)

by using
never

will lag behind

propellant

components,

for a number
support,

measures

the Ug.,zl.
hydrogen

Korolev

finally

to

in the iniof years.
and

[the

are not adopt-

in this area too.'"

industry

and the indus-

ended with

a focused

to Apollo:

The U.S.ZL is planning

to land people

on the Moon

of 1970) and

to their plans,

they

168.
169.
170.
171.

for the U.S.A.
method

adequate

additional

the poor state of the liquid

plea for a Soviet response

according

the "Soyuz,"
received

I[ urgent

Union

it is sufficient

a single-docking

in 1969

(instead

will be in a position

of the earlier date

to fly around

the Moon

Ibid.. p. 21.
Ibid. pp 21-22.
Ibid.. p. 22,
Ibid.
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(in 1966):

in 1967

"Saturn-5"

with

the U.S./Zl. expects

a launch

mass

able to fly into space many
lowing

scenario:

what

and

evidently

of 2.?'00-3,000

times without

is to prevent

will have

tons,

a working

at which

limitations.

time

It's possible

the LLS./Zt. from

variant

of the

the LI.S.A

will be

to visualize

accelerating

its work

the fol-

a little

bit

(which is of enormous scale and part of a well coordinated plan), to not only fly around
the Moon, but also to land men on its surface in 1967. the year of the fiftieth anniversary
of the first 5oviet state on our planet?
In this time, we can pay attention
ing Soviet researchers
Only

on the surface

of the

efforts:

a circumlunar

landing

track with

of the Moon

designers

period.

The piloted

track with
proposals

all rushed

lunar

proposals

from

Yangel

to respond.

heydays of Sputnik

and Gagarin

Just three days after signing
dummy

Apollo

"within

the know"

flying

ground

spacecraft

Apollo

before,

and the Council

of Ministers

imposing

inactivity

testing

to

imperative.
landmark

additional

1966 from the originally

in 1963-64,

and Korolev
the

observers

some engineers

the contrast

support the future Soviet space projects,
tured between 1966 and 1968. '_

Within

disjointed

(Soyuz)

at

and a

rising,

the

space designers

had nary a clue, the

two

I booster. '7_For those

the obsolete

Korolev's
months,

decrees that finally

Vostok

and

program,

if on shaky

the Central

Committee

responded

to Apollo.

The

for the N I lunar rocket and reset the start

mandated
a total

hints

two

on May 28, 1964, the first

between

to approve

funding

privately

strongly

Apollo

leading

into Earth orbit by the sixth Saturn

issued two

into

(N I). With

that

Western

split

_

over.

clear. The impetus

first one, on June 19, guaranteed
of flight

is no question

in the Soviet space program,

had a more

(LK-I)

and Korolev

Although

language

had clearly

the draft of the letter to Brezhnev,

was inserted

was crystal

but Korolev's

from Chelomey

were irrevocably

date.

of land-

and secure their return to Earth ....

program

(R-56)

There

were indeed scared to the bone by Apollo.

the

our work to solve the problem

the draft of the letter has been declassified,

his priorities

chief

There are three years left to that momentous

to and organize

1965. '7' Given the damage caused by the

believed that even 1966 was too optimistic.
of sixteen

N I boosters

To

were to be manufac-

172 Ibid, p 23. Author's emphasis
173 Roger E Bilstein, Stages to Saturn. A Technological History o[ the /qpotlo/Saturn Launch Vehicles
(Washington, DC: NASA SP-4206. 1996), pp. 328-29.
174. Note that one source suggests that this decreewas issued on July 27, 1964. not June 19 Forthe for
mar, see Raushenbakh. ed, S R Korolev i ego deto, p 444 Forthe latter, see pp. 692-93 in the same source_This
decree also "invited" OKB-586 and OKB-456 to cooperate with OKB-I on developing the N I.
175. Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret: Part I1." Another reliable source states that twelve N i boosters were
to built as per the original plan. SeeBoris Arkadyevich Dorofeyev, "History of the Development of the N I-L3 Moon
Program." presented at the 10th International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics, Moscow
State University, Moscow. Russia,June 20-21, 1995. Four days after this decree was issued, on June 23, 1964,
Korolev convened for the first time atl the leading chief designersof the space program to discuss both the N I and
its use for a piloted lunar landing. The central point of debate was whether to directly develop a high energy liquid
hydrogen-equipped N I or to begin with a conventional propellant variant and then move to the more advancedver
sion. Given the government's poor responsein supporting liquid-propellant engine development, the chief designers overwhelmingly supported initial development of the conservative "K" variant: Korolev proposed that they would
"gradually" develop the most preferredliquid hydrogen version, the "V3," for future missions. Five different models
of the N I were considered: K, V l. V2. V3, and D A. These differed as follows: K liquid oxygen (LOX) keroseneon
all stages: VI--LOX-liquid hydrogen on first stage: V2--LOX-liquid hydrogen on second stage: V3--LOX-liquid
hydrogen on third stage: and D-A--nitrogen tetroxide-unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) on all stages.
The D-A was proposed by Chief Designer V. P. Glushko, who evidently had not abandoned his quest to use storable propellants on the N I despite the July 1962 decision by the Academy ol Sciencesrecommending the use of
cryogemc propellants on the booster, Gtushko believed that a "new" fuel, hydrazine-50, would allow better charac
teiistics than his earlier proposal in 1962to use UDMH Korolev compromised with Glushko and agreedto let three
teams assessthe usefulness of Glushko's proposal. These teams were led by V, S. Budnik (OKB-586), V. P Mishin
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The

following

Commission,

month,

on July

its Chairman

tion as well as further work
into

hydrogen

satellites,

Soviet

piloted

Llnion

committed

to two

at the

proposal

Military-Industrial

on the L3 lunar expedi-

rocket engines. '_6A week later, on August
"five-year

probes to Venus

space program.

hosted

Korolev's

"On Work on Research on the Moon and Outer

law, _7 It was a comprehensive

thing--scientific

eminent

titled

1964, at a meeting

fully sanctioned

on liquid

second decree (no. 655-268),
signed

24,

Smimov
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Within

the framework

separate piloted

plan"

on space, which

and Mars, spaceplanes,
of the piloted

lunar projects

space power. The first was a human

military

3, the

Space," was

covered

satellites,

space program,

everyand the

the Soviet

to retain its status as the world's

circumlunar

project,

and the second

pre-

was a lunar

landing project. The former was tasked to Chelomey's OKB-52: his new LK-I single-pilot
spacecraft would be launched on a modification
of the LIR-500 ICBM to accomplish
a circumlunar
flight before the beginning

of the second quarter of 1967--that

sary of the Russian Revolution
of twelve

LK-I vehicles.

es to convert
ers would

to the circumlunar

The commitment
astounding

confusion

Institute
to

Chelomey's

Yet another

Physics of Moscow

LK-I

circumlunar

had approved

victim

Korolev's

of the rising

a program

by Chelomey

7K-9K-I

of four test launchEach of the boostin cooperation

State University.

proposat

in the Soviet space program

was

I K Soyuz

with

'79

clear evidence

at the time.

and falling fortunes

anniver-

for the construction

was approved.

satellite to be developed

of Nuclear

inherent

the Soviet leadership

same mission.

program,

missile into a space launch vehicle

carry a new heavy scientific

the Scientific-Research

before,

In addition

the LIR-500

is, in time for the fiftieth

later in the year. '7. Funding was apportioned

less than
complex

of the

two years

for the exact

of chief designers,

Korolev's

program effectively received its death knell on August 3, 1964, despite at least two years of continuous work on elements of the Soyuz complex. What prompted this change of heart remains
in the

realm

required
Korolev's

of speculation.

Perhaps

four to five dockings

it was the

in Earth orbit.

complexity

did not. Perhaps it was a case of Chelomey's

Or perhaps

it was simply

a decision

of the

Perhaps Chelomey's

made with

7K-9K-tlK

plan offered

charms

winning

no rational

thought.

plan, which
advantages

over Korolev's
What

that

charms.

is clear is that

Korolev fought hard for the Soyuz complex but lost. What is also clear is that true to character, he refused to give up on the circumlunar
effort, raising the specter of many more battles
between

the two

big designers.

(OKB-I). and V. P Radovskiy (OKB 456). Given the allegiances of Mishin and Radovskiy. their recommendations
were no doubt a foregoneconclusion. The overall meeting was attended by S.P. Korolev (OKB- I ), A. F. Bogomolov
(OKB MEI), Ye.Ya. Boguslavskiy (Nil 885), V. R Barmin (GSKB SpetsMash)_V. S. Budnik (OKB-586]. V. R Glushko
(OKB-456). M. A Golubev (OKB-154), A. Yu. Ishlinskiy (AN SSSR).M. V. Keldysh (AN SSSR),M. A Kuzmin
(OKB
165),
N. D. Kuznetsov (OKB-276), V I. Kuznetsov (NII-944), A M. Lyulka (OKB 165). V. F_ Mishin
(OKB-I). N ,q. Pilyugin (Nil AP), M. S. Ryazanskiy (Nil Priborostroyeniya), M. K. Yangel (OKB-586). and A P
Yeliseyev(OKB-2). OKB-I notes on the meeting have been reproduced as "Minute Notes at the Meeting of Chief
Designerson the Course of Work on the N-I Heavy Carrier" (English title), in Raushenbakh, ed.. S R Koroleu i ego
deto, pp. 455-60.
176. Raushenbakh. ed, S P Koroieu i ego deto. p. 693. In attendance, besides Smirnov, were V N.
Chelomey, M. V. Keldysh, and S. P. Korolev.
177 Semenov, ed. RGketnoKosmieheskoyoKorporatsiya. p. 252: V Filin, "At the Request of the Reader:
The N I-L3 Project" (English title). ,'qvic_tsiyai kosmonczutikano. 12 (December 1991): 44-45: Vetrov, "The Difficult
Fateof the N I Rocket":Afanasyev, "Nl:AbsolutelySecret: Partll":N
Kamanin."AGoaIWorth
Fightingfor.. "
(English title). Vozdushmy transport 44(1993): 8-9.
178. Kamanin, "In the Future His Name Will ProbablyBe...": Igor Alanasyev, "Without the Stamp Secret':
Circling the Moon: Chelomey's Project" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda. October 28, 1995. Note that the latter
source suggests that the title of the decree was "On Researchon the Moon and Future Development Work on
Researchinto Cosmic Space."
t 79 Khrushchev, l',likita Khrushcheu: tom 2, pp. 47;'-78: V. Petrakovand I_Afanasyev. "'Proton' Passion"
(English title), Z]uiatsiya i kosmorzautikGno. 4 (April 1993): 10-12. There were evidently other provisions of the
decree related to Chelomey_including the development of more Raketoplans and winged and ballistic missiles.
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The most important

element
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lunar

landing
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ment,

which

still remains

classified,

roughly

coincide

the Kennedy

with

the Apollo

the fiftieth

deadline

1964 decree was clearly the commitment

program.

the lunar

anniversary

According

landing

to the guidelines

was to take place in 1961 or 1968, to

of the Great October

of 1969 was far less an important

factor

Revolution.

picked up by both

vices in the mid-1960s.

The actual

was to be accomplished

lunar complex

on a single N I booster.

build

launched

the L3. While

Korolev

over Yangel's R-56 proposal.
19, the Soviet government
of political
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ly. As one recalled,
opment

among

Smirnov

the designers,

"[the R-56 was canceled]
stopped...

.... Perhaps there

without

reluctant

that such a state of affairs might
missiles for the Soviet state, i_:
It took the Soviet Union
go to the Moon.
symptomatic

the Soviet state--an

we now

naturally

assumed

policy.

this

the worst

writing

became

how

on Soviet space history,
Khrushchev

hapless pawn
ther from

that.

Korolev

instincts,
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scheming

by ordering

Khrushchev,

was about cosmonauts
singular

it almost

was continuously

1964 decision,

caricatured

customary

interested

in competing

about

propaganda

1960s,
to

that emanattn the Western

in every third

propaganda

paragraph

benefits

from

his

not have been fur-

money and missiles

with Apollo.

and during

'_: It was only

conferences--that
decision

Soviet space program

for it set the stage for ten long years of elusively

In the end, the Moon

proved to be as elusive for the Soviets
during

infighting

in the

than he

by his son, or perhaps by his own

It may have been the most important

first in space was for the Americans

speech to

was a huge priority

alarmists,

to tout

more

Perhaps influenced

better

that was at the center of Soviet

fears of Western

to extract

at meetings,

building

and ferocious

space program

it seems, was more concerned

and the cosmos.
letters,

from

him to do this or that. The reality could

he was never particularly
persistence--in

designer

him-

believing

to respond to Kennedy's

relations

and

too much. Khrushchev

is not so odd. Westerners

The blunt and sometimes

ed from the Soviet press merely confirmed

Brezhnev,

in space programs,

focused

that the piloted

vehicle for publicity

were sorry about

Khrushchev,

know about the relative poverty

space program,

indispensable

science and technology

heavy participation

the otherwise

light-

this devel-

resources on both Chelomey

may have been simply

Yangel's

divert

of the Soviet piloted

little information,

and scientists

space program

three years and three months

Given what

causes and reasons,

[and] many specialists

participant

to allow

In the world

did not take the decision

any visible

and

he did win

on the N I, dated June

on the R-56 booster.

was some sense in the decision:

but adding a third

self was reportedly

to design

program,

work

ser-

the aid of the "L3"

the contract

further

of all work

piloted

with

was given

Yangel's engineers

may have been ready to squander

and Korolev,

with

the cessation

celebration

NASA and U.S. intelligence

for the circumlunar

In the same decree approving
ordered

work was suddenly

this decision.'

OKB-I

had lost out to Chelomey

For the Soviets,

than the national

slated for 1967, a factor that was accurately
landing

to a
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180. Konyukhov and Pashchenko,"History of SpaceLaunch Vehicles Development/' One factor that played
against the R-56 was that it would only be capableo[ accomplishing circumlunar [light or robotic lunar exploration.
Becauseit was even less powerful than the N It the R-56 would have had to fly multiple missions to perform a single piloted landing on the Moon
181. See,for example, Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu: tom 2. p. 169.
182 One Sovietjournalist remarkedin 1990that one of the reasonsfor Khrushchev's apparent reluctance to
commit to a lunar landing program may have been becauseof advice from his son Sergey.who was an engineer
under Chelomey. SeeLeonard Nikishin. "Inside The Moon Race," Moscow News, April I I. 1990,p 15.
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The Voskhod project effectively diverted attention from the natural progression of piloted
space plans at OKB-I. The Soyuz program was temporarily in oblivion, having lost its primary
raison d'etre, while more adventurous plans such as interplanetary ships and huge space
stations began to fall by the wayside in the competition with Apollo. As a result, the twelve
months spanning the two Voskhod missions was a period best characterized as limbo for
OKB-I: two spectacular missions emerged from the mysterious vacuum of the Soviet space
program, disappearing forever, leaving no visible trace of exactly what gain had been extracted
from the effort.
How to Design a Voskhod
A group of fifty engineers at OKB-I under "lead designer" Yevgeniy A. Frolov were
assigned the task of modifying the basic 3KA Vostok vehicle into the 3KV Voskhod vehicle
within five months. The primary goal was to ensure a spaceflight by three crewmembers: all
the other objectives were supplementary• There seems to have been a fair degree of opposition
to the entire effort from Korolev's staff. Konstantin P. Feoktistov, the resourceful engineer who
played a critical role in the design of the Vostok, was on the Voskhod design team. He later
recalled how Korolev neutralized his internal opposition:
• . . we argued that it would be unsafe, that it would be better to be patient and wait
for the Soyuz spaceship to be built ....
In the end, of course, [Korolev] got his way. In
February 1964 he outwitted us. He said that if we could build a ship based on the
Vostok design which could carry three people, then one o[ those places would be offered
to an [OKB-I] engineer. Well, that was a very seductive offer and a few days later we
produced some rough sketches. Our first ideas were accepted. We unveiled our plans for
this new ship in March or .Ztpril._
Feoktistov was the first to propose omitting both the ejection seat and spacesuits from the
Vostok, thus allowing three men to cram into the spherical capsule in regular clothing. There
were "heated discussions" between physicians and engineers on the spacesuit issue, but the
argument was settled by physical impossibility: it would have been simply impossible to fit

I.
"The Russian Right Stuff: The Dark Side of the Moon,"
Boston, February 27, t99 I.

NOV, q television

show.

#1808, WGBH-TV.
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2
G Salakhutdinov, "Once More About Space" (English title), Ogonek 34 (August 18-25, 1990): 4-5:
YUrA. Mozzhorin, et al. eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I (Moscow: MAI, 1992), p. 63.
3
The draft plan has been reproducedwith disguised designations asS. P.Korolev, "On the Possibility of
Creating the Three-Seat 'Voskhod' Space Ship" (English title), in M. V Keldysh. ed., Tuoreheskoyenaslediye
/qkademika SergeyaPaulouicha Koroleua: izbrannyye _rudy i dokumenW (Moscow: Nauka, 1980). pp. 470-76.
4.
This rocket, also called "Voskhod," was yet another one in the long line of modifications of the basic
R-7 ICBM that Korotev was producing to launch a variety of robotic payloads. The smaller Vostok spacecraft had
been launched by the 8K72K booster, which was essentially the R 7 with a new upper stage with a thrust of just
under thirty and a half tons That rocket could put about just under five tons into orbit, far less than the five and a
half tons neededfor Voskhod. Instead of creating a new powerfut engine for the upper stage. Korolev's people took
the engine from the second stage of the R-9A ICBM and installed it in place of the old upper stage engine on the
Vostok launcher. The new engine, the RD-OI08 developed by Chief Designer Kosberg's OKB-154, had a vacuum
thrust of 304 tons. The second-stage engine of the R-9/q had the designation RD-OI06 and had a thrust of about
thirty tons. This engine was used as the basisfor several different engines, each with a similar level of thrust for a
variety of three-stage R-7 launch vehicles. SeeTimothy Varfotomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space:Part
4: The Development of a Four-Stage Launcher, 1958-1960," Spaceflight 40 (January 1998): 28-30: Timothy
Varfolomeyev, "Soviet Rocketry that Conquered Space: Part 6: The Improved Four-Stage Launch Vehicle,
1964-1972," Spaceflight 40 (May 1998): 181-84
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installation of:
Three shock-absorbing Elbrus couches
New survival kits
A reserve solid-propellant braking engine
A spacecraft orientation system using ion sensors
replacement of:
A TV system of ten frames per second in favor of a system of twenty-five frames per
second
The old radio-channel system with a new one
The old landing beacon in the descent apparatus with a new one5

By the time that the draft plan was completed, it was clear that Plant No. 81 would not
have a working version of a tower-equipped launch escape system ready for the Voskhod
launch. Korolev and his engineers took the risky step of moving on with a launch despite this
glaring disregard for safety. In its 3KV draft plan, OKB-I merely stated that it would be "difficult" to rescue the cosmonauts up to the first twenty-five to forty-four seconds of a launch: a
more accurate term might have been "impossible." tqfter the forty-fourth second, if there was
an explosion, an identical mission profile to Vostok would be used whereby the payload would
simply separate from the launcher, travel along a ballistic trajectory, and land by parachute.
Before T+501 seconds, this landing would be in Soviet territory: after T+501 seconds and up
to orbital insertion at T+523 seconds, the landing would be elsewhere.
In orbit, the three cosmonauts would have little to do except monitor the ship's systems
and take pictures. The new TV system, developed in a cooperative venture by the Experimental
Design Bureau of the Moscow Power Institute and NII-380, would consist of a camera within
the cabin to observe the crew and one on the outside of the vehicle that could be controlled
by the crew. One of the goals was apparently to take video of the third stage of the ITA57
booster after orbital injection as well as of Earth's surface and the Moon. The cosmonauts
would at most have one full day of safety in orbit: the engineers had predicted an outflow of
air from the Voskhod at 180 liters per minute as opposed to the fifty liters per minute on
Vostok--a significant regression in capabilities. The new automatic ion orientation was to supplement a manual system for positing the vehicle correctly prior to retrofire. The primary motivation for installing the new system was to allow the ship to orient itself during passage
through the "dark" side of their orbit, when the Sun was not in view. This had been a problem
during the Vostok missions in which the vehicles were equipped only with a solar sensor. Ionsensitive sensors would use the thin ionization layer around Earth to provide information on
the longitudinal axis of the ship relative to the primary velocity vector.
The spacecraft had the standard TDU-I liquid-propellant engine for the reentry burn. The
supplementary retro engine was fueled by eighty-seven kilograms of solid propellants; total
mass of the engine itself was 143 kilograms. The engine would provide a single powerful burst
of 12,000 kilograms thrust, lasting approximately two seconds, which was sufficient to deorbit
the descent apparatus. Following reentry, a triple-level parachute system consisting of an
exhaust, a braking, and two primary parachutes would bring the sharik down to the ground, g
probe, formally called the "distance contact instrument," would be deployed from the base of
the descent apparatus to a length of 1.2 meters to make contact with the ground in advance of
the spacecraft itself. At contact point, just prior to landing, one solid-propellant engine affixed
to the base of the parachute would fire, dropping final velocity from about eight to ten meters
per second to a bearable two-tenths meter per second. The Elbrus couches were designed to

5.

Korolev, "On the Possibility

of Creating."
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6.
Ibid.: A. V Ponomarev, "2 June--75 Years From the Birth of Academician A. F. Bogomolov (1913)"
(English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 59 (1989): 47-50: K R Feoktistov. "The Development of Soviet
PilotedSpaceShips (Up to the Early 1970s)" (English title), in B. V Raushenbakh,ed., Issledouaniya po istorii i teorii
razuitiya auiatsionnoy i raketno-kosmicheskoynauki i tekhniki (Moscow: Nauka, 1981), p. II 3
7.
Yaroslav Golovanov, Koroleu fakty i mify (Moscow: Nauka, 1994), p. 77 I.
8.
Ye Chernykh_ "Was Gagarin Reallyin Space?:Cosmonaut No i Flew Around the Planet One Time
But This Fairly Shabby 'Canard ts Making the Umpteenth Orbit" (English title), Komsornolskaya prauda.
September 22. 1990, p 3
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9.
Golovanov, Korotev, pp 686-89.
10. Ibid., p. 688.
II.
There are contradictory dates referring to this accident. One source suggests that it was in "late
August" Seeibid., p. 736 Kamanin implies in his diaries that the accident took place in early September•See N F
Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: kaiga vtoraya. 1964-196699(Moscow: Infortekst IF, 1997), p. 80. A third source suggests
February6, 1964,which is probably an error for September 6, 1964. SeeB. Ye.Chertok, Rakety i lyudi: goryaehiye
dni kholodnoy voyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1991), p. 243. Note that there were severalearlier tests of the
Voskhod parachute system, but these probably did not use full-scale descent apparatus modules• For example,
Kamanin, in his diary entry for September 2, 1964, wrote that there was a failure on August 29 because of a
"spurious" jettisoning of the parachute hatch. According to Kamanin, by August 14, 1964.there had been ten landing tests of the parachute system, all probably without descent apparatuses.
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12. Yu P Semenov, ed., Raketno Kosmicheskaya KorporatsiTa "Energiya" imeni 5 P Koroleva (Korotev:
RKK Energiya,named after S E Korolev, 1996), p. 425.
13 Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 73I.
14 At a meeting of Air Force officials on March 24, 1964, Air Force officers, including Kamanin and
Gagarin, agreedthat two OKB-I engineerscould fly in the "passenger" positions in the Voskhod. If such engineers
were not ready for the [light, then they could be replaced by two Air Forcepilots. The Ministry of Health proposal
for a doctor seemsto have been formalized by edict on April 2. 1964. SeeViktor Mitroshenkov. Zemtya pod nebom
(Moscow: Sovetskayarossiya, 1987), pp. 337-38.
15 V Semenov I. Marinin, and S+Shamsutdinov, Iz istorii kosmonautiki: uypusk I: nabory u otryady kosmonautou i astronautou (Moscow: AO Videokosmos+ 1995), pp. 21, 24 The date of birth and age of Polyakov is
unknown. There were four other doctor finalists: I. S. Ivanov, G P. Prostakishin, Yu. P,. Senkevich, and G L
Yaroshenko SeeKamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964-1966, p. 52
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16. Golovanov, Koroleu. pp. 733-34. Another source says that Yegorov joined the parachute teams in
January 196l, See "People and Fates: In Memory of Boris Yegorov" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 19
(September 10-23, 1994): 57-58.
17. Of the fourteen OKB-I engineers, six were eliminated at a very preliminary stage. These included O. I
Kozyuba and Ye.A. Frolov,the latter being the "lead designer" for the Voskhod spacecraft. The remaining eight men
were K E Feoktistov,G. M. Grechko. V. N. Kubasov, O. G. Makarov.V N Volkov, A. M. Sidorov, V A. Yazdovskiy,
and V. E Zaytsev. SeeKamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964-1966. pp. 51, 54.
18. The academicians in favor of Katys were A. Yu. Ishlinskiy. G. I. Petrov. and V. A. Trapeznikov. Apart
from Katys, there was one other finalist from the Academy of Sciences,O. B Moskalev Seeibid, p. 52.
19. Benderov's candidacy asa cosmonaut had actually been put forward asearly asFebruary9. 1964,before
the initiation of the Voskhod program. Seeibid, p. 19.
20. Six of the seven men arrived at the Cosmonaut Training Center (TsPK) on June I, 1964:the exception
was Feoktistov. who arrived on June 12. Although Benderov was out of the running for the Voskhod mission, his
candidacy for a cosmonaut seat was an issue of discussion as late as February6, 1965. Seeibid, pp. 61, 138.
21. Initially, by April I, 1964, the Air Force candidates for the commander position were V. F. Bykovskiy,
P. R. Popovich. and G. S. Titov. By April 22, the list had been expanded to include P. I Belyayev.Bykovskiy. L. S.
Demin, Ye.V. Khrunov, V. M Komarov, A. A. Leonov, Popovich, Titov, and B. V. Volynov. By May 2 t, the list was
narrowed down to four: Khrunov. Komarov, Leonov, and Volynov. Of these, only Komarov and Volynov would train
for Voskhod. The remaining two, Khrunov and Leonov,were to train for the forthcoming Vykhod EVA mission See
ibid, pp. 33-34, 43, 51.
22
Golovanov, Koroteu. p. 132.
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24
Kamanin proposed the first tentative crews on July 6. 1964. They were: Volynov. Katys, and Yegorov
(primary) and Komarov. Feoktistov, and Sokorin (backup), These pairings were offered at an official meeting of the
StateCommission on August 12, 1964, By September 14, 1964, Kamanin was proposing Komarov, Volynov. and
Lazarev(primary). SeeKamanin, Skrytiy kosmos. 1964-1966, pp. 63, 69, 84: Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 737.
25
Boris Chertok, "At the Dawn of Russian Cosmonautics," ZterospaeeJournalno. 4 (July-August 1996):
17-78 See also John McDonnell, "The Soviet Defense Industry as a PressureGroup," in Michael McGwire, Ken
Booth. and John McDonnell, eds.. SovietNaval Policy: Objectives and Constraints (Halifax, NS: Centre for Foreign
Policy Studies, 1975), pp 102 03 The Defense Industries Department was one of twenty-two sections in the
Central Committee
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his father's fate. The KGB also discovered in August 1964 that Katys's stepbrother and stepsister had resided in Paris, although they had emigrated in 1910--a connection that cast suspicion on Katys's adherence to working-class ideology. Kamanin noted in his diary, "All this
spoils the candidate for flight. More suitable candidates should be found. ''_ In both cases,
Korolev was put in a difficult position. Although he preferred Komarov over Volynov as commander, he was also resolutely not anti-Semitic but was helpless to make amends for the poor
Volynov. Katys's predicament hit home deeper: Korolev himself had been incarcerated during
the Purges, serving at Kolyma, and here was the Communist Party throwing insult in his face
by refusing to "clear" the son of another Purge victim.
Feoktistov, Korolev's chosen man for the engineer spot, faced stiff opposition from the Air
Force. Despite his undeniable talents as a designer--Feoktistov probably knew more about the
design of the Vostok and Voskhod spacecraft than any other engineer at OKB-I--he was also
"a difficult, unsociable, and uncompromising man." His health was also not up to par. When
Kamanin first heard of Feoktistov's candidacy, he was reported to have blurted out, "How can
you put a man into a space ship if he is suffering from ulcers, nearsightedness, deformation of
the spine, gastritis, and even has missing fingers on his left hand? ''_ Doctors had in fact
brought in all sorts of documents stating that Feoktistov was unfit for the mission. In the end,
Deputy Minister of Health Burnazyan, under pressure from Korolev, signed a medical certificate
in Feoktistov's favor, and Air Force officials backed down. The deletion of Volynov and Katys
from the running and the support for Feoktistov meant that there were now two possible variants of the crew:
•
•

Komarov-Feoktistov-Lazarev
Komarov-Feoktistov-Yegorov

On September 14, Kamanin proposed the first version to Korolev. The chief designer, however, stuck to his earlier position and categorically refused to launch the crew without Yegorov
aboard, perhaps as a result of a promise he made to the young doctor's father. Both Korolev
and Kamanin came away from the meeting refusing to budge an inch, laying the ground for
more battles in the ensuing days.
Korolev was clearly under great stress at the time, and it showed in his behavior toward
other chief designers and junior engineers. Despite his poor health, he consistently tried to have
his hand in the most trivial of operations, losing himself in fits of temper if he was displeased
with something. There was also familial stress brought on by news that his wife would have to
undergo a major operation on October I. He twice flew to Moscow from Tyura-Tam to be with
her during the most intensive pretaunch preparations.
On September 18, at a meeting of the State Commission for Vostok, OKB-I Deputy Chief
Designer Boris Ye. Chertok reported that the misfiring of the parachute cover during the earlier
drop-test at Feodosiya was the fault of the design bureau itself. The main firing circuit would
have to be redesigned and rebuilt from scratch. Engineers scheduled new drop-tests, although
it was becoming clear that the automated precursor vehicle would have to be launched before
the results of the new tests were in. After the main meeting, a smaller group of the leading State
Commission officials met to discuss the makeup of the crew. Commission Chairman Tyulin fell
in with Korolev and proposed the Komarov-Feoktistov-Yegorov crew, with only Air Force First
Deputy Commander-in-Chief Marshal Sergey I. Rudenko and Kamanin in opposition. Korolev
lost his temper, yelling, "The Air Force is perpetually jamming up the works! Looks like I'm

26. I. Marinin, RussianCosmonaut-Scholars"
(Englishtitle),Nouostikosmonautiki3 (January
28-February
I I, 1996):49-54: Kamanin,Skrytlykosmos:1954 1956,pp. 76, 17.
27. Golovanov.Koroleu,p. 737.
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28. Kamanin, "I Would Never HaveBelievedAnyone .... " The StateCommission for the Voskhod launch
was established by decree of the Central Committee and the LISSR Council of Ministers on August 3, 1964.The
commission consisted of Chairman G g. Tyulin (GKOT), S P, Korolev (OKB-I), M. V Keldysh (AN SSSR),I. T.
Bulychev (MO), L. I. Gusev (GKRE), N, P. Kamanin (WS), A, _. Karas (TsKIK]. Kasatikov (affiliation unknown),
K. A. Kerimov (TsUKOS). A. A. Kobzarev (GKAT), g. G. Mrykin (GURVO), G. S. Narimanov (NII-4),
V N Pravetskiy (Ministry of Health), S. I. Rudenko (WS), Yakunin (affiliation unknown), and A G Zakharov
(NI[P 5), SeeKamanin, 5krytiy kosmos: 1964-1966. pp 73-/4.
29. Golovanov. Koroleu, p. 738.
30. Ibid. p. ?'40; gleksandr Zakharov. "Operation 'Kedr' or How the 'Proton' Was Saved" (English title),
Krc]snaya zuezda, July 15. 1995, p. 4. Among those escorting Khrushchev were L. [ Brezhnev (TsK Secretary for
Defense and Space), I. D, Serbin (TsK Defense Industries Department), A P Kirilenko (TsK KPSS), D. F. Llstinov
(Chairman. VSNKh). L V. Smirnov (Chairman. VPK). G. N. Pashkov(Deputy Chairman. VPK), R, Ya Malinovskiy
(Minister, MO), g. A. Grechko (Deputy Minister. MO). S. S. Biryuzov (General Staff Chief, MO), S. G. Gorshkov
(Commander, VMF). N I Krylov (Commander. IRVSN), V. A. Sudets (Commander, PVO). K. A. Vershinin
(Commander, WS), P. V. Dementyev (Chairman, GKAT), V. D. Kalmykov (Chairman. GKIRE), S. g. Zverev
(Chairman, GKOT), and G A. Tyulin (First Deputy Chairman. GKOT).
31
Golovanov, Koroleu. p. 740. The fact that these tests would occur was announced publicly by the Soviet
press See"Russians Schedule Pacific RocketTest," New York Times. August I, 1964, p. 8.
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32. Sergei Khrushchev, Khrushchev on Khrushchev: An Inside 7_ccounto[ the Man and His Era (Boston:
Little, Brown & Co.. 1990), p. 103
33, Telephone interview, Sergey Nikitich Khrushchev with the author, October I0, 1996,
34. Golovanov, Korolev, p. 728.
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rocket

diligent

had also begun on

anywhere

the lifting

gradually,

Chelomey's

a beautifully

booster, a multistage

ly as a result of Chelomey's

silos

removed

double

were clearly awed

one that was being devel-

Construction

make a three-stage

it was a pointed

visibly

the next step was. Chelomey
UR-700

"Why

he preferred

Khrushchev,

UR-500,

that such a model would

asked,

that

the Moon.

largest missile

then unveiled a model of the two-stage

military-

came during a visit of the Khrushchev

ICBM. All those assembled

the

prepare colorful

it in front of the gathered

of the new booster,

around

possibly

visit

than the UR-200

he had his assistants

ready to unveil

This opportunity

by the beauty and grace of a full-size

giant

at

for whom

of Khrushchev's

that was far more adventurous

of his new conception,

entourage to the first launch
oped to launch

he took the opportunity

a new project--one

Before coming

and posters

industrial

two

the recent meetings

some choice epithets. ''_5

True to Chetomey's

models

with

the latter mostly on Ustinov,

programs

that would

on the basis of existing missiles

This competitive

had ever mounted.

proposal

process, whereby

new
reach

the dazzling
while

less money

presentation,

he instructed

sary decree ordering
proposals,
day, with

asked Chelomey

Military-Industrial
a high-level

g commission

Khrushchev

and in less time than with

would

and the others

his guests

viewing,

Commission

N I. Khrushchev,

Chairman

technical

Smimov

with

projects
Korolev

had launched

swayed

to draw

up the neceslunar landing

and make a final decision.
during

a Zenit-2

their short

by

documentation

of the merits of the N I and UR-700

the two

also visited
Korolev

Korolev's

to prepare the necessary

comparison
examine

were threatened

already

emerging proposals, was uniquely symptomatic
of the Soviet piloted space program.
Chelomey explained to Khrushchev
that with his UR-700, the Soviet Union could
with

project

to

attack on

by continually

the Moon

landing

dwarf the Saturn
as the UR-500

was the most ambitious

This sort of chaotic design

such as the N I lunar

such

visit.

reconnaissance

_'

On the first
satellite

into

35
Khrushchev, Khrushcheu on Khrushcheu, p, 123. The ninth and last UR-200 missile was launched on
October 23, 1964.
36. Sergey Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: krizisy i rakety: vzglyad iznutri: tom 2 (Moscow: Novosti,
1994). 493-94: Zakharov, "Operation 'Kedr' or How the 'Proton' Was Saved": V Petrakovand I. _fanasyev, "'Proton'
Passion" (English title)./quiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 4 (April 1993): 10-12.
3?
Khrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu: tom 2, p. 494; Khrushchev interview, October IO, 1996.
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orbit. _8 Khrushchev
Voskhod
Vykhod

MORE

visibly

ship was being
EVA-equipped

demonstrated

THINGS

perked

spacecraft

Chelomey's

launch

surprise

lunar

Smirnov.

of Chelomey's

landing

proposal

Gagarin,

before

but others also. Fortunately

other

everything

Tomorrow

we start

The "usual

program"

was, of course,

issues,

glitches

Frolov reported

Korolev

ly deformed

during

Tral-I P telemetry

the Voskhod

ly dismantled
who

had provided

design

Design

Bogomolov

nae for the ground
inexplicable
reasons,
haps unfairly blamed

in orbit. There
of

to Tyura-Tam,

he

but

of Brezhnev,

counted

the fastening

meeting

communications

equipment

work program. 4_

down

bolts

the days to the two
On September

for the Elbrus

couches

to Tyura-Tam.

During

delaying

telemetry

Despite

the flight

launcher.

systems,

the

F. Bogomolov,
at the regular-

have to be complete-

in the space program.

for the first Sputnik

data recorders,

confirmed

would

mil-

had apparent-

the same afternoon,

had failed. Chief Designer Aleksey
Power Institute,

Voskhod

29. Voskhod

were three

holes. The shell of the vehicle

and tested,

segment.

only our firm

well and I am in a good

a crew aboard.

was not a new participant

on-board

In essence all of our work

that the entire spacecraft

part replaced

strained

stated:

in a Capsule

as engineers

Kaliningrad

at his most

Korolev

launch.

Bureau of the Moscow

the telemetry

of radio systems,

the latest
Bogomolov

from

and the suspect

fifty-one-year-old

Men

on the spacecraft

State Commission

the

of the

had been informed

arzd it wasn't

out extremely

uaith our usual

the corresponding

the flight

instrument

from the Experimental
ly scheduled

that

was working

toxic furnace.

worked

test and one with

with

visit

after the state visit,

back up again

Three

out of alignment

Korolev

Khrushchev's

to a reuieua of effeetiueness,

mood.

lead designer

where

a mock-up

genesis, it did have the support

immediately

of the past years was subjected

limeters

building

Belyayev, and Leonov. The latter ably

R-9P, ICBM.

I passed these days as if I was in some sort o/o

an automated

assembly-testing
He was also shown

Stressed by the state visit, the fate of his R-9P, ICBM, the threat

and various

There were numerous

EARTH..."

by it at the time. _°The N I program was well into its hard-

level2 ° In a letter to his wife written

launches--one

AND

be able to exit and return to the spacecraft

its problematic

Ustinov.

LIR-700,

booster.

of the much-delayed

stage, and despite

and especially

I IgST

by cosmonauts
would

seemed not to have been perturbed
ware-building

HEAVEN

up on a visit to the

mated to its

how a cosmonaut

was also a successful

IN

by a week.

He also directed

TV systems,

his clearly significant

The

It was in fact he
the

and anten-

contributions,

for

his influence and earned respect were marginal at best. He had been perfor the Sputnik 3 failure to detect the van Allen radiation belts, and with

Voskhod
malfunction,
Korolev tore into him during a meeting on October
desperately tried to defend his position for an hour. Kamanin commented
that:

5.

38. This was Zenit 2 no. 43, which was launched by an 8A92 launch vehicle. It was named Kosmos-46
upon entering orbit. SeeZakharov, "Operation 'Kedr' or How the 'Proton' Was Saved."
39. That Korolev was cognizant of the UR-700 proposal is indicated in Kamanin's diaries in a description
of a conversation between Korolev and Kamanin on September 14, 1964 Kamanin wrote: "In Sergey Pavlovich's
opinion, a Moon orbit using Chelomey's UR 500 rocket would be impossible without intermediate docking. Korolev
said that he asked Chelomey to work on the docking procedure, but the latter decided to make a new rocket, the
UR-IO0, which would make it possible to avoid docking in space." SeeKamanin, "1Would Never Have Believed
Anyone,..":
Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964-1966. pp, 84, 9 I,
40. SergeyN. Khrushchev states that the R-9P,program was actually terminated at the time, being reacti
rated only after the falt of Khrushchev. SeeKhrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu: tom 2, p. 492.
41. Golovanov. Koroteu,p. 740
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all of [Korolev's]

carryings-on

years ago. Korolev

are no longer as effective as they used to be three or four

was going over the edge. and he did not want

main reason for the shortcoming
The possibility
of the descent

of a Voskhod

apparatus

tance of the exercise,
with

his old cohort

helicopter,

which

conditions,

and mistakes

launch

to a great degree still depended

to verify the new parachute-reactive

Korolev

visited

Flerov. Korolev
would

Feodosiya

the complete

chute fired to slow the capsule

down

Korolev

on October

flew back to Tyura-Tam

spacecraft
spaceship

entering

during

while

the mission,

chute on October
capsule about
endure

Kosmos-47

ground

to disguise

160 meters from the landing

point,

because they could

commission,

to move ahead with

under Tyulin's chairmanship,

flight.

Time

on October

The spacecraft

winds

detached

mission,

9 to discuss final technical

members

Trouble
Bogomolov

arrived at Korolev's

office with

system,

minutes). Korolev,

in front of Tyulin,
That

report

of rage.

want

room

mire of petty

passions.

him

in such

a state.

utes

before

to Llstinou

he was

the replacement

and others.

He called

toppled

It was

himself

In four years
I was

able

by telephoneP

sad
to calm

of joint

and

of October

when

a

problem

with

and humiliated

Bogomolov

snipe"

and

can't

even

work.

down

"cowardly

scene ....

as a talented

that was

and

the

(a delay mea-

gutter

his pedestal

12.

Chief Designer

more to do with you. Co away--I

and sorry for Sergey
himself

The

Rudenko,

recalled:

a very uncomfortable
from

to problems

the choice.

of the transmitter

lost his temper
Kamanin

Bogomolov

to have anything

with you!"

Korolev

launch,

news that there was an additional

require

Kamanin,
Korolev.

"I don't

be in the same

would

under stress, completely

Rudenko,
enraged

announced:
burst

which

confirmed

The launch was set for the morning

i I, the night before the scheduled

The

the Komarov-Feoktistov-

Korolev, Gagarin, Tyulin,

struck on October

Tral- I P telemetry
sured in

unanimously

were present during the meeting:

others wished them good luck on their flight.

allowed

issues. A pes-

engine was attributed

and the commission

the

the parachute. *_
Kosmos-47

proposed

themselves

dragged

launch schedule for the crewed flight.

at this time formally

in

not have had to

with

cosmonauts

remained

safely landed by para-

High-powered

tering problem during ground testing of the RD-OI08 third-stage
Yegorov crew for launch,

6,
the

There were no major anomalies

with the successful

met on October

the test stands. Lt. General Kamanin

him,

of the first 3KV vehicle,

but a crew on board would

a concrete

under the para-

the success behind

its three mannequins

have manually

The results of the FeodosJya tests, combined
the State Commission

its true mission.

with

to a

cloudy

at 64.77 degrees to the equator,

tested various systems.

eighteen-minute

Despite

as the engines

for the launch

inclined

along

transferred

drop the sharK.

sequence

drop-tests
the impor-

the test himself

then directly

zero velocity. 4_With

orbit

and the descent apparatus

such an ordeal

on further

took place at IO00 hours Moscow

controllers

7 after a one-day,

would

6, in time

a 177- by 413-kilometer

was designated

orbit overnight

that

that the

plan. 4_

Underlining

5 to observe

to Crimea,

landing

to almost

no. 2, into orbit. The launch

1964. Upon

system.

on October

flew in by airplane

escort the tqn- 12 aircraft

he was able to view

to understand

lay in the absence of a firm

With
organizer

that

out-

into the

the first time I had ever seen

Pavlovich
coherently

[Korolev].
report

It was
tomorrow's

15 minflight

_

42. Kamanin. "1 Would Never Have BelievedAnyone .... "
43. Golovanov, Korolev, p. 741.
44. Note that the apogee(413 kilometers) for Kosmos-47was much higher than originally planned for the
Voskhod mission (240 kilometers) At some point after issuing the draft plan, there was probably a modification to
the planned orbital parameters.There was also a 10-percentdecline in third-stage engine operation for three seconds
during the ascent to orbit. The engine regained full-thrust mode soon after, and the spacecraft reached the desired
orbit. SeeKamanin, Skryliy kosmos: 1964-1966. pp. 96-97.
45. Kamanin. "1 Would Never Have BelievedAnyone .... "
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The fault was quickly

THINGS

repaired,

IN

day, October
launch
ship

but clear morning

three

for launch.

cosmonauts

1015 hours

gray woolen

earphones
Gagarin,

elevator

crew
first,

and

then

any

and

the

pad

their

at

and shirts

microphones.

Tyulin,

saw the three men

ship.

jackets

entered

the

took

l_t the top,

the

and boots,

donned

spacecraft:

Yegorov

followed

The tension

other

trousers

before the cosmonauts

Feoktistov,

Komarov.

at

the
the

Each had a headset with

up to their

removed

slippers,

declared

bus carrying

and others

up to the elevator
the

The

arrived

and light blue jackets.
Korolev,

meet-

of launch

local time. The crew were dressed

in lightweight,
attached

by Commander

was higher than perhaps

mission

since

Gagarin's

From left to right. Viadimir Komarou, Boris "fegorou,
and Konstantin Feoktistou. the crew of the first
Voskhod spacecraft, make their way to the launch
pad on October 12, 1964, prior to the launch. Note
their casual attire, a contrast to the bulky suits worn
on the earlier Vostok flights. (files of Peter _orin)

flight.

Without
a viable launch escape system during
the first minute or so of the mission, there was
absolutely

EARTH..."

12, held only 200 meters from the

pad. All the chief designers
ready

AND

and the launch

did not have to be delayed.
There was a brief State Commission
ing on the chilly

HEAVEN

no way that the crew could

in case of booster

failure.

Korolev

be saved

was appar-

ently

so nervous that he was shaking.
The Voskhod
spacecraft, 3KV no. 3, lifted off the pad at site I at exactly
I second Moscow Time on its I 1t_57 booster. On board were Lt. Colonel Vladimir

(thirty-seven

years old),

six), representing
booster

Konstantin

E Feoktistov

the Soviet Union

in yet another

take off, and there was a final

seconds:

Voskhod

had achieved orbital

Initial

orbital

Once

again, the reaction

cussions
tomary

collective

parameters

on Soviet

were

from the West

plans to go to the

conversation

with

Presidium

and the launcher

kilometers

at 64.9

was unprecedented,
Moon/6

members

Following

mission.

the functioning

of the vehicle's

sixth and seventh
According

Komarov,

Khrushchev

as crew commander
systems.

Among

orbits of a set of electrostatic

to the Soviets,
Feoktistov

this

flight.

vations

of Earth and its atmosphere,

and stellar backgrounds

ion engines

carried out a number

of visual,

when

and orientation

duties

the

a flaw.

as planned.
round

of dis-

was the cus-

I. Mikoyan,
individual

as well as

tasks during

responsibility

was the operation

installed

for

on the

on the exterior of the ship.

such engines

photometric,
purposes/_

there

had overall

were tested

and photographic

the polar aurora and luminescent

for navigational

another

and Anastas

his specific

without

exactly

insertion,
Games.
his own

watched

reached T+523

had worked
degrees,

of the flight,

was the first occasion

orbital

Controllers

prompting

orbital

greetings transmitted
to the participants
of the Tokyo Olympic
Each member of the Voskhod crew was trained to perform
the daylong

and Boris B. Yegorov (twenty-

"space spectacular."

sigh of relief once the clocks

velocity

177.5 by 408

(thirty-eight),

1030 hours,
M. Komarov

particles,

during
obser-

and azimuthal

At several points

during

the

46. See, for example, Souiet Space Programs, 1962-65: C_oals and Purposes, Achievements. Plans. and
International Implications, prepared for the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences. US. Senate, 89th
Cong., 2d sess.(Washington, DC: LI.S.Government Printing Office, December 1966), pp. 384-86.
47. George Wukelic, ed., Handbook of Souiet Space-ScienceResearch (New York: Gordon and Breach
Science Publishers, 1968), p, 59; G. V Petrovich, ed,, The Souiet Encyclopaedia of Space Flight (Moscow: Mir
Publishers, I969), p, 124. Note that the presenceof ion engines was not described in the original draft plan.
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flight,hedescribed
"luminous
particles"
outside
theporthole,
verysimilar
tothefamous
"fireflies"observed
byNgS_astronaut
JohnGlenn
duringhismission
in 1962.
Anunnamed
sextantwasalsousedbyFeoktistov
aspartofanexperiment
toaccurately
measure
theelevation
ofthestarsrelative
tothehorizon.
Themostextensive
on-board
research
wasfocused
onbiomedical
tests.Forsuchashort
andconservative
mission,
thebreadth
ofthemedical
experiments
wasquiteimpressive.
The
Polinom

instrument

These included:
turnings

carried aboard

the ship was used for carrying

a series of eye movements

of the head while

recording

in a predetermined

electro-oculograms:

out several functional

sequence

periodic

closing

during the recording of electroencephalograms:
and rhythmic pressing
stant force for a duration of one minute, whose results were recorded
cosmonauts

also carried

four complex

out a test to measure the coordination

spirals, four figures of "6,"

results were measured
tor in space, actively

by an electromagnetic
participated

•

Observation

•

Research on tactile,

•

Observation

•

Psychophysiological

with

transducer.

and behavior

pain, and tendon

Determination

of thresholds

•

Determination

of the acuteness

of arterial

In addition,

he took

drosophila

algae, and two

the

rapidity

and accuracy

to adequate

of vision

and fusion

samples. Apart

from

cancer cells,

amnion

human

insects,

tradescantia

shortened

actually

program

Within

their ability

to work,

an anomaly

that

in space.

Yegorov

and human
plants,

by

when

P,lthough

beamed

wheat

seeds,

bent

sensations
down

peaking

much incident.

over

live

pictures

seeds,

missions

on successive

gen-

through

in

both began to expe-

face downward,

apparently

the entire length

about

pine

of the piloted

and Yegorov showed

the sensations

car-

frog ova and

while

did not impair

of the mission--

on any of the earlier Soviet space missions,

The short mission proceeded without
camera

specimens

cells,

and radiation

they moved their heads sharply.

his unpleasant

biological

on most

for Feoktistov

felt as if he was

stimuli

fibrolast

winter

were carried

both suffered these feelings throughout

had not been detected

also felt dizzy

TV

data

of the eye muscles

two to three hours of the launch,

felt he was upside down.

with

of processing

and inadequate
capabilities

the crew. other

melanogaster

Drosophila

training

to weightlessness.

disorientation

Topaz

doc-

of the crewmembers

of sensitivity

types of bacteria/_

The extremely

board

medical

experiments:

because they multiply so rapidly that the effect of microgravity
erations could be observed.

more afflicted,

writing

pressure

blood

ried in the ship included

monauts

while

reflexes

tests to determine

Measurement

Feoktistov

of movements

their eyes open and closed. The

tables

•

rience

of eyes

of oral activity

•

their reactions

and opening

with the hand of a conby a dynamograph.
The

Yegorov, the first trained

in seven areas of medical

of the condition

using correction

sperm,

and a signature

tests.

before and after ten

Both cos-

It seems that Yegorov had been
seven hours after launch? _

On the sixth and seventh orbits, the onof

the

crew

to

the

control

center.

48
Yu M Volynkin, I. T. Akulinichev, P V Vasilyev./q D. Voskresenskiy,I. I. Kasyan, and D. G, Maksimov,
"Some Data on the Condition o[ Cosmonauts During the Flight of the 'Voskhod' Spaceship" (English title),
Kosmicheskiyeissledouaniya4 (September-October 1966): 755-67: Wukelict ed. Handbook o[Souiet Space-Science
Research.pp. 346-48.
49
Volynkin, et aL, "Some Data on the Condition of Cosmonauts": R V. Buyanov, V. V. Kovalev, V G.
Terentyev,Ye A Fedorov,and G, F. Khlebnikov, "Results of Medical Examination of the Crew of the Space Ship
'Voskhod' Beforeand After its Flight" (English title), Kosmieheskiyeissledouaniya4 (January-February 1966): 151-55.
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Communication
with the cosmonauts was supported only by the Signal VHF transmitters because
the LIHF transmitters were not operational, due to interference from Earth's radiation belts. There
was a communications

blackout for six orbits,

from the eighth to the thirteenth

orbits,

but when

controllers regained contact, all the parameters aboard the ship were within acceptable ranges. The
only anomalies on the flight involved minor issues. During the first six orbits, the temperature inside
the ship rose from fifteen to twenty-one
overheating.

Later on the seventh

degrees Centigrade,

Force Medical Service, raised some alarm when telemetry
forty-six

while

suggesting

orbit, Lt. General gleksandr

he was asleep! In panic. Kamanin

reported that Yegorov's pulse was sixty-eight.

some sort of component

N. Babiychuk,

the Chief of the Air

showed that Yegorov's pulse had fallen to

asked Komarov to verify the value, and the latter

This was later confirmed

The mission was set to last exactly one day, but as Korolev
deorbit, Komarov evidently felt more adventurous:

by other telemetry. _°

was ready to give the order to

Korolev:

Are you ready

Komarov:

The crew

Korolev:

I read you,

Komarou:

We've seen many interesting things. We would like to extend the observations.

Korolev:

"There

to proceed

is ready.
but

we had

are more things

in your philosophy."
With
preparing

the quote
for descent

during

no such

in heaven

and earth,

report

coming

the descent

that the helicopter

Is it really
single

true that

scratch?

o] the Vostok,
The
Kazakhstan

men

landed

on October

The cosmonauts
Khrushchev

50.
102-03.

at the control

it's all over, and

I would
and

by parachute

never

that

that

have believed

three cosmonauts

successfully

3t2

with

Korolev

the crew
anyone
would

kilometers

were first flown

to Kustanay,

but Military-Industrial

area. There

the Voskhod

were outside

room,

begin
there

transmit-

of

the

space

could

town

minutes,

Smirnov

was

without

be made

a
out

__
of

Kustanay

in

and three seconds.

they were scheduled

Chairman

which

relief:

from

[ly it into space ....

pilots

was a final

at the search team.

was beyond

has returned

northeast

spacecraft,

waving

that the Voskhod

where

of

program, _'

radioed that one of his helicopter

13. The flight had lasted one day, seventeen

on the telephone,

are dreamt

passed by. No doubt, images of the
Korolev's mind. As the clock count-

at the designated

all three of its passengers

applause

than

by the [original]

because of the failure of the short-wave

pilot was in visual contact

lying safely on the ground:
There was thunderous

down

Horatio,

Hamlet,
Korolev ordered the cosmonauts
to
orbit. As with several of the Vostok missions,

the chief of the Air Force search service finally

had seen the capsule

the flight.

agreement.

ter, and controllers
awaited tensely as the critical minutes
smashed descent apparatus at Eeodosiya passed through
ed down,

of the final part of the program?

like to prolong

We shall go nevertheless,

from Shakespeare's
on the seventeenth

was no communication

to the completion

But we would

to speak with

sent a message asking

Kamanin. "1 Would Never Have Believed Anyone . . ."; Kamanin, Skryliy kosmos 1964-1966, pp.

5 I. There are many different accounts of this exchangebetween the cosmonauts and Korolev Some sources
suggest that Korolev did not finish the quote from Shakespeare.SeeNicholas Danitoff, The Kremlin and the Cosmos
(New York: Affred A. Knopf, 1972), p. 161: Evgeny Riabchikov, Russians in Space (Moscow: Novosti Press
Publishing House, 1971), p 209. Other sources suggest that Korolev did complete the phrase See Gotovanov,
Koroleu, p. 743. Another source claims that it was Feoktistov, not Komarov, who made the request for the extension. SeeAleksandr Romanov. Koroleu (Moscow: Molodaya gvardiya, t996)t pp 474-75. Finally. one source sug
gests that Korolev nevereven quoted Shakespeare.SeeChertok, Rakety i lyudi, p. 248.
52. Kamanin. "1Would Never Have BelievedAnyone ....
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them not to wait and to fly directly back to Tyura-Tam. Although the three cosmonauts felt
slightly fatigued, they were fit enough the next morning to give full postflight reports to a rapt
audience of 200 individuals, including the State Commission. A lunch followed with boisterous
toasts raised not only to the cosmonauts, but also to Korolev and those who had prepared the
flight. It was late the same day when Korolev, Kamanin, and others first got wind of the monumental changes back in Moscow. News had come in that there would be a special meeting
(Plenum) of the Central Committee the same evening, a complete surprise to the chief designers. By the morning of October 15, it was all clear: Khrushchev was no longer in power and had
been replaced in his two posts by gleksey N Kosygin (Chairman of the Council of Ministers)
and Leonid I. Brezhnev (First Secretary of the Central Committee). Kamanin had already been
instructed to change the cosmonauts' prepared speeches: instead of saluting Khrushchev, they
would salute Brezhnev and Kosygin." Thus, in a twist worthy of Orwell, Khrushchev's name
was scratched out and Brezhnev and Kosygin scribbled in. It was the end of one era and the
beginning of another, not only for the Soviet space program but for the entire nation.
Khrushchev's

Twilight

Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev was one of the most important political figures in the origin and emergence of the Soviet space program. More than any other Soviet leader since, he
developed and nurtured the kind of personal relationships with the leading space chief designers that fostered a space era driven less by institutions than personalities. Institutions, of
course, existed to administer and support his agenda. In particular, he was responsible for shifting the burden of directing missile and space program policy from the government to the
Communist Party?4By introducing the specific post of Secretary of the Central Committee for
Defense and Space in July 1957, Khrushchev effectively laid the blueprint of strict Party control
over the space program, which lasted until the early 1990s. He successfully populated both
Party and government positions with individuals such as Brezhnev, Kozlov. Ustinov, Nedelin.
and Smirnov, who could be counted on to support his radical shift in military strategy from
conventional armaments to ballistic missiles. There is no question that without this firm change
in direction, a rethinking for which Khrushchev was singularly responsible, the Soviet space
program might have been a pale imitation of what it really was. As funding for the ICBM
programs grew to astronomical levels, the space program, being merely an arm of it, rode its
coattails to glory for the cause of the Soviet state.
tn the historiography of the Soviet space program, Khrushchev has been bestowed a character often approaching levels of caricature. This was to a great degree reinforced by his unwaveringly loud and often crude outbursts in the public eye--pronouncements
that extolled the
raw power of socialism against the capitalist world. Western historians have generally depicted
a simple two-sided process, with the "reckless" Khrushchev always interfering with the apolitical "dreamer" Korolev. In this scenario, the former was always craftily manipulating the latter
into meaningless circus extravaganzas, thus diverting talents from more worthy endeavors. The
"manipulation paradigm," however, is far too simplistic a viewpoint to stand up to serious historical scrutiny. Khrushchev's policy on the space program largely depended on his support for
the concurrent ICBM program--that is, the former was funded to the extent that it did not
infringe on the latter. This is not to say that he did not use the space program as a propaganda
playground not only abroad, but also to curb off his political opponents within the Soviet Union.

53. Ibid.
54. William R Barry."The MissileDesignBureauxandSovietPilotedSpacePolicy,1953-1974,"draft of
Universityof OxfordPhD diss. 1995.
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Collins, 1969), p 330: V. Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov, and V. Pashchenko,Dneprovskiy raketno-kosmieheskiytsentr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZIKBYu, 1994), pp. 54, 67, 10. Khrushchev's visit to the Dnepropetrovsk plant and his
impressions of Smirnov are described in SergeyKhrushchev, Nikita Khrusheheu: krizisy i fakery: uzglyad iznurri tom
I (Moscow: Novosti, 1994). pp. 432-33.
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Smirnov
owedhisentire
career
toUstinov.
Withinthe
space
program
itself,hewasclearly
infavor
ofYangel's
projectsandthenperhaps
Korolev.
Certainly,
givenUstinov's
predilection
fortryingtocurbChelomey's
efforts,
Smirnov
couldbeexpected
todothesame
in givensituations.
He
was,of course,
ultimately
responsible
to thewhimsof
Communist
Party
leaders.
AsoneRussian
historian
wrote:
"[Smirnov]
knew
thatpriortodeciding
anykindofissue,
he
hadto clearlyunderstand
whatkindof a decision
was
expected
fromhigher
up."Likemanyother"cardinals"
of
theSoviet
military-industrial
complex.
Smirnov
instilled
total
fearinhissubordinates.
OneRussian
historian
wrotelater:
"People
always
founditdifficult
tomake
areport
toSmirnov
because
hisfacewassoimpassive
thatit wascompletely
impossible
to seea hintofanyreaction
thatyourwords
mightarouse
inhim.''7' Srnirnov's responsibilities were first
detected

in the West

of Strategic
active

during

negotiations

Arms Limitation

participation

of the first series

Talks (SALT I) in May 1972. His

in the

negotiations

convinced

diplomats that he was a "tough and skillful
a "'technician's
grasp of the issue' superior
table.""'

Others

ceeded

Ustinov

bureaucrat"
tinction

remember

who

was "not

of managing

Smirnov's

ment, and production.

of VPK,

Although

as clever as Ustinov."

Brezhnev,

he suc-

one engineer

the entire Soviet defense

outlasting Khrushchev,
the Gorbachev era. '_
Officially,

him differently.

as chairman

U.S,

negotiator" with
to anyone at the

Kosygin,

recalls that

Smirnov

_ Rote bureaucrat
industry

Andropov,

VPK was "the principal

Leonid Smirnov was the Chairman of
the Military-Industrial Commission
('v'PK) from 1963 to 1985 He was the
effective head of the Soviel militaryindustrial complex during that period
{flies o[ Peter Gorin)

through

coordinating

VPK did exactly the same for the space program.

He would

body for military
evaluations

als." _ Given that the space program was simply an institutional

% rote

had the dis-

nearly a quarter of a century,

and Chernenko.

It also [played] a key role in technical

was simply

or not, Smirnov

not retire until

research, develop-

of new weapons

arm of the military

propos-

missile program,

Every proposal that surfaced up from the design

bureaus past ministry
heads eventually
ended up at the office of the Military-Industrial
Commission,
set deep within the fortress of the Kremlin. Because staff members of VPK composed
the draEs of all defense research and development

decrees, VPK's

between policy formulation and policy implementation.
officials seem to have been unsure of the very existence

rote straddled

space program dating from January

1965, the U.S. Central

that "responsibility

of the Soviet space program apparently

authority

for the direction

directly under the Council of Ministers."

been coordinated

by "the Commission

1950s-era front organization
identify

publicized

many of the individuals

the boundaries

Even in the mid-t960s,
U.S. intelligence
of VPK In a top-secret brief on the Soviet
Intelligence

Agency (ClA)

wrote simply

rests with an unknown

Much of the space program was still said to have

on the Exploration

and Utilization

of Cosmic

Space," the

by the Soviets. The ClP, added that it had "been unable to

responsible

for research and development."_

71. Golovanov. Koroleu. pp. 668-10.
72. Alexander, "Decision Making in Soviet Weapons Procurement," p. 20.
73. Khrushchev interview, October I0, 1996.
74. Golovanov, Korolev, p. 670.
75. Alexander, "Decision-Making in Soviet Weapons Procurement," p. 2 I.
76. U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate II-1-65: The Soviet Space Program,"
Washington. DC. January 27, 1965, p. 29, as declassified in 1997 by the CIA Historical Review Program.
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If Smirnov and Afanasyev were the managers of Soviet space policy, then Dmitriy Fedorovich
Ustinov was its ultimate master. Since the formation of the Soviet rocketry industry in May 1946,
he had served as the industrial

manager for the Soviet ballistic

series of positions,

with

Through

culminating

the years, he had been involved

such as Korolev,
exception

Glushko,

of Korolev,

space program.
missile

and '/angel:

Ustinov

His signature

a public servant

rather than
Khrushchev

can be found in almost

was

what

he received

how

When

he was

26,

1965,

(that

Secretary

very

figure in the history

forty years. Until
a job

bad

at which

in strategy.

of the early

together

design,

he did

Sergey

not create

or defense

to do something,

had

projects

he excelled.

policy.

a
But

he knew how

of the Military-Industrial
like putting

the

of the Soviet

1965, Llstinov

He could

like state policy

or Khrushchev

Chairman

on a Chelomey

soon

space

after the establishment

is, management)

of the Central

the Soviet

was renamed

to the Party

Committee

program,

As a secretary

the Politburo

"analysis

concept

in April

to

Commission...

a decree

of the Central

this in one shot.

He knew

holidays,

of chief designers,

He decided

coordinated
es with
ernment
nation,

when

and

the goal

development

with

There were also, of course,
the Soviet space program.

Member

strengthening

powerful
programs

full

Politburo

and

[and]

mastery

members

of one, Andrey

with

directions

to

to time space missions
and dismissal

was said to have:
industrial

of the party

enterpris-

and

the gov-

defense

potential

of the

work

in the area

of the

in organizational
and

anal-

laid the foun-

which

the appointment

bureaus,

over-

In the case of the space pro-

to emphasize,

of the tasks

of the economic

roughly

goal was to provide

of the time, Llstinov

design

fulfillment

participation

The son-in-law

leader of

of the Presidium

force that essentially

chief designers,

used for the research
other

the Secretariat's

of the Politburo.

which

of institutions,

he] took up active
of technology

and Space, the top-ranking

the LI.S. space program, whether

complete

from the

was one of about a dozen individuals

Officially,

In Soviet publications

led the work
of the most

in the long-range
fund

Ustinov

and how to penalize

and so forth.

moved

His new title was

as part of a smaller group called the Secretariat,

to the members

research, how to compete

was

formulation).

as a Candidate

may have exerted a singularly

of Soviet space policy.

Ustinov

is, policy

1966). '8

of a cabinet.

and recommendations"

gram, however, Ustinov

for certain

also inducted

of the Central Committee,

to the Western

of MOM,

(that

for Defense Industries

He was

seeing every sector of Soviet society

conduct

designers

is, engaged in administering

[things]

the order to do something,

and the government

On March

dations

he] was

chief

to say that with

every single decree and decision

evidently

to go...

basis with

in a
1957.

to do this. 77

government

(which

[but

the order from Stalin

do it in the best way.
Committee

man

it was

to do, where

once he received

day-to-day

a period of almost

policy--and

a brilliant

strategy..,

when

spanning

and space program

of VPK in December

not be an overestimation

of the Soviet government--that

formulating
recalls that:

Ustinou

on an almost

it would

missile

as chairman

was the single most important

and space programs,

remained

ogous

his appointment

of space/9
varying

P. Kirilenko,

degrees of stake in

was a senior engineer

at

77. Khrushchev interview, October IO 1996.
78. Edward L. Crowley, Andrew I. Lebed,and Dr. Heinrich E. Schulz, eds., Party and _ouernment Officials
ol the Soviet Union t9I 7-I967 (Metuchen. NJ:The Scarecrow Press, 1968), p. 84.
79. ,qtmquist. Red Forge.p. 2 I.
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OKB-I.
from

Brezhnev

himself

Dnepropetrovsk

more shrewd
throughout

latter's

critical

junctures,

Stalin

era.

that

Ukraine.

in his patronage.
the

Ustinov's

favored Yangel, both having come

in the

But

while

support

Ustinov

career,

perhaps

most

supporter

the

people

considered

be a foil against
recalled

that

him

for Ustinov,

He made
up

fact

For obvi-

in his relationships
personal life or his
Soviet bureaucrats of

P,fanasyev,

bulldozing

' He seemed to have no other
fishing. "_' Others

question

"temperamental,

Minister

Ustinov's

not

of Glushko.

is known
about Ustinov's
P,s with a number of other

gram,

do

the

it is also an inarguable

Little
character.
time,

at

his life during

this caused complications

sive, and rude. "=° MOM

Korolev

his proposals

historians

for Korolev,

was a little

favored

defending

even saving

was a strong

ous reasons,
with both.

Ustinov

He clearly

impul-

appointed

to

over the space pro-

work

was the only

interests

thing:

such as hunting

or

Dmitriy Ustinou is shown here in a
photo from the mid-1960s. With the
exception of Sergey Korolev. he was the
single most important individual in the
history of the Soviet missile and space
programs. His influence was not limited
to missiles and space: from t965 to
1976. he was the ranking Central
Committee secretary overseeing the
entire Soviet defense industry.
(files of Peter Gorin)

say that:

his decisions

his mind.

alone ....

a commission

After

would

D. £ made

usually

be set

up to study the issue. It was composed
of people
who knew the boss's mind and never missed a cue.
The

decisions

Council
the

of the Central

of Ministers

commission.

was

never

were

The

cited

to justify

Department

Ustinov,

Smirnov,

after

minister's

and

the

a report

personal

this or that

It is known that VPK or MOM,
Industries

Committee
taken

of

opinion

decision?

_

rarely, if ever, failed to approve rulings originating

in the Central Committee--that
and P,fanasyev

is, one of Ustinov's

were the three men who

from the 1960s on. For Ustinov

and Smirnov,

sibilities:

the entire Soviet defense

both also administered

parity with

the United

States,

goings-on

of the space program.

from military
of the Soviet
The
ments
changes
major
Missile

military

It underlines

Ustinov-Smirnov-Afanasyev
in the

in 1965

had one

officers

Forces--all

1940s

trio,
and

institutional

were

of them

moved
very

was

effect
into

strong

the

fact that the men who

obviously

related

to the

Ministry

not

respon-

facilitated

most

involved

in the

of the Soviet space program

of former space program

supporters

part of their

as it raced to reach strategic

were also both intrinsically

part of the so-called

1950s,

was only

industry

that inseparability

efforts and hints at the domination
state.

industry
artillery

superpower

_

ran the Soviet space program

the space program

It is in itself a significant

of the Soviet rise to gargantuan

from the Defense

departments?

managers in the rule

"Ustinov

group"

a solid

monolithic

military's

of Machine

of a vigorous

position
Building

Soviet

from the armablock. _4 The

on space.
from the

space

program.

Several
Strategic
Given

80. Nina Chugunova, "Notes on the Margins" (English title), Ogonek 4-5 (January 1993): 29-30
8 I,
Mozzhorin, et at, eds., Dorogi v kosmos:/, p 47.
82. Chugunova, "Notes on the Margins." pp. 29-30.
83. Stephane Chenard. "Twilight of the Machine Builders," Space Markets 5 ( 1991): II-19.
84
For discussions of the "Ustinov group,' see Julian Cooper. "The Elite of the Defence Industry Complex."
in David Lane, ed. Elites and Political Power m the LISSR(Cheltenham, LIK: Edward Elgar, 1988). pp. 167-87.
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the cool attitude of the Strategic Missile Forces toward piloted space exploration, it is not clear
whether this was done to punish the officers for their views or to infiltrate MOM to expand the
influence of the Strategic Missile Forces)_ Given the sketchy evidence, it seems that the former
was more likely than the latter. One of those "moved out" was, in fact, the Commander-in-Chief
of the recently established Central Directorate of Space P,ssets, Maj. General Kerim/_. Kerimov,
whom the more "trustworthy"
Maj. General /_ndrey P,. Karas replaced. _ Thus, with the few

85,
Barry, "The Missile Design Bureaux." Four officers of the Strategic Missile Forces have been identified
in this move: Lt. General G. A. Tyulin, who was appointed the First Deputy Minister of MOM: Maj General K. g.
Kerimov. who was named the Chief of the Third Chief Directorate of MOM, Colonel Yu. A. Mozzhorin, who had
been serving as Director of NII-88 since 1961, and Maj. General A. G. Mrykin, who was appointed
Director of NII-88 under Mozzhorin.
86.
For Kerimov, see N. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working For..."
(English title). Vozdushniy

First Deputy
transport

44

(1993): 8-9. See also "Col -Gen. A G. Karas" (English title). Krasnaya zvezda, January 4, 1979. p. 3, in which Karas
is said to have served as chief of a chief directorate in the Ministry of Defense between 1965 and 1979. The second
officer, Lt. General A. G. Mrykin, had served as the First Deputy Chief of the Chief Directorate of Reactive Armaments
(GURVO) since July 1955. Elpon the formation of the Strategic Missile Forces, GLIRVO was transferred to their juris
diction, and Mrykin had become one of the leading advocates of a stronger role for the Strategic Missiles Forces within the Soviet space program. He was next in line to command GLIRVO. but in August 1964, a junior officer (Maj.
General A. A. Vasilyev) was picked to head GLIRVO Mrykin evidently refused to work under Vasilyev, a former subordinate, and instead left the Strategic Missile Forces in March 1965 and joined the Ministry of General Machine
Building's NII-88 as its First Deputy Director. Ironically, at NII-88, Mrykin ended up working for a former subordinate,
NII-88 Director Yu A. Mozzhorin. See Mozzhorin, et al. eds., Nacflalo kosmicheskoy ery. p. 256.
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space proponents
to support

out of the way, the Strategic

"civilian"

projects

Missile

such as the Moon

did not manage to put a single representative
There was a final element

Forces were even less likely than before

landing.

The Air Force, fighting

into the Ministry

of the 1965 shake-up--one

of General

a losing battle,

Machine

that was motivated

Building.

by allowing

Soviet

scientists

in space research. As early as 1959, Korolev and Keldysh

had been calling

lishment

of an institution

research in space, but the sci-

entific

lobby,

fortify their position
1963, Keldysh
lishment

dedicated

into action.

Soviet space
abroad

to indicate

from the military.

the directorship

of Academician

years of existence,
It would

Georgiy

found

Khrushchev's
tration,

Chelomey

scientific

power

all of a sudden

lost

his chief

I gave Chelomei

nervous
future

to terminate
Brezhnev
Kosygin
possibility

the

would

13 when

as gossip

for OKB-52
UR-200

Brezhnev

in and around

and

program,

inordinately

of reconsidering

brilliant

aerody-

8_It was officially
through

politics:

became

sub-

its first few

different

scientific

for since Sputnik.

a world-class

Khrushchev

my support
what

Kosygin

branches.

Chelomey's

have been a more risky proposition

was, however,

six-foot-tall,

institution

first

on the

would

back then.

Chelomey

must

assumed

power.

reached

Still reeling

He fulfilled

many

have thought
Chelomey

a feverish

move was to telephone
with

decision
Kosygin.
Ustinov.

to even discuss

LIR-200. 9° The LIR 200 ICBM

in
was

peak on the

from the abrupt

and he refused

adminis-

say many years

given his close relationship

rude to Chelomey,

the decision

for the beleaguered

four years by the Khrushchev
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and its associated
ICBM

finally

sponsor.

"_' One wonders

possible

as a completely

on July 14, 1965, under

and dire consequences

for the preceding

to say that

reportedly

was one operating

or

to have

in Trouble?

had immediate

and supported
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send Smirnov

research on space phenomena.

in him ....

after

hardly
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in bureaucratic

later: "1 am not ashamed
days
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be much more convenient
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of the hopes we placed
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Soviets

the early 1970s that the institute

fall from

Propped

at
to

that they had all been waiting
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mind

I. Petrov, a chain-smoking

itself mired

for the estabforum

of Sciences, Despite Petrov's best intentions,
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high-quality

community

by the need to have a public

it would

significantly

unable to

of Sciences, in July

the Soviet government's

was formally

all vied for a piece of the funding

not be until

supporting

Because the
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to the USSR Academy

communities

abroad.

were simply
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that the Soviet space program

separate entity
namics specialist

within

but it may have been motivated
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complex,

on behalf of the scientific

to talk about their space programs,
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ordinate

proposal
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the time is not apparent,
Ustinov

scientific

After much discussion

fired off a specific
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represent

solely to conducting

having served as lackeys for the military-industrial
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the
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8Z. This letter has been reproducedin full as M. V. Keldysh, "On the Organization of the Institute of Space
Research*'(English title), in V S. Avduyevskiy and T, M, Eneyev,eds., M. V Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy raketnaya
tekhnika i kosmonautika (Moscow: Nauka, 1988), pp. 4ZZ-78.
88
Yu, I Zaytsev, " 14July--25 YearsSince the Organization of the Institute for SpaceResearchof the AN
SSSR(1965)" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 64 (1990): 54-58. Pin official decreeof the Academy
o[ Scienceson the institute's formation was issued on July 9, 1965.
89. Nikita S Khrushchev, Khrushcheu Remembers The C_lasnostTapes (Boston: Little & Brown. 1990),
p. 188.
90
Khrushchev. Nikita Khrusheheu: tom 2, pp. 514-15. The ninth and last UR-200 was launched on
October 23, 1964,from Tyura Tam. SeeS. A. Zhiltsov, ed., Gosudorstuennyy kosmicheskiynauehno-proizuodstuennyy
tsentr imeni M V Khrunieheua (Moscow: RLISSLIT,1997), p. 58: Mikhail Rudenko. "Designer Chelomey's Rocket
Planes" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 51 (1995): 8.
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91. The "official" reasonfor the termination of the UR 200 varies in Russian literature. One source suggests
that the cancellation was because of the belief that it had inferior characteristics as compared to Yangel's
R-16 ICBM. SeePetrakov and Afanasyev, "'Proton' Passion." A second source suggests that the cancellation was
"owing to the urgency of the mission of creating a new generation of missile complex as a counterpart to the
American 'Minuteman'." The UR-200 also had deficiencies in silo defense characteristics See Zhiltsov, ed.,
Gosudarstuennyy kosmieheskiy, p. 58. In an official history of the Strategic Missile Forces,the authors write that
work on the project was "terminated in connection with the successful completion of flight work and organization
of military service of the R-16, R 16U and R 9A ICBMs" SeeYe.B. Volkov, ed_,Mezhkontinentalnyye ballisticheskiye
rakety S%R (RF) i Sgh,q (Moscow: RVSN, 1996), p. 139
92. Khrushchev. Nikita Khrusheheu. tom 2, p. 515: Rudenko. "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes":
"Interview with Academician A. A. Dorodnitsyn" (English title), in Dmitriy Khrapovitskiy, ed., Ceneralnyy kon
struktor ,_kademik _ N. Chelomey (Moscow: Vozdushniy transport, 1990), pp 13-14.
93. N.G. Babakin, A. N Banketov, and V. N Smorkalov__ N Babakin: zhizn i deyatelnost (Moscow:
Adamant, 1996), pp. 29, 32.
94. Semenov.ed., Raketno_KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, pp [01, [54-155. Note that OKB-I's Branch No. 3
was technically still subordinate to the OKB-I main center at Kaliningrad Formal separation did not occur until
July 30, 1974_
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N. Babakin,

a fifty-year-old

tems expert who
for many

radio-technical

had worked

under

years, was appointed

sys-

Lavochkin

the

new

chief

designer of this design bureau. By late 1965,
Korolev had handed over all work on automated deep space exploration
by a circuitous

route,

to Babakin? _ Thus,
the

Lavochkin

design

bureau went from designing airplanes in 1940s,
intercontinental
cruise missiles in the 1950s,
and

anti-ship

finally

missiles

spacecraft

would

eventually

important

in the

beginning

early

1960s to

in the mid-1960s.

become

one

of

the

It

most

space research organizations

in the

Soviet Union.
The

commissions

that

investigated

Chelomey's fortunes did not only do away with
his branches, but also his works. One of the
commissions,
President
each

and

every

Chelomey's
threatened
wide

headed

Keldysh,

by Academy

was tasked
space

and

of Sciences

with

missile

assessing
project

at

design bureau. Among the programs
with cancellation
were the nation-

anti-ballistic

missile

Taran and the LIR-500

system

ICBMlspace

cle: the former was simply

known

Wadimir Cheiomey (righU next to Academy o/
SciencesPresidentMstistav Keldysh
(files o/.;qsi/Siddiqi)

as

launch vehi-

terminated,

while

the

latter came under severe attack. By this time, the
Strategic

Missile

lightweight

Forces were turning

ICBMs:

Chelomey,

in this climate,

the UR-500 program

Academician

Keldysh.

The reasons for Keldysh's
attachment

connections

to Chelomey

instrumental

in the original

motivations,

one academician

owing

to the intervention

tage of the
Originally,

establishment

of OKB-52

recalls that "[the only
put

together

orbital

to use the

launches.
two-stage

directly

may have even been

in 1955. Regardless of Keldysh's
reason] Chelomey

the vehicle

more

the late 195Os and early 1960s. His

remained

by Keldysh,

a test program

Given the urgent
version

its shortcomings

even today. He was, in fact, known

through

of M. V. Keldysh. ''_' Defended

to quickly

to

and in the person of

argued that despite

go back a long way, and Keldysh

there had been plans to test-launch

by three-stage
decided

reprieve

did, however,

faction

ICBMs

Luckily for

space launch vehicle, v"

remain obscure

to the Korolev

of super-heaw

reason for existence.

both in the military

and persistently"

make an excellent
support

earlier doctrine

lost its primary

had strong supporters,

The latter "firmly

as an ICBM, the UR-500 would
for his staunch

away from their
the UR-500

Chelomey

for the

launch

as a two-stage

ultimate

standing
took

of the

was

advanUR-500.

ICBM, to be followed

situation,

Chelomey

revised these plans and

for orbital

launches.

Activities

at the

M. V.

95
Ibid.. p. 145: S. V. Romanova, " 13 November--Z0 Years From the Birth of G. N Babakin (1914)"
(English title), Iz istorii auialsii i kosrnonautiki 51 (1984-1985): 62-68: Babakin, Banketov, and Smorkalov, _. N
Babokin. p. 29.
96. Petrakovand Afanasyev, "'Proton' Passion."
91
"Interview with Academician A. P,.Dorodnitsyn," p. 14. Note that Keldysh had been the one to inform
Chelomey in August 1955of the order to establish OKB-155. SeeNina Chugunova, "V. N. Chelomey. Highlights of
His Biography" (English title). Ogonek 4-5 (January 1993): 24-29.
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Plant in Fill were accelerated

continued

down. 9_ If the

to scour

four test

through

launches

IN

HEAYEN

in support

Chelomey's
were successful,

launch

support

vehicle

conducted

the development
The design

conditions,

Between

allowing

then

large scientific

these plans were modified

created

at the design

Institute

of Automation

bureau.

the heyday of the Khrushchev
Flank"

on launch

kilometers

complexes

for both

west of Korolev's
the UR-200

support

with

the UR-500,

Two launch complexes

adjacent

to test-

tests were

full-sized

test stands

both separately

and con-

to extensively

problems

simulate

before actual

fired the first stage's

flight

conditions.

of the satellites,

flights.
RD-253

There had been
version

designated

Moscow-based
by another

of the

N-4, were

Scientific-Research

of Korolev's

had been allocated
kilometers

allies,

Chief

a vast area in the so-

northwest

of the original

main pad at site I. Construction

and the UR-500

during

levels of construction

engineers

the ability

system for the space launcher version2 _
of the UR-500 was transported
to Tyura-Tam.

thirty-five

was the focus of massive

better

and its Branch

using the three-stage

the

years, Chelomey

area" of Tyura-Tam
operations

actual

headed

control
version

sixteen

bureau

into orbit

contracted

was

computers

possible

simulated

of the test range, about

of Leninsk and thirty

powerful
design

Building,

at OKB-52

of the booster

of numerous

Chelomey

to shut

have a much

model and full-scale

in addition,

and smaller variants

and Instrument

would

period

28,000

systems

satellites

Designer Pilyugin, to develop a modified
In the spring of 1965, a flight-ready
called "Left

1961-64

of the UR-500:

times in tests that closely

plans to launch

the

1965, Glushko's

Keldysh

commis-

things

One of the perks of the large amounts

Approximately

the elimination

UR-500;

During

during

in search of

and engineers

bureau also purchased

June 1963 and January

engine numerous
original

received

on the ground.

and built to verify the standard

nected together.
flight

Chelomey

elements

during

were designed

•

bureau

I were ready to ensure that this goal was achieved.

of financial

EARTH..."

of this plan, as the "investigation
design

chance of defending the threatened booster.
A success on the first launch was mandatory,
No.

AND

1960-62.
during

The 'Chelomey

the early 1960s. To

had begun the construction

to one another

city

had begun

of:

(at sites 81 and 200), each with

two launch

pads 600 meters apart
•

A refueling

•

An assembly-testing

•

A building

•

An assembly-testing
g residential

station
building

for integrating

for space objects

building

for the complete

zone (at site 95), designed

process

of construction

LIR-200

ICBM/space

at the time. '_ All
launcher:

plexes and pads were handed

(at site 92g)

the upper stages

when

launch

vehicle

to accommodate
this

was

I0,000

in addition

the LIR-2OO program

(at site 92)
people,

to the

was also in the

pads for the smaller

was terminated,

its support

com-

over to Yangel. '°_

98
v. ,q. Vyrodov. M. K. Mishetyan, and V. M Petrakov, "16 July--25 YearsFrom Beginning of Operation
of the 'Proton' Rocket-Carrier" (English title), Iz istorii auiatsii i kosmonautiki 64 (1990): 58-6/.
99. Dmitriy Khrapovitskiy, "Absolutely Unclassified: The Ground Waves of Space Politics" (English title),
Soyuz 15 (April 1990): 15: Petrakovand Afanasyev, "'Proton' Passion": I. Afanasyev, '35 Yearsfor the 'Proton' RN"
(English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki I-2 (1998): 45-48.
I00. V. Menshikov, "Cosmodromes: Rockets and People: Baykonur' (English title), ,Z]uicztsiyai kosmonautika no. 4 (April 1993): 8-9: JacquesVillain, ed., Baikonour la porte des _toiles (Paris: Armand Colin, t994), p. I I0.
I01. V.L. Menshikov, Baykonur moya uoli lyubou (Moscow: MEGLIS, 1994), p. 158. A formal decision on
transferring the UR 200 pads to Yangel'sR-36 ICBM program was issued on August 24, 1965.
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Chelomey's
engineers
prepared
a flight-ready
two-stage
UR-500
booster
forflightinJuly
1965
fromsite81withtheN-4satellite,
whichwasa 12.2-ton
(8.3-ton
mass
inorbit)scientificobservatory
designed
tostudycosmic
raysandtheinteraction
between
high-energy
particlesandmatter.
Thesatellite
wasmanufactured
on thebasisof theUR-5OO's
third-stage
tankage.
Thehaste
withwhichthelaunch
wasprepared
affected
theprelaunch
preparations.
During
fueling
operations,
anitrogen
tetroxide
leakthreatened
toseriously
damage
thebooster
itself:emergency
inspections
proved
thattherocket
wassafeforliftoff.TheUR-500
tookoffon
July16,t965,andsuccessfully
inserted
itspayload
intoa nominal
orbit.Theunqualified
successofthelaunch
signaled
theofficialentryofChetomey
intothe"space
club"thathadbeen
dominated
byKorolev
andYangel.
TheSoviet
press
made
muchofthemass
ofthesatellite,
far
heavier
thananything
yetorbited
bytheSoviet
Union.Perhaps
toaffirmtheconnection
with
itsscientific
program,
thesatellite
wasnamed
Proton-I.
"Proton"
was the name later used to
refer to

the

planned

to call the rocket Gerkules

launch

vehicle

itself

booster

on its first launch.

in Soviet

press reports,

("Hercules"),

The media releases at the time touted

Soviet space exploration.
While the performance
less, the same could not be said of the Proton-I
orbit,

ground

ground
contact

stations

controllers
with

although

the launch

failed to receive any word from the payload.
and they finally

had

originally

on the side of the
as a new stage in

of the UR-500 booster may have been flawsatellite. Once the satellite was inserted into

at the General Staff of the Ministry

the satellite,

engineers

a name that was painted

For several orbits,

of Defense in Moscow

gave up when

desperate

attempted

they conclusively

to make

ascertained

that

there had been a major failure aboard the craft. ''_'
Notwithstanding
more orbital
ure--a

the failure of the Proton-I

launches

of the UR-500

good record for a completely

er were pivotal

in convincing

projects

best left untouched.

creating

this

launch vehicle

one of the most dependable
commercial
missile
strength

satellites

originally
megaton

Chelomey
Khrushchev

warheads

had two
was ousted:

Chelomey's

the Soviet leadership

that perhaps

'c_It seems that the faith that
had been well worth
and famous

launch

people carried out three

only one was a complete

new booster. ''_ The successful

into space and serving

conceived

satellite,

in 1965 and 1966, of which

tests of the Proton
this

Keldysh

was one of Chelomey's

and Chelomey

it. The Proton rocket would
vehicles

as a super-heavyweight

invested

1990s. It was a curious

ICBM capable

in

go on to become

ever created by any nation,

well into the

fail-

launch-

of launching

launching

destiny

for a

Armageddon-

at the enemy.

major

piloted

the Raketoplan

space projects

under

reusable hypersonic

way at his design
spacecraft

effort

bureau

when

and the LK-I cir-

102. Col. (Res) I. Zamyshlyaylev, "Supporting SpaceFlights: Signal Suitable for Processing" (English title).
,quiatsiya i kosmonautika no. II (November 1990): 44-45. The official TASS announcement for the Proton launch
stated: "Analysis of the telemetric information received indicates that the apparatus on board the space station
'Proton-I' is operating normally. The coordination-computation center is processing the incoming information" See
"'Proton I' in Flight" (English title), Komsomolskaya prauda, July 17, 1965. p. I. Another source suggests that
although the controllers did not have initial contact, they did establish contact after a few hours SeeAfanasyev.
"35 Yearsfor the 'Proton' RN"
103. The launches were on November2, 1965. March 24. 1966. andJuly6, 1966. The March launch wasa
failure The November launch was the first from the second pad at site 81. SeePetrakov and Afanasyev, "'Proton'
Passion."
104. Ustinov was apparently one of those who was convinced of the need to continue with the program.
SeeZakharov. "Operation 'Kedr' or How the 'Proton' Was Saved." Note that without doubt, the most important
work at OKB-52 during this period was the UR I00 ICBM project. The program had been formally approved on
March 30, 1963 Due to strong support from Deputy Minister of Defenseg. A. Grechko, the program was allowed
to continue after Khrushchev's fall. The missile was launched for the first time on April 19, 1965,continuing its test
launches until October 27, 1966.The missilewas declaredoperational in July 1967 after approximately sixty launches. SeeZhiltsov. ed.. _osudarstuennyy kosmieheskiy, pp. 58-60: h D. Sergeyev,ed, Khromka osnounykh sobytiy
istorii raketnykh uoysk strategicheskogo naznacheniya (Moscow: TslPK, 1994). p. 38
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Each suffered

The Raketoplan

project

lems related to protecting
that

had destroyed

ed for piloted
as

the M-12

spaceplane

program

Raketoplan

research from

of the design,

systems

the orientation
components

two

different

systems,

testing]

of the Raketoplan

and engine

[and]

communication,

nominal

military

total flight

single-pilot

time of twenty-four

hours.

protected

Earth

orbit,

18, 1964,

plan for spacewas a

based on their

designs for a new iteration
R-I spacecraft,

container

systems/or

and the

be used for testing

would

aerodynam-

to allow

systems."_

"the pilot-cosmonaut

functions

from space.' ..... A

be 160 by 290 kilometers

acceleration

during

reentry would

both the R-I and R-2 "boost-glide"
that would

separating

and

of all on-board

and observation

spaceplane

triggering

ballistic

the operation

was designed

Maximum

three and a half to four g's. Presumably,
bit in a thermally

intend-

for approval

It would

o[ uncoupling,

The R-2, a heavier variant of the spaceplane,
for this

from

five-year

the automated
version.

prob-

goals, such

On June

engineers,

the technical

heat shielding,

the dynamics

[to] check out control-monitoring,
orbit

all

included

Chelomey's

for the piloted

technical

military

the military.

the projects
time,

but in different

in 1963. Originally

bombing,

"

reentry--problems

had only

signed the ministry's

Among

...

including:

and stabilization

ic parameters

orbital

Raketoplans,

a test model

[also/or

flight

forces within

"R. "_°_ By this

in Earth orbit,

and

and

powerful

1961 to 1963, had produced

comprising

change,

the years despite

its suborbital

Ya. Malinovskiy

designated

piloted R-2 vehicle.
The R-I was essentially
all essential

during

1964-69.

EARTH

the stresses of atmospheric

reconnaissance,

covering

through

by May 1964, the Raketoplan

interested

of Defense Rodion

based reconnaissance

AND

of the leadership

forward

from

spaceplane

operations,

HEAVEN

the repercussions

missions,

idea apparently

USSR Minister

IN

had stumbled

the spaceplane

circumlunar

anti-satellite

Chelomey's

THINGS

be discarded

with

be limited

vehicles would

after atmospheric

deor-

reentry, deploy

wings, turn on a turbojet engine, and then land on a conventional
runway. Either Korolev's
or the UR-500 would serve as the launch vehicle for the R-I and R-2 spaceplanes.
The primary
satellite

goal of the

operations,

R-2 spaceplane

project

and both were objectives

was photo-reconnaissance

that were vigorously

supported

Force in its quest to get a piece of the Soviet

piloted

Commander-in-Chief

spoke of the Raketoplan

of the Air Force, publicly

saying that

spaceplanes

development

program

dently

completed

had already

the design

begun

There continues
Some

Chelomey.

suggest

feasible,

of flight

models

leading to the "temporary
to be conflicting
that

One engineer

but that

it was

when

suspension"

information

related

vehicle

directly

recalls that the termination

and/or
Vershinin,

effort

Soviet engineers

in August
engineers

ouster

of work sometime

the

post-Khrushchev

order came from

"upstairs"

the
in a

had evi'°_ They

threw the pro-

in 1965 or 1966.

on why the project was closed down
to

anti-

1964,

were engaged

"at the Air Force's request."
Khrushchev's

R-7

by the Soviet Air

Marshal

success.' ..... By 1964, OKB-52

of the R-2 boost-glide

the construction

gram into jeopardy,
time.

were not only

that was "not without

space program.

a
to

vendetta

at the
against

at a time when

105. Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964-1966. p. 58.
106. Anatoliy Kirpil and Olga Okara, "Designer of Space Planes.Vladimir Chelomey Dreamedof Creating a
Space Fleet of Rocket Planes" (English title). Nezauisimaya gazeta. July 5. 1994, p. 6,
10/'. Ibid.
108. "Soviets Developing Spaceplane." Space _usinessDaily. August 18. 1964, p. I.
109. I. B. Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft(From the History of the Soviet Space Program)" (English title),
Nouoye u zhizni Nauke, tekhnike Seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12 (December 1991): I 64.
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the

most

formidable

problems
solved. `'°

had
Five

Khrushchev's

been
after

fall, on October

1964,

Marshal

ently

telephoned

Chelomey

technical

already
days

Vershinin

19,

appar-

to

inform

that all materials

relat-

ed to the Raketoplan
project
would be turned over to another
design

bureau.

By

this

point,

OKB-52 had already finished the
construction
of a "life-size"
model of the R-2 spaceplane

with

a functioning

cos-

monaut.
March
ished

cabin

Despite

for one
the

order,

by

had

fin-

196_5, Chelomey
the final

draft plan

R-fIR-2

models.

met with

Brezhnev

Navy to develop

He

for the

apparently

himself

a piloted

on P,ugust 3, 1965, to persuade him to sign an agreement
Raketoplan,

There is a second version
terminated

at the

"Chelomey

understood

that

time's

OKB-52,
view:

time

technology,"

but nothing

of

internal

it would

"Termination

prompting

(not prohibition

man space vehicle

by [the]

for a flight

him

to

The most likely scenario
plane of its own,
would

ordered

from above)

is that Chelomey
and political

OKB-52's

Mikoyan

much

In 196.5, a number

of the rocket-plane

with

_

senior

that

wings

with

designer

at

also recalled in an inter-

program

towards

opted to temporarily

in the first half of

developing

[the] LK-I

one-

transferred

to another

and the developer

best designers

for a space-

organization.

else do it. This someone

head of OKB-155

of Chelomey's
Stalin

of the famous

of Chelomey's

persistent

of yet another

Chelomey's

to Mikoyan.

If

else turned

on the Raketoplan

had closed down

had also been transferred

the same time, it was the beginning
continue

suspend the program around

The Air Force, still itching

have someone

irony. In 19.53, when

would

hold"'

was

suggests

them the results of their research to join Mikoyan's

of his research work

one named Spiral, which

idea on

of [OKB-52]

in 1965 was the end, at least temporarily,

plane into orbit./qt

the

research database

gram left his design bureau, taking with
design bureau,

on the Raketoplan

Khrushchev

to enter the atmosphere

difficulties.

out to be General Designer P,rtem I. Mikoyan,

nization. _'3 It was a strange

the

the Moon. ''''2

not do it, then they would

MiG jet fighter aircraft.

put

Sergey N.

go on to succeed Chelomey,

reorientation

around

1965 because of both technical

reasons.

be impossible

Gerbert A. Yefremov, who would

with

seems to have come out of the meeting.

to the story that suggests that the work

because
that

the 1960s was induced

Chelomey

Thts is a drawing o/the R-2 piloted spaceplane as it emerged during
1964-65 at the Chelomey design bureau. The program was suspend
ed at the time, because o[ a combination o/technical and political
[actors (copyright _si[ SiddiqO

proorga-

original

The move to

quest to fly a space-

Soviet spaceplane

project,

on for more than a decade.

I I0. Mikhail Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: Lunar lqttraction: Historical Chronicles" (English title), Vozdushniy
transport 24 (1993): II.
I II. Khrushchev interview. October I0, 1996.
112. Interview, Gerbert ,qleksandrovich Yefremovwith the author, March 3, 1991.
113. Kirpil and Okara, "Designer of Space Planes."
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If, as OKB-52 designer Yefremov claimed, the Raketoplan project was suspended to focus
resources on the LK-I circumlunar project, then there was good reason to do so. When the
UR-5OO/LK-I project had been approved in August 1964, it was Chelomey's first solid entry into
the piloted space program. Based on the design of the return capsule of NASA's Gemini spacecraft, the LK-I spacecraft was to carry a single cosmonaut around the Moon by the second
quarter of 1967--that is, before the fiftieth anniversary of the Russian Revolution. With a mandate like that. it was probably best to focus the limited resources on the most fruitful projects.
This program to send humans around the Moon was curiously one of Chelomey's projects that
survived the scrutiny of the days following Khrushchev's fall. The "investigation commissions"
probably carried out some level of assessment of the project in late 1964, and it seems that they
voted in favor of continuing work on the program.
This was in spite of the fact that Korolev possibly took advantage of the anti-Chelomey
sentiment in the government to mount a vigorous attack on Chelomey's circumlunar project in
the waning days of the year. This time, perhaps under pressure from his deputies, Korolev abandoned the highly unwieldy multiple-docking mission profile for the 7K-9K- I I K Soyuz complex.
Instead, he offered up the N I I booster, which would launch a twenty-ton spacecraft into Earth
orbit. The payload, comprising a translunar-injection (TLI) stage and a Soyuz spacecraft, would
then head for the Moon, carrying out a simple circumlunar flight/'4 For reasons that are unclear,
the Soviet government was not interested at the time, perhaps unwilling to abruptly change
directions in a program whose key determinant of success was doing it before the Americans.
An unconfirmed source states that the Military-Industrial Commission signed a decree on
October 28, 1964, essentially confirming Khrushchev's old plan of dividing up the piloted lunar
program: Chelomey retained the circumlunar portion and Korolev retained the landing. '_
Chelomey signed off on the "experimental design" of the LK-I ship on August 3, 1964,
the same day that the government passed the decree committing to the piloted lunar program. _6 Unlike Korolev, whose proposed 7K-9K-II K circumlunar effort would use a multitude
of different spacecraft linking up in orbit. Chelomey completely bypassed the idea of Earth-orbit
rendezvous as an element of his plan. His UR-500 booster was, after all, far more powerful than
any booster in Korolev's canon. Originally, Chelomey's engineers conceived of a spaceship
launched on the two-stage UR-500 booster, which would allow a payload of roughly twelve
tons to be inserted into Earth orbit. This, however, proved to be inadequate to comprise a TLI
stage as well as the spacecraft proper. Within a few months, boosters were switched in the circumlunar project: engineers opted to use a three-stage version of the UR-500, designated the
UR-5OOK. More payload capacity was added by increasing the length of second-stage tankage
and introducing slightly modified engines. The new third stage was essentially a shortened version of the second stage. This would allow a payload of almost eighteen tons to be inserted
into Earth orbit, sufficient for a piloted spacecraft and its TLI stage. On November II, 1964,
Chelomey outlined the program of launches for the UR-5OOKand its lunar LK-I payload. '_'

114. V. P. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"
ka, astronomiya
no. 12 (December 1990): 3-43.
115.
116.

(English title),

Znaniye: tekhnike: seriya kosmonauti-

Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: Lunar Attraction."
A[anasyev, "Unknown SpacecrafL"

I I 7. Igor Afanasyev, "Without
the Stamp 'Secret': Circling Around the Moon: Chelomey's Project" (English
title), Krasnaya zuezda, October 28, 1995: Afanasyev, "35 Years for the 'Proton' RN." A conception of the original
two-stage variant is shown in I. A. Marinin and S. Kh. Shamsutdinov,
"Soviet Programs for Lunar Flights" (English
title), Zemlya i uselennaya no. 4 (July-August
1993): 62-69.1-he new engines for the UR-SOOK second stage were
the RD-0210 and the RD-021 I. The third stage used the RD-0212, which consisted of the RD-0213 and the RD-0214
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125. G. Vetrov. "The Difficult Fateof the N I Rocket" (English title). Nauka i zhizn no. 5 (May 1994): 20-28.
126 Lardier.LT:]stronautiqueSovietique. p. 153.
127. Khrapovitskiy, "Absolutely Unclassified." p. 15.
128 On October 14,a journalist from The Washington Post. Howard Simon, reported that the Soviet Union
was building a "giant new rocket which could be capable of taking Russian cosmonauts to the Moon " He added
that the Soviets were preparing "to run the Moon race fast and hard. notwithstanding recent statements suggesting
the opposite." SeeSouiet Space Programs. I962 65. pp. 386-8?'.
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the myth of the Soviet space program by stating: "In the Soviet Union purposeful and systematic work goes on in connection with manned space flights. This is not for effect, but in the
interests of progress. ''_9Such a claim was especially galling in the light of this particular flight,
which had no other purpose than to upstage Gemini. Within OKB-I itself, sentiments may
have been different. Korolev's First Deputy Mishin recalled twenty-five years later: "The
[Voskhod] program made no contribution whatsoever to the further development of space
research. It was simply a waste of time. Sending three people into space together was done
purely for prestige.' ....
The original decrees in March and April 1964 in support of Voskhod had specified five
launches, two of which would be piloted: the first was scheduled for August and the second for
November. Specific mission goals for the second mission were formulated from the hodgepodge
of Air Force and OKB-I proposals for "extended Vostok" missions over the previous two years.
From about March 1964, it was clear to Korolev that the second Voskhod mission would include
a "spacewalk" by one of the crewmembers. '_ These plans seem to have partly stemmed from
earlier Air Force and OKB-I suggestions to conduct extravehicular activity (EVA) with a dog on
one of the later Vostok missions. Certainly, most of the motivations were external--that is,
NASA's publicly announced plans to carry out EVA during the Gemini program. Once again, it
was unacceptable for Korolev to lose the edge over the Americans. In fact, during early planning,
Air Force General Staff Deputy Lt. General Kamanin had proposed sending a single cosmonaut
into orbit as a test of the EVA-equipped ship. Korolev outright rejected this approach:
He was troubled not by technical considerations, but by purely political considerations-a one day test flight with one cosmonaut would not represent a new triumph in space.
In the opinion of many, each manned spaceflight should be a new. major aduanee. _
Korolev called the EVA project Vykhod ("Exit"), a term originally used in 1963 studies at OKB-I
to describe spacewalks.
The delays in the first Voskhod mission obviously pushed the Vykhod mission beyond the
original November deadline, but it seems that Korolev had been insistent that the flight be carried out prior to the end of the year. In a diary entry from early September 1964, Kamanin wrote:
•.. Korolev is pestering all his associates, and assuring them that before the year is out.
he will launch the Vykhod--a
modification of the Voskhod adapted for an EVTt by a
cosmonaut.
,Zts always, Koroleu is in a hurry: He prefers a caualry charge to wellconceiued and methodically prepared o[[ensiues on the "space fortress.' ....
One of the reasons for Korolev's haste may have been political: he had apparently made a
promise to Khrushchev that he would launch the Vykhod in November in time for the anniversary of the Great October Revolution. With Khrushchev out of power, the deadline no longer
seemed as important, and by the time that the three Voskhod cosmonauts landed in October.
the Vykhod mission was tentatively planned for early 1965.

129. Ibid, p. 554.
130. "The Russian Right Stuff," NOV, z] television show.
13I. The cosmonauts' trainin 6 for the "spacewalk" mission began training in April 1964. See Peter Smolders,
Souiets in Space (New York: Taplinger Publishin 8 Co., 1973), p. t39.
132. L. N Kamanin, "Pages From a Diary: He Soared Freely Above the Earth: On the 25th Anniversary ol the
Flight of Pilot-Cosmonauts
P I. Belyayev and A. A. Leonov in the Voskhod 2 and the First Spacewalk"
SouetskayG rossiyu, March 17, 1990, p. 6.
133. Kamanin, "1 Would Never Have Believed Anyone ....
" p 4.
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The goal for engineers was of a similar scale to the first Voskhod: to modify a Vostok
spacecraft in such a manner as to carry a crew of two cosmonauts, of whom one would conduct a spacewalk. The Vykhod team was headed by OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer Pavel V.
Tsybin, a veteran of a number of aerospace projects, including the infamous PKA piloted
spaceplane, which was abandoned in the late 1950s. Tsybin's team never seriously considered
the Gemini approach of depressurizing the entire spaceship during an EVg, evidently because
of the less-than-stellar performance characteristics of the life support system, tn addition, even
if the spacecraft could be depressurized, the internal instrumentation in the ship would not
function, because it had not been designed for operation in vacuum. Instead, Tsybin's engineers drew up a plan for the design and installation of an airtock on the side of the basic vehicle. Both cosmonauts would wear fully operational pressure suits throughout the mission. One
of the three Elbrus couches from the three-person Voskhod vehicle was eliminated, allowing
fully suited cosmonauts to fit into the small internal volume of the ship. Prior to the spacewalk, the pilot would crawl into the airlock, shut the hatch behind him, pressurize the airlock,
open an outer hatch, and then step out into space. Given the limited mass and volume capabilities of the I IASZ launch vehicle, a large rigid airlock was out of the question. Consequently,
an engineer at OKB-I, S. I. gleksandrov, proposed the use of an inflatable cylindrical airlock-one that could be packed at launch on the ship's hatch and then unfurled to full length in
flight. Korolev signed the draft plan for the "new" spaceship, designated product 3KD, sometime in late 1964. '_
The principal modifications to the 3KD as compared with the 3KV were the installation of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Volga airlock on hatch no. 3 on the descent apparatus
Two Elbrus couches modified for spacesuited cosmonauts
Air conditioning and life support systems for the cosmonauts' spacesuits
An autonomous life support system in a backpack for the EVA cosmonaut
gn emergency oxygen-ventilation system for the cosmonauts during landing in case the
spacecraft life support failed
Automatic systems for the operation of the airlock, spacesuit life support, and the two
hatches
Special valves for equalizing pressure between the airlock and the descent apparatus capable of being operated both automatically and manually
A control panel for manually operating the airlock and hatches
Supplementary bottles of air for both the EVA spacesuit and the descent apparatus, which
would be installed on the exterior of the instrument compartment '_'

In all other respects, the Vykhod was exactly like the first Voskhod. The mass of the "new"
vehicle was approximately 5,685 kilograms. A nominal mission would last a single day.
Plant No. 918 located at Tomilino built the Volga airiock, although OKB-I engineers
designed it, This was the same organization that had designed the SK-t suits and ejection seats
for the earlier Vostok spacecraft, In January 1964, thirty-seven-year-old Gay I. Severin, an aeronautical engineer and former glider pilot, was appointed chief designer and director of the plant.
More than any other individual, Severin was personally responsible for the design of the Volga
as well as the EVA suit. When work on the project began in June 1964, Korolev told his senior

134. ]-his documenthas beenpublishedwith disguiseddesignationsasS. P. Korolev."The 'Voskhod2'
SpaceShip"(Englishtitle), in Keldysh,ed, Tuoreheskoye
naslediye7:lkademika,pp 477-88.
135, Ibid
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to pro-

tank on the outside

and Plant No.

9 8, how-

137 A. Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed., ,qkademik S E Koroleu. ucheniy, inzhener, chelouek (Moscow: Nauka, 1986), pp.
421-22.
138. Korolev, "The 'Voskhod-2' Space Ship": Dietrich Haeseler, "Leonov's Way to Space: Airlock of
Voskhod-2," Spaceflight 36 (August 1994): 280-82. The Topaz used a 625-Iine, twenty-five-frames-per-second
system
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ever, formulated

mission

only ten to fifteen

plans

minutes,

In late 1964, Korolev
al EVA mission.
in conditions
barometric
piloted

Cosmonaut
together

microgravity

simulator

for the commander's

as possible.

testing

for the

A nominal

vacuum

Khrunov,

for the

seat, while

Khrunov

and testing

in the TDK-60

of the 3KD into orbit,

spacecraft,

last

leading to the actutraining

testing

and finally

the TDK-3TD,

1964. '4° Four of the remaining

training

EVA would

of the flight. '_9

test program

aircraft,

version

Vykhod

EARTH..."

the 3KD at plants,

in a Tu-104

Center in November

1964 to begin

AND

drew up a detailed

included

had yet to fly a mission--Belyayev,

by July

trained

first

Training

nauts who

program

the launch of an automated

The

HEAVEN

to achieve the main objective

and his engineers

The five-step

chamber,

IN

to be as conservative

sufficient

approximating

flight.

THINGS

arrived

the

at the

1960 batch of cosmo-

Leonov, and Gorbatko--were

challenging

mission.

Belyayev

and Leonov

prepared themselves

grouped

and Gorbatko
for the EVA

position.
From the
demanding
Leonov,

the informal

less than

the training

favorite

a year, carried

117 times.
which

beginning,

of all the Soviet piloted

simulations

spacesuit

of the

high-altitude

"launched"
flight

program.

In addition,

of a spacewalking
when

of five,

session,

The flight

and

of his reflexes after an extended

whose

conditions.

The

performed

to rehearse

tests

with

chamber,

full

which
were

to carry out

their

psychological

isolation

Immediately

aircraft,

cosmonauts

unsure of the possible

pilot

Tu-104

Vacuum

to a month-long

in

by parachute

at a time. A com-

kilometers

out and landing

period of isolation.

for the flight,

equipped

barometric

to thirty-six

Leonov

Leonov ejecting

regimen,

kilometers

for the cosmonauts

TBK-60

the rest of the world.

to a MiG-15,

the most

seconds

of the airlock.

were evidently

doubt

calisthenics

and jumped

thirty

in the airplane

operation

atmospheric

and subjected

ended with

The State Commission

for about

ten, and thirty-two

cut off from

he was taken directly

maneuvers.

sessions,

in the ground-based

physicians

cosmonaut

he was completely

microgravity
rigorous

pressure

to altitudes

was without

cycled about a thousand

150 EVA training

was installed

EVA, including

garb were also conducted

simulated

mission

As part of a general

were carried out in a specially

arcs to simulate

plete replica of the 3KD spacecraft
each aspect

to date.

to carry out the spacewalk,

out more than

Weightlessness

flew parabolic

for the Vykhod
flights

state

chamber

test

after the end of his

several complicated
safely by parachute

flight
as a test

'4'

by then renamed

Voskhod

2, met for the first time on

January t 3, 1965, under the chairmanship
of Maj. General Tyulin. Engineers reported that two
Voskhod vehicles and their associated launch vehicles were essentially ready for launch. Final
testing

would

January

or early February, while

candidates
Belyayev
graduated

for the

primary

on February

from

the final

were

candidate

the Yeisk Higher

during

1960 class who

selected

among

sustained

War

of the robot

Leonov.

was set for late

in 1945 and flew
II. Later, in

group"
combat

Pavel

of 1960. He had
missions

1959, he graduated

against
from

one of two cosmonauts

Belyayev might have flown
1961 during

the best

The thirty-nine-year-old

the "Gagarin

and thus he was only
in August

variant

was set for March. '42 By this point,
and

Air Force School

had a higher education.
injury

Belyayev

days of World

Red Banner Air Force Academy,

been for a severe ankle

15. The launch

the crewed mission

crew

had been the oldest

the Japanese
famous

be completed

the

in the

earlier into space had it not

a parachute

jump,

which

left

139. Korolev, "The 'Voskhod-2' SpaceShip": Russian Space History, Sale 6516 (New York:Sotheby's, 1993).
description for Lot 40.
140. Lardier, L',,qstronautiqueSovi_tique, p. 143.
141_ Ibid: Riabchikov, Russians in Space, pp. 212-18: Smolders. Soviets in Space, pp 139-40: I. £
/_kulinichev, et aL, "Some Results of Medical Supervision of the State of the Cosmonauts E I. Belyayev and
A. A. Leonov During Their Training and Orbital Flight" (English title), Kosmicheskiye issledovaniya 4 (March-April
1966): 311 19: Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 747.
142. Kamanin, "Pages Froma Diary."
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himoutof theloopfora wholeyear.Hisco-pilot
ontheflightwasthirty-year-old
Aleksey
Leonov,
oneofthemostcolorfulcharacters
ontheteam.Bornin Siberia,
hegraduated
from
theChuguyev
Higher
AirForce
School
intheUkraine
in 1957
before
serving
asajetpilotin
EastGermany.
Certainly
oneofthemostwell-trained
candidates
ontheteam,healsohada
passion
forpainting.
Thefutureauthor
ofmany
artbooks,
intheearly1960s,
hewastheeditor of a satiric cosmonaut

newsletter

called Neptun

tion of being the first person whose
Gagarin's

historic
continued

in both

Leonov

in space, during

also had the distinc-

his shift as capcom

for

flight. _43

Belyayev and Leonov,
Khrunov,

(" Neptune").

name was uttered

along with

their

to train intensively

the Tu-104 and the TKB-60.

backups Zaykin

for the mission
By February

(who

had replaced

throughout

Gorbatko)

February, carrying

19, the State Commission

and

out runs

had decided

on a

specific timetable for the two missions: the automated one would be launched on February 21
or 22, while the piloted flight was set for March 4 or 5. In addition to these two missions, three
small satellites
ensure that
intended
would

in the Kosmos

radiation

to be 180 by 500 kilometers,
be carried out

beginning

immediately

Throughout
another

insertion,

during

the preparations

race with

the United

the critical

to the

piloted

piloted

launch

of Voskhod
flight.

to

2 were

The EVA itself

at the end of the first orbit or at the
in the spaceship,

on any orbit from the second

be over Soviet territory

prior

parameters

far higher than any previous

after orbital

of the second one. In the case of abnormalities

to carry out the spacewalk
would

series were set aside for launch

levels were safe for an EVA. The orbital

to the sixth,

the crew could elect

ensuring

that the vehicle

event. '4'_

for the EVA mission,

States. By February,

engineers

were acutely

conscious

the race began to have deleterious

of yet

effects

on

the 3KD program. Chief Designer Severin recalled that "the Americans planned to do their EVA
in three months and had announced
it beforehand.
So we felt very rushed. We were hurrying
and were nervous ....
into orbit

,,,4_ In this climate,

at 1030 hours

Moscow

Time

175 by 512 kilometers

at a 64.7/-degree

press did not attribute

the satellite

fully equipped

spacecraft

lock, inflating

the airtock,

any particular

transferring

of the airlock, turning

closing

the outer

hatch,

inclination

was to simulate

ization

the first 3KD spacecraft
on February

22,

to the equator.
mission,

merely

all the necessary

air from

the descent

bottles

successfully

parameters

were

As was usual, the Soviet
naming

apparatus

the airlock, and finally

the sixteenth orbit. '4_ Despite LL General
that the airlock would function reliably,"

orbital

it Kosmos-SL

airlock operations:

on the air supply from oxygen

repressurizing

was launched

1965. Initial

checking

to the airlock depressur-

to a spacesuit,

ejecting

The

the air-

opening

the airlock assembly

and
on

Kamanin's
reservation that "we were most doubtful
all the preliminary
operations, save for the ejection.

were carried out without
anomalies. Satisfied that the mission was going smoothly,
Kamanin
left the control center in Moscow. When he returned about five hours after launch, he greeted
Korolev

with

"Good

seems, is not good.
Kosmos-57
engineers

evening!"

Korolev

dryly

replied,

It looks like the craft has blown

had evidently

exploded

revealed that for unknown

"No,
up ....

into approximately

reasons,

the reentry

Nikolay

Petrovich,

the evening,

it

inspection

by

,,,4,
180 pieces. _ cursory
cycle of the satellite

had been spuri-

143 Rex Hall, "Soviet Air Force Cosmonauts," in Michael Cassutt, ed., Who's Who in Space: The
Internationa[ Space Tear Edition (New York:Macmillan. 1992), pp. 219 20. 246-47: William Shelton, Soviet Space
Exploration: The First Decade (New York: Washington SquarePress, 1968), pp. 173-14.
144 Note that in the original document describing the 3KD mission, a nominal orbit is listed as 180 by
400 kilometers. Evidently, sometime between the issuance of that document and February 1965, the State
Commission elected to raise the intended apogeeto 500 kilometers. Seealso Kamanin, "PagesFrom a Diary."
145. r'To SaveMan: A Conversation With the General Designer"
146. Korolev, "The 'Voskhod 2' SpaceShip."
147. Kamanin. "PagesFroma Diary."
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ously activated. The retrorocket engine had been fired, but being in the wrong attitude, the
satellite had entered an incorrect orbit after engine cutoff. As per programming, the spacecraft's
automatic self-destruct system had activated upon entering the incorrect orbit. The cause for
the command to reenter remained a mystery until further examination of telemetry. On
February 25, Chief Designer Armen S. Mnatsakanyan of NII-648, responsible for telemetry
instrumentation, and Colonel Amos A. Bolshoy, the head of the Chief Operations and Control
Group for the Voskhod missions, presented reports on the analysis of the data. The findings
pointed to ground control error. As per original planning, the controller at one of the ground
stations, Measurement Point No. 6 (IP-6) at Yelizovo in Kamchatka, sent a message, command
no. 42, to transfer air to the airlock. By an amazing coincidence and contrary to orders, a controller at the backup station, IP-7 at Klyuchi in Ussuriysk, sent the same coded command at the
exact same moment. The two commands were received simultaneously, thus becoming a new
command, no. 5--that is, the command to descend. '_ Thus the spacecraft was exonerated of
any fault.
The Kosmos-57 spacecraft had accomplished most, but not all, of the tasks necessary to
instill faith in a piloted mission. Because the robotic precursor had exploded, there had been
no test of the airlock release, nor a test of a full reentry of the descent apparatus with the large
airlock ring attached to the side of the capsule. The ground tests for these aspects of the mission were beset by failures. When a test version of the descent apparatus was air-dropped from
a plane at Feodosiya, the parachute system failed, smashing the capsule into pieces. Another
airlock, one built for the flight, was destroyed on January 13, when it was accidentally dropped
during mating with the flight version of the 3KD. The spate of failures seriously unnerved all
personnel. Severin recalls, "The situation was really grave. Almost the entire testing program
had been disrupted. Only part of it was completed in the unmanned flight .... '..... There was
even talk of postponing the flight until better results were obtained on the ground. The competition with Gemini reached such a state that Soviet security personnel arrived at Tyura-Tam.
Severin recalls:
The Chairman o[ the K_B [V_ Ye. 5emichastnyy]
appeared unexpectedly at Baykonur
[on February 20]. He arrived at the testing area and came up to us at the engineering
site, where we were preparing the airloek .... It's possible that the KGB thought that all
o[ our accidents were the result of imperialist intrigue. I don't know. But they established
strict monitoring, which made us very nervous. '_°
The reliability of landing a capsule with the large airlock ring installed was still an issue of
great concern because Kosmos-57 had never had the opportunity to land. The ring apparently
induced sharp rotations as high as one revolution per second around the main axis of the reentry capsule during descent by parachute. By late February, Korolev, Pilyugin, and Ryazanskiy
proposed a new revised testing program that would include more ground tests as well as inflight testing of the airlock ring. The chief designers received permission from the State
Commission to equip a Zenit-4 reconnaissance satellite with the suspect ring. A safe landing
by the military satellite would clear the way for a piloted launch. On March 7, a Zenit-4 was
launched into orbit as Kosmos-59. The descent apparatus successfully landed on March 15,
about 170 kilometers south of Kustanay in Kazakhstan. Although the on-board data recorder

148. Ibid.: Yu.A. Mozzhorin, et at, eds, Dorogiv kosmos II (Moscow: MAI, 1992), pp. 34-35 The accident commission was headed by TsUKOSCommander Maj. GeneralK g. Kerimov.
149. "To Save Man: g ConversationWith the General Designer"
150. ibid.
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failed to record the rotations
descent

apparatus

the acceptable
engineers.

limits

Korolev

to accomplish

comes first."

for the best

outcome

towards

presence

trying
that

Under Tyulin's

though

all my efforts,

to foresee

stalks

Despite

"1 want

step into

about

to caution

you once

The launch was set for either
mission, Gemini II1.

Tam.

approved

March

of course,

and Leonov

deterred

arrived

and the latter "visibly

the ship

at the

excited."'s_

off. In a farewell

and come

Russian man during
The Voskhod
Moscow

_leksey

times.

2 spacecraft,

Time on March

Lt. Colonel

met with

"new

are
omi-

step into the

at site 2 at Tyura-Tam
at the launch

his

possible

replacement

either of the primary
the cosmonauts

important

thing

in your

members.
flight

him from his work,
launch,
Korolev,

on March

the former

outsmart

in mind

and looking

up to the launch.
tired and gaunt,

"as always,

Kamanin

told

Leonov,

yourself.

all the

16,

Gemini

because of a pulmonary

18. It was a cold and snowy
Gagarin,

13,
is to

and backup crews

the last few weeks leading

of March

by

would

on March

meeting

attention

on

site the same

crew. Khrunov

heroics.' .... The primary

he

day at Tyura-

completely

unper-

and others were there to
"1 won't

I only

give you a lot of

ask you one thing:

Russian sayings

that

just

have helped

a

May you have a fair solar wind.' .....

vehicle

3KD no. 4, was launched

18, 1965. On board were Colonel

P,. Leonov,

hope

experiences

can happen--an

at a State Commission

message, Korolev

back in, keeping

difficult

live up

and

t8 or 19, less than a week before the first piloted

advice and ask a lot of you Lyesha, just don't
exit

and

he had had to spend some time under medical

see the cosmonauts

that

believe

my

as the primary

more that the most

up for the launch on the morning

Belyayev

turbed"

health

Korolev

was beset by poor health throughout
Nothing,

and

had arrived

ready to take over from

positions.'"

were formally

showed

mind,

held a meeting

Belyayev's

We do not need thoughtless

inflammation.

to always

always

the unknown.'_2

and the flight

Korolev

my

Belyayev and Leonov

cosmonaut,
for both

program

Our chief motto is "the safety

and the wisdom

the worst

of the crew who

approved

backup

outguess

return to Earth healthy,

At one point,

that the

rotation--within

boost to the morale of the

I personally

the State Commission

reservations

as he had been trained
saying:

evidence suggested

seems to have finally cleared the way for this
for the third week of March 1965.

all unanimously

serve as the only

and

us every

direction,

some

hurry.

us the strength
its opposite.

March 9 to discuss the composition
Khrunov,

indirect

l O0-degree-per-second

experience

even

The mission of Kosmos-59
unknown,"
then scheduled

day.

to

all our work without

God grant

and to never

nous

landing,

a forty-

for a crew, '_' The success was a much-needed

to this motto
directed

to only

wrote to his wife on March 8:

We are trying
of the crew

of the capsule during

was subjected

thirty.

successfully

at I000

Pavel I. Belyayev, thirty-nine,

As with the earlier Voskhod

mission,

the tension

hours
and
during

151. Kamanin, Skrytiykosmos: 1964-1966, p. 166.
152. Golovanov, Korolev, p, 749.
153. The concerns about Belyayev'shealth were apparently misplaced. During a training session in the
TDK 60 altitude chamber, Belyayev had begun gasping for breath. Physicians had attributed the problem to
Belyayev's health. It was later discovered that Be[yayevwas not receiving any oxygen because of a malfunction in
the equipment, According to Kamanin, Belyayev"displayed admirable composure, found the problem, and corrected it," SeeKamanin, "PagesFroma Diary." Note that Kamanin had decided that backup cosmonaut Zaykin was not
suitable for a primary crew
154_ Ibid
155 Ibid
156 Gotovanov. Koroiev. p. 749: Lt. Gen. Georgiy Aleksandrovich Tyulin, "Task for the Future: Notes of the
State Commission Chairman" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda, April 5, 1988,p. 4
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by 498 kilometers at a sixty-five-degree
inclination.
The two
cosmonauts
began preparations for the EVA as soon as they
reached orbit. First, Belyayev expanded
full length. Then
life support
sure that
between

Leonov,

backpack

within

all systems
the airlock

the Volga airlock to its

aided by Belyayev, strapped
the cramped

were operational.
and

the ship

on his

capsule,

Once

making

the

pressure

was equalized,

Belyayev

flipped a switch to open the inner hatch. Leonov crawled head
first into the airlock and hooked himself up to the 5.35-meterlong tether.

After

commanded

the first hatch

lock. Through
constant

all the tests

all this strenuous

stream

opened

the external

Time on March

Belyayev
the air-

Belyayev

cautioning

Be patient.

kept up a

his crewmate,

Take it easy ....

hatch

just an hour and a half after liftoff,
Moscow

satisfactory,

activity,

of conversation,

"Take it easy, Aleksey ....
Belyayev

proved

shut and depressurized

'....

by remote

control

at 1132 hours, 54 seconds

18. Leonov was evidently

impatient,

eager to leave the airlock, and Belyayev had to order his pilot
to stick to the preset program. Within
two minutes, at 1134
hours,

51 seconds,

Leonov

becoming

the first human

ly poked

his head out,

emerged

from

the airlock,

thus

to walk in space. At first, he merebut

then

gradually

entire body. The Sun was evidently

pushed

very bright,

out

almost

his

blind-

ing, forcing the cosmonaut
to squint as he held on to the
outer rim of the spaceship. His first words upon entering free
space were: "1 can see the Caucasus. "'_ As Voskhod

2 was

flying over the Black Sea, Leonov stayed with his EVA program
and removed the cover from the camera on a boom outside
the spacecraft, '_9 Toying with
watching
the other,

the cap, he eventually

it fly into its own orbit.
and let go of the ship,

28,000 kilometers
recalled later:

per hour

It was an extraordinary
like it before.

I was

saw

it was

it--saw

Suddenly
7tttentionf

Man

floating

over

rotating

into space at
of

Earth.

I had never felt quite
the planet

Earth and I

majestically

I heard

has entered

out

the surface

sensation.
free above

in the silence,

let it go,

He removed one hand, then

below

the words

open space.

me.

",ztttention!
"'_'

He

These three stills are from the external movie camera on Voskhod 2,
which recorded ,'qlekseyLeonov's
historic spacewalk in March 1965.
(flies of._sff Siddiqi)

157. Riabchikov. Russiansin Space, p. 219.
158. Ibid.
159. Golovanov, Koroleu. p. 749. Some sourcessuggest that he manually installed the camera on the outside of the ship. See.[or example, Kenneth Gatland, Manned Spacecraft (New York: Macmillan. 1976), p. 13.5.
160. "The Russian Right Stuff," NOVT] television show.
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The Topaz
Leonov's

TV

camera

movements,

a still photo

mounted

camera attached

tried several times

on

the

not only to Belyayev

inflatable

to his spacesuit,

to depress

the shutter

airlock

but also to ground
and during

began

preparations

First, he removed

boom,

but evidently

lock, Leonov

was to enter

side of the airlock.
cosmonaut.
in a difficult

diameter

minutes

Near the end of my walk
had pulled

away

little control

get back

was

considerable.

quite

do. But using

I decreased

I could

first, with

move

my arms

about

holding

in open

to control

from

space. Leonov

easily.

the other

found

himself

out of my shoes and
so much

It was

the

to the air-

for a somersaulting

my

that my hands

as if I had

ballooned

out and

go in feet first as I had

the pressure

but

never

tried

the airlock:

suit had

couldn't

more

them.

entering

My space

tired and

camera

In returning

was not designed

my feet had pulled

he had trouble

I was

the movie

My entire suit stretched

unable

in straightaway.

a valve...

I felt freer and
head

I was

over his limbs,

I couldn't

that

my gloves.

space, he

of the spaceship

him to slip back into his seat from

and nine seconds

of
had

he was over the Pacific, Leonov

it in the airlock.

of the airlock

I realized

from

and feet appeared
to shrink.
the suit on even once. '_'
With

in placing

feet first, thus allowing

The internal

But after twelve
situation:

hands

the airlock,

he had great difficulty

point

pictures

apparently

into open

of the exterior

by which

live

Leonov

his short jaunt

to take pictures

was unable to do so. P,fter about ten minutes,
for reentering

transmitted

control.

to just
Then

under

027

I pushed

the rails. I had to turn

the pressure

been taught

atmospheres.

myself

into

myself upside

to

Then

the airlock

down

in the air

lock in order to enter the ship feet first and this was very difficult.'""
Leonov's
normal
drenched

temperature

pressurized

rest, he opened

the airlock,

three minutes

and forty-one

and opened

important

ter of the Strategic
EVA, which

for future

Missile

followed

leadership,

message for the two

Leonov

in violation

back into the descent
a total depressurized

the EVA closely.

and as such,

space programs.

finally

He was
closed

of instructions.
apparatus.

the

After a
The outer

time of only twenty-

the proceedings
cosmonauts.

It was the first big spaceflight

it was almost

An operator

Forces was driven twice

was piped in live on TV. Brezhnev,

bers sat and watched

rate was twice

seconds.

Brezhnev-Kosygin

benchmark

his helmet

54 seconds, giving

Soviet leaders back in the Kremlin
new

his breathing

degrees Centigrade.

of fatigue. '_ An exhausted

the inner hatch and slipped

hatch was closed at t 15 t hours,

of the

was up to thirty-eight

in sweat and in serious danger

outer hatch,
short

pulse was racing as high as 143 beats per minute,

levels, and his body

to the Kremlin
Kosygin,

attentively.

Mikoyan,

Brezhnev

surely

considered

from the main flight

control

an
cen-

to explain

the details

of the

Ustinov,

and other

mem-

later recorded

a congratulatory

'64

161 Thomas O'Toole, "The Man Who Didn't Walk on the Moon." New York Times Magazine. July 17,
1994. pp. 26-29. The quote is on p. 28
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After a short conference, Korolev proposed that Belyayev use the manual system of orientation for reentry. OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer Yevgeniy V. Shabarov, responsible for flight
testing, and control systems engineer Boris V. Raushenbakh began a frantic race to gather the
necessary data to transmit to the crew to carry out manual reentry. Once the data were found,
the numbered code was written on a piece of paper and signed by each of the engineers. The
paper was then handed to Gagarin who, under Korolev's direct orders, transmitted the information to Belyayev.'_9Ballistics computations showed that the landing could be achieved on
the eighteenth, twenty-second, or twenty-third orbit. In all cases, the landing area would be
well north of the nominal site.
The exercise in simply orienting the spacecraft into its correct attitude using the Vzor optical device became an ordeal in itself, exacerbated by the fact that both men were clad in bulky
spacesuits. In the cramped quarters of the ship, Belyayev had to place himself horizontally
across both seats of the capsule, while Leonov remained out of the way under his seat. At the
same time, Leonov manually held Belyayev in place so as to keep Belyayev in front of the orientation porthole. That way, Belyayev could use both his hands to orient the ship to Earth's
terminator using hand controls. Having completed this task, both men quickly returned to their
seats to reestablish the ship's center of gravity before firing the deorbit engine. It took the two
men a whole forty-six seconds to get back into their original positions before Belyayev hit the
engine fire button. This forty-six-second delay caused a serious overshoot of their original targeted landing point. '_°Other reliable accounts suggest that only Belyayev managed to get back
into his seat by the time of engine ignition. Leonov was evidently still out of his seat, thus displacing the ship's center of gravity, raising the specter of a wildly spinning capsule reentering
the atmosphere. In an amazing stroke of luck, the ship did not spin out of control, probably
saving the lives of the cosmonauts.
The ordeal did not end there. As in several previous Vostok missions, the instrument compartment failed to separate from the descent apparatus: the two modules remained connected
to each other loosely with steel straps. The unsteady mass of the two rocking modules linked
to each other did not produce the required lift for a nominal ballistic trajectory. Instead, the capsules headed on a steep trajectory with severe loads on their bodies. The gravitational force
burst blood vessels in both men's eyes as the load reached ten g's. Each man felt as if they
weighed about 700 kilograms for a few seconds. '7'
Control centers at both Tyura-Tam and Moscow received word that the capsule had landed, but for an agonizing four hours, there was no communication on the health of the crew.
One thing was clear: the ship had landed way off course in the dense forests of the Russian
tayga. One of Korolev's greatest fears was that if the capsule landed in a densely forested area,
the soft-landing sensor at the base of the descent apparatus would "think" that the ship was
near ground if it hit a tree branch high up in the air. With such a premature firing, the capsule
would hit the ground with a thunderous impact, seriously injuring the crew. Fortunately, one
of the pilots in a search helicopter reported:
On the forest road between the villages of Sorokouaya and Shchuchino. about 30 kilometers southwest of the town of Berezniki, I see the red parachute and the two cosmonauts. There is deep snow all around ....
The craft touched down in dense woods, far
from any population center. ,72
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The mission had ended with touchdown at 1202 hours Moscow Time on March 19, 1965,
after a one-day, two-hour, two-minute mission. The ship had landed 386 kilometers from the
designated target area, about 180 kilometers northwest of the town of Perm. The area in which
they landed was so densely packed with trees that it was impossible for helicopters to land.
Instead, thermal flight clothing was dropped from one helicopter while another landed five kilometers away. The area was completely covered with snow, and the temperature was minus five
degrees Centigrade. The cosmonauts themselves had no clue where they were, being surrounded by dense forests and snow two meters deep at places, When Leonov asked how soon
rescuers would pick them up, Belyayev joked, "Maybe in three months, they'll pick us up with
dog sleds. '''_ A helicopter found a place to land about five kilometers from the landing point,
and a search team set off on foot to find the capsule. Another team in two vehicles from the
Air Defense Forces was meanwhile attempting to reach the crew on land. Both parties were
unable to find the spaceship before nightfall and had to cut short their searches. Fortunately
for Belyayev and Leonov, a helicopter had dropped thermal clothing for the cosmonauts earlier
during the day.
The men spent an extremely frigid and uncomfortable night in the woods. In the morning,
a helicopter once again flew over the landing site and reported that two people, both wearing
flight clothing, were spotted near the landing site, one chopping wood and the other arranging branches to start a fire. At 0730 hours, a group headed by a Colonel Sibiryak of the Air
Defense Forces disembarked from an Mi-4 helicopter with the objective of reaching the crew on
skis. It took the group three hours to cover the one and a half kilometers to the descent apparatus, finally arriving around 1030 hours. The cosmonauts were reported to 6e in good condition with no injuries. A twist was added to the whole rescue operation by the insistence of
Soviet Air Forces Commander-in-Chief Marshal Vershinin that the crew only be evacuated by
motorcycle, or if that was not possible, then by helicopter, but only if it landed near the capsule. Despite fierce objections from both Korolev and Kamanin, who advocated simply hoisting the cosmonauts onto hovering helicopters, the cosmonauts were forced to spend an
additional night in uncomfortable conditions. Even Korolev's attempts at convincing the Soviet
leadership were in vain; Vershinin had told Brezhnev that hoisting them to a height of five to
six meters might be dangerous. The irony was that they were only three or four hours away
from Tyura-Tam. '_4
The second night was more comfortable, as the cosmonauts had additional food, clothing, and tents. Finally, at around I000 hours on March 2 I, Belyayev and Leonov arrived at Perm
airport in an Mi-6 helicopter on their way to Tyura-Tam. At the launch range, all the leading
personalities involved with the flight, including Korolev, Keldysh, Tyulin, Rudenko, Pilyugin,
Barmin, Kerimov, and Kamanin, had gathered to greet the crew on their arrival. There was a
mixture of euphoria and relief in the air as the months of grueling work had finally paid off in
yet another spectacular advance for the Soviet space program. Korolev raised a toast to the
future: "Friends! Before us is the Moon. Let us all work together with the great goal of conquering the Moon. Do you remember how our collective worked in such a friendly manner? .....
This evidently elicited a quiet but sarcastic comment from Chief Designer Barmin. who muttered, "We worked in a friendly manner when we were all leaders....
Now there's one head
theoretician [referring to Keldysh] and one head designer .... ,,,7_
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When cosmonauts Belyayev and Leonov landed after their historic Voskhod 2 mission, it
had been approximately four years since the first flight of Gagarin in 1961. Each of the eight
piloted missions during that period had been proposed, directed, and executed under the auspices of one organization using essentially a single model of spacecraft. In this respect, the year
1965 was a watershed point in the history of the Soviet piloted space program, as several new
vehicles were put on the drawing boards for a variety of long-range goals, including civilian and
military operations in Earth orbit, circumlunar flight, and a lunar landing. The most important
of these was a spacecraft that would eventually fly more missions than any other spaceship
built in the Soviet Union, the Soyuz.
A New

Direction

for Soyuz

OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer Konstantin D. Bushuyev,
Korolev's de facto assistant for all piloted space projects, over
saw the earlywork on the ?K-9K- I IK Soyuz program. Bushuyev
and Korolev's First Deputy Mishin had come up through the
same ranks. They graduated together from the Moscow
Aviation Institute in the 1930s and joined Bolkhovitinov's rocket-plane group in the 1940s at the same time. The two would
have gone to Germany together, but Bushuyev's wife's brother
had been killed by lightning at the time, and Bushuyev had to
attend the funeral. Later,Mishin invited Bushuyev to Kaliningrad
to join Korolev's rocket design group. It was here that he would
make his mark, working on a variety of design problems during
the 1950s, including missile nose cones.
Bushuyev had a remarkably reticent and unassuming personality. He did not drink, he exercised regularly, and he liked
to go hiking into the woods--a pleasure he rarely shared with
anyone. Unlike many of his contemporaries, he never wore
any of his medals and awards at official ceremonies, preferring to remain in the background. He may have been
Korolev's principal aide for piloted space projects, but the
two men had a very complex relationship. Russian historian
Yaroslav K. Golovanov, who knew Bushuyev, wrote about
him:

OKB I Deputy Chief Designer
Bushuyev was the senior person at
the design bureau responsible [or
piloted space programs His identity
was revealed in 1971 when the
Soviets announced
that he uaoutd
head the Soviet team participating
in the/qpotlo-Soyuz
Test Project
This photo dates from early 1972.
(N,'qS,,qphoto)
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To be quite honest. I was never able to understand why Korolev would have named
Bushuyev as his deputy for all space projects, or in other words--for
all the projects
which were closest to Korolev's heart. It was well known that Korolev treated Bushuyev
with the utmost severity, and at times was downright unjust, that Korolev treated
Bushuyev at times like an errant delivery man. Bushuyev was, in fact, the very antithesis of Korolev in character, behavior, and interpersonal relations.'
Bushuyev apparently considered resigning from the design bureau many times, but ultimately Korolev would invariably "call Bushuyev into his office and calmly, even gently--and
what is more, with genuine trust--involve him in a discussion, ask for his views, share his own
quandaries .... " In the end, Bushuyev stayed on.
In June 1959, Korolev sent Bushuyev to the so-called "Second Territory" in Kaliningrad, a
recently acquired artillery plant with 5,000 new employees, to focus on spacecraft and solidpropellant ballistic missiles.: By late 1962, the Second Territory had come to focus exclusively on
space-related projects, and Bushuyev took charge of a variety of important OKB-I programs. He
did not stay there very long. One story is that someone hinted to Korolev about Bushuyev's
alleged ambitions to separate his branch from the main OKB-I center, leaving Korolev to focus
only on the development of missiles. Others claim that Bushuyev, although a brilliant engineer,
was simply a poor manager. Either way, Korolev pulled the plug. In May 1963, Korolev abruptly
ordered Bushuyev back to the central location to oversee other profiles at the giant organization)
Perhaps to preclude any of his other deputy chief designers from harboring dreams of carving out a piece of the pie, Korolev redistributed various space-related programs across both the
main OKB-I center and the affiliate Second Territory. The Soyuz program came under the direction of Deputy Chief Designer Sergey S. Kryukov, also responsible for the N I rocket, while Boris
Ye. Chertok, one of Korolev's most senior men, was sent off
to head the Second Territory. Chertok, fifty-one years old at
the time, was the overseer of all work at the enterprise on control, guidance, and orientation systems for spacecraft and
missiles. P, tall, balding man with a powerful voice, he was
also one of the few Jewish men in the top ranks of the Soviet
space designers. He was born in the Polish town of Lodz, and
he developed an interest in radio during his adolescence. In
the 1930s. Chertok found a job at Plant No. 22 outside
Moscow, the same plant that is today known as the M. V.
Khrunichev State Space Scientific-Production Center. In 1946.
he joined the famous NII-88. During Stalin's later years, thenMinister of Defense Industries Ustinov saved Chertok from
imprisonment by demoting him to an innocuous position to
divert attention away from his Semitic background. As his
power grew within the Soviet space program, Chertok, like
many of his other contemporaries, was allowed to write about
space in the Soviet media in later years, but under the pseudonym "Boris Yevseyev." After the shakeup in 1963, Chertok
was closely involved in the development of the Soyuz and
was instrumental in saving the program from oblivion.

BorisChertokwasa DeputyChief
at OKB-Iwhoparticipated in
several key Soviet
spaceprojects such
as Soyuz In lateryears,he was also

Designer

one of the principal flight eontrollers for
piloted spacemissions
at the
Yevpatoriya center. (files of Peter _orin)

I
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This and the next page show the three main sections o[ the Soyuz spaceera[t This particular model is the/K-T.
a slightly di[[erent variant than the 7K-OK, which was used during 1966-70 The primary di[[erence was in the
docking equipment. At the top o[ this page is the living compartment, which provided tile support [unctions during
independentfltght .Bt the bottom o[ thispage is thedescentapparatus, which carried the crew during launch and
recovery The next page shows the instrument-aggregate compartment, which provided electrical power, thermal
control, attitude control, and maneuvering capability. (copyright D. R Woods)
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In early 1965, all work on the Soyuz spacecraft was moved to Department No. 93 at
OKB-I. As per Chertok's original recommendations, the Soyuz program was reduced to the
development of a single spacecraft, the product 7K-OK, with the "OK" standing for the
Russian acronym of "orbital ship." Like all other missiles and spaceships, the vehicle also had
a production index, the II F615, which was the designation used in all plant documentation.
The two remaining portions, the 9K tanker and the I IK translunar-injection (TLI) block, which
would have been developed by other design bureaus, were eliminated from the program.
Engineers delivered the draft plan for the 7K-OK ship in May; because of delays it was not until
October 23 that they completed a final version, thus allowing designers to issue the technical
documentation for the manufacture of the spacecraft. A new tactical-technical requirement was
issued by the chief client, the Ministry of Defense, in August 1965/
The 7K-OK variant was an evolutionary design stemming from the years of work on the
abandoned Sever, LI, and 7K spacecraft in the early 196Os. It would be this model, publicly
called the Soyuz, that the Soviet Union would launch on thirty-eight piloted flights between
1967 and

8.

1981.

Ibid, p. 636.
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The general design scheme of the 7K-OK variant was quite similar to the original 7K variant
intended for circumlunar missions. Like its predecessor, the spacecraft had three major compartments from the forward end to the rear end, the living compartment, the descent apparatus, and the instrument-aggregate
compartment.
The descent apparatus and the
instrument-aggregate compartment retained their earlier shapes, but the living compartment
was redesigned to be more like a spheroid rather than the earlier cylinder because the former
provided a better mass-volume ratio. The total length of the spacecraft was about just over
seven and a half meters, and total mass was 6,460 to 6,_560kilograms, up from the Vostok's
modest 4,800 kilograms, t_ nominal mission would last three to ten days.
The cylindrical instrument-aggregate compartment--often
called the "service module" in
the West--like the one on the 7K, was divided into four separate sections along the length of
its cylinder from the aft end to the forward end: the jettisonable compartment, the aggregate
compartment, the instrument compartment, and the transfer compartment. The jettisonable
compartment was a remnant of the original 7K vehicle's mission: circumlunar flight. It was originally a toroiclal section at the base of the vehicle that would carry electrical systems for rendezvous and docking and be discarded following translunar injection. In redesigning the 7K to
the 7K-OK, early models of the Soyuz evidently retained this compartment for chemical batteries, while all rendezvous and docking instrumentation was moved to the spheroid living
compartment at the forward end of the vehicle.
The unpressurized aggregate compartment carried the thermo-regulation radiator system,
the main and attitude control engines of the spacecraft, and two large solar panels (which
charged the chemical batteries in the spacecraft). Each solar array was made up of two [oursegment wings approximately a little more than three and a half meters in length, with a total
surface area of fourteen square meters, that would provide thirteen and a half volts, for a total
of twenty-seven volts. The solar arrays were folded up flat against the side of the aggregate
compartment during the launch phase, unfurling to their full lengths once in orbit. During an
Earth-orbital mission, the panels would be turned toward the Sun by orienting the entire vehicle by means of a solar sensor system and attitude control engines. The aggregate compartment
also contained the main 7K-OK engine, located at the center rear of the spacecraft. This engine,
the $5.35, had a thrust of 417 kilograms. The system also included a backup engine with two
additional nozzles around the main exhaust, with a thrust of 41 I kilograms, operating from the
same propellant supply. The propellants of unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (fuel) and nitric
acid (oxidizer) were carried in four spherical tanks mounted at the base of the aggregate compartment. The engine's development had begun in 1962 for the original 7K variant at OKB-2 in
Kaliningrad. In addition to the main engine system, the Soyuz also carried a set of twenty-two
attitude control motors. Of these, ten thrusters of ten kilograms thrust were placed on the
exterior of the transfer compartment; four at ten-kilogram thrust and eight at one-kilogram
thrust were installed elsewhere. A backup system of eight thrusters consisted of four at onekilogram thrust and four at ten-kilogram thrust.
Forward of the aggregate compartment was the instrument compartment, a pressurized section containing the guidance and rendezvous system instrumentation, radio communications systems, environmental control systems, and attitude control engines on the exterior. The final
section, the transfer compartment, was a small part of the spacecraft, located between the crew
capsule and the service module, carrying hydrogen peroxide tanks for the attitude control thrusters.
The complete instrument-aggregate compartment had a mass of 2,560 kilograms. The
cylinder had a diameter of 2.2 meters flaring out to a skirt-shaped base, with a diameter of
2.72 meters for attaching to the upper stage of the launch vehicle. The length of this section,
including all its four sections, was approximately 2.3 meters.
The descent apparatus--that is, the crew module--was affixed forward of the instrumentaggregate compartment. Affording an internal habitable volume of two and a half cubic meters,
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the capsule included one, two, or three seats for the crew. depending on the mission. The
shock-absorbing seats were angled at eighty degrees to the horizontal. Forward of the center
seat, belonging to the commander of the crew, was the main instrument panel, comprising only
readouts and visual displays of various on-board systems; most system operations were preprogrammed or controlled from the ground. The panel also included the _lobus instrument for
identifying the location of the ship over the planet, a TV screen used in conjunction with two
TV cameras on the exterior of the spacecraft, and the Vzor viewfinder for use during attitude
control maneuvers. The Vzor was connected to a periscopic protrusion from the top of the
descent apparatus, which allowed the crew to orient the ship relative to Earth. Two joysticks-the left one for changing velocity during maneuvers and the right one for attitude control-were located below the main panel. There were two smaller control panels on each side of the
main one, each called a command and signal instrument (KSU). These included switches for
various primary and backup systems and medical instrumentation--that
is, a means for allowing the crew to tweak with on-board functions. Of the approximately 200 buttons and
250 warning lights on the control panels, seventy and ninety-six, respectively, were for the
spaceship's movement--for
attitude orientation, rendezvous and docking, and reentry. The
lights had a fairly rudimentary system of operation, with red denoting failures and green and
blue for various states of nominal operation. A fourth set of switches was installed below the
left KSU for regulating the spacesuit environment in the case of accidental depressurization. All
the control panels were designed and built by the Special Experimental Design Bureau of the
Flight-Research Institute headed by Chief Designer Sergey G. Darevskiy, the same institution
that was responsible for the development of ground simulators.
Apart from the couches and control panels, the crew module also included a black-andwhite TV camera at 625 lines per frame and twenty-five frames per second, one among a total
of four in the Soyuz spacecraft as part of the Krechet system. Two others were fixed outside the
ship for use during rendezvous, and one was inside the living compartment. One porthole on
each side of the capsule was for visual cues during rendezvous as well as for celestial observations. For attitude control prior to and during reentry, six ten-kilogram-thrust hydrogen peroxide micro-engines were installed in pairs on the exterior at critical points for pitch, roll, and yaw.
These would come into use once the module had separated from the instrument-aggregate
compartment. The base of the crew module consisted of an outer shield manufactured from
high-temperature-resistant ablative material for protection during reentry. After passage through
the atmosphere and the opening of parachutes, this heat shield would be discarded, exposing
the actual base of the descent apparatus, equipped with a set of solid-propellant engines for
ensuring a soft-landing.
The precise shape of the descent apparatus was determined not only by the earlier studies
on "headlight-shaped" modules in the early 1960s, but also by studies at the Nil-I aeronautics
institute, where scientists by 1964 had developed a highly efficient principle of guided reentry
using a low lift-drag ratio. Nil-I also contributed to computations of heat exchange and thermal protection, which were confirmed by experimental results. The crew capsule had a nominal mass of 2,800 kilograms and a length of two and two-tenths meters.
Directly forward from the center couch of the descent apparatus was the circular hatch leading to the spheroid living compartment, often called the "orbital module" in the West. It had a
mass of 1,200 kilograms and a maximum diameter of two and a quarter meters. The module had
a bunk, a cupboard, certain elements of the life support systems, a control panel for operating
scientific instruments, TV cameras, hatch controls, spacesuit functions, radio equipment, and
so on. Given a particular mission, spacesuits would be packed below the cupboard for the cosmonauts to don in the compartment. The cupboard could carry a food and water supply for a
potential month-long mission. Internal volume for the crew was six and a half cubic meters. The
living compartment also had four portholes and a set of rendezvous antennas on the exterior.
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Igla system would automatically bring the spacecraft to a distance of only 200-300 meters relative to its target vehicle from a distance of hundreds of kilometers by continually measuring
the relative velocities and distances between the two spacecraft and carrying out attitude
control and main engine boosts. The cosmonauts would take over manual control from
200-300 meters. The complex approach algorithms and the great volume of data exchanged in
guidance circuits during rendezvous necessitated extensive ground testing of the Igla and the
SOUD as a whole in three-stage rotating stands named the Kardan and Platform, simulating a
spacecraft's motion through space. Igla itself was tested in a nonecho radio chamber built by
NII-648. Engineers eliminated at least ten major defects in the SOUD during testing in 1965-66.
As early as 1962, engineers had begun the development of a docking system for the Soyuz
spacecraft. A team led by OKB-I engineers Viktor E Legostayev and Vladimir S. Syromiatnikov
developed a "pin-cone" scheme, which allowed two spaceships, one with an active docking
unit and one with a passive unit, to connect together. No provision was made for internal transfer because the original conception was for a circumlunar mission, with dockings with various
tankers. In 1965, when the Soyuz program was redirected, Korolev proposed that the system
be changed to allow for the internal transfer of crews, but because of the significant amount of
work already done on the original system, as well as a lack of time, Korolev accepted designer
Feoktistov's proposal to keep the original design. This system included a pin on the active vehicle that would be captured in the cone-like funnel of the passive vehicle, canceling any remaining velocity and angular displacement. The system required a significant degree of precision
because the docking system included electrical umbilical connectors in the face of the docking
ring to link the two spacecraft. These multiple prong and socket connectors were precisely
aligned by using 152-millimeter- and twenty-five-millimeter-diameter
guide pins. Once capture
was made, an electric motor would retract the probe for final structural latching. Unlike the
Apollo spacecraft, the system allowed repetitive dockings and undockings.
Given that originally the Soyuz was meant for circumlunar flight, the designers had created a long-range communications system for the spacecraft, which was later modified for Earthorbit operations in 1964. The multifunctional long-range version was developed by NII-885,
under Chief Designer Ryazanskiy of the Council of Chief Designers, and it included command
radio links, television and telemetric channels, and voice communications. Later, these components were split up between different organizations. The Krechet TV system was designed by
NII-380 at Leningrad under Chief Designer Igor A. Rosselevich, the same team that had developed the famous imaging system that first photographed the far side of the Moon in 1959. The
radio-telemetry system for the 7K-OK Soyuz was created by Ryazanskiy's NII-885, while the
Zarya voice communications system was the work of NII-695, led by Chief Designer Yuriy S.
Bykov. Both had worked in the same capacity for Vostok. The telemetry system was composed
of forty small T-shaped antennas around the aft end of the descent apparatus. The Zarya was
a comprehensive ultra-shortwave and shortwave system ensuring communications in orbit,
during reentry, and after landing. The Mir-3 autonomous data recorders developed under Chief
Designer Ivan I. Utkin at NII-88 rounded out the telemetry and communications systems on
the Soyuz spacecraft.
Engineers developed the life support system for the 7K-OK using the experience on the
Vostok and Voskhod vehicles. It included systems for maintaining internal atmosphere, ensuring a supply of water, food, and clothing, providing a means of waste collection, controlling
medical indices, and providing an emergency kit for use in the case of an emergency landing.
Like the earlier spacecraft, the Soyuz maintained normal atmospheric conditions at temperatures of twenty plus or minus three degrees Centigrade. Cabin pressure was set at 710 to
850 mm Hg and relative humidity at 40 to 55 percent. Temperature and humidity were controlled by a single-loop series of heat exchangers. The ratio of oxygen to carbon dioxide was
ensured by a superoxide chemical, which released oxygen, and lithium hydroxide for absorbing
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bottom

of the descent

thermal

base. The engines

stay in vacuum

sequence

years. At an altitude

operation
drogue

that would

were extremely

by shooting

parachute,

parachute

in seventeen

mal shield would
motors

be discarded

a gamma-ray

with

at the base of the descent

hatch

that

the

and capable

instead at the

by increasing

In addition,

the dome

Chief

Designer

engines positioned

following

the jettisoning
of operating

at the

of the outer
after a lengthy

apparatus

missions

system would

a primary

and at about

issue a command

for

go into

fourteen-square-meter

by the main parachute.

Both would

of only 0.3 cubic meter. Subsequently,

kilometers,

would

for all Soviet piloted

the parachute

and issuing

seconds

a volume

at three

altimeter

engineers

of soil blockage."

of nine and a half kilometers,

pressed and folded in a container
touchdown,

meters.

of the Soyuz 7K-OK was standard

off the

followed

be exposed
compact

Bushuyev,

requirements:

and installed

was achieved

a set of four small solid-propellant

and even in conditions

The landing
thirty

apparatus

Designer

had two

system, when

to at least six and a half meters per sec-

base of the descent

574 to

of the backup

Chief

The engineers

be removed

system in 1963 and 1964 by

in the operation

be comthe ther-

one and a half meters prior to
to fire the four solid-propellant

to reduce landing

velocity

to a final two

to three

meters per second. In the case of a main parachute system failure, a second hatch would fire
off and deploy a drogue plus backup parachute combination,
the latter with a dome area of
574

square

meters.

These

0.2 cubic meter. When
survivable.

A worst-case

two

would

be packed

using the smaller parachute,
scenario,

with

in a second
the landing

the backup parachute

container
would

with

a volume

and loss of soft-landing

engines,

would subject a crew to four- to nine-meter-per-second
velocities at landing.
The parachutes were built by the Scientific-Research
and Experimental

Institute

Parachute

Designer

Landing

Service.

an aviation

industry

enterprise

headed

of

be rougher, but certainly

by Chief

of the
Fedor

II.
Semenov, ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, pp 170-771 Edward CFinton Ezell and Linda
Neumann EzeII, The Partnership _ History o[ the Ztpollo Soyuz Test Project (Washington, DC: NASA Special
Publication (SP)-4209, 1978), pp. II 6 t7: Lardier.L_stronautique Souietique, pp 180-82: Narimanov, Ot kosmicheskikh korabley, pp. 21-54.
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D. Tkachev,
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had also designed
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and Voskhod

parachutes.

They were tested

through the mid-1960s in various conditions,
including sea landings and drops from An-12 aircraft from altitudes of ten kilometers. The aircraft drops consisted of seven tests in 1965 and
1966 at the Air Force's testing
tified

and eliminated

station

problems

at Feodosiya.

with

hydrogen

It was during

peroxide

this time that engineers

leaks on the parachutes.

The 1K-OK was not the only variant of the Soyuz spacecraft
Given that the primary

financier

posed parallel

in 1962 for exclusively

variants

P and Soyuz-R
latter

was

OKB-I,

projects.

a piloted

Korolev

of the project

The former
further

station

developed

be the Ministry

military

was a piloted

reconnaissance

transferred

would

purposes.

work on the two

In

interceptor

1963,

projects

in the mid-1960s.

of Defense,

Korolev

pro-

These were part of the Soyuz-

anti-satellite

effort.

iden-

'_

program,

because

of

the

while

the

workload

at

to his Branch No. 3 at Kuybyshev,

whose primary
reconnaissance

area of work at that point was work on the Zenit-2 and Zenit-4 automated
satellites and R-7 booster manufacturing.
The head of the branch was Deputy

Chief

Dmitriy

Designer

I. Kozlov,

one of Korolev's

old proteges

who

designer" of the R-7 ICBM during the 1950s.
The Soyuz-P used the 7K-PPK variant of the basic Soyuz craft.
have been declassified:
cle, the I I/q514,
minated

specifically
"IS"

engineers

evidently

for the project.

in 1965, evidently

such as Chelomey's
and

Kozlov's

because
system,

designed

The project

of the military's

which

Few details on the vehicle

a mission-unique

launch

vehi-

was put on hold in mid- 1964 and ter-

preference

had already

had served as the "lead

flown

for automated

two

successful

anti-satellites,

missions

in 1963

1964.
The Soyuz-R

consisted

and a ferry craft, the
the instrument-aggregate
stituting

and

included

an internal
without

signed

its five-year

Soyuz-R
grams,

including
was

with
The

to exit into

system

as part of that

(photo-reconnaissance),

'_ Soon after, Kozlov's

The Soyuz program

the

Soviet government

would

engineers

desperate

program

for Communist

the displays

may be assigned

to another

enterprise,

and

for elec-

basic

included

Soyuz,

ordered

the whole

pro-

and Spiral

plan for the SoyuzCouncil

project

for Space

to another

design

an exhibit

to demonstrate

An engineer

sign-

in 1965, the

to organize

officials

enterprise.

[Korolev],

The

several other

Sometime

his subordinates

the experience

of Defense

1964-1969.

despite OKB-I's

support.

visit to evaluate

it

proposals.

implementation

to another

but

the ferry to the

reconnaissance),

Scientific-Technical

transferring

Our many years of work. said Sergey Pavlovich

and sub-

the years

also

space program

Korolev's

quarters

prepared the predraft

Party and government

recalled

the

II FTI

by using

equipment

to move from

(ocean

as well as ministerial

move, Korolev

to

covering

was not guaranteed

be a gross mistake to move the project

pated in organizing

named the

18, 1964, the LISSR Ministry

Morya-I

may have even considered

In a perhaps

similar

plan, which

supervising

housing

cosmonauts

Interdepartmental

structure

as a whole

was

reconnaissance

Zenit

by

ferry

to allow

included

approved

compartment

space. On June

ing off on a draft plan for the spacecraft

on the Soyuz

7K-TK

was

Research, the interministerial

bureau.

a single

plan on space-based

spaceplane).

R, which

a small space station

of the basic Soyuz craft as crew living

modules

hatch transfer

having

complex

(military

two

photo-reconnaissance.

station

separate vehicles,

compartment

the remaining

tronic-

of two

I IF72 (or 7K-TK), to take crews there. The former was designed

who

that

it

partici-

the exhibit:

may go for naught.
of our collective,

The topic
which

has

12. Semenov_ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 170-71.
13. Konstantin Lantratov, "Dmitriy Kozlov's 'Zvezda'" (English title). Nouosti kosmonavtiki 3 (January
27 February 9, 1997): 50-55. Kozolv signed the predraft plan for the Soyuz R complex on July IS, 1965.
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gone

through

such

thoughtfully.

a difficult

this will[ul,

fearless

man

it they

which

project,

the new,

apparatus

remained
decree no.

for automated

Soyuz 7K-OK

spacecraft

The redirection
ic Soviet piloted

versions

were approved

of the Moon

Soviet space
spaceship

politics,

as a starting

From 1961 to mid- 1964, all conceptions
would

used the Earth-orbit

be assembled

plex would

then

in Earth's orbit through

1964, at a time when
tive

of the

scheme.
Soyuz

Soviet
spacecraft

launcher

increased

payload

dant systems

such

the Moon

the lunar landing

piloted

The plan involved

behemoth

rendezvous

fire itself toward
space

as the

afforded

Earth-orbital

for both

of 1966.'"

Soyuz was, howevtwo were aimed at the

designers
Moon

would

world

use the

of

Soyuz

programs.

of possible
(EOR)

piloted

mission

multiple

lunar landings studied

profile,

whereby

OKB-I

'_ Despite
margin

a lunar

by Soviet
spacecraft

launches of the N I. This spacecraft

to carry out

its designated

designers

mission.

flight

considered

three N I s into Earth orbit--that

llP,511.

tests

EOR to LOR

The crew would

a sufficient

of flight

tn total, seven

States. In the interconnected

began to eclipse a circumlunar

program,

launching

in Earth orbit.

the United

vehicles

of the

of the descent

the beginning

The other

set of circumstances,

to develop

for the execution

quarter

18,

of Work

1965 laid the basis for the most prolif-

In 1965, the/K-OK

point

On August

"On the Order

by the second

in 1964 and

with

and defend

for the first quarter of t966.

for manufacture

From

engineers

of 1965, while

and
to see

able to control

at OKB-I.

a schedule

of research at OKB-I.

in competition

quietly
painful

Final air and sea testing

directions

by a fortuitous

But he was

180 titled

in its history.

er, only one of three thematic
exploration

quarters

was scheduled

of the Soyuz program

spacecraft

Soyuz.

spoke

note: we will fight

behind

for the first time approved

was set for the third and fourth

in Earth orbit

circumstances.

signed

redirected

Korolev

for him. It was

on an upbeat

program

Commission

on the "Soyuz' Complex,"

unused.

very difficult

by such

did, and the Soyuz

legitimizing

remain

this was

his conversation

1965, the Military-Industrial
thus

will

that

suppressed

his feelings and concluded
our brainchild.'4
Defend

path,

We all understood

as a primary
a quadruple

is, assembling

fly into orbit on a fourth

the

to build

high

costs

and

large spacecraft

to ensure the safety of the crew and spacecraft

com-

In 1963 and
obJeclaunch

a 200-ton

rocket, a standard

multiple
equipped

dockings,
with

the

redun-

systems.

All this changed with the August 1964 decree in support of a Soviet lunar landing program.
It was at that point that OKB-I decided to effectively shift the focus from an EOR profile to a sin-

t4.
t_ Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed., _kademik S P Korofev: ucheniy, inzhener, chelouek (Moscow: Nauka, 1986), pp.
337-38. The identity of the other design bureau is not known. One unconfirmed source suggests that the Soyuz
program was to have been transferred to Chelomey's OKB-52 so that OKB-I could focus exclusively on the N I program See Lardier,LZJstronautiqueSoui_tique. p. 158.
15
I Marinin, "The First Civilian Cosmonauts" (English title), Novosti kosmonautiki 12-13 (June 3-30,
1996): 81-87. The manufacturing schedule was two ships by the fourth quarter of 1965,two by the first quarter of
1966, and three by the second quarter of 1966. SeeKamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964 1966, p. 220.
16
For alternative proposals, such as a double-launch scheme, see h B. l_fanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft
(From the History of the Soviet Space Program)" (English title), Nouoye u zhizni Nauke, tekhnike Seriya kosmonavtika, astronomiya no 12 (December 1991): 1-64 Fordifferent triple-launch schemes,see I. l_. Marinin and S Kh
Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programs for Piloted Flight to the Moon" (English title), Zemlya i vselennaya no 5
(September October 1993): 77-85: N. Kamanin, "_ Goal Worth Working for...: The Space Diariesof a General"
(English title), Vozdushniy transport 43 (1993). See also Yu. g. Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Dorogi u kosmos: II
(Moscow: M@I, 1992), p. 59; V. E Mishin. "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?" (English title), Znaniye: tekhnike:
seriyu kosmonautika, ustronomiya no. 12 (December 1990): 3-43.
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gle-launch lunar-orbit rendezvous (LOR) profile, identical to the one adopted for Apollo. Despite
the historical importance
of the decision, the reasons for this abrupt shift still remain obscure.
Korolev's
highest

First Deputy

Mishin

leaders into issuing

that could

support

recalled years later: "The American
the assignment

a lunar mission

es the switch to the single-launch
motivations

with

two

industrial

leaders of the space program

This sort of "parallel"
less common

himself.

nudged our country's

of designs

a single launch. "'_ Another

idea to Mishin

probably

program

for the development

for launch

vehicles

at OKB-I

attribut-

engineer

Others say it was Korolev.'SThere

were

behind the shift in strategy. There may have been pressure from
to adopt a mission

response was chronically

in the space program,

evident

the

profile similar to the American

in weapons

there was precedent

systems development.

throughout

the history

one.
While

of the Soviet

space program for technical decisions driven by mirroring American technical choices. A second
motivation
was most likely simple economics.
One rocket would cost less than the two or three
required for FOR, and cost was certainly
The decision

to move with

of LOR for the lunar landing
of the N I booster's
others

were,

although

mission;

capability.

by a Russian contemporary

profile

The LOR profile
familiar

with

in the N I-L3 program

had conclusively

stage, a lunar orbiting
By comparison,

module

the payload

Korolev

evidently

promised

carrying

out a single launch

load and increasing
"maniacal"

the approach

explored

capability

At the time,

even before

box of problems

of approximately

that

seventy-five

and

selection,
plagued
tons. All

with one pilot, and a lunar landing

vehicle with

two cosmonauts.

in Earth orbit projected

for NASA's

leaders at the time that

for a lunar landing

by two means:

carrying
the

capacity
end of

working

were

racking

he would

decreasing
first

be capable

of

the mass of the pay-

of the N I. For Korolev,
1964 and the

even grams,

on the lunar

a TLI

Saturn V was close to 130 tons.

the space industry

the developers

Glushko,

the Apollo

to comprise

as, through

One engineer

as early as 1929

'_ Korolev,

not enough

every avenue to shave off kilograms,

the Moon.

been proposed

raised a Pandora's

the adoption

was out of the reach

proven that this figure was simply

the effective

obsessions

had originally

named Yuriy V. Kondratyuk.

the project throughout
its existence.
The N I design of mid- 1964 had a lifting
calculations

came hand in hand with

a direct ascent plan, the third option,

of Tsiolkovskiy

in fact, intimately

its adoption

a big factor in the N I program.

a single-launch

both

part of

roads became
1965, engineers

from the L3 stack that would

go to

lander recalled:

their brains

about

how

to keep

within

the rigid

framework
of the initially adopted
energy capabilities
of the launcher.
The search went
out in all directions.
For each saved or "found"
kilogram
of mass, the Chief Designer
paid

a bonus

of 50-60

rubles.

There was even an apocryphal
proposing

To us young
story

to suck out all the air from

engineers,

that

that one engineer

the tubular

design

was

a lot of money/°

had managed

to get a bonus

of the rocket, because

for

even air had

mass. All proposals, no matter how outlandish,
were given consideration.
But the gains proved
to be incremental.
Korolev, in frustration,
told his Deputy Chertok, "I don't need your ten kilograms.

I need a ton. ''_

17. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?." Author's emphasis,
18. for Mishin, see PeterSmolders, "It Made Senseto Build a SpaceStation," Spaceflight 38 (April 1996):
I 13- I5. ForKorolev, see Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: II, p. 59.
19. Golovanov. Korolev. p. 757.
20. V. Filin, "At the Requestof the Reader:The N I-L3 Project" (English title), 7]viatsiya i kosmonavtika no.
12 (December 1991): 44-45.
2 I.
Golovanov, Korolev. pp 757-58.
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The first approach
designers

to improve

tons, and then finally
that ninety-five

to

was to incrementally

the lifting

capabilities

to ninety-five

damental

Increase the number

•

Lower the altitude

•

Shift the launch

•

Increase the propellant

be the absolute

minimum

Chief Designer Kryukov

asked his

had in fact shown

to achieve a lunar landing

altered the original

of engines on the first stage from

of the orbit around
azimuth

part of the tanks

N I design

mis-

in six fun-

further

and lowering
stabilizers

Increase the thrust

of the engines

mass increased

increase to ninety-two
Korolev

signed

from

on December

the addition

the predraft

of six new engines

tons, just

tons.

plan for the uprated

Blok B, and Blok V, the L3 comprised

contained
While

would

for its slated

N I booster

and its L3 lunar stack, speci-

launch,

increased

"initial

data for the development

the N I consisted

theoretically

mission.

payload

mass, and LOR-of working

of three stages called Blok A,

the following:

•

Blok G (the fourth

•

Blok D (the fifth stage, for lunar-orbit

stage, for translunar

•

The Lunar Orbital

•

The Lunar Ship or LK (the "lunar

injection)
insertion

Ship or LOK (the "mother

of conserving

by

to the first stage, the N l's total

Payload capability

barely enough

of the mission--single

for the L3 complex/_

In the interest

in the equatorial

temperatures

engine thrusff

to 2,750

25, t 964/_ The document

documentation"

inserts

on the first three stages by an average of 2 percent
for controlling

2,200 tons

to ninety-five

fying the new requirements

51.6 degrees

cylindrical

at the tail of the Blok A first stage

program

these changes, especially

by having

the fuel and oxidizer

Install four latticed

a "flexible"

to thirty

to the south to a more favorable

•

introducing

twenty-four

Earth prior to lunar boost from 300 to 220 kilometers

load for the booster

•

launch

Korolev

tons to eighty-five

ways to increase the N I payload:

•

With

of the rocket.

to I00 tons. Studies at the design bureau

I00 tons would

sion. _'_Engineers under Deputy

raise the payload

of the N I, first from seventy-five

and lunar descent)
ship")

lander")

mass, OKB-I

decided

to dispense

with

the idea of a three-

person crew like on Apollo, reducing the total crew size to only two. One cosmonaut
would
stay in orbit in the LOK, while the other would land on the Moon in the LK. The risks in the
plan increased
This whole

almost

day by day as the plan was continuously

effort to optimize

was the source of much discord
had displayed

a united

the capabilities
within

OKB-I--an

front on all previous

revised.

of the N I, and the N t-L3 program as a whole,
unusual

space projects.

situation

for a design

bureau that

Ilya V. Lavrov. one of Korolev's

best

22. R Dolgopyatov. B. Dorofeyev,and S. Kryukov, "At the Readers'Request:The N I Project" (English title),
Auiatsiya i kosmonautika no, 9 (September 1992): 34-37.
23. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"; Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev, and Kryukov, "At the Readers'
Request:The N I Project": Boris Arkadyevich Doro[eyev, "History of the Development of the N I -L3 Moon Program,"
presented at the IOth International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics, Moscow State
University, Moscow, Russia,June 20-27, 1995: Semenov, ed, Raketno Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 255. fuel
temperature was reduced to minus Iifteen to minus twenty degrees Centigrade, while oxidizer temperature was
reduced to -19t degrees Centigrade. There were also additional structural changes made to later N I boosters to
increaselifting mass.
24
Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft"; Igor Afanasyev, "NI: Absolutely Secret: Part I1" (English title),
Krylya rodiny no. 10 (October 1993): I-4; Semenov, ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 636. Another
source notes that OKB-I and OKB-586 jointly finished the NI-L3 predraft plan on December 30, 1964 See B V
Raushenbakh.ed, S P Koroleu i ego delo. suet i teni u istorii Kosmonautiki (Moscow: Nauka, 1998), p. 628.
25
Semenov,ed.. Raketno Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiy& p. 254.
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engineers,

at the time working

brink of fantasy."26
technology

who

1950s, wrote
with

Another

on Mars spacecraft,

engineer,

had participated

a personal

in the earliest

letter to Korolev

the L3 single-launch

approach.

recalled that the L3 program

Gleb Yu. Maksimov,

one of the pioneers

landmark

in August

Maksimov,

studies on artificial

1964, imploring

who

on the

satellites

Korolev

had led the design

"was

of Soviet space
in the

not to go ahead

teams for automated

lunar probes and piloted Martian spaceships, was reassigned, on Korolev's orders, away from
the central branch so that the autocratic
Korolev would not have to deal with his criticisms.
Feoktistov,

the engineer

behind

the Vostok

From the beginning

I rejected

right ....

to the Moon

not

The flight

place

more

than

The conflict

director

because

did not appeal
Earth

the parameters

orbit

had resistance

of the space policy advisory

Korolev:

o[ the N I were not

. . . 90 tons

was not

o[ our approach

Korolev

enough:

and we were building

and we constantly

to examine

even from the outside.

the

everything

to request the formation

of Sciences President Keldysh,

But Korolev

with

to me very much. because the N I could

So I was not in [auour

over the N I-L3 plan prompted

under Academy

cons of the project.

also disagreed

120 tons in low Earth orbit

heavier than the Americans.
had conflicts about it/7

commission,"

this project

90 tons in low

,Zimericans had calculated

spacecraft,

of an "expert

the technical

pros and

Yuriy A. Mozzhorin,

NII-88, came out against the single-launch

the

scheme at a meet

ing of the commission
in July 1965. Keldysh for the first time also sided against Korolev. The usually imperturbable
scientist was furious: "What kind of nerve must we have to disembark one
man on the Moon?!...
the psychiatric

Imagine

for a minute being alone on the Moon!

hospital. "2_ Psychological

considerations

That's

aside, Keldysh's

a straight

objections

based on more concrete concerns: he believed that the whole program had evolved
systems to the extreme--that
is, there were no reserves at all, a sure road to failure.
Perhaps
Leonid

the

biggest

casualty

A. Voskresenskiy.

most colorful.

of the

One of Korolev's

N I-L3
most

He had been born to the family

the Communist

Party. which

prevented

project

was OKB-I

beloved

deputies,

Deputy

Chief

was penalized

a higher education.

His utter fearlessness

manners.

unsmiling,

On the other

and wearing

ed. ''_ Voskresenskiy
flight

and ground

the Vostok

hand,

was appointed
testing

he came across as a peasant

a tie, he made a majestic
a Deputy

impression,

Chief

Designer

of every single missile and spacecraft

and R-9 launches

during

the

later by

about testing
as "men bur-

in the face of danger characterized

his work with rockets, but also his passion for riding fast cars and motorcycles--a
landed him in the hospital on occasion. One associate described him as "a baron
cratic

Designer

Perhaps the only

deputy of Korolev without
a college education,
Voskresenskiy
had an intuition
rockets that outshone many of his more scholarly colleagues, whom he dismissed
dened by higher education."

by pushing

he was also certainly

of a priest and therefore

him from getting

road to

were in fact

not only

hobby that
with aristo-

full of crude jokes.

Paunchy,

and he was clearly well-respectin October

1953 and oversaw

from the days of the A-4 up to

the early 1960s.

By 1963, perhaps as a result of his misadventures,

Voskresenskiy's

health was seriously

fail-

ing. He gave up his coveted role as director of flight testing at Tyura-Tam, preferring to work
indoors. Despite a serious heart attack in early 1964, Voskresenskiy
was closely involved in

26. Golovanov, Korotev, p 758.
27. Smolders, "It Made Senseto Build a SpaceStation," p 114.
28
Golovanov, Korotev, p 758
29, Yu. A. Mozzhorin. et al., eds, Nachalo kosmicheskoy ery: uosporninaniya veteranov raketnokosrnieheskoy tekhniki i kosmonautikL vypusk utoroy (Moscow: RNITsKD. 1994). p. 46: Yu. A. Mozzhorin, et al.
eds., Dorogi v kosmos I (Moscow: M_I, 1992), pp. 83-84.
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workontheNI, especially
inthepreparation
of
itsdraftplan.Whenworkonthegiantlaunch
complexes
fortheNI began
atTyura-Tam
the
sameyear,Voskresenskiy
wasof theopinion
thatOKB-Ineeded
tofundtheconstruction
of
afull-sized
teststandforthefirststage
despite
thedelayitmightcause.
Korolev
wasenraged
at
Voskresenskiy's
tone,perhaps
precisely
because
he knewthatVoskresenskiy
wasright•One
engineer
recalled
analtercation
between
thetwo
overtheissue
in 1963:
Koroleu

came

walked

around

up

to

Voskresenskiy,

him. raised his fist to the

latte(s face and said between
clenched
teeth. "You should be beaten with a stick
for what

you did! With

• . . a stick!"
every
the

word
Chief

a stick..,

Korolev

was

fist.

with his
Designer

parried

with

I had not seen

in such

anger for a long time.

a stick

punctuating
a state

of

But Voskresenskiy

his words:

'Tm fifty

keonid Voskresenskiy was the person responsible for
flight-testing all missiles and spacecraft at OKB I
[rom the 1940son. He led the launch teams [or both
the first Sputnik and Vostok launches and was
perhaps the most well loved of all of Korolev's
deputies (files of Peter qorin)

years

old, this is not the time to be threatening
me with
Korolev

a stick."
stepped

him and said.
intended.

pause.

embraced
No offense

overreacting.

Khrushchev

Voskresenskiy

"_

released

the

Korolev

of money,

Voskresenskiy

merely

from

design

OKB-I

bureau.

eventually

in 1964. Korolev

Voskresenskiy

at the new space-launching

buried with
funeral,

honors

cal fashion,

said,

in his obituary,

field of the elaboration
The objections
and others

30.
31
32.
33

accepted.

from

"Leonid,

it was

related to the N I until
offered

hemorrhage

at dinner.

Cemetery

participating
with

Voskresenskiy,

his wife when
legend was

in Moscow.

Keldysh,

Korolev, who

Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Nachalo kosmicheskoy
S. Leskov, Kak my ne sletali na lunu (Moscow:
Mozzhorin, et al., eds., Doro,gi v kosmos: I, p.
%. P,. Voskresenskiy" (English title), Izvestiya,

TO

cried at the

only as "a scholar

in the

"_

Maksimov,

his own version

Mozzhorin,

Feoktistov,

of the N 143 project

ery, p. 48.
Panorama, 1991 ), pp, 21-22,
84: Golovanov, Koroleu, p. 760.
December 18, 1965, p. 6.
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openly

this road [to space]," _'_In typi-

Voskresenskiy

Lavrov,

the N I-L3 pro-

The fifty-two-year-old

of new machinery.

bulldozed

of the

in operations

with

you were the first to open
models

Korolev

his resigna-

loss to the fortunes

to Korolev,

but he was no longer involved

the Soviet press described

Korolev

program,

for such enormous

14, 1965, he had returned from a concert

a brain
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Voskresenskiy

It was an enormous

stayed on as a consultant

and testing

notwithstanding,

for the

if they asked the government

came to an end when

at the Novodevichiy

in his eulogy

rubles

be terminated?'

base at Mirnyy,

and died from

million

need ten times more to achieve the goals set forth

refused to sign a single document

ject. Just a year later, on December
he collapsed

500

replied that

the project would

agreed to a test stand. The stalemate
tion

first

who stated that OKB- t would

in the program,
amounts

to him,

"Sorry Leonid.

I was

When

,,zi[ter a short
up

through

THREE

the members
probably

of the "expert

STEPS

commission"

in

related to the Interdepartmental

headed

by Keldysh,

which
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1965. The commission

Scientific-Technical

had been created

was a temporary

Council

body

on Space Research,

in 1958 to serve as an advisory

also

body to recom-

mend particular
of the Ministry

space projects to the government.
Composed of various high representatives
of General Machine Building, the Strategic Missile Forces, the Air Force, the

design

bureaus,

and the Academy

faction

from

however,

pushing

a program

for the important

port their positions?
On

February

headstrong

of Sciences,

without

chief designers

I0,

1965, the Keldysh
capitulated

to come to an agreement

important

Commission,

Korolev's

testing

of the N I-L3 complex

debates

and throughout

Bushuyev,

on the virtues

stage if one booster

Chertok,

Apart
sition.
threat

from the internal
any formal

to the project.

redesigns

In 1962, Glushko

by August

engineers,

choices,

were

by the end

1965. If all went

led by the so-called
an intensive
requirements.

were still engaged

some even arguing

1965, engineers

23, Kryukov

at this

had pushed

presented

in
late

the pay-

his ideas on chang-

to increase mass to ninety-three

systems

dissent at OKB-I,
involvement

systems

set by the preliminary

By early September

Korolev's

and its subcontractors

and the designers

technical

was engaged in cutting

under

and Okhapkin--directed

conditions

and a half tons. On October

and other structural

Chertok

Despite

to sup-

begin in late 1966) _ Predictably,

1965, OKB-I
Kryukov,

of particular

was sufficient.

load up to ninety-one
ing the inclination

a single

plan for the creation

the primary

would

By late 1965, the draft plan had still not been finished,

same time,

crumbling
predraft

OKB-I

goals for developing

process to fit the N I into the stringent

heated

to prevent

It was not uncommon,

allies on the council

no doubt

approved

to the signed document,

on the technical

into the schedule,

guard"--Mishin,

revision

branches.

and finish the final draft plan for the L3 lunar complex

to plan, flight

delays crept
"high

to "recruit"

and formally

of the L3 lunar system. According

according

was supposed

by other

4

opinions,

of the month

the council

oversight

tons. At the

from the lunar orbiter.

Korolev's

N I-L3 also had more organized

in the project,

Glushko's

had begun the development

plans

continued

oppo-

to pose a

of a new powerful

engine,

designated the RD-270, with a sea level thrust of 640 tons, more than four times more powerful than the modest NK-I 5s slated for use on the first stage of the N I) 6 It was powered by
unsymmetrical
"devil's

dimethyl

venom."

hydrazine

The new

and nitrogen

engine was quite

engine ever built and had unusually
on storable

propellants,

use the

RD-270

RD-270s

could

plex problems

engine

high chamber

Glushko

evidently

instead

of the

NK-15.

with

synchronizing

the combination

the

most powerful

pressures,

proposed

achieve the same performance
associated

tetroxide,
possibly

that

By 1965, still supporting

the N I be completely

His argument
as the thirty

thirty

that Korolev
storable

engines)

was that

NK-tSs,

called

propellant
his stand

redesigned

a smaller

thus bypassing

number

to
of

the com-

7

34
Descriptions of the organizational underpinnings of the Interdepartment Scientific-Technical Council on
SpaceResearchand its associated ad hoc commissions are still rare.One source describes an N I commission in the
early 1960s to determine the adequacyof seventy tons [sic] for a piloted lunar misslon. This commission had four
subcommittees, headed by Chief DesignersN A, Pilyugin (NII-885), V. I. Kuznetsov (NII-944). V. P.Barmin (GSKB
SpetsMash), and Colonel A. S. Kalashnikov (Chief of the Third Directorate in GURVO in the Strategic Missile Forces)
SeeMikhail Rebrov, "The Secretsof Rocket Codes" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda June 3, 1995,p. 6.
35. Other deadlines set in the document were: to finish the working documentation for manufacture
between April and June 1965: to begin the manufacturing of experimental units, systems, and samples of the rocket (technological-model samples) in the first quarter of 1966 and (the first flight sample) in the fourth quarter of
1966; and to finish experimental work on the aggregates and blocks by 1966, See Semenov, ed.. RaketnoKosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 254.
36. Dietrich Haeseler,"Soviet Rocket Motors on View," Spaceflight 35 (February 1993): 40-41.
37. The "number of engines" argument between Korolev and Glushko is summarized in Sergey Leskov,
"How We Didn't Fly to the Moon" (English title). Izuestiya. August 18, 1989,p. 3: Mozzhorin, et al. eds., Dorogi
u kosmos: I, pp. 30-31.
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Inthreeyears
ofdevelopment,
Glushko's
design
bureau
hadnotachieved
anysignificant
progress
withtheengine,
butin1965,
Glushko
mounted
anunprecedented
lobbying
effortinsupportoftheengine.
Heenlisted
thesupport
ofUstinov
andnewlyappointed
Minister
ofGeneral
Machine
Building
Sergey
P_./_fanasyev, two of the most powerful leaders of the space program.
gfanasyev

evidently

supported

exploring

a redesign of the N I with the use of Glushko's

engines.

This was a full three years after the commencement
of work on the N I, when the manufacturing
of booster portions had already begun at plants all over the Soviet Union. tt was the apotheosis
of organizational
the N I with

and managerial

"unrelenting

ter to the Central Committee
coming."

'_ Korolev,

himself with

came to naught.

finally convinced

means over. Instead,

once again Glushko

booster

vigorously

with

comparison

the two

hung over the fates of both efforts,
put a cap on Chelomey's
On

October

20,

issued an official
UR-700.
friends,

were paramount
N I-L3 project.

Viktor

to treason
Kuznetsov,

and the L3, while

in Korolev's

Barmin's

LIR-700.

N I could

Georgiy

project

was

M I heavy

the official

was supported

There was a scientific
started

consensus

based

currier project

by Glushko,

eyes because

meant

Korolev's

minimal

ouster,

this

hard-earned

order

gains or

exclusive.
Chelomey's

plans,
of the

of

but also by two of Korolev's

oldest

R Barmin. '_ Both their

both were significant
guidance

for the design

structural

of Korolev's

bureau,

in the

for both the N I
and construction

believed

readjustments
design

"defections"

participants

systems

Barmin evidently

that the two

for Chelomey's
later called

the

adding:

by D. £ Ustinov and led to wasting
that this engine

on it--the

on the

his UR-700

draft plan in support

was responsible

historian

booster. What

with

Khrushchev's

supporter

was developing

with

It was an

a Soviet cosmonaut

that were mutually

a growing

for the N I at Tyura-Tam

"a useless initiative,"

Its development

Despite

and Vladimir

GSKB SpetsMash

be redesigned

S. Vetrov,

RD-270 program

not only

I. Kuznetsov

not by any

engine for the N I, the

had first emerged

to draw up a formal

head of NII-944,

of the giant launch complexes
pads for the

Chelomey

was supported

Designers

Rfanasyev,

was

was that this time Chelomey

for landing

to either destroy

outcomes

Minister

order allowing

The proposal
Chief

ambitions--two

1965,

program

had given an order to make an informed

projects.

threatening

the N I

may have

Designer Chelomey.

used on a Chelomey

Chelomey

N I-L3. Khrushchev

between

to redesign

Director Mozzhorin

another

for Korolev

proposal

reign,

short-

pursuing. _

had offered

ominous

in a let-

his old comrades-in-arms,

development

and eventually

a competitive

days of Khrushchev's

plan for competing

and technical

not worth

Glushko

particularly

supported

from NII-88

found an ally in General

when

himself attacked

Korolev for every imaginable

of alliances among

but the RD-270

had been refused by Korolev

In the final

Glushko

of every chief designer

his back to the wall. The absurd proposal

its old engines,

made the more recent challenge
Moon.

changing

P, formal recommendation

eerie repeat of the events of 1961-62
RD-253, which

the support

Party, blaming

P,fanasyev that it was an option

The N I retained

and Glushko

in the lunar programs.

"securing

of the Communist

hurt by the abrupt

such as Barmin, found
eventually

chaos inherent

fervor," eventually

heavy

would

a lot of time and resources.

not be usable.

In spite of this. a new

carrier LIR-700. This diverted

to carry out promising

space

attention

from the

and military programs/'

38. Rebrov, "The Secretsof Rocket Codes."
39. Georgiy Stepanovich Vetrov, "Development of Heavy Launch Vehicles in the USSR," presented at the
I Oth International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics. Glushko also evidently attempted to
elicit Korolev's interest in engines using more exotic propellants. There is an account of a visit by Korolev to
Glushko's ground static stands at Primorsk to inspect the testing of a fluorine oxidizer-based engine in 1964 See
Golovanov, Korolev. pp 71I -12. Glushko also developedthe RD-502 engine, which used highly concentrated hydro
gen peroxide (oxidizer) and pentaborane (fuel), in 1960-66.
40. Interview. Georgiy StepanovichVetrov with the author, November 15, 1996.
41
G Vetrov. "The Difficult Fateof the N I Rocket" (English title), Nauka i zflizn no 5 (May 1994): 20-27.
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In "a desperate
number
Deputy

attempt

Chief

Korolev's

Designers

One letter

Mishin,

letter

from

referred to the decision
bination,

arguing

One cannot
poses.
ties"

Kryukov,

November

t965,

29,

and Melnikov,
during

prepared

mention

that

on development

in unneeded

there

isolated

There was also an acute

from

spending

is an acute

could

tremendous

need for good

the

NI

ets in a year's
timetable.
problem

time,

Delivery

Marshal
make flights

serious

1965, "We
to the Moon.

of the production

V project,

was

deviations

from

"We'll

cannot

Let the Academy

spends

waiting

out

under
There

com-

conditions.

o/four
were

N I rock-

delays

were difficulties

experimental

in the

in solving

installations.
for the final

the

The Chief
ground

tests:

,,44

of Defense, told Air Force officials
not build

launch

difficult

for the fabrication

it in flight.

super powerful

of Sciences do all that."4_

to happen.

inferior

7111 this

the N I-L3 project

stations,

Mishin

during

There were the inevitable

to those of the Saturn

V. Korolev

a meet-

space carriers and
recalls that

base [for the N I] was delayed two years."4_ Compared

were markedly

pur-

its "activi-

for that.

when

testing

the requirements

afford to and will

to work

support for the UR-700 seems to
recalled later:

There

and

debug

ceased

of money

constructed.

stalled.

stands

the USSR Minister

the N I was a disaster

the N l's capabilities

units

they said.

carried
called

a half were

the necessary

costly."

was

bureau:

engines3'

such as ground

plans

but only one and

Malinovskiy,

ing in January

1964-1966

inadequate:

of completed

allowed

"Too long and

in

were

of constructing

Designers

struction

project

capacities

Korolev

for practical

of life and

plexes, transport systems, and manufacturing
jigs, the abrupt
have had a deleterious effect on Korolev's dream. Mozzhorin

on

to

only a step away

design

At the very moment

into fixed resources,

testament

never sent,

be used

sums

a

by OKB-I

(LOX) and kerosene com-

the 0KB-456...

which

the demands

need for money.

required the most investment

Production

apparently

and LOX combinations,

of years,

engines

prepared

Soviet space program. 4_

attack on Glushko's

for a number

developments,

is at a time when

hydrogen

in a vitriolic

of realistic

The OKB is completely

Work

was a virtual

the future

but

Korolev

1965, co-signed

in 1962 to move ahead with the liquid oxygen

He also engaged

but

to the UR-700,

September

propellants

that the future lay in liquid

LOX-kerosene.

effectively

early

of funds"

dated

Bushuyev,

belief in the use of high-energy

In a second

from

to stop the dispersal

of letters to Afanasyev.

"con-

to the Saturn

accusations

that

tried his best to

respond. For example, in a memorandum
dated May 29, 1965, he put his persuasive capabilities to work with new Minister Afanasyev, making the outlandish
claim that the performance
differences

between

20 to 40 percent
Korolev

remained

the two vehicles were "insignificant,"

more than its American
surprisingly

optimistic.

counterpart.
During

despite

47Through

a conversation

the fact that the N I weighed
all the setbacks and problems,
with

an Air Force officer

on

42. s.P. Korolev, V. R Mishin, S. S. Kryukov, K. D. Bushuyev. and M. V. Melnikov, r'On the Inexpediency
of Development of the AT-NDMG Engine" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no 5 (May 1994): 27-28.
43. James Harford. Korolev: HouJOne Man Masterminded the Soviet Drive to Beat/qmeriea to the Moan
(New York:John Wiley & Sons, 1997), p. 273.
44. M Rebrov, "But Things Were Like That--Top Secret: The Painful Fortune of the N I Project" (English
title), Krasnaya Zuezda, January 13, 1990, p. 4
45. N Kamanin, "_ Goal Worth Working [or: General Kamanin's SpaceDiaries" (English title). Vozdushniy
transport 44 ( 1993): 8-9.
46. _. Tarasov. "Missions in Dreamsand Reality" (English title), Prczvda,October 20. 1989, p. 4.
47. Harford, Korolev. p. 266.
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September I, the latter recalled, "[Korolev] told me with visible satisfaction about the state of
the N I rocket. It was his baby, and it should be ready in metal by the end of 1965."_
The testing program for the N I greatly depended on the fate of the GR-I orbital bombardment system, because the former used modified versions of engines used on the latter. To add
to the almost incomprehensible level of problems with the N I, the GR-I came under severe
attack in January 1965. The thinking from the Soviet leadership was not without good reason.
The Soviet government had already invested in Yangel's R-36-O orbital bombardment system,
later designated the Fractional Orbital Bombardment System (FOBS) by Western observers.
There was simply little reason to proceed with Korolev's GR-I, especially because the R-36
ICBM, in its basic missile version, had already flown several successful test flights from TyuraTam. All activity related to the GR-I, meanwhile, was limited to work in the plants. There were
also serious delays in developing the NK-9 engines for the first stage, which did not bode well
given that similar engines were set to be used on the first stage of the NI. Ustinov and
Afanasyev terminated the GR-I project sometime in mid-1965, although Korolev was not eas
ily convinced and evidently tried to continue manufacturing some elements. In early August,
Deputy Minister of General Machine Building Gleb IVl.Tabakov expressly forbid the OKB-I plant
from continuing the construction of the missile's second stage. Later in the month, Korolev
made an aborted attempt at getting Ustinov interested in a space launch vehicle version of the
GR-I, designated the 8K513, for orbiting military satellites. It was, however, too little too late.
The project was permanently terminated. 4_Vetrov recalled later:
[The GR-I's] engines were similar to the NI engines. Many NI problems would have
been solved beforehand, if the [_R-I] had been tested. It was ready for test flights, but
Korolev was not allowed to launch it Why? Apparently. somebody was afraid it would
have been a success,s°
The missile was later called the "Intercontinental Missile From Moscow to Leningrad,"
because that was about how far it had traveled--from one plant to another. Although it was
never flown, full-size models of the GR- I were displayed with much fanfare at Moscow parades
celebrating the Great October Revolution.
The loss of the GR-I was a severe blow to the N I program. Its death knell effectively meant
that all elements of the N I would have to be tested in flight without any prior research and
development tests on smaller vehicles. Originally, the N I project had included smaller versions
of the giant booster designated the N I I and the N I I I for exactly this purpose. But with the
delays in work on the base N I, work on the other two variants progressively moved into the
background. Throughout 1965, after the GR-l's demise, Korolev continued to desperately push
the N I I booster, a launch vehicle using the second, third, and fourth stages of the N I, as the
only means to ensure a rational development program for the N I. On September 28, 196.5,
Korolev signed internal documents in support of developing the N I I, in addition to the development of nuclear rocket engines for future boosters, but as the months passed by, it was
increasingly clear that the Ministry of General Machine Building was not interested. As Korolev
discovered painfully throughout 1965, the glory days of blank checks from the late 1950s were
over. The Soviet piloted space program was in the midst of acrimony and fragmentation
unimaginable during the Sputnik days. By comparison, the work on Apollo and Saturn V was

48. L N. Kamanin."In the FutureHisNameWill ProbablyBe..." (Englishtitle), Ogonek;z(February9-16,
1991):28-31.
49. The 8K513is mentionedin Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,pp. 129-30 Seealso
I P,fanasyev,
"The Mysterious'Nine'" (Englishtitle), ._viatsiyoi kosmonovtikono. 8 (August 1992):34-35.
50. Vetrov."Developmentof HeavyLaunchVehiclesin the USSR."
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At the same time, the Western
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THE

of course,
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the Soviet lunar program
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TO

was a high-energy

plan for the N I had included

rocket engines for the upper boost stages of the N I, much like the Saturn

V. As a result of Korolev's

vigorous

attempts,

Isayev and Lyulka were tasked

Chief

Designers

push, and despite

Glushko's
with

attempts

at smothering

the creation

of three

such

different

engines:
•
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ID54,

with

a thrust

of forty tons for the N l's Blok V third

•
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with

a thrust
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•
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ID56 was developed

oped
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Isayev's engine
ing facilities

was further

at NII-229

by Isayev's design
By 1965, work

bureau, while

on the engines

ahead in the development
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forced significant
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Soviet Space Programs. 1962-65: Coals and Purposes, Achievements. Plans, and International
Implications, prepared for the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, US. Senate, 89th Cong, 2d sess.
(Washington, DC: LI.S.Government Printing Office, December 1966), pp. 388-89.
52. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 262. The I I D54 had a fixed chamber, while the
I I D57 was capable of gimbaling.
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8D726 engine (GR-I third stage) and the I I D33 engine (8K78 fourth stage). Seeibid, p 226.
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The adoption of LOX-kerosene for the first five stages of the N I-L3 complex allowed
OKB-I engineers to inch slowly to the completion of the final draft plan, which was completed and signed by Korolev and Mishin on November II, 1965, amid the cacophony of uncertainty surrounding the fate of the project. Once again, the Keldysh Commission convened to
examine the technical details and characteristics of the N I-L3, this time within the framework
of the more detailed draft plan rather than the predraft plan. The approval was quick. In
December 1965, the commission approved the plan, giving it the formal recommendation to
begin manufacture based on the revised specifications. _
The Soviet N I booster had the highest liftoff thrust of any rocket built in the history of
space exploration. The basic rocket consisted of three conical rocket stages--Blok g (first
stage), Blok B (second stage), and Blok V (third stage)--with a total length of 61.55 meters.
The first stage was powered by thirty NK-15 engines, each having a ground level thrust of
154 tons. Of the thirty engines, twenty-four were installed around the perimeter, while the additional six were located at the center in the form of a ring. Total liftoff thrust was 4,620 tons,
compared to the Saturn V's 3,404 tons. Burn time for the stage was in the range of 114 to
120 seconds. The stage also had four independent engines for roll control developed by
OKB-I, each with a thrust of seven tons. The upper portion of the stage was not a solid frame,
but rather was composed of a lattice-type structure that served as an interstage section between
the first and the second stages. The top portion of the gigantic kerosene tank was visible
through this lattice. _qtotal of twelve conduits installed around the lower part of the exterior of
the stage served as a means to carry fuel from the upper propellant tank to the engines at the
base of the stage. The 30.09-meter-long stage had a base diameter of 16.87 meters, which did
not include four large grating-type stabilizers near the base positioned orthogonally at ninety
degrees to the main vertical axis.
The 20.46-meter-long second stage was powered by eight NK-15V engines, each with a
thrust of 179 tons, giving a total stage thrust of 1,432 tons. Burn time was in the range of
130 seconds. The N K- 15Vs were essentially N K- 15 engines modi fled for work at high aItitudes
with longer and thinner nozzles. There were eight conduits for propellant transfer attached
around the exterior of the stage, g lattice structure connected this stage to the next one, while
roll control was effected by means of three small engines, each with six tons thrust. The third
stage was powered by four NK-21 engines, each with a thrust of forty-one tons, giving a total
third-stage thrust of 164 tons. The length of the third stage was just over eleven meters. Four
external conduits on the exterior allowed propellant transfer, while four 200-kilogram thrusters
provided roll control, tqll the engines of the first three stages used LOX as oxidizer and kerosene
as fuel. were of the staged combustion cycle type, and were developed by OKB-276 under Chief
Designer Nikolay D. Kuznetsov.
There were some unique features of the N I that set it apart from most other space launch
vehicles of the time. The propellant compartments of the first three stages of the vehicle were
suspended spherical tanks separate from the external frame of the booster. The load-bearing
configuration, and the relatively low density of the layout because of the use of spherical tanks,
resulted in a significant diminution of the payload mass of the rocket. To circumvent this weakness, the engineers designed the tanks with unusually low specific mass, which, when combined with the high performance of the engines, effectively compensated for the drawbacks of
having a nonmonocoque main rocket body. The spherical tanks were subject not only to loads
from the pressure associated with tank pressurization but also the hydrostatic pressure of the
liquid in them. Inertial loads and engine thrust were absorbed by the propellant compartments'
load-bearing structure.

54.
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There were both advantages and disadvantages to the spherical design of the tanks, certainly one of the most unusual features of the rocket. Spheres have minimal surface area relative to volume, and thus they are subject to lower heating loads and require minimal surface
insulation. The engineers also concluded that with spherical tanks and prepump engine assemblies, the mass of propellant tanks would be smaller than those of rockets with regular propellant tanks as load-bearing structures. Although participants in the N I program later claimed
that the selection of tanks separate from the main body was primarily motivated by the search
for better characteristics, in truth there was a more pressing reason for such an unusual design:
the Soviet metallurgical industry was unable to produce aluminum sheets more than thirteen
millimeters thick. For integral tanks, the engineers calculated that the thickness would have to
be much greater: therefore, the only option was to use nonintegral tanks. One major deleterious factor was the fixed cost resulting from the design and construction of numerous sizespecific welding jigs and dies, one for each of the six tanks. The booster's six spherical tanks,
two in each stage, had diameters between 12.8 and 4.9 meters. The tanks themselves were built
from a special magnesium-nickel alloy named AGM6, while the external casings of the N I were
built from duralumin D I6. The Ye. O. Paton Institute of Electrical Welding at Kiev, led by
Academician Boris Ye. Paton, developed a new method of arc argon welding with subsequent
tests by x-rays, which allowed for the creation of lighter tanks than possible with earlier assembly methods.
Superior engine performance was achieved by the use of built-in impeller-type preliminary
pumps and automatic control with igniters, a first for Soviet rocket engines and possibly in the
world. This design was evidently based on the earlier NK-9 for the abandoned GR-I booster,
which had removable preliminary pumps. The idea stemmed from attempts to boost the performance of the engines for conditions that were more severe than projected launch conditions.
The exhaust from the starter turbine of the engines of all the N I main engines was directed
below by using a diverter duct outside the nozzle exit area. This particular duct, in fact, was
the reason why the engines themselves had a peculiar appearance--that is, they were closedcycle (staged combustion cycle) engines, but with an exhaust duct outside the nozzle originating from the turbopump assembly. Through the entire period of development, Kuznetsov
was forced to make significant changes to his original conceptions from 1962. One of Korolev's
stringent requirements was that the engines be extremely lightweight. Despite major difficulties, Kuznetsov's NK-15 engine had one of the best dry mass-thrust ratios of rocket engines of
this class and type.
A third unusual feature of the rocket was the built-in redundancy of the engines installed
on the stages. Because there were so many engines on the first stage, Korolev's engineers raised
the total reliability of the propulsion system by means of the in-flight shutdown of faulty
engines. Forexample, if there was a malfunction in one of the engines on Blok A, signals from
the Engine Operation Control (KORD) system's sensors were immediately sent to valves that
mechanically cut off the feed of propellant components to the malfunctioning engine. In addition, the engine diametrically opposite to the faulty one would be switched off simultaneously to preclude unbalanced loads during the powered portion of the trajectory. In such a
situation, the remaining engines would continue to burn for an extended period of 168 seconds
with slightly increased thrust. If two pairs of engines failed, the remaining engines would burn
to as much as 2 I0 seconds, depending on the parameters of the trajectory. The KORD system
also operated on the second and third stages. It could shut down two engines on Blok B and
one engine on Blok V, with other engines continuing to fire.
Guidance and control systems for the N I, including the KORD system, were developed by
Chief Designer Pilyugin at the Scientific-Research Institute of Automation and Instrument
Building. OKB-I developed the N l's tri-level telemetry system. This included the RTS-9 for
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Save for its landing supports and some associated instrumentation, at liftoff, the LK would
essentially be the same vehicle that had landed. After several changes in design in 1964, the
basic chosen design was of a rocket stage with landing supports, topped off by a crew cabin.
The crew cabin went through four different iterations before arriving at its roughly spherical
shape. The final layout of the LK consisted of the following three sections:
•
•
•

The Lunar Landing Aggregate
The Lunar Takeoff Apparatus
Blok Ye

The Lunar Landing Aggregate and the Lunar Takeoff Apparatus were analogous to the descent
stage and the ascent stage, respectively, of the Apollo Lunar Module.
The Lunar Landing Aggregate was a 2 27-meter-diameter frame shaped like two truncated
and ribbed cones with their bases attached to each other, The dimension of the chassis was
determined by the distance from the main engine's nozzle exit section to the mainframe of the
oxidizer tank, a scant 600 millimeters. A pressurized suspended instrument compartment with
the Planeta ("Planet") landing radar and research equipment, with a mass of 105 kilograms,
was attached on the exterior of the Lunar Landing Aggregate This compartment included an
"operational manipulator" (5917 kilograms) and a lunar surface drill, which was capable of
operating for sixty minutes The Lunar Landing Aggregate also included two folding pencilbeam parabolic antennas of the radio communications system, in addition to three storage batteries, a fold-down ladder to allow the single cosmonaut to step down onto the surface, and
four water-filled cylinders for the evaporator of the thermal regulation system. Later models
were to include a small automated four-wheeled rover as well as a second scientific experiments
package
The actual landing supports for the ship, four legs attached to a frame, were collectively
known as the Lunar Landing Unit. Because knowledge of the lunar surface in 1964 was still
rather sparse, it was a challenge to set specifications for the landing supports Korolev gave his
engineers two primary requirements: (I) the ship should be able to safely drop from a height
of one meter with a lateral velocity of one meter per second and (2) the landing gear should be
able to prevent the lander from capsizing, even if the surface was sloped Assuming that the
"most likely" diameter of lunar craters would be seven meters, the slope limit for a landing was
set at twenty degrees to the horizontal. These two restrictions served as the basis for almost
twenty different proposals for landing supports, including a supporting ring much like an inflatable inner tube at the base of the vehicle. After examining tripod-support schemes, engineers
finally settled on a four-support design as the most stable in the given conditions.
In its final conception, the Lunar Landing Unit was simply a honeycomb shock-absorbing
structure with four legs, on which the spacecraft would rest on the Moon. Lateral supports for
the legs muffled loads by compression and extension, while compressible near-vertical struts
that ended in saucer-shaped footpads were for setting down on the surface. Four solidpropellant "hold-down" engines at the upper end of the landing legs were to fire at the exact
moment of touchdown to ensure that the vehicle would not topple over on the surface or
"hop" following first contact with the lunar surface.
The Lunar Takeoff Apparatus was the roughly spherical crew module for the lone cosmonaut during the lunar surface stay. It consisted of a pressurized cabin, a stubby cylindrical
instrument compartment enclosed by a dome stuck to the side of the sphere, and a section for
attitude control engines attached at the top. The cramped cabin itself was two and three-tenths
meters by three meters in size and had an internal volume just enough for a standing cosmonaut in a spacesuit who would be harnessed securely in front of the instrument display and
main control panel. The latter was designed and built by the Special Experimental Design
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Bureau of the Flight-Research Institute at Zhukovskiy-2, near Moscow, under the leadership of
Chief Designer Sergey A. Borodin. The panel was located to the right of the cosmonaut, allowing the pilot's right hand to control key parameters of the vehicle. All systems had both an
automatic mode of control and a manual override.
A hemispherical concavity in the forward portion of the module contained a view port and
a collimator device with a seven-degree angle of view on which an image of the landing site
would be projected. During descent, the device would allow the cosmonaut to observe the
landing area and the landing supports visually and take over manual control in an emergency
situation. A large control stick would allow the cosmonaut to align the landing site on the collimator with the planned landing site, forcing the ship to travel to the desired location. A second port with a wide-angle sight was located above the concavity for the pilot to observe
docking operations in lunar orbit with the "mother ship." The exterior of the cabin included
four antennas, two omni-directional ones and two for rendezvous operations. Most of the
instrumentation associated with the functioning of the crew cabin (orientation and control
instrumentation, radio communications devices, and so on) was "pushed out" into the laterally placed oval instrument module. Two batteries, similar to the ones on the Lunar Landing
Aggregate, were also installed on the instrument section to power the spacecraft after liftoff.
The docking unit of the LK was installed on top of the vehicle much like on the U.S, Lunar
Module. g flat annular radiator screen of the thermal regulation system around the docking unit
protected the cabin against collision during a potentially incorrect alignment during docking in
lunar orbit.
The designers chose the internal atmospheric pressure based on careful analysis because
the pressure influenced the thickness of the main shell of the spacecraft, which in turn affected the mass. Unusually for the Soviet piloted space program, engineers initially chose a pure
oxygen atmosphere, but because that would require the creation of extra accessories, special
production technologies, and more safety measures, they fell back on the traditional ordinary
air composition, but with a reduced nitrogen content. In the 560-mm Hg pressure, the cosmonaut would be able to remove his spacesuit helmet for eating and drinking. At the time, Soviet
space engineers overwhelmingly preferred using airlocks for extravehicular activity (EVP,), but
installing an airlock on the LK was out of the question because of mass constraints.
Depressurization, as with the Apollo Lunar Module, was the only remaining option. The cabin
was designed such that both ground control and the cosmonaut could manually lower pressure. The internal climate of the cabin was maintained by a gas-liquid heat-exchange system
and ventilator. The life support system was designed for a nominal operation of forty-eight
hours, also limited by the power of the on-board batteries. All life maintenance systems, including the thermal regulation systems, were designed and developed by Chief Designer Voronin's
KB Nauka (formerly OKB-124).
Throughout all operations from lunar orbit to landing and then subsequent takeoff, the
commander of the mission would wear a special new semi-rigid spacesuit developed by KB
Zvezda (formerly Plant No. 918) based at Tomilino under the leadership of Chief Designer
Severin. The suit had to be flexible enough to allow for not only surface operations on the
Moon, but also EVA in lunar orbit, when the moonwalking cosmonaut would transfer from the
lander to the mother ship via a spacewalk. Severin's engineers developed a "portable suit" with
armored head and torso portions and soft arm and leg sections. Instead of donning the suit like
a typical article of clothing, the cosmonaut would literally enter the suit via a door at the backside. The suit's life support system was mounted in a large backpack attached to the door at
the back of the suit. The backpack, nicknamed Kaspiy, included a life support system that
would ensure thermal control, suit pressurization, air collection, purification, and dehumidification via a network of water-cooled plastic tubes, g hinged control panel on the chest of the
cosmonaut provided control over eleven parameters of suit operation in addition to communi-
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cations, each with a primary and backup loop. The suit also included a beacon system to allow
ground controllers to determine the exact position of the cosmonaut relative to the lander.
Within the lunar lander, because of mobility constraints, the cosmonaut would use a special
finger control unit to reach inaccessible control buttons. The size of the spacesuit necessitated
the use of a large oval hatch on the side of the Lunar Takeoff Apparatus, the first in the history of the Soviet space program. Severin's engineers named the suit Krechet-94 (" Falcon"), with
the "94" coming from the production index of the lunar lander, which was I IE94.
The guidance and control system of the LK was the heart of the ship. Several different
design bureaus and institutes under the leadership of the Scientific-Research Institute of
Automation and Instrument Building, headed by Chief Designer Pilyugin, designed and developed this system. The goal of the system was to control powered descent from lunar orbit, the
landing, the takeoff, and the subsequent docking with the LOK. For the first time in a Soviet
piloted vehicle, engineers used an on-board microcomputer to evaluate all incoming information from a variety of sensors, to evaluate the state of the lander based on preprogrammed algorithms, and then to take a course of action. The primary sensor system consisted of a set of
gyroscopes as part of a three-axis gyrostabilized platform for spatial orientation, the Planeta
landing radar for measuring velocity and altitude, the collimating sight, and other electronic
measurement systems. These gyroscopes were developed by the Scientific-Research Institute
for Applied Mechanics headed by Chief Designer Kuznetsov. Pilyugin's guidance system also
included a semi-automatic system for controlling horizontal movement and angular velocity
during rendezvous and docking operations, as well as a manual control system that would
allow the pilot to select a landing site using the collimating sight. The pilot would use a twochannel lever for controlling attitude and relative change of horizontal velocity of the lander.
Using the collimator to view the landing site, the pilot would feed data to the computer to produce commands for the necessary maneuvers to achieve an on-target and safe landing. Solar
and planetary sensors would verify the accuracy of the orientation of the axes of the gyrostabilized platform.
At the time of liftoff from the Moon, the Lunar Takeoff Apparatus would detach itself from
its landing supports (the Lunar Landing Unit) and additional instrumentation (the Lunar
Landing Aggregate) attached to it. The Lunar Takeoff Apparatus would lift off with only the
pressurized spherical compartment with the cosmonaut and the same engine unit that had
landed it. Electrical and hydraulic connections between the two spacecraft, provided via an
umbilical tower, would move away at a safe range prior to liftoff. One of the advantages of the
design was that there was no need to develop a special and separate landing stage. For landing, the Blok D stage would reduce velocity in lunar orbit sufficiently so that only a relatively
small engine was required for the disembarking operations. The throttleable main engine would
enable the cosmonaut to hover over the lunar surface for a very short time to select a safe landing area. The hover time was less than a minute and was dictated by fuel volume of the main
engine. Because of mass constraints, any science package aboard the LK would be very small,
thus limiting actual scientific exploration,
The primary attitude control complex was located on top of the crew cabin in a 0.68-metertall compartment underneath the docking collar. The system consisted of two vacuum-fueled
tanks (fuel and oxidizer) carrying 100 kilograms of liquid propellant and a propellant delivery system. There were four sets of engines, each with four thrusters, of which eight would have a
thrust of forty-nine kilograms and eight would have a thrust of ten kilograms. The complex was
divided into two independent circuits to overcome failure in one circuit. Each circuit controlled
two forty-kilogram thrusters for pitch, two forty-kilogram thrusters for yaw, and four ten-kilogram
thrusters for roll. The impulses from the thrusters were accurate enough to provide only nine
milliseconds of thrust. Although Chief Designer Stepanov's TMKB Soyuz designed and
developed the engines for the attitude control system, the organization declined to develop the
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remaining
components, such

as the actuator system, the propellant tanks, and the propellantfeed system, which were all created at OKB-I under First Deputy Mishin's direct leadership.
During a nominal mission, the LK would communicate with Earth and the lunar orbiter via
antennas that would operate in the meter, decimeter, and centimeter ranges. One antenna was
installed on the docking ring for "weak" signals, while two omni-directional antennas were at
the base of the crew cabin and two TV antennas were on the Lunar Landing Aggregate. A TV
camera installed above the ladder would transmit live pictures of the cosmonaut's disembarkation onto the lunar surface.
A large docking assembly was installed on the top of the Lunar Takeoff Apparatus. Because
of the mass and constraints, Korolev's engineers opted to design a system that, like the Soyuz
7K-OK, did not allow for internal transfer. While this considerably lightened and simplified the
docking systems on the lunar lander and the lunar orbiter, this also meant that the landing cosmonaut would have to spacewalk his way from one ship to the other during transfer operations.
Engineers rationalized this extra EVA by arguing that the cosmonaut would have to leave the
spacecraft for surface operations anyway, and two more EVAs would not significantly add to
mission complexity, as would a heavy and unique internal transfer system. In contrast to the
Soyuz docking system, which had a pin-cone system, the lunar lander-orbiter system was
designed exclusively for one docking. The active assembly on the orbiter ship had a pin and
simple shock absorbers, while the passive assembly on the lander consisted of a flat circular
honeycomb structure one meter in diameter, This plate contained 108 recessed hexagonal honeycomb components. During the single docking required in lunar orbit, it would be sufficient
for the lunar orbiter to place the pin in any location in the plane of the passive assembly. The
pin would penetrate the honeycomb structure and be captured by "claws" within, pulling the
two spacecraft together. The connection was only mechanical: there were to be no electrical or
power transfers between the two vehicles. The main rendezvous radar was placed adjacent to
the passive docking unit, somewhat similar to a chimney, and was part of the Kontakt system
designed and developed by NII-648 under Chief Designer Mnatsakanyan, the same organization responsible for Soyuz's Igla radar system. Two more antennas, also part of the Kontakt system, were installed on the exterior of the crew module,
Blok Ye, with a mass of two tons. was the main propulsion unit for landing on and lifting
off from the surface of the Moon. This most critical component of all was not developed by
OKB-I. When Korolev had first begun planning for the L3 complex, he had repeatedly stressed
that the effort be a collaborative effort with some of the other major design bureaus involved
at the time in aviation and missile development. As part of this conception of the lunar effort,
Korolev had signed a preliminary agreement with Chief Designer Mikhail K. Yangel of OKB-586
to design and develop the rocket stages for the entire L3 complex: the Blok G, Blok D, Blok Ye,
and Blok I stages. In January 1965, Yangel's First Deputy Chief Designer Vasiliy S. Budnik, one
of Korolev's old proteges from the 1940s, wrote back to Korolev that OKB-586 would be unable
to honor its commitment because of an overload of other work. In the following months, however. Korolev and Yangel eventually came to an agreement: the latter agreed to create only the
engine for the LK.
The project to create this engine was fraught with difficulty, not the least because of its
paramount importance in the N I-L3 lunar landing profile. Engineers calculated that the main
and backup engine of Blok Ye had to have a reliability of 99.976 percent, certainly an unheardof level in Soviet rocket engine industry. The overall responsibility for the stage's development
fell on the shoulders of OKB-586 Chief Engineer Boris I. Gubanov, the same man who would
twenty years later go on to head the development of the giant Energiya booster.
Being the heaviest element of the spacecraft and accounting for half the total mass. the
Blok Ye engine unit was installed as low as possible within the lunar lander to ensure maximal
stability. Its oxidizer (nitrogen tetroxide) tank was installed as a torus around the main engine
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included six spherical tanks containing a total of
300 kilograms storable propellant (unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide)
as well as four gas-filled cylinders for supercharging the tanks. The tanks would service
four sets of engine units placed around the forward end of the spacecraft with their own rendezvous antennas. This orientation
engine
complex would carry out all attitude control for
the large spacecraft during the critical operations in lunar orbit. The active end of the
Kontakt docking system was placed at the very
apex of the orientation engine complex, allowing for a single docking with the lunar lander.
The beehive-shaped descent apparatus was
similar to the one on the basic Soyuz. It was
2.19 meters long and 2.2 meters wide and would
carry the two-person crew during launch and
landing. It contained control panels for the ship's
systems, life support systems, an on-board computer, and a hatch at its apex for transfer into the
living compartment. Throughout the flight, the
capsule would be covered by thermal shielding
insulation and a strengthened heat shield at the
The Lunar Orbital Ship (LOK) of the Soviet L3 lunar
base, which would be cast off following reentry,
landing complex
would play an analogous
role to
but prior to touchdown on the ground. Like the
the Z]pollo Command-Service Module, remaining in
lunar orbit while the lander carried a single cosmo/K-OK Soyuz, the lunar 1K-LOK Soyuz was
equipped with hydrogen peroxide engines for naut to the surface o[ the Moon. Note the skirt at the
base of the spacecraft, a visible difference pore the
guiding the ship during reentry.
basic Earth orbital Soyuz (copyright VideoCosmos
The cylindrical instrument-aggregate comCo. via Dennis Newkirk)
partment was analogous to the one on the basic
Soyuz, and it had a diameter of 2.2 meters and
a length of 2.82 meters. It consisted of three sections: the pressurized instrument compartment, the unpressurized transfer compartment, and the aggregate compartment. The instrument compartment carried equipment for the ship's radio communications, telemetry, and
command radio-link systems, as well as several attitude control engines for use during rendezvous, all of which were vastly improved from the version carried on the Earth-orbital Soyuz.
The fourth and final section of the Lunar Orbital Ship was the one that distinguished it
from the original Soyuz, the Blok I engine stage. Unlike the Soyuz, the aft end of the ship ended
in a unique skirt-shaped compartment, which contained the restartable Blok I engine as well as
the power compartment. This engine, known as the 5D5 I, had a singular mission: to fire the
spacecraft out of lunar orbit on its way back to Earth. The engine consisted of a two-chamber
propulsion unit with a thrust of 3.388 tons, whose exhaust nozzles were located at the base
of the large skirt. P, separate single-chamber engine with a thrust of 417 kilograms, which was
almost identical to the primary engine of the Soyuz spacecraft, was also installed at the rear
end of the skirt. Capable of multiple firings (up to thirty-five times), this smaller engine would
ensure orbital changes during lunar-orbit operations. Both engines were fed by a common propellant supply composed of a large 1.9-meter-diameter spherical tank separated by an internal
partition for isolating the unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide. The major
portion of the tank was within the cylindrical aggregate compartment, with part of it jutting
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into the skirt. Although Yangel had agreed initially to build the Blok I engine, by May 1965,
Korolev had signed a technical requirement with Chief Designer Isayev of OKB-2 to design,
develop, and deliver the engine. Isayev was also responsible for the smaller engine, which was
virtually identical to the one he was designing for the Earth-orbital Soyuz. The skirt at the end
of the 7K-LOK spacecraft also included sixteen tiny engines for attitude control, fueled by the
same tanks for the two main engines. The power compartment contained the Volna-20
("Wave") fuel cell for ensuring an electrical supply throughout the mission. It would be the
first time that hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells were used on a Soviet piloted spacecraft. On contract
to the Ural Electrochemical Company, the system had a mass of seventy kilograms and was
capable of providing one and a half kilowatts at twenty-seven volts for a period of 500 hours.
Maximum flight time for a fully equipped ship was about thirteen days. The LOK as a whole
was just over ten meters in length, with a maximum diameter of 2.93 meters and a mass in
lunar orbit of 9.85 tons? °
The final element of the N I-L3 stack was a launch escape tower, similar in design to the
one on the Soyuz booster, but scaled upwards to support the increased masses of the living
compartment
and descent apparatus. The system, consisting of two levels of solidpropellant engines fixed to a tower above the launch stack, was equipped to remove the crew
a further distance away from the pad than for standard R-7-class boosters, because the power
of an N I explosion on the pad would have a far wider radius of destruction.
The complete N I-L3 profile, as tweaked and modified over 1965-69 was as follows. The
2,750-ton complex is launched from Tyura-Tam with its two-cosmonaut crew. During operation
of the Blok B second stage, the huge external fairing of the L3 and the emergency rescue system is jettisoned. The first three stages--Bloks A, B, and V--of the N I then insert the entire
ninety-one-and-a-half-ton
L3 stack into a 220-kilometer orbit around Earth nine minutes after
launch. Following a thorough systems checkout in Earth orbit for about 24 hours, the Blok G
stage fires at a predetermined point on the complex's seventeenth orbit with a burn of 480 seconds at orbital perigee to insert the stack on a "free-return" translunar trajectory. A few minutes later, the Blok G stage is discarded. If something prevents the burn, the crew can try again
two orbits later. During the l 0 I-hour coast to the Moon, the Blok D stage is used for two minor
mid-course corrections, the first about eight to ten hours after translunar injection and the second about twenty-four hours prior to the start of deceleration as the ship approaches the Moon.
After the approximately four days in coast, during the final approach to the Moon, the BIok
D stage fires again for several seconds to reduce velocity of the stack to enter lunar orbit at an
altitude of 150 kilometers. On the fourth and fourteenth orbits, the cosmonauts fire the BIok D
engine to lower the altitude and insert the combined spacecraft into its operational landing
orbit at I00 by twenty kilometers. The crew then checks all systems of the LOK-LK-Blok D stack
from the living compartment of the LOK. At this point, the LK is still located inside a cylindrical adapter section, part of the internal fairing of the L3 complex: the commander of the crew
then exits the LOK via a hatch in the living compartment wearing the Krechet-94 suit. g
mechanical arm/boom is used to transfer the commander from outside of the orbiter to the fairing outside the lander. Once there, the cosmonaut opens an outer hatch and then an inner one
to enter the crew compartment of the LK. The flight engineer of the crew wearing the Orlan
spacesuit remains in the depressurized living compartment the entire time of the EVA to assist
the commander if necessary.
After the commander checks all the systems in the lander, the LOK and the LK-Blok D combination separate from each other. The adapter sections then open around the LK and separate
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The NI.L3 lunar landing mission profile: (I) launch: (2) insertion o/L3 complex into Earth orbit by three-stage
NI: (3) firing of Blok _ (fourth) stage [or translunar injection, jettisoning of Blok G, and discarding of lower and
median payload [airings over Blok D; (4) mid-course correction by Blok D; (5) lunar-orbit insertion by Btok D:
(6) EV,Zt by commander from the LOK orbiter to the LK lander: (7) separation of the LOK from the LK and Btok D
combination, followed by jettisoning of upper payload fairing over the complex and deployment of lander legs
(8) firing of Btok D [or initial powered descent from lunar orbit until three kilometers altitude, [allowed by Btok D
separation and LK ignition to complete landing; (9) exit o[ commander from LK onto lunar surface, wi_h lunar
surface time limited to twenty four hours, (t0) point of impact of spent Blok D s_age: (1 I) Lunar Takeoff
,Ztpparatusliftoff from the Moon: (t 2) lunar-orbit insertion for the Lunar Takeof[.,qpparatus. followed by
rendezvous operations between the LOKand LK: (I3) docking of the LOK and Lunar Takeoff Z_pparatus. followed
by EV/3 for commander to transfer from the apparatus to the orbital ship and then the undocking of the _wo
ships: (14) LOK main engine firing for trans-Earth-injection maneuver: (15) mid-course correction by the LOK:
(l 6) separation of the descent apparatus with the two cosmonauts from the rest of the LOK: (I 7) guided descent
into Earth's atmosphere: and (I8) landing of the descent apparatus by parachute onto Soviet territory.
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disembarking on the surface, deploys a small set of scientific instruments on the surface, plants
the Soviet flag, and takes photographs. The time on the surface is limited from one and a half
to six hours. After reentering the spacecraft, the cosmonaut then pressurizes the lander cabin,
removes the suit, and begins a rest period. At a predetermined time, the electrical, pneumatic,
and mechanical links to the Lunar Landing Aggregate are severed, and the Blok Ye engine retires
to lift the Lunar Takeoff Apparatus off the surface and enter a low lunar orbit.
The LOK then takes over the active role and performs a rendezvous using the Kontakt radar
scanning system unique to the LOK. The complete rendezvous and docking regime is carried
out automatically without the intervention of either the crew or ground control, although the
flight engineer in the LOK has the option of taking over manual control. The maneuvering in
orbit is carried out by the smaller engine similar to the Soyuz. After docking, the commander
reenters the LOK via another EVA, bringing along surface samples. On the thirty-eighth lunar
orbit, the docked lander crew cabin is jettisoned. On the following orbit, attitude control
thrusters at the base of the LOK are then used to position the vehicle to fire its main Blok I
engine on the far side of the Moon to boost itself on a trans-Earth trajectory. The total time in
lunar orbit is limited to seventy-seven hours. During the eighty-two-hour coast back, the same
engine carries out two mid-course corrections, the first at twenty-four hours and the second at
forty-four hours after leaving lunar orbit. Near Earth, about two hours prior to reentry, the LOK
separates into its three component parts, and the small descent apparatus with the crew performs a double-skip reentry to reduce velocity and reenters the atmosphere. Parachutes subsequently deploy for a crew landing on Soviet territory?'
Above and beyond the technical arcana, the N I-L3 complex was the most visible manifestation of the Soviet Union's response to U.S. President Kennedy's 1961 challenge. It was the
mirror image to Apollo-Saturn, a shadow project given birth, designed, and created in complete
and utter secrecy, whose only raison d'etre was to send a Soviet citizen to the Moon before an
American. Perhaps in the distant future, Apollo will probably be seen as a representation of the
human imperative to explore space and leave the planet--an effort devoid of boundaries and
races and cultures. But in the 1960s, both N I-L3 and Apollo were borne of more nationalistic
and ideological concerns. These two behemoth projects were the representatives of two countries in a race for technological supremacy. For the Soviets, however, the race to the Moon was
not only one to reach the surface of our only natural satellite, but also one to reach its vicinity
first. This latter goal, a circumlunar mission, underwent some profound changes in 1965, creating yet another schism in the loosely held conglomerate of the Soviet space industry.
The Birth of the New

LI

Chelomey had signed the draft plan for his LK-I circumlunar spacecraft in mid- 1965. A special commission, composed of several subcommittees representing leaders from the government, military, Academy of Sciences, and design bureaus, was then supposed to examine the
complete technical plan for the complex and approve further work. Rarely in the piloted space
program had a project come to a stop at this late stage, and Chelomey no doubt fully expected to begin producing flight models at this point. Korolev, however, had other plans. Since
1961, he had repeatedly put forward his own piloted circumlunar proposals on an almost annual basis, but all had fallen victim to either political expediency or simply poor planning on the
part of Korolev's engineers. Some of these proposals, such as the 7K-9K-I I K plan, depended
on the use of smaller boosters to achieve their mission. A more pragmatic approach was to use
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of the UR-500

booster,

under

preside
lunar

over a meeting
program.

To fortify

August

14, which

project,

he wrote:

The problem
lowing

two

matic

a preliminary

character

stations

of the Moon.
complex.

Korolev

In our opinion,

work--circular

flight

lite of the Moon,
radio-beacons,

both

around

carrying

N l, the crew

can be brought

ship from

a year we can start flight

Once again, he invoked the Apollo
In the U.S.A.

work

on

the Saturn-7tpollo
and
the

the

will

theme

with

of forces
be

with

apparatus

solved

by creating

with

lunar orbit

release

lunar

and lunar

o[

satelprobes,

the first launch

Moon[--]ean
with

the N I

artificial

the aid of the well-tested
o/the

and

study...

of the first stage

a heavy

would

auto-

and research of

of automatic

which

with

on

lunar

o[ the

carrier

of

be accom-

the subsequent

return

gives hope that

systemY

program:

been

investment

U.S.,Zt.

the Moon

In this case with

of the carrier

and

work

achieved,

work

accepted

the Moon...

of the piloted

The state of work on the N I complex

has

on

around

achievement

on the surface

on preparations

nauts
oxygen

orbit

leader Brezhnev

the goal of the continuous

apparatus

of the N I to...

its surface.

Speaking

and the U.S.,Zt. There are the fol-

complete

of the Moon.

into [Earth]

with the aid of one flight

within

a letter to Soviet

out observations

with a crew

the R-7 type. The second stage--landing
of the lunar

and the

that he would

announced

can be successfully

a more

the necessary

etc,[,] to the surface

the design

project.

flying

with

these goals

the Moon

[of

be "an experi-

for the circumlunar

and the landing

o[ the Moon

will allow

and con-

objective

Smirnov

to Chelomey.

the goal o/carrying

close to the Moon:

on the surface

The N I complex

plished

prepared

of this problem:

and crews with

should

to perfect

piloted

once and for all, the course of the piloted

is being solved in both the Soviet Union

apparatus

manned

intended

to be the final blow

stages to the solution

missions

the primary

Moon

into

at the end of the

for lunar
from

the

Chairman

to determine,

his position,

he intended

deadlines

field conditions,

foray

testimony

its

many of the

out a [landing] expedition
to the Moon. ''_ One
this period was the recent first successful orbital

Commission

in late August

opinion,

first serious

written

around

of crewmembers,

In their

in isolation

flying

the same launcher

At this time, Military-lndustrial

number

characteristics.

was Chelomey's

systems of a spacecraft intended for carrying
of the few factors in Chelomey's favor during
launch

MOON

ideas. In Korolev's

of a circumlunar

be irrational."

THE

the LK- I for its limited

were based on half-baked

tended,

TO

and its poor technical

used in designing

space vehicles,

STEPS

able

accomplishment
the effective

and

o[ landing

as a major
resources

to accomplish

national

utilization
is huge.
a landing

71merican

priority.
of liquid
Judging
on

the

astro-

The scale
hydrogen

from
Moon

the

of
and

work

in 1968.

66. Ibid. That Korolev was personally opposed to Chelomey's LK-I proJect is testified in N. R Kamanin's
diaries. His diary entry for August 16 includes the following: "Korolev called me and expressed his dissatisfaction
with the fact that Chelomey was beginning to build a spacecraft to fly around the Moon. A long time ago Ko[olev
had expressed the idea of a monopoly on the construction of spacecraft in his Special Design Bureau,and turned to
find support on this issuefrom the military... [but] to develop cosmonautics it was useful for spacecraft to be created not by one but severalfirms." SeeKamanin, "In the Future His Name Will Probably Be.... "
67
S.P. Korolev, "Report on the Organization of Work on the N I Carrier" (English title), Nauka i zhizn
no. 5 (May 1994): 24 26.
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Withoutouerestimating
extremely
sures

alarmed

the possible

situation

for maintaining

the leading

are necessary

gt the end of his letter, Korolev
I.

forces

work on the N I complex,

and

in

in the nearest
upon

future

and

we are

urgent

courses

mea-

primary

of action:

and

main

goals:

the

all work on [Chelomey's]

resources

on N I.
with

a crew

researchers

urgent
LIR-500

on the upper

_ . , R-7 carrier for delivering

of Soviet

a complex

ensuring

that

timeframe.

_

the

that

Notwithstanding
monopoly

special

terminate
of the Moon

landing

in this sphere,

that

stages

the crews

on the surface

of the

the aid of the N I complex.

state importance,
agreed

the

and

orbit

1968 the first

believe

role of the USSR in space. _

is, the N I I[ using the well-tested

with

Develop

on

forces

in 1967 a circular

Ztccomplish

4.

resources

and use the released

of N i [that
to orbit.

Moon

and

of the U.S._.

and

four specific

creation
Accomplish

3.

recommended

Concentrate
theme,

2.

successes

by the unfolding

fact

over the Soviet piloted

plan o/work

it has primacy

Korolev's

proposal

space program,

on the N l with

of fulfillment

was

measures

in this work

partly

motivated

to

of

in the

retain

the letter also made a modicum

his

of sense. It

is clear evidence of Soviet, and in particular

Korolev's,

belief that what was needed was not two

different

to achieve

several objectives.

projects,

but a singular

1965, the Soviet Union
exploration,

was poised

one integrated

Military-Industrial
August

to set forth
Chairman

had a formal

Soviet long-range

communications

enormous

in work

"weakness
er should

•

delays
of General

on

Machine

of work."

systems.
the

•

To submit

Thus,

approaches

and Chelomey,
vehicle

in a month's

in mid-August
for piloted

over his promised

did not spare anyone.

lunar

He criticized

program,

interplanetary

Chelomey's

OKB-52

was singled out

system.

OKB-I

and

other

from

this censure,

believed

of the human

and its subordinate
a schedule

to examine

that Chelomey's

space effort.

almost

every

projects,

and

for allowing
under

the

being accused

of

UR-5OOK boost-

In conclusion.

Smirnov

organizations:
and work

and solve the problem

of unifying

a program

on

into Outer

organizations

for the manufacture

and a lunar landing

meeting

on Research

the lunar

dismay, Smirnov

time

presided

the State of Work

were not excluded

role in the future

To prepare in a week's time
launcher

of a circumlunar

LK-I

Building

To Korolev's

play a central

To Korolev

"On

including

issued three orders to the Ministry
•

Smirnov

theme:

and the Planets. '''{' Smirnov

facet of the Soviet space program,

Ministry

on one of two

and one fragmented.

Commission

26. The meeting

Space, the Moon,

program

on the LIR-5OOK
the development

spacecraft
for flight

testing

the

UR-5OOK

and

piloted

tqfanasyev

estab-

spaceships _'
As a result of Smirnov's
lished yet another

"working

orders,

Minister

commission"

of General

to examine

Machine

68

Ibid

69.
70
71

Ibid Author's emphasis.
Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 233.
Ibid
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both

the Chelomey

and Korolev

ited both enterprises.

design

Commission

of the LK-I draft plan to familiarize
found

was not surprising

is, that the LK-I

had already

themselves

in the light

circumlunar

bureaus. '_ On September

members

with

of Korolev's

program

6 and 7, the commission

been given all seventy-eight

the project's

technical

earlier criticisms

details. What

of Chelomey's

was beset by delays in the creation

vis-

volumes
they

work--that

of the launch

vehi-

cle, its Blok A TLI stage, and the LK-I spaceship itself. Chelomey's
deputies displayed wooden
models of the LK-I and Blok A, but the criticism
from the Korolev faction was relentless.
Chelomey's

poor showing

ing day, when

was in complete

the commission

visited

contrast

to the favorable

Kaliningrad

to see Korolev's

neers proudly displayed at least ten metal models of the
dozens of technicians worked around them in a professional
ticularly

impressed

complex.

by the success of work

Ultimately,

[Chelomey

there were "long

and Korolev]

blaming

program was effectively

sided against

half of 1965,
would

not

manned

it became
be able

circumlunar

of the circumlunar

flight

It was time for yet another

abrupt

The concerted
Commission
that while
component

opposition

Chairman

which

sides
LK-I

clear that

to ensure
flight,

system.

that

because

of time, resources,

and fund-

the collective
the work

turn in the Soviet piloted
effort

orders from

the LK-I was not an option

of the OKB headed

our country
was

would

be first

lagging

by k/

place

worth

cleared

late August.
pursuing,

space program.

the way to address

Military-Industrial

It was clear to the major participants

Chelomey's

lunar plan. This meant that Korolev's

LIR-5OOK should

N I I proposal

be a major

was going to be

rejected. At the same time, with the LK-I out of the running, the only remaining option
use the more capable
LI based on the Soyuz
spacecraft.
The combination
UR-5OOK and the LI would
end,

had already

anticipated

provide

a solution

this

exact course

LK- I. As early as the first days of August,
One of the first options

7'2.

in

in the develop-

_'

to the LK-I

Smirnov's

of any future

ended

Chelomey:

M. Chelomey
ment

in "both

but the end result was clear: Chelomey's

tried to defend his product,
appealing
directly to Academy
of
but it was too little too late/4 As Mishin recalled later, even the

In the second
achieving

engi-

plant as
was par-

Blok D stage of the L3 lunar landing

and heated discussions,"

each other,"

of the followKorelev's

7K Soyuz at the OKB-I
manner. The commission

dead after more than a year's expenditure

ing/' Chelomey desperately
Sciences President Keldysh,
government

on the critical

impression
handiwork.

to the near deadlock.

Korolev's

of events
engineers

Korolev,

even before the
were exploring

pragmatic
death

knell

contingency

was to
of the
to the
of the
plans.

was to use the N l's Blok G and Blok D stages as upper stages of the

This commission included, among others, S. A. Alanasyev (Minister of MOM), M. V. Keldysh

(President of AN SSSR),G. A. Tyulin (First Deputy Minister of MOM), G. N Pashkov(Deputy Chairman of VPK).
K. A. Kerimov (Chie[ of the Third Chief Directorate of MOM), and Yu. A. Mozzhorin (Director of Nil 88), as well
several chief and general designers, including V. P Barmin (GSKB SpetsMash), V. N Chelomey (OKB-52), S P.
Korolev (OKB-I), N. D. Kuznetsov (OKB-276), V I. Kuznetsov (NII-944). N. A. Pilyugin (Nil AP), and M S
Ryazanskiy (Nil Priborostroyeniya). See Ivan Evteyev. "From the History of the Development of Space" (English
title), Tribun, July 2. 1993,p. 3
73. The quotes are lrom Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"
74. k,Vhatseems to be descriptions of the visits in early September 1965are included in Mikhail Rudenko,
"Space Bulletin: Lunar Attraction: Historical Chronicles: First Publication" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 26
(1993): 8-9_ although the dates given for the visits are September I and 9. See also Semenov, ed., RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsifa. pp. 233-34, in which this process is said to have taken place in Septemberor October.
Another source suggeststhat the commission's visits to the two design bureaus took place in late August 1965.See
Evteyev, "From the History o[ the Development of Space."
75. Mishin. "Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?"
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UR-5OOK to boost

the L I spacecraft

circumlunar

petitive

variants

Blok D or Chetomey's
L I spacecraft,
spacecraft
tion:

would

a different

to an absolute

minimum,

the spheroid

As such, the two-person
apparatus.

A second

Korolev's

crew would

OKB-I

it used toxic

thus explored

engineers

compartment

standard

Soyuz booster,

leave for circumlunar

inherited

Central

for submission

Committee

piloted
•

cut through

circumlunar

Korolev's

OKB-I

•

Chelomey's
(Blok

representing

cramped

in the small

transfer

denoting

The mission

when

would

its

be only

on the UR-5OOK

exposed

be launched

to

humans.

into orbit

on a

to the LI by an EVA, and then

5, at a meeting

of high ministry

the concerns

officials,

for safety. During

it

the fol-

each major aspect of the new L I plan drew up a forCommission/_

Based on this proposal,

Party and the USSR Council

"On Concentrating
inherent

be "brought

in"

of Ministers

the Forces of Design Organizations
Complex

in the lunar
effort

for Circling

program

to the piloted

circumlunar

of the

the Moon."79 This

and effectively

with the following

the

issued a joint

ratified

a

three provisions:

program,

which

would

UR-5OOK booster.

OKB-52

would

Among

would

terminate

in accelerating

concentrate

all work on its LK-I

the UR-5OOK

its resources

booster

spacecraft
program,

and instead concen-

as well as its TLI stage

of the circumlunar
the climate

arguments,

independent.

on the design and creation of new piloted

as well as a second

the many repercussions

separation

1965 had provided
fairly

dangerous

the crew would

to the Military-Industrial

ship for circumlunar flight,

cussions,

design solu-

A).

OKB-I

tinued

of

end of the spaceship.

crews to be launched

the LI spacecraft,

the confusion

trate all resources
•

to allow

in which

a surprising

mission

the 7K-LI.

of the Means of a Rocket-Space

would

conception

the general L I designation:

extremely

project separate from the landing

use Chelomey's

the mass of the

the original

emerged with

version was favored despite

25, 1965, titled

for the Creation

document

variants

of the Communist

decree on October
Industry

propellants

space in the LI. By October

week, chief designers

mal proposal

was whether

link up with

seems that the direct launch
lowing

Korolev's

reducing

from the forward

have to spend their entire

spacecraft

alternative

there

7K-LPK, was shelved. To reduce the mass of the Soyuz

living

This modified

issue of concern

because

two com-

mean dramatically

lineage back to the 7K Soyuz was its design designation,
circumlunar/7

booster

were

TLI stage: either

to four and a half to five and a half tons. Thus,

as the lunar-orbiting

they eliminated

descent

lunar orbit. 7_By mid-September,

Blok A. Both options

down

the L I spacecraft,

into

for the UR-5OOK, each with

of this decision,
and landing

It was as if NASA

Saturn IB for circumlunar

the most important

programs.

Korolev's

to integrate the two disparate

and even compromises,
missions

the ultimate

had decided

with a modified

space-

TLI stage for use with the LIR-5OOK booster.

projects,
direction

on two
Apollo

parallel

was clearly the con-

pleas in the first half of
but despite
adopted

intensive

dis-

left the programs

projects--one

using

the

and one using the Saturn V for land-

76. As early as 1964.Korolev had evidently proposed using the I IA57 Voskhod booster's Blok I third stage
on Chelomey's UR-5OOKProton as a TLI stage. Chelomey refusedthe offer SeeB. Ye.Chertok, Rakety i lyudi. £oryachiye dni khotodnoy uoyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeoiye, 1997), pp. 387-88: Golovanov, Koroteu, p. 754.
77
Korolev may have first introduced his 7K-LI variant publicly on September 8, 1965 SeeV. Petrakovand
I ftfanasyev, "'Proton' Passion" (English title), .ztuiatsiya i kosrnonautika no. 4 (April 1993): I0-12.
78. The seven signatories to the proposal were S. E Korolev (Chief Designer of OKB- I ), V. N. Chelomey
(General Designer of OKB-52), N. A. Pilyugin (Director and Chief Designer of Nil AP), M. S. Ryazanskiy (Chief
Designer of Nil Priborostroyeniya), V R. Khrustalev (Chief Designerof TsKB 589), A. M. Isayev (Chief Designer of
OKB-2), and V. P Barmin (Chief Designer of GSKB SpetsMash). See Semenov. ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya. p. 234
79
Ibid
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mg missions with a completely different spacecraft. A closer look at this decision reveals some
semblance of a rationale. First, for the Soviets, "before the end of the decade" was an unimportant

abstraction.

anniversary

of

Far more important

the

Great

October

to them

was the impending

Revolution,

set for the

celebration

first

week

of

of the fiftieth

November

1967.

Anniversaries
played a far more important
role in Soviet culture than, for example,
in the
American cultural milieu. All Soviet industrial and economic enterprises were obliged to "present"

the Communist

not exempt
foregone

Party with

from this

impossibility,

ed missions,
down

flight.

system.

reentry,

of the lunar program

quantities

to build

and schedules

with

for the project.

and deliver six and nine complete

ly. Each complex

would

consist

the delivery

several

7K-OK

launch

Earth-orbital

deemed

safe at some future

to finish,

by November

possible

variants--one

using

spaceship,

The 7K-LI's
pitfalls

of personal

g. Pilyugin,
Pilyugin

the man who

Afanasyev's

of the complete

had joined

a chief

guidance systems.
to Korolev. While

was the target
galling
admitting

Beriya's death that

members

designer

and

different

Blok A--as

the

for the major subsystems

with

of Chief

slightly

at the institute's

Korolev

system with two

Chief Designer

all Soviet guidance

Following

was

that was characterized

relationship

as a deputy

for

booster

systems?'

of the Council

disposition.

whims

in the guidance

When

the arrest

on

would

vehicle

systems

Designers

older than

for missiles.
in the

1940s.

his age, with

a dour

his return from Germany
to Chief Designer
Department

by the
Nikolay

in February

Ryazanskiy:

a year

No. 3, responsible

for

Of all the other chief designers, it was perhaps Pilyugin who was the
Korolev had suffered from the Purges in the 1930s, Pilyugin himself

Pilyugin

There were other factors playing
of his wife,

Korolev's

in Moscow

of Beriya's terrifying

series of failures
sabotage.

and control

were

(or "product

launch

order called

contractors

Yar show a man looking

NII-885

later, he was appointed
inertial
closest

its guidance

in particular

face, dark eyes, and a world-weary
1947, Pilyugin

also confirmed

had led the design of almost

Kapustin

7K-LI

Blok D and the other using Chelomey's

had been one of the original

Pictures of him from

the

the

manufac-

together

on Chelomey's

system became the source of a conflict

allegiances,

formalized

1967, respective-

I IASII

point, s° Minister

in particular

guidance

Building

these organizations

and its

in case the direct flight

TLI stage. The same order from Afanasyev
of the 7K-LI

of a stripped-

organizations

25, specifications

Korolev's

in deep space pilot-

in 1966 and

In addition,

spacecraft

a lesser ambi-

13, 196_5, specifying

proper, designated

vehicle.

Soyuz

of lunar crews to Earth orbit

Chelomey

Machine

complexes

was

allow the Soviets to test

and the flying

The several design

spacecraft

to choose

gain experience

of General

of the spacecraft

II F91 "), a TLI stage, and the LIR-500K
also produce

opted

an order on November

OKB-I

as early as 1967 was a

project would

communications,

Soyuz spacecraft to lunar distances.
In accordance with the decree, the Ministry

turing

instead

Engineers would

long-range

Korolev's

that a lunar landing

Second, the circumlunar

of the landing

high-speed

new direction

not

as part of major celebrations.

rule. l_nticipating

the major space chief designers

tious goal, a circumlunar
a few components

a "gift"

unwritten

the early

against the chief designer:

breathed

1950s. Once,

of a missile,

Beriya

argued back, he was convinced

of his brother,

Pilyugin

during
system

and his

the "not

father-in-law's

after a particularly

hounded

Pilyugin

into

that it was the end for him.
from workers"

profession.

_ It was

background
only

after

easier.

80. The second test launch of the two-stage (JR 500 booster was completely successful on November 2,
1965, no doubt bolstering the case in favor of using a direct flight.
81
Semenov, ed,, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorparGtsiya, p. 234.
82, Col. M Rebrov, "t_ Day Before the Launch , .: PagesFrom the Life of the Chief Designer of RocketSpace Guidance Systems" {English title). Krc_snayGzuezda, February 25, 1989, p. 4: Lt.-Gen, G. Tyulin, "Look
Forward" (English title), Krasnayc_ zuezda, May 18 1988, p. 4: B. Ye. Chertok, Rc]kety i lyudi (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1994), p. 333.
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Despite chronic
ing habit,

He retained
ment

diabetes and a chain-smok-

Pilyugin

of

strategic

flourished

inertial

guidance

missiles,

slowly

by the

early

NII-885

had outgrown

the

1960s,

systems

which

conflict

1963. Pilyuginls

for

Soviet
until,

department

the thematic

Ryazanskiy.

was

at

direction

still

of

headed

by

To circumvent

between
Complex

1950s.

in power

his design

Designer

potential

the

on the develop-

rising

organization,

Chief

during

a near monopoly

the
No.

two,

any

in

gpril

I at the institute

separated
Research

and became
the new ScientificInstitute
for
Automation
and

Instrument

Building

(Nil

gp) 8_gs the conflict

over the N I broke into the open. when
Barmin,

and

"defected"
who

Kuznetsov

to Chelomey's

remained

critical

by

the

Glushko.

original

six

side. it was Pilyugin

Korolev.

perhaps

playing

a

role in the entire proJect's genesis.

In general,
found

of

throughout

himself

the

1960s, Pilyugin

less and less interested

Chic[ Designer Pilyugin developed inertial guidance
systemsfor most Soviet ballistic missiles and launch
vehicles. Of all the original members of the famous
Council of Chief Designers, Pityugin u;as perhaps
the closest to Sergey Koroleu. The tzuo had met in
C_ermany in 1945 during the Zt 4 recovery
operations (files of Peter _orm)

in guid-

ance systems for spacecraft,
instead preferring
to focus on ballistic missiles or launch vehicles,
such as the N I. When
begun

in

Similarly,

1962,
when

discussed
guidance

Korolev

systems
abruptly

Pilyugin's

not

changed

proposal

by two,

to entrust

specialist,

his mind

As the

and insisted

L I project

that his institute

system to his own talented
picked

people warned

that choosing

up

steam,

however,

be picked as the contractor.
and drained

more power

Pilyugin's

system would

delay the

sat down

with Pilyugin's

represen-

perhaps three, years. _

Korolev was caught

in a bind. OKB-I

in detail why

in rage at Feoktistov's

changed

since the 1950s, when

personal

allegiances.

Pilyugin,

it would

"improper''
the concept

Feoktistov
would

behavior.

design

for the 7K-LI:

OKB-I

technical

considerations.

personal

1965, Korolev
would
decision

hinder the L I program.
Korolev

of what was "best"

Put on the spot, Korolev explained

years. In September

Thus, yet another

engineer

their proposal

be a breach of their

twenty

nontechnical

lack of interthe design of the ship's guidance

Raushenbakh.

Korolev's

tatives and explained
up Korolev

participate.

of the L I were

for the system was heavier and more cumbersome

than Raushenbakh's.
project

did

early conceptions

in early 1965, Pilyugin's

est prompted
Pilyugin

design of the Soyuz had

Pilyugin

selected

for a particular

retain the responsibility

heavier

agreement
and more

forged

over

cumbersome

of the general layout of the system.

in the lunar program was pushed

The decision

had

project overruled

that if he did not choose

an unspoken

Pilyugin's

called

was well aware that things

to his deputies

contract,

Pilyugin

to forge ahead with

through

Pilyugin

on the basis of

was specified

in the

November order from the Ministry of General Machine Building on the design of ZK-LI spacecraft. Three primary organizations
would participate in the development
of the vehicle:

83. s.M. Vyazov. " 18 May--80 YearsFromthe Birth of Academician N. ,q Pilyugin (1908)" (English titte).
tZ istorii aviatsii t kosmonavtiki $9 (I 988): 38-46
84. Golovanov, Korolev, pp. 754-56.
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•
•

Korolev's

OKB-I

approach,

power sources,

regulation,

and on-board

Pilyugin's
engines,

(general

layout

the

cable

guidance

system,

networks,

manual

systems

approach

for

orientation,

guidance,

thermo-

switchboards)

Nil AP (stabilization
guidance

of

on-board

system

for issuing

course corrections,

control

and guidance

layout

for the TLI stage, and on-board

TLI stage, general

and logic for guidance

systems

systems

system for reentry, stabilization

for engines

for

of the
switch-

board for the TLI stage)
•

Ryazanskiy's

Scientific-Research

systems

trajectory

for

images during
Throughout
nizations

all stages of the flight,

November

to eliminate

important

Institute

measurement,

decision

for Instrument

communications,

and electronic

programmed

1965, there was intensive

each and every potential

at this point was whether

a TLI stage. @ combined

Building

telemetry,

group of engineers

collaboration

from OKB-I

complexes

transmission

with
of

TV

timers) _'
among

source of uncertainty
to use Chelomey's

(radio

all the major orga-

in the program.

The most

Blok _ or Korolev's

and OKB-52

worked

Blok D as

on this particu-

lar problem at the time and recommended
the use of BIok D because it would have better performance characteristics
in combination
with the UR-5OOK booster. There was an additional
rationale

for favoring

of the most critical
lunar program,

Blok D. This same stage was to fly as part of the N I-L3 and perform
maneuvers

the engineers

On November

30, OKB-I

during
would

components

13, two

Data on the 7K-L I Ship,"

was signed
understanding

Composition
Chelomey

of

of the UR-5OO-TK-LI
and formally

approved

Rocket-Space

the

sorely needed guidance
1961, he had finally

to the program.

managed

The irony of the matter
project was probably
unifying

in mid-1965
both

expediency

to gain control

the landing

Korolev

and circumlunar

in the need to demonstrate

the Great October

Revolution

but a concerted

effort

solution

path available.
programs

by both

Commission

over the circumlunar

had taken advantage

itself. The
"The

Basic

Korolev

and

had managed

some

program/_
in the form

of the UR-5OOK-Li

There was a brief window

as one.

original

to bring

of sorts; after five tries since

of Chelomey's

Soviet supremacy

as well as the

since the commission's

For Korolev, it was a victory

not the most effective
when

Military-Industrial

was that the compromise

titled

part of the entire project. _ Two days later,

presented

some order to the effort,

layout

"Preliminary

spacecraft

parties

was signed

of Chief Designers. _ It had been less than four months

tunity

to the

major

Complex,"

Blok D as an integral

conception

two

Within

the detailed

The first of these,

and addressed the piloted

Korolev

to bring

final

between

program.

Council
directive

this

by Korolev

prior to a landing. _

plan for the L I program.

were signed, finalizing

circumlunar

some

it earlier as part of the circum-

all problems

issued the predraft
documents

of the piloted

second,

a protocol

By flying

be able to eliminate

and OKB-52

a quick two weeks, on December
and technical

a lunar landing.

shortcomings

of opporto suggest

But by the end of 1965, political

in space by the fiftieth

in 1967 had closed that opportunity.

anniversary

The two programs

of

remained

85. Semenov,ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 234.
86. One of the advantages of using Blok D was a siightly better mass performance. In this new profile, the
third stage of the UR-5OOKbooster would not enter orbit. Blok D (the fourth stage) itself would fire to achieveorbital
velocity around Earth. Its second firing would be the TLI boost. This profile, the engineers calculated, would albow
a IO0-kilogram increasein the mass ol the 7K-LL a significant amount given the limited capability of the entire sys
tern. Seeibid., p. 235.
81. _ third document, dated December 31, 1965, and titled "Preliminary Data on the LI Payload Block
(Product I IS824)," was a more detailed appraisalof the project. Seeibid, pp. 234-35.
88. _,fanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft"; I. P,. Marinin and S. Kh. Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar
Flights" (English title), Zemlya i uselennaya no. 4 (July-/qugust 1993): 62-69.
89. The four previous proposals were an N I -related proposal in 1961.the Vostok-7/I L project in 1962,the
7K-9K-I IK proposal in 1963. and the NI I-LI idea in 1964-65.
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separate, with independent goals, different launch vehicles, ground systems, and spacecraft.
but using the same design bureaus that were already overburdened and stretched to the limit.
More Voskhods?
The three long-range piloted projects that gained a modicum of focus in 1965--the Earthorbital Soyuz program, the circumlunar LI project, and the lunar landing N I-L3 effort--comprised only a portion of OKB-I's efforts during the year. Through the unending meetings and
decisions on these projects, Korolev's engineers were concurrently engaged in numerous other
programs, such as the Molniya-I communications satellite, the Luna automated lunar probe,
the Mars and Venera spacecraft to the inner planets, the Zenit-2 and Zenit-4 robotic military
reconnaissance satellites, the R-5V suborbital rocket, and at least three military ballistic missiles. In the piloted program, the most immediate concern was how to follow up the spectacular Voskhod 2 flight of Belyayev and Leonov in March 1965. The earliest expected date for
missions in any of the three long-range piloted programs would be 1966. Thus OKB- 1 anticipated at least a yearlong period before the resumption of Soviet crewed spaceflights. To fill this
gap, there were a plethora of plans to use the near-obsolete 3KV-type Voskhod spacecraft to
mount a few additional missions.
Planning for subsequent missions to Voskhod 2 had begun well before that flight and in
fact trace back to the earlier "extended Vostok" missions, which were abandoned in early 1964
once the Voskhod program got its start. As early as September 1964, the Air Force was planning for the construction of five more Voskhods by early 1965, two for flights with one cosmonaut of twelve to fifteen days, two for "special scientific experiments," and one for a repeat
EVA mission. By February 1965, OKB-I issued a document. "Initial Data on the *Voskhod'
(3KV and 3KD) Ship Series in 1965," which was a slightly revised manifest for five manufactured spaceships:
Vehicle

Launch Date

Mission

3KV no. 5

July-August

Two dogs on a fifteen- to thirty-day mission

3KV no. 6
Voskhod 3

September-October 1965

Pilot and scientist on a fifteen-day mission with an
experiment in artificial gravity

3KV no. 7
Voskhod 4

March-April

Pilot and doctor on a fifteen- to eighteen-day mission
with an experiment in artificial gravity for three to
four days

3KD no. 8
Voskhod 5

1966

Two-person crew on three- to five-day mission with
an EVA to a distance of fifty to I00 meters

3KD no. 9
Voskhod 6

1966

Two-person crew on three- to five-day mission with
an EVA to a distance of fifty to IO0 meters_°

1965

1966

The Military-Industrial Commission gave this manifest and schedule official status by formal decree (no. 156), dated July 28, 1965, and titled "On the Manufacture of 'Voskhod' Space
Satellite-Ships." The resolution obligated various branches of the space industry conclusively

90.

Kamanin,5krytiy kosmos:1964-1966,pp. I10, 138-39. 156-51
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within a month's
time the full range of scientific and military experiments
to be
on the five missions, as well as schedules for the manufacture
of necessary suppleequipment)'

Five Air Force cosmonauts
began training
March 1965. At Korolev's insistence,
a sixth
chief at the Institute
to the training
Korolev's

of Telemechanics

group.

first Voskhod

mission

stubborn

program

military

and Automation

of the Academy

contender

in 1964, but he had instead

insistence

on having

on a future

to train for Voskhod

on the flight.

the following
Voskhod

position

primarily

Having

months,

on the

because of

been excluded

prepared

mission.

3) in early
laboratory

of Sciences, was added

for the "scientist"

served as a backup,

Feoktistov

and throughout

for implementation

officers

for the first piloted mission (Voskhod
man, Dr. Georgiy R Katys, a civilian

Katys had been a leading

that crew, Katys persevered,
entific

THE

In April,

from

an extensive
he joined

3. It would

be the first time that a career scientist

3, prepared

with

sci-

the five
would

fly into space. _
The flight

program

to extend

the absolute

mentation

would

for Voskhod
duration

be mounted

into the crew capsule, while
in conditions

flight

spaceship.

ed by a precursor
support
craft.

systems

During

others would

in a highly
As with

flight,

the previous

of the spacecraft,

the one-day

There was another
the simulation

Voskhod

ficial

Department

system in low-Earth
gravity."

tlA57
Voskhod

into

two

of about

the crew would

the absolute

missions,

which

Voskhod

would

inward

record for a

3 would

be preced-

be a complete

test of the life

elements

in the Voskhod

space-

and Voskhod

failures and malfunctions

in the

2 missions,

many on the capacity
originally

of the vehicle

planned

to carry

for both Voskhod

In late 1964, Korolev

plan called

on a modest

orbit.

cosmonauts

for the launch
Following

would

out longer

3 and Voskhod

insertion

system

a tether.

into

orbit,

to test an artificial
craft

the

point,

for "artiaboard

upper

a solid-fuel

would fire to separate the two vehicles to completely
unwind the tether to its maximum
of more than 1,000 meters. When it was completely
unwound,
the two craft would
around

One peripheral

objective

a common

of the current-conducting
with

the

one-sixth
reduce

human

lunar

axis, initially

tether
landing

with

between

the

Korolev

field.

and

the

upper

current

length
slowly

from interactions

In an interesting

and Raushenbakh

in space. After the initial
ship

stage
engine

one and a half degrees per second.
an electrical

Earth's geomagnetic

program,

the level of Earth's gravity
the distance

at about

of the IT project was to generate

the

6,370-kilogram

the 30,O00-kilogram
At this

4:

had asked Raushenbakh,

of a 3KV Voskhod

separate from

five to ten meters to deploy

begin to rotate

carry

altitude

The project was named IT, the Russian abbreviation

a low-Earth

craft carrying

to a distance

Voskhod

No. 27, to begin work

Raushenbakh's

launcher

two

dogs aboard,

instru-

curved

of the 3KV ship for work

experiments,

raising

scientific

chamber

on the exterior

thereby

in Earth orbit.

orbit.

pressurized

and military

orbit,

element

gravity

semi-spherical
be installed

of Katys, was designed

Some of mission's

clearly one of the weakest

among

ambitious

of artificial

of OKB-I's

gravity

elliptical

the participation

spaceflight.

scientific

this one with

system raised grave concern
duration missions.

chief

in a special

of vacuum? _ Apart from

out the entire
piloted

for a piloted

also planned

phase of rotation,

stage to

300

meters,

connection
to simulate

the crew would
increasing

the

91. Ibid., p. 207.
92. Ibid. pp. 159, 177-78, 183-84; Kamanin. "in the Future His Name Will Probably Be..."; I. Marinin,
"Russian Cosmonaut-Scholars" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 3 (January 28-February I I, 1996): 49-54. The
six men formed three tentative crews for Voskhod 3: B. kLVolynovlG E Katys (primary), G. T. Beregovoy/t S.Dernin
(backup), and V. g. ShatalovtYu. R Artyukhin (backup)
93. S. Shamsutdinov and I, Marinin, "Flights Which Never Happened" (English title), .,9viatsiya i kosmonautika no. I (January 1993): 44-45.
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angular velocity

to about

and the crew

would

seven degrees per second.

continue

their

design, the actual tether would

planned

be strapped

The tether

mission

would

in orbit.

to the side of the Voskhod

of the reserve retrorocket

unit all the way to the apex of the primary

in a tethered

be extended

mode could

tem originated

at OKB-I,

type was turned

the time was the manufacture
The Voskhod
Earth orbit.

4 mission

By early March

and Space Medicine
This included
a psychological
(from

February

I0,

Colonel

No.

would

primarily

experiments
that

would

1965, two doctors

Lazarev and Captain

(from

include

who

Ivanov),

Sorokin,

primary

experiments

began preparations

in

of Aviation

(from

and a cardiovascular

Yaroshenko).

research

of calisthenics

during

at

satellites."'

research for the mission.

as a test subject

the effects

proto-

responsibility

and medical

of medical

had served as backups

Total time

the design of the sys-

at the Air Force's Institute

program

studying

from the base

engine.

of reconnaissance

on biological

in space using a rabbit

program

Raushenbakh's

an actual working

whose

and the design

focus

an extensive

deorbit

for developing

1965, three senior physicians

be disconnected,
to

spacecraft

Although

3 at Kuybyshev,

of launch vehicles

out surgery

Voskresenskiy)

responsibility

Branch

had prepared

carrying

up to one or two days/"

it seems that

over to OKB-I

then

According

the first Voskhod

for the doctor

program

in space.

position

On

mission,

on the flight.

Despite resistance from the Sir Force, the Ministry of Health also managed to put forward several candidates from its in-house Institute of Biomedical Problems for the mission. In May, four
doctors

passed

Moscow,

initial

medical

tests

and two of them joined

ical flight.

Although

represented

at the

none of the doctors

the biomedical

profession

One of the later Voskhods
Voskhod
meeting

overseer

spacecraft,
with

with

Korolev,

were formally

would

Kamanin

be another

was

carrying

casually

motivated

would

have

Korolev
officials,

in 196t, which

in

into the cosmonaut

team, they

to include

physiolog-

complex

of

having

two

out a spacewalk.

mentioned

On April

fly

led to Tereshkova's

on

a future

2, 1965, during

his idea to the chief designer.

for it was the same Kamanin

eventually

As early as January

women

who

flight.

a

The propos-

had suggested

Kamanin

wrote

in

that he:
to make

range of studies,

against

inducted

Hospital

1965 to train for the med-

exercise in propaganda.

thinking

al must have seemed like deja vu to Korolev,
his journal

Scientific-Research

in September

space effort, v°

was

one of them

Kamanin

a female space mission

Military

in a first serious attempt

ical research as part of the Soviet piloted
1965, cosmonaut

Central

Lazarev and Sorokin

no less a response

wanted

it. But within
including

this suggestion

and possibly

nothing

because

from

the world
it, while

Kamanin

of Sciences

a spacewalk

the use of autonomous

to do with

two weeks,

Academy

with

than

the flight

of movement

managed

Keldysh

with a wide
in space,

of "Voskhod-2?'

the male cosmonauts

had evidently

President

by a woman,
means

were quite

to gain the support

vocally
of key

and Air Force Commander-in-Chief

94. Mikhail Rebrov."'IT' Project" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda. June 8, 1993. p. 2: G A. Kustova, ecL,
Ot peruogo Sputnika do "Energii"-"Burana" i "Mira" (Kaliningrad: RKK Energiya. ;994), p 57. Note that the length
of the tether is described as being fifty meters in one source. It is possible that this was the early version of the system to be flown on Voskhocl 3. SeeShamsutdinov and Marinin. "Flights Which Never Happened."
95. Shamsutdinov and Marinin. "Flights Which Never Happened."
96. Ibid : V. Semenov.I Marinin, and S. Shamsutdinov. Iz istorii kosmonautiki uypusk I: nabory u otryady
kosmonautou t astronautou (Moscow: AO Videokosmos. 1995), pp. 2 I, 24: Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: t9(;4-1966.
pp. 139, 226, 227. The original four candidates from the Ministry of Health were Ye.A. Ilin, A. A. Kisilev, S. O.
Nikolayev, and Yu. A Senkevich. Nikolayev and Senkevichwere dropped from training at an early stage, leaving only
Ilin and Kisilev.
97

Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos. 1964-1966. p. 178
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purposes

been consigned

forefront

again. In April

Solovyeva,

component

to walk

EVA

Unit

(LIPMK).

delayed

its use on a later mission

UPMK,

which

maneuvering

for angular
Voskhod

mass of

for forward

movement

was projected

around

the waist

Total mass with
Severin's

Plant

Gorbatko,

via two

918 began
Shonin,

in two

implementation

public

perception

was, however,
the Ministry

control

was aggravated
August
prompted

ambitious

of the Soviet

space program.

of the space program.
jurisdiction

by an order from

1965 to "immediately
by concerns

program

capsule

Voskhod

a significant

military

research

on Voskhod

be capable
and their

between

suc-

2 mission
Korolev

and

Missile Forces had operbeen resentful

Chairman

crews.

of the Air
This

Smirnov

spacecraft.'

of space by the United

of

vehicles.'"'

on the already awed

of cosmonaut

Commission

descent

its research

the Voskhod

clashes

had always

and selection

apparent-

mass) and for two

would

spacecraft,

following

for the

was the develop-

to perform

impact

the Air Force and the Strategic

over the "militarization"

panel.

by September

Engineers

parts of orbiting

The period

Military-Industrial

begin

the

limited

The chief designer

to

250 kilograms.

2, was the favorite

the capability

There were continuing

over the training

and a control

(500 kilograms

the ClPMK.

for the

relative

wear the unit

1965, Plant No. 918 summarized

have produced

a time of great indecision.
through

with

and recovering

plans

certainly

would

from orbit to Earth."

for one cosmonaut

As with

cosmonauts,

would

of Defense. which

Force's complete

variants:
mass).

rescuing

These were all fairly
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air thrusters

velocity

for the mission

on Voskhod

"a spacesuit-capsule

solid

1964. At least four cosmonauts--

that may have been related to the Voskhod
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The
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compressed

capable
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to Leonov

means of cosmonaut

capsule
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in
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the LIPMK
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and
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was equipped
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unique
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project
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ment of an "individual
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and
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movement
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One similar
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would

was the use of the first Soviet

the

use by the

and control
No.

1965. Khrunov,
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for

by more
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and

them back into the

four, Ponomareva

5. Solovyeva

designated

considered
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Khrunov,

of the remaining

in space. Four men would
Voskhod

had for all intents

new idea brought
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and reverse movement,
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Briefly
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the other

for the EVA mission
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TO

1965, two of the most qualified

the first woman

Another

flight,

to support

began training

of becoming
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in early

..... Apparently

States, the order led the

98. Ibid, pp 124, 178, 182-83. TheVoskhod 5 crews were named by Kamanin on April 14, 1965 The
backups for V. L Ponomarevaand I B. Solovyeva were D. A. Zaykin/Ye V Khrunov and G. S. Shonin/V V Gorbatko.
99
Ibid., pp. 226-27: Neville Kidger, "The SovietSpace 'Back-Pack.'"5,paceflight 34 (March 1992): 82-83.
I00. Ishlinskiy, ed., ,,qkademik5, R Koroleu, pp. 210-1 t.
I01 Kamanin, _krytiy kosmos: 1964-1966, pp. 208 244-45.
102 K. [antratov, "Dmitriy Koz[ov's 'Zvezda" (English title), Nouost_kosmonaut[ki 3 (January 2?-February
9. 1997): 50 55: Kamanin, "In the Future His Name Will Probably Be.... " During this period, there had also been
some discussion concerning the possible installation of orbit-correction engines aboard the 3KV Voskhod. which
would have been a qualitative leap in abilities. Proposals were circulated among Korolev, Kamanin, and Soviet Air
Force Commander in-Chief Marshal K. ,q. Vershinin to this eftect, although Korolev was apparently hesitant to
approve such a plan. becausethe installation of such engines could delay the program. It was, however,obvious that
any advanced military reconnaissancemission would be limited by the lackof engines for changing altitude and inclination. The changesto the Voskhod were never enacted.
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Air Force to constantly change the manifest for succeeding Voskhod missions. For example, by
late August, the tqir Force wanted to fly a one-man twenty-five-day
mission on Voskhod 4 with
only military experiments
instead of the original fifteen-day
biological research flight.
Force planned to use high-quality
Czech-built
cameras named Ztdmira for the mission.
was outraged at the revision, threatening
ing and crewing from the tqir Force.
The single-man

once again to remove control

P,ir Force plan was eventually

rejected,

but

The gir
Korolev

over cosmonaut

by late November,

train-

Kamanin

removed scientist Katys from the primary crew of Voskhod 3 because another military cosmonaut was "much better prepared for a 20-day flight.' .... When he heard the news, Korolev told
Kamanin:
That's

"The Air Force is continuing

its policy

the way it was in the preparation

ing now.

I'm tired of the behavior

Korolev

frequently

stoops

of removing

for the Voskhod-I

of the military ....

to trivialities,

harasses

and

himself

his continual
Designers.

Korolev

The debates

with

_lushko,

Pilyugin,

even tries to influence

within

the upper echelons

ed, on a larger level, the conflicts

between

irritates

people,

interferes

with

of the spacecraft.
this explains

and

other

Chief

Force. _

of the Soviet space program

the defense and civilian

it's continu-

in his journal:

Kosberg.

of the Air

from flights.

how

under his control:

Voronm,

the activity

wrote

of preparation

too thin and tries to keep everything

conflicts

cosmonauts

and that's

,o4 Kamanin

details and neglects the key thing: time and the quality
He spreads

civilian
flight,

over Voskhod

reflect-

sectors in the arena of space-

flight. Clearly, the inherent confusion had a debilitating
effect on the entire program. Trying to
pander to the military while staying faithful to his own schematic for space exploration,
Korolev
found

himself

terproductive

in a difficult

position,

than one would

expect

in 1965 wore on, the government
cific missions--actions
Voskhods.

that

often

making

from

decisions

a visionary

added to the confusion

would

have helped

that were too reductive

manager

of his stature.

by not laying down

clear the way

and coun-

As the months

deadlines

for launching

for spe-

the remaining

The inevitable delays appeared again. Originally,
Korolev had set the ten- to fifteen-day
Voskhod 3 flight for November
1965, but it was clear by early September that this was unrealistic. P, flightworthy
although

spacecraft

would

not be ready until

at least January

the crew was prepared to fly. One of the primary

bottlenecks

of the following

year,

was the development

of

a reliable life support system. The original Vostok system had been designed to support one pilot
for a maximum
of ten days. Voskhod would have to maintain two pilots in orbit for more than
two

weeks.

conference

The artificial
in October

system's testing
pressed,

gravity

experiment,

meanwhile,

was rescheduled.

1965 to discuss the status of the project,

from Voskhod

3 to Voskhod

and as one participant

recalled,

Korolev

During
decided

a technical
to delay the

4. The schedule for the project was incredibly

"when

the production

of the artificial

gravity

comsystem

began, of course, there were extensive delays. Also, many of the technical questions in the project's planning section could not be solved." '_'_There was also external pressure. In August 1965,
the United
mission,
whole

States had finally

which

taken the absolute

endurance

record

in space with

lasted nearly a week. There were plans to fly Gemini

weeks. In a desperate

measure, Korolev extended

Voskhod

the Gemini

VII in December

3's planned

duration

V

for two
from ten

103. Kamanin. "In the Future His Name Will Probably Be.. ': Kamanin. Skrytiy kosmos t964 1966. p
265 Katys was replaced by V. V. Gorbatko, one of the original twenty cosmonauts from the 1960 selection. B. V
Volynov remained the primary commander of the Voskhod 3 mission.
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to fifteen

days to twenty

STEPS

take on the job of designing
As the pressure from

resources

completely

spacecraft

missions

would

be

launched

to the Voskhod

Congress

of the Communist
deadline

year, the Soviets

dezvous

program:

dubious

successful

Gemini

of Gemini

that

period

was finally

slowing

OKB-I

distinction.
missions

It was in this climate

year with

project

designed

1963 and December
ly painful

than

1964-65,

which

Through
January,

all this,

1965, Kamanin

for several of Korolev's
Moscow,
death,

there

Chief

his contributions
designer

Andrey

V, Lebedinskiy,

was also the

ren-

and James A. Lovell, Jr., in
mission.

It was the most

during

the

1964-65

of 1965. It had
space projects

was the Ye-6 automated

lunar probe

Between January

failures for the program,

of engineers.

in his diary:

"Korolev

a record

'°_ After one particularwas more distressed

by

to have aged ten years.' ...... There

communications

satellite

program

during

engineers.

loss of several of
g. Kosberg,

Korolev's

responsible

left Voronezh

aeronautical

to the space program

engineer

remained

of the Institute

of Biomedical

colleagues.

for a meeting
Doctors

succumbed

hidden.

closest

In

for the upper stage engines

urgently

engines.' .... The same month,

the director

five

by the spectacular

Many of OKB-I's

and appeared

for the Molniya-I

space launch vehicles,

of airplane

off

2, the second

States finished

spent the last months

designer.

slid on the icy roads, and he was severely injured.

leading

for the 23rd

® By the end of the

on the surface of the Moon,

wrote

dejected

Designer Semyon

but the sixty-two-year-old

the

Stand

that Korolev

tested the resolve of OKB-I

OKB-154

His automobile

Last

morale

He looked
failures

of

the Soviet space juggernaut.

1965, there had been eleven consecutive

were also several repeated

pri-

The remain-

added one more

Voskhod

space program

the spirits of even the most optimistic

anyone.

important

in time

project.

fourteen-day

Perhaps most embarrassing

failure in March

the setback

of

free up

a meeting

the United

capped

of the Soviet

to achieve the first soft-landing

that had dampened

At

spaceflight,

Frank Borman

a record

year for the ailing chief

had been beset by troubles.

a more

Voskhods

haphazard

piloted

VII in December.

of falling

difficult

two

in Earth orbit,

The

been an extremely

launch

would

be canceled.

allowed.

In the meantime,

the mismanagement
down

that

1966 as a salute to the Party. It was a completely

only a single

sealed NASA's

indication

plans

to derail an already

Vl and Gemini

visible

that

becoming
6 would

Voskhod

the manufacture

16, 1965, the Soviet government

Party in March

this

was slowly
or

canceling

6), because

only Voskhod

as resources

that threatened

the latter spacecraft

which

Not

for the women. '°'
to grow, many of the original

5 and Voskhod

on December

had accomplished

year in a row with
resoundingly

program,

5 mission.

but Plant No. 918 refused to

1965, Koro[ev proposed

was reached:

Commission

condition
unrealistic

MOON

training,

new spacesuits

(Voskhocl

to focus on the Soyuz

Military-lndustrial

inadequate

States continued

By November

ority. In the end, a compromise
ing

receiving

the United

plans had to be revamped.
Voskhod

THE

days. There were also delays in the female Voskhod

only were the female cosmonauts

the last two

TO

in from

to his injuries.

Even in

He was merely
Korolev

in Moscow.

were flown

attended

Problems--an

identified

as "a

the funeral
institute

of

whose

107. Kamanin. "in the Future His Name Will Probably Be.. ": Kamanin, 5krytiy kosmos t964-I966, pp.
220, 228.
108. Kamanin, 5krytiy kosmos 1964-1966, pp. 275-76.
I09. Semenov.ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 148
110 N Kamanin, "g Goal Worth Working for," no, 44 The probe in question was Ye-6 no 9, which failed
to leaveEarth orbit when the S1.5400 engine of the Btok L [ourth stage failed to fire. It was named Kosmos 60 by
the Soviet press to disguise its true intentions.
II t. "Semyon Kosberg, Soviet Air Expert," Neku"YorkTimes, January 5. 1965, p. 33: Golovanov. KoroJeu.p.
560: SergeyKhrushchev. NJkita Khrushlheu. krizisy i fakery uzgtyad iznutri. torn I {Moscow: Novosti. 1994). p. 493.
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creation
canbedirectly
traced
backto Korolev's
proposals
inthelate1950s.
IvanV,Popkov,
oneof Korolev's
favorite
youngengineers
atOKB-Ialsodiedin anautomobile
accident
in
January.
Popkov
hadspecialized
inthedesign
ofnavalballistic
missiles.
Otherdeaths
during
theyearincluded
thoseof Georgiy
M.Shubnikov,
thelegendary
"builder"
of theBaykonur
Cosmodrome.
Andfinally,therewasformerOKB-IDeputy
ChiefDesigner
Voskresenskiy's
tragic
deathinDecember.":
Korolev's
ownhealthwasclearly
deteriorating
throughout
theyear.Intqugust,
hecomplained
aboutnotfeeling
wellbecause
ofabnormally
lowbloodpressure,
andinSeptember,
he
wasafflicted
withsevere
headaches.
Healsosuffered
fromprogressive
hearing
lossandaseriousheartcondition.
In late1965,
hewroteto hiswife:"I amina constant
stateof utter
exhaustion
andstress,
butI canunder
noconditions
showthatthese
things
aregetting
tome.
I amholding
myself
together
usingallthestrength
atmycommand.'
....Theinstitutional
crises
ofthepastfewyears,
thefighting
withthemilitary,
thediscord
withGlushko,
Chelomey,
and
Yangel, the bureaucratic

gridlock--all

seriously

resigning

contemplating

Sergey

Pavlovich

would

up by [work-related
ever had.
would

exhausted,
stand.

to come

home
and

from

he would

I'm not going

come

than
home

some

kind

to continue

increasingly
attack

abrupt

Korolev

Sergey

with

Paulovich

a corner

"_lushko

of Tsiolkovskiy.
The question

about

of keeping

said Korolev,
we are only
Korolev's

in 1965 at the level of the Central
"chief

designer"

Kamanin

Clushko,

"that

making

identity

to work

like this,

Glushko

wrote

Each time,

we

when

he

torn.

so

you under-

as the technical
spiraled.

continued

direcHe was

to viciously

in his diary:

at a meeting

of the Military-

activity
of his . . . Design
but sought to force him into

he is the chief successor
tin cans ....

torn

that

.....

his temperament

who

more

In his last years

and descendant

'....

secret had evidently

Committee.

much

squabbles

be so emotionally

criticism
of the
was not friendly,

delayed a final word on the issue, thus preventing
the mythical

continue

It did not help that

had given sharp
in Korolev's words,
that

work.

one of his deputy chief designers

complained

thinks."

and

from

like this. I'm leaving!

the year. In November,

also

any domestic

As his health suffered,

his associates.

Industrial
Commission
Bureau. The criticism,

He seemed

from

he would

"1 can't

By the end of 1965, he was
later:

at wit's end.

quickly

working

at Tyura-Tam

throughout

home

of meetings,

say heatedly,

a toll.

His wife recalled

he ever was
rather

There was even talk of appointing
tor of launch operations

his job.

sometimes

problems]

He used

come

these were also taking
from

however,

his name from

been raised several times
Party apparatchiks

being associated

with

had
that of

of the Soviet space program.

Being spread too thin over countless

projects

took its toll.

Nine months

after Belyayev and

Leonov landed in the taiga of Siberia. a single Soviet cosmonaut
had yet to enter space. In the
meantime,
NASA had flown five two-astronaut
Gemini missions, each with spectacular success that

visibly

regained

Sputnik and Vostok
rendezvous mission

tt2.
113.
114.
115

some of the public

respect

that

had

been lost during

the age of

The crowning
achievement of this spurt of activity was the joint Gemini
in December. when two spacecraft had carried out the first rendezvous in

Gotovanov, Koroleu. p. 771
Ibid
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orbit.

It must have been a sobering
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realization

to the cosmonauts

and Korolev

Soviets

had flown

their Voskhods,

they still would

have been unable

Gemini

astronauts

had performed

in December--that

is, extensive

orbits.

No doubt

cosmonauts,
General

alarmed by the impending

along with

Secretary

of the Communist

lighted

the gridlock

system,

the undue

space program.
months

focus on automated

Cosmonaut

They

Deputy

Gagarin,

preparing
Gagarin

Training

who

them

mission

once
Kamanin

and

the launch

model ....

conducting

on January

are pessimistic

been dealt

a serious

blow

the cosmonauts,

but

Korolev's
he required
polyp

intestine.

his office,

staying

following

day. '_° It seems that

already

invited

cosmonaut

and his

Komarov

of two

was

Soyuz in orbit.

future,

perhaps

trying

tested wet(

in

was vague:

of the Soyuz ....

It has

"four comrades

station.

on effecting

already

have already

an unmanned

You'll learn

more

soft lunar

about

the work

could

5:

himself:

not tell them
became

Sergey
anything

late as usual,

limitless

faith

Paulovich

came

definite

about

which

for at least a week for a minor
before being admitted

people to celebrate

did not expect

his fifty-ninth

has
met

the next flight. ''_

operation

to a division

December

had indicated

He spent his last day before the operation,
Korolev

in Korolev

to the Center.

more and more frail. Between

a series of medical tests in Moscow,

to be hospitalized

in the straight

Korolev

and Soyuz pro-

F. Kuznetsov

the docking

as never before. Their

by Korolev

health in the meantime

t 7, he had undergone

it. ''_

in it. ''"

involved

in his journal

Nikolay

plans for the immediate

space ....

received

perhaps to boost the morale

on a space

in outer

7111the cosmonauts
with

of his having

area where

We are also working

research

of the

aides, but three

26, 1965, he and his wife Nina

Maj. General

expect.

high-

management

ones, and the poor funding

near Moscow,

program,

about OKB-I's
could

1965. In it, they

complicated

the letter to Brezhnev's

training

of the Soyuz

We are also working

you become
wrote

to the

the

a group of experienced

of the delays in the Voskhod

Director

the cosmonauts

we're preparing
flights.

the wooden

landing

at Zelenyy

by Center

asked the chief designer

some hint of what

seen

over piloted
handed

what

into different

letter to Soviet leader and
22,

for even an acknowledgment

Center

escorted

for the primary

unmanned

systems

who were apprehensive

were received

Right now,

on October

Korolev was not much help. On December

the Cosmonaut

grams.''

a special

because of the immensely

personally

later, they were still waiting

of the many cosmonauts

elicit

Gagarin

maneuvering

of their program,

authored

Party Brezhnev

in the space program

In this climate,
visited

stagnation

their overseer Kamanin,

that even if the

to accomplish

to remove
January

at the Kremlin

to stay in the hospital

birthday

14 and

to doctors

that

a bleeding
4, 1966, at
hospital

the

long, for he had

at a party on January

14, '_'

116. This letter has been reproduced in full in Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos' 1964-1966, pp. 245-48.
I t 7. A. E Romanovand V. S.GubarevtKonstruktory (Moscow: Izdatelstvopoliticheskoy literatury, 1989), p. 183
118. Nikolai Kuznetsov, "A LeaderAmong Leaders,"in V. Mitroshenkov. ed, Pioneersof Space (Moscow:
Progress Publishers, 1989), p. 93. The "unmanned" flights to which Korolev referred may have been the suborbital
mission(s) of a stripped-down Soyuz descent apparatus launched on the R 5V scientific missile
119. Kamanin. "In the Future His Name Will Probably Be .... " p. 30.
120. Ishlinskiy, ed., ,ZtkademikS. P Koroleu, p 68: Golovanov, Koroleu, pp. 773-74: Nicholas Daniloff, The
Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1972), p. 119. Kamanin says that the operation was to
"remove a tumor in the duodenum." SeeKamanin. "In the future His Name Will Probably Be.... "
12I, His birthday was on January 12,but Korolev preferredto celebrateit on January 14.Confusingly, his actu
al birth date in the julian calendar system used by Russiansprior to the GreatOctober Revolution was December 30
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The original date for the operation was January 5, but was delayed to run some more tests.
In the meantime, Mishin temporarily took over for Korotev while the latter was indisposed. Even
from the hospital bed, Korolev tried to keep his hand in the design bureau's activities. During
a crisis on January 7 at a meeting of the Collegium of the Ministry of General Machine Building,
Minister gfanasyev had forced Deputy Chief Designer Chertok "to hear scathing criticisms...
of the shortcomings of the Bureau and its senior officials." Mishin was indignant after the
meeting and returned to his office and wrote out a letter of resignation from OKB-I.
Fortuitously or not, one of his aides saw Mishin prepare the document, and immediately called
Korolev. Korolev asked his deputy what he was doing. Mishin replied, "Writing my [resignation]. It is hard enough to work with you, but with [gfanasyev] there is no way." Korolev
replied. "Tear up the report, ministers come and ministers go, but we stay in our business.
Resignations are the only thing they want of us." ,2,,
On January I I, Dr. Boris V. Petrovskiy, the USSR Minister of Health, personally performed
a histological analysis on Korolev and excised a small piece of polyp from the gastrointestinal
tract, causing excessive bleeding. Given Korolev's paramount importance as a state figure in
the Soviet Union, it would have been unusual for anyone else but the Minister of Health to
operate on Korolev. Despite his high rank, Petrovskiy was indeed an accomplished surgeon
and regularly operated on patients during this period. However, Petrovskiy may not have been
completely prepared for the operation on the morning of January 14. Several key surgeons,
including Petrovskiy's deputies, were inexplicably absent on that day, even though it was not
a holiday There were numerous complications with Korolev himself. He had not revealed to
the doctor that his jaw had been broken in prison from torture in 1938, which made it difficult for him to open his mouth wide. His unusually short neck compounded the problem, and
it prevented doctors from using an intubation tube into his lungs. Instead, they performed a
tracheotomy and inserted a tube via an incision in his neck. His jaw problem necessitated the
use of a general anesthetic despite the uncertainty over his heart condition. Even the anesthetic was in short supply. Korolev bled profusely during the operation. Petrovskiy later wrote
in his memoirs:
,zl laporotomy (the process o[ opening the abdominal cavity) indicated the presence of
an immovable malignant tumor which had grown into the rectum and the pelvic wall.
Using an electronic scalpel, we were able to extract this tumor only with great di[ficulty and conduct a biopsy, which confirmed the presence o[ this malignant tumor--which
was an angiosarcoma. _'_
The size of the tumor, larger than a person's fist, was a shock to those in the operating
room. lqs Korolev lay profusely bleeding, Petrovskiy realized that Korolev was in serious danger. With tensions rising, Dr. tqleksandr A. Vishnevskiy, a noted cancer specialist, was called
in. The two evidently completed the operation, four hours after it had started, but half an hour
later, Korolev's pulse abruptly stopped. Despite repeated attempts to revive him, he was gone.
He had just turned fifty-nine. '_
The news was devastating to the space community. On the evening of the operation, all of
Korolev's deputies and division chiefs assembled at OKB-I in complete disbelief. None had any
idea that Korolev's condition was that serious. Most doctors later believed that with or without
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the operation,

Korolev

shock, Korolev's
pare an official
Industries
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did not have very much

principal
obituary

deputy,

Mishin,

Department

space program.

Mishin

later recalled that even at this juncture,

were removed

The chief designer's

Glushko

was conducting

the news,
us."

hung

finally

a meeting

up, and turned

original

draft.

be revealed

By this

name and the
to the

public. '_

of Mishin,

and Korolev's

Chertok,

his death on the morning
sclerosis

was apparently

on January

14 when

to his audience

deputies

of January

the obituary

16

stated that

of the arteries, emphysema.
insufficiency"

unperturbed

his Kremlin

and said,

"Now

other

reasons.'2"

in the intestine,

He paused for a second and continued,

pre-

from higher placed Party offi-

The cause of death was said to be "cardiac

arch enemy Glushko

Still in

to quickly

Korolev's

13 medical report accompanying

from a malignancy

'_ Korolev's

Chertok's

a link between

would

Soviet news agency TASS announced

and an upset metabolism.

a few months.

there was resistance

because of security

news item of the country.

he had been suffering
operation.

identity

name. The signatures

from the obituary

The official
as the leading

Serbin amended

decided to allow

Soviet

cials to reveal Korolev's

longer to live--perhaps

to Ivan D. Serbin, the feared chief of the Defense

at the Central Committee.
personally

MOON

ordered Deputy Chief Designer Chertok

and to take it personally

time, Soviet leader Brezhnev

THE

during

by the sudden

the

death.

phone line rang. He heard

"Sergey Pavlovich

is no longer with

where did we leave off? ..... In the West,

his

importance to the Soviet missile and space program was not clearly understood at the time. The
New York Times carried his obituary on page 82 of its Sunday edition, mentioning
that Korolev
was a "designer
Korolev

of sputniks

was given

many years in Moscow,
Smirnov,

gfanasyev,

nauts carried

it from

and manned

a state funeral
The urn with

Keldysh,
the

Tyulin,

Historical

space capsules.' ....

on January

18, the likes of which

his ashes was carried
Gagarin,

and others,

Museum

which

was then covered with

Speakers at the funeral
added that

eulogized

Health).

a place

Korolev's

me o[ the great guilt

in the Kremlin

accomplishments

Wall

of science

medicine

Brezhnev,

by

Podgorny,

and

then placed the

the following

inscription:

with

dry and banal cliches.

and technology,

the era of

with Korolev's name.' .... Kamanin's
about the funeral:

next to S. V Kurashou

by the [act that they were neighbors."

o/our

of Unions

the senior cosmo-

30.12.1906-14.01.1966'"

"one of the greatest achievements

I was irritated

House

Wall. '3° Smirnov

a marble plaque with

man's exploration
of space, will always be associated
nal entries for the day add some telling commentaries
Koroleu occupied

had not been seen in

which

to Red Square, There,

KOROLE M Sergey Paulouieh

Keldysh

the

following

other Soviet leaders lifted the urn and placed it in the Kremlin
urn in the niche,

from

in the premature

(USSR Minister

it unnecessarily

jour-

of

reminded

death of Sergey Paulouich.

,,qll o/
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131. Kamanin, "In the Future His Name Witl Probably Be.... "
132. Shabad, "Chief Soviet SpaceDesigner Is Buried in Kremlin."
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TWELVE

SergeyPavlovich Korolev's death ended one man's unprecedented twenty-year reign over Soviet
missile and space programs. He bequeathed to his associates and aides the daunting task of managing an empire whose intricacies had only been clear to him. While many of his deputies were certainly adept in various areas of directing the works of OKB-I, no single person had expertise in
managing the design bureau, dealing with Soviet politicians, brokering deals with other chief design
ers, and instilling a vision of space exploration among the thousands who worked at the firm.
Unlike no other chief designer before or since, Korolev dominated the Soviet space program.
His informal title in the official Soviet press before his death was not "chief designer of OKB-I," but
rather "chief designer of rocket-space systems"--a far-more melodramatic moniker than simply the
head of a design bureau. His vast array of roles in the space program did not, for the most part,
come from his official appointments (which were many), but rather from his larger-than-life personality. Thus, when he died, there was an unprecedented vacuum. While his successor would
inherit the title of chief designer of OKB-I, he would not have Korolev's informal powers accrued
through twenty years of making history. In some ways, the post-Korolev period was characterized
by an equal playing ground, with the leading chief designers no longer following a single voice. This
also meant that there was no single ardent supporter to push projects. The lobbying from the bottom up as a consequence became more diffuse and less imposing in contrast to the Korolev years.
Mishin
The first order of business for a demoralized Soviet space program was to choose a successor to
Korolev. The normal procedure for selecting a new chief designer would have been for Minister of
General Machine Building Afanasyev to discuss the names of candidates with Secretary of the
Central Committee Ustinov. The proposal would be presented to the Central Committee, whose
members would pass it on to the Politburo. In the case of OKB-I, Korolev's senior staff did not want
to risk having an unwanted individual appointed chief designer by higher-ups, and they tried to take
the matter into their own hands. The night after Korolev's death, one of his most beloved former proteges, Chief Designer Viktor P.Makeyev of SKB-385, flew into Moscow from his home base at Miass
to try and bring some order into the succession. Makeyev assembled all the senior staff at OKB-I
and asked them for opinions. Some suggested that Makeyev himself take over the design bureau, but
he was firmly against doing so: he had as many as sixteen submarine-launched ballistic missile projects ongoing at Miass, far too much work to be suddenly moving to another organization.'
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Yu. ,q Mozzhorin, et al., eds.. Dorogi v kosmos: I (Moscow: M/_h 1992), p. 182.
Ibid. p. 12I.
Mikhail Rebrov, "The Secretsof Rocket Codes" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda. June 3, 1995. p. 6.
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Vasiliy Mishin succeededKorolev as OKB I Chief Designer alter Korolev's death in January 1966
This photo probably dates from early t968 In the background are Maj _enera[ Zt[eksandr Kurushin (left).
commander of the Tyura- Tam range at the time. and Maj, _enerat _natoliy Kiriltou (right), Kurushin's deputy.
(copyright Christian Lardier)
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Chertok. Rakety lyudi goryaehiye dni kholodnoy uoyny, pp. 516 17; Christian Lardier, "Soviet Space
Designers When They Were Secrets," presented at the 47th International Astronautical Federation, IAA-96IAA.2 209, Beijing. China. October 7- t I, 1996.V. P.Glushko had become an Academician on June 20. 1958. while
V N, Chelomey had become one on June 29, 1962. Note that there were also a number of scientists who were
Academicians who were involved in the ballistic missile and/or space programs. These included A, A. Blagonravov
(became an Academician in September 1943), A Yu. Ishlinskiy (in June 1960). M V. Keldysh (in November 1946).
S A. Khristianovich (in September 1943}. V. A. Kotelnikov (in October 1953), B. N. Petrov (in June 1960), G. I.
Petrov (in June 1958). and L. I Sedov (in October 1953). In addition, there were several other designers and/or
scientists in the space program who were Corresponding Members of the Academy of Sciences--that is, junior to
full Academicians. These included A F. Bogomolov (in July 1966). K D Bushuyev (in June 1960). V I Kuznetsov
(in June 1958), N. S Lidorenko (in July 1966),A. M Lyulka (in June 1960), D. Ye Okhotsimskiy (in June 1960).
B V. Raushenbakh (in July 1966), M S Ryazanskiy(in June 1958), S. S. Lavrov(in July t966), and S. K. Tumanskiy
(in june 1964)
7
Lt Gen G. Tyulin, "Look Forward" (English title). Krasnaya zuezda, May 18. 1988, p. 4.
8
Yu P. Semenov. ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S P Koroleua (Korolev:
RKK Energiya,named after S P. Korolev, 1996). p 158: Mikhail Rudenko. "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes"
(English title), Vozdushniy transport 52 (1995): 8-9; Chertok, Rakely i [yudi goryochiye dni khotodnoy voyny,
p 403. Some of the other organizations whose names were changed included: Glushkos OKB-456. which in January
1966 was renamedthe Design Bureauof Power Machine Building (KB EnergoMash): Mozzhorin's NII-88, which in
january 1967 was renamed the Central Scientific-Research Institute of Machine Building {TsNIIMash): Barmins
GSKBSpetsMash, which in January 1967was renamed the Design Bureau o| General Machine Building (KB OM)I
and Yangels OKB-586, which in October 1966was renamed the Yuzhnoye Design Bureau (KB Yuzhnoye)
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November 1966, creating ten subdivisions, each
designated a "complex," dedicated to a specific
mission profile, His two First Deputy Chief
Designers were SergeyO. Okhapkin and Dmitriy
I. Kozlov, both of whom had worked under
Korolev since 1946."
Okhapkin, a prematurely gray-haired man
full of verve and energy, had served his apprenticeship under such famous Soviet aviation
Myasishchev designers as Tupolev, and Ilyushin
before joining Korolev's team in 1948 as an
expert on dynamics and precision. In December
1952, he became a deputy chief designer, eventually directing planning work on the N I booster. Upon Mishin's appointment,
Okhapkin
headed OKB-I's Complex I, dedicated to rocket
systems, which included the N I. '° Kozlov, on
the other hand, had headed the old Branch No.
3 at Kuybyshev since its establishment in 1960.
After KoroleVs death, the branch remained subordinate to the main center at Kaliningrad,
although Kozlov's primary work was related not
OKB-I Deputy Chief Designer Sergey Okhapkin was
to piloted systems but rather the development
one o/ the principal forces behind the creation o[ the
of high-security military reconnaissance satelNI rocket _[ter Mishin's appointment as OKB-I
lites. Apart from Okhapkin and Kozlov, there
Chief Designer, Okhapkin serued as First Deputy of
were five remaining deputy chief designers for the organization, primarily responsible for the quickly
spacecraft, guidance systems, rocket engines,
accelerating Luork on the NI (files o/Peter Gorin)
ground equipment, and testing."
As with all notable figures in the space program, the identities of Mishin, Okhapkin, and Kozlov were kept state secrets, and the Soviet
press completely refrained from commenting on the nature of the succession to Korolev.
Eventually, by the late 1960s and early 1970s, they were allowed to use pseudonyms when writing articles in the popular media':' Unlike Korotev, Soviet journalists did not refer to Mishin as
the "chief designer of rocket-space systems," but rather the less encompassing "chief designer of piloted spaceships." It was a small, but telling indication that Korolev's old design bureau
had reached its zenith of power and that glory days were no longer ahead but consigned to the
history pages.

9.
Drebkova.

For Okhapkin.
"Anniversaries:

see Semenov, ed.. Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya.
p. 158. For Kozlov, see V.
General Designer D. I. Kozlov--75
Years" (English title), Novosti kosmonavtiki
20

(September
I0.

24-October
7, 1994): 56. Note that Kozlov assumed his post in 1967. not 1966.
Yaroslav Golovanov, Korolev: [akty i mify (Moscow: Nauka. 1994), pp. 478-80.

II
V. Melnikov

They were K. D. Bushuyev (spacecraft, Complex 2), B. Ye. Chertok (guidance systems, Complex 3), M
(rocket engines. Complex 5), A. P Abramov {ground equipment, Complex 6), and Ya. I Tregub (test-

ing, Complex 7). Complex 4 was for the Experimental Machine Building Plant (ZEM) attached to the design bureau.
It was headed by TsKBEM First Deputy Chief (but not Deputy Chief Designer) V. M. Klyucharev. See Semenov, ed.,
Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,
pp. 158-59. Note that Klyucharev was appointed
to his position on
September 8, 1967
12.
Their pseudonyms

were M R Vasilyev (Mishin).

S. O. Osipov

(Okhapkin),

and D. Ilichev (Kozlov).

See

Lardier, "Soviet Space Designers When They Were Secrets."
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13. See, for example, N P Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: kniga utoraya. 1964-1966gg (Moscow: Infortekst IF,
199?), pp. 284,286. 288.
14. Ibid. pp 293-94. Among those present for this meeting were V. P. Mishin (OKB I), G. _. Tyulin
(MOM), P. V..Tsybin (OKB-I). K. D Bushuyev (OKB I), A I. Burnazyan (Ministry of Health), ,q G. Karas
(TsUKOS). K. A. Kerimov (MOM). G. I. Voronin (OKB-124), S G Darevskiy (SOKB LII), N. P. Kamanin (VVS),
N. F. Kuznetsov (TsPK), Yu A. Gagarin (TsPK). V. M. Komarov (TsPK), Ye.A. Karpov {GKNII/qiKM). ,q. M. Genin
(GKNII AiKM)_ A N 8abiychuk (WS), S G Frolov(WS), and V. A. Smirnov (WS).
15 fbid. pp 300-01. The meeting was also the forum to formally approve the membership of the first postKorolev State Commission. This State Commission for Voskhod would now include G. g. Tyulin (Chairman from
MOM), M V. Keldysh (AN SSSR),S. I. Rudenko (WS), V. P. Mishin (OKB-I), N. N. Smimitskiy (GURVO), V. A.
Kasatanov (affiliation unknown). V. A. Kazakov (MAP), A. G. Karas (TsUKOS), G, P Melnikov (Ntl-4), N. P.
Kamanin (WS). A. A Kurushin (NIIP-5), P. V. Tsybin (OKB-I). I. D. Spitsa (TsKIK), Ye. V. Shabarov (OKB-I).
V. N Pravetskiy(Ministry of Health), and h T. Bulychev (MO).
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Voskhod 3 would be launched around April 20-22. 1966. The engineers' perhaps overtly optimistic hopes on carrying out the mission on time were thrown into disarray within days. On
March 27, 1966, a Molniya-I communications satellite lifted off from Tyura-Tam on its 8K78
booster. Unfortunately, the Blok I third stage exploded during the active portion of the trajectory, destroying the payload and the launch vehicle. _4Because an almost identical variant of
Blok I was set for use on the I IA57 booster for Voskhod 3, the failure raised alarms across the
board. Several leading State Commission members rightly opposed an early Voskhod launch
until investigators had conclusively ascertained the cause of the failure.
All through April, engineers focused on the problem with the Blok I stage, delaying the
launch of Voskhod 3 week by week. The tests with the life support system had also proved to
be unsatisfactory. Tentatively, officials were hoping for a piloted launch around May 20-27,
1966, but already there was a growing lobby against the flight of Voskhod 3 and in fact the
Voskhod program as a whole. The conflict bubbled up to the surface on May I0, 1966, during
a meeting of the Military-Industrial Commission. Mishin, Tyulin, Kamanin, and Deputy Minister
of Health Burnazyan reported that all resources were ready to support the launch of Voskhod
3 on May 25-28. Military-Industrial Chairman Smirnov, however, stunned everyone by proposing to completely cancel the Voskhod 3 mission, invoking the following reasons:
•
•
•

An eighteen-day flight would not provide anything new.
The accomplishment of the Voskhod 3 mission would delay the Soyuz program, which
should be the primary focal point for all activities in 1966.
"[g] flight without maneuvers in orbit and without docking would display [the Soviets'] lag
behind the U.S.A. and would be perceived by the public as proof of the superiority of the
Americans. '':_

Smirnov clearly had some cogent arguments. NASA was flying Gemini missions at the time
that were much more demonstrative of American superiority in piloted spaceflight than anything Voskhod 3 could do. The chairman had the support of a number of other key industrialists, but a whole row of powerful chief designers, academicians, ministers, and military officials
strongly resisted Smimov's suggestion. Smirnov agreed to back down and asked the Voskhod
State Commission to look into the matter of terminating the program as a whole.
On May 12, the day after Mishin's formal appointment as chief designer of the old Korolev
design bureau, the State Commission heard status reports on the various problematic bottlenecks in the Voskhod 3 plans. A designer from OKB-154 assured commission members that
the high-frequency oscillations that had caused the Molniya-I accident would not occur again,
but most members remained unconvinced. Despite Chief Designer Voronin's report that the life
support system was finally ready, Smirnov's abrupt speech about canceling the project had evidently made a big impression. The numerous technical glitches, combined with Smirnov's wellargued position on the pointlessness of the mission, ground the preparations for the mission
into permanent inertia, As engineers argued back and forth throughout May on the reliability
of the Blok I stage, State Commission Chairman Tyulin delayed the launch first to June and then
to mid-July 1966/" The frustrated cosmonauts were sent off on a short holiday: it became
increasingly clear that there might never be a Voskhod 3 mission, Despite the occasional

24. Postingto FPSPACE
list-serveron the Internetby IgorLissov,DecemberI I, 1996:S.Valyayev,"Russia
CancelledLaunchof 'Molniya-M'" (Englishtitle), Nauosti kosmonautikiI (January1-12, 199/): 29-34. The
Molniya-I satellitein questionwas IIF67 no 5.
25. Kamanin,Skrytiy kosmos:1964-1966,p. 337
26. Ibid.,pp 338-39, 343
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vering unit named the UPMK, set for use on a later Voskhod mission, was the subject of many
delays. Engineers at KB Zvezda did not complete the design of the unit until 1968, two years
after Voskhod was canceled. By that time, anticipating little use in the near future, the built
units were put in storage for a future time. Soviet cosmonauts would not use a similar contraption until 1990, during a mission to the Mir space station. That unit, also developed by
Zvezda, was designed on the basis of experience creating the UPMK. There had also been
much talk of military missions in the Voskhod program. These lost all justification once the
Soyuz came along, particularly the military 7K-VI variant. Finally, the artificial gravity system
was found to be too complex. Even before Voskhod's cancellation, in February 1966, Mishin
had proposed to Minister Afanasyev to postpone the use of the IT system to a Soyuz mission.
Although crews did indeed train with the system, other priorities in the Soyuz program meant
that the system was never flown in space.
The Lunar Flotilla
Korolev had adopted the lunar-orbit rendezvous profile for the mission of landing Soviet
cosmonauts on the Moon. Through the mid-1960s, engineers continued to fine-tune the plan,
motivated by considerations of safety. By 1967, in fact, the single-launch N I-L3 mission plan
had grown into a dauntingly complicated flight plan, involving several launch vehicles and
spacecraft. Mishin's engineers were most concerned over the conditions at landing. What if the
LK lander was damaged upon landing on the surface of the Moon? Could the lone cosmonaut
have any way of knowing this before exiting the craft to set foot on the surface? To preclude a
premature disembarkation, the engineers decided to launch a separate small lunar rover to
inspect the exterior of the lander. Then another question arose: what if the LK was indeed damaged and could not take off? In such a case, TsKBEM engineers proposed having a backup lander launched separately, which would land near the primary one. There were more questions:
what if the primary and backup landers were too far from each other for the cosmonaut to walk
from one to the other? The pilot would have to travel from site to site via the lunar rover. These
complex operations on the surface of the Moon also significantly raised the requirements for
precision landing. The engineers introduced two additional lunar orbiters to map the potential
landing sites prior to the piloted mission. Finally, there would be supplemental lunar orbital
communications satellites to act as relays during landing and surface operations. All of this was
motivated because of the tight mass constraints that precluded redundancy of many of the crucial systems on the LK.
The adoption of the more complex plan meant that the piloted lunar program was inextricably linked with the vigorous robotic lunar probe program. The latter had begun in early 1958,
when Korolev had proposed a series of probes--the Ye-I, Ye-2, Ye-3, and Ye-4--for initial exploration of the Moon. Of the nine launches of the first generation of probes, only three achieved
any modicum of success, but these were some of the most significant firsts in the early years of
the "space race." The first was the first probe to achieve escape velocity and enter solar orbit (the
Cosmic Rocket in January 1959). The second was the first probe to impact on another celestial
body (the Second Cosmic Rocket in September 1959). The third was the first probe to take photographs of the far side of the Moon (the Automatic Interplanetary Station in October 1959)."
Retroactively called Luna I, Luna 2, and Luna 3, respectively, these modest spacecraft inaugurated a glorious era of robotic space exploration, By 1959, Korolev was already planning for a more

3I. ForaWesternsummaryof the earlyObjectYelunarmJssJonst
]ournczlo[ the BritishInterplanetarySociety51 ( 1998):231 38

see

Asif A. Siddiqi,"Firstto the Moon."
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The Ye-6 lunar lander fared extremely poorly in the ensuing years, hampered partly by the
lack of redundant systems on any of the probes because of mass constraints.
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The 105-kilogram probe's internal equipment
in a pressurized compartment

was protected by shock absorbers and was installed

loaded toward the bottom.

Four spring-loaded

petals opened on top of

the lander, and the TV system was activated, returning the first panoramic pictures of the lunar surface.
Ironically, the first pictures published

from Luna 9 were in the British press, from transmissions

cepted by the famous Jodrell Bank radio telescope. The Soviet bureaucracy's customary
prevented Prauda from getting the scoop. About

inter-

inefficiencies

nine full or partial scans of the surface were received

by the Soviets over the following four days, by which time the batteries were exhausted. The only other
experiment

on board was a radiation detector measuring the interaction of cosmic rays with the lunar

soil) _ Luna 9 was the first of two such spacecraft to land on the Moon. An almost identical vehicle, Luna
13, successfully landed on the Moon in December t966.
By the time that Luna 9 landed on the Moon, Korolev's design bureau had already spent more than
five years developing

another robotic lunar probe that figured significantly

program. In early 1960, Mikhail K. Tikhonravov's

department

at OKB-I

in the Soviet piloted space

began exploring the possibility

of designing and creating a mobile research station to travel the surface of the Moon. Unlike the earlier
Ye-6 lunar probes, which were launched by the four-stage 8K78 booster, the new heavier probes would
be launched by a variant of the N I booster. _ These studies may have had a link to even earlier research
from the mid-1950s,
Khlebtsevich

which

was publicized

widely

in the Soviet press. In November

kette laboratory"

for traveling on the surface of the Moon. Bearing a remarkable likeness to early con-

ceptions of such vehicles at OKB-I,
Soviet space achievements

Khlebtsevich's

design was yet another 1950s-vintage forerunner of

of the 1960s, 3_

After a slow start exploring

various options,

Korolev transferred the development

such as wheels,

of the mobile

Scientific-Research Institute No. I00 (VNII-I00)

tank tracks, and so on, in 1963,

probe's chassis to the Leningrad-based

led by Chief Designer gleksandr

IO0's primary expertise was building tanks for the Soviet Army, but Kemurdzhian
sonal interest in remote-controlled
Kemurdzhian

1955, Yu. S.

authored a detailed article in a popular journal on the technical aspects of a mobile "tan-

that could support piloted lunar operations.

for a 900-kilogram

rover as part of the L2 theme

The rover's link with the piloted space program was forti-

1964 Soviet Union decree commitment

The rover's primary goal would

VNII-

had developed a per-

space probes. '_ Based on research in 1963 and 1964, Korolev and

emerged in July 1964 with a conception

fied by the famous August

All-Union

L. Kemurdzhian.

be detailed photography

crews on the Moon. By early 1965, engineers at OKB-I

to a human lunar landing program.

and research for proposed landing

sites for

had finished a draft plan for the L2 rover, but at

this point, Korolev decided to transfer all robotic exploration

probes to the Lavochkin design bureau. _

36. Ibzd, pp. 33-35.
37. The specific variant was evidently the N I I, with a launch mass of 700 tons and a lifting capacity of
twenty tons. SeeLantratov, "Anniversaries: 25 Yearsfor Lunokhod I."
38. Yu S. Khlebtsevich, "The Road into Space" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. II (November 1955):
33-3?. An English translation of this article is included in f.J. Krieger_Behincl the Sputniks: ,,qSuruey of SouietSpace
Science (Washington, DC: Public Affairs Press, t958), pp. 178-88 Note that Khlebtsevich had first spoken of his
"tankette laboratory" in an article in Tekhnika motodezhi in July 1954.The earliest known description of a mobile
probe on the Moon in an official Soviet document within the space program is in a letter from USSRAcademy of
Sciences President M. V. Keldysh to the Soviet government, dated December 22, 1962. This document has been
published in an edited version as M V. Keldysh. "On a Plan for Scientific Researchinto Outer Spacein 1963 1963"
(English title), in V. S. Avduyevskiy and T. M. Eneyev,eds_ M _Z Keidysh izbrannyye trudy: raketnaya [ekhnika i
kosmonautika (Moscow: Nauka, 1988), pp. 460-62.
39. N. G, Babakin, g. N. Banketov, and V. N. Smorkalov. C N. Bc_bczkinzhizn i deyatelnost (Moscow:
Adamant, 1996), p 56: Lantratov, "Anniversaries: 25 Yearsfor Lunokhod-I."
40
Lantratov. "Anniversaries: 25 Yearsfor Lunokhod I." There is an account of a visit in 1965 by Korolev
and other engineersfrom OKB-I to the premisesof VNII-f00 in Leningrad to view the test of an early version of the
lunar rover on a simulated lunar surface. SeeYu. A. Mozzhorin, et aL. eds, Naehalo kosmicheskoy ery: uospominaniya ueteranou raketno-kosmicheskoy tekhnlki i kosmonautiki: uypusk utoroy (Moscow: RNITsKD, 1994). pp.
48-49. Seealso Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: 1964-1966, p 222, in which the author refers to KoroleVs visit to the
LJkhachevPlant to see a model of the lunar rover
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Thus, in May 1965, all documentation and research on the rover
ended

up

in

Chief

Designer

Babakin's lap.
Babakin had had an interesting career. _q completely
selftaught engineer who received his
college degree at the age of fortythree,

he was an unusually

gifted

researcher who held a particular
disdain
for formal
educational
learning.

He briefly worked

at the

famous NII-88 from 1949 to 1951,
where he first met Korolev. He
spent

the

next

designing

including
the
intercontinental
OKB-301

fifteen

high-priority

years
missiles,

infamous
Burya
cruise missile at

in Khimki

under

The Ye-8 rover appears here in its final cteslgn incarnation in 1971, by
which time it was publicly known as Lunokhod. The two square
objects in front are cameras, while the container at the top front with
the lid open is a laser reflector built by the French
(copyright Quest magazine)

Chief

Designer Semyon ;q. Lavochkin. By 1960, he had risen to the post of deputy chief designer for guidance systems.'
For a few years in the early 1960s, Babakin worked for Chelomey, when the
Lavochkin firm came under the Chelomey's control. When Chelomey fast control of his empire,
Babakin rose to the top of the Lavochkin design bureau, at the exact same time that Korolev transferred all automated

deep space probes to the organization.

Babakin and Kemurdzhian
rover had been renamed

Ye-8. To a certain

launch vehicles to Chelomey's
the latter would
modifications
firmness

opted to start from scratch
extent,

UR-5OOK booster

He was fifty years old at the time.
on the rover design.

the redesign was dictated

By this time, the
by the switch

in late 1965. Just like the L I circumlunar

use the Blok D translunar-injection

stage to boost the rover to the Moon.

came from data on the lunar soil received from the Luna 9 soft-lander

of the soil as well as the thinness

in

project,
More

probe. The

of the dust layer led designers to drop the caterpillar

track in favor of eight small wheels for movement. Babakin finished and signed the draft plan for
the Ye-8 in the fall of 1966. 42One of the lead designers of this first mobile probe on the Moon
was Oleg G. Ivanovskiy,
of the Vostok

spacecraft

a veteran from the Korolev
and early lunar probes

become the space department
was responsible

for a variety

days. He had served as the "lead designer"

until June 1961, when

head at the Military-Industrial
of important

November
1965, he returned to designing
at the Lavochkin design bureau?'

tasks, including

Commission.
preparing

as a deputy chief designer

he left engineering

to

There for five years, he

long-range
responsible

space goals. In
for lunar probes

41
Babakin. Banketov, and Smorkalov, q N. Babakin, pp. 25-29; B. Ye.Chertok. Rakety i lyudi (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1994), pp. 272-13: O. G. Ivanovskiy and M. B, Faynshteyn, "On the Life and Scientific t_ctivities
of G N. Babakin" (English title), in B. V. Raushenbakh, ed., Issledovaniye tvorchestva osnouopolozhnikou kosmonavtiki i yeye sovremennyeproblemy (Moscow: Nauka, 1989), pp. 29-37.
42
Konstantin Lantratov, "Anniversaries: 25 Years From Lunokhod-I: Part I1" (English title), Novosti kosmonavtiki 24 (November 19-December2. 1995): 10-79. Curiously. one otherwise reliablesource statesthat the first
meeting at Babakin's organization to discuss the Ye-8 rover was on June 14, 1967'.See Babakin, Banketov, and
Smorkalov, _. N Babakin. p. 53.
43. Yu. A. Mozzhorin, et aL. eds., Dorogi u kosmos,II (Moscow: M/ql, 1992). pp. 13-14; O. G, Ivanovskiy,
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Although the engineers finished the draft plan for the Ye-8 in 1966, it would be late 1967
before all the design documentation was finished, allowing for the construction of flight models. The complete Ye-8 vehicle had a mass of about 5,700 kilograms and consisted of a lander
stage (the KT) and the actual rover (the 8YeL). The latter was designed to operate for three
months on the lunar surface. The central components of the KT stage were four eighty-eightcentimeter-diameter spherical propellant tanks arranged in a square-shape linked by cylindrical
connections. Two additional pairs of large cylindrical propellant tanks were attached vertically at
the opposing sides of the central frame. These detachable tanks had mountings for antennas.
One tank also had a nitrogen attitude control system, and another had attitude control sensors
for the entire mission to landing. All the tanks contained the same unsymmetrical dimethyl
hydrazine and nitric acid propellants, although the cylindrical ones were used only for lunar-orbit
insertion and maneuvers in lunar orbit. Four short compressible landing legs were attached to
the main spherical tanks, providing a maximum base of approximately four meters in diameter.
Attitude control thrusters were positioned at various places, including two on a boom. A radar
altimeter similar to the one on the piloted LK lander was installed between the tanks. All eight
tanks fed a single engine designed by OKB-2 at Kaliningrad, designated the I I D417, with a variable thrust of 0.15 to 1.92 tons. The engine had a main exhaust supported by two verniers on
each side, for use close to the surface so as not to disturb the sampling site. Four additional
verniers around the periphery of the base provided stability during flight.
The KT stage was completed by the main pressurized toroidal compartment, which served
not only as the primary location for all communications, data processing, and command electronics systems, but also as a platform on which the rover would be placed. The compartment
also included gyroscopes for attitude reference and a set of chemical batteries for power. In
addition, the stage included two sets of ramps, which would be lowered on each side of the
KT following landing. Once the entire vehicle had landed, the ramps would be lowered, and
the rover would track down the ramps to start its journey on the lunar surface."
The 8YeL rover, with a total mass of 756 kilograms, was placed on top the KT lander stage.
It was a pressurized magnesium alloy lightweight container on wheels, with a height of
1.35meters and a diameter of 2.1.5meters across the top of the compartment./_s with most Soviet
deep space probes, the majority of the instrumentation was installed within a pressurized compartment (at one atmosphere pressure), which contained communications and control systems.
The main chassis had a large hinged convex lid, which opened up to reveal a radiator for daylight
exposure. The inside of the lid also contained solar cells for furnishing one kilowatt for the internal batteries of the rover. P,n additional 350 to 660 watts of power would be furnished by eleven
kilograms of radioactive Polonium-2 I0 kept at the rearof the 8YeLto ensure heat for the long lunar
nights. To provide information on the rover's movement, the probe used internal gyroscopes; other
sensors would cut off power in case the rover attempted to overcome dangerous slopes.
Each of the eight wheels was fifty-one centimeters in diameter and equipped with independent suspension and direct-current electric motors in the hubs, the latter developed by the
Krzhizhanovich Power Institute in Moscow under A I. Moskvitin. The width from left to right
at the wheel level was 1.6 meters. The wheels were made out of fine wire mesh and had titanium blades to grip the lunar surface. The 8YeLwould be capable of two forward and one fixed
reverse speeds, while changes in direction would be achieved by driving the wheels on either
side at different speeds or in reverse. In addition, the rover was designed so as to be able to move
even if only two wheels on each side were operational. If a particular wheel got stuck, a command
from Earth would release a powder charge to burst the shaft, thus making the wheel a passive
component. The 8YeL rover was designed from the beginning so as to be controlled from the

44.
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52. JacquesVillain, ed.. Baikonour la porte des #toiles (Paris: Armand Colin. 1994), p. 92: B./q. Pokrovskiy,
"Zarya"--pozyunoye zemni (Moscow: Moskovskiy rabochiy, 1987). p. 254
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over to the Department

of Naval

seems that the "civilian"
sonnel

were military

partly
stations

servicepersons,
satellites

Work

in foreign countries,

s_The Soviets
were in direct

although

Arab Emirates

All the

ground

stations

of the Strategic

Maj. General
NII-4,

located

was subordinated

in Bolshevo

to a great extent

of ground

were established

The locations

Forces via military

outside

Moscow.

to the Strategic

from

Cuba, Guinea,

Mali,

built specif-

were under

This unit,
the auspices

Forces, was responsible

the direct

commanded
of the

Since the early days of the ICBM

Missile

nine out of

track for return trajecto-

Complex

1965, had emerged

only

were evidently

no. 32103.

it
per-

had less luck placing

in Chad,

in Africa

be on the ground

unit

although

on these ships,

stations

the Soviets

of the Command-Measurement

Missile

Ivan I. Spitsa since March

which

depended
visibility

because they would

of Sciences,

because much of the on-board

unlike NASA,

stations

in 1967-10M

ically for piloted lunar programs
ries from lunar distances.

of the Academy

of a misnomer

hours on the average. In addition,

and the United

control

Expeditionary

tag was somewhat

because overflying

twenty-four
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by

military

program,

NII-4,

for coordinating

track-

ing and communications
with space satellites via its numerous tracking stations across the
Soviet Union. In December 1957, NIl-4 moved its control center from Bolshevo to Moscow, and
in January
directly
Moscow

1963, this
location

chief

missions
control

reentry,

and control

and so forth.

The GOGU

missions,

Amos

branch
Moscow

missions,

short,

the GOGU
(for Vostok

(GOGU),

the

somewhat

control

GOGU

oversaw

State Commission

an officer

up to about
technical

members

concept

such as docking,

ten representatives
of Sciences/"

500 individuals,

from

of

EVA,
the

By the time
who

issues or problems,

in the operations

for

worked

specialists

of the GOGU

Up

access to the military

on

was given

the

circumstances

locations,

of Defense's

Because the Vostok
usually

facility

customized

the GOGU

be based at one of several
or the Ministry

control

Forces, led the GOGLI

depending

and

supporting

in the Missile Strategic

flight,

missions),

321037 _ The

to the Western

and the Academy

If there were specific

Complex,

missions)

(for Voskhod

and subordinated
No.

had its own

operations,

by approximately

plants,

For a particular

could

unit

mission

analogous

over all flight

was staffed

A. Bolshoy,

Command-Measurement
mission,

jurisdiction

each mission

design bureaus were invited to participate

1966, Colonel

for all piloted

NIt-4's

Forces as military

node for the early Soviet space program,

the production

the clock in three shifts.

from the relevant
until

group

maintained

the military,

of the early Soyuz
around

from

Missile

well into the early 1970s. Instead,

team, which

design bureaus,

was removed

with robotic and piloted satellites in space.
however, the Soviets did not have a dedicated

until

operations

a flight

center

Staff of the Strategic

was the central control

all communications
Unlike NASA,
piloted

control

to the General

General

Staff control

and Voskhod

never departed

surrounding

including

the launch

missions

NII-4's

the

Moscow

center, also in
were relatively

site at Tyura-Tam

after

53. The commander of the Department of Naval Expeditionary Work (OMEP) was Rear Admiral I D.
Papanin, who served in that capacity from 195t until his death in 1986.
54. Souiet Space Programs 1976-80. Supporting Vehicles and Launch Vehicles, Political Coals and
Purposes, International Cooperation in Space, Administration, ResourceBurden, Future Outlook, prepared for the
Committee on Commerce. Science, and Transportation, LhS. Senate. 97th Congress, 2d sess. (Washington, DC:
U.S Government Printing Olfice. December 1982), p. 124
55. K, V, Gerchik. ed., Nezabyuayemyy Baykonur (Moscow: Interregional Council of Veterans of the
Baykonur Cosmodrome, 1998), p 379. See also B. /q. Pokrovskiy, Kosmos nachinayetsya na zemlye (Moscow:
Patriot, 1996). p 212. Formilitary unit No. 32103, see Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 351.
56. For the early Soyuz missions, the GOGU included nine men: R A./5gadzhanov (TsKIK), S. N. gnokhin
(TsKBEM), B, Ye.Chertok (TsKBEM), K P feoktistov (TsKBEM), G. I. Levin (NIl-4), Pavlov (affiliation unknown),
B, V. Raushenbakh (TsKBEM), M, S. RyazanskJy(Nil Priborostroyeniya), and Ya. I. Tregub (TsKBEM), SeeChertok.
Rakety i lyudi: goryaehiye dni kholodnoy uoyny, p. 422.
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liftoff.

Thus,

for these early flights,

remain at Tyura-Tam
which

itself maintained

contact

at Tyura-Tam

was usually

in the offices

of Maj. General

the launch
With

the early

Scientific-Measurement
single Soviet
centers,

at NII-4

mated

military

NIP-16
try from

had originally

16 (NIP-16)
control

from

The nerve center
Building

of the First Directorate

of the Strategic

missions

at Yevpatoriya

center,

1966 to

at which

Missile

to a dedicated

at

in Crimea.

the GOGU

NIP-16

the

thus became

controlled

Staff, were, for the most part, turned

Forces

facility,
almost

1975. By 1966, the first-generation

but its central

Korolev

flight

every
control

over to control

also stood

OKB-I

and Keldysh

spaceships

auto-

Vsevolodovich,

invited

Designer

had initially

systems

for the facility,

Chief

parabolic

dish,

providing

a capability

signals

spacecraft

proposed

site to build

a deep space

a dedicated

g special commission

the

first two

believing

from a distance

sixteen-meter"

bowls,"

to communicate

came up with

an ingenious

to design

that it would

ADU-IO00,

of 300 million

idea to mount

kilometers.

that instead

the dishes

MV"

that the
Keldysh.

the radio tracking

be impossible

of I00 million

designated

to distances

it was rumored

names of Academician

of NII-885

to

quick-

was named "Object

although

of SKB-567 took on the job and proposed

eight

grew dramatically

interplanetary

Ryazanskiy

but he had declined,

capable of tracking

for receiving teleme-

first began developing

to Mars and Venus,

for Mstislav

Korolev

Yevgeniy S. Gubenko

station

role in the Soviet space program

on the shore of the Black Sea. The future facility

its role in tracking

Korolev

officers

for piloted

The designers had a deadline of just eight months,

ly selected Yevpatoriya

antennas

chief

been built in the late 1950s as a modest

satellites,

fly to Mars and Venus,

"MV"

program,

No.

during the early 1960s. In 1959, when

to denote

Complex.

satellites.

overflying

tracking station.

the famous

would
center,

floor of the giant Assembly-Testing

S. Kirillov,

center

and the General

or Tyulin

the Moscow

1960s. 57

Soviet flight
mission

Keldysh,

link with

the Command-Measurement

control

Point

piloted

such as Korolev,

communications

of the Soyuz

the main

the second-generation

with
Anatoliy

the commencement
moving

a constant

at site 2 on the second

range during

proposed

senior officials

and maintain

to develop

Chief

Designer

of one lO0-meter

be erected

at the site,

kilometers. '_
using leftover

parts from the

Soviet Navy. Construction
workers dug a huge crater out of the rocky ground, poured in a
foundation,
took the revolving gun turret of a former seafaring battleship
consigned
to the
junkyard,

and placed

it on the foundation.

Then

the open framework

placed over the turret. The bridge itself was covered
The eight antennas
sisted

of three

and the two
diameter

were fixed to this hull? _ Eventually,

complexes

separated

meters and a surface

information.

MV station

one designed

Each complex

and the maximum

ity was sufficient

a match struck

range was 300 million

on the surface

bridge was
submarine.

at NIP-16

The transmission
kilometers.

of the Moon.

con-

to send commands

had eight antennas

area of I,O00 square meters.

was rated at 120 kilowatts,
to detect

the Object

by several kilometers:

others to receive incoming

of sixteen

of a railroad

by the solid hull of a scrapped

with

a

power

The sensitiv-

The facility

came on

57. Ibid, pp. 413-14; Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. pp 351-53.
58
Pokrovskiy. Kosmos naehinayetsya na zemlye, pp. 309-12: B. Ye. Chertok, Rakely i _yudi Fi_iPodlipki
Tyuratam (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1996). pp. 301-02. Chief Designer Ye. S. Gubenko died unexpectedly in
1959.and this work was continued by his successor,A. V. Belousev.Other enterprises involved in building the dish
es included TsNII-173 (mechanical drives) and MNII-I (systems for aiminl_ the antennas). Note that Chertok says
that the diameter of the dishes was twelve meters. Most other sources suggest sixteen meters. See,for example,
Pokrovskiy, "Zarya"--pozyunoye zemni, p. 228.
59
B Sopelnyak "The Secret of Facility MV" (English title). Krclsnayazuezdcz.March 22, 1990 p. 4.
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was fully

26,

operational

Central

was supported

of the

Academy

Scientific-Research

Kaliningrad,
ries,

station

for

Machine

flight

and

parameters,

visual

depictions

NASA's

much

more

Houston,

Texas.

between

the centers

primary

systems,

The facilities
controllers

of

at

had no

such

as at

Center

in

communications

were, in fact, old-style

scrambled

in

all trajecto-

Spacecraft

mode

at the

Building

parameters,

Manned

and spacecraft

and telegraph

Mission

of mission

modern

The

so forth.

primitive.

of Applied

in Moscow,

itself, for computing

real-time

phone

of Sciences

Institute

were relatively

and it

by several "ballistics

at the Institute

and at Yevpatoriya

orbits,

Yevpatoriya

standing,

30. °°

These were located at NIl-4,

Mathematics
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1960, on a provisional

by December

The Yevpatoriya
centers,"

NEW'

to maintain

tele-

secrecy.

In 1966, Maj. General Pavel g. ggadzhanov,
a deputy commander of military unit No. 32103, began his tenure as the head
of the GOGU--that
is, the
space missions.
An amateur
joined

NIl-4

tracking
the

in

1948 and contributed

networks

space

"flight director"
radio enthusiast

at Kapustin

of Soviet piloted
in his youth, he

to the development

Yar, Tyura-Tam,

Command-Measurement

Pauel Ztgadzhanou was the
"[_ight director"/or Souiet piloted
space missions during the late
t%os His early career had been

and

Complex.

of

at the military NIl-4. Later, he

eventually

Based

on

seruedas a deputy chie[ o[ the

this

Command-Measurement
Complex, the Soviet tracking
network (,fileso/Peter Qorin)

work, Agadzhanov
earned his Ph.D. in the late 1950s, and he
moved into ballistics computation
work for the Soviet ground
communications
flights--the

segment. _' For the
UR-5OOK-LI

Fadeyev, yet another

circumlunar

accomplished

The GOGLI controlled

top-secret
and

military

the missions

piloted

N I-L3

officer,

tions,

and then recommend

tact with
major

"backup"

centers:

role in the operation

director")

was usually

occupied

by Boris Ye. Chertok

management

hierarchy,

courses of actions.

a civilian

deputy

from

in which

officers

operations

G.

of the Command-Measurement

The GOGU would
and Group

because

chief designer

also maintain
M at NIl-4.

its "technical
from

leader"

the design

officer

headed

flight

control

constant

TsKBEM
(the

bureau.

1966 to 1968 and Yakov I. Tregub from
a military

Nikolay

in the late 1960s. _:

to the temporary
State Commission,
which
make decisions based on these communica-

Group T at Tyura-Tam
of the GOGU,

missions--Colonel

headed flight

via the military

Complex,
but the GOGU itself was subordinated
would receive recommendations
from the GOGU,

lunar

landing

con-

played

"deputy

a

flight

This post was

t 968 to 1973?' This
while

his principal

60
Pokrovskiy, "Zarya"--pozyunoye zemni, p. 227: I. Meshcheryakov. "The Center for Long-RangeSpace
Communications" (English title), Ztuiatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 6 (June 1988): 42-43. Object MV was augmented
in 1979 by the seventy-meter-diameter RT-70radio telescope, which allowed spacecraft tracking to extend to 15 billion kilometers The RT70 was designed by NPO Radiopribor (formerly NII-885). Three other large dishes for the
deep space communications network were designed and built by the OKB of the Moscow Power Institute
(OKB-MEI). These included two dishes (twenty-five and thirty two meters) at Crimea and one dish (sixty-Four
meters) at Medvezhiy Lake near Moscow. The twenty five meter dish was evidently located at NIP-IO in Simferepol.
SeeChertok, Rakety i tyudr Fiti Podtipki Tyuratam. p 301: A V. Ponomarev, "2 June--75 YearsFrom the Birth of
Academician _ F. Bogomolov (I 913)" (English title),/z istorii aulatsii i kosmonautiki 59 (I 989): 47-50.
61. Pokrovskiy, Kosmos nochinayetsya no zemlye, pp. 114-16: Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya. p. 355.
62, Pokrovskiy, Kosmos nachinayetsya na zemtye, pp. 279-80: Semenov, ed.. Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatslya. p 355. There was a third GOGU.chief during the period 1966-73, Colonel M. S. Posternak
63. Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p 355. Whereas, at first, the GOGU was established unique to each mission, starting in 1968, Chief Designer Mishin established a specialized control subdivision
in Tregubtstesting department at TsKBEMto locus exclusively on mission control.
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assistant
wasacivilianfromthedesign
bureau,
wassymptomatic
ofallflightcontrol
teams.
It
underscored
notonlythedeeply
enmeshed
militarynature
ofallSoviet
space
programs,
but
alsothedecades-long
aftereffects
oftheactions
ofartillery
officers
whohadpragmatically
taken
operational
control
overmissile
projects
during
thelate194Os.
Ironically,
Tregub
hadstarted
his
career
asanartillery
officeroverseeing
theearlyA-4andR-Ilaunches
fromKapustin
Yar.He
latermoved
ontodirect
launches
ofairdefense
andanti-ballistic
missiles
fortheSoviet
military
duringthe1950s
and1960s.
In 1964,
Korolev
hadinvitedhimtojoinOKB-Iasthedeputy
chiefdesigner
responsible
forflighttesting.
The

Through
continued

the mid-1960s,

Rise

and

Fall of the

in the post-Korolev

to push his own conception

UR-?O0

era, General

of a piloted

Designer Vladimir

lunar landing

project.

ing the giant UR-700 booster,

had gained ground

scientists

appraisal of the costs and advantages

carry out a detailed

plan. Despite

Khrushchev's

ing Chief Designers
Machine

Building

ing the absurdity
requesting

ouster, Chelomey

Glushko,

Kuznetsov,

had approved

that the government

Chelomey's

days after preparing

engineers

at his Branch No.

of humor. There was evidently

Korolev

had died, his subordinates

offering

"humanitarian"

than-favorable

reduced

cooperation

expertise.

In addition,

of the UR-700 over the N I
array of supporters,
1965, the Ministry

plan at TsKBM.

authored

includ-

of General

Perhaps realiz-

a letter to Minister

on duplicating

it, Korolev

Afanasyev,

the N l-L3 project.

The letter

was dead.

I at Fill approached

the UR-700 effort

not be expected to make anything

Chelomey's

aid in the form

post-Khrushchev

nificantly

of a predraft

involv-

had suggested that

with

some

a joke making the circles at the design bureau that because

could

of the N I. Therefore,

By October

had evidently

not waste money

amount

characteristics

and Barmin.

Korolev

Khrushchev

lined up a formidable

the development

of the situation,

never reached/qfanasyev:

in 1964 when

N. Chelomey

This proposal,

climate,

engineers

of the UR-700."
Chelomey's

with

outside

out of the "hopeless"

were acting only

out of kindness

Because they were working

deputies developed

subcontractors

and

a technical

relied

plan that sig-

heavily

on

internal

the actual design of both the LIR-700 booster and its lunar payload,

nated the Lunar Ship No. 700 (LK-700),
long lead times for developmentP

was derived

TsKBM completed

from

already existing

desig-

designs to minimize

the predraft plan (the mechanics

posal) for the UR-700 and its LK-700 lander in August-September

by

in a less-

of the pro-

19667_The achievement

of this

milestone served as a catalyst for action from the government. Minister Afanasyev finally fulfilled
the deposed Khrushchev's
original command by issuing an order on September 17, 1966, for the
formation

of a commission

on "the reasonability
The "expert
headed
thirty-four

by the

to conduct

of proceeding

commission"
ubiquitous

a comparative

with

to compare
Academician

members of the commission

study between

the UR-7OO and the N I-L3

further works on those projects. ''_'
the UR-70OILK-700
Keldysh.

According

were sympathetic

and the
to

one

N I-L3 proposals
observer,

most

to the late Korolev. Chelomey's

of

was
the

relation-

64. Rudenko. "Designer Chelomey's RocketPlanes."
65
Sergey Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu. krizisy i rakety: uz.glyod iznutri torn 2 (Moscow: Novosti,
1994),p 518.
66. Rudenko, "Space Bulletin: Lunar Attraction: Historical Chronicles" (English title), Vozdushniy transport
24 (1993): I I. One source states that in August 1966, "the predraft plan for the piloted ship for circling the Moon
of the type 'LK-3' and the piloted ship for landing on the Moon 'LK-700' was finished." The source also implies that
in September 1966, "the work on the mechanics of the proposal for the (JR-Z00 rocket-carrier planned for landing
the LK-ZO0piloted apparatus on the Moon" was finished, SeeMikhail Rudenko. "Space Bulletin: Lunar Attraction:
Historical Chronicles: First Publication" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 27 (1993): 8-9.
6Z. Vetrov interview, November 15, 1996: Georgiy Stepanovich Vetrov, "Development o[ Heavy Launch
Vehicles in the USSR," presented at the 10th International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and
Aeronautics. Moscow State University, Moscow, RussiatJune 20-27, 1995.
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ship with Keldysh had also evidently
1966, Minister

Afanasyev,
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soured despite the latter's occasional support. _ In late October

by the

accompanied

commission,

assess the pros and cons of both projects as explained
set up a stunning

visited

both TsKBM and TsKBEM to

by their respective creators. 69Chelomey

had

display of posters in his huge sixth floor office room at Reutov, and the commis-

sion spent the day asking detailed questions.

The visit to Mishin's

design bureau differed only in

the use of models instead of posters. Afanasyev

was evidently

By this point, Chelomey

a losing battle because Mishin had the backing of

Keldysh and Llstinov.
He wanted

felt that he was fighting

technical

lunar landing

details of his competitive
of the URqO0

I to explore

ty tons to low-Earth
Yangel's defunct

orbit.

heavy-lift

were only

relevant

advantage

would

of "the advisory

briefly

dissimilar,

any evaluation

but significantly

seventhe cot-

to pursue the idea from
to the N I-L3 pro-

lode of space projects.
with

tasked his

begin until

as a competitor

differences

politician,

Chelomey

approximately

however,

was also inspired

have radical

over the N I. Like a good

formally

presented

five major requirements

Korolev's

commission

would

Chelorney

N I-L3: if the
have little rea-

he made sure that the LIR-/O0

more

superior

to the N I project

pro-

in every

his UR-700

lunar landing

for the overall plan, which

All subcontractors

working

ject.

all ground

(In addition,

UR-7OO with

minimum

The UR-700

project

petition

Apollo:

equipment

Curiously,

1966,

give it the

be the primary contractor

from any participation

redirect

developed

alt their work

for the

in the work.

to the URqO0

for the N I-L3 would

Chelomey

mission

in the shortest

Chelomey

pro-

be used for the

time

made no mention

mostly

with

whatsoever

likely be after an Apollo

the most
of a com-

use storable

propellants

of cir-

landing,

(nitrogen

tetroxide

hydrazine).

of the LIR-700 and the LK-/OO would

M. V. Khrunichev

possible

believed that even in the most favorable

would

and its LK-700 would

dimethyl

All of the manufacturing

excluded

be accomplished

apparently,

All stages of the UR-700

its affiliate

be completely

on the N I-L3 should

the first landing

and unsymmetrical

in November

updating.)

could

of expenditures.
with

project

he believed would

competitor:

Mishin's TsKBEM would

cumstances,

•

session

of lifting

did not,

His design bureau and only his design bureau, TsKBM, would

minimum

•

proposal

over his principal

project.

•

capable

to be left out of this mother

incrementally,

Chelomey

he emphasized

•

at a plenary

one of his

presented the basic

parameter.

When

•

for a booster

plan in 1965. Chelomey

marginally

son to pick the UR-700
not just

designs

R-56 rocket project offered

made sure that his UR-700

posal was

proposal

Serious work on the concept

Perhaps he did not want

two projects

16, 1966, Chelomey

booster can be traced back to 1961, when

possible

lapse of the LK-I circumlunar
gram.

[the commission]."7°

the course of work being done in the N I-L3 program. "7'

The origins
Branch No.

project to favor.

his time and resources on the UR-IOO ICBM project,
Finally, on November

reviewing

of which

He told one of his assistants, "I don't want to fight with

instead to concentrate

few bright prospects for the future.
council

uncertain

Machine

Building

be carried out at TsKBM

and

Plant in Moscow.

68
Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: tom 2, p. 519.
69. Rudenko, "Designer Chelomey's Rocket Planes."
70
Khrushchev, Niki_a Khrusheheu: tom 2, p. 521.
7 I.
I. B, Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft (From the History of the Soviet Space Program}" (English title),
Nouoye u zhizni. Nauke, tekhnike Seriya kosrnonautika, astronorniya no. 12 (December 199I): 1-64
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For the UR-700
•
•

launch

vehicle

there were four design specifications:

The booster would launch
load of the N I rocket.

a payload

The booster

would

on the "block"

transported

by rail and

be built

assembled

design on the individual
•

in particular,

The booster would

about

Booster

staging

number

be designed

stage would be connected
be linked in tandem.

The LK-700 lunar landing

launch

Because of the selection

Proton

blocks

would

a composite

had two

be

booster.

have very high thrusts per combustion
with

could

be based in

of stages and engines to increase reliability.

in parallel like strap-ons,

payload

the mass of the L3 pay-

is, its separate blocks

site. These

rocket units of the smaller

have a minimum

would

principle--that

at the
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E-mail correspondence, Igor Afanasyev with the author, December 16, 1997.
73. The mass of 145 tons is from N. Kamanin. "A Goal Worth Working for" (English title). Vozdushniy
transport 45 (1993): 8 9. Other figures have also been quoted, including 130 tons and 150-151 tons. Forthe for
mer, see Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft." For the latter, see V Karrask, O. Sokolov, and V. Shishov, "Known and
Unknown Pages of the Russian Khrunichev Center's Space Activity." presented at the 47th Congress of the
International Astronautical Federation,Beijing. China, October 7-It, 1996.
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In making his report, Chelomey also offered up the somewhat

ambitious

prospect of gearing all

LIR-700 landing missions such that they would eventually lead to the establishment

of permanent bases

on the Moon. Initial landing sites would be chosen for their possible use as future "colonies."

Work on

these future prospects would be aided by Ye-8 robotic rovers on loan from the Lavochkin organization.
From a hardware perspective,
booster-payload

stack would

the UR-700 booster was a behemoth.

be approximately

On the pad, the complete

seventy-six meters in length (including

the standard

launch escape tower) and have a base diameter of about seventeen and a half meters (excluding
large aerodynamic stabilizers for use during the active portion of the ascent trajectory).
the rocket, Chelomey

had initially

contracted

1962, Kosberg's design bureau, OKB-154,

his favorite subcontractor,

four

For engines on

Chief Designer Kosberg. In

had begun work on a 250-ton engine, the RD-0215. A num-

ber of other research organizations, including the Central Institute of Aviation Engine Building, the
Scientific-Research Institute of Thermal Processes, and the All-Union Institute of Aviation Materials,
were involved in the early work on the engine, which was the most powerful engine Kosberg had ever
designed. Using technologies derived from engines of the UR-200 ICBM, in two years, Kosberg's engineers prepared a large volume of ground equipment
Two initial

engines were built, one for cold testing

for testing the unit at its own manufacturing
and one for ground

stepped in. For several years, he had been working on a giant 680-ton
sible use on a future Soviet booster. When

(vacuum)

thrust engine for pos-

Korolev rejected all his overtures to use this engine on the

N I, Glushko turned to Chelomey and convinced

the latter that his RD-270 would be a better choice for

the URqO0 than Kosberg's RD-0215. All work on the Kosberg engine was terminated
The cooperation

with Glushko

plant.

firings. '5 In 1965, Glushko

immediately.

led to two variants of the UR-700: one with a multitude

of RD-

2_13engines, identical to the ones used on the first stage of the more famous UR-500K (or Proton)
booster, and the second one with the massive RD-270s/" This second version of the rocket was a
three-stage monster that dwarfed
the UR-700/LK-700

would

the N I in size. Compared

weigh a whopping

to the N I-L3's total mass of 2,7.50 tons,

4,820 tons at launch.

Its mass was more comparable

to the giant Nova studies pursued by NASA in the early 1960s before the decision
Saturn 05.

The new system's specifications

in favor of the

were:

?.4, Afanasyev correspondence, December 16. 1997.
75, KB Kflim,,qutom_ztikiStrcznitsyistorii: _omI (Voronezh: KB KhimAvtomatiki, 1995). pp. 57-58.
?.6. Vetrov, "Development of Heavy Launch Vehicles": Telephone interview, Sergey Nikitich Khrushchev
with the author, October I0, 1996. Lt General N. P.Kamanin wrote in his journal entry for December 28. 1966,that
"the first and second stagesof the UR-700 are basically the same asthose of the UR 500." It is possible that he was
referring to the first variant of the UR-/O0 using the RD-253 engines SeeKamanin, "/_ Goal Worth Working for."
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of the launch vehicle--the second stage--consisted of a two-stage booster. The lower portion
was a cluster composed of three long cylindrical modules, each with a diameter of just over four
meters, which was a limit from a rail transport perspective. These modules were derived from
the same tanks used on the Proton booster. Each module was equipped at the base with a single RD-270 engine. The upper portion of the core consisted of three smaller diameter cylindrical tanks clustered together, each with a single RD-254 engine.
The core was surrounded through its entire length by three clusters, each with two identical cylindrical modules. This set of six cylinders was known collectively as the first stage of the
booster. Like the core, the first stage also used single RD-210 engines on each module. All nine
modules of the first and second stages were to fire at liftoff, giving a total sea-level thrust of
5,760 tons, far above both the N I (4,620 tons) and the Saturn V (3,404 tons). The effectiveness of the excessively high thrust was tempered to a great degree by the use of lowperformance propellants--unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide--which
significantly lowered the efficiency of the engines as compared to both its competitors. At a
certain point in the trajectory, the strap-ons would be discarded, leaving the lower portion of
the core to fire at a vacuum thrust of 2,040 tons. This section would eventually fall away, and
the three RD-254 engines would fire at a total of 5 I0 tons thrust to insert the 151-ton payload
into Earth's orbit. Initial parameters would be 260 by 186 kilometers at a fifty-one-and-a-halfdegree inclination. 7_
The entire LK-700 complex was a four-stage vehicle. The first stage was for translunar inJection (TLI), the second for braking prior to landing on the Moon, the third for soft-landing on the
Moon, and the fourth for liftoff and direct return to Earth. Their performance characteristics were:
Stage

Purpose

En_nes

Number X Thrust

Design Bureau

Stage IV
Stage V
Stage VI
Stage VII

TLI
Lunar braking
Lunar landing
Lunar takeoff

11D23
I ID23
I ID416
15DI3

Three X 23.5 tons
One X 23.5 tons
Three X 0.75-1.9 tons
One X 13.4 tons

Kosberg
Kosberg
Isayev
Izotov

After being put on a trajectory toward the Moon, the crew would discard the heavy TLI
stage weighing about I00 tons and settle into their lunar lander, which would have a mass of
fifty and a half tons, en route to the Moon. During this part of the mission, mid-course
corrections would be effected by small 1.67-ton-thrust verniers on the side of the spacecraft.
gfter a three-and-one-third-day coast to the Moon, the single lunar braking engine, similar to
the ones used for TLI, would fire to reduce velocity to levels safe for the initiation of lunar landing maneuvers. After the use of this engine, this stage would be jettisoned, releasing the
18.3-ton lander proper. At this point, the two-man crew would use a set of three throttleable
1.9-ton-thrust engines for hovering over the lunar surface and selecting a site. At landing, the
LK-700 lander would have a mass of just over seventeen tons. For initial landing sites,
Chelomey's engineers picked two possible areas stemming from two different trajectories to the
Moon: the Seaof Fertility after a six-and-a-half-day flight to the Moon or the Ocean of Storms
after a three-and-a-half-day flight.
The cosmonauts would spend the majority of their trip in a cone-shaped return apparatus
shaped similarly to the abandoned LK-I circumlunar ship, but scaled up in size to hold two

78 Karrask,Sokolov,andShishov,"Known andUnknownPages"Themassof the LK-700complexon the
groundwas 154tons. Thethreemissingtons wasthe launchescapesystem,which would be discardedprior to
insertioninto Earthorbit.
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On the right of this Russian drawing is one of the few publicly available representations of Chetomey's
LK 700 lunar landing complex The resemblance of the LK-700 to N/qS,q's Gemini is clearly evident. Below the
lander is the final stage of the UR-/O0 rocket. Forcomparison, Korolev's L3 lunar complex is shown on the left.
(copyright Igor Afmrosyeu)
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at Chelomey's
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looking much like an upright Apollo Command and Service Module. The crew would spend about
twelve to fourteen hours on the lunar surface during early missions, sufficient for one excursion
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small
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g drawing of one variant of the LK-700 has been published in Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft"
Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft": gfanasyev correspondence, December 17. 1997
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The Kosberg and Isayev design bureaus were contracted to build most, but not all, the
engines for the payload. One exception was the designer for the critical ascent stage engine of
the LK-700 lander, which was contracted out to OKB-II 7 (later the Leningrad experimental
design bureau named after V. Ya. Klimov). Like many other aviation design organizations,
OKB-II 7, headed in the mid-1960s by Chief Designer Sergey P. Izotov, was trying to diversify
into the missile and space business to preclude economic collapse. Izotov had primarily been
famous for designing engines for Soviet military helicopters from the Mil and Kamov design
bureausY Izotov's first foray into the missile business had been the creation of the 8D423, the
second-stage engine for Chelomey's UR-I00 ICBM. This single-chamber engine with a thrust of
13.7 tons aJso had four one-and-a-half-ton-thrust verniers) _Chelomey took this engine, modified it, and used it as the liftoff engine for his LKqO0 lander. This sort of appropriation and crosspollination was symptomatic of many of the elements of the LIRqOO/LK-700 project, a point that
Chelomey repeatedly emphasized as one of its principal advantages.
When Chelomey presented his conception of the LIR-700 project in November 1966, he
did not mince words or hold back. He took every opportunity to firmly criticize various aspects
of the N I-L3 project, bringing the arguments down to levels that were clear to industry leaders
who had little or no engineering backgrounds. He also had some key supporters in tow, including Chief Designers Glushko, Barmin, and Kuznetsov, as well as Air Force Lt. General Kamanin.
According to one respected Russian space historian:
Chelomey tried to convince the leadership of the sector that with financial support and
the research base that had been created in previous operations, his OKB would be able
to execute the program quickly and make the USSR the first to land on the Moon ....
The advisory council, however, considered such a declaration too bold and allowed
only the performance of preliminary design work on the UR-7OO/LK-700 complex? _
Kamanin, with his own biases against the N I, wrote in his journal in late December 1966:
Based on the UR-500 and [the UR-I00] Chelomey has designed the UR-700 rocket, which
has been approved by a panel of experts from the Ministry of _eneral Machine Building,
but so far the go-ahead has not been given for its implementation, Our leaders hesitate
about simultaneously
building Chelomey's UR-700 rocket and Korolev's N J (hundreds of
millions of rubles have already been spent to build the latter). But they are oblivious to
the [act that the cast of building a UR-700 will be ten times less than the amount spent
to build the M I. Because the first and the second "stages" of the UR-700 are basically the
same as those of the UR-500 and, besides, it can use the same assembly and test building and launch equipment as the N I....
One would have thought that one should go
ahead with UR-700 immediately, but L. V Smirnov and D. F Ustinov will hardly dare to
take such a step because it was they who gave the green light to the i"41.... _4
Despite the compelling nature of Chelomey's arguments, several members of the evaluation commission were not thrilled by some of the weak links of the project, in particular the
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89. 5ouiet .SpacePrograms. 1966-Z0, p. 150.
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90. Within OKB-276, V. N. Orlov and V. S. Anisimov, two of Kuznetsov's deputies, were appointed to lead
the N I engine team. Several subgroups focused on specific areas, including high thrust engines (headed by Deputy
Chief Designer N. D. Pechenkin) and N I third- and fourth-stage engines (Deputy Chief Designer N. A. Dondukov).
EngineersAstakhov and Yelizarovwere assigned to lead the development of gas generatorsand turbopumps, respectively SeeRudenko, "Space Bulletin: Lunar Attraction."
91
M. Rebrov, '_ButThings Were Like Jhat--Top Secret: The Painful Fortune of the N I Project" (English
title). Krasnaya Zuezda january 13, 1990. p. 4
92
Igor Afanasyev, "N-I: Absolutely Secret" (English title). Krylya rodiny no. II (November 1993): 4-5
The chair of this commission was Chief Designer A. D Konopatov of the Chemical Automation Design Bureau (KB
KhimAvtomatiki). formerly known as OKB-154.
93.
"Calendar of Memorable Dates" (English title), Nouost_ kosmonautiki 8 (April 7-20, 1997): 59-60:
Semenov,ed, Raketno.KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 262.
94
V.M. Filin, Vospominaniya o lunnom korablge (Moscow: Kultura, 1992), pp. 9 10.
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Col. M. Rebrov. "To Do Tomorrow: Pages From the Life ot the Chief Designer of Space Launch
Complexes" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, October 22, 1988,p. 3: Boris Khlebnikov, "Vladimir Barmin: One o[
the Top Six Designers." 2qerospaceJournal no. 2 (March-April t997): 8t-83.
96. J. Villain, "A Brief History of Baikonuc" presented at the 45th Congress of the International
Astronautical Federation, IAA-94 IAA.2.1 614. Jerusalem, Israel, October 9-14, 1994: Leonard Nikishin, "Rough
Going on Interplanetary Trajectories. How We Exerted Ourselves to the Utmost in the Lunar Race" {English title),
ObshchayagazetG,july 15, 1994,p 9,
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97. I. A Marinin and S. Kh. Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Piloted Flight to the Moon" (English title).
Zemlya i vselennaya no, 5 (September-October 1993): 77 85,
98. Ibid: Villain, Baikonour, pp. 65-66
99. EvertClark. "Soviet Is Reported Developing a Big. New Rocket," New York Times. September 13. 1966.
p. 28.
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a-hall] years and we estimate it will be ready [or initial launch operations
hallo[ 1968 at the earliest. '®

in the first

As for the actual piloted lunar landing, the CIA was evidently under the impression that the
Soviets were not in it to beat Apollo:
Two years ago, we estimated that the Soviet manned lunar landing program was probably not intended to be competitive with the 71pollo program as then projected, [that is.]
aimed at the 1968-1969 time period. We believe this is still the ease..,
we estimate
that the earliest the Soviets could attempt a manned lunar landing would be mid-to-late
1969. We believe that the most likely date is sometime in the 1970-1971 time period. '°`
NASA Administrator James E. Webb joined the chorus of believers who were convinced
that the Soviets were building a huge rocket--a belief no doubt bolstered by his access to classified reports from the CIA During testimony to a House Appropriations subcommittee in
August 196L he stated that "the U.S.S.R. is building a larger booster and will shortly, I believe,
in calendar year 1968, be flying a booster larger than the Saturn 5. ''°_ Webb's claims were dismissed by many, because he was unable to provide any supporting evidence. The complete lack
of physical evidence would come in handy in later years when the Soviets engaged in one of
the most successful deceptions in the history of space exploration.
The Soviets themselves were not being particularly coy at the time. Although they were shy
about specifics, the general tone of Soviet public figures did not leave any doubt as to the ultimate
goal of the Soviet space program. As one would expect, the cosmonauts were the most vocal in
their pronouncements: although the Communist Party maintained strict control over each and
every word uttered by these young men, they were more amenable to fits of spontaneity than their
elder bosses. On P,pril 12, 1965, during celebrations in honor of Gagarin's flight, cosmonaut
Belyayev, fresh from his recent trip on Voskhod-2, spoke in hyperbolic terms about the lunar program: "Preparations are in full swing. The Americans speak broadly about their preparations to
land a man on the Moon, but naturally, we in our country, are not idle either. We shall see who
will be there first." '°_Lessthan a year later, Bykovskiy, praising NASA's lunar-orbit rendezvous mission profile, added that work was in full swing to develop maneuvering ships and suits needed for
work on the lunar surface.'_ _ few months later, in _pril 1966, Leonov spoke candidly in Hungary:
I think that I do not disclose any secret by saying [that] Soviet cosmonauts are preparing/or such a journey [to the Moon]. I should very much like it i[a Soviet man went to
the Moon first because we were the first who made the most important steps in space.
I believe we shall soon witness man's landing on the Moon. 1 cannot say when. but it
will be during this five-year plan period.'°'
In the complete vagueness that surrounded Soviet pronouncements
on the space program at
the time, cosmonaut Komarov made one of the most specific statements during a visit to Japan
in July 1966:

I00. U.S.CentralIntelligenceAgency,"National IntelligenceEstimateII-1%7: The SovietSpaceProgram,"
Washington,DC. March2, 1967,p. II, asdeclassifiedDecemberII. 1992,bythe CIP_HistoricalReviewProgram.
I01. Ibid.,p. 2.
102. EvertClark,"New SovietShotis ExpectedSoon," New YorkTimes,August 19, 1967.
103. SovietSpace Programs, 1966-70, p. 359
104. Ibid., p. 361.
105. Ibid, p. 362
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106 Evert Clark, "Soviet Spaceship Hunting Quarks," New York Times,July 17, 1966,p 55; Ibid. p. 363.
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108 Donald C. Winston.
November 28, 1966, pp. 22-23.
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I10.
1990): 19

"Soviets Revamp Lunar Space Plan," .;quiation Week & Space Technology.

Stephane Chenard, "Twilight of the Machine Builders," Space Markets 7(5) ( 1991): I I-19
Yu. Koptev, "Space Fantasies:Ctasnost vs Rumors" (English title), Ekonomika i zhizn 38 (September

tl I. The conversion rate used was $3 = I ruble, extrapolated from figures in Soviet Space Programs.
1966-70. pp 108-09. Table I givesthe Soviet gross national product for 1967 as $365 billion (in 1966US dollars)
Table 2 gives the Soviet state budget for 1967 as I15.24 billion rubles. The figure of t.25 percent has been extrapolated from totaling the Soviet state budget for t966-70 and then determining the ratio of the space budget (7.9 bit
lion rubles) as a percentage of the cumulative state budget (631.13 billion rubles). Note that the actual figures were
remarkably close to those predicted in 1971 without the benefit of any "real" figures ,qnalysts hypothesized at the
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States, actual dollar expenditure on space and the lunar program in particular was far less than
that of its primary competitor. '_
The end of 1966 was a particularly critical decision-making point for the leaders of the
Soviet space program. NASA had just completed ten highly successful Gemini missions, displaying a remarkable level of expertise in mastering complex operations in Earth orbit, while the
Soviets had not launched a single cosmonaut into space. American successes were bolstered in
1966 by two launches of the Block I Apollo Command and Service Module, as well as a test
launch of the S-IVB high-energy cryogenic upper stage. ''4 By the end of the year, three astronauts were preparing for the first piloted launch in a Block I Command and Service Module
aboard the Saturn IB to conduct a thorough testing of the entire spacecraft in Earth orbit. The
giant Saturn V, meanwhile, was scheduled to take an automated Apollo spacecraft into Earth
orbit by the summer of 1967. In early January 1967, Boris g. Stroganov, one of Serbin's deputies
in the Central Committee's Defense Industries Department, told Mishin that the upper echelons of the Communist Party were extremely concerned about the Soviet lag behind the United
States. All this warranted a response, especially given that many of the deadlines from the original August t964 decree on the Soviet lunar landing had remained unfulfilled as a result of poor
management and insufficient funding. There had already been a number of decrees through
1966 on the lunar program at the level of the Ministry of General Machine Building. ''_ Speaking
of a decree in late 1966, Lt. General Kamanin wrote in his personal journal on November I 0:
I read the [Military-industrial Commission] decree which says that the 1964 decisions of
the [Communist Party] and the Council of Ministers on orbiting the Moon and landing
humans on the Moon are not being [ul[illed properly. The resolution reiterates orders to
the industry to glue top priority to all work connected uaith spacecraft and rockets and
to treat them as special state assignments. There are sure to be many more such resolutions, rebukes, and reprimands as the temperature over the Moon rises. But papers and
reprimands don't get anywhere: too much time has been wasted. The bosses, however,
won't hear about our problems and will demand new "spectacular" flights to mark the
50th anniuersary of the October Reuolution._ _
In October 1966, the so-called "Council for the Problems of Mastering the Moon," which
included the leading ministers, deputy ministers, academicians, chief designers, and military
officers from the Soviet space establishment, was set up specifically to examine both the
macro- and micro-level details of the Soviet program to land a human on the Moon. Headed by
Minister of General Machine Building tqfanasyev, the council heretofore was the primary advisory body to the Soviet Party and government on all affairs involving the N I-L3 project. Rumor
had it that Ustinov and Smirnov had set up the council so as to insulate themselves from the
possibility of blame if the Soviet lunar program failed. Another possible motive may have been

113. Central ScientJtic-Research
Institute of Machine Building (TsNIIMash)
Director Yu g Mozzhorin
recalled. "The Americans had spent $15 billion on the creation of an experimental base: we had spent only about
$1 billion." See Rebrov. "But Things Were Like That--Top
Secret."
i 14 The two Command and Service Mod_)es were _aunched on Februar), 26 and P,ugus_ 25, )96b The
S-IVB test was on July 5. 1966. See Linda Neuman Ezell, N,qS_ Historical Data Book. Volume I1: Programs and
Projects 1958 t968 (Washington.
DC: NASA SP-4012. 1988), p. 187.
115_ There was a Ministry ol General Machine Building order (no. 207ss) on May 16, 1966, on the Nf A
Military Industrial Commission
decree (no. 428) was issued on September 14. 1966, on the N I-L3.
116. N. Kamanin. "A Goal Worth Working for." p 8 Kamanin refers to two VPK decrees from this period:
one on the "conclusions of the expert commission on [scientific research work] to settle the organization
o[ search
and evacuation of lunar ships" and the other on the UR 500K-LI
kosmos 1964-1966
p. 388.
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I 17 Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for." The composition of the council is still unknown but presumably
included all the majorchief designers,such asG. N Babakin(GSMZ Lavochkin),V. P.Barmin (KB OM). V, N, Chelomey
(TsKBM), V. R Glushko (KB EnergoMash).A. I, losifyan (VNII ElektroMekhaniki),A. M Isayev(KB KhimMash), A. D.
Konopatov (KB KhimAvtomatiki), N, D. Kuznetsov(KB Trud), V. I Kuznetsov (Nil Prikladnoymekhaniki). A. M. Lyulka
(KB Saturn), V, P.Mishin (TsKBEM),A. S. Mnatsakanyan(Nil Tochnykh priborov), N. A. Pilyugin (Nil Avtomatiki i priborostroyeniya), M S. Ryazanskiy(Nil Priborostroyeniya),G. I. Severin(KB Zvezda), S. K. Tumanskiy (MMZ Soyuz),
G. I Voronin (KB Nauka).and M. K. Yangel(KB Yuzhnoye). Initially.there were only two military representativeson the
council: A. G. Karas (TsUKOS Commandenin-Chief)and A. I. Sokolov (NII-4 Director). Another sourcestates that by
December 1967,the council included "Marshal N. I. Krylov. Marshal Rudenko.Ministers of Aviation, Defenseand Radio
Industries,all the primary Chief Designers.the Presidentof the Academy of SciencesKeldysh, and the Deputy Chairman
of the VPK Pashkov." SeeChertok. Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny, pp. 476-77. There was evidently
another "Moon Council," this one for automated exploration, whose chair and deputy chairwere M M Keldysh (AN
SSSR)and G. A. Tyulin (MOM), respectively.SeeMozzhorin. Dorogi u kosmos:I. p 162.
118. Rebrov."But Things Were LikeThat--Top Secret,"p. 4. ForMozzhorin's own accounton his doubts on the
decree,see Rudenko. "SpaceBulletin: LunarAttraction."
119. Rudenko, "SpaceBulletin: LunarAttraction."
120 Rebrov,"But Things Were LikeThat--Top Secret," p. 4.
12I. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?"
122 LeonardNikishin, "Inside The Moon Race," Moscow News 7 (April II. 1990): 15.
123. N Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 46 (1993): 8-9. Author's
emphasis
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remained unchanged. Less than two weeks after the document was issued by the leadership,
new USSR Minister of Defense Marshal Andrey A Grechko refused to provide money for a
search-and-rescue service for returning cosmonauts from the Moon. When he was told by Air
Force leaders that about 25 to 30 million rubles and 9,000 personnel would be required, he
lashed back, "1won't give you personnel, I won't give you money. Do what you like but I won't
raise this with the government ....
And in general I am against Moon missions."'24 This lack
of commitment was devastating to the project.
The February 1961 document detailed astonishingly ambitious timetables for both the LI
and the L3 programs:
Mission

Date

First piloted circumlunar flight of the UR-50OK-LI
First flight tests of the N I-L3
First piloted lunar landing of the N I-L3

June-July 1967
September 1961
September 1968

In an extreme case, the landing could have been achieved between October and December
1968. '2_It remains unclear what prompted Ustinov and the others to aim for such an unrealistic
schedule. By February 1961, the N I had yet to fly while the L3 complex existed only on paper,
and yet the Soviets were proposing that this highly complex mission be accomplished in less
than two years. The only visible manifestation of any progress was the completion
of the first full-scale N I test vehicle, the I MI, which was finally assembled at Tyura-Tam that
same February, although it remained in the giant assembly-testing building. Actual flight models, although being manufactured, were well behind in the queue. Clearly, the senior staff of
TsKBEM, including Mishin. were as much responsible for stipulating these outlandish deadlines
as was the political leadership. These TsKBEM employees, after all, were the ones who made
assessments of the state of the program in late 1966, on whose basis Ustinov and the others
made their decisions. To have agreed to the late 1968 deadline seems in retrospect to have been
professional suicide, but for reasons that are still not clear, the designer faction accepted them.
Kamanin wrote in his journal entry for March 15, 1967: "There is no doubt in my mind that
these deadlines are anything but realistic." ,2_It was probably clear to most engineers that if past
experience was any indicator, the government would be unwilling to back this near ridiculous
deadline with any sort of financial commitment.
First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party Leonid I, Brezhnev and
Chairman of the USSRCouncil of Ministers _teksey N. Kosygin signed the February 1967 document and officially made it binding to all the hundreds of primary and secondary contractors
working on the lunar program. Nearly six years after Kennedy's speech, the Soviet piloted lunar
landing program was an objective of national importance. It was the Soviet leadership's belief
that if the Soviet military-industrial complex performed as stipulated, a Soviet citizen would be
standing on the surface of the Moon by the end of 1968. The fact that the United States' with
all its industrial might, had been trying for the same objective for six years could not have
escaped the notice of all involved. Speaking of the document that had appeared far too late and
of the government that had ignored the pleas of designers for so many years, a Soviet journalist wrote years later:

124. Ibid.
125. SeeTarasov,"Missionsin Dreamsand Reality,"in which Mishin saysthat the timetablefor the flight
testswasto be in the secondquarterof 1967and the landingin the third quarterof 1968.
126. Kamanin,",q GoalWorth Workingfor." no. 46.
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This shows the level of competence of the top Soviet leaders Brezhnev and Kosy£in who
signed the document [and] the honesty o/the Party and government officials who prepared this document: Ustinov, Smirnou, Serbin, ,Ztfanasyev.'_7
Defining

the Circumlunar

Program

Through 1966, the LI program to send Soviet cosmonauts around the Moon assumed primacy in importance over the L3 landing effort--a strategic shift motivated very much by the
impending fiftieth anniversary of the Great October Revolution in late 1967 The basic elements
of the project had been frozen by a document issued on December 3 I, 1965, titled "Initial Data
on the LI Payload Block (Product I I$824)," signed just two weeks before Korolev's death. The
main points of this document described the changes necessary to the spacecraft and launch
vehicle to accomplish the piloted circumlunar mission. '78For the 7K-LI vehicle in particular,
there were three goals:
•
•

•

Create a modification of the 7K-OK Soyuz spacecraft, designated the 7K-L I, capable of circumlunar flight with a crew launched in the vehicle
Establish a phased realization of the goals:
Create the technological-model complex IM I with 7K-LI no. IP
Create automated variants for circumlunar flight on 7K-LI nos 4-9
Prepare 7K-LI nos. II-14 for piloted circumlunar flight '_

The 7K-LI spacecraft (also called simply the "LI ") was essentially a stripped down 7K-OK
Soyuz, reduced to "fit" the 5.1- to 5 2-ton mass constraints for a circumlunar mission using
Chelomey's UR-5OOK rocket and Mishin's Blok D upper stage combination. Depending on the
particular variant, total mass varied from .5.2to 5,7 tons (in Earth orbit) and .5.0to 5.5 tons (after
TLI). The primary difference between the Soyuz and the LI was the omission of the spheroid
living compartment in the latter, making the LI a compact two-module spacecraft built for a singular objective with little room for upgrades. The two modules were the descent apparatus and
the instrument-aggregate compartment.
The descent apparatus was a segmented-conical body with an improved heat shield sufficiently strengthened to withstand lunar return velocity reentries. This shielding would be cast
off prior to the actual landing on Earth. The two-person crew would spend their entire eightto ten-day mission within the confines of this capsule with an internal volume of only two and
a half cubic meters, compared to the Soyuz, which afforded six and a half cubic meters./qpart
from the crew couches, the descent apparatus also contained the ship's control panel, an onboard computer, scientific instrumentation, a camera, life support systems, portions of the ther-

127.

Nikishin,

128.

Semenov. ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya

"Inside the Moon Race," p. 15.
Korporatsiya.

p. 235. The nine points related to the overall com-

plex were: (I) use Blok D from the N! booster as a TLI stage: (2) use the/K-OK
Soyuz as the spacecraft, but without the spheroid living compartment
at the forward end, the descent apparatus would be modified for lunar speed
atmospheric reentry, and a special supporting cone at the apex of the now-shortened
vehicle would allow connections with the launch escape tower: (3) eliminate mooring and orientation engines from the 7K-OK Soyuz and trans
fer these functions to the SOZ system on Blok D: (4) develop a new payload shroud: (5) ensure that Blok D can
retire in vacuum conditions:
(6) ensure that Blok D can fire to allow T[I: (7) agree on a cycle of events for the
UR-5OOK Proton booster during launch, allowing launch escape and rocket safety: (8) develop the details of a circumlunar trajectory with return at lunar velocities: and (9) create simplified 7K L I spacecraft numbers 2P and 3P for
tests in Earth orbit, which would include two firings of Blok D.
129
Ibid, p 236
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real regulation and communications systems, biological samples, an optical
orientation
device, and a storage battery.
One of the improvements on the
capsule compared to the Soyuz
was doubling the number of
thrusters for yaw during guided
reentry. This augmentation in
reentry capability was offset to a
great degree by the omission of
the reserve parachute from the
descent apparatus because of
both space and mass constraints.
The single remaining parachute
had a dome area of 1,0OOsquare
meters. The deletion of the living
compartment
prompted
engineers to attach a special support
cone to the apex of the spacecraft to allow a firm connection

BEGINNING

The 7K-L I spacecra[t was the final iteration o[ Koroleu's repeated
attempts to design a [light-capable
piloted circumlunar
ship The
vehicle, later publicly named Zond. was similar in terms of most
systems to the Earth-orbital Soyuz. The major design dff[erence between
the two was the omission o[ the [orward living compartment
on the
Zond spacecraft
Two cosmonauts
would have to spend a cramped
week within the confines of the tiny descent apparatus.
(copyright
VideoCosmos

Co., via Dennis Newkirk)

with the nose fairing and the launch escape tower of the booster stack. The cone, weighing
150 kilograms, would be cast off from the vehicle prior to TLI. As with the Soyuz and the
N t-L3, the launch escape system was equipped with a set of powerful solid-propellant engines
to remove the descent apparatus far from an exploding rocket.
As in the 7K-OK Soyuz, the 7K-LI instrument-aggregate compartment was divided into
three sections: the transfer compartment, the instrument compartment, and the aggregate
compartment. The pressurized instrument compartment contained the primary and backup
buffer storage batteries and additional ship instrumentation for on-board systems. The unpressurized aggregate compartment at the extreme aft of the ship contained the single high-thrust
engine on the spacecraft, the $5.53, developed by the Design Bureau of Chemical Machine
Building, led by Chief Designer Isayev. The engine used unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and
a mixture of nitric acid and nitrogen tetroxide (AK-27) and had a thrust of 425 kilograms--that
is, it was identical to its counterpart on the Soyuz spacecraft. The 400 kilograms of propellant
for the engine was contained in four spherical tanks at the aft of the aggregate compartment,
which also included eight attitude control thrusters operating on hydrogen peroxide (of one
and one and a half kilograms thrust). Thermal radiators covered the whole compartment on its
outer surface, gs with the Soyuz, primary power on the vehicle was provided by two large solar
arrays, spread like bird wings from the aggregate compartment. Unlike the Soyuz's four segments on each panel, the 7K-LI had three per panel, with a wingspan of nine meters and a total
surface area of eleven square meters.
Apart from the deletions, TsKBEM engineers supplemented or changed a number of systems
from the basic 7K-OK Soyuz craft. These included the attitude orientation system, which had
improved solar (the 99K) and stellar sensors (the lOOK), gyroscopes and command instruments,
memory devices, and so on. For transmitting telemetric information, the engineers introduced a
pencil-beam parabolic antenna operating in the decimeter range, which was attached at the front
of the descent apparatus, The antenna had its own self-contained optical sensor for aiming at
Earth (the t01K). The antenna as a whole would be discarded once its work was finished. Other
antennas included short-range ones at the end of the solar panels (for radio communications)
and additional ones for ultra-shortwave telemetry and radiotelemetry.
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Theguidance
system
forthe7K-LIspacecraft
wasdeveloped
cooperatively
bytheorganizations
ofMishinandPilyugin
based
onearlier
models
usedfordeepspace
probes
aswellas
control
engines
forearlier
ships
androcket
stages.
ForthefirsttimeinaSoviet
piloted
spacecraft,
theguidance
systems
operated
onthebasis
ofathree-axis
stabilized
platform
andaspecial
computernamed
the/Trgon-II, developed by Scientific-Research Institute of Digital Electronic
Computing Technology. It would serve as the prototype for all further models in the Soyuz
spacecraft.
The 7K-LI spacecraft had a total length of five meters with the support cone and four and
a half meters without. Maximum diameter was 2,72 meters at the base and 2.2 meters around
the main body. The total length on the pad of the UR-5OOK, Blok D, ?%LI, and launch escape
tower combination was just over sixty-one meters, far exceeding the length of Soyuz spacecraft
stack/_°
/_ nominal mission profile of the circumlunar mission would begin with the launch of the
UR-5OOKProton booster with its 7K-L I and Btok D payloads. During the launch, the ship would
be beneath a fairing, which would be cast off after passing through the dense layers of the
atmosphere. The partially filled Blok D would fire for the first time to achieve sufficient velocity to lift itself and the 7K-LI into an Earth orbit with the parameters of 220 by 190 kilometers
inclined at fifty-one and a half degrees. The cosmonauts aboard would check the state of all
systems for a period of one orbit or one day, depending on the circumstances, orient the stack
for boost toward the Moon, and then separate the support cone from the apex of the spacecraft. Blok D would fire for a sufficient period of time to accelerate the stack to Earth escape
velocity toward the Moon. The stage would then separate while the ship's solar orientation system would put the spacecraft in a one-degree-per-second turning mode while ensuring maximal solar panel exposure to the Sun. The 7K-LI ship would circle around the Moon at a range
of 1,000 to 12,000 kilometers while the cosmonauts would carry out photography and TV sessions. The scientific investigations planned for the automated precursor missions would
include studying radiation through the flight path, studying cosmic rays, and performing experiments on small biological payloads. During the course of the seven days in flight, the $5.53
main engine of the ship would carry out three or four mid-course corrections: the first on the
outbound trajectory at 250,000 kilometers from Earth and the second and third ones on the
return trajectory at 320,000 and t50,000 kilometers, respectively, from Earth.
Before reentry back into Earth's atmosphere, the parabolic antenna and instrumentaggregate compartment would separate from the descent apparatus with its two-person crew,
The precision-guided reentry had two endo-atmospheric phases and an intermediate exoatmospheric portion to radically decrease the gravitational loads subjected to the crew. The first
"dip" into the atmosphere would decelerate the vehicle to about just over seven and a half kilometers per second, after which the capsule would "bounce" out of the atmosphere along a ballistic trajectory and reenter the atmosphere again at a reduced velocity of 200 meters per second.
P, special guidance system would control the motion of the descent apparatus throughout this
entire portion by changing the lift force via roll control of the capsule. The length of return trajectory would vary between 6,000 and 10,500 kilometers, depending on the angle between the
horizontal plane and the ship at the moment of entry: this was also an important determinant
of radio visibility with ground communications stations, gfter the double-dip reentry, the capsule
would come down by parachute, discard its thermal shielding, and finally land in Kazakhstan by
using soft-landing engines much like the Soyuz spacecraft. If for some reason the guided reentry

130. Ibid. pp 235-36: Afanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft":I ,q. MarininandS,Kh. Shamsutdinov,"Soviet
Programs[or Lunar Flights" {Englishtitle), Zemlya i uselennayano 4 (July-August 1993): 62-69: Lardier,
LZtstronautique
5ovietique,p. 159:Glushko.Kosmonautikaentsiklopediya,pp. 12930. The two batteriesforthe
7K-LI werea silver-zincbatteryandcalcium-nickel
battery(blok 800).
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13I. Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporcztsiya,pp. 238-39: Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet
Programsfor Lunar Flights": Petrovich, ed, The Soviet Encyclopaedia o[ Space Flight, pp 513-14
132. Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar [lights."
133. The details of the "curved tunnel" and the special docking unit on the 7K-LI in this variant remain
unknown.
134. N.P. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," Vozdushniy transport no. 44 (1993): 8-9: Semenov,ed,
Raketno-Kosm_cheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 237. Note that one of the stipulations of the decreewas the official termination of Chelomey's UR-5OOK-LKI program in the "full-scale modeling stage. The remaining stages, which envisioned the complete ground-based optimization of all the systems of the carrier and the vehicle, as well as the
performance of 12 unmanned and I0 manned launches of the UR-SOOK-LKcomplex, were canceled by the same
decree." SeeIgor Afanasyev, "Without the Stamp 'Secret': Circling the Moon: Chelomey's Project" (English title).
Krasnaya zuezda. October 28, 1995.
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135. Kamanin. "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 45.
136 The members of the StateCommission for LI included: G. A. Tyulin (MOM). V. P. Mishin (TsKBI:M).
V N Chelomey (TsKBM), M. V. Keldysh (AN SSSR).V. A. Anfilatov (affiliation unknown), N N. Gurovskiy (IMBP),
N P Kamanin (WS), ,q G. Karas (TsUKOS), V. A. Kasatanov (affiliation unknown), V. A Khazanov (affiliation
unknown), A. A Kurushin (NIIP-5), G. P. Melnikov (NIl-4), N K. Mordasov (affiliation unknown), Yu. A.
Mozzhorin (TsNIIMash), A G Mrykin (MOM), D. P, Polukhin (TsKBM Branch No. I), Ye.V. Shabarov (TsKBEM),
!. I. Spitsa(TsKIK), Ya. I. Tregub (TsKBEM), and Yu. N. Trulanov (TsKBM Branch No. I). SeeSemenov,ed., RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p 238.
131 Kamanin. "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 45.
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138. Ibid. The cosmonauts for the 7K-LI program were G. T. Beregovoy,V. F. Bykovskiy, Yu. A. Gagarin.
Ye, V. Khrunov, /q. A. Leonov, V. M Komarov. A G, Nikolayev, V. A Shatalov, and B. V. Volynov as crew commanders and G. M. Grechko,V. N Kubasov, O. G Makarov,V. N. Volkov. and A. S. Yeliseyevasflight engineers.
139. Kamanin. "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 46. The new 7K-LI training group had been agreedon as
early as December 24, 1966,They were P.I. Klimuk./_ A. Leonov, E R. Popovich. M A. Voloshin, and B. V Volynov
(all commanders) and Yu. R ,qrtyukhin. G. M. Grechko,O G, Makarov, N. N, Rukavishnikov, V. I Sevastyanov,and
/¥ F. Voronov (all flight engineers).
_40. ,qfanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft."
141. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," no 46.
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that this
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lasting almost two years. Despite the tragic nature of circumstances,
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vehicle,
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142. Ibid
143. Ezell. NASA Historical Data Book, Volume IL p. 176.
144. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 240-41. The actual type of the 7K L I spacecraft was 7K-LIP, with the "p" indicating a simplified version not equipped for recovery.
145 Westerners trackedtransmissions from the payload during March II- 15at 20.008 megahertz. SeeSven
Grahn and Dieter Oslender, "Cosmos 146and 154," Spaceflight 22 (March 1980): 121-23
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BEGINNING

craft no. 3P, was quickly prepared for launch within less than thirty days. The vehicle would
repeat the exact same profile as its predecessor, except Blok D's second firing would follow one
day after entering Earth orbit instead of after one orbit. On April 6, Chelomey, Glushko, Barmin,
and other chief designers arrived at Tyura-Tam to view the launch, along with ten cosmonauts
who were training for the circumlunar flights. The latter group, including Leonov and Popovich,
would study the equipment at the launch pad and get acquainted with all prelaunch operations
involving the Proton booster. It was the first time that they physically saw the launch vehicle.
On April 8, the designers and guests watched the launch from site 92, the location of the
assembly-testing building for the Proton, a distance of just over one and a half kilometers from
the pad at site 81, Lt. General Kamanin described the scene:
Unlike the [R-7,] the UR-5OOK rocket has a simple and well-designed service frame: the
base of the frame is to one side of the rocket, but it "hugs it" with five service landings
and has two elevators. ,z]fter the frame is opened the rocket stands there like a beautiful white church .... '_
gt exactly 1200 hours, 33 seconds Moscow Time, the booster gracefully lifted off from its
pad. Despite gusts as high as eighteen meters per second, the performance of all four stages,
including the first firing of Blok D, was nominal. The 5,O20-kilogram 7K-LI ship entered a
186- by 232-kilometer orbit with a fifty-one-and-a-half-degree inclination to the equator. T/qSS
announced the mission under the designation of Kosmos-154. About forty minutes following
launch, all the members of the State Commission gathered at the office of Colonel Kirillov, the
newly appointed Deputy Commander of Cosmodrome, to congratulate Chelomey on the success. Throughout the day, ground controllers monitored all systems aboard the Blok D-LI stack
in Earth orbit, conscious of the fact that this would be the first time in the Soviet space program when an upper stage would fire after a stay of twenty-four hours in weightlessness and
vacuum.
The news turned sour on April 9, when telemetry proved that Blok D had failed to fire for
the second time. After an analysis of incoming data, TsKBEM engineers believed that an instrument switch had been left in the wrong position because of negligence on their part. The
instrument was used for triggering a system of engines that stabilize the propellant after the
first firing of the Blok D main engine. The engines of this system were apparently prematurely
jettisoned, disabling the main engine completely because it was unable to effectively use the
propellants. _7The blame for the error fell on Mishin's shoulders, and State Commission
Chairman Tyulin gave him a dressing down. Kamanin recalled:
Tyulin was furious and swore at him. In the evening, still fuming after the unpleasant
experience of reporting to Ustinov and Smirnov, he gave a devastating
but perfectly
accurate assessment of Misflin: "He has five times more arrogance than Korolev and ten
times less competence. "'_
The Kosmos- 154 stack remained in its low-Earth orbit for about two days following launch
before decaying naturally. The failure undoubtedly slowed the pace of the circumlunar program,

146,

Kamanin.

147,
148.

Ibid., t_fanasyev, "Unknown
Spacecraft": Semenov, ed., Raketno Kosmicheskaya
Kamanin, "P, Goal Worth Working for." no. 46. p. 9

"A Goal Worth

Working

for,"

no, 46.
Korporatsiya,

p, 241.
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The Soyuz spacecraft was the centerpiece of the post-Korolev space program. Since Korolev's
death in January 1966, the design, development, and testing of the 7K-OK Earth-orbital Soyuz
were expected to lead to the most spectacular mission in the Soviet canon to date: the docking
of two Soyuz spacecraft in Earth orbit, followed by the transfer of two crewmembers from one
vehicle to the other via a spacewalk. Soviet space program leaders strongly believed that this one
mission would overshadow the cumulative achievements of all ten of NASA's Gemini flights
during 1965-66. Thousands of engineers worked toward this singular goal to reestablish Soviet
preeminence in piloted space exploration. From a political, technical, and human perspective, the
failure to do so was not an option. But as haste crept into the preparations, an atmosphere of
unease began to pervade the program.
Civilians

in Space

For many years before his death, Sergey R Korolev had spoken of sending not only military
officers into space, but also the young civilian engineers who actually designed and developed
Soviet spacecraft, such as Vostok. Voskhod, and Soyuz. Intermittently throughout the early
1960s, several engineers at OKB-I had passed through preliminary medical screening, but
their candidacy as cosmonauts was never taken seriously by the Soviet Air Force. the service
responsible for all cosmonaut training) The impetus to include engineers on spacecraft increased
significantly with the development of the 7K-OK Soyuz spacecraft, which afforded two to three
extra seats for missions. In September 1965, eight military cosmonauts began training for the
docking and EVA Soyuz mission, prompting Korolev to entrust one of his engineers to look into
the matter of forming a parallel civilian training group. _At least eleven civilians from the design
bureau passed the initial medical screening at the Ministry of Health's Institute of Biomedical
Problems. but Korolev's death put the matter temporarily on the backburner?

I
In September 1961, the Air Force allowed Korolev to send civilian engineers through medical screening.
See Rex Hall. "Soviet Civilian Cosmonauts,"
in Michael Cassutt. ed.. Who's Who in Space: The International
Space
Year Edition (New

York: Macmillan.

1992), p. 278

2,
The eight military cosmonauts who began training in early September 1965 for the first Soyuz mqssion
were V. F Bykovskiy, Yu. A. Gagarin, M V. Gorbatko, Ye. V. Khrunov, P I Kolodin, V M Komarov, A. G Nikolayev,
and A. F. Voronov. See N R Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: kniga vtoraya, t964-1966gg
(Moscow: Infortekst IF, 1997).
pp. 347, 349: N. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 44 (t993): 8 9. These
eight men were still in training for the first Soyuz mission by late August 1966.
3
These eleven men were S. N. Anokhin. V. Ye Bugrov, G. A Dolgopolov, G. M. Grechko. V. N. Kubasov,
O. G. Makarov, N. N. Rukavishnikov, V. A. Timchenko, V A. Yazdovskiy, and A S. Yeliseyev. See I. Marinin, "The
First Civilian Cosmonauts"

(in Russian), Nouosti

kosmonautiki

12-13 (June 3-30. 1996): 81 87.
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4.
This decreewas issued on August 3. 1960.Seeibid.
5.
Ibid : Yu. P, Semenov, ed., Rakerno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya "Energiya" irneni 5 P Koroleua
(Korolev: RKK Energiya,named after S. P.Korolev. 1996), p. 426.
6.
Semenov, ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya, p. 425: Hatl. "Soviet Civilian Cosmonauts,"
p. 287.
7,
Kamanin, "t:1 Goal Worth Working for," no. 44; Marinin, "The First Civilian Cosmonauts": Semenov,
ed.. RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 426.
8.
The civilian crews proposed by Mishin were Dolgopolov/Yeliseyev/Volkov (primary) and
_nokhin/MakarovlGrechko (backup). SeeMarinin. "The First Civilian Cosmonauts." tn early July, there was a new
civilian crew proposal: DolgopolovlMakarov (Soyuz I ) and YeliseyevlKubasov(Soyuz 2). SeeKamanin, Skrytiy kosmos 1964-1966. p. 348.
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between the two ships. Among those in favor of such a plan was Chief Designer Armen S.
Mnatsakanyan of the Scientific-Research Institute for Precision Instruments, responsible for the
design and development of the Igla rendezvous and docking radar system. After assessing the
pros and cons, Kerimov and Mishin agreed to Mnatsakanyan's suggestion. The first two automated flight models of the 7K-OK Soyuz arrived at Tyura-Tam in August 1966 for their launches
in September. Further problems, however, necessitated moving the launches to November 1966.
This was to be followed in January or February of the following year with the piloted mission.
On the morning of November 18, the commission met at Tyura-Tam in preparation for the
upcoming dual launches set for November 26-27. Spaceship no. 2, the active Soyuz, would be
launched first, followed twenty-four hours later by Spaceship no. I, the passive Soyuz. Upon
orbital insertion, if the passive ship was within twenty kilometers of the active vehicle, then
docking would take place between the two ships on the passive one's first or second orbit. If
the distance was greater, then the docking would occur a day later. If all systems were operating ideally, then the two spacecraft would remain docked for three days: both would land on
the fourth day of their respective missions. -'_Engineers believed that a piloted flight with the
third and fourth Soyuz vehicles could be mounted as early as December 26-27. g lot of factors
had to work perfectly to maintain the deadline--for example, both of the two pads (at sites I
and 3t) capable of launching the I 1@51I booster would have to be available for launches. This
meant that the commission would have to obtain permission from the military to delay the
launch of a Zenit-4 photo-reconnaissance satellite scheduled for launch from one of those pads.
The Soyuz launches would mark the first launches of the I IASII booster, a marginal modification of the earlier IIA57 launch vehicle used for Voskhod.
A final State Commission meeting took place on November 25, by which time the two
launches were set for November 28 and 29. On launch day, Kamanin wrote:
We've been waiting for this to happen for more than four years (the industry delayed the
manufacture of the spacecraft because they were overautomated: they have to be able to
link up euen if unmanned). Today and tomorrow will see launches on which the immediate future of our space program will hinge: all the Moon spacecraft are based on Soyuz] _
The first Soyuz spacecraft lifted off successfully at 1600 hours Moscow Time on November
28, 1966, from Tyura-Tam It entered an initial orbit of 181 by 232 kilometers at a 51,9-degree inclination; the perigee was lower than expected because of the less-than-stellar performance from the
new launch vehicle. The Soviet news agency TASS designated the spacecraft Kosmos-133 and, as
was customary, did not indicate that the flight had any connection with the piloted space program. Problems beset the mission almost immediately. As soon as the payload separated from the
booster, the pressure in the tanks of the mooring and orientation engine system dropped from
340 atmospheres to thirty-eight atmospheres in 120 seconds. Within less than fifteen minutes,
all or most of the propellant in the system had been used up, sending the spacecraft into a slow
rotation of two revolutions per minute. Given that these engines were indispensable for attitude
control during approach and docking, there was little hope of carrying out a docking with a second Soyuz. Kerimov and Mishin immediately decided to cancel the preparations for the second
launch and instead focus efforts on bringing Kosmos-133 back to Earth.
The spaceship had more problems. The mooring and orientation system thrusters were
required not only for rendezvous and docking but also to position the spacecraft into correct
attitude to fire the main deorbit engine. On Deputy Chief Designer Chertok's suggestion,

25. Kamanin,"g GoalWorth Workin8 for." no 45; Chertok,Raketyi Jyudi.£oryaehiyedni kholodnoy
uoyny,p. 412; Kamanin,5krytiy kosmos:t964 1966,p. 396.
26. Kamanir_,"lq GoalWorth Workingfor," no. 45, 138.
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Although the flight could hardly have been considered successful, the mission did give
engineers and controllers on the ground a chance to evaluate the operation of all the Soyuz
systems in realistic conditions. The ionic orientation system was stable, the main engine could
be fired repeatedly in vacuum, and the spacecraft could be reentered despite faulty stabilization.
Based on an analysis of the problems, many State Commission members, including Chairman
Kerimov, Mishin, and Ryazanskiy, believed that Kosmos-133 could have been safely recovered
if there had been a cosmonaut on board instead of a mannequin. Four investigation commissions,
which included Chief Designer Ryazanskiy, Deputy Chief Designer Tsybin, and Department Chief
Raushenbakh, reported their findings on December 8. There had been three major failures on the
ship: the complete spurious exhaust of the propellant in the mooring and orientation engine
system; insufficient stabilization of the spacecraft when the deorbit engine was fired; and a
failure of the Tral telemetry instrument on the fifteenth orbit. They found that the failures had
nothing to do with design flaws but rather problems in assembling and testing that particular
model on the ground. The service lines for the jet vane controls of the orientation engines were
evidently tangled up, and a faulty system was installed on the vehicle. During reentry, the
retro-engine had fired for less than a nominal period because of the lack of vehicle stabilization.
which itself was a result of the faulty orientation system. The State Commission recommended
that the second Soyuz, the passive ?K-OK, be launched no later than December 18 on a
solo flight. Igla system Chief Designer Mnatsakanyan opposed a solitary launch and continued
to insist on an automated docking flight, but he was overruled by Mishin, who apparently
regretted following Mnatsakanyan's advice to mount a joint flight on Kosmos-133. If all went
well cosmonauts would fly into space aboard two different Soyuz vehicles in late January or
early February.'°
The pace at Tyura-Tam was intense, g little more than two weeks later, the remaining
Soyuz spacecraft, vehicle no. I, was ready for launch, this time from the pad at site 31. The
launch was set for 1430 hours local time on December 14, 1966. At the count of zero, shards
of flame shot out from the base of the I Ig511 booster, but they were suspiciously smaller and
less powerful than normal. The rocket remained fixed on the pad, and those present assumed
that computers had aborted the launch at the last minute because of a then-unknown glitch.
The flames at the base died down soon, and steam filled the area as thousands of gallons of
water poured onto the launch mount. Approximately twenty-seven minutes after the abort,
observers saw the launch escape system suddenly start firing. At this point, there were many
pad workers who were engaged in 'safing" the booster, as was customary following a launch
abort. Although the rocket seemed to remain inert, within a few seconds, the flames from the
escape system directly engulfed the lower portion of the Soyuz spacecraft and the booster's
third stage below. As the fire spread, scores of workers near the pad took cover in their bunkers.
Kamanin described the scene:
I ran to the cosmonauts' house and ordered everyone who was there to quickly go from
the rooms into the corridors. It proved to be a timely measure: within seconds a series
of deafening explosions rocked the walls of the building which was located 700 meters
from the pad. Stucco fell down and all the windows were smashed. The rooms were
littered with broken glass and pieces of stucco. Fragments of glass hit the wails like
bullets. Clearly, if we had remained in the rooms a few seconds longer we would all
have been mowed down by broken glass. Looking out through the window openings
I saw huge pillars of black smoke and the frame of the rocket devoured by fire .... 3,

30. Kamanin,"g GoalWorth Workingfor," no 45: Semenov,
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State Commission members met about twenty minutes later at the Soyuz assembly-testing
building, but among those missing were Mishin, Kerimov, and Maj. General Kirillov, the Chief
of the First Directorate at the Baykonur Cosmodrome. As concern mounted for the missing
individuals, Baykonur Commander Maj. General Aleksandr A. Kurushin quickly sent an
emergency medical team to the launch pad area to search for survivors. Within a short time,
Mishin, Kerimov, and Kirillov turned up safe at another command bunker. The Soyuz descent
apparatus miraculously landed safely at a distance from the pad without incident.
On December 16, an investigation commission reported on the probable causes of the
terrible accident. It seems that when the command to ignite had been sent to the booster, only
the second stage of the 1IASl I launcher (that is, the strap-ons) had fired, and computers had
instantly aborted the launch. After the announcement for pouring water around the launch
mount, Mishin and Kirillov had concluded that it was safe to egress from their bunkers because
all engines on the booster were shut down. Ground control then sent a command to relocate
the escape frames of the pad structure onto the vehicle to prevent the launcher from swaying
in the gusty winds present at the time. By this point, many service personnel had already
arrived at the pad to climb up the service tower to inspect the rocket. As the frames were lifted near the booster, one of these touched the booster prematurely and tilted it, This occurred
because the launch vehicle had moved very slightly from its original position at the launch
abort. P,s soon as the booster tilted, the emergency rescue system was automatically triggered
by gyroscopes, which detected a vertical angle exceeding seven degrees. The ninety-ton
solid-fuel engine of the system fired on command, and its long exhaust penetrated the Soyuz
propellant tanks on top of the booster: at that point, all service personnel fled the area in panic.
It took almost two minutes between the firing of the system and the final explosion of the first
and second stages of the booster--a length of time that no doubt saved the lives of most of
those who were close to the booster, including Mishin, Kerimov. and Kirillov. Most managed
to run as much as 150 to 200 meters to safety, while Mishin and the others fled to a nearby
bunker. A Major Korostylev unfortunately took refuge behind the concrete walls of the launch
assembly and, as a result, became the sole fataliW in the accident. Several others were severely
injured. The entire pad complex and associated structure was completely destroyed. _'
At the meeting on December 16. Mishin admitted that the design of the emergency rescue
system had been fundamentally faulty because the gyroscopes could trigger the operation of
the system even when all power was cut off to the booster. Remarkably, just three days prior
to the explosion, engineers carried out a test of the rescue system at the Air Force's test site at
Vladimirovka near Kapustin Yar. Because the goal of the test was not to check fire safety, the
tanks of the spacecraft were left empty for the firing of the rescue system engines. A fueled
spaceship could have easily precluded such a disaster. Engineers introduced a number of design
changes on the rescue system based on the recommendations of the accident commission,
including ensuring that the solid-propellant engine of the system could be turned off manually or
remotely immediately after aborts. _
The explosion and destruction of an I I/_51 I booster, a Soyuz spacecraft, and the pad at
site 31 significantly delayed any hope of mounting an early piloted Soyuz mission. Another
automated Soyuz flight was inserted into the schedule, to be carried out on January 15, F967,
from the other remaining pad at site I. Mishin had ordered re-equipping one of the piloted versions for the solitary robotic mission. The piloted mission was postponed to March--a delay
accounted for by the time needed to transform the pad at site I to support dual Soyuz launches.
In the meantime, on December 2 l, Kamanin sent the eight primary and backup cosmonauts for
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34. Mitroshenkov. Zemlya pod netoom,p 397 Among the cosmonauts training for 7K-OK missions by late
December were the eight men for the first mission (Bykovskiy, Gagarin, Gorbatko. Khrunov, Komarov. Kubasov,
Nikolayev. and Yeliseyev), as well as four other cosmonauts training for future missions (Beregovoy, Makarov,
Shatalov, and Volkov).
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It was the first sea landing for a Soviet piloted vehicle. Unfortunately, soon after the rescue
teams discovered the capsule, it sank through the ice to a depth of about ten meters. It seems
that the capsule had crashed through the iceberg and floated in the resulting hole until
it became water-logged and simply sank. Engineers back in Moscow were naturally alarmed by
the news, because the descent apparatus had been repeatedly tested for floatation in case of a
water landing.
The recovery of the capsule proved to be extremely difficult, and the Air Forcehad to call in a
team of divers. Helicopters were not able to lift the capsule because it was too heavy. With much
difficulty, an Mi-6 helicopter managed to accrue sufficient horizontal velocity to drag the thing the
three kilometers back to the shore. In their postflight analysis, engineers discovered a thirty- by tenmillimeter hole at the center portion of the bottom of the vehicle, which was sufficient for loss of
pressure and the subsequent sinking. The investigation showed that the hole was the result of an
infringement of the unity of the heat shield, which had been cast off. The heat shield itself had
a maintenance hole with a plug attached with special glue for a thermal gauge pipe. The plug
was incorrectly mated to the heat shield, resulting in a chain of events that led to the hole in the
spacecraft. If a crew had been on board, they would have died, since Soyuz crewmembers would
not be wearing spacesuits during reentry. To address the problem, engineers eliminated the
plug completely from the heat shield, and they also made the heat shield a monolithic structure
instead of being assembled piece by piece. In addition, all "suspect" areas of the heat shield were
reinforced with extra material as a cautionary measure. At a meeting on February 16, Mishin and
Bushuyev reassured the State Commission that the necessary measures would be carried out to
preclude such an accident from happening again._
Soyuz

I

From an outsider's perspective, the natural course of action for the State Commission
would have been to add another precursor Soyuz mission to the schedule. The two spacecraft
flown in 1966 and 1967 had significant problems, primarily in their reentry phase, and certainly
there would have been the need to verify the operation of all the components of reentry, such
as the heat shield, parachute system, reentry orientation systems, and so forth. Despite
the three attempts to launch the 7K-OK Soyuz, Mishin and his engineers recovered only
a single descent apparatus after a space mission--one whose thermal protection system had
a catastrophic failure. This is not to say that Mishin did not undertake a thorough analysis of
the situation. The results of the three Soyuz attempts were the subject of intense discussion;
the main decision for the engineers was whether to carry out another automated mission or
whether to go directly to a piloted mission. Deputy Chief Designers Konstantin D. Bushuyev
and Yakov I. Tregub of TsKBEM led this analysis in February and March 1967. Mishin invited
a host of representatives from all organizations involved in the Soyuz program to hear their
individual assessments of the status of their particular system and its potential readiness for a
piloted flight. Remarkably, most of the other designers and engineers recommended crewed
flight. Among the dissenters was TsKBEM Department Chief Ivan S. Prudnikov, who based
his objections on the insufficient testing of the new, improved heat shield. The majority of
engineers, however, expressed confidence in the work of the heat shield. _'
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The crews o[ 5oyuz I and Soyuz 2 present themselves before the State Commission in front of the launch pad in
,'3pril 1967 In the foreground from left to right are the primary crew of Vladimir Komarov. Valeriy Bykovskiy.
Yeugeniy Khrunou. and ._leksey Yeliseyeu (in civilian clothes) and the backup crew of ¥uriy _agarin. _ndrian
Nikotayev. Viktor Gorbatko. and Valeriy Kubasov (also in civilian clothes) Chief Desgner Valentin Glushko is
visible in the background between Yeliseyev and _agarin (copyright Christian Lardier)
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Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos 1964 I966, pp 396 97, 400

51
Ibid. pp. 355, 361 Present at the August 4 meeting were S, M Alekseyev (Chef Designer ot KB
Zvezda), K. D, Bushuyev (Deputy Chief Designer of TsKBEM), N. R Kamanin (Space Aide to the Commander-in
Chief of VVS), V A, Kazakov (Deputy Minister of MAP). V. M Kornarov (Cosmonaut of TsPK), V. Ya. Litvinov
(Deputy Minister of MOM). V. P Mishin (Chief Designer of TsKBEM), G. I. Severin(Chief Designer of KB Zvezda),
N. S Stroyev (Director of the M. M. Gromov Fight-ResearchInstitute), and P.V. Tsybin (Deputy Chief Designer ol
TsKBEM).
52. tev Kamanin and Aleksandr Nemov, "Komarov's Star: The Tragic Details of the Testing of the
Soyuz-I' SpaceShip" (English title), Poisk 5 (June 1989): 4-5.
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the
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Soyuz 2 mission.
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time
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launch
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the solar batteries
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A number of chief designers met with the crews and informed

Soviet news

the orbital para-

there was no mention

had reached crescendo

ship was planned) _ Cosmonaut

of the

proportions,
Popovich

53. Ibid There was a minor delay on April 18, when a valve on one of the systems for loading nitric acid
into the spacecraft failed. The problem was fixed without much delay.
54. Ibid.
55
Ibid : 5ouiet Space Programs. 1966 70, p 181Mitroshenkov, Zemtya pod nebom, p. 407_
56
For a summary of these rumors, see James Oberg. "Soyuz-i Ten Years After: New Conclusions,"
Spc_ce[hght19 (May 1977): 183-89.
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informed Komarov's wife, Valya, that her husband was in orbit about twenty-five minutes after
launch. She told reporters that "my husband never tells me when he goes on a business trip. ''_';
For the first time on a Soviet piloted mission, the Chief Operations and Control Group-that is, the flight control team--was located at the Scientific-Measurement Point No. 16 at
Yevpatoriya in Crimea. A team of twenW controllers, including TsKBEM Deputy Chief Designers
Chertok and Tregub and Department Chief Raushenbakh, assisted Chief Operations and
Control Group Chief Colonel PavelA. Agadzhanov, the "flight director." The flight control team
would actively communicate with the spacecraft in orbit while maintaining continuous contact
with the State Commission, all of whose members remained behind at site 2 at Tyura-Tam
Additional ballistics support was provided by NII-4's military control center in Moscow.
The initial incoming report from telemetry streams from two ground stations indicated that
the Soyuz spacecraft's left solar panel had not opened upon entering orbit. As Agadzhanov's
team examined the data, they found other anomalies. A backup antenna in the telemetry
system was inoperable and the 45K solar-stellar attitude control sensor's optical surface had
probably been contaminated by engine exhaust. While the antenna was a minor annoyance,
the sensor malfunction was serious because without it, Soyuz I would be unable to orient the
ship properly to change orbital parameters in preparation for the rendezvous and docking.
Telemetry indicated that current orbital parameters were 196.2 by 225 kilometers at a 51 ° 43'
inclination. It was on the second orbit that controllers first established stable communications
with Komarov on ultra-shortwave frequencies: for reasons unknown, the shortwave system was
inoperable. Komarov calmly reported:
I [eel well. The parameters o[ the cabin are normal.
opened. There's been no spin toward the Sun. The
Shortwave communications
are not working. Ztttempted
Spinning did not occur, but pressure in the [orientation

The left solar battery has not
"solar current" is 14 amperes.
to manually per[orm spinning.
engines] dropped to 180) _

Unconfirmed reports suggest that Komarov even tried to knock the side of the ship to jar
open the recalcitrant panel. Already. the situation had deteriorated dramatically. Because one
solar panel was not operative and the ship had failed to automatically orient the other toward
the Sun, power on board the ship was far below normal. Power experts at Yevpatoriya had
calculated that the buffer batteries could operate with the current levels of power up to the
seventeenth orbit, after which Komarov could use reserve batteries for up to two more orbits.
This meant that Soyuz I could safely operate for about a day, significantly less than the three
days needed for a docking mission. In the meantime, Agadzhanov told Komarov to shut down
nonessential systems and to try at all costs to orient the right panel toward the Sun. On the
third orbit, Komarov told ground control that the left panel was still folded against the ship and
that the vehicle had not oriented toward the Sun. Current had stabilized at a low fourteen
amperes, far below that required for a nominal flight. The 45K attitude control sensor was still
inoperative. Despite the troubles, the State Commission believed that the orientation problem
would be solved, and it recommended that preparations for the launch of Soyuz 2 be continued. Kamanin meanwhile sent Gagarin directly to Yevpatoriya to assist the Chief Operations
and Control Group in its operations) _

57 Smolders.Soviets in Space. p. 156.
58 Kamaninand Nemov,"Komarov'sStar": Chertok,Raketyi lyudi, goryachiyedni kholodnoyuoyny,
pp. 444-45.
59. Kamaninand Nemov,"Komarov'sStar": M. L Rebrov,Kosmieheskiye
katastro[y(Moscow:IzdAT,
1993),p 27: Chertok,Raketyi lyudi:goryachiyedni kholodnoyuoyny,pp. 445-46.
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control
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of power on
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would
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the shortage

power, but also caused an asymmetry
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orbit,

system had failed. _ He added that
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function
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and
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60. Kamanin and Nemov, "Komarov's Star": Russian SpaceHistory. Sale 65 t6 (New York: Sotheby's, 1993),
description [or Lot 46; Reznichenko,Kosmonaul-5. p 97. One source suggests that Komarov may have actually tried
to fire his main engine to change his orbit. In Nikishin, "Soviet SpaceDisaster." the author notes: "The first orbital
correction was widely off mark becausethe maneuver thrusters' exhaust aifected the operation of the attitude control system's ion sensors."
61. Salakhutdinov, "Once More t_bout Space."
62. Rebrov,Kosmicheskiye katastrofy, pp. 27-28.
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63. Chertok. Rakety i tyudi: goryachiye dni kholodr_oy voyny, pp 446 47: Kamanin and Nemov,
"Komarovs Star"
64.
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Chertok. Rakety i lyudi goryaehiye dni kholodnoy uoyr_y,p 447.
Ibid: Nikishin, "Soviet Space Disaster": Kamanin and Nemov, "Komarov's Star."
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out all the operations on time, which would lead to a 150-second retrofire with engine ignition
at 0557 hours, 15 seconds on April 24.
Komarov performed skillfully and carried out his assigned program almost to the letter.
He replied through the increasing static, "The engine worked for 146 seconds. Switch-off
occurred at 0559 hours 38.5 seconds. /_t 0614 hours 9 seconds, there was the command
'Accident-2'. .... The "Accident-2" signal threatened to give controllers a collective heart attack,
but Raushenbakh gathered his resolve and explained to the team not to worry. The attitude
control system had been unable to handle the strong moments because of the asymmetry of
the vehicle, and the gyroscopes had issued the "Accident-2" command after the spacecraft
deviated from its set angle by eight degrees. That only meant that instead of a guided reentry,
Komarov would perform a direct ballistics return. All other parameters, such as the length of
the burn, were well within range for a successful reentry.
At Tyura-Tam, the members of the State Commission were huddled together on the
second floor of the administrative portion of the huge assembly-testing building at site 2.
Journalists at the launch site were excluded from the meeting but were able to overhear voices.
Cosmonaut Leonov served as an intermediary to brief reporters on the ongoing situation.
Mishin, Kerimov, Keldysh, Minister Afanasyev, and Air Force First Deputy Commander-in-Chief
Marshal Rudenko all exchanged brief comments as they heard Komarov's report. About fifteen
minutes after retrofire, there was the expected break in communications as Komarov's capsule
entered an ionization layer. A few minutes later, Komarov's voice cut through the radio silence:
he evidently sounded "calm, unhurried, without any nervousness. "_7 By this time, Kamanin
and a group of Air Force officers had already taken off from Tyura-Tam in an 11-18aircraft to
head for the projected landing range--the reserve landing area for the mission, about sixty-five
kilometers east of Orsk, far west of the planned site for a guided reentry. According to ballistics
data, Soyuz I had landed at 0624 hours Moscow Time.
Once search services determined the landing site, the reserve search-and-rescue service
at the town of Orenburg was called into operation to locate the descent apparatus. It was a
beautiful and sunny morning at the landing site, and visibility was evidently very good.
Members of the rescue service recalled that:
The commander of one of the 71n-12 search aircraft reported to the helicopter commander
that he could see Soyuz-I in the air. All the group members were immediately at the windows. But we couldn't see the reentry vehicle descending in the air. The helicopter commander began a rapid descent. Then the helicopter turned sharply to the right, and many
of the group members saw the reentry vehicle down in a green field. It was lying on its
side, and the parachute could be seen right next to it. And then the soft-landing engines
kicked in. That alarmed the specialists on the helicopter, because the engines were supposed to switch on just before the landing of the reentry vehicle, right above the ground. "_
The first helicopter landed seventy to I00 meters from the capsule, which was surrounded
by a cloud of black smoke, The fire inside the vehicle was still very intense, while the bottom
of the ship, where the sofblanding engines were, had completely burned through. Witnesses
claimed that streams of molten metal were failing on the ground. Along with foam fire
extinguishers, they used dirt around the ship to temper the fire: "The vehicle was completely

66. Chertok.Raketyi tyudi:goryachiyedni kholodnoyvoyny,p. 448
67. Rebrov,Kosmicheskiye
katastro[y,p. 28.
68. Iosif Davydov."How Could That HaveBeen?:SlanderedSpace"(Englishtitle), Rossiyskaya
gazeta,
June1I, 1992.p 5. Authors emphasis.
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This shows the wreckage o/the Soyuz I descentapparatus _mrnediatelya/ler the crash Cosmonaut Vtadlm_r
Komarovs body was still burred within the wreckage at the tm_e o[ this photograph (Rudy. Inc., uia Quest magazine)
destroyed
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at the
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for the
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Kamanin and Nemov, "Komarov's Star," p 5
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Bykovskiy, Gagarin, Gorbatko, Khrunov, Kubasov, Nikolayev, and Yeliseyev. They were met in
Moscow at the airport by Komarov's widow Valentina Yakovlevna Komarova. His remains were
then cremated and the urn placed in the Red Banner Hall of the Central House of the Soviet
grmy for mourners to pay homage. The next day, the Soviet Party and government gave him a
state funeral with full honors, and his ashes, like Korolev's, were interred in the Kremlin Wall.
In a grisly aside to his death, not all of Komarov's remains were found during the initial search,
and a group of Young Pioneers, the equivalent of Boy Scouts in the Soviet Union, discovered
additional remains that were later buried at the crash site itself. Reportedly, Party officials took
great pains to hide this fact from the general public/_
The death of Vladimir Mikhaylovich Komarov was a catastrophic blow to the Soviet space
program. Apart from the pure psychological cost of losing a cosmonaut on a space mission, the
disaster immediately stopped all three major Soviet piloted space projects--the Soyuz, the L I,
and the L3. Any hope of accomplishing a circumlunar flight by late t967 was in great doubt,
while landing a Soviet cosmonaut on the Moon by late 1968 was sheer fantasy at this point.
The blow to morale was incalculable, not only to the design bureaus, institutes, and military
units involved in the project, but also to the nation as a whole. It was bitter news to swallow
that the first Soviet piloted spaceflight after two years had ended in tragedy, in the process
losing perhaps the Soviet Union's most accomplished spacefarer. At the spot where Komarov
landed, Party officials later collected the remaining tiny fragments of his last ship and erected
a small hill. Sergey N. gnokhin, the famous Soviet test pilot, who at the time was the head of
the testing department at TsKBEM, placed Komarov's officer's cap in the hill, after which a gun
salute sounded out, paying tribute to what many considered a fallen hero of the Soviet Union.
gll further piloted flights were indefinitely canceled at the time. On gpril 27, Ustinov
met with the leading space industry representatives and established a special governmental
commission headed by himself to determine the causes of the accident. This commission
included seven subcommissions. One of them, to investigate the landing itself, was headed by
the recently appointed Director of the M. M. Gromov Flight-Research Institute, Viktor V. Utkin,
a respected aeronautical engineer. The commission included two representatives from TsKBEM,
Chief Designer Mishin and Deputy Chief Designer Bushuyev. Soyuz I and 2 backup cosmonauts Gagarin and Bykovskiy also served as members. '6
Utkin's subcommission finished its work, which included some experimental analyses,
by June 20 and emerged with the cause of the accident: a release failure of the container block
of the primary parachute. The parachute was packed in a container whose hatch was jettisoned,
releasing a "braking" or drag parachute, slowing down the vehicle to a manageable forty meters
per second, sufficiently slow to allow the primary parachute to fill up with air instead of
shredding. The drag parachute itself was supposed to pull out the main parachute, but it did not
do so because the latter had gotten jammed in the container. Under nominal circumstances,
automated instruments on board the capsule would have detected an increase in velocity,
discarded the primary drag and main parachutes, and activated the backup system. On Soyuz-I,
once instruments detected the velocity increase, the capsule was unable to discard the primary
chute because it was still stuck in the container. This meant that the primary drag chute was
still deployed above the spacecraft. Once the single backup parachute was released, it was to
have come out in the shape of a long, thin cylinder and then unfurl to its dome shape. In
Komarov's case, the backup chute began to extend under the still attached drag parachute from

75. Semenov,
ed, Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,p 181:Kamaninand Nemov,"Komarov'sStar":
Nikishin."SovietSpaceDisaster."
76. Semenov,ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,pI 182:Chertok,Raketyi lyudi goryaehiyedni
kholodnoyueyny, p 453. For Gagarin.see Mitroshenkov,Zernlya pod nebom, p. 41I. For Bykovskiy,see
Reznichenko.
Kosrnonaut-5.
p 97.
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A Diamond...

The Soyuz I disaster crippled the three major Soviet piloted space programs in the mid-1960s:
the Soyuz, the LI, and the L3. While these were the central components
of Soviet efforts to
compete

with the United

States in space, these were not the only ones. There was, in fact, a huge

parallel effort aimed at piloted

military operations

in space--one

view, and whose existence,

as with

1980s, The Soviet military,
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in space research by financing
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most other Soviet space projects, was unknown
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use of a modified

which would

be launched

together with the Mission Test Module (later the Laboratory Module) as a single unit by a Titan IIIC
launch vehicle. Once in orbit, astronauts would open a hatch in the heat shield of the Gemini-B
vehicle and crawl into the Laboratory

Module

for a month-long

mission.

By the time that Johnson

made his announcement,
MOL's primary goal was overhead reconnaissance, primarily over the
Soviet Union. Other tasks emerged later, including satellite inspection, accuracy testing of orbital
bombardment
systems, command and control over military operations during wartime, assessing
the effects of month-long
missions on humans, and electronic intelligence reconnaissance? _
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One of the major bottlenecks in the Almaz program was incorporating a wide variety of
systems as specified by various factions within the Ministry of Defense. Technical requirements
were revised over and over again, causing significant delays. For example, on December 28,
1966, the Military-Industrial Commission adopted a decree (no. 304) to change the timelines
for the 7K-TK transport ship's development. By 1967, Chelomey completely dropped Kozlov's
transport ship from the glmaz plan--a decision perhaps partly motivated by a reluctance to
cooperate with the old Korolev design bureau. The Almaz space station, the OPS, would
include its own large return capsule for the crew. At the same time, Chelomey continued to
promote his old idea of a separate transport craft to deliver crews to the station at a later date.
During this period, the Soviet government established an "interdepartmental" commission of
seventy renowned scientists, heads of design bureaus, and research institutes from the aviation
industry and the Ministry of Defense to evaluate the design of the tqlmaz complex. Their recommendation and high appraisal of the technical characteristics of the plan were critical to the
further progress of the project. The final details of the P,lmaz design were frozen by June 21.
1967, when Chelomey signed the draft plan for the spacecraft, which consisted of more than
I00 volumes of technical documentation from twenty-five major design bureaus. Two months
later, on August 14, 1967, the Central Committee and the Council of Ministers issued a joint
resolution fully committing to the project/_
The central component of the/qlmaz complex was the OPS ( I IF71), a space station just
under twenty tons that was composed of three sections:
•
•
•

The return apparatus (11F74)
The station proper (I IF75)
A small recoverable capsule (I IF76)

The station proper was shaped like a long cylinder with sections of two different diameters:
a large-diameter (4.15 meters) portion and a small-diameter portion. It had a mass of fifteen tons
and a length of 11.61 meters. The small-diameter section was in the forward portion of the
station and would be enclosed during launch by a conical nose fairing. The large-diameter area
was at the aft of the station and ended in a spherical airlock with a passive docking port, called
Konus, along the main axis of the station for visiting spacecraft. There was a hatch between
the airlock and the large-diameter area, allowing for depressurization for spacewatks. EVAs
would be carried out via a large hatch at the upper portion of the spherical airtock. There was
a second smaller hatch at the lower end of the airlock that connected to a chamber containing
a small drum-shaped recoverable capsule, the i IF76, which was capable of being ejected from
the station and returning to Earth with the exposed film and other scientific materials. Once
the capsule was packed with its payload, the crew would spin-stabilize the pod and then eject
it from the OPS. The one-meter-long capsule had its own solid-propellant propulsion system
for reentry, a parachute system, a jettisonable heat shield, and the actual descent compartment
equipped with a radio beacon for recovery forces on the ground.
There were antennas as well as two main engines positioned around the airlock on the end
of the large-diameter portion for orbital corrections. Each RD-0225 engine with a thrust of
400 kilograms was developed by the Chemical Automation Design Bureau (formerly OKB-154)
under Chief Designer Aleksandr D. Konopatov. Power for the station was provided by two large

88. Ibid: VladimirPolyachenko,
"The 'Pep'of Almaz" {Englishtitle), Krylyctrodiny no. I (january1992):
18-19: gfanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft": Olaf Przybilski, Ztlmaz: Da5 supergeheimermilit6rische
Orbitalstationsprogramm
derUdSSR(Dresden.Get.:Institutfor Luftlahrt,1994),pp. 16-17.TheMinistryof General
MachineBuildinghadissuedanearlierdecreeon Almazon February
9, I967.
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This is a model of the military _Imaz space station on display This model is of the original variant of the
space station, with the large qemini-shaped reentry capsule attached on the forward end (to the right).
This capsule was later deleted :from the station. The folded up solar panels are on the left. surrounding the
single docking port o[ the station (copyright Dietrich Haeseler)
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24 29; Haeseler, "Original Almaz SpaceStation."
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to suggest that Chelomey took MO[ plan wholesale, macro-level design characteristics of Almaz
were probably influenced significantly by the American project.
•..

a Star...

As befits the story of any Soviet space project from the 1960s, the Soviet Union did not
respond to a singular U.S. space project, such as MOL, with a singular response. Almaz, in fact,
had a complementary military piloted project that, while a little more modest, was also a response
to the MOL. When the Military-Industrial Commission approved the initial plans for the Almaz
station in 1965, the first flight was expected in 1968. Motivated by concerns of having
a Soviet crewed military presence in the intervening three years, the commission looked into other
options. In early August 1965, Commission Chairman Smirnov signed an order to develop a
military version of the 7K-OK Soyuz for missions involving visual and photographic reconnaissance, satellite inspection, the testing of early warning technologies, and the verification of the
operation of weapons in orbit. The Central Committee and the Council of Ministers, in its decree
of August 24, 1965, approved a timetable for the development of such a vehicle, officially named
the Zuezda ("Star"). Coincidentally or not, by this time, OKB-I's Branch No. 3 in Kuybyshev
under Deputy Chief Designer Kozlov had, on his own authority, completed the draft plan that
fulfilled the government's requirements. After further discussions, on July 7, 1966, the Ministry
of General Machine Building signed an order (no. 296ss) selecting Kozlov's branch as the lead
developer of the Zvezda ship. Kozlov proposed a modification of the original ?K-OK Soyuz named
the 7K-VI._
In its original conception, the design of the 7K-VI was very similar to Korolev's 7K-OK. It had
three major components arranged from the front to the aft: the living compartment, the descent
apparatus, and the instrument-aggregate compartment. The first section would have carried a
full complement of military instrumentation. By late 1966, Kozlov began to rethink this design,
motivated by the two failures in the Soyuz precursor program, including the catastrophic launch
failure in December 1966 when a military officer had been killed. To preclude such problems from
occurring on his ship, Kozlov prepared a new design for the 7K-VI, which departed significantly
from the 7K-OK. In the new design, the descent apparatus and the living compartment switched
places. This meant that just as in Almaz and MOL, there would be a hatch in the middle
of the crew compartment's heat shield to allow cosmonauts to move into the main experiment
module of the ship. The new ship had a heavier mass of just over six and a half tons and could
fly thirty-day-long missions in Earth orbit with two crewmembers. The heavier ship required an
uprated version of the basic I IASII Soyuz launcher, called the I IASIIM. The Ministry of
Defense found the new design worth pursuing, and in a governmental resolution on July 2 I, 1967,
set a formal timetable for the first launch, targeted for 1968. The system would reach operational
status a year later._4
As with the early Almaz station, the ZK-VI was equipped with a weapon designed by Chief
Designer Nudelman's Design Bureau of Precision Machine Building. The complement consisted
of a single rapid-firing gun modified for use in vacuum, mounted on the descent apparatus.
Cosmonauts would be able to aim the gun by maneuvering the entire spacecraft using a special
visor. Skeptics believed that pilots would not be able to aim the gun; they also believed that the
recoil from gunfire would send the entire ship into a spin. To eliminate such problems, Kozlov's
engineers built a dynamic test stand at Branch No. 3 in mid-1967, consisting of the descent
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Ibid Initially, Kozlov wanted to have one crewmember aboard the 7KVI to compensate for the heavier
mass, but the Ministry o[ Defense believed that one cosmonaut would not be able to accomplish all the planned
work in orbit
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96. N. Kamanin, "P, Goal Worth Working for," no. 44. The six cosmonauts were Yu. R _rtyukhin, B. N
Belousev. /_. i_ Gubarev. V. I. Gulyayev, G M Kolesnikov, and P. R Popovich. They were later joined by g. F.
Voronov and D A. Zaykin.
97. These three cosmonauts were V. B. l_lekseyev, M. N Burdayev.and N. S. Porvatkin SeeV. Semenov.
I. Marinin. and S Shamsutdinov, /z istorii kosmonautikL vypusk I: nabory v otryady kosmonavtov i astronavtov
(Moscow: gO Videokosmos, 1995), pp I0. 12.
98. Lantratov. "Dmitriy Kozlov's 'Zvezda': Part III."
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as Tsybin, Myasishchev, and Chelomey, had doggedly pursued a dream of building a reusable
spaceplane, one that could eventually fly from airport into space and land back on a runway.
Thwarted mostly by the winds of political change, none of their three projects ever got
off the ground. By 1965, the Soviet Air Force gave it yet another try, in a project that would
eventually span thirteen long years.
•..

and a Spiral

General Designer Vladimir N. Chelomey's Raketoplan project, consisting of the R-I and
R-2 spaceplanes, had died an ignominious death around 1965--a result of the technological
limitations and the political exigencies of the period. At the same time, the primary raison d'etre
for the project, the U.S. Air Force's X-20A Dyna-Soar, had long been consigned to history.
For the immediate future, there were no serious plans by the U.S. armed forces to pursue the
creation of such vehicles. Only some test vehicles were flown. Under a joint NASA-Air Force
program, lifting bodies such as the M2-F2 and HL-10 were tested at NASA's Flight Research
Center (later the Dryden Flight Research Center) at the Rogers Dry Lake in California. '®
The lack of U.S. support for spaceplanes did not deter the Soviets. Unlike almost any other
Soviet piloted space project of the Cold War era, something prompted the Soviets to push the
development of a piloted spaceplane well after the Americans had abandoned such hopes.
Historical precedent suggests two reasons: either the Soviets believed that secretly the United
States was developing such a vehicle, or it was insurance against the possibility of the United
States developing such a vehicle in the future. Both rationales, of course, hinge critically on the
assumption that in their Cold War-era space projects, the Soviet Union and the United States
were doing things in a parallel and responsive manner instead out of a unilateral need to do
such things. Whether this is a hypothesis that will hold up to historical scrutiny remains to be
seen. The record from the former USSR still remains vastly incomplete.
In the early 1960s, the Air Force contracted two aviation industry design bureaus, OKB-156
headed by tqndrey A. Tupolev and OKB-155 headed by/qrtem I. Mikoyan, to propose elements
of an integrated reusable aerospace transportation system/°' Little is known about the Tupolev
proposal. Scientific research on lifting bodies had apparently begun during the late 1950s at
the famous N. Ye. Zhukovskiy Central Aerohydrodynamics Institute (TsAGI). Based on this
research, OKB-156 had initiated work in the late 1950s and the early 1960s on a suborbital
lifting body using "hot" construction--that
is, frames using heat-resistant alloys without
special thermal shielding. In the 1960s, General Designer Tupolev apparently designed and built
a full-scale hypersonic vehicle capable of Mach 2 to 5 to verify ground research on developing
a winged space glider. Research conducted in cooperation with the famous M. M. Gromov
Flight-Research Institute helped engineers experimentally verify data already obtained from
wind tunnels on such parameters as aerodynamic quality, characteristics of longitudinal and
lateral static stability, and balance at different angles of attack during reentry. The engineers
discovered that for a winged hypersonic vehicle with a relatively large stern area, air resistance
could reduce aerodynamic quality by 30 to 40 percent. The overall research helped identify
changes in further research on the basic layout of a reusable spaceplane. '°2

I00. RichardE Hallion,On TheFrontier:FlightResearch
at Dryden, 1946-1981(Washington,DC: NASa1
SpecialPublication(SP)-4303,1984),pp. 141 72.
I01. MikhailRebrov,"The MoorDid ItsBusiness. TheFateof 'Buran,'asDramaticasOur Lives"(Engiish
title), Krasnayazuezda,November29, 1997,p. 5: Kamanin,Skrytiykosmos:1964-1966,p 262
102. K, K Vasilchenko.et al.. eds.,Letnyyeissledouaniyai ispytaniya-[ragmentyistorii i souremennoye
sostoyaniye,naucflno-tekhnicheskiy
sbornik (Moscow:Mashinostroyeniye,1993),p. 55: TsZ1_l-Osnounyye
etapy
nauchnoydeyGtelnosti,1968-1993(Moscow:Nauka,_996).p. 155.
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This i5 a model of the complete Spiral system on display. The high-speed _,0-50 carrier aircraft would have
returned to an airport after accelerating its combined payload to a velocity of about Maeh 5-6. The actual Spiral
spacep[ane is mounted on top of the carrier_ fuselage backed by a two-stage cylindrical rocket at {ts base
(files of _sif 5iddiqi)
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could control most operations manually, including the elevons and rudders as well as the main
turbojet engine, there was an on-board computer for navigation and automatic flight control.
For landing, instead of wheels, Lozino-Lozinskiy chose to use four skids retracting via
compressed air stored at the front of the struts. With a high angle of attack, the ship would
land on the rear skids first, before tipping forward onto the forward ones. Each skid strut was
equipped with special shock absorbers.
For propulsion, the Orbital Aircraft had three different sets of engines. The primary engine
for maneuvering in orbit and deorbiting was a one-and-a-half-ton-thrust
rocket engine
positioned at the rear of the fuselage. In addition to the main thrust chamber, the engine also
had two auxiliary combustion chambers at forty kilograms each for use in case of primary
engine failure. The propellants for the engine, unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and nitrogen
tetroxide, were carried in tanks positioned at the fuselage's center, near the ship's center of
gravity. A second set of engines with an independent feed system would be used for attitude
control in both space and the atmosphere. It consisted of six engines at sixteen kilograms
thrust and ten engines at one kilogram thrust. The higher powered ones were the primary
means of controlling pitch, yaw, and roll, while the lower powered units were for precise orbital
stabilization, The final propulsion unit on the Orbital Aircraft was the powerful RD-36-35K
turbojet engine created by the Rybinsk Design Bureau of Engine Building (formerly OKB-36)
under Chief Designer Petr A. Kolesov, the famous aviation engine designer who had up to that
point developed jet engines for Tupolev, Sukhoy, and Yakovlev. Rated at two-ton thrust, the
kerosene engine could be used both at takeoff for test flights to reach Mach 0.8 and at landing.
As in the previous Soviet spaceplane programs, much of the research and development
effort surrounding Spiral was focused on the development of reusable thermal protection
for the spacecraft. For high-speed aircraft of the period, the Soviets were moving slowly from
aluminum and aluminum alloys to titanium alloys and eventually to beryllium and niobium
alloys, In creating the Orbital Aircraft, the engineers designed the vehicle in such a manner as
to compensate for thermal stresses not by a resilient heat shield, but rather by its aerodynamic
design. Tests showed that with a special heat shielding screen, the maximum temperature at
stressful points, such as the front of the fuselage, the edges of the wings, and the tail, did not
exceed 1,500 degrees Centigrade. Consequently, Lozino-Lozinskiy's engineers used titanium
alloys and in some places aluminum alloys without any expensive coatings, such as tiles. The
heat "screen" itself was not solid, but composed of a set of sheets, much like a fish's scales,
suspended on ceramic bearings. Given deviations in temperature, these scales automatically
changed shape while preserving the stability of the shield's relative position to the main body
of the craft."'
Each flight of the Spiral system would begin with the use of a "launch truck" to boost the
stack into the sky. In the case of the carrier aircraft using kerosene, the Hypersonic Booster-Aircraft
was to take the complex to Mach 5.5-6 hypersonic velocities until the Orbital Aircraft with its
two-stage booster separated at an altitude of twenty-eight to thirty kilometers. In using the hydrogen carrier variant, the separation was to occur at twenty-two to twenty-four kilometers altitude
and at Mach 4. The two-stage booster would then come into operation and accelerate the vehicle to near-orbital velocity. Burn times would vary between 387.2 (liquid hydrogen) to 281.5 seconds (kerosene), depending on the propellant combination used. Then the Orbital Aircraft's own
engine would kick in to inject the spaceplane into a low-Earth orbit at approximately 130 by 150
kilometers altitude. Orbital inclination would vary between forty-hve and 135 degrees. The carrier aircraft would then flew back to its originating airport, ready for another flight.

114 Kazmin, "The 'Quiet Tragedyof EPOS":Iqfanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft":R _q Belyakovand J.
Marmain,MiC_Fi[ty "fearsof Secret/tircra[tDesign(,qnnapolis,MD: NavalInstitutePress,1992),pp. 417-21
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of EPOS": Ts,,qql-Osnovnyyeetapy r_aucflnoy deyatetnosti, t968 1993 pp. [56. 244
118. G.Titov, "... Thisis Neededfor ,qll of Us" (English title),/qv_cttsiyui kosmonavtiku no 4 (,qpri11993):
2-3. The other two cosmonauts training with Titov were ,q. V. Filipchenko and ,q. R Kuklin, both rookies Seealso
Kamanin, Skrytiy kosmos: I964 1966, pp 295,306, 347.
tl 9 S. M Belotserkovskiy._ibel Qagarincl: [akty i domysly (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniya, 1992), p. 19 The
fifteen cosmonauts were V. F. Bykovskiy, Yu. ,q. Gagarin. V V. Gorbatko, Ye V Khrunov, ,q. ,q. Leonov, ,q G
Nikolayev, 1- D Pitskhelauri, P R. Popovich, Zh. D. Sergeychik,G. S Shonin, I. B. Sotovyeva. V. V. Tereshkova.
G. S. Titov, B V Volynov, and D. ,q. Zaykin.
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120. ibid., pp. 16-17, 20. The topics of focus for some of the other cosmonauts were: Zaykin (work on com
ponents and computation of mass characteristics), Popovich (power sources), Khrunov (orientation systems).
Bykovskiy (propellant system [or the liquid-propellant rocket engine}, and Sergeychik(safety systems on the flight}.
121 There may have been a third competitor in the Soviet spacepiane programs apart from Mikoyan's
QKB-155 and Tupolev's OKB 156: General Designer P O. Sukhoy's OKB 51. whose proposal was evidently based
on an existing high-speed bomber design named the T 4 In the early 1960s, Sukhoy had proposed the creation of
a new-generation strategic supersonic bomber, which was part of a competition with the Tupolev and A S. Yakovlev
(OKB 115) design bureaus On May 2 I, 1963, Sukhoypresented his conception of the T-4. also known as the "prod
uct [00" because it weighed 100-120 tons. The forty-four-and-a-half-meter long aircraft had a maximum design
speed of 3,200 kilometers per hour (Mach 301) and a supersonic range of about 6,O00 kilometers, The T-4 bomber
made only ten test flights between August 1972 and January 1914, one of which achieved supersonic speed. The
Soviet Air Force, however, soured on this technological marvel by the early 1970s. believing that its goals could be
performed by more com,entiona) and reliableaircraft, such as the famous Tu-145, also known as the Tu 22M Backfire
bomber. Three prototypes of the T 4 were scrapped,while a fourth one was consigned to an air museum after work
was stopped in 1975 According to an interview with test pilot Maj, General V. S Ilyushin on December 23, 1990
the T-4 was planned asa booster for a spaceplane E-mailcorrespondence, SergeyVoevodin to the author, September
2. 1997: letter, Peter Pesaventoto the author, August 15, 1997.Seealso Piotr Butowski, "Steps Towards 'Blackjack',"
Air Enthusiast -/3 (January-February 1998): 36-49: L. L Selyakov.Maloizuestnyye stranitsy tvoreheskoy deyatelnos
ti auiatsionnogo konstruktora Vtadimira Mikhczylouich Myasishcheuq (Moscow: AO RNTK ira. Tupoleva, 1997), p.
112; Gunston, The Osprey Encyclopedia of Russian ,Ztircraft, pp. 352-53; Mikhail Rebrov, "The Unknown 'One
Hundred'" (English title), Krasnaya zvezda, September 13, 1995, p 4: Svishchev. 7_viabiya entsiktopediya, pp
550-5 I.
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The road out of the quagmire of the Soyuz I disaster was a difficult one. Because all three
major piloted space projects--the Soyuz, the LI, and the L3--depended greatly on the vagaries
of the basic Soyuz spacecraft, the accident had a widespread effect on the Soviet space program.
Throughout 1966-67, the most important goal for the Soviets had been the celebration of the
fiftieth anniversary of the Great October Revolution in November 1967 with a circumlunar
flight of two cosmonauts in the LI spacecraft. Because the LI shared the same design as the
Soyuz spacecraft that had killed Komarov, the disaster had grave implications for an early
circumlunar flight. Technical issues were the primary determinant to any plans for lunar flyby
in November 1967, but remarkably, the leading Soviet space officials still held out hope for
meeting that increasingly elusive deadline.
The Tough Road Ahead
In late May 1967, two veteran NASA astronauts, Lt. Colonel Michael Collins and
Lt. Colonel David R. Scott. arrived at the Paris Air Show to make a joint appearance with two
Soviet cosmonauts, Colonel Pavel I. Belyayev and Konstantin P.Feoktistov. It was only a month
after Komarov's death, but the unexpected meeting provided a brief but illuminating view of
the Soviet space program. Over numerous toasts of vodka, what the astronauts found out was
not so surprising: the cosmonauts indicated "that there would be several Earth orbital flights
and then . . . a circumlunar flight."' As Collins later recalled, "Belyayev himself expected to
make a circumlunar flight in the not-too-distant future. ''2 The revelation was noteworthy precisely because of the almost complete information blackout on future plans in the Soviet space
program. What was particularly astonishing was that despite the Soyuz t disaster, the Soviets
were being remarkably optimistic in public of their circumlunar plans.
In October 1967, Academician Obraztsov stated with unusual explicitness that "the very
next milestone in the conquest of space will be the manned circumnavigation of the Moon,
and then a lunar landing, ''_ But as if to cover their bets, in their typically confusing way, Soviet

I.
2
p. 280.
3.
Hardware

"Soviet Plans Manned Trip Round Moon,"
Washington Post, June 4. 1967. p. A9.
Michael Collins, Carrying the Fire: ,'qn ,'qstronaut's journeys (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux.
Soviet
Manned

5pace Programs,
1966-70
Cioats and Purposes, Organization.
and Unmanned
Flight Programs, Bioastronautics.
Civil and Military

Resources.
_pplications,

t974),

Facilities and
Projections of

Future Plans, ,qttitudes
Toward International
Cooperation
and 5pace Law, prepared for the Committee
on
/_eronautical and Space Sciences. LI,S. Senate, 92d Cong., Ist sess, (Washington,
DC: US. Government Printing
Office,

December

197t), p. 366
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"Soviet DescribesSplashdown Tests," New York Times,,_ugust 25. 1967: "Cosmonauts Train for Water
Recoveries," ,quiation Week & Space Technology, September II. 1967. p. 31: Viktor Mitroshenkov, Zemlya pod
nebom (Moscow: Sovetskaya rossiya. 1987). p. 424.
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There were twelve cosmonauts training for the LI program in May 1967'.They were pilots V F.
Bykovskiy, P I. Klimuk, P,. P_.Leonov, P_.G. Nikolayev, P.R. Popovich, and V. I:L Voloshin, aswell as engineers Yu.
P ,_rtyukhin, G M Grechko, O. G. Makarov, N N. Rukavishnikov, V. I. Sevastyanov,and _. F. Voronov. SeeVadim
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Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar Flights"
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Ustinov
was infuriated.
He told Mishin:
"We have a celebration
in two months,
and the
Americans

are going to launch again, but what

1967. Please understand
On September
mated

7, the L I State Commission

circumlunar

Ryazanskiy
of the

flight

(radio-control

booster

and

of

a 7K-LI

systems),

load system
spacecraft

had a reliability

t31though

would

Kazakhstan.

Indian government

of two

critical

Several
many

chief

designers,

complexes),
of

October

....

including

reported

the participants

illustrating

around

different

area in the Indian

reentry

Ocean

a remarkable

profiles:

in early September that would

allow

that

lack of faith

preferable

toward

in the

Earth, the

reentry

guided

into

reentry

signed an agreement

Soviet spacecraft

their

booster-pay-

a direct ballistic

or the more

Mishin,

on the readiness

believed

the Moon and heading

measure, the Soviet government

to be brought

with

in
the

to Indian

recovery. '_

There were several malfunctions
nothing

and partiality!

himself believed that the complete

rate of 60 percent,

have the option

As a precautionary

soil following

Mishin

to the plan, after flying

a I00- by 2,000-kilometer

have we done? Imagine
interests

met to set a date for the launch of the first auto-

and Barmin (launch

the spacecraft."

According

all personal

spacecraft.

systems were 99 to 99.9 percent reliable,
equipment.

about us? What

this! We must suppress

enough

lifted

off precisely

Time

on September

during

the days leading

to delay an automated

flight.

on time in the dark night at Tyura-Tam
28, 1967. Air Force representative

up to the planned

The 7K-LI

vehicle,

at 0111 hours,

Lt. General

Kamanin

launch,

spacecraft
54 seconds

but

no. 4L,
Moscow

recalled the scene:

8.
N Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for" (English title), Vozdushniy trcznsport46 (1993): 8-9.
9.
Yu. P. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya "Energiya" imeni 5. P Koroleua (Korolev:
RKK Energiya, named after S, P. Korolev, 1996), p. 24 I.
IO
A, Tarasov, "Missions in Dreamsand Reality" (English title), Prauda, October 20, 1989_p. 4.
I I. Others reporting included Yu N. Trufanov (TsKBM Branch No. I responsible for the UR-S00K Proton)
and R A. Agadzhanov (Chief of the Chief Operations and Control Group and Deputy Chief of TsK[K).
12. NASA Scienceand Technology Division, Astronautics and .qeronautics, 1967:Chronology of Science,
Technology, and Policy (Washington, DC: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4008, 1968), p. 321. Another source says
that the agreement between the two countries was signed on November 18, 1967. See Christian Lardier,
tZtstrondutique Souietique (Paris: Armand Colin, 1992), p 16I,
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This still from a movie shows the transport o/ a 7K-LI circumlunar spacecraft on its Proton booster on the way
[ram the assembly building to the launch pad at Tyura Tam Note the cluster o/solid-propellant rocket engines
at the top o[ the launch escape tower The hatch on the external fairing [or cosmonaut entry into the actual
spacecraft can be seen in the [oreground as a dark oblong shape (/iles o/,_si/ Siddicti)
It immediately
slower

than

rocket's
When

seemed
usual.

unusual

to me. as well as other

But none

night

launch

the first stage's

side

It later transpired
at launch.
nominal

which

crashed

about sixty-five

descent

apparatus

was destabilized
vehicle

landed

the ascent
provoked

kilometers

at the moment

our ability
we were

that the rocket was going

up

we all hoped

the

was steady

to assess

the takeoff
to cast

cloud

in rescuing

for sixty-one
rescue system

of separation

of nitrogen
apparatus

launch

before

into action.

the capsule was a nagging

but

abrupt-

diverting

The LI

shock, the

rescuers

dimethyl

arrived.

there was an
hydrazine

TO

all

on top of a hill amid the toxic vapors. _4

reminder

of the dangers of using storable

N Kamanin "A Goal Wo[th Working for" (English title). Vozdushniy transport 47 (I 993): 8-9
Semenov ed RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsiya p 241
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a

itself

the capsule

pressure

When

to the other,

unsymmetrical

from

The booster

of loud explosions.

booster.

one end of the horizon
and

mass

vehicle on time. Although

the exploded

tetroxide

adequately.

first stage had failed to fire

because of an unexpected

lay majestically

it was

off doubts,

the burning

seconds

from the pad amid the thunder
the wandering

that

prepared

system came into action, and
moving down to Earth ....
'_

by a strange scene: from

over the steppes. The descent

13
14

inhibited
decoupled,

safely in one piece not far from

eerie yellowish-brown
The difficulty

that

the emergency

separated from

they were greeted

and

that one of the six main engines of the Proton

Remarkably,
path,

seconds,

units

suddenly
the automatic
rescue
ly changed
its path and began

observers,

of us counted

II_POLLO

GETTING BACK ON TRACK

propellants

on a booster intended

the descent apparatus,
With

the foregone

1967, the engineers
of the launch
results

conclusion

trudged

window

On October
the unfortunate

months.

by the Li launch

Proton

in the matter,
from

telling

The fiftieth

it was a time

marked

by the acknowledgment

the Central

Committee,

of General Machine
month

hammer-and-sickle

testing

including

Kamanin

on the morning

Yevpatoriya

to participate

The only

prominent

Glushko:

Mishin

probably

Leonov,

vehicle,

Popovich,
of November

in the control

and Chelomey

would

launch

were inefficient

in their

much fanfare

in the

in the space prohad failed the task

Commission.

from

and the

fly around
in honor

Chairman

18." After
of the vehicle

It, of

ministers,

and mili-

attempt.

A success

Tyulin

spacecraft

arrived at Tyura-Tam

to oversee

launch

at the

no. 5L. Several of the lunar cos-

were escorted

the launch,
during
launch

its weeklong

circumlunar

range to oversee

beautifully

mission.
was

before launch,

projects.

suspended

site by
to fly to

preparations

respectively,

in several other concurrent
the Moon

to the launch

they were evidently

did not arrive until 36 and I I hours,

night at Tyura-Tam, with

and bring their

of the Bolsheviks.

chief designers,

and Dobrovolskiy,

present

the Moon

effort.

the 7K-LI,

because of numerous prior commitments
chilly

All

Chelomey,

decrees and decisions

for the next circumlunar

to a beleaguered

chief designer

program.

Tyulin,

handiwork

numerous

cosmonauts,

LI State Commission

monauts,

(forfor his

had all aimed for this date as the holy grail of Soviet cos-

that way. Engineers.

of the flight

who

the Military-Industrial

Soviet citizens

all dug back into preparations

In mid-November,

Mishin,

passed with

that their

flags back to parades and celebrations

bring some consolation

the prelaunch

ticularly

two

Building

failure had cost the Soviet gov-

But for those involved

1964-65,

of Ministers,

Building

when

never happened

tary officers
would

the Council

Since

Machine

Petr V. Dementyev

Afanasyev,

Revolution

plug. The plug

in the circumlunar

subcontractors

of the Great October

to discuss

on the reasons for

19 at Perm, where the units

Industries
delay

1967 all over the Soviet Union.

by the Soviet government.

monautics--the

against

by Ustinov

by a rubber

Bureau of Power

Building

These

failure on the first stage had

system

that the Proton

Machine

work

because Mishin

in October.

reported

at Plant No.

Design

falling

and should

set for the next lunar

presided

Glushko

supply

of Aviation

his audience

given them

course,

at the Kremlin

28. The single engine

Minister

recriminations

anniversary

first week of November

the preliminary

to lift the rapidly

tentatively

in

'_

Chief Designer

Glushko's

of General

met to discuss
perhaps

missions

Late on the day

not be discouraged

21-22.

rubles and a two- to three-month

Minister

spacecraft.

of the Soyuz spacecraft

of the propellant

castigated

and others, were filled with
deliveries. '_,

Ministry

meeting

L I program.

on order from

100 million

the reports,

gram,

flights

failure on September

Ustinov

propellants.

circumlunar

be a busy time for TsKBEM engineers

fallen into the engine during its assembly

merly OKB-456).
negligence

Mishin,

of the L I spacecraft,

on November

7, there was a major

were manufactured

ernment

on the next 7K-LI

of the State Commission

It would

because of the blocking

had evidently

not be any piloted

Chief Designer

the first post-Komarov

various aspects of the troubled
occurred

their work

for the next flight

in two

be followed

into space. If there had been a crew aboard

told those present that they should

even more energetically

would

on with

investigation.

spirits of his engineers,

had also scheduled

humans

that there would

failure, some members

of the accident

launch

for launching

they might possibly have been exposed to the dangerous

It was a par-

over the Proton

I$.
Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 47
16. Ibid. Cosmonaut/q. g. keonov has also describedthe reason for the Proton failure: "It turned out that
a rubber plug had fallen into the manifold ahead of the turbopump assembly. Having gotten stuck in the line, it cut
off the fuel feed" SeeMajor I. Kuznetsov, "The Flight That Did Not Occur" (English),/quiats_ya l kosmonaut_kano.
8 (August 1990): 44-45.
17. Mitroshenkov. Zemtya pod nebom, p. 426.
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launch pad. The 7K-LI spacecraft lifted off just after midnight
on November
when

22, 1967. Everything

one of the four engines

seemed to be working

of the second

local time, 2208 hours Moscow Time,
perfectly

stage failed to ignite.

until

second-stage

The remaining

operation,

three engines

continued to fire for four additional seconds until an automatic signal from the ground detecting
trajectory deviation shut them off. Once again, the emergency rescue system fired on time and shot
the L I descent

apparatus

away from the launch

vehicle.

The descent

apparatus

crashed

about

300 kilometers from the pad, while the automated crew capsule flew eighty kilometers southwest
of the town of Dzhezkazgan. Because of a spurious command from the vehicle's altimeter, the softlanding engines fired at an altitude

of four and a half kilometers

instead of just prior to touchdown,

causing the capsule to perform a "hard" landing. Engineers later added a filter to the gamma-ray
altimeter to preclude such malfunctions,
in both the L I and Soyuz spacecraft. '"
At the end of

1967, the pressure

was off

Mishin

a little

bit.

No longer

chasing

after an

impossible target, his immediate goal was to beat the Americans
in a circumlunar
flight. Given
that piloted Apollo operations were not expected to resume prior to the fall of 1968, the Soviets
could

be forgiven

for being optimistic

engineers to continue
to replace the original

about doing

1967-68.

The engineers

also continued

optimize

its capabilities.

The major

system were also incorporated
encouraging,

just that.

The accumulated

On January

to shave off weight

changes

introduced

into the L I. The results

26, during

from the vehicle

into

of the testing

a test of the LI landing

In January. the LI cosmonauts
Experimental

finally

Design

began training

a centrifuge,

were. however,
with

in a specially

Bureau of the M. M. Gromov

The simulator

the L I cockpit,

was part of a complex

and an instructor's

seventy runs on the simulator

control

air but

We had

to learn

the deceleration
angle
with

and

to "slip

the calculated
result

18
no47
19
20

to "bury"

the angle
point.
point,

to make

of incidence
The

that included

an M-220

for the circumlunar

training

"manual

then converted

a "landing"

Semenov. ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya

with

and

The optimum

at which
firing

the craft
input"
into

an accuracy

had

with
was

speed,

using
of

a large
an entry

and

reen-

highlighted

we figured
angle

The favorite

to be held to get to

instrument

From that

distance

version
great

at least
program

direction

oneself in the atmosphere

after extinguishing

of incidence

to one kilometer.

the

the distance
....

to

yTs a

....

Korporatsiya. p 241: Kamanin. "P, Goal Worth Working for."

N. Karnanin, "P_ Goal Worth Working for" (English title). Vozdushniy transport 48 (1993): 8-9.
Kuznetsov. "The Flight That Did Not Occur." p. 44.
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at

computer,

correction

on the magnitude

angle.

of the first sector.

delivered
Institute

was installed at the Air
to train for the return to

after the last [mid-course]

depended

it with a small

after passage

landing

we learned

It was possible

through"

landing

of burns

of entry

[The angle]

enter, exit the atmosphere

knowing

calculated

number

the angle

sextant.

burn.

a "pop-up":

ter. already
the

to choose
and

abruptly

built simulator

Flight-Research

consisting of the two different reentry profiles: one ballistic and the other guided.
to command the first circumlunar
mission, cosmonaut
Leonov, later recalled:

the star-tracker

not very

panel. The L I group conducted

using precise methodologies

to

parachute

system at the Air Force range at

Zhukovskiy
near Moscow. The simulator,
known as Volchok ("Top"),
Force's Institute of Aviation and Space Medicine to allow cosmonauts
Earth at lunar velocities.

in an attempt

the Soyuz spacecraft

Vladimirovka
near Kapustin
Yar, the parachute
shot out and filled
collapsed, and the capsule crashed on to the ground and exploded. '_
by the Special

delays allowed

fine-tuning
the 7K-LI spacecraft design. One of their ultimate goals was
_rgon-I I computer by the more improved Salyut-I model sometime
in

TO

_POLLO

GETTING

General
ics

of

its

L I training
motion,

consisted

BACK

of studying

mathematical

ON

TRACK

the 7K-LI

support,

ship's on-board

programming,

systems,

ballistics,

and

the dynam-

astro-navigation.

Included in the cosmonauts'
training program was a ten-day trip to Mogadishu,
Somalia, in the
summer of 1968 to familiarize
themselves with the constellations
in the southern sky: returning LI vehicles

would

On an actual flight,
tion,

fly over Antarctica,

the vehicle

and the cosmonaut

would

By early February
commanders
Voloshin.

but

it seems that

before

heading

and sextant

toward

Soviet territory.

for autonomous

naviga-

and Kamanin

eight others,

had agreed on the selection

cosmonauts

were engaged

they did not

have much

Bykovskiy,
in an intensive

confidence

of four crew

Leonov,

Popovich,

program

and

throughout

in the spacecraft.

Kamanin

in early March that:

ly because

are working

the cosmonauts

and the carrier

rocket

In their training
easy to work with
days cramped

The next LI

tiny

descent

ground

in January

recommend
Commission

D.

testing

but

the

Design

failures in late 1967. While

Commission

and

of the craft
hardware/_

remarked that although

it was quite

7K-LI

vehicle/4

The two

recent

seven
launch

booster

briefed

stack,

to

maintain

General

the attendees

the specific

out

deadlines

Deputy

in the escape

prompted

him

to

On February 20, the L I State
and Chief Designer

Automation,

on the possible

responsible

reasons

cause of the November

believed that the premature

under

failures

Designer Chelomey

of Chemical

the

of the emergency

carried

repeated parachute

in the systems.

Bureau

long gap between

poor results

ignition

for

for the two

1967 malfunction

of propellant

because

led the suspect engine to fail. Chelomey,

proposed

a number

of changes to the engine design--suggestions

remaining

members

of the State Commission.

still planned

A number
Popovich,

it is precise-

points

in the space

1968. The unusually

to more than 200 degrees Centigrade
by the

a crewed

engines,

the two designers

and Mishin

faith

a result of the

necessity

over by an ill Tyulin.

consecutive

Konopatov,

I-2,

confidence

second-stage

were approved

of the

CIR-5OOK-LI
the

the Proton's

was still unknown,

Perhaps,

weak

be a very trying job to spend about

There were evidently

despite complete
of

and

their initial

it would

was partly

of the

direction,

Konopatov

of local heating

have

apparatus

attempts

met, presided

Aleksandr

the craft well.

did not do much to raise their spirits.

and February,

launches

know

all the strong

the cosmonauts

was set for March

L I flight

Chief Designer Tsybin's
system

they no longer

in the L I simulators,

launch

rescue system's

and
know

the new instrumentation,

in the

and fifth

diligently

excellently

that

failures of the Proton booster

with

Africa,

take over in case of sensor malfunction/'

1968, Mishin

[The cosmonauts]

fourth

then

use its star-tracker

to train for the first few missions:

_ They, along with

1967-68,
recalled

would

to carry out four more fully automated

At this

L I flights

point,

before

that
the State

proceeding

flight.
of the cosmonauts
Sevastyanov,

flew

training
to

for the LI program,

Tyura-Tam

in a Tu-124

including
aircraft

on

Bykovskiy,
February

Leonov,
28,

1968,

21
Ibid.: Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar Flights."
22. Kamanin, "/_ Goal Worth Working for," no, 48, By this point, five tentative crews had been formed for
the LI program: A. A Leonov/O G. Makarov, V F. Bykovskiy/N N. Rukavishnikov. R R. Popovich/V. I. Sevastyanov.
V. A. Votoshin/Yu. R Artyukhin. and P h Klimukl_ F.Voronov. In addition, one civilian scientist. V, G Yershov,and
another civilian engineer, G. M. Grechko, also trained with the core group of ten. For crew complements, see S.
Shamsutdinov and I. Marinin, "Flights Which Never Happened: The Lunar Program" (English title), .,qviatsiyo i kosmonczutikano. 2 (February 1993]: 30-3 I.
23. Kamanin, "_ Goal Worth Working for," no. 481 p. 9.
24. I B. _qfanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft(From the History of the Soviet Space Program)" (English title),
Nouoye v zhizni Nouke. tekhnike: Seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12 (December 1991): 1-64
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accompanied by cosmonaut
overseer Col. General Kamanin and first cosmonaut
Gagarin, who,
although
he was not preparing for a mission, was closely involved in the L I cosmonauts'
training

program."'

area a beautiful
specific
for

It was very windy
sheen.

Later that

plans for the next launch,

the

7K-LI

and

the

respectively--spoke

and cold at the launch

Proton

booster--Yevgeniy

V.

bring the vehicle back to Earth, thus simulating
controllers

The next 7K-LI

launch,

There was a remarkable
Commission
March

Chairman

the luxury

had misgivings

launch

I: "Aft of us need a successful

during

Yuriy

N.

Trufanov,

to launch the spacecraft out to a
is, out to lunar distance--and
then
flight.

windows

slated at the time for April

lack of confidence

Tyulin

and

the

their deputies

Because there was no lunar launch

an actual circumlunar

of having

to discuss

and Chelomey,

Shabarov

window
at the time, Mishin and Chelomey had agreed
distance of about 330,000 kilometers into deep space--that

few seconds.

held a meeting

set for March 2. Besides Mishin

on the readiness of all the preparations.

tive also gave launch

site, and the snow cover gave the

day, the State Commission

The nonlunar

23. would

the preflight

about the launch.

objec-

lasting more than just
preparations.

Kamanin

a

fly to the Moon. 2_
Even State

wrote in his journal

launch like a breath of fresh air. Another

failure would

on

bring

innumerable troubles
space equipment.""

and may kill the people's confidence in themselves and the reliability of our
The
7K-LI
ship,
spacecraft
no, 6L, lifted
off at 2t29
hours,

23 seconds

Moscow

Time on March 2, 1968, into a circular

ters altitude

at a fifty-one-and-a-half-degree

fifty-six
into

seconds

a highly

TASS did

after launch,

elliptical

orbit

not announce

inclination.

the Blok D stage fired
with

an apogee

anything

for 459 seconds

of 354,000

of note about

Earth orbit at around

200 kilome-

Exactly one hour, eleven minutes,

kilometers.

the launch,

except

and

to boost

the spaceship

The Soviet

news agency

to name the spaceship

Zond 4 ("zond"
being the Russian word for "probe").
The Zond designation
had previously
been used for three completely
unrelated deep space probes in the early 1960s, and it was
a curious

excavation

circumlunar

effort

of an obsolete

the Zond

The day after launch,
ter at Yevpatoriya
long periods
simulate

Moscow

the

as possible

The first minor
hours

"bunker"

between

as closely

the activities

and Sevastyanov,

in a special

Communications

Retroactively,

a group of cosmonauts

to support

L I crew of Popovich

moniker.

correction

at Yevpatoriya,
were

realistic

sign of trouble

shading)

playing

routed

conditions

on the flight
attempted

systems,

correctly

were working

would
without

work

the

through
during

call the entire

4 back

to

cen-

Group.

for an early mission,

The
spent

flight

crew.

Yevpatoriya

to

mission. _

appeared on the morning

of March 4. At 0753

to carry out the first mid-course
control

control

and Control

role of an actual

Zond

an actual

system:

the

correction,

but

lOOK stellar sensor

tracked the Sun, but failed to find Sirius. The first mid-course

was. however, not a necessary factor for a successful

fident that everything

would

flew to the flight

Operations

one of the leading contenders

two

Time. the controllers

led by Gagarin

of the Chief

they failed to do so because of a failure in the attitude
(using minimum

the Soviets

program.

fine. All systems

serious disruptions,

mission,

and engineers were con

on Zond

4, including

although

the main omnidirectional

the communications
antenna

had evidently not unfurled properly. A second attempt to use the stellar orientation
system on
March 5 was also a failure: the sensor tracked Sirius for only a few seconds (with maximum shading) before losing it, suggesting

some sort of malfunction

in the astro-orientation

sensor built

by

25
Mitroshenkov, Zemlya pod nebom, p 436
26
Kamanin. "/q Goal Worth Working for," no 48. The March mission was timed to be launched a half
lunar month outside the nominal lunar launch window and was, in fact, aimed in the exact opposite direction of the
Moon
27.

Ibid. p 9.

28
Marinin and Shamsutd_nov "Soviet Programs for Lunar Flights": Shamsutdinov and Marinin, "Flights
Which Never Happened: The Lunar Program."
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-61

-59

-55

-41

__

_m

L

I

0
meters

UR-500 (8K82)
Test

vehicle

Launcher
of
Proton*l
-3 satellites

UR-500K (8K82K)
for

LX.I
1964

spacecraft
(project)

UR-500K (8K82K)
Zond

(7K-L1)
1967

launcher

UR-S00K (8K82K)
SaJyut

launcher
1971

1965

This shows the evolution o[ the L/R-500space launch vehicle. For many years, Westerners believed tha( the
clustered modules of the [irst stage were strap-on boosters. Thesemere in fact only propellant tanks and
not sel_contained stages (copyright Peter _orm)

617

618

the Geofizika

Central

medium-density
problem.

Design Bureau, The engineers

filter

on

the
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29. Kamanin. ",q Goal Worth Working for." no. 48.
30, The genealogy of this center can be traced back to May 13, 1959, when the Council of Ministers issued
a decreefor the formation of a Computation Center (VTs) at the premisesof NII-88 in Kaliningrad In January 1963.
it assumed the role of one of the many ballistics centers Forspace missions. In October 1964, this ballistics center
served as the chief ballistics center for the Voskhod mission. A second decreeof the Central Committee and the
Council of Ministers on October 25, 1965, led to the creation of the Coordination-Computation Center (KVTs) on
the basis of the ballistics center. See V. I. Lobachev, V, N. Pokuchayev, and N P Shcherbakova. "3 October-30 YearsFrom the Beginning of Functioning of the Computation Center of the NII-88 (TsNllMash), Assumed as the
Start of Creation o( the Soviet Flight Control Center (1960)" {English title), Iz iztorii auiatsii i kosmonoutiki 64
(1993): 98-106
3 I. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 48: Semenov,ed, Raketno.KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya,
p. 241. The mission duration was about ten days, nineteen hours
32, See,for example, Yu. A. Mozzhorin. ed,, Kosmonavtika (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1981), p. 446,
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Mishin reported that the next 7K-LI vehicle and its Proton booster would be ready for the next
launch by April 20-22, in time for the next lunar launch window just after midnight local time
on April 23. _
The LI spacecraft arrived at the Baykonur Cosmodrome on April 12, the anniversary of
Gagarin's Vostok flight in 1961. State Commission members Tyulin and others flew into the
launch range four days later in preparation for the launch. Hopes were high that this would be
the first fully successful automated circumlunar mission in the Soviet space program. The
preparations for the launch proceeded without significant problems. The unusually cold April
temperatures, down to minus five degrees Centigrade at night, did not deter work, which
was concurrent with an unrelated Soyuz precursor flight in Earth orbit. The cosmonauts and
officials were housed for the first time in the new Kosmonavt Hotel, a fully furnished abode for
crews to spend their days before launch. On the morning of April 20, the State Commission
met to go over all the changes in the 7K-LI vehicle since the flight of Zond 4, including the
modifications to the critical stellar sensor, responsible for the demoralizing failure at the end of
the mission. _4
At a last meeting on April 22, one of the topics of discussion was whether to blow up
future 7K-LI spacecraft if they returned to Earth in uncontrolled trajectories. Chief Designer
Misbin, along with Deputy Chief Designer Shabarov, vigorously supported such a contingency
but were opposed by Chief Designer Barmin, Kamanin, and all the cosmonauts. Many,
including Chelomey, remained neutral, perhaps unwilling to take a stand on an issue that had
implications for national security. In the end, a final decision seems to have been postponed:
Mishin evidently believed that a ballistic landing would be unlikely on this particular flight.
It was another cold night launch for the program. The UR-5OOK rocket lifted off precisely
on schedule at 2301 hours, _' seconds Moscow Time on April 22 with the 7K-LI, spacecraft no.
ZL. The rocket flew gracefully into the dark skies as observers watched the exhaust become
smaller and smaller. About seven minutes after launch, at T+260 seconds, the flame abruptly
disappeared, although the third stage had yet to fire. It was clear that there had been some
malfunction and that the emergency rescue system had been activated. The controllers at
Tyura-Tam received a report from the rescue service about four hours after launch that the LI
descent apparatus had landed 520 kilometers from the launch site, about II0 kilometers east
of the town of Dzhezkazgan in Kazakhstan. The initial reports were distressing: a helicopter
commander relayed that he had located the capsule but that it was on fire, an impression
confirmed by search service commander Air Force Maj. General Aleksandr I. Kutasin. In the
morning, it turned out that both had been mistaken: the 7K-LI capsule landed without
problems, and all elements of its rescue system had worked flawlessly. By the afternoon, the
capsule was back at Tyura-Tam, a stop on its trip back to Moscow the following day._
A cursory investigation into the accident indicated that the failure was not because of a
booster problem. A sensor on the spacecraft had erroneously detected a breakdown and
ordered the booster's second-stage engines to shut down and abort the flight. By the late
morning of April 23, engineers were leaning toward some sort of failure in the 7K-L I's power
supply system. The failure laid to rest any hope that there would be a crewed circumlunar flight
before the fall of 1968 at the earliest. Of the four Lt attempts in 1967-68 to fly to lunar
distances, only one, Zond 4, had been a partial success. The remaining three had failed to reach
even Earth orbit, underlying serious problems in the launch vehicle. The entire program was
already more than a year behind schedule, with many tests still to be carried out. With little

33. N. Kamanin,"For Him,LivingMeantFlying"(Englishtitle), Vozdushniytransport9 (1994):8.
34. N. Kamanin,"ForHim, LivingMeantFlying"(Englishtitle), Vozdushniytransport12(1994):12.
35. N Kamanin,"I_ GoalWorth Workingfor" (Englishtitle), Vozdushniytransport49 (1993):8.
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N Kamanin. "For Him, Living Meant Flying" (English title), Vozdusflniy transport 16 [1994): I I.
37
SouietSpacePrograms, f966-70, p, 368: "Moon fly-Around by SovietLikely," BaltimoreSun, February26,
1968 p A3
38. NASA Scienceand Technology Division, Astronautics and l_eronautics. 1968: Chronology o[ Science,
Technology.and Policy (Washington, DC: NASA SP-4010,1969),p. 105.
39. John Noble Wilford, "RenewedSovietSpaceDriveLikely,"New YorkTimes.February18, 1968,p 18
40
See,for example,EvertClark. "Soviet ResumesTestsof Orbitat Bombing System,"New York Times,April 26,
1968 p 35.
41. EvertClark, "Soviet Advancesin SpaceAwaited," New YorkTimes, May 5. 1968.pp. I, 50. Forother articles
claiming a big Sovietpush in space,see EvertClark, "Manned Flight Expected,"NeuyYork Times.April 16. 1968,p 37:
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P, little more than a month after that article, on June 26, 1967, the LI State Commission
met to discuss preparations for the next launch. Engineers from TsKBEM admitted that they,
and not Chelomey's engineers responsible for the Proton booster, had been to blame for
the most recent LI launch failure in April. A short circuit in the power supply system of the
spacecraft's computer resulted in the "Accident in the Autonomous Guidance System"
command being sent from the vehicle to the booster, Consequently, the engines in the second
stage of the Proton automatically switched off. The problem was traced to a design error on the
part of Department No. 212 at the TsKBEM, which had incorrectly mounted the three-axis
stabilized platform in the descent apparatus of the LIJ: Mishin and Tyulin agreed to attempt
the next circumlunar launch on July 19. This flight would be followed by similar launches in
August, September, and October. After three to four automated flights of the UR-5OOK-LI
system, cosmonauts would fly to the Moon in November-December 1968, well over a year later
than originally intended.
This schedule was again put into jeopardy as a result of a near-catastrophic accident at
Tyura-Tam during the summer of 1968. On July 15, four days prior to the intended launch, the
?K-LI spacecraft, the Proton booster, and the Blok D upper stage were undergoing combined
testing at the launch pad at the Baykonur Cosmodrome. The stack had already been fully loaded
with propellant when the oxidizer tank of the Blok D stage exploded. The first reports suggested
that the rocket, the spacecraft, and the pad were destroyed, killing three pad technicians. Later,
it transpired that although the Blok D stage was destroyed, both the UR-5OOK launcher and its
LI payload were relatively intact. One person, a Captain I. D. Khridin, had been killed and
another seriously injured. The accident had occurred because of an erroneous electrical
command from a malfunctioning ground cable network, which resulted in excess pressure in
Blok D. The situation after the accident was extremely dangerous. The LI spacecraft and part
of Blok D tipped over to one side, supported only by the emergency rescue system tower, which
was stuck on a service girder on the pad structure. Blok D's fuel tank, with five tons of kerosene
and two attitude control engines with their own oxidizer and fuel, had broken away from the
girder and had pushed deep into the third stage of the Proton. Observers watched in terror as
the seriousness of the situation became deathly clear. At the time of the accident, the payload
contained five tons of fuel in Blok D, one and a half tons of solid propellant in the emergency
rescue system tower, more than one and a half tons of toxic propellants for Btok D's attitude
control system, thirty kilograms of highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide in the L l's guided
reentry system, four and a half liters of triethylamine for the ignition of the Blok D propellants,
benzine-based fuel for the thermo-regulation system connected to more than 150 pyrocartridges, and twenty-five kilograms of explosive for the payload's self-destruct system. It was a
highly toxic explosion waiting to happen as more than 150 pad technicians stood in shock on
trusses and girders all around the booster. Fortunately, not one of the pipes in any of the
systems punctured. 4_
Because the situation was so serious, Minister of General Machine Building Sergey
,q. Afanasyev headed up an emergency commission to save the pad, the booster, and the spacecraft. Afanasyev's First Deputy Tyulin supervised the general work of cutting the payload block
to begin slowly pouring out propellants. Mishin personally directed all operations at the launch
pad to separate, painfully and slowly, each component of the payload from the launch stack in
the unbearably hot temperatures at the launch site. It took two weeks of concerted effort to
finally dismantle the complex, based on thorough calculations on each component's center of

42. Semenov,
ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,
p, 242:Kamanin,"A GoalWorthWorkingfor,no.49.
43. Semenov.
ed,, Raketno-Kosmicheskaycz
Korporatsiya,pp. 242-43: Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Working
for,no. 49.
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45. Georgi Beregovoi, "Not to Be Forgotten," in Viktor Mitroshenkov. ed.. Pioneers of Space (Moscow:
ProgressPublishers. I989), pp. 298-99: Mitroshenkov, Zemlya pod nebom, pp. 413-14
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48
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49.
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were later shown on Soviet TV, giving the public their first brief look at the Soyuz spacecraft.
It was an impressive display of automation, bolstering somewhat the argument that
cosmonauts were mere passengers in the Soyuz spacecraft. It was also the first docking of two
robot spaceships in history.
After the two ships were linked, the controllers discovered that there had not been
full "hard" docking because, for reasons unknown, there was still an eighty-five-millimeter gap
between the two ships. This was considered a minor problem, and after three and a half hours
of connected operations over two and a half orbits, Kosmos-186 and Kosmos-188 separated.
Both ships were to finish off their missions with guided reentries, but both ran into problems.
In Kosmos-186's case, on October 3 I, the failure of the 45K sensor changed the reentry profile
into a direct ballistic return. The descent apparatus, however, was recovered safely. The
following day, Kosmos-188 was unable to perform a guided return because of incorrect attitude:
the ship had flown into an ion pocket, confusing the ion attitude control sensor. The ship
entered on a steep trajectory, and its self-contained explosive automatically destroyed
the descent apparatus to prevent a landing on foreign territory. It was proved later that if the
explosive had not been carried on board, the capsule would have landed 400 kilometers east of
Ulan-Ude north of Mongolia, but in Soviet territory)'
The Kosmos- 186/188 flight was timed to occur a week before the fiftieth anniversary of the
Great October Revolution. It was a poor substitute for a piloted circumlunar mission, but it was
a minor advance for a space program beleaguered by failures and catastrophes. The confidence
imparted by the docking mission was, however, tempered by the two unrelated L I launch
failures before and after Kosmos-186/188. Immediately after the docking success, the Soyuz
State Commission met on November 15 to discuss the future manifest for the project) _With
no authorization from the Lltkin subcommission to carry out piloted flights, it seems that
Mishin had planned a repeat performance of the automated docking mission in early 1968,
which would allow further testing of the problematic attitude control sensors on the Soyuz
spacecraft. In the meantime, crews training for upcoming Soyuz flights continued their
training program at a less intensive pace.
For "Cosmonaut No. t," Yuriy A. Gagarin, the post-Soyuz I period was a particularly
transitional time. Having been denied flight status, in November 1967, he was subjected to the
additional humiliation of being grounded from flying aircraft solo. Apart from his important role
in various State Commissions, he continued to serve as an international ambassador for the Soviet
space program. His various obligations took their toll. Kamanin wrote in his journals in 1968:
There were many situations when _agarin miraculously escaped big troubles. These situations often occurred when he attended parties, drove in cars or boats, or when hunting with the big bosses. I was particularly concerned about his driving cars at high
speeds. I did a lot of talking with Yura on this issue. The actiue life style, endless meetings and drinking sessions were noticeably changing Yura's image and slowly, but
steadily erasing his charming smile from his face2 _
Training for the Soyuz I flight and an assignment to the subsequent Soyuz 3 mission
apparently curbed his extracurricular activities. The cosmonaut lost weight, trained regularly,
and eventually mastered the Soyuz spacecraft. In addition, by late t967, he was finally
wrapping up work on his graduate degree at the N. Ye. Zhukovskiy Military-P, ir Engineering

5?. Chertok,Raketyi lyudi:goryachiyedni kholodnoyvoyny,pp. 413-74.
58. Mitroshenkov,Zernlyapod neborn,p. 425.
59. N. Kamanin,"ForHim, LivingMeantFlying"(Englishtitle), VozdushniytransportII (1994): 13.
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60. The letter requesting that Gagarin be relieved of his duties as deputy commander of military unit no.
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than five seconds remaining and crashed into the ground. An extra two seconds or 250-300
meters altitude would have easily saved them. _
Clearing the Soyuz
Gagarin's death was an unprecedented psychological blow to the Soviets, especially
because it came at a time when the Soviet piloted space program was reaching a nadir
of sorts--a situation that no one could have anticipated a few years before. From the days of
consecutive victories in the early 1960s, the Soviets witnessed an almost unending series of
setbacks, tragedies, and failures. Perhaps the only bright spot in the quagmire was the recent
successful docking-in-Earth-orbit Soyuz flight in October 1967. Since then, tests had continued
slowly on the parachute and landing systems of the 7K-OK vehicle in preparation for a repeat
attempt of the original Soyuz I mission. There were, however, a number of landing failures that
progressively delayed plans--malfunctions
that in retrospect were critical in moving piloted
Soyuz flights downrange at a time when NASA was beginning to finally recover from the
Apollo I disaster. The State Commission for Soyuz, under Lt. General Kerim A. Kerimov, met
on March 26, 1968, the day before Gagarin's death, to discuss immediate plans. Mishin and
Chief Designer Fedor D. Tkachev of the Scientific-Research Institute of Automated Devices,
which was responsible for parachute design, reported that the 7K-OK ship's primary parachute
system was already cleared for flight while the reserve system would be ready by launch time,
then set for April 9-14. _'_
On April I0, exactly two weeks after Gagarin's death, several cosmonauts, including rookie
Beregovoy, slated to command the Soyuz I repeat docking flight, flew to the Baykonur
Cosmodrome accompanied by Air Force First Deputy Commander-in-Chief Marshal Sergey I.
Rudenko. Many officials remained in Moscow, because of the investigation into the causes of
Gagarin's death and also to celebrate April 12 or "Cosmonautics Day," the seventh anniversary
of Gagarin's pioneering first flight. After arrival at Tyura-Tam, the State Commission set the two
Soyuz launches for 14 and 15 April. Unlike the Kosmos-1861188 mission, this particular joint
flight was to simulate an actual piloted flight as closely as possible. Consequently, the primary
and backup crews training for the docking and EVA mission were sent to the Flight Control
Center at Yevpatoriya to follow the flight on the ground and train in such a manner as
to simulate their actions on a real mission, Both ships were also equipped with new infrared
attitude control sensors to augment the chronically faulty ionic sensor system on the early Soyuz
spacecraft. 7L"
The active 7K-OK vehicle, spacecraft no. 8, was launched from Tyura-Tam at 1300 hours
Moscow Time on April 14, 1968. Initial orbital parameters were 210 by 239 kilometers at a
51.7-degree inclination. The Soviet press announced the mission as Kosmos-212. A day later,
on April 15, engineers successfully launched the passive Soyuz spacecraft, vehicle no. 7, at
1234 hours Moscow Time, with only a two-second delay. The target vehicle, named
Kosmos-213, entered an initial orbit of 205 by 291 kilometers at a 51.4-degree inclination. At
the point of orbital insertion, the active spacecraft was only four kilometers away from the
passive one, a remarkable achievement in precision. With great economy of propellant,
Kosmos-212 approached Kosmos-213 and automatically docked at 1331 hours, just fifty-seven
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74. The center of this disagreementwas over Mishin's insistence that TsKBEM Department Deputy Chief
K. P. Feoktistov, a civilian, be included as the crew commander of the first post Soyuz I flight. Feoktistov himself
eagerly supported this position and took groat pains in 1967-68 to promote his candidacy, despite his relatively poor
health and reluctance to commit to parachute training. The issue culminated in March 1968 during severalState
Commission meetings, when the Air Force,led by Marshal S. h Rudenkoand Col. General N. P. Kamanin resisted
Mishin, Feoktistov, and their highly placed supporters in the government, which included M. V. Keldysh (AN SSSR),
G. N. Pashkov (VPK). G. _. Tyutin (MOM), K. A. Kerimov (MOM), and B A, Stroganov (TsK Defense Industries
Department). It was not until mid-June 1968 when Mishin finally withdrew Feoktistov's candidacy See also
Beregovoi, "Not to Be Forgotten," p. 299.
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It was not until May 6, 1968, that the Council of Ministers formally approved the above crews.
An additional four cosmonauts--Nikolayev,
Shonin, Kubasov, and Gorbatko--would
fly an
exact repeat of the docking and FVA mission at a later date.
The debate over the next step after the Kosmos-212/213 missions was colored to a great
degree by Central Committee Secretary Ustinov's pronouncement before the docking flight in
early April 1968 that "irrespective of the results of the upcoming flights of two Soyuz spaceships,
two more spacecraft should be prepared for an experimental flight."7_ After the success of the
Kosmos-212/213 mission, Ustinov's decision was called into question by other space program
officials, including Mishin and Kamanin, who were more confident of the Soyuz spaceship's
safety. On April 2 I, the day after Kosmos-213's landing, the State Commission met in Moscow:
Commission Chairman Kerimov and Chief Designer Mishin graciously allowed the cosmonauts'
views to be aired on the issue. All four primary crew cosmonauts favored a piloted flight as the
next step. Kerimov, Mishin, Chertok, and others thanked the cosmonauts for their work and
seem to have been very pleased that they supported a piloted mission. At least tentatively,
Kerimov and Mishin scheduled the flight for late June or early July 1968.
Those advocating another automated mission were a powerful lobby--that is, the leaders
of the Soviet military-industrial complex--Ustinov, Afanasyev, Smimov, and Dementyev--all of
whom were clearly playing it safe after the Komarov tragedy. Their viewpoint had some basis
because by early May, although all the major problems with the 7K-OK spacecraft had been
eliminated, it still had two weak spots: the backup parachute and the emergency rescue
system• Throughout the twenty-three drop tests after Soyuz I, the backup parachute had
evidently performed below par, while the rescue system malfunctioned more frequently.
Kamanin wrote in his diary about the dilemma facing the managers of the Soviet space program:
•.. under the circumstances Koroleu would have assumed responsibility and given a goahead [or the [light. Cosmonauts and Air Force specialists would have gone along with
such a decision. But un[ortunately, Mishin is not Korolev and he is hedging." 9 am not
going to propose a manned [light myself but i[ the Central Committee tells me to, I will
agree. "_
The climate had clearly changed after the Soyuz I disaster. Kerimov and Mishin were definitely more conservative with their decisions. No one, from Ustinov down to Mishin, was gutsy
enough to recommend a decision for flight and risk losing their jobs over a hasty decision. The
decision would have important implications and, in retrospect, was a critical juncture in the
Soviet space program. By mid-1968, NASA had meticulously modified its Apollo Command and
Service Module and was close to declaring the spacecraft ready for piloted flight. Every month
was desperately important as the two countries were closing in on their final goals. For the
Soviets, including another automated mission would add yet another two months before they
saw a return to piloted flight. For many, apart from the issue of safety, there were also exogenous
considerations.
On May 7, 1968, Mishin held a meeting at TsKBEM in Kaliningrad. The engineers concluded at the end of the meeting that with the exception of the backup parachute system, the
7K-OK spacecraft was completely ready for piloted flight, Mishin believed that the parachute system would be cleared for flight by the first half of August. Troubles with the backup parachute
system, however, forced Mishin and his deputies to rethink their strategies for an early August
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terminating all work on the Zvezda spacecraft to commence developmental work in support of
Mishin's Soyuz-Vl. The military did not give up. On January 27, Kamanin enlisted the support
of six veteran cosmonauts and met with USSR First Deputy Minister of Defense Marshal Ivan I.
Yakubovskiy, who promised to assist on the matter. The disagreement finally came to some kind
of resolution on February 17, 1968, during a meeting of the Scientific-Technical Committee of the
General Staff of the Ministry of Defense, the authoritative consultative body for all new military
programs in the country. Chaired by Committee Chairman Col. General Nikolay N. Alekseyev,
the meeting was called to discuss the joint proposal of Mishin and Kozlov to terminate Zvezda
in favor of Soyuz-VI. Although all the attending high-ranking officers came out in favor of
continuing with Zvezda, it was becoming increasingly difficult for them to offer support to the
project when Kozlov himself had changed sides. In addition, the military's word on the issue may
have been overruled by someone in the Communist Party's Central Committee. With little hope
for victory, Alekseyev essentially dropped the matter, effectively closing the Zvezda program.
Although Kozlov was shut out as a "prime contractor" in the piloted space program, he was able
to use many of the basic systems from the Zvezda space complex to develop subsequent
automated reconnaissance satellites in the Yantar ("Amber") series."'
The new Soyuz-Vl program was clearly a competitor of sorts to Chelomey's Almaz, and
therein may lie the answer to how Mishin was able to gain support for his project in the face
of such imposing resistance from the military. Central Committee Secretary Llstinov, the de
[aGo head of the Soviet space program, was known as being extremely hostile to Chelomey's
ambitions. By supporting Soyuz-Vl, he may have been trying to sabotage Chelomey's Almaz.
The Soyuz-Vl complex consisted of a small space station, named the orbital block (OB-VI)
and a crew delivery spacecraft (7K-S), which was to be developed on the basis of the original
7K-OK Soyuz spacecraft. Augmenting the entire Soyuz-Vl complex would be three other spacecraft: two Soyuz-type ships for short- and long-duration independent missions (7K-S-I and
7K-S-II, respectively) and a robot cargo ship (TK-G), which was also a modification of the basic
Soyuz spacecraft, e°
Very little is known about the station proper of the Soyuz-Vl complex: it was apparently very
similar to the orbital block of the long-abandoned Soyuz-R project from the mid-196Os (that is,
shaped like a cylinder about the size of a 7K-OK spacecraft). The OB-VI was to carry about
700 to 1,000 kilograms of scientific and military apparatus. Instead of radio-isotope generators to
provide power as on the Zvezda, the QB-VI had solar panels. One of the requirements of the
Soyuz-Vl's design was that it allow cosmonauts to transfer from a ferry to the station via internal
means. Thus, unlike the regular 7K-OK Soyuz vehicle, which had a system that prevented internal transfer, Mishin's engineers for the first time began work on a more flexible pin-cone system
to allow through passage. Like much of the station, this system was also evidently based on
the earlier Soyuz-R concept. The Soyuz-VI complex was to fly in an operational orbit of 250 by
270 kilometers at an inclination of .51.6 degrees. Piloted flights would last approximately thirty
days."' For a brief period, Mishin evidently considered the idea of testing advanced particle
accelerators on the Soyuz-Vt complex. In June 1968, representatives of TsKBEM met with
famous Soviet physicist Andrey I. Budker, one of the founders of the Institute of Nuclear
Physics, to discuss the issue. The idea was probably dropped soon after because of the limited
capabilities of the Soyuz-Vl.

8.5. Lantratov,"Dmitriy Kozlov's'Zvezda'"
86. /bid. Thep[oductiondesignationsforthesespacecraftwere:the completeSoyuz-VIcomplex( I 11:730).
the OB-VI(I 11:731),
the 7K-S(I 11:732),
the 7K-S-I(I 11:733),
the 7K-S-II(I 11:134),
andthe/K-G (I 11:73S).
87. Semenov,
ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya,p 210.
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The 7K-S crew supply ship was an improved version of the basic ZK-OK Soyuz vehicle,
Under Mishin's direction, engineers addressed all the weak points of the original Soyuz ship
and tried to replace systems and eliminate shortcomings. The official design bureau history
adds that:
• , . with the
characteristics
duced, which
of a new ship.

goal o[ improving the tactical-technical,
technological, and operational
in the ship's design and on-board systems, important changes were introaHected the course o[ development and ultimatel / resulted in the creation
88

When work began on the Soyuz-VI in the second half of 1961, it was overseen by Deputy
Chief Designers Bushuyev and Tsybin: both men were principally responsible for piloted spaceships at the organization. The USSR Ministry of Defense issued a new tactical-technical requirement for the Soyuz-VI complex in May 1968, which supplemented
a similar document issued
in support of the canceled Zvezda. g month later, on June 21, amid the intense preparations
for piloted lunar flights, TsKBEM and its Branch No. 3, jointly issued the first version of the
draft plan for the Soyuz-Vl. Mishin subsequently approved the "theoretical drawings" of the
ZK-S Soyuz spaceship on October 14, 1968._9As part of the general change in direction from
Zvezda to Soyuz-Vl, many of the cosmonauts training for the former were reassigned to the
latter. The group was originally commanded by veteran Popovich, but upon his transfer to the
lunar program, he was replaced by Major Aleksey A. Gubarev?°
The project may have accelerated quickly, but it is clear that by 1968, Kozlov had lost
much interest in the Soyuz-VI. His branch was intensively busy with the development of more
important photo-reconnaissance satellites. Mishin, perhaps pragmatically, seems to have been
more focused toward creating an improved version of the Soyuz. the 7K-S. than the actual
OB-VI station itself• And without doubt, the target of all his energies was focused not on the
Soyuz-Vl station, but on the programs he had inherited from his late mentor Korolev--the Soyuz,
the UR-5OOK-LI.and the N I-L3 projects. As the Moon seemed to loom close enough to reach, the
year 1968 would have Mishin and his engineers set out on the penultimate lap
of the race to the Moon by finishing up an extensive testing program for the NI-L3 rocket
complex, certainly the most intensive such effort to date in the history of the Soviet space program.
Preparing

for the Landing

Through 1968, U.S. television and the press were full of rumor and hearsay on the impending introduction of a super-heavyweight Soviet launch vehicle comparable to the Saturn V.
While some of this reporting was pure speculation, much of it was trickled down and leaked
information from U.S. intelligence services, which were continuing to monitor activities at
Tyura-Tam for clues to Soviet plans. During testimony in support of NASA's fiscal year 1969
authorizations to the House Committee on Science and Astronautics in February 1968, NASA

88. Ibid, p. 211,
89. INd
90. The othercosmonautsin the Soyuz-Vlgroup,establishedin early 1968,wereV. B. Alekseyev,M N.
Burdayev,Yu.N. Glazkov,L D, Kizim./_. Ya.Kramarenko,M I. Lisun,A, Ya.Petrushenko,
N. S, Porvatkin,G. V.
Sarafanov.
E.N. Stepanov,
andV. D. Zudov.Seel_antratov,
"Dmitriy Kozlov's'Zvezda'."Other sourcessuggestthat
threeothercosmonauts--V.A, Grishchenko.
V. I Gulyayev.
andD, A. Zaykin--werealsotrainingforSoyuzVl, Note
that Grishchenkoand Gulyayevresignedfrom cosmonauttrainingon February5, 1968.and March6, 1968,
respectively
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105. N G, Babakin, _. N. Banketov, and V. N Smorkalov. G N. Babakin: zhizn i deyatelnost (Moscow:
Adamant, 1996), pp. 54-55: Lardier,L_stronautique Soui#tique,pp. 182.267.The TNg-400 was designedby OKB MEI
under Chief DesignerA E.Bogomolov. Lona 14 also carriedscientific instruments, including one for measuringcharged
particles from the Sun, SeeKenneth Gatland,Robot Explorers(London: MacMillan, 1972), p. 140.
106. Note that K Lantratov, "The 'Late' Lunar Soil" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 15 (July 16-29,
t994): 41-43, states that the sample return effort began in 1968, not 1967,
107 Yu A. Mozzhorin. et aL, eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I (Moscow: MAI, 1992). p. 163.
108. B.V. Rauschenbach,"Soviet Programof the Moon Surface Research,"presentedat the 45th Congress of
the International Astronautical Federation, IAt_-94-1A#,2.2 626, Jerusalem, Israet,October 9-14, 1994. There were
additional limitations on the Ye-8-5 lunar probe. With a passive trajectory, the predicted landing point on Earth was
too wide for effective search.This required transmission of the actual post-takeoff trajectory from the Moon. which
meant that the return ship neededto carry complex radio-technical equipment. Okhotsimskiy bypassedthis problem
by proposing the use of radio equipment working in the meter range instead of the standard decimeter range, thus
reducing the mass of the communications instrumentation. Thesetransmissions would also be augmented by ground
observations to measure angularvelocity of the returning ship from a distance of 150,000 kilometers from Earth.
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of only 5,550 kilograms on a translunar trajectory from Earth orbit. This would include both the
KT descent stage and the actual scooper with its returning spacecraft. Despite a widespread and
intensive effort to reduce the mass of the Ye-8-5 sample returner, Babakin was able to produce a
vehicle with a mass of only 5,880 kilograms. With the project in jeopardy, Babakin convinced
both Che/omey and Mishin to optimize the capabilities of the Proton and the Blok D stage,
respectively, to allow the rocket to carry the increased mass. Chelomey and Mishin evidently
were able to fulfill Babakin's requirements by reworking several systems and reducing reserve
propellant/_
The Earth-to-Moon trip for the Ye-8-5 sample returner was identical to that of the Ye-8 rover.
_t nominal flight for the Ye-8-5 would begin with its launch into a low-Earth orbit by the Proton.
About seventy minutes after launch, Blok D would fire a second time to insert the payload on a
trajectory toward the Moon. After two mid-course corrections, the Ye-8-5 would fly into a
120-kilometer-high lunar orbit four days and seven hours after launch. In lunar orbit, the ship
would conduct two further corrections: the first to reduce perilune down to twenty kilometers
over the landing point and the second to straighten out the plane of approach. P,fter seven days
and sixteen hours in space, the Ye-8-_iwould fire its lID411 engine to initiate powered descent
from lunar orbit, landing on the lunar surface on its KT descent stage within six minutes.
The KT stage for the sample collector was identical to the one on the lunar rover except for
the addition of a 0.9-meter-long remote arm with a drill appendage, stored in an upright position.
lqfter landing on the Moon, the arm would be rotated down to the target area. Electric motors,
tested on tuna 14, would allow the arm to sweep over a lO0-degree arc, while the drill itself could
be swiveled in elevation. The latter consisted of a hollow rotary/percussion bit to drive into
the surface. The Ye-8-5 ascent stage consisted of three spherical tanks for nitric acid and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine for the ascent stage engines, which was composed of the $5.61 with
a thrust of 1.92 tons placed in the center and four outbound verniers attached to the tanks.
i_ pressurized cylinder above the central tank contained control, communications, and power
equipment including gyroscopes and accelerometers. Four antennae were placed orthogonally on
the horizontal plane on the outside of the cylinder. The central component of the ascent stage
was a small thirty-nine-kilogram spherical capsule with a diameter of fifty centimeters placed at
the top of the cylinder. Internally, in the upper portion, the capsule carried parachutes and descent
antennas. The middle part had a receptacle for the sample, and the lower part had batteries and
transmitting equipment that produced a displaced center of gravity toward the bottom where the
ablative heat shield was the thickest. Once the remote arm had collected the soil, the arm would
raise the drill and insert the soil into the small capsule at the top of the craft, pressurize it, and
then seal it. The capsule as a whole was attached to the rest of the ascent stage via straps. '_°
P,fter one day and two hours on the lunar surface, the ascent stage would lift off from the
Moon and enter a direct trajectory toward Earth. There would be no mid-course corrections on
the return trip, and its ultimate destination would depend on the precision of the trans-Earth injection burn. After a flight lasting eleven days and six hours, the small capsule would land on Soviet
territory.
Preparations for both the Ye-8 and the Ye-8-5 accelerated through 1968. During the middle of
the year, the lunar rover was subjected to ground simulations at a specially constructed lunar landscape near Simferepol in Crimea. l_t least five firing tests of the KT lander stage took place in late
1968 at Zagorsk, one of which was less than successful because of a premature engine cutoff."'

109. Babakin.Banketov,andSmorkalov,
Ci.N. Babakin.p. 54.
I I0. AndrewWilson.SolarSystemLog(London:Jane'sPublishingCo.. 1981).pp. 61-62.
II I. O.A. Sokolov."The Raceto the Moon:A Lookfrom Baikonur,"presentedat the 45th International
AstronauticalCongress.IAA-942ri.6I0.
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Babakin's Ye-8-5 sample scooper may not have been an integral part of the N I-L3 lunar
landing program, but it added to the burden of the Soviet lunar effort of the period. The repeated
additions and modifications to the N I-L3 plan in 1965-67 also complicated mission design.
Even after the ink was dry on a final draft plan for a particular element of the L3 complex,
months later, engineers would propose modifications based on new anticipated needs. This not
only made it impossible to manufacture flight models of the spacecraft, but also added layer
after layer of complexity to the N I-L3 mission. By 1968, the following components were part
of the entire program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ye-6LS (two robot probes to map lunar gravitational anomalies)
Ye-8LS (two robot lunar satellites to photograph the lunar surface)
TI K-T2K (automated and piloted flights of the LOK and LK in Earth orbit)
LI E (automated test of the Blok D stage in Earth orbit):
N I-LI (two lunar orbital LI flights as test payloads for early N I launches)
Ye-8 (two lunar rovers to serve as transport for cosmonauts);
N I-L3 (one N I launch with the backup LK)
N I-L3 (one N I launch with two cosmonauts to land on the Moon)

This was in addition to the huge effort expended on the separate LI circumlunar project.
For a launch profile that was to originally include a single launch to the Moon, the Soviet
program to land cosmonauts on the Moon now included a multitude of weak links that could
seriously disrupt the schedule. Perhaps one of the few confidence boosters for Soviet space
engineers at the time was the majestic sight at Tyura-Tam of the first N I rocket as it was
wheeled out to its launch pad.
The l_i I Arrives...

and Leaves

During late 1967, the Soviets could not have ignored the hoopla surrounding a significant
milestone in the U.S. space program. On November 9, 1967. the first Saturn V booster lifted
off from Launch Complex 39 at the John F. Kennedy Space Center at Cape Kennedy, Florida.
Apollo 4, as it was called, was a magnificently successful mission, vindicating the so-called
"all-up" philosophy, coming on the heels what one observer called "the most exhaustive
ground-test program in aerospace history. "''_ Coincidentally or not, the Soviet government
issued a new decree five days after the Apollo 4 launch--one that amended the unrealistic
targets laid down in the important February 1967 resolution on landing Soviet cosmonauts on
the Moon. The new decision, adopted on November 14, called for the initiation of flight
testing of the N I booster in the third quarter of 1968, almost a year behind the Saturn V. A
date for a landing was apparently not specified: the authors of the decree merely stated that it
would take place "in a period ensuring the preeminence of the Soviet Union in the exploration
of space"--that
is, before the Americans. ''_ Mishin recalled decades later that "by then, it was
already clear that the dates set by these directives were unrealistic. They were not backed up by
funds, or production capacities, or resources..,4 According to the chief designer, spending on

112. RogerE. Bilstein,Stagesto Saturn:A TechnologicalHistory o[ the ApolloSaturn LaunchVehicles
(Washington,DC:NASASP-4206,1996),pp. 347-48.
113. MikhaitRudenko,"SpaceBulletin:LunarAttraction: HistoricalChronicles:FirstPublication"(English
title), Vozdushniytransport28( 1993):I0: V. E Mishin,"Why Didn'tWe Flyto the Moon?"(Englishtitle), Znoniye:
tekhnike:seriyakosrnonautika,
astronomiyano, 12(December.1990):3-43.
114. Mishin,"Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?"
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115. The figure of $1.5 billion is extrapolated from "The Moon Programme That Faltered," Spaceflight 33
(January 1991): 2-3, in which Mishin gives a figure of "half a billion" rubles. The conversion rate used was $3 =
I ruble, which was the unofficial rate at the time. The figure for Apollo is taken from Janevan Nimmen and Leonard
C. Bruno with Robert L. Rosholt, N_S.B Historical Data Book, Volume I N/TS,,q Resources 1958-t968 (Washington,
DC: NASA SP4012, 1988). p. 148.The precisefigures for 1966 and 1967were $2.9713 billion and $2.8779 billion,
respectively.
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Despite the rising complaints against Mishin, he was not dismissed. Some believed that Ustinov
kept him on as the "fall guy" to take the blame for a program that was all but doomed to fail. The
chief designer may have also had powerful supporters in key positions, one of them being
Politburo member Andre,/P. Kirilenko.
At the meeting in January 1968, Mishin clearly articulated some of the inherent managerial
problems at TsKBEM. In some ways, his two basic points were more substantive than _fanasyev's
introductory tirade. The chief designer strongly believed that his design bureau was overburdened
with extraneous tasks, which prevented it from concentrating on such space projects as the
N I-L3. Primary among these was the solid-propellant RT-2 ICBM project, which swallowed
a lion's share of the design bureau's resources in the late 1960s. Mishin also complained about
having to work on subsystems, such as launch escape towers and spacecraft landing systems,
simply because subcontractors were unable to do so. His second point was aimed at the organization of the Soviet space program, and in particular Afanasyev's Ministry of General Machine
Building. He bluntly accused the ministry of not controlling the completion of items that were
subcontracted out by TsKBEM--that is, not helping in having subcontractors meet deadlines, a
job that was increasingly falling on already taxed engineers at the design bureau,
Mishin's deputies also spoke. Chertok and Bushuyev both admitted that it was TsKBEM's
own fault that they were so overloaded with projects They mentioned the 7K-LI circumlunar
program in particular, inherited from the Korolev days, as one that was a needless burden.
The hasW and often personality-driven decisions of 1964-65 were finally having the negative
consequences many had feared. In the end, as with many other meetings, nothing changed.
/_fanasyev refused to disrupt military programs, such as the RT-2 ICBM effort, in favor of
"civilian" projects, such as the N I-L3. The missile project stayed at TsKBEM. Relations between
the design bureau and its subcontractors remained just as chaotic. The engineers at TsKBEM
shrugged their shoulders and went back to work. ''_
Through the tumultuous events of the lunar program in the late 1960s, there was one curious politically motivated episode that threatened to derail the N I-L3 program as late as 1967. On
November 17, 1967, the Central Committee and the USSR Council of Ministers issued decree
no. 1070-363, which assigned General Designer Vladimir N. Chelomey to design and develop the
UR-700 heaw-lift booster and the LK-700 lunar spacecraft to land two Soviet cosmonauts on
the surface of the Moon by 1972 or 1973.''_ To any observer with even cursory familiarity with
the history of the Soviet piloted lunar program, this decision remains one of the most inexplicable-one that even the most intricate machinations of political intrigue fail to explain, How could
the Soviet government commit to a second lunar landing program at a time when millions
had been expended on the NI-L3? How did the UR-700 program reemerge after an official
interdepartmental commission had already passed it over in favor of the N I-L3? According to
Sergey N. Khrushchev, the former Soviet leader's son, the action was partly motivated by the
astonishing delays in the N I-L3 program. He hints that the idea belonged to Minister of General
Machine Building Afanasyev, who was increasingly at odds with his boss Ustinov over support
to Chelomey's organization. '_° Cool in his promotion of the late Korolev's dreams, Afanasyev
began to shift his allegiance to Chelomey's programs with the formidable backing of new
USSR Minister of Defense/3ndrey A. Grechko. The UR-700 may have had other supporters,

II 8 There is a detailed account of this meeting in Chertok, Rokety i lyudi: goryaefliye
dni kholodnoy
voyny,
479 87,
1t9. P, second decree (no. 472) was issued by the Ministry of General Machine Building on November28,
1967.
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position. It seems that the magnificent view of the graceful rocket lifted spirits considerably. U.S.
spy satellites were also watching. In a classified report at the time, the CIA reported:
loin several occasions since December 196;7, [the NIl has been erected on the pad
while on other occasions the pad has been empty, suggesting the Soviets are testing the
erection and checkout facilities of the system. The vehicle has not been flown but there
is no evidence that the program is experiencing major difficulties. _'_
On December I, the Moon council met once again under Afanasyev's tutelage. Almost all
the _uminaries of the Soviet space program, including Minister of Aviation Industries Petr V.
Dementyev, Commander-in-Chief of Strategic Missile Forces Marshal Nikolay I. Krylov, Tyulin,
Kerimov, Mishin, Barmin, Kamanin, and many other chief designers, were present. The reports
were fairly positive. Save for a few items on the service tower and some systems adjustments,
the first launch pad was prepared for an actual launch. The IM I mock-up had been placed on
the pad, while all its operational parameters were measured during three complete cycles, after
which the booster was transported back to the assembly-testing building. The plan was to take
the rocket out again to the pad to fuel it completely three times. Ground workers would then
train for thirty days to master all operations in preparation for the first flight model of the N I.
The flight article, rocket no. 3L, would then be moved to the pad and prepared for launch in
the first half of March 1968, although all finishing work on the launch pad would not be
completed until March 30. There apparently had been problems with the mock-up, for it was
returned to the assembly-testing building on December 12, 1967, and moved back out once
again in January. The official history of TsKBEM notes that the work highlighted the
requirement for better technical documentation. '_'
As workers labored to prepare the first N I flight model, focus shifted to the L3 complex.
On January 15, 1968, the Moon council met to specifically discuss piloted lunar operations,
both in lunar orbit and on the lunar surface. Apart from MishJn, Chief Designer Severin responsible for spacesuits and DepuW Minister of Health Avetik I. Burnazyan reported on the health
safety measures for lunar surface operations. The news was not good. Severin, for example, told
his audience that he would need two more years to clear his Krechet-94 suit for operations on
lunar landing missions. One of Mishin's demands for the suit was that it be sufficiently robust
for up to five kilometers of movement on the Junar surface and alJow EVA operations for up to
seventy-two hours, perhaps to enable the cosmonaut to survive decompression in the lander.
Like most other chief designers, Severin's primary problem seems to have been the severe mass
limits on the suit. At the time, the suit had a mass of approximately ninety kilograms. A large
conference on the Krechet-94 and Orlan suits for the lunar mission was held on March 19.
1968, at Severin's Zvezda plant at Tomilino. Severin apparently had confidence in meeting
Mishin's requests, reporting that the Krechet-94 would ensure EVA life support for six hours of
work on the lunar surface, while the Orlan would provide two and a half hours, sufficient for
the spacewalks in Earth or lunar orbit from one ship to another. Because the replenishment of
oxygen and water would be possible from the LK or from the Ye-8 lunar rover on the surface of
the Moon, the total operational time for the Krechet-94 would be as high as fifty-two hours. ':_

126. U.s. CentralIntelligenceAgency,"NationalIntelligenceEstimateII-1-69: The SovietSpaceProgram,"
Washington, DC,June 19, 1969, p. 14. as declassifiedin 1997 by the CIAHistoricalReview Program.
127. Semenov,ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya.p. 573;Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Workingfor,"
no. 47: Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Workingfor," no. 49: Afanasyev,"N I: AbsolutelySecret":Afanasyev,"Unknown
Spacecraft"
128. Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Working[or," no. 48; Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Workingfor," no. 49,
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129 Military workers for the N I were part of the Sixth Scientific-Testing and Experimental Directorate at
Tyura Tam. SeeJacquesVillain. ed., Baikonour [a porte des Etoiles (Paris: grmand Colin, 1994), p. 73.
130 That the original payload for booster no. 3[ was a 7KLIE is noted in Semenov. ed, RaketnoKosmicheskaya Korporatsiya. p 573. The manufacture of the DOK-DKP for the 7K L IS was probably the first venture for the Arsenal Machine Building Plant in the Sovietspace program. Later,in 1969-70. the organization took on
"design escorting" for the US naval reconnaissancesatellite system originally developed by TsKBM under General
Designer V. N Chelomey. See M. Tarasenko, "The Scientific Program of the KB 'Arsenal'" (English title), Nouostl
kosmonautiki 6 (March _1-24, 1996): 47-48: Dmitriy Litovkin, "SpaceProJectsof 'Arsenal'" (English title), Krasnaya
zuezda. January t3, 1996
131 Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret."
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132. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmiefleskayaKorporatsiya. p. 262.
133. The aide was V. K. Bezverbiy. TsKBEM engineers had begun work on modernized variants of the N I
prior to Korolev's death. Korolev had signed a "technical account" on November 9, 1965.that described four primary versions o[ the NI: the NILI (a variant with better mass characteristics and more reliable engines), the NIF
(a model with improved engines on the first and second stages), and the N IM (two radically improved versions
with new engines on alt three stages). Eachof these would also have subvariants, depending on their use of highperformance liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen engines on the second or third, or both, stages. Their designations
included the letter "V" to denote the Russian word for hydrogen ("vodorod") and a number to denote the stage
application. Thesesubvariants were the N I U-V3, the N I F-V3, the N I M-V3 (two different versions), the N I F-V21V3,
and the N I M-V21V3. Lifting capability stretched from ninety-five tons on the N IU to 230 tons on the N I M V-21V3.
See B V. Raushenbakh, ed,, S P Koro/eu i ego de/o: suet i tern u istorii kosmonautikL izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty (Moscow: Nauka, 1998), pp. 632-33,
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representatives
fromvarious
otherorganizations
examined
theNIF-V3andNIE-V4
concepts,
evidently
givinga positive
recommendation
to both.Thelatterversion,
theNIF-V4,was
discussed
attheCentral
Committee
levelthesamemonth,although
a formaldecision
on
development
wasnotforthcoming
atthetime.Intheirpursuit
of high-performance
engines,
TsKBEM
engineers
considered
manyotherproposals,
including
redesigning
theBlokD fifth
stage
forliquidhydrogen,
uprating
thecurrent
first-andsecond-stage
engines
forhigher
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andreusability,
upperstage
nuclear
rocket
engines,
andeven
combined
liquidlair-compressed
engines
working
onliquidhydrogen
forthefirststage
oftheNI.'_4
Asthepreparations
forthefirstNI launch
atlastbegan
to pickup,space
officials
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amostcritical,
butoften-postponed
issue:
atraining
program
forcosmonauts
forthe
L3lunarlanding
program.
Incontrast
to NASAastronauts
whohadbeeninvolved
in lunar
operations
training
forseveral
years
already,
theSoviets
weretypically
behind
onthecurve.
Air
Force
AideKamanin
hadagreed
onaninitiallistofsixmenonSeptember
2, 1966,
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forthelunarlanding.
'_5Unfortunately
forthecosmonauts,
theydidnotdomuchtraining;
by
theendof 1967,
therewerestillnoL3simulators
available
attheCosmonaut
Training
Center.
Kamanin
claims
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thatmuchofthisdelay
inthedelivery
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hadtodo
withTsKBEM's
continuous
redesign
oftheL3complex,
whichmade
itimpossible
fortheprime
contractor
ofthesimulators,
theSpecialized
Experimental
Design
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attheM,M.Gromov
Flight-Research
Institute,
to produce
them.Another
obstacle
waswhatKamanin
callsthe
"ideology"
of theL3complex.
Inthefallof 1966,
officialdocuments
specified
thatunlike
previous
Soviet
pilotedspacecraft,
theL3wouldaffordcosmonauts
a significant
degree
of
control
overthecourse
ofamission.
'_"Inayear,
Mishin's
engineers
hadbacked
away
fromthis
requirement,
fallingbackonKorolev's
oldadage
abouthaving
themserve
onlyaspassengers.
Thus,fromthepointofviewof TsKBEM,
L3cosmonauts
couldmanage
withacompressed
training
program.
Intheirview.civilianengineers
fromthedesign
bureau
wouldbethebest
candidates
forlunarlanding
flights.
Theissue
of L3simulators
andthecosmonaut
training
program
finallycameto a head
inDecember
1967
during
several
meetings
between
AirForce
andTsKBEM
representatives.
The
former
wereparticularly
surprised
tofindthatMishin
hadcanceled
contracts
fortwosimulators:
aturbo-flier
anda V-10helicopter
withLKcontrols.
Mishin's
unilateral
actions
seem
to have
seriously
raised
thewrathofmany
officials,
whowereincreasingly
tiringofthechiefdesigner's
somewhat
abrasive
ways.Eventually
byDecember
15,twodeputy
chiefdesigners
atTsKBEM,
Tregub
andTsybin,
agreed
in principle
to a newlistof twentycosmonauts,
consisting
of
tencivilian
engineers
andtenmilitary
officers
under
AirForce
command.
TsKBEM
andAirForce
officials
alsocame
toapreliminary
agreement
onalistofsimulators
needed
forthelanding.
'_"

134The last concept is mentioned in Semenov,ed., Roketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatso_a.p. 2?9
135. The men were Yu. I_. Gagarin, V. V. Gorbatko, Ye. V. Khrunov,/5. P,. Leonov, I_. G. Nikolayev, and V.
P,.Shatalov. SeeN Kamanin. "/_ Goal Worth Working for" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 45 (1993): 8-9
136. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," no. 47
137. The civilians were K. P. Feoktistov, G M. Grechko, V. N. Kubasov, O. G. Makarov, V. P Nikitskiy. V. I.
Sevastyanov. N N Rukavishnikov, V N Volkov. V. I. Yazdovskiy, and A. S Yeliseyev The military officers were
V F. Bykovskiy, A V. Filipchenko, V. V. Gorbatko, Ye.V. Khrunov,/_. P. Kuklin. A. A. Leonov, I_. G. Nikolayev, G, S.
Shonin. V. P,. Voloshin, and B. V. Volynov. By December 26, Nikitskiy and Voloshin had been replaced by V. Ye.
Bugrov and P.I. Klimuk, respectively, although the latter two did not effectively join the group until February 1968
See Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for," no, 48. Note that TsKBEMhad evidently established its own group of
cosmonauts for the L3 program earlieron August 18, 1967.These six cosmonauts were S. N. ,qnokhin, V. Ye.Bugrov,
G. A. Dolgopolov, V. P.Nikitskiy, V. I. Patsayev,and V A. Yazdovskiy.See I. A. Marinin and S, Kh. Shamsutdinov,
"Soviet Programsfor Lunar Flights."
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The eighteen-member L3 group, commanded by the ubiquitous Aleksey A. Leonov, finally
began preliminary training in January 1968, later]oined by two others the following month. On
March 13, Air Force Commander-in-Chief Marshal Konstantin I_. Vershinin signed off on a
two-and-a-half-year-long training program for these men. At the time, the first L3 missions in
Earth orbit were set for late 1968, The first lunar landing, under normal circumstances, was
expected in the 1970-71 period, although most designers desperately still clung to the hope
of carrying out the mission by late 1969. The shift to 197'0-11 was evidence of a marked but
subtle feeling among most Soviet space officials that it would be all but impossible for NASA
to fulfill Kennedy's goal of landing an American on the Moon before the end of the decade.
This belief was not without validity. By March 1968, NASA had still to recover from the Apollo
I tragedy and was months away from flying a piloted Apollo spacecraft in Earth orbit, let alone
in lunar orbit. Many Soviet officials believed that it would take a miracle to successfully
carry out a sequential series of completely successful piloted Apollo missions in the perhaps
fourteen months leading to a first landing. In many ways, the Soviets were viewing American
capabilities through the prism of their own record. Failures were simply an accepted part of
testing systems in space for the Soviets. In a diary entry in March 1968, Kamanin wrote:
It took us three extra years to build the NI and the L3, which let the United States take
the lead. The/Ymerieans
haue already carried out the first test flight o/a lunar spacecraft, and in 1969 they plan to perform five manned flights under the )tpollo program.
It is worth noting that there are bottlenecks in the ..Z:tmericanprogram--I
mean the use
of liquid hydrogen as fuel for the second and third stages of the Saturn V and of pure
oxygen inside the Apollo. So far hydrogen has been successfully
"working" for the
United States, but it may throw them back as was the case with oxygen which let them
down, causing the death o/three astronauts in January o/last year. ,3_
But the Soviets did not count on the fact that Apollo was one of the most thoroughly
ground-tested programs in the history of the U.S. space program, They could not and did not
anticipate that Apollo would fail to fail.

138. Kamanin,"A GoalWorth Workingfor," no. 49, p. 8.
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Through the ten years after Sputnik, two powerful nations engaged in a competition whose
underpinnings had as much to do with ideology as it did with strategic power. Space was, of
course, only one component of this race, and some would argue less important in its immediate ramifications than the ideological and often bloody confrontations played out all across the
world. But when John F. Kennedy's singular pronouncement in 1961 changed the tenor of the
space race from one of the grander conquest of space to the less encompassing and more specific reach for the Moon, the meaning of space also changed. For a brief period in the 1960s, for
most people, space exploration did not immediately bring to mind images of communications
satellites, weather pictures, interplanetary probes, or even military fortifications. It was the Moon
that caught the eye--the Moon, always mystical in nature, but now imbued with earthly concerns and earthly rivalries. For many, he who would reach the Moon first would not lay claim to
the Moon, but rather Earth itself. As such, the last gasp to the finish line from September 1968
to July 1969 was as remarkable as anything ever seen before in the history of space exploration.
Return

to Flight

As the summer gave way to the fall in 1968, the record of the Soviet piloted circumlunar
program was dismal. Original plans were to carry out four automated lunar flights before flying
cosmonauts around the Moon. In the four attempts since late 1967, there had been three complete failures and one partial success, the deep space mission of Zond 4 in March 1968. To add
insult to injury, another L I spacecraft had been destroyed during ground preparations for a
launch in July 1968, delaying flight plans by several months. The first of the three remaining
7K-LI spacecraft arrived at the Baykonur Cosmodrome to inaugurate a new series of attempts
beginning with the lunar launch window in September 1968. The pace and results of ground
preparations would determine the possibility of launching L I missions in the October,
November, and December windows•
Ll State Commission Chairman Tyulin. accompanied by Kamanin and a number of L I cosmonauts, including Bykovskiy and Popovich, arrived at Tyura-Tam on September I0, 1968, for
the launch, set for just after midnight on September 15. Kamanin appointed Bykovskiy, one of
the leading contenders to command the first lunar mission, to be in charge of controlling preparations for the new launch. As the most experienced Soviet cosmonaut, he had recently, on
July II. been appointed commander of the cosmonaut detachment.' On the morning of

I
The "real" designation
of the cosmonaut detachment
Voevodin,
VS,q053, October 23, 1994, an electronic
newsletter,
Headquarters, Washington,
DC, file on cosmonauts.

was military unit no 26266.
available at NASA History

See Sergey g.
Office. NASA
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the heat given off from the interior coating. With one sensor malfunctioning, positioning the
vehicle for mid-course corrections became a difficult proposition. Upon hearing news of the
failure, Chief Designer Mishin and State Commission Chairman Tyulin flew to Yevpatoriya from
the Baykonur Cosmodrome to direct compensatory measures, joining a group of cosmonauts,
including Bykovskiy and Popovich, who were already at the center. On the morning of
September 17, controllers were able to use the less accurate solar and Earth orientation sensors
to maneuver the spacecraft successfully to carry out the first mid-course correction, sufficient
to make the vehicle circle the Moon and head directly toward the Earth. At the time of the firing,
at 061 I hours Moscow Time, Zond 5 was at a distance of 325,000 kilometers from Earth)
The spacecraft circled around the far side of the Moon at a distance of 1,960 kilometers
from the surface and was flung onto a return trajectory toward Earth. Special cameras took
high-quality photographs of Earth from a distance of 90,000 kilometers, which were, in fact,
the first complete pictures of Earth from the Moon, three months before Apollo astronauts
returned with similar photographs. On the night of September 19-20, the British astronomical
observatory at Jodrell Bank monitored transmissions from Zond 5 and picked up a Russian
voice calling out instrument values from the spacecraft) At the time, observers believed that
the voice was prerecorded, but more than likely, cosmonauts, including Popovich at
Yevpatoriya, were playing the role of a real crew by transmitting their reports via the spacecraft.
Zond 5's journey back was a difficult and challenging ordeal for ground controllers. To the
alarm of the flight control team, the I01K Earth sensor also failed at the time. The problem was
later traced back to incorrect procedures during the spacecraft's preparation at the technical
complex. There was evidently an error in the operational documentation that caused the
sensor to fall out of coordination with the mechanical operation of the spacecraft's main omnidirectional antenna. To make matters worse, the three-axis stabilization platform spuriously
switched off the guided reentry system. With all these failures, there was little hope that the
spacecraft could carry out a guided reentry onto Soviet territory because that would require a
highly precise attitude during the firing of the main engine. Engineers instead focused on bringing the vehicle back on a ballistic trajectory into the Indian Ocean using the remaining 99K
solar sensor in conjunction with the smaller attitude control thrusters. Over the course of twenty hours, controllers at Yevpatoriya fed a series of singular commands to "swing" the ship
from one side to the other, so that the resulting thrusts of the two engines would fire in the
direction of Earth, After alternately turning on the small thrusters on each side of the vehicle,
the ship gathered enough velocity and hit a tiny thin corridor in Earth's atmosphere for a
ballistic reentry into the Indian Ocean/
Tensions were high at both control centers, the primary one at Yevpatoriya and the supporting one located at the Ministry of General Machine Building's Coordination-Computation
Center at TsNIIMash, next door to Mishin's design bureau. A number of high-level officials,
including Georgiy N. Pashkov, a Deputy Chairman of the Military-Industrial Commission, and
Maj. General Andrey G. Karas, the Commander of the Central Directorate of Space Assets, were
present for the reentry at the center, Air Force representative Kamanin, who was also present,
summarized the possible fate of Zond 5 as controllers watched their terminals:

5.
Kamanin."#, GoalWorth Workingfor"; Yu, R Semenov,ed.,Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya
"Energiya"imeniS.P Koroteua(Korolev:RKKEnergiya,namedafterS_PKorolev,1996),pp. 243-44;V R Glushko,
ed.,Kosmonautikaentsiklopediya(Moscow:Sovetskaya
entsiklopediya,1985),p. 130.
6
KennethGatland,RobotExplorers(London:MacMillan,1972),p. 141.Somereportsalso suggestthat
a secondmid-coursecorrectionwaseffectedon the returntrip. SeeGlushko.ed., Kosmonautlkaentsik(opediya,
p. 130.
7.
Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporo_siya,
pp. 244,354. Notethatthereweretwo 99Ksolar
sensorson the ship,One of themhadfailedto turn on. leavingasinglesolarsensoravailablefor use.
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The Zond 5 mission, despite its attendant flaws, was the first unequivocal success in the
LI program. It allowed Tyulin and Mishin to seriously plan on flying a crew on a circumlunar
mission in January 1969, contingent upon two more successful LI flights. By the time Zond 5
splashed down in the Indian Ocean, there were three lunar launch windows left before 1969-in October, November, and December. Based on the pace of preparations, Mishin hoped to fly
LI spacecraft no. 12 in November and spacecraft no. 13 in December. The ship and cosmonauts for a piloted flight would be ready in January. Such a schedule would still fulfill the original mandate of flying four robotic spacecraft before a crewed attempt.
Crews for the piloted mission had nearly completed their training program by this time,
with a final spurt during the Zond 5 flight, when some of the LI cosmonauts trained at
Feodosiya. On September 27, Kamanin and Mishin agreed to three final crews for the first circumlunar mission. With any luck, one of these crews would make history as the first humans
to fly from Earth to the Moon. The crews were:
•
•
•

Crew I: Aleksey A. Leonov and Oleg G. Makarov
Crew 2: Valeriy F. Bykovskiy and Nikolay N. Rukavishnikov
Crew 3: Pavel R. Popovich and Vitally I. Sevastyanov

All three crews were judged to be equally prepared for the flight, although it seems that
Kamanin had favored the Bykovskiy crew as the primary candidates for the first outbound mission. As with all other Soviet piloted missions, a final decision on the issue was expected at
the State Commission meetings prior to launch. Eachof the three crews also had a single understudy--Anatoliy
P. Kuklin, Petr I. Klimuk, and Valeriy g. Voloshin, respectively. The three backup cosmonauts were trained and ready to step into either the commander's or flight engineer's
position in case a primary crewmember was indisposed.';
The nine men training for a circumlunar mission were not the only cosmonauts preparing
for spaceflight in the fall of 1968. By August 1968, trainees Beregovoy, Volynov, and Shatalov
had completed training for the first piloted Soyuz mission since the Soyuz I tragedy more than
a year before. In the autumn of 1968, Ivan I. Utkin, the chair of the subcommission investigating the accident, finally declared the Soyuz landing system completely ready for piloted flight. _4
Less by plan than by coincidence, Chief Designer Mishin set the "return to flight" Soyuz mission in time for the fifty-first anniversary of the Great October Revolution. The flight plan was
for one cosmonaut in an active Soyuz to link up with a passive automated Soyuz. The two ships
would remain docked for a few hours before separating and carrying out independent missions.
The conservative rendezvous and docking flight would then open the way for the long-delayed
EVA transfer attempt. There was one major difference on this mission from the previous
"rehearsal" docking missions of Kosmos-186/188 and Kosmos-212/213: in this case, engineers
decided to launch the passive instead of the active vehicle first. The older profile was clearly more
suited for simulating operations in lunar orbit when the active LOK would await the passive LK
after it had lifted off from the Moon. The Soviets themselves have never revealed the reasons for
this unusual switch. Perhaps it was dictated by engineering concerns over checking the operation of the Igla rendezvous radar system before committing to a piloted mission. Less likely, but
certainly possible, it may have been TsKBEM's attempt at rehearsing an Earth-orbit rendezvous
for a lunar landing mission in case the N I was not deemed safe for carrying cosmonauts into
orbit. Such a prospect was, in fact, given serious consideration throughout 1968-69.

13. Kamanin."A Goal Worth Working for." On September24, three days beforethe final decision.
Kamaninwasleaningtowardthe followingcrews:A./q. LeonovlAF Voronov.V_F.BykovskiylN.N Rukavishnikov,
andP.R. Popovich/OG. Makarov.Obviously,this crewcompositionwasmodifiedbySeptember27.
14. Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporc_tsiycL p. 183
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This meeting of the State Commission occurred prior to the Soyuz 3 mission in October 1968. Sitting at left are
Commission Chairman Kerim Kerimov and Chief Designer Vasiliy Mishin. Standing next to Mishin is ,ZtirForce
Aide Nikolay Kamanin. Standing next to Kamanin from left to right are cosmonauts Cieorgiy Berogauoy (primary),
Vtadimir Shatalov, and Boris Volynou. Sitting on the extreme right is Marshal Sergey Rudenko, a Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet _ir Force. (copyright Christian Lardier)
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members agreed to call the spacecraft Soyuz 2, but to announce it only after the launch of
Beregovoy with Soyuz 3.
The 7K-OK spacecraft no. II lifted off successfully from site I at the Baykonur
Cosmodrome at noon on October 25, 1968. The initial orbital parameters were 183 by 224 kilometers at a 5 I.l-degree inclination. All systems aboard the automated Soyuz spaceship seemed
to be working without fault, but conservatism crept into the proceedings. Chief Designer
Mnatsakanyan of the Moscow-based Scientific-Research Institute for Precision Instruments
recalls that on the night of the first launch, thirteen members from the Chief Operations and
Control Group at Yevpatoriya sent a telegram to him at the Tyura-Tam control center to drop
the idea of docking on the mission and simply try a two-part rendezvous--first to thirty kilometers and then down to 100-200 meters. The abrupt change in plans was evidently motivated by a lack of confidence in the Ig[a radar system, whose chief architect was Mnatsakanyan.
By his own account, the chief designer had no one to consult, and he unilaterally decided to
reject their recommendation, taking full responsibility for the decision/6
The following day at 1134 hours Moscow Time, as the target vehicle passed over the
launch site, the 7K-OK spacecraft no. 10 lifted off with Colonel Georgiy T. Beregovoy aboard.
It was the first-ever piloted launch from site 31, the second launch complex at the Baykonur
Cosmodrome built for launch vehicles derived from the old R-7 ICBM. At forty-seven years old,
Beregovoy was the oldest person to venture into space at the time. His initial orbital parameters were 205 by 225 kilometers also at a 5 t.7-degree inclination. Soon after the launch, the
Soviet press announced Beregovoy's mission as Soyuz 3 and the target as Soyuz 2.
On Soyuz Ys first orbit, ground controllers switched the Igla rendezvous system into operation, bringing the vehicle to a distance of only 200 meters from the Soyuz 2 target after at least
two orbital corrections. At that point, as external TV cameras beamed down images to Earth,
test pilot Beregovoy took over manual control to bring his spacecraft in for a docking. As he
closed into a range of forty to fifty meters, his spaceship automatically banked 180 degrees from
the target despite his best attempts to compensate for the guidance system. '_After the sudden
failure, the two ships moved apart while several senior officials, including Minister Afanasyev,
Academician Keldysh, Col. General Kamanin, Space Assets Commander Maj. General Karas,
and Chief Designer Mishin, flew to Yevpatoriya from the launch site. There was evidently some
controversy on whether the docking failure was the result of an Igla system failure.
Mnatsakanyan insisted that his system worked flawlessly and that:
the cosmonaut had been confused by the light beacons [on the target spacecraft], and
thereby [had maneuvered his spacecraft in such a way] that a certain angle had been
formed betLueen the antennas of the [two] ships, causing the [active] ship to "turn
auJay" to one side. _s
Later analysis confirmed Mnatsakanyan's
hunch and clearly pointed to pilot error as the
primary reason for the failure. Once the Igla system had brought Soyuz 3 to within 200 meters
of Soyuz 2, Beregovoy took over manual control. At that point, the two ships were still not
aligned perfectly. However, instead of gingerly stabilizing his ship along a direct axis to the
target, Beregovoy used a stronger firing to put his spacecraft into a completely incorrect orientation relative to the target. The passive Soyuz 2's radar system, sensing the improper deviation, automatically turned its nose away from Soyuz 3 to prevent an incorrect docking.

16.
I1.
18.

Yu.&. Mozzhorin, et aL. eds.. Dorogi u kosmos:II (Moscow: M/_I, 1992),p. 35.
Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya,p. 190.
Mozzhorin, Dorogiu kosmos:IL p. 35,
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landing

sys-

31 to the State Commission

was fogged
tn general,

Most critically,

to Soyuz 2 was "too sensitive,"

was a

every single

system, the life

was "unpleasant."

the right viewport

twen-

the Soyuz 2/3 mission

sensors, and the parachute

the glasses of the viewports,

in the descent

a three-day,

on the program.

including

control

postflight

the viewports:

landed safely on a snow-

had circled the Earth sixty-four

successful,

working

the attitude

He recalled that payload

there were problems

Beregovoy

may not have been completely

system aboard the Soyuz 3 spacecraft,

systems,

control

and the cosmonaut

local boy on a donkey. '_ During

forty-five-second

boost to the confidence

automated

time,

by a bewildered

fifty-minute,

significant
support

welcomed

at
at

Once

up from

Beregovoy

he reported

implying

in orbit,

the exterior,
reported

that

that the manual

that the "human

automa-

tion" dynamics had room for improvement.
When asked later by the press whether his age had
made it difficult
for him to be chosen for the mission, Beregovoy replied that his height
(180 centimeters)

had been more of a problem

Crew-rating
program,

the Soyuz spacecraft

but

circumlunar

for immediate
program.

rumors

purposes,

was

thus shifting

found themselves

their

on the "race to the Moon."
at the 19th Congress

Soviet officials
On October

as if to contradict

the Moon depends
various

results, it is not possible

exercise

in public

Keldysh

was forced

Soviets

often

relations.
by the

Despite
numerous

was not designed

were not planning

hesitance

a piloted

questions

for a flight
flight

around

around

about

they were not

interested

tence.

Keldysh,

23.
24.
p. 132
25.
26.

opinions
caught

the Moon

in the Moon

for example,

added

while

in

favor

in a web
confirming

at the Soyuz

of

may have

5, was also an interesting
lunar

plans,

He strongly

of

of the piloted

crewed

of confusion,
as such,

lunar
having

often

3 press conference

Academician

concede

in the near future.

voicing

vociferously

were all of a sudden

but is not a

for the exploration

the Moon.

After

of

to the Moon

is possible,

to finally

road for the Soviets in their cover-up

years

in New York, in

astronauts

journalists

step on the slow and painful
spokespersons

the

about lunar landings. ''_

talking

from

on

Sedov, representing

Since the experiments

held on November
on

As a result,
positions

"the program

at this time to be positive

for the Soyuz 3 mission,

LI

in the Western

Federation

of the Moon

he added that

the

had forced

position.

contradictory

of sending

upon the success [of the Zond] experiments.

The press conference

Soyuz spacecraft

himself,

in a difficult

Astronautical

"the question

at this time is not an item on our agenda. The exploration
priority. '''_ Then,

circulating

14. Academician

of the International
stated that

particular,
L I vehicle

the launch into November.

mission

expressed

of the Soviet space

Moon--in

of the next flight-ready

suddenly

and November,

of the truth,

for the future

on the

lunar-orbital

October

a clear obfuscation

focus

of an Apollo

throughout
Soviet Union

else. _

important

13-15 lunar launch window,

on the possibility

press, Soviet public spokespersons
policy

the

Delays in the preparation

Mishin to skip the October
With

than anything

was critically

implied

that

the

that the

It was the first
lunar programs.

operations,
to emphasize

Soviet
that

in the very same senthat before

cosmonauts

Riabchikov. Russians in Space,pp. 243-44: Smolders.Soviets in Space. pp. 165-66.
ReginaldTurnill. The Observer'sBook o/Manned Spaceflight (London: FrederickWame & Co, 1975),
"Russian Denies Moon RaceIs On." New York Times, October 15, I968. p. 48.
Ibid.
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actually

carried out a lunar landing,

to Earth would
when

a journalist

cosmonaut
what
ing

asked Beregovoy

replied calmly,

his "handlers"
away

from

announced

"That

public

why

association

not conduct

and the United

with

manned

lap toward
program.

throughout

of Tennessee

when

Zond

"National

1968. ''_ One senior

Academician
within

Estimate"

NASA astronaut,

had been carefully
toward

exactly

on the Soviet
a piloted

Frank Barman,

8). the first flight

of the combined

In early August
Center in Houston,
the much more
Module

mission

"C-prime"

on a Saturn

only

mission

be exponentially

flight--one

V would

be the third

launch

to commit.

The advantages
gained

As NASg

of this could

as well as in a public

far Zlpollo

had

in which

go directly

Apollo

to lunar orbit.

be important,
demonstration

been all promise:

both

now the delivery

of Apollo
mission

test in high-Earth
Manned

the "E" mission
Command

the United
about

mis-

(gpollo
also
orbit.

Spacecraft
in favor of
and Service
laden with

But based on their analysis,

accurately

was

news of the
NASA officials

It was a decision

in technical

of what

April

and the risks of a lunar-orbital

program manager

Roger D. Launius

from

with the Lunar Module,

an Apollo

more than one in Earth orbit.
historian

dating

sequence

of NgSA's

of the Saturn V booster,

and Air Force General Samuel C. Phillips,
willing

Director

to

by "the last half of

by the 'D"

then be a Lunar Module

1968, George M. Low, the Deputy

risks. It would
would

and Service Module

9) would

mis-

The CIA, in

recalls that in early August,

ordered his staff to work on a plan to eliminate

ambitious

launched

Command

(Apollo

Soviet accom-

Circumlunar

from the CIA to NASA, prompting

7) in Earth orbit was to be followed

in Earth orbit. The "E" mission

watching

space program

circumlunar

for Apollo. _°In the alphabetical

timetable

the Soviet

the fast pace of

as predicted.

to establish

(Apollo

'''_

1967, and it was no surprise

down

a more ambitious

7 that

six months.

between

the Moon.

Soviet deadline of late 1968 had trickled
sions, the "C" mission

back-

emphatically

on November

the following

the

saying

Zond

carried out its flight

might attempt

Sedov

Space Institute

CIA briefs as early as April

Intelligence

1968, claimed that the Soviets

2 spaceship,

he was only

in the late fall of 1968 with

U.S. space officials

5 successfully

the Soyuz

No doubt,

the tenor of the competition

changed

and return

that the Soviets were finally

lunar operations
Versus

to lunar landing

itself was the subject of a lie:

with

Moon,

the year for hints of their ambitions

sions had been raised in classified
a top-secret

the

the Moon,

States dramatically

events in the Apollo

U.S. observers

liftoff

he had not docked

a visit to the University

would

In this penultimate

plishments

from

was not on the program.'_7

Apollo

Union

mission

The Soyuz 3 mission

had asked him to say. As if to confirm

any

during

the "U.S.S.R.

a complete

be carried out automatically.

at NASA

Headquarters,

observed
and

in retrospect:

scientific

States

Low
were

could

knowledge
achieve.

So

to begin. _'

21. "Soyuz 3 Moon Trip Called Unlikely," New York Times, November 6, 1968, p. 44: Soviet Space
Programs. t966-F0, p 370
28
NASA Soence and Technology Division, Ztstronautics and Aeronautics, 1968: Chronology of Science.
Technology. and Policy (Washington. DC: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4010, 1969), p. 267.
29. U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate I I-I-67: The Soviet Space Program,"
Washington, DC. April 4, 1968, p. 2. asdeclassified in 1991 by the CIA Historical Review Program.
30
Frank Barman and R. J. Sterling, Countdown:/qn ,qutobiography (New York: William Morrow_ 1988)_
p. 189.
3 I.
Roger Launius. NASA 7t History o[ the U.S. Civil Space Program (Malabar, FL: Krieger Publishing Co,
1994)_pp. 89 90.
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By mid-August,

the Manned

in Earth orbit,

NASA would

then

II,

a highly successful

slated for October

management's

1968, NASA launched
eleven-day

flight,

had successfully

among independent
flight,

II,

possibly

Phillips composed

NASA Administrator

By early November,
in mid-November
officials

21,

rivalry

to the Moon

between

plethora

the two

of speculation

advantage.

Cosmonauts,

in December

at 2211 hours,

minutes

of the launch,
controllers

controllers
control

conditions
launch

and military

officials

Moscow

lunar

for December
for a Soviet

Thus, launching

finish at a time when

a climactic

finish.

the

But contrary

to a

1968 piloted

arrived at Tyura-Tam in early November

the Moon.

control

I0,

sensor mounted

on the boom.

of November

took high-resolution

from distances of I 1,000 and 3,300 kilometers.
for measuring

sixty-seven

effectively

two

named

correction

operground

at a distance

12 using a backup stellar attitude

Flying what

seemed to be a perfect

days later at a closest

black-and-white

photographs

The first session was intended

its photometric

preventing

Despite the problem,

the vehicle to perform its first mid-course

the far side of the Moon

A camera on the spacecraft

1968. Within

fired to boost the spacecraft,

As soon as the spacecraft was on its way to the

sensor that used the Sun and Sirius as fixed points.
around

to

no. 12. The launch went off without

Time on November

from Earth on the morning

ed surface of the Moon

window

there was, in fact, no real plan for a December

31 seconds

managed to command

flight, Zond 6 flew
2,420 kilometers.

for potential

December 8-10.

discovered that an antenna boom had not deployed,

kilometers

did Soviet

launch to December?

8 launch window

a first-place

the Blok D upper stage successfully

ation of the stellar attitude
of 246,000

guarantee

was approaching

one

8Y

6 by the Soviet press, toward

Moon,

would

around

LI missions,

by NASA,

the piloted

circumlunar

for the launch of the 7K-LI spacecraft

incident
Zond

the

8 to lunar orbit, and

launch in January. The

was made public

be earlier in the month,

chief designers,

direct the preparations

by a piloted

had set the Apollo

in trajectories,

Apollo

for

1968. On

a day later/'

more automated

To have the best lighting

NASA officials

in the West,

achieve-

also in December

it publicly
two

8 announcement

space programs

launch to preempt Apollo

by the outstanding

on launching

one of the precursor flights and moving

from central Asia would

After
NASA

that the Soviets were targeting the Moon

O. Paine announced

begs itself: Once the Apollo

cosmonauts

observers

the Soviets were still planning

sites for future missions,

three astronauts.

safely in the Pacific Ocean.

and one in early December, to be followed

consider skipping

Apollo
success,

8 in DecemberY
7 into Earth orbit with

a final memorandum

1968. Because of differences

launch

Apollo
Apollo

7 was an unequivocal

for their lunar launch window,

Thomas

The Soviets had a significant
landing

1968. If Apollo

circled the Moon and splashed down in the Indian Ocean.

a piloted

circumlunar

NASA Headquarters

upon the success of the initial piloted

the crew splashed down

There was little doubt

question

MOON

case for lunar orbit in December was further bolstered

ment of Zond 5, which

November

THE

was still contingent

move ahead to the lunar-orbital

On October

Acting

TO

Spacecraft Center received clearance from

on the new plan; a final decision
mission

LAP

characteristics

distance

of the Moon

for filming

and determining

of

the lightits amount

32. For a discussion of the switch to "C-prime," see also William David Compton. Where No Man Has
Gone Be/ore.Z_History of Lunar Exploration Missions (Washington, DC: NASA SP-4214, 1989)_pp 132-33: Donald
K. 'rDeke" Slayton with Michael Cassutt, Deket US. Manned Space:From Mercury to the Shuttle (New York: Forge,
1994), pp. 213-16.
33. This memorandum of General Samuelis reproduced in full as "Reading No. 15: NASA Decides to Make
a Circumlunar Apollo Flight," in Launius, N_S.,q:;q History of the US Ciuil Space Pro£ram, pp. 207-I0
34. Col. General N R Kamanin's diaries confirm assuch On November 9, 1968, he wrote: "We have two
more test launches to complete the program of preparinga piloted flight around the Moon." These two test launches
were planned for mid-November and eady December 1968. later on November 10, 1968, KamanJnwrote that "our
flight around the Moon with a crew on board is scheduled for the first half of t969 " SeeN Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry
for Our Guys" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 12 (1993): i l
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and form. The closer shots enabled
the mapping

of hidden

focal length

of 400 millimeters:

Stereo imaging

portions

large-scale photography

of the Moon.
it produced

was made possible

ered areas of the Moon

measurements

frame

sizes of thirteen

and

film and had a

by eighteen

centimeters.

by the angles of some of the images. The photographs

both visible

6 also carried a photo-emulsion

for photometric

The camera used panchromatic

cov-

from Earth and on the far side. P,part from the camera, Zond

detector

device to measure micrometeoroid
although
the Soviets have never

to record the paths of cosmic

rays, as well as another

impacts. _ The spacecraft also carried biological specimens.
provided any details. These possibly
included
tortoises,

drosophila.
Tradescantia
plants, bulbs of the gllium series, dried wheat germs, various strains
of chlorella, B, eoli, and other samples. Explicit mention was only made of air-dried cells of
wheat,

barley, peas, pine, carrots,

After the spacecraft
ficiently
ritory

to allow

instead

and tomatoes.'"

circled the Moon,

it to perform

of the Indian

controllers

a guided reentry

Ocean.

had to refine the trajectory

into Earth's atmosphere

The first correction

of Zond

6 suf-

and land on Soviet ter-

was successfully

accomplished

on the

morning of November
16 at a distance of 236.000 kilometers from Earth. It looked as if everything was on track for a perfect mission until sometime the same day when ground controllers
detected

a disastrous

a normal
integrity,'
tanks

the air pressure within

attitude

result of a faulty
controllers

rubber

control.

gasket, the critical

prior

to reentry

at a distance

17, Zond

6 separated

t658 hours

Moscow

Time

into

Earth's

atmosphere

9,000-kilometer-long
ty down

drop

Despite

were able to carry out the third

November

into

at a velocity
corridor,

per second,

200 meters per second.

automatically

the Zond

The complex

reentry

The guided
ure difficult
further down

6 descent

to ignore.

kilometers

During

Earth on
prior

so as to change

part of the descent,

the

its tiny

morning

at

entry corridor

Passing

through

its

reduced

veloci-

that further

lowered

veloci-

engines

on the descent

to a maximum

of the precision

apparatus
Unlike

of the L I reentry

any biological

its

of four to seven g's. '"

pressure in the descent
killing

of

and

having

but the depressurization

certainly

and the

to reentry,

lift force and reduce g-loads.

was subjected

demonstration

millimeters,

reentry

the reentry,

may have been successful,

to only twenty-five

from

per second.

and began a second

peroxide

just eight and a half

modules

entered

from

to be the

operational,

correction,

apparatus

11.2 kilometers

hydrogen

later found

on the ship remained

component

had dropped

of the spacecraft's

the

it skipped out of the atmosphere,

apparatus

was a remarkable

reentry

120,000

its two
of

within

depressurization,

and final mid-course

Throughout

fired to vary roll control

predecessor,

of

systems

apparatus

a compromise

in temperature

the partial

the same day. the descent

reentry

to 7.6 kilometers

ty to only

the descent

to 380 mm, indicating

There was also an associated

for reentry

hours

problem:

level of 160 mm Hg down

problem
apparatus

profile,

was a failreduced

payloads on board.

No doubt, a crew within the ship would have experienced the same fate. The near-total depressurization
caused the gamma-ray altimeter of the descent apparatus to issue a false command
to release the single parachute

system,

whose container

was also depressurized,

at an altitude

35
Glushko, ed. Kosmonavtika entsiktopediya, p_ 130: SovietSpacePrograms, 1966-70, p 243 Note that
more recentRussian accounts state that the lunar photography was carried out at distances o[ 8,000 and 2,600 kilometers. SeeSemenov.ecL,Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 245. The pictures had a resolution of fifty lines
per miIlimeter
36
One Sovietsource implies at severalpoints that the biological payloads for Zond 6 were almost, but not
completely identical to Zond 5. SeeGazenko, Antipov, and Parfenov, "Results of Biological Investigations."
31
Semenov.ed, Raketno-KosmicheskoyaKorporatsiya, p. 245
38
Glushko, ed., Kosmonautika entsiktopediya, p 130: G. V. Petrovich, ed., The Soviet Ertcyclopaedia o[
SpaceFlight (Moscow: Mir Publishers, 1969)_pp 513 14: I B. Afanasyev, %lnknown Spacecraft(From the History
o[ the Soviet Space Program)'* (English title), Novoye v zhizni Nauke. tekhnike Seriya kosmonavtika, astror_om_ya
no. 12 (December t991): 1-64.
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LAP

of 5,300 meters above the ground
plummeted

down

to the ground

sixteen kilometers

THE

instead of much

MOON

later. Without

a parachute,

and smashed into pieces. Remarkably,

from the Proton launch

lifted off just six days and nineteen
What

TO

the ship simply

the impact occurred

pad at the Baykonur Cosmodrome,

where Zond

only
6 had

hours previously/_

lay ahead for rescuers was yet another

situation

fraught

with

danger. The crushed

descent apparatus clearly had a lot of valuable materials, including

the in-flight

as exposed

have survived the crash. On the

other

film from the Zond 6 camera, which

hand,

which

the capsule contained

would

Research

ten kilograms

pose a threat to any recovery

Institute

for Automated

Devices

by Deputy Chief Designer Bushuyev
available
striking

recoverables
any blows

eventually

possibly

to the ship.

antenna

boom

had

day, November

manual

and arduous

tools,

process,

but without
but

rescuers

work, Chief Designer Mishin personally

inspection

of the remains

attached

to

the

capsule

discarded prior to entry into the atmosphere,

of its guided reentry. Among

of the descent

moreover,

through

although

While

serving to confirm
all

the

information

biological

apparatus

the main undeployed

reentry

instead

of

the items recovered intact from the wreckage was the exposed film

work

Soviet assertions

that everything

specimens

been

had

the Zond 6 crash, Mishin

postponed

the dreams of Soviet engineers and scientists

also went

up in smoke.

plagued

November

killed,

about the flight

Soviet

scientists

in the

had been successful.
were

able

to

any plans for a piloted

It was the final and ignominious

by unprecedented
launch window.

was completely

next window,

glean

end of three years of intensive

The next available window

successful,

I have

to admit

that

8 around

the Moon

officials

could

rue are haunted
in Decemben

to send

Three o/our

unpiloted

two of them

having/lawn

knotu

the Earth-Moon-Earth

send people

States
work--

have to be skipped for
1969. If and only if that

circumlunar

mission

wrote in his diary on November

by U.5. intentions

cosmic

about

velocity,

launch would

was in January

hope for a piloted

1969. Kamanin

to Earth at the second
everything

in the near

delays and failures. It was not a pretty picture for the Soviets in

perhaps in March or April

Apollo

LI mission

of circling the Moon prior to the United

1968. Given the results of Zond 6, an automated

the December
mission

being

this did not affect the success

from some of the seedlings on board, a°

Following
future:

later

ordered

from the Zond 6 camera. Beautiful pictures of both Earth and the Moon were later published
journals,

and

18. The plan was to extract all
with

system had indeed been jettisoned:

remained

was unknown

from TsKBEM and the Scientific-

system and handed it over to an Air Force team, which

for all rescuers. A cursory

that the parachute

automatically

whose condition

Groups

It was a long, step-by-step,

the explosive

data recorder as well

arrived at the site on the day of the crash, followed

the following

blew it up in a nearby steppe. For their demanding
showed

of TNT,

operation.

from the broken chassis of the spacecraft

dismantled

commendations

could

three astronauts
L I spacecra/t
around

route, but uJe still don't

think

have

for the

26, 1968:

on board
returned

the Moon.
it is possible

We
to

on that route."

39. Semenov.ed. Raketno-KosmieheskuyaKorporatsiya. p, 245: Afanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft." The
parachute system was evidently discarded at the time that the "frontal shield" for the descent apparatus was jettisoned. SeeMajor I. Kuznetsov, "The Flight That Did Not Occur" (English title). ,ztviatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 8
(August 1990): 44 45. In the final conclusion on the Zond 6 failures. TsKBEM engineers believed that two
problems--the drop in temperature in the hydrogen peroxide tank to minus five degreesCentigrade and the capsule
depressurization--were related events, Rfter the temperature drop on the night of November 14, engineers had
attempted to heat the tank by facing it toward the Sun. The excessheat evidently affected the weak seal of the main
hatch and led to slow decompression
40. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p, 246: Gazenko, Antipov. and Parfenov. "Results
of Biological Investigations."
4 I.
Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry for Our Guys." no 12.
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Ironically,
the Zond
"[The]

it was the same day that the Soviet press for the first time explicitly

circumlunar

flights

space station

automatic
ticularly

curious

then, with

6, like Zond

of manned

launch

Early in December.

"default

Intelligence
manned

sources
mission

confirm

that

to the moon

a piloted

was at its nadir

quoted

technical

Western

circumlunar

publications

launch

"U.S. sources"

problems

reported

on December
claiming

8Y

that the

with their Zond spaceship."44

that:

the Soviet

earlier

the

21 raised the ante of the space race to a

Newsweek

asserted

in order to improve

be sent to the Moon. ''_ It was a par-

Many mainstream

because of unspecified

f_ week later, the same magazine

connected

in Soviet News,

because the LI program

8 on December

magazine

wrote

in the near future.

to go ahead with

th_ popular

will

especially

in the public forum.

that the Soviets were planning

A journalist

5, was launched

which

mission

of Apollo

project.

4 and Zond

spaceship

of a piloted

level, especially

Soviets would

space

time for such an admission,

little prospect

The impending
dramatic

Zond

functioning

to a piloted

Union

this month

was

when

ready

but

the launch

unable
window

to send
was

a

open.

Unspecified technical difficulties developed in the Zond spacecraft. In the past week. the
Soviet space tracking and recovery ships in the Indian Ocean have dispersed or returned
to port? _
These rumors contributed

to a veritable

pared a booster and that cosmonauts
down,

which

had been canceled

there was no such attempt,
officials
ideas.

and designers.

Civilian
cumlunar
Politburo

industry

at the last moment.

of stories that the Soviets had pre-

Sevastyanov,

recalls that

asking for permission

training

an engineer

the LI

group

for the LI,

however,

apparently

on one of the three crews training
wrote

in December.

a letter

beat Apollo

mission

8. According

the cosmonauts

would

begin with

to Sevastyanov,

flew to Tyura-Tam during the first days of December

apparently
permission

Soviet space

history,

spacecraft

the same articles that

before the Zonal 6 failure. With
received

on December

to fly? _ Given the
Sevastyanov's

from

inordinate

account

for the cir-

directly

to the

make a flight more
time to

from higher officials,

and were there for more than

no. 13 were ready in the assembly-testing

had been planned

zero support

had other

9, with sufficient

despite the absence of permission

a week. The Proton booster and the 7K-LI
building,

a launch

that

They argued that despite all the

failures on Zond .5 and Zond 6, the presence of a crew aboard the ship would
safe. Their proposed

a count-

suggests

at least on the part of senior

however,

of six cosmonauts

to fly to the Moon

pad going through

The evidence,

nor were there plans for such a launch,

The cosmonauts

cosmonaut
mission,

cottage

had been ready on the launch

for a robotic

most space officials,
levels of confusing

is probably

purely

flight

in December

the cosmonauts
information

apocryphal.

never

concerning

As evidenced

by

42
Phitlip S. Clark, "Topics Connected With the Soviet Manned Lunar Programme," journal o[ the British
Interplanetary Society 40 (May 1987): 235-39. Seealso Donald C. Winston, "Soviets Admit Zond 6 Manned
Capability." 7]viation Week & Space Technology. December 2, 1968, pp 18-19. A prominent article in the official
Soviet government newspaper Izvestiya also highlighted the possibility of a Soviet piloted circumlunar mission as a
result of the "success" of Zond 6 See "Russians Cite Readiness for Manned Lunar Flights," New York Times.
November 26. 1968, p. 4.
43. See,for example, "Radiating Confidence." ,qviation &leek & SpaceTechnology,December2, 1968,p. i 5.
44.
"Soviet Moon Shot Postponed?," Newsweek (December 16, 1968): 24.
45.
"Soviet Moon Shot That Fizzled," Newsweek (December 30, 1968): II. See also "Cosmos 260
Launched," New York Times, December 18, 1968, p. 35.
46. I.A. Marinin and S. Kh. Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar Flights" (English title), Zemlya i vselennaya no 4 (July-August 1993): 62-69: S. Shamsutdinov and I. Marinin. "Flights Which Never Happened: The
Lunar Program" (English title), .,qviatsiya i kosmonavtika no. 2 (February 1993): 30-31
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Kamanin's

personal

8, instead

spending

bureaucratic

journals,

efforts

THE

offensive

away from

what

Center

statements

spokespersons
to become

world

it did. When

Apollo

8 lifted

from

were upon the three astronauts,

engaged

in a complete
cosmonaut

Titov,

on December

leave the bonds of Earth and head out into deep space. For many Soviets,

bittersweet

day. Kamanin
of Apollo

the Moon

8 to the Moon

rather

The Apollo
the Moon

James

8 Command

their

positions.

journalists

Academician

There

does

not exist

can

be resolved

vehicles

without

of celestial
Automation
prominent

with

Popovich,

to Apollo

Referring

in the Pacific

for the Soviet
8, Soviet
that

project

to
but

on

December

27,

the United

The time
Union,

States

for payback

had

management,

high

it was precisely
weakly

of the Sputnik,"

the

defended
told

Italian

had not been competing

in a

8, he added:
in our program.

We start from

the principle

soundings.

will be the first source

I believe

Commission

In the near

future

that certain

problems

that in the next

of knowledge

to us. To this end we are perfecting

of the Military-Industrial

Leonov,

the crew had circled

spokespersons

the Soviets

was a big theme in Soviet public statements

at a meeting

Ocean

which

competitor.

to Apollo

a similar

is darkened

.Zlnders. _

down

commitment:

the use of automatic

less near

it was a

proportions.

nor _leksey

States, it was payback for excellent

the moon,

men on board

bodies

as any in

the men flying

and a lack of self-confidence,

8 splashdown

at present

a man around

historic

that today

Sedov, still referred to as the "father

or land on the Moon.

will not send

sadness

lead over its only

responses

a day after the Apollo

race to orbit

William

and

the best of hopes, during

For the United

meager

as important

But for us, the holiday

Pavel

splashed

beyond

and a state-level

their

and

years of uncertainty

arrived for both countries.
In

Lovell,

taken a dramatic

levels of funding,

and with

Bykovskiy,

Module

successful

ten times. After

had convincingly

opposite.

Valeriy

of worldwide

in the world.

of lost opportunities

Frank Borman,

1968, after a mission

is an event

for everyone

are not named

a journey

in his diary:

This is a time for festivities
the realization

on

2 I, 1968, the eyes of

Captain James A. Lovell, Jr., and

William

wrote

on a

8 launch, "It is not important
to
reach it--in
1969 or 1970. '"8 But

Frank Borman,

were embarking

In a

about-turn,

history--to

with

who

began

disaster.

Lt. Colonel

The flight

A. Anders,

Cape Kennedy

year by year.

relations

of years before. Veteran

Colonel

minor

story adds to the

for the space program
a public

trip to Bulgaria, told journalists
the day before the Apollo
mankind who will reach the Moon first and when he will
matter

on December

overseeing

ever more richer and imaginative

Soviet

last a year, Soviet officials

insistent

in Moscow

True or not, Sevastyanov's

was threatening

that would
their

Training

growing

grew closer,

MOON

overseer was not even at Tyura-Tam

to the lunar program/7

8 launch

to neutralize

propaganda
backing

the cosmonaut

of the Soviet space program,

As the Apollo
their

TO

the day at the Cosmonaut

issues unrelated

mythology

LAP

we

I0 years

for the examination

our techniques.

throughout
on December

_°

1969. The topic

was

30, 1968, to discuss

47.
N. Kamanin, "For Him, Living Meant Flying" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 18-19 (1994): 12
Even more damaging for the Sevastyanovstory, Kamanin on December 5-6 had spent the days off at his dacha resting and "clearing paths of snow."
48. Soviet SpacePrograms. 1966-70, p. 371.
49- Lev Kamanin, "From the Earth to the Moon and Back" (English title). Poisk 12 (July 1989): 7-8. See
also Abe Dane, "The Moon Mission That Wasn't," Popular Mechanics (March 1990): 38-39.
50. r'Soviet Space71ideDenies Moon Race,r, Washington Post, December 29, 1968, p. 7t4.
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a response

to Apollo

one possible

8. Grasping

glimmer

of light

at straws,

samples from the surface of the Moon.
They cannot

possibly

to answer

the piloted

automatic

machine

the Moon
triumph

case we will
P,s with
Ye-8-5:

of ]_pollo

cannot

many other

possibly

Plans for Research

recouering

Designer

of

the

Moon,

officials

now

remain

went

Venus,
of various

to Apollo

entrenched

about

neutralizing

had never intended

history

when

the details of that history

the Soviets were finally
already

automated

operations

in Earth orbit to provide

in much the same capacity
Apollo.

Kontakt.

for future

of the technology

had no common

docking

elements.

operations

by providing

performing

complex

contraptions

Rumors about the mission

were bolstered

spacecraft

in orbit? _ Preparations

Soyuz State Commission
backup

51.
52.

crews

to

the

victory

commission

much

beyond

recognition.

and EVA Soyuz

conceived

such

and other

lunar excursions.
the United

controllers,

It would

from

while

slowly

cosmonauts,

presented

that on

the L3 used

crew

lunar
in

under cover as
of two Soyuz

at Tyura-Tam

the two

approval? 4 Like no other

vehicles

and designers

Mishin,

in a meeting

the

the Or[an

to piloted

about the assembly

culminated

serve

To extend

and the launch

1968 when

flights

complex

States was already

radar system,

step in moving

1969. Kamanin

for final

that the

easier to change

docking

had

different,

in November

for the missions
II,

defeat yet,

by claiming

missions,

piloted

spoke to Soviet journalists

on January

in Soviet space

their biggest

used on the Soyuz was different

to ground

in Earth orbit.

Designer,"

the Work

including the Ye-8-5 robot.

in the US. space program.

were completely

operations

"Chief

"On

use the Yastreb EVA suits on Soyuz unlike

Still, it was an important

crucial experience

the

Stations. ''_2 The decree

or hidden

Korolev

on the L3. The Soyuz used the Igla rendezvous

The actual

the anonymous

obscured

long-duration

did for l_pollo

would

about

a complete

and the USSR

8, 1969, titled

It was clearly

were ready to fly their Gemini,

cosmonauts

to the

in the best

in Orbit

EVA,

expertise

as Gemini

In fact, much

and Krechet-94

to the Moon.

programs,

Originally,

docking,

by the time the Soviets

the L3. For example,

serue as an answer

ready to carry out their long-delayed

rendezvous,

any

people on

had not even built

of the Apollo

were originally

an anachronism.

to master

flying

Only landing

by Automatic

to reach the Moon.

as means

analogy,

it is impossible

machine..,

8, and it established a new direction

Transfer

it was

bureau

Mars

the effects

Union

When

answer.

for many years to come, Handed

Soviet

mission,

that

there was much still unknown

design

and

soil

2-3 years?'

at the time.

Babakin's

of recovering

by the end of the year. Regardless, the Central Committee

It was the first clear response
that would

thought

of an automatic

them on Earth would
in about

to move ahead with

capable

view of the exercise, writing:

issued a new decree, no. 19-10, on January

evidently called for the acceleration
policy

a flight

be a satisfactory

lunar projects

at Chief

of Ministers

had a cynical

8 with

decided

spacecraft

8. But we are not ready for an expedition

model of the spaceship
Council

Kamanin

be ready [or such a flight

engineers

members

get into their heads the uery simple
flight

and successfully
of Ztpollo

commission

at the time: the Ye-8-5 robot

of the

primary

and two

before,

the

four

N. Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry for Our Guys" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 13 (1993): 8-£
Ibid.

53. Donald C. Winston, "Soyuz SeriesAims for Orbital Platform," ,Z]uiation Week & Space Technology.
November 18, 1968, pp. 121-23
54. Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry [or Our Guys," no. 13.
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members
of the primary
crew, all
rookies, each had distinctive
backgrounds,
breaking
tradition
with
earlier Soviet cosmonauts.
The commander of the active spacecraft was
Vladimir
/31eksandrovich
Shatalov.
the

first

of

a new

Soviet cosmonauts
Born
in
Kazakhstan

on

generation

Petropavlovsk
December 8,

he had graduated with
from
the Red Banner
Academy
When

with
training

pilot

in the

of

to fly into space.

early

ACTIVe_E_DEZV_lS

in

1956.

become
1960s,

a test
Shatalov

applied for admission into the ranks
of cosmonauts
at a time when the
Air

Force

base

was

from

expanding

young,

-"

distinction
Air Force

honors
to

in
1927,

its

• $oYuz
eA_qw

_
R_NDEZVOUS

pool

inexperienced

pilots to accomplished

engineering-

test pilots with graduate degrees. It
seems that Shatalov had been the
top

ranked

military

in the

officers

1963. The
fully

built

group

of fifteen

selected

light-haired

in January
and

man had plenty

power-

of experiSourer cosmonauts performed the first docking of two piloted
spacecraft in orbi[ during the Soyuz 4/5 mission in january t909
(copyright R f Gibbons)

ence preparing for space missions.
He would have flown on one of the
later Voskhod
the program

missions

in 1966 had

not been canceled.

had also served as ground
The
Volynov

passive

vehicle

crew

and might

weeks

prior to liftoff.

space,

a distinction

that

"Gagarin

group,"

would

posit

although

both

Leonov

during

had been pushed

so hard by Korolev

difficult

situations

to perform

first spacewalk

On January

13, 1969. Shatalov
Moscow

in " 13" and that

Time.

boarded

Given

he was slated

in the

first chance
backup

on Voskhod

two

Mishin.

ill-fated

Shatalov's

to be the thirteenth

Both

to fly in
positions,

2 in 1965. The

group from TsKBEM,
On this

mission,

whose
Khrunov
mission

flight.

his ship for the first Soyuz launch,

the fact that

only

future.

from one Soyuz to another--the

in 1967 on Komarov's

1300 hours

and Soyuz

in 1960 as part of the famous

nine years for their

and then

carry out the actual EVA transfer

they had been trained

Voskhod,

been canceled

had also served in important

his historic

I flights?"
Commander

of being the first Russian Jew to fly into

detachment

almost

like Volynov,

Khrunov.

of Vostok,

3, had it not

in many

had to wait

2, and Soyuz

and

of the crew, Yeliseyev, was the first of the new civilian

and Yeliseyev would

ended

for a number

the cosmonaut

Khrunov,

for cosmonaut

him

Voskhod

Yeliseyev,

Voskhod

also have the honor

had joined

space. The self-effacing

candidacy

crewmember

He would

and Khrunov

final member

of Volynov,

have have commanded

Volynov

including

for the Voskhod,

consisted

had served as a backup

missions,

for

He

communicator

home

Soviet

telephone

cosmonaut,

which

was set

number

also

many were a

55. Rex Hall, "Soviet Air Force Cosmonauts," in Michael Cassutt, ed., Who's Who in Space: The
InternationG/Space Year Edition (New York:Macmillan, 1992), p. 26 I.
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little

apprehensive

liftoff,

about

the countdown

the

on Blok I_ of the booster:
It was another
attempt

launch.

abruptly

freezing

time,

there

the State Commission

vehicle

initial

12. The

ually fired
parameters
vehicle.

orbital

Soyuz engine

hosted

Time on January
During his initial
orbit,

sharpening

a television

session,

The next
Boris

V.

Volynov

Engineer),
initial

15, the 7K-OK

Time

with

(Commander),

parameters

51.69-degree

of the

inclination.

their program

toward

a docking

Shatalov's

his thirty-second
Time. Through
only

orbit

chosen

each other.

ground

the orbit

controllers

the next half hour,

7qt this point.

I went

described
control,

toward
each other. Throughout
thrusters. With the control stick

started

or speeding

Union--we

As he closed

and contact

of the control

and diagnostics

ond,

spacecraft

the two

both spacecraft

it up--and

at

(Flight

Engineer).

The

kilometers

at a

immediately

began

plans for the mission.

on Soyuz

were car-

5 fired his main

thus moving

on the morning

brought

the two

the program

closer to

of January

16 on

and

vehicles

to a distance

of

from then on:

Boris Volynov

damped

did the same.

The prob-

were properly

out the lateral

seven or eight thousand

Boris Volynov

lights,

system

hard-docked

time

on the Igla system at 1037 hours Moscow

to within

[forty

and I performed

in on Soyuz 5, there were some problems,

control

on

Lt. Colonel

S. Yeliseyev

198.7 by 230.2

units of both spacecraft

approached

to hover. Ztt this range,

the docking

TV, clearly

oriented

this time I was manually
controlling
the appropriate
on the left-hand side I regulated the craft's linear veloc-

were over the shores o/Ztfrica--some
ders of the Soviet

man-

that there would

(Research

to the original

by Shatalov

the radar system

later vividly
over to manual

it down

Aleksey

to 211 by 2.53 kilometers,

switched

lem was to make sure that the docking

ity-slowing

5 were

173 by

for the target

off precisely

of a day. Volynov

lqfter a second maneuver

Shatalov

in wait

of thirty-four-year-old

V. Khrunov

In contrast

pace over the period

to change

orbit,
orbit,

I00 meters.

Soyuz

years

to change

on the very first orbit of the passive ship, the maneuvers

ried out in a much leisurely
engine on his fifth

now-named

layer of

4, were

to Moscow

speculation

civilian

Yevgeniy

a thick
forty-one

after launch,

trajectory

13 lifted

As soon as Soyuz .S was in orbit,

of approach

envisioned

no.
crew

thirty-four-year-old
Lt. Colonel

Soyuz

broadcast

thus arousing

spaceship

day) _
launch

hours in orbit, Shatalov

six hours

was

to

system

14 in his Soyuz spaceship,

named

his approach

its three-cosmonaut

and thirty-five-year-old

orbital

which

day, January

Moscow

about

which

showing two extra but empty seats in his spaceship,
be a linkup of some kind in the following
days? '_
1005 hours

ship,

with

P,. Shatalov,

of

to 207 by 237 kilometers,

He also

Vladimir

inclination.
on the fifth

prior

began for a second

area being covered

the

minutes

in a hydraulic

the launch to the following

operations

Lt. Colonel

Moscow

nine

a failure

parameters

with a 51.72-degree

the main

launch

recall the entire launch

were no problems.

off at 1032 hours

no.

postponed

14 when

old at the time, lifted
22_5.3 kilometers

for the superstitious,

_ There was evidently

day on January

at pad 31. Witnesses

snow. This

Fortunately

stopped)

that were apparently

velocity,

kilometers
meters]

on Soyuz 4. At a ginger twenty-five

and

maneuvers/'_

erroneous

signals

related to the spurious

at 1120 hours to Volynov's

we

the bor-

of each other

several

including

When

from

centimeters

exclamation

from

activation
per sec-

of "Welcome!

....

56
M f Rebrov,Kosmicheskiyekatastro[y Russkiyesensatsii (Moscow: IzdAT, 1993), pp. 41 42
57. The launch problem may have occurred becauseof ground operator error K P. Feoktistov recalls that
there were "Incorrect actions of ground control" in inputting settings. SeeRussian Space History. Sale 65/6 (New
York:Sotheby's, 1993), description for Lot 57,
58
Smolders,Soviets in 5pace, p 170.
59
Riabchikov. Russians in Space,p. 256. With his right hand, Shatalov exercised roll control.
60
lbid. p 257: Smolders. Soviets in Space. pp. 171 172: Russian Space History. Lot 57
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One cosmonaut
on the passive ship was rumored
to have been much more excited. Unconfirmed
reports
when

suggest

that

at the moment

the pin was inserted

one of the crewmembers
ed out
While

"We're

being

on the latter ship shout-

raped! We're

initial TV broadcasts

the exclamations
the offending

of docking,

in the cone of Soyuz 5,

intact,

being raped!"

of the segment

carried

all later replays omitted

words?'

After docking, it seems that the two vehicles
had suffered excessive rotations
because of the
problems
down

with

the diagnostics

sufficiently

preparing

for the

system but settled

cosmonauts

for the crew transfer.

tending

its claims,

announced

to

Somewhat

the Soviet

begin
overex-

press dramatically

that the link up of Soyuz 4 and Soyuz

5, a combined

mass of 12,924 kilograms,

world's

first

complex

did, however,

tem during

experimental

duration

system

On the thirty-fifth

on the

docking

two

during the procedure,
fines of the module.
of their waists,

of a

nodes.

orbit of Soyuz 4, Khrunov
the living

5 and unstowing

Soyuz4 Commander Vtadimir Shatolou displays
how Soyuz 4 and Soyuz5 docked in Earth orbit in
january t969 It was the first time that two piloted
spacecra]t docked to each other in space
(files of Peter _orin)

power sys-

by means

Yeliseyev began their preparations
EVA by entering

as "the

station. ''_2 The

have a common

the docked

plug-and-sockets

space

and

for their transfer

compartment

of Soyuz

Yastreb suits from a side cupboard.
which

proved to be relatively

Commander

difficult

Each suit had a self-contained

with

backpack attached

as was the case on the earlier Yastreb versions

sion. Both cosmonauts

were, however, tethered

ried lines for communications

articles on the Soyuz 4 launch.

also from Minister

gfanasyev,

General Kamanin,

and others.

and media materials,

In a ceremonial

During

the transfer,

in their pockets,

gfter the suits were tested and pressurized,
retreated

back into the descent

apparatus

modules

before commanding

the living

the outer

hatch of the living

compartment

cautiously.

After Voiynov's

final permission

I emerged

from

the marvelous,
earth,

6 I.
62.
63.

I could

the spacecraft
magnificent
make

out every

Khrunov

Volynov

intermediary

to depressurize.

to egress, Khrunov
cord.

difficulty,

and

Chairman

but

Kerimov,

Col.

cosmonauts
hatch

goodbye

between

Khrunov

and

the two

then opened

up

orbit and poked his head out

moved his body out of the space-

The combined

of two spacecraft

a

as well as a num-

to a camera. 6'

bid the two

on Soyuz 4's thirty-fifth

tiny detail

car-

and Yeliseyev were to carry the mail

in addition

compartment

without
spectacle

112 mis-

which

move, Soyuz 5, launched

State Commission

and shut the

craft, briefly getting entangled
in his safety
America at the time. Khrunov recalled later:

Soyuz

via umbilicals,

The letters were not only from his family,

Chief Designer Mishin,

presumably

them

to one of their legs instead

day after Soyuz 4, had carried into orbit a bunch of mail addressed to Shatalov,
ber of newspaper

assisted

for the abandoned

safely to the spacecraft

and health telemetry.

Volynov

three men in the cramped con-

looked

around.

linked

on their surfaces.

complex

together

They

was

I was

amazed

by

above

the

brilliantly

as

high

glittered

over South

James E Oberg, Red Star in Orbit (New York: Random House, 1981). pp. 98-99.
Petrovich, The Soviet Encyclopaedia of Space Flight. p. 388,
Riabchikov, Russians in Space. p. 258; Smolders. Soviets in Space, p. 112.
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they reflected
an aircraft.
wings. _4

the sunlight.
The big,

Yeliseyev followed
toward

the docking

its power

supply.

Right in front of my eyes was Soyuz-4,

long spacecraft

after Khrunov,

Before exiting

of the historic

men also "made

jets."_

control

like a fuselage,

letting

the latter

unit of Soyuz 5 and removed
the spacecraft,

camera to his suit. The instrument
photographs

was

followed

very much like

lead in EVA activities.

Yeliseyev

had forgotten

their modest

activities

like

crawled

and turned

off

to fasten a still-photo

the Soviets

during

of high-quality

the excursion,

[and] checked the operation

by Yeliseyev, then

were

Khrunov

a TV camera from a support

of the Earth's horizon,

Soyuz 4, opened its hatch, and crawled

looking

the solar panels

out into space, depriving

event. Among

observations
Khrunov,

floated

and

moved over to the living

in. They were received by a welcome
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Guinea near Africa before firing the $5.35 engine for the predetermined period. Six seconds after
the termination of retrofire, Volynov heard the pyrocartridges triggering to separate the three
major modules of the spacecraft: the living compartment, the descent apparatus, and the
instrument-aggregate compartment. As he looked through the viewport, he noticed something
deadly wrong: he could clearly see the antennas attached to the solar arrays on the cylindrical
instrument-aggregate compartment, meaning that the section, also known as the service module,
had not separated from the descent apparatus. While similar failures had occurred on early
Vostok and Voskhod flights, it posed a much greater threat on Soyuz because of the relatively
huge size of the module. Volynov immediately reported in code to ground controllers about his
predicament. Most simply believed that Volynov had little chance to live?7
The descent apparatus tumbled in somersaults as it remained attached to the three-ton
service module and began its long journey through the atmosphere. Turning over and over, with
the thermal shield unexposed to the heat because it was still covered by the service module,
the heat began to affect unprotected portions of the descent apparatus. Smoke began to appear
within the capsule as the light heat insulation began to burn. Normally, during a reentry, hydrogen peroxide jets would fire during this period to guide the capsule to provide lift and reduce
thermal and gravitational stresses. In this case, Volynov noticed that his instrument panel indicated that the valves for the thrusters were open, but there had been no firings. All the propellant had been used up at the initiation of retrofire, when the computer had tried in vain to
correct the spaceship's incorrect attitude.
Volynov recalls that he was sure that only a few minutes separated him from death. The normally unflappable cosmonaut considered saying goodbye to his relatives, but instead decided to
hurriedly save all the recorded materials on the docking procedure by ripping the important pages
from the log book, rolling them up tightly, and sticking them into the middle of the book. Then,
amid the cauldron arou0d him, he calmly began to speak into a tape recorder, describing all the
details of his experience to assist in identifying the reasons for the failure. Through it all, there
were terrifying moments. Once, there was a sharp clap, indicating that the propellant tanks of
the service module had blown apart with such force that the crew hatch was forced inwards and
then upwards like the bottom of a tin can. Plummeting through a ballistic trajectory, he realized
that the service module had finally disintegrated and he had survived. His relief soon turned to
anxiety when the parachute system triggered at an altitude of ten kilometers. The straps on the
main parachute began to twist, preventing them from unfurling properly. For the second time in
minutes, he was convinced of his end, Remarkably, the braids of the parachute began to untwist
slowly: by the time that the descent apparatus landed with its soft-landing engines, it was sufficient to ensure Volynov's safety, although the landing was so hard that the roots of his teeth
in his upper jaw were broken off. It was only the specially built shock-absorbing seat that saved
him from broken bones and more serious injuries? _
The Soyuz 5 descent apparatus landed 600 kilometers from its originally intended landing
site, 200 kilometers southwest of Kustanay. TtqSSonly announced that "the flight took place
successfully, a unique experiment was conducted, and the vehicle touched down in the designated area." Volynov landed at I108 hours Moscow Time on January 18, after a three-day, fiftyfour-minute, fifteen-second mission. In their investigation of the Soyuz 5 reentry, TsKBEM
engineers found that the connection locks between the descent apparatus and the instrumentaggregate compartment had failed to release. The two modules finally separated from each
other when the intermediary transfer compartment, carrying hydrogen peroxide tanks for the
attitude control thrusters, exploded. Despite the dangerous situations, the designers were
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extremely pleased with the performance of the descent apparatus, which had withstood temperatures and stresses far above nominal during the reentry and specifically ensured the safety
of the crew in a sudden switch from a guided to a ballistic reentry, The mission also confirmed
the correctness in using an advanced titanium frame for the descent apparatus, as well as the
propitiousness of countless design and statistical tests to ensure the stability of the capsule
with any angle of attack. 6_
In spite of the near catastrophe at the end of the flight, the Soyuz 415 mission was a landmark flight in the Soviet space program. It was not only the first docking of two piloted spacecraft in space and the first transfer of a crew in orbit from one spacecraft to another, but also
the first completely successful piloted space mission in the post-Korolev era. While the mission had been accomplished nearly two years late, the complexity of the flight indicated a certain maturity in Soviet space operations from the almost primitive Voskhod missions during
Korolev's last years. Still, compared to the U.S. space program, it was a poor match. NASA
astronauts had accomplished the first docking in space as early as March 1966 on Gemini VIII.
Eventhe Soviets themselves had already accomplished automated docking twice in orbit. But after
the humiliating defeat of Apollo 8, the Soviet leadership was willing to take anything remotely
successful as a godsend. What was at best an interesting and moderately complex operation in
Earth orbit was made out to be the most dramatic step in the exploration of space. At the subsequent press conference for the Soyuz 415cosmonauts, the Soviets made much of the fact that the
docked complex had been the world's first "experimental orbital station." In one of the few interesting moments of the presentation, cosmonaut Khrunov let out that "in the design of our spacesuits certain aspects of Leonov's suit were taken into consideration. Our experiences on this flight
may well contribute to the designs of a moon suit. '''°
There was a bizarre postscript to the Soyuz 415 mission. On January 22, a number of famous
cosmonauts, including Nikolayev, Tereshkova, Leonov, and Beregovoy, were being driven to the
Kremlin for an awards reception in the back of a Zil limousine. As they entered the gates of the
Kremlin, a man in a hat and dark glasses stepped from the shadows with a gun in each hand and
began firing at the limousine with the cosmonauts. He managed to fatally wound the driver.
Leonov remembers:
I looked down and saw two bullet holes on each side of my coat where the bullets passed
through. ]1 fifth bullet passed so close to my face I could feel it go by. This man was shooting at me, thinking that I was Brezhnev. He was angry because he had been conscripted
into the army. When it was over, Brezhnev took me aside and told me; "Those bullets were
not meant for you,/qleksei. They were meant for me, and for that, I apologize. "'
The man, a young army lieutenant named Ilyin, was apprehended, and later spent twenty years in
a special prison,
Dazed and Confused
More than any other U.S. space achievement of the 1960s, the flight of Apollo 8 froze the
Soviet space industry into a kind of collective shock. Nothing the Soviet Union was capable of
doing in December 1968 could have been neutralized the worldwide accolades for the impressive
achievement of Borman, Lovell, and Anders. If the Communist Party was only too eager to
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the LI program would not do. Instead. he suggested giving the project a "scientific flavor," as if
to suggest that the Soviet Union had higher goals than simply competition. It was in fact exactly such a tack that official Soviet spokespersons took in the coming months as the LISSR halfheartedly continued the circumlunar project in its automated variant. Plans for piloted missions
were indefinitely postponed in March 1969, while the remaining 7K-LI spacecraft were prepared
for use only in robotic mode.
eqsfor the N I-L3 program, some, such as Chertok and Mishin's principal aide for new projects,
Vitally K. Bezverbiy, admitted openly for the first time what was privately beyond debate for over
a year: that the Soviet Union could no longer overtake the United States in a landing of humans
on the Moon. There was, however, overwhelming support for reconfiguring the N I-L3 program so
as to use two launch vehicles to assemble a lunar complex in Earth orbit, instead of the one
planned for severalyears. Participants considered two separate options: one using the current variants of the N I and one using advanced and uprated versions. The first option, supported by
Kryukov, Mozzhorin, Pilyugin, and Ryazanskiy, among others, was motivated primarily by the poor
rated performance characteristics of the first four flight models of the N I, vehicle nos. 3L, 4L, 5L.
and 6L: none of them were capable of lifting the ninety-five tons required for a bare-bones L3 lunar
mission. Thus, two launches would ensure that all the components of the L3 complex would reach
orbit. It must have been particularly demoralizing to hear Chief Designer Pilyugin state that engineers were not sure they could make the ninety-five-ton mass limit for the L3 complex, euen i/the
N I could lift such a payload into Earth orbit. His Deputy Vladlen P.Finogeyev reminded everyone
that becausethe L3 design had been redrafted three times in the last few years, there was not even
an LOK or an LK spaceship in any shape or form existing anywhere.
The second option--using uprated N Is--was attractive because it would enable engineers to
expand the landing crew size from one cosmonaut to two--a crucial issue that factored into
the discourse on the safety of cosmonauts on the Moon. Among the variants considered at the
time were the N IF-V3 and N IF-V4, with liquid hydrogen stages in the third and fourth stages.
respectively. The most favored option seems to have been the use of the two N IF-V4s to launch a
huge lunar complex into Earth orbit, called the LS, which would allow four to five cosmonauts to
spend up to two months on the surface of the Moon. In the end. nothing was decided. It seems
to have been a meeting to air the "dirty laundry," a catharsis of sorts. Perhaps the most pointed
comments were from TsKBEM Deputy Chief Designer Chertok who, during his speech, very accurately observed that the Soviet space program had less resources than the U.S. program and yet
was spending its money with even less rationality. It was a dead-on observation on the poverty,
not only of money, but also of management, in the Soviet space program in the 1960s.'"
Major consultative meetings of the Council of Chief Designers were set for late January 1969,
and in preparation, Mishin met with many leading officials through the month to discuss various
aspects of the piloted lunar program. On January 24, he examined both the current
NI-L3 effort as well as possible modernized variants. One of the issues at hand was the
possibility of eliminating the testing of the TI K, T2K, and LIE Earth orbital test beds to reduce the
amount of work. In addition, once again, there was some discussion on the complicated
LK plus LK, (backup lander) plus Ye-8 (rover) profile planned for the L3. He also drew up
preliminary documents on inviting other organizations--namely the S. P,. Lavochkin State Union
Machine Building Plant--to manufacture the payload block for the proposed N IF-V3 rocket. '"
Problems with the LOK and the LK had also cropped up. Both spacecraft were still overweight, the
former by five kilograms. As an example of the lengths to which the Soviets worked on "shaving
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catastrophic

the intensive

Director Mozzhorin's

program, beginning

including

The 7K-LI vehicle,

about the

1969 one of the

space launches in the history of the Soviet space program. The arma-

by a launch during January that punctuated

on the Moon program. Prompted by TsNIIMash

the L I cosmonauts,

space-

such

manned ones."_
The

Moon,

recent

of permanent

Speaking of the Zond

the Moon,

or three weeks.

space establishment.

24, hinted

crash of Zond

of the Moon,

6."' The Proton booster

but was stood down

lifted off successfully

Time on January 20, 1969. After first-stage

cutoff,

in

because of the

at 0414 hours, 36 sec-

the second stage began firing,

but at T+501 seconds, the booster began to fall. tqfter several minutes, controllers reported to State
Commission
Chairman Tyulin at the command center at site 2 that search-and-rescue services had
detected

the L I spacecraft,

border with

Mongolia.

saved by the emergency

It took about

four hours

rescue system,

for analysts

southeast

to produce

of Irkutsk near the

a preliminary

accident

79
The Soyuz Moscow Machine Building Plant (formerly OKB 300}, headed by Chief Designer S Ks
Tumanskiy, had developed nuclear power sources capable of producing ten kilowatts by 1969 He expected to
create more powerful units--at fifty kilowatts by 1970and up to 2,500 kilowatts by 1975.
go. Soviet Space Programs, I966-70. p. 372
81. Interestingly, in early january 1969, a cable network on spacecraft no 13 had been severed. Engineers
opted to replace part of the network with parts from the already flown spacecraft no. 7, which had been launched
m April 1968and recovered after a launch failure
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report. One of the four engines of the second stage had shut down
prior to the planned

cutoff

abruptly,

sate and inserted the payload

into orbit, but a diagnostics

computer

on the booster,

had detected the engine failure, aborted the mission and fired the emergency
LI spacecraft/2
the fourth

Thus was lost 100 million

rubles and another

launch failure in the circumlunar

by a branch of Chelomey's
With
liftoff.

that

beginning,

Babakin's

In fact, in what

The specially

chance to fly to the Moon. _ It was

engineers

moved

not a coincidence,

lunar spacecraft

would

the Ye-8 rover on the surface.

Since the original

spent

months

delay. Although

been finished
launch

in a frustrating

officers,

and government

noted that three different
At

the time,

the

IMI

payload undergoing
launches. Kamanin,
improper

quality

their
May

1967, problems

with

officials

1968 launch

mock-up

stipulated
was

on the

Strategic

the five-hour

by Central

Committee

completed

to photo-

date, engineers
N I vehicle,

of the first launch
interface

Missile

systems

had

booster
pad had
forced

18, 1968, Afanasyev

for the N I at Tyura-Tam

were present during

deadlines

In

a day apart.

and attempt

_ On September

deputies,

prospects.

launches were timed

many pad-booster

of the State Commission
100 chief designers,

ambitious

the first flight-rated

for weeks and then months.

over a meeting

the N I pads. Approximately

and built

first N I rocket were ready for

ready for launch and the basic construction

by the end of

date postponements

had presided

on to more

arrive in lunar orbit

graph

no. 3L, was completely

illustrating

Proton booster, designed

first Ye-8 lunar rover and Mishin's

was certainly

made 7K-LIS
mired

as soon as it

design bureau.

inauspicious

1969, both

seconds

rescue system for the

program out of only nine launch attempts,

that one of the weakest links in the project was the UR-500K

February

twenty-five

point. At this point, the third stage could have easily fired to compen-

at site

112 near

Forces and Air Force

meeting.

The participants

decrees had not been met.

pad at site

I IOP with

a functional

fueling tests to allow service teams to train and gain experience for actual
who attended the meeting, recalled, "There have been lots of drawbacks,
with

a bull-

dozer cutting the main power supply of the launch pad."_' At the meeting, Afanasyev
uled the first launch for late November
1968 and the second one for February 1969.

of work

and plain

bungling--in

particular

there was an accident

sched-

82. Kamanin, 'rl FeelSorry for Our Guys," no. 13
83. Although Russian sourcessuggest that this launch was an attempt at a circumlunar flight, the launch
date for the mission would seem to indicate that it may have been a deep space mission, much like Zond 4. Richard
Ftagg'sanalysis of L I launch windows during 1968-70 suggeststhat Zond circumlunar launches were only attempted when trajectories could be flown that were closeto coplanar with the Moon's orbit to minimize the effects of the
Moon's gravity. If a 7K-LI craft approached the Moon from a transfer orbit with a large angle relative to the Moon's
orbital plane, then the force of lunar gravity would have changed the plane of the orbit, deflecting the craft from the
required return trajectory. In such a situation, the 7K-LI spacecraft's main engine would not have been powerful
enough to effect mid-course corrections to return the vehicle on an Earth-bound trajectory. An additional scientific
requirement was for the far side of the Moon to be illuminated during the mission to carry out surface photography
In examining the launch windows of the 7K-LI, Flaggobserved that there were no circumlunar launch windows that
satisfied these criteria from January 1969to July 1969.However, lunar age,declination phase,and opening angle were
close to permitting a 7K-LI launch during January 7-9, 1969, although those parameters "were definitely outside
those . . . as defined by the successful Zond flights." See Souiet Space Programs. 1981-8;': Space Science
Applications. Military Space Programs,,,qdministration. ResoumeBurden. and Master Log of Space[lights. prepared
for the Committee on Commerce, Science,and Transportation, US Senate. 101st Congress, I st sess (Washington,
DC: US Government Printing Office, April 1989). pp 384,386. Curiously, on January 3-4, 1969,news of a Soviet
launch failure that was apparently detected by NORAD was "leaked" to the Western press. The failure was said to
have occurred becauseof a second-stage malfunction. SeeGatland, Robot Explorers, p, 144.
84. Boris Arkadyevich Dorofeyev, "History of the Deveiopment of the N I-L3 Moon Program," presented at
the 10th International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics, Moscow State University,
Moscow. Russia,June 20 27. 1995.
85. Kamanin, "A Goal Worth Working for." There was a complete fueling exercise involving the N I stack
in October 1968 that lasted ten days, See Maj.-Gen. Valery Aleksandrovich Menshikov, "The Toilers of the
Cosmodrome: The Test Personnel of Baykonur" (English title). Auiatsiya i kosmonautika no I (January 1993):
39-41 The flight version of the N I. booster 3L, was moved to the pad in November 1968, but it was replacedbriefly
by the I MI again
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Engineers
interface

were

unable

problems

until

to

remedy

December

the
1968,

forcing another two- to three-month
delay, g
few days before the Soyuz 4/5 missions, on
January

9,

1969, amid

post-Apollo

discussions

8 strategy,

about

gfanasyev

a

convened

another
meeting
of
the
N I
State
Commission.
It was unusual for a minister to
head a State Commission,
appointment
importance
Ustinov

to the
with

viewed

and

position

which

Afanasyev's

underlines

the

space program

head

the N I rocket program.

After

hearing a number of reports, gfanasyev set the
launch date for the first N I as February
18, 1969, within
the launch window
for a
lunar-orbital

flight.

interrupted

by

The

an

proceedings

alarming

report

were
from

Baykonur
Cosmodrome
Commander
Maj.
General Aleksandr A. Kurushin, who refused
to agree to a launch
many

of the rocket because of

"deficiencies"

in

both

the

ground

equipment and the rocket itself. After pressure
from most of the members
of the State

The first Nt rocket being brought _o the pad [or launch
in February t969 ([des o[,Z]si[ Siddiqi)

Commission,
including gfanasyev and Mishin,
as well as Party Central Committee representative Stroganov, Kurushin backed down and promised to have these "deficiencies"
removed by the
slated launch date? ° Needless to say, Kurushin's initial outburst did little to instill confidence in a
success.
The final prelaunch

cycle for the first N I launch began in mid-January

day program involved 2,300 people from dozens of different organizations

1969. The twenty-eightand fifty tank wagons for

liquid oxygen fueling of the rocket. _ The majority of the site workers were Army conscripts,
one participant
The

recalls, had come from backgrounds

test officers

and came [rom
and chemists--in
among

at the time

as

35-40

years old,

without

higher

education

and artillerymen,
pilots and sailors, combat engineers
be easier to list who was not there--were
encountered

them. 8_

The men completed
from

were principally

all ouer. Tankers
short, it would

who,

unrelated to the space program:

the assembly-testing

their job on time. On
building

to the launch

February 3, booster
pad on a special

pad itself, the giant booster was lifted to a vertical position
port ring with

forty-eight

and its L3S payload

explosive

was exactly

off the first-stage engines
time on the ground. _

no. 3L was slowly

moved

crawler-transporter.

At the

and held up by a sixteen-meter

sup-

bolts at the base of the first stage, The mass of the booster
2,772,103

kilograms.

for the rocket had accumulated

By the time of its first launch,
over I00,000

models

seconds of test operating

86
Kamanin. "1FeelSorry for Our Guys." no. 13.
87. J. Villain. "A Brief History of Baykonur." presented at the 45th Congressof the International ,qstronautical
Federation.IA/q-94-hq,q2. I. 614.Jerusalern.Israel.October 9-14, 1994
88
Menshikov. "The Toilers of the Cosmodrome.' p. 40.
89
The L3Sdesignation was confusingly applied to the payload for the first two N Is, which consisted of
Blok G, Blok D, and the 7K LIS lunar orbiter
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The assault on the Moon in February
1969 began with the launch of the first Ye-8
lunar rover. P, Proton booster lifted off successfully at 0948 hours Moscow Time on
February 19 with its payload, Ye-8 vehicle no.
201 and its translunar-injection
Blok D stage.
f3s Babakin's engineers watched
the rising
rocket, just over fiEy-one
seconds
after
launch, the payload abruptly fell apart, and
the booster eventually exploded. The debris
from the accident, including portions of the
lunar rover, fell fifteen kilometers from the
launch

site. f3 later investigation

found

that

the source of the problem had been a new
payload fairing designed and built specifically for the rover payload. Aerodynamic
vibrations
during
passage through
maximum
dynamic pressure tore the shroud off at its
weakest tension points. The debris tore into
the lower stages of the rocket, resulting in a
massive explosion at T+54 seconds. Despite
an intensive search of the debris area, engineers were unable to find the Polonium-210
radioactive
isotope
in the rover payload
designed for heating the spacecraft on the
Moon. Unconfirmed
rumor has it that sol-

This photograph was taken moments before the launch o[
the first HI, booster no 3L, in february 1969.
(copyright Quest)

diers at Tyura-Tam discovered
the isotope
package and used it to heat their barracks during the bitter winter of 1968-692 ° With two failures
out of two Proton launch attempts in the year, space officials turned their attention to the longawaited first launch of the N I rocket.
The launch was originally
21 because of poor weather
for testing

the N I, directed

nical direction
the launch,
the

set for February 20, but it was delayed to the afternoon
conditions

at the launch

all the launch

site2' Boris g. Dorofeyev,

preparations:

he would

carried out by the late Leonid A. Voskresenskiy

a senior engineer ceremoniously

N l's launch

transporter;

broke a bottle

2 It was a clear and cold

prelaunch

operations

proceeded

without

ever built

by humans

fired its engines

delays. Almost

of February

Mishin's

deputy

perform the same on-site tech-

back in the 1940s and 1950s. Before
of champagne

on the main body of

day at the Baykonur

Cosmodrome,

four years late, the most powerful

precisely on time at 1218 hours, 7 seconds

Moscow

and
rocket
Time

on February 2 I, 1969. The thirty first-stage engines generated a total of approximately 4,590 tons
of thrust, and within thirteen seconds, the N I soared off the pad and headed out into the skies
with

its L3S payload.

Deputy Chief Designer Chertok

vividly

described the launch of this monster:

90. Konstantin Lantratov, "Anniversaries: 25 Years FromLunokhod-I" (EngIish title), Novosti kosmonavtiki 24 (November 19-December 2, 1995): 70-79; O. A. Sokolov, "The Raceto the Moon: A Look from Baykonur,"
presented at the 45th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation, 1_/_-94-2.1.610;N. G. Babakin, _. N.
Banketov, and V. N. Smorkalov, _ N_ Babakin: zhizn i deyatelnost (Moscow: Adamant, 1996), p. 57: Kamanin. "1
FeelSofty for Our Guys," no. 131I. Lisov, "Launch and Flight of the 'Mars 96' Station" English title), Novosti
kosmonautiki 22-23 (October 21-November 17, 1996): 48.
9 I. Igor Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret" (English title), Kryla rodiny no. 9 (September 1993): 13-16.
9Z
'cad. Pikul, "The History of Technology: How Vv'eConceded the Moon: A Look by One of the Participants
of the N t Drama at the ReasonsBehind It" (English title). Izobretatel i ratsionalizator no. 8 (August 1990): 20-2 I_
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Even i[ you have attended

our Soyuz

launches

you can't

dozens

help being

of times,

excited.

an N I launch

But the image

is quite

Ztll the surrounding

of

incomparable.

area shakes,

there

is a storm of fire, and a person would
have to be insensitive and immoral to
be

able

to

moments.
rocket:

remain

calm

You really want
"_o

at

such

to help the

on, go up, take off. ....

And go it did, despite the fact that between
three and ten seconds of ignition, the Engine
Operation Control (KORD) system erroneously
shut down

two first-stage

well until

tem abruptly

shut down

all the engines of the

first stage, well before
This let the behemoth
of twenty-seven

planned

engine cutoff.

fly upward

to an altitude

kilometers

descend on a trajectory
fifty

engines. All seemed

T+70 seconds, when the KORD sys-

kilometers

and then

gradually

that led to impact about

from the launch site. The emer-

gency rescue system was activated after engine
cutoff, and the descent apparatus of the 7K-L IS
spacecraft landed without
thirty-five

kilometers

incident thirty-two

to

from the pad area? 4

Because it was the first launch attempt of a
booster whose first stage had not been tested on
the ground,

engineers were not unduly

aged by the failure, although

discour-

the timing

of the

loss, as NgS_ was gearing to land on the Moon,
perhaps lent a disheartening
ery

operation.

Chairman

tenor to the recov-

Military-Industrial

Smirnov was apparently

the performance

Commission
satisfied with

of the rocket, and Mishin him-

self reassured his engineers that "this is normal
for

a first

launch. "_

Official

historians

of

Mishin's design bureau were more specific:
Despite

the accident,

firmed

the

dynamic
launch,

93.
94.
no. 13.

correctness

scheme,
the

the

control

this
of

launch
the

dynamics
processes

con-

selected

These movie stills pieced together show the launch of
the first N! Moon rocket in February 1969
(copyright VideoCosmos Co, via Don PealerQuest)

of the
of

the

SergeyLeskov,"How We Didn't Get to the Moon" (English title), Izuestiya, gugust 18. 1989,p, 3
Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Lunar Flights": Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry for Our Guys,"

95. M. Rebrov,"But Things Were LikeThat--Top Secret:The Painful Fortuneof the N I ProJect"(English title),
KrasnayaZvezda. January 13, 1990,p. 4: Pikul, "The History of Technology_"
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[booster] with the aid of coordinated engine thrusts, and allowed the receipt of experimental data on the loads on the [booster] and its precision, the influence of acoustical
loads on the rocket and the launch system and [on its] operational characteristics in
realistic conditions2 6
It was clear after the launch that during the forty-first second of flight, one of the thirty
engines of the first stage had failed and ignited others around it. As designers gathered after the
launch, Mishin seemed to believe that the failure was probably caused by a malfunction in the
turbogenerators, which provided electric current for the booster. First Deputy Chief Designer of
the All-Union Scientific-Research institute for Electro-Mechanics Nikolay N. Sheremetyevskiy
recalls that Mishin squarely laid the blame on him before leaving the launch site. Later analysis
of telemetry proved that Mishin was wrong. In fact, when the turbogenerators were recovered
from the debris, both units were still in operating condition27
Senior N I engineers were able to report on the results of a preliminary investigation on the
causes of the failure by March II, 1969. The critical KORD system had clearly failed to meet the
required standards for flight operation. As designers reported, the KORD system had not passed
acoustical testing: an analysis of the reliability of the system had shown that KORD could not
react to all possible conditions. As reconstructed from telemetry and an analysis of debris, 0.37
seconds prior to engine ignition, the KORD system shut down engine no. 12, and then by its
logic, the opposite engine no. 24, although both were functioning without problem. Thus, by
the time the rocket lifted off from the pad, twenty-eight of the thirty engines were
firing: the remaining engines compensated fully for the absence of the two shutdown units and
kept the booster aimed perfectly on a nominal trajectory. At T+5.5 seconds, excessive vibrations
in the gas generator of engine no. 12 caused a line connected to a gas-pressure sending unit
behind the turbine to rupture. The engine was beset by a second problem at T+23.3
seconds when, after the throttling down of thrust to reduce loads during maximum dynamic
pressure, a two-millimeter-diameter pipe for measuring the fuel pressure in front of the engine's
gas generator punctured. Consequently, "acid" gas with a temperature of 340 degrees
Centigrade began mixing with the propellant, forming an extremely flammable solution.
Eventually, at T+54.5 seconds, a fire broke out in the tail section of the first stage. Ground
telemetry clearly showed a sharp rise in temperature at that point in engine nos. 3, 2 I, 22, 23,
and 24. gt T+68.67 seconds, the fire burned through the cable insulation, thus causing a short
circuit in the I,O00-hertz direct-current and alternate-current circuits of the KORD system, which
issued a command to shut down all the remaining twenty-eight engines of the first stage2 _
96. Semenov,
ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,
p, 257,
97. Yu.g. Mozzhorin,el aL, eds..Dofogiu kosrnos:
] (Moscow:MAI, 1992),p, 195.
98 Afanasyev,
"N I: AbsolutelySecret":
JeffreyM. Lenorovitz,"TrudOfferingLiquid-Fueled
EnginesFromNI
Moon RocketProgram.",quiationWeek& Space Technology,March30, 1992,pp. 21-22. An excerpt from the official
accident investigationof the 3L launchis includedin R Dolgopyatov,B,Dorofeyev.and S, Kryukov,"Atthe Readers'
Request:The N I Project"(Englishtitle), ltuiatsiya i kosmonautikano. 9 (September 1992):34-37, There are conflictingversionsof the accident.Onecommonlyquotedscenariois thatat T+66seconds,"the elevatedvibrationscaused
byacousticalloadsrupturedalinethatfeedsoxidizerto thegasgenerator
of oneof the[engines]:the leakingliquidoxy
gen started a firein the aft section." See_fanasyev. "UnknownSpacecraft."The "elevatedvibrations"arose becauseat
T+65-66seconds,thefirst-stage
engines"throttledbackto fullpower,but muchstrongerthanexpectedcausingstrong
vibration[s].Theoxidiserpipelineof oneenginebrokespillingliquidoxygen.The KORDcontrolsystemwasunableto
shutthe enginedown quickenoughanda firebrokeout." SeeV. A. Lebedev,"TheNI-L3 Programme,"
Spaceflight34
(September1992):288-90:I, A. MarininandS.Kh. Shamsutdinov,
"SovietPrograms
ForPilotedFlightto the Moon"
(Englishtitle),Zemtyai uselennaya
no. 5(September-October
1993):77-85.Theofficialhistoryof the Korolevdesign
bureaustatesthat therewasa failurein engineno. 2 becauseof high-frequency
oscillationsin its gasgenerator.
As a
result,a pressure
carbinepunctured,allowing the propellantsto causeafire in the tail endof the rocket,Thefire disruptedthe operationof theon-boardcablenetworkof the KORDsystem,whichissuedacommandat T+68.7seconds
to shut off all the engines See Semenov.ed., RaketnoKosmieheskayaKorporotsiya,p. 257.
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Training
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for lunar landing
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for the first time only
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the helicopters
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in lunar
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the United
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as part of a flight

The KORD system's

the fuel pipeline
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finished
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for landing.
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Rebrov, "But Things Were Like That," The article does not explicitly mention TsNIIMash, but rather
"the head institute," which was usually a euphemism for TsNIIMash.
100, Afanasyev. "N I : Absolutely Secret"; Alexander Yasinsky,"The N- I Rocket Programme," Spaceflight 35
(July 1993): 228-29: Marinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programsfor Piloted Flight to the Moon,"
I01. V. Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov. and V Pashchenko, Dneprouskiy raketno-kosmicheskiy t3entr
(Dnepropetrovsk: PO YuMZIKBYu, 1994), p. 77. The tests were conducted at the giant testing facilities at Zagorsk
belonging to Nil KhimMash.
102. Voevodin. V.SFI053 The cosmonaut detachment as a whole was split up into different departments,
including orbital space stations (headed by G. S. Shonin), spaceships (R R. Popovich), air-space systems (G. S
Titov). and candidate cosmonauts (P. I. Belyayev).
103 Kamanin. "I FeelSorry for Our Guys," no. 13.
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solution

which

up. Another

participated

of the spacesuit

before disembarking

they

"fell down"

on their

was depressurization

may have been engaged
statements
intimated

seven,

cosmonaut

would

need "six,

and perhaps

Moon.

He added with confidence

that

told the

more months"
"who

first, and it is our wish to do so.' .... L3 trainee

after launch
dressed

from the Moon.

in a cumbersome

training

lifted

In a gruel-

pressure

to land on the Moon,

was any indication,

suit

landing.
Hungarian

the veneered

press that
before

was also unequivocal

doyen

of Soviet

14, 1969, that there

Yet less than

of preparations

but if

the USSR was very

by TASS on March

makes the better preparations
teonov

one-

rolled over and

in a pressure chamberJ °5

Blagonravov,

reported

a Soviet lunar

Shatalov

backs and simply

in intensive

Academician

in a statement

to be done before

flown

placed

from Soviet officials

its next destination.

space spokespersons,

with

in sessions in special aircraft that simulated

in 1968, an Air Force captain

of public

was still much work

to the waist

hours in an LOK cabin

The cosmonauts

9, recently

of a large

be attached

concern

torturous

about

came up

consisting

Cosmonaut ,ZttekseyLeonou appears here in training
for tunar landing approaches using a specially
equipped helicopter. This photo dates from around
1969 (N71S.,Zt
photo)

The larger part of the hoop was at the back side so as not to interfere

ing exercise carried out

the barometer

falling

lunar suit.

engineers

The cosmonauts

during

spent twelve

engineers

cosmonaut

ring that would

arm movements.
gravity

the

this problem,

hula-hoop-type

April

of

and being unable to get up

on the lunar surface.

confused

in specially

had

lunar

of

an ingenious

themselves

the

in land-

One of the fears among

possibility

To circumvent

sixth

at Zagorsk,

at the Kiev Institute

Krechet-94

over on the surface

with

had

simulations

Engineers.

the

the

to

landing

engineers

landscape

simulators

lunar gravity.
was

Gromov

to participate

on fake lunar

Civil Aviation

usually

evaluating

landing

station

were invited

landing

heli-

time with

while

TsKBEM

of the LK at the testing

built

M.

a survivable

their preliminary

ing trials

M

site in the shortest

propellant

cosmonauts

MOON

pilots

to master the ability

velocity,

completed

they

THE

the art."'°_ They also

at the

vertical
the

in that

Normally

because

perfected

a landing

TO

but we did it. We cosmo-

courses

Flight-Research
choose

cut.

landings

nauts and pilots
took

landings

engines

end in a catastrophe,

LAP

a month

later on

the Soviet

Union

a landing

on the

will get to the Moon
in his belief in the

power of Soviet science:

104. "The Russian Right Stuff: The Dark Side of the Moon," NOV,q television show. #1808, WGBH-TV.
Boston, February 27, 1991.The M. M. Gromov Flight-ResearchInstitute had put in a request for an MJ4 helicopter
to train for lunar landings asearly asMarch 8, t965. SeeN E Kamanin. Skrytiy kosmos: kniga uloraya. 1964-1966gg
(Moscow: Infortekst IF, 1997), p. 2[0.
105. Lardier, L'l]stronautique Soui(tique. p. 176; Afanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft": Kuznetsov. "The Flight
That Did Not Occur": S. Leskov, Kak my ne sletali na lunu (Moscow: Panorama, 1991), p. 12; V. M Filin,
Vospominaniya o lunnom korablye (Moscow: Kultura. 1992), pp. 60-6 I. The Air Forcecaptain was Zhon Gridunov
106. Souiet SpacePrograms, 1966-70, p. 372.
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The Soviet
._lpollo

Union

is also making

program

the Moon

of the Moon

during

the Japan

Leonov's

for a manned

States. The Soviet

Union

this year or in 1970. We are confident

surface

by Soviet

World

somewhat

at the utmost

preparations

of the United

cosmonauts

Exposition

misplaced

confidence

on display

was astonishing
in the

The mainstream

of Soviet public

as the

"mother

lode"

discussions

in January

automated

lunar

exploration

Statements

from

academicians,

commentators

proliferated

pronouncements

was, however,

of future

in 1969 to bombard
neither
narrow

operations.

persistently

and permanent

chief

designers,

piloted

became available.

the Western

media

Martian

the

on the Moon
to Earth-orbital

two

a la Tsiolkovskiy.

cosmonauts,

and official

offensive

even before

missions,

would

idea that

high-level

major directions:

in Earth orbit

These statements

with

turning

began to emphasize

space stations

anonymous

decision
to more
even the

Followin 8 the intensive

into the new Soviet propaganda

as the technology

actual

be no Soviet cosmonaut

had set foot on the Moon. '°_ A third option,
the future

from

were in general prone
at conferences. However.

that there would

1969, the Soviets

the

pavilion

because it came quite possibly

1960s. Removed

making within
the Soviet space program, the cosmonauts
dramatic and often outlandish
statements than older officials

space stations

in the Soviet

in 19 70.'°7

nadir of the Soviet space program

cosmonauts
must have surely known
in 1969 or indeed in 1970.

like the

be able to send men to

that pieces of rocks picked from

will be put

in Osaka

flight to the Moon.
will

radio

an American

be emphasized

in

were the first in a long series
the

Soviet

space program

was

politically
motivated
{which
is why the "race to the Moon"
was unimportant)
nor
{which was why Earth-orbital
stations were being planned).
These pronouncements

were hard to counter because real Soviet intentions
had always been cloaked in mystery. But
the Soviets themselves were fully aware of this obfuscation
of truth. Air Force Aide Kamanin
wrote

in his diary during

the Apollo

on the issue of Soviet intentions
to the end to drink the bitter
umph of the U.S.A.

For Soviet government
P. Mishin

painstakingly
comparison
Union.
there

chalice

to

and Communist

report
tenure

explained

on

the

root

institutions.
plant

Most tellingly

too

perhaps,

incentives

Among
circumlunar

many

work

plants

also touched
discussed

hopes of cosmonauts

107.

Ibid.,

108

For several

109.

Kamanin,

II0

Gorin

flying

around

showing

organized
lines

with

statements

interview,

from
[or

November
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period,
Guys,"
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flights,

not

thus

pp.

373-75.

13.
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program
in the

in

Soviet

Although

control,

and each

specialized

he emoted

enough.

on the lack of

models

unequivocally

his

Mishin

of subcontractor

was an agreement

in the near future.

see ibid.,
no.

during

Soviet

poor quality
was

reasons:

p. 374.

"1 Feel Sorry

of

space official

plant orders of experimental

the Moon

program

invited

space enterprise.

of the space industry.

and

at the meeting

automated

triwas a

Brezhnev

were severe shortages

on ideological

in fulfilling

further

poor

there

production

have come

humiliation

space

Soviet

to any high-level

were badly

"We

Secretary

piloted

leading

in the organization

among workers
to only

Soviet

for the

the four major points
project

the

bureaus,

by Soviet officials

to the distinguished

the impending

Party General

of the

evident

disarray

different

Mishin

of

reasons

design

The production

handled

material

multi-profile

Party leaders,

designer

symptoms

There was the institutional
were many

lying"

He added bitterly,

,09

1969, Communist

as chief

the

to Apollo--all

"unrestrained

of our failure and be witnesses
of the Moon."

In early April

three-and-a-half-year

of the

respect to the Moon.

in the conquest

hard pill to swallow.
Vasiliy

I0 mission

with

of articles."°

to limit
terminating

the L I
any

As far as the N I-L3 program,

T

I

FINAL

Mishin

could

only

sion, including

LRP

report that a piloted

landing

ing of spaceships

TO

THE

landing

would

and takeoff from the Moon.

in Earth orbit

on the voyage to the Moon.
Korolev

and Mishin,

despite

the best efforts

using liquid

Repeating

two

final

weapons

for ballistic

of many, had enjoyed

proposals

to Brezhnev

missile defense

by a complete
would

only

mis-

the dock-

stages, such as Blok S, before embarking
of times

to pursue liquid hydrogen
lukewarm

involved

robotic

include

that had been uttered dozens

the latter asked for more funding

Mishin's

be preceded

Future N I missions

hydrogen

a mantra

MOON

support

the creation

from

of new

using the N I as a launch vehicle,

by both

research, which,
the government.

generations

of space

and advanced

flights

to

the Moon, Mars, Venus, and the outer planets. All of these were in the future. As far as the race
to the Moon was concerned, there would be little to show from the Soviet side in 1969.
One of the more common

stories proliferating

1969 was that the Soviets would
sion, Apollo

I I. After the unqualified

a lunar landing
the Soviets

do something

flight

in July, with

do something

1960s? Nothing
even a modicum

success of Apollo

the ideal launch

to preempt

that the Soviets
of capability

Mishin's

was "by the end of 1970.' .... Wernher
for the USSR to reach the Moon
and he strongly

the climax

of the

greatest

American

Apollo

In a top-secret

a full-scale

lunar landing.
timetable

yon Braun claimed

before the United

"National

I I, the CIA predicted

that

Evidence

ly to occur before

1972 although

to the most widely

discussed

of Apollo

I I, a robotic

Prompted

spacecraft

piloted

by Apollo

1969 to accelerate their
had done an outstanding
spacecraft

booster.

I I mission

this

context,

address

Konopatov

quality

variant
factor."

control

promised

but confidence

III.

possible problematic

Chief

had decreed in January

Designer

Babakin's

engineers

models of the Ye-8-5 sample return

time to beat Apollo

I I. Apart

issue: the poor performance

1969, four consecutive

from

launches

the fact that

of the UP,-5OOK Proton

of the rocket had failed to deposit

let alone into deep space. ''4 Of the total thirteen

(most with

the State Commission

"the Proton

exonerate

weeks leading up to the launch

lunar probes had not been tested in space even once, the engineers

into Earth orbit,

UR-500K

of

is not like-

be ruled out.' .... But yon Braun also referred

at least five flight

1969 in sufficient

part
than

before the launch

lunar landing

Party and government

By the end of April

their payloads

issued a month

program.

of

was delayed,

up some soil and bring it back to Earth.

lunar exploration

job of producing

that

in the "latter

in Soviet capabilities

robotic

by the summer

three-stage

scoop

of the

that they had

now suggests

lunar flight

8, the Soviet Communist

the Ye-8 class series of heaw
had to address another

Estimate"

that in the few remaining

would

at

was: Could

in early June that it was still possible

that a [Soviet] manned

late 1971 cannot

scenario:

of

mis-

for a first Soviet lunar landing

States if the Apollo

undertake

Intelligence

"we estimate

landing

adventure

in 1968 or 1969 had indicated

of 1969" using a giant booster. '_' The CIA clearly had less confidence
yon Braun.

the summer

I0 in May 1969, NASA was looking

most optimistic

believed that the Soviets would

media during

before the first Apollo

date being July 16. The question

had accomplished

to attempt

in June 1969, Chief Designer

in the Western

spectacular

While

procedures

a fourth

for the L I circumlunar

program

none of the failures pointed
during

State Commission

was at a high premium

manufacturing.

Chairman

launches

stage), seven had been unequivocal

Tyulin

at that point.'"

met on May 29,

to errors in design,

Designers

Chelomey,

that the next booster

Perfect operation

of the

failures.

In

1969, to

they did not
Glushko,

would

of the Proton

and

not fail,
booster

Kamanin. "1 FeelSorry for Our Guys." no 13 Kamanin mentions this in his diary entry for June 19,

1969
112. NASA Scienceand Technology Division, 7]stronaut_cs end _eronautics. 1959: Ohror_ologyQ/_Sc_ence,
T_'chnology.and Policy (Washington, DC: NASA SP-4014. 1970), p. 170
ll3. Cl. S. Central Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate I t 1-69: The Soviet SpaceProgram, r'
Washington, DC. June 19, 1969,p. 20, asdeclassified in 1997 by the CIA Historical Review Program.
114. Of the four launches, one carrieda 7K LI (in January), one carried a Ye8 lunar rover (in February), and
two carried M-69 Mars probes (in March and April).
115. Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry for Qur Guys," no. 13.
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wasparticularly
criticalatthetime,notbecause
ofitsuseinthenow-dying
piloted
circumlunar
program,
butbecause
theProton
wastolaunch
theYe-8-5
lunarscooper
totheMoon.
Theconfluence
ofactivity
inboththeSoviet
andU.S.space
programs
during
thesummer
of
1969wasunprecedented.
Babakin's
lunarscooper
hadtwochances
toflytotheMoon,
inthe
June
andJulylunar
launch
windows,
gt thesame
time,Mishin
wasalmost
ready
tobringthesecondflightmodel
oftheNt rocket
tothelaunch
pad.If theattempt
wassuccessful,
therocket
wouldsend
the7K-LIS
spacecraft
onanambitious
fullyautomated
lunar-orbital
flight,followed
bythevessel's
return
toEarth.
NASA
would,
ofcourse,
launch
perhaps
themostimportant
missioninthehistory
ofAmerican
efforts
toexplore
space.
Therace
wasnowinitsfinallap.
Ye-8-5
spacecraft
no.402waslaunched
fromTyura-Tam
onJunet4,1969,
toreclaim
some
gloryfortheSoviet
space
program.
If allwentwell.asample
oflunarsoilwouldbebackon
Soviet
territory
inalittlemorethaneleven
days.Unfortunately,
thespate
ofProton
failures
did
notabate.
Afterthethirdstagehadcompleted
firing,thefourthBlokDstage
wasto fireto
insert
thepayload
intoEarth
orbit.Because
ofa disruption
ofanon-board
circuit,
thecontrol
system
failed,
preventing
theBlokDengine
fromfiring.Thepayload
instead
traced
anarcthat
deposited
itintothePacific
Ocean.
''_Theoddsweredecreasing
daybydaynow.Babakin
still
hadfourmore
scoopers
left,andonecouldbelaunched
inthesecond
week
ofJuly1969
fora
repeat
attempt.
Afterfivestraight
launch
failures
oftheProton,
engineers
andofficials
couldbe
forgiven
forharboring
apessimistic
attitude
onthechances
ofsuccess.
Thefocusoftherace
totheMoonnowshifted
totheNI rocket.
ByearlyApril,based
on
thepace
of preparations,
MishinhadsetMay30asthedatefortransporting
thenextflightready
N3,booster
no.5L fromtheassembly-testing
building
tothelaunch
pad.Thelaunch
wouldbeduring
thelunarlaunch
window
inJune,
onJune13-15.1969.
Thepreparations
for
thelaunch
werefarmore
speedy
thanusual.
Oneparticipant
recalls:
The first launch

of the N I (article

3L) aroused dual feelings among

the events: on the one side [Central
eration

of the launch

ordinarily.
managed

of the "fifth--article

The issuing of the complete
to be on the current

ly by the Deputy Minister
titude of commissions
events

unfolded

physically
The inevitable

that

delays in the schedule

a truly extraordinary

booster

from

but all these reports

level of activity

o] which

that

[modifications]
measures

Mishin

predicted

at the Baykonur

sources

personal-

....

However,

for the 3L rocket

rescheduled

the

simply

the launch

of the second

of the rocket
I I. It would

be

N I, the second

I I.

no. 5L was set for the night

unofficial

of the N I

out.' ....

plans for the launch

Apollo

rose extra-

was overseen

to the one in July, just three weeks before Apollo

and, of course,

of NI

there were rumors

meant

at the plant

to

accel-

On the other side, people from a mul-

of the conceived

few weeks in July, with

Ye-8-5 lunar scooper,
The launch

the fulfillment

did not have the time to be "spread

demanded

and nodes for the assembly

some highly practical

many

those contributing

D. F. Ustinou

5L." The commotion
equipment

schedule,

proposed

so fast

Secretary

of Defense of the country.

from the June launch window

nent,

Committee]

in Moscow

a sample

Cosmodrome,

that

of July 3,
something

1969. The day before,
spectacular

was immi-

return mission

on or about July 10. '_ Given the

it is testament

to the power of the Soviet shroud

116. Ibid K Lantratov. "The 'Late' Lunar Soil" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 15 {July 16 29, 1994):
41 43: Sokoiov, "The Raceto the Moon"
117 Mikhail Rudenko, "Four Steps Fromthe Moon" (English title), Moskouskaya prauda, July t9. t994, p
I0. The quote is from Vadim Pikui.
118. Souiet Space Programs. I966-70. p 374: NASA Science and Technology Division,/qstronautics and
,Zteronautics t969, p 195.
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Two

NI Moon

rockets

5L with a Junctional

appear

LAP

TO

on the pads at Tyura-Tam

THE

MOON

in early July 1969. In the foreground

is booster

payload [or a lunar-orbiting
mission. In the background
is the I M I ground
of the NI for rehearsing, parallel launch operations.
(files of,rlsif Siddiq!)

number

test mock-up
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This is the spectacular night launch o[ the second 191booster in July 1969 Within seconds, the rocket
collapsed back onto the pad. destroying the entire pad area in a massive explosion.
(copyright VideoCosmosCo., via Don PealerQuest)
the Baykonur Cosmodrome,
out exception,

it is testament

to the power of the Soviet shroud of secrecy that, with-

there was not a single leak to the Western media on any impending

booster from Soviet central Asia. The hubbub at Tyura-Tam was unlike anything
ory.

Ministers,

all flown

deputy

ministers,

in for the launch--a

Valeriy P,, Menshikov,

chief designers,

senior

final gasp for the sinking

then a young lieutenant

military

officers,

and cosmonauts

There were hundreds
the automobile

of vehicles

banners,

in the Strategic Missile Forces, who

engines,

the human

shouts

of the

traffic-control

movies
_erman

of the first months
dive bombers. ''_

As night fell, Menshikov
from the rocket to a bunker
observers, lunar cosmonauts
distance

on the roads with

documents

and various
chaos,

personnelIall
of the [Second

soldiers,

materiel.

the congestion
of this
World]

had

hopes of the Soviet reach for the Moon.

at site 112 near the N 1 pads, later provided one of the best personal accounts

bore combat

launch of a giant

seen in recent mem-

was
war.

officers

was duty officer

of that fateful night:

and civilians.

They

The dust and heat, the roar of
and

traffic jams,

reminiscent
The

only

thing

the hoarse

of frames

from

missing

were

ordered the launch site group to assemble and then led them away
close to the NI pad at site I IOP to await the launch. Like most
Leonov, Makarov, and Rukavishnikov
witnessed the launch from a

of six to seven kilometers.

Prelaunch operations

began at 0600 hours Moscow

119. Menshikov, "The Toilers of the Cosmodrome," p. 40
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the morning of July 3 and continued through the day. By 1540 hours, personnel had begun
fueling the first three stages, a procedure that was completed within one hour and fifty minutes.
Fueling of the L3S payload block began in the early evening at 1900 hours. There were evidently
no serious anomalies during the ensuing countdown as the clocked ticked closer to midnight.
The N I ignited to life at exactly 2318 hours, 32 seconds Moscow Time on July 3 (it was
after midnight on July 4 at Tyura-Tam). Menshikov remembers the experience vividly:
We were all looking in the direction of the launch, where the hundred-meter pyramid of
the rocket was being readied to be hurled into space. Ignition. the flash of flame from
the engines, and the rocket slowly rose on a column of[lame. And suddenly, at the place
where it had just been, a bright fireball. Not one of us understood anything at first. ,,3
terrible purple-black mushroom cloud, so familiar from the pictures from the textbook
on weapons of mass destruction. The steppe began to rock and the air began to shake.
and all of the soldiers and officers froze. '_°
Rukavishnikov's remembrance is almost surreal: he could see the booster double over in
an explosion on the pad, but there was no sound. Those few seconds of "deathly silence"
lasted an eternity until the full roar of the launch and the ensuing explosion reached the
viewing stands. _2'The young Lieutenant Menshikov adds:
Only in the trench did I understand the sense of the expression "your heart in your
mouth." Something quite improbable was being created all around--the steppe was
trembling like a vibration test flg. thundering, rumbling, whistling, gnashing--aU
mixed
together in some terrible, seemingly unending cacophony. The trench proved to be so
shallow and unreliable that one wanted to burrow into the sand so as not to hear this
nightmare..,
the thick wave from the explosion passed over us, sweeping away and
leveling everything. Behind it came hot metal raining down from above. Pieces of the
rocket were thrown ten kilometers away, and large windows were shattered in structures
40 kilometers away. ,_ 400 kilogram spherical tank landed on the roof o[ the installation and testing wing. seven kilometers from the launch pad._2_
By some estimates, the strength of the explosion was close to 250 tons of TNT--not
a nuclear explosion, but certainly the most powerful explosion ever in the history of rocketry.
The booster had lifted off to a height of 200 meters before falling over and exploding on
the launch pad itself, about twenty-three seconds after launch. The emergency rescue system
fired in the nick of time, at T+ 14.5 seconds, to shoot the descent apparatus of the payload two
kilometers from the pad, thus saving it from destruction. Remarkably, no doubt because of the
stringent safety precautions, there were no fatalities or injuries, although the physical devastation was phenomenal. When the first teams arrived near the pad in the early-morning hours of
July 4, there was only carnage left behind:
We arrived at the fueling station and were horrified--the
windows and doors were
smashed out, the iron entrance gate was askew, the equipment was scattered about

120. Ibid.
12i. Rudenko,"FourStepsFromthe Moon," p. I0.
122. Menshikov,"TheToilersof the Cosmodrome,"p. 40.
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with

the light

o[ dawn

and was turned

to stone--the

steppe was literally

dead animals
and birds. Where so many o[ them came [rom and
such quantities
at the station I still do not understand.'2_

By 0800

hours

had convened
the reasons

the

morning

a meeting
behind

of July 4, Minister

of the State Commission

the disaster

Afanasyev

also telephoned

isfied with

the results.

by looking

Brezhnev

of General

strewn

they

Machine

at films

of the launch

Building

and

the latter of whom

of all was Chief

with

appeared

and began the long process

and Kosygin,

Perhaps most sobering

how

in

Afanasyev

of determining

analyzing

telemetry,

was particularly

Designer

Barmin's

dissat-

assessment

on the destruction
of the launch area. The right launch pad at site I IOP was completely
destroyed; the explosive force also displaced the 145-meter-tall
service tower from its rails and
destroyed

all the special

ground

equipment

of the

launch

installation,

including

a lightning

arrester. The top two and a half floors of the five-story underground
pad support structure had
collapsed. '_ The left launch pad at site I IOL had remained unscathed,
g second NI had in
fact been mounted
planned

for later

complex

would

at the pad during
in the

lunar

the failed

program.

launch

Barmin

be faster and cheaper than

presumably

believed

building

to rehearse dual launches

that

restoration

a completely

new one.

of the

destroyed

To pursue an investigation
of the accident, Afanasyev created a commission
headed by
Chief Designer Mishin: this commission
consisted of seven subcommissions
for particular areas
of the N I rocket.':" The stress of the previous few months of relentless work seem to have taken
their toll on the fifty-two-year-old
serious heart trouble,
July 4 and continuing

Mishin;

tions in the KORD engine control
five engines
turned

had been turned
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123 Ibid. p. 40. g US. CORONA photo-reconnaissance satellite photographed the aftereffects of the pad
explosion by early August 1969.One such picture, taken on CORONA mission 1107during pass 169on August 3,
1969, has been published. Seethe back cover of £uest 4(2) (Summer 1995) CORONA information was probably
the primary basisfor a description of the N I launch lailure in a top secret CIA document from March 1970 SeeU.S
Central Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate I I 1-69:The SovietSpaceProgram," Washington. DC.,
March 26, 1970,p I, as declassified in 1997by the CIA Historical Review Program News o[ the disaster eventually leaked out into the open media. The first revelations emerged on November 17, 1969. simultaneously in Great
Britain and the United States See Stuart Auerbach, "Soviet Moon Rocket Exploded in Test," kVashington Post.
November [ 8. 1969, p. A t ; "Soviets Suffer Setbacksin Space," Auiation Week & Space Technology, November 17,
I969, pp 26 27: "Disaster at Tyuratam," Time November 28, 1969, p. 27. Curiously, the February 1969 launch
attempt was never detected byWestern intelligence, although they apparently did expect a launch in early 1969.See
"Countdown for BiggestRocket Yet." Newsweek, February24. 1969,p. 28: Donald C. Winston, "Soviet SpaceMay
Include Large Booster Test," ,Ztuiation Week & Space Technology. March 10, 1969. pp. 132-33.
124 Rudenko. "Four Steps Fromthe Moon" Note that another source saysthat "all six underground levels
of the launch structure were destroyed by the explosion." SeeMarinin and Shamsutdinov, "Soviet Programs for
Piloted Flight to the Moon."
125 The subcommissions were headed by N. D. Kuznetsov (engines), G I. Degtyarenko (temperatures and
loads), A. G Iosifyan (electrical supply), V P Finogeyev (guidance and control systems), Ye V. Shabarov (launch
escapesystem), B A Dorofeyev (specialty unknown), and Kupavin and Dorofeyev (KORD).
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discussions with engine Chief Designer Kuznetsov aswell as his own First Deputy Kozlov, there were
four likely reasons for the accident out of a possible seven at the beginning of the investigation.
The search for the causes of the disaster would continue on for many months, but the
damage inflicted not only on hardware but also on the spirits of Soviet engineers on the night
of July 3, 1969, was irreparable. Kamanin wrote in his diary the day after the accident:
Yesterday the second attempt to launch the M I rocket into space was undertaken. I was
convinced that the rocket would not fly, but somewhere in the depth of my soul there
glimmered some hope for success, We are desperate for a success, especially now. when
the 7tmericans intend in a few days to land people on the Moon, and when the American
astronaut Frank Barman is our guest. But all such hopes were dispelled by the powerful
explosion o/the rocket five seconds after the "launch" command..,
on its first time, the
rocket flew 23 kilometers, and did not cause harm to the launch platform and launch
site. This time it fell two kilometers [sic] from the pad and caused huge damage to the
launch site, This [ailure has put us back another one to one and a hal/years. '_
Soviet Ambassador to the United States Anatoliy Dobrynin had indeed invited Apollo 8 astronaut Colonel Frank Barman for a nine-day visit to the USSR.Although Barman and his family were
not considered official guests of the Soviet government, it was the first visit of an American astronaut to the country. On the night of July 4, 1969, Barman was present at the U.S. embassy's
reception to celebrate Independence Day. The timing could not have been worse for the Soviets.
Instead of being feted by reporters on a new success in space, Soviet cosmonauts were on hand,
less than twenty-four hours after the catastrophe at Tyura-Tam, glum and reticent. When asked
about the possibility of a Soviet lunar scooper timed to fly before Apollo I I, Beregovoy, Feoktistov,
and Titov declined to confirm or deny the rumors. '_ The following day, Barman visited the Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Center, where he was received by the newly appointed Commander-in-Chief
of the Soviet Air Force Marshal Pavel S. Kutakhov and Col. General Nikolay P Kamanin, '" The
many cosmonauts attending the function could only watch in damaged pride as the NASA astronaut gave an impressive slide show of his recent flight to the Moon.
Through their despair, the Soviets had one final gasp left: a flight of the Ye-8-5 sample
return spacecraft during the july launch window. If it succeeded, the mission would vindicate
their recent abrupt emphasis on automation versus piloted flight. Even more dramatic would be
a success for the scooper if Apollo 11 failed. Such a scenario, no doubt given consideration
during those desperate weeks in early July, would have, in one fell swoop, eliminated all the
failures, explosions, and delays of the year so far.
Chief Designer Babakin's engineers prepared his spacecraft, Ye-8-5 vehicle no. 401, for
launch at the same time that workers were scouring the remains of the N I at Tyura-Tam. There
were problems with the mass of the spacecraft right up until the final days before launch.
Engineers calculated that the ascent stage of the robot, called the RYe-85, had a mass of 513.3
kilograms instead o[ the allotted 512 kilograms. After much soul searching, Babakin ordered the
deletion of one of two 1.28-kilogram radio transmitters on the ship, leaving the primary one with
no backup. It was a gutsy move, underlining the risks inherent in the mission in general. The
launch itself was a blessing. After five straight failures of the Proton launch vehicle, the rocket
lifted off on time at 0554 hours, 41 seconds Moscow Time on July 13, 1969: precious payload
was deposited on a perfect trajectory heading for the Moon. The Soviet press, announcing the
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Kamanin, "l FeeI Sorry for Our Guys," no 13
James F. Clarity, "Top Soviet/5ides Observe the 4th,"
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129 5ouiet Space Programs, 1966-70, pp. 196:Babakin, Banketov, and Smorka[ov, G' N Babakirl, p. 64.
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Some members of the State Commission for the Luna sample return spacecraft are shown in a photo from 1970 at
Simferepol. Sitting in the foreground/ram left to right are Commission Chairman Georgiy Tyulin. Chief Designer
Georgiy Babakin. and Minister of General Machine Building Sergey _fanasyev The tall figure standing at the back
on the right is Yuriy Koptev. the current director of the Russian Space _gency who was an engineer at the
Lavochkin design bureau at the time Sitting in the second row at left is _cademician Boris Petrov. one o/the
principal international spokespersons for the Soviet space program (copyright Asif Siddiqi)
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137 German Nazarov, "You Cannot Paper Space With Rubies: How to Save Billions" (English title).
Moloduya guardiya no. 4 (/_pril 1990): 192-20L
138. Soviet Space Programs, 1966-70, p. 375.
139. NP,SP,Science and Technology Division, _stror_autics and ..qeronuutics. 1969. p. 256,
140, 5oviet SpacePrograms, t966-i'0, p. 376, Disingenuously, Sedov added that a soft landing had not been
a goal for I_una 15: the spacecraft had been "sent to study the Moon from lunar orbit."
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Conventional wisdom would suggest that after such a fatal blow as the triumphant landing of _qmerican astronauts on the Moon, the Soviet Union would simply fall back into a period of conservatism, characterized more by self-appraisal rather than any further grand gestures
at competition. But Soviet officials, from the highest arbiter of the Soviet space program,
Dmitriy F. Ustinov, down to the lowest engineers, differed in one key respect to their American
counterparts. For the Soviets, the race to the Moon might have been over, but the less specific "space race" was not. Ironically, it was, in fact, the American space program that entered an
uncertain period of soul searching as it sought to define a direction in the post-Apollo frontier--a direction that for the first time was not determined exclusively by Cold War competition with the Soviet Union. The Soviets, on the other hand, continued to propose, define, and
implement newer programs, which harked back to political imperatives of the KennedyKhrushchev era. If the Americans had beaten the Soviets to the Moon, then the Soviets would
beat them to Mars. If the Americans were going to build a space station in Earth orbit, then the
Soviets would build one sooner. While Soviet motivations in late 1969 were a little more complex than such simplistic rhetoric, by and large, the Soviet space program did not abandon the
space race in 1969. In fact, its piloted lunar programs continued to serve as a major force in
policy, years after Nell I_. Armstrong stepped on the Moon in July 1969.
Rummaging

Through

the Wreckage

Much of the activity in the Soviet program during the latter part of 1969 resulted more from
inertia rather than any new goals. As policy planners gradually sought to establish clear directions for the overall effort, space vehicles intended for flight earlier in the decade were finally
ready for launch. With little to lose after eqpollo II, Ustinov, Smirnov, and tqfanasyev allowed
some token launches in the piloted lunar program, which on superficial examination seem to
make little sense. The first such mission was a circumlunar flight of the 7K-LI spacecraft in the
late summer of 1969. Although the piloted component of the circumlunar program had been
officially suspended in March 1969, Chief Designer Mishin continued flights of the troubleprone spacecraft in the hope of flying crews on board at some uncertain time in the future.
Carrying out a simple automated circumlunar mission less than a month after Apollo I I might
indicate a disregard for public perceptions of the Soviet space program, but the timing of the
launch was apparently more of a coincidence than anything else, The Soviets did, however, go
to great lengths to play down news of the mission.
As with previous LI launches, cosmonauts were present at the Baykonur Cosmodrome,
although this time they were involved to a greater degree in flight operations. Leonov and
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On April 7, 1969, the planned crews for the three ships were G. S. Shonin/V. N Kubasov (Soyuz 6),
A. V. FilipchenkolV_N. VolkovlV V. Gorbatko (Soyuz 1), and A. G. NikolayevlV. I. Sevastyanov (Soyuz 8). The backup crewmembers were A. P.Kuklin, G. M. Grechko, and P,I. Kolodin. The crews began training for the missions on
April I0. 1969.
II
The crews for the last four missions were (on April 7. 1969) Ye. V. KhrunovlA S. Yeliseyev(Soyuz 9),
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the launches would be discussed at the Politburo level, an unusual state of events for a space
launch. It is quite likely that Soviet leaders such as Brezhnev and Kosygin were extremely sensitive to the possibility of a catastrophic failure in the Soviet space program so soon after Apollo
I I; such a mission would also once again raise the question of the direction of the Soviet space
program. How were officials to answer to the obvious comparisons with Apollo?
On September 29, Mishin spoke with Llstinov, Smirnov, and Afanasyev. The chief designer had already received permission to begin fueling the first Soyuz, spacecraft no. 14, but was
still awaiting approval to move ahead with prelaunch preparations for vehicle nos. 15 and 16.
The Politburo met a day later and finally granted permission to carry out the triple flight. The
mission would be touted as a major step in the creation of Earth-orbital stations, the "true calling" of the Soviet space program. The activity leading up to the launches was further intensified by major changes in the crew complement of the three Soyuz vehicles. Originally, the third
Soyuz--the active vehicle during the docking exercise--would have been crewed by cosmonauts Nikolayev and Sevastyanov. Colonel Nikolayev, the veteran from the Vostok days, would
also serve as the overall commander of all seven cosmonauts in space. Unfortunately for him,
he had performed poorly during a preparatory exam in late July 1969.'_ Perhaps expecting an
improvement in his abilities, planners continued to maintain the original crew complements
until September 17, when Mishin and Kamanin agreed to replace the Nikolayev-Sevastyanov
crew with a new two-cosmonaut crew fresh off their own recent spaceflights: Shatalov and
Yeliseyev. Shatalov, of course, had the distinction of being the only Soviet cosmonaut who had
actually carried out a docking in space, and his inclusion in the crew for the third Soyuz was
probably a boon to confidence. A final decision on the crew replacement was taken in early
October, after all the primary and backup cosmonauts for the three ships had arrived at the
Baykonur Cosmodrome.'4
Apart from the uniqueness of having three Soyuz ships in orbit at the same time, the joint
flight would also mark a significant expansion of Soviet communications
capabilities.
Transmissions were normally limited to flight over the Soviet landmass or with a small flotilla
of modest seafaring vessels under the control of the Department of Naval Expeditionary Work
under the Academy of Sciences since 1967. That same year, the Soviets began the construction
of the first of a new generation of vastly improved tracking ships. The first of these, with a displacement of 17,850 tons, was the Kosmonaut Vladimir Komarou, a Poltava-class dry cargo
vessel that was converted to its new role at Leningrad in 1967. The 121-strong crew and
118-member science team were three and seven times larger, respectively, than predecessors
such as the Dolinsk. The prominent features of the Kosmonaut Vladimir Komarou were the
unusual hull sponsons and the massive plastic radomes, which enclosed huge antenna arrays
for tracking and communications. For the Soyuz program, the ship would serve as one node of
a communications bridge, from the Soyuz spacecraft, to the Kosmonaut Vladimir Komarou, to
Molniya-I satellites in Earth orbit, to the NIP-16 Flight Control Center at Yevpatoriya. The ship's
first active role during a piloted mission had been on the Soyuz 4/5 docking flight, although it had
provided support during the circumlunar Zond 5 mission when it had been stationed at Havana.

13. GordonHooperand Bert Vis, "Meetin8 the SpaceExplorers:Vitali Sevastyanov,"SpaceflightNews
(January1991):34-36.
14. I. Marinin,"Russia.The Extraordinary
Incidentsof the 'Vulkans'"(Englishtitle). Novostikosmonautiki
17(August12-15, 1996):22-25. NJkolayev
andSevastyanov,
meanwhile,wereconsignedto servingasbackupsfor
the mission.The backupswereA. G. NikolayevlG.M. Grechko(Soyuz6). A. G. NikolayevlG M. GrechkotRI.
Kolodin(Soyuz7),and_ G. NikolayevlV.I. Sevastyanov
(Soyuz8) Note thatthe originalbackupcrewsweredifferentand includedat variouspointsas crewcommanderboth A. R Kuklin (who wasdroppedbecauseof health
problemsinjuly 1969)andYe.V. Khmnov(whowaspenalizedinJuly 1969forbeinginvolvedin a hit-and-runautomobileaccidentduringwhich he hadnot cometo the aidof the victims).
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cosmonauts. The ship, named Soyuz 7, entered an initial orbit of 207.4 by 225.9 kilometers at
a 51.68-degree inclination to the equator. Aboard were Lt. Colonel lqnatoliy V. Filipchenko (the
commander), civilian Vladislav N. Volkov (the flight engineer), and Lt. Colonel Viktor
V. Gorbatko (the research engineer). Filipchenko was forty-one at the time, while Volkov
was thirty-three and Gorbatko was thirty-four. TASS announced the goals of the mission as
including maneuvering in orbit, navigational investigations jointly with Soyuz 6 in group
flight," and scientific research consisting of the observation of celestial bodies and Earth's horizon, the determination of the actual brightness of stars, and measurements of illumination by
the Sun.2_Naturally, there was no mention that the ship was equipped with a passive docking
mechanism, nor that the spacecraft was to dock with a third Soyuz.
Preparations for the launch of 7K-OK spacecraft no. 16 had begun immediately after
the launch of Soyuz 6 from the pad at site 31. Within two hours of launch, the new boosterpayload stack was moved to the pad to begin its prelaunch operations. Once the two cosmonauts were settled into the descent apparatus of the spacecraft, Commander Shatalov ran into a
minor problem while tightening the wheel on the hatch lock between the two Soyuz modules
when one of its three spokes cracked under excess pressure. The crew reluctantly reported the
problem to ground control, who advised that as long as pressure integrity was maintained, the
problem would not hinder a timely launch/_ Thus, within twenty-four hours of the launch of
Soyuz 7, Strategic Missile Forces personnel launched the third Soyuz spacecraft in three days.
The launch was at 1319 hours Moscow Time on October 13, 1969. Veteran cosmonauts Colonel
Vladimir A. Shatalov (the commander), who was forty-one, and civilian t_leksey 5. Yeliseyev(the
flight engineer), who was thirty-five, entered an initial orbit of 204.5 by 223.7 kilometers at a
51.68-degree inclination. TASS announced that the new ship, named Soyuz 8, would carry out
complex scientific observations with Soyuz 6 and Soyuz 7, including group flight and the even
more general "joint orbital maneuvering to solve a number of problems connected with manned
space flights.
TASS also reported that Shatalov would be in overall command of the three
ships. Both he and Yeliseyevhad the distinction of holding the record for the shortest turnaround
for space missions, having flown in space less than ten months earlier.
TM

Initially, after Soyuz 8 entered orbit, the three spacecraft carried out independent flight
focused on their own experiments program, although several orbital corrections by all
three ships on October 13 and 14 seemed to have been preliminary maneuvers to allow for the
eventual intersection of their orbits. In general, the experiments program in orbit was divided
up. The Soyuz 6 crew carried out biomedical research (such as inner ear tests) and Earth
photography. The Soyuz 7 crew performed photography of Earth and stellar objects in differing
spectral bands. The Soyuz 8 crew focused on research on the polarization of sunlight reflected
by the atmosphere. Biomedical experiments included using "functional probes" and individual
and group psychological tests to assess working capacity in orbit. Earth photography focused
on the development of cyclones and the movement of storm fronts. The Soyuz 7 cosmonauts,
in particular, conducted detailed remote-sensing exercises, including the study of geological
areas to detect reserves of mineral raw materials. Soyuz 8 Flight Engineer Yeliseyev. like his
compatriot Kubasov on Soyuz 6, also used a new SMK-4 sextant to determine orbital elements
independently of help from ground stations. One major experiment involved the determination
of reflective properties of forests, deserts, and other areas of Earth's surface. The crews remained
in regular contact with each other and for the first time jointly used the Molniya-I

22.
23
24

satellite

Petrov.Conquestof OuterSpace.p. 123.
M F,Rebrov,Kosrnichesk_ye
katastro[y:Russkiye
sensatsii(Moscow:Izdt_T.1993),pp. 43-44.
Petrov,Conquesto/OuterSpace,p. 129.
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Here are the seuen cosmonauts of the Soyuz 6/7/8 mission. Sitting Jrom left to right are Valeriy Kubasou.
_eorgiy Shonin, Vladimir Shatalou, and _leksey Yeliseyeu.Standing from left to right are Viktor _orbatko,
_natoliy Fitipehenko, and Vladislau Volkou. (files of Peter _orin)
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of the experiment.
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launches
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daytime.

25. Older ships, such as the Bezhitsa. BorouichL Dolinsk, Kegostrou, Morzhouets, NeueL and Ristna. were
also used [or communications, SeeEvgenyRiabchikov.Russians in Space (Moscow: Novosti PressPublishing House,
1971). p. 273. For the general experiments program, see Smolders, Souiets in Space, pp 181. 184; Riabchikov.
Russians m Space. pp, 273-74: Kenneth Gatland. Manned Spacecraft (New York: Macmillan, 1976), pp. 143-45:
Lardier, L_stronautique Soui_tique, p. 188: Narimanov, Ot kosmieheskikh korabley, p. 72.
26. "In Memory o[ Cosmonaut G S. Shonin" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 7(March 24-April 6,
1997): 25-27.
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By October 14, the three spacecraft were in a common orbit of roughly 200 by 225 kilometers at a 51.7-degree inclination, gs planned, the Soyuz 7 and Soyuz 8 spacecraft approached each
other to within a distance of 500 meters, while Soyuz 6 watched nearby. Docking between Soyuz
7 and Soyuz 8 had been planned to be semi-automatic, with the Igla system bringing the two
ships to a distance of IO0 meters of each other, after which Shatalov would take over manual controt. As backup cosmonaut Sevastyanov recalled later, the ships did not come closer than
500 meters of each other:
There was a mistake during the preliminary stage of the docking and the [Igla] radio
system didn't work [on Soyuz 8]--it didn't give the information on where the second
spacecraft was. They tried to use an optical channel, but at that time they didn't
have a special laser device for measuring the distance, and they had no possibility to
measure the distance between the two spacecraft/_
The "optical channels" were evidently bright light signals on the ships used at range
distances of 1,5OOmeters and 500 meters. In two attempts to close in on Soyuz 7 manually
from those distances, an increasingly stressed Shatalov on Soyuz 8 found it too difficult to
measure the relative distance to the passive spacecraft while the ships were in Earth's shadow.
The cosmonauts' frustrations were exacerbated by on-board indicators showing that the Igla
system was completely operational. Recent reports indicate that one or more of the ships may
also have been inserted into the wrong orbit, further complicating matters? BBecause of the
malfunctioning Igla system, the Soyuz 8 cosmonauts were unable to move close enough
to Soyuz 7 to transfer to manual control and dock. As a last desperate move, ground control
decided to try and maintain station-keeping between the two ships using only ballistics data
transmitted from the ground. The docking attempt was rescheduled for the following day,
October 15. Unfortunately, without the use of the Igla system, the cosmonauts were unable
to bring the ships closer than 1,700 meters. The third ship, Soyuz 6, which did not carry the
Igla system, was unable to independently complete any close approaches to the other
two spacecraft.
That the mission was a complete mess was underlined in a U.S. intelligence report, which
was declassified in 1997. The CIA wrote:
The five rendezvous
attempts made during the mission were all unsuccessful
for
several different reasons. The first failed because the automatic rendezvous system [that
is, Igla] would not indicate radar lock-on between Soyuz 7 and 8. Two orbits later the
first manual rendezvous attempt was made but it was broken off after Soyuz 8 used
more than the authorized amount of attitude-control
propellant, zl second manual
attempt, made the next day. failed because Soyuz 8 did not properly control its lateral
velocity relative to Soyuz 7. The attempt by Soyuz 6 to carry out a cosmonaut-controlled
rendezvous with the other two spacecraft failed because of insufficient time to correct
for a three kilometer out-of-plane separation between it and the other vehicles. The final
manual attempt at rendezvous and docking between Soyuz 7 and 8 was poorly timed
and the vehicles could not establish the correct interval and relative velocity between
them required for a docking operation before they entered the earth's shadow.""

27. HooperandVis, "Meetingthe SpaceExplorers:
Vitali Sevastyanov."
p. 36.
28. ' In Memoryof CosmonautG. S.Shonin."
29. LI.S.CentralIntelligenceAgency,"National IntelligenceEstimateII I 71: The SovietSpaceProgram,"
Washington,DC,July I, 1971,p 29, asdeclassifiedin 1997bythe CIA HistoricalReviewProgram.
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Our country has an extensive space program, drawn up for many years. We
are going our own way: we are moving consistently and purpose[uUy. Soviet cosmonautics is solving problems of increasing complexity...
, Our way to the conquest
of space is the way of solving vital, fundamental
tasks, basic problems of science and
technology ....
Our science has approached the creation of long-term orbital stations
and laboratories as the decisive means to an extensive conquest of space. Soviet science regards the creation of orbital stations with changeable crews as the main road
for man into space. They can become cosmodromes in space, launching platforms for
[lights to other planets. Major scientific laboratories can be created for the study of
space technology, biology, medicine, geophysics, astronomy, and astrophysics?"
He added a second thread--that
of a Soviet space program working purely for improving the
welfare of Soviet citizens: "Space for the good of people, space for the good of science, space for
the good of the national economy. Such in brief, is the substance of the Soviet space program-its philosophical credo. '''_ The implication was clear: while Americans were chasing the Moon
with Apollo, an empty, politically motivated enterprise, Soviet cosmonauts were doing their all for
the advancement of science and ultimately for the benefit of humankind. From the moment
Brezhnev finished his speech, it was clear to most participants in the Soviet space program that
the age of the space station had begun--an era that ultimately led to the Mir space station.
At a postflight press conference for the Soyuz 617/8 mission on November 4, Academy of
Sciences President Keldysh stressed that Soviet efforts in space would focus on the creation of the
first permanent orbital space station. The timeframe would "certainly be within ten years, and
[probably] less than five years.., literally in the nearest future. TM On October 24, Keldysh told
the Swedish press that "we no longer have any scheduled plans for manned lunar flights. '''_
Commentators through the end of the year also repeatedly stressed the importance of cost in
future planning, suggesting that automatic exploration of the Moon was far cheaper than piloted
exploration. The suggestion was that the high cost of space exploration had forced a redirection
in the overall effort? _All this worked to neutralize the success of Apollo. In one of the more bold
pronouncements of the period, The New York Times claimed in a page-one story in late 1969
that:
according to some observers in Washington and some ,Zlmerican scientists, the Russians
may never have had a high-priority goal and timetable for a lunar landing in the same
sense as the Apollo project's commitment to land men on the Moon in this decade.""

42. Thisexcerptfrom hisspeechisa slightlymodifiedversionof that publishedin ibid. p, 378 Somecorrectionshavebeenaddedbasedon the excerptsinJamesF.Clarity,"BrezhnevSaysSovietis Followingthe 'Main
Road in Space,"New YorkTimes,October23, 1969,p. 20.
43 Riabchikov.
RussiansinSpace.p. 278.
44. BernardGwertzman,"SovietExpertPredictsSpaceStationin 5 Years,"New YorkTimes,November5.
1969,p 16.Therewasan amusingexchangeat the pressconferencethatwasnot reportedinthe West.Upon being
askedby a U.S reporterwhetherthe Sovietswerepreparingto senda manto the Moon. Keldyshrepliedconfus
ingly. "I think the Moon hasto besent to the man."The audienceburst into laughter,but it took Keldysha long
time to realizewhythe audiencewaslaughing.It wasonly when Shatalovpromptedhim that the academician
tried
to correcthimself,but hedid it soclumsilythattherewasmorelaughter.SeeKamanin,"1FeelSorryforOurGuys,"
no 14.
45. JohnNobleWilford, "SovietApparentlyDropsPlanto PutMenon Moon," New YorkTimes,October
26. 1969 pp I, II
46. See,for example.BernardGwertzman,"SovietCurbsSpaceWork for Economy,"New "YorkTimes.
December31, 1969.
47 Wilford, "SovietApparentlyDropsPlanto Put Menon Moon," p h
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From
of

the

an

outside

Soviet

perspective,

space

the

direction

seemed

simple.

While

the Soviets may have been looking

to com-

pete

with

_qpoIlo

they abandoned
1964-65,

of

an

the

early

1960s,

goal early, perhaps

Earth-orbital

twenty

dominant

years, this

paradigm

motives
of

in

that

around

and had then focused only on the devel-

opment
almost

program

during

space
would

in

station.

indeed

understanding

the 1960s and

For

be the
Soviet

1970s. 48

If Westerners proved to be easier to convince
Soviet intentions,
the CISSR's own citizens

proved

less gullible.

_

recalling the Brezhnev
in 1990:
Orbital

stations

Moscow-based

at that

time did not repre-

sent an end itself, but a political
Following

the spectacular

Nell Armstrong

and

1969,

was

Brezhnev

journalist,

speech, wrote with sarcasm

response.

lunar landing

Edwin
obhged

with

an alternative

space

face,

as well as the badly

by

,Ztldrin in July
to come

project

up

to save

tarnished

myth

USSRAcademy of Sciences President Mstislav
Keldysh's scientific, managerial, and advisory
contributions to the Soviet space program were
matched by only a few individuals during the
Soviet era. Keldysh also had the distinction of being
one o/the few high-ranking individuaJs in the
space program whose identity was public
knowledge. (files of Peter Corin)

of Soviet superiority
in space. He was told
about an alternative.
Brezhnev mentioned
the U.S. success

in reaching

said

are following

that

course,

"we

which
Designers,

sands

of other people

their

sleeves,

piloted

was

full

purposeand

well

that

notwithstanding,

in reassessing
come to mind.

in 19697 In other words,

or a complement
the myriad

the answers

of programs
The

Space

Why

By the late spring of 1969, Soviet space officials

dating

of the Soviet
really abandon

option

space stations?

to these questions

and proposals
Station

the trajectory

Did the Soviets

was the space station

to the lunar program?

icy issues in the Soviet space program,
from

up
the

in 1969, a few questions

lunar program

they be isolated

thou-

laughed

lying. 4°

pronouncements

space program

as a substitute

and

probably

knowing

and

a different

cosmonauts,

Secretary

Brezhnev's
piloted
their

is consistent

ful."

General

the moon

As

put forward

with

most pol-

are not simple,

from

the Korolev

nor can
era.

Rrrives
had already decided

on three options

avail-

able for a suitable response to Apollo,
prompted
by the stunning
success of Apollo
8 in
December 1968. These options were a piloted mission to Mars, the modification
of the N I-L3

48. See,for example, Nicholas Danitoff. The Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York: Alfred A. Knopl, 1972),
pp. 153, 164: William H. Schauer, The Politics o[ Space: ..ztComparison of the Soviet and American Space Programs
(New York: Holmes and Meier. 1976). pp. 164-78:
49. Leonard Nikishin, "inside the Moon Race," Moscow News, April I1. 1990, p 15.
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program
forextended
visitstotheMoon,andthecreation
ofEarth-orbital
stations.
Although
Brezhnev's
speech
served
to movethethirdoptionintothe forefront,
the Sovietspace
establishment
didnotgiveuptheothertwooptions
in late1969.
Infact,if funding
wasany
indication,
money
fortheNI-L3piloted
lunarprogram
reached
apeak
inappropriations
for1970,
about
$1.8billion,ayearafterApolloII.s°Whilethere
wascertainly
astate
commitment
forthe
lunarlanding
program
wellpast1969,
aswellasamodicum
ofinterest
intheMarsproject,
the
space
stationprogram
seems
to haveoffered
the quickest
return.Ustinov,
Smirnov,
and
Afanasyev
needed
something
big,perhaps
asearlyas1910.
Neither
theNI-L3noranyproposed
Marsexpedition
wouldbeready
bythen.Space
stations
wereseen
asanacceptable
alternative.
AswithmostSoviet
space
projects
oftheperiod,
therewasanother
external
factor.
The
U.S.Department
ofDefense
hadforged
ahead
withtheManned
Orbiting
Laboratory for the latter part of the
NASA

1960s, but that

had been studying

these studies

evolved

mal use of Apollo

into the Apollo

to build

ways,

the N I-L3 lunar program,
ly put together

space station

naut Feoktistov

hinted

1960s

was

against

that

it was

and not

The debate
opposing
aclysmic
described

a contract

hoisted

Deputy

brewing

to us engineers

the Design

Bureau

with

that
Chief,

to carry on with the Moon

upon

having

Soviet

the design

the

most

space

ten years on

totally

program.

some hasti-

and veteran cosmo-

bureau.

important

stations,

to react

space engineers.

almost

Chief

Douglas

to be ready

did not want

invested

Department

was

McDonnell

to second place behind

within

of orbital

1965

make maxi-

In July 1969, NASA

was expected

race in space, Ustinov

to see it consigned

be the creation

that would

in Earth's orbit.

19/0. __The station

was one

TsKBEM

project

but

opposed
Everything

development

for

the administration
to this.

He thought

else was

nonsense

doing? _

over the space station

versus the Moon

and in a few years, this small fracture

consequences.
how

program.

it. Mishin,

factions,

ful supporters

option

side,

in 1958, and in

based on an upper stage of the Saturn

of the Soviet space industry,

clear

would

important

worth

space station

of losing another

later at the discord

it was

flights

Program--a

Skylab in February

were reluctant

in May 1969. On the civilian

since its birth

a "dry workshop"

the space station

Many in the upper echelons

manned

almost

later, the space agency "definitized"
renamed

for launch by mid-1972.
Afraid
with too little too late. $2

In the

options

Applications

for the project,

A month

the station,

In some

had been canceled

hardware to build a modest

selected a final design
V booster.

program

space station

in highly

program
in unity

But even as early as 1969, the "pro
placed positions

his faction

managed

and managed

to influence

split the design
would

space station"

to pull the right

the content

ultimately
group

strings.

of Brezhnev's

bureau

into

lead to cathad power-

Feoktistov
famous

later

October

1969 speech:

50. V. £ Mishin. "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?" (English title), Znaniye: tekhnike: seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12(December, 1990): 3-43. The amount in Soviet currency, according to Mishin, was 600 million rubles. The total appropriations for the N I-I.3 program up to January I. 19ZI, was 2.9 billion rubles, or roughly
$8 Z billion.
51.
Linda Neuman Ezell, NASA Historical Data Book, Volume III Programs and Projects 1969-1978
(Washington, DC: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4012, 1988), pp. 98-100: Roger D Launius, NAS,zt: 7] History o/
the US, Ciuil SpaceProgram (Malabar. FL: Krieger Publishing Co.. 1994), pp. 97-98.
52. The Skylab option as a rationale for the Soviet space station program is mentioned in Semenov, ed.,
Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 264.
53. "The Russian Right Stuff: The Dark Side of the Moon," NOVA television show, #1808, WGBH-TV,
Boston, February 27, 199I.
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know

how

the Party Central
that

orbital

While
Dmitriy

stations

some immediate

station

the right way forward?

unhappy

about

for the Soviet

space program.

road into space,"
of course,

were expected
of designing

Reportedly

nicknamed

ther official

sanction

during

continue,

what

of the Korolev

announced
faction's

called

to pro-

the

space

position.

The

but results from

at his design bureau to explore

the

continued

Heavy

Orbital

throughout

had viewed

Station

(TOS).

the 1960s with

by more pressing

programs

nei-

such as

the idea as one left for

design

quarters,

had a multiple

a controlling

docking

built,

variants

of the

One small space sta-

compartment,

adapter for four visiting

the floors akin to "slices"

along the longitudinal

in assembly shop no. 444 at the Experimental

the very same site where workers
with

several different

and an airSoyuz-type

the TOS was six meters in length, just under three meters in diameter,

in shape, with

tion, also apparently

bureau studied

small designs to giant space stations.

of three floors: the living

One end of the station

In this variant,

assembled

Machine

Soyuz ships?'Another

axis. A mock-up
Building

and toilets,
spacecraft.

for a laboratory
The docking

EVAs. _" By 1969, as space stations

future of the Soviet space program,
version

of the TOS, a IO0-ton

station

proper was a cylinder

a group

behemoth
twenty

craft could dock at a special multiple

and a control

unit would

also serve as an airlock adapter

to be launched

into Earth orbit

by the N I rocket. The

section at one end of the station,

at thirty degrees to the main axis of the vehicle, giving the entire station
feathers? _ None of the TOS conceptions

went

beyond

role in the

began work on a much more ambitious

meters long and six meters in diameter.
docking

for a crew

post, and for a multiple

began to assume a more crucial

at TsKBEM

Plant at

similar concep-

had four floors. The floors were for lockers and "cupboards,"

a kitchen

unit for five visiting

for performing

wanted

reputation

on a Mars project,

had tasked engineers
generically

it seems that Korolev

of the station was built

docking

was

the N I-L3 effort,

consisted

compartment

work

was probably

apparently

and Space, he was direct-

his boss Brezhnev

as would

in

saying

the 1970s.

tion design

Kaliningrad,

one of them
program,

the pro space station

support? 6 Diverted

the 1960s, from relatively

and cylindrical

undisclosed,

nor much financial

_q special subdivision

spacecraft.

speech

in 1970 or 1971.

TOS during

lock chamber.

When

Zvezda, work on the proposal

Soyuz and eventually
fruition

we(I-wishers

4

for Defense Industries

it cemented

Since the early 1960s, the late Korolev
possibility

remain

but some

into Brezhnev's

the results of the lunar

of the Central Committee

N I-L3 program would,

the

their minds,
a passage

results from an aimless space program? 5 He also had his own

as the "main

the new option

inserted

of the "well-wishers"

who,

tect. As the secretary
ly responsible

to change

cunnin£1y

promised

the identity

F. Ustinov,

to get the bosses

Committee

exploratory

Four Soyuz spaceeach node angled

the look of an arrow with

studies. As one Soviet space

historian
later recalled, "Eorolev assumed that he would be able to realize [the] notion
manned station, but he was so overloaded with other work, he wasn't able to do it."_

of a

54. Ibid.
55. Kamanin suggeststhat it was Ustinov, Smirnov, and Keldysh who were instrumental in "putting these
words into IBrezhnev's] mouth." SeeKamanJn,"1 FeelSorry for Our Guys." no. 14.
56. The designation Zvezda is from Yaroslav Golovanov. Koroleu: [akty i mi[y (Moscow: Nauka, 1994),
p. 768.
57. V.M. Petrakov, "Soviet Orbital Stations," Journal of the British Interplanetary Society 47 (September
1994): 363-72.
58. C. Wachtel, "The Chief Designersof the Soviet Space Program," Journal of the British Interplanetary
Society 38 (December 1985): 561 63.
59. Semenov, ed, Raketno-Kosmicheskaya Korporatsiya, p. 278.
60. I. 13.Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft(From the History of the Soviet SpaceProgram)" (English title),
Nouoye v zhizni Nauke, tekhnike: Seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12 (December 1991): 1-64.
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TheIO0-ton
variant
oftheTOS,
datingfrom1969,
mayhave
beenapartofamuchlarger
conceptual
design
thathadslowlyevolved
atTsKBEM
throughout
thelate1960s.
Around1965,
Korolev
hadapproved
exploratory
studies
ofanintegrated
large
modular
space
station
in Earth
orbit,verymuchsimilar
totheideas
ofTsiolkovskiy
andOberth
fromtheearlypartofthecentury.Designated
theMultirote
Space
Base-Station
(MKBS),
it wouldbepartof thelarger
Multirole
Orbital
Complex
[MOK).Korolev
hadevidently
entrusted
thisearly
workontheMOK
toFirstDeputy
Mishin,
whocontinued
topursue
thetopiconcehehadbecome
chiefdesignerafterKorolev's
death?'
WorkontheMKBS
involved
notonlythemaindesign
bureau,
but
alsoTsKBEM's
branch
atKuybyshev
under
FirstDeputy
ChiefDesigner
Kozlov.
Discussions
duringthepost-Apollo
8period
hadfocused
ontheMOK/MKBS
asapossible
vehicle
forrespondingtothesuccess
ofApollo.
Some
officials
atthetimesuggested
integrating
defense
goals
into
theeffort,perhaps
toelicitsomeinterest
fromtheMinistry
ofDefense
tofundtheendeavor.
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to launch
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for the project.
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that

by the Soyuz-VI

Since
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about

t00th
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complex,
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of
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By

was on schedule,

instrumentation.
units

more

not in Mishin's

space station

service systems
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of the control

the

was something

solution

of the Almaz

and certain
of

launch
support

articles

Soyuz,

his "thick"

Vladimir

the first completed

Designer

as possible.

22, 19707 _ For the most part, progress on the project

late 1969, work on the actual
there

Designer

to

support

image needed

found

in the

provisionally

of General

was not particularly
the Soviet

was

of the 7K-S Soyuz ferry, arguing

of the trouble-prone

Ustinov

Chief

lukewarm

dates for flight-ready

TsKBM

V. I. Lenin on April
although

And

block, which

station? '_ Early plans

into service as quickly

What

Both

bureaus. The

design documentation

of Defense increase funding

Ustinov

to Apollo.

space

of the basic 7K-OK

Deputy

Given Mishin's

was much more supportive

the list of options,
response

something

on the
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Under

his space

modest

to fly in space.

different

block.

as a future

bring

had two

issued the complete

that delivery

that the 7K-S be introduced

as an appropriate
substantial,

work

to

the 7K-S, a variant

proved to be too optimistic.

it was not surprising

as an improved

consisting

the same
the earliest

the MOK/MKBS

hardware

of two

into the OB-VI

bureau had already

in 1969 that the Ministry

it was important

station,

of experimental

in 1969, however,

had any actual

and a ferry vehicle,

crew transfer

the design

a program

neither

from

project:

hardware

1969, the Soviets

and they were products

about the size of a Soyuz spacecraft,

it suffered

lunar landing

to existing

At the end of

although

option,

at best. Keeping

his attention

conclusion.

in progress,

long-term

and an expanded

and

As
two

of

1970,

flightworthy

system, solar panels, and some of the

61. The MKBS and the MOK were mentioned at a meeting in late 1965 to discuss changes in the 1966-70
five yearplan for space exploration. SeeV. Denisov, "The Last Lesson"(English title),/quiatsiya i kosmonautika no.
12 (December 1991): 40-43. Korolev preparednotes on a tactical-technical requirementfor the MKBS on September
30 1963
62
Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmieheskayoKorporatsiya. p. 211
63. Lardier, L_stronautique 5oui#tique. p, 189.
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station's

other

components
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program
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for the first flights

Volynov,

and Gorbatko/'
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was under

from

of civilian
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as early as December

to the station,

headed

training

process by the State Interdepartmental
cosmonauts
in the Soviet Union. _
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option
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a launch
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throughout
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and
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who

in the
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had evidently
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as the primary
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at his design
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According
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on the Soyuz
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to
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at the time.
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all
it to
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and then
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had already

to one source,
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the Soyuz,

to use elements
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supporting

design
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complete
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units,
Ustinov
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and delivering

the problems
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for cosmonaut

First, there was the lag in developing

the military

Chelomey's
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Mishin's

Popovich,

for the Soviet space program.

In late
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opposed

put Ustinov
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such as control
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problems.
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major

systems,

There were conflicts
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for two

"auxiliary"

a page from
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in 1969 in anticipation

Commission,

was ideal for Ustinov's

except

taking

from his organization

of those passed tests and began further

as possible--ideal

by veteran commanders

Even more impressive,
engineers

of cosmonauts

1961, and by 1969, four crews

to maintain

a preliminary

be fulfilled

in the

the N I-L3 lunar

in these initial

discussions

Possibly, this was not a coincidence,

of the chief designer's

absence to solidify

the

64. Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft": Vladimir Polyachenko. "The 'Pep' of Almaz" (English title), Kry/ya
rodiny no. I (january 1992): 18 19.
65. Polyachenko. "The Pep' of Almaz," Another source suggests that there were three commanders in
1969: R R. Popovich, V. D. Shcheglov, and O. A Yakovlev. SeeE-mail correspondence, Sergey Voevodin to the
author, January 30, 1997.
66. The three candidates from TsKBM were A A. Grechanik, V G. Makrushin, and D. A, Yuyukov.SeeNina
Chugunova, "Chelomey's Cosmonauts: Why There Are No Crews From NPO Mashinostroyeniya in Outer Space"
(English title), Ogonek 4-5 (January 1993): 24-29
67. Petrakov, "Soviet Orbital Stations": Chugunova. "Chelomey's Cosmonauts": Semenov, ed..
Ruketno-KosmieheskoyuKorporatsiyG p. 264.
68
Dmitriy Payson, "Without the 'Secret Stamp: 'Satyat' and Star Wars" (English title), Rossiysk_yeuestL
November 21, 1992. p. 4
69
Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmieheskoyaKorporutsiyo, p. 264. In one source, the idea for using the Almaz
as a basis for the new station is attributed to Mishin himself, but given later events, this is extremely unlikely,
See S. A. Zhiltsov, ed., _osudarstvennyy kosmieheskty nauehno-proizuodstvennyy
tsentr imeni M V Khrumcheva
(Moscow: RUSSLIT,1997), p, 74.
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"prospace
station"
contingent
withinthedesign
bureau.
Ustinov
wasclearly

supportive

of the

idea. not the least because it would be a big blow to Chelomey's
indefatigable
ambitions.
As
the ball started rolling on the idea, Chelomey was acutely aware that it was Ustinov who was
the main sponsor

to this latest blow

against

his empire. '° At a meeting

of TsKBEM

senior staff

on January 3, 1970, Ustinov offered his complete backing and ordered the preparation
mal Communist
Party and government decree on the matter/'
It may have been a brilliant

idea for Ustinov,

but implementing

the concept

of a for-

proved to be a

little more difficult. Ustinov did not want to deal directly with Chelomey's central organization,
and thus he invited
a subsidiary
of Chelomey's
design bureau, his Fill Branch, to the
preliminary
discussions
with Mishin. This cooperation
fact, stipulated
in Ustinov's
initial order to Mishin to:

between

•

Have the space station

•

Make maximal

•

Arrange with the chief of TsKBM's Fill Branch, Viktor
ipation of that branch in the new program t_
TsKBM's

bombers

achievements
M-48,
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for the Soviet

Air

N. Bugayskiy,

history

Force. Among
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as well as an intercontinental

Chelomey's

design

focus to ICBMs

partners

was, in

from the Soyuz spacecraft

cruise

missile,

vehicles.

No.

the partic-

its more

ambitious,

the Buran.

After

I, the organization

Under Chelomey's

rocketry,

design bureau (OKB-23),
some of the most famous

of one of the Soviet Union's

bureau in 1960 as Branch

and space launch

concerning

in the Soviet aviation,

and space industries.
In the 1950s, it had been an independent
headed by the famous Chief Designer Myasishchev,
and had built
long-range

unlikely

ready in a year to a year and a half

use of ready instrumentation

Fill Branch

two

albeit

unrealized,

first spaceplanes,

the

it was subordinated
slowly

shifted

general leadership,

to

its design
the branch

created the UR-200 ICBM (later canceled), the UR-I00 ICBM, and the UR-500 (Proton)launch
vehicle. '_ All of these rockets were manufactured
at the massive M. V. Khrunichev
Machine
Building

Plant, collocated

Detailed

place in January
Ustinov
and

evidently

Bugayskiy,

then that
three

Bugayskiy

presided
questions

On january

and Ryzhikh

I05-41)

of the Central

and TsKBM's

where

Mishin

which

were attended

director

of

the

Khrunichev

were solved about
of the orbital
4, Mishin

returned

I-sKBEM

negotiations,

the joint

station.
visited

Committee

was on holiday

Plant,

work

Fill Branch took

not only

Mikhail

the

at the time.
by Mishin

I. Ryzhikh.

It was

of the three organizations

in the

"'4 There were also exchange
Khrunichev

the favor by visiting

Ustinov completely excluded Chelomey
Bugayskiy. was an essential participant
(no.

between

near Moscow,

over the

also the

and creation

entities.

the Fill Branch in Moscow.

on the cooperation

1970 at Bakovskiy
but

"basic

development

with

discussions

Mishin's

Plant,
design

while

visits among
the following

bureau

the
day

at Kaliningrad.

from the negotiations,
despite the fact his First Deputy,
in the talks. The discussions
culminated
with a decree
and the USSR Council

of Ministers

dated

February 9,

70
SeeChugunova. "Chelomey's Cosmonauts," for Chelomey's reaction upon hearing of the idea and his
suspicions of Ustinov.
71
The preparation of the decreewas entrusted to _q.I_Tsarev(VPK), K. A. Kerimov (MOM), and K D.
Bushuyev (TsKBEM).
72. Petrakov,"Soviet Orbital Stations."
73. Zhiltsov, ed, _osudarstuennyy kosmicheskiy, pp. 56-65. By 1970, it had already begun the development of two modifications of the UR-I00 ICBM, designated the UR-100M and the UR-IOOK. Note that the UR-500
Proton had begun development as an ICBM with-orbital-weapons delivery system
74. Petrakov,"Soviet Orbital Stations."
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1970, which called for the development of a new space station complex, the DOS-TK/_ "DOS"
stood for "Long-Duration Orbital Station" and represented the station proper, while the 7K
denoted the Soyuz ferry vehicle. In later years, it would publicly be known first as Salyut and
later as Mir. Apart from formally approving the project, the decree also stipulated the transfer
of an already manufactured hull of Chelomey's Almaz station to the hands of Mishin's
engineers. The latter, in cooperation with people under Bugayskiy and Ryzhikh, would reequip
the _Imaz to create the DOS vehicle. 7_
By the time that the Soviet leadership issued a formal decree on the DOS, the leaders
of the relevant organizations had already shuffled their priorities to bring a high priority to the
program. By late December 1969, Bugayskiy's Fill Branch had established a group of "lead
designers" for the orbital station project headed by Vladimir V. Pallo, which included veterans
of the group that had designed the Proton booster. 77At Mishin's design bureau, the senior staff
had proposed the appointment of thirty-four-year-old Yuriy P. Semenov as the "lead designer"
of the DOS-IK complex, a position that gave him direct design control over the project.
Semenov had served in the same capacity since May 1967 for the LI circumlunar project, a
remarkable distinction for such a young man. A clearly competent engineer, it was rumored that
his rapid rise was owed in part to the fact that he was the son-in-law of Politburo member
Andrey P. Kirilenko78 On February 4, Mishin handed out assignments on the DOS-7K project.
As one would expect, most of the key assignments went to those who had proposed the
project in the first place, including Bushuyev, Chertok. and Feoktistov/_
In Soviet terms, the pace and acceleration of the project were remarkable. By December 3 I,
1969, literally in the course of a few days, TsKBEM engineers prepared a document, "Basic
Provisions for an Orbital Station," which was the precise origin of the DOS-7K design. In
February 1970, the design bureau's Department No. 241 issued the technical plan for the
DOS, with which the leadership of TsKBM's Fill Branch concurred. In early March, a group of
engineers from TsKBEM, TsKBM's Fill Branch, and the Khrunichev Plant met for the first
time to discuss the project and agreed on the basic requirements and direction of work. 8°The
distribution of labor among the three enterprises laid the foundation for a cooperation that

75. Ibid.; Semenov,ed., RaketnoKosmicheskoya
Korporatsiya.p. 267: Zhiltsov, ecL,Cosudorstuennyy
kosmicheskiy,
p. 75.
76. A subsequent decree (no. 57ss) of the Ministryof GeneralMachine Building(MOM) dated February
16, 1970,alsospecifiedmoredetailsof eachside'sparticipationin the project.SeeZhiltsov,ed.,_osudarstvennyy
kosmieheskiy,p. 75.
77. Ibid; G.Amiryants,"Ivensen's'Chayka'"(Englishtitle),,Zluiatsiyai kosmonautikano. 4 (April 1990):
36-38: _qndrey
Tarasov."SpaceScienceof the Future:Selectionof PathsandOrbits" (Englishtitle), Prauda,May [L
1990,p 3.
i'8. Semenov's
official appointmentasleaddesignerof the DOS-TKcomplex,datedJanuary20. 1970,has
beenreproducedin full in Semenov.ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya,p. 265-66. Fora biographyof
Semenov,seeK. Lantratov,"Yu. P.Semenov(on 60 Years)"(Englishtitle), Nouostikosmonautiki6 (April 9-22,
1995):54-55 Forthe Kirilenkoconnection,seeRoaldZ Sagdeev,
TheMakingo[ a SovietScientist:My 71duentures
in Nuclear Fusionand Space FromStalin to Star Wars (New York:John Wiley & Sons, 1993),p. 180.
79. Themainassignmentswere:Yu.P.Semenov(leaddesignerforthe DOS-7Kcomplex),K. D. Bushuyev
(chief of DOS-?Kdevelopment),K. R Feoktistov(deputy chief of DOS-7Kdevelopment),R V. Tsybin (lead
designerforthe 7Kferryship), k A. Gorshkov(leaddesignerfor the DOSorbital block),B.Ye.Chertok(chiefof the
guidancesystem),B. V. Raushenbakh
(deputychief of the guidancesystem),h Ye,Yurasov(deputychiefof the
guidancesystem).Ya.I. Tregub(chiefof flight tests),V. h Zelenshchikov(deputychief of flight tests),and/q. R
Abramov(chiefof the groundcomplex,technicalposition,andfuelingequipment).
80. Semenov. ed., Raketno-KosmJcheskaya Korporatsiyu, p. 266. tqmong those present were:
Ye.A Bashkin. E. K Demchenko, K. P. Feoktistov.L, A. Gorshkov,iq. A. Nesterenko. and Yu. P. Semenov from
TsKBEM:V. N. Bugayskiy.G D Dermichev,Ya. B. Nodelman,and V. V. Pallofrom TsKBM'sFill Branch:and
B.G. Britkov,Ye.M Kupryakov,M. P.Parfenov,
andA. h Tsimmermanfromthe KhrunichevPlant.
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existed among the same three entities into the 1990s in the design, development,
testing,
and launch of the Mir space station and its various add-on modules. Never before had the Soviet
space industry

engaged in such a cooperative

project that was primarily

civilian

in nature.

Mishin's TsKBEM worked on the overall design of the station, supplied almost all the complete
systems, developed new systems for the station, ensured the launch and return of station crews,
and had control over flights,
preflight

testing

the station,

carried out modeling,

umentation,
station

It also manufactured

of the fully built station.

supervised

developed

the manufacturing

new ones at its Building

As soon as the official
Bushuyev,

Feoktistov,

A new transitional
forward bulkhead

compartment

•

A truncated airlock compartment
sive docking node
A new aggregate compartment
the rest of the station,

•

which

in the preparation

Plant had already manufactured

a simplified

of the product/'

initial concept

with a passive docking node, which

at the rear of the station
contain

of the associated

with a much smaller diameter

These initial changes

design were incorporated

station

into a special wooden

at the Fili Branch. More difficult

was the actual appro-

was reluctant to give up.
Chelomey at the latter's

offices in Reutov. The meeting was long and did not go very well; the proud Chelomey
Council

an earful. The younger

of Ministers

tion by Minister
capitulated
Ultimately,

man invoked the recently

decree, but Chelomey

of General Machine

passed Central

evidently

Committee

and

refused to give in. It was only after personal interven-

Building

Afanasyev

that the matter was resolved, Chelomey

and handed over four already-built
hulls of the Almaz station to Mishin's engineers?'
eight station hulls, associated equipment, and documentation
were transferred to the

DOS program. All of this was done via Chelomey's
general designer. One of Chelomey's

deputies

The TsKBM Branch uJas instructed
ject.

than

and aggregate compartments

priation of the several complete Almaz models, which Chelomey naturally
In March 1970, DOS lead designer Semenov for the first time met with
gave Semenov

pas-

the main engines
on the transitional

built to specifications

which

introduced

forced a redesign of the

at the rear of the station with deletion

to the Almaz

for the DOS--

for the station,

team. At the basic level, the designers
Almaz station to turn it into the DOS:

would

of the

the pressure hull, man-

decree was issued, the leading architects

New large solar panels installed like wings
(the old Almaz panels would be deleted) ':

mock up of the station

the layout of

a small portion of the systems, issued the design doc

and Semenov--developed

•

and carried out

Fill Branch developed

160, and carried out the full assembly

government

was then delivered
to Bugayskiy's
four major modifications
to Chetomey's

•

TsKBM

at the plant, and participated

at the launch site. The Khrunichev

ufactured

the basic systems of the station

Bugayskiy's

Chelomey's

Deputy

Fill Branch--that

to hand over all blueprints

at the Branch

is, without

going through

the

recalled:

implemented

type copies of our drawings,
and he had
developed
drawings
related to the DOS...

related to the TsKBEM pro-

the order, having

made

not even wiped out our signatures
which he handed overY

the diazofrom

the

8 I. Ibid. p. 268: Zhiltsov. edr Gosudarstuennyy kosmicheskiy, p 74.
82
Zhiltsov, ed,, Cosudarstvennyy kosmicheskiy, p 75: Petrakov,"Soviet Orbital Stations."
83, Semenov,ed.. Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p, 267. Another source says that the MOM order
dating from February 16, 1970. stipulated that six Almaz stations were to be turned over from Chelomey to Mishin.
SeeK /antratov, "Dmitriy Kozlov's 'Zvezda'" (English title), Novosti kosmonavliki 6 (March 10-23. 1997): 74-80.
84, Polyachenko. "The 'Pep' of Almaz," p. 19
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The convoluted

story behind the genesis of the DOS could

have been the brainchild
ers, a maze

of an author

of abrupt

turns,

betrayal. No one could have possibly
Chelomey
Mishin,

alliances,

while

predicted such an outcome.
materials

at the same time, one of Chelomey's

happened

when

idea. For Chelomey,
the immediate

both

Mishin

Chelomey

to

own branch-

on the project. And all

and Mishin

opposed

this was a blow of proportions

the

comparable

to

period when the bottom

fell out

of so many of his programs.

After that near catastrophe,

he saw

one

piloted

after

post-Khrushchev

read-

and ultimately

was ordered to hand over all his Almaz

es was ordered to cooperate with
this

intent on confusing

shifting

another

Although

of

his

he had a fairly

space

projects

strong automated

disappear.

space program,

he

staked all his hopes to claim some of the glory of the piloted
space effort on glmaz.
consoled

by

the

powerful

enough

But his tqlmaz was near death.

fact

that

to completely

it would

be delayed,

Ministry

of Defense support

would

Ustinov

kill the military

perhaps

as much

see his coveted/qlmaz
career working

11-2 during

singularly

Almaz.

Although

as two

or three

position.

years,

Chelomey

He had had a dis-

as a deputy to renowned

World

Soviet aircraft

where he led work on the

War II. He joined

Chelorney's

design

bureau in 1960 to direct the plant production

of the P-5 naval mis-

sile. The two men evidently

relations"

other: while
verting

that

Bugayskiy
thus

Chelomey
vision

reality? _ When,

in charge. Throughout

ultimately

Cheiomey's

responsible

rank, he became

boss. Chelomey
Chelomey

ing Chelomey,

with

to

in

1960, Chelomey

inherited

him and no one else. But torn

a consistent

was unable to dismiss

supporter
Bugayskiy.

With

within

others Bugayskiy2 _ It was a remarkably
had been adamantly

from the N I-L3 program. Writing

the Fill Branch,

Chelomey's

between

of the DOS despite

Llstinov's

whims

heavy criticism

discordant

of Defense,

of employees

management

to the DOS decision,

years later, his opinions

and

from his
at the Fill

the branch were divided--some

opposed

twenty

the number

he put

First Deputy, and

the help of the Ministry

an order limiting

work on the DOS. Opinions

part. Chief Designer Mishin

each

knew how to work at the plant level, con-

the 1960s, Bugayskiy was officially

did manage to pass through

Branch who could

a diversion

had "excellent

had the creative vision, Bugayskiy

into

Viktor Bugayskiy was the chief o[
the Chelomey design bureau's
Branch No. I at Fill in Moscow
7t veteran of the Ilyushin design
bureau, Bugayskiy was primarily
responsible [or the serial
production of Chetomeys many
ballistic missilesand spacecraft
He was one of the principal
architects of the first Salyut space
station in t970-7t,
(files of Peterqorin)

fly in space.

designer Sergey V. Ilyushin at OKB-240,
famous

He was

not

ensured that eventually

Bugayskiy was put in an awkward
tinguished

was

support-

situation.

For his

believing

it to be

apparently

had not

changed:
The decision
the work
being

made
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done on [the DOS] ....

to deue[op

a unified

to me (and

orbital

station

It would

orbital station

it still makes
was

being

have been wiser
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that

to me now),

at the same

inasmuch

time that

to combine

the efforts

work to...

Che[omey's

work

as
was

o[ both OKBs
firm,

which

85. Telephone interview, Sergey Nikitich Khrushchev by the author. October I0, 1996: V. M. Petrakov.
"from the History of Development and Creation of Carrier Rockets in the USSR" (English title), in Trudy XXup chteniy. posvyashchennykh razrabotke nauchnogo nasladeniya i razvitiyu idey K E. Tsiolkouskogo (Moscow: RAN.
1994), p. 170.
86
Petrakov, "Soviet Orbital Stations."
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had

long been

being

carried

working

on that

area.

Such

by our OKB substantially

a decision

and would

would

have

have given

relieved

the burden

us the opportunity

to con-

our e[[orts on the work on the N I-L3 program. B'

centrate
He added:

The decision

could

were

strained

already

was

still alive)

It was

one

something,

but complicate

because

o[ subsequent
of
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manufacture

not help

work

might

of the first DOS flight

when
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Chelomey
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station

was not the only

need to have two
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space station

individuals

than five years for a military
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Minister

Afanasyev
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on the Soyuz-Vl
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1970, the

programs
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the decision

small military

believed

of the Soyuz,

seeing each program

had been patiently

dismal

ship of the complex

portion

of Soyuz-Vl

waiting

for more
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state of piloted

work on the OB-VI station

orbital
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who

on the 7K-S transport

agreed

program.

Plant in February

of the DOS, Ustinov
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actually

Days

spot in the otherwise
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Mishin

space station

in the military

version

the other. There was one bright

and

of the DOS decision.

Given the capabilities

which
[Korolev]

lead to the Mir space station.

with the DOS, on February 9, 1970, all work

was terminated.

rational

casualty

Pavlovich

flight? _

not stop the newest

ultimately

_Z N. Chelomey,

Sergey

began at the Khrunichev

first in a line of space vehicles that would

to proceed

with

to us (while

on the circumlunar

rare instances

combined

our relations

o[ the trans[er

one after

military

programs:

of Soyuz-Vl,

he allowed

because he considered

it "promis-

compared to the [basic] 7K-OK [Soyuz]. ''_ The
safety, and capability
characteristics
over the

basic Soyuz, would serve as the basis for autonomous
military research Soyuz spacecraft in the
7K-S-I and 7K-S-II variants. A third version would serve as a ferry spacecraft to future DOS stations

in Earth orbit.

Mishin's

interest

increased significantly

by mid-1910,

facilities

bureau's

at the design

The first DOS mission
ed flights,

Mishin

7K-OK spacecraft
system.

had plans to conduct
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in Earth orbit.

not be ready for the
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Instead,
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Industrial
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each other
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slow
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because of a lack of
until

flight
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using the lunar Kontakt
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in April

pilot-

1970, each comprising
rendezvous

long-duration

1969, it was clear that the Kontakt

a plan to launch

issued a formal

flight

two Soyuz missions

of Lenin in April

twenty-day

meant that funding

for early 197'I at best. To fill the gap between

By late December
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Mishin

the 7K-S variant

progress was evidently

plant. A first piloted

was scheduled

One of these missions

cosmonauts

in pursuing
although

flight

two
radar

of two

system would

1970, the target date for the first docking
a single

7K-OK,

spacecraft

1970. 9o In January

decree for an eighteen-day

flight,

no.

17, with

1970,

the

Military-

with

the length

of

Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"
Ibid

89. I_antratov, "Dmitriy Kozlov's 'Zvezda'": Semenov, ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 21 I.
The cosmonaut Stoup for the Soyuz-Vl program finally disbanded in Ausust 1970.
90
There were apparently at least three other options to celebrate the April 1970 deadline, including one
usin8 the 7K-OK to dock with an Alrnaz Orbital Piloted Station (OPS) and another using the 7K-Sto dock with an
Almaz OPS
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duration determined by the safety reserves aboard the relatively cramped Soyuz spaceship. Such
a flight would break the fourteen-day record set by the two Gemini VII astronauts almost five
years earlier. This eighteen-day flight would then be followed by the Kontakt docking mission, perhaps as early as August 1970.
Six cosmonauts had begun training for the long-duration mission by November 1969, including primary contenders Nikolayev and Sevastyanov, who had lost their chance to fly on Soyuz 8
earlier in the year because of poor preflight preparations.9_Insufficient training of the crew was
also evidently a factor in postponing the new mission from early April to late May 1910. Apart
from the purely physiological goals of monitoring the effects of prolonged microgravity, the two
cosmonauts were also to reperform some of the rendezvous maneuvers tried in vain during the
triple-Soyuz flight in late 1969. Their Soyuz ship would carry a new computer, named the
Spacecraft Analogical Machine, to allow rendezvous in orbit with an imaginary target.°2 The
computer was capable of locating targets at a range of thirty to fifty kilometers and of providing
input on subsequent maneuvers. Throughout early 1910, the cosmonauts training for the flight
performed extensive full-length flight simulations at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center
at Zvezdnyy gorodok to prepare for the mission. These were carried out to establish a "proper
balance between reserve capacity of the air regenerative system and the metabolic processes of
the crew. Simulations included complete eighteen-day missions with ground crews matching
the exact schedule planned for the mission. The cosmonauts used new state-of-the-art
biomedical monitoring equipment as well as improved waste disposal systems.
On May 20, 1970, the Soviet Strategic Missile Forces launched a Zenit-4 reconnaissance
satellite into orbit from site 31 at Tyura-Tam. Named Kosmos-345 by the Soviet press, the
satellite was launched from the same pad that was set aside for use for the long-duration flight.
Because of extremely high winds at the launch site, up to and above twenty meters per second,
there was some damage when the plumes from the rocket exhaust singed the launch trusses
and cables of the pad structure. Padpersonnel assured the Soyuz State Commission that repairs
would be finished prior to the planned launch on May 3 t. Subsequent problems during ground
testing of the 7K-OK vehicle at Tyura-Tam put that target date in question. During the integrated
testing of the ship, engineers detected intermittent currents in its electrical system, measuring
as much as sixty volts, instead of the nominal thirty-eight volts. Unusually, most of the
members of the twenty-person State Commission had not arrived at the Baykonur Cosmodrome
by this time. Air Force Aide Kamanin noted in his diary on May 22: "The attitude toward the
preparations for the prolonged space flight, beginning with the highest leaders and ending with
the rank-and-file workers, is mostly nonchalant. TM
There was somewhat of a minor crisis on the evening of May 25, when Kamanin
discovered primary crew Commander Nikolayev smoking a cigarette in direct violation of orders
not to do so at the Baykonur Cosmodrome. Later, Sevastyanov also admitted that he had also
been smoking contrary to medical orders. Kamanin was aghast, especially given that Nikolayev
had been caught doing the same thing the previous December and had promised to quit
smoking. The general noted with frustration that:
TM

If I had learned o[ this a month ago, would have been against allowing Nikolayev and
5euastyanov to fly, but now. when there are only a few days left until the launch, and

91. Theothercosmonautsintrainingby April 1970were g. V. Filipchenko,G.M. Grechko,V, G. Lazarev,
andV. I. Yazdovskiy.
92. HooperandVis, "Meetingthe SpaceExplorers:
Vitali Sevastyanov."
93. "Big BoosterPacesSovietMannedFlights."ZiviationWeek& SpaceTechnology,
July6. 1970,p. 18.
94. Kamanin,"Removingthe CosmeticRetouching."
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Nikolayev's
Central

crew

has already

Committee

the cosmonauts

and
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In the meantime,
Tyura-Tam
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flight.
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at

They had recommended
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past Soyuz missions.

On the evening of May 3 I, the complete State Commission
met to formally approve the
launch date and time of the launch, set for exactly midnight
local time on June I. At a subsequent

press conference,

Nikolayev

and Sevastyanov

were forbidden

to talk about

the main fea-

ture of the flight, its record-breaking
length, and instead uttered the usual generalities.
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from asking for an extenconcern

of the old Soyuz spacecraft

as the flight

orbit of 208 by 220.6 kilometers
having

Some, like Kamanin,

like Mishin,

was that any

and perhaps put the

carried out all prelaunch
hours prior to launch.

lifted off precisely on time at 2200 hours Moscow

I. Sevastyanov

spaceflight,

of launch

arrived at the pad a little over two

ther ado, the Soyuz spaceship

weeks.

others,

days once they were in space. Kamanin's

extension would severely strain the capabilities
lives of the crew in jeopardy.
on time. The cosmonauts

days, while

as the commander

engineer. The spaceship,

at a 51.7-degree

procedures
Without

fur-

Time on June I,

and thirty-four-year-

named Soyuz 9, entered

inclination.

For Nikolayev,

in space eight years before in 1962 as the pilot

it was his

of Vostok

3.

Sevastyanov was the fourth civilian engineer from TsKBEM to fly in space. NP,S/q astronaut Nell
/q. Armstrong,
the first human to set foot on the Moon, was on an official visit to the Soviet
Union

at the time. On the night of the launch,

he was clearly surprised
view

On

their

first

247

by 266

imaginary

maneuvers

enough

out that they would

the cosmonauts

Kamanin

carried

out two

Chief

for Moscow.

may have also been related

to the

mock

scientific

experiments

the first three to four days in orbit,

Designer

long-duration

in a half-hour

ground

missions

preflight
of

point

at the

Space

launch

Chief Designer Yakov I. Tregub. During

Ibid.
Smolders, Soviets in Space, p t86: Riabchikov, Russians in Space. p. 277.
Petrov, Conquest o[ Outer Space, pp. 17t-73.
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with

an

by the end

their set of physical
training.
Chairman
tqssets

Kerimov,
Karas,

left

General

the latter part of the day,

96.
97.

TO

program

site were Col.

95.
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were already

including

Commander

orbit

additional

For example,

to complete

during

without

controllers

of the State Commission,
and

maneuvers--the

differently.

Mishin,

In charge at the control

and TsKBEM Deputy

orbital
decay

have to plan future

on the TV to

is in your honor."'_

and the second on the seventeenth

reported that they required nearly fifty minutes

Afanasyev,

"This

orbital

On June 4, most of the members
Tyura-Tam

told P,rmstrong,

prevent

exercises, whereas they managed to do them
Minister

to

target. The two men began their extensive

of the their first orbit. Within
finding

9 crew

to 213 by 267 kilometers

kilometers--sufficient

maneuvers. _' These

Soyuz

Training Center near Moscow,

Maj. General Beregovoy, turned

Beregovoy reportedly

day in space, the
orbit

at the Cosmonaut

his host, cosmonaut

film of the Soyuz 9 launch.

first on the fourteenth
to

when

OPTIONS

there was some alarm when

ground

the solar arrays' automatic
of charge

than

normal.

On

flight,
limit

a malfunction

of fifteen

only

times

the control

forty
orbit

in the control

degree

the operation
instead

of the current
the flight

per second

began operating
incorrect

could

mission

to turn

readings

dozens

be nominal.

day or that

the mission,

The cosmonauts

to twenty

few negative

that

Nikolayev

and

already

Kamanin

the ship's

from

reported

orbit

missions.

was nearly

that either

it had been a "self-repairing"

per day),

system

had reported

all systems

seemed to

of talk about extending

the

at this point.

One of the

of drinking

water (one

some fatigue.

On June

I0,

a game of chess

The players advanced their pieces

times over three orbits before agreeing to a draw."" The crew displayed
efficiency

To

better on the sixth day than on

indicating

on the ground.

the

at a rate of a half

had their first day off, and they spent time playing
Gorbatko

with

current.

problem.

Soviet space mission,

proved too premature

liters

was

Because

parallel

of electric

Sevastyanov

There were again murmurs

signs of fatigue and decrease in working

days of

close to the

of "nighttime"

Soyuz

stream

that they felt significantly

and veteran cosmonaut

two

times,

the

clearly

the Sun. The solar panel switching

the longest

(seventeen

and Sevastyanov

twenty-five

the duration

on earlier

of the crew's health was the reduced consumption

oxygen

amperes,

the previous

more than twelve

a nearly continuous

days, but such prognostication

indicators

per day)

minutes

day, indicating

the first two to three days of the flight.

with

of

was such

the following

of

levels

that although

team ordered the crew to turn the ship around

the previous

_q week into

During

higher

be repeatedd _ One reason for the excess power was

the arrays away

normally

reported

was twenty-six

for the panels.

operation

were showing

Sevastyanov

or the crew. On this flight,

of the

control

batteries

in the batteries

switch

the solar arrays were generating

compensate,

liter

orbit,

off, the current

of the ground

seconds

terminator,

flight

that because of intermittent

the crew had to turn off the solar arrays manually

beyond
the

showed

the storage buffer

the forty-seventh

solar arrays had been turned
indicating

readings

equipment,

on their twelfth

day in orbit.

the first real

Kamanin

wrote

in his diary that:
Nikolayev

and

be sensed

in their actions.

shorten

Sevastyanou

si£nificantly

look

somewhat

71[ter talking

puffy,

things

for the subsequent

days

and

over with
of the fli£ht

listlessness

and

the cosmonauts,
the volume

irritability

can

we decided

of experiments

to
and

to increase the rest periods. '°°
The activities
spacecraft,
exercised

contrast

and

each

sensitivity
2,600
allowed

"morning."

for rubdowns

ten

to simulate

which
the

of

after

about

days lasting

a day in the living

tension

("Penguin")
before

working

twice

exertion

of the Soyuz 9 crew in space were fairly intensive

with

kilograms.

On

regime,

with

occasion,

they

of Earth's

recording

For the first time,

wore

The men could

a Soviet

piloted

hygiene.

small

and sixteen

Both

device

They

that

suit

pulse,

required

named

assessed their

pressure,
content

hours.

an

Pingvin
condition

respiration,

and

for each cosmonaut

was

spaceship

carried

a food

heater,

but also to get a fresh cup of coffee in

not take baths in the ship,

a day for personal

for such a relatively

a special

gravity.

arterial

to heat up their food,

fourteen

an expansion

eyes, The average daily calorific

the crew not only
twice

compartment

some of the effects
exercise

of their

kilocalories.

on average between

but they used wet and dry towels

They were allowed

a change of underwear

once

98. Kamanin, "Removing the Cosmetic Retouching." The limit of fifteen times was becauseevery time the
cosmonauts turned the switch off, hydrogen accumulated in the instrument compartment. With increasing amounts
of hazardous hydrogen in the module, the controllers would have had to cut the flight short after eight days in space.
99
Ibid.: Riabchikov, Russians in Space, p. 280,
I00 Kamanin. "Removing the Cosmetic Retouching."
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a week. On this first space mission
only intermittent

contact

lasting

more than two weeks,

with their families.

On the birthday

the cosmonauts

of Nikolayev's

came to the Flight Control Center with her mother, former cosmonaut
Tereshkova, to talk to her father via both video and audio. '°'
The actual scientific
their fourth

experimentation

latitude

of the point

a selected star above the horizon,
experiment,

complicated

any

by the motion

the

As usual,

as they

explored

lakes and mountains

launched

maintained

of 600 kilometers,
from the scientific

identify

comprised

the Soyuz

weather

All these experiments
work

at 240 kilometers,

Less intensive

of fish,

observing

twilight

and

timber

definition

of the horizon

reserves.

observations

for navigational

seventeen,

they performed

reported
study

the

ration

of oxygen

a test of his mental

into the on-board

before the flight

on the same test. Nonhuman

computer.

the division

As they were winding
P,t the scheduled

beginning

down

of their

by performing

media, and the development

and multispectral

color film

of natural

to

of glaciers, the location

particles

in the

atmosphere

of the horizon

formations

by

to enhance
spectro-

in different

parts

On

On their ninth day in space, they

breathing

a simulated
studies

of chlorella

before

day thirteen,

and after exercise to

Sevastyanov

set of commands

His results would

of insects

be compared

included

that

carried

out

had been

to his performance

those related to the micro and

cells, the propagation

of bacterial

cultures

in

in weightlessness.

their experiments

program,

of their communications

were unable to wake up the crew despite

those of a large tropi-

of the Moon.'"'

dioxide.

preprogrammed

liquid

balloons

had been used on Soyuz 7 the previous year. On day

air samples

and carbon

capabilities

macro genesis of plants,

aerosol

a major part of their activities.

that they were collecting

satellite at

and sounding

They also used the RSS-2 handheld

some brief photography

tests comprised

and western

near Lake Chad the day

content

measurements

measurements

The same type of instrument

Biomedical

studied

purposes.

in

a Meteor-I

included

black-and-white

glow and carried out spectrographic

graph to make 200 spectrophotometric
of the world.

They

resulted

Shirshou of the USSR Hydrometeorological

kinds of rock and soil on Earth, the moisture

of shoals

led to

on June t3 on

in the atmosphere

exercise that included

9 vehicle

day, the crew used both

time and

a special experiment

formations

with less

exercises.'°'

a large part of their

These included

research vessel .,qkademik

in the Indian Ocean.

different

and

with ground reference points

cal storm in the Indian Ocean on their fifth day and forest fires in Africa
after. On the thirteenth

orbits

attitude

of checking orientation

in Africa and South America.

by the end of the mission.

Service located

of

carried out this

exercises involved the use of the SMK-6

the possibility

of the Indian Ocean as part of an integrated

an altitude

manually

of orbital elements to refine future rendezvous

Soyuz 9's 189th orbit. The crew investigated
portion

The cosmonauts

Deneb, and others, in conjunction

Earth photography

t,000 pictures

parameters

with solar and stellar sensors and an optical device in the spacecraft.

stars, such as Arcturus,

precise determination

ground

Other navigational

day, the cosmonauts

on Earth, including

the orbital

relative to the position

and drift of Soyuz 9, over a period of two complete

with

used in combination

Elena, she

V. Nikolayeva-

in various categories. On

the ship was flying,

Vega in the Lyra constellation.

communications

On their fourteenth
"popular"

of fifty experiments

above which

measured drift of the ship's gyroscopes.
sextant,

Valentina

day in space, the crew used a new stellar sensor to calculate

and geographical

without

consisted

maintained

daughter

three minutes

there were some minor

session

on June

of increasingly

15, ground
frantic

calls.

problems.
controllers
Both men

t01 Riabchikov, Russians in Space, p. 280: Narimanov, Ot kosmicl_eskikh korabtey, pp. 77-80: Smolders.
Souiets in Space, p, 192: Souiet Space Programs. 1966-70, p. 238.
102. Narimanov. Ot kosmicheskikh korabley, pp. 81-83.
103. Riabchikov, Russians in Space,pp. 280-81: Souiet SpacePrograms, 1966-70, p 239: K. Y. Kondratyev.
et al. "Some Resultsof Spectrophotometry of Natural Formations Fromthe Manned Spaceship Soyuz-9" (English
title). Kosm_chesklyeissledouaRiya 10 (March-April 1972): 245-54.
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apologized

for sleeping

through

woken up, inadvertently
attempting

to switch

orbit
further

time,

parameters

the latter responsible

that this was not a threat
There
casually
flight,

was

clearly

on orbit

implying

that

for the offending

of the State

what

the orbital

he was interested
length,

program,
/tom

I did not begin
that

I not permit

[eighteen-day]
From Soyuz
be extended

program.

issue was finally

resolved

extend the flight
lightly

by the other

on Ministry

Nikolayev's

The last two
on officially
Union

the

to fight?

and

Knowing

approved

a plan

the commission

enough

and

of the landing

he was
the flight

commission

Darevskiy--had

urgently

flight

beyond

the

it was clear that while

at best, and probably

food

on June 16.

and Mishin
suggestion

days.

were relatively

to land Soyuz

Mishin,

were clearly under

for an extension

I. Vorobyev,

Mishin.

In frustration,

responsible

noted

political

quiet

orbit.

of recovery

turned

needs, accus-

was to perform
"V.

P. Mishin

the
and

carry the flight

the crew and ground
congratulated

not taken

Mishin

for dietary

in his diary:

VII in 1965, thus

for a spaceflight.

9 on its 287th

a contingent

for both

and Kamanin

pressure to

was, however,

days. The final decision

Kamanin

set by Gemini

record

could

of the inner circle of the State Commission

food for twenty

the record

endurance

rations

the risk, The

Yevgeniy

eighteen

days in orbit

stationed

piloted

Mishin

what

for shortening

of the Soyuz-9's

Five men came out against

representative

exceeding

day of
planned

not worth

Kerimov

of June 17, Kerimov,

absolute

the

many Soviet

K A. Kerimov, having promised the high command in Moscow that they would
out to 20 days, will now have to concur with our decision.' ....
On the morning

Mishin

to Kamanin:

Tkacheu,

reports,

be difficult

days. Mishin's

19, after

and

'_

attendees.

of Health

on June

in the duration

at a meeting

ing him of not providing
landing

an increase

Chairman

to twenty

during

from

the same day, when

the [act that members
Severin,

days, it would

Both State Commission

conflict

16, when

mission

I see no reasons

Designers]

9 Commander

to twenty

Mishin

be on the twentieth

the

lunch

me, am I o[ a mind

to talk about

the industry--[Chief

requested

asked

[or the time being,

on June

would

a common
According

that,

Designers

assured the State Commission

in extending

head to head against each other.
back and

out telemetry

Both Chief

Commission

Kamanin

at, I responded

their

system failed, dropping

parameters

during

did not hold

7,

remained

day, there was

component,

of the era, spilt out in the open

driuing

on Soyuz

of eleven kilometers,

flight.

days. The issue over mission

Mishin

been
when

208. The following

systems,

space missions
went

having

system display

Later the same day, the crew altered

of the telemetry

meeting

experts

groggy from

landing

repeat of the situation

number

on the ship's

to continued

an expanded

asked ballistics

eighteen

their engine

one of the batteries

of important

Ryazanskiy,

It was an exact

the rest of the mission.

by firing

anxiety when

for a number

light.

for the automatic

to operate after reentry at an altitude

on in space through
a third

time, but Sevastyanov,

on the button

on the cabin

when the system, designed
turned

their wake-up

switched

controllers.

the two cosmonauts

reclaiming

for the

Soviet

/_ day later, the State Commission
In case of a possible

forces, including

ballistic

amphibious

reentry.

craft,

three

IO4. Kamanin, "Removing the Cosmetic Retouching." The chief designers were G. I. Severin of KB Zvezda
(for spacesuits), N. ,q. Lobanov of Nil _qU(for parachutes), and S. G. Darevskiy of SOKB I_11
(for ground simulators
and avionics).
105. Ibid. The other members of the inner circle were P.t_. t_gadzhanov (Deputy Chief of TsKIK and also
Chief of GOGU). B. Ye. Chertok (Deputy Chief Designer of TsKBEM), N. R Kamanin (Air Force Commander-inChief's Aide for Space), K. _. Kerimov (Chief of the Third Chief Directorate, MOM), Ya I. Tregub (Deputy Chief
Designer of TsKBEM), and Ye.I. Vorobyev (Chief of the Third Directorate, Ministry of Health).
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helicopters,

five

Sevastyanov's
including

sea launchers,

journey

Minister

Afanasyev,

the proceedings.
kilometers
applause

to parachute

hearing Nikolayev's
two helicopters

with

and fifty-five

The Soyuz

seconds.

immediate

flight

at Karaganda

of the crew to Moscow's

entered

at the center burst into
Because of the precision

seventy-five

lasting seventeen

kilometers

west

of

days, sixteen hours, fifty-

they found that the cosmonauts

Chairman

Vnukovo

finally

Instead,

decided

Center

and dissent
to cancel

the cosmonauts

on June 20 at Chkalovskaya
Training

were unable

much discussion

Smirnov

Airport.

to the Cosmonaut

the aircraft

to observe

of eight-three

spaceflight.

for a day and arrived in Moscow

once Kamanin

an altitude

capsule and landed almost simul-

landed

and had to carry them out. After
Commission

was to escort the cosmonauts

from

and

150 people,

For the first time in more than four years, the Soviet Union

crews reached the cosmonauts,

on the issue, Military-lndustrial

19, At least

The whole crowd

9 ship

Time after a flight

to get out of the ship themselves

Aral Sea. Nikolayev

Center at Yevpatoriya

the capsule

deployment.

record for the longest piloted

ground

in the
of June

were able to film the descending

the cosmonauts.

held the absolute
When

vessels,

radioed message on a safe landing.

Karaganda at 1459 hours Moscow
eight minutes,

fishing

were present at the Flight Control

all the way down

of the landing,

fifteen

Air Defense Forces radars tracked

upon

taneously

and

back to Earth began on the afternoon

Airfield.

The plan

for a press conference,

to talk to the crew, these plans were changed.

the

remained
but

He wrote

in

his journal:
When I entered the aircraft's

cabin,

Sevastyanov

was sitting

on the sofa. while

they were having

ground,

on seeing them in such a sorry state. Pale, puffy, apathet-

but I had not counted

ic, without
ciated,

the spark of vitality

in their eyes--they

gave the impression

the return

both

escorted

off the plane

had said earlier that they could

the more debilitated
ready for another

of the two,
group

walk

by cosmonauts

by themselves.

of completely

Shatalov

their mission

at Zvezdnyy

also produced

of several experiments
the discovery

a weak field of artificial

aboard the ship. Nikolayev

tine, not only to protect

their weak bodies

of a mutation

systems.

of two

clear that part of the reason for the

bio-interface
furrowed

and

other

wrinkles.

they tired rapidly,

microbes

sessions

scientists.
They

affected

and Sevastyanov

not occurring

spent several days in quaran-

One

journalist

wrote:

spread very rapidly

their
"They

in their
but then

were fed through

confinement

tried to carry on a lively conversation

and there were frequent

because of

on Earth that were found

return, the microbes

were held during

the mission.

the clarity of results

but also, as it turns out,

During this period, the two cosmonauts

system. '°7 Briefing

with

gravity, which

from infections,

For five days after their

died from the effects of gravity.

and being

gorodok.

very poor shape of the Soyuz 9 crew was the slow spin of the spacecraft throughout
The spinning

Nikolayev,

were then put into cars and sent to the care of an Air

Over the period of the next few days, it was increasingly

physicians,

ema-

and Yeliseyev,

In a weak voice,

gave a very brief speech about fulfilling

one. He and Sevastyanov

Force medical support

metabolic

to the

sick people. ,oo

The crew was eventually
although

a hard time enduring

Nikolayev

was at a small table. I knew

were

pale,

a safe

with

engineers,

and

their

faces

and even make jokes: but

lapses.' .... For the first four or five nights,

they slept

106. Ibid.
107. Gordon R Hooper, The Soviet Cosmonaut Team: Volume 2: Cosmonaut Biographies (Lowestoft, UK:
GRH Publications, 1990), p. 264: Thomas O'Toole. "Soviet Union Still Trails U.S. in Space," Washington Post,June
17, 1913. pp. #,1. _8.
I08. Riabchikov, Russians in Space, p. 282.
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fitfully, and the feelings of "acceleration" did not disappear until five or six days after landing.
All ill symptoms finally disappeared eleven to thirteen days after landing. The men were sent
off on short postflight vacation soon after.
The poor state of Nikolayev and Sevastyanov prompted a spate of debate over the issue of
long-duration spaceflight. At one large postflight meeting at the Cosmonaut Training Center,
two opposing factions expressed their views. Some believed that subsequent space missions
should not exceed eighteen days by more than one or two days, and if the crew returned well
after that, future missions could be extended conservatively. Other doctors argued that much
longer missions were possible, but only with preventative measures such as medicine and
exercising. '°9The debate over this issue to a significant degree affected plans for both the Almaz
and DOS missions, with Soviet space officials looking to artificial gravity for very long missions
on the Multirole Base-Station. Regardlessof the condition of the cosmonauts, the Soyuz 9 mission was a landmark success for the Soyuz space program, precisely because it was the first
fully unqualified success since the Soyuz 415 mission more than a year before.
Still Aiming

for the Moon

It has been customary for Western observers of the Soviet space program to assume
that the Soyuz 9 mission was the turning point for those involved the program--a signpost
indicating their progression from quitting their piloted lunar program to creating Earth-orbital
stations. This impression, partly supported by many official Soviet statements, has not been
borne out by recent revelations. Even after Apollo 8, Apollo II, and Apollo 12, the Soviets
continued their vigorous search for successes on the Moon. When, in January 1969, Soviet
space officials decided to move ahead with three different thematic directions--Earth-orbital
stations, expanded lunar landings, and missions to Mars--all three were pursued for several
years. Thus, in many ways, the story of the race to the Moon does not end in 1969--at least
not for the Soviets. From both political and propaganda perspectives, future advanced lunar
landings of cosmonauts offered a means to restore lost faith in the Soviet space program.
Much of the success of future lunar landings depended, of course, on the fate of the N I
rocket. The program had already been delayed by at least four years, and its record had been
marred by two untimely failures in 1969. The investigation into the second failure in July 1969,
which had destroyed one of the two available N I pads at Tyura-Tam, was long and tedious.
It took a full year before a formal report was ready on the accident, and even then there were
multiple opinions on the cause of the accident within the investigation commission headed by
Mishin. The reconstruction of the most probable chain of events was an exercise in detective
work. A quarter of a second prior to liftoff, a metallic object, probably a portion of a steel
diaphragm of a pressure oscillation sensor, had entered an oxidizer pump and caused engine
number 8 of the first stage to explode. This disrupted the work of the on-board cabling network
and damaged engines and telemetry instrumentation in the vicinity. As the lower part of
the first stage was engulfed in fire, at T+0.6 second, the KORD system (for engine operation
control) issued a command to shut down engine nos. 7, 8, 19. and 20. At T+8.76 seconds, it
shut down engine no. 21 and its opposing engine no. 9. By T+I0.15 seconds, all engines were
shut down, except for engine no. 18, which continued to fire. The rocket, meanwhile, lifted up
to a height of about 200 meters, and then it began to fall back vertically toward the launch pad,
having been unable to turn on its nominal course because of the disruption of the cable
network. The only operational engine gradually turned the rocket around its axis and, after

109. Yu.,q. Mozzhorin,et aL. eds.,Dorogiu kosmos:I (Moscow:MAI, 1992),p. 64.
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This remarkable photo o/an N I booster on the still-intact pad at Tyura- Tam u:as taken [rom a U.S CORONA
photo-reconnaissance satellite on June 4, 1970 The three stages o/the rocket, probably booster no. 6L, are clearly
uisibte as is the associated pad structure (copyright Charles P. Vick, KH-4B mission 11 t0 2. launched
May 20, 1970, Frame _148)
a twenty-three-second
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II0. Igor Afanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret" (English title), Krylya rodiny no. 9 (September 1993): 13-16:
Semenov, ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 257. The official report on the accident of booster 5L, in
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kosmonautika no. 9 (September 1992): 34-37.
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had been determined. The immediate plans after the July 1969 failure of booster 5L had been
to perform full-scale one-way automated landings of the Lunar Ship (LK) on the Moon on
N I boosters 6L, ?L, and 8L. gs the investigation into the disaster took longer and longer, these
plans had to be shelved.
The fate of the N I rocket itself seemed central to the future of the Soviet space program as
a special governmental commission examined the program as a whole following the second
accident. Coming at the nadir of the Soviet hopes in the "space race," the recommendations
of the commission were positive in outlook: the commission believed that the N I would be
able to support all planned Soviet space projects for the subsequent ten to fifteen years. ''_ In
December 1969, after a review of the July catastrophe, the Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic
Missile Forces, Marshal Nikolay I. Krylov, made his feelings known on the program. Traditionally
an opponent of piloted space programs, Marshal Krylov wrote to Minister of General Machine
Building Afanasyev that:
The resulting analysis of the two failed launches of the N I-L3 complex, and also statistics
from launches of other complicated rocket-space complexes show that the existing
methods of developing rocket-space complexes do not ensure a high level of reliability
upon entry into [flight-testing]. The existing methods of ground work on [rocket-space
complexes], for the most part, are analogous to the methods of developing military missiles, which, as a rule, are considerably simpler than [rocket-space complexes] of the
N I-L3 type. ,ztt the same time. the processes of [flight-testing] of military missiles differ by
some tens of articles (from 20 to 60) to bring them up to a high level of reliability. In
carrying out the [flight-design testing] of heavy [rocket-space complexes] the possibility
of extended flight work is not feasible because of the great expensesof the rocket-carriers.
In view of this, expedient changes in the volume and character of the ground work on
these complexes up to the moment of entry to [flight-testing] should be introduced. In our
opinion, new methods of ground work on heavy [rocket-space complexes] should include
the basis for multi-use operations and [creation of] a large stock of resources of the complete system and equipment: preliminary firing tests of engines and rocket blocks without
subsequent sorting out with the goa( of discovering production defects and expirations of
their working lives should also be carried out. ''_
The recommendations of Krylov, all clearly worthy of attention, were apparently taken into
consideration in future planning for the program. One of the major changes during the 1969-70
period was reworking the procedural system by which engines for the first three stages of the N I
were selected for flight. The original method, know n as KONRID, consisted of an efficiency control system in which a batch of six randomly selected engines were submitted for a flight article. Of these, two would be static tested on the ground. Depending on the results, the remaining
four would then be consigned for the flight article. This meant that the actual engines used on
the N I were never tested prior to installation on the booster. Becausethe KONRID system had
proved inadequate in the face of multiple engine failures on the first two launches, in July 1970,
the Trud Design Bureau, under Chief Designer Kuznetsov, began using the old NK-15, NK-15V,
and NK-21 engines of the first, second, and third stages of the booster to develop a new
uprated set of three engines. According to the technical assignment issued by TsKBEM, these

112. GeorgiyStepanovichVetrov,"Developmentof HeavyLaunchVehiclesin the USSR,"presentedat the
10thInternationalSymposiumon the Historyof AstronauticsandAeronautics,MoscowStateUniversity,Moscow,
Russia,June20-27, 1995.
II 3. Semenov,ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsqa, p. 257.
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The T2K, while similar to the lunar version of the LK, was not identical to the latter.
A number of systems necessary only for a real lunar landing were removed, while others necessary
for testing were added. The most obvious difference was the omission on the T2K of the four landing legs comprising the Lunar Landing Unit with their stabilizing rocket engines. Engineers also
removed the cosmonaut's ladder and two omnidirectional parabolic antennas on the rocket stage
for deep space communications. As a substitute, a "weak" directional antenna was installed on
the engine orientation compartment at the top of the lander. In addition, in place of the small suspended instrument compartment on the right side of the LK, designers added a large suspended
compartment on the left side equipped with an ellipse-shaped cover. This compartment contained
supplementary instrumentation for control and guidance, as well as an antenna system for radio
control of the spaceship's maneuvers. The T2K also included an ionic orientation sensor instead
of the standard adjusting and aiming sensors. On the pressurized cabin proper, there was also an
additional telemetry antenna. The spaceship itself was equipped with a special control system
capable of complete automated flight. The total launch mass of the T2K was around 5.7 tons, low
enough to be launched by a modified variant of the Soyuz booster named the II AS I IL. The rocket had an unusual "large-caliber" payload fairing to accommodate the spaceship.'_
The flight program of the T2K was directed by yet another State Commission, this one
headed by Maj. General Aleksandr A. Maksimov, the Deputy Commander of the Chief Directorate
of Space Assets of the Strategic Missile Forces.One of Maksimov's more notable career duties had
been service as the secretary of the State Commission for the R-Z ICBM and the early Sputnik
launches during the 1950s. The T2K serieswould consist of three missions. The first flight would
simulate a routine lunar landing, while the second and third would simulate potentially anomalous
situations during a landing. About twenty primary systems would be monitored on each mission,
In attendance for the first launch were Korolev's second wife Nina Ivanovna Koroleva and his
daughter Natasha, who were at Leninsk for the opening of a new memorial in Korolev's honor.
The first T2K, vehicle no. I, lifted on November 24, 1970, at 1400 hours Moscow Time
and entered a 19I- by 237-kilometer orbit inclined at 51.61 degrees. The spaceship was named
Kosmos-379 by TASS: there was no hint that the flight had any relation to the piloted space
program. After a thorough check of the on-board systems, at 0744 hours on November 25,
controllers fired the main T2K engine under heavy throttling to simulate a landing on the lunar
surface, including a "hover" phase. The resulting orbit was 192 by 1,210 kilometers at
51.65 degrees. Once again, controllers performed various checks of the T2K as it "rested on the
Moon" for a day and a half. Finally, on November 27 at 18.59hours, the Lunar Landing Apparatus
(the descent stage) was jettisoned, and the main engine fired once again, this time at maximum
thrust, simulating a liftoff and entry into lunar orbit. After this maneuver, orbital parameters were
highly elliptical: 177 by 14,041 kilometers at 51.72 degrees. The vehicle spent some subsequent
time in stabilization mode to simulate maneuvers for rendezvous and docking with the LOK before
the mission was declared a complete and unequivocal success?_
The momentum of this rare success in the piloted lunar program extended to the two remaining tests of the T2K The second test was to simulate an aborted landing on the Moon.
The spacecraft, named Kosmos-398 upon entering Earth orbit, was launched at 1514 hours
Moscow Time on February 26, 1971. Initial orbital parameters were similar to the earlier ship:
191 by 258 kilometers at a 51.61-degree inclination. After two days in orbit, the Blok Ye main
engine was fired at 0721 hours on February 28, simulating a landing attempt. After this, the descent
stage was jettisoned, and the primary engine fired once more to insert the vehicle in its final
orbit at 200 by 10,905 kilometers at a 51.59-degree inclination. Once again, the mission was flawless. The third and final test of the T2K was almost six months later. The ship, named

123. K. lantratov,"TheFallFromOrbitof the LastSovietLunarShip"(Englishtitle),Nouostikosrnonautiki
25
(December3-16, 1995):32-36:_fanasyev,"UnknownSpacecraft."
124. Ibid.
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The final launches in 1974 would officially end the N I-L3 program, at the same time that
more advanced lunar missions, still in the early stages of planning in 1970, would begin in
1974, Mishin personally briefed Soviet leader Brezhnev with this schedule at a meeting in
October 1970. Even at this late date, Mishin continued to appeal to Brezhnev to commit to
funding to build a full-scale static test stand for the N I first stage, but these entreaties fell on
deaf ears. If Mishin's promised schedule was met, however--and it seemed a fairly realistic
assessment given the current pace of operations--then a Soviet cosmonaut would finally land
on the Moon sometime in 1973, four years after Apollo I I.
The Scooper Comes Home
The untimely failure of Luna 15 during that historic week in July 1969 had not discouraged
the design bureau at the S. A. Lavochkin State Union Machine Building Plant at Khimki
in pursuing its primary objective of using the Ye-8-5 robotic spacecraft to recover lunar soil and
bring it back to Earth. Although the unusually high stress of the summer of 1969 had evaporated, the pressure never completely disappeared. Because one of the new public doctrines of
the Soviet space program was the automated exploration of the Moon, Chief Designer Georgiy
N. Babakin had the dubious role of serving to fit the needs of the Soviet propaganda by
delivering a successful sample return mission. The first attempts to do so after the July 1969
debacle were in the fall of 1969. On September 5, 1969, Maj. General Tyulin, the chair of the
State Commission for the Ye-8 series of probes, reported that the central cause of the Luna 15
failure had still not been determined by engineers. Despite the gap in data, Tyulin opted to
launch another scooper, the third in the series, on September 23. 'z_
Ye-8-5 probe no. 403 was launched from site 81 at Tyura-Tam at 1700 hours Moscow Time
on September 23, 1969. The Proton booster successfully inserted the payload into Earth orbit,
but the BIok D translunar-injection stage failed to fire a second time to impart Earth escape
velocity to the probe. Telemetry the following day indicated that a fuel injection valve had
evidently become stuck during the first firing of Blok D to insert the payload into Earth orbit,
and all the liquid oxygen had been sucked out before the second firing. Remaining as an inert
payload in Earth orbit, the Soviet press quietly designated the satellite as Kosmos-300 and
promptly forgot about it. Ground controllers evidently attempted to control the descent of the
probe for about four days, but the spacecraft eventually reentered harmlessly over the oceans.
A second try came less than a month later. Ye-8-5 probe number 404 was launched on October
22 and successfully entered Earth orbit. After an hour, when the Blok D engine was timed to
fire, the readings abruptly went off the scale, and communications were interrupted. For two
hours, the flight control team attempted to regain communications, before finally receiving
a report from the Kamchatka tracking station that not only had the probe not left Earth orbit,
but that it had reentered and fallen in the ocean near Australia. This time, there was a failure
in one of the radio-command blocks. Apparently a "minus" sign had not been removed from
a program to command the guidance system for the firing. '_° The stranded probe was named
Kosmos-305.

129. Kamanin,"1FeeJSorryforOur Guys,"no. 13.
130. K. Lantratov,"The'Late'LunarSoil" (Englishtitle),Nouostikosmonautiki15(July16-29, 1994):41-43:
Kamanin,"1Fee[SorryforOur Guys,"no. 14:O A Sokolov,"TheRaceto the Moon:A Lookfrom Baikonur/'presentedatthe 45th Congress
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IAA-94-2.1.610,
Jerusalem,
Israel,October
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Trudging on, Babakin's engineers prepared the fifth sample returner, Ye-8-5 probe no. 405,
for a launch in early 1970. The launch went off on February 6, 1970, but 126 seconds into the
flight, the first stage exploded, destroying any hopes of a success. '_' Clearly, one of the bottlenecks in the program was the performance of the LIR-SOOKProton launch vehicle. Its record
during 1967-70 had been perhaps one of the most dismal in the record of any launch vehicle
developed by any spacefaring nation. Out of nineteen launches of the four-stage variant of the
Proton booster up until February 1970, ten had completely failed to deposit their payloads into
orbit, three had reached orbit but failed to send their payloads to escape velocity, and only the
remaining six had been completely successful:
No.

Launch Date

Payload

Mission

Result

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
t3
14
IS
16
17
18
19

March I0, 1967
April 8, 1967
September 28, 1967
November 22, 1967
March 2, 1968
April 23, 1968
September 14, 1968
November I0, 1968
January 20, 1969
February 19, 1969
March 27, 1969
t_pril 2, 1969
June I, 1969
July 13, 1969
August 7, 1969
September 23, 1969
October 22, 1969
November II, 1969
February 6. 1970

7K-LI/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
7K-L I/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
7K-I_I/Zond
7K-LI/Zond
Ye-8/Luna
M-69/Mars
M-69/Mars
Ye-8-5/Luna
Ye-8/Luna
7K-LI/Zond
Ye-8-5/Luna
Ye-8-S/Luna
7K-LIE/Kosmos
Ye-S-S/Luna

Kosmos-146
Kosmos-154

Success
Blok D failure
Stage I failure
Stage II failure
Success
Stage II failure
Success
Success
Stage II failure
Shroud failure
Stage III failure
Stage I failure
Blok D failure
Success
Success
BIok D failure
Blok D failure
Stage III failure
Stage I failure

Zond 4
Zond S
Zond 6

Luna 15
Zond 7
Kosmos-300
Kosmos-305

in fact, if there was any one reason why the coveted LI circumlunar program had achieved
success so late, it was Chelomey's Proton rocket. The failures were so glaring that after the
secret February 1970 launch failure, some Western observers were claiming, correctly so, that
the Proton was a severe bottleneck in Soviet space ambitions. ''_
Babakin was naturally concerned about the Proton's record. In March 1970, he met with
Minister of General Machine Building Afanasyev and asked him to stipulate that Chelomey
address the dismal record of the rocket and make necessary changes. For his part, Chelomey's
design bureau undertook a short development program to requatify the booster, especially
its first and third stages. As part of this effort, on August 18, 1970, at 0645 hours Moscow
Time, TsKBM launched a three-stage LIR-500K rocket on a suborbital mission to verify certain
systems of the launch vehicle. '_ The flight, named 82EV, was evidently successful, as

131 N G Babakin.A. N. Banketov,and V. N. Smorkalov,_. N. Bobakin.zhizn i deyatelnost(Moscow:
Adamant,1996),p. 66.
132. See.forexample,StewartAlsop. "SaltandApollo 13,"Newsz.ueek
(April 27. 1970):I12.Accordingto
the source,the Sovietshadspentabout $2 billionon the Protonprogramup to 1970,
133. Agapovcorrespondence,
September
30. 1996;Babakin.Banketov,andSmorkalov.
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space-related Proton launches finally resumed the following month after a long gap. In fact, the
record of Proton flights following August 1970 showed a dramatic improvement, with failures
becoming an occasional rarity.
The sixth scooper probe, Ye-8-5 no. 406, was launched at 1626 hours Moscow Time on
September 12, 1970, into a parking orbit around Earth. First Deputy Minister of General
Machine Building Tyulin once again served as chair of the State Commission. _qbout seventy
minutes after entering orbit, the Blok D stage fired to boost the payload toward the Moon.
There was a short mid-course correction the following day before the spacecraft, named
Luna 16, successfully flew into lunar orbit on September 17 using the IID417 engine,
The orbit was circular at an altitude of II 0 kilometers at a 70-degree inclination to the lunar
equator. There were two planned burns to adjust the orbit on September 18 and 19, the final
firing leaving Luna 16 in a low elliptical orbit at fifteen by 106 kilometers at 71 degrees. The
landing approach began as soon as the ship reached its low perigee. Unlike the Apollo Lunar
Module, which followed a complex shallow approach to the landing site, the Ye-8-5 ship simply fired the main engine to cancel orbital velocity, causing a drop toward the surface, and then
performed a final burn to ensure a soft-landing. The spacecraft's on-board control system fed
attitude and altitude information into the internal gyro, and the ship's two side units were
cast off just before commencement of the descent to the Moon. The engine fired for about
270 seconds, beginning at II 12 hours on September 20, The free-fall itself followed a preprogrammed instruction set modified by radar altimeter information on altitude and rate of
descent. At a height of 600 meters, with the spaceship falling at a rate of 700 kilometers per
hour, the on-board computer fired the main engine again. The engine cut off at twenty meters,
prompting the two smaller engines to ignite to complete the descent. Luna 16 landed safely in
the northeast portion of the Sea of Fertility about 100 kilometers east of the Webb crater. The
landing velocity was nine kilometers per hour. ,34
Two cameras similar to the ones used on the earlier Ye-6 landers were installed on the main
instrument section to swivel and return facsimile stereo images of the area between the ship's
two landing pads to determine a precise spot for obtaining a sample. The spacecraft, however,
landed in an area not illuminated by the Sun. and it is probable that the cameras were of no
use. The hollow rotary/percussion bit, a hollow cylinder with cutters on the edge, was driven
thirty-five centimeters into the surface for a seven-minute period to capture a small soil
sample. During this phase, ground controllers were alarmed when telemetry information
showed that soil resistance to the drill increased with depth, and then abruptly decreased,
raising the possibility of a broken drill, Luckily, there was no damage, although Tyulin's team at
Yevpatoriya terminated drilling at that point. The boom then lifted the sample to the open hatch
of the small spherical return apparatus. Evidently, a significant amount of soil dropped out of the
scooper during this upward movement. The total amount in the capsule was 105 grams. At
t043 hours on September 2 I, after more than a day on the surface, the ascent stage of Luna 16
fired its $5.61 engine to lift itself on a direct return trajectory to Earth. Roll thrusters provided
spin control during the trip, ensuring proper thermal regulation, The remaining portion of Luna
16 continued to return data on local temperature and radiation conditions.
Straps holding the return apparatus to the ascent stage were severed at 0450 hours on
September 24 at a distance of 48,000 kilometers from Earth. While the ascent stage burned up
over Earth, the spherical capsule hit the atmosphere vertically at thirty degrees, traveling at
eleven kilometers per second. As temperatures reached an incredible 10,000 degrees
Centigrade, the capsule decelerated at up to 350 g's: a signal from a barometer commanded the

134. AndrewWilson, SolarSystemLog(London:Jane'sPublishingCo., 1987).p. 60-6 I. Theexactlanding
coordinates were: 0 ° 41'5 and 56 ° 18'E. See SouietSpace Programs, 1966-70, p, 198.
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almost two years before the second flight model, spacecraft no. 203, was ready for launch. At
1744 hours Moscow Time on November 10, 1970, a four-stage Proton lifted off and injected the
spacecraft toward the Moon soon after. Following two mid-course corrections on November 12
and 14, Luna 17 entered orbit around the Moon on November 15. The parameters were eightyfive by 141 kilometers. The following day, the perigee was lowered to nineteen kilometers. The
spacecraft deorbited and safely landed at 0646 hours, 50 seconds Moscow Time on November
I? in an ancient crater in the Seaof Rains. The landing profile was identical to that used on Luna
16. Two sets of ramps were lowered, and the five-person steering team at Yevpatoriya in Crimea
commanded the strange-looking eight-wheeled robot down to the surface about an hour and a
half after touchdown. Contact with the Ye-8 lunar rover, called Lunokhod I in the Soviet press,
was limited to about six hours a day when the Moon was above Earth's horizon. _°
Among the scientific experiments aboard Lunokhod I was a penetrometer to test the soil's
mechanical characteristics, which was used more than 500 times during the rover's soiourn.
The Rifma x-ray fluorescence spectrometer, used about twenty-five times, was used to irradiate soil and record induced radiation to identify quantities of different elements. Adding a
slightly international flavor to the mission, Lunokhod I also carried a three-and-a-half kilogram
French-supplied instrument above the forward cameras, consisting of fourteen ten-centimeter
silica glass prisms to bounce back pulses of ruby laser light fired from observatories in Crimea
and France, Scientists first used this reflector on December 5 and 6, allowing the Earth-Moon
distance to be measured down to an accuracy of thirty centimeters. Similar instruments, with
less reflective capacity, were also carried on the Apollo landing flights. There was also an x-ray
telescope and a gamma spectrometer on the spacecraft. Lunokhod I, the first mobile vehicle to
travel on the surface of another planetary body, had an initial design life of three lunar days
(about twenty-one Earth days), but in fact operated for eleven lunar days (about seventy-seven
Earth days). Tyulin's team commandeered the rover across 197 meters during the first lunar day,
peaking on the fifth by covering 2,004 meters between March 7 and 20, 197I. Steering through
the lunar landscape was evidently very difficult for the control team, primarily because of the
six-second delay between the command and the execution of a maneuver. '4°
The crawler's remarkable journey came to an end at 1605 hours Moscow Time on
September 14, 1971, when the last communications session was finished. The day after, TASS
reported that the internal temperature of the rover had fallen because of decay of the nuclear
heater during the night. For several days, controllers tried to reestablish contact with Lunokhod
I, but with no success, and all attempts to do so were terminated on October 4. Lavochkin
Deputy Chief Designer Ivanovskiy, one of the principal architects of the mission, later recalled
that the rover's internal batteries had been designed for only a certain number of cycles of
charging and recharging, equivalent to three months. After exceeding their design lifetimes
by almost eight months, the batteries simply gave up. Ultimately, the mission had been an
outstanding success. Lunokhod I had covered an area of 80,000 square meters and taken
20,000 photographs and 206 panoramas of the lunar surface. During its 301-day, six-hour, and
thirty-seven-minute mission, it had traveled 10,540 meters. It had crossed craters, climbed
inclines, observed solar eclipses, and even found its way back to its mother stage in January
197 I, taking one of the more impressive photos of the mission--a beautiful shot of Luna I7
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Both the Luna 16 and Luna 17 missions were not only important scientific and technological achievements
in their own right, but they also added weight to Soviet claims of the benefits
of automated over piloted lunar exploration.
It was only fitting that a third robotic lunar flight in
1970. the very last gasp of the LI piloted circumlunar
program, was sandwiched
between
the Luna 16 and Luna 17 missions. Although
the circumlunar
project had long since lost its
political utility, there was still hardware remaining, specifically three flight-ready
7K-LI vehicles.
Piloted flights in the series had been suspended in the spring of 1969, but Mishin had doggedly
pursued the idea of launching
a crew regardless of the decisions from above. His view did
have some rationale: the entire circumlunar
system, the 7K-LI vehicle, Blok D, and the Proton
booster were, by mid-1970,
ready for piloted flight. Such a mission, perhaps even multiple
missions, would provide valuable experience in mounting
more complex crewed lunar operations in the future. But the pressure not to do so was intense, and he eventually abandoned the
idea. As a compromise,
he was allowed to continue automated technological
flights. Thus, in
the fall of 1970, TsKBEM prepared one final LI ship, spacecraft no. 14, to fly around the Moon.
The vehicle was launched at 2255 hours, 39 seconds Moscow Time on October 20, 1970, a
month
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and ensured a more precise splashdown."'4'
The day after launch, during the trip to the Moon, scientists at the Shternberg Astronomical
Institute, at an observatory in the Zaylinskiy gltay, photographed
the spacecraft against the stellar background, partly to confirm the accuracy of its trajectory. Photomuttiplier
tubes allowed
identification
of the ship, which was 328.000 kilometers from Earth at the time. Zond 8 itself photographed Earth on October 21. Besides cameras, the spacecraft carried unshielded aluminum foil
"targets" similar to those on the Apollo solar wind collector packages. These were mounted on
the outside of the descent apparatus to detect the isotropic composition
of the solar wind. There
was one mid-course correction at a distance of 250,000 kilometers on the following day, allowing the spacecraft to circle the Moon on October 24 at a minimum distance of 1,200 kilometers.
The standard black-and-white
and color photographs of the lunar surface were taken at distances
of 9.500 and 1,500 kilometers. On the way home, there were two further mid-course corrections
to sharpen its trajectory for the new reentry profile. Ground stations within the Soviet Union were
able to control the dynamics of reentry as the Zond 8 descent apparatus flew over the North Pole
during a ballistic reentry. It eventually splashed down 730 kilometers southeast of the Chagos
Islands, in the Indian Ocean, at 1655 hours Moscow Time on October 27. The landing was only
twenty-four
kilometers from the intended target--and
twelve kilometers from the nearest ship, a
Soviet oceanographic vessel named the Taman. which picked up the capsule fifteen minutes later.
Rescuers then transferred the vehicle to the Semyon Chelyuskin, which took it to Bombay. India,
from where it was flown to Moscow. '4_
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The LI program was finally over. Started by the late Korolev in 1965, it was originally to have
been a symbol of Soviet power during the celebrations for the fiftieth anniversary of the Great
October Revolution in 1967. But after eleven launches and billions of rubles, the program receded into the background as an example of how politics, poor planning, a terrible launch vehicle,
and bad luck could sabotage even the best of intentions• The results were, of course, not all bad.
TsKBEM had performed two fully successful (Zond 7 and Zond 8) and two partially successful
(Zond 5 and Zond 6) automated circumlunar missions• Much of the technology and expertise
cultivated during the project were invaluable for the well-being of more ambitious efforts, such as
the L3 landing program• An official history of the Zond program rightly notes a remarkable list of
technical accomplishments from the project, but ultimately does not shirk from listing the most
glaring omission: that no LI spacecraft was ever flown with a crew on board. '4_It is, however,
undeniable that had the Soviets chosen to fly a crew around the Moon in 1970, they could have.
TsKBEM still had two flightworthy vehicles remaining. But as Mishin noted twenty years later:
•.. as a result of a decision by the higher authorities, the circumlunar flight by two cosmonauts in the LIR-5OOK-L
I program did not take place, despite the fact that the material
base and the cosmonauts [or the [light were ready. This decision resulted from the/act that
the United States had already taken the lead from us in that direction. I feel that the decision was erroneous and that it did not take into consideration the opinion of the rank-andfile people and specialists who had labored heroically to execute the program .... '_
The Zond program took its place in history as yet another Soviet space program that was
unfulfilled in its dreams•
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Following the Soviet drive to reach the Moon during the Cold War is like chasing a trajectory that turns and twists at the least expected moments, often splintering into multidirectional paths, each road with its own story of triumph, tragedy, and irony. In 1969, the Soviet lunar
program was at a crossroads and split into three distinct options for Soviet planners: the space
station in Earth orbit, expanded lunar landing missions, and a Mars landing project. The Mars
option was the most ambitious element of this triad, and the fact that it existed at all is testament to the often unrealistic ambitions of both space industry officials and the chief designers.
Aelita
One of the first Soviet-era science fiction novels was published in 1923. Authored by the
well-known prose writer P,leksey N. Tolstoy, the novel was a narrative on the adventures of two
Russian cosmonauts on the surface of Mars, a planet governed by a ruthless emperor. The
novel, named .,Z]elitaafter its main character, the "Queen of Mars," was later turned into a
movie of the same name, and it eventually became a widely popular film that was part of the
cultural vernacular of the 1920s.' When the time came in 1969 to assign a cover name to the
new Soviet Mars program, officials chose P,elita. Piloted expeditions to Mars had, of course,
been part of exploratory studies in the Soviet Union well before 1969. Ten years earlier, a team
under Maksimov at OKB-I had begun research on the so-called Heavy Interplanetary Ship for
flight around Mars and back. Another team, led by Feoktistov, studied a concept for landing a
crew on Mars in a larger vehicle, also called the Heavy Interplanetary Ship. None of these studies had official sanction or funding from the Communist Party and government, but Chief
Designer Korolev was sufficiently engrossed in the idea to assign a permanent team to study
the problem. In the autumn of 1964, he established Department No, 92 under llya V. Lavrov
to specifically study the prospects for a piloted Mars landing mission?
l_s the NI-L3 program gathered steam during the mid-1960s, the work on the Heavy
Interplanetary Ship moved ever so slowly to the sidelines. Still, Korolev managed to maintain
his commitment to the idea and was particularly interested in the closed-loop life cycle systems
that would be necessary for the long trip to Mars. Some of this research was carried out at the
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I, 1997.
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This is a model of the pencil shaped MEK
piloted Martian spacecraft offered in 1969
by Mishin's design bureau as part of the
..Ztelitaeffort. ,,zltthe base of the stand is
another model evidently showing the
Martian lander with its atmospheric
braking oeroshell (shown in more detail
in the bottom photo), On the right is a
robotic Martian spacecraft.
(copyright Mark Wade)
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The MOK formed the main areas of living for the crew. From one end to the other, the complex had seven sequential sections: the instrument-aggregate compartment, the working compartment, the laboratory compartment,
the biotechnology
compartment,
the living
compartment, the "salon" compartment, and the orientation engine compartment. The
MPK had an unfurlable aeroshell for aerodynamic braking into the Martian atmosphere. It was
located behind the "shaded shield" of the main spacecraft. After separating from the main
spacecraft complex in Martian orbit, it would discard its docking apparatus used for operations
in Earth orbit and then use a liquid-propellant rocket engine to soft-land on the surface of
the planet. The aeroshell encased a cylindrical "living compartment" linked to the main crew
quarters via a hatch, as well as a two-stage ascent stage with a spherical cabin,
The MEK also contained the main crew return apparatus for returning the crew to Earth.
The capsule was essentially a larger version of the "headlight-shaped"
Soyuz descent apparatus with a lift-to-drag ratio of about 0.45, sufficient to significantly reduce g-levels upon
terrestrial reentry. The capsule had a base diameter of 4.35 meters and a height of 3.15 meters.
The MOK and MPK would dock in Earth orbit with the electric rocket engine plus nuclear
reactor payload. Docking would be followed by the ignition of the electric engines to begin its
slow acceleration into ever larger spirals around Earth. After the complex cleared Earth's radiation belts, a Proton rocket would launch a 7K-LI Zond-type spacecraft into Earth orbit with a
crew. The Blok D fourth stage would accelerate the Zond to meet with the MEK in high orbit.
Having entered the MEK, the crew would verify the operation of all systems on the complex
with the option of abandoning the vehicle if there were serious problems. After reaching transplanetary velocity, the MEK would "shoot" out of Earth orbit in a trajectory toward the Red
Planet. The electric engines would shut down at this point and stay in "cold storage. ''_
Calculations at the time had allowed engineers to compute the cumulative dose of radiation during periods of high solar activity that doctors believed would be acceptable for interplanetary crews. Based on these data, the crew of the MEK would stay in the special radiation
shelter, which was in the form of a passage in the main instrument-equipment bay of the ship.
The workload of the cosmonauts during both the outbound and inbound trips would be
reduced as much as possible by making operations almost fully automated. Computers would
deliver information on the spacecraft systems' operation based on an algorithm producing three
values: "normal," "not normal," and "failure." The crew would be able to carry out any
in-flight repair of the ship's radio and electronic equipment, designed to be easily accessible in
the form of replaceable units. The effects of long-term gravity on the crew was still a potential
unknown in 1969, and one option engineers seriously considered was the use of artificial gravity by rotating individual portions of the giant spacecraft around its axis. Research later proved
that such rotations would be harmful to the body because of the appearance of "Coriolis"
acceleration that distorted the human perception of gravity.'
The coast to Mars would take 150 days, after which the electric engines would start
operating again to perform Mars orbit insertion. The MEK would take sixty-one days to brake
into high orbit and a further twenty-four days to shift to low orbit. The crew would spend an
additional week surveying possible landing sites for the MPK. Three of the six cosmonauts
on board would then enter the lander and touch down on the surface. After about a weeklong
mission on the surface, the ascent stage of the MPK would lift off and automatically
rendezvous with the MOK. The crew would transfer from the former to the latter's living
compartment, and the no-longer-needed lander would be discarded. A week later, the
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"PilotedFlightto Mars."
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I.B. Pffanasyev,
"UnknownSpacecraft
(Fromthe Historyof the SovietSpaceProgram)"(Englishtitle),
Nouoyeu zhizni Nauke.tekhnike:Seriyakosmonautika,astronomiyano. 12(December1991):1-64_
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crewmembers would begin their return trip in the MOK--seventeen days to escape Mars and
another sixty-six days to gather velocity to reach Earth. During passive flight, the spaceship
would pass as close to the Sun as possible, flying between the orbits of Venus and Mercury to
accrue more velocity. Another seventeen days of active engine firing would lead to a second
passive phase. Three days before reaching Earth, the electric rocket engines would be switched
on again. The crewmembers would separate from the main MEK spacecraft in their return apparatus and land by parachute back on Earth with the results of their scientific experiments and
Martian soil samples. _
Serious work on closed-cycle life support systems in support of the Mars program was carried out at the premises of the Moscow-based Institute for Biomedical Problems. In J970, as
part of the MEK project, scientists at the institute created a Scientific-Experimental Complex
(NEK) for "special biomedical testing of prospective space life-support systems." The NEK consisted of three modules: one with a volume of 150 cubic meters, the second with a volume of
I00 cubic meters, and the third, the aggregate compartment, with a volume of fifty cubic
meters. Each module was connected with an airlock and had radio-television systems, anti-fire
alarm systems, and extinguishers. Two of the modules had special areas for rest and athletic
training. There was also a special kitchen for preparing food from sublimated products, as well
as a doctor's area with a full complement of medication and instruments;
One of the most intensive areas of focus in the design of the MEK was the nuclear energy
source, not only to power the ship, but also to provide power to the electric rocket engines. In
the 1960s, scientists and engineers at TsKBEM had engaged in research on creating a new class
of slow-melting and high-temperature materials and new heat carriers--that is, new technologies for facilitating the creation of small-scale thermionic reactors. Several different complex test
stands were built for testing methods, materials, and equipment at very high temperatures.
Between 196.5 and 1968, TsKBEM, together with the Physical-Power Institute at Obninsk,
designed and manufactured a new thermionic reactor using fast neutrons. By 1910, they had
created the new FS-I critical test stand, essentially a reactor of zero power, to verify changes in
the structure, geometry, composition, and configuration of the primary components of the
nuclear-physical model of the thermionic reactor. Eight critical assemblies were made at the
time, leading eventually to the creation of the I I B97 nuclear energy source.
Based on this research, for the MEK, TsKBEM engineers worked on a draft plan between
1966 and 1910 for nuclear energy units and electric rocket engines for the spacecraft and its
launch vehicle. The power units and the rocket engines were created in single block (YaE-I and
YaE-I M) and triple block (YaE-2 and YaE-3) configurations, with each block consisting of one
thermionic reactor. The performance characteristics were:
Unit

Power Output

YaE-I
YaE-I M
YaE-2
YaE-3

2,500-3,000 kilowatts
5,000 kilowatts
Three by 3,200 kilowatts
Three by 5,000 kilowatts

The spacecraft would have two low-thrust electric rocket engines of 6.2 and 9.5 kilograms
thrust, respectively. Their specific impulses were remarkable, attesting to their high-performance

gfanasyev,"PilotedFlightto Mars."
9.
gleksandrAndryushkov,"The SecretCosmodrome"(Englishtitle), Krasnayazuezda,December3.
1994,p 6.
8.
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This is a close-up view o[ Chelomey's MK-700 Martian lander spaeeera[t that was proposed as part o[ the 71elita
program to send Soviet cosmonauts to Mars in the late 1970s In the background is a model o/a variant o[ the
Satyut space station. (copyright Mark Wade)
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22. The Council of Chief Designers for the N I-L3 program in December 1970 were: V. P Mishin (TsKBEM
and council chief), &. P.gbramov (TsKBEM), V. P. Barmin (KB OM), /_. G. losifyan (VNII EM), A. M Isayev (KB
KhimMash), I. I. Ivanov (KI3 Yuzhnoye), N. D. Kuznetsov (KB Trud), N. _. Lobanov (Nil AU), A. M. Lyulka (KB
Saturn), /_. S. Mnatsakanyan (Nil TP), N. A. Pilyugin (Nil AP), M. S. Ryazanskiy (Nil Priborostroyeniya), G. I.
Severin(KB Zvezda), V. G. Stepanov (Turayevo Branch of MMZ Soyuz), G. I. Voronin (KB Nauka), and M. K Yangel
(KB Yuzhnoye). Additionally invited to participate in the proceedings were: P A. _gadzhanov (TsKIK), A Yu.
Ishlinskiy (Institute of Mechanics AN SSSR),A. G. Karas (GUKOS), M V Keldysh (AN SSSR),V. Ya.Likhushin (Nil
TP), G. P.Melnikov (NII-4 Space Branch), Yu. A. Mozzhorin (TsNllMash), B. N. Petrov (Interkosmos), G. I. Petrov
(IKI AN SSSR),and V. P. Pukhov (Nil KhimMash).
23. N. Kamanin. "I FeelSorry for Our Guys" (English title), Vozdushniy transport 15 (1993): 12.
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These included water-landing tests and the verification of the giant launch escape tower for the
L3 stack. The LOK would be the first Soviet piloted spacecraft whose primary landing target was
the Indian Ocean. TsKBEM engineers also overcame major technical obstacles in building the
first fuel cells for a Soviet piloted spacecraft, six years behind the United States. By 1971 and
1912, the engineers were ground-testing a four-and-a-half-kilowatt power supply unit called
Volna for the LOK, which ran on alkaline and hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells with an efficiency
rating of about 60 percent. Volna would provide electricity, oxygen, water for drinking, and
support services during the lunar mission. 24
Preparations for the next N I launch were bogged down in technical delays, compounded
by a lack of confidence in a success. It was only in late May 1911 that the rocket was finally
moved to the second NI launch pad at site I lOk the one that had remained intact after
the catastrophic explosion during the summer of 1969/_ Evidently, Chief Designer Barmin's
engineers had not yet begun reconstructing the destroyed pad at site I IOP. By December 1910,
the consensus was to carry out the remaining N I test launches from I IOL while, at the same
time, begin the construction of two completely new pads elsewhere at the launch range.
Booster 6L's payload consisted of mass mock-ups of the LOK and LK. There was no functional emergency rescue system on top of the L3 stack. The primary objective of the mission
was to test, as simply as possible, the operation of the first three stages of the N I. No lunar
operations were planned, and, in fact. the N I was to be launched outside a convenient lunar
launch window. 26There was some minor drama during the searing hot days preceding the
launch attempt. In an unexpected act of nature for arid Tyura-Tam, there was a violent rainstorm
at the launch site while the N I rocket was installed at the pad. For Kazakhstan, this was
quite an anomaly, and engineers were very worried about the effect of rain on the N I rocket's
electronic circuitry. Some State Commission members proposed bringing the booster back to
the assembly-testing building and then "drying" it, but M/shin was against this, apparently
fearful that such a move would serve no purpose other than delaying the launch by days if not
weeks. In the end, M/shin got his way27 The State Commission originally set the launch for
June 20. but postponed it initially by two days to June 22. But there were more delays, t_ir Force
representative Col. General Kamanin wrote in his diary on June 24 that:
The launching o[ the N l has again been put off Now M/shin hopes to put it into space
on June 27, but there are so many [allures and mat/unctions
that this date may also
prove unrealistic. General [Z_leksandr G.] Karas [the commander o/the Chic/Directorate
of Space Zlssets] called from the launch site today. He is dejected. The telemetry equipment on the N I has given out, and there are other important malfunctions which may
again delay the launching. This bad rocket is a great liability to our space program. _8
The "bad rocket" was finally launched at 0215 hours, 8 secondsMoscow Time on June 27,
1971. As soon as the booster lifted off, telemetry on the ground indicated that the roll control
system was behaving abnormally. There were unexpected gas-dynamic moments (eddies and
countercurrents) at the base of the booster, which caused the N I to roll around its axis. l_s the
rate of roll increased steadily, by T+48 seconds, the large amount of torque began to destroy
the second stage. Three seconds later, the KORD system shut down all the engines. As the

24. Serge/Khudyakov,"PowerUnits Runon FuelCells,"Zterospaee
Journalno. 6 (November-December
1996):42-43.
25. "SovietLunarBoosterSouvenir,"Spaceflight34 (August1992):214.
26. Afanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft."
27. MikhailRudenko,"FourStepsFromthe Moon" (Englishtitle),Moskouskaya
prauda.July19, 1994,p. I0.
28. Kamanin,"I FeelSorryfor OurGuys,"p. 12.
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This photo captures the spectacular night launch o[ the third HI rocket in June 1971/3lthough the booster
cleared the tower, unanticipated rotations around the main vertical axis of the vehicle led to yet another
catastrophic failure (copyright QuesU
rocket continued
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the limited capabilities of the LOK and the LK would be a risk not worth taking. The early-1969
talks on a post-Apollo response had led to considerations of an improved lunar landing project
with better characteristics, something that would not only guarantee the safety of a crew, but also
be a significant improvement over any Apollo mission. In April 1969, Mishin told Brezhnev that
his design bureau would work on a lunar project capable of sustaining a crew of three
cosmonauts for extended periods on the Moon and equipped to travel long distances on the lunar
surface. By September of the same year, Mishin was examining the preliminary documents on
such a plan, and byJanuary 1970, the proposal had a name, the L3M, which was a modified L3.
[ngineers approached the formulation of the L3M with the weaknesses of the original
L3 plan in mind--that is, what kind of improvements could be made given existing hardware
and technology? Clearly, one of the vulnerable links in the chain was the docking of the LK
with the LOK once the lander had lifted off from the lunar surface. Given Soviet weaknesses in
microelectronics technology, the engineers had faced great difficulty in designing a completely
automated rendezvous and docking system, as evidenced by the docking failures on Soyuz
2/3 and Soyuz 7/8. Lunar dockings would be even more complex given the poor knowledge
of navigation conditions around the Moon and the difficulty of assisting the cosmonauts from
Earth. One possibility was to design a very heavy launch vehicle capable of a direct ascent
profile to the lunar surface, bypassing the need for rendezvous. Studies, however, proved that
such a profile would require a very heavy launch vehicle well outside the capabilities of the N I
in the near future, even if augmented with high-energy stages. The other option was to launch
huge components of the lunar ship separately and have them link up in lunar orbit. The extra
mass afforded would allow the spacecraft to carry reliable rendezvous and docking instrumentation. It was the second option that the engineers decided to adopt for the L3M?'
The L3M lunar landing proposal depended on two major upgrades: an improvement of the
N I and a redesign of the L3. Upgrades to the N I had, of course, been talked about for years.
The most famous such modification was the N IM, proposed for use on TsKBEM's ambitious
and abandoned Mars landing project. For the L3M plan, it seems that Mishin had returned
to the old ideas of using high-performance liquid hydrogen-LOX upper stages for launching
huge payload stacks into Earth orbit. Thus, the problem in many ways depended on the
progress of developing these high-performance upper stages. Four such stages had been under
development for several years, but only two--Blok S (to replace the current N t stage IV} and
Blok R (to replace stage V)--had achieved any modicum of success. Certainly, one of the major
problems was the lack of support from higher authorities to finance such efforts. While NASA
was already flying several excellent high-performance upper stages, Soviet engineers were still
writing unanswered letters on the importance of such propellant combinations. Throughout
1969. work on Blok R and Blok Swas given high priority, with Mishin meeting several times with
Chief Designers Lyulka and Isayev, who were responsible for the two engines, respectively.
The results of testing of these two stages changed the design of the uprated N I for the
long-duration lunar expeditions. In February 1970. the most favored option was to launch three
N Is, two with Lyulka's Blok S and one with a modified variant of Blok D, named Blok DM,
which used conventional propellants. To optimize the work being done and also to unify disparate efforts, Mishin's engineers at the time emerged with a conception for a new upper stage,
designated Blok SR, with a fueled mass of 77.9 tons. This block was examined in two different
versions, the first with one of Lyulka's I ID5/engines and the second with either two or four
of Isayev's I ID56M engines? z In March 1910, the L3M proposal was narrowed down to an

3I. gfanasyev,"UnknownSpacecraft."
32. Semenov.
ed.,Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya,p. 262.The I ID56Mwasamodernizedvariantof
the older I ID56.
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option with two sequential missions, each using a much more improved version of the LK
lander called the LKM:
•

One launch of the N I with Blok SRand the LKM for an automated lunar landing and return
to Earth

•

Two launches of the N I, one with a Blok S and one with a Blok SR, which would link up
in Earth orbit and take its piloted LKM on an extended visit to the surface of the Moon

While the L3M plan offered significant advantages over the original L3 profile, it was still
by no means a certainty with respect to the Soviet space leadership. Throughout February and
March 1970, there was much discussion on the preparation of an official governmental order
from the Ministry of General Machine Building on the L3M proposal, but none seems to have
been forthcoming at the time, evidently because of dissension among the chief designers on
the details of the plan.
Mishin was clearly the primary sponsor of the L3M proposal, and it seems that he had trouble, at least initially, in gathering the necessary support to facilitate an official decree. Academy
of Sciences President Keldysh offered lukewarm support, advising that TsKBEM first needed to
perfect the old N I-L3 before moving on to the L3M. He cautioned that funding for all these proposals were limited and thus Mishin should reduce his requests to cater to the exigencies of the
day. With wavering support, by the end of t970, there was still no official word on the proposal. Meanwhile, Mishin, on his own initiative, had continued to focus work at his design
bureau on L3M, simultaneously with all the work on the N I-L3 and of course the new space
station program. This time, he did not want to make the same mistake of going with an "allup" testing philosophy, which had, to an extent, crippled the N I program. It was clear to him
that one of the most important elements of the new L3M plan was the use of the high-energy
upper stages. To fully test these out prior to their actual use on a lunar mission, Mishin's engineers, by April 1970, emerged with a proposal to develop a smaller version of the N I, called the
Nil. Such an idea, with the exact same designation, had been offered by Korolev in the early
1960s, but had never gotten off the ground because of a lack of funding. As envisioned at the
time, the N I I was a three-stage rocket with:
Stage

Origin

I
II
III

Blok B (stage II) from the N I
Blok V (stage III) from the N I
Btok SM (modification of the high-energy Blok SR)

In October 1970, Mishin met with Brezhnev to brief the Soviet leader on the course of the
piloted lunar landing program. One of the main topics o[ conversation was the creation of an
improved NI-L3 complex--effectively
the NI-L3M proposal--and
the use of high-energy
upper stages for both the N I and the N I I. TsKBEM was evidently short of money to build test
stands for the stages/' As was typical of many other test programs, the N I I as a viable option
did not last very long. Although it was discussed at the Military-Industrial Commission level in
October 1970, by December, there were doubts about the feasibility of rapidly building the N I t
in its current configuration. Eventually, it was completely abandoned. Mishin's engineers would
have to make the direct jump from the N I to its modified version with high-energy stages.

33. ThesestagesincludedBlokS,, BlokSR,andBlokSM.Therewereat leasttwo conceptionsof the N I I:
onethe basicNII andthe othercalledthe NI IS.
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The N I I may have been dropped from consideration, but Mishin was allowed to proceed
with his important Blok SR stage. In May 1971, a formal decision was taken on the development of Blok SR replacing the various previous incarnations of high-energy upper stages,
such as Blok R and Blok S. Blok SI_would be a universal upper stage for launching heavy
space apparatus into geostationary Earth orbit and for sending heavy automatic stations on
trajectories to the planets. Its primary job, however, would be to serve as the lunar-orbit
insertion stage for the L3M mission. After an initial planning stage involving comparisons of
different liquid hydrogen-LOX engine configurations for a single variant, engineers adopted
Chief Designer Isayev's I ID56M engine for the stage because it would "ensure the best
characteristics. TM In the final analysis. Blok SR was equipped with two of Isayev's II D56M
engines with a primary thrust regime of 15.08 tons and a medium thrust regime of eight tons.
It was capable of being fired up to five times over a period of eleven days in a state of weightlessness and vacuum--that is, deep space. The performance characteristicsfor this first Soviet
liquid hydrogen-LOX engine were remarkably high, comparing very favorably to NASA's
Centaur RL-10 engine in terms of specific impulse. According to preliminary calculations, Blok
SRcould deliver a mass of 23.8 tons (for a piloted ship) or 24.1 tons (for an automated ship)
into lunar orbit, twenty tons to geostationary orbit around Earth, or 21.8 tons to a trans-Martian
trajectory. The stage itself was sixteen and a half meters in length and just over five meters in
diameter/_
The decision to select Isayev's I ID56M engine over Lyulka's I I D57 engine for Blok SR had
as much to do with technical considerations as it did with bureaucratic infighting. Lyulka's
engine had run into serious technical trouble in 1970. By July, it was clear that its testing
program was severely lagging, and by the end of the year, planners had all but given up on
its use in the immediate future. The technical issues were compounded by interministerial
jealousies. Lyulka's organization, the design bureau of the Saturn Plant, was part of the Ministry
of Aviation Industry, and thus outside the "mainstream" of the Soviet space industry, which
was part of the Ministry of General Machine Building. The latter's head, Minister Afanasyev,
was evidently unwilling to have another chief designer from the aviation industry "interfere" in
the N I-L3 program. '_ While Lyulka doggedly continued his work on Blok R, his engine was
temporarily sidelined from the N I program.
specific technical design for Blok SR enabled more precise definition of the N I-L3M
proposal in 1971 because the capabilities and mission profile depended to a great extent on
the performance characteristics of the upper stage. The main component of the plan was the
N IF, an upgraded N I that would incorporate improvements in each of its stages. The first three
stages would use the new and better Kuznetsov engines capable of multiple firings, which
were under development since 1970. Each replacement engine had the same thrust level as its
predecessor. The fourth and fifth stages, strictly a part of the payload, would be replaced by a
single high-energy upper stage, Blok SR. The final configuration for the upgraded N I was:

34. Semenov,ed.,Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya.p. 262.
35. Ibid.
36. GermanNazarov."You Cannot PaperSpaceWith Rubles:How to SaveBillions" (Englishtitle),
MolodGyagvardiyano. 4 (April 1990):192-207:Lardier,L71stronautique
Sovi#tique,pp. 174-75.
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Stage

Stage Name

Engines

Thrust

I
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30 X 154 tons (sea level)
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2 X 7.54 tons (vacuum) 37
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37. ,_fanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft": I. P_fanasyev,"The 'Lunar Theme' After NI L3" (English title),
Z]viatsiya i kosmonautika no. 2 (February 1993): 42-44; Jeffrey M Lenorovitz, "Trud Offering Liquid-FueledEngines
From N I Moon Rocket Program," @viation Week & Space Technology, March 30, 1992, pp. 21-22 P,n early version of glok SRwas equipped with four I I DS6M engines instead of two. SeeSemenov.ed.. Raketno-Kosmicfleskc_ya
Korporatsiya, p 262 The total mass of the N IF was 3,025 tons, and launch thrust (probably in vacuum) was
5,070 tons The booster was capable of inserting I05 tons into Earth orbit, thirty-lout tons to the Moon, and twenty-two tons into lunar orbit.
38. P,fanasyev, "The 'Lunar Theme' _qfterN I-L3," There was evidently another LKM configuration considered. This design resembleda Soyuz with its modules switched--that is, the descent apparatus on top of the living
compartment. The crew would move from the former to the latter by means of "a crawlway-chute"--that is, not
through a hatch in the heat shield. See_fanasyev. "Unknown Spacecraft."
39
Afanasyev, "The 'Lunar Theme' P,fter N I-L3," p. 43.
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Each NIF would launch its payload block
toward the Moon using its own Blok SRto accelerate to translunar injection. Near the Moon, the
same stages would fire to put their respective payloads into lunar orbit. Once there, the two Blok SR
stages would be discarded, and the Blok DM stage
would dock with the large LKM If for some reason
the docking failed, the cosmonauts could simply
return to Earth in their LKM spacecraft without
having to carry out any extraneous spacewalks. In
case of a successful docking, Blok DM would
decelerate the complex from lunar orbit and initiate
a powered descent to the lunar surface. Much like
the earlier L3 plan, after Blok DM's propellants
were exhausted, the LKM would take over the
remaining portion of the descent to the surface
using its own engine. Depending on the size of the
crew, the stay on the Moon would last from five
(three cosmonauts) to fourteen days (two cosmonauts). After the entire surface exploration was
over, the cosmonauts would lift off from the Moon
in the living compartment, leaving behind the large
descent stage on the surface. Once again, using its
own engine, it would directly fire itself on a transEarth trajectory. Another less preferable option was
to enter an intermediate orbit around the Moon
before returning to Earth. Once near Earth, the living compartment would open up into two pieces,
much like a clam, and release the actual descent
apparatus containing the crew. After a controlled
reentry into Earth's atmosphere, the cosmonauts
would land either on Soviet territory or in the
Indian Ocean._
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NIF (11A52F)
1972

(project)

The N I F-L3M plan offered the hope of carryThe NIF variant of the basic NI rocket was
ing out a series of impressive lunar landing misintended to launch the advanced L3M complex
sions. However, while the Communist Party,
for long-durationstayson the Moon.The
government, and industry had been lukewarm at
program receivedpreliminaryapproval by
best on the N143, would they commit to the
the Councilof ChiefDesignersin May 1972.
(copyrightPeterCorin)
expanded version of it? The central question was
obviously financing, and money was, in fact, one
of the crucial issues in L3M planning within TsKBEM. There was also the question of what to
do with the old L3 project. To resolve these issues, the Politburo signed an order on February
17, 1971, titled "On the Designation of an Expert Commission on NI-L3 Under the
Chairmanship of M. V. Keldysh." The new Expert Commission would be tasked with three
goals:

40. Ibid.:V. P.Mishin,"Why Didn't We Flyto the Moon?"(Englishtitle), Znaniye:tekhnike,seriyakosmonautika, astronomiya no. 12(December 1990):3-43: tqfanasyev,
"UnknownSpacecraft."
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•
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•
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•
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4_
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and missile
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of the N I-L3 program

•
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lunar landing

and then

return to Earth 4_
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ing was formidable.
Afanasyev,
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•

•
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o[ what
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41. Kamanin, "1 FeelSorry for Our Guys," p. 12.
42
Among the subcommissions were Subcommission no. I chaired by MKB FakelGeneral Designer P D.
Grushin, Subcommission no. 3 chaired by TsKB Almaz General DesignerB. V. Bunkin, Subcommission no. 4 chaired
by USSRAcademy of SciencesVice PresidentM A. Kotelnikov, and Subcommission no. 5 chaired by Deputy Minister
of Health A. t. Burnazyan. TsKBEM representativeson the subcommissions included S. O. Okhapkin and K D.
Bushuyev(on no. I). M. V. Melnikov (on no. 2). B. Ye.Chertok (on no. 3), and Ya,I. Tregub (on both nos. 4 and 6).
43, There was an additional possibility within the second option: to carry out the N I-L3 mission with a
single launch. This would, however, only be possible if engineers could increase the lifting capability of the N I,
which was still not up to design levels by 1971.
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and reexamining
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of the N I-L3 in the early 1960s,
the chief designers,

nor from

the pace was not

States was doing. This alone could have made the proposal

to begin simultaneously
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the final document.
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By the time of

years, with
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44. Forexample, options explored in late September 1971included: (I) a two-launch schemewith docking
in lunar orbit with either (a) a direct flight from the Moon to Earth or (b) with a second docking in lunar orbit and
then returning to Earth; and (2) a two-launch scheme with docking in Earth orbit with either (a) a direct landing
on the Moon and direct return to Earth or (b) a plan similar to the original N 143 in lunar orbit. One of the more
interesting possibilities was using the new 7K-SSoyuz variant in lunar orbit.
45. Mishin, "Why Didn't We Ely to the Moon?"
46. Ibid.; Boris Arkadyevich Dorofeyev, "History of the Development of the NI-L3 Moon Program."
presented at the 10th International Symposium on the History of Astronautics and Aeronautics. Moscow State
University, Moscow, Russia,June 20-27, 1995.
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beginning
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Mishin. "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?"
48. Yu A. Mozzhorin, et al. eds., Dorogi u kosmos I (Moscow: MAI, 1992), p. 55.
49. Mikhail Rebrov, "Touching Upon the Legend of the DLB" (English title). Krasnaya zuezda, June 18.
1994, p. 6.
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Small models of elementsof the Long-Duration Lunar Base (DLB) are shown here in a museum display case
Note the models of the N I-L3 LK lunar lander at the left of the photograph...ztt least one of Babakin's Ye-8 descent
stages is visible at center right. Severat [arge mobl[e "crawlers _ are placed at the top from left to right.
(copyright Mark Wade)
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Hereis a mode/simulation o[ a 7K-TSoyuz spacecra[t (felt)docking,with the early model o[ the
DOSspacestation(Salyut).(N.,ZiS/7
photo)
Moving aft, a cosmonaut would then enter the large diameter area. The primary equipment
here was a large cone with its base on the "floor" and its apex almost to the "ceiling": it was
called the scientific apparatus compartment. The latter consisted of, among other instruments,
the OST-I two-meter-diameter solar telescope designed by the Crimean Astrophysical
Observatory. At the mar of the large-diameter area, there were three posts for work on other
scientific apparatus, which included the _nna-3 gamma-ray telescope, the TEB telescope for
studying charged particles in the upper atmosphere, the Kalina ("Viburnum") instrument, and
the FEK-71_photo-emulsion camera. Other scientific instrumentation on the station included the
RT-4 Roentgen telescope built by the Physical Institute of the Academy of Sciences, the ITSK
infrared telescope-spectrometer, and the OD-4 optical visor instrument. The _FP,-41/20 and
AFA-M-3I cameras were for Earth resources surveys. Disciplines apart from Earth observation
and astrophysics were also represented. There was a virtual menagerie of medical instrumentation with their own enigmatic names: Polinom-2M, Levkoy-2M ("Gillyflower"),
Tonometr,
Rezeda-2M (" Mignonette"), Impuls (" Impulse"), Vertikal-M ("Vertical"), Plotnost (" Density"),
Raduga ("Rainbow"), and Kreslo ("Seat"). During exercises, the cosmonauts would wear the
_tlet ("Athlete") suit, while at other times they would don the Pingvin (" Penguin") suit, which
would force the crew to act against allowing the suit to assume its normal fetal position. In addition, the Chibis (" Lapwing") was a special "suit" designed to generate negative pressure on the
lower body to reduce orthostatic intolerance during the return to Earth. Finally, there was also a
special "antigravity" suit for the cosmonauts to wear before the end of the mission. The total
mass of all scientific devices on the station was one and a half tons.
The large-diameter area also contained sleeping areas for the cosmonauts, physical trainers
(including a stationary running track capable of ten kilometers per hour and a "veleergometer'), a refrigerator with a supply of food products and water, and a toilet with its own
forced ventilation system isolated from the rest of the station. All around the large-diameter
area, there were panels on the walls giving easy access to instrumentation for controlling
the station--those
for life support, thermal regulation, power supply, radio communications,
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trajectory measurement, and command radio links. So as not to disorient crews in space, the
station had a specific color scheme: the front and rear were light gray, one side was apple gray,
the other wall was yellow, and the "floor" was dark gray. The exterior of the working compartment had various antennas from the station's radio complex and micrometeoroid impact panels.
The DOS contained seven specific locations for manually controlling the scientific apparatus
and station systems. Station no. I, the central command post of the station, was located in the
lower part of the small-diameter portion. Equipped with two chairs, cosmonauts could control
the basic on-board systems and part of the scientific equipment from here. Station
no. 2. the "astropost," was also located in the small-diameter area: it was designed for manual
astro-orientation and astro-navigation. Station no. 3 was in the large-diameter section and was
exclusively for controlling the scientific apparatus. In addition to scientific research, Station no.
4 was for medical investigations and was located in the conical section between the smalland large-diameter sections. Station no, 5 was specifically for controlling the Orion-I stellar
telescope and was located in the transfer compartment. Station no. 6, like Station no. 2, was
for astro-orientation and navigation; it was located in the small-diameter section. Finally, Station
no. 7 was for controlling scientific apparatus focused on studying "atmospheric resonance"
using the ERA instrument and was located opposite to Station no. 6.
The final section of the station was the aggregate compartment at the very aft end of the
DOS. Not accessible by the crew, this compartment was a simple cylinder with a diameter of
4.15 meters and a length of 1.4 meters hooked to a semispherical shell attached to the station
proper. The cylindrical portion was appropriated directly from the aggregate compartment of
the Soyuz spaceship, and it contained the main maneuvering engine of the space station, the
$5.66. The engine, almost identical to the Soyuz main engine, was developed by the same
enterprise that had developed the one for Soyuz, Chief Designer Isayev's Design Bureau of
Chemical Machine Building (formerly OKB-2). The $5.66 had a primary single-chamber engine
with a thrust of 417 kilograms and a reserve two-chamber one with a thrust of 41 I kilograms.
In addition to the main engine, the station was equipped with a set of thirty-two small attitude
control thrusters of ten kilograms thrust each, developed by the Scientific-Research Institute of
Machine Building based at Nizhnyaya Salda. The attitude control complex consisted of two
independent systems--a primary and a backup--each consisting of sixteen engines (six for
yaw, six for pitch, and four for roll). The propellant tanks for these engines were installed in the
aggregate compartment.
Two large solar panels, identical to the ones at the forward end of the station and derived
from the Soyuz spacecraft, were installed on the aggregate compartment, lending the station
a bird-like appearance. Electrical energy for the station was passed through independent
systems--the SEP-I and SEP-2--each with a potential difference of twenty-seven to twentyeight volts. These could work simultaneously using the two pairs of solar panels, with a total
surface area of twenty-eight square meters, to charge two internal nickel-cadmium batteries.
SEP-2was designed for intermittent work and was only for the scientific instrumentation?'
From an overall perspective, the DOS spacecraft was essentially created by combining the
P,lmaz space station with the Soyuz spaceship. The number of systems appropriated from the
latter were numerous, including the entire orientation and approach control systems, the Zarya
radio-communications systems, the RTS-9 telemeasurement system, the Rubin orbital radio-

51. I Marinin,"QuarterCenturyfor 'Salyut'" (Englishtitle), NouostikosmonautikiI0 (May6-19. 1996):
78-84: tardier, lTlstronautiqueSoui_tique,pp. t99-202; V. P.Glushko.ed., Kosmonautikaentsiklopediya(Moscow:
Sovetskaya entsiklopediya. 1985). pp. 343-44: M. R Vasilyev.et al.. eds.. 'Salyut" Space Station in Orbit
(Washington.DC:N_qS1q
I-I F-15450,1974),pp. 3-8. This lastsourceis a translationof M. P.Vasilyev,et al., eds.,
_Salyut'
na orbite(Moscow:Mashinostroyeniye,
1973).
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systems), K8 Nauka under G. I. Voronin (for life support systems), KB Zvezda (for spacesuits), -I-sKBGeofizika under
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the Soviets were tentatively visualizing the launches of ten such space stations over the course
of five years--that is, two per year. By this time, the third DOS vehicle would be the first
standard model with two docking ports; the remaining vehicles would all be identical save for
the internal complement of scientific equipment. The DOS number 3 would also be the first
station to be serviced by the 7K-S Soyuz. Work on the second DOS had already started by the
end of 192'0, before the launch of the first DOS, with work advancing to the crew selection
stage. Apart from the basic l_Imaz-based DOS model, Mishin's engineers also conceptualized
much more advanced versions. In early September 1970, Ustinov visited TsKBEM to hear
reports on the progress of the DOS program and, at least tentatively, approved "prospective"
developments, specifically a station named the DOS-N, to be launched by an uprated N I rocket.
Later, in March 1971, Mishin reported to Ustinov on another DOS variant, the DOS-A,
evidently proposed as a direct competitor to NASA's Skylab space station, which was far
larger than the original DOS variants based on Almaz.
The DOS program may have been primarily a politically motivated program, but there was
much debate over what kind of scientific instrumentation to have on the station. In July 1970,
Mishin spoke with Academician Georgiy I. Petrov, the Director of the Institute of Space
Research under the Academy of Sciences, to discuss the possibility or installing a radio telescope with a fifteen-meter-diameter parabolic antenna on a DOS. Later in the month, Mishin
also sent a letter to various scientific (and probably military) organizations asking what kind of
goals they would like to be solved on the station--a significant change from the haphazard
nature of scientific research on piloted space missions throughout the 1960s. In early February
1971, Mishin met with Viktor A. Ambartsumyan, a Vice President of the Academy, to discuss
the long-term scientific goals of the DOS. Several requirements were established:
•
•
•
•
•

The Soviets needed a program for space-based astronomy research.
Resources were needed for creating optical and radio telescopes in Earth orbit.
Four of the future DOS vehicles should be equipped with telescopes of I meter in diameter
for astronomy research.
A space-based parabolic antenna should be developed with a diameter of thirty to fifty meters.
A telescope with a mirror of three meters diameter should be created for seven to eight
years of operation in orbit.

While all of these were not intrinsically related to the DOS, the space station program seems
to have served as a catalyst for this new cooperation between the scientific and space communities.
Crews for the first DOS were slow to train for the first space station missions because of
the inevitable acrimony over crew selection that had continuously plagued the Soviet piloted
space program. On April 23, 1970, Mishin had initially proposed a set of four crews for the two
planned missions to DOS-I. Not surprisingly, Air Force representative Col, General Kamanin
refused to approve the choices. He believed that one man, TsKBEM civilian engineer Feoktistov,
was not medically suited for flight. Feoktistov had also recently been divorced from his second
wife, which would make him unsuitable for space flight. Another man, Air Force Colonel
Volynov, who had earlier flown the Soyuz 5 mission, was unacceptable to Kamanin because he
was Jewish. Kamanin had been instructed by Ivan D. Serbin, the chief of the Defense Industries
Department in the Central Committee, not to allow Volynov to fly again. Finally, a third man,
Air Force Colonel Khrunov was deemed inadequate because of his behavior after a recent
hit-and-run accident in which he had failed to come to the help of the victim. After a major
reshuffle of the crews, Kamanin and Mishin agreed to four new crews on May 13. The first two
crews who would fly the first space station missions were: (I) Shonin, Yeliseyev, and
Rukavishnikov and (2) Leonov, Kubasov, and Kolodin.
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as a call sign [or the ground segment of the Soviet Command-Measurement Complex, thus raising the possibility of
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'Secret' Stamp: 'Salyut' and Star Wars" (English title), Rossiyskiyeuesti, November 2 I, 1992, p. 4.
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of two ventilation units used for the life support system, although this seems not to have
caused any major concern on the ground. _
The day after the Salyut launch, the primary crew for the first mission was presented to the
Soviet press, with the accompanying announcement that their launch would take place on April
22 at 0320 hours Moscow Time--a night launch. Shatalov, Yeliseyev, and Rukavishnikov took
their places in their Soyuz spacecraft, despite some concern with respect to heavy showers during the night: the State Commission, however, agreed to proceed with the launch. The Soyuz
launch vehicle was filled with propellant, and all prelaunch procedures seemed to be going
according to schedule until T minus one minute. At that point, one of the masts on the launch
system did not retract as planned. Officials feared that if there was a launch, the launch escape
system would be spuriously activated and cause an explosion, as had occurred during a Soyuz
launch in December 19667_ Mishin opted to reluctantly postpone the launch. The commission
quickly decided to keep the booster on the pad fully fueled and try again the following day.
During the second launch attempt, the exact same thing occurred again: a mast from
the launch structure refused to retract. Mishin was apparently aware of the reasons for this
deviation from normal procedures, and he took control of the situation. Taking complete
responsibility for any negative consequences, he called out for the launch to proceed. There
were no problems, and the first 7K-T Soyuz spacecraft, vehicle no. 31, lifted off at 0254 hours
on April 23, 1971, with its three-cosmonaut crew of forty-three-year-old Colonel Vladimir/_.
Shatalov (commander), thirty-six-year-old Aleksey S. Yeliseyev (flight engineer), and thirtyeight-year-old Nikolay N. Rukavishnikov (test engineer). Shatalov and Yeliseyev were the first
Soviet cosmonauts to make a third spaceflight, having flown their first missions just two years
before. Rukavishnikov, the only rookie on board, had extensively trained for the L I lunar
program in the late 1960s. The vehicle, named Soyuz I0 by the press, entered a nominal orbit
of 209.6 by 248.4 kilometers at a 51.6-degree inclination.
Despite a successful launch, the prognosis for the mission was dim. The lid on the scientific compartment was still lodged in its place and threatened to sabotage at least 90 percent
of the scientific experiments program. Furthermore, of the eight ventilation units in the life
support system, six had failed, raising the prospect of an internal atmosphere full of carbon
dioxide and "other harmful materials. "°_ During Soyuz lO's fifth and sixth orbits, there were
difficulties in modifying the ship's orbit to intersect with that of Salyut. The first time, there
was an error in the programming logic of the command, while the second time, the burn was
abandoned because of insufficient time to prepare. Soyuz-lO's ionic orientation system was
apparently inoperational because of contamination of the optical surfaces. Shatalov eventually
took control of the situation and asked for permission to manually change the orbit, which he
did without any problems.
The following morning at a distance of sixteen kilometers from the station, Shatalov switched
on the Igla system, which successfully brought the Soyuz to within 180-200 meters of 5alyut. At
that point, he took over manual control, successfully linking up at 0447 hours on April 24. About
ten to fifteen minutes following soft-docking, Shatalov radioed to the ground that the docking
indicator light was not on in the Soyuz, suggesting that hard-docking had not taken place.
Ground telemetry confirmed that full docking had not occurred and that there was still a
nine-centimeter gap between the two vehicles, Shatalov attempted to tighten the two ships by
firing the Soyuz engines, but this did not prove successful. On their fourth orbit together, orders

64 I. Marinin,"QuarterCenturyfor 'Salyut':PartII" (Englishtitle), NouostikosmonautikiII (May 20June2. 1996):46-51: Petrakov,"SovietOrbitalStations."
65. Therewasa launchfailureon December14, 1966,when aSoyuz(or I I/_511) boosterexplodedat site
3_at Tyura-Tam,
killing onepersonandinjuringmany.Thepayloadwasan automatedSoyuzspacecraft
66. Marinin,"QuarterCenturyfor 'Salyut':PartII."
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were received from the ground to try and undock the Soyuz I0 spacecraft and attempt a redocking. At this point, the crew ran into "incredible difficulty" in trying to undock from the station. °'
On the fourth orbit of combined flight, Shatalov attempted to unlatch the Soyuz I0 ship from
the Salyut station, but the spacecraft refused to dislodge. The problem was not taken lightly
because such a situation could lead to the loss of the station--and perhaps the crew as well.
Being unable to undock by normal means, there were two options: ( I ) dismantling the docking
apparatus, detaching it from the Soyuz, and moving away from the station or (2) detaching the
spheroid living compartment from the Soyuz spacecraft and separating, thus leaving the living
compartment docked to .Salyut. In both cases, the station would be unusable in the future
because the single docking node would be occupied. The situation was compounded by the fact
that there was only a limited amount of oxygen left in the Soyuz spaceship (about forty hours),
within which time all of this would have to be done. Luckily for everyone, on the fifth orbit
of combined flight at I017 hours on April 24, Shatalov once again tried to undock and was
successful. The two spacecraft had been docked for five and a half hours? _
Shatalov maintained station-keeping distance from Salyut as ground control debated
whether to attempt a second docking with the station. After assessing the state of the on-board
gyroscopes, propellant levels, and internal air, the Chief Operations and Control Group
at Yevpatoriya, headed by TsKBEM Deputy Chief Designer Tregub, decided to abandon the
mission and prepare for an emergency return to Earth. Before leaving the vicinity of the station,
the Soyuz I0 crew flew around Salyut and photographed the docking node to assist engineers
on the ground in determining the cause of the malfunction/_ The crew successfully landed
without incident at 0240 hours on April 25, 120 kilometers northwest of the town of Karaganda
in Kazakhstan. It was the first-ever night landing in the Soviet human space program. The mission had lasted only one day, twenty-three hours, forty-six minutes, and fifty-four seconds.
While the Soviet media at the time characteristically claimed that entry into the station was
not even on the agenda and all the objectives of the flight had been successfully achieved, the
mission had clearly been a bitter disappointment.
The investigation into the Soyuz I0 failure was completed by May I0, by which time
engineers ascertained that the Soyuz docking apparatus had been damaged during the docking
maneuver, There had been a breakdown in the coupling shock-absorbing claws in the active
part of the docking node when the two ships had attempted hard dock. The system had been
subjected to 160-200 kilograms of force during the maneuver, although the force at docking
was projected to be only eighty kilograms. The coupler could withstand up to 130 kilograms.
The increased force had been partly caused by the failure to stop the motion of the Soyuz after
soft-docking. Engineers decided to reinforce the docking system twofold, while introducing the
capability of the crew to manually control the pins of the docking system. In the meantime,
Mishin proposed that despite the failure of Soyuz I0, plans should now include two further
missions to the Salyut station to complete the original objectives of the program, The first would
begin on June 4 and the second on July 18, 1971. Mishin also proposed to have the following
crew reduced to two cosmonauts to carry bulky spacesuits that would allow an EVA by one
cosmonaut to visually inspect the docking node on the station, as well as to remove the cover for
the scientific experiments package. Kamanin categorically rejected this idea, arguing that the
cosmonauts had not been trained for FV_ and adding that the Zvezda Machine Building Plant,

67. Ibid; Nazarov,"YouCannotPaperSpaceWith Rubles."
68. N. Kamanin,"This ShouldNeverHappenAgain!" (Englishtitle), Vozdushniy_ransport23 (1993):
12-13; Marinin,"QuarterCenturyfor 'Salyut':PartII."
69. Petrakov,"SovietOrbitalStations."
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During their mission, the cosmonauts performed about 140 scientific
experiments, far more than on any
other Soviet space mission. The medical studies included experiments
involving the cardiovascular system
(using the Polinom-2M), blood tests
(,Zlmak-3), the density of bone tissue
(Plotnost),
pulmonary
circulation
(Rezeda-5), the measurement of wrist
strength, tests of visual acuity, measurements of radiation dosages, and
the study of microflora. Strictly biological experiments included those on the
growth of plants (using the Oazis-I
hydroponic greenhouse starting on
june 13), the study of the vestibular
apparatus of tadpoles, the genetic
mutations of flies, the growth of
chlorella algae, and the development
of grain in microgravity.
P,lthough the crew was unable to
use the OST-I telescope because of
the sealed cover, they did manage to
conduct an extensive series of astrophysics-related experiments using the
Orion-I ultraviolet and the /_nna-3
gamma-ray telescopes. The latter was
named after its designer's daughter
P,nna because "like [her] daughter,
gamma-ray astronomy has still a great
deal to learn. ''79Cosmonauts used the
P,nna-3, capable of registering gamma
rays with energy of up to I00 megavolts, for the first time on June I I. The
Theprimarycrewof SoyuzI I is shownat thetop of theservice
Orion-I
telescope,
built
by the
mastprior to enteringtheirspacecraftFromleft are_eorgiy
Armenian Academy of Sciences, was
Dobrouolskiy(commander).ViktorPatsayeu(testengineer).
and Vladislau Volkou (flightengineer)_(N,z]s,ztphoto)
used on June 18 and 21 to make six
and nine ultraviolet spectrograms of
celestial targets, such as Beta (Centaurus) and Vega (/_Ipha-Lyra). The study of charged particle flux was accomplished with a third telescope named the TEB. The cosmonauts also used
the FEN-7 emulsion chamber to register primary cosmic rays for over a period of 1,728 hours.
One inert instrument was the MMK-I, which measured micrometeoroid flux on the exterior of
the station.

79. Smolders,Sovietsin Space,p. 245.Thescientistin questionwasI_. M. Galper.The/_nna-3wasdevel
opedby the MoscowInstituteof Engineering
andPhysicsunderthe supervisionof V. G.Kirillov-Ugryumov.
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Other experimental disciplines included studying the geophysical properties of Earth with
various cameras, such as the AFA-M, the KFA-2 I, and the handheld RSS-2spectrograph, which
was developed by the Department of Atmospheric Physics at Leningrad State University.
Researchers used the same spectrograph from An-2 and II-18 aircraft at altitudes of 300 and
8,000 meters simultaneously with the cosmonauts to determine pollution and precipitation
levels in the Caspian Sea.The crew also used the RSS-2onJune 14 and 15 to determine humidity of the soil in areas around the Caspian and Aral Seas. On June I I, 19, and 22, they used
the spectrograph to measure the optical characteristics of Earth's atmosphere and the degree of
polarization of sunlight reflected by Earth. The crew also measured the chemical composition
of the atmosphere with a mass spectrometer and used the ERA instrument for studying atmospheric resonance in the ionosphere. Earth observation research included coordinated studies
with a Meteor-I satellite over several days using two hand-operated devices on the station.
Strictly technological experiments were related to the station itself. The crew observed
luminous particles outside the station with a photometer, and also they studied the dynamic
characteristics of the station with a stellar camera. _
Throughout the mission, reports from the cosmonauts in Salyut were shown on Soviet
television. Many of their exchanges on TV were humorous in nature, contrasting sharply with
the morose image of the Soviet spacefarer, and it was clear that the three men were having the
time of their lives. By mid-June, the three men had become household names in the Soviet
Union--a
new breed of folk hero for a country whose prestige had been trampled by the
success of Apollo. For the first time in many years, the Soviet human space program could claim
a genuine advance and victory over the United States. It would not be an overstatement to
claim that much of the general population anticipated the return of the three cosmonauts in a
unified way that had not been witnessed for many years.
The continuing TV reports did not, of course, tell the whole story behind the mission.
There were, in fact, many problems for the crew aboard the station--problems
that on
occasion hindered productive work. For example, during the first two weeks of the mission,
there were a number of personality clashes between the members of the crew, which were
mediated by cosmonauts on the ground at Yevpatoriya who served as "capcoms. "8' Although
these difficulties were resolved, a more serious emergency occurred on June 16, when flight
engineer Volkov suddenly radioed to capcom Shatalov that he sensed a strong odor of smoke.
Assuming the worst-case scenario of a fire in the station, cosmonauts Nikolayev and Yeliseyev
on the ground ordered the crew to immediately evacuate to their Soyuz ferry craft and begin
preparations for undocking. Having quickly moved into the Soyuz, the crew first began attempts
to establish the cause of the emergency by switching on the backup electrical supply system
on Salyut and turning on filters to purify the atmosphere. Following a tense period, during
which instruments tested the atmosphere in the station for safety, the cosmonauts entered the
Salyut station once again. 82
The drama seemed to have intensified the discord brewing among the crew. Veteran
cosmonaut Bykovskiy, at Yevpatoriya,.recalled that during the emergency, Volkov had become
extremely nervous and had tried to resolve the situation by himself, ignoring the assistance of

80. Lardier,LTtstronauticlue
Soui_tique,
pp. 202-03: BertDubbelaar,
TheSalyutProject(Moscow:Progress
Publishers.1986),pp 12-16.
81. The cosmonautsinvolvedin ground control wereV F, Bykovskiy,V. V. Gorbatko,A. G. Nikolayev,
V. tt. Shatalov,andtt. S.Yeliseyev.
82. Kamanint"This ShouldNeverHappen/_gain!,"no, 23: I. Marinin,"QuarterCentury/or 'Salyut':Part
III" (Englishtitle), Nouostikosmonavtiki12-13(June3-30, 1996):77-8 I.
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hiscrewmates
Dobrovolskiy
andPatsayev.
Inanunusual
move,
ChiefDesigner
Mishincommunicated personally with Volkov, informing him that all operational decisions should be taken
by the commander (Dobrovolskiy) and that mission-critical operations should be carried out
only at his discretion. Volkov irritatedly responded that the entire crew was aggravated and that
all decisions should be made collectively. In an amplification of the event, Mishin recalled in
a 1989 interview that a personality clash had developed between Dobrovolskiy and Volkov,
during which Volkov, the only spaceflight veteran on board, declared himself the commander
of the mission, usurping Dobrovolskiy's role• There were apparently several "complicated
conversations" between Mishin and Volkov after the incident. _ In Kamanin's opinion, Volkov
had acted hastily and had a disdainful attitude to those at ground control. Mishin also added
that there may have indeed been a fire on the station originating from a power cable, and the
crew apparently asked for permission to return to Earth immediately but were dissuaded by ground
control. _ The entire situation was diffused following extensive consultations with cosmonauts on
the ground, who were able to bring the crew back to their experiments program.
The Soyuz I I crew was scheduled to observe the third N I lunar rocket during its launch on
June 20 from Tyura-Tam using the Suinets instrument designed for military purposes. The launch
was, however, moved to June 22 and eventually to June 27, and the crew's ground track was not
over the launch site at the time of the N I launch. Dobrovolskiy was able to skillfully use Svinets
on June 24 and 25 to observe night launches of solid-propellant ballistic missiles from Tyura-Tam.8_
The cosmonauts' medical program was not completely successful. The cosmonauts were
apparently reluctant to exercise, and the problem was compounded by several failures on the
station. Kamanin wrote in his diary on June 23 that:
•.. the readaptation will be particularly diHicult [or Volkov: during the flight he has been
more reluctant to do physical exercises than the other ereud members, he has totally rejected meat [cod. he has o[ten been irritated and has already been making a lot o[ mistakes. 8_
The running track was rarely used because of unexpected vibrations when exercising,
which shook the solar panels and communications antennas. The Chibis vacuum suit used for
shifting blood to the upper regions of the body was the source of many problems and was
rarely used. The load-bearing Pingvin space suits also tore at various places during exercises,
neutralizing their impact. Naturally, the lack of calisthenics was a great concern to doctors on
the ground, who believed that the crew would be in extremely poor shape after a near-monthlong mission. Given the problems on the mission, Mishin backed away from his insistence on
a thirty-day mission, instead opting for a more conservative flight of twenty-two to twenty-four
days. On June 22, the State Commission confirmed the decision to land the crew on June 30,
on that day's third orbit, early in the morning.
The three cosmonauts began preparations to return to Earth on June 26. They had exceeded the world-record endurance for a single piloted spaceflight two days earlier on their eighteenth day in space. Despite increasing numbers of mistakes on the part of the crew, attributed
to fatigue, the crew completed all their return procedures on time, and on the evening of June
29, they transferred to the Soyuz II spaceship and closed the hatch between the two space-

83. Tarasov,"Missionsin Dreamsand Reality."
84. /bid
85. NikolayKamanin,"ThisShouldNeverHappenAgain!" (Englishtitle),Vozdushniytransport 24 ( 1993):
12: Marinin, "QuarterCentury for 'Salyut':Part III." The cosmonautsalso usedthe OD-4 optical "visor-range
finder" to performmilitaryobservationsof groundtargets.
86. Kamanin."This ShouldNeverHappenAgain!." no. 24, p. 12.
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craft. The crew then moved into the descent apparatus and shut the hatch between it and the
spherical living compartment. There was a major crisis at this point when the "Hatch Open"
indicator light between the Soyuz living compartment and the descent apparatus failed to turn
off. Fatigued and anxious, Volkov excitedly called out to ground control: "The hatch isn't pressurized, what should we do, what should we do?!! ''_7 Cosmonaut Yeliseyev, who was the
capcom at the time, calmed Volkov down and gave the crew detailed instructions to go through
the entire hatch-closing procedure once more. Dobrovolskiy and Patsayev expertly followed the
instructions, but the indicator light remained turned on. All the members of the crew grew
increasingly nervous because in a few minutes that hatch would be the last barrier between the
crew and open space.
After intensive discussions, the Chief Operations and Control Group on the ground recommended placing a piece of paper over the sensor that detected hatch closing, presumably in
the belief that it was a sensor error. Dobrovolskiy found a piece of plaster, which he placed over
the sensor, and shut the hatch once more. This time the indicator turned off, and all subsequent pressurization checks proved satisfactory, The twenty-minute crisis with the hatch had
strained the nerves of the crew, but following the tests, the cosmonauts apparently calmed
down and proceeded with preparations to undock from the station. At 2125 hours, 15 seconds,
the Soyuz I I spaceship undocked from Salyut and flew around the station, and Patsayev took
a number of photographs. At around 0135 hours on June 30, Volkov reported that the
"'Return' indicator light is on." Ground control replied, "Let it be on. It's correctly on.
Communications are ending. Good luck! "88After that, communications were cut off as the
Soyuz drifted out of voice contact, and they were evidently never regained. According to the
preprogrammed sequence of reentry, the main Soyuz engine was to begin firing at 0135 hours,
24 seconds Moscow Time on June 30, followed by separation of the three Soyuz modules at
0147 hours, 28 seconds. Ground control was, however, unsure whether this had indeed taken
place because of the loss of communications. Search-and-rescue services proceeded on the
assumption that all was going according to plan on the Soyuz I I ship, and the teams from the
Soviet Air Defense Forceand Air Forcedetected the descent apparatus of the spacecraft on time
in the assigned location. The capsule landed at 0218 hours Moscow Time about 202 kilometers east of Dzhezkazgan in Kazakhstan. The mission had lasted twenty-three days, eighteen
hours, twenty-one minutes, and forty-three seconds. As soon as rescue teams opened the vehicle hatch, they found the crew lifeless in their seats.
The recovery teams attempted to revive the cosmonauts after bringing them out of the capsule, but it was all in vain. In the meantime, the State Commission at Yevpatoriya received a
message back from the rescue services concerning the deaths. Immediately, Afanasyev,
Kerimov, Mishin, Kamanin, DOS lead designer Semenov, and others flew directly to the landing site. Other officials, including doctors, also flew in from Moscow. An on-the-spot investigation indicated that there was blood in the crew's lungs, nitrogen in their blood, and
hemorrhages in their brains, which were all obvious indicators of death by depressurization. An
inspection of the ship's interior showed that all the radio transmitters had been manually turned
off, the shoulder straps of all the cosmonauts were unfastened, and Dobrovolskiy himself had
been tangled in his straps. Everything in the Soyuz II descent apparatus appeared normal,
everything except one of two valves in the respiratory system, which was in an open position,
strongly supporting the hypothesis that there had been a rapid decompression) _

8T Marinin, "QuarterCentury for 'Salyut': PartII1": N, Kamanin,"This ShouldNeverHappenAgain"
(Englishtitle). Vozdushniytransport 25 (1993):12.
88 O. Ye.teonov,"Until We Meeton Earth"(Englishtitle), Otechestuennyy
arkhiuu3 ( 1994):71-80.
89 Semenov.ed, Ruketno-Kosrnicfleskaya
Korporcztsiya.
p. 188:Marinin, "QuarterCenturyfor 'Salyut':
PartII1,"
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CosmonautOeorgiyDobrouolskiy.Soyuz I I commander, is shown herejust minutesafter death as medical
workers try to reuiuehim The beard was from approximately twenty-fourdays spent on the Salyutspace station
inrune 1971.,zltthe time, this was the longest piloted space mission in history. (copyrightRudy, Inc., uiaQuest)
The shock not only to the space industry but also the Soviet Union as a whole was devastating. An unprecedented wave of grief swept through the country, not unlike the collective
mourning in the United States after President Kennedy's assassination in 1963. Official Soviet
TV and radio changed their formats to accommodate for the tragedy, while countless condolence messages poured in from leaders all over the world. Apart from the human loss itself, the
Soyuz I I tragedy was a severe blow to the Soviet space program, coming at a time when it had
been so close to reclaiming the lost glory of the Korolev years. In a cruel twist of fate, the Soviet
space program was not even accorded a consolation prize in the space race. It was beset with
problems far more imposing than simply political cost. If 1969 was the year of humiliation for
the Soviet space program, 1971 was its nadir--an absolute low unthinkable a few years before.
The bodies of the three cosmonauts were flown back to Moscow only a few hours after
landing, and the following day, on July I, they were already lying in state in Moscow.
Thousands of Soviet citizens flocked to pay their last respects. Unlike the Komarov funeral,
when no NASA representative was present, veteran astronaut Brig. General Thomas P. Stafford
was on hand, representing the NASA Astronaut Office. Behind the scenes, on July 3, 1971,
Ustinov established a governmental State Commission to investigate the accident and recommend changes in the DOS-/K program. As one would expect, Academician Keldysh headed the
commission. Chief Designer Babakin from the Lavochkin Design Bureau was the deputy chair.
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Chairman, VPK), and V. ID Mishin (Chief Designer. TsKBFM).
102. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 188-89.
IO3. Mozzhorin, et al,. eds., Dorogi u kosmos. I, p. 124 Seealso Tarasov, "Missions in Dreamsand Reality,"
104 Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 188-89,
105. The reprimands were stipulated in a ministry resolution (no. 259ss) on August 19, 1971.
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in June 1988, one of those replaced, Petr I. Kolodin, confided that the deaths of Dobrovolskiy,
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106, Hooper, The Souiet Cosmonaut Team. Volume 2. p. 132,
107. Davydov. "How Could That Have Been?"
I08. There are few published details of these Five-YearSpace Plans. One account--of a meeting between
MOM Minister S. Pl. _qfanasyevand USSRFirst Deputy Minister of Defense M. V. Zakharov in August 1969--clearly indicates the influence of the Ministry of Defense over the content of these plans. See Mozzhorin, et aL, eds.,
Dorogi u kosmos: I, pp. 218-19.
109 L N. Kamanin, "Removing the Cosmetic Retouching: N Kamanin--From His Journal Entriesfor 1970"
(Enslish title), Souetskayakultura, July 14, 1990. p. 15.
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I I 0. MozzhorJn, et al., eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I. pp. 221-22; I. D. Sergeyev,ed., Khronika osnounykh sobytiy
istorii raketnykh uoysk strategicheskogo naznacheniya (Moscow: TslPK. 1994), p, 17.
I I I. Brezhnev's final decision led to the development of Chelomey's UR-100N missile (approved by the
Soviet government on August 19, 19/0) and Yangel'sMR UR-IO0 missile (approved by MOM in September 1970)
For a discussion of the "civil war," see Mozzhorin, et al, eds., Dorogi u kosmos: I, pp. 149-50: Roald Z. Sagdeev,
The Making of a Souiet Scientist: My .,Zlduentures in Nuclear Fusion and Space From Stalin to Star Wars (New York:
John Wiley & Sons. 1993). pp. 205-06; B. Ye. Chertok. Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1997), 68-70: V1adimir Gubarev, "Southern Launch" ([nglish title), Nauka i zhizn no. I0
(October 1997): 36-45.
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This flown model of the BOR-2 lifting body was recently on display at a Russian exhibition Note the damage from
thermal loads during reentry on the bottom face of the vehicle. The insignia of the Gromou Fhght-ResearchInstitute
is visible near the nose of the spacecraft. This vehicle was launched sometime between 1969 and 1974 on a
suborbital mission. (copyright StevenZatoga)
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rumors suggest that at least three drop flights were performed
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I12. v. ggeyev, "Unknown Pagesof Space Science: In Flight--The 'BOR'" (English title). Z4viatsiya i kosmonavtika no I (January 1992): 42-43: E-mail correspondence, Igor t_fanasyevto the author. December II. 1997.
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113. Gleb E. Lozino Lozinskiy and Vladimir E. Plokhikh, "Reusable Space Systems and International
Cooperation," ,qerospaceZlrnerica (June 1990): 37-40; G. Titov. "... This Is Needed for All of Us" (English title),
l]uiatsiya i kosmonautika no. 4 (April 1993): 2-3. Unconfirmed Western sources also suggestthat there may have
been drop tests of the spaceplanein the late 1960s.See, for example, Peter N. James,Soviet Conquest FromSpace
(New Rochelle. NY: Arlington House Publishers, 1974), p. 129 Note that these drop tests, if they did occur, were
different from subsequent tests in 1976-78.
114. Afanasyev correspondence, December II, 1997,
I15. Ts_l-Osnounyyeetapy nauehnoy deyatelnostL 1968-1993 (Moscow: Nauka, 1996), p. 156.
116. Titov, "... This Is Needed for All of Us," P,nother source saysthat Grechko's inscription was "We will
not engageourselveswith a fantasy." SeeVyecheslav Kazmin, "The 'Quiet' Tragedyof EPOS" (English title), Krylya
rodiny no. I (January 1991): 4-5.
II 7. Lozino-LozinskJy and Plokhikh, "Reusable SpaceSystems and International Cooperation," p. 38
II 8. Lardier,L'ZistronautiqueSouietique, p. 175;V. Struminskiy, "Hydrogen on Earth and in Space" (English
title), undated and unsourced article provided by Christian Lardier: E-mail correspondence, Igor Afanasyev to the
author, December 7, 1997.
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IOO-kilometer altitudes, testing them at hypersonic velocities between Mach 3 and Mach 14.
Unlike their BOR-I predecessor, both BAR-2 and BAR-3 were metalloid vehicles. Their
characteristics were:
Model

Length

Mass

BAR-2
BAR-3

3 meters
4 meters

1.2 tons
1.5 tons

Scale to EPOS
I/3
1/2

The BAR-2 and BAR-3 flights allowed engineers to clarify the balance and characteristics of
longitudinal stability and compare the data to those from ground wind tunnels. Experimental data
were obtained on the conversion of the laminar boundary layer into a turbulent layer and on
the effects of altitude and flight speed on the distribution of pressure across the surface of an
airframe apparatus with a complex geometric shape. In addition, algorithms for the control of
the vehicles' movements were tested, and extensive research was conducted on aerodynamic
heating, heat exchange, and thermal protection of various surface elements."9 Despite the significant research in the early 1970s, the program, as a whole, lost sight of its future after
Grechko's pronouncement in 1969. The ambitious plans of the mid-1960s--of having a versatile reusable small-scale spaceplane--disappeared amid the military's favoritism for automated
systems.
Grechko and Krylov also influenced the course of the N I program. Since the genesis of
the program in the early t960s, Korolev had attempted to interest the military in the rocket's
capabilities, knowing that strong military interest would ensure robust funding for the effort.
t_ffer Korolev's death, Mishin continued to lobby the military, proposing various forms of military complexes that could be orbited by the N I. Research on large-scale space-based armaments systems had begun as early as 1968; in gpri[ 1969, Mishin had briefed Soviet leader
Brezhnev on the uses of the N I rocket for launching powerful anti-ballistic missile complexes
into space. Later, in the autumn of 1969, Mishin had also personally visited the top-secret
Institute of Nuclear Physics at Novosibirsk to talk to scientists about the possibility of designing transportable particle beam accelerators that could be launched on the N I. '_°
Many such concepts from TsKBEM were studied in cooperation with various Academy of
Sciences and industrial scientific institutes in 1970 and 197I. While these were not programs
to which the Soviet government fully committed, they were in fact considered at very high
levels. In June 1970, Mishin discussed the prospects of the Luch (" Ray") system, a space-based
laser weapons system, with P,fanasyev and Keldysh. By September of the same year, concrete
work on Luch was planned for 1973, simultaneously with operational launches of the N I
booster. Later, in November t970, Mishin met with Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet P,ir
Defense Forces Marshal Pavet F. Batitskiy to brief him on Luch. All Soviet anti-ballistic missile
and anti-satellite forces were under Batitskiy's command at the time. From the available
evidence, Mishin faced a very difficult road in convincing military leaders of the need for the
N t. P,s with their American counterparts, Soviet generals and marshals could find little use for
very heavy-lift launch vehicles to accomplish military goals. One scientist recalled later that at
the initial stages of research on space-based particle beam accelerators, there was a peer review

119. _geyev, "Unknown Pagesof SpaceScience";Lardier.L_stronautique Souietique. p. 250: P_ndrey
Batashev,"SteepTurnsof the Spiral./_QuarterCenturyDid Not Sufficefor Implementing
the ProJect
Createdbythe
'Father'of the SovietShuttle" (Englishtitle). Trud,June30, 1994.p. 4: K. K. Vasilchenko,
et al.. eds.,Letnyyeissle
douaniya i ispytaniya: [ragmenty istorii i souremennoyesostoyaniye nauchno-tekhnieheskiysbornik (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye. 1993), pp. 34. 54-55. 62; Ts,zlCil-Osnounyye
etapy nauehnoy deyatelnosti, pp. 154: Henry
Matthews,TheSecretStoryo[ theSouietSpaceShuttle(Beirut,Leb.:HenryMatthews,1994),p. 3I.
120. Sagdeev,
TheMakingo[ a SouietScientist,pp. 123-24.
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121. Ibid., p. 124.
122. "Soviet SpaceChief Identified as Editor of an Encyclopedia," New York Times, March 19, 1971,p. 3.
123. Pierre Dumas. "Un Train Spatial Habit_ Vers Mars En 1978." [a RechercheSpafiale no. 3 (May-June
1972): 26. Seealso Christian Lardier, "Soviet Space Designers When They Were Secrets," presented at the 47th
Congress of the International Astronautical Federation,IAA-96-1AA.2.209.
124 Professor M Vasilyev, "Sputnik: Start of the Space Era" (English title), Prauda, April I0, 1972. Further
articles under the same pseudonym were published in Izuestiya on December 28, 1973, and Krasnaya zuezda on
April 12, 1974.Seealso Lardier, "Soviet Space DesignersWhen They Were Secrets."
125. S. Yu Protsyuk, "Technical Chronicle: Who Runs the Program of Mastering Space in the USSR?"
(English title), Ukrainian Engineering News 23 (March-April 1972): 60-72. This article is available as NAS_
Technical Translation TT-14882, dated May 1913.
126 Theodore Shabad, "Soviet Identifies 'Space Specialist'," Ne_uYork Times. May 2, 1971.
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program.

In a top

accurately

secret National

predicted

Technical

problems

manned

lunar

with

landing

Nevertheless,
a lunar
out in due course. ''_
CORONA

Intelligence

Estimate

both

the [NI]

mission
landing

vehicle

until

1973

mission

photo-reconnaissance

satellites

secret N I and its ground
as much

infrastructure.

it actually

as 125 tons

into

Earth orbit

mation

was issued just

high-energy

on the books

when
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real capability

increased

their first major cooperative
on a cooperative
from

things

considered

openness

human

Thomas

venture
spaceflight

advantages

era in space history
set for April

value

for both

as the Apollo

1972, while

Shuttle.

space program

A joint

ed spaceflight
relations

tons.

the July 1971
detailed

infor-

the CIA also

that development

for the Soviets to begin flight-testing

and the CIA's much

flight

effort

had begun

perspective--that

in support

collection

Intensive

any potential

of
them

began to wind

17, was scheduled

down.

program were set for 1973 and 1974, followed
period
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provide

NASA engineers

a joint

mission

would

with

be most useful

that its space technology

V. Keldysh.

mission

would

Apollo

16 was

1972. Flights
by a hiatus

of the reusable

For the Soviets,

is, to demonstrate

discussions

be the end of an

for December

the introduction

means

engaged in
then-NASA

Mstislav
joint

the year 1972 would

missions

Apollo

of detente.

of Sciences President

sides. For NASA,

lunar landing

intelligence

as early as 1969 between

of d_tente,

for at least five years before

in the interim

experience.

better

States and the Soviet Union

in space in the backdrop

the last mission,

in the NASA Skylab space station
the piloted

to ninety

collection:

it is unlikely

to the

of injecting

upper stage programs,

. . . we think

far enough

O. Paine and USSR Academy

the purely political

have functional

was closer

N I launch failure but contained

"All

of hard-

of the still

a far greater ability

hydrogen

liquid

detail

drawing

the rocket was capable

by the speed of information

were both big factors in the early 1970s as the United

Administrator

attributed

a

to be carried

remarkable

a detailed

delay
beyond.

or the [N I] in the near future.' .....

The Soviets'

Apart

will

probably

as a venture

were able to discern
apparently

booster

and

Listing all major

upper stages has progressed

on the [Proton]

1970, the CIA very

four days after the third

on the accident.

added quite correctly:

[Proton]

earliest

to CIA analysts,

The errors in analysis were compensated
estimate

the

the

the CIA produced

Analysts

had: according

and
at

remains

ware. By the time of their July 1971 estimate,
N I rocket than

issued in March

that:

valuable

in

Space
pilot-

from a public

was on a par with

that

129. u.s. Central Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate II-1-69: The Soviet SpaceProgram,"
Washington. D.C., March 26. 1970, p, 3, as declassified in 1997 by the ClA Historical Review Program.
130. CIA, "National Intelligence Estimate If 1-71: The Soviet Space Program," pp, t0, 12, 13. The actual
and suspected characteristics of the N I, called the "j-vehicle" by the Chq, are shown in the [oltowing table. The CI/q
data are [rom July 1971.
Item
Actual
ClA Estimation
Total Length
105.3 meters (m)
96.6 m
Stage I Length/BaseDiameter
303 m/16.9 m
25.6 m/17.1 m
Stage II Length/BaseDiameter
205 mllO,3 m
2 I0 m/l 1.3m
Stage III Length/BaseDiameter
11.5m/6,0 m
13.1 m179 m
Stage IV Length/BaseDiameter
8.0 m16.0m
17.4m16.1m
Launch Mass
2,820 tons
4,536 tons
Si:age I Thrust
4.615 tons
5,897-6,350 tons
Stage II Thrust
1,432tons
1,58Btons
Stage III Thrust
164tons
544 tons
Stage IV Thrust
4 _tons
200 tons
Payload to Low-Earth Orbit
90 tons
125tons
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of the U.S. space program--a
By early April

claim that had been difficult

1972, Vladimir

A. Kotelnikov,

to support

the Deputy Chairman

Low, Deputy Administrator

at NASA, had agreed to a formal technical

of a Soyuz

spacecraft

and an Apollo

"Agreement

Concerning

Purposes,"

confirming

of Ministers

Chairman

in orbit

Cooperation

was signed

Aleksey N. Kosygin
Test Project, while

on the docking

1975. A formal document,

and Use of Outer

Space for Peaceful

by President Richard M, Nixon

on May 24, 1972.'"

few years.

and George M.

agreement

Earth in July

in the Exploration

this arrangement

ject the Apollo-Soyuz

around

in the previous

of Interkosmos,

The American

and Council

side called the pro-

the Soviets used the phrase Apollo-Soyuz

Experimental

Flight (EPAS).
The

birth

contractor

of

EPAS coincided

firm for the joint

ing for a fundamental
of the Ministry

with

program.

change in the hierarchical

of General Machine

Building,

ganized, for the first time introducing
Mishin
would
remain
the Chief
were six chief designers,
landing
ject,

complex,

and the

Chief

each responsible

within

TsKBEM,

secretly

the

prime

had been propos-

makeup of his design bureau. With

the blessing

on July 14, 1972, the TsKBEM structure

for one of six projects:

the DOS-7K space station,
for all programs.

who

changes

was reor-

a new level of chief designers within the design bureau.
Designer
and Chief
of TsKBEM.
Under
him, there

RT-2PU ICBM. '_ As before,

Designer

designers

major

For several years, Chief Designer Mishin

Both

the 7K-S military
Sergey O. Okhapkin

Mishin

were in charge of specific

and Okhapkin

technical

areas.'"

the N I rocket, the L3M lunar

Soyuz, the EPAS international
remained
oversaw

Mishin's

four other

One of Mishin's

pro-

First Deputy
deputy

chief

key deputies

was

Konstantin
D. Bushuyev, whose name was also added to the growing roster of people revealed
to the world. In June 1971, the Soviets named him as the director of the Soviet portion of the
Apollo-Soyuz

Test Project. The Americans

extraordinarily

important

The Soviet
concerning
support
into the

public,

had, for obvious

role in the creation
like those

abroad,

their space program. While

reasons, no knowledge

continued

to

the space effort

be fed a steady

Washington
in Moscow

people were less prone to be vocally

Post in 1971 illustrates
grandmother

declared

by the dearth in quality

to a crowd

waiting

New

in outer space. So I say to you, dear friends, Why

into outer space too."

York Times correspondent

gram] is kept muted
irritated

economy

at a central farm

we just send these rotten
for her modest

added from

criticism

by the controlled

by the costly space ventures

Soviet media, it is well known
when

sold

right? Of course, right, They

don't

that "Although

in The

of potatoes

There was a small round of applause
Moscow

ground

in a staple Russian food

to buy potatoes

market: "We have rockets, right7 Of course, right. We have Sputniks,
fly beautifully

propaganda

a strong degree of

in favor of it. g story

the point. In February 1971, a large portion

had been too rotten to eat. Outraged

item, one indignant

potatoes

diet of

may have engendered

in the late 1950s and early 1960s, by the early 1970s, as the country's
"great stagnation,"

of Bushuyev's

of the Soviet space program.

proposal.

A

[of the space pro-

here that many Russians are

life here is still far from satisfactory."

,,4

131. Ezelland Ezell. The Parlnersflip, pp. 182-93: Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporalsiya, p. 195
132. Semenov,ed., Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, pp. 160, 639. The six chief designerswere B. /_.
Dorofeyev{NI), V. A. Borisov(L3M), Yu. P.Semenov(DOS 7K), Ye.V, Shabarov (7K-S), K D. Bushuyev {EPAS),and
I. N. Sadovskiy(RT-2P).
133. The four deputy chief designerswere M, V. Melnikov ("special themes"), V. V Simakin, A. P. Abramov
(ground equipment and experimental work), and Ya. I. Tregub (testing and flight control). There were also several
deputy chiefs of TsKBEMwho were not designers:M. I Samokhin (standard testing), A. P.Tishkin (coordination), G
M Paukov{cadres), G M Yakovenko(regimes). and B. Ye. Chertok (guidance systems). The First Deputy Chief of
]-sKBEMwas G. V. Sovkov (redesign,construction, and generalproblems). Seeibid., p. 160.
134. The first story is from the March 5, 1971,issueof The Washington Post The second is from the February
28, 1971,issueof The New York Times Both are reterencedin SouietSpace Programs, 1966-70: _oa/s and Purposes,
Organization, Resources.Facilities and Hardware. Manned and Unmanned Flight Programs,Bioastronautics_Ciui/ and
Military Applications, Projectionso[ Future Plans..7]ttitudes Toward International Cooperation and SpaceLaw, prepared for the Committee on Aeronautical and SpaceSciences,U.S.Senate,92d Cong., I st sess.(Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office. December 1971), p. 35,
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While
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near Moscow

infrastructure
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engineers

operations
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were constantly

Mishin
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work. Korolev's

higher
death,

A former engineer

emigrated

by individuals
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in the army.

alive.

all deferments
round-up

TsKBEM

were
was
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Many

began

gone,

the author

leaders.

Bureau of Chemical

Machine

systems

Soyuz,

in 1945,

Isayev had later headed a group
moving

for various
cryogenic

the honor

had refused on the grounds
the general public

only

Less than two
N. Babakin
Machine

Building

Soviet automated
played prominent

job it

the end
In June

....

Even

several

one o/the
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It was

of becoming

in Kaliningrad
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under

these

at

circum-

Aleksey

M. Isayev of the

passed away at the age of sixtyas OKB-2,

had designed

including

NII-88,

where

surface-to-air,

almost

all

those for the Vostok,

One of the first engineers

cruise,

to travel to Germany
he had led efforts

and anti-ballistic

to

missiles,

was the development

of

created for an upper stage of the N I rocket. Isayev

an academician

that he was an engineer,
later, on August

of the Academy

not a scientist.

of Sciences,

but he

His name was revealed to

3, 1971, fifty-six-year-old

away. As head of the design
Plant since
lunar

for working

In 1971, the Soviet space program
Designer

at the famous

engine,

though

,35

previously

ballistic,

Towards

up in droves.

upon his death. '_°

months

passed

secret,

whose

called

into the space field. One of his major contributions

the first Soviet high-energy
had been offered

were

to TsKBEM

Salyut, L I, and LOK spacecraft.
engines

men

in the Soviet space program,

Voskhod,

eventually

most of

top

age were not required

under Mishin.

1971, Chief

Building

His organization,

rocket

classified

more

bureau.

employees,

was

of conscription

elsewhere.

in 1970 ....

On June 25,

space-based

develop

and

the design

of 28,959

in Kaliningrad

returning,

were not limited

two after a heart attack.
propulsion

out

to seek jobs

left TsKBEM

potential

of its major

personnel

carried

TsKBEM

Design

joined

in the late 1970s recalled:

and

men began

three

households,

measure, wage rates at TsKBEM were about

canceled

of the

Losses in human

high-quality

of

industrial

1960s as more

from the "First Department,"

dramatically

later many
that

of

at TsKBEM

changed

months
stances

the town

of the massive

in the

an enterprise

all work

to the West

to serve

I_968, a virtual

Dozens
built

the

TsKBEM was merely

than those in similar institutions
engaged in scientific
or engineering
however, seems to have had some deleterious effects on the workforce.

who

1960s

oversaw

As a compensatory

,its long as Korolyov
o/the

beneficiary

all over the country

Because

shadowed

tight security.

were

institutions

knew little about

65 I." Despite the anonymity,

a major

stores

actually

documentation,

at TsKBEM.

and well-stocked

based in Kaliningrad.

was to maintain

box number

have been

from the best educational

At the time of the

the Soviet public

In all unclassified

office

seems to

to support

complexes,

engineers

lost

may have been valid,

of the Soviet space program.

Kaliningrad

whom
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1965, Babakin

and interplanetary

roles in determining

policy

bureau

of the S. A

had overseen

programs.

In the

by participating

Chief

Designer

Lavochkin

the tremendous
piloted

successes

space programs,

in various councils

Georgiy

State Union

involved

of the
he had
in the

N I-L3 lunar programs. The crowning successes of Babakin's tenure were the Luna 16 soil sample return and the Lunokhod
I lunar rover missions in late 1970, both of which were critical to

135. Victor Yevsikov,Re-EntryTechnology and the SovietSpace Program (SomePersonalObservations) (Falls
Church, V/q: Delphic Associates, 1982). pp. I, 3, 5, 12
136. "Aleksei Isayev, Engineer in Russian Space Efforts," New York Times, June 27, 1971, p. 46: "Alexei
Isayev, Space Scientist Dies." Washington Post. June 21, 1971, p. 10: Peter/qlmquist, Red Forge: Soviet Military
Industry Since 1965 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), p. 179, footnote 7. V. N Bogomolov succeeded
Isayev as Chief Designer of KB KhimMash.
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supporting
ration.

the Soviet

claim

One of Babakin's

that

they were

final dreams

focusing

exclusively

on automated

had been to recover soil samples

lunar

explo-

from the far side of the

Moon. Work on such a project had, in fact, begun in 1970 during his lifetime. The plan consisted of an orbiter and a lander--the
former to serve as a communications
satellite between
the latter and Earth. The mission
after Babakin's
of technical
working

death,

was evidently

the idea gradually

complexity.

'_7 Academy

of Sciences

as the deputy chair of the Soyuz

A third

scheduled

partially

Corresponding

I I investigation

sometime

Member

from a historical

figures in the Soviet missile and space programs,

ation of Soviet strategic

ballistic

Soviet

high-performance

Union
ICBMs.

missiles,

than

Yangel perhaps

Korolev.

Under

his

lite launch

vehicles.

although,

Yangel

had never

development

of the

Mars mission

N I-L3 system,

proposal

behind

interest

in the

One of

Mikhail

on the his-

created

several

for the Strategic
satellites

piloted

K.

the new gener-

KB Yuzhnoye

for a variety of military

had a strong

from time to time, had tabled proposals

an even more ambitious

perspective.

had more of an influence

tutelage,

such as the R-16, the R-36, and the R-36M,

Forces. In the space sector, his team was responsible

had been

Chief Designer

25, 197 I, at the age of sixty. '_ As the architect

of the

Babakin

at the time of his death.

Yangel died on October
tory

in 1972, but

because of the high level

commission

loss in 1971 was perhaps the most important

the most influential

for launch

fell to the wayside,

Missile

and satel-

space program,

such as the R-56 plan for a lunar landing
in 1969. He was also closely

participating

actively

in all meetings

involved

related

or

in the

to the

pro-

gram--an
interest partly stoked by his organization's
help in creating the main lunar lander
engine. In the last years of his life, he had been beset by serious illnesses and had had to relinquish

some of his day-to-day

big reception
complained

in his honor
about

duties.

On his sixtieth

at the offices

not feeling

of Minister

well and went

birthday,
Afanasyev.

to lie down

October
During

25,

on the sofa in an adjacent

a long time, there was no word from the room. After some time, attendees
on the couch. It was his fifth heart attack.'"
A final transitory
1971, sixty-year-old

event in the space program
Col.

Commander-in-Chief's
been

responsible

General

Nikolay

doctrinal

for the Cosmonaut

leader of the cosmonaut

space programs.
II

disaster

Despite

shakeup,

Training

formally

resigned

Kamanin

the general

in the West

that Kamanin

had, in fact, decided

'_° His rote in the Soviet space program

"Deke"

Slayton

has often

is. as a major

in many ways, exceeded

that

to retire before
been compared

mandate

Air

Force
he had

Service,

and

served as the

supporter

was a casualty

player in the selection

In October

1966. Officially,

had not only

of piloted

of a post-Soyuz

the end of that

tragic

to that of Donald
and training

by his important

For

him dead

as the

the Air Force Biomedical

period,

Yangel

room,

discovered

but a retirement.

corps, but also as a vocal and insistent

speculation

at NASA--that

Center,

a ten-year

mission.

crews. But Kamanin,

was not a death,

P. Kamanin

Aide for Space, a post he had held since May

the Air Force Solar Service, Throughout

197 I, there was a

the celebrations.

K.

of flight

contributions

to

137, "Georgi Babakin. Soviet Scientist," New York Times. August 5, 1971, p. 36: N G Babakin. A. N
Banketov,and V N. Smorkalov, _. N Bobakin: z.hizn i deyatelnost (Moscow Adamant. 1996). pp. ?3-75 Babakin
was succeeded by S S Kryukov as Chief Designer of the design bureau of GSMZ S. A. [avochkin.
138 "Mikhail Yangel. Soviet SpaceAide: Chief Designer of Rockets for Exploration Dies." New York Times,
October 27 1971,p. 50.
139 Khrushchev, Nikita Khrushcheu: tom 2, pp. 86 87: Yu. V. Biryukov. "Seventieth Birthday of Vladimir
Fedorovich Lltkin" (English title), Zemlya i vselennaya no. 3 (May-June 1994): 45-50. Yangelwas succeeded by
V. F. Lltkin
140r Kamanin, "This Should Never Happen Again!," no. 24. The decision to replace Kamanin with a veter
an cosmonaut was adopted on June 25, 197I, five days before the return of the Soyuz I I crew. Seealso "Memorable
Dates" (English title), ix!ovosti kosmonautikl 12-13 (June 3-30, 1996): 76. For Kamanin's appointment to become
the Air ForceCommander-in Chief's Aide for Space,see N. R Kamanin. 5krytiy kosmos: krtiga utoraya, 1964-t966gg
(Moscow: Infortekst IF, 1991), pp. 321,339. 341.
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the

definition

ticipation

of state

on flight

piloted

space

Having

retired

return

policy

control

missions
from

as well as his direct

teams

in retrospect,

to the history

personal

1961

and

eye, Kamanin
13, 1982,

par-

all Soviet
1971.
did

not
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The early 1970s in the Soviet piloted space program was a period characterized by a noticeable lack of self-confidence, As substantial achievements began to dwindle dramatically, officials and engineers began to grasp desperately for any dim possibility of success. The Soyuz I I
tragedy was obviously a severe blow. but if Ustinov. Mishin. and others believed that the spate
of misfortune was over. they were wrong. In the two years following the deaths of
Dobrovolskiy. Volkov. and Patsayev. the Soviet space establishment was beset by failure after
failure--at the very same time that the Soviets were engaged in a bid to prove their parity with
the United States in space achievements. Ironically, it was precisely during these troubled years
that engineers produced, for the first time, a realistic and expansive vision of future space
exploration--one
that had good reason to succeed. These projects, such as the construction
of giant space stations in Earth orbit and the long-term exploration of the Moon, were all, of
course, dependent on the political caprices of the key influential players. In the end, as political imperatives had played a role in creating much of the early Soviet space program, they
would also play a role in destroying the new vision.
The Multirole

Orbital

Complex

Throughout the setbacks of the DOS program, Chief Designer Mishin continued to focus
efforts at his design bureau on two major long-range goals: the accomplishment of advanced
lunar landing missions and the establishment of large-scale stations in Earth orbit. The former
consisted of the Multirole Orbital Complex (MOK), whose central element was the Multirole
Space Base-Station (MKBS)--a giant space station that had been under study since the mid196Os, Like the long-term lunar bases that Mishin expected to establish in the 1980s, the MOK,
in spirit at least, had more of a connection with the science fiction ideas from the pre-Sputnik
era than the incremental developments of the 1970s. These two projects were essentially what
he conceived as the first steps in the human migration into space--a vision foretold by the
early-century pioneers such as Tsiolkovskiy, Oberth, and Kondratyuk. To Mishin's credit, he
made sure that the MOK not only had a cogent vision but also detailed substantiation from a
funding perspective.
The basic idea behind the MOK was the establishment of a large-scale complex in Earth
orbit to support a variety of goals, all focused on improving life on Earth. The heart of this complex would be the MKBS, a giant piloted space station launched by the N I, which would be
tended by a menagerie of smaller spacecraft flying to and from orbital factories. Mishin's own
description from 1989 touches on the essence of the effort, which would involve:
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On February 23, 1972, the Military-Industrial Commission issued a formal decree calling
for work on a technical proposal for the creation of the MOK. 4gs a result, throughout the second half of 1972 and the first half of 197"3_engineers at TsKBEM, including several leading
Deputy Chief Designers, such as gnatoliy P. Abramov. Boris Ye. Chertok, Mikhail V. Melnikov,
and Igor N. Sadovskiy, were involved in drawing up a detailed draft plan for the project. Many
other organizations were also involved at this stage of the work.
The MOK as a whole was designed for a wide range of goals in support of science (astrophysical research and "fundamental scientific-technical research in conditions of outer space"),
the national economy (the study of Earth's natural resources from space: activities related to
guidance, navigation, and communication; research to study forestry, agriculture, geology, and
deep sea fishing: and so on), and national defense. The MOK would consist of the following
primary components:
•
•
•
•

A circumterrestrial orbital system on the basis of the MKBS and autonomous spaceships
A transport system on the basis of transport supply ships and, in the future, a reusable system and an orbital launch vehicle system
A ground launch complex
An automated control system and search-and-rescue complex

The MKBS, as the central link in the system, would serve as the primary place of residence for
crews, the orbiting control center, and a base for supply and technical maintenance of the entire
complex. Independently functioning apparatus unified with the MKBS would have separate goals,
carrying out coordinated activities and maneuvers with their own transport systems,s
In designing the MOK, engineers took into account two main limitations: minimum funding and extended operation. Given these requirements, TsKBEM, in its technical plan for the
MOK, addressed and adopted specific technical solutions in five major areas:
•

•

•

To reduce the number of orbital elements while at the same time maximizing the scale of useful activities, engineers used the principles "one and the same goal solved by various apparatus" and "various goals solved by the same ship." In addition, planners selected a
Sun-synchronous orbit with an orbital inclination of ninety-seven and a half degrees to
achieve the widest range of goals. An increase in the active lifetime of the MOK to up to
seven to ten years would be accomplished by making use of reservesand service repair work.
Designers reduced the required traffic on the "Earth-to-orbit" and "orbit-to-orbit"
routes
by using the lowest number of consumed materials. Specifically, they used reserve propellants to maintain the complex's orbit and orientation (with electric engines), exposed film
and reentry capsules for their delivery (by transferring urgent information by radio and
delivering less urgent information to Earth by transport and supply ships), and special light
modifications of 7K Soyuz-type ships with remote manipulator arms for intersatellite transport. Also, autonomous modules based on the MKBS would engage in regular repair work.
Engineers reduced the cost of developing MOK systems by maximizing the use of auxiliary
systems and apparatus of standard size and form that had already been developed, but with
the necessary modifications. Continuity between previously created and proposed materials would be partly facilitated by the use of 7K Soyuz-type ships launched on the Soyuz
booster. Apart from its direct use as a transport ship, engineers proposed automated

4.
Yu. P.Semenov,ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya"Energiya"imeni S R Koroleva(Korolev:
RKKI!nergiya,namedafterS P Korotev.1996),p. 639.
5.
Ibid. p. 2Z8
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modifications
intheformof "multi-goal
visiting
modules."
Inaddition,
they

would use a
new modified spacecraft module, the 19K, launched on the Proton booster, as a modified
observation module, as well as heavier special modules launched by the N I. Using upper
stages such as Blok SR, the N I would be able to launch special apparatus for the MOK to
geostationary orbit.
Engineers would make maximal use of already developed ground-based systems to support
MOK operations, such as current launch complexes and the ground tracking network.
Finally, planners expected to reduce the cost of transportation for orbital operations on the
MOK by limiting operations as much as possible to a single orbital plane coinciding with
the inclination of a standard Sun-synchronous orbit. TsKBEM would also develop new economical reusable transport systems, allowing for the lifting of payloads and consumables
to polar orbits at inclinations of ninety-seven and a half degrees or higher?
One of the main selling points of the MOK, according to its developers, was its great flexibility and adaptability in relation to its program of research--that is, the design of the complex
would make it relatively easy to change and renovate the makeup of the orbital system without
disrupting the basic interconnected functionalism. The creation of the MOK would unfold in
two major phases: the first in an experimental orbit at a fifty-one-and-a-half-degree inclination
and the standard at an inclination of ninety-seven and a half degrees at 400 by 450 kilometers.
Obviously, one of the main links in the creation of the MOK was the N I launcher, which
in its N IF configuration would be the primary launch vehicle for elements of the MKBS portion. Engineers also explored the possibility of using a partially reusable version of the N l--a
rocket whose first stage, Blok i_, would be powered by combined liquid and air-compressed
engines firing on the liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen (LOX) combination.
The MKBS. the main component of the MOK, looked roughly like a giant pencil in orbit
and probably had design elements common to the abandoned Martian piloted spaceship proposal from 1969. P,t one end of the spacecraft, there was a nuclear energy unit and electric plasma engines to maintain attitude and altitude. The primary engine complex of the MKBS would
use liquid-propellant rocket engines with thrusts of 300-I,000 kilograms. Attitude would be
maintained by a combination of liquid-propellant (ten to forty kilograms thrust) and electric
engines (100-300 grams thrust). The nuclear power unit would supply the primary power to
the station, about fifty to 200 kilowatts. Solar panels, with a total surface area of 140 square
meters and jutting out from various points along its main body, would provide an additional
fourteen kilowatts. The nuclear energy unit was placed as far away as possible from the habitation quarters, which were on the other side of the "pencil." This opposite end would begin
with a large compartment for "scientific and special equipment." Total scientific instrumentation on the MKBS would comprise about fifteen to twenty tons. Moving aft, there would be a
multiple docking adapter, much like the one later used on the Mir space station, but far bigger.
Here, at least four visiting spacecraft would dock, some of them based on the 7K Soyuz design
and some of them "special modules." The docking adapter was connected to the main living
and working quarters--a huge cylindrical compartment, about the size of Skylab, for crew
activities. There would be six permanent crewmembers on the MKBS and up to ten for short
periods. In the first two years of operation, crews would switch over about two times a year.
The life support system would have a reserve of I,I00 crewperson-days with the capability to
regenerate water from condensate. Ultimately, the atmosphere and water would be fully regenerated from the life support system.

6.

Ibid.,pp 278-79.
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Khrunicheua (Moscow: RUSSLIT,1997), p. 89.
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Docking of twenty-ton spaceships to each other (the TKS and the Almaz)
Delivery and return of crews from the Almaz station
Delivery of supplies and apparatus for carrying out functional work on the Almaz station
Delivery of life support supplies for the crew
Raising of station orbits
Orientation and extended (up to ninety days) control of the flight of the entire complex
Possibility of autonomous descent from orbit :°

In its design, the TKS served as a direct intermediary between early Chelomey designs,
such as the lunar LK- I and LK-700 spacecraft from the 1960s, and the Mir modules and Zarya
module of the International Space Station in the 1990s The spacecraft consisted of two major
components: the return apparatus and the functional cargo block (FGB). The reusable return
apparatus (or product II F74) was almost identical to the one used on the original Almaz station for returning crews to Earth. At some point in 1968, Chelomey had evidently abandoned
the use of this large module on the Almaz station, opting instead to use the smaller Soyuz to
return crews from the station. There were probably also technical considerations, because the
hatch-in-the-heat-shield design necessitated a long and exhaustive series of tests to verify its
safety before use with crews.
The functional cargo block (or product I I F77) was a large and roughly cylindrical structure
connected to the base of the return apparatus. At the base of the FGB, the cylindrical shape
expanded into a skirt with a maximum base diameter of 4.t5 meters. The spacecraft
was completed by a terminal cone fixed at the flat base of the cylindrical skirt with the apex
facing aft. The main body diameter of the FGB was 2.9 meters, the same as that for the smaller section in the Almaz space station. The docking assembly of the TKS was located at the
aft end of the spacecraft in the larger diameter area After rendezvous with the Almaz station,
the crew, in spacesuits, would be next to the docking assembly and observe operations through
a viewport. The simplified docking procedure and expanded view would make it possible
to abandon the cumbersome system of periscopes and TV cameras used on the Soyuz spacecraft. The docking assembly itself was significantly different from that used on the ?K-T Soyuz;
time from the moment of docking to hatch opening would be three to four minutes, as
compared to the eighteen to twenty minutes on the Soyuz-DOS combination. One of the supplementary goals of the TKS was to deliver the small recoverable capsules used on the Almaz
station to return exposed film of military targets from space. Overall, the TKS would
have a mass of just over twenty-one and a half tons at launch and seventeen and a half tons
in orbit; it would afford as much internal space as the Almaz space station. Two Almaz-type
solar arrays with an area of forty square meters would provide about three kilowatts of power.
It would be both a qualitative and quantitative leap in abilities over the modest Soyuz ferry
spacecraft/_
As a result of cumulative delays, the TKS was not expected to fly operational missions prior
to the mid-1970s. In the meantime, in 1971, Chelomey had signed an agreement with Mishin
to use variants of the 7K-T Soyuz spacecraft to deliver and recover crews from the Almaz space
station. Work on this version of the Soyuz began the same year, and by early 1972, TsKBEM's
Department No. 03 7 had completed the redesign of the ;'K-T to support piloted missions to

20. Ibid, p. 88.
21. Afanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft";Zhiltsov.ed., Cosudarstuennyy
kosrnicheskiy,
pp. 88-89: Nina
Chugunova,"ChelomeytsCosmonauts:Why ThereAre No CrewsFromNPOMashinostroyeniya
in Outer Space"
(Engtishtitle), Ogonek4-5 (January1993):24-29.
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Here is a model o/Wadimir Chelomey's Transport Supply Ship (TKS) which was meant to be part of the }tlmaz
military space station complex The conical segment at the left is the reenlry capsule, apparently patterned after
the U 5 Air forces Gemini B spacecraft The vertically placed component at the felt _s the launch escape system.
(copyright Dietrich Hc_eseter)
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this matter--that is, the small space station program, specifically the DOS and Rlmaz, needed
to go back to Chelomey. With this in mind, on April 14, 1972, Mishin and Chelomey signed
an agreement proposing to Minister of General Machine Building Afanasyev that after the first
four DOS space stations, work on the project would be terminated. In addition, all continuing
research for science and the national economy would be carried out on/U, lmaz space stations,
in addition to its own primarily military activities. Initially, the Almaz space station would be
serviced by the 7K-T Soyuz, then eventually the advanced 7K-S Soyuz, and finally the TKS. One
final note in the letter was to use a proposal allowing the use of Chelomey's TKS on Mishin's
MOK. _
There was apparently much opposition within Mishin's design bureau against this unlikely alliance, presumably from individuals, such as Bushuyev and Feoktistov, who had wholeheartedly thrown their lot in with the DOS program. Minister Afanasyev, however, under
"pressured circumstances," agreed to ratify the proposal, giving it his signature on April 21,
1972, In retrospect, this agreement was quite possibly the origin of a serious fracture within
TsKBEM between the "pro-lunar program" and the "pro-DOS" factions. The hostilities that
would build from this decision would prove to have cataclysmic consequences. While Mishin
may have believed that an agreement to hand over the DOS to Chelomey was a pragmatic
choice at the time, it is clear that he neglected to consider the personal and managerial consequences within his own organization. Worse for Mishin, while he had strong supporters for the
lunar program and the MOK, his opponents were formidable, including Deputy Chief Designers
Bushuyev and Chertok and the influential Department Chief Feoktistov.
The Mishin-Chelomey agreement in April 1972 meant that Almaz was less of a competitor than a complement to the DOS. New flight models of both stations were, by coincidence
or not, ready to fly by early 1973. Mishin's new DOS vehicle, spacecraft no. 123, differed in
many respects to its two predecessors launched in 1971 (as Salyut) and in 1972 (the launch
failure). The original design, while adequate given the short timeframe for its creation, had
some major shortcomings, limiting the effective use of the station. One of these design compromises was the configuration and location of the station's two solar panels, To have these
panels face the Sun on the original Salyut, crews had to turn the entire station and maintain
attitude continually to receive power. This resulted in high consumption levels for the on-board
propellant, which was in relative short supply. The complicated solar orientation system also
affected the amount of scientific experimentation possible on the station because of fluctuating power levels. The primary difference of the "new" DOS, whose development had actually
begun as early as 1970, was to remove the two pairs of solar panels and instead install three
self-rotating solar panels, which would turn around their own axes independently of the station. The three new panels, appropriated from Chelomey's TKS, would be installed directly in
a "T" shape on the main working compartment and provide over two times more power than
the earlier ones. To compensate for the additional mass from the new panels, engineers
removed the number of tanks from the main engine unit. To reduce the amount of propellant
required to maintain a working orbit, planners also increased the operational orbit to an altitude
of 350 kilometers. '_
There were many other changes in this "second-generation" DOS. Engineers designed a
new "highly economical" orientation system named Kaskad and an experimental navigation
system called Detta to replace the older ones. There was also a new thermo-regulation system

24. The enti[e letter has been reproducedin Semenov,ed., Raketno-Kosmieheskaya
Korporatsiya.
pp. 295-96 An additionalpointin the letteraddressed
the useof the Soyuz(a variantknownasthe TK-M)instead
of the Salyut spacestationfor the/_pollo-SoyuzTestProject.
25 /bid.. p. 271:P,fanasyev,"Unknown Spacecrait."
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26. Semenov,ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. p. 272: Petrakov,"Soviet Orbital Stations."
27
Zhiltsov, ed., _osudarstuennyy kosmicheskiy, pp. 78, 89. The order also specified the details of manufacture All production would be carried out at the M V. Khrunichev Machine Building Plant for the prime customer.
which was TsKBM (for all components except the transfer compartment and the engine unit for which the customer
was TsKBM's Fili Branch) In addition, the order specified that the Khrunichev Plant would complete production
preparation for the manufacture of the TKS blocks in the fourth quarter of 1912.
28. The first Almaz was originally scheduled to fly in December 1972, but there were serious delays in the
delivery of subsystems. MOM first Deputy Minister Tyulin finally issued a memo to Chelomey on November 23,
1972, noting that because Skylabwould fly by April 30, 1973,the first Almaz had to be in orbit by March 1973
29. Semenov, ed, Rake_noKosmicheskayo Korporatsiya, p. 273: Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft":
Shamsutdinov and Marinin. "Flights Which Never Happened": V. Polyachenkoand A. Tumanov, "From the History
of SpaceScience: The Controllable 'AImaz'" {English title), ,quialsiya i kosmonautika no. 8 (August 1993): 41-43.
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two-person crews were on standby for two consecutivemissions to the station--the first consisting of cosmonauts Popovich and Artyukhin lasting fifteen days and the second made up of
Sarafanov and Detain. There were apparently serious problems with the Soyuz parachute system
that threatened to disrupt the Almaz schedule. Despite these potential disruptions, Chelomey
pushed ahead with the liftoff.
Launch day for the Almaz station was April 3, 1973, a little more than a month before the
Skylab launch. As the clock ticked down to booster ignition, at T-I 5 minutes, there was a sudden alarm: propellant was apparently leaking from the Proton rocket's filling system. The danger
of a terrible explosion was on everyone's mind. Chelomey fearlessly announced that he wanted
to go directly to the pad. After an inspection of the situation, he returned to the blockhouse and
recommended that the launch proceed. State Commission Chairman Col. General Mikhail G.
Grigoryev of the Strategic Missile Forces concurred, and at exactly 1200 hours Moscow Time on
April 3, 1973, Almaz lifted off into the sky, eventually entering an initial orbit of 215 by 260 kilometers at a 51.6-degree inclination? ° A full thirteen years after proposing his first space project,
Chelomey had finally launched a piloted spacecraft into orbit around Earth, the first piloted military spacecraft in space.
Chelomey might have been forgiven for believing that his beloved space station would be
named ,z]lmaz by the Soviet press. But highly placed space officials, possibly including Ustinov.
were adamantly opposed to this. Some have claimed this was because they "were dead against
the presence of a second figure in the Soviet space program, ''_' Others believe it was to hide
the fact that Almaz was a purely military space station." In any case, Chelomey, apparently
humiliated, was explicitly ordered to have the name 3alyut 2 painted on the station. The
shrewd general designer told his engineers to paint the offending name on the outside fairing
of the station; once the fairing jettisoned in the upper reaches of the atmosphere, the station
revealed _Imaz clearly written on it. The Soviet press, of course, referred to it as Salyut 2.
Launch of the first crew, on Soyuz 12, had been planned for April 13, but had to be delayed to
May 8 because of continuing problems with the Soyuz parachute system. In their initial press
releases on the mission of the station, the Soviets refrained from making any connection with
piloted flights. At least two major orbital corrections, on April 4 and 8, resulted in a new orbit
of 261 by 296 kilometers."
Throughout the first few days in orbit, the Chief Operations and Control Group at
Yevpatoriya, led by Yakov Ya. Sirobaba, tested the attitude control systems, life support systems,
and radio communications systems, and all seemed to be working without fault. Trouble struck
on the thirteenth day of flight, on April 15, on the 188th orbit of Salyut 2. Controllers reported that the main telemetry system had failed: according to "support" telemetry, pressure in the
main hull had dropped by half, and precise measurements of the station's orbital trajectory
showed that its path had deviated slightly, as if given some kind of thrust. Clearly, some type
of catastrophic failure had occurred on the station, squelching the possibility that any crew
would be heading in its direction any time soon. Early the next morning, the senior members
of the State Commission, including Col. General Grigoryev and Space Assets Commander Lt.
General Karas, met at Chelomey's offices to discuss the situation. An accident investigation
commission under Karas was established. Throughout the next few days, engineers pored over
ground models of Almaz to ascertain the cause of this sudden event by simulating various

30. Polyachenko,
"The 'Pep'of Almaz."
31. Chugunova,"Chelomey'sCosmonauts."
32 RoatdZ. Sagdeev,
TheMakin£of a SovietScientist:My ,'rtdventures
in NuclearFusionandSpaceFrom
Stalinto StarWars(New York:JohnWiley & Sons,1994).p. 207.
33. KennethGarland,MannedSpaceera[t(New York:Macmillan,1976),p. 234.
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conditions.

Specialists

Yevpatoriya

to

The

prognosis

initial

might
but

look

have been
this

when

flew

the

was

to

matter.

that

there

some ground

error,

hypothesis

was

investigators

each command

also

into

eliminated

ascertained

transmitted

that

to Salyut

2 had been without
fault/_ On April
18, unofficial
Soviet
sources
in
Moscow

denied that piloted visits had

ever been

planned

for Salyut

2. On

April 28, the Soviet news agency TASS
announced
that Salyut 2, "having
checked
on-board

This drawing shows the [hght variant o] the Almaz space station
with its unique docking node visible on the left. The viewport
for the ,Zlgat-I reconnaissance camera was located on "the
underside" o[ the vehicle, not visible in this image (copyright
VideoOosmos Co., via Dennis Newkirk)

the design
of improved
systems and carried
out

experiments

in space, had completed

its flight

program,"

the word

"successfully,"

notably

omitting

which

The Karas Commission

it normally

arrived

used

in such

at the conclusion

press

that

releases,

there

_

had been

a manufacturing

flaw

in the main engine of the Almaz station, which, when fired, had caused punctures in the main
hull. '_ One cosmonaut
who trained for Almaz later recalled that there had been "an electrical
fault in one of the station's
hull." '_ Western
suggested

turned

devices

rendezvous

hull

these reports

advanced

designers

and there was apparently

hit by residual

at Chelomey's

debris from

for the failure--a

was that a meteorite
said to subscribe
isotope

booster

could

° April

with

concluded

on April

proposed

and blown

satellites,

the verdict.

that

sources,

of a malfunctionmight

its designers

claim

of any fault--

Chelomey

for the general designer.
failed to reach orbit,

U.S. Air Force planes apparently

an in-

have been

15. _ Perhaps the most curious

the US-A,

2

off once it was

For example,

the station

a hole in its hull.

and

off, leaving 5alyut

not be turned

to exonerate

was a bad month

in the Pacific Ocean.

of the external
solar panels

begged to differ with the verdict

claim no doubt

had hit the station

payload

had been ripped

suggested,

design bureau

one of his radar ocean reconnaissance
nuclear

that the station's

never any unanimity

the Proton

to this opinion?

caused the rupture

to the open media from classified

radar and radio transponder

on. '_ Some of the station's

house investigation

had eventually

filtered through

breach had been so violent

in space. The engine,

ing engine,

which

presumably

that the actual

boom-mounted
tumbling

reports,

himself

was

On April 25,
depositing

its

flew high above

34. Vladimir Potyachenko. "The 'Pep' of glmaz: Part I1" (English title), Krytya rodiny no. 4 (P,pril t992):
30-32: B. A. Pokrovskiy. Kosmos nachinayetsya na zemlye (Moscow: Patriot, 1996). pp. 411-12.
35
Gatland. Manned Spacecraft. p. 234: Soviet Space Programs 1976-80 (With Supplementary Data
Through 1983): Manned Space Programs and Space Life Sciences prepared for the Committee on Commerce,
Science. and Transportation, US Senate, 98th Congress, 2d sess. (Washington, DC: US. Government Printing
Office, October 1984), 541-48.
36. Polyachenko. "The 'Pep of ,qlmaz: Part II": gfanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft."
37
Neville Kidger, "Almaz: A Diamond out of Darkness." Space/light 36 (March 1994): 86-89
38
Thomas O'Toole. "Soviet Union Still Trails US in Space." Washington Post. June 17, 1973. pp A A8:
Soviet Space Programs I976-80. p. 548.
39
Pokrovskiy, Kosmos nachinayetsya no zemlye, p. 412,
40
Sagdeev. The Making o/a Soviet Scientist. pp. 176,207-08. To confuse matters further. Chief Designer
Mishin has claimed that the failure was caused by a malfunction in the attitude control system of AImaz. See V P,
Mishin, "Why Didn't We Fly to the Moon?" (English title), Znaniye: tekhnike seriya kosmonavtika, astronomiya
no. 12 (December 1990}: 3-43
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the Pacific to sample the upper atmosphere
2, lost and tumbling
the remaining
Chelomey

in space, eventually

cosmonauts

did not

training

expect

TO

for radiation
decayed

for their

to have
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the next

from the accident?'

from orbit

long-awaited

Almaz

flight

station

Meanwhile,

on May 28,
would

ready

Salyut

1973. Popovich
have to wait

for flight

before,

and

longer.

at least,

the

end of the year.
With

Almaz

lic relations

out of the picture,

offensive.

Space Flight Management
station. 42Acutely
tions

Council

conscious

were desperate

met and set May

had arrived at Tyura-Tam

1973, State Commission

under

for final

for the

was imminent.

of the U.S. schedule,

for the next DOS, no doubt

tion

things

The Skyiab launch

On

14 as the launch

TsKBEM
testing

Kerimov

set May 8 as the launch

Troubles

during

the Soviet plans.

in the Proton
Plant

began

launch
repairs,

have his station
were

successful.

ments from
other

Designer

Mishin,

other

resulting

perhaps

however,

under

remembering

stress and

the July

being

of the State Commission.

from TsKBEM that Mishin

It was only

conceded

"emotional,"

no. 284-01,

his position

valves

from the Khrunichev

failure,

despite

through

refused

remained

insistent

argu-

the intervention

4_The delays with the propellant

back to May I I. The first crew, cosmonauts

Leonov

to

even if the repairs

1972 DOS launch

from

be just

threatened

in one of the propellant

Proton rocket, booster

and he refused to budge

members

the launch

Mishin,

The sta-

date. This would

operations,

a depressurization

the prepara-

1972, and by late April

in a major fuel leak. As personnel

by this particular

stubborn,

senior officials

pushed

Chief

launched

characteristically

Engineers detected

vehicle,

prelaunch

pub-

Manned

and Ustinov.

in December

Chairman

to thwart

accelerated

Brezhnev

six days prior to the Skylab launch.

of a space

14, NASA's

date for the huge space

engineers

severe pressure from
preflight

1973 version

February

and Kubasov, would

of
leak
lift

off three days later, the same day Skylab was slated to reach orbit.
Officers

of the Strategic

0320 hours Moscow
inclination.

Missile

Forces successfully

Time. Initial orbital parameters

The spate of troubles

with

did not

control

the operation

DOS-3 on May

by 266 kilometers

the Soviet space station

recalled many years later that "suddenly,
trol points

launched

were 2t8

continued

with

on the very first orbit, on a segment
of the spacecraft,

II,

1973, at

at a 51.6-degree
DOS-3. Kerimov
in which

the attitude-control

our con-

rockets began

working irregularly. As a result, all the fuel reserves were burning up. TM Later analysis showed that
the attitude control engines had spuriously begun firing because of a failure in an ion sensor. As
telemetry

continued

to stream into Yevpatoriya

ror, "The tanks are almost

empty!"_

on the situation,

Representatives

one controller

exclaimed

from TsKBEM were, evidently,

in hor-

slow to react

and were unwilling
to believe the telemetry. One engineer, Yevgeniy V. Bashkin. explained that
such a quick consumption
of propellant was impossible: it was 1,500 times faster than what was
maximally

possible.

When

subsequent

telemetry

confirmed

rapid

propellant

loss,

Deputy Chief

Designer Yakov I. Tregub, the flight director

from the design bureau, finally

ed the

conclusion.

little

initial

by turning

Unfortunately,

off the orientation

by this

time,

would

system because all of the station's

TsKBEM
accept-

have been accomplished

attitude

control

propellant

was

depleted. The possibility
of crewing the station was effectively eliminated.
The fact that the
failure was detected in the first few orbits allowed the Soviet press to disguise the mission by
calling

it by the next number

Salyut

name.

in the Kosmos

satellite

series, Kosmos-55Z,

instead

of using the

4 I. Thomas O"[oole, "2nd Russian SpaceShot Fails," Washington Post, May 4, 1973.p. AI; "Soviet Space
Attempt on April 25." Space Dady, May 8, 1973, p. 46. Note that both these articles incorrectly identified both the
launch vehicle (the Proton) and the payload (Lunokhod). The actual launch vehicle was a Tsiklon 2 booster.
42. David Baker, The History o/Manned Spaceflight (New York:Crown Publishers, f 985). p 463.
43.
Semenov. ed, Rakelno-Kosmieheskaya Korporalsiya, p. 272,
44, M Ovcharov and L. Chernenko, "Recommended by Korolev' (English title), Souelskaya rossiya, August
22, I987. p 2.
45.
Pokrovskiy, Kosmos Ilachirlayetsya na zemlye, p. 4t0.
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An interdepartmental
commission
Designer

at KB Yuzhnoye,

mend compensatory

measures.

perhaps suspecting

under

was established

sabotage.

Vyecheslav

M.

to investigate

KGB representatives

The commission

Kovtunenko,

the

apparently

eventually

participated

team had reacted faster. In the end, members

bit the station

orbit to preclude

After a careful series of commands
22,

1973, to raise its orbit,

atmosphere

and burned

wider than

simply

bureau,

but because

director

Soyuz

were apparently

In the official

history

NASA launched
of course,

NASA,

tore off, causing

nauts was demonstrated

full

flight,

States. s° Now

landing

and space station

West

2 and

Western
urehead"

capacity.

with

resourcefulness

June

22,

1973,

was lagging

behind

The

had been nary

representatives

Earth

and

after

a

in space for the
the lunar

better

known

a word

was much

in the

on both

speculation

the

in the

from the Soviet side were no doubt

1973, Academician

Boris N. Petrov, one of the

George M. Low that
outright

and astro-

reason for the ill-timing

Program,

press, there

Salyut 2, _ In another

to

States in both

the Soviet

NASA's

returned

Another

Experimental

on

the mete-

the station

the United

failures

leaders of the Soviets, told

docked with
record

there

Official

into orbit

launch,

endurance

space exploration.

In October

as "a big

off and the other one to be

they

Although

from

During

of NASA engineers

three astronauts

on the Apollo-Soyuz

had not been related to the piloted

"there

"fig-

had been no plans to

lie, he added that the flight

of Kosmos-557

space program.

Ught

at the

The loss of both Salyut 2 and Kosmos-557

End of the Tunnel
meant there would

missions during the remainder of 1973. Crews for both the Almaz
to wait

the earlier deaths of the

space station,

Skylab.

Test Project.

by this attention.

send men to occupy"

On

areas of piloted

of work

Kosmos-557

I, the first American

once more the absolute

press on these two missions.

embarrassed

and he

the loss of DOS-3 is described

problems

in late May, when

the Soviet Union

as the Apollo-Soyuz

Salyut

Skylab

had its own

regaining

United

was the acceleration

the design

and DOS losses in the spring of 1973 could

But the remarkable

amply

almost

twenty-eight-day

and fired from
of a "consultant,"

despite

one of the solar panels to be ripped

in an inert position.
it to

the
were

lost their jobs. It was the first time that

space program,

of the Almaz

May 14, 1973

revived

missions

to the position

of TsKBEM, the episode with
The timing

not have been worse.
oroid shield

reentered

of the accident

II crews. 4_

blow to the program."49

jammed

the spacecraft

Chief Designer Tregub was dismissed

piloted

others who

areas of Earth. 4_

main engine was fired on May

orientation,

-I-sKBEM Deputy

had taken place in the piloted

I and Soyuz

prepared a plan to deor-

Ocean. 4_The repercussions

was demoted

in the deliberations,

up over populated

Kosmos-55Ts

of all subsequent

Chief Raushenbakh

left TsKBEM soon after.There

burning

of improper

Indian

the loss of a station.

Department

such dismissals

to the station,

up over the

from his post as the flight

it from

Chief

failure and recom-

found that the failure could have been

averted if the flight control
safely from

a Deputy

Kosmos-557

much longer to carry out their long-delayed

be no Soviet space station

and DOS programs would

space station

flights.

One particular

have
crew,

40. Ibid., pp. 410-1 I.
41
Afanasyev, "Unknown Spacecraft."
48. Semenov.ed, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya. pp 273. 355: Pokrovskiy,Kosmos nachinayetsya
na zemlye, p. 41 I. Tregub was replaced by TsKBEM Deputy Chief Designer B. Ye. Chertok, and Raushenbakh was
replaced by V. E Legostayev.
49.
Semenov, ed_ Raketno-Kosmieheskaya Korporatsiya. p. 273.
50. LJnda Neuman Ezell, N/qS_ Historical Data Book, Volume IIh Programs and Projects I969-1978
(Washington. D.C.: NASA Special Publication (SP)-4017, 1988), p I04.
5 I.
Edward Clinton Ezell and Linda Neumann Ezell, The Partnership 7] History o[ the/qpollo-Soyuz Test
Project (Washington, DC: NASA SP-4209, 1978), p 232.
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cosmonauts
training

Leonov

program

to be dropped
second

and Kubasov,

TO

had perhaps
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the most

days before the launch because of Kubasov's

mission

to the station

Then,

for the fourth

before the fatal attitude

experience

in their

to fly the first Salyut,
illness. They would

when

it exploded

arduous

DOS-I,

only

have flown

in July, had it not been for the deaths of the Soyuz

July 1972, they were ready to fly to the DOS-2 station
ing orbit.

trying

for the DOS. In June 197 I, they had trained

the

I I crew. In

in air before ever reach-

and final time, they were days from flying to DOS-3 in May 1973
system failure destroyed

control

that hope. After three years of training

for DOS missions, on May 25, 1973, just days after the Kosmos-557
failure, Soviet officials
announced
that Leonov and Kubasov would be the primary crew for the Soviet side of the
Apollo-Soyuz

Experimental

Program"

Naturally,

there was no word

on their

activities

of the

past few years.
Having
hiatus

no space station

in Soviet piloted

thoroughly
inserted
iments
ships,

test the
a second

to which

spaceflights.

new

to go meant

7K-T Soyuz

ferry variant

solo Soyuz mission,

which

they had been forced to abandon

flight

to verify

1972-73.

That

attempts

indicates

Having

all the

Mishin

those

Soyuz 7K-T spacecraft
15, 1973, into an initial

its two-day,

nine-minute

the Soviet press, performed
on June 17. Presumably,
successful

to warrant

prior

time

off without

pressure

incident

the 6,790-kilogram

the first flight

maneuver

of the "solar

preparations

he

exper-

DOS spaceauto-

that had been introduced

to the May

of 209 by 268 kilometers

flight,

In addition,

a third solo Soyuz mission--an

there was no incentive

a single orbital

dedicated

flight

were under

no. 35 lifted
orbit

flight.

missions. S_

on the vehicle

a robot

missions

on June
During

fly such

lost the battle over space stations,

anymore,

of an even longer
drew up a plan to

carry out some of the astrophysics

TsKBEM inserted

new design changes

did not

that

on an independent

would

for these two

As a prelude to these two missions,

of the gap, Mishin

because of the loss of two consecutive

In July 1973, crews began training

mated

there was the possibility

To take advantage

to

1973 space

get off

before

Skylab.

not to fly a precursor

mission

at 0900 hours Moscow
at a 51.55-degree

spacecraft,

named

panel-less"

Soyuz variant
mission

Time

inclination.

Kosmos-SZ3

to lower apogee before returning

for a "return-to-flight"

in

station

in

to Earth

was sufficiently
in the program.

It had been more than two years since a single Soviet cosmonaut
had been in space.
The honor to break this dubious record fell on the shoulders of two seasoned veterans of the
cosmonaut

corps,

Commander

Lt. Colonel

neither

the early

1960s, when

prototype

pressure suits,

of

whom

Vasiliy

had

G. Lazarev's

he had taken
during

ever

part in the

which

pilots

kilometers.

Later, in 1964, he had been considered
Voskhod

late Korolev,
profession,
Korolev's

that another

It was only
candidate

he had "officially"
death."

joined

Volga

parachuted

cosmonaut

flight.

flown

involvement

space

Flight Engineer Oleg G. Makarov,

At

age forty-five,
dated

back to

high-altitude

flights

to test

from

balloon

altitudes

as high as thirty-two

to fly the historic

after insistent

him on the primary

the cosmonaut

before,

in the space program

a prime contender

at the last minute,

replaced

in

opposition

three-

from the

crew. An Air Force doctor

team on January

17, 1966, just

at age forty, was an old-timer

by

days after

from TsKBEM

52. K. Lantratov, "Do You Remember How All This Began?(20 Years From the Docking of "5oyuz' and
'Apollo')" (English title), Nouosti kosmonautiki 15 (July 16-29, 1995): 42-52.
53. Lantratov, "20 Years From the Flight of 'Soyuz-12""; E-mail correspondence, Sergey Voevodin to the
author, January 30, 1997.Crews for the first mission were V. G. LazarevlO, G. Makarov, A. A. Gubarev/q. M
Grechko, and P.I. KlimuklV. I. Sevastyanov.Crews for the second mission were L. V. VorobevlV. A. Yazdovskiy,P I.
KlimuklYu I_. Ponomarev, and V. V, KovalenoklV. I. Sevastyanov.
54. Lazarev had actually replaced a new cosmonaut candidate V/_. Degtyarev,who resigned on the same
day that Lazarevjoined. SeeV. Semenov,I. Marinin, and S. Shamsutdinov, fz istorii kosmonautiki: vypusk I: nabory
v otryady kosmonavtou i a.ttronautov(Moscow: AO Videokosmos, 1995), pp, IO, 12; Rex Hall, "Soviet Air Force
Cosmonauts," in Michael Cassutt, ed., Who's Who in Space: The International Space Year Edition (New York:
Macmillan, 1992), pp, 245-46.
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whohadworked
onthedevelopment
oftheVostok,
Voskhod,
andSoyuz
spacecraft.
Hejoined
thecosmonaut
teamaspartofthefirstcivilian
engineer
intake
onMay23,1966.
Later,
Makarov
hadactively
trained
asoneoftheprimary
contenders
forthefirstLIcircumlunar
andL3lunar
landing
missions,
before
finallymoving
totrainfortheKontakt project in April 197"0. When
that

effort

was also canceled

in September

1971, he began

training

for DOS space station

flights2 _
The launch

of 7K-T Soyuz spacecraft

September

27, 1973. On board

spaceship,

openly

51.61-degree

named

Soyuz

inclination.

Within

engine to alter their orbital
earlier Kosmos-496
version."
with

days. sufficient

to test its capabilities

in the

objective

LKSA

took

The

multispectral

Earth resources
photographs

program.
photographs

Small biological
Sergey Koroleu,

stationed

One of the primary
point

during

suits. On the second
lowed

minute,

and

day, however,
ship's

to "muffle"

Moscow

and successfully
Time

had candidly

board journals

When

aboard

flight.

Soyuz

written

the State Commission

was

a curious

their reports

would

affect their future

At some

ship to test these

afterwards,

system,

fol-

the cosmonauts

their new suits, landing

twenty-three-hour,

postscript

to

the

during the mission

their comments,

press

satellite? 7

in the life support

about the problems
examined

the Soviet

pressure suits,

to Earth wearing

calling the flight a closed subject.

in airplanes

by the ship 7]kademik

part of their

Soon

took
took

by the atmosphere.

communications

depressurized

Makarov

simultaneously

12. although

29, after a one-day,

There

were
nine-

experimenters

introduced

was maintained

system.""

experiments

officials

fifteenflight.

Both

in their on-

reportedly

For a time, the cosmonauts

tried
were

careers, but soon both were assigned

to

flight) _

The Soyuz 12 mission
instill some confidence

may not have been an unequivocal

in the space program.

success, but the flight did serve to

It was the first Soviet piloted

three years that had fully achieved its objectives.
two

Other

distortions

returned

on September

and bluntly

their complaints,

unsure whether

camera.

Lazarev

was to test the Sokol-Kl

control

press

last only two

use of the

State University.

there were "serious defects"

attitude

profile

the Soviet

would

was the

while

and by a Molniya-I

Lazarev and Makarov

thirty-two-second

cosmonauts

another

in the Atlantic,

up their activities

at 1434 hours

camera,

the ground

goals of the flight

by a failure in the

wrapped

by Moscow

carried

mission,

Few scientific

developed

with

"ferry

of a rendezvous

ship to the DOS)"

camera

Contact

at a

fired the Soyuz main

12 mission

one announced

using a standard

The

kilometers

to the Soyuz station

of a failed

prominent

were apparently

the mission,

precursors

the first day of flight.

the hand-held

Time on

Makarov,

similar to the apogees of the

that the Soyuz

of the same areas to compare
payloads

193 by 248.6

most

using

did not release any details.

of

the first portion

rumors

Moscow

Flight Engineer

the cosmonauts

as a crew transport

during

of the same targets

photographs

orbit

both automated

the first day of flight
normal

and

to 326 by 345 kilometers,

Perhaps to preclude

during

Events were evidently
included

an initial

to have been simulating

station.

publicly

tazarev

seven hours of launch,

and Kosmos-573.

an imaginary

announced

12, entered

parameters

The crew seemed

no. 36 took place at 1518 hours

were Commander

The flight

was followed

mission

in more than

in quick succession

by

more launches of the 7K-T ship before the end of the year. The first of these was the flight

of vehicle

no. 34L to simulate

a full two-month

stay in orbit.

Launched

at 0820 hours Moscow

55
Semenov. Marinin. and Shamsutdinov, Iz istorii kosmonautiki uypusk L p 13: Voevodin correspondence. January 30. 1997
56. Peter Smolders,Souietsin ,Space(New York:Taplinger Publishing Co., 1913), p, 250.
57
Ibid: Gatland, Moaned Spacecraft.p. 237: Christian Lardier,L'ZtstroaauticlueSoui_ticlue(Paris: Armand
Colin. 1992), p. 19t: Souiet Space Programs 1976-80, p. 518
58
Rebrov,Kosmieheskiye katastrofy, p. 73: Lantratov. "20 Years Fromthe [light of '5oyuz-12'."
59. Rebrov.Kosmichesklye katastro[y, pp. 73-74.
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Time on November 30, 1973, the spacecraft was disguised under the designation Kosmos-613.
Initial orbital parameters were 195 by 295 kilometers at a 51.6-degree inclination. Few details have
been released on the flight. Over a period of six days, the spacecraft maneuvered into a "working
orbit," similar to ones planned for future DOS missions, and then powered down, simulating conditions when such ferries would be docked to a space station. After an apparently successful sixtyday, nine-minute mission, Kosmos-613 returned to Earth successfully on January 29, 1974.
The final Soyuz flight in 1973 was a piloted mission, launched primarily to perform scientific experiments that had been delayed because of the repeated failures in the DOS program. The
main payload on the Soyuz ship was the Orion-2 astrophysical telescope designed by Dr. Grigor
Gurzut, a Corresponding Member of the Armenian Academy of Sciences. The instrument,
designed to observe stars in the ultraviolet band of the electromagnetic spectrum, was installed
in place of the deleted large docking apparatus at the forward end of the spaceship. In addition,
the living compartment of the vehicle was transformed from the normal living quarters into a dedicated scientific laboratory, and the spacecraft was equipped with solar panels. The mission itself
was timed to coincide with Comet Kohoutek's approach to Earth in late 1913. Since July 1973,
the primary crewmembers for the mission were cosmonauts Lt. Colonel Lev V. Vorobyev and
Valeriy g. Yazdovskiy. The former, a forty-two-year-old Air Force pilot, had almost been victim to
political intrigue in the 1960s. Having joined the cosmonaut corps on January I0, 1963, as one
of a new batch of trainees who would fly to the Moon, Vorobyev immediately got into hot water
when, in early 1964, he and another trainee, Eduard P. Kugno, publicly criticized the Communist
Party. When asked to make a speech in front of a local Party meeting, Kugno had evidently told
a senior Party official, "1will not speak to a Party of swindlers and sycophants! .... He was expelled
from the cosmonaut team on April 16, 1964. Vorobyev survived the "purge" because he was
already a member of the Communist Party. He eventually went on to train for the Almaz and
Kontakt programs.
Civilian engineer Yazdovskiy, forty-three years old, played an important role in drawing up the
experiments program for the Orion-2 mission. He joined TsKBEM during the Korolev era in 1957
and was a part of the teams that designed the Vostok, Voskhod, and Soyuz spacecraft. Like
Vorobyev, this would be his first spaceflight, although he had served in backup capacities.
Unfortunately for both, the two had an extremely difficult time getting along with each other.
At one point during the training, they even refused to sit at the same table during a lunch break,
preferring to sit on opposite sides of the lunch room. A month before the scheduled launch,
cosmonaut overseer Lt. General Shatalov had no choice but to remove the two men from the
flight and substitute the backup crew into the primary spot._'
The two new cosmonauts--thirty-one-year-old
Major Petr I. Klimuk (commander) and
thirty-one-year-old civilian Valentin V. Lebedev (flight engineer)--lifted off in ?K-T spacecraft
no. 33 at 1455 hours Moscow Time on December 18, 1973. The vehicle, named Soyuz 13
in the Soviet press, entered an initial orbit of 193.3 by 272.7 kilometers at a 51.6-degree
inclination. Both cosmonauts, like the original primary crewmembers, were rookies. Klimuk,
something of a child prodigy, was the first of his batch of cosmonauts, selected on October 28,
1965, to make a spaceflight. He trained for many years in the LI and L3 lunar programs before
his assignment to the current mission. Lebedev was a civilian engineer from TsKBEM who had
joined the cosmonaut team on March 22, 1972, just over a year prior to the flight, It was one
of the shortest times from selection to flight in the history of the Soviet space program. Both

60. N.P. Kamanin,Skrytiykosmosknigautoraya.1964-1966gg(Moscow:InfortekstIF,1997),pp. 26, 40:
Hall, "Soviet_qirForceCosmonauts,"p 244.272:V. Moichanov,"DisgracedCosmonaut"(l:ng)ishtitle). ,_pogey2
(January1993):4. Kugnowasofficiallydismissedon June17,1964.
61. Hall. "SovietAir ForceCosmonauts,"p. 316.
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men had trained extensively at the Byurakan Observatory in Armenia where the Orion-2 telescope had been built. As soon as the two cosmonauts entered orbit, it marked the first time in
the history of spaceflight that men from both the United States and the Soviet Union were in
space at the same time. NASA astronauts were then in the middle of their marathon Skylab 4
mission. By Soyuz 13's fifth orbit, the cosmonauts had performed a series of orbital maneuvers,
depositing their ship in a 225- by 272-kilometer orbit at 51.6 degrees.°'
During the course of their immensely successful flight, Klimuk and Lebedev performed
a wide range of scientific experiments in the fields of medicine, biology, Earth resources, astronomy, and navigation. Medical experiments included one called Leukoy-3 to investigate the
circulation of blood to the brain in micrograviW. The main biological experiment centered
around the use of the Oazis-2 unit used for research into protein mass in space, which the cosmonauts activated on their second day in orbit. In the experiment, the waste products of one
type of bacteria served as the initial material used by other bacteria to accumulate protein mass.
During the Soyuz 13 mission, this regenerative process increased the biomass by thirty-five
times, an encouraging sign for those attempting to design a closed-cycle life support system.
Plants used in the experiment included chlorella and duckweed.
The Earth observation experiments included use of the RSS-2 spectrograph for photographing the day and twilight horizons. The cosmonauts also used a nine-lens camera with
different color filters to expose three strips simultaneously to Earth's surface. Two of the films
were sensitive to visible light and the third to infrared light. Navigational exercises consisted
of activities in autonomous navigation to determine the accuracy of control systems. The
primary goal of the mission was the use of the Orion-2 telescope. Unlike Orion-I on the Salyut
station, Orion-2 was mounted completely outside the spacecraft. The telescope was mounted
on a three-axis stabilized platform with a pointing accuracy of two to three seconds of arc.
The pointing was performed both by moving the ship and the telescope, using thirteen electric
motors. The Orion-2 telescope complex also included an instrument for studying x-ray
emissions from the Sun--the crew performed such experiments on the third day during the
sixty-fifth orbit concurrent with Earth-based observations. During the Soyuz 13 mission, the
crew took I0,000 spectrograms of more than 3,000 stars in the constellations of Taurus, Orion,
Gemini, Auriga, and Perseus. All the spectrograms, using NASA-supplied film, were in the
spectral classes of 2,000-3,000 Angstrom units, which cannot be studied from Earth._
The two men successfully returned to Earth after a seven-day, twenty-hour, fifty-fiveminute, and thirty-five-second mission, landing at 1150 hours Moscow Time on December 26,
1973. The flight was an unqualified success--an encouraging sign that Mishin and his engineers had bounced out of the dismal dregs of the past few years. In retrospect, the Soyuz 12
and Soyuz 13 missions came at a particularly important juncture in the history of the Soviet
space program. For the first time in many years, consecutive piloted missions had instilled hope
instead of despair. Clearly, both of these flights had modest objectives, but for years, the Soviets
had difficulty in achieving even modest goals in space. After years of doubt, it also seemed that
engineers had managed to eliminate all the bugs from the troubled Soyuz spacecraft. Finally, in
what no one could guessed at the time, the mission was the very final piloted mission under
Mishin's command. An era was about to end.
The Saga Continues...

Barely

The third N I failure, on June 27. 1971, occurred three days before the deaths of Soyuz I t
cosmonauts Dobrovolskiy. Volkov, and Patsayev. One can only imagine the spirits of those
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engineers who had to peruse through all the debris and telemetry of the N I accident in the late
summer of 197I. The obligatory accident commission met several times throughout July and
August to determine the cause of the explosion of booster no. 6L. By October I5, Academician
Keldysh had signed the final conclusion of the commission on the causes of the accident.
During the launch, all the engines worked normally for the first time after ignition, but
roll stabilization of the rocket was not nominal. The roll error gradually increased and was at
fourteen degrees by T+14.5 seconds--that is, the rocket had turned fourteen degrees around
its main axis despite the counteraction of vernier nozzles to correct the roll. In fact, by T+7.5
seconds (at an altitude of 250 meters), the verniers had hit their mechanical stops (at forty-five
degrees), unable to turn anymore. Furthermore, at T+39 seconds, the gyro instruments of the
N I terminated operation, and for the remainder of the flight, the rocket was not stabilized along
its axes. At T+47.8 seconds, the booster began to break up in the area between the third stage
and the L3 payload. The latter separated from the main body of the rocket and fell not far from
the launch pad, while the "beheaded" rocket continued to fly. Finally, at T+50. I seconds, when
the uncontrolled roll had reached 200 degrees, the KORD system switched all the first stage
engines off as a result of an emergency command from the limit switches of the gyro instruments." N I Chief Designer Boris A. Dorofeyev later described why the roll error had occurred:
The 6L vehicle lost roll control due to a design error. The designers misjudged the air
pressure signature in the bottom part of the rocket in flight• They also misjudged the
influence of the pyrotechnical starter exhaust tubes, guhieh u, ere located asymmetrically on each of the 30 engines. The shape of the rocket's bottom and two rings of closelyinstalled engines created two zones of air depression behind the booster. The
asymmetrical location of the exhaust tubes created a high-torque rotating force on the
borders of those depression zones. The six control thrusters were unable to compensate
[or that [orce. That ef[ect did not take place on the first two launches because not all
the engines worked at that time. The non-working engines of the outer rings created "air
gaps." wide enough to diminish the depression zones' effect? _
The third failure of the N I evidently raised the possibility of terminating the rocket program
completely• Yuriy A Mozzhorin, the influential Director of the Central Scientific-Research
Institute of Machine Building (TsNIIMash), recalled that there was a meeting of the MilitaryIndustrial Commission on the issue after the third N t failure. He explained later:
•.. when the question of shutting the project down was being decided, I came out against
it. Why? By that time. we had acquired the experience, many of the engineering objectives
had already been achieved, and we had the ability to expose the weak points .... 66
Despite the third failure, confidence was, in fact, growing among the rocket's leading engineers that they were close to success. The next booster, no. 7L, would be a significantly
improved model, while the following one, no. 8L, was an altogether different variety with completely new multifiring engines on the first three stages, as well as highly optimized systems.

64. R.Dolgopyatov,B.Dorofeyev,
andS.Kryukov,"_t the Readers'
Request:TheN I Project"(Englishtitle),
.,qviatsiyai kosmonavtikano. 9 (September1992):34-37: Igor Afanasyev."N I: AbsolutelySecret"{Englishtitle),
Krylyarodinyno, II (November1993):4-5.
65. Boris_qrkadyevich
Dorofeyev,"Historyof the Development
of the N I-L3 Moon Program,"presentedat
the 10th InternationalSymposiumon the History of Astronauticsand Aeronautics,MoscowStateUniversity,
Moscow,Russia.June20-27, 1995.
66. Col.M. Rebrov,"tq Portraitin the Lightof Glasnost:A Call After Midnight" (Englishtitle), Krasnaya
zuezda,DecemberI, 1990,p. 4.
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The investigation into the 7L failure, likethe ones for the previous N I accidents, was long and
arduous. The process, however, differed in one substantive way from the previous times: this time
the investigation was bogged down in inter-design bureau rivalries and politics. At the
initial hearing of the State Commission to discuss the accident, Chertok reported that preliminary
data indicated that one of the engines on the periphery of the first stage had shut off spuriously
before the destruction of the tail compartment, But engine Chief Designer Kuznetsov was
reluctant to agree, believing that if the fault of the accident was placed on the shoulders of his
design bureau, then Minister of Aviation Industries Petr V. Dementyev would shut down his entire
operation--a threat that Dementyev had in fact hinted before the launch, In his defense,
Kuznetsov argued that the N I had been destroyed because of design vibrations in the frame of the
rocket as a result of the scheduled shutdown of the six central enginesjust before the explosion.
Afanasyev drew up a compromise solution in which the suspect engine had been destroyed
because of the unexpected influence of oscillations in the rocket. Parties on both sides,
however, refused to accept this version.'" Kuznetsov eventually sharpened his version of the
causes of the accident, suggesting that the failure had occurred as a result o[ an explosion in
a pipeline leading to an engine--that is, not in the engine itself, but in the armature of the rocket. The engineers who wanted to exonerate the N I rocket gathered a formidable array of
supporters to back their cause, including researchers from the Scientific-Research Institute of
Thermal Processes (the former Nil-I) and the Scientific-Research Institute of Measurement
Technology (Nil IT). Their combined investigation of sensor readings from the N I showed that
a shock wave had passed through the booster's body as a result of the engine explosion.
Kuznetsov argued back that the sensor readings were incorrect, but Nil IT Director Oleg N.
Shishkin persuasively showed through further investigation that all sensor readings were Jn
fact completely reliable. Given the evidence up to this point, the State Commission accepted a
provisional version that the accident had occurred because of a failure in the suspect engine
and that Kuznetsov's assumption on depressurization of the oxygen pipeline before the explosion was not supported by sensor measurements,
The situation was complicated because TsKBEM Chief Designer Mishin had very good
personal relations with Kuznetsov. The former was clearly put in a difficult position: most of
his subordinates were opposed to Kuznetsov's argument that the blame lay in the rocket rather
than the engines, On Kuznetsov's personal request, Mishin agreed to have the matter investigated by the N I Council of Chief Designers--a body that did not include representatives from
the dueling ministries. The central issue at hand was the reliability of the data from N I sensors.
The council's findings were also not to Kuznetsov's liking, and he apparently scoured through their
report trying to unsuccessfully find any fault in their logic./_ccording to one witness, "he simply
could not believe that [the engines] had blown up at the end of their resources.... ,,,9Minister of
Aviation Industries Dementyev, Kuznetsov's somewhat unsympathetic boss, then established an
independent panel of aeronautics specialists to examine Kuznetsov's claim that the failure occurred
as a result of a break in a 250-millimeter line that fed LOX to engine no. 4 on the first stage. The
rupture, according to Kuznetsov, had been caused by "a water hammer" from the sudden cutoff
of the six central engines of the N I, which turned off on schedule between eighty and ninety
seconds after launch to reduce the g loads during injection and to save propellant. Dementyev's
commission came to the same conclusion: that the engine cutoff had not led to the explosion. *°
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Despite the compelling evidence and the rising opposition against the N I engines,
Kuznetsov refused to budge. Debates and arguments continued for some time over what
Kuznetsov believed was inadequatedynamic testing of the N I on the ground for precision loads,
especially as compared to the Saturn V. Newly discovered sensor tapes near the impact site of the
accident promised to throw the investigation into a lurch, but the new data only confirmed that
Kuznetsov was wrong. In the final analysis of the fourth N I launch, the State Commission stuck
to the evidence of the "anti-engine faction," noting that there were other opinions. In its report,
the commission stated that the flight had gone normally until T+I06.93 seconds. Analysis of the
probable causes of the failure indicated that:
•
•

•

The damage to the aft compartment of the first stage because of a failure in engine no. 4
caused the explosion.
The hypothesis that the engine failure occurred because of internal causes [that is,
the engine] did not contradict the telemetry data from engine no. 4 and from the stand tests,
the findings of an inspection of the physical materials, or the physical pattern of the development of the failure of the rocket.
The hypothesis of the depressurization of the main lines feeding propellant to the main
engines and the vernier engines before the beginning of the failure [Kuznetsov's version] was
not confirmed by the telemetry data. 8'

As the fingers all pointed to Kuznetsov, questions were rising all over the place on not only
the old engines used on the N I boosters so far, but also the newly improved engines his design
bureau had been developing for two to three years. The issue had important long-term consequences precisely because of the tenuous connection between the old and new engines.
If Kuznetsov was unable to build engines for the N I after a ten-year research program, what guarantee was there that he would succeed with his new versions? Mishin himself recalled:
The difficulties encountered during the modification of those [liquid-propellant rocket
engines}, which were accompanied by repeated failures to meet delivery deadlines, generated in a certain circle of peop{e (primarily, leaders such as D. E. Ustinov, L. V_Smirnou,
S. A. A[anusyeu) the opinion that N. O. Kuznetsov. given the existing attitude of the leadership of the Ministry of Aviation Industry toward the work. would not be able to bring
the engines up to the specified level of reliability any time soon, and consequently, there
would be neither an N I launch vehicle nor its modified versions. _
Perhaps to compensate for what many believed were Kuznetsov's shortcomings, the Soviet
space leadership sanctioned parallel efforts in two other design bureaus in 1973 to develop
substitute engines for the N I.
One of these two was a surprise participant in the N I program: Chief Designer Valentin E
Glushko's Design Bureau of Power Machine Building (KB [nergoMash). More than ten years after
the conflict with Korolev over the N I, which permanently fractured the Soviet space program,
Glushko was finally ready to swallow his pride and join forces in the N I program, He created a
special team at his design bureau to investigate various ways to increase the reliability of the
N I rocket. One of these approaches was to outfit the first and second stages of the booster with
engines that already had been repeatedly tested in flight, specifically altered versions of the
RD-253 engines from the Proton rocket. Research, however, showed that an N I equipped
with such engines would lose significant lifting capacity because of the use of noncryogenic
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propellants and also would cost the rocket in terms of reliability because the N I would have to
have a huge number of such engines on the first stage. A second option was to use a new and
much more powerful engine. Since about 1968, Glushko had been talking of a 1,000-ton-thrust
engine for a superheaw-lift launch vehicle. The idea eventually evolved by early 1970 into a
600-ton engine using kerosene-LOX, the same propellants that Glushko had opposed using for
the N I in the early 1960s. With the clouded future of the Kuznetsov engines, Glushko also
directed a team under SergeyR _qgafanovat his design bureau to study a 5,000-ton-thrust engine
with an annular combustion chamber and a nozzle of external expansion, with a central body
that could be used on the first stage of the N I. Needless to say, the prospect of developing such
a massively powerful engine was not very encouraging. _ The most realistic conception was a
more modest 500-ton-thrust four-chamber engine, also using the kerosene-LOX combination.
Another organization, the Design Bureau of Chemical Automation (KB KhimAvtomatiki),
the old Kosberg bureau led by Chief Designer Aleksandr D. Konopatov, also looked into
substitute engines. They proposed a 250-ton-thrust motor working on LOX and kerosene,
which would be developed on the basis of an old storable propellant engine developed many
years ago for Chelomey's abandoned URq00 rocket.
Despite the rising doubts about Kuznetsov's engines for the N I, Mishin's design bureau
worked on two new N I boosters, 8L and 9L, "under a new technical task. TM Both of these
rockets would be equipped with the new Kuznetsov engines on its first three stages. Just in
time, ground static testing of the third-stage engine, the NK-31, had finished in November
1973, thus qualifying engines for all three stages. In preparing booster no. 8L for launch, engineers took account of all the results of the prior four N I launches, painstakingly making sure
that such failures would not occur again. Booster no. 8L was significantly heavier than its
predecessors, partly because of new oscillation dampers installed in propellant lines to preclude
the type of depressurization suspected by Kuznetsov. The new rockets were also the first
equipped with filters at the inlets to the oxidizer pumps of the engines, the absence of
which had caused the catastrophic July 1969 failure. Other changes included an improved fire
extinguisher system and a faster acting version of the KORD engine control system. There was
also talk of installing a system to separate the first and second stages in case the former was
damaged: if there had been such a system at the time of the fourth failure, the malfunctioning
first stage could have separated from the rest of the booster, whose upper stages would have
compensated for the loss of seven seconds of first-stage firing. _
By early 1974, engineers had assembled booster no. 8L, allowing workers to begin
installing Kuznetsov's new NK-33, NK-43, NK-31, and NK-41 engines on the rocket. The
payload for the rocket was the first complete L3 complex, consisting of working versions of the
LOK, the LK, and Blok D. The complex would enter lunar orbit, perform complex maneuvers,
and then return to Earth without accomplishing a landing. _ Launch was scheduled for August
1974. Subsequently, booster no. 9L would fly before the end of the year. Confidence was at a
high in early 1974. As some participants later recalled:
The people [rom the plants. Desi£n Bureaus, and enterprises that had taken part in the
development were preparing the rocket [or [light with their former enthusiasm, because
they had reason to believe that the launch would produce a positive result._7
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As influential as Mozzhorin may have been, among the upper echelons of the Soviet space
industry, his word could not compare to more powerful players.
Perhaps aware that the fate of the N t was on shaky ground, Mishin continued to appeal
to both the Ministry of Defense and Communist Party officials that the continuing work on the
booster would be invaluable for ultimately building the MOK, which would have both military
and civilian mission goals. To get a firm word on the matter, Mishin, in cooperation with N I
engine Chief Designer Kuznetsov, prepared a detailed memorandum for Soviet General
Secretary Brezhnev on the MOK and on the general lag of the Soviet Union in the exploration
of space. They proposed and argued various measures that would allow the LISSR to move
ahead of the United States. Mishin was not unaware that Kuznetsov was under fire at this time
[or his poor contributions to the N I program. In an attached section on the causes o[ the fourth
N I failure, Mishin agreed to share the blame for the accident with Kuznetsov, hoping this
would put Kuznetsov in a favorable light to Brezhnev. Mishin's closest aides thus put together
a report on the entire N I program, the reasons for each failure, and the measures adopted to
preclude future accidents. As far as the critical fourth failure in 1972, they noted--contrary to
the official State Commission conclusion--that
oscillations in the hull of the rocket caused by
the switch-off of the central engines, accompanied by additional loads acting on pipelines-and the fact that the engines and their instrumentation were at the end of their resources-caused the subsequent explosion. Therefore, it was a compromise variant of the accident
report. The two designers emphasized that in the succeeding launches, the level of vibrations
would be decreased by throttling down the thrust levels of the central engines prior to cutoff. '_
In late March 1974, Mishin and Kuznetsov sent their memorandum to Brezhnev with a
request to accept their proposals on the MOK and the N I. Brezhnev handed the report over to
Ustinov to evaluate the proposal, and Ustinov turned it over to the defense ministries to handle the matter. Parties within the Ministry of Aviation Industry were of the opinion that the two
chief designers' conclusions on the N I--that is, reducing the thrust of the engines prior to
engine cutoff on future N Is--were completely unfounded, because without sufficient dynamic
testing, it would be almost impossible to predict the outcome of such a profile, Thus, given the
chance for failure, it would be foolhardy at best to give authorization to launch further N Is based
on their recommendation. Llstinov eventually invited a number of prominent chief designers to
discuss the Mishin and Kuznetsov proposal. Glushko, having waited for more than a decade to
air his personal vendetta against the N I, did not hold back his words. He argued that new engines
or not, the N I was doomed for failure because of the great number of engines in the first stage.
Instead, Glushko proposed a new family of launch vehicles with very high-thrust engines.
In essence, Mishin made a fatal mistake by compromising his position and accepting
Kuznetsov's views on the reason for the fourth accident. It was the last nail in the coffin. The pace
of events in April and May 1974 was breathtaking. The maneuvering behind the scenes was done
in absolute secrecy, with few people really aware of the wheeling and dealing. Perhaps as few as
half a dozen people at TsKBEM were cognizant of the impending changes. One of Mishin's senior
deputies, Yevgeniy M Shabarov, an old-timer from the Korolev days, recalled later:
• . absolutely unexpectedly for us one day in 1974 we received an invitation, well not even
an invitation, but an order to assemble all the Deputy Chiefs of the {design bureau] in the
office of the Chief Designer. We gathered in complete ignorance. There we sat and waited.
Suddenly the door opened, and [Minister of _eneral Machine Building] 5ergey
_leksandrovich _fanasyev entered, accompanied by Valentin Petrovich _lushko and a
number of other employees lrom the Ministry. "Good afternoon, comrades," [,Z]fanasyev]

IO9. Gladkiy,"The LastLaunchof the NI Rocket."
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said ....
[He] announced that. "The Politburo has taken a decision--Vasiliy
Pavlouich
Mishin has been relieved of his post as Chief Designer of your organization, and Valentin
Petrovich Glushko has been named the General Designer, Your organization from now on
will be known as the 'Energiya' Scientific-Production Association. I wish you all success."
With that he left. All this happened so unexpectedly and quickly (in the course of two-three
minutes) that we were stunned and did not really understand what had occurred, ''°
What happened was certainly the largest reorganization within the Soviet space industry since
Korolev's death. On May 22, 1974, Mishin, at the time ill in the hospital, was officially released
from his duties as TsKBEM Chief Designer.On the same day, his former design bureau, (TsKBEM),
with all its affiliates, was combined with another powerful space organization (Glushko's KB
EnergoMash) to form the new Energiya Scientific-Production Association (NPQ Energiya). It was
evidently Glushko who had personally thought of the "Energiya" name. The sixW-five-year-old
Glushko was named the new Director and General Designer of this new and gargantuan empire,
which included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The former TsKBEM, renamed the Lead Design Bureau (GKB) at Kaliningrad
The former TsKBEM branch at Kuybyshev
The Experimental Machine Building Plant at Kaliningrad
KB EnergoMash at Khimki
KB EnergoMash's Primorsk Branch
KB EnergoMash's Kamskiy Branch
KB EnergoMash's Privolzhsk Branch
The EnergoMash Experimental Plant"'

Thus, Glushko would supervise the development of almost all Soviet piloted spacecraft,
launch vehicles, automated reconnaissance satellites, and high-thrust rocket engines and
oversee their manufacture and testing. It was more power than Korolev held in his heyday.
Being ill at the time, Mishin was out of the loop throughout this period. As Mishin told a
journalist many years later:
To be frank with you, the decision to fire me came to me as a complete surprise ....
[After leaving the hospital] I was invited for a talk to the Staraya Square [the residence
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party], and Ustinov, the Central Committee
Secretary in charge of space affairs, told me. "Leonid Ilyieh [Brezhnev] asked me to convey his thanks for your work, and provide help in finding other employment.' ....
Presumably, Mishin would have been demoted to a senior position in the design bureau,
but Glushko would have none of that. When Mishin left the hospital, Glushko revoked Mishin's
clearance pass to enter the design bureau. ''3The new general designer wanted to make sure that
Mishin never stepped into his old haunting grounds again.
The natural question is: why Glushko? How did Glushko manage to end up as head of
the enterprise that was founded by one of his most famous opponents, Korolev? Glushko was

I I0. Mozzhorin, et at., eds., Oorogi u kosmos
was held on May 14, 1974
I I I. Semenov, ed., Rakelno-Kosmieheskaya

I. p. 183. The Politburo meeting to discuss the reorganization
Korporatsiya,

p. 288

Note

that

Kuybyshev separated from NPO Energiya on July 30, t974, and became the independent
Bureau (TsSKB).
I 12, Rebrov, "The Last Argument."
113

Tarasov, "Missions
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114 SeeCol. M. Rebrov, "Specific Impulse" (English title), Krasnaya zuezda, August 26, 1989. p. 4
I 15. Gladkiy, "The Last Launch of the N I Rocket."
116 Semenov,ed,, Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya, p 639,
117. Ibid., p, 258
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Very early our calculations

were unrealistic.

that

to persuade top Party leaders that the Spiral would

response

on the precise rationale

approach.
when

up

to budge on their requirement

overwhelming

program."'

a way

resembled

aircraft as the X-24. It was all in vain. Brezhnev,

were unwilling
despite

a wingless

to be launched

in Dubna,

In February

ited the Central Committee

services

of them

proposal.

effective

their

Craft (MTKVP),

old "space branch"

is like an aircraft:

with a dangerous

none

advanced

its old Spiral spaceplane.

in such

contemplated

stages,

launcher
bureau's

that the Americans

Such a vehicle

its orbit

in Russia, has

here. Let us make an effort and find the money. "_°

organizations

Transport

of changing

very much--he

bumpkins

In the

vehicle.

over Moscow--possibly

Leonid liyich [Brezhnev]

turbed

space

assumed
The most

. , . in his regular

report to Brezhnev on the state of our space efforts once mentioned..,
are intensively

to the Soviet
bases or giant

in secret archives.

even by the most respected

[Military-Industrial

threat

in lunar

has, like many others,

forever

a use

on the development

to the Shuttle.

was such a threat

interest

had at last found

to be a military
little

was a paral}el deterrent

the truth

there was more

The military

States had embarked

of Defense found

the Space Shuttle

proportions,

commonly
propagated
an air of a folk tale:

launch vehicles.

1912, the United

in the USSR Ministry

the Soviets

mythological

Since

Space Shuttle.

space stations.
why

boosters.

officials

_SHES

to be too much for the Soviet space leadership,

new family of superheavy-lift

for such powerful
Union,

TO

a shuttle

launch

that the trajectories

launch

facility
from

of the USSR on the first orbit.

vehicles.

at Vandenberg
Vandenberg

So our

Then.
[,,_ir

allowed

hypothesis

was

130. B. Olesyuk. "The 'Buran' Blind Alley" (English title). Kuranliy. December 21, 199h p. 8. See also
YaroslavGolovanov. "Just Where Are We Flying to?" (English title). Izuestiya, December 12, 1991,pp. I, 3.
13I. l_fanasyev,"Unknown Spacecraft"; Mikhail Rudenko, "'Star Wars'--History of the 'Death' of a Unique
Spaceplane" (English title), Trud. August 26, 1993,p. 6; Anatoliy Kirpii and Olga Okara, "Designer of SpacePlanes.
Vladimir Cflelomey Dreamed of Creating a Space Fleetof Rocket Planes" (English title), Nezauisimaya gazeta, July
5, 1994,p, 6; Vyecheslav Kazmin, "The 'Quiet' Tragedyof EPOS" (English title). Krylya rodin), no, I (January 199l):
4-5. Note that by this time, the "space branch" was no longer under the MiG design bureau's jurisdiction, It had
become a part of DPKO Radugaon June 19, 1972.
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the development

suspicion

and

of the shuttle

distrust

of its mission.
main

of the USSR, a much
make

possible

ridiculous
but you must
would react. "_
Despite

almost

February
which

the creation

•
•

P, launcher stage
eqn orbital aircraft

•

An interorbital

•

A complex

•

A launch-landing

orbit,

from the Ministry

Soviet Union
almost

bankrupt

lowing

twelve

years, it would

reusable

Glushko

evidently

Instead,

R. Bisnovat--an
specialty

decree,

of:

also included

advanced

had been pushed

single act of concession

to a 200-kilometerGlushko's

The decree committed

in the country's

history--one

after the U,S. Space Shuttle
the

NPO
the
that

over the fol-

I I K25, later called Energiya,

did not want to work with
had decades

he subcontracted

entity

and a

1976. NPO Molniya
had hitherto

bomber.
KB-90)

Molniya),

was established

zero experience
air-to-air

missiles

The third

missiles

component
Designer

appointed

led by Chief
such

for Soviet fightled by A. V.

and the manufacture
was the

Vladimir

many years previously

research, Llstinov

cre-

in Tushino

in designing

Design Bureau (the former KB-82)

led by Chief

out of space design work
to earlier spaceplane

(NPO

Design Bureau (the former OKB-4)

that

such

in developing

of the Buran shuttle

Association

in the design of surface-to-air

former

organizations

of experience

the development

Scientific-Production

the Burevestnik

T-4 supersonic

Plant (the

tons of payload

tons back to Earth.'"

had, in fact, been developing

had specialized

who

Chasing

bureaus, which

the old Molniya

Potopalov,

Building

twenty

on a new launcher,

design

ers. NPO Molniya

Machine

issued a formal

the
On

the I I F25, later called Buran.

vehicles.

Bisnovat's

of Sukhoy's

managed to bulldoze

of Ministers

space project

on the basis of the old Molniya

which

misthis is

with that information,

for the entire system.

for this task on February 24,

Matus

spacecraft.

contractor

work

or Chelomey

to a new organization,

Designer

feel that

Party and government.

consisting

ensure delivery of up to thirty

the new shuttle,

near Moscow

system

posto the

complex

the space program.

new reusable space shuttle,

ated specifically

space

it was

minutes
ballistic

You might

provided

and the Council

the most expensive

would

hypersonic

we saw
a half

of Defense, Keldysh

be capable of returning

serve as the primary

to certainly

To build

Committee

and

the Communist

of our

system

aircraft would

as the Mikoyan

off the coast),

through

and assembly-work

and it would

Energiya would

Vandenberg

in three

Because

a full understanding

time than [a submarine-launched
from

of a reusable

purposes.

without

tug-ship

control

The orbital
altitude

from

orbit

how our leadership,

idea was bulldozed

17, 1976, the Central

approved

from

shorter

minutes

understand

no interest

Soviet space shuttle

to reenter

(ten

for military
the shuttle

the trajectories

military

centers

payload

mainly

to replicate

'vVhen we analyzed

sible for any
sile] could

was

we decided

Experimental

M. Myasishchev,

by Chelomey.

'_4 As a

Spiral program

chief

132 James Harford. Korofev. How One Man Masterminded the Soviet Drive to Beat ,Z]mericato the Moon
(New York:John Wiley & Sons. 1997), p 314,
133, Semenov, ed,, Raketno-Kosmicfleskaya Korporatsiya. p, 362.
134 Stepan Mikoyan, "'Molniya': From 'Spiral' to MAKS" (English title), Vestnik vozdushnogo [lot t ( 1997):
60: G P Svishchev, ed., ,ztuiatsiya entsiklopediya (Moscow: Bolshaya Rossiyskaya entsiklopediya, 1994), p 372:
E-mail correspondence, Mark Hillyer to the author, March 29, 1998. Additional manufacturing [or guran would be
carried out at the Tushino Machine Building Plant (the former Plant No. 82) under Director S. G. ,qrutyunov. Note
that both KB Molniya and KB Burevestnikwere also located on the premisesof the Tushino Machine Building Plant
(TMZ).
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Lozino-Lozinskiy
old duties

to be the Director

at the MiG

design

and Chief

bureau.
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Designer of NPO

Despite

Molniya,

Lozino-Lozinskiy's

Molniya seems to have been ill-equipped
to handle such a monumental
of the American Shuttle. One Soviet historian wrote:
/qnd

can we manage

space

plane

(TMZ)?

was

I'm not trying

that MPO Molniya
and Burevestnik,
plane,

Ignoring

came

the decades

on a poorly

managed

subsonic

Dubna

was eventually

Spiral design
of Buran. "_
Fittingly,

(involving

the

of

this

engines

for the

huge sums

ironies

risk, Kuznetsov

airplanes

from start

Tupotev,

Myasishchev,

literally

as late as January
engines

for

on the

IKI IK25

ing repeated testing.

of

class of thrust.

increased

to unprecedented

terminate

all work

1,200

launch

naturally

NK-33 engines from
assembly,

moving

tell threatened

liquid-propellant

but also any place under

for the job.

ran

forty different
an

average

of

seconds dur-

the Ministry

forced to hand over some of his test equipment

154 tons to 205-20;'

In 1977, as his power

from the Council

rocket engines
of Aviation

tons

the engines into a complete-

by all this.

levels, he forced a formal decision

done on powerful

use of LOX-

process, they needed to run for only 600 seconds. In

of the turbopump
Glushko

vehicle!

propellant

for the new engines,

in running
they

more

in half during

new N 1 engines

seconds,

and

cryogenic

Given the

program

on the
activities

of the launcher.' ....

the Soviet space program
propellants.

complete

all work

failures. One engine fired for a sum total of 20,360

the thrust of the original

the minor reworking

(as the

1i K25 superheavy-lift

those

at
the

the creation

project"

capacity

to develop

from

large-scale

[Energiya-Buran]

his test certification

regimes

To pass the certification

he had boosted

system

to commence

elected

cracked

to help with

suc-

branch

engineers

terminated

for the lifting
the

the space

senior

1977. His results were impressive:

test

Mikoyan,

died an ignominious

bomber,

NPO Molniya

necessity

with

to finish. ''_

1978. Despite some extraordinarily
a Tu-95K

Glushko

engines

had continued

seconds without

bureau,

a space-

on the

suitable

of the time,
having

Molniya

about

also conclusively

of money)

to build

offices,

1981, forty-eight

"the

Plant
knows

design

there was some talk of using the Kuznetsov's

first-stage

ly different

was

as our first

Building

but everyone

Light Space Aircraft

1978 from

work

of heavy payloads

I IK25, despite

engines,

7,000-14,000

design

reasoning

1960s by refusing

continued

through

Chelomey's

approving

a copy

once again set the Soviet space program

on until September
In December

his

NPO

to with brainstorming

research by Tsybin,

1977 and

design

Machine

collectives,

ordinary

was the same decree that approved

of the multiple

addition,

Thus,

from

expertise,

task as building

a unique

of two small

and bad judgment

was called at the time)

The official

In one

NK-33

in

same decree

allocation

At his own

talented

in developing

shut down.

system

of such

the Tushino

in the consolidation

discord

endeavor.

"the absence

Amazingly,

renowned,

of spaceplane

drop tests

N I-L3 program.

which

about

and

bureau were ordered to pack up and join

Fnergiya-Buran

kerosene

those

Spiral puttered

cessful

Molniya

not only never had anything

institutional

death by 1981, while

the early

to insult

which

why the building

to NPO

but also had no experience

and Chelomey,

ironically

to explain

assigned

transferred

undeniable

of Ministers

at not only

Industry.

to

Kuznetsov's

Kuznetsov

was also

to Glushko. '_"

135. yaroslav Golovanov, "Just Where Are We Flying to?," p I.
136. Kazmin, "The 'Quiet' Tragedyof EPQS": Lardier.LTtstronautigue Soui6tique, p. 254.
137. Forthe former quote, see S.Shamsutdinov. "First Flight of Buran With Tourists on BoardWill TakePlace
on April 12. 1994" (English title), Nouosti kosrnonavtiki 21 (October 9-22, 1993): 40-45 Forthe latter quote, see
gfanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret"
138 gfanasyev, "N I: Absolutely Secret."
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The total cost of the N I-L3 program

up toJanuary

2.4 billion

rubles was specifically

mid-1970s

may have been as high as 4.0-4.5

ure to a dollar value, but a rough estimate,

billion

half of that spent on the gpollo

many, having

received such a crushing

that ultimately

obtain

permission

1976,

N I Chief

Communist

met with

to launch
Designer

space shuttle

Dorofeyev

of General

N I rockets--the

P,II associated

technical

that the rocket would
Deputy

"Glushko

project would

every notion

only

Sergey Pavlovich
journalist

most eloquent

The un[ulfilled

dream

decimated

took

years

work

and the [lames

hard to

Ocean.

Congress

In

of the

sent a proposal

the

new reusable

thus

in the design

in 1945 ended with
most

squelching

all

any possibility
Former

of the N I, later wrote:

bureau's

also made sure that
private museum.

The dream that
a few signatures

well-known

con-

be destroyed.

in the Soviet space program.

of its participants.

Korolev's

with

He ordered

and five others--to

a hot iron. '''42 Glushko

existence

satisfied

history.

biographer,

had begun

The
with

in 1976. Russian
perhaps

wrote

the

on the life and death of the N I project:
o[ Sergey Koroleu.

by Valentin

o[ labor

lobbied

and Chertok

one of the "fathers"

of the N I with

in Germany

K. Golovanov,

was

Mishin

reappearance

exist in the memories

of epilogues

Mishin

to erase it from

was also destroyed,

of the program's

Korolev

Yaroslav

billion--

cost, too, and

into the Pacific

the N I to launch

two fully prepared for launch

Designer Sergey S. Kryukov,

incinerated
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of the 25th
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but he also wanted

documentation

there was no indication

Designer

N I rockets

to convert

this fig-

to let the dream go. In a desperate

Chief

to members
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Building
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But there was a human

prepared

letters

make a phoenix-like

Chief

former

by the

to convert

was dead set against it: he was not simply

to history,

the remaining
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rubles, of which
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of Defense. _4'

Glushko

the N I program

OKB-I
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Machine

for the Ministry

None of it worked.
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of the fully

Party for the test launches.

to the Ministry

program.

success,

total

rubles. _ it is difficult

blow, were reluctant

little
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estimates,

in 1960s dollars,

that is, about
gambit

I, t973, was 3.6 billion

for the N I. _39By rough

Glushko,

by Nikolay
o[ [ailed

who
that

died on the operating

was
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Kuznetsov--uanished
launches

that

table--a

by Vasiliy

in the gull

dream

that

and

that

Mishin,

o[ ministerial

turned

billions

o[ rubles

a colossal

project

to which

paper-

into ashes. '_

added:

We [elt a deep
best years.
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I was

sense

o[ sadness.

young
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at the time.

The Americans

And it was
had
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the work
I was

made
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we dedicated
many
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people
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139 Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev, and Kryukov. "_qt the Readers'Request:The N I ProJect." Total planned cost,
including that for sixteen flight models, was 4.97 billion rubles.
140 For 4 billion rubles, see Kryukov, "The Brilliance and Eclipse of the Lunar Program." For 4.5 billion
rubles, see Leskov, "How We Didn't Get to the Moon"
141. teskov, "How We Didn't Get to the Moon": Panichkin, "Some Results of N I Development": Lardier,
LTtstronautique Souidtique. p. 174.
142 Kryukov, "The Brilliance and Eclipseof the Lunar Program"
143 Golovanov. "JustWhere Are We Flying to?." p. I.
144 "The Russian Right Stuff: The Dark Side of the Moon." NOV,q television show, #1808. WGBH-TV,
Boston. February 27, 1991,
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TOMORROW
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In the history of the Soviet space and missile programs, three singular events stand out as
defining moments: the birth of the effort in 1946, the death of Korolev in 1966, and the end
of the N I-L3 program in 19?4. History, of course, does not separate itself into neat little segments of time, but it would be difficult to find a moment so cataclysmic in the U.S. space program as the Soviet events of 1974. In essence, the year divided the old with the new and a lack
of vision with clarity. Completely unknown to the West until the late 1980s, the changes in
1974 were effectively a watershed moment that closed the door on Korolev's determined journey, begun in 1946. What happened after 1974 warrants particular attention, not only as a
matter of historical interest, but because the nature of the Soviet piloted space program
changed in ways that would have been difficult to foresee at the time of NPO Energiya's formation. Having trudged through failure after failure in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Soviet
Union finally made its arrival as a formidable space superpower in the late 1980s--a full two
decades after its only competitor had done the same.
The Rise and Fall of a Space Power
Glushko's ascendance to power at the top of the pyramid coincided with a dramatic shift
in fortunes for the Soviet piloted space program. All the failures and catastrophes of 1971
through 1973, especially in the space station effort, seem to have exorcised the demons of the
Soviet space program. In 1975, NPO Energiya performed its first fully successful space station
mission on Salyut 4, one of the two DOS vehicles readied under Mishin. The other one,
launched in September 1977 as Salyut 6, would finally put the Soviet space program on the slow
but persistent track to success. The station's mission was one of the finest success stories in
the Soviet space program. In the four years after launch, it hosted sixteen crews, four of which
set absolute endurance records for time in space, significantly exceeding the eighty-four-day
record set by N_Sft's Skylab 4 crew during 197'3-74. NPO Energiya also introduced two new
spacecraft: the Progress, an automated tanker and supply ship, and the Soyuz T, an advanced
version of the Soyuz. Ironically, both programs had been initiated by Mishin. It was not simply
a matter of setting records but of remarkable maturity in operations. Engineers perfected the very
first refueling operations in space, mastered the logistics of having two ships dock to the same
station, directed complex repair spacewalks outside the station, managed real-time solutions to
contingencies in space, and accumulated a wealth of ground-breaking information on the
effects of microgravity on the human organism, The Soviets also extracted maximum political
gain from the mission of Salyut 6 by sending "guest-cosmonauts" from other socialist countries on "friendly" visits. There were no fatalities in the program, It was a stunning return to
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form,

prompting

many Western

observers

to conclude

that the Soviets were "ahead"

During the same period, the United States accomplished
The string
Salyut

of

7 during

successes

in the

the 1982-86

space station

period, culminating

1980. Crews began visits to Mir almost
monauts,

Viktorenko

space station

Valeriy A. Polyakov, a doctor from the Institute
record for continuous

agreements

in 1995. Seven NASA astronauts,
orbiting

artifacts

Problems, set

began to open up during the early 1990s. Mir

with

Western

States and the Russian Federation,

breathing,

for Biomedical

time spent in space: 438 days.
nations.

As part of an arrangement

NASA astronauts

beginning

with

imately two and a half years aboard the Mir space station
were living,

of

in February
crewed opera-

had been a closed and secret program
the United

the operation

("World")

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in late 199 I, Mir remained

played a central role in cooperative
between

immediately

with

of Mir

1989, two cos-

endurance

What

continued

after its launch. In September

In 1994-95,

the world's

program

with the launch

in space.

flight.

and Serebrov, began a historic run of ten years of continuous

tions. Through the dissolution
occupied.

only one piloted

of the amazing

Norman

between
history

began visiting

the Mir

E. Thagard, spent approx-

1995 and 1998. Their quarters

of the Soviet space program.

The

main Mir hull is almost identical to the original DOS vehicle that was designed and launched as
the first Salyut in 197 I. The same triumvirate that had built the original Salyut created the newer
station,

but these organizations

Bureau, and the Khrunichev
ules--Kristall.

exist now with

different

names: RKK Energiya, the Salyut Design

State Space Scientific-Production

Kuant-2, Spektr, and Priroda--were

Ship's main hull, itself part of Chelomey's

Center.' The primary

conception

of the Almaz

posed in the late 1960s. The launch vehicle for Mir and its modules
nally known

as the UR-5OOK, proposed

for the complex

by Chelomey

Mir, with

all its historical

significance,

space station

project involving

both

derived

from

history of space exploration/The
was launched in November
ifications

of the Soyuz

was planned

for deorbiting

by the end of this century.

International
pendent

first component
Mir

of the station,

Space Station, a

the United

operations

will

space program--the

probably

end of the journey

programs

by various mod-

cease once activities

on

the

mean the end of an inde-

that Yuriy Alekseyevich

of a new and perhaps more exciting

space station

States and

program in the

the Zarya Functional Cargo Block,

That singular event will probably

began in 196t. It will be the beginning
The Salyut and Mir

participants,

1998 on a Proton booster. The station will be supplied

Space Station commence.

Russian piloted

As the primary

most of the materials for this largest ever joint

spacecraft,

Korolev's

in the early 1960s.

sixteen countries.

the Russian Federation will provide

pro-

rocket origi-

as an ICBM in 1960. The delivery vehicles

By that time, there will be a more impressive sight in Earth orbit, the International
cooperative

complex

is the Proton--a

are the Soyuz TM and the Progress M spacecraft,

beloved 7K-OK Soyuz spacecraft, designed

four Mir mod-

all based on the design of the Transport-Supply

were the most publicized

Gagarin

voyage.
components

of the

Soviet space program in the 1980s, but they were not, in fact, the most important.

The lion's share

of the Soviet space budget

effort,

expensive

during

program in the history

runs, NPO Energiya finally

launched

cessful Soviet rocket comparable
Saturn V giant.
hydrogen

1980s was taken by the Energiya-Buran

rocket engine in operational
such engines

by history.

the most

the first Energiya booster in May 1987. It was the first suc-

in power and performance

characteristics

It was also the first time that the Soviets

a test was tempered
develop

the

of the Soviet space program. After years of delays and cost over-

conditions.

What

to NASA's

long-defunct

fired a high-performance

LOX-liquid

little joy there may have been in such

All of the pleas by Korolev

had fallen on deaf years, leaving

and Mishin

during

Soviet rocket capabilities

the

1960s to

far behind

that

I
The Salyut Design Bureau (KB Salyut) is actually part of the Khrunichev State Space Scientific
Production Center (GKNPTs Khrunichev).
2.
Paul Mann, "U.S.. RussiaDraft Historic Space Pact," Z]viation Week & Space Technology September
6, 1993, pp 22-23,
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of the United
Korolev's

States. It finally

dream

took Glushko's

change-of-heart

became a reality. The Energiya booster

1988, when

it launched

orbital

After decades of trying to build a spaceplane,

flight.

the Soviet space shuttle

Soviet vehicle that ever made it into orbit.
benefited

from
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testing

Despite early expectations
enchantment

crept

became the forum
near shambles,

Council

government?

was formally

had watched
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own

thing

in common:

raison

technology,

Communist

to implode,

for fall from

promise.

of

money,

and

Some would

say that Vladimir

the cancellation

the USSR's rubber-stamp
membership

Nikolayev
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of the N I-L3 program,

ing through

parliament.

usually

was the "new

head"

perhaps

a couple

project.
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While

indicated

the lists of the Supreme

Both projects

grace, but both
together

span the
at waste

during

had a career worthy
1,500 deputies

the legislature

serviced

dreams--the

national
Soviet,

prominence.

of the Soviet space program,

a "job

previously

of years, he may have also resurrected
on the Almaz

military

by the new

Transport-Supply

of an orbital

Ship.

name,

planning

two

power in the

observers

he

Yangel. ''4 For

UR-7OOM Mars landing
of which

He was evidently
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Allofthissimply
proved
toogoodtobetrue.Inearly1976,
oneofChelomey's
chiefsponsors,Minister
of Defense
Grechko,
succumbed
to a heartattack.Chelomey's
opponents-primarily
Glushko
sponsors
Ustinov
andKirilenko--reacted
immediately.
A fewweeks
after
Grechko's
death,
theybestowed
Glushko
withanunprecedented
honor
thathitherto
nodesignerinthespace
sector
hadeverheld:membership
intheCentral
Committee
oftheCommunist
Party.
Gtushko
wasofficially
"elected"
atthe25thCommunist
Party
Congress
in 1976/'
Asone
observer
noted:"From
thismoment
onward,
Glushko
concentrated
inhishands
notonlythe
power
ofanenormous
space
empire,
butalsothepolitical
powerofacommissar,
capable
of
overwhelming
anyonein the spaceestablishment.
"7Glushko's
firstmovewasto deny
Chelomey
anyroleinthespace
station
program.
Byt978,toChelomey's
great
alarm,
thepilotedportionoftheAlmazprogram
wasterminated.
Chelomey
hadnohelpfromtheMinistry
of
Defense,
hisusualsupporters.
Theywereoftheopinion
thatpiloted
orbitalplatforms
wereless
efficient
foroverhead
reconnaissance
thanautomated
satellites.
8
Thenews
justgotworseforChelomey.
In1916,
Ustinov,
asthenewMinister
ofDefense,
tookit uponhimself
tocomplete
thejobhehadsetoutto domorethana decade
before,
Ustinov:
methodically
started

to strangle Chelomey. He annulled all the military
to Chelomey's enterprise for space [lights: he canceled even those that
in unmanned

mode

Perhaps the biggest
and Kirilenko

pushed

main organization
farmed almost

and

originally

blow to the Chelomey

through

and instead

empire

came on June 30,

to this branch,

then known

program,

in the Soviet space program.

forces on the creation

important

1981, when

Ustinov

Fill Branch from

of NPO Energiya. '° Given that Chelomey

and missile-related
projects
Committee
and the Council

not only all work on the Almaz

involvement

to "concentrate

made it a branch

all the key projects

mally terminating

by the military/

an order that severed Chelomey's

Salyut),
he lost all his spaceDecember 19, 198t, the Central
any further

requested

contracts given
were scheduled

of the 'Buran'

as the Salyut Design

the
had

Bureau (KB

in one felt swoop.
Finally. on
of Ministers issued a decree for-

but also forbidding

The official

Chelomey

reason for the decision

from
was

space system.""

Brought to his knees by Ustinov,
Chelomey
quietly continued
to develop naval cruise
missiles for the armed forces, which was the original profile of his organization
in the 1950s.

6.
Two other chief designers in the defense industry were also elected to the Central Committee in 1976:
R D. Grushin from MKB Fakel(air defense and anti-ballistic missiles) and V_F Utkin from KB Yuzhnoye (ICBMs,
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honor_with his elections in 1966and 1971.Seejulian Cooper. "The Defense Industry and Civil Military Relations."
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to _orbachev (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990), p. 168
7.
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Stalin to Star Wars (New York:John Wiley & Sons. 1993), p. 209
8.
Maxim V Tarasenko. "The U.S. and Soviet Space Systems Developments as Driven by the Cold War
Competition." presented at the 45th Congress of the International/_stronautical Federation, IAA-94 IA_q2 2 622,
Jerusalem. Israel, October 9-14. 1994.
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Sagdeev,The Making o/ a SovietScientist, pp, 209- I0,
I0. Yu. P.Semenov, ed_ Raketno-KosmicheskayaKorporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S P Koroleva (Korolev:
RKK Energiya,named after S. P. Korolev, 1996), p. 643: Nina Chugunova, "Chelomey's Cosmonauts: Why There
Are No Crews FromNPO Mashinostroyeniya in Outer Space" (English title), Ogonek 4-5 (January 1993): 24-29
I I.
G A. Yefremov, "Anniversary: V. N Chelomey--80 Years"(English title), Novosti kosmonautiki 12-t 3
{June 4-July I, 1994): 68-70: S. A. Zhiltsov, ed., C_osudarstvennyykosmicheskiy nauehno-proizvodstvennyy tsentr
imeni M V Khrunicheva (Moscow: RUSSLIT,1997), p. I00; Chugunova, "Chelomey's Cosmonauts."
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By all accounts, he never really gave up on his dreams of an ambitious space program, proposing various strategic defense programs throughout the early 1980s. He was not kind
to Korolev's memory. In an interview with a journalist late in his life, Chelomey was blunt:
Well, what can I tell you about Koroleu? Koroleu was a man with a limited education.
But he commanded
a remarkable technical intuition and was enormously talented as
an organizer. "Yes.But he couldn't perform even a simple mathematical
operation with
integrals. He took the circumlunar [program] away [rom me and then he didn't do it
himself You call that talent? '_
Ejected from the Soviet space program, Chelomey's will and his reach for success never
diminished to his last days. In early December 1984, still in lively health, he was at his dacha,
getting ready to go somewhere in his Mercedes. Leaving the car running, he walked out to open
the garage door, but the car, still running, moved by itself and pinned his legs against the gate.
He was admitted to the hospital with a simple fracture. While in the hospital, he learned that
his nemesis Ustinov had suffered a massive heart attack, was paralyzed, and could not speak.
Chelomey could be forgiven for believing that his fortunes were about to improve. On the third
day in the hospital, on the early morning of December 8, he was speaking to his wife on the
telephone when the conversation suddenly stopped. She desperately called the hospital staff,
who rushed to his room to find him dead. Doctors suspected a sudden fatal stroke apparently
caused by the broken leg. He was seventy years old at the time of his death. Legend has it that
Ustinov was brought a piece of paper with a handwritten
message stating "Chelomey
just died." Ustinov read it and closed his eyes in satisfaction. The first name on the list of
signatories of Chelomey's obituary was that of Ustinov. '_
Today, Chelomey's former organization is called the Scientific-Production
Association for
Machine Building (NPO Mashinostroyeniya)
and is still located at its old grounds at Reutov
outside Moscow. Having relinquished hold of its Moscow Branch in 198 I, it has little connection to the Russian space program. Its current General Designer, Gerbert g. Yefremov, who
succeeded Chelomey, continues to focus mostly on naval cruise missiles. Its only major spacerelated project is a continuation of the Almaz program--a robotic remote-sensing platform for
Earth resources surveying. Three such spacecraft were launched--in
1986, 1987, and 1991but despite Yefremov's best efforts, funding for a fourth is on a shoestring budget. By September
1994, the organization was in a severe financial crisis, planning to lay off thousands of employees.'4 While the organization may have been in dire straits, Chelomey's legacy, in some ways,
remains much more visible than even that of Korolev. Given that Chelomey had his Fill Branch
produce most of his space work, the thriving nature of that branch has maintained Chelomey's
long shadow across the current Russian space program. The Proton rocket, the Mir space station (derived as it was from the original rqlmaz design), and the Mir modules (such as Spektr
and Priroda) all attest to a vision that has remained intact despite the best intentions of Ustinov
or Glushko. If Chelomey were alive today, he might have some comfort in knowing that the first

12.
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as he was nicknamed by many in the space industry, has retained contacts with the Russian
space industry as a "Chief Scientific Consultant to the General Designer" of RKK Energiya. In
one of his very rare published memoirs of the space era, he had only favorable words to say of
Ustinov, despite the obvious clashes between the two men."' At the time of this writing, he was
eighty-one years old.
The Soviet space program had originated as an arm of the artillery sector of the Soviet
armed forces, and as such, there were a number of important artillery officers who played
prominent roles in guiding the entire effort. There was probably no one officer more important
than Lt. General Georgiy g. Tyulin, whose involvement in the Soviet missile program began in
1944, when he was a young lieutenant charged with assessing German rocket technology. In
March 1965, he was appointed Afanasyev's First Deputy in the Ministry of General Machine
Building. During the 1960s, he served as the chair of various State Commissions, including
those for the later Vostok missions, the Voskhod program, the LI circumlunar project, and various lunar and interplanetary probes. He remained at his ministerial post until 1976, when,
rumor has it, Afanasyev fired him for being part of the "Ustinov camp.""' Forced into retirement, the quiet and reticent Tyulin returned to teach theoretical mechanics at the M. V.
Lomonosov Moscow State University?: In 198L he began writing publicly about his deep well
of experience in the missile and space programs--articles
that have been remarkably valuable
in filling in the gaps of this secret history. After a long illness, he died in gpril 1990 at the age
of seventy-five/'
Tyulin was certainly better known than Vasiliy M. Ryabikov, who chaired the State
Commission for Sputnik. One of the most mysterious figures in the early Soviet space program,
Ryabikov was instrumental in the process of approving the first Sputnik launch. His early career
was under Ustinov's shadow, but for a brief period in the 1950s, he emerged as one of the
power players in the defense industry, only to disappear into relative oblivion, Almost nothing
is known about his personal history, After his "ejection" from the defense industry, he served
as the First Deputy Chairman of the State Planning Organ (better known as "Gosplan") until
his death on July 19, 197"4,at the age of sixty-seven. Even in recent years, Russian historians
have generally shied away from any in-depth analysis of Ryabikov's role in the genesis of
Sputnik. It is a curious omission for a man who may have facilitated the inauguration of the
space era in 1957,
Qf the two other major artillery officers from the space era, one remains alive. Lt, General
Kerim A. Kerimov was demoted out of his ministry position in 1974, but remained the chair of
the State Commission for Soyuz until 1991, a position he had assumed in 1966. He oversaw
the launch of every single Soyuz spacecraft to the Salyut and Mir space stations during that
period/_ ,qt the time of his retirement, he was officially the First Deputy Director of the Central
Scientific-Research Institute for Machine Building (TsNIIMash), the leading research and development institution in the Soviet space industry/_ At this writing, he was eighty-two years old.
Lt. General Yuriy A. Mozzhorin, the powerful Director of TsNIIMash, remained in that post until
December 1990, completing almost thirty years of service as one of the primary policymakers
in the Soviet space program. He continued to be active in chronicling the history of the Soviet
missile and space programs and served as editor of the series of memoirs titled Dorogi u

20. See yu A. Mozzhorin, et el. eds., Oorogiu kosmos. I (Moscow: MAI, 1992), pp. 34-48.
2 I. Sagdeev,The Making o/a Soviet Scientist,p. 201.
22. Col. M. Rebrov,"Where the Cranes Fly"(Englishtitle), Krasnayazuezda, September 19, 1987,pp 3-4
23. "G. P_.Tyulin," Krasnayazuezda.Rpri125,1990, p. 4.
24. The only exceptionsweresomeof the SoyuzT missionsand a)lthe Soyuzmissionsto the military
Almazspacestation.
25 Russian Space History.Sate 6516 (New York:Sotheby's, 1993), description[or Lot 58.
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kosmos (Roads to Space), the first volume

of which

was published

in 1992. He died on May 15,

1998, at the age of seventy-seven.
The

Designers

All six members of the original Council of Chief Designers are deceased. Korolev, of course,
was the first to go in January 1966. Academician
Nikolay A. Pilyugin, Korolev's closest friend on
the council,

died on August

2, 1982, at the age of seventy-four,

after a long bout with diabetes. :_

His obituary was signed by Brezhnev, Andropov, Gorbachev, and Chernenko,
all heads of the
Soviet state at various points. Chief Designer Mikhail S. Ryazanskiy died after a long battle with
cancer of the prostate

gland on August

7, t 987. Academician

four years later on March 22. 1991. The last
Vladimir F_Barmin, lived to the age of eighty-four,

member
heading

his death on July 17, 19937 _ In one of his last interviews,
constraints
of the Communist
era:
. . I have

been

working

as a Chief

Designer

Viktor

I. Kuznetsov

passed away

(aside from Glushko).
Academician
the organization
he had founded until
Barmin waxed philosophical

for more than

fifty years,

"open" to the press only in recent years, My articles in the newspaper
under a pseudonym, Professor Wadimirou ....
":_

and

have

about the

been

Prauda used to be

Although
he was not a member of the original council, General Designer Academician
Nikolay D. Kuznetsov, responsible for creating the N I's rocket engines, played a major role in the
rise and fall

of the

huge

project.

Despite

Glushko's

order

to have all

N I-related

materials

destroyed, Kuznetsov, at his own risk, preserved ninety-four
engines of the first, second, third,
and Fourth stages at the storage facilities of the Trud Scientific-Production
Association.
All were
completely
ready for operational
use. In addition,
he also hid away fifty to sixty experimental
units, ready for future developmental
work. Kuznetsov's
gamble paid off when in the early
1990s, major U.S. aerospace companies

expressed

interest

in using the engines for the next gen-

eration of expendable U.S. launch vehicles. In late 1993, the Aerojet Propulsion Division imported a flight-ready
version of the NK-33, believing the design to be of "very modern technology
compared

with

what

the U.S. has in LOXIkerosene

engines.":9

In 1995, Kuznetsov's

organiza-

tion went head-to-head with Glushko's firm bidding for their respective engines on new versions
of the Atlas or Delta rockets. Although Glushko's engines won that bid, the N I engines may still
see the light of day. e°In 1996-97,

Kistter Aerospace

Corporation

of Kirktand,

Washington,

signed

an agreement with Kuznetsov's former organization
to use the N l's NK-33 and NK-43 engines
on the company's
K-I reusable launch vehicle. In what could be a fitting legacy of the N I rocket, the first K-I vehicle is expected to use the very same engine units that were meant for use
on the canceled 8L launch of the N I in 19742' Sadly, Kuznetsov himself will not be witness to
their use, At the age of eighty-four,

he died on July 3 I, 199572
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30
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more
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Research

very
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engine's

in using

program?

for the N I, became
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high-

that
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single-stage-to-orbit
IID56,

in the

engines

in 197"5 after 105 were built.

period,
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N I also survives

and tested in the early 1970s but were never

Lyulka's
stopped

of the

LOX-liquid

that

bureau

led to

standpoint,

important

in

Korolev.

played

Sputnik,

there was no
the

K. Tikhonravov.

famous

in

a num-

genesis

Overshadowed

Tikhonravov's

role

in the early space program

was quite likely as important

as that of his boss. With

his landmark

artificial
the

satellites,

launch

of

Tikhonravov

Sputnik

porting

in

1957.

the first automated

first Soviet reconnaissance
long-range

1954 report on

he set off a process that ended with
Palter

led the teams that designed

ed spacecraft,

design

space exploration

Sputnik,

the first pilot-

lunar probes, and the

satellites.

plans for Korolev's

piloted

Mikhail Tikhonravou was one of the most
important engineers behind the emergenceo[
the Soviet space program He designed the
fzrst Soviet liquid-propellant rocket (in the
1930s), performed research to optimize early
ICBM designs (in the 1940s and 1950s), and
was the leading engineer behind the genesis
of Sputnik In tater years, he was also
instrumental in the design of the Vostok
spaceship. (f_les of Peter qorin)

of

He also contributed

to policy

bureau. He continued

against those who

by co-authoring

work under Korolev,

believed in robotic exploration.

have retired from the design bureau after Korolev's death and returned to teaching
died on March 4, 1974, at the age of seventy-four,
his design of the first Soviet liquid-propellant
tant individuals

in Soviet space history,

out by the flood of writings
the Russian Military
Tikhonravov. _

on Korolev.
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rocket, the "09"

their leading

and writing.
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with many other impor-
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As a mark of respect to his memory,
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He seems to
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important

vigorously
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space research institute,

TsNII-50,

1995,
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33.
"Aerojet. Lyulka Push D-57 for SSTO Validation," ;qviation Week & Space Technology, October II,
1993. pp. 50-51.
34. Jeffrey L, Lenorovitz, "Space Systems/Loral Books Proton Launches," ,Zluiation Week & Space
Technology, September 20, 1993, pp. 90-91.
35. Valeriy Baberdin, "The Once SecretSpace Nil Will Now Bearthe Name of-fikhonravov" {English title),
Krasnaya zvez.da,January 18, 1995. p. 6. TsNll-50 separated from the original military NII-4 on April 3. 1972, to
focus exclusively on military space research as opposed to ballistic missile research.
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With respect to the Korolev "high guard"--his
key deputies--most
have passed away.
The de facto head of all piloted space programs at OKB-I throughout
the 1960s and 1970s,
Konstantin

D. Bushuyev,

lived to serve as the director

Test Project in 1975. Although
tightly

under wraps,
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the entire joint

right
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of the Institute
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of Space Research under

the USSR Academy
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on

October
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noted
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when
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As for the two
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course
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of events
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on the N I and piloted
26,
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then
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Martian
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time of this writing,
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First Deputy since 1966.

1970,

probes. After

become

Kryukov

the immensely

1982. '_ Still a "scientific

writes
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Babakin's

the victim

returned
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careers of any of Korolev's
left TsKBEM

First Deputy, thus turning

17, 1977, he was appointed

overseeing

is eighty-one

30,

Babakin's

Having

Design

was moved

1980 at age seven-

very well

through

of political

to his original
the
5nlyut

and

his back

death, on August

bureau and guided the organization

return project,

November

in January

on

identity

Korolev

alive today, and he occasionally

to locus on robotic
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sample

On

Designer under Glushko.
sions,

death,

Bureau as the famous

took over the design

Energiya.

died in March

1974, Okhapkin
remains

whose

,,_7

He had one of the more interesting

bag of lunar and interplanetary
over a proposed

in

a

path. As one observer

at the former

because he had served as Mishin's

A few years after Korolev's

the Lavochkin

as a cover ....

Sergey S. Kryukov,

the Russian media on the topic.
joined

funeral

from

dead in a corridor.

life, the final sad ceremony

of the N I, Sergey O. Okhapkin

as head of the organization,

The other

simply

suffering

in the Soviet space program

Bureau, where he had spent most of his active working
to the [Institute

dropped

chose the most ludicrous

of having

death of a heart

apparently

he suddenly

of a figure

Soviet officials

his death,

sixty-four.

work-

proJect, he

First

a mixed

maneuvering
place of work,

Deputy

General

6 space station

to Energiya,

Kryukov.

misat the

years old.

Of all of Korolev's deputies, perhaps the most well known is Boris Ye. Chertok. His career
started with Mishin and Bushuyev at the famous Bolkhovitinov
Design Bureau in the late
1930s. Chertok
the top
General

remained

a powerful

figure at Energiya through

the 1980s, but he never rose to

of the organization.
Although
he retired in 1991 from his official duties as Deputy
Designer, he continues
to maintain
his offices at the giant organization
as a "Chief

Scientific Consultant."
Still full of verve and energy at the age of eighty-seven,
Chertok recent]y admitted that "in the NI-L3 project we...
made serious mistakes. ,"° He is one of the few
men who,

having

lived through

those

historic

times,

has put pen to paper,

and he is in the

midst of publishing
a multiple-volume
set of priceless reminiscences.
Incredibly detailed and
remarkably devoid of partiality, these memoirs, titled Raketi i lyudi (Rockets and Men), cover
everything

from Chertok's

early forays into Germany

in search of A-4

missiles

in 1945 to the

36
Edward Clinton Ezell and [inda Neumann Eze}l. The Partnership ,'7 History of fhe _potlo-Soyuz Test
Project (Washington. DC: NRSP,Special Publication (SP)-4209, 1978), p. 288.
37
Sagdeev,The Making o/a Soviet Scientist, p. t 74.
38. Golovanov. Koroteu. p. 480
39. Yu Markov. Kurs na Mars (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1989). pp. 25-26: Semenov. ecL, RaketnoKosmieheskayaKorporatsiya, p. 641. Note that the first source gives a slightly different date, December i, 1977,as
Kryukov's dismissal and subsequent appointment at NPO Energiya
40
PeterSmolders, "I Meet the Man 'Who Brought the V_2 to Russia." Spaceflight 31 (July 1995): 218-20.
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the early 1990s. Much

to travel all over the world,

more accessible

including

than many

the United

speak of his life. He also has one foot in the future. His current project is a modest
communications
satellites in low-Earth orbit to serve the general populace. 4'
From the scientific
influence

community,

as Academician

there was probably

Mstislav

V. Keldysh,

no one individual

President

of the

who wielded

USSR Academy

States, to
system

of

as much

of Sciences

from 1961 and one of the most brilliant
mathematicians
of his generation.
Unlike Korolev,
Keldysh's personal contributions
span the gamut from purely technical to purely managerial.
During

the

mal design

1950s. Keldysh
characteristics

personally

participated

of multistage

and directed

rockets, the question

top-secret

of returning

studies

on the opti-

a satellite

from Earth

orbit, the theory of passive gravitational
stabilization
of satellites, the calculation
of various
satellite orbits, and the mathematical
analyses of optimal trajectories
for flight to the Moon,
Mars, and Venus. This research was performed

at two institutions,

both of which

Keldysh

head-

ed simultaneously:
the Department of Applied Mathematics
of the V. g. Steklov Mathematics
Institute under the Academy of Sciences and NtI-I under the Ministry of Aviation Industries.
At the latter
nuclear

institute,

Keldysh

also initiated

work

on high-performance

From 1961, after he was appointed
to head the Academy
important
contributions
were as the chair of the Interdepartmental
for Space
"expert

ramjet

engines

and

rocket engines.

Research.

With

commissions"

Keldysh stepped down
with a calm disposition
was collecting

Keldysh

as chair, various

for several

dozen

different

of Sciences, Keldysh's most
Scientific-Technical
Council

permutations
military

of this

and space

council

served as

programs. 4_ In

1975,

as President of the Academy of Sciences because of ill health. A man
who rarely, if ever, lost his temper, Keldysh's favorite form of relaxation

prints of the Impressionists.

He died on June 24, 1978, at the age of sixty-seven,

sitting at the wheel of his car in the garage of his country home:" Keldysh's ashes were interned
in the Kremlin Wall, an honor reserved for only the most revered Soviet citizens of this century, All fourteen

his obituary.

Throughout

there were probably few sectors of the Soviet military-industrial
ence with his scientific contributions
or advisory activities.

members

of the Politburo

signed

complex

his extraordinary
Keldysh

life,

did not influ-

Glushko
Academician

Valentin

Petrovich

Glushko

effectively

headed the Soviet space program

1974 for a fifteen-year period, and during that time, some would argue, there was almost
of personality surrounding
his name. Glushko, having a hand in the editorial supervision

from
a cult
of all

books related to space exploration,
ment of Soviet space technology

made sure that his role and contributions
to the developwere placed in a favorable light. If in a 1957 speech at

Korolev's

could

fiftieth

in the development

birthday,

Glushko

of Soviet rocketry,

say "Korolev

he did not hesitate

occupies

first place after Tsiolkovskiy"

in later years to insert his name before

Korolev in all histories of the Soviet space program/4 But with so much power, Glushko was
still unable to carry out one of his most coveted dreams--piloted
landing expeditions
to the

41. Ibid.
42
N. Chentsov, 'rWorld Famous. But Secret in EveryWay" (English title), Nauka i zhizn no. 2 (February
1991): 102-07: V. S Avduyevskiy and M. Ya. Marov, 'rMstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh and Space Research"
(English title). Zemlya i uselennaya no. 3 (May-June 1991): 46-52.
43. "M. V. Keldysh Dies: Mathematician ted P,cademy in Soviet," NeuJYork Times. June 27, 1978.
44,
For an interesting analysis of Glushko and his role in rewriting history, see German Nazarov, "You
Cannot PaperSpace With Rubies: How to Save Billions" (English title). Molodaya guardiya no. 4 (April 1990):
192 207. Seealso Sagdeev,The Making ofa Souiet 5cientist, p 182 Foran edited version of his 1957 speech, see
A. Yu. Ishlinskiy, ed.. l_kademik S. P Koroleu: ucheniy, inzhener, cflelouek (Moscow: Nauka, 1986), pp. 191-95.
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Moon and Mars. At various points throughout the 1980s, he continued to bring this idea up to
the Soviet leadership, but each time it was rejected. Knee-deep in the Energiya-Buran program,
the Soviet military had little interest in funding another repeat of the N I-L3 debacle? _
Despite Glushko's remarkable rise to prominence as the reigning emperor of the Soviet
space program, he was still a man trapped within his times. Few photographs of him were published, and apart from the cursory details of his professional history, outsiders had no clue
about his personal life. Recently, there has been a tendency to paint Glushko as some kind of
evil player of the Soviet space program, the man who single-handedly destroyed the N I program--first when he broke off relations with Korolev in the 1960s and second when he canceled the program in the 1970s. But this revisionism comes perhaps more from haphazard
retroactive assessments than any in-depth analysis. While Korolev has been humanized by
countless biographies, Glushko still remains an enigma--a man whose only motive, it seems,
was to sabotage Korotev's dreams. Is it possible to bring Glushko down to the level of a human,
flawed perhaps, but at the end of the day having the same ideals of space exploration as those
of Korolev? He was apparently well versed in the finer arts, such as music, painting, and literature, was good at drawing, spoke fluently in five languages, and regularly kept up with nonscientific foreign journals. His deputies remember him as a man who had an "eye for style and
flair for detail..,
he would always be elegantly dressed."_ He was married several times. Apart
from his clearly notable contributions to the space program, Glushko also spent years completing a forty-volume series for the Academy of Sciences on the topics related to rocket propulsion theory. Overall, he published more than 250 scientific works.
In 1989, Mikhail F. Rebrov, a Soviet military journalist acquainted with Glushko, wrote a
very candid account of the general designer's life:
He was never weak nor banal--traits
that frequently accompany material and pro[e>
sional success. As he himself said, his life was a long, difficult search which essentially
consisted of attempting to reach the desired level of simplicity upon mastering incredibly complex designs. He apparently gave himself over fully to his life's main work. and
was ready to sacrifice [or it. But that was only the way things seemed. Where Korolev
could at some point, after judiciously evaluating his capabilities, reserve the main
strategic problem for himself, and turn some problems over to his students, Glushko did
not let anything out of his hands? 7
Referring to the final years of his life, Rebrov wrote:
Nothing it seems could quench his thirst for activity, his frenzied passion to go down in
history by completing what would come to be called "the first in the world." He was
compared to the director of an enormous orchestra who was enchanted by the dream
o/playing
something in such a way that would make the world talk about "the new
Russian triumph in space." ,qnd. to a certain extent, he succeeded in this .... _

45. Glushkoalsotriedto generatepublicinterestin hisMarsplansbywriting in newspapers,
See,forexample,V. Glushko,Yu Semenov,
andL Gorshkov,"Fantasyon the DrawingBoard:The Roadto Mars"(Englishtitle),
Prauda,May24, 1988,p. 3
46. BorisKatorginandLeonidSternin,"PushingBackthe MissileTechnologyFrontiers,"llerospaeeJournal
no. 5 (September-October1997}:88-90.
47. Col M Rebrov,"SpecificImpulse"(Englishtitle), Krasnayazvezda,August26. 1989,p.4
48. Ib_d
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The Korolev-Glushko fallout has been discussed much in recent years, but most accounts
attribute this fracture to personal vendetta more than professional opinions. It seems more like[y, however, that both men were acting perfectly within the bounds of their experience over the
N I propellant issue, with Glushko supporting storabies and Korolev cryogenics. Both men had
solid reasons for their choices--rationales that had almost nothing to do with personality
conflicts or outright hatred. The two had. after all. worked together through the Purges, through
prison, and through the Stalinist era and maintained their cooperation. Recent accusations
notwithstanding, there is no evidence to suggest that Glushko's testimony led to Korolev's
imprisonment in the 1930s. In fact, both men acted with remarkable honor, given the exigencies of the day. Perhaps the tragedy of Glushko's life, if there is one, is that his ultimate
ambition of being known as the most important person in the tapestry of the Soviet space
program will never come true. He will always be behind Korolev, and he probably knew this fact
very well. As early as 1968, a couple of years after Korolev's death, when a journalist asked
Glushko about Korolev, Giushko replied. "But why are you always going on about Korolev!
Korolev! And what was Korolev? He was just a thin metallic pipe. Inside it I placed my engines.
Pilyugin--his instruments. Barmin put it on the launch pad and it flew .... .49
By the late 1980s. Glushko was seriously ill and partially paralyzed, to the point that a special stamp was made for him because he could not even sign his own name. While he was able
to attend the first launch of his life's dream. Energiya, he was too ill to be at the Baykonur
Cosmodrome for the launch of Buran. He continued working from his bed. asking for reports
from his deputies on every little detail. In August 1988, knowing his days were numbered, he
told one of his deputies that he wanted his ashes to be placed in an urn and kept in a safe place
so that one day it may be taken to the surface of Venus) ° Just fifty-six days after the first and
last flight of the Buran space shuttle, on January [0, 1989, Glushko passed away in Moscow at
the age of eighty?' Even Gorbachev paid his respects. Thus ended the journey that had begun in
1923, when a fifteen-year-old boy had written to Tsiolkovskiy about rockets traveling in space.
Mishin
If Glushko is conventionally known as the man who sabotaged the N I program, then the
popular retrospective evaluations of the contributions of Academician Vasiliy Pavlovich Mishin
have been even less generous. One can almost randomly pick up any article on the history
of the Soviet space program, and there will probably be a disparaging remark about Mishin. The
hapless Mishin, after all, presided over the most ignominious period in Soviet space history.
What better way to explain away all those failures than to attribute it to a short-tempered,
impulsive, and unskilled manager who had a drinking problem? In all likelihood, there is
probably much truth in the negative assessment of Mishin's role as a chief designer. He made
some exceptionally poor decisions and pursued causes that collectively had seriously regressive
repercussions on the effort as a whole. But like any figure in a complex history, his contributions were not one dimensional. In fact, quite possibly, his role has been demeaned unfairly.
After he was fired in May 1974, Mishin declined to take up Brezhnev's offer to help find a
job, and he returned to full-time teaching at the prestigious Moscow Aviation Institute, his alma
mater. He had originally founded the Cosmonautics Faculty at that institute in 1959 and taught

49. Golovanov,Koroteu.p, 70i'.
50, Semenov,ed.,Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiyo,p, 434: KatorginandSternin."PushingBackthe
MissileTechnologyFrontiers."Notethat in the fattersource,the authorsstatethat Glushkowantedhisashestaken
to the Moonor Mars.
5I. "AcademicianV. P.Glushko,"Prauda,January13, 1989,p. 8: "ValentinGlushko,80, RocketPioneer
for Sovie_Program." New York Times. January13, 1989, p BS.
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52. JacquesVillain, ed., Baikonour la porte des _toiles (Paris: _rmand Colin, 1994), p. 136.
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For a brief period in the late 1950s and early 1960s, one could reasonably argue that the
Soviet Union was the leading spacefaring nation in the world. In the light of the ultimate
demise of the Soviet empire, however, thinking of the USSR as launching humanity's first steps
into the cosmos seems a strange abstraction--the memory feels oddly empty, almost irrelevant
perhaps. When we do remember, we tend to divorce Sputnik from its origin as a uniquely
Soviet artifact--an eighty-four-kilogram sphere that was designed and built by men who lived
through a war in which their country lost more than 25 million people, experienced the terror
of Stalinist times, and defined themselves as Communists. Instead, we focus overwhelmingly
on the impact of Sputnik rather than the construction of the artifact itself. I do not mean to
suggest that meanings are unimportant. But in privileging only Sputnik's impact, we have told
only half the story. Certainly, this is partly because the Soviet space program was given birth-and given flight--behind closed doors. Peeking through the now opened curtains, what I have
tried to present here is an account of the missing half of that tale. This is only one version of
the story, and certainly not the only one. But in sifting through the evidence and constructing
the narrative, three broad themes have served as guidelines.
The first theme has to do with the institutional framework and the interplay among different factions within the Soviet space program and its antecedent missile project. Four primary
constituencies were fundamental to establishing a Soviet ballistic missile program in the 1940s
and 195Os. They were the engineers, the artillery officers, the defense industrialists, and the
Communist Party. Each faction had its own agenda, but for a period of about fifteen years following the end of the war, their motivations intersected at crucial points to give rise to the
world's first space program. The engineers were driven by their somewhat idealistic dreams of
exploring space--dreams that had taken flight when they were young rocketry enthusiasts in
the 1930s. The artillery officers were in need of a new generation of strategic weaponry to
transform their backdated service into a powerful deterrent force. The defense industrialists had
the not inconsiderable task of expediting the development of a strong military. Rnd the Party
leaders--in particular Stalin and Khrushchev--were driven by the political exigencies of the
Cold War to direct the three other factions to elevate the Soviet Union from a nation afraid to
defend itself to one that could threaten with offense.
The collusion of these four groups was necessary for the development of the world's first
intercontinental ballistic missile, the R-7. This missile, of course, was simply a military
weapon--a
tool for mass destruction. In the hands of one visionary--Sergey Pavlovich
Korolev--it became something entirely different. In the unlikely marriage of military imperative
and idealistic ambition, the R-7 missile fired the first salvo in the space era--not by exploding
a nuclear warhead, but by sending a small ball of metal around Earth on October 4, 1957. P,
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country that had been dismissed as a nation of farmers and factory workers had suddenly
arrived on the world's stage with an achievement that was too impressiveto ignore.
There was more to come. Within four years, using the same rocket that had launched
Sputnik, the Soviet Union, now armed with a new tint to the old socialist doctrine of harnessing technologies in the interest of the state, reached the apotheosis of its dizzying trajectory
into the heavens. Historian Walter A McDougall, writing in the introduction of his seminal
work..,
the Heavens and the Earth, compared the event to the migration of the fish
Eusthenopteron from the seas to the land:
In ll.D. 1961 Homo sapiens, in turn. le[t the realm o[ solids and gases and lived, [or 108
minutes, in outer space. Li[e again escaped, or by definition extended, the biosphere. The
earth's crust and canopy of air became another platform to a new universe as in[inite
as soil and sky must have seemed to Eusthenopteron.'
Only the vicissitudes of history will decide whether the flight of Yuriy Alekseyevich Gagarin
in the spaceship Vostok will be remembered with such sweeping comparisons in the centuries
hence. Even as the decade of the 1960s passed through tumult and chaos, humankind's first
trip into space began to recede into the background. By the time that the first humans landed
on the surface of the Moon in 1969, Gagarin's flight had been eclipsed in the popular conception of space exploration by the spectral images of two tqmerican men who left their footprints
on another planetary body. The technology, the men, the pictures, and even the parades
seemed so much more compelling to a new generation. In the historiography of space exploration, Gagarin's excursion assumed more importance for how it affected the American decision
to aim for the Moon than for its own place in the history of human evolution.
But Gagarin's flight, both from a historical and a technological perspective, warrants more
scrutiny. This is not only because it was achieved by a nation that was not expected to do so,
but, simply and ultimately, because it was, as McDougall pointed out, an event that, like perhaps
Apollo II, transcended nations, languages, cultures, and continents and, for 108 minutes, represented the planet Earth: for the first time since the origin of life on this planet, one life form
had managed to escape it. At the same time, we should not minimize more earthly considerations. Gagarin's flight did not, after all, happen in isolation from the political, economic, and
social dimensions of the Cold War. P,nd ironically, as this book has shown, the same forces that
allowed the Soviet Union to send the first human into space--the need to arm themselves with
powerful new weapons--deprived the country of further national triumphs in the space race.
Considering the post-Gagarin era leads to the second major theme of this work: the Soviet
effort to beat the United States in landing the first person on the Moon. After an unprecedented
catalogue of firsts in the late 1950s and early 1960s. the Soviets failed dismally in this quest.
The road to failure began almost as soon as Gagarin had floated down in his parachute. After
196I, the Soviet space program, jostling for a role in the new Soviet military technocracy, began
to stumble and slide in trying to attain a stable position of growth. Different factions were all
vying for the same piece of pie. The artillery officers, now subsumed under the Strategic Missile
Forces, increasingly declined to fund the primarily civilian endeavors of the human space program. The military, it seems, was more interested in missiles than the Moon. Grand visions of
space exploration, as the one Korolev proposed in 1960, died under their own weight as the
military siphoned off funding from important space projects in favor of developing a new generation of strategic weapons systems. Because their primary job was to design intercontinental
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TheColdWar,having
givenbirthto the Soviet space program, would seriously threaten its very existence. In this climate, important avenues of
research, such as the development of high-energy cryogenic rocket engine technology, never
reached beyond the exploratory stage.
Despite the visible firebrand rhetoric of Nikita S. Khrushchev in the early 1960s, his support of a coherent long-range civilian space program was lukewarm at best. In 1961, when U.S.
President John F. Kennedy laid down the challenge of reaching the surface of the Moon prior
to the end of the decade, the Soviet space leadership hardly took notice. Organizational chaos
emerged as a flurry of competitors began to dilute the hard-earned gains of the space program.
The engineer faction, so united at the time of Sputnik, began to fragment in the face of limited funding. Between 1961 and 1964, Korolev ran his program on a shoestring budget, as proposal after proposal ended up in ministry file cabinets, never to be seen again. In desperation.
he mounted two hastily prepared spectaculars in the mid-1960s--missions
that had no value
other than to please the Party leaders: the launch of the first multicosmonaut crew in 1964 and
the accomplishment of the first spacewalk in 1965. The diversion cost the Soviets dearly. It was
only in 1964 that Khrushchev sanctioned a piloted lunar landing program, three years after
Kennedy's own challenge. The commitment itself was never followed up as the military continued to withhold funding, prompting the engineers to omit crucial phases in the ground testing of their lunar rocket. The shortcuts inexorably led to the series of crushing failures just as
the United States was landing its first citizens on the surface of the Moon.
With the loss of the Moon race in 1969, the Soviets diverted much of their resources in
the following years to space station programs. Korolev's successor, Vasiliy Mishin, has argued
in recent years that despite the success of/_pollo, there was no cause to abandon the massive
N I-L3 lunar program simply because the Americans had arrived at the Moon first. As sound as
this logic seems to be, engineers in the 1970s had to deal with a political climate that was vehemently hostile to expensive civilian programs such as lunar missions. Soviet leaders saw little
need for such projects, because their success would raise inevitable questions about the original failure to beat Apollo.
The third and final theme of this work addresses the manner in which the Soviets handled
technological innovation in the space program. The evidence both confirms and counters our
a priori conceptions of Soviet technology as one characterized by evolutionary rather than revolutionary changes. In the space program, the Soviets used a combination of both: the decision to forego the former in favor of the latter often had as much to do with accident as with
political expediency. For example, having built the first piloted spaceship Vostok by 1960, the
Soviets tried hard to extend its capabilities by introducing relatively minor changes that cumulatively added to moderate gains. They abandoned Vostok as a viable piloted spaceship only in
1966 when they absolutely had to--that is, when the Soyuz spacecraft, which represented a
qualitative leap in design and performance, was virtually ready. The decision to fly one over the
other in 1966 had as much to with the impossibility of fulfilling contemporary objectives in
space with the Vostok as with the fact that flying the Vostok (or its surrogate Voskhod) in 1966
would have demonstrated a visible and obvious lag to U.S. space technology.
In the thirty-year period spanning from 1945 to the mid-1970s, I looked at two cases of
technological leaps: the R-7 ICBM and the N I Moon rocket. Both projects required immense
coordination in scale and scope across a Byzantine state-controlled landscape of research,
development, and production. The success of the R-7 resulted not only from the high degree
of financial commitment afforded by the state, but also because of the use of unorthodox management institutions such as the Council of Chief Designers. For example, in 1952, when
Korolev decided to skip an intermediate stage in missile development and move directly to the
ambitious ICBM project, the council proved to be a key and influential forum through which he
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could substantiate the proposal and ultimately convince the Soviet government of its feasibility. The council also served as an unusual managerial mechanism that allowed chief designers
to intervene at key points in the development of the ICBM. Ultimately, the Council of Chief
Designers managed to circumvent the internal self-generated inertia of Soviet industry, which
discouraged major technological leaps and favored short-term gains.
In his important study on the origins of the Soviet atomic bomb. Stalin and the Bomb,
David Holloway concluded that "[a]fter Stalin's death, nuclear scientists..,
enjoyed unprecedented authority among the political leaders,''_ The evidence from the space program suggests
that the privilege of authority granted to the nuclear scientists was eventually expanded to
include the engineers who played influential roles in the rise of the Soviet ballistic missile program. Although Western observers have long thought that it was Sputnik that changed the fortunes of these engineers such as Korolev and Glushko, their relationship to the political
leadership changed more than a year before Sputnik with the successful test of the first Soviet
strategic missile, the R-5M. The landmark test dramatically escalated the space engineers' leverage with both the Communist Party and the government and eventually led to the formation
of a loose coalition of designers who would wield considerable power and influence. Although
after 1960 they rarely, if ever, acted as a united front, the missile and space designers represented a formidable constituency that profoundly affected the direction of space policy beginning the late 1950s.
Because the Soviet political leadership lacked a clear understanding of the new technologies of the missile and space program, they needed the engineers to actively participate in policy formulation. The chief designers obliged willingly by forming lobbies, and, in the process,
they acquired sufficient power to oppose important mandates from the top. There should be
no confusion as to how the designers attained their powerful positions--it was not space, but
rather their contribution to missile development that empowered them. Because the space program was largely a byproduct of missile production, the privileges almost by default were
extended from the latter to the former. Both Nikita Khrushchev and Sergey Korolev played key
roles in this process: Khrushchev because he allowed the rise of a constituency, and Korolev
because he strongly pushed for it. But as the powerful chief designers vied for limited resources,
they began to abuse the patronage system through various contacts within the Central
Committee. "The favor of not even Khrushchev, Brezhnev, or Ustinov, but of a totally forgotten Central Committee agent," one Russian journalist wrote, "could determine the prospects
for the development of the highly complex [space] sector for years.''_ The chaos was one of the
key factors in the failure of the N I program.
Korolev did not live long enough to witness the ultimate decline of the juggernaut he helped
create. He did, however, leave behind an unmatched legacy--one that continues to be debated
more than thirty years after his death. Most historians, both in Russia and in the West, have not
argued with the holy grail of the history of the Soviet space program: that Sergey Pavlovich
Korolev was its founder and central motivator. Given what is known about the vortex of events
surrounding the launch of both Sputnik and Gagarin, it would be hard to dispute that claim. But
at the same time, there has been an eagerness to attribute to Korolev roles that he clearly did not
play, at least in his later life. It is particularly noteworthy that Sergey Korolev, the person who
was most responsible for Sputnik was neither a scientist nor an engineer, but rather a manager
with a vision. Boris V. Raushenbakh, one of Korolev's close associates from the 1960s, later
wrote:
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Sometimes one hears it said that Korolyov was an excellent engineer and scientist. It is
difficult to agree with this if the terms "engineer" and "scientist" are accorded their
usual meaning, l<orolyov himself did not devise any especially interesting solution to a
complicated structural problem, as is the ease with brilliant engineers. He was also not
a scientist in the usual sense of the word: his name is not linked with any original scientific theory or with any prolonged and extensive study of a complicated phenomenon,
However, these statements are not to be construed as a deprecation of the role which he
played in the birth of space travel. There are many outstanding scientists and engineers,
and Korolyov is a unique individual, His uniqueness, moreover, is linked to the fact that
he was to introduce a new era into human history: the space age. 4
The rise of the Soviet space program was one of the most significant processes in the history of science and technology in this century, not only because it opened what Raushenbakh
calls "the space age," but also because it had profound sociopolitical consequences all over the
world. Within the context of the Cold War itself, the Soviet space effort was a benchmark--a
milestone that turned history from one path to another. For the first decade after Sputnik, the
space age was indistinguishable in many ways from the space race. As the breadth of retrospect
grows longer and longer, the import of the latter--that is, the space race--will no doubt recede
far into the background, as perhaps it should. But for a short period in this century, the race
provided the impulse for humankind to depart from this planet and reach the Moon. The
Soviets, of course, lost this race, although they managed to throw shreds of doubt onto the victor's parade by denying that they had even signed up for the event. This deception existed for
more than two decades, and when the truth was finally revealed, few took notice.
In 1999, during the thirtieth anniversary of the landing of humans on the surface of the
Moon, the memory of Apollo spurred a brief but important resurgence of the sense of wonder
and fascination that humans attach to space exploration, But lost amid the reevaluations and
archaeology digs through Apollo, perhaps the greatest technological adventure of humankind
was the other side of the coin--the story of those who had given reason to embark on Apollo
in the first place. Buried under history was Korolev's "last love," the N I program, That the N I
program was consigned to the status of a footnote is not so unusual: history has a way of privileging successes over failures. Our understanding of this dichotomy, between success and failure, is intrinsically tied to a second one--that between inevitability and contingency. On the
one hand, we tend to see an inevitability in history's trajectory to the present--for example,
that given the set of prevailing circumstances, the N I program had to fail and that Apollo had
to succeed. On the other hand, the story is compelling precisely because the outcome was not
inevitable--that
is, it was contingent on thousands of circumstantial factors. The tension
between contingency and inevitability has contributed much to the enduring myths we now
associate with the race to the Moon. The story of the Soviet space program has tong been part
of that myth. We have tended to see Soviet successes in space (such as Sputnik) as contingent
and Soviet failures (such as the N I) as inevitable. This myth, it seems, is far too simplistic and
takes away from the genuinely worthy accomplishments of Sputnik and Gagarin. The myth
served its purpose during the Cold War, but now with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
opening of the Russian archives, it is finally time to put it away.
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Writing a history of the Soviet space program poses some interesting historiographical
challengesin terms of source selection. As much as possible, I have tried to rely on Russian language sources. With very little exception, Western literature on the history of the Soviet space
program has been a hodgepodge of speculation and sensationalism. Problems abound within
Russian-language literature. Almost everything published prior to about 1988 was filtered
through the Soviet censorship apparatus: details were sparse, and accounts often filled with
inaccuracies. A major problem in the post-1988 literature is the dearth of primary sources. All
archival sources, both at the governmental and Communist Party levels as well as within specific design bureaus, remain off limits to Western researchers.
Almost all of the Russian-language books and journals I have listed below are available at
the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Others are available at libraries with large Russianlanguage collections, such as the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Pittsburgh, the
NASA Headquarters Library, the NASA History Division archives, and the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst. Many articles from the Russian media have also been translated into
English by the Joint Publications Research Service (JPRS) under the JPRS-USP (Central Eurasia:
space), JPRS-UAC (aviation and cosmonautics), and the JPRS-UMA (Soviet/Russian military
affairs) titles. The JPRSapparently discontinued the first two series by 199.5.Space articles are
now continued under the JPRS-UST (science and technology) series. I would encourage all
researchers of Soviet space history to begin with the JPRS issues, especially those covering
1988-95. All JPRS issues are available at the Library of Congress in both paper and microfiche
forms. Most large university libraries also carry the entire series on microfiche.
I have used a combination of eight different types of materials to piece together this narrative:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Primary documents that have been published as collected works by Russian historians with
access to archives
Official histories from Soviet-era space organizations
Biographies of major participants of the Soviet space program
Oral histories and memoirs from veteran participants of the Soviet space program
Articles and books by historians of the Soviet space program
English-language sources
Declassified documents

8.

Interviews and correspondence
Primary

Russian Documents

Falling into the first category, four works were invaluable as the backbone of this current
work. The most important of these was Tuorcheskoye naslediye ,Ztkademika Sergeya Pavlovicha
Koroleva: izbrannyye trudy i dokumenty (The Creative Legacy of ,Ztcademician Sergey Pavlovieh
Korolev: Selected Works and Documents) (Moscow: Nauka, 1980), collectively edited under the
leadership of Academy of Sciences President Mstislav Keldysh, This particular book is a collection of many of Korolev's technical works spanning 1930 to 1965. What the book suffers in
terms of Soviet-era censorship is more than compensated by the remarkable breadth of materials. A less than stellar English translation of this book is available at the NASA History Division
as prepared by the Translation Division of the Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson
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Air Force Base in Ohio. The translation reference number is FTD-ID(RS)T-0504-81 ; it was issued
on September 3, 1981. The main compiler of the Russian-language work was Georgiy S. Vetrov,
a historian at RKK Energiya who died in October 1997. P,t the time of his death, he had completed a second complementary volume of similar documents titled Korolev i yego de/o: suet i
teni v istorii kosmonautiki (Koroteu and His Works: Light and Shadows in the History of
Cosmonautics), which was published by the Nauka publishers in Moscow in mid-1998. This
volume contains many documents on secret programs that could never have been published
during the Soviet era, Unfortunately, I was only able to make minimal use of Vetrov's new work
because my own manuscript was already completed at the time of its publication.
There are two other book-length works that are collections of primary documents. They are
V. S. Avduyevskiy and T. M. Eneyev's M. V. Keldysh: izbrannyye trudy: raketnaya tekhnika i
kosmonavtika (M. _ Keldysh: Selected Works: Missile Technology and Cosmonautics)
(Moscow: Nauka, 1988), and B. V. Raushenbakh's Materialy pc istorii kosmicheskogo korabl
"uostok" (Materials on the History of the "Vostok" Space Ship) (Moscow: Nauka, 1991). I
would recommend the latter especially for those interested in the development of the Vostok
spacecraft. This slim volume also contains the completely unexpurgated version of Korolev and
Tikhonravov's landmark 1954 letter to the Soviet government.
Several works from these three books have been translated into English. Some of them,
including the complete 19.54report, can be readily seen at the NP,S_qHistory Office Web site at
http://tututu_hq.nasa.gou/office/pao/History/sputnik/ussr.html.
Soviet-era military organizations have published their own histories. The two most useful
texts of the Strategic Missile Forces are Raketnyye uoyska strategicheskogo naznacheniya
(Missile Forces of Strategic Designation) (Moscow: RVSN, 1992) and Khronika osnounykh
sobytiy istorii raketnykh uoysk strategicheskogo naznacheniya (Chronicle of the Primary Events
in the History of the Missile Forcesof Strategic Designation) (Moscow: TslPK, 1994). The latter
is a particularly important book because it includes the complete text of the famous May 1946
decree on the formation of the Soviet missile program. The book also contains unedited reproductions of many relevant documents from the famous R-16 disaster in 1960, which killed more
than I00 people. The original decree on the formation of the Strategic Missile Forces is also
included. There is also Ye. B. Volkov's Mezhkontinentalnyye ballisticheskiye rakety SSSR(RE) i
SSh,Zt(Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles of the LISSR(RF) and the US,Zt)(Moscow: RVSN, 1996),
which is an official history of the missile programs of the Strategic Missile Forces, handy for a
technical overview. Finally, a recent history of the defunct Military Space Forces that contains
much previously classified information is worth seeking out for understanding Soviet military
space policy during the Cold War. See V. V. Favorskiy and I. V. Meshcheryakov, eds., Voyennokosmicheskiye sily (uoyenno-istoricheskiy trud): kniga I: kosmonautika i uooruzhennyye sily
(Military-Space Forces [Military-Historical
Work]: Volume I: Cosmonautics and the ,Ztrmed
Forces) (Moscow: Sankt-Peterburgskoy tipografii no. I VO Nauka, 1997).
There is also a remarkable work available on the evolution of the Soviet military-industrial
complex, based exclusively on primary archival documentation. I would highly recommend the
following book for any scholar attempting to gain insight into the interactions among the Soviet
military, industry, and state during the Cold War. See N. S. Simonov, Voyenno-promyshlennyy
kompleks SSSRv 1920-1950-ye gody: tempy ekonomicheskogo rosta, struktura, organizatsiya
proizuodstva i uprauleniye (Military-Industrial Complex of the USSRfrom 1920-1950s: Rate of
Economic _rotuth, Structure, Organization of Production and ,,qdministration) (Moscow:
ROSSPEN, 1996).
I would add some more sources into this first category. One Soviet-era journal has published
a remarkable set of original and unedited documents from Gagarin's flight in 196 I. These included the complete downlink during the launch phase of the mission and Gagarin's own report to
the State Commission following landing. They can be found in V. Belyanov, L. Moshkov, Yu.
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Murin, N. Sobolev, A. Stepanov, and B. Stroganov, "Yuriy Gagarin's Star Voyage: Documents
from the First Flight of a Human into Space" (English title), Izuestiya TsK KPSS 5 (1991):
101-29. In addition, the journal Voyenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal (Military.History Journal) has
published complete texts of many of the documents related to Korolev's arrest and incarceration in the late 1930s. These can be found in its October and November 1989 issues.
All of Georgiy Vetrov's works should also be included in this first category. His book S. R
Koroleu i kosmonautika: peruye shagi (S. R KoroJeu and Cosmonautics: First Steps) (Moscow:
Nauka, 1994) is quite possibly the best scholarly work on Korolev's pre- 1945 work on rocketry,
Vetrov's April and May 1994 articles in Nauka i zhizn (Science and Life) on the N I rocket
include reproductions of several original design bureau and governmental documents from the
1960s on the development of this booster. Before his death, Vetrov prepared a number of manuscripts that contain original documentation or interpretations of primary sources. These
include S. P Koroleu: Nauchnaya bio£ra[iya (S. P Koroleu..,q Scienti[ic Biography). co-authored
with his wife K. A. Krasnova. He also prepared a book called Otkrytiye kosmosa (Opening
Space), which is a history of the early space program, Excerpts from this book have been published in issues 16 and 23 of the journal Nouosti kosmonautiki (News of Cosmonautics) in
1997 as well as the October 1997 issue of Nauka i zhizn. Another book, not completely finished, was Taynyye tropy kosmonautiki (Hidden Ways of Cosmonautics), which is a nontechnical account of the relationships among Korolev, Glushko, and Ustinov. A final book
apparently also completed is Sekrety ostroua _orodomtya (Secrets of _orodomtya Island),
about the German rocket scientists in the Soviet Union following World War I1. Most of these
books were to have been published in 1997-98, but financial problems at the Nauka publishers have delayed their issuing. Vetrov's death seems to have delayed plans for publishing even
further.
Official

Organization

Histories

In the second category, at least three Soviet-era space organizations have published
detailed institutional
and technical histories. I would highly recommend RaketnoKosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya "Energiya" imeni S. R Koroleua (The "Ener,giya" Rocket-Space
Corporation Named ,,qfter S. R Koroleu) (Korolev: RKK Energiya, named after S. P. Korolev,
1996), which is a massive work covering the entire history of the Korolev design bureau. The
book reproduces many of original documents from the space program: the entire narrative is
based completely on the internal archives of the organization. Less useful is Cosudarstuennyy
kosmicheskiy
nauchno-proizuodstuennyy
tsentr imeni M. _Z Khrunicheua
(State Space
Scienti/ic-Production Center Named After M. _/ Khrunicheu) (Moscow: RUSSLIT, 1997), a
somewhat Soviet-era style history of the Khrunichev Machine Building Plant. Chief Designer
Yangel's Yuzhnoye Plant has also published a detailed chronology of its participation in the missile and space programs. This is V. Pappo-Korystin, V. Platonov, and V. Pashchenko's
Dneprouskiy raketno-kosmicheskiy tsentr (Dneprou Rocket-Space Center) (Dnepropetrovsk: PO
YuMZ/KBYu, 1994), This work has an incredibly detailed chronology of the life of the organization and is packed with previous classified information relevant to the evolution of the Soviet
space program.
Participant

Biographies

Without a doubt, the most essential biography of any player in the Soviet space program
is Yarostav Golovanov's Koroleu: fakty i mify (Koroleu: Facts and Myths) (Moscow: Nauka,
1994). This 800-page work, sixteen years in the making, is not only an indispensable historical
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work,but alsoa magnificent
pieceof literature,
unrivaled
in its scope
andlyricalquality.
Anotherrecommended
biography
of Korolev
is Aleksandr
Romanov's
Koroleu (Moscow:
Molodaya gyardiya, 1996), which has been updated several times since its original publication
in 1976, Romanov's work has a different tenor to Golovanov's biography in that it is slightly
more anecdotal and lacks critical analysis.
Unfortunately, there have not been any in-depth treatments of other Soviet chief designers
or officials in the post- 1988 era. Researchers can search out N. G. Babakin, A. N. Banketov, and
V. N. Smorkalov's _. N. Babakin: zhizn i deyatelnost (_. N. Babakin: Li[e and ,Zlctivities)
(Moscow: Adamant, 1996), which is a fairly good post-Soviet account of Babakin's life. There
is also V. K. Kupriyanov and V. V. Chernyshev's I vechernyy start...:
rosskaz o glaunom konstruktorye raketnykh dvigateley ,Zllekseye Mikhaylovichye Isayeuye (Evening Launch
":
,Zleeounts on the Chie[ Designer o[ Rocket Engines 7]leksey Mikhaylovich Isayev) (Moscow:
Moskovskiy rabochiy, 1988), which suffers a little from Soviet-era censorship. One book, A. P.
Romanov and V. S. Gubarev's Konstruktory (Designers) (Moscow: Izdatelstvo politicheskoy literatury, 1989), contains substantial biographies of Glushko and Yangel in addition to Korolev.
Although strictly not a biography, another book, A. Yu. Ishlinskiy's _kademik S. P. Korolev:
ucheniy, inzhener, chelouek (_cademician S. P Korolev: Scholar. Engineer. Person) (Moscow:
Nauka, 1986), is a very useful gathering of recollections by dozens of men and women who
knew Korolev. I highly recommend it to anyone interested in Korolev's life. A complete English
translation of this is available at the NASA History Division prepared by the Translation Division
of the Foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio. The translation
reference number is I:TD-ID(RS)T-1140-87; it was issued on April 29. 1988. Comparable in spirit. but vastly more informative is a work on Glushko, Odnazhdy i nausegda.. ,: dokumenty i
lyudi o sozdatelye raketnykh duigateley i kosmicheskikh sistem akademikye Valentinye
Petrovichye Glushko (Once and Forever
Documents and People on the Creation of Rocket
Engines and Space Systems o[ 71cademician Valentin Petrovich _lushko)
(Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1998), edited by V. F. Rakhmanin and L Ye. Sterpin. This particular book
on Glushko illuminates many episodes from the Soviet space program from a completely different perspective--that is, the story from "the other side," as it were, Less helpful is Dmitriy
Khrapovitskiy's _eneralnyy Konstruktor Akademik '_ N. Chelomey (General Designer
,Ztcademician V. N. Chelomey) (Moscow: Vozdushniy transport, 1990). There is also B. V.
Raushenbakh's Iz istorii Souetskoy kosmonautiki: sbornik pamyati 7_kademika S. P Koroleua
(From the History o/Soviet Cosmonautics: z] Collection o[ Memories o[ 71cademician S. P
Koroleu) (Moscow: Nauka. 1983), which has an extremely detailed chronology of Korolev's
entire life. including dates for many of his missile and spacecraft studies.
l
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Oral Histories

and Memoirs

The fourth category is memoirs. The most thorough and impartial memoirs authored by any
participant in the Soviet space program have been those by Korolev's deputy Boris Chertok. By
1998, he had published three thick volumes: Rakety i lyudi (Rockets and Men) (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye, 1994), which addresses roughly the period 1945 to 1957: Rakety i lyudi: Fili
Podlipki Tyuratam (Rockets and Men: Fill Podhpki Tyura-Tam) (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye,
1996), which contains events from 1957 to 1961: and Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy
uoyny (Rockets and Men: Hot Days o/the Cold War) (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye, 1997),
which covers 1961 to 1968. These three volumes collectively should be the starting point for any
scholar interested in the history of the Soviet space program. Chertok is an amazingly astute
observer with a stunning memory for detail. These are invaluably rich contributions to this history. A fourth volume on the lunar program is evidently on the way.
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Equally essential are the diaries of General Nikolay Kamanin. Since 1989, his son Lev
Kamanin has published excerpts from his diaries piece by piece in various newspapers. His journals from 1960 to 1966 have been collected into two very handy volumes, Skrytiy kosmos: kniga
pervaya, 1960-1963gg (Hidden Space: Volume One. 1960-1963) (Moscow: Infortekst IF. 1995)
and Skrytiy kosmos: kniga vtoraya, 1964-1966gg (Hidden Space: Volume Two, 1964-1966)
(Moscow: Infortekst iF. 1997). Further additions to the series are expected in the near future. In
the meantime, those interested in diary entries for 1966 to 1974 can search out issues of the
Russian newspaper Vozdushniy transport (,Zlir Transport), which has published extensive entries
in issues 12 to 15, 23 to 25, and 43 to 50 in 1993 and in issues 9 to 19 in 1994. Almost all of
these newspaper issues have been translated into English and are available at the NASA History
Division as NASA 13--21658 dated December 1994. Researchersshould note that the translations
have been compiled in some cases without regard to chronological order.
Other memoirs relevant to Soviet space history include Sergey Khrushchev's two-volume
Nikita Khrushchev: krizisy i rakety: vzg/yad iznutri (Nikita Khrushchev: Crises and Missiles:
View From the Inside) (Moscow: Novosti, 1994). A slightly different English version of these two
volumes is to be published in 2000 under the title The Creation o[ a Superpower (_ View From
the Inside), One designer of the Soviet lunar lander has published a book on its development,
Vospominaniya o lunnom korablye (Recollections on the Lunar Ship) (Moscow: Kultura, 1992).
An invaluable addition to the literature on Soviet space history are the Dorogi u kosmos
(Roads to Space) series prepared by the Scientific-Research Center for Space Documentation in
Moscow. These volumes include reminiscences from some of the most important players in the
1950s and 1960s--most notably some politicians, who have been notoriously absent in writing their memoirs. The contributors to this series include Minister Afanasyev, Military-Industrial
Commission Deputy Pashkov, Chief Designers Barmin and Mishin, N I designer Kryukov,
Vostok designer Ivanovskiy, artillery officers Mozzhorin, Nesterenko, and Tyutin, and physician
Yazdovskiy. Three volumes have been published so far: Dorogi v kosmos: I (Roads to Space: I)
(Moscow: MAI, 1992), Dorogi u kosmos: II (Roads to Space: II) (Moscow: MAI, 1992), and
Nachalo kosmicheskoy cry: vospominaniya ueteranov raketno-kosmicheskoy tekhniki i kosmonavtiki: vypusk vtoroy (The Beginning of the Space Era: Memoirs o[ Veterans o[ RocketSpace Technology and Cosmonautics: Volume Two) (Moscow: RNITsKD, 1994). A large
selection from these three volumes has been translated into English and published as one book
under the title Roads to Space (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995). Unfortunately, I would not recommend the translation: it is filled with egregious errors and distorts many of the original passages and quotes from the Russian edition, The NASA History Division has translated two
chapters from the first volume of the Russian edition. These can be found in NASA TT-21770
dated 1995.
For those interested in the development of the Soviet ground communications network, I
would recommend Kosmos nachinayetsya na zemlye (Space Begins From the Earth) (Moscow:
Patriot, 1996), which is written by B. A. Pokrovskiy, one of the major players in the network's
creation. There have been many memoirs published on the creation of the Baykonur
Cosmodrome. Perhaps the best one is the Council of Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome's
Nezabyvayemyy Baykonur (UnForgettable Baykonur) (Moscow: Interregional Council of
Veterans of the Baykonur Cosmodrome, 1998), which among other things contains a blow-byblow detailed chronology of the launch range from 1957 to 1961. I would also recommend the
same council's Proryv v kosmos: ocherki ob ispitatelyakh spetsialistakh i stroitelyakh kosmodroma Baykonur (Breakthrough
Into Space: Essays on Test Specialists and Builders of the
Baykonur Cosmodrome) (Moscow: TOO Veles, 1994).
Some participants have published isolated articles in the Soviet and Russian media. Former
NII-88 Director Yuriy Mozzhorin has co-authored an excellent two-part series of articles with
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A. Yeremenko on the origins of the Soviet missile and space program. These can be found in
the July and August 1991 issues of _uiatsiya i kosmonautika (/3uiation and Cosmonautics).
Translations
of these can be found in JPRS-UAC-92-O02
dated February 3, 1992, and
JPRS-UAC-92-003 dated February 13, 1992. An amplification of these articles by Biryukov and
Yeremenko was published in Nouosti kosmonavtiki in issue I0 from 1996. Artillery officer
Aleksandr Maksimov has authored an illuminating series of articles on the first launches from
Baykonur. These can be found in the September-October 1990, November-December 1990,
January-February 1991. and March-April
1991 issues of Zemlya i uselennaya (Earth and
Uniuerse). Before his death, artillery officer Georgiy Tyulin authored a wonderful series of memoirs from his experiences covering the early years of the space program. These were published
in the newspaper Krasnaya zvezda (Red Star) on April 2, 3, and 5, 1988, May 18, 1988, and
April I, 1989. The April 1988 issues have been translated in JPR,S-USP-89-O01issued on January
18, 1989. The April 1989 article can be found in JPR,S-UMA-89-OI3 issued on May 26, 1989.
N I designers Dolgopyatov, Dorofeyev, and Kryukov published an article on the giant rocket in the September 1992 issue of llviatsiya i kosmonavtika. N I designer Kryukov has also written on the rocket in the April 1994 issue of Nauka i zhizn. Chief Designer Mishin wrote a long
article on the same project in the December 1990 issue of Znaniye: tekhnike: seriya kosmonautika, astronomiya (Knowledge: Technology: Cosmonautics. ,ztstronomy Series). This is a very
important piece because it is Mishin's only in-depth commentary on the Soviet piloted lunar
program, the central thematic goal of his design bureau during the late 1960s. There is a complete translation of this in JPR,S-USP-91-006dated November 12, 199I. Vladimir Polyachenko,
a senior designer of Chelomey's Almaz program, has published a two-part article on glmaz in
the January and April 1992 issues of Krylia rodiny (Wings of the Motherland). These are available in English translation at the NASA History Division as NASA -I--I--21769dated 1995.
Historian

Articles

and Books

The fifth category includes articles by Russian and Soviet journalists on the history of the
Soviet space and missile programs. Many of these researchers have access to both primary documents and major participants in the effort. Certainly one of the most useful works by a Soviet
researcher is Igor Afanasyev's "Unknown Spacecraft (From the History of the Soviet Space
Program)," which was published in the December 1991 issue of Znaniye: tekhnike; seriya kosmonavtiku, ustronomiya. This was the very first declassification of a plethora of Soviet piloted
space projects that never reached fruition or were considered secret for more than thirty years.
This work has been translated into English in JPR,S-USP-92-O03 dated May 27, 1992. gfanasyev
has also authored an excellent series of articles on the history of the N I rocket in the journal
Krylia rodin), in the September, October, and November 1993 issues. Translations are available
in JPRS-USP-94-002-L dated July 7, 1994. Viktor Kazmin's ground-breaking articles on the Spiral
program were published in the same journal in November and December 1990 and in January
1991. A translation of this is in JPR,S-USP-91-007dated November 22, 1991. A useful article on
Chelomey was in issues 4-5 of Ogonek (Light) in January 1994. An English translation of this
is available at the NASA History Division as NASA TT-21771 dated 1995.
Several journals and newspapers were indispensable for research on this book. First and
foremost was Novosti kosmonavtiki, which is a monthly (formerly biweekly) publication produced from Moscow. Many unprecedented revelations about previously hidden aspects of
Soviet space history have come forth through this magazine, probably the best publication in
the world devoted to space exploration. For the most part, authors tend to focus on technical
rather than political or institutional aspects. The editors can be reached at i-cosmos@
mtu-net,ru. An irregularly published journal that is very useful for historians is Iz istorii auiatsii
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i kosmonavtiki (From the History o[.Zlviation and Cosmonautics).
I particularly recommend its
issue number 42 from 1980, which contains a series of informative articles on the works of the
pioneer Mikhail Tikhonravov.
The Russian military newspaper Krasnaya zvezda often has had revealing articles on space
history by its history correspondent, the late Mikhail Rebrov. Rebrov authored a wonderful sixpart series on the original members of the Council of Chief Designers, which was published on
October 22, 1988 (Barmin), January 7, 1989 (Kuznetsov), February 25, 1989 (Pilyugin), March
II, 1989 (Ryazanskiy), July I, 1989 (Korolev), and August 26, 1989 (Glushko). A seventh article on April 8, 1989, was on the council itself. In the following years, Rebrov wrote dozens of
more articles on various aspects of Soviet space history in the same newspaper. Many of these
have been collected into one work, Kosmicheskiye katastrofy: stranichki iz sekretnogo dosye
(Space Catastrophes: Pages From the Secret Dossier) (Moscow: Eksprint NV. t996).
English-Language

Sources

For those without knowledge of the Russian language, studying Soviet space history presents significant obstacles. Most of the English-language works are dated because they were
published during the Soviet era. Fortunately, many of them are still worth perusing as excellent
starting points for an introduction to the Soviet space program. I would highly recommend
Nicholas Daniloff's The Kremlin and the Cosmos (New York: Alfred g. Knopf, 1972), which is
a well-researched book that still stands up incredibly well, almost thirty years after its publication. F.J. Krieger's Behind The Sputniks: 7t Survey o[ Soviet Space Science (Washington,
DC:
Public Affairs Press, 1958) is an excellent collection of translations of pre-1958 articles on space
exploration from the Soviet media. Certainly, the most famous book on the Soviet space program is James E. Oberg's Red Slur in Orbit (New York: Random House, 1981), a still-readable
account of what we knew about the Soviet space effort in the early 1980s. For those interested in more technical matters, Phillip Clark's The Soviet Manned Space Program: ,,ZtnIllustrated
History o[ the Men, the Missions, and the Spacecraft (New York: Orion, 1988) is an incomparable treatise on all Soviet piloted space missions. Equally useful is Dennis Newkirk's lllmanac
o[ Soviet Manned Space Flight (Houston: Gulf Publishing Co,, 1990), which is essentially a
strict chronology culled from hundreds of sources. A good starting point for those interested in
Soviet lunar and planetary exploration is Andrew Wilson's Solar System Log (London: Jane's
Publishing Co., 1987).
One of the few post-1989 works on Soviet space history is James Harford's Korolev: How
One Man Masterminded the Soviet Drive to Beat America to the Moon (New York: John Wiley
& Sons, 1997). Although strictly a biography, Harford masterfully weaves a larger history from
dozens of priceless interviews with many participants of the Soviet program from the 1950s
and 1960s. I would highly recommend 1-.A. Heppenheimer's Countdown.'Z_ History o[ Space
Flight (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1997), a superbly written history of the early space era
with considerable attention to Soviet achievements. A book exclusively on the Soviet piloted
lunar program is Nicholas k Johnson's The Soviet Reach [or the Moon (Cosmos Books, 1995).
It is now out of print.
Two books peripherally related to the Soviet space program that were very useful for my
own work were David Holloway's Stalin and the Bomb: The Soviet Union and .Zttomic Energy:
1939-1956 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994) and Steven J. Zaloga's Target Ztmerica:
The Soviet Union and the Strategic _rms Race, 1945-1964 (Novato, Cfq: Presidio, 1993). Both
benefit greatly from the fact that the authors were able to extensively use recently declassified
information from Russian sources. Combined together, these two works are probably the best
existing studies in English on the development of Soviet strategic weapons in the immediate
postwar era.
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TheCongressional
Research
Service
attheLibrary
ofCongress
published
a series
ofexcellentsummaries
oftheSoviet
space
program
during
theColdWartitledSoviet Space Programs.
They covered the years 1962, 1962-65, 1966-70, 1971-75, 1916-80, and 1981-87. Packedwith
vast amounts of information, all of these books are now out of print but can be found at any
major university library. I highly recommend these volumes to any serious scholar of the Soviet
space program. Unlike many other works on Soviet space history, these books are particularly
useful for analyses of space law, institutions, resource burdens, political motives, and international cooperation in the Soviet space program. Soviet-U.S. international cooperation in space is
also the subject of Dodd L. Harvey and Linda C. Ciccoritti's excellent U.S,-Souiet Gooperation in
Space (Miami: Center for Advanced International Studies, University of Miami, 1974).
The political motives of the early Soviet space program are the subject of two seminal
works. These are Walter McDougall's...
the Heavens and the Earth: .,z]Political History o[ the
Space Zlge (New York: Basic Books, 1985) and William H. Schauer's The Politics o[ Space: I_
Comparison o[ the Souiet and _]meriean Space Programs (New York: Holmes & Meier, t976).
Although both have dated somewhat in terms of their interpretations of the Soviet space program, I would particularly recommend McDougall's work as an excellent starting place to
understand the Soviet government's views toward the role of technology in society. For a more
recent scholarly view from a political science perspective, I would recommend William P.
Barry's excellent The Missile Design Bureaux and Soviet Piloted Space Policy. 1953-1974.
which is a doctoral dissertation at the University of Oxford from 1995.
The American Astronautical Society (AgS) publishes a series titled History o[ Rocketry and
Astronautics as part of the gAS History Series. Many of these volumes contain very informative articles by direct participants of the Soviet space program. The AAS can be reached at AAS
Publications, PD. Box 28130, San Diego, CA 92198.
One important English-language source for Soviet space history are papers presented at the
annual congresses of the International Astronautical Federation. These can be obtained at the
International Astronautical Federation, 3-5 Rue Mario-Nikis, 75015, France, There are usually
several papers every year that address important aspects of Soviet space history.
Uncovering the institutional machinations of the Soviet defense industry, and thus their
space program, has been a difficult process, but some Soviet-era works have been useful as
starting points. These included Michael McGwire, Ken Booth, and John McDonnell's Soviet
Naval Policy: Objectives and Constraints (Halifax, NS: Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, 1975),
David Holloway's The Soviet Union and the Zirms Race (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1984). Jiri Valenta and William C. Potter's Soviet Decisionmaking [or National Security
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1984), David Lane's Elites and Political Power in the USSR
(Edward Elgar, 1988), Timothy J. Colton and Thane Gustafson's Soldiers and the Soviet State:
Civil-Military Relations From Brezhnev to C;orbachev (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
1990), and Peter Almquist's Red Forge: Soviet Military Industry Since 1965 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1990). Arthur J. Alexander's still-remarkable work "Decision-Making
in Soviet Weapons Procurement" in the Winter 1978/1979 issue of ,Zidelphi Papers is a gold
mine of information on the operations of the Soviet defense industry. A useful summary o[
information on the organization of the Soviet space program is contained in the August and
September 1994 issues of the magazine Space[light. There is also an excellent Web site maintained by the Federation of American Scientists that contains detailed historical information on
dozens of Soviet-era design bureaus and institutes specializing in space and missile technology. See http://www.[as.org/spp/civil/russia/index.html.
Despite its age, particularly useful in excavating the shifts in the Kremlin power structure
during the Khrushchev era was Michael Tatu's Power in the Kremlin: From Khrushchev's Decline
to Collective Leadership (London: Collins, 1969). An indispensable reference of information on
the Soviet government and Communist Party was Edward L. Crowley, Andrew I. Lebed, and
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Dr. Heinrich E. Schulz's Party and Gouernment Officials of the Souiet Union 1917-1967
(Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1968), which contains lists of all senior Party and government officials in the Soviet era up to 1968/q post-Soviet English-language book highly recommended for those interested in the Cold War in general is Vladislav Zubok and Constantine
Pleshakov's Inside the Kremlin's Cold War: From Stalin to Khrushcheu (Cambridge. MA: Harvard
University Press, 1996), which is based on recently declassified archival material
A vast amount of technical information on the history of the Soviet space program has
been published in English since 1989. _uest: The Journal o[ Spaceflight History should be a
starting point for anyone with a cursory interest in the topic. Although not strictly focused on
history, Spaceflight, a magazine of the British Interplanetary Society, has published many interesting articles on the history of the Soviet space program, For those interested in technical
aspects, I would recommend articles by Timothy Varfolomeyev in the August 1995, February
1996, June 1996, January 1998, March 1998, and May t998 issues on the development of
Soviet launch vehicles. The Journal of the British Interplanetary Society also publishes an annual Soviet astronautics issue. For example, readers can search out an article by Mikhail
Tikhonravov in the May 1994 issue of the magazine on the creation of Sputnik. _,n ongoing
series in the same journal on military space topics, edited by Dwayne Day, has also included
several important articles on Soviet space history.
I would highly recommend two books written in neither English nor Russian. The first is
Christian Lardier's L_stronautique Soui_tique (Paris: Armand Colin, 1992). For those interested
in the technical arcana of the Soviet space program, this is the best book euer written on the
subject It uses much information declassified by the Soviets following 1988 and is incomparable in its breadth and ambition to any other book published on the subject in either English or
Russian Although published during the Soviet era, I would also highly recommend Peter
Stache's Sowjetischer Raketen (Berlin: Militarverlad der DDR, 1987), which is in Polish
Fortunately, a complete English translation is available at the NASA History Division as prepared
by the Translation Division of the foreign Technology Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. The translation reference number is FTD-ID(RS)T-0619-88; it is dated November 29,
1988.
Declassified

Documents

A vast number of the CIA's National Intelligence Estimates (NIE) on the Soviet space and
missile programs have now been declassified. For the space program in particular, these include
NIEs issued on:
•

December 5, 1962 (NIE I I-I-62)

•
•
•
•

January 27, 1965 (NIE 11-1-65)
March 2, 1967 (NIE I I-I-67)
April 4, 1968 (NIE I I-I-68)
June 19, 1969 (NIE 11-1-69)

•
•
•
•

March 26, 1970 (NIE I I-I-70)
July I, 1971 (NIE 11-1-71)
December 20, 1973 (NIE 11-1-73)
July 19, 1983 (NIE 11-1-83)

•
•

July 19, 1983 (NIE 11-1-83iX)
December 1985 (NIE I I-I-85J)

All of these were titled The Souiet Space Program or (from 1973) Souiet Space Programs.
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For the Soviet missile program in particular, most of the NIEs have also been declassified.
Llntil 1962, assessments of the Soviet space program were included with the missile reports. I
would recommend the following:
•
•

October 5, 1954 (NIE 11-6-54)
August 19, 1958 (NIE I I-5-58)

•
•
•

November 3, 1959 (NIE 11-5-59)
May 3, 1960 (NIE 11-5-60)
April 25. 1961 (NIE 11-5-61)

These were titled Soviet Capabilities and Probable Programs in the Guided Missile Field (in
1954) and then Soviet Capabilities in Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles. All of these NIEs are
invaluable for confirming or debunking unsubstantiated claims from the Russian media on various aspects of the Soviet space program, t_,tthe same time, I would caution researchers to use
them with care, because it is clear that in certain areas, such as the institutional backdrop of
the Soviet program, the CIA knew very little until well into the late 1960s
One particularly useful CIA document is the agency's Office of Scientific Intelligence's
Scientific Research Institute and Experimental Factory 88 /'or Guided Missile Development,
Moskua/Kaliningrad
This report is numbered OSI-C-RA/60-2 and was issued on March 4,
1960. It addresses LI.S. knowledge of the famous NII-88 institute in the late 1950s. Another
useful report is the CIA Directorate of Science and Technology's Scientific and Technical
Intelligence Report: The Major Soviet Missile Design Bureaus. This report was issued in June
1973 The study is notable because it illustrates not only what the CIA knew but also what it
guessed completely wrong For the defense industry in general, I would recommend the CIA
Directorate of Intelligence's The Soviet Weapons Industry: ,Ztn Oueruiew, numbered DI
86- I O016 and dated September 1986. A useful report on Soviet science is the NIF I 1-6-59 titled
"Soviet Science and Technology," issued on July 2 I, 1959. Several articles in the CIA journal
Studies in Intelligence on the Soviet space program have also been declassified as part of the
CIA's Historical Review Program All of the declassified CIA documents are readily available to
any researcher at the National Archives at 8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, MD 20740-6001.
The phone number is (301) 713-6645. The National Archives can also be reached by e-mail at
cer@nara,gov.
Interviews

and Correspondence

The final category is interviews and correspondence. These are listed in chapter references.
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Table III
Rdministrative

Organizations

in the

Soviet

Missile

and Space

Programs,

1945-91

Policy
Special

Committee

(established

for

Reactive

Technology

of the

USSR

Council

of Ministers

on May 13, 1946)

History: This committee

was established

by official

decree no. I017-419ss

of the USSR Council

of Ministers,

dated May 13. 1946, to oversee the development of all long-range ballistic, cruise, and air defense missiles The
committee was dissolved in 1949. By 1957, policy aspects of the missile and space programs were moved to the
Central Committee of the USSR Council of Ministers.
Designations
• Special Committee for Reactive Technology
USSR Council of Ministers
• Special Committee

Date

From

Date

to

of the

No. 2 of the USSR Council

of Ministers

May 1946
June 1947

June 1947
October 1949

May 1946
March 1947

March 1947
October 1949

Chairmen
• G. M. Malenkov
• N.A. 13ulganin
Secretary
Committee

for Defense
Industries
and Space
of the Secretariat
of the Communist
Party
(established in June 1957)

of the

Central

History: The position was established in June 1957 by Nikita S. Khrushchev as the locus of power in the Soviet
Union shifted from the USSR Council of Ministers to the Central Committee of the Communist
Party. The holder of the post was the most powerful leader in the USSR in determining Soviet space policy during the 1957-9 I
period.
Secretaries

Date

•
•
•
•

L. I. Brezhnev
F. R. Kozlov
L. I. Brezhnev
D. F. Ustinov

July 1957
July 1960
June 1963
March 1965

July 1960
June 1963
March 1965
October 1976

•
•
•
•

X P. Ryabov
A. P. Kirilenko
G. V. Romanov
I.. N. Zaykov

October 1976
April t979
August 1983
July 1985

April 1979
August 1983
July 1985
February 1988

• O. S. Baklanov

February 1988

Central

Committee

Defense

Industries

From

Date to

August

1991

Department

History: The origins of this department are obscure, but it clearly assumed a greater role beginning in 1958, when
I. D. Serbin became its chief. Its role was to serve as doctrinal overseer of the defense industrial and space sectors. The department reported directly to the Secretary of the Central Committee for Defense Industries and
Space. The department
Designations
• Defense Industries
•

Defense Department

was abolished

in June 1990
Date

Department

of the Central Committee

of the Central Committee

From

Date

Unknown
September

to

September
1988

1988

June 1990

Chiefs
• I. D, Serbin

February 1958

February 198)

• I. F. Dmitriyev
• O. S. Belyakov

February 1981
August 1985

August 1985
June 1990

889

890

First Deputy Chief
• I. E Dmitriyev

1965

February 1981

• N. M

1988

June 1990

1960s

Unknown

1960s

Unknown

Sector
•

Luzhin
Head for Space

B g. Stroganov

Instructor
for Space
• VL A. Popov
Implementation
Military-Industrial
Commission
(VPK)
Ministers
(established on April 14, 1955)
History: VPK traces its ancestry

of the

Presidium

back to the Third Chief Directorate

of the

(TGU)

USSR

Council

of the USSR Council

of

of Ministers,

which was established on February 3, 195 I, to manage the development of all Soviet missile weapons (cruise,
ballistic, air defense, and naval), On July I. 1953, the TGU was combined with the First Chief Directorate of the
USSR Council of Ministers to form the new Ministry of Medium Machine Building (MSM). The TGU, now known
as GlavSpetsMash (Chief Directorate of Special Machine Building), became a subordinate department to MSM.
On April 14. 1955. GiavSpetsMash was separated from MSM. A portion, including all subordinate design bureaus
and subdivisions, was moved to the Ministry of Defense Industries. Simultaneously, the remainder (that is, the
old structure of the TGU) was used as the basis for the new Special Committee for Armaments for the Army and
VMF (the Navy) and subordinated
directly to the USSR Council of Ministers. From then on, this Special
Committee supervised all tactical and strategic missile programs in the Soviet Union, In December 1957. this
Special Committee was renamed the Commission of the Presidium of the USSR Council of Ministers for MilitaryIndustrial Issues-or more familiarly, the Military-lndustrial
Commission
(VPK). Its supervisory
duties were
expanded

from missiles to the entire Soviet defense

industry.

Designations
• Special Committee for Armaments for the Army and
VMF of the USSR Council of Ministers
• Commission of the Presidium of the USSR

Date

From

Date

April

1955

December

Council of Ministers for Military-lndustrial
Issues
• State Commission
of the USSR Council of

December

Ministers

for Military-lndustrial

Issues

1957

to
1957

1986

1986

August

1991

• V, M. Ryabikov
• D. f Ustinov
• L. V. Smirnov

April 1955
December 1957
March 1963

December 1957
March 1963
December 1985

• Yu. D. Maslyukov
• I. S. Belousey

December

Chairmen

1985

February 1988

• Yu D. Maslyukov

February 1988
January 1991

January 1991
August 1991

First Deputy Chairmen
• G. A. Titov
• S. I. Vetoshkin

April 1955
December 1957

December
1964

• N. S. Stroyev
• V. L, Koblov
Deputy
• A K.
• A. N.
• G N.

Chairmen
Repro
Shchukin
Pashkov

• G A. Titov
•
•

N. S Stroyev
L, I. Gorshkov

• S A. Arzhakov
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1977

1981

1987

August

1957

1991

Date From

Date

April 1955
April 1955
December 1957
December 1957
1966

Unknown
1969
1970
1974
1977

to

1966
Unknown

1970s
Unknown

TABLE

!11

• g. A. Komissarov

1970s

Unknown

• A I. Voznesenskiy
• L. B. Vasilyev

Unknown
March 1988

Unknown
Unknown

Ministry

of

Rrmaments

(MV)

(established

on January

II, 1939)

History: This ministry was originally established in January 1939, having being split off from the People's
Commissariat of Defense Industry. Through its various incarnations, it managed the development of the Soviet
ballistic missile and space programs from 1946 to 1965 via its subordinate Seventh Chief Directorate. In March
1965, the Seventh Chief Directorate was removed from the ministry and became the basis for the new Ministry
of General Machine

Building, Since that time, the ministry

had little involvement

in the ballistic

missile and space

programs.
Designations
• People's Commissariat

Date
of Armaments

(NKA)

• Ministry of Armaments (MV)
• Ministry of Defense Industry (MOP)
• State Committee for Defense Technology
People's Commissars/Ministers/Chairmen
• B. L Vannikov
• D. F. Ustinov
•
•
•
•

A.V. Domrachev
K N. Rudnev
L. V. Smirnov
S. A Zverev

(GKOT)

From

Date

to

January 1939
March 1946
March 1953
December 1957

March 1946
March 1953
December 1957
March 1965

January 1939
June 1941
December 1957

June 1941
December 1957
March 1958

March 1958
June 1961
March 1963

June 196 I
March 1963
March 1965

1940
1951
1955
December

February 195 I
1957
December 1957
March 1963

First Deputies
•
•
•
•

V
A.
S.
S.

M. Ryabikov
V. Domrachev
I. Vetoshkin
A. Zverev

• G. A Tyulin
Deputies
• V N. Novikov
•
•
•
•
•

K M. Gerasimov
I. G Zubovich
A. V, Domrachev
S. A. Zverev
K, N, Rudnev

• P. N. Gommykin
• K M. Gerasimov
• V. N, Novikov
•
•
•
•

S. A.
L A.
G. N.
V. M

Zverev
Grishin
Kozhevnikov
Larionov

• S. N. Makhonin
• L V Smirnov
Chiefs
•
•
•
•

of the Chief

1959

June 1961

March 1965

1941
1949
October
1951

1948
1951
March 1953
1951

1949

March 1952

March

May 1952
August 1953
1954

March 1958
April 1955
1957

1953

1954
March 1954
March 1958
Late 1950s

April 1955
December 1959
October 1960
Unknown

Late 1950s
Late 1950s

Unknown
Unknown

February 1961

June 196l

1940
1941
1951
October 1952
March 1952

1947
1949
1954
March
March

March
1953

March
1953

Directorates

N. E. Nosovskiy (First GU)
K. M. Gerasimov
K. M. Gerasimov
L. A. Grishin

• S. A. Zverev (Second GU)
• S. A. Zverev (Eighth GU)
• V. N Novikov (Fifth GU)

1952

1958
1952
1954

891

892

• E V, Finogenov (Sixth GU)
• S. I. Vetoshkin (Seventh GU)
• I G Zubovich (Seventh GU)

t963
1939
October

•
•
•
•

August 1951
June 1952
December 1955
Late 1950s

June 1952
1954
Unknown
Unknown

Early 1960s

Unknown

L.
M
V
A

V. Smirnov (Seventh GU)
S, Ryazanskiy (Seventh GU)
A Kotychev (Seventh GU)
S. Tomilin (Seventh GU)

• B. A, Kamissarov
Ministry

(Seventh GU)

of Aviation

Industry

(MAP)

(established

on January

1949

March 1965
October 1949
August 1951

I I, 1939)

History: This ministry was originally established in January 1939, having being split off from the People's
Commissariat of Defense Industry As more and more aviation organizations
began participating
in the missile
and space sector beginning the late 1950s, the ministry took a greater role in such efforts, Note that from March
to August 1953. it was part of the Ministry of Defense Industries, Many of the space and missile organizations
were transferred from the Ministry of Aviation Industry to the new Ministry of General Machine Building upon
the latter's formation in March 1965
Designations
• People's Commissariat of Aviation Industry (NKAP)
• Ministry of Aviation Industry (MAP)
• State Committee for Aviation Technology (GKAT)

Date F[om

Date

January 1939
March 1940
December 1957

March 1946
December 1957
March 1965

• Ministry

March

January

People's

of Aviation

Industry

(MAP)

January 1939
January 1940
March 1946

January 1940
March 1946
March 1953

August

May 1977

Dementyev

• V. A. Kazakov
• I S Silayev
• A. S. Systov

1941

• V E Balandin
• S M Leshchenko
• V A Koztov

August
1957
1964

S. I. Kadyshev
V A Kazakov
I S. Silayev
A. S. Systov

Ministry
History

of

Machine

was established

Building

(MOM)

(established

February 1981
November 1985
November 1991

1946
1953

1965
I974
t977
February 1981

General

This ministry

1953

june 1977
February 1981
November 1985

First Deputies
• P V Dementyev

•
•
•
•

1992

Commissars/Ministers/Chairmen

• M. M. Kaganovieh
• A. I. Shakhurin
• M V. Khrunichev
• P V

t965

to

1957
1964
1965
1974
June 1977
December 1980
November 1985

on March 21 1965)

on the basis of the Seventh Chief Directorate of the State Committee

for

Defense Technology (GKOT). which oversaw all ballistic missile and space programs MOM managed the devel
opment of almost all Soviet ballistic missiles and spacecraft from 1965 to 1991 It was officially abolished in
November 199 I.
Ministers

Date From

Date

• S A. Afanasyev
• O. D Baklanov

March 1965
April 1983

April 1983
February 1988

• V. K. Doguzhiyev
• O N. Shishkin
• R R Kiryushin

April 1988
July 1989
August 1991

July 1989
August 1991
November 1991

First Deputy Ministers
• G. A. Tyulin

Date From
March 1965

Date to
1976
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• B V. Balmont

t976

February 1981

•
•
•
•

February 1981
April 1983
t987
February 1988

April 1983
1987
March 1988
July 1989

• R. R Kiryushin

July 1989

August

Deput), Ministers
• V. Ya. Litvinov

March

1965

1973

• G. M. Tabakov (engines)
• Ye V. Mazur (construction)

March
March

1965
1965

1981
1982

• G R Udarov (launch complexes)
• N. D. Khokhlov (quality)
• L, I. Gusev (guidance)

March
March
March

1965
1965
1965

1979
i983
1965

• M. g. Brezhnev (guidance
• B V. Balmont

1965
1973

O.
M
V.
O

D.
N,
K.
N

Baklanov
Konovalov
Doguzhiyev
Shishkin

systems)

1991

Unknown
1976

• M. V. Lobanov (finances)
• O. D. Baklanov

January 1974
t976

• V. N Konovalov (naval)
• V. N. Soshin (construction)

Unknown
1982

April f983
Late 1980s

• V. K. Doguzhiyev
• Ye. A. Zhelonov

1983
1984

1987
Unknown

1984

November

• A. S. Matrenin
•
•
•
•

(quality)

0. N. Shishkin (space)
G. f. Grigorenko
Yu. N. Koptev
AYe. Shestakov

1980s
1981

1991

Unknown
f980s
Unknown
Unknown

February 1988
November 199i
November I991
November 1991

• R. R Kiryushin
• V, Ye, Sokoiov

Unknown
Unknown

1989
1990s

• S. S Vanin (complexes)
• V, N Ivanov

Unknown
Mid-1980s

1980s
Unknown

Chiefs

of Chief

• K. A. Kerimov

Directorates
(Third GU)

March

•
•
•
•

v, D.
A. K.
B.V.
B, V.

Vachnadze (Third GU)
Vanitskiy
Balmont (Sixth GU)
BaJmont (Eighth GU)

•
•
•
•

A, S. Matrenin (Seventh GU)
A. S. Kirillov
Yu. N. Koptev (Third GU)
V, A. Andreyev (First GU)

• A, I Dunayev (Thirteenth
• L N Gabetko
Ministry

of Medium

GU)

Machine

Building

(MSM)

1965

June 1974

June 1974
1974
1965
1972

June 1977
1976
1972
1973

1969
June 1969
Mid-1980s
january 1989

1984
November
Unknown
Unknown

June 1985
Unknown

November
November

(established

1977

1991
199l

on July I, 1953)

History: This ministry was responsible for the manufacture of all Soviet nuclear warheads from 1953 to 199i, Its
lineage goes back to August 20, 1945, with the formation of the First Chief Directorate (PGU) of the USSR
Council of Ministers. On March 16, 1953, the PGU absorbed the Second Chief Directorate of the Council of
Ministers. On July I, 1953, the PGU and the Third Chief Directorate combined to form the Ministry of Medium
Machine Building (MSM). MSM oversaw all missile programs through its subordinate GlavSpetsMash between
July 1953 and April 1955.
Designations
• First Chief Directorate
• Ministry of Medium Machine Building
• State Committee for Medium Machine

(MSM)
Building

• Ministry

(MSM)

of Medium

Machine

Building

(GKSM)

Date From
August 1945
July 1953
March 1963

Date to
June 1953
March 1963
March 1965

March

June 1989

1965

893

894
ChiefsMinistersChairmen
•

B. L, Vannikov

August

•
•
•
•

V. A, Malyshev
A. P Zavenyagin
M. G Pervukhin
Ya. P. Slavskiy

July 1953
February 1955
April 1957
July 1957

• L. D. Ryabev
State

1945

November

Commissions

in the

Early

Space

and

Missile

June 1953
February 1955
December 1950
July 1951
November 1986

1986

June 1989

Programs

Product

Chairmen

Dates

A-4
R-I
R-2

N.D. Yakovlev
S.I. Vetoshkin
G. I loffe

1941
1948-50
1950-51

R-5
R-II

P.A. Degtyarev
A. !. Nesterenko

1953-55
1953-55

R-tiM
R-7

P A Degtyarev
V M. Ryabikov
K. N. Rudnev

1954-56
August 1956-57
1951-59

R-TA

M.I. Nedelin, A. G. Mrykin,
A. I. Nesterenko, K, V Gerchik

1959-60

Scientific vertical launches
Sputnik
Luna

A. A
V M
K.N.
M. I.

1951-61
1957-58
1958-00
1960

Blagonravov
Ryabikov
Rudnev
Nedelin

G. A. Tyulin

1903-76

Product

Chairmen

Dates

Vostok

M.I.

1960

Nedelin

K. N. Rudnev
L. V. Smirnov
Voskhod
Soyuz. DOSISatyut.

G.
G.
K.
V,

Mir

A
A
A,
L.

1960-61
1901-63

Tyulin
Tyulin
Kerimov
Ivanov

1903
August 1964-66
October 1966-91
1991-96

UR-5OOK-LI
N I -L3
T2K

G. A Tyulin
S.A. Afanasyev
A. A Maksimov

December
1967-72
1970-71

AlmazlSalyut
MP-I

M. G Grigoryev
A.G. Zakharov

t973-77
1961

1960-70

Clients
Ministry
History

of Defense
The Ministry

(established

in postwar form on February 25. 1946)

of Defense was the primary

client of the Soviet missile and space programs.

Its subordi-

nate Strategic Missile Forces managed all missile and space operations during 1959-8 I. The Deputy Minister of
Defense for Armaments was responsible for weapons (and spacecraft) procurement. Note that between 1900 and
1970, N. N Alekseyev was the Chairman of the Scientific-Technical
Committee (NTK) of the General Staff of
the Ministry
of Defense. essentially performing
the same duties as the Deputy Minister of Defense [or
Armaments. a post that did not exist during that period.
Designations

Date

• Ministry
• Ministry
• Ministry

February 1940
February 1950
March 1953

of Armed Forces (MVS)
of War
of Defense (MO)
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From

Date

to

February 1950
March 1953
January 1992

TABLE

II!

Ministers
• 1. V. Stalin

February 1946

March

1947

• N.A. Bulganin
• A. M. Vasilyevskiy

March
March

March
March

1949
1953

•
•
•
•

March 1953
February 1955
October 1957
April 1967

February 1955
October 1957
March 1967
April 1976

• D, £. Ustinov
• S. L. Sokolov
• D. T. Yazov

April 1976
December 1984
May 1987

December 1984
May 1987
September 1991

• Ye. I, Shaposhnikov

September

December

1991

December

J959

N.A. Bulganin
G. K. Zhukov
R, Ya, Malinovskiy
A. A. Grechko

Deputy
Ministers
• M I. Nedelin

of Defense

History.

Forces

1991

for Armaments
March

• N. N, Alekseyev
• V. M. Shabanov
Missile

1947
1949

1955

1960
1918
of

Strategic

Designation

(RVSN)

RVSN managed all Soviet missile and space operations

(established
during

1978
Unknown

on December

IL 1959)

1959-8 I.

Commanders

Date

• M, I. Nedelin

December

• K. S. Moskalenko
• S. S. Biryuzov
• N, I. Krylov

October 1960
April 1962
March 1963

April 1962
March 1963
February 1972

• V. F. Tolubko
• Yu. P. Maksimov

February 1912
July 1985

July 1985
August 1992

First Deputy Commanders
• V, F. Tolubko

March

• M. G. Grigoryev
• Yu. A. Yashin

1968
December

• A. P. Volkov

1989

Chiefs of the Scientific-Technical
• V. P, Morozov

Committee

From

Date to
1959

1960

October

1968

1981

December
1989

(NTK)
June 1962

1967

1967
1969

1969
1914

• S. A. Sergeyev
• V. M, Ryumkin

1974
1979

1979
1989

• V. G. Popov

1989

History:

Directorate

of Reactive

From 1946, GURVO,

Armaments

in its various incarnations,

ments of the Strategic Missile Forces, Between
client of the Soviet space program.

198 I

1994

• A, A. Vasilyev
• A. S. Kalashnikov

Chief

1960

(GURVO)

(established

on May 13, 1946)

oversaw the procurement

1960 and 1970, GURVO's

of ballistic

subordinate

missiles into arma-

TsUKOS was the primary

Designations
• 4th Directorate of the Chief Artillery Directorate
• Directorate of the Depu W Commander of Artillery (UZKA)
• Directorate of the Commander of Reactive Armaments (UNRV)

Date

May 1946
April 1953
March 1955

April 1953
March 1955
December 1959

• Chief Directorate

December

1993

of Reactive Armaments

(GURVO)

From

1959

From

Date

Commanders
• A. I. Sokolov

Date

May 1946

August

1954

• A, I. Semenov

August

August

1964

1954

Date

to

to

895

896
• A A. Vasilyev
• N. N. Smirnitskiy
• Yu A. Pichugin

August 1964
1967
December 1975

1967
December
1984

• A. A. Ryazhskikh

1984

1993

Chief

Directorate

of Space

Assets

(GUKOS)

(established

in October

1975

1964)

History: In October 1964, the Third Directorate of the Chief Directorate of Reactive Armaments (GURVO) of the
Strategic Missile Forces (RVSN) was reorganized into TsUKOS. In March 1970, TsUKOS was combined with the
Center for Leading the Development and Production of Space Assets (itself established in March [963 within
GURVO) to form the new GUKOS and subordinated to RVSN On November I0, 198t, GUKOS was separated
from RVSN and subordinated directly to the Ministry of Defense. GUKOS was the primary client for the Soviet
space program, responsible for all operational aspects, including tracking and launch activities. It had jurisdiction
over NIIP 5 (Tyura Tam), military units at Mirnyy (Plesetsk), the Command-Measurement
Complex (KIK). the A
F. Mozhayskiy
Military Academy, TsNIt-50, 28 Arsenal (Karian-Stroganov),
and military representatives to
research and development organizations,
Designations
• Third Directorate

Date
of the Chief Directorate of Reactive Armaments

From

Date to

• Central Directorate of Space Assets (TsUKOS)
• Chief Directorate of Space Assets (GUKOS)

September 1960
October 1964
March 1970

October 1964
March 1970
November 1986

• Directorate

November

1986

August

September

1960

of the Chief o[ Space Assets (UNKS)

1992

Commanders
• K. A

Kerimov

March

1965

• A G. Karas
• A. A. Maksimov
• V L. Ivanov

March 1965
January 1979
1989

January 1979
1989
October 1996

First
• A.
• G
• V

Unknown
July 1979
1984

January 1979
October 1991
1989

Deputy Commanders
A. Maksimov
S. Titov
L Ivanov

Command-Measurement
Complex
Center
(established by order dated September 3, 1956)

(TsKIK)

History ]-he Command-Measurement
Complex (KIK) was the ground communications
network for the Soviet
space program. It was established on the basis of the Range Measurement Complex network of tracking stations
established for early R-7 ICBM launches. In 1956-57, the Range Measurement Complex was reconfigured into the
KIK to support the launch of the Object D satellite (launched as Sputnik 3) The KIK, including its main center,
the CommandMeasurement
Complex Center (TsKIK), was subordinate to NIl-4 until March 7. 1962. when it
was subordinated directly to the Strategic Missile Forces (RVSN). The TsKIK began operations on July 12, 1957.
In January 1982, the TsKIK was reorganized into the Chief Scientific-Research Testing Center for Space Assets of
the Ministry of Defense (GNIITs KS MO). The center operated tracking for all Soviet-era space operations via its
various Scientific Measurement
Commanders
of Military
• A. A. Vitruk
• A G Karas

Points {NIP) spread across the Soviet Union.
Date From
July 1957
1959

Date to
1959
March 1965

• I. h Spitsa
• I, D Statsenko

March 1965
January 1973

January
January

• N F. Shlykov
• V. N. Ivanov

January
1989

Scientific-Measurement

Unit

Points

No.

32103/TsKIK

(NIP)

Location

• IP I
• IP-2

Tyura-Tam
Makat

• IP 3

Sary-Shagan

CHALLENGE
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1976

1989
1989

1973
1976

T;_BLE

III

• NIP-4
• IP 5
• NIP-6

Yeniseyesk
Iskhup
Yelizovo (near Petropavlovsk-Kamchatka)

o IP-7
• NIP-9
• NIP-I0

Klyuchi
Krasnoye selo (near Leningrad)
Simferopol

•
•
•

IP-II
NIP-12
NIP-13

Sartychaly
Kolpashevo
Ulan-Ude

•

NIP-14

Shchelkovo

•
•
•
•

NIP 15
NIP-t 6
NIP-17
NIP-18

TsDRS Galenkiy (near Ussuriysk)
TsDKS, Yevpatobya
Yakutsk
Vorkuta

•

NIP 19

Dunyevtsy,

•
•
•
•

NIP 20
NIP22
IP-4 lye
IP-42Ye

Sotnechnyi (near Komsomolsk
Yevpatoriya?
Simeiz
Moscow

Air

Force

(near Moscow)

Khmeinitskaya

oblast
na Amur]

(VVS)

History: The Deputy Chief of Combat Preparations of the Air Force was directly responsible for the selection and
training of cosmonauts and the selection of crews for all piloted space missions. By an order dated April 10.
1962, the holder of these duties was made the General Staff Deputy Chief for Space. On March 29, 1966, the
holder ot these duties was made the Commander-in-Chiefls
Aide for Space The Aide for Space officially supervised the Cosmonaut

Training Center, the Air Force Biomedical

Service, and the So(or Service.

Commanders-in-Chief
• K, A. Vershinin

Date From
1946

Date to
1949

•
•
•
•

1949
1957
March 1969
December 1984

1957
March 1969
December 1984
1990

1990

August

1958
July 1968
March 1969

July 1968
March 1969
December 1984

1958
October

October

P. F. Zhigarev
K A Vershinin
P S. Kutakhov
A. N. Yefimov

• Ye g

Shaposhnikov

First Deputy Commanders
• S. I. Rudenko
• R S. Kutakhov
• A. N. Yefimov
Deputy Chiefs of Combat
• N. R Kamanin
• V. A. Shatalov

Preparations

Science
USSR

Academy

1991

of Sciences

History: The Russian Academy
USSR Academy of Sciences.

(_.N

1911

1971

June 1986

Sector

SSSR)

of Sciences was established

on January 28, 1724. In 1925, it was renamed the

Presidents

Date

• S. I. Vavilov
• A. N. Nesmeyanov

July 1945
January 1951

January 1951
May 1961

•
•
•
•

May 1961
November 1975
1986
October 1986

November 1975
1986
October 1986
1991

M.V. Keidysh
A. IR Aleksandrov
V. A. Kotelnikov
G. I. Marchuk

From

Date

to

897

898

Launch
Kspustin
(established
History

Ysr/State
Central
Test Range
by order dated May 13. 1946)

The specific location

No.

of the range was confirmed

Sites
4 (GTsP-4)

by an order dated Jury 27. 1947.

Commanders

Date

• V I. Voznyuk

August

• Yu. A. Pichugin
• P..G. Degtyarenko
• N Ya. Lopatin

April 1973
1975
September 1981

1975
September
1983

• N V. Mazyarkin

1983

1991

Tyura-Tam/Scientlflc
Research
(established on June 2, 1955)

and

Testing

Range

No.

From

Date to

1946

/_pril 1973
1981

$ (NIIP-$)

History: On January 29, 1958, the town of Zarya was renamed Leninsk. In December
8aikonur (also spelled Baykonur)

1995. Leninsk was renamed

Commanders

Date

•
•
•
•

June 1955
July 1958
May 1961
March 1965

July 1958
April 1961
March 1965
1973

• V. I. Fadeyev
• Yu N Sergunin
• Yu. A. Zhukov

1973
1978
1983

1978
1983
1989

• A. L. Kryzhko

1989

1991

A.
K
A.
g.

I. Nesterenko
V. Gerchik
G. Zakharov
A. Kurushin

Mirnyy/Scientific-Research
(established

on January II,

History: On August
GTslPKS-1278.

and

Testing

Range

No.

From

Date

to

53 (NIIP-$3)

1957)

30, 1963. this became a space launch

center. In 1982, one portion

of NIIP-53

Commanders

Date From

Date

• M G. Grigoryev
" S r _i Shtanko

January 1957
1962

1962
1963

•
•
•
•

1963
August
1979
1984

August
1979
1984
1985

G. Ye, Alpaidze
Yu. A. Yashin
V. L. Ivanov
G A. Kolesnikov

• t. I. Oleynik

1985
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1915

1991

became

to

1975

TABLE !11

Selected
I.

Sources

2.

Peter Almquist,
Red Forge: Souiet Military
Industry Since 1965 (New York: Columbia University
1990).
Central
Intelligence
Agency,
Directory
o_ 5ouiet Officials,
VoL I. Personnel
in the Communist

3.

Government,
and Mass Or£anizutions
o[ the US.SR
and RS.F.SR. (Washington,
1960),
B. Ye. Chertok. Rakety i lyudi (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye.
1994).

4.
5.
6.

B. Ye. Chertok,
Rakety i lyudi: Fili Podlipki Tyuratam (Moscow:
Mashinostroyeniye,
1996).
B. Ye. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi, goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye,
1997).
Julian Cooper, "The Elite of the Defence Industry Complex." in David Lane, ed., Elites and Political Power

7.

(London: Edward Elgar, 1988), pp. 167-87.
Edward L Crowley, Andrew I. Lebed. and Dr. Heinrich E Schulz. eds_ Party and C;ouernment
the Souiet Union 191Z-1967 (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, 1968).

8. Grigoriy Kisunko, Sekretnaya zona (Moscow: Sovremennik_ 1996).
9. Christian Lardier, L715tronautique Saui_tique (Paris: Armand Colin. 1992).
10. Yu. P. Maksimov, ed., Raketnyye uoyska strategicheskogo naznueheniya (Moscow:
II.
12

DC: Department

Press.
Party,
of State,

Officials

o[

RVSN, 1992).

I. D. Sergeyev, ed., Khronika
osnounikh
sobitiy istorii raketnikh
uoysk strategicheskogo
naznacheniya
(Moscow:
TsPIK, 1994).
Michel Tatu, PauJer in the Kremlin: From Khrushcheu's
Decline to Collectiue Leadership
(London: Collins,
1970).
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Table V
Space

Launch

Vehicle

Designations

Missile
Sheldon

Soviet
Public

Derived
From

Production
Index

SL-I

A

Sputnik

R-7

Sb2

A

Sputnik

R-7

SD3
SL-3

A-I
A-I

Luna
Vostok

SU3
SL-3

A-I
A- I

SL-4
SL-4
SL-4
SL-4

U.S. Dept.
of Defense

First
Orbital
Attempt

Payload

8K11PS
8A9 I

Oct. 4, 1957
April 27, 1958

Sputnik
Sputnik

R-7
R-7

8K12
8K72K

Sept. 23, 1958
Dec. 22, 1960

Luna
Korabl-

Vostok
Vostok-M

R-ZA
R-7A

8A92
8A92M

July 28. 1962
March 17, 1966

Sputnik
Kosmos-7
Kosmos- I 12

A-2

Voskhod

R-7A

A-2
A-2
A 2

Soyuz
Soyuz-L
Soyuz-M

R-TA
R-7A
R-7A

IA57
IASII
IA511L
IA511M

Nov. 16, 1963
Nov. 28. 1966
Nov. 24. 1970

Sb4
SL-4

A-2
A-2

Soyuz-U
Soyuz U2

R-7A
R-7A

IA51 lU
IA51 lU2

May 181 1973
Dec. 28, 1982

SL-5

A Im

R-7A

IASIO

Dec. 22. 1965

Kosmos-102

SL-6
SL-6

A-2e
A 2e

Molniya
Molniya-M

R-7A
R-TA

8K78

Oct. I 0, 1960

8K78M

Feb. 19. 1964

Mars
Venera

SL-7

B- I

Kosmos-2

R- 12

63SI

SL-7

B- I

Kosmos-2

R- 12

63SIM/I

SL-8

C-I

Kosmos-I

R-14

65S3

SD8
SL-8
Sb8

C-I
C-I
C-I

Kosmos-3
Kosmos-3M
-

R-14
R-14
R-14

I I K65
I I K65M
K65MR

May 15, 1967
June 3. 1982

SL-9

D

Proton

LIR-500

8K82

July 16, 1965

SL-IO

A-m

-

R-TA

I I A59

Nov. I. 1963

Polet I

SL-II

Fir

-

R-36-O

F-Ira
F-Ira

Tsiklon-2A
Tsiklon-2

R-36
R-36

8K69
I I K67
I I K69

Dec. 16. 1965

SL-II
SL-II

Oct. 27. 1967
Aug. 6. 1969

OqCh
Kosmos- 185
Kosmos-29 I

SDI 2

D-le

Proton-K

UR-50OK

8K82K

March I0, 1967

Kosmos- 146

SD 13

D- I

Proton-K

UR-5OOK

8K82K

Nov. 16, 1968

Proton-4

SL-14

F-2

Tsiklon-3

R-36

I I K68

June 24, 1977

Kosmos-92 I

SL-I5

G-le

NI

-

I I A52

Feb. 21, 1969

L3S

SL-16

]-I

Zenit-2

I I K77

June 21, 1985

SL- 17
SL- 17

K- I
K- I

Energiya
Energiya

14A02
I I K25

May 15, 1987
Nov. 15, 1988

-

Dec. 27, 1971

Oct. 27, 196 I
IK63

Oct. 19, 1965
Aug. 18, 1964
Nov. 16, 1966

Kosmos-22
Kos mos- 133
Kosmos-379
Kosmos-470
Kosmos-559
Kosmos-1426

Kosmos
Kosmos-93
K-38139/40
Kosmos
Kosmos- 158
Kosmos- 1374
Proton- I

Polyus
Buran

917

918
Missile
Soviet

U.S. Dept.
of Defense

Sheldon

SUI8

b I

SL-19
-

Public

Derived
From

Production
Index

Start- I

RT-2PM

Rokot
Start

Fi rst
Orbital
Attempt

Payload

-

March 25, 1993

Start-I- I

UR-100N

-

Dec. 26, 1994

RS-15

RT-2PM

-

March 28, 1995

Gurwin-

I.

UNAMSAT,
EKA
-

Start- 1.2

RT-2PM

-

Shtil-I N

R-29RM

-

Abandoned
Production
Index

Name

A-300
UR-2OOK
UR-2OOA
UR-700
UR-ZOOM
UR-530
RL& 150
Vulkan

YaKhR-2
KhR-3
MR

NI
N2
Nil
NIII
GR-I
M-I
Tsiklon
SK-I00
R-56

I

March 4, 1997

Zeya

July 7. 1998

Tubsat-N,
Tubsat N I

Projects

Dates

Design
Bureau

Description

8K81K
8K83

Late 1950s
1960-64
1960-64
1964-69

Chelomey
Chelomey
Chelomey
Chelomey

For Raketoplan
For IS and US
Orbital bomb
Moon rocket

I I K99
-

1969-71
Late 1970s
1974-76

Chelomey
Chelomey
Glushko

Mars rocket
For heavy Almaz
Heavy lift

8A93
8K73

1974-76
1957-60
1958-59

Glushko
Korolev
Korolev

Heavy lift
For recon, satellite
Lunar rocket

-

Early 1960s
Early 1960s

Korolev
Korolev

Nuclear rocket
Nuclear rocket

8K71 I

Early 1960s
1960-62

Korolev
Korolev

Heavy lift rocket
For Sever

I IA55
t IA56

1962-63
1962-63

Korolev
Korolev

For Soyuz-A
For Soyuz-B/V

I IA51
I IA52
I I,q53

1960-62
1960-62
1962-65

Korolev
Korolev
Korolev

Early N I
Early N I
N I variant

I Ig52
8K5 t 3

1962-65
1962-65

Korolev
Korolev

N I variant
GR- I variant

I hq514

1964-65
1959-60
Early 1960s

Kozlov
Myasishchev
Yangel

For Soyuz-R

Early 1960s
1962-64

Yangel
Yangel

Heavy rocket
Moon rocket

64S2
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V

Notes
I.

The "SL" column

refers to U,S. Department

of Defense designations

for "Satellite

Launcher."

The system

is roughly chronological
from SL-8 to SL-17 in order of introduction of the launcher. The first mention of
the "SL" system in a declassified CI_ document dates from March 2, 1967. This was in U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency, "National Intelligence Estimate I I-1-67: The Soviet Space Program," Washington,
DC,
March 2, 1967, as declassified December I I. 1992, by the CIA Historical Review Program.
2.

The one major discrepancy in the "SL" system is with SL-5 and SL-IO. For almost three decades, Western
analysts have equated SL-5 with the Polet launches in 1963-64 and SL- I0 with two isolated Kosmos launches in 1965-66. When ClA NIE I I- 1-67 was declassified in December 1992 (see first note above), it turned
out that in truth it was exactly the opposite-that
is, SL-5 launched
1965-66, while SL-10 launched the two Polet satellites in 1963-64.

3.

4.

Kosmos-102

and Kosmos-105

in

The "Sheldon" column denotes the system devised by Charles S. Sheldon II, who was the Chief of the
Science Policy Research Division at the Library of Congress. It was first described in Charles S. Sheldon 11,
"The Soviet Space Program: A Growing Enterprise," TRV¢ Space Log 8(4) (Winter 1968-69):
If the payload is ]isted in italics, it indicates that the payload failed to attain Earth orbit.

Selected

3-23.

Sources

I.
2.

B. Ye. Chertok, Rakety i lyudi: goryachiye dni kholodnoy uoyny (Moscow: Mashinostroyeniye,
1997).
S. N. Konyukhov and V, A. Pashchenko, "History of Space Launch Vehicles Development,"
paper presented at the 46th Congress of the International Astronautical
Federation, IAA-95-1AA 2.2.09, Oslo, Norway,
October 2-6, 1995.

3.

V. Pappo-Korystin,
V. Platonov
and V. Pashchenko,
Dneprouskiy
raketno-kosmicheskiy
tsentr
(Dnepropetrovsk:
PO YuMZIKBYu, 1994).
Yu. P. Semenov, ed., Raketno-Kosmicheskaya
Korporatsiya
"Energiya" imeni S. P Koroleua (Korolev: RKK

4.
5.

Energiya, named after S. P. Korolev, 1996),
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, "National
Intelligence Estimate II-1-71:
Washington,
DC, July I, 197 I, as declassified in 1997 by the CIA Historical

The Soviet Space Program."
Review Program.
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APPENDIX

Soviet

Piloted

jl_

Appendix A
Space Projects,

1945-74

I. VR- 190
Lead institutions

NII-I (1945-46),
NII-4 (1946-49)
M K. Tikhonravov

Lead designer
Initiation of studies

1944-45
1949
VR-190

Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

g-4 derivative
Launch of "stratonauts"

Objective
2. Antipodal

[lights to upper atmosphere

Bomber

Lead institutions
Lead scientists
Initiation of studies

Nll-h

Preparation of design documentation
Project termination
Spacecraft
Objective

TslAM

M. V. Keldysh, V. F. Bolkhovitinov
1945-46
1947
1950
S_inger-Bredt winged bomber
Transatlantic

3. Vertical/Suborbital

upper atmospheric

piloted

flight

Program

Lead restitutions

NII-88 OKg- L OKg- i
S. R Korolev

Chief Designer

N P, Belov

Lead designer
Initiation of studies
Preparation
Termination

on vertical

of design documentation
of studies

April 1955
May 1956
November
1958

Launch vehicles

R-I Ye, R-2A

Objective

Launch of humans on vertical

and suborbital

trajectories

4. Vostok
Lead institution
Chief Designer
Deputy Chief Designer

OKB-I
S. P. Koroiev
(for Vostok)

Chief of Planning Department
(for Vostok)
Group Chief (for Vostok)
Lead designers
Initiation of studies

N. D. Bushuyev
M K Tikhonravov
K. P. Feoktistov
O. G. Ivanovskiy,

Ye. A. Frolov

April 1957
August 18, 1958
November 1958

Preparation of design documentation
Approval by Council of Chief Designers
TsK KPSSISM approval

January 5, 1959, May 22, 1959

Draft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt

April-May
1959 (for IK), July 31. 1961 (for 3KA)
May 15, 1960 (KorabI-Sputnik)
June 16, 1963 (Vostok 6)

Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

March-April
1964
IK/I IF61, 3KA/I IF63
8K12tLuna. 8K72KlVostok

Objective

Piloted orbital

5. Gliding

Cosmic

Apparatus

flight with

a single cosmonaut

(PICA)

Lead institutions

OKB-256

Chief Designer

P. V. Tsybin

(spacecraft),

OKB-I

(launcher)

957

958

Initiation

1957-58

of design studies

Predraft plan signed
Termination of studies

May 17, 1959
October I, _959

Spacecraft
Launcher

PKAILapotok
8K72K/Vostok

Objective

Piloted military

operations

in Earth orbit with reusable spaceplane

6. M-48/VKA-23
Lead institutions

OKB-23 (spacecralt and launcher),
V. M. Myasishchev
1957-58
December
I0, 1959

General Designer
Initiation of design studies
TsK KPSSISM approval
ProJect termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

October 3. 1960
M-48
8K72K/Vostok.
M-I

Objective

Piloted military

7. Sever/Space

Station/I

L Circumlunar

Lead institution

in Earth orbit with

reusable spaceplane

Spacecraft

April 1959
March I0, 1962
mid-1962

Technical prospectus signed
Termination of studies

5KISever, 5KA & 5KBlspace
I L/circumlunar vehicle
8K71 I

Spacecraft
Launch vehicle
ObJectives

station,

All-purpose Earth-orbital operations
station, piloted circumlunar
flight
Interplanetary

(launcher)

OKB-I
S. P. Korolev

Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

8. Heavy

operations

OKB-I

7K/Vostok.

with

9Klrocket

stage.

guided reentry, space

Ship (TMK)

Lead institution

OKB-I

Chief Designers
Chief of Planning Department
Group Chiefs
Initiation of studies

S. E Korolev. M E Mishin
M K. Tikhonravov
G Yu. Maksimov, K R Eeoktistov

Predraft plan signed
Experimental design signed
Termination of studies

May 1966
1969

1959

1969
MEK

Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

NI. NIM

Objecbve

Piloted spacecraft

for orbiting

and landing on Mars

9. Raketoplan
Lead institutions

OKB-52 (spacecraft and launchers):
OKB-52 Branch No. I (launchers)

General Designer
Initiation of studies

V. N. Chelomey
1959

TsK KPSStSM approval
First launch attempt in program

June 23. 1960
December 22. 1961 (MP-I)
1963
1965
SR, MP-I, M-12, R-I, R-2

Draft plan signed
Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

R-12, R-14, 8K81K,

Obiective

TO

OKB-I,

and

8K82/Proton

Piloted reusable spaceplane

CHALLENGE

OKB-586,

APOLLO

for suborbital,

orbital, and lunar missions

APPENDIX

I O. Kosmoplan
Lead institutions

OKB-52 (spacecraft
No, I (launchers)

General Designer
Initiation of studies

V. N Chelomey
1959

TsK KPSSISM approval
Predraft plan signed

June 23, 1960
1961

ProJect termination
Spacecra ft
Launch vehicles

May 22. 1964
/qK-1-7, _qK-1-300. ,qK-3-300. ,qK-4
8KZ2K, ,q-300, 8K821Proton

Objective

Automated
and Venus

I I. Soyuz

and launchers),

OKB-I

and OKB-52

Branch

and piloted reusable spacecraft

to the Moon.

Mars,

Complex

Lead institutions

OKB-I (TK and launcher).
S. P. Korolev

Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

SKB-IO (I IK). SKB-385 (9K)

January 26, 1962
December 24, 1962

Predraft plan signed
Technical prospectus signed
TsK KPSSISM approval

May 10, 1963
December 3, 1963

Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

l_ugust 3, 1964
7K/Soyuz-l_. 9KISoyuz-B.
I bq55, I I_56

Objective

Piloted circumlunar

II K/Soyuz-V

flight

12. R-56
Lead institution

OKB-586

Chief Designer
TsK KPSStSM approval
Termination of studies
Launch vehicles

M. K. Yangel
April 16, 1962
June 19, 1964
R-56. SK-IO0

Objectives

Robotic lunar landing, piloted

13. ZvezdalHeav,/Orbital

Station

Lead institution
Chief Designers
Initiation of design studies

missions

(TOS)
OKB-I
S. R Korolev, V. R Mishin
1960

Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

May 3, 1961
1969
TOSIZvezda
N I derivatives

Objective

Large piloted space station

Predraft plan signed
Termination of studies

circumlunar

in Earth orbit

14. Soyuz-R
OKB-I Branch No. 3
D. I. Kozlov

Lead institution
Chief Designer
Initiation of studies
MO approval
Predraft plan signed
Program termination
Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle
Objective

1962-63
June 18, 1964
(l l FTI station]
(ZK-TK ferry)

July 15, 1965
Early 1966
June 21, 196Z
7K-TK/I I FZ21Soyuz-R. I 11:71 station
Soyuz-type
Piloted reconnaissance

platform

in Earth orbit

959

960
15. Soyuz-P
Lead institution

OKB-I Branch No. 3
D I. Koztov

Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

1962-63
1965

Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

7K PPK/Soyuz-P
IIA514

Objective

Piloted anti-satellite

spacecraft in Earth orbit

16. NI-L3
Lead institution

OKB-I

Chief Designers
Deputy Chief Designers
Initiation of studies

S. R Korolev. V. P Mishin, B. A. Dorofeyev
K. D. Bushuyev, S. S. Kryukov, S. O. Okhapkin
March 1963

TsK KPSStSM approval
Predraft plan signed

August 3, 1964
December 30, 1964
November II,1965

Draft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt
Project suspension

February 2 I, 1969
November 23, 1972

Program termination
Spacecraft

June 24. 1914
February 18. 1976
?K-LISII IF92, ZK-LOKII IF93, LKII IF94, TIK,

Launch vehicles

Blok D (originally included LI, L2, L3. L4, and L5)
N I, N I derivatives. 8K82KIProton-K

Objective

Landing of one cosmonaut

T2K, 7K LIE,

on the Moon

I 1. Voskhod
Lead institutions

OKB-I (spacecraft). OKB-I
S. P. Korolev, V. P Mishin
Ye. A. Frolov
December 1963

Chief Designers
Lead designer
Initiation of studies

March

VPK approval
TsK KPSS/SM approval
Draft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt

13, 1964

April 13. 1964
August 1964
October 6, 1964 (Kosmos-47)
February 22, 1966 (Kosmos- I I0)
September-October
1966
3KVII IF63, 3KDII IF63
II A57Noskhod

Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle
ObJective

18. UR-50OK/LK-

Branch No. 3 (launcher)

Propaganda goals in Earth orbit (multicrews,
duration, tethers)

EVA, long

I

Lead institutions

OKB-52 {spacecraft),

General Designer
Initiation of studies

V. N Chelomey
Late 1963

Predraft plan signed
TsK KPSSISM approval
Draft plan signed
Project termination
Spacecralt
Launch vehicle

August 3, 1964
August 3. 1964
July 1965
April 27, 1966
LK- h Blok A
8K82K/Proton-K

Objective

Piloted circumlunar

CHALLENGE

TO

OKB-52

|light

APOLLO

Branch No. I (launcher)

APPENDIX

19. UR-700/LK-700
Lead institutions

OKB-52

General Designer
Initiation of studies

V. N. Chelomey
1964
October 20, 1965
August-September
November 1966

Approval

for work on draft plan

Predraft plan signed
Program suspended
TsK KPSS/SM approval

(spacecraft).

OKB-52 Branch No.

I (launch vehicle)

1966

September 17, 1967
October 1968

LK-700 draft plan signed
Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

Early 1969
LK-700
UR-700
Direct ascent

Objective

piloted

lunar landing

20. Soyuz
Lead institutions

OKB-I (spacecraft), OKB-I Branch No. 3 (launcher)
S E Korolev, V. P. Mishin, V. P. Glushko

Chief Designers
Lead designers

Ye. A. frolov. A. F. Topol, Yu P. Semenov, Ye. P. Vyatkin.
V. P. Guzenko

Initiation

Late 1964
August 18, 1965
October 23, J965

of studies

VPK approval
Draft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt

November 28, 1966 (Kosmos-133)
May 14, 1981 (Soyuz 40)

Program termination
Spacecraft

May 198 I
7K-OK/I IF615, 7KT/I
7K-TMfl 1[615AI2

Launch vehicles

I IASI IISoyuz,

Objectives

Master rendezvous
station ferry

21. Almaz

Orbital

Piloted

Lead institutions

Station

IF615,q8, 7K-Tt_tl

I IASI IUJSoyuz-U
and docking

techniques

in Earth orbit,

(OPS)/Salyut

Lead designer
Initiation of studies

OKB-52 (spacecraft).
V. N. Chelomey
V. A. Polyachenko
October 1964

Draft plan signed
TsK KPSSISM approval

June 23, 1967
August 14, 1967

first orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt
Project termination
Spacecraft

April 3, 1973 (Salyut 2}
June 22, 1976 (Salyut 5)
December 19, 1981

General Designer

IF615A9,

OPS/I I F71 station,

Launch vehicle

(see also TKS)
8K82KIProton-K

Objective

Piloted military

OKB-52 Branch No. I (launch

7K-TK/I

station

vehicle)

I F72 ferry, 7K-TAt I I F6159 ferry

in Earth orbit

22, N I I -Soyuz
Lead Jnstkution

OKB-J

Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

S. P. Korolev
Late 1964

Technical prospectus signed
Termination of studies

February 5, 1965
/_ugust 1965
7K-PLK

Spacecraft
Launch vehicle
Objective

Nil
Piloted lunar orbital flight

961

962

23.7K-VI

Zvezda
OKB-I Branch No. 3
D. t. Kozlov

Lead institution
Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

Late 1964

TsK KPSS/SM approval
Draft plan signed (first variant)

August 24. t965
1965

Draft plan signed (second variant)
MOM approval
Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

July 7, 1966
January-February
1968
7K-VI/I I F73/Zvezda

Objective

1967

I IASIIM/Soyuz-M
Piloted military operations

in Earth orbit

24. Spiral
OKB-155

Lead institutions

and Gromov LII (spaceplane),

(conventional
launcher),
A t. Mikoyan
G. Ye. Lozino-Lozinskiy

General Designer
Chief Designer
Initiation of studies

OKB-52

Predraft plan signed
First launch attempt

1964
June 29. 1966
july IS, t969 (BOR-i)

Last launch attempt
First airdrop
Last airdrop

1974 (BOR-3)
October II. 1976 (105.1 I)
September 1978 ( 105.11 )

Project termination
Spacecraft

September 1978
Orbital AircraftlSO,

OKB-I

(booster), OKB-156

(GSR)

EPOS, booster rocket. BOP I, BOR-2, BOR-3,

1051 I, 105.12, I05.13
GSR/50-50, I I AS I I ISoyuz, Tu-95K
Reusable military spaceplane for Earth-orbital

Launch vehicle
Objective
25. Zvezda

Spaceplane

Lead institution

OKB

General Designer
Initiation of studies

g. N. Tupolev
Early 1960s
1966
Zvezda
Tu-95K
Air-launched reusable military

Termination

operations

of studies

Spacecraft
Launch vehicle
Objective

156

spaceplane

26. Zond
OKB-I

Lead institutions

(spacecraft

and upper stage), OKB-52

(launcher)
S. P. Korolev, V. R Mishin
B. V. Rublev, Yu. P Semenov

Chief Designers
Lead designers
Initiation of studies

August 1965
October 25, 1965
November 13, 1965
November 30, 1965

TsK KPSS/SM approval
MOM approval
Predraft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt

March I0, 1967 (Kosmos-146)
October 20, 1970 (Zond 8)
October 1970
7K-L Ill I F911Zond. 7K-OK-TISoyuz

Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

8K82K/Proton-K
Piloted circumlunar

ObJective

CHALLENGE
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flight
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27. Multirole

Orbital

Complex

jl_

(MOK)

Lead institution

TsKBEM

Chief Designers
Initiation of studies

S. P. Korolev. V. P Mishin

VPK decree on issue of technical

plan

September 30. 1963
February 23, 1972

Draft plan signed
Program termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

Early 1973
May 1974
MBKS. 19K modules, TKS

Objective

Massive piloted

28. Long-Duration

N I. N I derivatives

Lunar

complex in Earth orbit

Base (DLB)

Lead institutions
Chief Designers
Initiation of studies
Termination of studies

KB OM (spacecraft), GSMZ Lavochkin (spacecraft),
(spacecraft and launcher)
V. P. Barmin. V. P. Mishin
1965-66
Late 1970s

Spacecraft
Launch vehicles

Bolshoye koltso, Kolumb.
N I. N I derivatives

Objective

Permanent piloted

29. Transport-Supply

Dal, Osvoyeniye

base on lunar surface

Ship (TKS)

Lead institutions
Initiation

TsKBEM

OKB-52 and OKB-52
No. I (launcher)
1966-67
1969

of studies

Draft plan signed
First orbital launch attempt/TKS
Last orbital launch attempt/TKS
First orbital launch attemptlTKS
Last orbital launch attempt/TKS

Branch No, I (spacecraft),

OKB-S2 Branch

July 17, 1977 (Kosmos-929)
VA
V_

September 27, 1985 (Kosmos-1686)
December 15. 1976

Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

May 23, 1979 (Kosmos-I I00/I I01)
1986
TKSll IF72, TKS V_/I IF74. TKS FGB/I IF77
8K82KfProton-K

Objective

Transport

ship for glmaz

and Salyut space stations

30. Soyuz-VI
Lead institutions
Chief Designers
Initiation of studies
Project approval
Draft plan signed
Project termination
Spacecraft

TsKBEM an TsKBEM Branch No. 3 (spacecraft),
No. 3 (launcher)
V, P. Mishin, D, I, Kozlov
Late 1967
January-February
June 23. 1968
February 1970
OB-Vl station/I

1968

IF731, 7K-SII IF732.7K-S-Itl

7K-S-II/I IF734, ZK-Gll
Launch vehicle
Objectives

TsKBEM Branch

I F733.

IF735

111_51IJSoyuz
Small military space station

in Earth orbit with

different

ferry craft

31. UR-700MIMK-700
Lead institutions
General Designer
Initiation of studies
MOM approval
Predraft plan signed (MK-700)

TsKBM (spacecraft),
V. N. Chelomey

TsKBM Branch No.

I (launcher)

Early 1969
June 30, 1969
/_pril 1970

963

964

October 1970
Late 1970

Predraft plan signed (UR-Z0OM)
ProJect termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

MK-700
UR-7OOM
Piloted landing

Objective
32. Long-Duration

Orbital

Station

(DOS)lSalyut

Lead institutions
Chief/General

on Mars

TsKBEM and TsKBM Branch No. I (spacecraft},

Designers

Lead designer
Initiation of studies
TsK KPSISM approval

February 9, 1970
April 19. 1971 (Salyut)
February 19, 1986 (Mir)

First orbital launch attempt
Last orbital launch attempt
Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

17K/DOS, 17KSIMir,
8K82KIProton-K
Small piloted

Objective

I 7KSM/ISS

station in Earth orbit with

ferry craft

33. N I-L3M
Lead institution

TsKBEM

Chief Designers
Initiation of studies

V. E Mishin,
1969-70
Late 197 I

Draft plan signed
Approval by Council
Project termination
Spacecraft
Launch vehicle

TsKBM Branch

No I (launcher)
V. P. Mishin. V, E Glushko, Yu, E Semenov, V, N Bugayskiy
Yu. E Semenov, V. V. Pallo
December 1969

of Chief Designers

V. g. Borisov

May 15, 1972
May 1974
L3M
NIF
Long-duration

Objective

CHALLENGE
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Personae,
1945-74
Contribution

Full Name

to the

Date of Birth/Death

Soviet Space Program

1919-August 15, 1998

Deputy Chief Designer in 1966-80 at OKB
Korolev worked on launch complexes.

1909-

Chief Designer in 1952-73 at OKB Zvezda
worked on spacesuits and airlocks.

Deszgnersand Scientists
Abramov,

Anatoliy Petrovich

Alekseyev,

Avduyevskiy,
Sergeyevich

Semyon Mikhaylovich

Vsevolod

Scientist at NII-I in 1953-73 and First
Deputy Director at TsNllMash in 1973-87.

Bahakin, Georgiy Nikolayevich

Barmin,

July 28, 1920-

Vladimir Pavlovich

November 14, 1914August 3, 1911

Chief Designer in 1965-71 at OKB Lavochkin led
work on lunar and interplanetary spacecraft.

March 17, 1909-

Chief Designer in 1941-93 at GSKB

July 17, 1993

SpetsMash designed launch complexes.

June I, 1894February 4, 19T5

President of the Academy of Artillery

Blokhin, Yuriy Dmitryevich

Unknown

Head of Mikoyan KB space branch worked on the
Spiral spaceplane.

Bogomolov, Aleksey Fedorovich

June 2, 19f3-

Chief Designer in 1954-88 at OKB MEI worked on
telemetry and guidance systems.

Bogomolov, Vladislav Nikolayevich

September 14, i919February 9, 1997

Chief Designer in 1971-85 at OKB isayev worked
on rocketengines and succeeded Isayev.

Boguslavskly, YevgenJy
Yakovlevich

1917-May 18, 1969

Deputy Chief Designer in 1950-69 at
Ryazanskiy Nil worked on spacecraft guidance
systems.

Bolkhovi/inov,

1989-1970

At NH- I. he worked on the S_,nger Bredt
antipodal bomber.

1908-1969

Chief Designer in 1950-69 at OKB-670 worked

Blagonravov,
Arkadyevich

Anatoliy

Viktor Fedorovich

Bondaryuk, Mikhail Makarovich

Sciences in 1946-50 and public spokesperson.

on ramjet engines for gurya and Buran.
Borodin, Sergey Aleksandrovich

Budnik, Vasiliy Sergeyevich

1935-

June 24, 1913-

Chief Designer from 1975 on at SOKB of Gromov
LII designed simulators and cockpit consoles.
Deputy Chief Designer in 1954-72 at OKB
Yangel worked on missiles and was a korolev
prot4g4.

Bugayskiy, Viktor Nikifirovich

Unknown

He headed OKB Chelomey Branch No. I in
1960-73 and worked on rockets and spacecraft.

Bushuyev, Konstantin Davidovich

May 23, 1914October 26, 1978

Deputy Chief Designer in 1954-72 at
OKB Korolev led piloted spacecraft projects
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Bykov, Yuriy Sergeyevich

1916-1970

Chief Designer in 1959-70 at NII-695 worked on
communications systems for piloted spacecraft,

Chelomey, Vladimir Nikolayevich

June 30, 1914December 8, 1984

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1955-84 at
OKB-52 led work on cruise missiles, ICBMs. and
spacecraft.

Chertok, Boris Yevseyevich

March I, t912-

Deputy Chief Designer in 1956-91 at OKB Korolev
worked on guidance systems.

Darevskiy, Se_geyGrigoryevich

Unknown

Chief Designer in 1965-75 at SOKB of Gromov Ltl
designed simulators and cockpit consoles.

November 25, 1921-

Dorofeyev, Boris Arkadyevich

July 9, 1999

Deputy Chief Designer at OKB Korolev, was Chief
Designer for NI rocket in 1972-74 (demoted in
1974).

Eidis, Arkadiy Ionovich

1913-

He headed OKB Chelomey Branch No. 3 in
1962-65 and was later Chelomey's First Deputy
General Designer.

Feoktistav, KonstantinPetrovich

February 7, 1926-

Department Chief at OKB Korolev worked on
Vostok and other piloted spacecraft

Gazenko,

December 12. 1918-

Director of IMBP in 1969-88 performed early work
on space medicine.

September 2. 1908-

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1946-89 at

January I0, 1989

OKB-456 designed rocket engines for missiles and
launchers.

Gubanov, Boris Ivanovich

March 14, 1930March 18, 1999

He was First Deputy Chief Designer/General
Designer in 1912-82 at OKB Yangel and in 1982-93
at OKB Korolev

Gubenko, Yevgeniy Stepanovich

Unknown-1959

Chief Designer in 1950-59 at SKB-567 worked on
ground communications segment,

Gusev, Leonid Ivanovich

1922-

Director of NII-695 and from 1965 on Director of

Oteg Georgiyevich

Glushko, Valentin Petrovich

NIl P led work on guidance systems.
Iosffyan,

Andronik Gevondovich

Isayev, _leksey Mikhailovich

1905-1993

Chief Designe_ in 1941-74 at NII-621 worked on
power sources and remote-sensing craft.

October 24. 1908-

Chief Designer in t947-11 at OKB-2
led work on engines for piloted spacecraft

June I0, 1911
Ishlinskiy, gleksandr Yulevich

August 6. 1913-

Director of Institute of Mechanics in 1964-89 prepared space communiques

Ivanov, ivan Ivanovich

1918-

Deputy Chief Designer at OKB Yangel, led work on
LK lander engine.

Ivanovskiy, Oteg Genrikhovich

January 18. 1922-
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He worked at OKB-I on Sputnik and Vostok and
was Deputy Chief Designer in 1971-83 at OKB
Lavochkin.
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Ivensen, Pavel glbertovich

1908-

At OKB-52, he worked on the early development o[
Proton and Salyut

Izotov,

Sergey Petrovich

June 30, 1917May 6. 1983

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1960-83 at
OKB-! 17 worked on Chelomey's lunar lander
engines

Kartukov,

Ivan Ivanovich

Unknown

Chief Designer of KB-2 at Plant No. 81 worked on
solid-propellant engines for spacecraft.

Keldysh, Mstislav Vsevolodovich

Kemurdzhian,

Khomyakov,

Aleksandr Leonovich

Mikhail Stepanovich

Khristianovich,
A]eksandrovich

Sergey

February I0, 191lJune 24, 1978

Director of Nil-I in 1946-55, Chief of IPM in

Unknown

Chief Designer at VNII-100 worked on robotic lunar
rovers.

Unknown

At OKB-I, he was lead designer for Sputnik: later,
he was Deputy General Designer at NPO Energiya.

November 9 1908-

He worked on ICBMs at TsAGI in 1942-53 and

1953-78, and President of/qcademy of Sciences in
1961-75 led scientific work on missiles/spacecraft.

then at Institute of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.

Khrushchev, Sergey Nikitich

1934-

Deputy Department Chief in 1958-68 at OKB
Chelomey is son of Nikita Khrushchev.

Kisunko, Grigoriy Vasilyevich

July 20, 1918-1998

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1953-75 at KB-I
and later at OKB-30 led work on early anti-ballistic
missilelASAT.

Konopatov,

March I0, 1922-

Chief Designer in 1965-93 at OKB Kosberg led

Aleksandr Dmitriyevich

work on rocket engines
Konoplev, Boris Mikhaylovich

Korolev, Sergey Pavlovich

1912-October 24, 1960

January 12, 1907January 14, 1966

Chief Designer in 1946 at OKB-I and founder of the
Soviet space program, his early prewar rocketry work
was at GIRD and NIl-3.

January 3, 1965

Chief Designer in 1941-65 at OKB-154 led work on
engines for ICBMs and launchers.

Kotelnikov, Vladimir
Aleksandrovich

September 6, 1908-

He was at OKB MEI in 1947-54 and then at the

Kovtunenko,

August 31, 1921July I0, 1995

With early work at OKB Yangel. he later was Chief

Mikhaylovich

Kozlov, Dmitriy llich

October h 1919-

As head of OKB Korolev Branch No 3/TsSKB from

Kosberg, Semyon Ariyevich

Vyecheslav

December 14. 1903-

He worked on guidance at NII-885, NII-695. and
OKB-692 and died in the R-16 accident

Institute of Radio Technology and Electronics.

DesignedGeneral Designer at NPO Lavochkinin
1977-95.

1959 on, he worked on reconnaissance satellites.
Kryukov,

Sergey Sergeyevich

1918-

He was Deputy Chief Designer in 1961-65 at OKB
Korotev then Chief Designer in 1971-77 at OKB
Lavochkin.
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Kurchatov,

Igor Vasilyevich

January 12, 1903February 7, 1960

At KB-111 he worked on first hydrogen bomb-work
coordinated with OKB-I.

Kuznetsov,

Nikolay Dmitriyevich

June 23, 191 IJuly 30, 1995

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1949-94 at
OKB-276 worked on rocket engines for the N I and
GR-I.

Kuznetsov, Viktor Ivanovich

April 27, 1913March 22, 1991

Chief Designer in 1946-89 at Nil I0 and N11-944
worked on missile and spaceship gyros.

Lapygin, Vladimir Lavrentyevich

February 4, 192S-

Deputy Chief Designer at Pilyugin Nil worked on
guidance and succeeded Pilyugin in 1982

September II. 1900-

Chief Designer in 1939-60 at OKB-301 worked

june 9, 1960

on Burya cruise missile

Lavochkin, Semyon Alekseyevich

l..ebedinskiy,

Andrey Vladimirovich

1902-January 3, 1965

He was first Director of IMBP in 1963-65 and an
early space medicine pioneer.

IJdorenko,

Nikolay Stepanovich

April IS, 1916-

Chief Designer at Nil IT worked on power sources
[or spacecraft, including Sputnik.

llkhushin,

Valentin Yakovlevich

May 29, 1918December 4, 1982

Director of Nil-I

1909-1978

Chief Designer in 1968-77 at NIEI PDS worked on
parachutes and succeeded Tkachev.

December 25, 1909-

Chief Designer in 1966-76 at OKB Mikoyan led

l.obanov,

Nikolay Aleksandrovich

Lozino-Lozinskiy,
Yevgenyevich

Gleb

in 1955-88 worked on advanced

engines.

work on the Spiral spaceplane.
March 23, 1908-

Lyulka, Arkhip Mikhaylovich

June 2, 1984

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1946-84 at
OKB-165 worked on cryogenic engines for the N I.

Makeyev, Viktor Petrovich

October 25, 1924October 25. 1985

This Chief Designer/General Designer in 1955-85
at SKg-385 was a Korolev proteg_

Melnikov,

Mikhail Vasilyevich

September 22. t9191996

Deputy Chief Designer in 1960-74 at OKB Korolev
worked on engines, including Blok D

Mikoyan,

Artem Ivanovich

August 5, 1905December 9, 1970

Chief DesignerlGenerai Designer in

Mishin, Vasiliy Pavlovich

january 18, 19t7-

Chief Designer in 1966-74 at OKB Korolev led work
on the N I-L3 lunar program, was fired in 1974, and
was later at MAI.

Mnatsakanyan,

November 7. 1918-1992

Chief Designer in 1953-69 at N11-648worked on

Armen Sergeyevich

1942-69 at OKB-15S led work on the Spiral spaceplane system

spacecraft telemetry and radar systems.
Myasishchev, Vladimir
Mikhaylovich

September 28, 1902October 14. 1978

Chief Designer in 1951-60 at OKB-23 worked on a

Nesmeyanov,/_leksandr
N ikolayevich

September 9, 1899-1980

President of the Academy of Sciences in 195 I-6 I
approved the first satellite project.
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Nudelman, #,leksandr
Emmanuilovich

1912-August 2, 1996

Chief Designer in 1965-87 at OKB-16 worked on a
space cannon for Chelomey and Kozlov.

Okhapkin,

19IO-March 1980

Deputy Chief Designer in 1952-76 at OKB Korolev
led work on the N I and was Mishin's First Deputy.

February 26, 1921-

This scientist at OPM MI#,N did research work on

Sergey Osipovich

Okhotsimskiy,
Yevgenyevich

Dmitriy

Space Program

an early ICBM.

Polio, ViadJmir Vladimirovich

Parin, Vasiliy Vasilyevich

Unknown

March 18. 1903June Is, 1971

Deputy Chief Designer at OKB Chelomey Branch
No. I led work on the DOS and Salyut stations.
Director of IMBP in 1965-69 was a premier space
medicine specialist.

Paton, Boris Yevgenyevich

November 27. 1918-

Pelrov, Boris Nikolayevich

March II. 1913-

Department Chief in 1951-1980 at Institute of

#'ugust 23, 1980

Control Problems was a public spokesperson

May 31, 1912
May 11. 1987

Z1fterconducting aerodynamic research at Nil-I,

May 18. 1908
#,ugust 2. 1982

Chief Designer in 1948-82 at NII-885 and Nil #,P
worked on missile and spaceship guidance.

Pobedonostsev, Yuriy
#,leksandrovich

February 7. 1907October 1973

He was Chief Engineer in 1946-49 at NII-88 and
was later at NII-125.

Polukhin,

March 12. 1927-

Chief Designer in 1973-93 at OKB Chelomey

September 7, 1993

Branch No. I led the development of Proton.

Radovskiy, Viktor Petrovich

May II, 1920-

Deputy Chief Designer at OKB-456 worked on
rocket engines and succeeded Glushko in 1989

Rasplefin,

_qugust 25, 1908-1967

Chief Designer in 1953-67 at KB-I worked on the
RORS#,T,EORS#,T.and #,SAT programs.

January 18. 1915-

Department Chief in 1960-73 at OKB Korolev

Petrov, Georgiy Ivanovich

Pilyugin,

Nikolay #,lekseyevich

Dmitriy #,lekseyevich

#,leksandr _tndreyevich

Raushenbakh, Boris Viktorovich

Director of Institute of Electrical Welding from 1953
on worked on the NI and the Vulkan unit.

he was Director of Institute of Space Research in
1965-73.

worked on guidance systems.
Reshetnev, Mikhail Fedorovich

November I0, 1924January 26, 1996

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1961-96 at
OKB-10 led work on communications satellites and
was a Korolev protege.

Rosselevich, Igor #,leksandrovich

1918-1991

Ryazanskiy,

April 5, 1909#,ugust 7, 1987

Mikhail Sergeyevich

Savin, #,natoliy Ivanovich

April 6, 1920-

Chie[ Designer in 1954-83 at NII-380 worked on
TV systems for spacecraft
Chief Designer in 1946-51 and 1955-87 at Nil 885
worked on missile and spacecraft radio guidance.
General Designer from 1962 on at KB-I and TsNII
Kometa worked on the RORSgT, EORS#,T,and
#,S#,T programs.
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Semenov, Yuriy Pavlovich

April 20, 1935-

He was the lead designer of Soyuz and Zond at
OKB Korolev and then General Designer at RKK
Energiya from 1989 on.

Sedov, Leonid Ivanovich

November 14. 1907-

He chaired the Commission for Promotion of Interplanetary f,lights and was a public spokesperson.

5everin, Gay llich

July 24, 1926-

Chief Designer/General Designer from 1964 on at
OKB Zvezda worked on spacesuits and EVA aiflocks.

Shabarov,

192Z-

Deputy Chief Designer at OKB Korolev led the flight
testing of piloted spacecraft.

November 5, 1916-

Chief Designer in 1974-91 at Nil losifyan in
1974-91 worked on power sources and Earth survey
satellites,

January 25, 1907March 10. 1966

At the Second Division of Biological Sciences under
the Academy oF Sciences, he was an early medicine
specialist.

Solovyev, Vsevolod Nikolayevich

Unknown

Chief Designer in 1963-92 at KB TransMash
designed space launch complexes

Stechkin,

1891-_pril2,1969

Chief Designer in 1955-69 at OKB f,akel under the
Academy of Sciences performed attitude control
engine work.

1912-1997

Director of Gromov LII in 1954-66 worked on

Yevgeniy Vasilyevich

Sheremetyevskiy,
Nikolayevich

Si_kyan,

Nikolay

Norair Martirosovich

Boris Sergeyevich

Stroyev, Nikolay Sergeyevich

spacecraft testing and later was at VPK
Sttuminskiy,

Vladimir Vasilyevich

Director of Institute of Theoretical and Applied

April 29, 1914-

Mechanics in 1966-71 worked on liquid hydrogen,
Tikhonravo%

Mikhail K1avdiyevich

July 29, 1900March 4, 1974

Designer at NIl-4 and OKB Korolev worked on
Sputnik and Vostok and performed early ICBM work
and early work at GIRD and NIl-3.

Unknown

Tkachev, Fedor Dmitriyevich

Chief Designer at NIEI PDS worked on parachutes
and was fired in 1968 after Soyuz I.

Tregub, Yakov Isayevich

Unknown

Deputy Chief Designer in 1964-73 at OKB Koroiev
ted flight control for piloted flights.

Tritko, Karl Ivanovich

Unknown

Chief of SKB at Nil-88 in 1946 49 led work on early
missiles.

Trufanov. Yuriy Nikolayevich

Unknown

He was Deputy Chief Designer at OKB Chelomey
Branch No. I and was then at NPO Energiya and
NPO Lavochkin.

Tsybin, Pavel Vladimirovich

December 23, 1905february 4. 1992

Deputy Chief Designer in 1960s at OKB Korolev
performed early spaceplane work at OKB-256

May 21. 1901September 9. 1973

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1955-73 at
OKB-300 worked on spacecraft attitude engines.

Tumanskiy, Sergey Konstantinovich
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Andrey Nikolayevich

of Birth/Death

to the
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December 23, 1972

Chief Designer/General Designer in 1943-72 at
OKB-156 worked on spaceplane carrier aircraft.

"ryurin, Petr Aleksandrovich

June 25, I917February26, 2000

Chief Designer in 1953-gi of KB Arsenal worked on
L3 components and later performed EORSAT work,

Utkin,

April 23, 1910August 29, 1985

Chief Designer in 1960-70 at Nil IT worked on
spacecraft memory data recorders.

October 17, 1923February 15, 2000

He was Deputy Chief Designer in 1961-71 at OKB
Yangel and succeeded Yangel in 1971.

July II, 1910September 26, 1982

Director of NII-YaFof Moscow State University in
1960-82 worked on science experiments.

August 21, 1895-1915

Director of Institute of Geochemical and Analytical
Chemistry worked on lunar samples,

November 19, 1901January 10, 1989

First Deputy Chief Designer in 1954-61 at OKB
Glushko worked on rocket engines.

December 21, 19061987

Chief Designer in 1939-85 at OKB-124 worked on
life support systems [or spacecraft.

Ivan Ivanovich

Utkin, Vladimir Fedorovich

Vemov,

Sergey Nikolayevich

Vinogradov,

Aleksandr Pavlovich

Vitka, Vladimir Andreyevich

Voronin, Grigoriy Ivanovich

Voskresenskiy,
Aleksandrovich

Leonid

Yangel, Mikhail Kuzmich

Yefremov,

Gerbert Aleksandrovich

July 14, 1913December 15, 1965

Deputy Chief Designer in 1953-64 at OKB Korolev
led flight testing of missiles.

October 25, 191l-

Chief Designer in 1954-71 at OKB-586 led work on

October 25, 1971

missiles and robotic spacecraft.

March 15, 1933-

Deputy General Designer in 1971-84 at OKB
Chelomey succeeded Chelomey in 1984.

Zaslavskiy,
Military

1920-1995

He was Chief Designer in the 1960s at TsNII-108.

May 2 I, 1923-

Department Chief in 1957-71 at TsKIK led flight
control for piloted missions.

Officers

Agadzhanov,

Agaltsov,

Alekseyev,

Anokhin,

Mark Efimovich

Pavel Artemyevich

Fillip Aleksandrovich

Nikolay Nikolayevich

Sergey Nikolayevich

Babiychuk, Aleksandr Nikolayevich

January 8, 1900-1980

Air _orce Deputy Commander-in-Chief in 1958-62
prepared the selection of cosmonauts.

1914-November 12,
1980

He chaired the Science and Technical Committee,

March 19, 1910April 15, 1986

He was a test pilot for Gromov LII in 1941-64 and
then worked at OKB Korolev,

Unknown

Chief, Biomedical Service, at Air Force oversaw the

General Staff, Ministry of Defense, in 1960-70.

early Vostok missions,
Beregovoy, Georgiy Timofeyevich

Bibikov, Yakov Lvovich

April 15, 1921June 30, 1995

He was a cosmonaut who later became Director of

Unknown

He was Director of Nil-I during German recovery
operations in 1945-46.

the Cosmonaut Training Center in 1972-86.
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Date

Biryuzov, SergeySemenovich

August 21, 1904October 19, 1964

of Birth/Death

Soviet

to the

Space Program

He was Commander-in-Chief of RVSN in 1962-63
and later Chief of General Staff Ministry of Defense.

Bolshoy, Amos Aleksandrovich

Unknown

Department Chief at TsKIK led flight control teams
for early missions

Bulychev, Ivan Timofeyevich

Unknown

He was Chie[ of Communications

Directorate,

Ministry of Defense. in 1956-58.
Chechulin,

Petr Petrovich

September IO, 1906September 16, 1971

He was Director of NIl-4 in 1951-55 during early
research on satellites.

Fedorov, Petr Ivanovich

1898 February 7. 1945

First Director of Nil I in 1944-45
search for the A 4

Gaga[in, Yuriy Alekseyevich

March 9, 1934March 27, 1968

First human in space later became Deputy Director
of the Cosmonaut Training Center m 1963 67 and
then died in a plane crash

Gallay, Mark Lazarevich

19t4

Test pilot at Gromov LII led training at the
Cosmonaut Training Center.

Gaydukov. Lev Mikhaylovich

1998

January 14, 191I-

oversaw the early

Chief of the Interdepartmental Technical
Commission in Germany in 1945-46

Genin, Abram Moiseyevich

He was Directorate Chief at Institute of Aviation

May 12 1922

and Space Medicine in 1964-75.
Gerchik, Konstantin Vasilyevich

September 27 1918-

He was Commander o[ Tyura-Tam during the R-I 6
dlsaster in 1958-61

Goreglyad, Leonid Ivanovich

I915 1986

He was General Staff representative at the
Cosmonaut Training Center and an aide to Kamanin.

Grechko, Andrey l_ntonovich

October 17, 1903April 26, 1976

Grigoryev, Mikhail Grigoryevich

October 23, 1917November 12, 1981

Deputy Minister of Defense in 1967-76 was against
piloted space programs
First Commander of Mirnyy site in 1957-62 later
chaired the State Commission for Almaz.

Gurovskiy, Nikolay Nikolayevich

Unknown

He was a doctor at Institute of l_viation and Space
Medicine and later Deputy Director at IMBP

Kamanin,

1909-March t3. 1982

Deputy Chief of General Staff in 1958-66 and then
Aide to Air Force Commander in 1966-71 oversaw

Nikolay Petrovich

cosmonaut training.
Karas, Andrey Grigoryevich

Karpov,

September 27, 1918
January 21 1979

Yevgeniy Anatotyevich

Kerimov, Kerim Aliyevich

192l-May

1990

He was Chief of TsKIK in 1959-65 and later
Commander of TsL!KOSIGUKOS in 1965 79.
He was first Director of the Cosmonaut Training
Center in 1960%3.

November 14, 1917

First Commander of TsUKOS in 1964-65 and
Directorate Chief atMinistry oF General Machine
Building in 1965-74 chaired the State Commission
[or Soyuz in 1966-91
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Date

Kirillov, Anatoliy Semenovich

December 3 I, 1924March 30, 1987

Chief, First Directorate, at Tyura-Tam in 1960-67
oversaw launch teams.

Krylov, Nikolay Ivanovich

April 29. 1903-

Commander-in-Chief. Strategic Missile Forces, in

february 9, 19T2

1963-72

Kurushin, Aleksandr
Aleksandrovich

March 14, 1922-

He was Commander

Kutakhov,

August 6, 1914-

Pave[ Stepanovich

of Birth/Death

to the

Full Name

Soviet

Space Program

was against piloted space programs.
of Tyura-Tam in 1965-73

during the NI launches.
Commander-in

Chief of kir Force in 1969-84

suc-

ceeded Vershinin.
Kuznetsov, Nikolay Fedorovich

December 26, 1916March 5, 2000

He was Commander of the Cosmonaut Training
Center in 1963-72 during the Voskhod and Soyuz
programs.

Kuznetsov,

Nikolay Nikobyevich

1903-1983

He was first Chief of the Interdepartmental
Technical Commission in Germany in 1945.

Maksimov, Aleksandr
Aleksandrovich
Malinovskiy,

Morozov,

Rodion Yakovlevich

Viktor Pavlovich

Moskalenko,

Mozzhorin,

Kirill Semenovich

Yuriy Aleksandrovich

August 29, 1923October 12, 1990

Deputy Chief o[ TsKIK was later Commander of
GUKOSIUNKS in 1979-89

November 23, 1898-

Minister of Defense in 1957-67 was against piloted

March 31, 1967

space programs.

November I, 1918-

He chaired the Scientific Technical Coremittee

july 4, 1981

Strategic Missile Forces in 1962-67.

May II. f902-June 17.
1985

He was Commander-in-Chiel of the Strategic Missile
Forces in 1960-62 and succeeded Nedelin.

December 28, 1920-

Director of NII-88 in 1961-90 oversaw Soviet space
policy

May 15, 1998
Mrykin, Aleksandr Grigoryevich

Nedelin,

Mitrofan Ivanovich

Nesterenko,

Nitochkin,

Aleksey Ivanovich

Aleksey Alekseyevich

of the

August 15, 190SOctober 6, 1972

He was First Deputy Commander of GLIRVO in

November 9, 1902October 24, 1960

Deputy Minister of Defense in 1955-59 was first

March 30, 1908-

He was first Director of NIl-4 in 1946-50 and then

July 18, 1995

first Commander of Tyura-Tam in 1955-58.

Unknown

1955-65 and Strategic Missite Forces liaison with
space.

Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic Missile Forces
and died in the R-16 accident.

Engineer at TsPI-31 designed Tyura-Tam launch
range.

Nosov, Aleksandr Ivanovich

March 27, 1913October 24, 1960

Chief of launch command at Tyura Tam in 1955-58
died in the R-16 disaster.

Odintsov,

Mikhail Petrovich

1921-

Director of the Cosmonaut Training Center in 1963
was fired.

Ostashev,

Yevgeniy Ilich

March 22, 1924October 24, t960

First Directorate Chief at Tyura-Tam in 1956-60 died
in the R-16 disaster.
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Date

Pokrovskiy, Aleksey Vasilyevich

1903-1988

He was Director of Institute of Aviation and Space
Medicine from the 1940s to 1959.

Rudenko, Sergey Ignatyevich

October 71 1904-1990

First Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Air Force in
1958-68 oversaw cosmonaut training.

Soviet

Space Program

November 12, 1908-

He was Commander o[ GURVO during Sputnik and

April 16. 1973

Vostok in 1954-64.

December 18, 1927-

Commander-in-ChieFs Aide of Air Force in 1971-87
succeeded Kamanin.

May I. 1903-July 31,
1965

He was Chiel- of Construction Directorate at

August 9, 1918l_pril 15, 1993

Commander of GLIRVO in 1967-75 later moved to

October 30, 1910-

He was Director of NIl-4 during the early space

February 5, 1976

program in 1955-70.

Spiridinov, Aleksey Sergeyevich

Unknown

He was in Seventh Chief Directorate of Ministry of
Armaments and Director of NII-88 in 1953-59.

Spitsa, Ivan Ivanovich

1919-1992

He was Commander of TsKIK during the N I
launches in 1965-73.

Titov, German Stepanovich

September II, D35-

Second human in orbit was later First Deputy
Commander of GUKOS in 1979-91.

November 25, 1914-

First Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic
Missile Forces in 1960-68 was later Commander-inChief in 1972-85

Semenov, Anatoliy Ivanovich

Shatalov,

Vladimir Aleksandrovich

Shubnikov,

Smimitskiy,

Georgiy Maksimovich

Nikotay Nikotayevich

$okolov, Andrey fllarionovich

Tolubko, Vladimir fedorovich

Ministry of General Machine Building.

June 17, 1989

Tveretskiy, Aleksandr Fedorovich

Tyulin, Ceorgiy g]eksandrovich

November 17, 1904December 3 I, 1992

He was first Commander of Special Purpose Brigade,

October 9, 1914-

First Deputy Chairman of GKOT in 1961-65 and
First Deputy Minister of General Machine Building in
1965-76 oversaw many State Commissions

April 22, 1990

Vasilyev, Anatoliy Aiekeseyevich

Vershinin,

Vitruk,

Konstantin Andreyevich

Andrey lqvksentyevich

Volynkin,

Yuvenaliy Mikhaylovich

Tyura-Tam in 1955-65.

precursor to the Strategic Missile Forces,in 1946-49

November 28, 1921November 12, 1973

Commander of GURVO in 1964-67 later chaired

June 3, 1900December 30, 1973

He was Commander of Air Force during the Vostok,
Voskhod, and early Soyuz missions in 1957-69.

the Scientific-Technical Committee of the Strategic
Missile Forces in 1967-69.

1906-

He was first Commander of TsKIK during the
Sputnik and Luna missions in 1957-59

February 7, 1907

He was Director of Institute of Aviation and Space
Medicine in 1960-69 during Vostok.

Voronov, Nikolay Nikolayevich

1899-February 28,
1968

Commander o[ Artillery Forces in 194 I- 1950 later
became President of Academy of Artillery Sciences
H
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Votintsev, Yuriy Vsevolodovich

1919-

of Birth/Death

Soviet

to the

Space Program

First Commander of PROIPKO forces in 1967-85
was in charge of ASAT forces,

Voznyuk,

Vasiliy Ivanovich

January I. 1907September 12, 1976

First Commander of Kapustin Yar range in 1946-13
selected the Tyura-Tam site.

Yakovlev, Nikolay Dmitryevich

1898-May I0, 1972

He was Chief of Chief Artillery Directorate in
194t-48.

Yazdovskiy,

1913-

Deputy Director of Institute of Aviation and Space
Medicine was a space medicine pioneer.

Zakharov, Aleksandr Grigoryevich

February 20, 1921-

He was Commander of Tyura-Tam range during
Vostok and Voskhod in 1961-65.

Zakharov,

1898-January 3 I, 1972

He was Chief of Ministry of Defense General Staff in
1960-73.

December I. 1896June 18. 1974

He was Minister of Defense in 1955-57 during the
selection of Tyura-Tam.

August 30, 191a-

First Minister of General Machine Building in

Vtadimir Ivanovich

Matvey Vasilyevich

Zhukov, Georgiy Konstantinovich

Party and

_ouernrnent

Afanasyev,

Officials

Sergey PJleksandrovich

1965-83 oversaw N I project.
Balmont,

Boris Vladimirovich

October 6 1927-

He was Chief of Chie[ Directorate at Ministry of
General Machine Building in 1965-73 and First
Deputy Minister of General Machine Building in
1976-8 I.

Beriya, Lavrentiy Pavlovich

March 29, 1899December 23, 1953

Brezhnev,

December 19. 1912November fO, (98Z

Leonid Iltich

Brezhnev, Mikhail t_leksandrovich

Unknown

Bulganin, Nikolay Aleksandrovich

June Ih 1895February 24, 1975

He was Soviet security apparatus chief through 1953.

He was Secretary of Central Committee for defense
and space in fgJT-60 and 1963-65.
Deputy Minister of General Machine Building was
responsible for guidance systems.
Minister of Defense in 1947-49 and 1953-55
chaired Special Committee No. 2 in 1947-49.

19O6-

Deputy Minister of Health [rom 1947 was involved
in Voskhod crew selection

Butoma, Boris Yevstafyevich

May I, 1907-july II,
1976

He was Minister of Ship Building Industry in
1957-76

Dementyev,

January 24, 1907May 14.1977

supporter of Chelomey.

Burnazyan,

Avetik Ignatyevich

Petr Vasilyevich

Drnitryev, Igor Fedorovich

Domrachev, Aleksandr Vasitiyevich

Minister of Aviation Industry in 1953-77 was a

1909-

First Deputy Chief, Central Committee Defense
Industries Department, in 1965-81 succeeded
Serbin.

October t906-

First Chairman of GKOT in 1957-58 participated in
Tyura-Tam's selection.

January 26, 1961
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Gonor, I.ev Robertovich

1906-November 13,
1969

First Director of NII-88 in 1946-50 was dismissed
in 1950

Grishin, Lev Arkhipovich

1920-October 24 1960

Deputy Chairman of GKOT in 1958-60 died in the
R-16 disaster.

Ivashutin,

1903-

First Deputy Chairman of KGB during Vostok in
1959 63 was later GRU Chief in 1963-88

Kalmykov, Valeriy Dmitriyevich

August 28, 1908March 22, 1974

He was Minister of Radio-Technicallndustryin
1954-74.

Khokhlov,

Unknown

Deputy Minister of General Machine Building m
1965 83 was responsible for quality control

April 4, 1901June 2, t961

Minister of Aviation Industries in 1946-53 was later

Khrushchev, Nikita Sergeyevich

April 5, 1894September II, 1971

First Secretary of Central Committee in 1953-64
during the early space era chaired Council of
Ministers in 1958 64.

Kozlov. FrotRomanovich

August 18. 1908January 30. 1965

He was Secretary of Central Committee for defense
and space during Vostok in 1960-63.

Leshchenko, Sergey Mikhaylovich

Unknown

He was First Deputy Minister of Aviation Industries
in 1957-64

Utvinov. Valentin Yakovlevich

1910-1983

Director of Progress Plant in )944-62 later was

Khrunichev,

Petr Ivanovich

Nikolay Dmitriyevich

Mikhail Vasityevich

in Gosplan

Deputy Minister of General Machine Building in
1965-73
Malenkov, Georgiy
Maksimiliyanovich

January 2, 1902January 23. 1988

First Chairman of Special Committee No. 2 ,n
1946-47 oversaw missile program,

Malyshev, Vyecheslav
Aleksandrovich

February 16, 1902February 20, 1957

Minister of Medium Machine Building in
1953-55 was first manager of Soviet defense industry.

Unknown-1982

Mazur, Yevgeniy Vasilyevich

He was Deputy Minister ol General Machine
Building
in 1965-82.

Pashkov, Georgiy Nikolayevich

1911-

He was at Gosplan Second Department in 1946-51
and Deputy Chairman of Military-lndustrial
Commission in 1957-70

Petrovskiy, BorisVasilyevich

June 27, 1908-

Minister of Health from 1965 to 1980 operated on
Korotev.

Pleshakov, Petr Stepanovich

July 13, 1922September II. 1987

Pravetskiy,

Vladimir Nikolayevich

Rudnev, Konstantin Nikolayevich

Unknown

Director of TsNII 108 in 1958-64

was then Minister

of Radio Industry 1974-87
He was Chief of Third Chief Directorate in Ministry
of Health.

June 22, 1911-

Director of NIl-88 in 1950-52 later chaired GKOT

August13,1980

during Vostok in 1958-61
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Ryabikov, Vasiliy Mikhaitovich

January 14, 1907-

Chie[ of Third Chief Directorate of Council of

July 19, 1974

Ministers in 1951-53 chaired Military-Industrial

Soviet Space Program

Commission in 1955-57 and Sputnik State
Commission.

Serbin, Ivan Dmitryevich

1910-February 16, 1981

He was Chie[ of De[ense Industries Department
in 1958-81.

Serov, Ivan Aleksandrovich

September 29, 1905July I, 1990

First Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs later chaired
KGB in 1954-58.

Shakhurin, Aleksey Ivanovich

February 25. 1904July 3, 1975

He was People's Commissar for Aviation Industries
in 1940-46.

Srnirnov,

@pril 16, 1916-

Director of YuzhMash Plant in 1952-61 chaired

Leonid Vasilyevich

Military Industrial Commission in 1963-85.
Stalin, Iosif Vissarionovich

Stroganov. Boris _leksandrovich

December 21, 1879March 5, 1953

General Secretary of Central Committee in 1924-53
was Chairman of Council of Ministers in 1941-53

Unknown

He was Sector Chief, Central Committee Delense
Industries Department.

Tabakov, Gleb Mikhaylovich

1912-1993

Director of Nil 229 in 1958-63 was later Deputy
Minister of General Machine Building in 1965-81

Udarov, Grigoriy Rafailovich

1904-1991

Deputy Minister of General Machine Building in
1965-79 was responsible for ground complexes

Ustinov,

October 30. 1908-

Chairman of Military-Industrial Commission during
Sputnik and Vostok in 1957-63 was later Secretary
of Central Committee for defense and space in
t96%76.

Dmitriy Fedorovich

December 20. 1984

Vetoshkin,

Sergey Ivanovich

Vladimirskiy,

Zubovich,

Sergey Mikhaylovich

Ivan Gerasimovich

Zverev, SergeyAlekseyevich

September 25, 1905July 19, 1991

Directorate Chief in Ministry of l_rmaments was
then First Deputy Chairman o[ Military Industrial
Commission in 1958-65

Unknown

Deputy Minister of Radio-Technical Industries in
1954-79 was earlier at KB-I.

19of-July )8, 1956

Deputy Chairman of Special Committee No. 2 was
then Deputy Minister of Armaments in 1949-51.

October 18, 1912-

He was Chairman of GKOT during the Voskhod

December 17, 1978

program in 1963 65.
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Numbers

7K-T spaceship,
and design

09 rocket, 6.63.

847

IK spaceship,

195,250:

see also Object

I KP spaceship,

251 ; see also Vostok-I

I L circumlunar

spaceship,

I M I test vehicle
2K spaceship,

338-45,

K spaceship

346

7K-VJ

8t_92

22J

195,250
363,382,

386: see also Vostok-3A

spaceship.

386.448,

451-54,

3KV

spaceship,

386,410-13,422,423,506,507,

spaceship

506: see also Voskhod

2

522,523.

524: see also Voskhod

5D51

221

7K spaceship,
design

7K-LI

610-22:
7K-LIE

project.

753-54

engine.

383, 463,

493,

719,

801, 802;

see also Soyuz circumlunar

546,

556-61.

1967, 561-64:

and

project

see also L I circumlunar

spaceship

see LIE spaceship

7K L I S spaceship,

see L I S spaceship

7K-LOK

spaceship.

493,494,495:

7K-OK

spaceship,

465-73.

654,699

and launches

spaceship,

see R-I

8K7t

missile,

see R-7
163 64,

166, 173-74,

missile,

booste¢: 203,235,259,
366,

368:

8K73

booster,

201-02

8K78

booster,

328.

388,

488,

701: and
in 1967-68,

and Zond

booster,

8K513

booster,

640:

346-50.

463,465:

also Soyuz circumlunar
10X cruise missile,

494.

501.

booster,

see N2 booster

IIA55

booster,

348

723. 766, 804. 840:

503,

705. 706.

see also Soyuz spaceship

559

7K-PLK spaceship.

498.

7K-PPK

502

Molniya

473: see also Soyuz-P

for flight.

348

lhq57

410, 41 I, 421,448,469,

booster,

spaceship

769,770.

794,804,809:

826

page numbers

I IA59

booster,

indicate

of. 348:

see

507. 523. 524,

525,

booster

394

I l,a,511 booster. 469,474,503,571,573,574,581,596,605.
610, 705. 826;

in italics

booster

and design

I IP.56 booster,

571: see also Voskhod

635. 636, 716,722.

that

also

227

I I_52

* Note

see

22, 227

missile,

573. 575, 59t, 596,

635, 636, 659. 670,

502.

IOXN cruise

701, 102,

and preparations

529:

project

624-26.

spaceship,

525,

see also Molniya

556, 557, 561. 565. 567, 569. 570,571.

7K-S spaceship,

338, 343,353,355,

booster

482

9K rocket block,

see also LOK lunar orbiter

492,

8K78M

see N I booster

spaceship,

20 I: see also Sputnik

273,276,

see also Vostok

booster,

7K-OK-T

aJso

156

I I_51

716, 722.

see

201 02.203.206,226,235,251.252

546,

629-33,

828;

booster

497-50&

in early

633,

322

missile,

356,

635

spaceship,

launches

596-99.

545

8KII

8K?2K

345-50.

of, 347-48:

7K G spaceship.

8D726

527,

15 t

8K72booster,

Mars sample return

space-

175, 176, 201

engine,

8KTISN

494

5KM space hghte,', 344
5NM

see also Soyuz-R

booster

195

engine.

592,597,

station

8K71PS booster,

aircraft.

see also Progress spaceship

spaceship,

military

booster,

8D423

3KD

3RS high-speed

military

Zvezda

3KA spaceship,

807. 809. 815,816:

810

ship

8,_91 booster,

aircraft,

4K spaceship,

826.

473,591.

P spaceship

195,250

3K spaceship,

7KTG spaceship,
7K-TK spaceship,

of N I rocket, 555

2RS high-speed

717, 774. 777, 804,805,
of, 769,807-08,

see also Soyuz

booster

photographs.

979

98O

IhqSI

IL booster.

IIA511M
I IA514

booster

I I D23 engine,
ID54

engine.

ID56M

483,649.

847

483,
488

engine,

820

ID416

engine.

543

t D417 engine,

booster,

see Buran space shuttle

(of Almaz),

spaceship
Supply

848:

and

missile concept,

Soviet

launches

of.

75

234, 307
R, 50,

Genrikh

118, 137, 160, 801

N,

Academy

of Armaments
of Sciences,

5t, 53
Industry,

90

see USSR Academy

at Sciences

camera, 510
Research Projects Agency
communications

Aelita

Mars project,

Aelilo

novel.

317

536

745-54

92

Propulsion

Division,

camera.

846. 847

(of Almaz).

806:

I F74 spaceship

(of Almaz),

592

Afanasyev,

A V,

I F75 spaceship

(of Almaz),

592. 807

Afanasyev,

Sergey A,

I F76 spaceship

(of Almaz),

592. 593

5t8,

527. 538,

539,

547, 553.

554,

570,

585,

591,

613,

IF77 spaceship

(of TKS),

62t,

631, 632,

634,

644.

645,

646,

64Z, 648,

649,

658,

659,

671,

675,

678,

679,

680, 699,

701. 703,

714,

720,

722.

724, 728,

730.

731. 733,

746.

750,

752,

759,

783.

786.

797, 800,

803,

806,

Ship

AFA 41t20

(ARPA)I

antennas.

745

missile.

Aerojet

see also Transport

570.

see UR 200 ICBM

Academy

Aerobee

591, 592: see also Almaz

473: see also Soyuz-R

538,

Anatoliy

ADU-I00

739

473: see also Soyuz-R spaceship

I F72 spaceship

A-300

Advanced

1[25 space shuttle,

spaceship,

ICBM,

Admira

53 I, 642.

IF71 spaceship,

I0 German

A-200

Abramovich,

649, 757. 759,847

IDI2t

477,

A-9/A

Abramov,

757. 759

engine,

I [72

677

483,548,649.

I D58 engine,

380.
57

55

473

engine,

1[71 station

364.

596

543

I D56 engine.

ID57

735

booster,

767

AF,q M 31 camera.

IF91 spaceship,

503;

807: see also FGB

see also 7K-LI.

LI. and Zond

space-

ship

767, 779
64
433,480.48

IF94 lunar landeL 491: see also LK lander

762.

771. 781,

IF615 spaceship.

809.

824: and background

IFTtl
IK

station,

tK25

463,

circumlunar

block.

engine.

465:

and design

of, 348:

see

project

see Energiya

payload

14X cruise missile,
15DI3

proJect,

346-50,

booster,

IS824

spaceship

597

spaceship.

also Soyuz

465; see also Soyuz

Nl

LJstinov,

booster

543
227

Agat-I

17K space station

see DOS station

Agence

807
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Scientific-Research
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of Machine
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Scientific-Research
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Directorate
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195,462
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791-92,
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Semenov,
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for Defense Technology),
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D., 93,
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Sevastyanov,
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Schwartz.
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415,
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and launch
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373. 386,407,

V,
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408,420,425-27,

31 I, 314,

320-21,

499. 500, 50l.

363,

509,525,

526,
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547,
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554,

560,

561, 61 I, 618,

620,

631.

840

632,
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701,
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786.

797,

376. 627-29

800.

803,

824:
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for Korolev,
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N I L3 project,

832-34:
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and end of
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Sochl.

I mission,
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171. 291
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Sokolov,

Andrey

Soldatova.
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SovJet Navy,

Soyuz
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Soyuz
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82,384,386,395.
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502. 504,
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590,
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olr 463-73:

early stage of project.
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of the
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Ivan I,
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of.
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see OTK
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and design
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and
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S. 63.

of,
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173, 220.

224,

242.
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of.
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166 68: and origins
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154 55:
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Sputnik
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2
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redesign
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of the
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